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Introduction
This Contract Interpretation Manual (CIM), jointly prepared by the National Postal
Mail Handlers Union and the United States Postal Service, represents a good
faith effort to identify contractual issues on which the National parties are in
agreement regarding interpretation and application of the parties’ 2016 National
Agreement. (There was no updated CIM following the 2011 National
Agreement.) The CIM is referenced in the National Agreement between the
parties at Article 15, Section .3E, which is reprinted below. (Note that actual
language from the National Agreement, Memoranda of Understanding and
Letters of Intent is shaded in gray throughout the CIM.)
The parties have agreed to jointly develop and implement a Contract
Interpretation Manual (CIM) within six (6) months after the effective date of
the 1998 National Agreement. The CIM will set forth the parties’ mutual
understanding regarding the proper interpretation and/or application of the
provisions of this Agreement. It is not intended to add to, modify, or
replace, in any respect, the language in the current Agreement; nor is it
intended to modify in any way the rights, responsibilities, or benefits of the
parties under the Agreement. However, production of the CIM
demonstrates the mutual intent of the parties at the National level to
encourage their representatives at all levels to reach resolution regarding
issues about which the parties are in agreement and to encourage
consistency in the application of the terms of the Agreement. For these
reasons, the positions of the parties as set forth in the CIM shall be
binding on the representatives of both parties in the resolution of disputes
at the Local and Regional levels, and in the processing of grievances
through Steps 1, 2 and 3 of the grievance-arbitration procedure. In
addition, the positions of the parties as set forth in the CIM are binding on
the arbitrator, in accordance with the provisions of Article 15.4A6, in any
Regional level arbitration case in which the CIM is introduced. The CIM
will be updated periodically to reflect any modifications to the parties’
positions which may result from National level arbitration awards, Step 4
decisions, or other sources. The parties’ representatives are encouraged
to utilize the most recent version of the CIM at all times.
The parties agree that the CIM will be made available to their representatives
who are responsible for handling disputes at the Local and Area/Regional levels
and for processing grievances at Steps 1, 2 and 3 of the grievance-arbitration
procedure in an effort to reach resolution regarding issues about which the
parties are in agreement and to assure consistency and compliance with the
terms of the National Agreement. The parties’ agreement in this regard is
designed to facilitate the resolution of grievances and to reduce grievance
backlogs. Contract interpretations set forth in the CIM may be cited and, if cited,
shall be applied to all pending and future cases at Steps 1, 2 and 3 of the
grievance procedure, and in Regional arbitration; this includes cases initiated
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prior to the issuance of the CIM to the extent that the specific contractual or
handbook/manual language interpreted in the CIM was in effect at the time the
case was initiated and has not subsequently been changed.
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Preface
The interpretations contained in the CIM should be self-explanatory. As specified
in Article 15, Section .3E of the National Agreement, the CIM is not intended to
“add to, modify, or replace, in any respect” the language in the National
Agreement. Additionally, the CIM is not intended to “modify in any way the
rights, responsibilities, or benefits or the parties under the Agreement.”
The positions of the parties contained in the CIM are binding on their
representatives in the resolution of disputes at the Local and Area/Regional
levels and in the processing of grievances at Steps 1, 2 and 3. The positions of
the parties contained in the CIM are binding on the arbitrator in any Regional
level arbitration case, regular or expedited, in which the CIM is introduced. If
introduced in Regional level arbitration, the CIM will speak for itself and the
parties’ advocates will not seek testimony on the content of the document from
the National parties.
The parties at the National level have committed to update the CIM periodically
to reflect any modifications to their positions which may result from national
arbitration awards, pre-arbitration settlements, Step 4 decisions, or other agreed
upon sources. The parties at the Local and Area/Regional levels should assure
that they are working with the most recent version of the CIM at all times and that
they apply any revisions or modifications prospectively from the date of revision.
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PREAMBLE
This Agreement (referred to as the 2016 “Mail Handlers National Agreement”) is
entered into by and between the United States Postal Service (the “Employer”)
and the National Postal Mail Handlers Union, a Division of the Laborers’
International Union of North America, AFL-CIO (the “Union”).
The 2016 Mail Handlers National Agreement became effective, except as set
forth in particular contract provisions or as noted in the CIM explanation of
Article 39.2, on March 4, 2017.
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ARTICLE 1
UNION RECOGNITION
Section 1.1 Recognition
The Employer recognizes the Union designated below as the exclusive
bargaining representative of all employees in the bargaining unit for which the
Union has been recognized and certified at the national level:
National Postal Mail Handlers Union, a Division of the Laborers’ International
Union of North America, AFL-CIO.
The NPMHU is the exclusive bargaining agent representing mail handlers and
mail handler assistants employed by the U.S. Postal Service. It has been so
recognized in accordance with the terms of the Postal Reorganization Act (PRA)
of 1970, which transformed the federal government agency known as the “Post
Office Department” into an independent establishment of the Government of the
United States, the “United States Postal Service.” The PRA also granted
bargaining-unit employees the right to bargain collectively with respect to “rates
of pay, wages, hours of employment, or other conditions of employment.”
As the exclusive bargaining representative for all mail handlers, the NPMHU is
the only organization that is entitled to represent mail handlers in their collective
bargaining relationship with the Postal Service.
The other unions exclusively representing large, national groups of USPS craft
employees are:
APWU or American Postal Workers Union, AFL-CIO: clerks, maintenance, motor
vehicle, mail equipment shops and material distribution center employees;
NALC or National Association of Letter Carriers, AFL-CIO: city letter carriers; and
NRLCA or National Rural Letter Carriers Association: rural letter carriers.
The NPMHU and the unions representing other postal crafts all negotiated
together and executed joint National Agreements with the U.S. Postal Service
covering the periods 1971-73 and 1973-75. The NRLCA bargained separately
for its 1975-78 Agreement and all agreements thereafter. The NPMHU remained
in a jointly-bargained National Agreement with the APWU and NALC covering the
periods 1975-78 and 1978-81. Beginning in 1981, and continuing to this day, the
NPMHU has bargained separately for its own National Agreement. The APWU
and NALC continued to bargain together as the Joint Bargaining Committee in
1981, 1984, 1987, and 1990, but have bargained separately since 1994.
Presently, therefore, the four major postal unions have separate National
Agreements with the Postal Service.
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Section 1.2 Exclusions
The bargaining unit set forth in Section 1 above does not include, and this
Agreement does not apply to:
A Managerial and supervisory personnel;
B Professional employees;
C Employees engaged in personnel work in other than a purely nonconfidential clerical capacity;
D Security guards as defined in Public Law 91-375, 1201(2);
E All Postal Inspection Service employees;
F Employees in the supplemental work force as defined in Article 7;
G Rural Letter Carriers;
H City Letter Carriers;
I Maintenance Employees;
J Special Delivery Messengers;
K Motor Vehicle Employees;
L Postal Clerks;
M Mail Equipment Shop employees; or
N Mail Transport Equipment Centers and Supply Center employees.
This provision sets forth various postal employees who are excluded from or are
not part of the bargaining unit represented by the NPMHU.
The supplemental work force, as defined in Article 7 (Section 7.1B), is comprised
of casual employees, who are excluded from the bargaining unit. Additionally,
managerial and supervisory personnel, employees exclusively represented by
one of the other postal unions, and postal employees who work at the Mail
Transport Equipment Centers are among those excluded from the bargaining
unit.
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Question: Can a mail handler casual employee or another casual employee
who performs mail handler work file a grievance?
Answer: No. The bargaining unit for the National Postal Mail Handlers Union
does not include the supplemental workforce (casuals).
Question: Are managers or supervisors members of the bargaining unit
represented by the NPMHU?
Answer: No. However, mail handlers serving in a temporary supervisory
position (204b) or in a supervisory training program are still considered to be craft
employees and may continue to accrue seniority in the mail handler craft. The
right of such employees and those detailed to EAS positions to bid on vacant
duty assignments or to encumber their current duty assignment is governed by
Article 12 (Section 12.3B12).
Question: Are postal employees still working at the Mail Transport Equipment
Centers or Repair Centers (MTEC) represented by the NPMHU?
Answer: Yes. However, they are considered to be members of a separate
bargaining unit, and therefore are not directly covered by the 2016 National
Agreement between the NPMHU and the Postal Service. Rather, pursuant to the
Memorandum of Understanding Mail Transport Equipment Centers/Repair
Centers (MOU) that is contained in the 1998 National Agreement, the terms and
conditions of employment for employees at the MTECs are governed by the
Supplemental Agreement covering the MTECs (as specifically modified by the
MOU) until all such postal facilities are closed and all employees are reassigned
in accordance with the Memorandum of Understanding regarding reassignment
from MTEC facilities.
Section 1.3 Facility Exclusions
This Agreement does not apply to employees who work in other employer
facilities which are not engaged in customer services and mail processing,
previously understood and expressed by the parties to mean mail processing and
delivery, including but not limited to Headquarters, Area Offices, Postal Data
Centers, Postal Service Training and Development Institute, Oklahoma Postal
Training Operations, Postal Academies, Postal Academy Training Institute,
Stamped Envelope Agency, Supply Centers, Mail Equipment Shops, or Mail
Transport Equipment Centers and Repair Centers.
Section 1.4 Definition
Subject to the foregoing sections, this Agreement shall be applicable to all
employees in the regular work force of the U.S. Postal Service, as defined in
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Article 7, at all present and subsequently acquired installations, facilities, and
operations of the Employer, wherever located.
This section provides that, subject to the exclusions listed in Sections 1.2 and
1.3, all members of the regular workforce as defined in Article 7 (Section 7.1A),
including all full-time regular employees, part-time regular employees, part-time
flexible employees, and mail handler assistants (MHAs) are members of the
bargaining unit represented by the NPMHU. This includes postal employees at
all present and subsequently acquired installations, facilities and operations of
the Postal Service, wherever located.
Section 1.5 New Positions
A

Each newly created position shall be assigned by the Employer to the
national craft unit most appropriate for such position within thirty (30) days
after its creation. Before such assignment of each new position the
Employer shall consult with the Union for the purpose of assigning the
new position to the national craft unit most appropriate for such position.
The following criteria shall be used in making this determination:
A1

existing work assignment practices;

A2

manpower costs;

A3

avoidance of duplication of effort and “make work” assignments;

A4

effective utilization of manpower, including the Postal Service’s
need to assign employees across craft lines on a temporary basis;

A5

the integral nature of all duties which comprise a normal duty
assignment;

A6

the contractual and legal obligations and requirements of the
parties.

B The Union shall be notified promptly by the Employer regarding
assignments made under this provision. Should the Union dispute the
assignment of the new position within thirty (30) days from the date the
Union has received notification of the assignment of the position, the
dispute shall be subject to the provisions of the grievance and arbitration
procedure provided for herein.
This section requires that before assigning a new position to the most
appropriate national craft bargaining unit, the Postal Service shall consult with
the NPMHU. Additionally, it contains standards that shall be used in assigning
new positions to the appropriate unit and provides that the NPMHU will be
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promptly notified of the decision as to which bargaining unit a new position has
been assigned. Any dispute regarding the assignment is grievable at the
national level within 30 days from the date the union receives notification of the
assignment.
In the Letter of Intent Re References to Union, Craft or Bargaining Unit, which is
reprinted in the CIM after Article 39, the parties have agreed that the Postal
Service will continue to inform the NPMHU of all new positions whether or not the
positions are within the craft unit represented by the NPMHU.
Section 1.6 Performance of Bargaining Unit Work
A Supervisors are prohibited from performing bargaining unit work at post
offices with 100 or more bargaining unit employees, except:
A1 in an “emergency” which is defined to mean an unforeseen
circumstance or a combination of circumstances which calls for
immediate action in a situation which is not expected to be of a
recurring nature;
A2 for the purpose of training or instruction of employees;
A3 to assure the proper operation of equipment;
A4 to protect the safety of employees; or
A5 to protect the property of the USPS.
B In offices with less than 100 bargaining unit employees, supervisors are
prohibited from performing bargaining unit work except as enumerated in
Section 1.6A1 through 1.6A5 above or when the duties are included in the
supervisor’s position description.
(The preceding Article, Article 1, shall apply to Mail Handler Assistant
employees.)
[See Memo, page 130]
Section 1.6A prohibits supervisors in offices with 100 or more bargaining unit
employees from performing mail handler bargaining unit work, except for the
reasons specifically enumerated. Section 1.6B provides that in offices with fewer
than 100 bargaining unit employees, supervisors are prohibited from performing
bargaining unit work, except for the reasons specifically enumerated in Section
1.6A or when the duties are included in the supervisors’ position description.
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Question: Can an employee on a 204-b assignment perform bargaining unit
work?
Answer: No. An employee serving as a temporary supervisor (204-b) is
prohibited from performing bargaining unit work except to the extent otherwise
provided in Section 1.6 and in the Memorandum of Understanding Re:
Overtime/Acting Supervisor (204B) Detailed EAS Position discussed under
Article 8.
Question: What is the definition of “post office” for purposes of Article 1, Section
1.6?
Answer: The provisions of Section 1.6A as they relate to the proper definition of
“post office” were arbitrated at the national level in case number AB-NAT-1009.
In his award, Arbitrator Gamser rejected the Postal Service’s position that there
are stations and branches which act or function just like post offices. Arbitrator
Gamser’s award sustaining the grievance quoted a postal witness in a NLRB
proceeding as follows:
“Post Office or postal installation is a mail processing and delivery activity under
the head of a single manager. That could range from a single small Post Office
to a large Post Office with several associated stations and branches which are
responsible to the single manager or could include a large Post Office with many
stations and branches, even over 100 stations and branches including related
activities such as vehicles and motor facility or an air mail facility, all of which are
part of that single postal installation.”
Further, Arbitrator Gamser accepted the definition of an installation as defined in
Article 38 of the 1973 National Agreement.
“...Installation. A main post office, airport mail facility, terminal or any similar
organizational unit under the direction of one postal official, together with
stations, branches and other subordinate units.” (Emphasis supplied)
Source: National Arbitration Award AB-NAT-1009, Arbitrator H. Gamser, dated
June 8, 1974.
Question: How is it determined whether an office has 100 or more bargaining
unit employees?
Answer: At the beginning of each Agreement period, a count is made of all
employees represented by the APWU, NALC and NPMHU to determine which
offices have 100 or more employees. The resultant list – which adds together
employees in all three of these bargaining units – is effective for the life of the
Agreement and does not change during the Agreement.
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Question: How is “emergency” defined for purposes of this Section?
Answer: The definition of emergency found in Article 3 (Section 3.6) is used in
this Section: “an unforeseen circumstance of a combination of circumstances
which calls for immediate action in a situation which is not expected to be of a
recurring nature.” Normally, an increase in mail volume is not, in and of itself, an
emergency situation.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
SUPERVISORS PERFORMING BARGAINING UNIT
WORK
It is agreed between the U.S. Postal Service and the National Postal Mail
Handlers Union, a Division of LIUNA, AFL-CIO, that where additional work hours
would have been assigned to employees but for a violation of Article 1, Section
1.6.A of the 2016 National Agreement and where such work hours are not de
minimis, the employee(s) whom management would have assigned the work
shall be paid for the time involved at the applicable rate.
Question: What is the remedy when a supervisor performs bargaining unit work
in violation of Section 1.6A?
Answer: Except where the time involved is de minimis, the employee(s) who
would have been assigned the bargaining unit work will be paid at the applicable
rate for the additional work hours that would have been assigned to the
bargaining unit employee(s) but for the violation.
Question: Does a union representative have a basis for filing a grievance when
he/she believes that a supervisor is performing bargaining unit work in violation
of Section 1.6, where the work in question is properly assigned to another craft?
Answer: In keeping with the exclusions outlined in Section 1.2, in those
circumstances in which there is no dispute that the work in question is properly
assigned to another craft (e.g., the work is properly assigned to the clerk craft
under the provisions of RI 399), the union representative would have no basis to
file a grievance over the supervisor’s performance of that work.
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ARTICLE 2
NON-DISCRIMINATION AND CIVIL RIGHTS
Section 2.1 Statement of Principles
The Employer and the Union agree that there shall be no discrimination by the
Employer or the Union against employees because of race, color, creed, religion,
national origin, sex, age, or marital status. In addition, consistent with the other
provisions of this Agreement, there shall be no unlawful discrimination against
employees, as prohibited by the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 or the Vietnam Era
Veterans Readjustment Act of 1974.
[See Memo, page 130]
This article gives mail handlers the contractual right to object to and remedy
alleged discrimination through the filing of a grievance.
In addition, in accordance with federal law and regulations, employees and
applicants for employment with the Postal Service have legal recourse to remedy
alleged work place discrimination. A mail handler can begin this process by
contacting an Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) Counselor. The matter then
can be pursued by filing a formal complaint, having a hearing, appealing to the
U.S. Equal Opportunity Commission (EEOC), and ultimately appealing to federal
court.
Section 2.1 also provides mail handlers the contractual right to object to and
remedy, through the grievance and arbitration procedure set forth in Article 15,
alleged violations of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the Vietnam Era Veterans
Readjustment Act of 1974. The USPS guidelines concerning reasonable
accommodation are contained in Handbook EL-307, Guidelines on Reasonable
Accommodation.
Question: May the Postal Service be required to reasonably accommodate an
employee due to religious reasons?
Answer: The Postal Service has agreed that accommodations should be
attempted for those employees who, because of their religious beliefs, may be
prohibited from working or required to attend religious services. Such
accommodations must be consistent with the National Agreement. Management
is not required to provide accommodations that create an undue hardship on the
Postal Service.
Source: Postmaster General policy letter of November 25, 1981.
Section 2.2 Committee
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Non-Discrimination and Civil Rights are proper subjects for discussion at
Labor-Management Committee meetings at the national, regional/area and local
levels provided in Article 38.
Section 2.3 Grievances
Grievances arising under this Article may be filed at Step 2 of the grievance
procedure within fourteen (14) days of when the employee or the Union has first
learned or may reasonably have been expected to have learned of the alleged
discrimination, unless filed directly at the national level, in which case the
provisions of this Agreement for initiating grievances at that level shall apply.
This section provides bargaining unit employees the contractual right to grieve
alleged discrimination. Section 2.3 provides that grievances may be filed directly
to Step 2 of the grievance procedure.
Question: When and where can a grievance under Article 2 be filed?
Answer: Grievances arising under Article 2 may be filed at Step 2 of the
grievance procedure within fourteen (14) days of when the employee or Union
has first learned or may reasonably have been expected to have learned of the
alleged discrimination.
Section 2.4 Dual Filing
The Union, at the national and local levels, will take affirmative steps to ensure
that bargaining-unit employees are informed that they should not pursue
essentially contractual matters simultaneously under the grievance and EEO
processes.
The Union, at the national and local levels, will not encourage dual filing of
grievances.
(The preceding Article, Article 2, shall apply to Mail Handler Assistant
employees.)
Question: Can an employee file a grievance and EEO complaint simultaneously
on the same issue?
Answer: Yes. The Union has agreed, however, to take affirmative steps to
ensure that bargaining unit employees are informed that they should not pursue
essentially contractual matters simultaneously under the grievance and EEO
processes. The Union also has agreed, at both the National and Local levels,
not to encourage dual filing.
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Question: If an EEO complaint and a grievance are filed on the same issue,
does the settlement of the EEO complaint automatically make the grievance
moot?
Answer: No. If the grievance has moved past the Step 1 level, then the Union
must be signatory to any settlement that would include a waiver of the grievance.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H4N-3U-D 2506, dated April 15, 1987.
Question: Can an administrative EEO complaint be settled in a manner that is
contrary to the provisions of the National Agreement?
Answer: No. EEO settlements may not take precedence over the language
contained in the collective bargaining agreement.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H1C-3F-C 25743, dated December 6, 1985.
Question: Are employees entitled to compensation for time spent outside of
normal working hours while testifying in an EEO hearing?
Answer: Yes. Witnesses whose presence at the EEO hearing is officially
required will be in a duty status during a reasonable period of waiting time prior to
their testimony at the hearing and during their actual testimony.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H1N-5G-C 15447, dated October 22, 1987.
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
REASONABLE ACCOMMODATION FOR THE
DEAF AND HARD OF HEARING
MANAGEMENT’S RESPONSIBILITY
Management has an obligation to reasonably accommodate impaired employees
and applicants who request assistance in communication with or understanding
others in work related situation, such as:
a. During investigatory interviews which may lead to discipline, discussions with
a supervisor on job performance or conduct, or presentation of a grievance.
b. During some aspects of training, including formal classroom instruction.
c. During portions of EAP programs and EEO counselings.
d. In critical elements of the selection process such as during testing and
interviews.
e. During employee orientations and safety talks, CFS and Savings Bond
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Kickoff meetings.
f. During the filing or meetings concerning an employee’s OWCP claim.
IMPLEMENTATION
This obligation is met by selecting an appropriate resource from the variety of
resources available. In selecting a resource, the following, among others, should
be considered, as appropriate.
•

The ability of the deaf and hard of hearing employee to understand various
methods of communication and the ability of others to understand the deaf
and hard of hearing employee.

•

The importance of the situation as it relates to work requirements, job rights
and benefits

•

The availability and cost of the alternative resources under consideration.

•

Whether the situation requires confidentiality.

Available resources which should be considered included:
a. Installation heads are authorized to pay for certified interpreters. Every effort
will be made to provide certified interpreters when deemed necessary.
b. In some states, the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation (DVR) provides
interpreters at no charge.
c. Volunteer interpreters or individuals skilled in signing may be obtained from
the work force or from the community.
d. In some situations, written communications may be appropriate.
e. Supervisors, training specialists, EAP, and EEO counselors may be trained in
sign language.
f. Deaf and hard of hearing applicants should normally be scheduled for a
specific examination time when an interpreter will be available.
Management will provide the following assistance for deaf and hard of hearing
employees.
a. All films or videotapes designed for the training or instruction of regular work
force employees developed on or after October 1, 1987, shall be opened or
closed captioned. To the extent practicable, existing films or videotapes
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developed nationally that will continue to be used by the deaf and hard of
hearing with some frequency, will be opened or closed captioned.
b. Special telecommunications devices for the deaf and hard of hearing will
be installed in all postal installations employing deaf and hard of hearing
employees in the regular work force. These devices will be available to deaf
and hard of hearing employees for official business and in the case of
personal emergencies. As appropriate, Management will provide training to
staff on the use of these special telecommunication devices.
c. A visual alarm will be installed on all moving powered industrial equipment
in all postal installations employing deaf and hard of hearing employees in the
regular work force.
d. Visual fire alarms will be installed in all new postal installations (installations
for which the U.S. Postal Service, as of the effective date of this agreement,
has not awarded a contract for the design of the building) where the Postal
Service installs audible fire alarms. The parties will discuss and seek to
agree at the local level about the installation in such other facilities as may be
appropriate.
JOINT LABOR-MANAGEMENT MEETINGS
Discussion of problem area with regard to the use of certified sign interpreters,
enhancement of job opportunities for the deaf and hard of hearing, type of
special telecommunications devices to be installed, and installation of visual
alarms at other than new postal installations are appropriate matters for
consideration at Joint Labor-Management meetings. Discussion of such matters
at Labor-Management meetings is not a prerequisite to the filing or processing of
a grievance.
This MOU establishes specific obligations concerning the Postal Service’s duty to
reasonably accommodate deaf and hard of hearing employees and applicants
under the Rehabilitation Act.
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ARTICLE 3
MANAGEMENT RIGHTS
The Employer shall have the exclusive right, subject to the provisions of this
Agreement and consistent with applicable laws and regulations:
3.1 To direct employees of the Employer in the performance of official duties;
3.2 To hire, promote, transfer, assign, and retain employees in positions within
the Postal Service and to suspend, demote, discharge, or take other
disciplinary action against such employees;
3.3 To maintain the efficiency of the operations entrusted to it;
3.4 To determine the methods, means, and personnel by which such operations
are to be conducted;
3.5 To prescribe a uniform dress to be worn by designated employees; and
3.6 To take whatever actions may be necessary to carry out its mission in
emergency situations, i.e., an unforeseen circumstance or a combination of
circumstances which calls for immediate action in a situation which is not
expected to be of a recurring nature.
(The preceding Article, Article 3, shall apply to Mail Handler Assistant
employees.)
The USPS’s “exclusive rights” under this article are basically the same as its
statutory rights under the Postal Reorganization Act of 1970, as set forth in 39
U.S.C. § 1001(e). While postal management has the basic power to “manage”
the United States Postal Service, Article 3 rights are not absolute. Rather,
management must act in accordance with applicable laws, regulations, contract
provisions, arbitration awards, letters of intent and memoranda of understanding.
Consequently, many of the management rights enumerated in Article 3 are
limited by negotiated contract provisions. For example, Management’s Article 3
right to “suspend, demote, discharge, or take other disciplinary action against”
employees is subject to the provisions of Articles 15 and 16.
Section 3.6 gives management the right to take whatever actions may be
necessary to carry out its mission in emergency situations. An emergency is
defined as “an unforeseen circumstance or a combination of circumstances
which calls for immediate action in a situation which is not expected to be of a
recurring nature.”
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On a related note, Article 30 (Section 30.2, Item B) provides local parties the
opportunity during Local Implementation to discuss and formulate “Guidelines for
the curtailment or termination of postal operations to conform to orders of local
authorities or as local conditions warrant because of emergency conditions.”
Question: Do the management rights stated in Article 3 permit management to
disregard the other provisions of the National Agreement?
Answer: No. Depending upon the circumstances, management’s rights may be
limited by other provisions of the National Agreement.
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ARTICLE 4
TECHNOLOGICAL AND MECHANIZATION CHANGES
Both parties recognize the need for improvement of mail service.
Section 4.1 Advance Notice
The Union at the national level will be informed as far in advance as practicable,
but no less than 30 days in advance, of implementation of technological or
mechanization changes which affect jobs including new or changed jobs in the
area of wages, hours or working conditions. When major new mechanization or
equipment is to be purchased and installed, the Union at the national level will be
informed as far in advance as practicable, but no less than 90 days in advance.
Section 4.2 Committee
There shall be established at the national level a Joint Technological and
Mechanization Changes Committee composed of an equal number of
representatives of management and the union. The Committee shall meet
semiannually, or as necessary, from the conceptual stage onward, to discuss any
issues concerning proposed technological and mechanization changes which
may affect jobs, including new or changed jobs, which affect the wages, hours, or
working conditions of the bargaining unit. For example, the Postal Service will
keep the Union advised concerning any research and development programs
(e.g., study on robotics) which may have an effect on the bargaining unit.
In addition, the Committee shall be informed of any new jobs created by
technological or mechanization changes. Where present employees are capable
of being trained to perform the new or changed jobs, the Committee will discuss
the training opportunities and programs which will be available. These
discussions may include the availability of training opportunities for
self-development beyond the new or changed jobs.
Section 4.3 Resolution of Differences
Upon receiving notice of the changes, an attempt shall be made at the national
level to resolve any questions as to the impact of the proposed change upon
affected employees and if such questions are not resolved within a reasonable
time after such change or changes are operational, the unresolved questions
may be submitted by the Union to arbitration under the grievance-arbitration
procedure. Any arbitration arising under this Article will be given priority in
scheduling.
Under Section 4.1, the Union at the National level will be informed as far in
advance as practicable, but no less than 30 days in advance, of the
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implementation of technological or mechanization changes which affect jobs in
the area of wages, hours or working conditions. For major new mechanization or
equipment that will be purchased or installed, the Union at the National level will
be informed no less than 90 days in advance.
Section 4.2 establishes a National-level Joint Technological and Mechanization
Changes Committee composed of an equal number of representatives of
Management and the Union. The Committee shall meet semi-annually to
discuss issues concerning proposed technological and mechanization changes,
including any research and development programs, that may have an effect on
the NPMHU bargaining unit. The Committee also will discuss available training
opportunities and programs when current employees are capable of being
trained for the new or changed jobs.
Section 4.3 provides that, upon notice of changes as outlined above, the parties
at the National level shall attempt to resolve any questions about the impact of
the proposed changes on affected employees. Any unresolved questions may
be submitted by the Union to arbitration; any such arbitration will be given priority
in scheduling.
The provisions of Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 are administered and enforced by
the parties at the National level. These provisions are not properly the subject of
local grievances.
Section 4.4 New Jobs
Any new job or jobs created by technological or mechanization changes shall be
offered to present employees capable of being trained to perform the new or
changed job and the Employer will provide such training. During training, the
employee will maintain his/her rate. It is understood that the training herein
referred to is on the job and not to exceed sixty (60) days. Certain specialized
technical jobs may require additional and off-site training.
An employee whose job is eliminated, if any, and who cannot be placed in a job
of equal grade shall receive saved grade until such time as that employee fails to
bid or apply for a position in the employee's former wage level.
The obligation hereinabove set forth shall not be construed to, in any way,
abridge the right of the Employer to make such changes.
Unlike Sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, the contract language found in Section 4.4 is
enforceable at the local level. Section 4.4 requires management to offer any new
jobs created by technological or mechanization changes to present employees
capable of being trained to perform the new or changed job. On the job training
for any new job created by technological or mechanization changes shall not
exceed 60 days, although certain specialized technical jobs may require
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additional, off-site training. During training, the employees will maintain their pay
rate.
In addition, Section 4.4 provides that if an employee’s job is eliminated due to
technological or mechanization changes and if the employee cannot be placed in
a job of equal grade, the employee shall receive saved grade until such time as
employee fails to bid or apply for a position in employee’s former wage level.
The saved grade provided for in this section is governed by the provisions of
Section 421.53 of the Employee and Labor Relations Manual (ELM).
See also Article 9 (Section 9.7) which contains a general provision requiring the
Postal Service to continue the current salary rate protection program for the
duration of this agreement. This includes not only the “saved grade” provisions
found in Section 4.4 and described in ELM Section 421.53, but also the
“protected rate” provisions found in ELM Section 421.51 and the “saved rate”
provisions found in ELM Section 421.52. In addition, employees who qualify for
“saved grade” will receive “saved grade” for an indefinite period of time subject to
the conditions contained in Section 4.4.
Section 4.5 Local Notice
The installation head or his/her designee shall notify, and upon request meet
with, the appropriate local union official, as far in advance as reasonably
practicable, concerning the local deployment of any new automated or
mechanized equipment, whether locally purchased or nationally deployed,
that will have a significant impact on mail handler duty assignments within the
installation.
The language of Section 4.5 deals with new automated or mechanized
equipment that is either locally purchased or nationally deployed and that will
have a significant impact on duty assignments. It requires advance notice to the
appropriate local union official of the deployment of such equipment. If
requested, the installation head or designee will meet with the union to discuss
the deployment. While the notice must be made as far in advance as
“reasonably practicable,” no set time frame has been established.
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ARTICLE 5
PROHIBITION OF UNILATERAL ACTION
The Employer will not take any actions affecting wages, hours and other terms
and conditions of employment as defined in Section 8(d) of the National Labor
Relations Act which violate the terms of this Agreement or are otherwise
inconsistent with its obligations under law.
(The preceding Article, Article 5, shall apply to Mail Handler Assistant
employees.)
Article 5 prohibits management taking any unilateral action inconsistent with the
terms of the existing agreement or with its obligations under law. Section 8(d) of
the National Labor Relations Act prohibits an employer from making unilateral
changes in wages, hours or working conditions during the term of a collective
bargaining agreement.
Examples of prohibited actions include:
•

Giving employees cash awards that were not negotiated.

•

Implementing “pro-active” discipline programs without negotiating them with
the union.

Source: National Arbitration Award H1M-NA-C 99, Arbitrator N. Zumas, dated
May 11, 1987.
Management actions are not considered to be unilateral when they are covered
by the National Agreement or when they are an exercise of rights that the parties
have reserved to management as provided in Article 3. For example,
management may decide to discontinue an installation and the agreement of the
Union is not necessary because that right has been reserved to management in
Articles 3 and 12. On the other hand, the reassignment of those employees
affected by that decision must be made in accordance with Article 12 and any
other applicable provisions of the Agreement. The manner in which such
reassignments are made could be subject to a challenge through the grievance
procedure as a violation of Article 12 but not necessarily as a violation of Article
5.
Question: What is an example of actions not prohibited under Article 5?
Answer: Changes in mail distribution systems that could potentially result in
excessing. The arbitrator found that, under the provisions of Article 3 and Article
12, management could proceed without further collective bargaining.
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Source: National Arbitration Award AC-NAT-3052, Arbitrator S. Garrett, dated
April 25, 1977.
Question: Can management change breaks?
Response: Issues involving breaks are determined by local policy. Whether
management altered a past practice can only be determined by full development
of the specific fact circumstances involved.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H1M-5D-C 21062, dated October 15, 1984.
In 2014, in his award concerning the Lead Clerk position, National
Arbitrator Shyam Das wrote:
In sum, the NPMHU has established that the Postal Service
unilaterally changed the terms and conditions of employment for
Mail Handlers when it assigned the Lead Clerk position which it had
negotiated with the APWU to provide oversight, direction and
support to Mail Handlers, work that in the absence of a supervisor
previously had been performed by Mail Handler Group Leaders. The
Postal Service is ordered to restore the status quo and to bargain
with the NPMHU over these matters.
Source: National Arbitration Award Q06M-6Q-C 12288977, Arbitrator S.
Das, dated November 5, 2014.
National Arbitrator Bernstein wrote concerning Article 5:
The only purpose the Article can serve is to incorporate all the Service's
"obligations under law" into the Agreement, so as to give the Service's
legal obligations the additional status of contractual obligations as well.
This incorporation has significance primarily in terms of enforcement
mechanism-it enables the signatory unions to utilize the contractual
vehicle of arbitration to enforce all of the Service's legal obligations.
Moreover, the specific reference to the National Labor Relations Act is
persuasive evidence that the parties were especially interested in utilizing
the grievance and arbitration procedure spelled out in Article 15 to enforce
the Service’s NLRB commitments.
Source: National Arbitration Award H1N-5G-C 14964, Arbitrator N. Bernstein,
dated March 11, 1987.
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ARTICLE 6
LAYOFF AND REDUCTION IN FORCE
Section 6.1 General Principles
A Each employee who is employed in the regular work force as of the date of
the Award of Arbitrator James J. Healy, September 15, 1978, shall be
protected henceforth against any involuntary layoff or force reduction.
A1 It is the intent of this provision to provide security to each such employee
during his or her work lifetime.
A2 Members of the regular work force, as defined in Article 7 of the
Agreement, include full-time regulars, part-time employees assigned to
regular schedules and part-time employees assigned to flexible
schedules.
B Employees who become members of the regular work force after the date of
this Award, September 15, 1978, shall be provided the same protection
afforded under Section 6.1A1 above on completion of six years of
continuous service and having worked in at least 20 pay periods during
each of the six years.
C With respect to employees hired into the regular work force after the date of
this Award and who have not acquired the protection provided under
Section 6.1B above, the Employer shall have the right to effect layoffs for
lack of work or for other legitimate reasons. This right may be exercised in
lieu of reassigning employees under the provisions of Article 12, except as
such right may be modified by agreement. Should the exercise of the
employer's right to lay off employees require the application of the
provisions of Chapter 35 of Title 5, United States Code, employees covered
by that Chapter with less than three years of continuous civilian federal
service will be treated as “career conditional" employees.
The Employer's right as established in this section shall be effective July 20,
1979.
The following terms as to the employees' and employer's rights and the
rules and procedures to be followed in the implementation of Article 6 are a
part of the September 15, 1978 Final Resolution and shall be final and
binding upon the parties:
[See Memo, page 132]
Section 6.2 Coverage
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A Employees Protected Against Any Involuntary Layoff or Force Reduction
Those employees who occupy full-time, part-time regular or part-time
flexible positions in the regular work force (as defined in Article 7) on
September 15, 1978, are protected against layoff and reduction in force
during any period of employment in the regular work force with the United
States Postal Service or successor organization in his or her lifetime. Such
employees are referred to as "protected employees."
Other employees achieve protected status under the provisions of Section
6.2C below.
B Employees Subject to Involuntary Layoff or Force Reduction
Except as provided in Sections 6.2A and 6.2C, all employees who enter the
regular work force, whether by hire, transfer, demotion, reassignment,
reinstatement, and reemployment on or after September 16, 1978, are
subject to layoff or force reduction and are referred to as "non-protected
employees."
C

Non-Protected Employees Achieving Protected Status
C1 A non-protected employee achieves protected status upon completion
of six years of continuous service in the regular work force. The service
requirement is computed from the first day of the pay period in which
the employee enters the regular work force. To receive credit for the
year, the employee must work at least one hour or receive a call-in
guarantee in lieu of work in at least 20 of the 26 pay periods during that
anniversary year. Absence from actual duty for any of the following
reasons will be considered as “work" solely for the purposes of this
requirement:
C1a To the extent required by law, court leave, time spent in military
service covered by Chapter 43 of Title 38, or time spent on
continuation of pay, leave without pay or on OWCP rolls because
of compensable injury on duty.
C1b Time spent on paid annual leave or sick leave, as provided for in
Article 10 of the Agreement.
C1c Leave without pay for performing Union business as provided for
in Article 24 of the Agreement.
C1d All other unpaid leave and periods of suspension or time spent in
layoff or RIF status will not be considered work. Failure to meet
the 20 pay period requirement in any given anniversary year
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means the employee must begin a new six year continuous
service period to achieve protected status.
C2 Temporary details outside of the regular work force in which the
employee's position of record remains in the regular work force count
toward fulfilling the 20 pay periods of work requirement per year.
C3 If a non-protected employee leaves the regular work force for a position
outside the Postal Service and remains there more than 30 calendar
days, upon return the employee begins a new service period for
purposes of attaining six years continuous service.
C4 If a non-protected employee leaves the regular work force and returns
within two years from a position within the Postal Service the employee
will receive credit for previously completed full anniversary years, for
purposes of attaining the six years continuous service.
Section 6.3 Preconditions for Implementation of Layoff and Reduction in
Force
A The Union shall be notified at its Regional level no less than 90 days in
advance of any layoff or reduction in force that an excess of employees
exists or will exist at an installation and that a layoff and reduction in force
may be necessary. The Employer will explain to the Union the basis for its
conclusion that legitimate business reasons require the excessing and
possible separation of employees.
B No employee shall be reassigned under this Article or laid off or reduced in
force unless and until that employee has been notified at least 60 days in
advance that he or she may be affected by one or the other of these actions.
C The maximum number of excess employees within an installation shall be
determined by seniority unit within each category of employees (full-time,
part-time regular, part-time flexible). This number determined by the
Employer will be given to the Union at the time of the 90-day notice.
D Before implementation of reassignment under this Article or, if necessary,
layoff and reduction in force of excess employees within the installation, the
Employer will, to the fullest extent possible, separate all casuals within the
craft and minimize the amount of overtime work and part-time flexible hours
in the positions or group of positions covered by the seniority unit as defined
in this Agreement or as agreed to by the parties. In addition, the Employer
shall solicit volunteers from among employees in the same craft within the
installation to terminate their employment with the Employer. Employees
who elect to terminate their employment will receive a lump sum severance
payment in the amount provided by Part 435 of the Employee and Labor
Relations Manual, will receive benefit coverage to the extent provided by
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such Manual, and, if eligible, will be given the early retirement benefits
provided by Section 8336(d)(2) of Title 5, United States Code and the
regulations implementing that statute.
E No less than 20 days prior to effecting a layoff, the Employer will post a list
of all vacancies in other seniority units and crafts at the same or lower level
which exist within the installation and within the commuting area of the
losing installation. Employees in an affected seniority unit may, within 10
days after the posting, request a reassignment under this Article to a posted
vacancy. Qualified employees will be assigned to such vacancies on the
basis of seniority. If a senior non-preference eligible employee within the
seniority unit indicates no interest in an available reassignment, then such
employee becomes exposed to layoff. A preference eligible employee
within the seniority unit shall be required to accept such a reassignment to a
vacancy in the same level at the installation, or, if none exists at the
installation, to a vacancy in the same level at an installation within the
commuting area of the losing installation.
If the reassignment is to a different craft, the employee's seniority in the new
craft shall be established in accordance with the applicable seniority
provisions of the new craft.
Section 6.4 Layoff and Reduction in Force
A Definition
The term “layoff" as used herein refers to the separation of non-protected,
non-preference eligible employees in the regular work force because of lack
of work or other legitimate, nondisciplinary reasons. The term "reduction in
force" as used herein refers to the separation or reduction in the grade of a
non-protected veterans preference eligible in the regular work force
because of lack of work or other legitimate non-disciplinary reasons.
B Order of Layoff
If an excess of employees exists at an installation after satisfaction of the
preconditions set forth in Section 6.3 above, the Employer may lay off
employees within their respective seniority units in inverse order of seniority
as defined in the Agreement.
C Seniority Units for Purposes of Layoff
Seniority units within the categories of full-time regular, part-time regular,
and part-time flexible, will consist of all non-protected persons at a given
level within an established craft at an installation unless the parties agree
otherwise. It is the intent to provide the broadest possible unit consistent
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with the equities of senior non-protected employees and with the efficient
operation of the installation.
D Union Representation
Chief stewards and union stewards whose responsibilities bear a direct
relationship to the effective and efficient representation of bargaining unit
employees shall be placed at the top of the seniority unit roster in the order
of their relative craft seniority for the purposes of layoff, reduction in force,
and recall.
E Reduction in Force
If an excess of employees exists at an installation after satisfaction of the
preconditions set forth in Section 6.3 above and after the layoff procedure
has been applied, the Employer may implement a reduction in force as
defined above. Such reduction will be conducted in accordance with
statutory and regulatory requirements that prevail at the time the force
reduction is effected. Should applicable law and regulations require that
other non-protected, non-preference eligible employees from other seniority
units be laid off prior to reduction in force, such employees will be laid off in
inverse order of their craft seniority in the seniority unit.
In determining competitive levels and competitive areas applicable in a force
reduction, the Employer will submit its proposal to the Union at least 30
days prior to the reduction. The Union will be afforded a full opportunity to
make suggested revisions in the proposal. However, the Employer, having
the primary responsibility for compliance with the statute and regulations,
reserves the right to make the final decision with respect to competitive
levels and competitive areas. In making its decision with respect to
competitive levels and competitive areas the Employer shall give no greater
retention security to preference eligibles than to non-preference eligibles
except as may be required by law.
Section 6.5 Recall Rights
A Employees who are laid off or reduced in force shall be placed on recall lists
within their seniority units and shall be entitled to remain on such lists for
two years. Such employees shall keep the Employer informed of their
current address. Employees on the lists shall be notified in order of craft
seniority within the seniority unit of all vacant assignments in the same
category and level from which they were laid off or reduced in force.
Preference eligibles will be accorded no recall rights greater than
non-preference eligibles except as required by law. Notice of vacant
assignments shall be given by certified mail, return receipt requested, and a
copy of such notice shall be furnished to the local union president. An
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employee so notified must acknowledge receipt of the notice and advise the
Employer of his or her intentions within 5 days after receipt of the notice. If
the employee accepts the position offered he or she must report for work
within 2 weeks after receipt of notice. If the employee fails to reply to the
notice within 5 days after the notice is received or delivery cannot be
accomplished, the Employer shall offer the vacancy to the next employee on
the list.
If an employee declines the offer of a vacant assignment in his or her
seniority unit or does not have a satisfactory reason for failure to reply to a
notice, the employee shall be removed from the recall list.
B An employee reassigned from a losing installation pursuant to Section 6.3E
above and who has retreat rights shall be entitled under this Article to
exercise those retreat rights before a vacancy is offered to an employee on
the recall list who is junior to the reassigned employee in craft seniority.
Section 6.6 Protective Benefits
A

Severance Pay
Employees who are separated because of a layoff or reduction in force
shall be entitled to severance pay in accordance with Part 435 of the
Employee and Labor Relations Manual.

B

Health and Life Insurance Coverage
Employees who are separated because of a layoff or a reduction in force
shall be entitled to the health insurance and life insurance coverage and to
the conversion rights provided for in the Employee and Labor Relations
Manual.

Section 6.7 Union Representation Rights
A

The interpretation and application of the provisions of this Article shall be
grievable under Article 15. Any such grievance may be introduced at the
Regional/Area (i.e., Step 3) level and shall be subject to priority arbitration.

B

The Employer shall provide to the Union a quarterly report on all
reassignments, layoff and reductions in force made under this Article.

C

Preference eligibles are not deprived of whatever rights of appeal such
employees may have under applicable laws and regulations. However, if
an employee exercises these appeal rights, the employee thereby waives
access to any procedure under this agreement beyond Step 3 of the
grievance-arbitration procedure.

Section 6.8 Intent
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The Employer shall not lay off, reduce in force, or take any other action against a
non-protected employee solely to prevent the attainment by that employee of
protected status.
Article 6 governs layoff and reduction in force. A “layoff” is the separation of nonprotected, non-preference eligible employees in the regular work force because
of lack of work or other legitimate, non-disciplinary reasons. A “reduction in
force” refers to the separation or reduction in the grade of a non-protected,
veterans’ preference eligible employee in the regular work force because of lack
of work or other legitimate, non-disciplinary reasons.
Article 6 was created in its current form by Arbitrator Healy’s interest arbitration
awards that decided the terms of the 1978-1981 National Agreement. His initial
award established the basic right of USPS management to lay off employees.
The second award set forth the details of the current Article 6.
Source: Interest Arbitration Awards, Arbitrator James J. Healy, dated September
15, 1978, and February 26, 1979.
Section 6.1 provides lifetime protection against layoff or reduction in force for
employees who were in the regular work force (i.e., full-time regular, part-time
regular, and part-time flexible employees) on September 15, 1978. Employees
with lifetime protection against layoff or reduction in force are referred to as
“protected employees.” Lifetime protection is not lost by those employees on the
rolls on September 15, 1978, who later leave USPS and are rehired after any
break in service or who transfer from one office to another or one craft to
another.
Employees who enter the regular work force (defined in Article 7 as full-time
regular, part-time regular, and part-time flexible employees) on or after
September 16, 1978 – whether by hire, transfer, demotion, reassignment,
reinstatement, or re-employment – are subject to layoff or reduction in force until
they achieve “protected” status under Section 6.2C.
Section 6.2C provides that employees who did not have lifetime protection as of
September 15, 1978 achieve protected status upon completion of six (6) years of
continuous service in the regular work force. To receive credit, such employees
must work at least one (1) hour or receive a call-in guarantee pursuant to Article
8, Section (8.8) in lieu of work in at least 20 of the 26 pay periods during each
“anniversary year.” The “anniversary year” begins on the first day of the pay
period in which the employee enters the regular work force.
For the purpose of the six-year requirement, absence from work for any of the
following reasons is considered to be “work”:
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1. To the extent provided by law, court leave, certain time spent in military
service covered by Chapter 43 of Title 38, or time spent on
continuation of pay (COP), leave without pay (LWOP) or on the OWCP
rolls because of compensable injury on duty;
2. Time spent on paid annual leave or sick leave;
3. Time spent on leave without pay (LWOP) for performing Union
business as provided for in Article 24 of the Agreement, and
4. Temporary details outside of the regular work force in which the
employee’s position of record remains in the regular work force.
The parties do not currently agree upon the extent to which time spent on unpaid
leave covered by the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) is required by the
FMLA to be considered “work” for the purpose of this six-year requirement.
However, time spent on “union” time is not considered “work” for the purpose of
this six-year requirement.
In 1972, a grievance was advanced to Step 4 by the American Postal Workers
Union regarding the non-scheduling of some part-time flexible employees at San
Francisco, CA beginning in December, 1971. No meeting was held at the
national level, but a decision was made to accept the validity of the grievance.
Management’s decision as to disposition was as follows:
“Though the contract does not specify a minimum amount of scheduled
time for part-time flexible employees, in order to meet the intent of Article
VI, these employees are to be scheduled for a least four (4) hours per pay
period. Consequently, 239 employees will be given 4 hours pay for any
period they did not work after December 30, 1971, and must be scheduled
for a minimum of 4 hours each pay period in the future.”
A copy of the above disposition was sent to all Regional Employee Relations
Directors by cover letter dated February 14, 1972. They were instructed that
should similar grievances arise in their region, the matter should be handled in
this manner.
For clarification, the part-time flexible employees were paid four (4) hours for
each pay period in which they were not scheduled to work because the San
Francisco, CA Post Office has more than 200 man years of employment. In
offices with less than 200 man years of employment, part-time flexible employees
are entitled to two (2) hours each pay period. See Article 8 (Section 8.8).
In a 1974 policy letter , Brian J. Gillespie, Director, Office of Programs and
Policies provided the following position to Emmet Andrews, President, APWU
concerning a guarantee of two (2) or four (4) hours pay for part-time flexible
employees who were not scheduled to work any hours during a pay period:
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“The Postal Service, in keeping with the intent of Article VI of the National
Agreement, has taken the position that part-time flexible employees in
offices with 200 or more man years of employment are to be scheduled to
work a minimum of four (4) hours each pay period. Part-time flexible
employees in those offices with less than 200 man years of employment
are to be scheduled to work a minimum of two (2) hours each pay period.
In those instances where the employees in question were not scheduled
for duty during a pay period, they would be entitled to receive two or four
hours pay whichever is applicable.”
Source: Letter, Brian J. Gillespie, dated December 23, 1974.
Section 6.2C3 provides that, upon return, unprotected employees who leave the
Postal Service and are rehired more than 30 calendar days later begin a new
service period for purposes of attaining six years continuous service in order to
attain protected status. If the employee returns within 30 days, Section 6.2C1
applies.
Section 6.2C4 provides that, if an employee leaves the regular work force and
returns within two years from a position within the Postal Service, the employee
will receive credit towards the six years of continuous service for the previously
completed full anniversary year(s). For example, if an employee had completed
five (5) years and six (6) months pursuant to Section 6.2C1 and was promoted to
a non-bargaining unit position effective March 9, 1998, but returned to the
bargaining unit effective February 6, 1999, the employee would continue credit
for the five anniversary years but would lose the six months. The employee’s
new anniversary date would become February 6, 1994.
Article 6 also provides certain procedural protections. For instance, management
may not implement a layoff or reduction in force without at least 90 days
notification to the union at the regional level, 60 days notification of layoff to the
affected employee, and posting of any available vacancies no less than 20 days
prior to layoff. Section 6.7A provides that grievances regarding the interpretation
or application of this article may be filed at Step 3 and shall be subject to priority
arbitration.
It should be noted that “preference eligible” employees have special rights under
the Veterans’ Preference Act regarding separation or reduction in grade. They
may have different or greater rights under the law than those set forth in Article 6.
Section 6.7C provides that preference eligible employees who exercise legal
appeal rights under the Veterans’ Preference Act thereby lose access to the
grievance procedure beyond Step 3. Also, see Article 16, (Section 16.9).
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
ARTICLE 6 - LAYOFF PROTECTION
Each employee who is employed in the regular work force as of May 20, 2016,
and who has not acquired the protection provided under Article 6 shall be
protected henceforth against any involuntary layoff or force reduction during the
term of this Agreement. It is the intent of this Memorandum of Understanding to
provide job security to each such employee during the term of this Agreement;
however, in the event Congress repeals or significantly relaxes the Private
Express Statutes this Memorandum shall expire upon the enactment of such
legislation. In addition, nothing in this Memorandum of Understanding shall
diminish the rights of any bargaining-unit employees under Article 6.
Since this Memorandum of Understanding is being entered into on a nonprecedential basis, it shall terminate for all purposes at midnight September 20,
2019, and may not be cited or used in any subsequent dispute resolution
proceedings.
The Memorandum of Understanding, Article 6-Layoff Protection, which is
reprinted above, provides layoff protection for the duration of the agreement to all
employees in the regular workforce as of May 20, 2016 who had not otherwise
acquired the protection under Article 6. The Memorandum terminates for all
purposes at midnight September 20, 2019, or at an earlier date in the event
Congress repeals or significantly relaxes the Private Express Statutes.
Protection otherwise provided under Article 6 is not affected by the termination of
this Memorandum.
In a National Arbitration Award issued on August 1, 2012, Arbitrator S.
Goldberg concluded that the Layoff Protection MOU negotiated as part of
the 2010 National Agreement between the Postal Service and the American
Postal Workers Union does not continue to apply to an employee who is
transferred out of the APWU bargaining unit into another bargaining unit,
such as the NPMHU bargaining unit. When employees leave a bargaining
unit for another, they generally are covered by the contract in effect for the
latter unit, not the former.
Source: National Arbitration Award Q06C-4Q-C 09250752, Arbitrator S.
Goldberg, dated August 1, 2012.
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ARTICLE 7
EMPLOYEE CLASSIFICATIONS
Section 7.1 Definition and Use
A Regular Work Force
The regular work force shall be comprised of two categories of employees
which are as follows:
A1 Full-Time
Employees in this category shall be hired pursuant to such procedures
as the Employer may establish and shall be assigned to regular
schedules consisting of five (5) eight (8) hour days in a service week.
A2 Part-Time
Employees in this category shall be hired pursuant to such procedures
as the Employer may establish and shall be assigned to regular
schedules of less than forty (40) hours in a service week, or shall be
available to work flexible hours as assigned by the Employer during the
course of a service week.
Section 7.1A establishes the employee categories within the mail handler craft by
identifying and defining employees in the regular work force. The two categories
contained in this definition are full-time and part-time; part-time is further divided
into part-time regular and part-time flexible.
Full-time employees are guaranteed a regular schedule of five (5) eight (8) hour
days in each service week. Service week is defined in Article 8 (Section 8.2A) as
a calendar week beginning at 12:01 a.m. Saturday and ending at 12 midnight the
following Friday.
Part-time regular employees are assigned to regular schedules of less than forty
(40) hours in a service week.
Part-time flexible employees are available to work flexible hours as assigned by
management.
B

Supplemental Work Force

1.

The Supplemental work force shall be comprised of casual employees.
Casual employees in all postal installations may be hired for a term not to
exceed 360 calendar days per appointment.
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2.

During the course of a service week, the Employer will make every effort to
insure that qualified and available part-time flexible employees are utilized
at the straight time rate prior to assigning such work to casuals. The
number of casuals who may be employed in any accounting period, other
than the two (2) accounting periods per fiscal year identified as set forth
below, shall not exceed 3.0%, on an installation basis, of the total number of
career employees covered by this Agreement. The Employer shall notify
the Union, at the National level and at the appropriate installation, of which
two (2) accounting periods in each fiscal year during which it may exceed
the 3.0% limitation in that installation; such notice will be provided at least
six (6) months in advance of the beginning date of the affected accounting
period(s). The Employer will provide the Union at the installation level with
an accounting period report listing the number of mail handler casuals at
each installation. This report will be provided within fourteen (14) days of
the close of the accounting period. In the event that the Employer exceeds
the 3.0% limitation, a remedy, if any, will be determined by the individual
facts and on a case-by-case basis.
[See Letters, pages 133-135]

Section 7.1B identifies the supplemental work force as being comprised of casual
employees and provides for their limited use. It contains provisions that establish
limits on the work hours of non-career casuals to protect career employment and
to protect the work hours of career employees, including part-time flexibles.
Note that Article 1 (Section 1.2F) of the National Agreement excludes casuals
from the bargaining unit. Thus, casuals are not entitled to the contractual
benefits and protections that pertain to employees in the regular work force. In
that regard, Arbitrator Gamser held that management had the right to unilaterally
determine the rate of pay for casual employees.
Source: National Arbitration Award AD-NAT-0121, Arbitrator H. Gamser, dated
June 25, 1980.
In a National Level award, Arbitrator Das found that Section 7.1B prior to
February 15, 2013 established a separate restriction on the employment of
casual employees, in addition to the number that may be hired and the limited
duration of their employment terms. He found that the Postal Service could only
employ casual employees to be utilized as a limited term supplemental work
force and not in lieu of career employees. He found that the Downes
Memorandum, issued on May 29, 1986, set forth a jointly endorsed
understanding as to the circumstances under which it was appropriate to employ
(hire) casual employees to be utilized as a limited term supplemental work force
consistent with Section 7.1B:
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Generally, casuals are utilized in circumstances such as heavy workload
or leave periods; to accommodate any temporary or intermittent service
conditions; or in other circumstances where supplemental workforce
needs occur. Where the identified need and workload is for other than
supplemental employment, the use of career employees is appropriate.
Source: National Arbitration Award Q98C-4Q-C 00100499, dated August 29,
2001, and Memorandum, Director William J. Downes, dated May 29, 1986.
The parties at the National Level agreed that this Das Award (No. Q98C-4Q-C
00100499) was binding on the Postal Service and the NPMHU, and that all
pending cases should be reviewed for application of this award. [Note: this Das
Award does not apply after February 15, 2013, when the Fishgold
Arbitration Award determined the terms and conditions of the 2011
National Agreement.]
Source: Pre-arbitration Settlement H94M-1H-C 99002460, dated November 1,
2001.
In another National level decision, also applicable only before February 15,
2013, Arbitrator Das concluded that the durational limitation in Article 7.1.B
of the NPMHU-USPS National Agreement prior to 2011 – that is, that
casuals “appl[y] only to those 90-day periods in which an individual casual
employee is designated as a mail handler casual or performs mail handler
work assignments” does not mean that employees who previously have
been employed in other crafts during the calendar year for all or part of two
90-day periods of employment may not subsequently be employed as mail
handler casuals in the same calendar year. After reviewing the relevant
bargaining history from 1981 and 1984, as well as the October 1992
Settlement Agreement on casual employees, Arbitrator Das concluded that
the record did not establish that the parties intended to prohibit
employment of an individual as a casual to perform mail handler work
based on that individual’s previous employment during that calendar year
as a casual performing APWU or NALC craft work.
Source: National Arbitration Award B94M-1B-C 97098443, Arbitrator S.
Das, dated February 28, 2011.
Additionally, the parties at the National Level have agreed that both of the
aforementioned Das awards are binding on the Postal Service and the
NPMHU until February 15, 2013, and that all pending cases arising prior to
that date should be reviewed for application of these awards.
C

Mail Handler Assistant Employees (MHAs)
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1.
The Mail Handler Assistant (MHA) employee work force shall be
comprised of noncareer bargaining unit employees.
2.
During the course of a service week, in postal installations with less
than 200 man years of employment, the Employer will make every effort to
ensure that qualified and available part-time flexible employees, if there are
any in the installation, are utilized at the straight-time rate prior to
assigning such work to MHAs and/or casuals, provided that the reporting
guarantee for MHAs is met. This sentence also shall apply to larger
installations during the limited period in which they continue to employ
part-time flexible employees.
3.
The total number of MHAs within a district will not exceed 18.5% of
the total number of career mail handlers in that district, but not more than
23.5% in any installation. The Employer will provide the Union at the
National level with an accounting period report listing the number of mail
handler MHAs at each installation and in each district. This report will be
provided within fourteen (14) days of the close of the accounting period. In
the event that the Employer exceeds the 18.5% limitation by district, or the
23.5% limitation by installation, a remedy, if any, will be determined by the
individual facts and on a case-by-case basis.
4.
Any non-NPMHU bargaining unit employee on light or limited duty in
the mail handler craft or on a rehabilitation assignment in the mail handler
craft who does not hold a bid assignment will not be counted as a career
employee for the purpose of determining the number of MHAs who may be
employed in the mail handler craft.
5.
MHAs shall be hired from an appropriate register pursuant to such
procedures as the Employer may establish. They will be hired for terms of
360 calendar days per appointment. Such employees have no daily or
weekly work hour guarantees. MHAs will have a break in service of 5 days
if reappointed. In addition, any MHA who is scheduled to work and who
reports to work in an installation with 200 or more man years of
employment shall be guaranteed four (4) hours of work or pay. MHAs at
smaller installations will be guaranteed two (2) hours work or pay.
(The preceding Section, Article 7.1C, shall apply to Mail Handler Assistant
employees.)
[See Memo, page 136]

PART-TIME FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING PRIORITY:
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Sections 7.1B and C further obligate management – in postal installations with
less than 200 man years of employment – to provide part-time flexibles
working at the straight-time rate with a priority in scheduling over casual
employees and/or MHAs, provided that the reporting guarantees for MHAs
are met. This priority applies on a service week rather than daily basis and is
limited to part-time flexibles who are qualified and available for the work in
question. The forty (40) straight-time hours during the service week can be
comprised of work, leave or a combination of work and leave. Thus,
management does not necessarily violate the contract when, for example, it
utilizes a casual on a Monday when part-time flexibles are not scheduled. A
violation would occur when that assignment prevents a part-time flexible
employee who could have performed the work on Monday from attaining forty
(40) straight-time hours during that service week.
SAPMG James V.P. Conway outlined the intent of this language:
“This provision requires that the employer make every effort to ensure that
qualified and available part-time employees with flexible schedules are
given priority in work assignments over casual employees. Exceptions to
this priority could occur, for example, (a) if both the part-time flexible and
the casual employee are needed at the same time, (b) where the
utilization of the part-time flexible required overtime on any given day or
where it is projected that the part-time flexible will otherwise be scheduled
for 40 hours during the service week, or (c) if the part-time flexible
employee is not qualified or immediately available when the work is
needed to be performed.”
Source: Memorandum, SAPMG James V.P. Conway, dated June 22, 1976.
Arbitrator Gamser ruled that in the event those responsible for constructing the
schedule for the service week consistently underestimate the work which will
remain at the end of the week for part-time flexibles and do so with some
regularity, so that the casuals are employed at the beginning or the middle of the
service week and the part-time flexibles do not obtain a forty (40) hour week, this
practice would constitute a violation of the contractual requirements. Regarding
implementation of the award language, Arbitrator Gamser stated that the parttime flexibles had no right to consecutive days off, avoidance of split shifts or
more than a reasonable rest period between shifts.
Source: National Arbitration Award AC-C 13148, Arbitrator H. Gamser, dated
December 20, 1979.
LETTER OF INTENT
The Board recognizes that the Employer has historically provided qualified
and available career employees with work at the straight time rate prior to
assigning such work to noncareer employees. The interest arbitration
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award divides the mail handler noncareer workforce into two distinct
categories – MHAs who have a career path and casuals who do not.
In creating the MHA category, the parties recognize the value of a
noncareer workforce that can ultimately become career employees.
Accordingly, the parties are directed to establish a Task Force to address
any issues that arise with regard to the scheduling of work during the
course of a service week between MHAs and casuals working in the same
200 man year installation.

NUMBER OF CASUALS:
Casual employment is now calculated and applied on an installation basis.
Installations are defined, for this purpose, “to include all facilities for which a mail
handler career employee is entitled to bid, as provided under Article 12, Section
.3C.” See the Letter of Intent, USPS Installations, reprinted at the end of this
Article.
Within each installation, casuals may be employed in any accounting period,
except as outlined below, up to a number not to exceed 3.0% of the total number
of career employees covered by the NPMHU National Agreement; i.e., the
number of career employees in the mail handler bargaining unit. (MHAs are not
counted in determining this number as they are non-career employees.)
Additionally, management is permitted to exceed that percentage in each
installation in two (2) accounting periods in each fiscal year, so long as notice is
provided to the union, at both the national and local levels, at least six (6) months
in advance of the beginning date of the affected accounting period(s). The
parties have agreed that the local level notice will be made to the Local President
having jurisdiction over the installation, who will then provide that information to
the appropriate Branch President or other local Union official.
In a 2004 Memorandum of Understanding, the parties agreed that,
notwithstanding the adoption of new monthly reporting procedures by the Postal
Service, the term “accounting period” would continue to refer to two consecutive
pay periods, comprising a total of 28 days. The pay periods in which
management could exceed the 3.0% limit on casual employment during each
fiscal year would be referred to as casual exception periods (CEPs); the casual
exception periods would be selected from the periods defined by the National
level parties and outlined in an attachment to the MOU.
The parties further agreed that the new monthly reporting procedures have no
substantive impact on the provisions of Section 7.1B. The reports previously
generated on an “accounting period” basis (see the LOIs reprinted at the end of
this Article) would be provided to the union on a pay period basis, within 14 days
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of the close of each pay period; this represents a change only in the frequency
with which the reports are provided.
Source: Memorandum of Understanding, dated August 4, 2004.
Casuals are to be hired and assigned designation/activity (D/A) codes on the
basis of the work that they are being hired to perform; casuals hired to perform
mail handler duties are to be assigned code 62-0. When casuals are hired,
management must ensure that a realistic assessment is made to identify the
primary work needed to be performed, and accordingly, to use the appropriate
D/A code. Management has the right to assign clerk casuals (who are assigned
D/A code 61-0) or casuals from other crafts to do mail handler work, provided
that the current percentage requirements for casuals are not exceeded.
Regardless of the D/A code assigned, the number of casuals performing mail
handler work assignments at any given time should not exceed the percentage
outlined in this section.
Source: Pre-arbitration Settlement H1M-5L-C 22108, dated December 4, 1985;
Step 4 Grievances H4M-4G-C 38798, dated May 19, 1988, and I90M-1L-C
93035259, dated October 28, 1993.
LETTER OF INTENT
TRANSITION PERIOD
The 2016 National Agreement makes structural changes to the nonbargaining unit workforce and, therefore, creates a need for a transition
period to implement the changes. The parties agree to a transition period
not to exceed 120 days from the date of the union’s ratification of the
Agreement.
During the transition period, the number of casuals employed at any
installation may be maintained at current levels or at 5.0%, whichever is
lower. An exception will be made for installations that have local
agreements allowing temporary use of additional casuals; such
agreements will remain enforceable, provided that after the local agreement
expires (if within the 120 day period) the number of casuals will be limited
to 5.0%. Any new non-career employees hired during the transition period
will be MHAs, unless the installation is below 3.0% casuals, in which case
the installation may hire new casuals up to the 3.0% cap before hiring
MHAs. At no time during the transition period will the combination of
casuals and MHAs exceed 21.5% of the total number of career mail handler
employees in a district and 24.5% in any installation except as provided for
in Article 7, Section 1B.
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After 120 days from the date of the union’s ratification of the Agreement,
the language of Article 7, Section 1B2 as supplemented by the Letter of
Intent re: Installation Measurement of Casuals and the language of Article
7, Section 1C3 concerning MHA hiring shall be in full force and effect.
Question: How are limitations on the number of casuals permitted during
the 120-day transition determined?
Answer: Any casual on the rolls as of the date of the union’s ratification of
the 2016 National Agreement, as determined by the AP Report/AAW996P1
report, establishes the “current levels” referenced in the Letter of Intent re
Transition Period.
The parties agree that Section 7.1B does not prohibit the Postal Service from
using temporary employees hired through a personnel agency (“temporary
agency employees”) as part of the supplemental workforce under Section 7.1B,
provided that such temporary agency employees are counted as casuals and are
subject to all of the limits on employment and use of casuals as set forth in
Section 7.1B and related agreements. Consistent with the National Agreement,
the same information that must be provided to the Union in negotiated reports for
tracking the hiring and work hours of mail handler casuals must be provided to
the union whenever temporary agency employees are hired as supplemental
employees to perform mail handler duties. The parties further recognize that,
under Section 7.1B and the related Letter of Intent re: PSDS-Operation Numbers
Accounting Period Report, the Postal Service is required to provide the Union, “at
the installation level, with a report which lists the number of non-mail handler
casuals and hours worked in each facility within that installation, who have
worked in those operations designated” as specifically listed in Section 7.1B and
the Letter of Intent.
Source: Step 4 Grievances G98M-1G-C 02171546, B98M-1B-C 02045636, and
B98M-1B-C 20272708, dated March 1, 2006.
TERM OF CASUAL EMPLOYMENT:
Casuals may be hired for a term not to exceed 360 calendar days per
appointment. The number of casuals who may be employed in any
accounting period should not exceed 3.0% on an installation basis. This
3.0% cap may be exceeded in two accounting periods in each fiscal year.
The parties agree that the Employer will notify the Union, at the National
level and at the appropriate installation, of which two (2) accounting
periods in each fiscal year during which it may exceed the 3.0% limitation
in that installation; such notice will be provided at least six (6) months in
advance of the beginning date of the affected accounting period(s).
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Source: Step 4 Grievance E98M-4E-C 01155030, dated August 14, 2012.
In a National Level Award, Arbitrator Das found that “[t]he durational limitation in
Article 7.1.B of the . . . National Agreement applies only to those 90-day periods
in which an individual casual employee is designated as a mail handler casual or
performs mail handler work assignments.”
Source: National Arbitration Award B94M-1B-C 97098443, Arbitrator S. Das,
dated February 28, 2011.
REPORTS:
Reports on the number and work hours of mail handler casuals are provided at
the installation level on a pay-period basis, within fourteen (14) calendar days of
the end of each pay period. See the Letter of Intent, Casuals – Accounting
Period Report and the Letter of Intent (Unnamed), reprinted at the end of this
Article.
MAIL HANDLER ASSISTANTS – MHAs
MHAs are non-career bargaining unit employees that are hired for terms of
360 calendar days. They are assigned DA Code 82-0.
Question: May an MHA be appointed to a term less than 360 days?
Answer: An MHA cannot be appointed to a term less than 360 days but
MHAs may be separated during their term of appointment for lack of work
at any time or in the case of removal for cause.
If reappointed after the 360-day term, MHAs will have a break in service of 5
days.
Question: Does the five-day break between MHA 360-day appointments
refer to five calendar days or work days?
Answer: Five calendar days.
Question: Will MHAs be hired as Level 5 MHAs?
Answer: No.
NUMBER OF MHAs
The total number of MHAs that are employed within a district cannot
exceed 18.5% of the total number of career mail handlers in that district. In
addition, there may be no more than 23.5% in each installation.
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When calculating the total number of career employees in a district for
purposes of determining the numbers of MHAs that may be employed, the
following are not included: Any non-NPMHU bargaining unit employee on
a light or limited duty assignment in the mail handler craft or on a
rehabilitation assignment in the mail handler craft who does not hold a bid
assignment.
On the issue of exceeding MHA caps, the National parties have agreed that
the percentage of MHA employees allowed within each installation and/or
district is determined at the National level. Therefore, any agreements
reached by the local parties to exceed MHA caps must have National level
concurrence by both parties prior to implementation of said agreement.
See Letter of Intent Re Mail Handler Assistants in Excess of Percentage
Caps, discussed below. Similar rules apply with regard to the casual cap,
as set forth in the Letter of Intent Re Casuals in Excess of 3%, discussed
below.
REPORTS
The Union at the National level will be provided an accounting period report
listing the number of mail handlers and MHAs at each installation and in
each district. This report will be provided within fourteen days of the close
of each accounting period.
Question: In determining MHA caps, is the number of MHAs “rounded” for
percentage purposes?
Answer: No, under Article 7.1C3 of the 2016 National Agreement, the
number of MHAs shall not exceed 18.5% of the total number of career mail
handlers in that district, and not more than 23.5% in any installation.
Question: How will the district cap on MHAs be enforced when district
boundaries include multiple installations?
Answer: The MHA caps for districts will be monitored at the National level.
The Postal Service will provide the National Union with an accounting
period report listing the number of MHAs in each installation and in each
district. If the MHA cap exceeds the district percentage, the appropriate
Regional Director will file a grievance directly to Step 3 within fourteen (14)
days of the receipt of the accounting period reports from the Postal
Service.
Question: How will the installation cap on MHAs be enforced?
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Answer: If the MHA cap is violated within an installation, the local union
files a grievance within fourteen (14) days of the national union’s receipt of
the accounting period reports from the Postal Service.
Question: What is the MHA cap if an installation is its own district?
Answer: 18.5%.
Section 7.2 Employment and Work Assignments
A Normally, work in different crafts, occupational groups or levels will not be
combined into one job. However, to provide maximum full-time employment
and provide necessary flexibility, management may establish full-time
schedule assignments by including work within different crafts or
occupational groups after the following sequential actions have been taken:
A1 All available work within each separate craft by tour has been
combined.
A2 Work of different crafts in the same wage level by tour has been
combined.
B The appropriate representatives of the affected Unions will be informed in
advance of the reasons for establishing the combination full-time
assignments within different crafts in accordance with this Article.
Section 7.2A recognizes that, normally, work in different crafts, occupational
groups or levels will not be combined into one job. However, to provide
maximum full-time employment and to provide necessary flexibility, Section 7.2A
also provides that management may, combine duties from different crafts,
occupational groups or levels to establish full-time duty assignments after it has
satisfied, in sequential order as outlined hereunder, the conditions set forth in A1
and A2.
Section 7.2A1 requires, first, that all available work within each craft by tour be
combined prior to combining work of different crafts. After that has been
accomplished, Section 7.2A2 provides that management may combine work of
different crafts in the same wage level by tour. After both of these prerequisites
are satisfied, management may establish full-time duty assignments by
combining work of different crafts, occupational groups and levels.
A combined full-time duty assignment created in accordance with the provisions
of this section cannot include rural letter carrier duties. Only duties normally
performed by bargaining unit employees covered by the NPMHU, APWU and
NALC National Agreements may be combined. See further the Memorandum of
Understanding, Cross Craft, reprinted at the end of this article.
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Section 7.2B requires that advance notice of the reasons for combining full-time
assignments within different crafts must be given to the affected unions at the
local level.
C

In the event of insufficient work on any particular day or days in a full-time or
part-time employee's own scheduled assignment, management may assign
the employee to any available work in the same wage level for which the
employee is qualified, consistent with the employee's knowledge and
experience, in order to maintain the number of work hours of the employee's
basic work schedule.
D During exceptionally heavy workload periods for one occupational group,
employees in an occupational group experiencing a light workload period
may be assigned to work in the same wage level, commensurate with their
capabilities, to the heavy workload area for such time as management
determines necessary.
[See Memo, page 147]

Section 7.2C and D provide that management may assign employees across
craft lines when certain conditions are met. The Memorandum of Understanding,
Cross Craft, applies to these assignments as well.
Section 7.2C provides for assignment of an employee to work in another craft at
the same wage level due to insufficient work in his/her own craft. This may affect
a full-time, part-time regular or part-time flexible for whom there is “insufficient
work” on a particular day to attain their respective work hour guarantees, as
provided in Article 8 (Sections 8.1 and 8.8).
Section 7.2D permits assignment of an employee to perform work in the same
wage level in another craft or occupational group during conditions of an
exceptionally heavy workload in another craft or occupational group and a light
workload in the employee’s own craft or occupational group.
In those circumstances where cross craft assignments are permitted under
Article 7.2 C & D, employees from other crafts may not be assigned to work
in lower wage levels in the Mail Handler Craft.
Source: National Pre Arbitration Settlement, Q84M-4Q-C 77002202, dated
September 4, 2008.
Arbitrator Bloch ruled that management may not temporarily assign employees
across crafts except in the restrictive circumstances outlined in Section 7.2C and
D. He interpreted the provisions as follows:
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“Taken together, these provisions support the inference that
Management’s right to cross craft lines is substantially limited. The
exceptions to the requirement of observing the boundaries arise in
situations that are not only unusual but also reasonably unforeseeable.
There is no reason to find that the parties intended to give Management
discretion to schedule across craft lines merely to maximize efficient
personnel usage; this is not what the parties have bargained. That an
assignment across craft lines might enable Management to avoid overtime
in another group for example, is not, by itself, a contractually sound
reason. It must be shown either that there was “insufficient work” for the
classification or, alternatively, that work was “exceptionally heavy” in one
occupational group and light, as well, in another.
Inherent in these two provisions, as indicated above, is the assumption
that the qualifying conditions are reasonably unforeseeable or somehow
unavoidable. To be sure, Management retains the right to schedule tasks
to suit its needs on a given day. But the right to do this may not fairly be
equated with the opportunity to, in essence, create “insufficient” work
through intentionally inadequate staffing. To so hold would be to allow
Management to effectively cross craft lines at will merely by scheduling
work so as to create the triggering provisions of Section 7.2[C and D].
This would be an abuse of the reasonable intent of this language, which
exists not to provide means by which the separation of crafts may be
routinely ignored but rather to provide the employer with certain limited
flexibility in the face of pressing circumstances . . .”
Source: National Arbitration Award A8-W-0656, Arbitrator R. Bloch, dated March
10, 1982.
As a general proposition, in those circumstances under Section 7.2C and D in
which a clear contractual violation is evidenced by the fact circumstances, a
“make whole” remedy involving the payment at the appropriate rate to the
available and qualified employee who had a contractual right to the work would
be appropriate. Arbitrator Bloch awarded payment at the overtime rate based on
the fact circumstances in the above case.
Question: Does withholding under Article 12 automatically provide the required
justification to cross crafts or occupational groups under the terms of Section
7.2?
Answer: No. Withholding pursuant to Article 12 of the National Agreement does
not automatically create a light or heavy workload in work assignments or a craft;
nor does it provide license to indiscriminately cross crafts merely to maximize
efficient personnel usage. In accordance with Section 7.2, it must be shown that
there was “insufficient work” on a given occasion or, alternatively, that work was
“exceptionally heavy” in one occupational group and light in another.
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Source: Memorandum, SAPMG S. Cagnoli, dated December 4, 1991.
Question: May management work employees across craft lines without
restriction in smaller offices, such as those with fewer than 100 employees?
Answer: No. The restrictions on management’s right to work employees across
craft lines found in Section 7.2 apply regardless of the size of the office.
Question: Does management’s desire not to pay overtime constitute an
acceptable basis for crossing crafts under Sections 7.2C or D?
Answer: No. The desire to avoid overtime is not, by itself, a contractually sound
reason to cross crafts.
Source: National Arbitration Award A8-W-0656, Arbitrator R. Bloch, dated March
10, 1982.
Section 7.3 Employee Complements
There will be no Part-Time Flexible (PTF) employees working in the mail
handler craft in installations which have 200 or more man years of
employment.
The number of part-time regular mail handlers who may be employed in any
period in a particular installation shall not exceed 6 percent of the total number of
career employees in that installation covered by this Agreement.
In smaller installations with part-time flexible employees, the Employer shall
maximize the number of full-time employees and minimize the number of
part-time employees who have no fixed work schedules in all postal installations.
A part-time flexible employee working eight (8) hours within ten (10), on the same
five (5) days each week over a six-month period will demonstrate the need for
converting the assignment to a full-time position.
[See Memos, page 148]

Whether or not an installation is classified as a 200 man year office is determined
at the beginning of each contract term. That list of installations does not change
during the term of that Agreement regardless of any increase or decrease in
employee complement. The 200 man year threshold is determined by counting
all of the crafts which bargained jointly in 1978; i.e., mail handler, clerk, motor
vehicle, maintenance, and letter carrier.
Question: There will be no PTF Mail Handler employees in 200 or more
man-year offices. What date will be used to determine the 200 man-year
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office? Will the designation of the office remain the same size office during
the life of the National Agreement?
Answer: Normally, May 21, 2016 would be the designated date and the
office size would remain constant for the life of the May 21, 2016 –
September 20, 2019 agreement. For purposes of the 2016 National
Agreement only, the parties at the National level have agreed that the 200
man-year report will be calculated using the 26 pay periods that covered
the period from February 20, 2016 to February 17, 2017, and the office size
will remain constant for the remaining life of the 2016 National Agreement.
The report listing all 200 man year offices under the current National Agreement
is included in the CIM Resource Manual.
Question: How was the number of man years in an office calculated for
purposes of this provision?
Answer: The total number of paid hours accumulated by career employees in
an office during the 26 pay periods immediately preceding the term of the current
agreement is divided by 2080 to obtain the number of man years. Note that the
hours of any transitional employees in that office are excluded from the
calculation.
Part-time regulars may be employed up to six percent (6%) of the total number of
mail handler career employees in the installation. Scheduling of part-time
regulars is covered in the Memorandum of Understanding, Part-time Regulars,
reprinted at the end of this Article.
As outlined below, Section 7.3 contains additional provisions, applicable to
smaller installations, which provide for the creation of full-time positions.
Section 7.3 also provides that “the Employer shall maximize the number of fulltime employees and minimize the number of part-time employees who have no
fixed work week schedules at all postal installations.”
Section 7.3 further provides that working a part-time flexible employee eight (8)
hours within ten (10), on the same (5) days each week over a six-month period
demonstrates the need to convert the assignment to a full-time position.
Time spent on approved annual leave does not constitute an interruption of the
six-month period, except where the annual leave is used solely for purposes of
rounding out the workweek when the employee otherwise would not have
worked.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H7N-2A-C 2275, dated April 13, 1989.
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN THE
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
AND THE
NATIONAL POSTAL MAIL HANDLERS UNION
Re: Mail Handler Assistant Employees
The following general principles concerning Mail Handler Assistant
Employees (MHAs) shall apply:
1. General Principles
a. The MHA work force is comprised of noncareer, mail handler
bargaining unit employees.
b. MHAs shall be hired for terms of 360 calendar days and will have
a break in service of 5 days if reappointed.
c. Leave provisions for MHAs are included in Attachment A to this
MOU.
d. For MHA percentage use allowances, see Article 7.1C.
e. The Postal Service will provide a report every four week reporting
period with information needed to monitor compliance with the provisions
above, i.e., the total number of career bargaining unit employees and MHAs
in the mail handler craft by installation.
f. Effective November 26, 2016, the hourly rates for MHAs shall be
as follows:
Hourly Rate: Level 4 at $15.12 and Level 5 at $15.94
Adjustments to these hourly rates shall be in accordance with Article
9.7. Should it be necessary for recruitment or retention of MHAs, the
Postal Service may pay higher hourly rates, with the concurrence of the
Union.
g. When the Postal Service hires new mail handler full-time career
employees, MHAs within the installation will be converted to full-time
regular career status to fill such vacancies based on their relative standing
in the installation, which is determined by their original MHA appointment
date in that installation. A MHA who does not accept the career
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opportunity will not lose his/her relative standing for future career
opportunities.
2.

Contract Provisions

Only the following articles and portions of articles of the National
Agreement apply to MHAs as outlined below:
Article 1
Article 2
Article 3
Article 5
Article 7.1C
Article 8
HOURS OF WORK
Section 2. Work Schedules
A. The employee’s service week shall be a calendar week beginning at
12:01 a.m. Saturday and ending at 12 midnight the following Friday.
B. The employee’s service day is the calendar day on which the majority of
work is scheduled. Where the work schedule is distributed evenly over two
calendar days, the service day is the calendar day on which such work
schedule begins.
Section 3. Exceptions
*****
MHAs will be scheduled in accordance with Section 2, A and B of this
Article.
Section 4. Overtime Work
*****
G. Overtime Work for MHAs
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MHAs shall be paid overtime for work performed in excess of forty (40)
work hours in any one service week. Overtime pay for MHAs is to be paid
at the rate of one and one-half (1-1/2) times the basic hourly straight time
rate.
When an opportunity exists for overtime for qualified and available full-time
employees, doing similar work in the work location where the employees
regularly work, prior to utilizing a MHA in excess of eight (8) work hours in
a service day or forty (40) hours in a service week, such qualified and
available full-time employees on the appropriate Overtime Desired List will
be selected to perform such work in order of their seniority on a rotating
basis.

Section 7. Night Shift Differential
For time worked between the hours of 6:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m., MHAs shall
be paid additional compensation at the applicable flat dollar amount at
each pay grade and step in accordance with the attached Table Four.
Section 8. Guarantees
D. Any MHA who is scheduled to work and who reports to work in an
installation with 200 or more man years of employment shall be guaranteed
four (4) hours of work or pay. MHAs at smaller installations will be
guaranteed two (2) hours work or pay.
Section 9. Wash-up Time
Installation heads shall grant reasonable wash-up time to those employees
who perform dirty work or work with toxic materials. The amount of washup time granted each employee shall be subject to the grievance
procedure.

Article 9
SALARIES AND WAGES
Section 7. Mail Handler Assistant Employees
In addition to the general increases provided in Article 9.1, MHAs will
receive an increase of 1.0% annually, for a total of 2.2% effective November
26, 2016, 2.3% effective November 25, 2017, and 2.3% effective November
24, 2108.
MHAs will also receive hourly wage increases as follows:
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•
•
•

$0.09 per hour effective November 26, 2016
$0.20 per hour effective May 26, 2018
$0.21 per hour effective May 25, 2019

All percentage increases are applied to the wage rates in effect on May 20,
2016.

Article 10
LEAVE
Section 2. Leave Regulations
A. The leave regulations in Subchapter 510 of the Employee and Labor
Relations Manual, insofar as such regulations establish wages, hours and
working conditions of employees covered by this Agreement, other than
MHAs, shall remain in effect for the life of this Agreement.
B. Career employees will be given preference over noncareer employees
when scheduling annual leave. This preference will take into consideration
that scheduling is done on a tour-by-tour basis and that employee skills are
a determining factor in this decision.
C. Article 30 of the National Agreement and Local Memoranda of
Understanding provisions do not apply to MHAs, except as specifically
referenced in the 2016 National Agreement and as follows: During the local
implementation period, the parties may agree to include provisions in the
local memoranda of understanding to permit MHAs to apply for annual
leave during choice vacation periods, as defined in Article 10 of the
National Agreement. Granting leave under such provisions must be
contingent upon the MHA having a leave balance of at least forty (40)
hours.

Article 11
HOLIDAYS
*****
Section 1. Holidays Observed
The following six (6) days shall be considered holidays for MHAs:
New Year’s Day
Memorial Day
Independence Day
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Labor Day
Thanksgiving Day
Christmas Day
*****
Section 3. Payment
C. The number of hours of holiday leave pay for MHAs will be based on the
following:
•
•
•

200 Man Year offices – 8 hours
POSTPlan offices – 4 hours
All other offices – 6 hours

MHAs who work on a holiday may, at their option, elect to have their annual
leave balance credited with 6 or 8 hours (as applicable).
*****
Section 6. Holiday Schedule
D. Mail Handler Assistant Employees
MHAs will be scheduled for work on a holiday or designated holiday after
all full-time or part-time volunteers are scheduled to work on their holiday
or designated holiday. They will be scheduled, to the extent possible, prior
to any full-time volunteers or non-volunteers being scheduled to work a
nonscheduled day or any full-time non-volunteers being required to work
their holiday or designated holiday. If the parties have locally negotiated a
pecking order that would schedule full-time volunteers on a nonscheduled
day, the Local Memorandum of Understanding will apply.

Article 14
Article 15
Article 16, to the extent specified below.
Article 17, Sections 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
Article 18

Article 19
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HANDBOOKS AND MANUALS
*****
Article 19 shall apply in that those parts of all handbooks, manuals and
published regulations of the Postal Service, which directly relate to wages,
hours, or working conditions shall apply to MHAs only to the extent
consistent with other rights and characteristics of MHAs provided for in
this Agreement. The Employer shall have the right to make changes to
handbooks, manuals and published regulations as they relate to MHAs
pursuant to the same standards and procedures found in Article 19 of this
Agreement.
Article 20
Article 22
Article 23
Article 24
Article 27
Article 28
Article 31
Article 32
Article 34
Article 35
Article 36
Article 37.4
Article 39
Only the following Memoranda of Understanding from the 2016 National
Agreement shall apply to MHAs:
Leave Sharing
LWOP In Lieu of SL/AL
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Administrative Leave for Bone Marrow, Stem
Cell, Blood Platelet, and Organ Donations
Bereavement Leave
Interest on Back Pay
Processing of Post-Separation and Post-Removal Grievances
MHA Separations and Reappointments
One-Time MHA Conversion
Relative Standing of Mail Handler Assistants and Subsequent Seniority
Upon Conversion to Career Mail Handler
Potential for Mail Handler Assistant PTF Opportunities
Filling of Residual Vacancies
PTFs in 200 Man Year Facilities Subject to Excessing
Purge of Warning Letters
Wounded Warrior Leave

3. Other Provisions
A. Article 15
1. The parties recognize that MHAs will have access to the grievance
procedure for those provisions which the Board Award applies to MHAs.
2. Nothing herein will be construed as a waiver of the employer’s
obligation under the National Labor Relations Act. MHAs will not be
discharged for exercising their rights under the grievance-arbitration
procedure.
3. The separation of MHAs upon completion of their 360-day term and the
decision to not reappoint MHAs to a new term are not grievable, except
where it is alleged that the decision to not reappoint is pretextual. MHAs
may be separated during their term of appointment for lack of work at any
time. Such separation is not grievable except where it is alleged that the
separation is pretextual. Separations for lack of work shall be by inverse
relative standing in the installation. MHAs separated for lack of work
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before the end of their term will be given preference for reappointment
ahead of other MHAs with less relative seniority and ahead of other
applicants who have not served as MHAs, provided that the need for hiring
arises within twelve (12) months of their separation.
MHAs may be disciplined or removed within the term of their appointment
for just cause and any such discipline or removal will be subject to the
grievance arbitration procedure, provided that within the immediately
preceding six months, the employee has completed ninety (90) work days,
or has been employed for 120 calendar days (whichever comes first) of
their initial appointment.
In the case of removal for cause within the term of an appointment, a MHA
shall be entitled to advance written notice of the charges against him/her in
accordance with the provisions of Article 16 of the National Agreement.
4. Discipline for an MHA who does have access to the grievancearbitration procedure does not generally have to be issued in the same
progressive manner as discipline issued to a career employee. However,
an appropriate element of just cause is that discipline should be
progressive and corrective in nature rather than punitive. When
management removes or otherwise disciplines an MHA, determining
whether the disciplinary action taken is appropriate must be based on the
individual facts and circumstances of each case.

B. Article 25, Higher Level Pay
In the event a MHA is temporarily assigned to a higher level position, such
employee will be paid at the higher level only for the time actually spent on
such job. This language should not be construed to encourage the Postal
Service to temporarily assign such employees to higher level positions.
When the opportunity exists for higher level assignment, the principle of
preference for career employees over MHAs should be utilized.

C. Health Insurance
After an initial appointment for a 360-day term and upon reappointment to
another 360-day term, any eligible non-career MHA who wants to pay health
premiums to participate in the Federal Employees Health (FEHB) Program
on a pre-tax basis will be required to make an election to do so in
accordance with applicable procedures. The total cost of health insurance
is the responsibility of the non-career MHA except as provided below.
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Beginning in Plan Year 2014, the Postal Service will make a bi-weekly
contribution to the total premium for any MHA who wishes to participate in
the USPS Non-career Health Care Plan (USPS Plan) equal to the greater of
(a) $125, or (b) the minimum required by the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act, and applicable regulations, for self-only. The MHA is
fully responsible for the cost of premiums for any health insurance plan
beyond a self-only plan. Any MHA employee wishing to make their health
care contribution on a pre-tax basis will be required to make an election to
do so in accordance with applicable procedures. All MHAs will be eligible
for the USPS Plan within a reasonable period from the date of hire and
entry into a pay status, consistent with the requirements established under
the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.
If for any reason the USPS Plan is not available to a MHA, the Postal
Service will make a bi-weekly contribution for any eligible MHA who selects
the Mail Handler Benefit Plan (MHBP) Value Plan or any other plan offered
by the FEHB Program, which is equal to or lower in cost to the Postal
Service than the MHBP Value Plan for self-only coverage. This contribution
for any eligible MHA shall be equal to the greater of (a) $125, or (b) the
minimum required by the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, and
applicable regulations, for self-only.

D. MHA Career Opportunity
When the Postal Service determines in accordance with contractual
provisions that it has needs to fill vacancies with new career employees,
available and qualified MHAs will be converted to fill such vacancies based
on their relative standing in the installation, which is determined by their
initial MHA appointment date in that installation.

E. Retirement Savings Plan
The parties will explore the steps necessary for the establishment of
401(k)-type retirement savings plans and/or payroll allotments for
Individual Retirement Accounts for MHAs. Alternatively, if the NPMHU
establishes a 401(k) retirement savings plan for MHAs, the Postal Service
agrees to implement the necessary steps for payroll deductions for this
plan. The Postal Service will not be required to make any matching
contributions as part of such plans.

ATTACHMENT A
MAIL HANDLER ASSISTANT EMPLOYEE (MHA) ANNUAL LEAVE
PROVISIONS
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I. GENERAL
A. Purpose. Annual leave is provided to MHAs for rest, recreation,
emergency purposes, and illness or injury.
1. Accrual of Annual Leave. MHAs earn annual leave based on the number
of hours in which they are in a pay status in each pay period.

Rate of Accrual

Hours in Pay Status

1 hour for each
unit of 20 hours
in pay status in
each pay period

20
40
60
80

Hours of Annual Leave
Earned Per Pay Period
1
2
3
4 (max)

2. Biweekly Crediting. Annual leave accrues and is credited in whole
hours at the end of each biweekly pay period.
3. Payment For Accumulated Annual Leave. A separating MHA may
receive a lump-sum payment for accumulated annual leave subject to the
following condition:
B. A MHA whose separation is effective before the last Friday of a pay
period does not receive credit or terminal leave payment for the leave that
would have accrued during that pay period.

II. AUTHORIZING ANNUAL LEAVE
A. General. Except for emergencies, annual leave for MHAs must be
requested on Form 3971 and approved in advance by the appropriate
supervisor.
B. Emergencies and Illness or Injury. An exception to the advance
approval requirement is made for emergencies and illness or injury;
however, in these situations, the MHA must notify appropriate postal
authorities as soon as possible as to the emergency or illness/injury and
the expected duration of the absence. As soon as possible after return to
duty, MHAs must submit Form 3971 and explain the reason for the
emergency or illness/injury to their supervisor. Supervisors approve or
disapprove the leave request. When the request is disapproved, the
absence may be recorded as AWOL at the discretion of the supervisor as
outlined in Section IV.B below.
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III. UNSCHEDULED ABSENCE
A. Definition. Unscheduled absences are any absences from work that
are not requested and approved in advance.
B. MHA Responsibilities. MHAs are expected to maintain their assigned
schedule and must make every effort to avoid unscheduled absences. In
addition, MHAs must provide acceptable evidence for absences when
required.
IV. FORM 3971, REQUEST FOR, OR NOTIFICATION OF, ABSENCE
A. Purpose. Application for annual leave is made in writing, in duplicate,
on Form 3971, Request for, or Notification of, Absence.
B. Approval/Disapproval. The supervisor is responsible for approving or
disapproving application for annual leave by signing Form 3971, a copy of
which is given to the MHA. If a supervisor does not approve an application
for leave, the disapproved block on Form 3971 is checked and the reasons
given in writing in the space provided. When a request is disapproved, the
reasons for disapproval must be noted. AWOL determinations must be
similarly noted.

Question: Are MHAs assigned a Postal Service Employee Identification
Number (EIN) and Personal Identification Number (PIN)?
Answer: Yes.
Question: Do MHAs have access to LiteBlue?
Answer: Yes.
Question: What is the occupational code and designation activity code for
MHAs?
Answer: The occupational code is 2315-0085 and designation activity code
is 82-0.
Question: May MHAs hold dual appointments?
Answer: No.
Question: Will reinstatement-eligible former career employees and
veterans eligible for direct career appointment under Veterans' Recruitment
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Appointment or because of their 30 percent or higher disability status be
eligible for noncompetitive consideration for MHA employment?
Answer: Yes.
Question: If an MHA is reappointed to a new term, do they have to execute
a new Standard Form 1187 to remain a member of the Union?
Answer: No. The union enrollment is active and appropriate withholding
occurs if an MHA separates and returns to the same non-career MHA job
within 180 days of the separation. The enrollment is also active if the MHA
is promoted to a career mail handler bargaining unit position.
Question: Can MHAs access eReassign and bid on assignments?
Answer: No, only career bargaining employees can access eReassign for
voluntary reassignment opportunities.
Question: What is the term of employment for MHAs?
Answer: MHAs will be hired for terms of 360 calendar days per
appointment but may be separated during their term of appointment for
lack of work at any time or in the case of removal for cause.
Question: How are limitations on the number of casuals permitted during
the 120 day transition following the 2016 National Agreement determined?
Answer: Any casual on the rolls as of the date of ratification – that is,
February 10, 2017 – as determined by the AP Report/AAW996P1 report
establishes the "current levels" referenced in the Transition Period Letter
of Intent.
Question: Does the five day break between MHA 360 day appointments
refer to five calendar or work days?
Answer: Five calendar days.
Question: May an MHA be appointed to a term of less than 360 days?
Answer: An MHA cannot be appointed to a term of less than 360 days but
MHAs may be separated during their term of appointment for lack of work
at any time or in the case of removal for cause.
Question: Can casuals be converted to MHAs?
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Answer: Casuals will be eligible to take the appropriate examinations like
any other member of the general public and, if reached during the
competitive hiring process, are eligible to be hired as MHAs.
Question: Will MHAs be hired as Level 5 MHAs?
Answer: No
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
MAIL HANDLER ASSISTANT (MHA) SEPARATIONS AND
REAPPOINTMENTS
The parties recognize the Employer has historically provided qualified and
available career employees with work at the straight time rate prior to
assigning such work to non-career employees. MHAs, although noncareer, have a career path while casual employees do not. MHAs are
separated for five days between appointments. When there is a lack of
work, casuals at the site will be separated, to the extent possible, prior to
separating any MHAs.
Separations of MHAs for lack of work before the end of their term shall be
by inverse relative standing on the appropriate MHA roll and such
separations are not grievable except where the separations are alleged to
be pretextual. If an MHA is being considered for non-reappointment solely
due to lack of work and one or more MHAs with lower relative standing are
employed at the site, then the MHA with the lowest relative standing is to
be separated and the MHA being considered for non-reappointment is to be
reappointed.
MHAs separated for lack of work before the end of their term will be given
reappointment ahead of other MHAs with less relative standing on the MHA
roll provided the need for hiring arises within (1) year of the separation.
MHAs who meet these conditions, will be offered the opportunity for
reappointment in inverse order of their separation.
This MOU changes some of the rules governing the separation and
reappointment of MHAs by making clear that: (1) when there is a lack of
work, casuals at the site will be separated, to the extent possible, prior to
separating any MHAs and that such separations are not grievable except
where the separations are alleged to be pretextual; (2) if an MHA is being
considered for non-reappointment solely due to lack of work and one or
more MHAs with lower relative standing are employed at the site, then the
MHA with the lowest relative standing is to be separated and the MHA
being considered for non-reappointment is to be reappointed; and (3) if
MHAs are separated for lack of work before the end of their term, such
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separations must be by inverse relative standing and separated MHAs will
be given preference (for up to 12 months) for reappointment ahead of other
MHAs with less relative standing or in inverse order of their separation.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
ONE-TIME MHA CONVERSION
The U.S. Postal Service and the National Postal Mail Handlers Union, A
Division of the Laborers’ International Union of North America, AFL-CIO,
agree to the following:
•
•
•

•

All Mail Handler Assistants (MHAs) in 200 Man Year offices with a
relative standing date prior to 2.5 years from the ratification date of
the 2016 National Agreement shall be converted to career status.
The conversion to career status will occur as soon as
administratively practicable, but no later than sixty (60) days from
the ratification date of the 2016 National Agreement.
MHAs converted to career status under this provision will not be
required to serve a probationary period provided they have
successfully completed one 360-day term as a Mail Handler
Assistant.
After one year from the ratification date of the 2016 National
Agreement, the parties will evaluate the possibility of another onetime conversion.

All MHAs in 200 or more man year installations who have over 2.5 years of
service as of the ratification date of the 2016 National Agreement will be
converted to career status as full-time employees. These conversions will
be completed as soon as administratively practicable, but no later than 60
days after the ratification date for the 2016 National Agreement (i.e., April
11, 2017). One year later, the parties will evaluate the possibility of another
one-time conversion of MHAs.

LETTER OF INTENT
CASUALS - ACCOUNTING PERIOD REPORT
The Employer will provide an accounting period report which lists the number
and work hours of mail handler casuals at each installation. The report will be
provided to the designated Union officials within fourteen (14) days of the close
of each accounting period.
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LETTER OF INTENT
The Employer will provide to the designated Union officials, within fourteen (14)
days of the close of each accounting period, a report listing the number and work
hours of mail handler casuals calculated and listed for each Friday of each
accounting period.
These two Letters of Intent set forth reporting requirements with regard to the
number and work hours of mail handler casuals. The reports are generated by
the Minneapolis Information Service Center and are identified as, respectively,
Reports AAW990P1 and AAW996P1.
The parties continue to disagree as to whether the report (AAW996P1)
referenced in this Letter of Intent, which appears on page 123 of the 2016
National Agreement, was negotiated for informational purposes only or for
enforcement of the National Agreement. The parties reserve the right to address
that issue separately from the disposition of this case.
Aside from our dispute regarding the AAW996P1 report, the parties agree that the
information that can be used by either party to prove compliance with or violation of
Article 7.1B of the National Agreement is not limited to such negotiated reports
provided the information is relevant and consistent with the provisions of Articles
17 and 31, the National Labor Relations Act, and any other applicable laws and
regulations. Disputes about the relevance of information will be resolved in the
grievance procedure, before the NLRB, or in any other appropriate forum.
Source: Step 4 Grievance B90M-1B-C 94052048, dated August 8, 2007.

LETTER OF INTENT
CASUALS - IN EXCESS OF 3.0%
With the exception of the two (2) accounting periods in each fiscal year
referenced in Article 7.1B, the parties acknowledge that there are certain
situations of limited duration that occur during the course of the year when the
Employer must employ casuals in excess of the 3.0 percent limitation.
The parties understand and agree that the type of circumstances that could result
in employment of more than the 3.0 percent limitation include: activation of a
new facility, implementation of Area Mail Processing or the anticipated increases
in mail volume that impact certain facilities for specified and limited periods of
time.
It is also recognized and agreed that the parties will meet and discuss the
circumstances requiring casual employment in excess of the 3.0 percent
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limitation by installation as far in advance as practicable, and mutually agree as
to the appropriate resolution.
In circumstances meeting the conditions outlined in this Letter of Intent, the
parties at the national level, and only at the national level, may agree to the
employment of casuals above the 3.0% limitation in an installation. Note that this
provision does not apply to the two (2) casual exception periods during each
fiscal year in which management may exceed the 3.0% limitation in an
installation, as outlined in Section 7.1B and discussed above.

LETTER OF INTENT
USPS INSTALLATIONS
The parties agree that reports provided to the Union pursuant to the Letter of
Intent on Casuals - Accounting Period Report will include all installations,
including those listed on the predecessor report (AAW990P1) provided to the
Union during FY 98. If no career mail handlers and no mail handler casuals are
employed in an installation, no report is required.
The parties further agree that the Employer retains the right to add installations,
consolidate installations, and discontinue installations in accordance with Article
12, and the referenced reports will be adjusted to reflect such changes as soon
as reasonably practicable thereafter. An installation for the purposes of this
paragraph will be defined to include all facilities for which a mail handler career
employee is entitled to bid, as provided under Article 12.3C.
Installations are defined to include all facilities for which a mail handler career
employee is entitled to bid. Reports are not required for installations that do not
have a career or casual mail handlers on the rolls.
LETTER OF INTENT
INSTALLATION MEASUREMENT OF CASUALS
The Award establishes that the number of mail handler casual employees
that may be hired at any one installation will be limited to 3.0% of the total
number of career employees at that installation. The Employer may employ
mail handler casual employees in any installation which employs more
than four mail handler career employees.
For purposes of determining the correct number of mail handler casuals on
an installation basis for installations with fewer than 100 career mail
handlers, the chart below governs:
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Career Mail Handlers
In Installation

Number of Casuals Allowed

5 – 49
50 - 83
84 - 99

1
2
3

LETTER OF INTENT
MAIL HANDLER ASSISTANTS IN EXCESS OF PERCENTAGE CAPS
The parties acknowledge that there may be situations of limited duration
that occur during the course of the year when the Employer needs to
employ MHAs in excess of the cap for the total number of MHAs within a
District or the cap for the total number of MHAs in an installation.
Any local or Area/Regional agreements to allow the employment of MHAs
in excess of the percentage cap requires concurrence by the parties at the
National level.
This Letter of Intent requires that any agreements reached locally or
regionally to exceed the MHA cap otherwise in effect must be reviewed and
approved by both parties at the National level.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
CROSS CRAFT
It is understood by the parties that in applying the provisions of Articles 7, 12 and
13 of this Agreement, cross craft assignments of employees, on both a
temporary and permanent basis, shall continue as they were made among the
six crafts under the 1978 National Agreement.
This Memorandum of Understanding provides that the crossing of craft lines
applies only to those crafts which jointly negotiated the 1978 National
Agreement; i.e., mail handler, clerk, motor vehicle, maintenance and letter
carrier. Cross craft assignments may be made between those crafts in keeping
with the provisions of Section 7.2. Rural carriers are not included.

John F. Hegarty
National President
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National Postal Mail Handlers Union
1101 Connecticut Avenue NW Suite 500
Washington, DC 20036-4304
Dear Mr. Hegarty:
During negotiation of the 2006 National Agreement, we agreed to the following:
Article 7.1: Changes to Management Operating Data System (MODS)
designations will not be relied upon to diminish management’s requirements to
provide information under Section 7.1B and the Letter of Intent re: PSDSOperation Numbers Accounting Period Report or to affect changes in existing
jurisdictional determinations.
Article 7.2 C, D: For purposes of Section 7.2C and D only, the parties agree that
management may assign work between wage levels within the Mail Handler
craft. When such action is taken, management will comply with the provisions of
Article 25.
Article 7.2 A, D: The term “occupational group” does not apply when making
assignments within the mail handler craft under the terms of this contract
language.
The parties further agreed that these understandings would be incorporated into
the CIM subsequent to negotiations.
Valerie E. Martin
Manager, Contract Administration NPMHU
U.S. Postal Service
The paragraph relating to Section 7.1 confirms that changes to MODS numbers
will not be relied upon to diminish management’s requirements to provide
information under Section 7.1B and the cited Letter of Intent or to affect changes
in existing jurisdictional determinations. The paragraph relating to Section 7.2 C
and D confirms that management may assign work between wage levels when
making assignments within the mail handler craft so long as the terms of Article
25 are complied with. The paragraph relating to Section 7.2 A and D confirms
that the term “occupational group” does not apply when making assignments
within the mail handler craft under those provisions.
Question: Is there a prohibition on cross wage level assignments (either
from Level 4 to Level 5 or from Level 5 to Level 4) within the mail handler
craft?
Answer: No. Cross wage level assignments within the mail handler craft
are not prohibited.
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Source: National Arbitration Award, C90C-1C-C 93018526, Arbitrator S.
Das, dated September 7, 2004.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
PART-TIME REGULARS
The parties hereby agree that the United States Postal Service will not hire or
assign part-time regular Mail Handlers in lieu of or to the detriment of full-time
regular or part-time flexible Mail Handlers. As a result of this agreement, it is not
the intention of the United States Postal Service for their managers to modify
their current scheduling policies and practices concerning bargaining unit
employees, especially part-time flexible Mail Handlers. Part-time regular Mail
Handlers are to be hired and given work assignments based on operational
needs, such as meeting fluctuations in mail volume and mail flow, service
delivery standards, and other operational deadlines, to accomplish work
requirements.
It is understood that this agreement in no way requires the United States Postal
Service to guarantee a specific or minimum number of work hours in a service
week to part-time flexible Mail Handlers. In addition, this agreement does not
require the United States Postal Service to guarantee a specific or minimum
number of part-time flexible or full-time regular Mail Handler positions in
particular installations or nationwide.
The parties further agree to establish a joint National study committee, to be
composed of an equal number of members from each party, to explore issues
and conditions created by the hiring and assignment of part-time regular Mail
Handlers as a result of the modification of Article 7.3 with respect to the part-time
regular category. This committee will study assignment practices and will
periodically review the effects of the modification of Article 7.3 with respect to the
part-time regular category on the Mail Handlers bargaining unit.
In addition to the language in Section 7.3 dealing with the allowable percentage
of part-time regulars, this Memorandum of Understanding outlines the agreement
that part-time regulars will not be hired in lieu of or to the detriment of full-time
regulars or part-time flexibles. At the same time, this MOU does not guarantee
part-time flexibles a specific or minimum number of work hours within a service
week, nor does it guarantee a specific or minimum number of part-time flexible or
full-time regular positions within a particular installation or nationwide.
Management is able to reduce a part-time regular’s scheduled hours of work on a
permanent basis after hiring.
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Source: National Arbitration Award H8T-2F-C 6605, Arbitrator R. Mittenthal,
dated July 9, 1982.
However, the parties have agreed that part-time regulars are to be regularly
scheduled during specific hours of duty and that their hours will be expanded
beyond their fixed schedules only in emergency or unanticipated circumstances.
Additionally, when it is necessary to permanently change their days of work or
starting times, the provisions of Article 12 (Sections 12.3B4 and B6) will be
applied.
Source: Memorandum of Understanding, dated September 22, 1988.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
CONVERSION OF MAIL HANDLER CRAFT EMPLOYEES
It is hereby agreed by the United States Postal Service and the National Postal
Mail Handlers Union, a Division of the Laborers’ International Union of North
America, AFL-CIO, that the following procedures regarding the conversion of
Mail Handler Craft employees will be followed:
Mail Handler Craft employees may provide written notice to local
management indicating a desire to convert from a part-time regular schedule to a
part-time flexible schedule; or a part-time flexible schedule to a part-time regular
schedule; or a full-time regular schedule to a part-time regular schedule. The
request will be filed in the employee’s Official Personnel Folder (OPF). A copy
will be provided to the personnel office for tracking purposes.
Prior to filling any residual Mail Handler Craft vacancy, management will
select from requests for conversion before hiring new employees or selecting
employees not in the Mail Handler Craft or employees from other postal
installations. Management has the right to reject the next eligible senior
employee but must show cause for doing so, and any such action is grievable by
said employee.
Requests must be on file prior to the date of the vacancy.
If management receives more than one request to convert to a particular
job category, the employee’s seniority date from his/her current seniority roster
shall be used to break any ties.
Each employee is permitted one opportunity to decline an offer. If an
employee declines a second offer, no further consideration will be given during
the life of the contract. Declinations must be submitted in writing and filed in the
employee’s OPF.
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Employees converting to a part-time regular schedule or to a part-time
flexible schedule will begin a new period of seniority.
All employees must meet the qualification standards established for the
vacancy.
The Memorandum of Understanding applies to certain changes between the fulltime, part-time regular and part-time flexible categories within a particular
installation.
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ARTICLE 8
HOURS OF WORK
Section 8.1 Work Week
The work week for full-time regulars shall be forty (40) hours per week, eight (8)
hours per day within ten (10) consecutive hours, provided, however, that in all
offices with more than 100 full-time employees in the bargaining units the normal
work week for full-time regular employees will be forty hours per week, eight
hours per day within nine (9) consecutive hours. Shorter work weeks will,
however, exist as needed for part-time regulars.
Section 8.2 Work Schedules
A The employee's service week shall be a calendar week beginning at 12:01
a.m. Saturday and ending at 12 midnight the following Friday.
B The employee's service day is the calendar day on which the majority of
work is scheduled. Where the work schedule is distributed evenly over two
calendar days, the service day is the calendar day on which such work
schedule begins.
C The employee's normal work week is five (5) service days, each consisting
of eight (8) hours, within ten (10) consecutive hours, except as provided in
Section 8.1 of this Article. As far as practicable the five days shall be
consecutive days within the service week.
Service Week: Section 8.2A defines the “service week” of bargaining-unit
employees as the calendar week beginning at 12:01 a.m. Saturday and ending at
12 midnight the following Friday. Defining the service week enables the parties
to make and enforce rules about weekly hours guarantees, limits on weekly work
hours, overtime paid for work over a certain number of hours during a service
week, etc.
The service week is not necessarily the same as a “week” for vacation planning
purposes; see Article 10, Section .3E and Article 30, Section .2, Item E. The
“FLSA work week” also has a different definition; see the explanation under
Section 8.4.
Service Day: Section 8.2B defines the “service day” for pay and overtime
purposes. This definition is important for mail handlers who are scheduled to
work past midnight into another calendar day. The service day is defined as the
calendar day on which the majority of work is scheduled. Where the work
schedule is distributed evenly over two calendar days, the service day is the
calendar day on which such work schedule begins.
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Schedules of full-time employees: Taken together, Sections 8.1 and 8.2C
provide that the work week for all full-time regular mail handlers (including
unassigned regulars) consists of five service days, each consisting of eight (8)
hours per day within ten (10) consecutive hours, and forty (40) hours per week.
Additionally, in all offices with more than 100 full-time employees in the
bargaining units the eight (8) hours per day must be within nine (9) consecutive
hours.
Days off: The schedule of a full-time regular employee shall include fixed days
off. Section 8.2C provides that as far as practicable the five (5) days shall be
consecutive days within the service week.
Five minute leeway rule: Regardless of exactly what an employee’s regular
schedule is, there is the question of whether the Postal Service is compensating
the employee for all time worked at either the straight-time or the overtime rate,
whichever is applicable. This issue often arises in regard to the “5-minute leeway
rule,” which is contained in both the F-21 and F-22 Handbooks and is
incorporated into the National Agreement through the provisions of Article 19.
This rule applies to full-time and part-time regular employees. (It should be noted
that part-time flexible employees and casuals are allowed the five-minute
privilege for clocking purposes but are paid on the basis of their actual clock
rings.) The Postal Service compensates the employee for all time worked at
either the straight-time or the overtime rate, whichever is applicable. The fiveminute leeway rule provides that each employee at installations with time
recording devices is required to clock in and clock out on time. However,
congestion at time clocks or other conditions can sometimes cause clock time to
vary slightly from the established work schedule. Therefore, a deviation may be
allowed from the scheduled time for each clock ring up to 0.08 hours (5 minutes)
and the time should be adjusted for the conditions stated above. Once an
employee’s time on the clock exceeds the employee’s established work schedule
for that day by more than five minutes, the total time for that day becomes
payable time. In an effort to avoid additional costs and administrative burdens,
the Postal Service tries to insure that an employee does not accumulate a daily
total of more than five minutes of clock time in excess of the employee's
scheduled work time unless, of course, the employee is assigned to work
overtime. See Employee and Labor Relations Manual (ELM), Section 432.46.
Question: What is the work week for full-time regulars?
Answer: The work week for full-time regular employees is 40 hours per week,
eight hours within ten consecutive hours, for smaller offices. For offices with
more than 100 full-time bargaining-unit employees, the eight-hour workday must
fall within nine consecutive hours.
Question: How is it determined whether an installation has more than 100 fulltime bargaining unit employees?
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Answer: At the beginning of a new collective bargaining agreement, the number
of full-time employees in the bargaining units represented by the NPMHU, APWU
and NALC are added together to determine whether there are more than 100 fulltime employees in the installation.
Question: What is an employee’s service week?
Answer: An employee’s service week is the calendar week beginning at 12:01
a.m. Saturday and ending at 12:00 midnight the following Friday.
Question: What is the determining factor for establishing an employee’s service
day?
Answer: The service day is the calendar day on which the majority of the
employee’s work is scheduled. If the work schedule is evenly distributed over
two calendar days, the service day is the day on which that employee’s work
schedule begins.
Question: What is the schedule of an employee who is converted to full-time
status or otherwise becomes an unassigned regular?
Answer: If not assigned to a residual vacancy, an employee who is converted to
full-time status or otherwise becomes an unassigned regular assumes as his/her
regular work schedule the hours worked in the first week of the pay period in
which the change to unassigned regular occurs. This schedule can only be
changed by: the employee becoming a successful bidder under Article 12; the
employee being assigned to a residual vacancy under Article 12; the employee
making a voluntary request for a temporary change in schedule; or in keeping
with the terms of Chapter 4, Section 434.6 of the Employee and Labor Relations
Manual (ELM). See further the discussion under Section 8.4B.
Source: National Arbitration Award H1C-5F-C 1004/1007, Arbitrator H. Gamser,
dated September 10, 1982; Employee and Labor Relations Manual (ELM)
Chapter 4, Section 434.
Question: Can a full-time regular have a lunch period of longer than 30 minutes
duration?
Answer: In accordance with the provisions of Article 12, duty assignments may
be established or permanently changed to include a lunch period of 30 minutes
or longer, provided there is no conflict with the provisions of Section 8.1 requiring
eight hours within nine or ten consecutive hours, depending on the size of the
office. Otherwise, the lunch period can be extended only as a result of a
voluntary temporary schedule change request or in keeping with the provisions of
Chapter 4, Section 434.6 of the ELM.
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Section 8.3 Exceptions
Section 8.2C above shall not apply to part-time employees.
Part-time employees will be scheduled in accordance with the above rules,
except they may be scheduled for less than eight (8) hours per service day and
less than forty (40) hours per normal work week.
MHAs will be scheduled in accordance with Section 2, A and B of this Article.
Work schedules of part-time employees: Section 8.3 makes clear that the
normal work week defined by Section 8.2C above applies only to full-time
employees and not part-time flexible, part-time regular employees, or MHAs who
have no daily eight (8) hour or weekly (40 hour) guarantees. Moreover, the
language in Article 7 (Section .1A2) which provides that part-time flexible
employees "shall be available to work flexible hours as assigned by the Employer
during the course of a service week," means that part-time flexible employees
may be scheduled to work more or less than five (5) days per week and more or
less than eight (8) hours per day.
Part-time flexible employees are not required to “stand-by” or remain at home for
a call-in or to call the facility in order to determine whether or not their services
are needed on a day when they have not been scheduled for duty. Local
management should attempt to schedule part-time flexible employees in advance
wherever possible. Should a supervisor be unable to contact an employee
whose services are needed, the employee merely remains nonscheduled for that
day.
Source: Step 4 Grievances NC-W-9013, dated November 25, 1977 and H8N4B-C 26754/24748, dated September 30, 1982.
Except in emergency situations as determined by the Postmaster General (or
designee), part-time flexible employees may not be required to work more than
12 hours in one service day. In addition, total hours of daily service, including
scheduled work hours, overtime, and mealtime, may not be extended over a
period longer than 12 consecutive hours.
Source: ELM Chapter 4, Section 432.32; Step 4 Grievances H4C-2U-C
807/1396, dated April 22, 1985.
Question: Is there a limit on the number of hours that MHAs may be
required to work on a work day?
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Answer: Yes, MHAs are covered by Section 432.32 of the Employee and
Labor Relations Manual, which states:
“Except as designated in labor agreements for bargaining unit employees
or in emergency situations as determined by the PMG (or designee),
employees may not be required to work more than 12 hours in 1 service
day. In addition, the total hours of daily service, including scheduled work
hours, overtime, and mealtime, may not be extended over a period longer
than 12 consecutive hours. Postmasters, Postal Inspectors, and exempt
employees are excluded from these provisions.”
The reference to scheduling part-time employees “in accordance with the above
rules,” as it relates to regular work schedules, applies only to part-time regular
employees.
Source: Memorandum of Interpretation, dated November 4, 1971.
Part-time regulars are assigned to regular schedules, with specific hours of duty,
consisting of less than eight (8) hours in a service day and less than forty (40)
hours in a service week. Regardless of the hours of their regular schedule, they
do not earn overtime until they work more than eight (8) hours in a day or more
than forty (40) hours in a week and they are not entitled to out-of-schedule
premium.
Question: Can part-time regular employees be assigned a regular schedule
consisting of eight hours in a day and 40 hours in a week?
Answer: No. Part-time regulars are assigned a regular schedule consisting of
less than eight hours in a day and less than 40 hours in a week.
The scheduled hours of a part-time regular may be permanently changed, in
accordance with operational needs.
Source: National Arbitration Award H8T-2F-C 6605, Arbitrator R. Mittenthal,
dated July 9, 1982.
Unless expanding or reducing the scheduled hours of a part-time regular also
involves a change in starting time greater than one hour or a change in the
scheduled days of work, there is no requirement to post the duty assignment as a
result of such change.
Question: Can the hours of part-time regular employees be expanded on a
temporary or day-to-day basis?
Answer: Part-time regular hours may be temporarily expanded beyond their
fixed schedules only in emergency or unanticipated circumstances.
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Source: Pre-arbitration Settlement H4M-5L-C 15002, et al. and Memorandum of
Understanding, dated September 22, 1988.
Question: How may the scheduled day(s) off and/or starting times of a part-time
regular assignment be changed?
Answer: When it is necessary that the fixed scheduled day(s) of work or the
starting times for a part-time regular assignment be permanently changed, the
provisions of Article 12 (Sections 3.B4 and 3.B6) will be followed.
Source: Memorandum of Understanding, dated September 22, 1988.
Section 8.4 Overtime Work
A Overtime pay is to be paid at the rate of one and one-half (1 1/2) times the
base hourly straight time rate.
B Overtime shall be paid to employees for work performed only after eight (8)
hours on duty in any one service day or forty (40) hours in any one service
week. Nothing in this Section shall be construed by the parties or any
reviewing authority to deny the payment of overtime to employees for time
worked outside of their regularly scheduled work week at the request of the
Employer.
Postal overtime: All career bargaining unit employees are paid postal overtime
for time spent in a pay status in excess of eight (8) hours in a service day and/or
in excess of forty (40) hours in a service week. Hours "in a pay status" include
hours of actual work and hours of paid leave.
Question: Are casuals entitled to Postal overtime?
Response: No. Casuals are paid FLSA overtime for work performed beyond
forty (40) hours in a service week.
Source: ELM Chapter 4, Exhibit 434.141b.
Postal overtime pay rate: The contractual overtime rate of pay is one and onehalf (1 ½) times the base straight-time hourly rate. The overtime rate for parttime flexible employees is the same as the overtime rate for full-time regular
employees in the same step and grade. While this rate is slightly less than one
and one-half (1 ½) times the part-time flexible base straight-time hourly rate, it is
a consequence of part-time flexible employees receiving a slightly higher regular
straight-time hourly rate than full-time regulars in order to compensate them for
not receiving paid holidays. (See Article 11, Section 11.7)
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Source: Step 4 Grievances H4M-4J-C 12563, dated August 3, 1990, and NC-C8760, dated December 21, 1977 (cited in Step 4 Grievance A00M-1A-C
05094042, dated March 14, 2014).
FLSA overtime: Totally independent of the contract are those provisions of the
Fair Labor Standards Act governing overtime for all non-exempt employees who
actually work more than forty (40) hours during the employee's FLSA work week.
The FLSA overtime rate is one and one-half (1 ½) times the employee's "regular
rate" of pay for all hours of actual work in excess of forty (40) hours in the FLSA
work week. “Regular Rate” of pay is defined in the ELM as follows:
443.21 Regular Rate
443.211 Definitions
An employee’s regular rate of pay is defined as all remuneration for
employment received during an FLSA workweek divided by the
hours that the employee actually worked.
443.212 Inclusions
All remuneration for employment includes:
a. Total base straight time pay, including COLA, for work
performed.
b. Total straight time pay differential for higher level work
performed.
c. Total TCOLA paid for hours actually worked.
d. Total night differential paid.
e. Total premium paid for work performed on a Sunday.
f. Total base straight time pay, including COLA, for work performed
on a holiday.
g. Total base straight time pay, including COLA, of a city letter
carrier covering those hours not worked between the seventh and
eighth hour of a regular scheduled day (7:01 rule). See 432.53.
h. Total pay received for steward’s duty time, in accordance with
the applicable collective-bargaining agreement.
i. Total meeting and training time pay.
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j. Total pay for travel time.
k. Total straight time pay during scheduled tour and/or scheduled
overtime spent waiting for or receiving medical attention (see
432.72).
l. Total pay for time that computer programmer and systems analyst
employees are required to carry an electronic pager.
443.213 Exclusions
All remuneration for employment excludes:
a. Pay for time not worked, such as annual leave, sick leave,
holiday leave pay, guaranteed time not worked, etc.
b. The 50 percent overtime pay premium for work in excess of 8
hours in a day or 40 hours in a week.
c. The 100 percent premium paid for penalty overtime.
d. The 50 percent premium paid for work outside of an employee’s
schedule or for emergency rescheduling.
e. The 50 percent premium paid for work performed on Christmas
day.
f. TCOLA paid for leave hours and other time not worked.
g. That portion of the higher level pay differential paid on leave
hours and other time not worked.
h. The 50 percent holiday scheduling premium paid under the
provisions of the Holiday Settlement Agreement.
i. That portion of the basic straight time pay of a part-time flexible
employee paid in lieu of holiday leave pay.
443.214 Exclusions Not Creditable
The exclusions listed above in subsection 443.213(a), (f), (g), and
(i) are not creditable toward FLSA overtime compensation that is
due.
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Because certain pay premiums are included in the calculation of the FLSA
overtime rate, an employee may receive a higher rate of pay for FLSA overtime
than for postal overtime.
Out-of-Schedule Premium: Section 8.4B refers to the out-of-schedule premium
provisions contained in Section 434.6 of the ELM. Section 434.6 provides that
out-of-schedule premium is paid at the postal overtime rate to eligible full-time
bargaining unit employees for time worked outside of, and instead of, their
regularly scheduled work day or work week when employees work on a
temporary schedule at the request of management. Only full-time employees
may receive out-of-schedule pay.
However, an employee does not receive out-of-schedule pay when the
employee’s schedule is changed to provide limited or light duty, when the
employee is attending a recognized training session that is a planned, prepared,
and coordinated program or course, when the employee is allowed to make up
time due to tardiness in reporting for duty, or when the assignment is made to
accommodate a request for intermittent leave or a reduced work schedule for
family care or the serious health problem of the employee. Further exceptions
are outlined in ELM Chapter 4, Section 434.622.
In a National Award, Arbitrator Gamser ruled that the exclusion of limited or light
duty assignments from the requirement to pay out-of-schedule premium does not
give management the unbridled right to make such an out-of-schedule
assignment when the disabled employee could be offered a work opportunity
during the hours of his or her regular tour.
Source: National Arbitration Award N8-NA-0003, Arbitrator H. Gamser, dated
March 12, 1980.
Rules for out-of-schedule: Out-of-schedule premium provisions are applicable
only in cases where management has given advance notice of the change of
schedule by Wednesday of the preceding service week. In all other cases a full
time-employee is entitled to work the hours of his or her regular schedule or
receive pay in lieu thereof; the regular overtime rules apply, not the out-ofschedule premium rules.
•

If notice of a temporary change is given to an employee by Wednesday of the
preceding service week, even if this change is revised later, management has
the right to limit the employee’s work hours to the hours of the revised
schedule and out-of-schedule premium is paid for those hours worked outside
of, and instead of, his or her regular schedule.

•

If notice of a temporary schedule change is not given to the employee by
Wednesday of the preceding service week, the employee is entitled to work
his/her regular schedule or receive pay in-lieu thereof, and the out-of-
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schedule provisions do not apply. In this case any hours worked in addition
to the employee’s regular schedule are not considered out-of-schedule
premium hours. Instead, they are paid as overtime hours worked in excess of
eight (8) hours per service day or forty (40) hours per service week.
Out-of-schedule premium hours cannot exceed the unworked portion of the
employee’s regular schedule. If employees work their full regular schedule, then
any additional hours worked are not instead of their regular schedule and are not
considered as out-of-schedule premium hours. Any hours worked which result in
paid hours in excess of eight (8) hours per service day or forty (40) hours per
service week are paid at the overtime rate.
Out-of-Schedule Premium – Daily Schedule Examples

Example
Number Hours Worked

Total
Hours
Worked

Out-ofSchedule Straight
Premium Time
Hours
Hours

Overtime
Hours

1*

8:00 am-4:30pm

8

0

8

0

2

6:00 am-2:30pm

8

2

6

0

3

6:00 am-3:30pm

9

1

7

1

4

6:00 am-4:30pm

10

0

8

2

* Original, Permanent schedule
The following examples, which refer to the chart above, illustrate the out-ofschedule premium rules.
•

Example 1. This is the employee’s original, permanent schedule of 8:00
a.m.-4:30 p.m. for an eight (8) hour workday. The employee receives eight
(8) hours of straight-time pay.

•

Example 2. For examples 2 through 4, the employee has received advance
notice by Wednesday of the preceding service week of a schedule change to
6:00 a.m.-2:30 p.m. In Example 2, the employee works the revised
schedule’s hours only, and receives two hours of out-of-schedule premium for
the hours 6:00 a.m.-8:00 a.m., which were worked outside of and instead of
the regular schedule.

•

Example 3. The employee works the revised schedule plus one (1)
additional hour. The employee receives one (1) hour of out-of-schedule
premium pay, because of time worked outside of and instead of his or her
regular schedule. However, out-of-schedule premium hours cannot exceed
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the unworked hours of the employee’s permanent schedule (there is only one
such hour here), so the extra work hour is paid as contract overtime rather
than out-of-schedule premium.
•

Example 4. In this example, the employee works the revised schedule plus
two hours of overtime. Two (2) hours of postal overtime are paid but no outof-schedule premium, because the employee has worked his or her full,
permanent schedule.

Weekly schedule example: The out-of-schedule premium also applies to
scheduled days as well as scheduled workhours. For example, an employee’s
regular schedule is Monday through Friday and the employee is given timely
notice of a temporary schedule change to Sunday through Thursday with the
same daily work hours. The employee works eight (8) hours per day Sunday
through Thursday. The hours worked on Sunday are out-of-schedule premium
hours provided they are worked instead of the employee’s regularly scheduled
hours on Friday. However, if the employee also works their regular schedule on
Friday, then there can be no out-of-schedule premium hours. The employee is
paid overtime for the hours worked in excess of forty (40) during the service
week.
Voluntary schedule changes: There may be situations in which full-time
employees wish to have their regular schedules temporarily changed for their
own convenience. Management need not pay out-of-schedule premium when a
change in a full-time employee’s schedule meets all three of the following criteria:
1. The requested change in schedule is for the personal convenience of the
employee, not for the convenience of management. Note: Arbitrator H.
Gamser held in National Arbitration Award AB-C 341, dated July 27, 1975,
that management could not be relieved of the obligation to pay out-ofschedule premium by informing employee who volunteered for higher level
assignments that such assignments would be considered to be “at the
request of the employee.”
2. The employee has signed a PS Form 3189, Request for Temporary Schedule
Change for Personal Convenience.
3. Management and the employee’s shop steward or other union representative
agree to the change and both sign the Form 3189.
Question: Can management temporarily change the work schedule of an
unassigned regular employee?
Answer: Yes. But unless the change was due to the conditions outlined in ELM
Chapter 4, Section 434.622, the employee would receive out-of-schedule
premium.
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Question: Is management required to give the unassigned regular employee
advance notice of the temporary schedule change?
Answer: Yes. In keeping with ELM Chapter 4, Section 434.612, notice must be
given to full-time employees by the Wednesday of the preceding service week. If
such notice is not given, the full-time employees are entitled to work their regular
schedules. Any hours worked in addition to those schedules are not worked
“instead of” those regularly scheduled hours and would, therefore, be paid as
overtime hours worked.
Source: National Arbitration Award H1C-5F-C 1004/1007, Arbitrator H. Gamser,
dated September 10, 1982; ELM Chapter 4, Section 434.612.
Additionally, an employee whose service as an acting supervisor (204b) involves
working a schedule different from his/her regular work schedule is entitled to outof-schedule premium during the period of the detail as temporary supervisor.
Source: National Arbitration Award A8-W-939, et al., Arbitrator R. Mittenthal,
dated January 27, 1982.
C

Wherever two or more overtime or premium rates may appear applicable to
the same hour or hours worked by an employee, there shall be no
pyramiding or adding together of such overtime or premium rates and only
the higher of the employee's applicable rates shall apply.

Because Section 8.4C prohibits the "pyramiding" or adding together of overtime
and premium rates, it generally results in a "ceiling" on contract overtime of one
and one-half (1 ½) times the employee's basic rate, the overtime rate, which is
the highest premium pay rate. However, night-shift differential (Section 8.7) is
added to overtime premium rates because the night-shift differential is not a
"premium" for the purpose of this section. See further the table in ELM Chapter
4, Section 434.8 regarding the pyramiding of premiums.
D

The parties to this Agreement recognize that sustained and excessive levels
of overtime, particularly where it is being worked by non-volunteers, are not
ultimately beneficial to the Postal Service or the employees. The subject of
sustained and excessive overtime, where it is being worked by
non-volunteers, is a proper topic for discussion at Local and Regional/Area
Labor Management Committee meetings. The parties will meet to discuss
particular problem areas and to identify appropriate avenues of resolution.
In addition, any disputes on this subject may be processed through the
Grievance-Arbitration procedure in accordance with Article 15.

See the provisions of Article 38 for a discussion of scheduling LaborManagement Committee meetings.
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E

Overtime Work for MHAs
MHAs shall be paid overtime for work performed in excess of forty (40)
work hours in any one service week. Overtime pay for MHAs is to be paid
at the rate of one and one-half (1-1/2) times the basic hourly straight time
rate.
When an opportunity exists for overtime for qualified and available fulltime employees, doing similar work in the work location where the
employees regularly work, prior to utilizing an MHA in excess of eight (8)
work hours in a service day or forty (40) hours in a service week, such
qualified and available full-time employees on the appropriate Overtime
Desired List will be selected to perform such work in order of their seniority
on a rotating basis.

Question: If an MHA used 8 hours of A/L on Saturday and worked 40 hours
Sunday through Friday in the same week, would the MHA receive 8 hours
of overtime pay?
Answer: No.
Question: Does the Fair Labor Standards Act consider leave hours as work
hours for MHAs?
Answer: No.
Section 8.5 Overtime Assignments
When needed, overtime work shall be scheduled among qualified full-time
regular employees doing similar work in the work location where the employees
regularly work in accordance with the following:
A

Two weeks (i.e., 14 calendar days) prior to the start of each calendar
quarter, full-time regular employees desiring to work overtime during that
quarter shall place their names on an “Overtime Desired" list. Every
full-time regular employee shall have the opportunity to put his/her name
on the “Overtime Desired" list, even though he/she may be on leave
during the signing up period for that quarter.
Newly converted full-time employees and employees converted,
transferred, or reassigned into an installation or into the Mail
Handler craft within the installation, may place their names on the
“Overtime Desired" list within the two weeks (i.e., 14 calendar days)
following the date upon which they are converted, transferred, or
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reassigned to full-time. Said placement on the list shall be effective on
the next calendar day.
Employees on the “Overtime Desired” list from the previous quarter shall
have their names automatically placed on the list for the next quarter, and
their names shall remain on the list unless they provide the Employer with
written notice of their desire to remove their names from the list.
The first opportunity for all overtime goes to full-time regulars who have signed
the Overtime Desired List (OTDL). Overtime is assigned to available, qualified
employees on the OTDL prior to using part-time flexibles or casuals on overtime.
Only full-time regular employees may sign the OTDL. Part-time regular, parttime flexible, casual employees, and MHAs are excluded from signing the OTDL.
However, whenever an employee is converted to full-time, or transferred or
reassigned into an installation or into the Mail Handler craft within an
installation, that employee has a one-time opportunity to add his/her name to
the OTDL for a period of fourteen (14) calendar days following the date on which
he/she was converted, transferred, or reassigned.
Employees wishing to remain on the “Overtime Desired” list do not have to sign
the list every quarter. Once an employee’s name is on the list, it remains on the
list until the employee takes action, in writing, to remove it. If that request to
remove his/her name is made during other than the two-week sign-up period, the
procedures in the fourth Q & A hereunder continue to apply. If the employee
thereafter decided to place his/her name back on the “Overtime Desired” list,
he/she would need to sign the list during the two weeks prior to the start of a
subsequent calendar quarter.
Question: Is an employee who is on light or limited duty permitted to sign the
OTDL?
Answer: Yes. The employee will be selected within the normal rotation so long
as the work needed falls within his/her medical restrictions. For example, an
employee with restrictions of “no lifting over five pounds” would normally not be
eligible for overtime work on the outbound docks.
Source: Letter to All Affected Representatives, September, 1987, and Step 4
Grievance H4N-5B-C 9731, dated July 11, 1986.
Question: Is an employee who has been on military leave permitted to sign the
OTDL after the start of the calendar quarter?
Answer: Yes. A mail handler on military leave at the time when full-time
employees places their names on the OTDL may place his/her name on the
OTDL upon return to work.
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Source: Step 4 Grievance H4N-1K-C 41588, dated April 8, 1988.
Question: When a mail handler bids during a calendar quarter to a duty
assignment on a different tour, may he/she sign the OTDL for the gaining tour?
Answer: Yes, if the mail handler was on the OTDL for the losing tour and the
Local Memorandum of Understanding does not provide otherwise.
Source: Step 4 Grievances H1C-1E-C 41245/42949, dated August 7, 1985.
Question: Under what circumstances is a mail handler allowed to remove
his/her name from the OTDL during the course of a calendar quarter?
Answer: The mail handler’s request to have his/her name removed from the
OTDL should be honored provided that the request is made prior to the date on
which the scheduling of overtime that the employee would otherwise be required
to work occurs. Furthermore, that employee cannot subsequently place his/her
name back on the OTDL for the remainder of that calendar quarter.
Source: Letters NPMHU to USPS, dated May 30, 1989, and USPS to NPMHU,
dated June 20, 1989.
Question: May management unilaterally remove an employee’s name from the
OTDL if the employee refuses to work overtime when requested?
Answer: No. However, employees on the OTDL are required to work overtime
except as provided for in Section 8.5E.
Source: Pre-arbitration Settlement H4N-5K-C 4489, dated September 13, 1988.
B

Lists will be established by section and/or tour in accordance with Article
30, Local Implementation.

The subject of whether the OTDL is established “by section and/or tour” may be
addressed pursuant to the provisions of Article 30 (Section 30.2, Item L.) One of
three alternatives may be selected during local implementation:
By section within a tour; or
By tour; or
By section within a tour, and tour.
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Note that if the last alternative is selected, management has the right to select
employees on the section OTDL who have volunteered to work beyond twelve
(12) hours prior to selecting employees from the tour OTDL.
Source: Pre-arbitration Settlement H4M-NA-C 75, dated December 4, 1987.
C

When during the quarter the need for overtime arises, full-time regular
employees with the necessary skills having listed their names will be
selected in order of their seniority on a rotating basis. Those absent, or
on leave shall be passed over. In addition, employees whose guarantee
exceeds the overtime requirement shall be passed over (e.g., an
employee on a nonscheduled day would not be called in to perform 2
hours of overtime work); unless such guarantee is modified by the
provisions of Section 8.8 concerning early release. Full-time regular
employees on the "Overtime Desired" list may be required to work up to
twelve (12) hours in a day. In addition, at the discretion of the Employer,
“Overtime Desired" list employees may volunteer to work beyond twelve
(12) hours in a day.

When management determines that overtime is needed, the first opportunity for
such overtime goes to qualified and available employees possessing the
necessary skills who have signed the OTDL. Although not all inclusive, the
following examples may be useful in understanding the intent of the parties:
1. 20 mail handlers are needed for two hours overtime, from 3:00 p.m. to
5:00 p.m., at the end of Tour II at the BMC. Only ten mail handlers
have signed the OTDL and all are available and qualified for the
needed work. Under this circumstance, management must assign the
ten mail handlers on the OTDL and then may assign ten mail handlers
not on the list. If management determines that an additional two hours
of overtime for ten mail handlers is needed, from 5:00 p.m. to 7:00
p.m., the ten mail handlers from the OTDL who are working must be
assigned that additional overtime. This will not be considered an
additional overtime opportunity within the rotation outlined in Section
8.5C.
2. The P&DC has multiple ending times on Tour II; e.g., 3:00 p.m. and
4:00 p.m. 20 mail handlers are needed for two hours overtime at 3:00
p.m. Again, ten available and qualified mail handlers are on the OTDL
and management selects an additional ten mail handlers not on the
list. At 4:00 p.m., ten more qualified mail handlers on the OTDL
become available at the end of their tour. These ten OTDL mail
handlers would be kept for one hour of overtime, from 4:00 p.m. to
5:00 p.m., and the ten mail handlers not on the OTDL would be
released.
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Source: Letter to All Affected Representatives, September, 1987.
The OTDL is applied on a rotational basis, beginning each calendar quarter.
Where the employee’s guarantee (see Section 8.8) exceeds the amount of
overtime required, the employee may, with the concurrence of the union and the
approval of management, waive that guarantee.
Employees on the OTDL are considered to be “available” for overtime if they are
on duty at the time that the selection of employees for overtime is made, and if
they are eligible to work overtime during the time period in which the overtime
work is needed; those absent or on leave are passed over. Note that exceptions
to this rule may occur only where provided for in the Local Memorandum of
Understanding, in other local agreements, or by past practice.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H7M-4A-C 488/489, dated April 8, 1988.
Normally, employees who are absent or on leave are not required or considered
available to work overtime. However, if employees on the OTDL so desire, they
may advise their supervisor in writing of their availability to work a nonscheduled
day that is in conjunction with or part of a period of approved leave.
Source: Step 4 Grievance B90M-1B-C 95062381, dated October 15, 1997.
The Memorandum of Understanding Improper By-Pass Overtime, reprinted at
the end of this Article, provides procedures for the settlement of disputes
regarding situations in which an employee on the OTDL is bypassed for either
another employee on the OTDL or for an employee not on the OTDL.
Employees signing the OTDL may be required to work up to twelve (12) hours in
a service day and up to seven (7) days in a service week. Additionally, they may
volunteer to work beyond twelve (12) hours in a day. Scheduling of overtime
beyond 12 hours should be administered in keeping with the seniority principles
of Section 8.5C and in a non-discriminatory manner. A volunteer who works
beyond 12 hours is not considered to have exercised another opportunity within
the OTDL rotation.
Source: Letter to All Affected Representatives, dated September, 1987; Step 4
Grievance H7M-1F-C 20892, dated January 24, 1990; Pre-arbitration Settlement
B90M-1B-C 95006557, dated August 14, 1998.
Question: Is the OTDL used for holiday scheduling?
Answer: No. The OTDL is not used when preparing the holiday schedule
required by Article 11 (Section 11.6.) If the need for additional full-time
employees to work the holiday is determined subsequent to the posting of the
holiday schedule, recourse to the OTDL would be appropriate.
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Source: National Arbitration Award H8C-5D-C 14577, Arbitrator R. Mittenthal,
dated April 15, 1983.
Question: Is an employee entitled to work their duty assignment when called in
to work on their nonscheduled day?
Answer: No. There is no entitlement of an employee to work their duty
assignment on a day which is not one of the five (5) regular work days specified
for that particular duty assignment, unless currently-existing language in the
Local Memorandum of Understanding provides otherwise.
Source: Step 4 Grievance A8-N-0003, dated July 19, 1978.
One purpose of the OTDL is to excuse full-time employees not wishing to work
overtime from having to work overtime. However, if the OTDL does not provide
sufficient qualified full-time regulars for required overtime, then the provisions of
Section 8.5D, discussed below, permit management to require other employees
to work overtime to the extent needed.
D

If the voluntary “Overtime Desired" list does not provide sufficient
available and qualified people, the Employer shall assign other
employees to the extent needed. When assigning such employees, the
Employer shall first utilize qualified and available full-time employees, in
order of seniority, who have volunteered to work the required overtime
after their scheduled tour for that day only or who have volunteered to
work their nonscheduled day(s). Employees shall volunteer for overtime
assignments after their scheduled tour for that day only by signing their
name and indicating their seniority date, within the first two (2) hours of
their scheduled tour of duty, on a daily “Full-Time Volunteer" list
maintained in each work section on the workroom floor. The daily
“Full-Time Volunteer" list shall be applied in a manner consistent with the
application of the “Overtime Desired" list within the installation.
Employees shall volunteer for overtime assignments on their
nonscheduled days by signing their name and indicating their
nonscheduled days and their seniority date on a Full-Time Volunteer list
that is posted in each work section at the beginning of the service week
(i.e., on Saturday) and must be signed by Tuesday of the service week
prior to that being volunteered for. Such full-time employee volunteers
shall work the required overtime, as directed by management. The
Employer shall have the discretion to limit these volunteer employees
from working beyond ten (10) hours in a day. There shall not be any
penalty for errors by the Employer in applying either of these "Full-Time
Volunteer" lists.
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If additional employees are still needed after application of the above, the
Employer shall assign other employees as needed. To the extent
practicable, an effort will be made to schedule available (on duty at the
time that the selection of employees for overtime is made) casuals,
Mail Handler Assistants, and/or part-time flexible employees for such
overtime work prior to requiring full-time employees not on the "Overtime
Desired" list or "Full-Time Volunteer" lists to work such overtime. If
qualified full-time regular employees not on the "Overtime Desired" list or
either of the volunteer lists are required to work overtime, it shall be on a
rotating basis with the first opportunity assigned to the junior employee.
If the OTDL does not provide sufficient employees to work the needed overtime,
management may utilize other employees to accomplish the work needed within
the “operational window.” For example, if management determines that the need
exists for 20 mail handlers to work two hours overtime and only ten are available
from the OTDL, management may assign other mail handlers as required to
meet the two-hour operational requirement.
In such cases, management must first utilize the Full-time Volunteer Lists (FTVL)
posted in each section on the workroom floor.
Full-time regular employees who are not on the OTDL may sign the Daily FTVL
during the first two (2) hours of their tour of duty on each scheduled work day.
The Daily FTVL is utilized if the OTDL does not provide sufficient employees to
work overtime after the tour of duty on a particular day. It does not carry over
from one day to the next. The Daily FTVL is applied in the same fashion as the
OTDL. If the OTDL is established by section, the Daily FTVL is applied by
section. If the OTDL is established by section and tour, the Daily FTVL is first
applied in each section and then merged to create a tour-wide list for that
particular day.
The Nonscheduled Day (NSD) FTVL applies to overtime needed on an
employee’s nonscheduled day(s). Full-time regular employees not on the OTDL
may sign the NSD FTVL by the Tuesday of the service week prior to that in which
the overtime will be worked. (The sign-up sheet is posted in all work sections
each Saturday.)
Employees who sign the FTVLs are required to work the overtime as directed by
management. Employees are selected from the FTVLs in order of seniority,
without any rotation. Such employees may be limited to working no more than
ten (10) hours in a day. There is no penalty for errors in the application of either
of the FTVLs.
If additional employees are needed to work the overtime after the FTVL is
exhausted, management may assign other employees. Every effort should be
made to first assign available and qualified casuals, Mail Handler Assistants,
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and/or part-time flexible employees prior to assigning full-time regulars not on
any of the lists.
Source: Letter to All Affected Representatives, dated September, 1987, and
Step 4 Grievances H7M-4K-C 23326 et al., dated June 1, 1992.
Qualified MHAs also should be included when assigning overtime prior to
assigning full-time mail handlers who are not on the overtime desired lists.
If management determines that it is necessary to assign full-time regular
employees not on the OTDL or the FTVL, such employees shall be assigned on
a rotating basis starting with the junior employee. The juniority rotation of
employees not on the OTDL begins anew each calendar quarter, concurrent with
the revisions to the OTDL.
Source: Pre-arbitration Settlement H1M-2F-C 18272, dated August 14, 1985.
E

Exceptions to .5C and .5D above if requested by the employee may be
approved by local management in exceptional cases based on equity
(e.g., anniversaries, birthdays, illness, deaths).

This language is intended to serve as a guideline for local management when
considering excusing individual employees from overtime work because of
"exceptional" situations.
Consequently, the four examples listed in the parentheses are merely illustrative
of the kinds of situations in which management should give full consideration to
excusing an employee(s) from overtime. However, as Arbitrator Sylvester
Garrett has held in National Award NC-C 7933, dated January 8, 1979, Section
8.5E "reflects an intent to confer relatively broad discretion on local management
to excuse employees from overtime work for any one of a number of legitimate
reasons 'based on equity'."
In denying a grievance which challenged the use of Form 3971 when an
employee sought to be excused from scheduled overtime due to illness,
Arbitrator R. Bloch ruled:
The use of the form in question in these particular circumstances does not
fall squarely within the purpose for which the form was designed. From a
purely technical standpoint, the employee is not requesting sick leave when
he or she leaves, unexpectedly, from an overtime assignment. . . But neither
may it be said that the use of the form for record keeping purposes is either
unreasonable or prohibited by the labor agreement.
Source: National Arbitration Award H1M-3W-C 29228, Arbitrator R. Bloch, dated
September 5, 1985.
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F

Excluding December, only in an emergency situation will a full-time
regular employee not on the "Overtime Desired" list be required to work
over ten (10) hours in a day or over six (6) days in a week.
[See Memos, pages 149-50]

The limitations set forth in this section apply to full-time regular employees who
are not on the OTDL.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H4M-3U-C 6982, dated May 30, 1986.
The month of December and emergency situations are the only exceptions to the
work hour limits provided by this section for full-time regular employees not on
the OTDL.
Both work and paid leave hours are "work" for the purposes of administration of
Section 8.5F.
Section 8.6 Sunday Premium Payment
Each employee whose regular work schedule includes a period of service, any
part of which is within the period commencing at midnight Saturday and ending at
midnight Sunday, shall be paid extra compensation at the rate of 25 percent of
the employee's base hourly rate of compensation for each hour of work
performed during that period of service. An employee's regularly scheduled
reporting time shall not be changed on Saturday or Sunday solely to avoid the
Sunday premium payment.
An employee who works on a Sunday or any work period that falls partly on a
Sunday, receives Sunday premium pay that is an extra twenty-five (25) percent
of the base hourly straight-time rate. Sunday premium is in addition to the
employee’s regular straight-time rate of pay.
The "no pyramiding" provisions of Section 8.4C apply to Sunday premium. If it
appears that Sunday premium and overtime would be applicable for the same
hours worked, the employee would be compensated at the higher (overtime) of
the two rates.
A grievance over whether employees were being properly compensated for
Sunday premium when they took leave for a portion of the scheduled work day
was mutually settled as follows:
1. An employee who is scheduled to work where a portion of the work
hours overlaps to Sunday will be paid Sunday premium for actual
work hours.
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2. In the same circumstance, an employee who takes leave for that
portion of the work day that is actually Sunday will receive Sunday
premium for actual hours worked.
3. An employee will not receive Sunday premium for those hours for
which leave has been taken.
Source: Pre-arbitration Settlement H8C-4B-C 22242, dated January 25, 1983.
Question: If an employee’s scheduled tour begins on Saturday and ends on
Sunday, and the employee works the Saturday hours but takes leave for the
Sunday hours, does the employee receive Sunday premium for the hours
actually worked on Saturday?
Answer: Yes. Under the definition of Sunday premium, an employee who has a
scheduled tour, any part of which includes Sunday, is entitled to Sunday
premium for the hours actually worked in that schedule, even though the
employee may not work that portion of the tour that falls on the calendar day of
Sunday.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H8C-2M-C 10215, dated January 27, 1983.
However, for an employee whose regular work schedule includes a period of
service, any part of which is within the period commencing at midnight Saturday
and ending at midnight Sunday, the Sunday premium to which the employee is
normally entitled is continued while the employee is in a continuation of pay
(COP) status, on military leave, or on court leave or while the employee is
rescheduled due to a compensable disability in lieu of placement in a COP
status. Furthermore, where an arbitration award or settlement specifies that an
employee is entitled to back pay in a case involving disciplinary suspension or
removal, such employee meeting the above criteria shall be paid Sunday
premium. (This settlement is retroactive to Pay Period 10, 2000).
Source: Pre-arbitration Settlement Q98M-4Q-C 00103887, dated March 17,
2004.
An eligible employee who is scheduled by management to work and does work
on a nonovertime basis on a Sunday, even if the employee was scheduled on
Sunday pursuant to a request for a temporary schedule change for personal
convenience, is entitled to Sunday premium pay under Article 8.6 of the National
Agreement.
Source: National Arbitration Award I90C-1I-C 910325156 & H7C-4S-C 29885,
Arbitrator S. Das, dated April 15, 2005.
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An employee who is on administrative leave is not entitled to Sunday
Premium pay for hours he or she would have otherwise worked on a
Sunday. However, employees who are released on administrative leave
before the normal completion of their tour of duty due to an “Act of God”
shall receive Sunday Premium Pay for the time that they receive
administrative leave.
Source: National Arbitration Award Q06C-4Q-C 08058827, Arbitrator Linda
Byars, dated August 24, 2010; Step 4 Settlement, Q98M-4Q-C 00274228,
dated August 19, 2014.
Absent an operational justification, employee schedules will not be established or
posted “solely to avoid the payment of Sunday Premium.”
Source: Step 4 Settlement, Unnumbered, dated March 12, 1975.
Section 8.7 Night Shift Differential
For time worked between the hours of 6:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. employees shall
be paid additional compensation at the applicable flat dollar amount at each pay
grade and step in accordance with Tables Three and Four, attached.
Night shift differential is extra compensation, over and above the employee’s
base straight time rate of pay, for all hours worked between 6:00 p.m. and 6:00
a.m. Compensation is paid as a fixed dollar amount based on the level and step
of the employee’s base hourly straight time rate. The rates are set forth in the
tables published in the National Agreement.
The "no pyramiding" provisions of Section 8.4C do not apply to the night shift
differential because the night-shift differential is not considered a "premium"
under that section. Night shift differential would be paid in addition to overtime or
Sunday premium pay.
Source: ELM Chapter 4, Exhibit 438.52
Employees placed on administrative leave shall be paid night differential if they
would have otherwise been eligible/entitled to such differential had they not been
placed on administrative leave.
Source: National Arbitration Award J90M-1J-C 95047374, Arbitrator P.
Parkinson, dated December 8, 2000.
Question: Do MHAs receive Night Differential or Sunday Premium?
Answer: MHAs receive night differential as defined in Article 8.7 of the
National Agreement. MHAs do not receive Sunday Premium pay.
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Section 8.8 Guarantees
An employee called in outside the employee's regular work schedule shall be
guaranteed a minimum of four (4) consecutive hours of work or pay in lieu
thereof where less than four (4) hours of work is available. Such guaranteed
minimum shall not apply to an employee called in who continues working on into
the employee's regularly scheduled shift. When a full-time regular employee is
called in on the employee's non scheduled day, the employee will be guaranteed
eight hours work or pay in lieu thereof. This guarantee will be waived if the
employee, with the concurrence of the Union and approval of Management,
requests to be released early. The Employer will guarantee all employees at
least four (4) hours work or pay on any day they are requested or scheduled to
work in a post office or facility with 200 or more man years of employment per
year. All employees at other post offices and facilities will be guaranteed two (2)
hours work or pay when requested or scheduled to work.
Any MHA who is scheduled to work and who reports to work in an installation
with 200 or more man years of employment shall be guaranteed four (4) hours of
work or pay. MHAs at smaller installations will be guaranteed two (2) hours work
or pay.
The first two (2) sentences of this section apply to full-time regular and part-time
regular employees. When these categories of employees are called in outside of
their regular work schedule on a regularly-scheduled workday, they are
guaranteed four (4) consecutive hours of work (or pay in lieu of work). This
guarantee does not apply when the employee continues to work into the
employee's regularly scheduled shift.
A full-time regular called in on a non-scheduled day is guaranteed eight (8) hours
of work (or pay in lieu thereof). If the employee voluntarily requests to be
released early and the union concurs, management may approve such early
release. This guarantee also applies on a holiday or designated holiday.
On any calendar day, including holidays, an MHA who is scheduled to work
and who reports to work in an installation with 200 or more man years of
employment shall be guaranteed four (4) hours of work or pay; MHAs at
smaller installations are guaranteed two (2) hours work or pay.
Management will not solicit employees to work less than their guarantees,
including not making such solicitations in place of seeking employees who would
work their full guarantees.
Source: Step 4 Grievances NC-C-12644, dated October 31, 1978, and NC-S12640, dated November 20, 1978.
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Question: When can the eight-hour guarantee be waived by the employee?
Answer: The eight-hour guarantee can be waived by the voluntary request of
the employee with the concurrence of the union and the approval of
management.
Question: What is the minimum number of hours that a part-time flexible, parttime regular employee, or MHA can be scheduled or requested to work in a
service day?
Answer: In facilities with 200 or more man years of employment, the guarantee
is four hours. In all other facilities, the guarantee is two hours.
Question: Can a part-time flexible employee be returned to work on the same
day without incurring another guarantee period?
Answer: Yes. When a part-time flexible is notified prior to clocking out that
he/she should return within two hours, this is considered a “split shift” and no new
guarantee applies.
However, when a part-time flexible employee is notified prior to clocking out that
he/she should return after two hours, that employee must be given another
minimum guarantee of two hours work or pay for the second shift. This
guarantee is applicable to any size office.
Also, all part-time flexible employees who complete their assignment, clock out
and leave the premises, regardless of the interval between shifts, are guaranteed
four hours of work or pay if called back to work. This guarantee is also
applicable to any size office.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H8N-1N-C 23559, dated January 27, 1982.

Section 8.9 Wash Up Time
Installation heads shall grant reasonable wash up time to those employees who
perform dirty work or work with toxic materials. The amount of wash up time
granted each employee shall be subject to the grievance procedure.
This section establishes a general obligation, enforceable through the grievance
procedure, for installation heads to grant reasonable wash-up time to those
employees who perform dirty work or work with toxic materials.
Article 30 (Section 30.2A) provides that the local parties may discuss the need
for “additional or longer wash-up periods” during local implementation.
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(The preceding sections, Articles 8.2, 8.3, 8.4, 8.5, 8.7, 8.8, and 8.9, shall
apply to Mail Handler Assistant employees to the extent provided in the
MOU Re: Mail Handler Assistant employees or in this Article.)

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
IMPROPER BY-PASS OVERTIME
1. When, for any reason, an employee on the “Overtime Desired” list who has the
necessary skills and who is available is improperly passed over and another
employee on the list is selected for overtime work out of rotation, the following
shall apply:
a. An employee who was passed over shall, within ninety (90) days of the
date the error is discovered, be given a similar make-up overtime
opportunity for which he has the necessary skills.
b. Should no similar make-up overtime opportunity present itself within ninety
(90) days subsequent to the discovery of the missed opportunity, the
employee who was passed over shall be compensated at the overtime rate
for a period equal to the opportunity missed.
2. When, for any reason, an employee on the “Overtime Desired” list who has the
necessary skills and who is available is improperly passed over and another
employee not on the list is selected for overtime work, the employee who was
passed over shall be paid for an equal number of hours at the overtime rate for
the opportunity missed.
3. When a question arises as to the proper administration of the “Overtime
Desired” list at the local level, a Mail Handler steward may have access to
appropriate overtime records.
This MOU provides specific guidance for resolving disputes regarding the
bypassing of OTDL employees for other employees on the OTDL or for
employees not on the OTDL.
Note that, for purposes of Paragraph 2 of the MOU, PTFs, MHAs, and casuals
are also considered to be “another employee.”
Source: Letter to All Affected Representatives, September, 1987.
Question: What is the remedy if an employee on the OTDL is improperly
bypassed?
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Answer: If the OTDL employee is improperly bypassed and another employee
on the OTDL is selected out of rotation, the bypassed employee is provided a
similar make-up opportunity within 90 days of when the error is discovered; if no
similar make-up opportunity is available within that 90 days, the employee is
compensated at the overtime rate for a period equal to the opportunity missed.
If the OTDL employee is improperly bypassed for another employee not on the
OTDL, the bypassed employee will be paid at the overtime rate for the number of
hours equal to the opportunity missed.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
OVERTIME/ACTING SUPERVISOR (204B) DETAILED EAS POSITION
The parties agree to the following regarding the scheduling of an employee
detailed as an acting supervisor (204b) or detailed to an EAS position:
1. A craft employee working as an acting supervisor (204b) or in a detailed EAS
position is ineligible to work overtime at the beginning or end of his/her tour on
any given day during the term of the detail, unless all available bargaining-unit
employees on the “Overtime Desired” list are utilized. If the 204b employee or
employee detailed to an EAS position is on the “Overtime Desired” list, he/she
may be scheduled for overtime after all of the available employees on the
“Overtime Desired” list are utilized. If the 204b or detailed EAS employee is
not on the “Overtime Desired” list, then he/she will be scheduled according to
Article 8.5.D of the National Agreement after all available bargaining unit
employees on the “Overtime Desired” list are utilized.
2. A craft employee working as an acting supervisor (204b) or detailed to an EAS
position is eligible to be considered for an overtime assignment on his/her nonscheduled day(s) immediately following the termination of his/her 204b or EAS
detail in accordance with Article 8.5 of the National Agreement, unless the mail
handler is to continue on a 204b or EAS assignment into the service week
following the termination of his/her present 204b or EAS assignment. If that
occurs, the 204b or detailed EAS employee would be ineligible for the
overtime unless all available bargaining unit employees on the “Overtime
Desired” list are first utilized for that non-scheduled day overtime.
This MOU outlines those situations in which a craft employee serving as an
acting supervisor (204b) or in another EAS position may be eligible to, or may be
required to, work overtime.
Paragraph 1 of the MOU provides that all available employees on the appropriate
OTDL will be utilized on overtime before the 204b or detailed EAS employee can
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be permitted or required to work overtime before or after his/her tour of duty on
any day of the detail period.
Paragraph 2 of the MOU makes a distinction dependent on whether or not the
employee’s 204b or EAS detail will continue into the following service week. In
those circumstances in which the 204b or EAS detail will continue into the
employee’s following service week, that employee cannot work non-scheduled
day overtime until after all available employees on the OTDL are utilized.
These MOU provisions apply to mail handlers on 204b details as acting
supervisors or detailed to other EAS positions whether or not those mail handlers
are otherwise on the OTDL. If the mail handler on 204b or EAS detail is on the
OTDL, his/her scheduling would be governed by Section 8.5C after all OTDL mail
handlers have been utilized. If the mail handler on 204b or EAS detail is not on
the OTDL, his/her scheduling would be governed by Section 8.5D after all OTDL
mail handlers have been utilized.
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ARTICLE 9
SALARIES AND WAGES
Section 9.1 Basic Annual Salary
Employees with career appointments before February 15, 2013 shall be paid and
earn step increases according to the rates and waiting periods described in
Section 9.2A and outlined in Table One.
Employees with career appointments on or after February 15, 2013 shall be paid
and earn step increases according to the rates and waiting periods described in
Section 9.2B and outlined in Table Two.
The basic annual salary schedule, with proportional application to hourly rate
employees, for all grades and steps for those employees covered under the
terms and conditions of this Agreement shall be increased as follows:
Effective November 26, 2016 – the basic annual salary for each grade and
step of Table One and Table Two shall be increased by an amount equal to
1.2% of the basic annual salary for the grade and step in effect on May 20,
2016.
Effective November 25, 2017 – the basic annual salary for each grade and
step of Table One and Table Two shall be increased by an amount equal to
1.3% of the basic annual salary for the grade and step in effect on May 20,
2016.
Effective November 24, 2018 – the basic annual salary for each grade and
step of Table One and Table Two shall be increased by an amount equal to
1.3% of the basic annual salary for the grade and step in effect on May20,
2016.
General wage increase: Section 9.1 provides for three general wage increases
during the three years and four months of the 2016 National Agreement. The
wage increases are 1.2% effective on November 26, 2016, 1.3% effective on
November 25, 2017, and 1.3% effective on November 24, 2018.
PTFs: The “proportional application to hourly rate employees” means that parttime flexible Mail Handler employees, who are paid on an hourly basis and have
no guaranteed annual salaries, receive general wage increases of 1.2%, 1.3%,
and 1.3% in their hourly rates.
Question: When can salary checks be issued to employees?
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Answer: Salary checks generally are distributed on the date printed on the
salary check. However, provided that they are available at the employee’s pay
location, salary checks and earnings statements can be distributed on a date
other than the salary check date under the following conditions:
1. After local banks close on Thursday, to employees whose regular tour of
duty ends after local banks close on Friday; or
2. At the end of the employee’s tour on Thursday, to those employees who are
not scheduled for duty on a Friday payday or are scheduled for leave on a
Friday payday; or
3. When Friday is a national holiday and Thursday is a payday, at the end of
an employee’s tour on Wednesday for those employees meeting either
condition 1 or condition 2 above.
Source: F-1 Handbook, Section 822.1; Letter from T. Valenti, USPS, to W.
Flynn, NPMHU, dated August 28, 1998.
Question: Can an employee have his or her salary check deposited directly to a
financial institution?
Answer: Yes. The Postal Service honors employee requests to forward all or
part of their salaries for credit to their accounts at financial organizations. The
employee needs to complete and submit Form 1199-A, Direct Deposit.
Source: F-1 Handbook, Section 822.4
Question: How do employees who utilize direct deposit obtain their earnings
statements?
Answer: The Earnings Statement – Net to Bank for an employee who has direct
deposit (net to bank) is mailed to the employee’s address of record. Each
employee is responsible to ensure that his or her address of record information is
correct. Employees may update their current mailing address by submitting PS
Form 1216, Employee’s Current Mailing Address, to their Human Resources
office.
Source: Postal Bulletin 22044, dated February 22, 2001.
Question: Can an employee request to have his or her salary check mailed to a
home or forwarding address?
Answer: Yes, under certain conditions. Employees may complete Form 3077 to
request forwarding of salary checks when the employee is on leave or on
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temporary detail away from his or her regular installation. Such requests may
cover the period of leave or detail.
Source: F-1 Handbook, Section 822.3
Section 9.2 Step Progression
A. Table One – Career Appointments Before February 15, 2013
The step progression for the Mail Handler Salary Schedule on Table One shall
be as follows:
Grades 4,5

Waiting Period

From Step

To Step

(in weeks)

AA
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P

88
88
88
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
34
34
26
26
24
24

Grades 6

Waiting Period

From Step

To Step

(in weeks)

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

96
96
44
44
44
44
44
44
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I
J
K
L
M
N
O

J
K
L
M
N
O
P

44
34
34
26
26
24
24\

B. Table Two – Career Appointments On or After the Effective Date of the Award,
February 15, 2013
The step progression for the Mail Handler Salary Schedule on Table Two shall
be as follows:
Grades 4, 5
From Step

To Step

Waiting Period
(in weeks)

BB
AA
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O

AA
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P

52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52

Question: For career appointments before February 15, 2013, what is the
total length of time required to advance from Step AA to Step P?
Answer: Under normal circumstances, 740 weeks.
Question: For career appointments on or after February 15, 2013, what is
the total length of time to advance from Step BB to Step P?
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Answer: Under normal circumstances, 884 weeks.
Question: Can management deny a periodic step increase because of
unsatisfactory performance?
Answer: No. The parties have agreed that periodic step increases will not be
withheld for reason of unsatisfactory performance.
Source: Memorandum of Understanding Re. Step Increase Unsatisfactory
Performance
Question: How does leave without pay (LWOP) affect periodic step increases?
Answer: When an employee has been on LWOP for 13 weeks or more during
the waiting period for a periodic step increase, the scheduled date for that
employee’s next step increase will be deferred. The length of the deferral period
is based on the number of weeks, beyond 13 weeks, that the employee has been
on LWOP. However, the time that an employee is carried in an LWOP status for
military furlough, official union business or while on the rolls of the Office of
Workers’ Compensation Programs is exempt from this provision. Also, only
whole days of LWOP are counted for step deferral purposes; a day on which an
employee works part of the day and uses LWOP in lieu of annual or sick leave
for the remainder of the day does not count.
Source: Employee and Labor Relations Manual Chapter 4, Sections 423 and
422.33
Question: Is there a requirement to provide advance notice to an employee
whose step increase is to be withheld due to leave without pay usage?
Answer: Yes. Current instructions require written advance notice when an
employee’s step increase is to be withheld. Note that in the grievance
referenced as the source document, the employee’s step increase was reinstated
retroactively to the due date.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H4C-3W-C 37256, dated October 23, 1987.
On the question whether a Level 4, Step 0 employee who is detailed to a
Level 5, Step N duty assignment is entitled to be advanced to Level 5, Step
0 after spending the requisite waiting period (24 weeks) at Step N, the
parties have agreed that once an employee who has been detailed to Level
5, Step N spends 24 continuous weeks in the higher level assignment, the
employee is entitled to be advanced to Level 5, Step 0.
Source: Step 4 Grievance A00M-1A-C 05085524, dated January 21, 2011.
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On the question whether a Level 5, Step O employee who bids to a lower
level duty assignment (Level 4) should subsequently be paid Level 5, Step
O when he/she is temporarily detailed to a higher level duty assignment,
the parties have agreed that the employee must be paid at the Level 5, Step
O pay rate.
Source: Step 4 Grievance C00M-1C-C 04147342, dated May 27, 2010.

Section 9.3 Cost of Living Adjustment
A Definitions
1. “Consumer Price Index" refers to the “National Consumer Price Index
for Urban Wage Earners and Clerical Workers," published by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, United States Department of Labor
(1967=100) and referred to herein as the “Index."
2. “Consumer Price Index Base" refers to the Consumer Price Index for
the month of July 2014 and is referred to herein as the “Base Index."
B. Effective Dates of Adjustment
Each eligible employee covered by this Agreement shall receive
cost-of-living adjustments, upward, in accordance with the formula in 4.C,
below, effective on the following dates:
- the second full pay period after the release of the July 2016 Index
- the second full pay period after the release of the January 2017 Index
- the second full pay period after the release of the July 2017 Index
- the second full pay period after the release of the January 2018 Index
- the second full pay period after the release of the July 2018 Index
- the second full pay period after the release of the January 2019 Index
- the second full pay period after the release of the July 2019 Index.
C The basic salary schedule provided for in Table One and Step P of Table
Two of this Agreement shall be increased 1 cent per hour for each full 0.4 of
a point increase in the applicable Index above the Base Index. For
example, if the increase in the Index from July 2016 to January 2017 is 1.2
points, all pay scales for employees covered by this Agreement will be
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increased by 3 cents per hour. In no event will a decline in the Index below
the Base Index result in a decrease in the pay scales provided for in this
Agreement. Step BB through O in the basic salary schedules provided for
in Table Two of this Agreement shall receive COLAs calculated using the
formula in this paragraph, adjusted proportionally as reflected in Table Two.
D In the event the appropriate Index is not published on or before the
beginning of the effective payroll period, any adjustment required will be
made effective at the beginning of the second payroll period after publication
of the appropriate Index.
E No adjustment, retroactive or otherwise, shall be made due to any revision
which may later be made in the published figures for the Index for any
month mentioned in 4.B., above.
F If during the life of this Agreement, the BLS ceases to make available the
CPI-W (1967=100), the parties agree to use the CPI-W (1982-84=100) at
such time as BLS ceases to make available the CPI-W (1967=100). At the
time of change to the CPI-W (1982-84=100), the cost-of-living formula in
Section 9.4.C. will be recalculated to provide the same cost-of-living
adjustment that would have been granted under the formula using the
CPI-W (1967=100).
Seven cost-of-living adjustments: Section 9.3B provides for seven cost-ofliving adjustments, also known as COLA payments, during the life of the 2016
National Agreement.
The Consumer Price Index: COLA payments vary based on changes in the
Consumer Price Index as defined in Section 9.3A1. The Postal Service and the
NPMHU use the Consumer Price Index for Urban Wage Earners and Clerical
Workers, CPI-W, which is published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics on a
monthly basis.
The CPI-W tracks the cost of a fixed “market basket” of goods each month. The
cost of this “market basket” is set equal to 100 points in a given “base year” so
that later price changes may be compared to it.
Base Period Index: Section 9.3A2 establishes July 2014 as the base period
used to calculate future COLA payments. The CPI-W (1967=100) for July 2014
is 698.580. Section 9.3B sets the time for each COLA payment. COLA
payments under the 2016 agreement will likely be effective in March and
September.
COLA Formula: Section 9.3C states the formula on which COLA payments are
based, namely, one cent per hour for each full 0.4 change in the CPI-W.
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Section 9.3C also specifies that each COLA payment shall become a permanent
part of basic salary.
Potential CPI Change: Section 9.3F ensures continuity of the COLA provisions
should the BLS decide to discontinue the CPI-W (1967=100) during the 2016
agreement. Should that happen, the parties will use instead the CPI-W (198284=100), which measures price changes the same way but with a base period of
1982-84=100. In addition the COLA formula detailed at Section 9.3C would be
changed to ensure that NPMHU employees receive COLA payments equal to
what they would have received under the CPI-W (1967=100).
Different CPI bases: Although the 1982-84 CPI-W series produces the same
percentage increase as the 1967 series, the resulting COLA payment using the
0.4 formula would be less under the 1982-84 series than under the 1967 series.
Therefore, the 0.4 formula would require modification to produce the same COLA
payment as under the 1967 series.
Question: Is the cost-of-living adjustment (COLA) included in the mail handler
basic salary schedule?
Answer: Yes. COLA payments are added to the employee’s basic pay on the
effective dates listed in Section 9.3B.
Section 9.4 Application of Salary Rates
Except as provided in this Article, the Employer shall to continue the current
application of salary rates for the duration of this Agreement.
Section 9.5 Granting Step Increases
Except as provided in this Article, the Employer will continue the program on
granting step increases for the duration of this Agreement.
Section 9.6 Protected Salary Rates
A The Employer shall continue the current salary rate protection program for
the duration of this Agreement.
B Employees who qualify for “saved grade" will receive “saved grade" for an
indefinite period of time subject to the conditions contained in Article 4.4.
[See Memo, page 151]
Salary rate retention: Section 9.6 specifically continues in effect the three
salary rate retention provisions contained in Employee and Labor Relations
Manual (ELM), Section 421.5 as follows:
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1. Protected rate: A career employee assigned to a lower grade position will
continue to receive the salary paid in the previous grade, for a maximum period
of two calendar years provided the requirements of ELM, Section 421.511 are
met.
2. Saved rate: An employee receives permanent “saved rate” salary protection
when management gives him/her a permanent, nondisciplinary and involuntary
assignment to a lower grade due to a management action such as a change in
job ranking criteria affecting more than one person under the same job
description. Saved rate protection is also available to employees receiving a “red
circle” salary amount in excess of the maximum for the grade. (ELM, Section
421.52)
3. Saved grade: Article 4 (Section 4.4) and ELM Section 421.53 both provide
that an employee’s salary rate is retained indefinitely if his or her job is eliminated
due to mechanization or technological change, until such time as the employee
fails to bid or apply for a position in his or her former wage level.
Below is a reprint of the above referenced provisions of the ELM.
421.5 Rate Retention Provisions
421.51 Protected Rate
421.511 Explanation
An individual employee who is assigned to a lower grade position
has a protected rate (i.e., continues to be paid the salary he or she
received in the previous higher grade position, as detailed in
421.512, below, augmented by any general increases granted (see
also 422.13), for a specified period of 2 calendar years provided all
of the following conditions are satisfied:
a. The employee is serving under a career appointment.
b. Reduction in salary standing is not disciplinary (for personal
cause) or voluntary (at the request of the employee).
c. The employee served for 2 continuous years immediately
preceding the effective date of reduction in a position with a
salary standing higher than that to which reduced.
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d. Salary in the higher salary standing was not derived from a
temporary appointment or temporary assignment.
e. Reduction in salary standing is not caused by a reduction in
force due to lack of funds imposed on the Postal Service by
outside authority or curtailment of work. For this purpose,
curtailment of work does not include reduction in revenue unit
category of any post office or reduction in route mileage on a
rural route.
f. Employee’s performance of work was satisfactory at all
times during such period of 2 calendar years.
421.512 Rate Determination
The basic salary of an employee entitled to a protected rate is the
lowest of the following:
a. The employee’s basic salary at the time of reduction.
b. An amount that is 25 percent more than the maximum basic
salary for the new grade (i.e., the grade to which reduced).
c. The basic salary in the lowest salary standing that the
employee held during the 2 years immediately preceding
reduction in salary standing, augmented by each step increase
he or she would have earned in such salary standing.
Note: For rural carriers serving evaluated routes, the existing
basic salary includes additional heavy duty compensation up
to 40 hours.
421.513 Duration
An employee who is entitled to a protected rate retains the
protected rate, augmented by general increases, for 2 calendar
years from the effective date of the protected rate. If, before the 2
years expires, the employee is again reduced in salary standing,
the following applies:
a. A new protected rate period of 2 calendar years begins.
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b. The new protected rate is redetermined according to the
rule in 421.512 in relation to the salary standing following the
latest reduction.
421.514 Termination
Rate protection ceases at the beginning of the pay period following
a determination that an employee is no longer entitled to protection
for any one of the following reasons:
a. A break in service of 1 workday or more.
b. Reduction to a lower salary standing (1) for disciplinary
reasons or (2) at employee’s own request.
c. Promotion or other advancement of employee to a higher
grade or salary range in the same schedule, or to a position
with a higher than equivalent grade in another schedule,
above the protected rate.
d. Compensation of the employee is changed for any reason,
other than by a general increase, to a basic salary equal to or
higher than the protected rate.
421.515 Effect on Other Compensation
Rate protection affects other compensation as follows:
a. Promotion Rules. In applying the promotion rules, the
former basic salary is the basic salary the employee would
have received except for the protected rate.
b. Rural Routes. Equipment maintenance allowances on rural
routes are paid in relation to the documented route to which
the carrier is assigned.
421.516 Documentation
Form 50, Notification of Personnel Action, is used to notify an
employee who is changed to a lower grade or salary standing of
entitlement to rate retention. It contains a reference under the
remarks section to 421.5 as authority for the amount and duration
of the rate retention. The Form 50 also is used to notify an
employee of the expiration of a rate retention status.
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421.517 Step Increases
An employee with a protected rate continues to receive step
increases in the grade to which the employee is reduced. However,
under no circumstances can receipt of these step increases cause
the employee’s salary to exceed the maximum step of the lower
grade.
421.52 Saved Rate
421.521 Explanation
Employees with a saved rate will continue to be paid the salary they
received in the previous higher grade position, augmented by any
general increases occurring while the saved rate is in effect. A
saved rate differs from a protected rate in that it continues for an
indefinite period, subject to the conditions explained below (see
421.522 through 421.526) and occurs in several different
circumstances, as follows:
a. An employee is given a permanent, nondisciplinary, and
involuntary assignment to a lower grade due to a
management action such as a change in job ranking criteria
affecting more than one position under the same job
description. In this case, saved rate means that the
employee continues to receive the salary of the higher grade
position.
b. Management action effects a general increase that, when
added to an employee’s salary, produces a salary above the
maximum rate for the grade. In this case, saved rate means
that the amount of the general increase is added to the
employee’s salary and the employee continues to receive
the new salary even though it is above the maximum for the
grade.
421.522 Red-Circle Amount
The red-circle amount is the dollar portion of an employee’s salary
that is in excess of the maximum salary of the grade. An employee
continues to receive a red-circle amount as long as he or she is in
saved rate status. Note the following:
a. Red-circle amount results from saved rate only. It does
not result from protected rate.
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b. If an employee who receives a red-circle amount (under
section C, Special Rule, Pay System for Employees,
covered by the collective bargaining agreement of November
18, 1970) is subsequently promoted and later returned to the
former position, the red-circle amount is restored.
421.523 Duration
Employees retain the saved rate for as long as they hold a position
in the same or higher grade for which the maximum schedule rate
is below the saved rate.
421.524 Termination
Saved rate is terminated for any of the following reasons:
a. A break in service of 1 workday or more.
b. Demotion or voluntary reduction.
c. Promotion resulting in a salary equal to or above the
saved rate.
421.525 Effect on Promotion
If the employee has a saved rate due to assignment to a lower
grade position and is assigned to a different position, the
assignment is not a promotion for purposes of pay adjustment,
unless the assignment is to a position with a grade higher than the
grade on which the saved rate was established.
421.526 Documentation
Form 50, Notification of Personnel Action, is used to notify an
employee of a saved rate status.
421.53 Saved Grade
421.531 Explanation
Saved grade provisions can be invoked only in accordance with the
applicable collective bargaining agreement. Decisions to
disapprove saved grade are subject to review through the
grievance and arbitration process. Saved grade must be approved
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by area Human Resources managers or their designees. Saved
grade applies to all bargaining unit employees except the following:
a. Employees in Operating Services Division at Headquarters and
the Merrifield Engineering Support Center (APWU) (see 427.2).
b. Employees under the National Postal Professional Nurses’
(NPPN) Agreement (see 425).

c. Employees under the Fraternal Order of Police, National Labor
Council (FOP-NLC) Agreement (see 428).
421.532 Duration and Termination
The saved grade will be in effect for an indefinite period of time
subject to the conditions below:
a. To continue to receive a saved grade, an employee must bid or
apply for all vacant jobs in the saved grade for which she or he is
qualified.
b. If the employee fails to bid or apply, the employee loses the
saved grade status immediately.
c. The Information Service Centers collective bargaining agreement
requires that, in order to retain the saved grade, employees bid or
apply for reassignment to their former grade or to any position at a
grade between that of their former grade and present grade.
421.533 Step Increases
An employee with a saved grade continues to receive step
increases in the saved grade. However, under no circumstances,
can these step increases exceed the maximum step of the saved
grade (see 421.45b).
Question: If a mail handler is involuntarily reassigned to a lower level position
as a result of automation or technological and mechanization changes, what
salary does that employee receive while in the lower level position?
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Answer: The employee would receive rate protection in the form of saved grade
until such time as he or she failed to bid or apply for a position in the employee’s
former wage level.
Question: If an employee who is already assigned to a lower level position and
is still in the protected rate period voluntarily bids on a position in that same lower
grade, does that employee lose his or her protected status?
Answer: No. A voluntary bid under these circumstances is not considered a
voluntary reduction to a lower salary standing at the employee’s request.
Source: Pre-arbitration Settlements H1C-5D-C 8540, dated August 4, 1983, and
H1N-1J-C 18920, dated April 4, 1985.
The parties at the National Level signed a May 13, 2014 pre-arbitration
settlement stating as follows:
The issue in [these] grievances is whether certain revisions of Employee
and Labor Relations Manual (ELM) Section 420, Wage Administration
Policy for Bargaining Unit Employees are fair, reasonable and equitable.
After reviewing this matter, we agree to resolve this grievance based on the
following:
422.325 Reductions in Grade
a. ***
b. Step and Next Step Date Assignment for Bargaining Unit to Bargaining
Unit Reductions in Grade within or into the mail handler rate schedule
(RSC M). Assignments are made as follows:
1. To Former Lower Grade. The employee is assigned to the step
and next step date as if service had been uninterrupted in the
lower grade since the last time held.
2. To New Lower Grade. The employee is assigned to the step and
next step date in the lower grade as if all postal service had been
in the lower grade.
The Postal Service will modify the ELM, Section 422.325 to incorporate the
above principle in accordance with Article 19 of the collective bargaining
agreement.
Source: Pre-arbitration Settlement Q00M-6Q-C 06280834, dated May 13,
2014.
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
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PROMOTION PAY ANOMALY
In recognition of the need to correct the promotion pay anomaly contained in the
current salary schedule, the Postal Service and the National Postal Mail Handlers
Union, a Division of the Laborers’ International Union of North America, AFL-CIO,
agree to meet and to continue their discussions with respect to this matter with
the ultimate goal of correcting the promotion pay anomaly by creating a new
salary schedule and related administrative rules as soon as practicable.
The new salary schedule will contain the following features:
•
•

Uniform waiting periods by grade resulting in a shorter cumulative period
to reach the top of a grade as compared to the current salary schedule.
Uniform step increase amounts by grade.

In recognition of the administrative burdens in processing employee pay changes
(promotions, higher level pay, repromotions, change to lower level, etc.) to the
extent practical, the parties agree that the Postal Service will implement new and
simplified administrative rules to be set forth in the Employee and Labor
Relations Manual as soon as practicable.
Question: What is meant by the term “promotion pay anomaly”?
Answer: The term “promotion pay anomaly” refers to the situation where
employees who have been promoted to higher grades in Steps A, B, or C earn
less than similarly tenured employees who have not been promoted but receive a
step increase in the lower grade. The resulting difference in earnings is called
the “promotion pay anomaly.”
Question: Is there a procedure in place to correct this anomaly?
Answer: Yes. The parties at the National level have agreed to a settlement that
provides lump-sum monetary payments to eligible employees on a quarterly
basis. Affected employees are notified by means of a notation (ABC Lump Sum
Included) on their earnings statement. However, an employee who has
questions about whether he or she should be included may contact his or her
personnel office or union representative.
In a Memorandum of Understanding dated February 6, 1991, the parties at
the National level agreed as follows: “Effective November 21, 1990,
employees who have been promoted from Steps A, B, or C and who have
been reassigned to their former grade will be placed in the step they would
have been in, with credit toward their next step increase, as if all service
had been in the original grade. However, such employees who are
subsequently repromoted will be placed in the steps they would have
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attained, with credit toward their next step increase, as if they had
remained continuously in the higher grade since the original promotion.”
In that same MOU, the Postal Service and the Union agreed to the following
principle: “No employee will, as a consequence of a promotion, at any time
be compensated less than that employee would have earned if the
employee had not been promoted but had, instead, merely advanced in
step increments in that employee’s grade as a result of fulfilling the waiting
time requirements necessary for step increases. This includes affected
employees who are or were promoted to a higher grade and subsequently
reassigned to their former grade.”
Source: MOU between USPS and NPMHU, dated February 6, 1991.
Question: Have the parties implemented the MOU Re Promotion Pay Anomaly
that appears in the National Agreement and is reprinted above by agreeing to a
new salary schedule and related administrative rules to correct the promotion pay
anomaly?
Answer: No. As of the date that this document was produced, the promotion
pay anomaly continues to affect certain employees, although, as noted above,
those affected employees receive compensatory payments on a quarterly basis.
Section 9.7 Mail Handler Assistant Employees
In addition to the general increases provided in Section 9.1 above, MHAs
will receive an increase of 1.0% annually, for a total of 2.2% effective
November 26, 2016, 2.3% effective November 25, 2017, and 2.3% effective
November 24, 2018.
MHAs will also receive hourly wage increases as follows:
•
•
•

$0.90 per hour effective November 26, 2016
$0.20 per hour effective May 26, 2018
$0.21 per hour effective May 25, 2019

All percentage increases are applied to the wage rates in effect on May 20,
2016.
[See Memo, page 136]
.
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ARTICLE 10
LEAVE
This article contains the National Agreement’s general provisions concerning the
leave program. Article 10 guarantees continuation of the leave program
(Sections 10.1 and 10.2), outlines the national program for the use of annual
leave through vacation planning (Sections 10.3, 10.4 and 10.5), provides for sick
leave (Section 10.6) and states certain additional leave rules concerning
minimum leave charges and leave without pay (LWOP) (Section 10.6).
The rules governing the various types of USPS leave are contained in several
source documents identified below:
•

ELM, Subchapter 510. Section 10.2 specifically incorporates the Employee
and Labor Relations Manual (ELM), Subchapter 510. Subchapter 510,
Sections 511-519 contain the specific regulations controlling leave for career
bargaining unit employees.

•

Local Memorandum of Understanding. Normally, the important features of
bargaining unit employees’ leave are governed by the local memorandum of
understanding, which is created and subsequently modified as a result of
local implementation pursuant to Article 30 of the National Agreement.

•

Federal law. The Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) is a federal law that
entitles eligible employees time off to care for a new child, for a seriously ill
family member, for an employee’s serious medical problems, and for
qualifying exigencies and military caregiver leave. The detailed
regulations governing the FMLA are found in the federal law and in the Code
of Federal Regulations (29 C.F.R. Part 825). The Postal Service’s policy
concerning FMLA may also be found in ELM Section 515.

This material explains the main provisions of Article 10, summarizes other
important leave rules and references more detailed provisions concerning leave.
It does not attempt to cover all of the detailed leave regulations contained in ELM
Subchapter 510 or the FMLA.
Section 10.1 Funding
The Employer shall continue funding the leave program so as to continue the
current leave earning level for the duration of this Agreement.
Section 10.2 Leave Regulations
A. The leave regulations in Subchapter 510 of the Employee and Labor
Relations Manual, insofar as such regulations establish wages, hours, and
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working conditions of employees covered by this Agreement, other than MHAs,
shall remain in effect for the life of this Agreement.
B. Career employees will be given preference over noncareer employees when
scheduling annual leave. This preference will take into consideration that
scheduling is done on a tour-by-tour basis and that employee skills are a
determining factor in this decision.
C. Article 30 of the National Agreement and Local Memoranda of Understanding
provisions do not apply to MHAs, except as specifically referenced in the 2016
National Agreement and as follows: During the local implementation period, the
parties may agree to include provisions in the local memoranda of understanding
to permit MHAs to apply for annual leave during choice vacation periods, as
defined in Article 10 of the National Agreement. Granting leave under such
provisions must be contingent upon the MHA having a leave balance of at least
forty (40) hours.
[See Memos, pages 152-157]
(The preceding section, Article 10.2, shall apply to Mail Handler Assistant
employees.)
Continuation of Leave Program: Sections 10.1 and 10.2 guarantee
continuation of the leave program and refer to the detailed leave regulations
published in the ELM.
Subchapter 510 of the ELM contains the detailed Postal Service regulations
concerning the administration of the leave program. There are several categories
of leave available for absences:
Annual Leave - Section 512
Sick Leave - Section 513
LWOP - Section 514
Absence for Family Care or Serious Health Condition of Employee- Section 515
Court Leave - Section 516
Military Leave - Section 517
Holiday Leave - Section 518
Administrative Leave - Section 519
Wounded Warrior Leave
Within the above sections there may be distinctions defined for full-time regular,
part-time regular, and part-time flexible bargaining unit employees and for nonbargaining unit employees.
Annual Leave: Annual leave is used for vacation and other paid absences. The
rate of annual leave earnings is based on “creditable service,” that is, total
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cumulative federal service (employment), including certain kinds of military
service (See ELM, Section 512.2, Determining Annual Leave Category).
New employees earn annual leave but are not credited with the leave and may
not take it prior to completing 90 days of continuous employment (ELM, Section
512.313(b)). There is an exception for employees who transfer without a break in
service.
In 2015, the NPMHU intervened in an NALC national arbitration hearing
concerning the right of former Mail Handler Assistants (MHAs) to use
annual leave following their conversion to full-time. National Arbitrator
Shyam Das wrote:
“Section 512.313 of the ELM requires that former City Carrier Assistants
who have completed ninety days of continuous employment without a
break in service must complete a 90-day qualifying period following their
conversion to career status before they may be credited with or take annual
leave.”
Source: National Arbitration Award Q11N-4Q-C 14239951, Arbitrator
Shyam Das dated July 2, 2015.
Annual leave is paid at an employee’s regular straight-time rate and is limited to
a maximum of eight hours during any single day.
Bargaining unit employees typically use annual leave in three ways:
1. By applying in advance, normally based on seniority, for vacation time as
specified in this article and in the local memorandum of understanding.
2. Other requests for annual leave as desired throughout the year.
3. Emergency annual leave taken for emergencies.
Annual leave accrual—full-time employees: Full-time employees earn annual
leave as set forth in ELM, Section 512.311, which is reprinted below. They are
credited with the year’s annual leave at the start of each leave year.
512.311 Full-Time Employees
a. Accrual Chart. Full-time employees earn annual leave based on their number
of creditable years of service.

Leave
Category
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4

Less than
3 years

4 hours for each full biweekly pay
periods; i.e., 104 hours (13 days)
per 26-period leave year.

6

3 years
but less
than 15
years

6 hours for each full biweekly pay
period plus 4 hours in last full
pay period in leave year; i.e. 160
hours (20 days) per 26-period
leave year.

8

15 years
or more

8 hours for each full biweekly
pay period; i.e., 208 hours (26
days) per 26-period leave year.

b. Credit at Beginning of Leave Year. Full-time career employees are credited at
the beginning of the leave year with the total number of annual leave hours
that they will earn for that leave year.
Annual leave accrual—part-time employees: Part-time employees earn
annual leave as set forth in ELM, Exhibit 512.312. ELM, Section 512.312.b
provides that part-time flexibles are credited with annual leave earnings at the
end of each biweekly pay period.
Exhibit 512.312
Accrual and Crediting Chart for Part-Time Employees

Leave
Category

Years of
Creditable
Service

Maximum Leave
per Year

Rate
of Accrual

Hours
in Pay
Status

Hours of
Leave
Earned
per Period

4

Less than
3 years.

104 hours, or 13
days per 26-period
leave year or 4
hours for each
biweekly pay
period.

1 hour for
each unit of
20 hours in
pay status.

20
40
60
80

1
2
3
4 (max.)

6

3 years
but less
than 15
years.

160 hours, or 20
days per 26-period
leave year or 6
hours for each full

1 hour for
each unit of
13 hours in
pay status.

13
26
39
52

1
2
3
4
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biweekly pay
period.1
8

15 years
or more.

208 hours, or 26
days per 26-period
leave year or 8
hours for each full
biweekly pay
period.

1 hour for
each unit of
10 hours in
pay status.

65
78

5
6 (max.)1

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 (max.)

1Except

that the accrual for the last pay period of the calendar year may be 10
hours, provided the employee has the 130 creditable hours or more in a pay
status in the leave year for leave purposes.
ATTACHMENT A
MAIL HANDLER ASSISTANT EMPLOYEE (MHA) ANNUAL LEAVE
PROVISIONS

I. GENERAL
A. Purpose. Annual leave is provided to MHAs for rest, recreation, emergency
purposes, and illness or injury.
1. Accrual of Annual Leave. MHAs earn annual leave based on the number of
hours in which they are in a pay status in each pay period.
Rate of Accrual Hours in Pay Status
Earned Per Pay Period
1 hour for each
20
unit of 20 hours
40
in pay status in
60
each pay period
80

Hours of Annual Leave
1
2
3
4 (max)

2. Biweekly Crediting. Annual leave accrues and is credited in whole hours at
the end of each biweekly pay period.
3. Payment For Accumulated Annual Leave. A separating MHA may receive a
lump-sum payment for accumulated annual leave subject to the following
condition:
B. A MHA whose separation is effective before the last Friday of a pay period
does not receive credit or terminal leave payment for the leave that would have
accrued during that pay period.
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II. AUTHORIZING ANNUAL LEAVE
A. General. Except for emergencies, annual leave for MHAs must be requested
on Form 3971 and approved in advance by the appropriate supervisor.
B. Emergencies and Illness or Injury. An exception to the advance approval
requirement is made for emergencies and illness or injury; however, in these
situations, the MHA must notify appropriate postal authorities as soon as
possible as to the emergency or illness/injury and the expected duration of the
absence. As soon as possible after return to duty, MHAs must submit Form
3971 and explain the reason for the emergency or illness/injury to their
supervisor. Supervisors approve or disapprove the leave request. When the
request is disapproved, the absence may be recorded as AWOL at the discretion
of the supervisor as outlined in Section IV.B below.
III. UNSCHEDULED ABSENCE
A. Definition. Unscheduled absences are any absences from work that are not
requested and approved in advance.
B. MHA Responsibilities. MHAs are expected to maintain their assigned
schedule and must make every effort to avoid unscheduled absences. In
addition, MHAs must provide acceptable evidence for absences when required.
IV. FORM 3971, REQUEST FOR, OR NOTIFICATION OF, ABSENCE
A. Purpose. Application for annual leave is made in writing, in duplicate, on
Form 3971, Request for, or Notification of, Absence.
B. Approval/Disapproval. The supervisor is responsible for approving or
disapproving application for annual leave by signing Form 3971, a copy of which
is given to the MHA. If a supervisor does not approve an application for leave,
the disapproved block on Form 3971 is checked and the reasons given in writing
in the space provided. When a request is disapproved, the reasons for
disapproval must be noted. AWOL determinations must be similarly noted.
Question: May an MHA carry over accumulated annual leave when
converted to a career employee?
Answer: No, currently there are no provisions requiring the Postal Service
to allow MHAs to carry over accumulated annual leave upon conversion to
a career position.
Source: Step 4 Grievance E11M-1E-C 14017686, dated February 8, 2016.
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Question: Do part-time regular employees earn annual leave for hours worked
in excess of their schedule?
Answer: Part-time regular employees are entitled to additional leave hours,
based on their leave category, for each 20, 13, or 10 hours of work in excess of
their schedule, provided that no more leave is credited to the part-time employee
than could be earned in the same leave year by a full-time employee.
Source: Employee and Labor Relations Manual (ELM), Chapter 5, Section
512.312.
Time worked as a casual or temporary employee on or after January 1, 1977
does not count for purposes of determining the rate of annual leave accrual.
Source: Step 4 Grievance A8-C 0520, dated February 1, 1980.
Time worked as an MHA does not count for purposes of determining the
rate of annual leave accrual.
Section 10.3 Choice of Vacation Period
A It is agreed to establish a nationwide program for vacation planning for
employees in the regular work force with emphasis upon the choice vacation
period(s) or variations thereof.
This section establishes a nationwide program for vacation planning for the
regular work force and specifically addresses the selection of choice vacation
period(s). Article 30, Local Implementation, provides the vehicle for establishing
the local leave program. In fact, of the 20 items available for local
implementation, 10 involve the creation of a local leave plan.
The local memorandum of understanding usually provides a method for the
selection of annual leave for the “choice vacation period” and “other than choice
vacation period.” Normally, choice vacation periods, or weeks, are approved
based on seniority and “other than choice” is based on first come, first served.
Article 30 (Section 30.2) Items C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, and R, pertain to the local
leave program. Local implementation is normally conducted shortly after each
National Agreement is finalized.
B

Care shall be exercised to assure that no employee is required to forfeit any
part of such employee's annual leave.

A bargaining unit employee may carry over up to 440 hours (55 days) of
accumulated annual leave from one leave year to the next. The Memorandum of
Understanding on Annual Leave Carryover is printed in the National Agreement.
Although the memorandum refers to the 1990 National Agreement, it was
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renewed as part of the 2016 National Agreement. Any leave remaining beyond
the maximum carryover is forfeited by the employee at the beginning of the new
leave year.
Supervisors should exercise care to assure that bargaining unit employees do
not have to forfeit any part of their annual leave. Supervisors and stewards
should encourage bargaining unit employees to be aware of their leave balances
to assure that an employee does not end up with excess annual leave.
C

The parties agree that the duration of the choice vacation period(s) in all
postal installations shall be determined pursuant to local implementation
procedures.

The duration of the choice vacation period must be of sufficient length to allow
bargaining unit employees to request the maximum leave available to them
pursuant to Section 10.3D. When addressing Article 30 (Section 30.2) during
local implementation consideration must be given to Items E through H and R
which formulate the total choice vacation period plan.
The duration of the choice vacation period should largely be determined by the
percentage of employees who are to receive choice vacation period leave each
week, since Section 10.3 of the National Agreement provides each employee
with the opportunity to select 10 to 15 days (2 or 3 weeks) of choice vacation
period leave.
D

Annual leave shall be granted as follows:
D1 Employees who earn 13 days annual leave per year shall be granted up
to ten (10) days of continuous annual leave during the choice period.
The number of days of annual leave, not to exceed ten (10), shall be at
the option of the employee.
D2 Employees who earn 20 or 26 days annual leave per year shall be
granted up to fifteen (15) days of continuous annual leave during the
choice period. The number of days of annual leave, not to exceed
fifteen (15), shall be at the option of the employee.

Section 10.3D1 establishes that those employees who have less than three
years of creditable service will be granted a maximum of 10 continuous days of
annual leave during the choice vacation period. Section 10.3D2 establishes that
those employee’s with more than three years of creditable service will be granted
a maximum of 15 continuous days of annual leave for their choice vacation
period selection(s).
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Part-time flexible employees: Part-time flexible employees may apply for
choice vacation period(s) only if they have already been credited with annual
leave at the time the application process is closed (ELM, Section 512.61(b)).
D3 The subject of whether an employee may at the employee's option
request two (2) selections during the choice period(s), in units of either
5 or 10 working days, the total not to exceed the ten (10) or fifteen (15)
days above, may be determined pursuant to local implementation
procedures.
Under Article 30 (Section 30.2 Item F), a local memorandum of understanding
can determine whether the maximum number of days of continuous annual leave
for choice vacation period selection will be requested as a single unit of either 10
or 15 continuous days or as two separate units of either five or 10 continuous
days, so long as the total does not exceed the amount to which the individual
employee is entitled under Sections .3D1 and D2. For instance, an employee
who has 15 days may request 10 continuous days of annual leave in May and
five continuous days in August.
D4 The remainder of the employee's annual leave may be granted at other
times during the year, as requested by the employee.
This section should be read in conjunction with Section 10.3A and 4C and with
any applicable local memorandum of understanding provisions pursuant to
Article 30 (Section 30.2, Item K.) It establishes that employees may request
annual leave in addition to their selection(s) for choice vacation period(s) (See
Section 10.4C).
E

The vacation period shall start on the first day of the employee's basic work
week. Exceptions may be granted by agreement among the employee, the
Union representative and the Employer.

This section establishes that the first day of an employee’s choice vacation
period(s) shall start on the first day of the employee’s basic work week.
Exceptions may be granted when the employee, the NPMHU representative and
the Employer agree. This section should be read in conjunction with any
applicable local memorandum of understanding provisions pursuant to Article 30
(Section 30.2, Item E) which states that the local parties can determine the
beginning day of an employee’s choice vacation period selection(s). Where the
local memorandum of understanding provides that the employee’s choice
vacation period selection(s) begins on a day other than the first day of an
employee’s basic work week, the local memorandum of understanding is
controlling.
F
An employee who is called for jury duty during the employee's scheduled
choice vacation period or who attends a National, State, or Regional
Convention (Assembly) during the choice vacation period is eligible for
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another available period provided this does not deprive any other employee
of first choice for scheduled vacation.
This section provides that if an employee serves on jury duty, or attends a
National, State, or Regional Convention or Assembly during the employee’s
scheduled choice vacation period, the employee is entitled to another choice
vacation period selection. However, that employee cannot deprive any other
employee of their first choice of scheduled vacation. The provisions of this
section should be read in conjunction with any applicable local memorandum of
understanding provisions pursuant to Article 30 (Section 30.2, Items G and R.)
Those items provide for a determination to be made as to whether those
absences will be charged to the choice vacation period and whether annual leave
for union activities requested prior to the determination of the choice vacation
period will be a part of the local vacation plan. (See Article 24, Employees on
Leave with Regard to Union Business.)
Section 10.4 Vacation Planning
The following general rules shall be observed in implementing the vacation
planning program:
A The Employer shall, no later than November 1, publicize on bulletin boards
and by other appropriate means the beginning date of the new leave year,
which shall begin with the first day of the first full pay period of the calendar
year.
The provisions of this section should be read in conjunction with any applicable
local memorandum of understanding provisions pursuant to Article 30 (Section
30.2, Item J.) The local installation head must notify all employees of when the
new leave year will begin. Where local memorandum of understanding
provisions pursuant to Article 30 (Section 30.2, Item J) provide for another date
and means of notifying employees, the local memorandum of understanding is
controlling.
Question: Does the beginning of the new leave year necessarily coincide with
the beginning of Pay Period 1?
Answer: No. An employee cannot determine to which leave year a request for
leave will be charged merely by viewing his/her pay stub.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H1C-4B-C 17039, dated November 10, 1983.
B

The installation head shall meet with the representative of the Union to
review local service needs as soon after January 1 as practical. The
installation head shall then:
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B1 Determine the amount of annual leave accrued to each employee's
credit including that for the current year and the amount expected to be
taken in the current year.
B2 Determine a final date for submission of applications for vacation
period(s) of the employee's choice during the choice vacation period(s).
B3 Provide official notice to each employee of the vacation schedule
approved for each employee.
Section 10.4B2 and 3 should be read in conjunction with any applicable local
memorandum of understanding provisions pursuant to Article 30 (Section 30.2,
Items C and I) which should provide for the following: (1) the final date for
employees to submit applications for choice vacation period(s); and (2) how
management must give official notice of the approved vacation schedule to each
employee.
C

A procedure in each office for submission of applications for annual leave
for periods other than the choice period may be established pursuant to the
implementation procedure above.

The provisions of this section should be read in conjunction with Sections 10.3A
and 10.3D4 and any applicable local memorandum of understanding provisions
pursuant to Article 30 (Section 30.2, Item K.) A local memorandum of
understanding may specify rules governing other requests for annual leave (other
than for the choice vacation period). For example, a bargaining unit employee
may win tickets to a Stanley Cup playoff game and request leave to attend. A
local memorandum of understanding might specify that such leave requests must
be made prior to the Wednesday preceding the week for which the employee is
requesting leave. It also might specify how long management has to reply to
such requests.
D

All advance commitments for granting annual leave must be honored except
in serious emergency situations.

Question: Under what circumstances can management cancel previously
approved annual leave?
Answer: Employees who have annual leave approved are entitled to such
annual leave except in emergency situations.
Source: Step 4 Grievances H1N-5D-C 19202/19204, dated June 15, 1984.
Question: Can a PTF’s previously granted annual leave be unilaterally changed
to a non-scheduled day solely to avoid the payment of overtime by making the
PTF available for an additional day of work at the straight-time rate?
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Answer: No.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H1C-5K-C 24208, dated March 5, 1985.
Question: Under what circumstances can an employee cancel annual leave that
has already been approved?
Answer: While not contractually obligated to do so, management should give
reasonable consideration to requests for annual leave cancellation, unless
otherwise provided in the Local Memorandum of Understanding.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H8N-5C-C 18666, dated September 8, 1981.
Question: May employees volunteer to work on non-scheduled days that are in
conjunction with approved annual leave?
Answer: Normally, employees who are absent are not required nor considered
available to work overtime. However, if an employee on the Overtime Desired
List so desires, that employee may advise his/her supervisor in writing of his/her
availability to work a non-scheduled day that is in conjunction with or part of
approved annual leave.
Source: Step 4 Grievance B90M-1B-C 95062381, dated October 15, 1997.
Section 10.5 Implementation of the Leave Program
A If, at the end of the local implementation period provided for in this
Agreement, the local parties have not reached agreement on the length of
the choice vacation period, the choice vacation period will be 23 consecutive
weeks commencing on the last Saturday in April unless the local parties
agree to another starting date. The 23 weeks shall include military leave
and union leave for conventions and conferences. The method of selecting
vacations shall be determined locally.
This automatic selection applies where a Local Memorandum of Understanding
(LMOU) does not exist or does not contain language designating the duration of
the choice vacation period. Where the choice vacation period is defined in the
LMOU, disputes regarding its duration that arise during subsequent local
implementation periods would be resolved in keeping with Article 30.
B The vacation sign up list, after the initial sign up period, shall be maintained
at a location accessible to employees.
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C After the initial sign up period is completed and vacant weeks still exist on
the vacation sign up list, requests for any of these vacant weeks shall be
handled as follows:
C1 The installation head will honor all requests for vacant weeks which are
submitted no less than seven (7) days in advance of the leave period.
C2 The installation head will make every effort to grant requests for vacant
weeks submitted less than seven (7) days in advance of the leave
period.
Question: Must management honor an employee’s request under Section
10.5C for additional annual leave during the choice vacation period after the
vacation list has been posted and the employee has been approved for his/her
full leave entitlement provided in Sections 10.3D1 and D2?
Answer: The parties agree that Section 10.5C applies to requests for annual
leave in full week increments made by an employee after the initial sign-up
period is completed and vacant weeks still exist on the vacation sign-up list, even
if the requesting employee has been approved for his/her full leave entitlement
provided in Sections 10.3D1 and D2.
Source: Pre-arbitration Settlement D90M-1D-C 95008277, dated February 23,
1999.
D The installation head's policy in handling requests for emergency leave shall
be made known to all employees and the Union. The installation head will
consider each such request on the merits of the individual situation. The
installation head shall post on the bulletin board the appropriate phone
number to call by tour when an emergency arises.
Emergency Annual Leave: In an emergency a bargaining unit employee need
not obtain advance approval for leave, but must notify management as soon as
possible about the emergency and the expected duration of the absence. The
employee must submit PS Form 3971 and explain the reason for the absence to
the supervisor as soon as possible (ELM, Section 512.412)
Section 10.6 Sick Leave
The Employer agrees to continue the administration of the present sick leave
program, which shall include the following specific items:
A

Credit employees with sick leave as earned.

B

Charge to annual leave or leave without pay (at employee's option)
approved absence for which employee has insufficient sick leave
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C

Employees becoming ill while on annual leave may have leave charged
to sick leave upon request.

D

Unit Charges for Sick Leave and Annual Leave shall be in minimum units
of one hundredth of an hour (.01).

E

For periods of absence of three (3) days or less, a supervisor may accept
an employee's certification as reason for an absence.

F

Employees may utilize annual and sick leave in conjunction with leave
without pay, subject to the approval of the leave in accordance with
normal leave approval procedures. The Employer is not obligated to
approve such leave for the last hour of the employee's scheduled
workday prior to and/or the first hour of the employee's scheduled
workday after a holiday.
[See Memos, pages 154-157]

Section 10.6 provides for the continuation of the sick leave program, whose
detailed regulations are contained in ELM, Part 513. Section 513.1 defines sick
leave as leave which “insures employees against loss of pay if they are
incapacitated for the performance of duties because of illness, injury, pregnancy
and confinement, and medical (including dental or optical) examination or
treatment.” A limited amount of sick leave (up to 80 hours) also may be used to
provide for the medical needs of a family member. For specific details, see the
MOU Re: Sick Leave for Dependent Care reproduced at the end of this article
and ELM, Section 515.
Question: May an employee use sick leave during the probationary period?
Answer: Yes. A probationary employee may use sick leave that he/she has
earned.
Question: Are part-time flexible employees guaranteed eight hours of sick leave
in a day in which they call in sick?
Answer: No. A part-time flexible employee is not guaranteed a set number of
hours of sick leave any time requested, but should be paid the number of hours
the employee was realistically scheduled to work or would reasonably have been
expected to work on a given day.
Source: ELM Chapter 5, Section 513.42
Question: May management implement a local tardiness and sick leave policy?
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Answer: Yes. However, any local attendance program cannot be inconsistent
with ELM 510. Additionally, any disciplinary action which results from a local
attendance policy must meet the just cause provisions of Article 16 of the
National Agreement.
Source: Step 4 Grievances H1N-5D-C 14783/14785, dated December 18, 1983.
Question: May local management implement a policy whereby employees are
disciplined for using sick leave in excess of a set percentage of their scheduled
work hours?
Answer: No. The parties agree that discipline for failure to maintain a
satisfactory attendance record or for excessive absenteeism must be determined
on a case-by-case basis in light of all the relevant evidence and circumstances.
Any rule setting a fixed amount or percentage of sick leave usage after which
discipline is automatically issued is inconsistent with the National Agreement and
applicable handbooks and manuals. Local management will issue no new rules
or policies regarding discipline for failure to maintain a satisfactory attendance
record or excessive absenteeism that are inconsistent with the National
Agreement and applicable handbooks and manuals.
Source: Step 4 Grievance A8-NA-0840, dated January 5, 1981, and Step 4
Grievance G06M-1G-D 11079627, dated January 16, 2013.
Sick leave accrual: Full- and part-time employees accrue sick leave as shown
in ELM, Section 513.21:
513.21 Accrual Chart

Employee Category

Time Accrued

a. Full-time
employees

4 hours for each full biweekly
pay period—i.e., 13 days (104
hours) per 26-period leave year.

b. Part-time
employees

1 hour for each unit of 20 hours
in pay status up to 104 hours
(13 days) per 26-period leave
year.

Sick leave is credited at the end of each pay period and can accumulate without
any limitation of yearly carryover amounts (ELM, Section 513.221).
Question: Do MHAs earn sick leave?
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Answer: No.
Sick leave use: Bargaining unit employees apply for sick leave, either in
advance or after returning to work, by submitting a PS Form 3971. When an
employee has an unexpected need for sick leave, he or she must notify the
appropriate supervisor as soon as possible of the illness or injury and the
expected duration of the absence. Upon returning to work, the employee must
submit a PS Form 3971 (ELM, Section 513.332).
Question: Can management require employees to complete PS Form 3971
prior to clocking in?
Answer: No. The parties have agreed that completion of PS Form 3971 “upon
returning to duty,” as stated in ELM Section 513.332, means while the employee
is on-the-clock.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H1C-3W-C 48121, dated September 3, 1985.
Sick leave is paid at the employee’s regular straight-time rate, and limited to
maximums of eight hours per day, 40 hours per week and 80 hours per pay
period (ELM, Section 513.421(b)). Full-time employees may request paid sick
leave on any scheduled workday of the employee’s basic workweek (ELM,
Section 513.411). Part-time employees receive sick leave in accordance with
ELM, Section 513.42, which provides:
513.42 Part-Time Employees
513.421 General
General provisions are as follows:
a. Absences due to illness are charged as sick leave on any day that an
hourly rate employee is scheduled to work except national holidays.
b. Except as provided in 513.82, paid sick leave may not exceed the
number of hours that the employee would have been scheduled to
work, up to:
(1) A maximum of 8 hours in any one day.
(2) 40 hours in any one week.
(3) 80 hours in any one pay period. If a dispute arises as to the
number of hours a part-time flexible employee would have been
scheduled to work, the schedule is considered to have been equal to
the average hours worked by other part-time flexible employees in the
same work location on the day in question.
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c. Limitations in 513.421b apply to paid sick leave only and not to a
combination of sick leave and workhours. However, part-time flexible
employees who have been credited with 40 hours or more of paid
service (work, leave, or a combination of work and leave) in a service
week are not granted sick leave during the remainder of that service
week. Absences, in such cases, are treated as nonduty time that is not
chargeable to paid leave of any kind. (Sick leave is not intended to be
used to supplement earnings of employees.)
Question: If a part-time flexible employee is scheduled to work and calls in sick,
may their day off be changed and no sick leave be paid?
Answer: No. If the part-time flexible employee is scheduled and calls in sick,
then sick leave is paid based on the number of hours the part-time flexible
employee would have worked. If the part-time flexible employee has already
been credited with 40 hours or more of paid service, then sick leave may not be
granted for the rest of the service week.
Source: ELM Chapter 5, Section 513.421.
ELM, Section 513.65 provides, “If an employee becomes ill while on annual leave
and the employee has a sick leave balance, the absence may be charged to sick
leave.” See also Section 10.6C.
Question: Can a disabled veteran be disciplined for using sick leave while
receiving treatment at a VA hospital?
Answer: The parties agree that Executive Order 5396, dated July 3, 1930,
applies to the Postal Service and that absences meeting the requirements of that
decree cannot be used as a basis for discipline. Granting of leave under the
Executive Order is contingent upon the veteran providing prior notice of the times
of absences that are required for medical treatment.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H4N-4F-C 11641, dated October 28, 1988.
Sick leave authorization: The conditions for authorization of sick leave are
outlined in Section 513.32 of the ELM. When a request for sick leave is
disapproved, the supervisor must check the block “Disapproved” and write the
reason(s) on the PS Form 3971, and note any alternative type of leave granted
(ELM, Section 513.342). If sick leave is disapproved and the absence is
nonetheless warranted, the supervisor may approve, at the employee’s option,
annual leave or LWOP (ELM, Section 513.63).
If the employee does not have sufficient sick leave to cover the absence, at the
option of the employee any difference may be charged to annual leave and/or
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LWOP (ELM, Section 513.61). Likewise, if the employee does not have any sick
or annual leave for an approved absence, the approved absence may be
charged to LWOP (ELM, Section 513.62). See also Section 10.6B.
Question: Must management pay an employee for all time spent to undergo a
fitness for duty exam at the employer’s request or can charging such time to an
employee’s annual leave constitute such payment?
Answer: Time spent by an employee waiting for and receiving such medical
attention at the direction of the employer constitutes hours worked. Therefore,
employees shall be carried in an official duty pay status for all such time involved.
Source: Step 4 Grievance A8-E-0477, dated January 30, 1980.
Medical certification: ELM, Sections 513.361 and 513.362 establish three
rules:
a. For absences of more than three days, i.e., three scheduled work days, an
employee must submit “medical documentation or other acceptable
evidence” in support of an application for sick leave; and
b. For absences of three days or less a supervisor may accept an
employee’s application for sick leave without requiring verification of the
employee’s illness (unless the employee has been placed in restricted sick
leave status, in which case verification is required for every absence
related to illness regardless of the number of days involved); however
c. For absences of three days or less a supervisor may require an employee
to submit documentation of the employee’s illness “when the supervisor
deems documentation desirable for the protection of the interests of the
Postal Service.”
A number of disputes have occurred when a supervisor required an employee,
who was not on restricted sick leave, to provide medical documentation for an
illness or injury of three days or less. It is understood that the supervisor’s
request for medical documentation cannot be arbitrary, capricious, or
unreasonable.
In a 2007 National-level Step 4 agreement, the parties addressed whether the
use of the “Deems Desirable Option” in the RMD/eRMS, violates the National
Agreement, Chapter 510 of the ELM and various Step 4 agreements. The
parties agreed as follows: “[I]f a supervisor determines that medical
documentation or other acceptable evidence of incapacitation is desirable for the
protection of the Postal Service it must be made on a case by case basis, must
be consistent with the provisions of ELM 513.361 and may not be arbitrary,
capricious or unreasonable.”
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Source: Step 4 Grievance A00M-1A-C 06143989, dated May 3, 2007.
A blanket management order requiring medical documentation or other
acceptable evidence of incapacity to work from all employees who call-in on a
particular day, regardless of individual circumstances, goes beyond the intent of
Part 513.361 of the Employee & Labor Relations Manual and should not be used.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H1C-1N-C-1301, dated April 19, 1982.
Question: Does a medical unit nurse have the authority to require an employee
to provide medical documentation prior to returning to work?
Answer: No, however a medical unit nurse may recommend to a supervisor that
he or she require an employee to submit medical documentation when such
documentation is deemed necessary to protect the interests of the Postal
Service.
Employees who are on extended periods of sick leave must submit at regular
intervals, but not more frequently than once every 30 days, satisfactory evidence
of their continued inability to perform their regular duties, unless “some
responsible supervisor has knowledge of the employee’s continuing situation”
(ELM, Section 513.363).
Question: Can medical documentation provided by a naturopath be presented
to substantiate a need for sick leave?
Answer: Yes. Acceptable medical documentation must be furnished by the
employee’s attending physician or other attending practitioner. A naturopath is
considered to be an attending practitioner.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H1N-5D-C 29943, dated June 18, 1985.
A licensed chiropractor performing within the scope of his/her practice is also
considered to be an attending practitioner.
Question: Do the requirements of ELM Section 513.364 mean that the medical
documentation itself must be generated by the doctor?
Answer: No. The ELM contains no prohibition against the submission of preprinted forms; however, it is understood that any medical documentation or other
acceptable evidence submitted must meet the requirements set forth in the ELM.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H4C-3A-C 15991, dated December 19, 1986.
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Question: Must the signature of the doctor or attending practitioner appear on
the medical certificate?
Answer: No. Rubber stamped and/or facsimile signatures are acceptable.
Additionally, an authorized staff member, including a nurse, may complete and
sign a document under instruction from the attending physician or practitioner.
These forms of documentation may be subject to verification on a case-by-case
basis.
Source: Step 4 Grievances H1C-3T-C 40742, dated May 2, 1985, and H1C-NAC 113, dated September 6, 1984.
Question: Must the medical documentation cover the entire period of the
absence?
Answer: The parties have agreed that normally the medical documentation
should cover the entire period. However, supervisors may accept proof other
than medical documentation if it supports approval of the sick leave application.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H1C-3W-C 22219, dated September 14, 1983.
Question: What information should be included in medical documentation?
Answer: The documentation should include an explanation of the nature of the
employee’s illness or injury sufficient to indicate that the employee was or will be
unable to perform his or her normal duties during the period of absence.
Normally, statements such as “under my care” or “received treatment” are not
acceptable evidence of incapacitation. Medical information that includes a
diagnosis and a medical prognosis is not necessary to approve leave. If medical
documentation containing a diagnosis and/or medical prognosis is received by a
supervisor, it must be forwarded to the health unit or office of the contract
medical provider and treated as a “restricted medical record” under Section 214.3
of Handbook EL-806.
Source: Memorandum from National Medical Director D.H. Reid III, dated June
22, 1995.
Question: How should management handle review of medical documentation
submitted by an employee returning to duty after an extended absence due to
illness?
Answer: To avoid undue delay in returning an employee to duty, the on-duty
medical officer, contract physician, or nurse should review and make a decision
based upon the presented medical documentation on the same day that it is
submitted. Normally, the employee will be returned to work on his/her next
workday provided that adequate medical documentation is submitted within
sufficient time for review. The reasonableness of the employer’s delay in
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returning such an employee to duty beyond his/her next workday is subject to the
grievance-arbitration procedure on a case-by-case basis.
Source: Step 4 Grievances H4C-4A-C 34162/34163, dated December 16, 1987.
The parties at the National Level signed a February 10, 2014 pre-arbitration
settlement stating as follows:
“The current ELM 865 language does not negate management’s obligation
under the MOU on Return to Duty when returning an employee to duty after
an absence for medical reasons.
“The reasonableness of the Service in delaying an employee’s return
beyond his/her next scheduled tour of duty or the date stated in the
medical documentation shall be a proper subject for the grievance
procedure on a case-by-case basis.”
Source: Pre-arbitration Settlement Q00M-6Q-C 05099748 and Q06M-6Q-C
11100872, dated February 10, 2014.
Question: Is it mandatory for an employee to provide FMLA documentation
within 15 days of the receipt of the request?
Answer: Yes, unless it is not practicable under the particular facts and
circumstances.
Question: In order to qualify as a serious health condition, under the
provisions of ELM 515.2.i.(2)(a), does the employee have to have treatment
two or more times by a health care provider within 30 days of the first day
of incapacity?
Answer: Yes, unless extenuating circumstances prevent the employee
from a follow-up visit occurring within 30 days of the first day of incapacity.
At the same time, other provisions of ELM 515.2(i) include other means to
show a serious health condition.
Question: Are employees always required to submit complete and
sufficient medical certification to establish a serious health condition as
defined under the FMLA?
Answer: Yes, but this responsibility is not triggered until the employee
receives a request for certification from the Postal Service.
Source: Pre-arbitration Settlement Q00M-6Q-C 05099748 and Q06M-6Q-C
11100872, dated February 10, 2014.
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Restricted Sick Leave: Management may place an employee in “restricted sick
leave” status, requiring medical documentation to support every application for
sick leave, if: (a) management has “evidence indicating that an employee is
abusing sick leave privileges”; or (b) if management reviews the employee’s sick
leave usage on an individual basis, first discusses the matter with the employee,
and otherwise follows the requirements of ELM, Section 513.39.
Question: May management create a list of employees who are required to
provide medical documentation for all unscheduled absences in lieu of utilizing
the restricted sick leave procedures found in ELM, Section 513.39?
Answer: No. A “call-in” list of employees that are automatically required to
provide medical documentation for all unscheduled absences, even though the
employees are not on restricted sick leave, should be abolished.
Source: Pre-arbitration Settlement H1C-3D-C 37622, dated June 3, 1985.
Advance Sick Leave: Up to 30 days (240 hours) of sick leave may be
advanced to an employee with a serious disability or ailment if there is reason to
believe the employee will return to duty (ELM, Section 513.511). The USPS
installation head has authority to approve such requests. An employee need not
use up all annual leave before receiving advance sick leave.
Sick Leave for Dependent Care: This Memorandum of Understanding enables
a bargaining unit employee to use earned sick leave for a new purpose: caring for
an ailing family member.
An employee's right to Sick Leave for Dependent Care is separate and different
from the right to leave under the Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993. Sick
Leave for Dependent Care is a benefit established by the Memorandum of
Understanding; FMLA is a federal law affecting almost all employers and
employees in this nation. Still, while there are important differences, there are
certain similarities. For instance, the definitions of son, daughter, spouse and
parent used for Sick Leave for Dependent Care are the same as the FMLA
definitions. An employee may take time off to care for the same person under
both Sick Leave for Dependent Care and FMLA.
Minimum Charge for Leave: The one hundredth of an hour minimum leave
usage amount means, for example, that an employee who obtains advance
approval for two (2) to three (3) hours of sick leave for a doctor’s appointment
and who returns to work and clocks in after two (2) hours and 37 minutes, will be
charged only for the amount of sick leave actually used, rounded to the
hundredth of an hour.
Leave Without Pay: An employee may request unpaid time off - leave without
pay (LWOP) -- by submitting a PS Form 3971. If the request for LWOP is for
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more than 30 days, the application must contain a written statement giving the
reason for the requested LWOP absence (ELM, Section 514.51).
As a general rule, management may grant LWOP as a matter of administrative
discretion. There are certain exceptions concerning disabled veterans, military
reservists, members of the National Guard, and employees who request and are
entitled to time off under the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA), as outlined
in ELM, Section 515, Absence for Family Care or Serious Health Condition of
Employee. See ELM, Section 514.22 for more information.
An employee may use LWOP in lieu of sick or annual when the employee
requests and is entitled to time off under ELM 515 or the FMLA.
Source: Pre-arbitration Settlement C90C-4Q-C 95048663, dated April 20, 1999.
The Memorandum of Understanding Re: LWOP in Lieu of SL/AL, reprinted at the
end of this article, establishes that an employee need not exhaust annual leave
and/or sick leave before requesting leave without pay. See ELM, Exhibit
514.4(d).
Question: Can an employee’s use of LWOP impact their ability to earn annual
and/or sick leave?
Answer: Yes. Employees who are on LWOP for a period, or periods, totaling 80
hours (the normal number of workhours in one pay period) during a leave year
have their leave credits reduced by the amount of leave earned in one pay
period. There is an exception for employees in leave category 6 who are not on
LWOP for the entire year and whose accumulated LWOP reaches 80 hours in
the last pay period in the leave year; these employees have their leave balance
reduced by only six hours, even if they earn 10 hours during that pay period.
Source: ELM Chapter 5, Section 514.24.
Military Leave: ELM Section 517 contains provisions regarding authorized
absence from duty granted to eligible employees who are members of the
National Guard or Reservists of the armed forces.
Question: Are only full-time employees eligible for military leave?
Answer: No. Full-time career employees are granted up to 15 days of military
leave per fiscal year and part-time employees are granted one (1) hour of military
leave for each 26 hours in a pay status in the preceding fiscal year.
Source: ELM Chapter 5, Section 517.41.
Question: Are MHAs eligible for military leave?
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Answer: No. MHAs are permitted to be absent but are not eligible for paid
military leave.
Source: ELM Chapter 5, Section 517.22.
Question: Can full-time employees take more than 15 days of military leave
within a particular fiscal year?
Answer: Yes. Employees are allowed, if they have official orders for training or
responsibilities beyond the 15 days, to take annual leave or LWOP at their
discretion for the amount of time necessary.
Source: ELM Chapter 5, Section 517.61.
Administrative Leave: Administrative Leave is governed by the provisions of
Section 519 of the ELM. It is defined as absence from duty authorized by
appropriate postal officials without charge to annual or sick leave and without
loss of pay. The ELM authorizes administrative leave under certain
circumstances for various reasons such as civil disorders, state and local civil
defense programs, voting or registering to vote, blood donations, attending
funeral services for certain veterans, relocation, examination or treatment for onthe-job illness or injury and absence from duty due to “Acts of God.”
Question: Are MHAs eligible for Blood Donor Leave?
Answer: No.
National Arbitrator Parkinson has ruled that “employees placed on administrative
leave shall be paid night differential if they would have otherwise been
eligible/entitled to such differential had they not been placed on administrative
leave.”
Source: National Arbitration Award J90M-1J-C 95047374, Arbitrator P.
Parkinson, dated December 8, 2000.
Question: What is an “Act of God?”
Answer: “Acts of God” involve community disasters such as fire, flood, or
storms. The disaster situation must be general rather than personal in scope and
impact and must prevent groups of employees from working or reporting for
work.
Source: ELM Chapter 5, Section 519.211.
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Question: How much administrative leave does an employee receive if released
from work before the normal completion of his/her tour of duty as a result of an
“Act of God?”
Answer: Full-time and part-time regular employees are credited for the hours
worked, plus enough administrative leave to complete their scheduled hours of
duty. The total cannot exceed eight hours in any one service day.
Part-time flexible employees are credited for the hours worked, plus enough
administrative leave to complete their scheduled work hours. The total cannot
exceed eight hours in any one service day. If there is a question as the
scheduled work hours, the part-time flexible is entitled to the greater of: the
number of hours worked on the same service day in the previous service week;
the number of hours scheduled to work; or the number of hours guaranteed
under the National Agreement.
Source: ELM Chapter 5, Section 519.214.
Continuation of Pay: Under the provisions of the Postal Reorganization Act, 39
U.S.C. §1005(c), all employees of the Postal Service are covered by the Federal
Employees’ Compensation Act (FECA), 5 U.S.C. §§ 8101 et seq.
Court Leave: The following is a reprint of the definition of Court Leave
contained in the ELM, Section 516.121:
Court leave is the authorized absence from work status (without loss of or
reduction in pay, leave to which otherwise entitled, credit for time or service,
or performance rating) of an employee who is summoned in connection with a
judicial proceeding, by a court or authority responsible for the conduct of that
proceeding, to serve as a juror, as a witness in a nonofficial capacity on
behalf of a state or local government, or as a witness in a nonofficial capacity
on behalf of a private party in a judicial proceeding to which the Postal
Service is a party or the real party in interest. The court or judicial proceeding
may be located in the District of Columbia, a state, territory, or possession of
the United States, including the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, or the Trust
Territory of the Pacific Islands.
Before deciding whether an employee is entitled to court leave, management
must first determine whether the employee will be in official duty status. Under
ELM, Section 516.11, employees are on official duty status, and not on court
leave, when serving as a witness on behalf of the United States or District of
Columbia governments in an official or nonofficial capacity or when serving as a
witness in their official capacity on behalf of a state or local government or a
private party.
Source: ELM Chapter 5, Sections 516.11 and 516.51.
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Question: Is an employee performing official duty when subpoenaed by the
National Labor Relations Board to testify as a witness in any capacity?
Answer: Such an employee is performing official duty during the period in which
they are summoned to testify or produce official records on behalf of the National
Labor Relations Board, which is an agency of the United States. This position
applies regardless of whether the testimony is favorable to, adverse to, or
unrelated to the Postal Service.
Source: Step 4 Grievance A8-W-0046, dated August 28, 1979.
National Arbitrator Gamser, in a case decided in October, 1980, found that the
parties in Philadelphia had agreed that the language in the ELM permitted
employees to change their days off so as to have their temporary work schedule
coincide with their days in court and their non-scheduled days coincide with the
days in the week on which they were not required to be in court. He further ruled
that management did not have the right to make any unilateral change in the
consistent past practice given evidence of the accepted interpretation of those
provisions of the ELM without following the procedure outlined in the second
paragraph of Article 19 in order to effectuate such a change.
Source: National Arbitration Award N8-E 0088, Arbitrator H. Gamser, dated
October 3, 1980.
The following cases were settled in pre-arbitration citing Arbitrator Gamser’s
award in N8-E 0088:
A8-N-0383/N8C-1J-C 3922 decision dated October 30, 1981.
H8C-4F-C 24183 decision dated October 30, 1981.
A8-W-0641/W8C-5F-C 8400 decision dated November 10, 1981.
A8W-0300/W8C-5F-C 4670 decision dated November 10, 1981.
The question in these grievances was whether or not management violated
Article 10 of the National Agreement by not allowing an employee to voluntarily
change his work schedule to coincide with the days the employee was required
to be in court under the circumstances that would make him eligible for court
leave.
The parties mutually agreed, in accord with Arbitrator Gamser’s decision , that
where it is established in an appropriate proceeding that management of an
installation has consistently interpreted the provisions of the ELM and the related
provisions of any earlier manual, regulation, or the Federal Personnel Manual, to
allow employees to change their work days, as well as their work hours, to
coincide with the court circumstances above, management must continue such
practice or revert to such practice until and unless a change in the provisions of
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the ELM is made pursuant to the procedure in Article 19 of the National
Agreement.
Question: Are part-time flexible employees entitled to court leave?
Answer: Yes, under the conditions defined in the Memorandum of
Understanding Re. Part-time Flexible Court Leave, reprinted hereunder.
Question: Are MHAs entitled to court leave?
Answer: No. MHAs are not entitled to court leave and must use either
annual leave or LWOP to cover the period of absence from postal duties for
court service.
Source: ELM Chapter 5, Section 516.22
For many years, the NPMHU and the Postal Service have had ongoing
discussions about the application of changing regulations issued by the
U.S. Department of Labor under the Family and Medical Leave Act.
Regulations issued on February 25, 2015 and reprinted at 80 Fed. Reg.
9,989 (Feb. 25, 2015) revised the definition of “spouse” to include all legally
married spouses as recognized under State law for purposes of marriage in
the State where the marriage was entered into or, in the case of a marriage
entered into outside of any State, if the marriage is valid in the place where
entered into and could have been entered into in at least one State. This
regulation therefore expands the availability of FMLA leave to legally
married same-sex spouses regardless of the State in which they reside.
In addition, new FMLA leave entitlements for military families were included
in the National Defense Authorization Acts for Fiscal Years 2008 and 2010,
which created two new categories of leave: qualifying exigency leave and
military caregiver leave. Employees are entitled to up to 26 weeks of leave
in a single 12-month period to care for covered service members who
suffer a serious injury or illness in the line of duty while on active duty.
Employees are also entitled to 12 weeks of FMLA leave for a qualifying
exigency arising out of the fact that a military member is on covered active
duty or is called to covered active duty status. The final regulations
implementing these two statutes can be found at 73 Fed. Reg. 67,934 (Nov.
17, 2008) and 78 Fed. Reg. 8,834 (Feb. 6, 2013). The Postal Service’s policy
concerning FMLA, including military caregiver and qualifying exigency
leave, may also be found in ELM § 515.
Leave under the Family and Medical Leave Act: The Family and Medical
Leave Act of 1993 (FMLA) is a law that entitles eligible employees to an
accumulative total of up to 12 workweeks of job-protected absence within a
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Postal Service leave year (or 26 workweeks in a single 12-month period for
military caregiver leave) for one or more of the following:
•

The birth of the employee's child and to care for that child during the first year
after birth. Circumstances may require that FMLA leave begin before the
actual date of birth of a child, i.e., for prenatal care or if the mother's condition
prevents her from performing the functions of her position.

•

The placement of a child with the employee for adoption or foster care. The
employee may be entitled to FMLA leave before the actual placement or
adoption of a child when, for example, the employee is required to attend
counseling sessions, appear in court, or consult with attorneys or doctors
representing the birth parent prior to placement. FMLA coverage expires one
year after the date of the placement.

•

To care for the employee's spouse, son, daughter, or parent with a serious
health condition. This requires medical certification that an employee is
"needed to care for" a family member and encompasses both physical and
psychological care.

•

Because of a serious health condition that makes the employee unable to
perform the functions of the employee's job. An employee is "unable to
perform the functions of the position" when the health care provider finds that
the employee is unable to work at all or is unable to perform any one of the
essential functions of the employee's position.

•

To care for covered service members who suffer a serious injury or
illness in the line of duty while on active duty, as defined in the FMLA
regulations and ELM § 515.

•

For a qualifying exigency arising out of the fact that a military member
is on covered active duty or is called to covered active duty status, as
defined in the FMLA regulations and ELM § 515.

For the purposes of the FMLA, the following definitions apply:
A parent is defined as a biological parent or an individual who stands in
loco parentis. Someone may stand in loco parentis if he or she acts as
a parent toward a son or daughter, with day to day responsibilities to care
for or financially support a child, or a person who had such responsibility
for the employee when the employee was a child.
A spouse is defined as all legally married spouses as recognized
under State law for purposes of marriage in the State where the
marriage was entered into or, in the cases of a marriage entered into
outside of any State, if the marriage is valid in the place where
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entered into and could have been entered into in at least one State,
including same-sex or common law marriage in States where it is
recognized.
The Postal Service will recognize same-sex spouses who have
legally married in a jurisdiction that permitted same-sex marriages,
regardless of where they currently live or work, for purposes of
family member definitions under Postal Service relocation and leave
programs.
Source: Letter from Manager, Policy and Programs, Alan S Moore
dated July 10, 2013.
A son or daughter is defined as biological, adopted, foster, in loco
parentis (defined above under definition of parent), legal ward or step child
under the age of 18; or a child 18 or over who has a disability as defined
under the Americans with Disabilities Act or Rehabilitation Act and the
disability makes the person incapable of self-care, regardless of when
the disability commenced.
Disability under the Americans with Disabilities Act or Rehabilitation Act
is defined as an impairment which substantially limits a major life activity.
A major life activity does not include things like cooking or cleaning, but
instead, the more fundamental and basic activities central to a person’s
life: e.g., seeing, breathing, hearing, eating, walking, standing, speaking
and learning. The operation of a major bodily function is also
considered a major life activity, for example, the operation of one’s
immune, circulatory, reproductive, digestive, bowel, brain,
neurological and/or respiratory system. An individual must be (or
have been) substantially limited in performing a major life activity as
compared to most people in the general population in order to have a
disability. Determining whether an impairment “substantially limits”
an individual from performing a major life activity requires an
individualized assessment comparing the person’s ability to perform
a major life activity as compared to most other people in the general
population. This includes consideration of the nature and severity of the
impairment, its duration, and permanent or long term impact of the
impairment. An impairment with only minor or moderate effects will
not constitute a disability. However, the effects of an impairment
expected to last six months or less can still be substantially limiting
if sufficiently severe. Furthermore, conditions which are episodic or
in remission are disabilities if they would substantially limit a major
life activity.
“Incapable of self-care” is the need for assistance or supervision to
provide daily care in 3 or more “activities of daily living”: grooming,
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bathing, eating, hygiene, cooking, cleaning, paying bills, using a phone or
post office, and shopping.
There is no “laundry list” of serious health conditions. Other than pregnancy, the
circumstances determine whether a condition is serious, not the diagnosis.
Therefore, every request for FMLA leave must be considered on a case-by-case
basis, applying the definitions of a serious health condition, as defined by the
statute and regulations, to the information provided by the employee and the
employee’s health care provider. Management has the right to ask employees
about the circumstances of their condition in order to determine whether
absences may be protected under the FMLA and/or whether absences are for a
condition which requires the ELM’s return to work procedures.
Qualifying exigency leave. The Postal Service must grant an eligible
employee up to 12 workweeks of FMLA leave during the 12-month FMLA
leave period for qualifying exigencies that arise out of the fact that the
employee's spouse, son, daughter, or parent, who is a member of the
Regular Armed Forces, National Guard, Reserves, or a retired member
of the Regular Armed Forces or Reserves, is under a call or order to
covered active duty (or notification of an impending call or order to
covered active duty) during the deployment of the member with the
Armed Forces to a foreign country. For those military members in the
National Guard or Reserves, the call to active duty must also be in
support of a contingency operation.
For purposes of qualifying exigency leave, the 12-month period is the
postal leave year that the Postal Service has established for the other
categories of FMLA leave. Qualifying exigencies that may arise out of
the covered military member's covered active duty or call to covered
active duty include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Short Notice Deployment
Post-deployment activities
Military event or related activity
Counseling
Childcare and school activity
Rest and recuperation
Financial or legal arrangements
Parental care
Additional activities arising from the call to duty (provided
the employer and employee agree that the leave qualifies
as an exigency and agree on the timing and duration of the
leave).
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Military caregiver leave. The Postal Service must grant an eligible
employee who is a spouse, son, daughter, parent, or next of kin of a
covered service member or covered veteran with a serious injury or
illness up to a total of 26 workweeks of leave during a single 12-month
period to care for the covered service member or covered veteran.
While the 12-month period for every other category of FMLA leave
coincides with the postal leave year, the 12-month period for military
caregiver leave begins on the date that the eligible employee first takes
military caregiver leave.
A "covered service member" is a current member of the Armed Forces,
including a member of the National Guard or Reserves, who is receiving
medical treatment, recuperation, or therapy, or is in outpatient status, or
is on the temporary disability retired list for a serious injury or illness. A
"serious injury or illness" is one incurred by a service member in the
line of duty while on active duty that may cause the service member to
be medically unfit to perform the duties of his or her office, grade, rank,
or rating. A serious injury or illness also includes injuries or illnesses
that existed before the service member's active duty that were
aggravated by service in the line of duty on active duty.
A "covered veteran" is a veteran who is undergoing medical treatment,
recuperation, or therapy for a serious injury or illness and:
• served in the Armed Forces (including a member of
the National Guard or Reserves);
• was discharged or released under conditions other than
dishonorable;
• was discharged within the five-year period before the eligible
employee first takes FMLA military caregiver leave to care
for him or her.

For covered veterans, a "serious injury or illness" is an injury or illness
that was incurred by the covered veteran in the line of duty on active duty
in the Armed Forces or one that existed before the veteran's active duty
and was aggravated by service in the line of duty on active duty, and that
is:
I. a continuation of a serious injury or illness that was incurred
or aggravated when the veteran was a member of the Armed
Forces and rendered the service member unable to perform
the duties of the service member's office, grade, rank, or
rating; or
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2. a physical or mental condition for which the veteran has
received a U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs ServiceRelated Disability Rating (VASRD) of 50 percent or greater,
and the rating is based at least in part on the condition for
which caregiver leave is needed; or
3. a physical or mental condition that substantially impairs
the veteran's ability to work due to the condition, or would
do so absent treatment; or
4. an injury that is the basis for the veteran's enrollment in
the Department of Veterans Affairs Program of
Comprehensive Assistance for Family Caregivers.

Any one of these definitions meets the FMLA's definition of a serious
injury or illness for a covered veteran regardless of whether the injury or
illness manifested before or after the individual became a veteran.
The FMLA has created several separate definitions of family members
for both categories of military family leave.
Son or daughter, for the purposes of qualifying exigency leave, means
the employee's biological, adopted, foster child, stepchild, legal ward,
or a child for whom the employee stood in loco parentis, who is on
covered active duty or call to covered active duty status, and who is of
any age.
Son or daughter of a covered service member, for purposes of military
caregiver leave, is the service member's biological, adopted or foster
child, stepchild, legal ward, or a child for whom the service member
stood in loco parentis, and who is of any age.
'
Parent of a covered service member, for purposes of military caregiver is
a covered service member's biological, adoptive, step or foster parent,
or any other individual who stood in loco parentis to the covered service
member.
Next of kin of a covered service member, for purposes of military
caregiver leave is the nearest blood relative, other than the covered
service member's spouse, parent, son, or daughter, in the following
order of priority: Blood relatives who have been granted legal custody
of the covered service member by court decree or statutory provisions,
brothers and sisters, grandparents, aunts and uncles, and first cousins,
unless the covered service member has specifically designated in
writing another blood relative as his/her nearest blood relative for
purposes of military caregiver leave under FMLA.
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Eligibility Requirements: Any career or non-career employees who meet
the eligibility requirements may take FMLA leave if they meet the eligibility
requirements at the time the leave starts; that is, the employee must have
been employed by the Postal Service for at least 12 months (this time does not
have to be consecutive, but generally must have been worked within the past
seven years) and the employee must have completed at least 1,250 work hours
during the 12-month period immediately preceding the date the leave starts.
The 1,250 work hours includes overtime, but excludes any paid or unpaid
absence, except for absences due to military service. LWOP, including union
LWOP, does not count toward the 1,250 work hour eligibility requirement.
However, authorized steward time on the clock, during the course of the
employee’s regular schedule, is credited toward the required 1,250 hours for
FMLA eligibility. Union LWOP does not count toward the 1,250 workhour
eligibility requirement.
Source: Letter, A.J. Vegliante, Manager, Contract Administration, dated
December 12, 1995.
Question: Are MHAs eligible for FMLA protected leave?
Answer: Yes, MHAs who meet eligibility requirements – employment with
the USPS for an accumulated total of 12 months over the past 7 years
(including any prior career or non-career service) and have worked a
minimum of 1,250 hours (including any prior career and non-career service)
during the 12 month period immediately preceding the date the leave
begins – are eligible for FMLA protected leave.
Military Service. The Postal Service will credit any period of military service as
follows:
•

Each month served performing military service counts as a month actively
employed by the employer for the purpose of determining the 12 months
of employment requirement.

•

The hours that would have been worked for the employer, based on the
employee’s work schedule prior to the military service, are added to any
hours actually worked during the previous 12-month period to determine if
the employee meets the 1,250 work hour requirement. The hours the
employee would have worked will be calculated in the same manner as
back pay calculation, found in Section 436 of the Employee and Labor
Relations Manual (ELM).

Calculating the 1,250 work hour eligibility - per condition, per leave year.
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The employer defines the FMLA leave year. In the Postal Service, FMLA leave
is calculated on the basis of the postal leave year.
The 1,250 work hour eligibility test is applied only once, at the beginning of a
series of intermittent absences, if all absences are for the same FMLA-qualifying
condition during the same 12-month leave year. The employee remains eligible
throughout that leave year even if subsequent absences bring the employee
below the 1,250 work hour requirement.
If an employee has a different FMLA qualifying condition during the leave year,
the employee must meet the 1,250 work hour eligibility test at the
commencement of the leave for the second condition. If the employee does so,
he/she is eligible for FMLA protection of absences for both conditions for the
remainder of the leave year, or until the 12-week entitlement has been exhausted
(or 26-week entitlement in the case of military caregiver leave).
However, if the employee is unable to meet the 1,250 work hour requirement for
the second condition in the leave year, the employee is NOT entitled to FMLA
protection for the second condition, but remains entitled to FMLA protection for
the first condition for the remainder of the leave year or until the 12-week
entitlement has been exhausted. Therefore, it is possible for this employee to be
eligible for FMLA protection of one qualifying condition, but not for the second
and different qualifying condition.
The 1,250 work hour eligibility requirement must be re-calculated at the
commencement of each subsequent and separate qualifying condition for which
the employee needs leave, in order to determine eligibility for each condition in
each leave year.
Source: Step 4 Grievance C98M-1C-C 99211556, dated October 2, 2001;
Memorandum from D.A. Tulino, Manager, Labor Relations Policies and
Programs, dated November 14, 2000.
The 1,250 work hour eligibility requirement is re-calculated upon the first absence
in the new leave year, related to the FMLA certified condition. However, this
does not necessarily mean that the employee is required to re-certify the
condition. The certification from the previous leave year remains valid for the
duration indicated by the health care provider, unless management requires a
new leave year certification in accordance with the provisions of the statute or
regulations.
Question: Are employees automatically required to provide certification for their
serious health conditions every year?
Answer: No. Employees are not automatically required to provide
certification every leave year for a serious health condition. However, if an
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employee’s need for leave due to the employee’s own serious health
condition, or the serious health condition of the employee’s covered family
member, lasts beyond a single leave year, then the Postal Service may
require the employee to provide a new medical certification in conjunction
with an absence in the new leave year. Such new medical certifications are
subject to the provisions for authentication and clarification set forth in 29
CFR Section 825.307, including second and third opinions.

Question: Are LWOP hours converted to paid hours as a result of a grievance
settlement or arbitration decision returning an employee to duty counted towards
the 1,250 hours eligibility criteria for the FMLA?
Answer: Yes. When an employee is awarded back pay accompanied by
equitable remedies (i.e., full back pay with seniority and benefits, or a “make
whole” remedy), the hours the employee would have worked if not for the action
that resulted in the back pay period are counted as work hours for the 1,250 work
hour eligibility requirement under the FMLA.
Source: Step 4 Grievance I98M-1I-C 00089905, dated August 15, 2002.
Employee Rights: The Postal Service leave year begins with the first full pay
period in a calendar year and ends with the start of the next leave year. Up to 12
workweeks of annual leave, sick leave, LWOP, or a combination of these,
depending on the situation, may be used for FMLA-covered conditions. Eligible
employees who take FMLA protected leave for a covered service member
who has incurred a serious injury or illness are entitled to 26 workweeks of
annual leave, sick leave, LWOP or a combination of these, depending on
the situation. An employee may use LWOP in lieu of sick or annual leave when
an employee requests and is entitled to time off under ELM 515, Absences for
Family Care or Serious Health Problem of Employee (policies to comply with the
Family and Medical Leave Act). The leave may be taken in a single block of
time, in separate blocks, or intermittently depending on the condition and the
medical necessity for the leave. The FMLA requires employees to make a
reasonable effort to schedule foreseeable intermittent or reduced leave in a way
that will not unduly disrupt workplace operations. Employees are ordinarily
expected to consult with their employers prior to the scheduling of
treatment in order to work out a treatment schedule which best suits the
needs of both the employer and the employee.
The right to take leave under FMLA applies equally to male and female
employees. For example, a father, as well as a mother, may take FMLA for the
placement for adoption or foster care, or to care for a child during the 12 months
following the date of birth or placement.
On return from an FMLA absence, an employee is entitled to be returned to the
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same position the employee held when leave commenced, or to an equivalent
position with equivalent benefits, pay, and other terms and conditions of
employment.
Employer Responsibilities. The employer is prohibited from interfering with,
restraining, or denying the exercise of any rights provided by the Act. Employers
cannot use the taking of FMLA leave as a negative factor in employment actions,
such as hiring, promotions, or disciplinary actions. Likewise, FMLA-covered
absences may not be used towards any disciplinary actions. Employees cannot
waive, nor may employers induce employees to waive, their rights under FMLA.
Employers must post and keep posted Wage and Hour Publication 1420, Your
Rights under the Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993. The employer is also
required to notify the employee within 5 business days of learning of the
employee’s need for leave, whether the employee is eligible for FMLA leave
and whether the absence is designated as FMLA leave, the type of leave
charged (annual, sick, LWOP), and/or any additional documentation the
employee needs to furnish. In the Postal Service, this notification requirement is
met by providing the employee a copy of the PS Form 3971.
Under the federal statute and regulations, an employee may request or the
employer may require the substitution of paid leave for the 12 or 26 workweeks
(12 or 26 times the employee’s normal scheduled hours per week, up to 40
hours) of unpaid absence per year in accordance with normal leave policies and
bargaining unit agreements. However, under Postal Service policy, an employee
may use LWOP for an FMLA-covered absence.
Employee Responsibilities. The following are the employee’s responsibilities
when a request for FMLA leave is submitted:
•

When the need for leave is foreseeable (e.g., pregnancy) notify
management of the need for leave and provide appropriate supporting
documentation at least 30 days before the absence is to begin. If the
need for leave is foreseeable but the employee does not learn of the
need for leave 30 days beforehand, notify management as soon as
practicable, generally the same day the employee learns of the need
for leave or the next business day.

•

When the need for leave is not foreseeable, an employee must comply
with the employer’s usual and customary notice and procedural
requirements for requesting leave, absent unusual circumstances.
Employees should notify management as soon as practicable. Leave
requests should be submitted via PS Form 3971, Request for or
Notification of Absence.
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•

Provide the documentation required for FMLA-covered absences within a
reasonable period of time; i.e., 15 days from the time the employer
requests documentation.

•

For medical emergencies, the employee or his spokesperson may give
oral notice of the need for leave, or notice may be given by phone,
telegraph, fax, or other means.

Question: Is it mandatory for an employee to provide FMLA documentation
within 15 days of the receipt of the request?
Answer: Yes, unless it is not practicable under the particular facts and
circumstances.
Source: Attachment to Pre-arbitration Settlement Q00M-6Q-C 05099748
and Q06M-6Q-C 11100872, dated February 10, 2014.
Although an employee is only required by FMLA to give oral notice of the need
for leave, FMLA allows the Postal Service to require employees to comply with its
usual and customary notice requirements for leave, i.e., PS Form 3971, Request
for or Notification of Absence. However, if an employee fails to give written
notice, the Postal Service may not deny or delay leave if an employee gives
timely verbal or other notice, but may take appropriate disciplinary action if the
employee refuses to complete a PS Form 3971, Request for or Notification
of Absence, upon his or her return.
In answer to whether management can require “supporting documentation” for an
absence of three days or less in order for an employee’s absence to be protected
under the FMLA, the parties agreed that:
The Postal Service may require an employee’s leave to be supported by
an FMLA medical certification, unless waived by management, in order for
the absence to be protected. When an employee uses leave due to a
condition already supported by an FMLA certification, the employee is not
required to provide another certification in order for the absence to be
FMLA protected.
We further agree that the documentation requirements for leave for an
absence of three days or less are found in Section 513.361 of the
Employee and Labor Relations Manual which states in pertinent part that:
For periods of absence of 3 days or less, supervisors may accept
the employee’s statement explaining the absence. Medical
documentation or other acceptable evidence of incapacity for work
or need to care for a family member is required only when the
employee is on restricted sick leave (see 513.39) or when the
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supervisor deems documentation desirable for the protection of the
interests of the Postal Service.
Source: Pre-arbitration Settlement Q98N-4Q-C 01090839, dated February 19,
2003.
Return to work after an FMLA absence: The current USPS policy is set forth
in ELM Section 865.
Ordinarily, an employee may submit a simple statement from his or her
health care provider substantiating the employee’s ability to return to work.
However, where the employee has been on FMLA leave due to his or her
own medical condition, the USPS may require the employee to submit a
detailed medical clearance where management has a reasonable belief,
based on reliable and objective evidence, that the employee may not be
able to perform the essential functions of his/her position, or the employee
may pose a direct threat to the health or safety of him/herself or others due
to that medical condition. The reasonableness of the Service in delaying
an employee’s return beyond his/her scheduled tour of duty or the date
stated in the medical documentation shall be a proper subject for the
grievance procedure on a case-by-case basis.
In making the decision whether to require documentation in order to clear
the employee’s return to work, management must consider the essential
functions of the employee's job, the nature of the medical condition or
procedure involved, and any other reliable and objective information in
order to make an individualized assessment whether there is a reason to
require the return-to-work documentation.
When management is considering requesting return-to-work
documentation, management should also seek guidance from the
occupational health nurse administrator, occupational health nurse, and/or
Postal Service physician regarding the return-to-work decision. After
consideration of the medical information, the employee’s working
conditions, and any other pertinent information, management is to make
the decision to clear the employee’s return. Medical personnel consult
with management but do not have authority to clear the employee to return
to duty.
In cases of occupational illness or injury, the employee will be returned to
work upon certification from the treating physician, and the medical report
will be reviewed by a Postal Service physician as soon as possible
thereafter.
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Sources: ELM Section 865.1; MOU Re Return to Duty; Pre-arbitration
Settlement Q00M-6Q-C 05099748 and Q06M-6Q-C 11100872, dated February
10, 2014.
FMLA Designation. When an employee requests leave, the employee may,
but need not, ask for the absence to be covered by FMLA. Rather, it is the
supervisor’s responsibility to recognize when leave may qualify as leave
protected by the FMLA. In those cases, the manager or supervisor should
designate the leave as FMLA pending. The employee will receive further
information from the Postal Service Human Resources Shared Services
Center (HRSSC) concerning his or her eligibility, rights and
responsibilities; whether additional documentation is required in order to
designate the leave as FMLA; and whether the absence is covered under
the FMLA.
The above is a simplified overview of the FMLA and there is no intent to change
any Department of Labor rules or regulations or Postal Service policies.
Question: Are the provisions of ELM Section 515 enforceable through the
grievance-arbitration procedure?
Answer: Yes.
Source: Pre-arbitration Settlement F90N-4F-D 95043198, dated February 26,
1997.
Question: Should managers retain records containing medical records including
a prognosis or diagnosis that might be generated under the procedures under the
FMLA?
Answer: Management may maintain WH 380 or other certifications from health
care providers that do not contain restricted medical information. Documents
containing diagnosis or prognosis must be returned to the employee, destroyed,
or, in accordance with the notice in the June, 2000 Federal Register, maintained
separately in a locked file cabinet by the FMLA coordinator in accordance with
the Postal Service’s Privacy Act System of Records, USPS 170.020.
Source: Letters from A.J. Vegliante, Manager, Contract Administration
(APWU/NPMHU), dated September 12, 1996 and D.A.Tulino, Manager, Labor
Relations Policies and Programs, dated June 6, 2000.
Question: What forms should be used to request or support FMLA leave?
Answer: Documentation to substantiate leave under the FMLA is
acceptable in any format including a form created by the union, as long as
it provides the information as required by the FMLA.
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Source: National Arbitration Award Q06C-4Q-C 11001666 & Q06C-4Q-C
11008239, Arbitrator S. Das, dated April 18, 2012.
A series of jointly-agreed to questions and answers interpreting the Family and
Medical Leave Act can be found at the end of this article.
RMD/eRMS: In a Pre-arbitration settlement concerning the issue of whether the
Resource Management Database (RMD) or its web-based counterpart, the
enterprise Resource Management System (eRMS), violates the National
Agreement, the parties agreed as follows:
The eRMS will be the web-based version of RMD, located on the Postal
Service intranet. The eRMS will have the same functional characteristics
as RMD.
The RMD/eRMS is a computer program. It does not constitute a new rule,
regulation or policy, nor does it change or modify existing leave and
attendance rules and regulations. Local policies, developed pursuant to
these programs, shall not be implemented if they are in conflict with the
National Agreement or with applicable manuals and handbooks.
When requested in accordance with Articles 17.3 and 31.3, relevant
RMD/eRMS records will be provided to the Union representative.
The RMD/eRMS was developed to automate leave management, provide
a centralized database for leave related data and ensure compliance with
various leave rules and regulations, including the FMLA, Sick Leave for
Dependent Care Memorandum of Understanding and the Americans with
Disabilities Act. The RMD/eRMS records may be used by both parties to
support/dispute contentions raised in attendance-related actions.
When requested, the locally set business rule, which triggers a
supervisor’s review of an employee’s leave record, will be shared with the
NPMHU Local President or his/her designee.
It remains management’s responsibility to consider only those elements of
past record in disciplinary actions that comply with Article 16.10 of the
National Agreement. The RMD/eRMS may track all current discipline;
however, it must reflect the final settlement/decision reached in the Article
15 Grievance-Arbitration Procedure.
An employee’s written request to have discipline removed from their
record, pursuant to Article 16.10 of the National Agreement, shall also
serve as the request to remove the record of discipline from RMD/eRMS.
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Supervisor notes of discussions pursuant to Article 16.2 are not to be
entered in the “supervisor’s notes” section of RMD/eRMS.
RMD/eRMS users must comply with the Privacy Act, as well as
handbooks, manuals and published regulations relating to leave and
attendance.
RMD/eRMS security meets or exceeds security requirements mandated
by AS-818.
It is understood that no function performed by RMD/eRMS now or in the
future may violate the NPMHU National Agreement.
Source: Step 4 Grievance Q98M-4Q-C 01113690, dated January 23, 2003.
In a 2005 arbitration award, National Arbitrator Das has dealt with three issues
related to the FMLA:
1. Arbitrator Das ruled that, in applying ELM Section 513.332 in the
context of the RMD process, Attendance Control Supervisors may ask questions
in the RMD/eRMS process that are necessary to make FMLA determinations and
to determine whether the absence is due to an on-the-job injury or for a condition
that requires return-to-work procedures; Das also ruled, however, that the Postal
Service may not otherwise require employees to describe the nature of their
illness/injury. The Findings set forth in this Das Award should be reviewed for
more details concerning these issues.
2. Noting that the Employer was permitted to require that a third medical
opinion be obtained by the employee in cases where there was a difference
between the original and second medical opinions, Arbitrator Das determined
that the Postal Service had to rescind a process that required the employee to
provide notification within a set time period that he/she did not accept the second
medical opinion and wanted a third opinion; under this rejected process, if no
such notification was provided, the second medical opinion would have been
binding on the employee.
3. Finally, dealing with circumstances where the employee is absent for
more than three days for a condition previously certified as a serious health
condition requiring intermittent leave, Arbitrator Das ruled that the Postal Service
was permitted to require compliance with ELM 513.362 (requiring “medical
documentation or other acceptable evidence of incapacity for work”) if an
employee seeks to substitute paid sick leave (or annual leave in lieu of sick
leave) for unpaid FMLA leave.
Source: National Arbitration Award Q00C-4Q-C 03126482, Arbitrator S. Das,
dated January 28, 2005.
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Arbitrators have the authority to interpret and apply statutory law,
including the Family and Medical Leave Act, when necessary to their
decision in a pending grievance.
Source: Step 4 Grievance C06M-1C-C 10158799, dated February 12, 2013
(citing National Arbitration Award Q98N-4Q-C 01090839, Arbitrator D.
Nolan, dated April 28, 2002).

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
ANNUAL LEAVE CARRY-OVER
The parties agree that, as soon as practicable after the signing of the 1990
National Agreement, the applicable handbooks and manuals will be modified to
provide revised regulations for annual leave carryover as follows:
(a)

Regular work force employees covered by this agreement may carry
over 440 hours of accumulated annual leave beginning with leave
carried over from leave year 1991 to leave year 1992.

(b)

Employees who fall under the provisions of Public Law 83-102 and who
have maintained a carryover of more than 440 hours cannot increase
their present ceiling.

(c)

The parties agree that ELM 512.73d shall be changed to reflect that an
employee covered by the NPMHU National Agreement is not paid for
annual leave in excess of 55 days. In all other respects, the ELM
provisions for payment of accumulated leave are not changed because
of this Memorandum.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
ANNUAL LEAVE EXCHANGE OPTION
The parties agree that mail handler career employees will be allowed to sell back
a maximum of forty (40) hours of annual leave prior to the beginning of the leave
year provided the following two criteria are met:
1)

The employee must be at the maximum leave carry over ceiling at the
start of the leave year, and
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2)

The employee must have used fewer than 75 sick leave hours in the leave
year immediately preceding the year for which the leave is being
exchanged.

This Memorandum of Understanding expires September 20, 2019.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
LEAVE SHARING
The Postal Service will continue a Leave Sharing Program during the term of the
2016 National Agreement under which career postal employees are able to
donate annual leave from their earned annual leave account to another career
postal employee. Single donations must be of 8 or more whole hours and may
not exceed half of the amount of annual leave earned each year based on the
leave earnings category of the donor at the time of donation. Sick Leave,
unearned annual leave, and annual leave hours subject to forfeiture (leave in
excess of the maximum carryover which the employee would not be permitted to
use before the end of the leave year), may not be donated, and employees may
not donate leave to their immediate supervisors. To be eligible to receive
donated leave, a career employee (a) must be incapacitated for available postal
duties due to serious personal health conditions including pregnancy and (b)
must be known or expected to miss at least 40 more hours from work than his or
her own annual leave and/or sick leave balance(s), as applicable, will cover, and
(c) must have his or her absence approved pursuant to standard attendance
policies. Donated leave may be used to cover the 40 hours of LWOP required to
be eligible for leave sharing.
For purpose other than pay and legally required payroll deductions, employees
using donated leave will be subject to regulations applicable to employees in
LWOP status and will not earn any type of leave while using donated leave.
Donated leave may be carried over from one leave year to the next without
limitation. Donated leave not actually used remains in the recipient’s account
(i.e. is not restored to donors). Such residual donated leave at any time may be
applied against negative leave balances caused by a medical exigency. At
separation, any remaining donated leave balance will be paid in a lump sum.
(The preceding MOU, Leave Sharing, shall apply to Mail Handler Assistant
employees.)
Question: What is the Leave Sharing Program?
Answer: The Leave Sharing Program was first established under the 1990
National Agreement in order to permit a career postal employee to donate annual
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leave from his/her earned annual leave account to another career postal
employee. The employees also must meet the eligibility criteria set forth in the
above MOU. The 2006 National Agreement eliminated the prior restriction that
donations could only be made to employees who were family members or who
worked within the same geographic area served by a postal district.
When agreeing to this change in the Leave Sharing Program, the parties also
agreed to a letter stating as follows:
During negotiations over the terms of the 2006 National Agreement
between the National Postal Mail Handlers Union and the U.S.
Postal Service, the parties reached the following understanding
with regard to the changes made to the Leave Sharing
Memorandum of Understanding.
The parties agree that the change to the first paragraph of this
Memorandum of Understanding, deleting the geographic restriction
on the Leave Sharing Program, is not intended to add the
administrative burden of additional postings outside of the
jurisdictional boundaries of the district to the Leave Sharing
Program Coordinator.
While new language in the Leave Sharing MOU eliminated prior geographic
limitations on donations, management is not required to advertise requests for
leave donation beyond the geographic area served by the district in which the
employee requesting the donation works.
Question: Does the MOU on Leave Sharing apply to MHAs?
Answer: Yes.
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
LWOP IN LIEU OF SL/AL
It is hereby agreed by the U.S. Postal Service and the National Postal Mail
Handlers Union that:
1. As provided for in the Employee and Labor Relations Manual (ELM) Exhibit
514.4(d), an employee need not exhaust annual leave and/or sick leave
before requesting leave without pay.
2. As specified in ELM 513.61, if sick leave is approved, but the employee does
not have sufficient sick leave to cover the absence, the difference is charged
to annual leave or to LWOP at the employee’s option.
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3. Employees may use LWOP in lieu of sick or annual leave when an employee
requests and is entitled to time off under ELM 515, Absences for Family Care
or Serious Health Problem of Employees (policies to comply with the Family
and Medical Leave Act)
4. In accordance with Article 10, Section 6, when an employee’s absence is
approved in accordance with normal leave approval procedures, the
employee may utilize annual and sick leave in conjunction with leave without
pay. We further agree that this would include an employee who wishes to
continue eligibility for health and life insurance benefits, and/or those
protections for which the employee may be eligible under Article 6 of the
National Agreement.
(The preceding MOU, LWOP in Lieu of SL/AL, shall apply to Mail Handler
Assistant employees.)
Question: May an employee who is on extended absence and who wishes to
continue eligibility for health and life insurance benefits and protections under
Article 6 use sick leave and/or annual leave in conjunction with LWOP prior to
exhausting his/her leave balance?
Answer: An employee who is on extended absence may use annual and/or sick
leave in conjunction with LWOP prior to exhausting his/her leave balances,
subject to approval of the leave in accordance with normal procedures.
However, management is not obligated to approve such leave for the last hour of
an employee’s scheduled workday prior to and/or the first hour of an employee’s
scheduled workday after a holiday.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H7C-NA-C 9, dated May 4, 1988.
Question: Should use of this MOU result in increased leave usage?
Answer: It is not the intent of this MOU to increase leave usage (i.e., approved
time off.) Moreover, it is not the intent that every or all instances of approved
leave be changed to LWOP, thus allowing an employee to accumulate a leave
balance that would create a “use or lose” situation.
Source: MOU dated August 1, 1991.
Question: Does the MOU on LWOP in Lieu of SL/AL apply to MHAs?
Answer: Yes.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
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SICK LEAVE FOR DEPENDENT CARE
During the term of the 2016 National Agreement, sick leave may be used by an
employee to give care or otherwise attend to a family member having an illness,
injury or other condition which, if an employee had such condition, would justify
the use of sick leave by the employee. Family members shall include son or
daughter, parent and spouse as defined in ELM Section 515.2. Up to 80 hours of
sick leave may be used for dependent care in any leave year. Approval of sick
leave for dependent care will be subject to normal procedures for leave approval.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
PART-TIME FLEXIBLE COURT LEAVE
1. Effective September 26, 1987, part-time flexible employees who have
completed their probationary period shall be eligible for court leave as defined
in Employee and Labor Relations Manual Part 516.1 and 516.31.
2. A part-time flexible employee will be eligible for court leave if the employee
would otherwise have been in a work status or annual leave status. If there is
a question concerning that status, the part-time flexible employee will be
eligible if the employee was in work status or annual leave status on any day
during the pay period immediately preceding the period of court leave.
3. If eligibility is established is established under paragraph 2, the specific
amount of court leave for an eligible part-time flexible employee shall be
determined on a daily basis as set forth below:
a. If previously scheduled, the number of straight time hours the Employer
scheduled the part-time flexible employee to work;
b. If not previously scheduled, the number of hours the part-time flexible
employee worked on the same service day during the service week
immediately preceding the period of court leave.
c. If not previously scheduled and if no work was performed on the same day
in the service week immediately preceding the period of court leave, the
guarantee as provided in Article 8, Section 8, of the National Agreement,
provided the part-time flexible would otherwise have been requested or
scheduled to work on the day for which court leave is requested.
4. The amount of court leave for part-time flexible employees shall not exceed 8
hours in a service day or 40 hours in a service week.
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN THE
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
AND THE
NATIONAL POSTAL MAIL HANDLERS UNION
Re: Bereavement Leave
NPMHU represented employees may use a total of up to three workdays of
annual leave, sick leave or leave without pay, to make arrangements
necessitated by the death of a family member or attend the funeral of a family
member. Authorization of leave beyond three workdays is subject to the
conditions and requirements of Article 10 of the National Agreement, Subsection
510 of the Employee and Labor Relations Manual and the applicable local
memorandum of understanding provisions.
Definition of Family Member. “Family member” is defined as a:
(a) Son or daughter – a biological or adopted child, stepchild,
or son-in-law;

daughter-in-law

(b) Spouse;
(c) Parent- mother, father, mother-in-law, or father-in-law;
(d) Sibling – brother, sister, brother-in-law or sister-in-law; or
(e) Grandparent.
Use of Sick Leave. The use of sick leave for bereavement purposes will be
charged to sick leave for dependent care.
Documentation. Documentation evidencing the death of the employee’s family
member is required only when the supervisor deems documentation desirable for
the protection of the interest of the Postal Service.
(The preceding MOU, Bereavement Leave, shall apply to Mail Handler
Assistant employees.)
Mail handlers may use up to three days of annual leave, sick leave or LWOP to
make arrangements necessitated by the death of, or to attend the funeral of, a
family member, as defined in the MOU. As part of the 2016 National
Agreement, parent was defined to include mother-in-law and father-in-law.
If sick leave is used, it is charged as Sick Leave for Dependent Care and counts
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against the 80 hours an employee may use during the leave year. Approval of
leave requests beyond three days follows normal leave approval procedures.
Documentation evidencing the death of the employee’s family member can be
required only when the supervisor deems it desirable for protection of Postal
Service interests.
Question: How does the MOU on Bereavement Leave apply to MHAs?
Answer: MHAs do not earn sick leave and therefore may only request
annual leave or leave without pay (LWOP) for bereavement purposes.
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN
THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
AND
NATIONAL POSTAL MAIL HANDLERS UNION
Re: Administrative Leave for Bone Marrow, Stem Cell, Blood Platelet, and Organ
Donations
The parties agree that the maximum administrative leave that can be granted per
leave year to cover qualification and donation is limited to the following:
a) A full-time or part-time regular career employee is limited to:
(1) for bone marrow, up to 56 hours;
(2) for stem cells, up to 56 hours;
(3) for blood platelets, up to 56 hours; and
(4) for organs, up to 240 hours.
b) A part-time flexible or part time regular career employee or a Mail Handler
Assistant employee may be granted leave up to the limits of 7 days for
bone marrow, stem cells, or blood platelets, and up to the limit of 30
days for organs. The amount of leave that may be granted will be based on
the employee’s average daily work hours in the preceding 26 weeks, but not to
exceed 8 hours per day.
(The preceding MOU, Administrative Leave for Bone Marrow, Stem Cell,
Blood Platelet, and Organ Donations, shall apply to Mail Handler Assistant
employees.)
The amount of administrative leave that a mail handler may be granted to
qualify for and donate the designated items is adjusted, as reflected in the
MOU. The maximum leave amounts are stated in hours, rather than days.
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Whether full-time regular mail handler employees have the right to receive
administrative leave in minimum 8-hour increments for donating blood
platelets was decided at the National level by Arbitrator Shyam Das.
The provisions in ELM Section 519.42 and the MOU on
Administrative Leave for Bone Marrow, Stem Cell, Blood Platelet, and
Organ Donations does not grant employees the right to a minimum 8
hours of administrative leave for such donations.
Source: National Arbitration Award B06M-1B-C 11135186, Arbitrator S.
Das, dated September 26, 2014.
Question: Are MHAs entitled to administrative leave for bone marrow, stem
cell, blood platelet, and organ donations?
Answer: Yes.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
RETURN TO DUTY
The parties affirm their understanding concerning the review of medical
certificates submitted by employees who return to duty following extended
absences due to illness.
We mutually agree to the following:
1.

To avoid undue delay in returning an employee to duty, the on-duty
medical officer, contract physician, or nurse should review and make a
decision based upon the presented medical information the same day it
is submitted.
Normally, the employee will be returned to work on his/her next
scheduled tour of duty or the date stated in the medical documentation,
provided that adequate medical documentation is submitted within
sufficient time for review and that a decision is made to return the
employee to duty.

2.

The reasonableness of the Service in delaying an employee’s return
beyond his/her next scheduled tour of duty or the date stated in the
medical documentation shall be a proper subject for the grievance
procedure on a case-by-case basis.

This MOU provides guidelines for review of medical certification to assist
in prompt return to duty of an employee who has been on extended
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absences due to illness, when it is determined that the employee will be
returned to duty.
The parties at the National Level signed a February 10, 2014 pre-arbitration
settlement stating as follows:
“The current ELM 865 language does not negate
management’s obligation under the MOU on Return to Duty
when returning an employee to duty after an absence for
medical reasons.
“The reasonableness of the Service in delaying an employee’s
return beyond his/her next scheduled tour of duty or the date
stated in the medical documentation shall be a proper subject
for the grievance procedure on a case-by-case basis.”
Source: Pre-arbitration Settlement Q00M-6Q-C 05099748 and Q06M-6Q-C
11100872, dated February 10, 2014.
In a recent National Arbitration Award, Arbitrator Shyam Das rejected the
Postal Service’s attempt to mandate the use of certain forms issued by the
U.S. Department of Labor when an employee requests FMLA leave. His
decision stated as follows:
Significantly, there has been no change in the FMLA or the
related DOL regulations that would necessitate mandatory use
of the WH-380. On the contrary, under current DOL
regulations, use of the WH-380 by an employer is optional.
Because unilaterally changing ELM 510 to mandate use of
previously optional WH-380 forms violated Article 10.2.A of the
National Agreement and the [CIM], there is no need here to
decide whether the Postal Service's action in requiring use of
the WH-380 also violated the FMLA, as the Union contends.
Accordingly, the Postal Service is directed to cease and desist
from requiring employees to submit FMLA medical
certifications using only the WH-380 forms.
Source: National Arbitration Award Q06C-4Q-C 11001666 & Q06C-4Q-C
11008239, Arbitrator S. Das, dated April 18, 2012.
The NPMHU and the Postal Service have agreed upon the following series
of questions and answers to help interpret the Family and Medical Leave
Act:
Question: What is the Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993?
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Answer: In general, the Act entitles eligible employees to be absent for up to 12
workweeks per year for the birth or adoption of a child; to care for a spouse, son,
daughter, or parent with a serious health condition; or when unable to work
because of a serious health condition without loss of their job or health benefits.
The FMLA does not provide more annual or sick leave than that which is already
provided to Postal Service employees.
Source: 29 CFR Section 825.100.
Question: Which employees are eligible?
Answer: Employees who have been employed by the Postal Service for at least
one year and who have worked at least 1,250 hours during the previous 12
months are eligible.
Sources: 29 CFR Section 825.110; ELM 444.22.
Question: Do COP, OWCP, military leave and court leave count toward
eligibility requirements under the FMLA?
Answer: COP, OWCP, court leave, and absences for military service count
toward the 12-month eligibility requirement. However, except as provided
hereafter for military leave, none of the times mentioned count toward the 1,250
hours worked eligibility requirement. The hours that would have been worked for
the employer, based on the employee’s work schedule prior to the military
service, are added to any hours actually worked during the previous 12-month
period to determine if the employee meets the 1,250 work hour requirement.
Sources: 29 CFR Section 825.110, ELM 444.22 and Letter from D.A.Tulino,
Manager, Labor Relations Policies and Programs, dated September 25, 2002.
Question: If both spouses work for the Postal Service, does the USPS let both
take up to 12 workweeks each of protected absences under FMLA each leave
year?
Answer: Yes.
Source: ELM 515.4
Question: Can an employee who is separated or divorced take a protected
absence under the FMLA to care for a spouse or ex-spouse with a serious health
condition?
Answer: For an employee to take such leave, the couple must be legally
married.
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Source: 29 CFR Section 825.113
Question: My mother-in-law who lives with me is ill and requires my care. Does
management have to approve my leave as a covered condition?
Answer: No, the FMLA only provides protected absences for covered conditions
of a spouse, parent, son or daughter. Leave taken to care for anyone else would
require approval under normal leave policies.
Source: 29 CFR Section 825.112
Question: My knee problem was diagnosed during an appointment with a health
care provider. He ordered three months of physical therapy treatments. Are the
visits and the treatments protected by the FMLA?
Answer: Yes, where properly documented as a serious health condition, the
absence would qualify for FMLA protection since it involves a continuing
treatment under the supervision of a health care provider. The health care
provider is stating that lack of treatment would likely result in a period of
incapacity of more than three days. Employees needing intermittent FMLA leave
or leave on a reduced leave schedule must attempt to schedule their leave so as
not to disrupt the employer's operations.
Sources: 29 CFR Section 825.114(a)(2)(v); 29 CFR Section 825.117
Question: My wife's doctor said she needs almost total bed rest for the last two
months of her pregnancy, and I need to stay home to care for our other children.
Is this condition covered under the FMLA?
Answer: FMLA does not cover babysitting for the other children. However,
where properly documented that the husband is needed to care for her, the wife's
serious health condition would entitle the husband to a FMLA protected absence.
Source: 29 CFR Section 825.116
Question: If I use a midwife for both my prenatal care and the delivery of my
child, would my pregnancy still be a condition covered under the FMLA?
Answer: Yes, pregnancy is a covered condition under the FMLA. Midwives are
considered health care providers if they are authorized to practice under State
law and are performing within the scope of their practice as defined under State
law.
Sources: 29 CFR Section 825.118(b)(2); 29 CFR Section 825.118(c)
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Question: An employee had a baby and took 6 weeks of leave during a period
when she was not eligible under the FMLA. Now she is eligible, and the baby is
still less than a year old. Can she now take the 12 workweeks of protected
absences under the FMLA?
Answer: Yes, only the time taken when eligible under the FMLA counts toward
the 12 workweeks.
Source: 29 CFR Section 825.112
Question: Is an employee entitled to 12 workweeks of protected absences
under the FMLA for placement or care of an adopted or foster child?
Answer: Yes, provided they have not used any of their 12 week entitlement
during the leave year for another FMLA covered condition.
Sources: 29 CFR Section 825.112; 29 CFR Section 825.200; 29 CFR Section
825.201
Question: I took a week of protected leave under the FMLA to care for my baby
who was born 2 months ago. Now I want to take the week of July 4th off to be
with my baby. Since caring for my newborn is a condition covered under the
FMLA, does my supervisor have to let me off for the week of July 4th?
Answer: Not necessarily. You are requesting time off for the birth and care of a
child on an intermittent basis. Therefore, your request for the week of July 4th is
subject to your supervisor's approval in accordance with current leave polices.
Source: 29 CFR Section 825.203
Question: May an employee take protected leave under the FMLA to look for
child care?
Answer: No, unless the employee is otherwise covered by military
caregiver rules. Of course, a supervisor may approve regular annual leave
for such a purpose.
Source: 29 CFR Section 825.112
Question: An employee has a recurrent degenerative knee condition that
qualifies as a serious health condition. The certification indicates his condition
may "flare" up 1 to 2 days per month and render him incapacitated for duty.
Consequently, the employee requests covered absences under the FMLA with
little or no advance notice. Does this meet the criteria or intent of the intermittent
leave entitlement under the FMLA?
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Answer: Intermittent absences due to a chronic condition which incapacitates
an employee are covered by the FMLA.
Sources: 29 CFR Section 825.114; 29 CFR Section 825.117; 29 CFR Section
825.203; 29 CFR Section 825.204
Question: Is treatment for substance abuse covered under the FMLA?
Answer: Yes, if certified by the health care provider as a serious health
condition. Absence because of the employee's use of the substance, rather than
for treatment, does not qualify as a covered condition under the FMLA.
Sources: 29 CFR Section 825.114(d); 29 CFR Section 825.112(g)
Question: Can the flu be considered a serious health condition under the
FMLA?
Answer: Yes, if it complies with the definition of a serious health condition under
the FMLA.
Source: 29 CFR Section 825.114(c)
Question: If my child is sick, can I now take sick leave to care for him?
Answer: Yes, under the National Agreement-Memorandum of Understanding on
Sick Leave for Dependent Care, employees may use up to 80 hours of their
earned sick leave to care for a spouse, parent, son or daughter. Sick leave for
Dependent Care is only protected under the FMLA when the illness qualifies as a
serious health condition under the FMLA.
Sources: Memorandum of Understanding Re Sick Leave for Dependent Care;
ELM 515.2
Question: How do I apply for leave under the FMLA?
Answer: Submit a form PS 3971, Request for or Notification of Absence, with
the supporting documentation. Leave under the FMLA is not a separate category
or type of leave. You may request annual leave, sick leave or LWOP for your
absence under the FMLA. Just as in the past, in an emergency situation a phone
call, telegram, etc. will suffice until it is possible for you to submit the necessary
paperwork.
Sources: 29 CFR Section 825.302; 29 CFR Section 825.303; ELM 510
Question: Do I have to mention the Family Medical Leave Act when I request
time off for a covered condition?
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Answer: No. However, an employee must explain the reasons for the absence
and give enough information to allow the employer to determine that the leave
qualifies for FMLA protection. If the employee fails to explain the reasons, the
leave may not be protected under the FMLA.
Sources: 29 CFR Section 825.208; 29 CFR Section 825.302; 29 CFR Section
825.303
Question: Do I have to use all of my annual leave balance before I can take
LWOP for a condition covered under the FMLA?
Answer: No, you need not exhaust annual leave and/or sick leave before
requesting leave without pay. The use of leave, paid or unpaid, is subject to
management's approval consistent with the handbooks, manuals, the National
Agreement and the FMLA.
Source: 29 CFR Section 825.207
Question: Can I take more than 12 workweeks of leave during a postal leave
year?
Answer: Twelve workweeks is the maximum amount of protected leave which
must be granted for the covered conditions under the FMLA. After being off for
the workweeks described, an employee may request leave under current leave
policies, but that time would not be protected under the FMLA. Approval for such
non-FMLA leave will be subject to the terms and conditions of current policies.
Sources: 29 CFR Section 825.200; ELM 510
Question: Do the 12 workweeks of FMLA protected leave have to be
continuous?
Answer: No, the leave may be taken intermittently or on a reduced schedule
basis as long as taking it in that manner is medically necessary. When leave is
taken because of the birth or placement of a child for adoption or foster care, an
employee may take leave intermittently or on a reduced leave schedule only if
the supervisor agrees.
Sources: 29 CFR Section 825.203; 29 CFR Section 825.204
Question: How will I know if the requested leave counts as part of the 12
workweek entitlement under the Family and Medical Leave Act?
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Answer: The supervisor should provide you a copy of the Form 3971. If the
leave is approved as one of the covered conditions, the approving official will
check the "Approved, FMLA" block on the Form 3971.
Sources: 29 CFR Section 825.301; ELM 515
Question: If the employee does not request FMLA protection for an absence
that meets the definition of a covered condition under the FMLA, must the
supervisor designate the absence as FMLA protected leave?
Answer: Yes, if the employee provides sufficient information for the supervisor
to be able to designate it as FMLA protected leave.
Source: 29 CFR Section 825.208
Question: If an employee is absent on sick leave and, while absent is
diagnosed as having a serious health condition, will his entire absence be
protected under the FMLA?
Answer: Yes, if the employee provides the supervisor with the necessary
information about the serious health condition within two days of returning to
work.
Source: 29 CFR Section 825.208(d), (e)
Question: Is the employer's approval required for an employee to use
intermittent leave or work a reduced schedule if the employee, spouse, child or
parent has a serious health condition?
Answer: The absence must be allowed provided proper medical certification
and notice is provided. However, in foreseeable cases, the employee must
attempt to schedule the absences so as not to disrupt the employer's operation.
The employee may be assigned to an alternative position with equivalent pay
and benefits that better accommodates the intermittent or reduced leave
schedule, in accordance with National Agreement.
Sources: 29 CFR Section 825.203; 29 CFR Section 825.204
Question: If an employee requests leave for a condition covered under the
FMLA, what information should the supervisor provide to the employee?
Answer: A supervisor should provide the following information:
Whether the employee is eligible or when the employee will be eligible.
Whether the leave will be designated as FMLA protected.
A copy of PS Form 3971 stating the type of leave and whether the
approval is pending documentation.
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Source: 29 CFR Section 825.301
Question: What certification is required for employees requesting leave
protected under the FMLA because of the birth or placement of a son or
daughter, and in order to care for such son or daughter after birth or placement?
Answer: That the employee is the parent and the date of birth or placement of
this son or daughter. No medical certification is required.
Source: 29 CFR Section 825.113(d)
Question: Is recertification required for each absence when a health care
provider has certified that the employee is receiving continuing treatment?
Answer: Excluding pregnancy, chronic conditions, and permanent/long-term
conditions, recertification is not required for the duration of treatment or period of
incapacity specified by the health care provider, unless:
-- the employee requests an extension of leave
-- circumstances have changed significantly from the original request
-- the employer receives information that casts doubt upon the continuing
validity of the certification
-- the absence is for a different condition or reason
Source: 29 CFR Section 825.308
Question: What can an employer do if he or she questions the adequacy of
medical certification that includes all the required information?
Answer: With the employee's permission, a health care provider representing
the Postal Service may contact the employee's health care provider to clarify the
medical certification. Also, the Postal Service may require the employee to
obtain a second opinion at the employer's expense.
Source: 29 CFR 825.307
Question: Is advance notice required for employees' use of protected leave
under FMLA?
Answer: An employee must provide the Postal Service at least 30 days
advance notice if the need for the leave is foreseeable. When the need for leave
is not foreseeable, an employee should give notice to the Postal Service as soon
as practicable by telephone, fax or other electronic means.
Sources: 29 CFR Section 825.302; 29 CFR Section 825.303
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Question: Can a supervisor have a blanket policy that requires recertification
every 30 days for all employees requesting FMLA protection for absences related
to pregnancy, chronic conditions, and permanent/long-term conditions?
Answer: No. On a case by case basis, the supervisor may require
recertification of such conditions on a reasonable basis, but not more often than
every 30 days and only in connection with an absence related to the condition.
The supervisor may require recertification in less than 30 days when:
-- circumstances in the previous certification have changed
-- the supervisor receives information that casts doubt upon the
employee's stated reason for the absence
Source: 29 CFR Section 825.308(a)
Question: May an employee be removed, disciplined, or placed on restricted
sick leave as a result of protected absences under the FMLA?
Answer: No.
Source: 29 CFR Section 825.220
Question: Some Local Memoranda of Understanding (LMOUs) allow for daily
percentages off on leave. Will that affect those who need protected leave under
the FMLA?
Answer: No, leave percentages do not affect the rights of employees to be
absent under the FMLA. LMOU language will determine whether FMLA
absences count towards the percentages.
Question: Can an employee file an EEO complaint related to FMLA?
Answer: Yes, but only on the grounds that the FMLA was applied in a
discriminatory manner.
Source: 29 CFR Section 825.702
Question: Can a step increase be deferred as a result of LWOP used under the
FMLA?
Answer: Yes, if an employee has used 13 weeks of LWOP during a step
increase waiting period, then the step increase can be deferred. The Family and
Medical Leave Act does not require accrual of any rights or benefits during the
period of leave taken under the FMLA.
Source: 29 CFR Section 825.209(h)
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Question: My last chance agreement states that if I have more than 4
unscheduled absences within the next six months, I can be removed from the
Postal Service. Will an absence protected under the FMLA count as an absence
for the purposes of my last chance agreement?
Answer: No.
Source: 29 CFR Section 825.220
Question: While absences for conditions covered by the FMLA cannot be cited
as a basis for discipline, can they be discussed in periodic absence reviews
concerning the importance of regular attendance?
Answer: Yes.
Question: Can the employee be separated after he or she has exhausted leave
protected under the FMLA but is still unable to return to work?
Answer: Once leave protected under the FMLA has been exhausted, the
employee's failure or inability to return to work should be treated as any other
failure or inability to return to work (i.e., as any other absence).
Sources: 29 CFR Section 825.309; 29 CFR Section 825.312.
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
TASK FORCE ON SICK LEAVE
The parties agree to establish at the national level a “Task Force on Sick
Leave – Incentives”. The Task Force will explore available opportunities for
the parties to determine if there are alternative options available to
employees with regard to the utilization of sick leave.
Nothing in this memorandum is intended to negate or alter the applicable
requirements of this national agreement or be inconsistent with obligations
under law.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
WOUNDED WARRIOR LEAVE
The parties agree that MHAs shall be covered by the regulations that must
be written by the Postal Service under the Wounded Warrior Federal Leave
Act of 2015.
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This MOU was intended to implement the Wounded Warrior Federal Leave
Act of 2015, which grants veterans with a 30% disability with up to 104
hours of leave during their first year of employment. When this MOU was
first signed, it guaranteed that MHAs would be covered by the regulations
then being developed by the Postal Service. In the interim, the regulations
have been written, and the National Office has reviewed and approved most
aspects of these regulations. They took effect on November 5, 2016.
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ARTICLE 11
HOLIDAYS
Section 11.1 Holidays Observed
The following ten (10) days shall be considered holidays for full-time and
part-time regular schedule employees, hereinafter referred to in this Article as
“employees":
New Year's Day
Martin Luther King, Jr.'s Birthday
Washington's Birthday
Memorial Day
Independence Day
Labor Day
Columbus Day
Veterans' Day
Thanksgiving Day
Christmas Day
The following six (6) days shall be considered holidays for MHAs:
New Year’s Day
Memorial Day
Independence Day
Labor Day
Thanksgiving Day
Christmas Day

Section 11.2 Eligibility
To be eligible for holiday pay, an employee must be in a pay status the last hour
of the employee's scheduled workday prior to or the first hour of the employee's
scheduled workday after the holiday.
An employee who is working or on approved paid leave is considered to be “in a
pay status,” and therefore eligible for holiday leave pay.
Among career employees, only full-time and part-time regular employees
receive holiday leave pay. Part-time flexible employees do not. Instead, as
explained under Section 11.7, part-time flexible employees are paid at a slightly
higher straight-time hourly rate to compensate them for not receiving paid
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holidays. Beginning with the 2016 National Agreement, MHAs receive
holiday pay for days each year.
Question: Do MHAs receive holiday pay?
Answer: MHAs only receive holiday pay for the six holidays specified in
Article 11.1 - New Year’s Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day,
Thanksgiving Day and Christmas Day.
Question: Can an employee on extended absence use annual or sick leave to
ensure eligibility for holiday leave pay?
Answer: An employee who is on extended absence may use annual and/or sick
leave in conjunction with leave without pay (LWOP) prior to exhausting his or her
leave balances, subject to the approval of the leave in accordance with normal
procedures. For example, an employee on extended LWOP to conduct union
business may utilize annual or sick leave during a pay period, for purposes that
include continuing eligibility for health and life insurance benefits and/or
protections under Article 6. However, management is not obligated to approve
such leave for the last hour of an employee’s scheduled workday prior to and/or
the first hour of an employee’s scheduled workday after a holiday.
To be eligible for holiday pay, an employee must be in a pay status the last
hour of the employee’s scheduled workday prior to or the first hour of the
employee’s scheduled workday after the holiday. Determination of this
issue is based on the fact circumstances involved.
Source: Step 4 Grievance B00M-1B-C 06008265, dated November 20, 2009.
It is inappropriate for an employee in an extended LWOP status to manipulate
the utilization of paid leave for the purpose of obtaining a paid holiday. For
example, it would be inappropriate for an employee on extended LWOP to
request annual or sick leave for the last hour prior to or the first hour following
his/her holiday in order to obtain holiday pay. Nonetheless, management should
not deny a paid leave request from an employee in an extended LWOP status
solely because it provides entitlement to a paid holiday.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H7C-NA-C 9, dated May 4, 1988; Pre-arbitration
Settlement H7C-NA-C 83, dated October 29, 1993.
Question: Is an employee using “donated leave” entitled to holiday leave pay?
Answer: No. For purposes other than pay and legally required payroll
deductions, employees using “donated leave” are subject to the regulations
applicable to employees in LWOP status.
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Source: Memorandum of Understanding Re: Leave Sharing.
Section 11.3 Payment
A An employee shall receive holiday pay at the employee's base hourly
straight time rate for a number of hours equal to the employee's regular daily
working schedule, not to exceed eight (8) hours. In addition, as provided for in
Section 4 below, employees who work their holiday may, at their option, elect to
have their annual leave balance credited with up to eight (8) hours of annual
leave in lieu of holiday leave pay.
An eligible employee receives holiday leave pay for the number of hours equal to
the employee’s regular daily work schedule, not to exceed (8) hours. Thus, fulltime employees receive eight (8) hours of holiday leave pay. Part-time regular
employees scheduled to work a minimum of 5 days per service week are paid for
the number of hours in their regular schedule. Part-time regular employees who
are regularly scheduled to work less than 5 days per service week receive
holiday leave pay only if the holiday falls on a regularly scheduled workday.
Source: Employee and Labor Relations Manual (ELM) Chapter 4, Sections
434.412a and .422.
B Holiday pay is in lieu of other paid leave to which an employee might
otherwise be entitled on the employee's holiday.
Except as discussed under Section 11.4, holiday leave pay “replaces” other
approved paid leave that the employee would otherwise receive on the holiday.
For example, employees who would otherwise receive approved sick or annual
leave on the employee’s holiday would not have this time charged against their
sick and annual leave balance.
Question: May an employee combine annual or sick leave with holiday leave
pay in order to receive additional compensation?
Answer: No. Holiday leave pay is in lieu of other paid leave to which an
employee might otherwise be entitled on a holiday.
Source: ELM 434.412.
C
The number of hours of holiday leave pay for MHAs will be based on
the following:
• 200 Man Year offices – 8 hours
• POSTPlan offices – 4 hours
• All other offices – 6 hours
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MHAs who work on a holiday may, at their option, elect to have their annual
leave balance credited with 4, 6, or 8 hours (as applicable).

Section 11.4 Holiday Work
A

An employee required to work on a holiday other than Christmas shall be
paid the base hourly straight time rate for each hour worked up to eight (8)
hours. In addition, employees who work their holiday may, at their option,
elect to have their annual leave balance credited with up to eight (8) hours
of annual leave or receive holiday pay to which the employee is entitled as
above described at Section 3A.

B

An employee required to work on Christmas shall be paid one and
one-half (1½) times the base hourly straight time rate for each hour
worked. In addition, employees who work their holiday may, at their
option, elect to have their annual leave balance credited with up to eight
(8) hours of annual leave or receive holiday pay to which the employee is
entitled as above described at Section 3A.

C

Deferred holiday leave credited as annual leave, in accordance with
Section 4.A or 4.B above, will be subject to all applicable rules for
requesting and scheduling annual leave and shall be combined with
annual leave and counted as annual leave for purposes of annual leave
carryover.

An eligible employee who works on a holiday (except Christmas Day) or day
designated as a holiday will be paid at the basic hourly straight-time rate for all
hours worked, up to eight (8). This is in addition to the holiday leave pay that the
employee is entitled to receive. Overtime is paid for work in excess of eight (8)
hours.
Source: ELM Chapter 4, Section 434.53a,b.
Question: Who is eligible to receive holiday worked pay?
Answer: Full-time and part-time regular employees are eligible to receive
holiday worked pay and Christmas worked pay. Part-time flexible employees are
eligible to receive Christmas worked pay if they perform work on December 25.
MHAs are only eligible for holiday worked pay for the six holidays specified
in Section 11.1.
Source: ELM Chapter 4, Sections 434.52.
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The issue in this grievance is whether part-time (PTF) employees are
entitled to Christmas worked-pay for hours worked on December 24 or
December 26.
After full discussion of this issue, we mutually agreed that no national
interpretive issue is fairly presented in this case. PTF employees are
eligible for Christmas-worked pay for hours worked on December 25 only.
Source: Step 4 E00M-1E-C 07087183, dated March 25, 2010.
Full-time and part-time regular employees who are required to work on Christmas
day or their designated Christmas holiday are paid an additional 50% of their
basic hourly straight time rate for each hour worked up to eight hours of
Christmas worked pay, in addition to their authorized holiday leave pay and
holiday worked pay. Part-time flexibles receive an additional 50% Christmas
worked pay for hours actually worked on Christmas Day, December 25.
Source: ELM Chapter 4, Sections 434.52 and .53b.
Question: Are MHAs entitled to Christmas worked pay for hours worked on
Christmas Day, December 25?
Answer: No.
Question: Are eligible employees who work any part of December 25 entitled to
Christmas worked pay?
Answer: Christmas worked pay is paid only when the eligible employee is
required to work their Christmas holiday or their designated Christmas holiday. It
is not paid for work performed on December 25, unless that date is the
employee’s holiday. As a specific exception to this rule, part-time flexibles
receive Christmas worked pay only if they actually work on December 25.
Source: ELM Chapter 4, Sections 434.51 and 52.
Question: Will an employee who reports prior to midnight on Christmas Day for
a service day of December 26 receive Christmas worked pay for the time
between the beginning of that tour of duty and midnight Christmas Day?
Answer: No. In this situation, the employee is reporting to work for his or her
December 26 service day.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H1C-3W-C 4572, dated July 2, 1982.
Eligible full-time and part-time regular mail handlers have the option to receive
holiday leave pay or a future day of annual leave, if they work any part of their
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holiday or designated holiday; this option applies whether the employee
volunteers or is mandated to work. If a mail handler elects annual leave in lieu of
holiday pay, appropriate payment for the hours actually worked on the holiday or
designated holiday will continue to be paid. Holiday leave hours will not be paid
and his/her annual leave balance will be appropriately adjusted by the number of
holiday leave hours to which he/she is entitled (up to eight hours). That annual
leave will become available for use in accordance with local leave usage policy
and procedures as early as the following pay period.
Deferred holiday leave is combined with other annual leave credited to the
employee and is, therefore, subject to loss if the employee has more than the
maximum leave carryover at the end of the leave year.
Also, if the employee elects annual leave in lieu of holiday leave pay and seeks
to work only part of the holiday or designated holiday, the employee must also
concurrently request paid or unpaid leave to account for the remainder of the
day. The supervisor retains authority based on local leave policy and procedures
to approve or disapprove requests for partial holiday work and for paid or unpaid
leave.
Question: Does it make any difference how many hours an employee works on
the holiday?
Answer: No. Contractually eligible employees are granted the new annual
leave option if they work on their holiday or designated holiday, regardless of the
number of hours worked.
Question: What happens if a Full-time Regular employee works his/her entire
shift on a holiday or designated holiday, and chooses to exercise his/her option
to receive annual leave?
Answer: The employee will receive eight hours of holiday worked pay, for the
hours actually worked, and a credit of eight hours to his/her annual leave
balance, instead of receiving 16 hours of pay for working on the holiday. In other
words, the employee is giving up eight hours of holiday leave pay, but will get
eight hours of annual leave.
Question: If the employee does not work a full day on the holiday or designated
holiday, must the employee take leave for the remainder of his/her day?
Answer: If an employee elects annual leave in lieu of holiday leave pay and
requests to work only part of the holiday, the employee must request some type
of paid or unpaid leave (e.g., annual, sick or LWOP) to account for the remainder
of the day. For example, if the employee works for five hours, he/she would have
to take three hours of leave. Supervisors may refuse employees’ requests to
work only part of their holiday. The supervisor would also exercise normal
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discretion to approve or disapprove a leave request for the remainder of that day
based on local leave policy and procedure. If an employee works a partial
holiday because management requires it, guaranteed time, with few exceptions,
may be appropriate for the remainder of the day.
Question: May mail handlers who do not work any part of their holiday or
designated holiday elect annual leave in lieu of holiday leave pay?
Answer: No. Only mail handlers who work at least some part of their holiday or
designated holiday are eligible for this new annual leave option.
Section 11.5 Holiday on Non-Work Day
A

When a holiday falls on Sunday, the following Monday will be observed as
the holiday. When a holiday falls on Saturday, the preceding Friday shall
be observed as the holiday.

B

When an employee's scheduled non-work day falls on a day observed as
a holiday, the employee's scheduled workday preceding the holiday shall
be designated as that employee's holiday.

When a holiday falls on the employee’s non-scheduled day, the first scheduled
workday preceding the holiday is designated as his/her holiday. An exception
occurs when the holiday falls on Sunday and Sunday is also the employee’s nonscheduled day, as explained in the first example hereunder.
Examples:
1. If a holiday falls on Sunday and the employees’ non-work days are Saturday
and Sunday, the employees’ designated holiday would be Monday. If the nonwork days are Sunday and Monday, the employees’ designated holiday would be
Saturday. If the non-work days are Saturday and Friday, the employees’ holiday
would be Sunday since Sunday is a work day.
2. If the holiday falls on Saturday and the employees’ non-work days are
Saturday and Sunday, the employees’ designated holiday would be Friday. If the
employees’ non-work days are Saturday and Friday, the employees’ designated
holiday would be Thursday. If the employees’ non-work days are Sunday and
Monday, the employees’ holiday would be Saturday since Saturday is a work
day.
Section 11.6 Holiday Schedule
A

The Employer will determine the number and categories of employees
needed for holiday work and a schedule shall be posted as of twelve noon
(i.e., 12:00 p.m.) on the Tuesday preceding the service week in which the
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holiday falls. As many full-time and part-time regular schedule employees
as can be spared will be excused from duty on a holiday or day
designated as their holiday.
B

C

D

Employees shall be selected to work on a holiday within each category in
the following order:
B1

Casuals, even if overtime is required.

B2

All available and qualified part-time flexible employees, even if
overtime is required.

B3

Full and part-time regular employees, in order of seniority who have
volunteered to work on the holiday or the day designated as their
holiday when such day is part of their regular work schedule.
These employees would be paid at the applicable straight time rate.

B4

MHAs, as specified below in Subsection D.

B5

Full-time and part-time regular employees, in order of seniority, who
have volunteered to work on a holiday or day designated as a
holiday whose schedule does not include that day as a scheduled
workday. Full-time employees would be paid at the applicable
overtime rate.

B6

Full-time and part-time regular employees in inverse order of
seniority who have not volunteered to work on the holiday or day
designated as a holiday when such day is part of their regular work
schedule. These employees would be paid at the applicable
straight time rate.

B7

Full-time and part-time regular employees in inverse order of
seniority who have not volunteered to work on the holiday or day
designated as a holiday and would be working on what otherwise
would be their non-scheduled workday. Full-time employees would
be paid at the applicable overtime rate.

An employee scheduled to work on a holiday who does not work shall not
receive holiday pay, unless such absence is based on an extreme
emergency situation and is excused by the Employer.
Mail Handler Assistant Employees
MHAs will be scheduled for work on a holiday or designated holiday after
all full-time or part-time volunteers are scheduled to work on their holiday
or designated holiday. They will be scheduled, to the extent possible,
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prior to any full-time volunteers or non-volunteers being scheduled to work
a nonscheduled day or any full-time non-volunteers being required to work
their holiday or designated holiday. If the parties have locally negotiated a
pecking order that would schedule full-time volunteers on a non-scheduled
day, the Local Memorandum of Understanding will apply.
[See Memo, page 158]
The provisions of Section 11.4A concerning straight-time pay for holiday work
apply to all full-time employees whose holiday schedule is properly posted in
accordance with this section.
Question: Does the holiday schedule have to be posted by a specific time of
day?
Answer: Yes. The contract language requires that the holiday schedule be
posted by twelve noon (i.e., 12:00 p.m.) on the Tuesday preceding the service
week in which the holiday falls.
If the holiday schedule is not posted as of noon on the Tuesday preceding the
service week in which the holiday falls, a full-time employee required to work on
his or her holiday or designated holiday, or who volunteers to work on such day,
will receive holiday scheduling premium for each hour of work, up to 8 hours. In
accordance with the Memorandum of Understanding Re. Holiday Scheduling,
reprinted hereunder, that premium consists of an additional 50% of the basic
hourly straight-time rate for all hours worked up to 8 hours.
However, ELM, Section 434.53c(2) provides that:
In the event that, subsequent to the Tuesday posting period, an
emergency situation attributable to Act(s) of God arises which requires the
use of manpower on that holiday in excess of that scheduled in the
Tuesday posting, full-time regular employees who are required to work or
who volunteer to work in this circumstance(s) do not receive holiday
scheduling premium.
National Arbitrator Fasser ruled on the appropriate remedy for violations of
Section 11.6. He found that when an employee who volunteered to work on a
holiday or designated holiday is erroneously not scheduled to work, “the
appropriate remedy now is to compensate the overlooked holiday volunteer for
the total hours of lost work.”
Source: National Arbitration Award NCC-6085, Arbitrator P. Fasser, dated
August 16, 1978.
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The OTDL is not used when preparing the holiday schedule required by
Article 11 (Section 11.6). If the need for additional full-time employees to
work the holiday is determined subsequent to the posting of the holiday
schedule, recourse to the OTDL would be appropriate.
Source: National Arbitration Award H8C-5D-C 14577, Arbitrator R.
Mittenthal, dated April 15, 1983.
The posting of a holiday schedule on the Tuesday preceding the service week in
which the holiday falls is to include part-time flexible employees who at that point
in time are scheduled to work on the holiday in question.
Source: Step 4 Grievance N-E-2574(41V2), dated April 6, 1973.
If additional part-time flexible employees are scheduled after the Tuesday
posting, there is no entitlement to additional compensation for those part-time
flexible employees who are scheduled after the posting deadline.
Arbitrator Gamser ruled that the posting of a holiday schedule pursuant to the
provisions of Section 11.6, and the terms of a settlement agreement between the
USPS and the APWU, NALC and the Mail Handlers, made on March 4, 1974,
does not constitute a guarantee until the employee reports as scheduled.
Deleting the names of seven regular employees from the holiday schedule after
the indicated mail volume showed that they could be spared and prior to the
holiday itself, was not a contract violation. In other words, if for operational
reasons an employee(s) is removed from the holiday schedule after the posting,
the employee is not guaranteed holiday pay. However, management is to avoid
“playing it safe” by overscheduling and then later releasing those employees not
needed. As the arbitrator noted, “Management certainly would not have had the
right to schedule all regulars and part-time regulars just to be sure that sufficient
manpower was on hand on the holiday and then to delete all such names and
only require casuals to work the holiday.” He further noted that management has
an obligation under Section 11.6 to “use as few regular and part-time regular
employees as possible on a holiday and to allow them to be off from work on
their regularly scheduled holidays.”
Source: National Arbitration Award H8C-5D-C 15429, Arbitrator H. Gamser,
dated October 25, 1982.
If management identifies the need for additional employees for holiday work after
the holiday schedule has been posted, the overtime desired list is relied upon. In
a national arbitration case, Arbitrator Mittenthal ruled that when management
needed more employees for holiday work due to a change in conditions after the
holiday schedule had been posted, the decision to schedule employees from the
overtime desired list rather than utilizing holiday volunteers was proper and did
not violate Section 11.6 of the National Agreement. Once the holiday schedule
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has been posted, volunteers have no preference over employees on the overtime
desired list when management determines that additional employees are needed
for holiday work.
Source: National Arbitration Award H8C-5D-C 14577, Arbitrator R. Mittenthal,
dated April 15, 1983.
Question: Are full-time regular employees who volunteer for holiday period work
considered to have volunteered for up to 12 hours on whatever day they are
selected to work?
Answer: No. Employees are not considered to have volunteered for up to 12
hours of work. Scheduling of employees beyond eight hours is handled in
keeping with the overtime provisions of Article 8.
Source: National Arbitration Award H4C-NA-C 21, Arbitrator R. Mittenthal, dated
January 19, 1987.
Question: Can management assign individuals to work on a holiday or
designated holiday because they are better qualified than another employee?
Answer: No. Management is required to follow the “pecking order” as set forth
in Section 11.6, so long as the employee(s) are qualified to perform the needed
duties; e.g., the employee possesses a Certificate of Vehicle Familiarization and
Safe Operation if the duties involve the operation of powered equipment.
Source: Step 4 Grievance NB-S-1739, dated July 16, 1974.
Question: Can light or limited duty employees be scheduled for holiday work?
Answer: Light or limited duty employees can be scheduled for holiday work
provided the work to be performed fits within their medical restrictions.
Source: Step 4 Grievances H1C-4F-C 2041, dated April 30, 1982, and H1C-4FC 2430/2437, dated September 21, 1982.
Question: Does an employee who is scheduled to work his or her holiday or
designated holiday and fails to do so receive holiday leave pay?
Answer: No, not usually. An employee who is scheduled to work his or her
holiday or designated holiday and fails to do so will not receive holiday leave pay,
as set forth in Section 11.6C above. However, if the absence was based on an
extreme emergency and was excused by management, then the employee would
receive holiday leave pay.
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See further the Memorandum of Understanding Holiday Scheduling reprinted
hereunder.
Section 11.7 Holiday Part-Time Employee
A part-time flexible schedule employee shall not receive holiday pay as such.
The employee shall be compensated for the ten (10) holidays by basing the
employee's regular straight time hourly rate on the employee's annual rate
divided by 2,000 hours. For work performed on December 25, a part-time
flexible schedule employee shall be paid in addition to the employee's regular
straight time hourly rate, one-half (½) times the employee's regular straight time
hourly rate for each hour worked up to eight (8) hours.
Both Sections 11.1 and 11.7 provide that part-time flexible employees do not
receive holiday leave pay. Instead, Section 11.7 provides that the holiday leave
pay is “built into” the regular hourly rate for part-time flexibles. This explains why
a part-time flexible’s hourly pay is always higher than that of full-time and parttime regular employees at the same level and step. Under the provisions of
Section 11.7, the straight-time hourly rate for a part-time flexible is computed by
dividing the annual salary for a full-time regular at that level and step by 2,000
hours, rather than the 2,080 figure used to calculate the full-time regular’s hourly
rate. The difference of 80 hours is equivalent to a regular employee’s pay for ten
holidays.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
HOLIDAY SCHEDULING
The U.S. Postal Service and the National Postal Mail Handlers Union, AFL-CIO, a
Division of the Laborers' International Union of North America, agree to the
following regarding the scheduling of holidays:
1.

The Employer shall post a holiday schedule as set forth in Article 11,
Section 6, of this Agreement.

2.

A full-time regular employee whose holiday schedule is properly
posted in accordance with Article 11, Section 6, and who works
within the posted schedule shall be paid in accordance with Article
11, Sections 2, 3, and 4. It is further agreed that any change in an
employee's required duties does not constitute a change in the
posted schedule for purposes of this memorandum of understanding.

3.

a.
Except as provided in subparagraphs (b) and (c) of this
paragraph, when the Employer fails to post in accordance with Article
11, Section 6, a full-time regular employee required to work on
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his/her holiday, or who volunteers to work on such holiday, shall be
paid in accordance with Article 11, Sections 2, 3, and 4, and shall
receive an additional fifty percent (50%) of the employee's base
hourly straight-time rate for each hour worked up to eight hours.
b. In the event that, subsequent to the Article 11, Section 6, posting
period, an emergency situation attributable to an "Act(s) of God"
arises which requires the use of manpower on that holiday in excess
of that posted pursuant to the Article 11, Section 6, full-time regular
employees required to work in this circumstance(s) shall only be paid
for such holiday work in accordance with Article 11, Sections 2, 3,
and 4.
c. When a full-time regular employee scheduled to work on a holiday
in accordance with the provisions of Article 11, Section 6, is unable
to or fails to work on the holiday, the Employer may require another
full-time regular employee to work such schedule and such
replacement employee shall only be paid for such holiday work in
accordance with Article 11, Sections 2, 3, and 4. The selection of
such replacement employees shall be made in accordance with the
terms of this Agreement.
d. A full-time regular employee required to work on a holiday which
falls on the employee's regularly scheduled non-work day shall be
paid at the normal overtime rate of one and one-half (1½) times the
base hourly straight-time rate for work performed on such day. Such
employee's entitlement to the holiday pay for the designated holiday
shall be governed by the provisions of Article 11, Sections 2, 3, 5,
and 6.
4.

Hours worked on a holiday in excess of 8 hours shall be paid at the
normal overtime rate of one and one-half (1½) times the base hourly
straight time rate.

5.

When a full-time regular employee works on his/her holiday, the
employee will be guaranteed eight (8) hours of work or pay in lieu
thereof, in addition to the holiday pay to which the employee is
entitled under Article 11, Sections 2 and 3 language. This guarantee
will be waived if the employee, with the concurrence of the Union and
approval of Management, requests to be released early.

6.

A schedule posted in accordance with Article 11, Section 6, shall be
the full-time regular employee's schedule for that holiday. A full-time
regular employee who works outside of the posted holiday schedule
shall be paid at the rate of one and one-half (1½) times the base
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hourly straight-time rate for the hour(s) worked outside the
employee's posted schedule.
7.

In no event shall a full-time regular employee receive more than one
and one-half (1½) times the base hourly straight-time rate for hours
actually worked on the employee's holiday in addition to payments
prescribed in Article 11, Section 3.

Question: If management requires the wrong employee to work on a holiday,
what is the remedy for the employee who worked?
Answer: The employee would be compensated an additional 50% at the
straight-time rate for all hours worked.
Question: What guarantee does a full-time regular employee have if he or she
does work on his/her holiday or designated holiday?
Answer: Full-time employees who work on their holiday or designated holiday
are guaranteed eight hours of work or pay in lieu thereof. The guarantee may be
waived if requested by the employee, concurred in by the union and approved by
management.
Question: Are full-time regular employees entitled to work the hours as posted
in the holiday schedule?
Answer: Yes. In fact, employees are entitled and required to work the
scheduled hours as posted even if those are not the hours of their regular
schedule.
Source: National Arbitration Award H8C-5D-C 15429, Arbitrator H. Gamser,
October 25, 1982.
Question: If a part-time flexible employee who is properly scheduled to work on
a holiday fails to report and a full-time regular employee is called in, is the fulltime regular employee compensated only at the straight-time rate?
Answer: No. When a full-time employee replaces a part-time flexible employee
on a holiday, the full-time regular employee would receive an additional 50% for
each hour worked up to eight hours. Note that the language of Section 3.c of the
MOU applies in circumstances where a full-time regular employee replaces
another full-time regular employee.
Source: Step 4 Grievance NC-C 4322, dated April 14, 1977.
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ARTICLE 12
PRINCIPLES OF SENIORITY POSTING AND
REASSIGNMENTS
Section 12.1 Probationary Period
A

The probationary period for a new employee shall be ninety (90) calendar
days. The Employer shall have the right to separate from its employ any
probationary employee at any time during the probationary period and
these probationary employees shall not be permitted access to the
grievance procedure in relation thereto.

Probationary Employees: Career employees serving their probationary period
are members of the bargaining unit and have access to the grievance procedure
on all matters pertaining to their employment except separation. Management
has a right to separate probationary employees at any time during their
probationary period without establishing “just cause”. If separated during the
probationary period, employees are not entitled to grieve the separation.
Furthermore, arbitrators have ruled on several occasions that grievances relating
to the separation of probationary employees are not arbitrable.
A probationary employee who is separated during the probationary period is not
entitled to access to the grievance-arbitration procedure in relation to that
separation, even if claims of discrimination are alleged to be separate violations
of Article 2 or Article 21. The union also has no right to pursue such a grievance
on behalf of the probationary employee.
Source: National Arbitration Award H1C-4C-C 27352/27351, Arbitrator N.
Zumas, dated September 23, 1985.
Neither the probationary employee nor the union has access to the grievance
procedure in matters concerning an evaluation of work performance during the
probationary period because the evaluation is a part of the decision to separate
or not to separate the employee and grievances over separation of probationary
employees are barred by Section 12.1A.
Source: National Arbitration Award H1C-5L-C 25010, Arbitrator N. Zumas, dated
September 19, 1985.
Section 12.1A denies a probationary employee access to the grievancearbitration procedure to challenge his/her separation on the grounds of alleged
noncompliance by the Employer with the procedures governing the separation of
probationary employees that are contained in Section 365.32 of the Employee
and Labor Relations Manual. However, a dispute as to whether or not the
Employer’s action separating the employee occurred during his/her probationary
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period is arbitrable because that is a precondition to the applicability of Section
12.1A.
Source: National Arbitration Award Q98C-4Q-C 99251456, Arbitrator S. Das,
dated September 10, 2001.
Employees who were serving their probationary period at the time of entry into
active duty in the military service and who met the probationary time period while
serving on active duty are considered as having met the probationary time.
Source: Handbook EL-312, Section 775.1c.
B

The parties recognize that the failure of the Employer to discover a
falsification by an employee in the employment application prior to the
expiration of the probationary period shall not bar the use of such
falsification as a reason for discharge.

Falsification of Employment Applications: This section provides that even if
the Postal Service does not discover, during the probationary period, that an
employee has falsified an employment application, the falsification may still be
used as a reason for discharge. However, this section does not change the
provisions of Article 16 (Section 16.1) requiring that non-probationary employees
may only be disciplined for “just cause”.
C

When an employee completes the probationary period, seniority will be
computed in accordance with this Agreement as of the initial day of
full-time or part-time employment.

A probationary employee does not have seniority. However, once
the probationary period is satisfied, the employee’s seniority is
computed from the date of employment. (Also see Section 12.2E)
D

When an employee who is separated from the Postal Service for any
reason is re-hired, the employee shall serve a new probationary period.
If the separation was due to disability, the employee's seniority shall be
established in accordance with Section 12.2, if applicable.

E

MHAs who successfully complete at least one 360-day term will not
serve a probationary period when hired for a career appointment,
provided such career appointment directly follows an MHA appointment.

Under the 2016 National Agreement, MHAs who successfully complete at
least one 360-day term will not serve a probationary period when hired for a
career appointment provided such career appointment directly follows an
MHA appointment.
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Section 12.2 Principles of Seniority
A Introduction
A1

The United States Postal Service and the National Postal Mail
Handlers Union, AFL-CIO, a Division of the Laborers' International
Union of North America, agree to the following seniority principles
which replace all former rules, instructions, and practices.

A2

This Article will continue relative seniority standing properly
established under past principles, rules and instructions and this
Article shall be so applied. If an employee requests a correction of
seniority standing, it is the responsibility of the requesting employee
to identify and restate the specific instructions, rule, or practice in
support of the request.

It is the responsibility of the employee who requests a correction in his/her
seniority standing to identify the specific instruction, rule, or practice that supports
the request.
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN THE
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
AND THE
NATIONAL POSTAL MAIL HANDLERS UNION, AFL-CIO
Re: Article 12.1 – Probationary Period – Bidding
The parties agree to the following regarding bidding during a ninety
calendar day probationary period:
Full-time career mail handlers who are serving a probationary period
pursuant to Article 12.1 of the National Agreement and applicable
memoranda of understanding are eligible to bid for vacant duty
assignments in accordance with Article 12.3 of the National Agreement.
Seniority for full-time career mail handlers during their probationary period
will be computed for the purpose of bidding pursuant to this agreement.
This computation of such seniority does not create any additional
obligation or entitlement for application of seniority not otherwise provided
for in the National Agreement.
This MOU incorporates a recent change to the National Agreement,
allowing career employees to bid for vacant duty assignments under
Article 12 during their 90-day probationary period.
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B

Coverage
These rules apply to full-time and part-time fixed schedule employees.
No employee, solely by reason of this Section shall be displaced from an
assignment which the employee gained in accord with former rules.

Seniority rules are sometimes changed as part of a new National
Agreement. Such changes, however, do not cause displacement of
an employee from a job assignment.
C Responsibility
The installation head is responsible for the day-to-day administration of
seniority. Installation heads will post a seniority list of Mail Handlers on
all official bulletin boards for that installation. The seniority list shall be
corrected and brought up to date quarterly.
D Definitions
D1 Craft Group
A craft group is composed of those positions for which the Union
has secured exclusive recognition at the national level.
D2 Seniority Standing
D2a

Seniority for full-time employees is computed from the date
of appointment in the craft and continues to accrue so long
as service in the craft (regardless of level) and installation is
uninterrupted, except as otherwise provided herein.

D2b

Seniority for part-time fixed schedule employees is
computed from the date of appointment in this category of
the work force and continues to accrue so long as service in
the craft and category and installation is uninterrupted.

This category of employees, also known as part-time regulars (PTR),
have their own seniority standing within their PTR group. Part-time
regulars do not compete with full-time regulars for bid assignments
or with part-time flexibles for conversion to full-time.
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
RE:

RELATIVE STANDING OF MAIL HANDLER ASSISTANTS AND
SUBSEQUENT SENIORITY UPON CONVERSION TO CAREER MAIL
HANDLER
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As part of the Fishgold Interest Arbitration Award issued in February 2013,
hiring under the 2011 National Agreement into the Mail Handler craft is
through the non-career position of Mail Handler Assistants (MHAs). The
parties have agreed to the following principles regarding (a) the
determination of relative standing for MHAs hired on or after October 4,
2014; and (b) the determination of seniority for MHAs who are converted to
career positions in the Mail Handler craft on or after October 4, 2014.
Once hired as an MHA, each MHA's relative standing as an MHA, and thus
each MHA's eventual conversion to a career position in the Mail Handler
craft, is established based on their initial MHA appointment date. Any ties
among MHAs who share the same initial appointment date in the same
installation will be based on the following criteria (which represent a
revised version of Section 12.2G8 of the National Agreement for these
limited purposes):
G8 Except as otherwise specifically provided for in this MOU, when it
is necessary to resolve a tie in relative standing or seniority between
two or more newly hired Mail Handler craft employees, effective
October 4, 2014 the following criteria shall apply in the order set forth
below:
G8a
Total continuous postal career service in the Mail
Handler craft within the installation.
G8b Total postal career service in the Mail Handler craft within
the installation.
G8c

Total postal career service in the Mail Handler craft.

G8d

Total postal career service within the installation.

G8e

Total postal career service.

G8f

Total Mail Handler Assistant service.

G8g

Total postal non-career service.

G8h By the order ranked on the hiring list (as described in
Handbook EL-312, Employment and Placement, Subchapter 43 part
436 and Subchapter 44).
MHAs will be converted to career positions in the Mail Handler craft in
precisely the same order as the relative standing list. If more than one
MHA is converted to career status on the same date in the same
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installation, seniority ranking will be based on their position on the MHA
relative standing list.
The terms of this MOU are effective as of October 4, 2014. The MOU will be
applied both to MHAs hired on or after October 4, 2014, and to MHAs who
are converted to career positions in the Mail Handler craft on or after
October 4, 2014. Issues relating to the relative standing of MHAs initially
appointed on or before October 3, 2014 and/or the seniority of MHAs
converted to career positions in the Mail Handler craft on or before October
3, 2014 shall be governed by previous rules and regulations, and any
disputes on these matters will be withdrawn.
The previous Question and Answer Number 27 signed by the parties on
August 7, 2013 is amended as follows:
27. How does management determine which MHA will be converted to
career when an opportunity exists?
Answer: MHAs will be converted to career based upon their relative
standing in the installation, which is determined in accordance with the
MOU Re: Relative Standing of Mail Handler Assistants and Subsequent
Seniority Upon Conversion to Career Mail Handler, effective October 4,
2014. Upon conversion to career, there will be no further adjustment to
seniority for all Mail Handlers converted to career on the same date in the
same installation, so their relative standing as MHAs will control their
seniority as career Mail Handlers.
Any disputes arising under this MOU Re Relative Standing of Mail Handler
Assistants and Subsequent Seniority Upon Conversion to Career Mail
Handler, shall be referred to the Article 12 Task Force for resolution, or if
necessary to arbitration at the Regional/Area or National level depending
on whether the dispute presents a nationally interpretive dispute of general
application.
This MOU reflects the parties 2014 settlement agreement governing the
relative standing of MHAs. It also governs the subsequent seniority of
MHAs upon their conversion to career mail handler.
D3 Duty Assignment
A duty assignment is a set of duties and responsibilities within
recognized positions regularly scheduled during specific hours of
duty.
D4 Preferred Duty Assignments
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A preferred duty assignment is any assignment preferred by a
full-time employee or a part-time fixed schedule employee within
the employee's category.
It was not the intent of the parties who negotiated the National Agreement to
have this contract language regarding Preferred Duty Assignments serve as a
basis for allowing employees to select particular preferred duties (or tasks they
would like to perform) from among the duties in the preferred duty assignments
that they are awarded through the bidding procedure. However, the parties are
responsible for adhering to provisions contained in existing agreements reached
between local union and management officials.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H8M-1E-C 15324, dated April 15, 1981.
There is no contractual requirement within the National Agreement to give a fulltime regular employee his/her choice of work assignments within his/her bid.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H1M-5L-C 6488, dated December 30, 1982.
D5 Bid
A request submitted in writing, by telephone, or by computer to be
assigned to a duty assignment by an employee eligible to bid on a
vacancy or newly established duty assignment or a preferred
assignment. Where telephone, computer, or other electronic
bidding procedures are established, bids must be submitted by
telephone, computer or other electronic methods as agreed to by
the parties.
[See Letter, page 160]
The use of telephone, computer or other electronic bidding at an
installation is the prerogative of the installation head. This provision
of the Agreement does not mandate that telephone, computer or
other electronic bidding be instituted at a particular installation.
Where the installation head has implemented telephone, computer or
other electronic bidding, however, it is mandatory that members of
the Mail Handler craft use that system when submitting bids. Also
see the Letter of Intent on this subject, which sets forth various rules
governing the implementation of telephone bidding.
D6 Application
A written request by a full-time employee or part-time fixed
schedule employee within the employee's respective category for
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consideration for an assignment for which the employee is not
entitled to submit a bid.
This provision refers to those positions for which a mail handler is not
entitled to bid, but rather for which he/she must apply. These include
positions, if any, that are filled on a ‘best qualified’ basis (see Section
12.2H) and residual vacancies in the part-time fixed schedule
category (see Section 12.3B2).
D7 Abolishment
A management decision to reduce the number of occupied duty
assignment(s) in an established section and/or installation.
D8 Reversion
A management decision to reduce the number of duty
assignment(s) in an installation when such duty assignment(s)
is/are vacant.
A duty assignment is reverted if vacant or abolished if occupied.
D9 Residual Vacancy
A duty assignment that remains vacant after the completion of the
voluntary bidding process.
E Relative Standing of Part-Time Flexibles
Part-time flexible employees and MHAs are placed on a part-time flexible
or MHA roster, as appropriate, in the order of the date of their initial
appointment in the installation. When changing such employees to
full-time, they shall be taken in the order of their standing on the
part-time flexible or the MHA roster.
These employees do not have seniority rights; however, their relative
length of service shall be used for vacation scheduling and for purposes
of conversion to full-time status.
When there is an opportunity for conversion to full-time status in an
installation and that installation has both part-time flexible and MHA
employees available for conversion, the PTFs will be converted to fulltime regular prior to the conversion of the MHAs.
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Question: Does relative standing earned as an MHA in one installation
move with an MHA who is separated and is later employed in another
installation?
Answer: No.
Question: If an MHA goes from one installation to another installation
(gaining installation) on the same date as one or more MHAs are appointed
in the gaining installation, is the previously appointed MHA placed above
the newly appointed MHAs on the relative standing list?
Answer: All of these MHAs at first would be tied because they share the
same initial appointment date in the gaining installation, but then any ties
would be broken and relative standing would depend on an application of
the MOU Re Relative Standing of Mail Handler Assistants and Subsequent
Seniority Upon Conversion to Career Mail Handler, dated September 2014.
Question: Does changing between crafts alter MHA standing on the roll?
Answer: Yes.
Question: How does management determine which MHA to terminate
during the term when there is a lack of work?
Answer: Separations for lack of work shall be by inverse relative standing
in the installation.
Question: When needed, how does management determine which MHA to
bring back to work if the MHAs were separated for lack of work?
Answer: Reappointment should be by relative standing from the previous
appointment. MHAs separated for lack of work before the end of their term
will be given preference for reappointment ahead of other MHAs with less
relative standing and ahead of other applicants who have not served as
MHAs, provided that the need for hiring arises within twelve (12) months of
their separation.
Question: How does management determine which MHA will be converted
to career when an opportunity exists?
Answer: MHAs will be converted to career based upon their relative
standing in the installation, which is determined by their initial MHA
appointment date in that installation. Any ties among MHAs who share the
same initial appointment date in the same installation will be based on the
MOU Re Relative Standing of Mail Handler Assistants and Subsequent
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Seniority Upon Conversion to Career Mail Handler, dated September 22,
2014, as amended on September 30, 2014, which is controlling.
Question: Does an MHA’s standing on a roll carry over into career
appointment?
Answer: No. The time worked as an MHA does not carry over if an MHA
attains career status. They begin their initial period of seniority when they
attain career status.
F Changes in Which Seniority is Lost
Except as specifically provided elsewhere in this Agreement an
employee begins a new period of seniority:
F1 When the change is at the employee's request:
F1a

From one postal installation to another, the employee will
begin a new period of seniority as a part-time flexible, if such
status is available in the installation.

F1b

From another craft to the Mail Handler craft, the employee
will begin a new period of seniority as a part-time flexible, if
such status is available in the installation.

The provisions of Sections 12.2F1a and F1b set forth the rule that employees
will begin a new period of seniority as a part-time flexible employee, if such
status is available in the installation, when the employee voluntarily moves to
another postal installation or voluntarily moves from another craft to the Mail
Handler craft.
F2 Upon reinstatement or reemployment.
F3 Upon transfer into the Postal Service.
G Changes in Which Seniority is Retained, Regained or Restored
G1

Reemployment After Disability Separation. On
reinstatement or reemployment after separation caused by
disability, retirement or resignation because of personal
illness and the employee so stated in the employee's
resignation and furnished satisfactory evidence for inclusion
in the employee's personnel folder, the employee receives
seniority credit for past service for time on the disability
retirement or for illness if reinstated or reemployed in the
same postal installation and craft and in the same or lower
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salary level, from which originally separated; provided
application for reinstatement or reemployment is made within
six months from the date of recovery. The date of recovery
in the case of disability retirement must be supported by
notice of recovery from the Compensation Group, Office of
Personnel Management, and in the case of resignation due
to illness, by a statement from the applicant's attending
physician or practitioner. When reinstatement is to the
part-time flexible roster, standing on the roster shall be the
same as if employment had not been interrupted by the
separation.
On reinstatement or reemployment after separation caused by disability,
retirement or resignation because of personal illness, the employee receives
seniority credit for past service and for time on disability retirement or the period
of illness provided that the following criteria are met:
•

The employee stated in the resignation that the resignation was due to
disability or illness and furnished satisfactory evidence for inclusion in
his/her personnel folder.

•

The employee is reinstated or reemployed in the same installation and
craft and in the same or lower salary level from which originally
separated.

•

The application for reinstatement or reemployment is made within six
months of the date of recovery.

•

The date of recovery in the case of disability retirement is supported by
notice of recovery from the Compensation Group, Office of Personnel
Management; the date of recovery in the case of resignation due to
illness is supported by a statement from the employee’s attending
physician or practitioner.

When reinstatement is to the part-time flexible roster, standing on that roster
shall be the same as if employment had not been interrupted by the separation.
G2

Restoration. On restoration in the same craft in the same
installation after return from military service, transfer under
letter of authority or unjust removal, employee shall regain
the same seniority rights the employee would have if not
separated.

When an employee returns to the Mail Handler craft in the same installation
under the conditions indicated above, they regain the seniority that they had at
the time of separation and are also given seniority credit for the time that they
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were separated. In other words, they would be returned to the seniority list with
the same seniority date that they originally had at the time of the separation.
A part time flexible would be returned to a position on the part-time flexible roll as
if they had never separated. If all the part-time flexible employees above the
employee on the PTF roll at the time of the employee’s separation have since
been converted to full-time, the employee would be placed at the top of the roll
and would be converted to full-time at the next opportunity.
For further information regarding the specific rules governing employment
restoration after military service, refer to Section 77 of Handbook EL-312.
G3

When an employee changes from another craft to the Mail
Handler craft involuntarily, the employee will begin a new
period of seniority.

Except as provided in the next paragraph, when an employee changes from
another craft to the mail handler craft involuntarily, the employee begins a new
period of seniority under Section 12.2G3. For example, if a full-time clerk had
been involuntarily reassigned to the mail handler craft, under Section 12.6C5,
effective October 1, 1990, that clerk would have been placed in the mail handler
craft with a seniority date of October 1, 1990.
Sources: Letters, NPMHU to USPS, dated September 25, 1990, and USPS to
NPMHU, dated October 16, 1990.
If an employee is reassigned to the Mail Handler craft pursuant to Article 13 of
either the APWU or NALC National Agreement, the provisions of Article 13
(Section 13.6A and B) apply as appropriate.
G4

Reassignment and Return in 90 Days. Beginning on the
effective date of the 2016 National Agreement, a Mail
Handler who is voluntarily reassigned to another craft in the
same installation with or without a change in grade level and
who is subsequently voluntarily reassigned within 90 days
back to the Mail Handler craft shall regain the seniority
previously acquired as a Mail Handler, which shall not
include the period of intervening employment in the other
craft.

A mail handler who is reassigned voluntarily to another craft and voluntarily
returns to the Mail Handler craft within the same installation within 90 days,
regains the seniority previously attained as a Mail Handler, minus the period of
the intervening employment in the other craft.
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G5

Failure to Meet Qualification Standards. When an employee
is returned to the Mail Handler craft for not being able to
meet the qualification standards for a job in the same
installation, the employee shall regain former Mail Handler
seniority.

If an employee is returned to the Mail Handler craft due to failure to meet the
qualification for a position in the same installation, the employee regains the
seniority the employee had in the Mail Handler craft; that employee’s seniority is
not augmented by the intervening employment. However, should the employee
fail to meet the qualification for a position in another installation and return to the
Mail Handler craft in the former installation, the employee would begin a new
period of seniority.
G6

Any Mail Handler involuntarily moving from one postal
installation to another postal installation shall have seniority
established as of the employee's time in the Mail Handler
craft.

This provision is somewhat misleading in that only full-time and part-time regular
mail handlers are involuntarily reassigned from one installation to another in the
Mail Handler craft with their seniority. If a part-time flexible employee is
involuntarily reassigned from one installation to another in the Mail Handler craft
pursuant to Section 12.6C7b, the employee is placed at the foot of the part-time
flexible roll and does not regain his/her seniority until converted to full-time.
Any senior employee in the same occupational group in the same
installation may elect to be reassigned to the gaining installation and take
the seniority of the senior full-time employee subject to involuntary
reassignment. Such senior employees who accept reassignment to the
gaining installation do not have retreat rights. Article 12.2G6 does not
apply to senior in lieu of volunteers.
Source: Step 4 E11M-1E-C 13256828, dated June 27, 2014.
G7

An employee who left the bargaining unit on or after July 21,
1973 and returns to the bargaining unit:
G7a

will begin a new period of seniority if the employee
returns from a position outside the Postal Service; or

G7b

will begin a new period of seniority if the employee
returns from a non-bargaining unit position (i.e., a
position outside of the bargaining units that were
covered by the 1978 National Agreement) within the
Postal Service, unless the employee returns within 2
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years from the date the employee left the unit except
as follows:
G7b1 An employee who left the craft and/or
installation after the date of the issuance of the
arbitration award determining the terms and
conditions of the 1994 National Agreement,
and returns to the craft and/or installation, will
begin a new period of seniority unless the
employee returns within 1 year from the date
that the employee left the craft and/or
installation.
G7b2 The seniority for an employee returning, within
one year, under G7b1 above shall be
established after reassignment as the seniority
the employee had when he/she left minus
seniority credit for service outside the craft
and/or installation.
The provisions of Section 12.2G7 apply when an employee leaves the bargaining
unit for a position outside of the Postal Service or for a position in a supervisory
or managerial position within the Postal Service. These provisions have no
application to a Mail Handler who leaves the bargaining unit for a position in
another nationally-recognized bargaining unit within the Postal Service, such as
those bargaining units represented by the APWU and NALC. New language in
the 2006 National Agreement confirms the parties’ prior understandings on this
point.
There are different seniority rules depending on the date on which the employee
left the bargaining unit, as outlined hereunder.
Beginning April 25, 1996:
For employees who left the craft and/or installation after April 24, 1996 and later
returned to the craft and/or installation, seniority is established as follows:
•

An employee returning from a position outside the Postal Service would begin
a new period of seniority.

•

An employee returning from a non-bargaining unit position after one (1) year
would begin a new period of seniority.

•

An employee returning from a non-bargaining unit position within one (1) year
would regain the seniority the employee had in the craft without credit for the
time the employee spent in the non-bargaining unit position.
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July 21, 1973 to April 24, 1996:
This provision provides the rules for establishing the seniority of employees who
left the bargaining unit during the period from July 21, 1973 to April 24, 1996 and
later returned to the same craft. They shall have seniority as specified in the
1990-1994 National Agreement which would be established as follows:
•

An employee returning from a position outside the Postal Service would begin
a new period of seniority.

•

An employee returning from a non-bargaining unit position after two (2) years
would begin a new period of seniority.

•

An employee returning from a non-bargaining unit position within two (2)
years would regain the seniority the employee had in the craft without credit
for the time the employee spent in the non-bargaining unit position.

Prior to July 21, 1973:
While the current National Agreement is silent on situations where employees
left the bargaining unit prior to July 21, 1973 and later returned to the same
craft, the rules for establishing seniority for such employees were specified in
the 1971-1973 National Agreement. Seniority would be established as
follows:
•

An employee returning from a position outside the Postal Service would begin
a new period of seniority.

•

An employee returning to the same craft would regain the seniority the
employee had in the craft without credit for the time spent outside the craft.

Employees serving as temporary supervisors (204b) accumulate craft seniority
during those periods in which they serve as temporary supervisors.
Source: National Arbitration Award N8-NA-0383, Arbitrator R. Mittenthal, dated
April 23, 1981.
A former supervisor who left the Mail Handler craft and/or installation after April
24, 1996 and who returns to the craft more than one year after he/she accepted
the promotion, has his/her seniority established one day junior to the seniority of
the junior part-time flexible and is reassigned as a part-time flexible. (Note that,
employees who left the craft on or before April 24, 1996, could retain their
seniority, minus credit for service outside the craft or installation, if they returned
within two years.)
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Sources: Step 4 Grievance H4M-5C-C 17168, dated November 6, 1986, and
National Arbitration Award H7N-4U-C 3766 et al, Arbitrator C. Snow, dated
August 13, 1990.
G8

Except as otherwise specifically provided for in this
Agreement, effective the date of this Agreement, when it is
necessary to resolve a tie in seniority between two or more
Mail Handler craft employees, the following criteria shall
apply in the order set forth below:
G8a

Total continuous postal career service in the Mail
Handler craft within the installation.

This refers to all current service within the Mail Handler craft within the same
installation without a break.
G8b Total postal career service in the Mail Handler craft
within the installation.
This refers to all service in the Mail Handler craft within the same installation
including any time in the craft that may have been accrued prior to leaving and
then returning to the craft.
G8c

Total postal career service in the Mail Handler craft.

This includes all time in the Mail handler craft including time in the Mail Handler
craft in other installations.
G8d

Total postal career service within the installation.

This includes all career service within the installation including career service
outside of the Mail Handler craft.
G8e

Total postal career service.

This includes all career Postal Service without regard to craft or installation.
G8f

Total Federal service as shown in the service
computation date.

The leave computation date, currently found in Box 14 of PS Form 50, is used to
determine “total federal service.”
Source: Step 4 Grievance E98M-1I-C 00222755, dated January 23, 2003.
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G8g

Numerical by the last 3 or more numbers (using
enough numbers to break the tie but not fewer than 3
numbers) of the employee's social security number,
from the lowest to highest.

The employee with the lowest number is placed highest among the group to
whom the tie-breaking process is being applied.
G9

Effective January 1, 2007, any Mail Handler who voluntarily
transfers from one postal installation to another postal installation,
and is subsequently accepted for voluntary transfer back to the
original postal installation within one (1) year, shall have seniority
established as the seniority that the employee had when she/he left
the original installation minus credit for service for the time away
from that installation.

Employees voluntarily transferring from one installation to another on or after
January 1, 2007, and who subsequently are accepted for a voluntary transfer
back to the original installation within one year, regain their seniority in the
original installation minus the time spent away from that installation.
H All positions presently in the Mail Handler craft, including higher level
positions, shall be filled by the senior qualified bidder meeting the
qualification standards for the position, except that those positions which
are presently designated best qualified shall be filled by the best qualified
applicant.
H1 Key and Standard Positions Assigned to the Mail Handler Craft
H1a

Key Position
Mail Handler, MH 4, KP 8

H1b

Standard Positions
Group Leader Mail Handler, MH 5, SP1-33
Label Printing Technician, MH 5, SP2-578
Label Machine Operator, MH 4, SP2-579
*Laborer, Materials Handling, MH 3, SP1-11
Mail Handler Equipment Operator, MH 5, SP2-21
Mail Equipment Handler, MH 4, SP2-247
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Mail Handler Technician, MH 5, SP2-498
Mail Processing Machine Operator,
MH 5, SP2-354
Mail Processing Machine Operator,
MH 5, SP2-470
Packer-Shipper, MH 4, SP2-581
*When the “Laborer, Materials Handling" position is
authorized for the post office branch, it is delegated to the
Mail Handler Craft. When authorized for the Maintenance
Branch it is assigned to the Maintenance Craft.
Sack Sorting Machine Operator, MH 4, SP2-367
Sack Sorting Machine Operator, MH 5, SP2-438
Typist-Label Printing, MH 4, SP2-580
Computer Print Line Production Operator, MH 5, SP2-632
Mail Rewrapper, MH 4, SP2-9
H2

Individual Positions Assigned to the Mail Handler Craft:
Group Leader Mail Handlers, MH 6, IP248-7, 2315-02,
Group Leader Sack Sorter Machine Operator, MH 6,
IP25-11-1, 2315-28, Mail Handler Leadman, MH 5,
IP32-12-1, 2315-80.

When a duty assignment within an Individual Position (IP) becomes vacant, it
should not be posted; rather, it should be reverted.
H3

All Mail Handler employees of Level MH-5 may bid for the
position of Examination Specialist, SP2-188.
[See Letter, page 161]

Even though the position of Examination Specialist is a Clerk craft position, it is
open to all qualified bidders, installation-wide, regardless of craft.
I Filling Positions Reevaluated as One of the Positions Reserved for Bidding
by MH 4's, MH 5's and MH 6's.
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I1 When an occupied level 4 or 5 position is upgraded on the basis of
the present duties:
I1a The incumbent will remain in the upgraded job provided the
incumbent has been in that job for more than one year.
I1b The job will be posted for bid in accordance with the
Agreement if the incumbent has not been in the job for more
than one year.
I2 When an occupied level 4 or 5 position is upgraded on the basis of
duties which are added to the position:
I2a The incumbent will remain in the upgraded job provided the
incumbent has been in that job for more than one year. The
year of required incumbency in the job begins when the
employee first begins working the assignment.
I2b The job will be posted for bid in accordance with the
Agreement if the incumbent has not been in the job in
accordance with .2I2a, above.
I3 When management places automatic equipment in an office and an
employee is assigned to operate the equipment, the time the employee
spends on this job before it is ranked established shall be counted as
incumbency in the position for the purpose of being upgraded or
assigned.
These provisions govern incumbency rights when the appropriate Postal authority
(normally at the National level) reevaluates and upgrades a position based on the
present duties of the position (I1) or based on duties that are added to the position
(I2); all duty assignments within that position description are affected. It does not
apply to the replacement or addition of an assignment when the new duty
assignment requires an established position that is ranked at a higher grade. Such
newly established duty assignments shall be posted for bid pursuant to Section
12.2B3.
Source: Step 4 Grievance B98M-1B-C 00022520, dated September 8, 2000.
If a position is reevaluated to a higher level, the lower level assignment that was
upgraded would be considered abolished.
Section 12.3 Principles of Posting
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A To insure a more efficient and stable work force, an employee may be
designated a successful bidder no more than nine (9) times during the
duration of this Agreement unless such bid:
A1 is to a job in a higher wage level;
A2 is due to elimination or reposting of the employee's duty assignment; or
A3 enables an employee to become assigned to a station closer to the
employee's place of residence. It is the responsibility of the employee
bidding to notify management that the employee is bidding “closer to
home.”
The period for counting bids under the 2016 National Agreement began on May 21,
2016, the day after expiration of the 2016 National Agreement.
Question: What is the timeframe for a career mail handler to use his or her
successful 9 bids?
Answer: The 9 bids will be from the expiration of the previous contract (May
21, 2016) through the end of the current contract (September 20, 2019).
This provision provides that bargaining unit employees can be designated successful
bidder no more than nine (9) times during the life of this contract. However, there
are three (3) exceptions and the exceptions apply beginning with the first successful
bid. For example, if the employee’s second successful bid during the life of the
Agreement was necessitated due to their assignment being reposted due to a
schedule change, that bid would not count against the nine (9) successful bid limit
and the employee would still be entitled to at least eight (8) more successful bids
during the life of the Agreement.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H1C-3P-C 36488, dated April 3, 1986.
With regard to telephone bids, even when an employee has reached his or her
successful bid limit, the telephone bidding system will allow bids to be entered.
Those bids are flagged by the system as “ineligible.”
As noted in the new contract language, it is the responsibility of the employee bidding
to notify management that the employee is bidding “closer to home.” Management
then will change the bid(s) to “eligible.” If the bidder is successful, the bidder will get
his/her additional successful bid.
Management will routinely review job bidding reports prior to awarding the duty
assignment to a successful bidder. Part of this process is to investigate the ineligible
bids. There are other situations (e.g., when an employee’s job is abolished) where
the bid count also must be manually adjusted to make the bids eligible.
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Source: Letter Re Implementation of Telephone Bidding System.
B In the Mail Handler Craft, Vacant Craft Duty Assignments Will Be Posted for
Bid as Follows:
B1

Full-time and part-time fixed schedule employees will only bid for
vacant assignments within their own category.

Only full-time employees may bid for full-time assignments and only part-time
regular employees may bid for part-time regular assignments.
B2

Full-time employees may apply for residual vacancies in the
part-time fixed schedule category, and selection from such
applicants shall be based on senior employee meeting the
qualification standards.

Under this provision, full-time regular mail handlers may apply for residual
vacancies having a part-time fixed schedule. The senior full-time regular
employee who meets the qualification standards will be selected. See further the
MOU Re Conversion of Mail Handler Craft Employees on page 116 of the 2006
National Agreement.
The selected employee’s seniority would be computed in accordance with
Section 12.2D2b, which provides that seniority begins on the date of appointment
as a part-time fixed schedule employee and continues to accrue as long as
service in the craft, the part-time fixed schedule category, and the installation is
uninterrupted.
Source: Downes Memorandum Re Part-Time Regular Mail Handlers, dated
October 2, 1986.
B3

All vacant or newly established craft duty assignments shall be
posted for employees eligible to bid. Vacant duty assignments
will be posted within 28 days of the date the assignment
becomes vacant unless a determination has been made that the
position is to be reverted. If the vacant assignment is reverted, a
notice shall be posted within that same 28 day period advising
of the action taken and the reasons therefor. In addition, a copy of
the notice shall be provided to the appropriate Union
representative.
[See Letter, page 162]

All vacant duty assignments must be posted for bid within 28 days, unless
management determines that the position is to be reverted. This provision
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requires the Employer to provide the appropriate Union official with a copy of the
notice indicating that a bargaining unit assignment is being reverted. A separate
Letter of Intent printed at page 162 of the 2016 National Agreement provides that
the only remedy that the Union has relative to a failure to provide such notice is
the preservation of the Union’s right to grieve such reversion until such time as
the Union receives the notice.
B4

When it is necessary that fixed scheduled day(s) of work in the
basic work week for a craft assignment be permanently changed,
the affected assignment(s) shall be reposted. The change in work
days shall not be effected until the job has been posted.

The change in non-scheduled days will not actually take place until the
assignment is actually posted for bid.
When it is necessary that the fixed scheduled day(s) of work in the basic work
week for a part-time regular craft assignment be permanently changed, the
provisions of Section 12.3B4 will be followed.
Source: Memorandum of Understanding, dated September 22, 1988.
B5

The determination of what constitutes a sufficient change of duties,
or principal assignment area, to cause the duty assignment to be
reposted shall be subject to local negotiations in accordance with
local implementation provisions of this Agreement.

The results of local implementation under this provision should not be
inconsistent or in conflict with the provisions contained in Section 12.3B7
hereunder.
B6

No assignment will be posted because of change in starting time
unless the change exceeds an hour. Any change in starting time
that exceeds one (1) hour shall be posted for bid, except when
there is a permanent change in starting time of more than one hour
and up to and including four hours, the incumbent shall have the
option to accept such new reporting time. If the incumbent does
not accept the new reporting time, the assignment will be posted for
bid.

If the change in starting time is more than four hours, the incumbent does not have
the option to accept a new starting time and the assignment must be posted for bid.
When it is necessary that the starting times in the basic work week for a part-time
regular craft assignment be permanently changed, the provisions of Section
12.3B6 will be followed.
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Source: Memorandum of Understanding, dated September 22, 1988.
B7

Change in duty assignment, as specified below, will require
reposting:
B7a A 50% change in duties (actual duties performed).
B7b

A change in principal assignment area which requires
reporting to a different physical location; i.e., station, branch,
facility annex, etc., except the incumbent shall have the
option to accept the new assignment.

As an example of the application of Section 12.3B7b, assume that an annex
facility is opened and certain assignments are transferred to the annex. The
incumbents would have the option of accepting the newly located assignments if
there is no requirement to repost subject to B4 (change of days), B6 (change of
hours) or B7a (change in duties) above.
B8

Vacant full-time Mail Handler assignments shall be posted for a
period of ten (l0) days.

B9

The installation head shall establish a method for handling multiple
bidding on duty assignments which are simultaneously posted.

For paper bids, the method established by the installation head may include the
use of Form 1717A, which allows an employee to list multiple bids on the same
sheet in preferred order. For telephone bids, the current system allows the
employee to indicate an order of preference when making multiple bids.
B10 An employee may withdraw a bid on a posted assignment, in
writing or in the telephone or computerized bidding process, at any
time before the closing time (hour and date) of the posting. Such
withdrawal, to be official, shall be date stamped or processed by
telephone or computer with confirmation.
Where telephone bidding is used, employees will withdraw their bid using the
telephone system.
B11 An unassigned full-time employee may bid on full-time duty
assignments posted for bid by employees in the Mail Handler craft.
An unassigned full-time employee may be assigned to any vacant
duty assignment. Such employee shall be given a choice if more
than one vacant assignment is available. When the number of
unassigned full-time employees exceeds the number of residual
vacant duty assignments, the senior unassigned employee(s) may
elect to remain unassigned provided that an unassigned regular
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making this election is not the only unassigned regular who can fill
a higher-level position without promotion or is not the only
unassigned regular qualified for a residual assignment. Part-time
fixed schedule employees shall be treated similarly within their own
category.
Except in cases where the installation is under withholding, if no
qualified unassigned full-time regular employee is available to be
assigned to the residual vacancy, the senior part-time flexible
employee in the installation will be converted to full-time regular
and assigned to this residual vacant duty assignment. This
provision is applicable to residual vacancies remaining from any bid
posting after June 1, 2007.
This provision governs the bidding rights and assignment procedures for
unassigned regulars. If, for example, there are three residual vacancies and
there are five unassigned employees, two of the unassigned employees may
decline assignment to a residual vacancy as long as there is a junior unassigned
employee that can be assigned to the vacant assignment. This election cannot
be made if that junior employee would have to be promoted while the senior
employee would not or if the senior employee was qualified for the position and
the junior employee was not.
The issues in these grievances are whether a light/limited duty employee
can be assigned to a residual vacancy that he or she cannot physically
perform.
The parties agree that an unassigned light/limited duty employee cannot be
assigned to a residual vacancy unless the employee is able to perform the
core functions of the position, with or without reasonable accommodation.
Source: Step 4 Grievances C00M-1C-C 05179842, C00M-1C-C 06002195,
and K00M-1K-C 05016441, dated December 18, 2011.
Beginning with bid postings after June 1, 2007, and except for those installations
that are under withholding, the senior part-time flexible employee will be
converted to full-time regular and assigned to a remaining residual vacant duty
assignment if there is no qualified unassigned full-time regular employee
available to be assigned to that residual vacancy. The senior part-time flexible
employee cannot refuse the conversion to full-time status, and the conversion
should occur in the usual course, even in December.
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
FILLING OF RESIDUAL VACANCIES
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The parties agree to apply the following procedures, during the term of
the 2016 National Agreement, concerning filling of Mail Handler Craft
residual vacant duty assignments not subject to withholding pursuant
to Article 1 2.
In accordance with Article 12.3B3, all vacant duty assignments will be
posted within 28 days of the date the assignment becomes vacant
unless a determination has been made that the position is to be
reverted. If that vacant duty assignment is posted, goes unbid, and
becomes residual, that residual duty assignment will be filled in
accordance with this Memorandum of Understanding.
If and when management decides to revert an assignment, a notice shall be
posted within ten (10) days advising of the action taken and the reason(s)
therefore. Assignments that are not reverted shall be filled in accordance
with this MOU. The Postal Service at the National level shall provide the
Union at the National level with reports, as they become available, listing
the number of residual vacant assignments.
Under the terms of this MOU, residual duty assignments that are not
subject to a proper withholding pursuant to Article 12 will be filled by
assigning employees in the following order:
1.

Unassigned regular mail handlers in the same installation.

2.

Employees with mail handler retreat rights to the installation
pursuant to Article 12.

3.

Convert part-time flexible mail handlers within the installation to
full-time regular, up to the number of residual vacancies.

4.

Convert part-time regulars within the installation who have
requested in writing to become full-time, up to the number of
residual vacancies remaining. Management has the right to
reject the next eligible senior part-time regular employee but
must show cause for doing so, and any such action is grievable
by said employee.

5.

Full time regular mail handler employees, by seniority, with
priority consideration in eReassign.

6.

All qualified bargaining unit applicants per the MOU Re: Transfers
without priority consideration, on a first-in, first-out basis. These
reassignment (transfer) requests will be made with the normal
considerations contained in the MOU Re: Transfers. The number
of career reassignments allowed under this paragraph including
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those in paragraph 5 above is limited to one in every four full-time
opportunities filled in offices of 100 or more work years and one
in every six full-time opportunities filled in offices of less than 100
work years.
However, concurrent with filling these vacancies through the
MOU Re: Transfers, management shall convert Mail Handler
Assistants (MHAs) within the installation to career status by
relative standing. In order to expedite the process of filling
vacancies, management may fill three of four full-time
opportunities or five of six full-time opportunities, as applicable,
without waiting for completion of the transfer process.
Each residual vacant duty assignment shall be filled as soon as
practicable.
The use of MHAs will not invoke the provisions of Article 7.3 and/or the
second paragraph of Article 12.3B11 of the National Agreement.
Employees moving between installations pursuant to the terms of this
agreement are solely responsible for any and all costs related to
relocation.
An employee accepting a voluntary reassignment (transfer) or a parttime regular converting to a full-time regular under this MOU will begin
a new period of seniority.
This MOU is effective through the expiration of the 2016 National
Agreement, unless extended by agreement of the parties or
continuation of the 2016 National Agreement during impasse
procedures.
This MOU is non-precedential and is reached without prejudice to the
position of either party in this or any other matter. It may be cited only
to enforce its terms.
Any disputes regarding application of this MOU will be sent to the
Article 12 Task Force for resolution.

This new MOU in the 2016 National Agreement incorporates the substance
of the terms of the prior MOU re Filling Residual Vacancies, with some
minor changes. The original MOU was signed in August 2015, and this
version provides clear direction to local parties on how to fill vacant career
Mail Handler jobs. In practice, the conversion should work as follows:
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Once management makes a determination not to revert the position,
management will confirm that there are no career employees (following the
appropriate bidding process) to fill this vacancy, thereby creating a
residual vacancy which is available to be filled by the following employees
in this order:





Unassigned regulars in the installation
Mail Handlers with retreat rights that were excessed out
Converting a PTF in an under 200 man year facility
Converting a PTR requesting conversion to full-time status within
his/her own installation
 Transferring an employee with a “priority” consideration for transfer
in eReassign
 Transferring other career employees seeking transfer (in accordance
with MOU on Transfers) – 1 in 4 for installations with 100+ man years,
and 1 in 6 for smaller installations
 Converting MHAs to career (in concurrence with the eReassign
process)
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN
THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
AND
THE NATIONAL POSTAL MAIL HANDLERS UNION
Re: Demotion of EAS/Management Employees or Reinstatement of Former
Employees into Mail Handler Craft
The parties agree that the Memorandum of Understanding, Re: Filling of
Residual Vacancies between the Postal Service and the National Postal
Mail Handler Union does not change current rules or practices on the
demotion of EAS/management employees into the mail handler craft or the
reinstatement of former employees into the mail handler craft. The parties
further agree that the National Agreement and the arbitration award issued
by Carlton Snow on August 13, 1990 in Case No. H7N-4U-C 3766 shall
govern status and seniority when an EAS/management employee is
involuntarily or voluntarily placed in the mail handler craft.
If issues remain after any demotion or reassignment covered by this MOU,
they will be referred to the Article 12 Task Force for discussion and
possible resolution.
This MOU reaffirms management’s right to demote an EAS employee or to
reinstate a former employee into the mail handler craft without having to go
through the steps of the MOU: Re Filling of Residual Vacancies. The
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employee’s status and seniority will be in accordance with the arbitration
award issued by Carlton Snow dated August 13, 1990.
B12 Mail Handlers temporarily detailed to a supervisory position (204b)
or detailed to an EAS position may not bid on or be assigned to any
vacant mail handler duty assignments while so detailed. However,
nothing contained herein shall be construed to preclude such
temporarily detailed employees from voluntarily terminating a 204b
or EAS detail and returning to their craft position. After returning
to the craft position, such employees may exercise their right to bid
on vacant mail handler craft duty assignments.
The duty assignment of a full-time or part-time regular mail handler
detailed to an EAS position or a supervisory position, including a
supervisory training program, in excess of 120 consecutive days
shall be declared vacant and shall be posted for bid in accordance
with this Article. Under such circumstances, the employee shall not
be eligible to re-bid the next posting of that assignment. Upon
return to the craft, the mail handler will become an unassigned
full-time or part-time regular mail handler with a fixed schedule. A
mail handler temporarily detailed to an EAS position or a
supervisory position will not return or be returned to the craft solely
to circumvent the provisions of Section 12.3B12. An employee
detailed to an EAS position or supervisory position must return to
the craft for a minimum of one continuous pay period to prevent
circumvention of the intent of this provision.
Form 1723, Notice of Assignment, shall be used in detailing mail
handlers to temporary supervisor positions (204b) or EAS detailed
positions. The Employer will provide the Union at the local level
with a copy of Form(s) 1723 showing the beginning and ending of
all such details.
● A mail handler temporarily detailed to a supervisory or EAS position may
voluntarily terminate the detail and return to his\her craft position;
● The contract specifically states that a mail handler “temporarily detailed
to an EAS position or a supervisory position will not return or be returned
to the craft solely to circumvent the provisions of Section 12.3B12.” This
provision prohibits such circumvention with regard to all of the provisions
contained in Section 12.3B12;
● After returning to the craft position, the mail handler who was detailed
may bid on or be assigned to a vacant mail handler duty assignment;
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● The return to the craft position must last for a minimum of one (1)
continuous pay period to prevent circumvention of Article 12.3B12;
● During that one (1) continuous pay period, the mail handler may take paid
or unpaid leave, but in no event shall the mail handler be in a leave status
the entire pay period;
● For bidding purposes, the one (1) continuous pay period must be met
prior to the date of posting the award notice of the successful bidder;
● If the mail handler’s detail, including a supervisory training program,
exceeds 120 consecutive days, the duty assignment of that full-time or
part-time regular mail handler shall be declared vacant and shall be posted
for bid;
● Should the employee’s duty assignment be vacated after 120 consecutive
days on an EAS or supervisory detail, then the mail handler is not eligible
to re-bid the next posting of that assignment and the mail handler becomes
an unassigned regular with a fixed schedule upon return to the craft;
● If the mail handler returns or is returned to the craft position, to avoid the
duty assignment being declared vacant and being reposted, the one (1)
continuous pay period must begin prior to the end of the 120 days.
Question: Can an employee temporarily detailed to an EAS position, including a
supervisory position (204b), whose duty assignment is vacated after working such
detail in excess of 120 consecutive days, and who will become an unassigned
regular upon return to the craft, be assigned to a residual vacancy while still
temporarily detailed to the EAS or supervisory position?
Answer: No. In these circumstances, the employee may not be placed into the
vacant residual duty assignment until he/she returns to the craft and becomes an
unassigned mail handler employee.
Source: Step 4 Grievance C94M-4C-C 97008282, dated January 30, 1997.
The Employer is required to provide the Union at the local level with a copy of
Form(s) 1723 showing the beginning and ending times of all details of mail handlers
to EAS positions or temporary supervisor (204b) positions. Such copies of Form
1723 should be provided to the Union in advance of the detail or a modification
thereto.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H4N-4U-C 26041, dated May 22, 1987.
The beginning and ending dates of the EAS or 204b assignment contained in the
Form 1723 are effective unless otherwise amended by a premature termination of
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the higher level assignment. Management may prematurely terminate an EAS or
204b detail by furnishing an amended Form 1723 to the appropriate union
representative. In such cases, the amended Form 1723 should be provided in
advance, if the union representative is available; otherwise, the form shall be
provided to the union representative as soon as practicable after he/she becomes
available.
Sources: Step 4 Grievances, Unnumbered, dated December 31, 1985 and Prearbitration Settlement H1N-5H-C 26031, dated January 12, 1989.
A mail handler in an EAS or a temporary supervisor (204b) detail may bid for the
multi-craft position of Examination Specialist because that position is not a “vacant
mail handler duty assignment” within the meaning of Section 12.3B12.
Source: National Arbitration Award H1N-4J-C 8187, Arbitrator B. Aaron, dated March
19, 1985.
C Place of Posting
The notice inviting bids for a craft assignment shall be posted on all
official bulletin boards at the installation where the vacancy exists,
including stations, branches and sections. Copies of the notice shall be
given to the designated agent of the Union. When an absent employee
has so requested in writing, stating the employee's mailing address, a
copy of any notice inviting bids shall be mailed to the employee by the
installation head. Posting and bidding for preferred duty assignments
shall be installation-wide unless otherwise specified by local Agreement.
This posting requirement does not apply to the sectional bidding process set forth
in Sections 12.6C4c and .6C4d3.
D Information on Notices Inviting Bids
Notices Inviting Bids shall include:
D1

The duty assignment (as defined in section 12.2D3, if applicable)
by position title and number; e.g., key, standard, or individual
position.

D2

PS or MH salary level and craft.

D3

Hours of duty (beginning, ending).

D4

The principal assignment area; e.g., section and/or location of
activity.
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D5

Qualification standards and occupational code number.

D6

Physical requirement(s) unusual to the specific assignment (heavy
lifting, etc.).

D7

Invitation to employees to submit bids.

D8

The fixed schedule of days of work.

E Successful Bidder
E1

Within 10 days after the closing date of the posting (including
December), the installation head shall post a notice stating the
successful bidder and the bidder's seniority date. The senior
qualified bidder meeting the qualification standards established for
that position shall be designated the “successful bidder."

E2

The successful bidder must be placed in the new assignment within
15 days except in the month of December.

During the month of December, management may defer placing the successful
bidder into the new assignment beyond 15 days.
An inability to work overtime does not necessarily prohibit an employee from
performing his or her normal assignment. Accordingly, such an individual
working with such a restriction is not necessarily on “light duty.” Employees
restricted from working overtime may bid on and receive assignments for which
they can perform a regular eight hour assignment.
Source: National Arbitration Award H1C-5K-C 24191, Arbitrator C. Snow, dated
April 29, 1991.
E3

Normally, an employee shall work the duty assignment for which
the employee has been designated the successful bidder.
However, when an employee is moved off the employee's duty
assignment, the employee shall not be replaced by another
employee. For temporary reassignments not covered by Article
25, the movement of people outside the bid assignment area will
be as follows:
E3a casuals;
E3b employees from other crafts performing work in
accordance with Articles 7 or 13;
E3c MHAs
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E3d part-time flexible employees;
E3e part-time regular employees;
E3f

full-time regular Mail Handler employees;

E3g the order of movement of full-time regular Mail Handler
employees in .3E3, above shall be a subject for local
negotiations; however, if an agreement is not reached at the
local level, the matter will be referred to the Area Manager,
Human Resources and the Regional Director, Mail Handlers
Union for settlement.
When it becomes necessary to move an employee from their duty assignment,
such move will be accomplished in accordance with Section 12.3E3.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H4M-2U-C 6165, dated November 10, 1987.
Changes made in the 2016 National Agreement make clear that employees
from other crafts who may be performing work in accordance with the
cross-craft provisions of Articles 7 or 13 must be moved off of their
assignments before MHAs.
E4

Except as otherwise provided by this Agreement, no employee
shall be allowed to displace or "bump" another employee properly
holding a position or duty assignment.

Section 12.4 Definition of a Section
The Employer and the Union shall define sections in accordance with the local
implementation provision of this Agreement. Such definition will be confined to
one or more of the following:
A pay location;
B by floor;
C tour;
D job within an area;
E type of work;
F by branches or stations;
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G the entire installation;
H incoming;
I outgoing.
Section 12.4 explains how a “section” may be defined in the Local Memorandum
of Understanding provided for in Article 30.
Section 12.5 Principles of Reassignments
A

A primary principle in effecting reassignments will be that dislocation and
inconvenience to employees in the regular work force shall be kept to a
minimum, consistent with the needs of the Service. Reassignments will
be made in accordance with this Section and the provisions of Section
12.6 below.
A1

When a major relocation of employees is planned in major
metropolitan areas or due to the implementation of national postal
mail networks, the Employer will apply this Article in the
development of the relocation and reassignment plan. At least 90
days in advance of implementation of such plan, the Employer will
meet with the Union at the national level to fully advise the Union
how it intends to implement the plan. If the Union believes such
plan violates this Agreement, the matter may be grieved.

A2

Such plan shall include a meeting at the regional/area level in
advance (as much as six months whenever possible) of the
reassignments anticipated. The Employer will advise the Union,
based on the best estimates available at the time, of the anticipated
impact; the numbers of employees affected; the locations to which
they will be reassigned; and, in the case of a new installation, the
anticipated complement by tour. The Union, at the Regional level,
will be periodically updated by the Area should any of the
information change due to more current data being available.

A3

When employees are excessed out of their installation, the Union at
the regional level may request a comparative work hour report of
the losing installation 60 days after the excessing of such
employees.

A4

If a review of the report does not substantiate that business
conditions warranted the action taken, such employees shall have
their retreat rights activated. If the retreat right is denied, the
employees have the right to the grievance-arbitration procedure.
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B In order to minimize the impact on employees in the regular work force,
the Employer agrees to separate to the extent possible, MHAs and
casual employees, working in the affected craft and installation prior to
excessing any regular employee in that craft out of the installation. The
junior full-time employee who is being excessed has the option of
reverting to part-time flexible status in his/her craft, if such status is
available in the installation, or of being reassigned to the gaining
installation.
Section 12.5 sets forth certain principles of reassignments that are applicable to all
excessing situations. Section 12.5A states the general rule, which is repeated in
Section 12.6B1 below, that reassignments will be implemented so that dislocation
and inconvenience to employees shall be kept to a minimum, consistent with the
needs of the Postal Service, and that reassignments will be made in accordance with
Section 12.5 and Section 12.6.
The provisions of Section 12.5 provide for the following:
•

That dislocation and inconvenience to bargaining unit employees be kept to a
minimum.

•

That reassignments will be made in accordance with Sections 12.5 and 12.6.

•

That where a major relocation of employees is planned, the parties must meet
at the national level at least 90 days in advance of implementation of the plan.

•

That an Area/Regional level meeting must also take place as much as six (6)
months in advance, whenever possible, of the anticipated reassignments.
The union is to be advised of the following:
1. The anticipated impact by craft.
2. The installations with available vacancies for the employees to be
reassigned.
3. Where a new installation is involved, the anticipated complement by tour
and craft.
4. The above information must be updated periodically and provided to the
Union at the Area/Regional level.

•

That where employees are involuntarily reassigned outside an
installation, the union at the regional level may request a comparative
work hour report 60 days after the excessing. The report provides a
listing of all work hours used on a daily basis in the affected craft for the
period of 30 days before and 30 days after the reassignments. If the
report does not indicate that conditions warranted the reassignments, the
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retreat rights of the affected employees shall be activated. If the retreat
rights are denied, the employees have the right to grieve.
•

That in order to minimize the impact on employees, MHAs and casual
employees working in the craft and installation will be separated to the extent
possible prior to making involuntary reassignments.

•

That full-time employees subject to involuntary reassignment have the option
of reverting to part-time flexible, if such status is available in the installation,
or of being reassigned to the gaining installation.

In a 2014 National Arbitration Award, Arbitrator Nolan concluded that the
Postal Service is prohibited from reassigning a clerk craft employee into a fulltime carrier craft or mail handler craft position if that clerk employee does not
meet the definition of full-time employee specified in the Postal Service’s
National Agreement with the gaining craft’s union. In the specific case
underlying this National Award, an employee who was a non-traditional fulltime (NTFT) clerk did not work 8 hours per day or 40 hours per week, and
therefore his reassignment into the city carrier craft was vacated.
Source: National Arbitration Award Q06N-4Q-C 12114440, Arbitrator D.
Nolan, dated February 16, 2014.
Section 12.6 Reassignments
A Basic Principles and Reassignments
When it is proposed to:
A1 Discontinue an independent installation;
A2

Consolidate an independent installation (i.e., discontinue the
independent identity of an installation by making it part of another
and continuing independent installation);

A3

Transfer a classified station or classified branch to the jurisdiction of
another installation or make an independent installation;

A4

Reassign within an installation employees excess to the needs of a
section of that installation;

A5

Reduce the number of regular work force employees of an
installation other than by attrition;

A6 Centralize mail processing and/or delivery installations; or
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A7

Reduce the number of part-time flexibles other than by attrition;
such actions shall be subject to the following principles and
requirements.

Section 12.6A is no more than a “Table of Contents” for Section 12.6C. When
excessing is required, the seven (7) parts of Section 12.6A should be reviewed to
determine which part should be applied and then the corresponding part of
Section 12.6C should be referred to for the specific procedures involved. For
example, the procedures for Section 12.6A1 are found in Section 12.6C1; similar
reference should be made for Sections 12.6A2 through A7. More often than not,
if involuntary reassignments outside the installation are needed, Section 12.6C5,
applies.
B Principles and Requirements
B1

Dislocation and inconvenience to full-time and part-time flexible
employees shall be kept to the minimum consistent with the needs
of the service.

B2

The Vice President, Area Operations shall give full consideration to
withholding sufficient full-time and part-time flexible positions within
the area for full-time and part-time flexible employees who may be
involuntarily reassigned. When positions are withheld, the local
union may request on a quarterly basis, that local management
review the continuing need for withholding such positions and
management shall discuss with the union the results of such
review. If and when local management learns that an
installation is released, in whole or in part, from withholding, it
shall notify the union.

B3

Except as otherwise provided by this Agreement, no employee
shall be allowed to displace, or "bump" another employee, properly
holding a position or duty assignment.

B4

Under Section 12.6A4, governing reassignments within an
installation of the employees excess to the needs of the section, the
Union at the local level shall be notified in advance (as much as 30
days whenever possible).

B5

Full-time and part-time flexible employees involuntarily detailed or
reassigned from one installation to another shall be given not less
than 60 days advance notice, if possible, and shall receive moving,
mileage, per diem and reimbursement for movement of household
goods, as appropriate, if legally payable, will be governed by the
standardized Government travel regulations as set forth in Methods
Handbook F-10, “Travel."
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B6 The Regional Director for the NPMHU will receive at least 30 days
notice for excessing outside of the installation that does not involve
employee relocation. Such notice shall include a list of potential
vacancies for reassignments. The impacted employees will receive
the same notice at least 30 days in advance. Where employee
relocation benefits are applicable the Regional Director for the
NPMHU will receive at least 60 days notice for excessing outside of
the installation. Such notice shall include a list of potential
vacancies for reassignments. Impacted employees will receive the
same notice at least 60 days in advance.
B7

Any employee volunteering to accept reassignment to another craft
or occupational group, another branch of the Postal Service, or
another installation shall start a new period of seniority beginning
with such assignment, except as provided herein.

B8

Whenever changes in mail handling patterns are undertaken in a
geographic area including one or more postal installations with
resultant successive reassignments of Mail Handlers from those
installations to one or more central installations, the reassignment
of Mail Handlers shall be treated as details for the first 120 days for
purposes of bidding only in order to prevent inequities in the
seniority lists at the gaining installations. The 120 days is
computed from the date of the first detail of a Mail Handler to the
central, consolidated or new installation in that specific planning
program. If a tie develops in establishing the merged seniority
roster at the gaining installation, it shall be broken by total
continuous service in the regular work force in the same craft.

B9

Whenever in this Agreement provision is made for reassignments, it
is understood that any full-time or part-time flexible employees
reassigned must meet the qualification requirements of the position
to which reassigned.

B10 It is understood that any employee entitled hereunder to a specific
placement may exercise entitlement only if no other employee has
a superior claim hereunder to the same position.
B10a Surplus U.S. Postal Service employees from non-mail
processing and non mail delivery installations, area offices,
the U.S. Postal Service Headquarters or from other Federal
departments or agencies shall be placed at the foot of the
part-time flexible roll and begin a new period of seniority
effective the date of reassignment.
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B10b Former full-time post office Mail Handlers who were
reassigned to mail bag repair centers and depositories on or
before July 1, 1956, and who since such reassignment have
been continuously employed in the same center or
depository and subsequent to March 31, 1965:
B10b1 When such an employee is declared excess and is
returned to the Mail Handler craft in the same
installation from which the employee was reassigned,
seniority shall be the same as for continuous service
in the craft and installation.
B10b2 Should such an employee who is not excess
volunteer to be returned to the installation in place of
a junior excess employee, seniority in the Mail
Handler craft and installation will be that of the junior
excess employee.
B10b3 If such an employee voluntarily transfers to the
employee's former installation he/she shall begin a
new period of seniority.
Section 12.6B provides the principles and requirements for making involuntary
reassignments. Note that, while the contract language discussed below
references full-time regular and part-time flexible employees, the provisions also
apply to part-time regulars. They are as follows:
•

Dislocation and inconvenience to full-time regular and part-time flexible
employees shall be kept to a minimum consistent with the needs of the Postal
Service.

•

The Vice-President, Area Operations should give full consideration to
withholding sufficient vacancies to accommodate affected employees who
may be subject to involuntary reassignment within the Area. Periodic reviews
should be made by local management to determine if there is a continuing
need to withhold vacancies and the results of the review should be discussed
with the local union.
In a National Award, Arbitrator Gamser held as follows:
There is no question that Appendix A of the 1975 National Agreement
imposed upon Management an obligation to anticipate dislocations which
might occur and to withhold full-time vacancies for the purpose of
preserving as many opportunities for regular full-time employees to avoid
the dislocation of moving out of the area by bidding into such full-time
positions when they were forced out of their regular positions. Such a
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requirement was agreed to by the parties to several previous national
negotiations, regardless of the craft or crafts represented on the union
side of the bargaining table, because both labor and management
recognized that full-time employees, in this instance, were members of a
career work force, with tenure and stability of employment to be protected
wherever possible, with rights which superseded those with a less
protected career status regardless of craft. That is obviously why the
provisions of the earlier Article XII and those of Appendix A, pertinent to
this proceeding, as well as those of the present Article XII, did not impose
a restriction upon the Area Postmaster General to withhold vacant full time
positions only for the benefit and protection of employees who are
members of the same craft as that in which the vacancy exists.
Source: National Arbitration Award NC-E-16340, Arbitrator H. Gamser, dated
December 7, 1979.
Length of withholding: There is no established contractual time limit on the
length of time management may withhold residual positions. Rather, as
Arbitrator Gamser noted in Case 16340 above, the parties must apply “a rule
of reason based upon the facts and circumstances then existing.” Whether
management’s actions are reasonable in a particular case depends on the full
facts and circumstances in that case.
When positions are withheld, the local union may request, on a quarterly
basis, that local management review the continuing need for withholding
such positions and management shall discuss with the union the results
of such review. In addition, when local management learns that an
installation is released from withholding – in whole or in part – local
management shall notify the Union.
Number of withheld positions: Management may not withhold more
positions than are reasonably necessary to accommodate any planned
excessing. Section 12.6B2 only authorizes management to withhold
“sufficient full-time and part-time flexible positions within the area for full-time
and part-time flexible employees who may be involuntarily reassigned.”
There are no blanket rules that can be used to determine whether
management is withholding an excessive number of positions, or withholding
positions for an excessive period of time. Again, each case must be examined
based on the local facts and circumstances in that case. Generally, this
involves calculating the number of positions that will be reduced and the
length of time over which the reductions will occur and then determining
whether the reductions will occur faster than can be accommodated by normal
attrition.
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Withholding positions for excessing is only justified when positions in the
losing craft or installation must be reduced faster than can be accomplished
through normal attrition. Projections of anticipated attrition must take into
account local historical attrition data and the age composition of the
employees. Installations with a high percentage of employees approaching
retirement age can reasonably expect higher attrition than installations with a
high percentage of younger employees. Thus, accurate projections require an
examination of the local fact circumstances rather than mere application of a
national average attrition rate.
•

Section 12.6B3 provides that no employee may displace or bump another
employee properly holding a position or duty assignment. The reassignment
provisions contained in Section 12.6C do not violate Section 12.6B3 even
though junior full-time employees are involuntarily reassigned, and their duty
assignments are reposted to the remaining senior full-time employees for
placement through the bid or expedited selection procedures.

Provides that the Union at the Regional/ Area level will receive at least 30 days’
notice for excessing outside the installation where employee relocation benefits
are not applicable and will receive at least 60 days’ notice for excessing outside
the installation where employee relocation benefits are applicable. Both such
notices shall include a list of potential vacancies for reassignment.
Impacted mail handlers, and senior in lieu of volunteers, may be placed as
unassigned regular mail handlers in the gaining installation. See Article
12.6C5b6 and the MOU Re Excessing Issues for exceptions concerning
Level 5 veteran preference employees.
•

National Arbitrator Garrett has ruled that such notice is meaningless “unless
given prior to the event. One obvious purpose of giving notice is to provide
opportunity for an involved Union to investigate the facts and make
suggestions calculated to minimize ‘dislocation and inconvenience to full-time
or part-time flexible employees affected’ . . .proper notice is not given . . .
unless it provides an affected Union with a reasonable time period to
investigate relevant facts and to discuss the matter with appropriate
Management representatives before the proposed action becomes effective.”
Arbitrator Garrett also noted that while the Union, after notification, would
have “reasonable opportunity to present facts and suggestions to the Service,
there can be no obligation by the Service to engage in ‘collective bargaining’”
regarding the reassignments.
Source: National Arbitration Award AC-NAT-3052, Arbitrator S. Garrett,
dated April 25, 1977.

•

Affected employees are entitled to an advance notice of not less than 60
days, if possible, before making involuntary details or reassignments from one
installation to another that involves employee relocation. When involuntary
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reassignments are made, the affected employees are entitled to receive
moving, mileage, per diem, and reimbursement for movement of household
goods as appropriate if legally payable pursuant to the applicable handbook.
Currently, the regulations are found in Handbook F-15-C, Relocation Policy—
Bargaining Employees.
In a case involving the failure of management to provide the 60-days advance
notice to mail handlers excessed to the Des Moines BMC, Arbitrator Fasser
ruled that “[t]he notices required . . . are substantive conditions. . . It is
imperative that the notice requirements that are so carefully worked out at the
bargaining table command the respect due them. . . The traumatic impact of
the involuntary reassignment on the individual and his family embraces
countless variations and ramifications. The purpose of the notice is to
minimize to the extent possible, that traumatic impact.”
Source: National Arbitration Award MC-C-325, Arbitrator P. Fasser, dated
December 8, 1976.
To qualify for relocation allowances, the distance between an employee’s new
duty station and his/her old residence must be at least 50 miles greater than
the distance between the employee’s old duty station and the old residence.
Source: Handbook F-15-C, Relocation Policy—Bargaining Employees.
In a 1979 National Award, Arbitrator Gamser concluded that employees who
have been involuntarily reassigned are not entitled to additional relocation
expenses when they voluntarily exercise retreat rights to return to their
original facility.
Source: National Arbitration Award MC-N-1386, Arbitrator H. Gamser, dated
August 25, 1979.
•

Provides that an employee who volunteers for reassignment will begin a new
period of seniority, except as provided for in Section 12.6.

•

Provides that when involuntary reassignments are made due to centralized
mail processing, the reassignments are treated as details for the first 120
days. The 120 days is computed from the date of the first detail of a mail
handler to the central, consolidated, or new installation. This provision is
effected only when Section 12.6C6 is applied.
Arbitrator Gamser ruled that employees who have been involuntarily
reassigned due to centralized mail processing are treated as on detail
pursuant to Sections 12.6B7 and 12.6C6c, and thus they have no seniority
rights for the entire detail period for bidding or for subsequent reassignments
from the gaining installation.
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Source: National Arbitration Award A-NAT-2341, Arbitration H. Gamser,
dated August 6, 1973.
•

Provides that employees being reassigned must meet the qualification
requirements of the position to which they are being reassigned.

•

Provides that an employee entitled to specific placement pursuant to this
Article may exercise such placement provided no other employee has a
superior claim to the same duty assignment, such as seniority or incumbency,
and is in fact entitled to exercise his or her claim for that position.

•

Provides that surplus/excess employees from Headquarters, Area Offices,
non-mail processing and non-mail delivery installations or from other Federal
departments or agencies shall be placed at the foot of the part-time flexible
roll and begin a new period of seniority except as provided in Section
12.6B10b.

•

Light/Limited Duty Employees: When excessing occurs in a craft, either
within the installation or to another installation, the sole criteria for selecting
the employees to be excessed is seniority. Whether or not a member of the
affected craft is recovering from either an on- or off-the-job injury would have
no bearing on his/her being excessed.
In the case of other craft employees who are temporarily assigned to the craft
undergoing the excessing, they would have to be returned to their respective
crafts, in accordance with the provisions of Article 13 (Section 13.4C):
The reassignment of a full-time regular or part-time flexible employee to a
temporary or permanent light duty or other assignment shall not be made
to the detriment of any full-time regular on a scheduled assignment or give
a reassigned part-time flexible preference over other part-time flexible
employees.
Source: Letter from P. Sgro, dated July 14, 2000.

•

Occupational Group: The term “occupational group” does not apply to the
Mail Handler craft, so Mail Handlers are reassigned on the basis of juniority
only.
C Special Provisions on Reassignments
In addition to the general principles and requirements above specified, the
following specific provisions are applicable:
C1 Discontinuance of an Independent Installation
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C1a

When an independent installation is discontinued, all
full-time and part-time flexible employees shall, to the
maximum extent possible, be involuntarily reassigned to
continuing postal positions in accordance with the following:

C1b

Involuntary reassignment of full-time employees with their
seniority for duty assignments to vacancies in the same,
higher or lower level in the same craft or occupational group
in installations within 50 miles of the discontinued
installation, or if necessary within 100 miles of the
discontinued installation, or in more distant installations, if
after consultation with the Union, it is determined that it is
necessary. The Postal Service will designate such
installations for the reassignment of excess full-time
employees. When two or more such vacancies are
simultaneously available, first choice of duty assignment
shall go to the senior employee entitled by displacement
from a discontinued installation to such placement.

C1c

Involuntary reassignment of full-time employees for whom
consultation did not provide for placement under 12.6C1b
above, in other crafts or occupational groups in which they
meet minimum qualifications at the same or lower level.

C1d

Involuntary reassignment of part-time flexible employees
with seniority in any part-time flexible vacancy in the same
craft or occupational group at any installation within 50 miles
of the discontinued installation, or if necessary within 100
miles of the discontinued installation, or in more distant
installations, if after consultation with the Union it is
determined that it is necessary, the Postal Service will
designate such installations for the reassignment of the
part-time flexible employees.

C1e

Involuntary reassignment of part-time flexible employees for
whom consultation did not provide for placement under
12.6C1d, above in other crafts or occupational groups in
which they meet minimum qualification at the same or lower
level at the foot of existing part-time flexible roster at the
receiving installation and begin a new period of seniority.

C1f

Full-time employees for whom no full-time vacancies are
available by the time the installation is discontinued shall be
changed to part-time flexible employees in the same craft
and placed as such, if such status is available in the
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installation, but shall for six months retain placement rights
to full-time vacancies developing within that time within any
installation within 50 miles of the discontinued installation, or
if necessary within 100 miles of the discontinued installation,
or in more distant installations, if after consultation with the
Union it is necessary, U.S. Postal Service will designate
such installations for the reassignment of excess full-time
employees on the same basis as if they had remained
full-time.
C1g

Employees, full-time or part-time flexible, involuntarily
reassigned as above provided shall upon the
reestablishment of the discontinued installation be entitled to
reassignment with full seniority to the first vacancy in the
reestablished installation in the level, craft or occupational
group from which reassigned.

Section 12.6C1 concerns reassignments resulting from the discontinuance of an
installation. When an independent installation is discontinued, all full-time and
part-time flexible employees are involuntarily reassigned to the postal positions in
continuing installations to the maximum extent possible and in accordance with
this section.
Involuntary reassignments of full-time employees, with their seniority, are made
to vacancies in the same, higher or lower level in the same craft in installations,
designated by the Postal Service, within 50 miles of the discontinued installation,
or if necessary within 100 miles of the discontinued installation.
Reassignments to more distant installations are made only if necessary and only
after consultation with the Union. If two or more vacancies are available at the
same time in the gaining installation, first choice is given to the senior displaced
employee.
The one hundred mile criterion is measured as the shortest actual driving
distance between installations.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H7C-4K-C 28684, dated July 23, 1993.
If insufficient Mail Handler assignments are available, reassignments are made to
positions in other crafts in the same or lower level for which the minimum
qualifications are met. In these circumstances, seniority will be governed by the
terms of the gaining craft’s seniority provisions.
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
“SAME OR LOWER” LEVEL
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For purposes of implementing “same or lower” level or “same or lower” salary
level under the National Agreement, in Articles 6, 12, and 13, the parties agree
that MH Level 4 is the same level as PS Level 5 and that MH Level 5 is the same
level as PS Level 6. Exhibit 418.1, Equivalent Grades, of the ELM and other
ELM provisions, as necessary, will be amended accordingly.
Involuntary reassignments of part-time flexible employees, with their seniority,
are made to part-time flexible vacancies in the same or lower level and in the
same craft in installations, designated by the Postal Service, within 50 miles of
the discontinued installation or if necessary within 100 miles of the
discontinued installation. Again, reassignments to more distant installations
are made only if necessary and only after consultation with the Union. If
insufficient part-time flexible assignments are available in the Mail Handler craft,
reassignments are made to positions in other crafts in the same or lower level for
which the minimum qualifications are met. The part-time flexible employees
reassigned to other crafts are placed at the foot of the existing part-time flexible
roster in that craft and begin new periods of seniority.
Section 12.C1f provides that full-time employees for whom no full-time vacancies
are available by the time that the installation is discontinued shall be changed to
part-time flexible in the craft and reassigned as part-time flexibles, if such status
is available in the installation. Such former full-time employees would retain
placement rights for six months to full-time vacancies developing within that time
in any installation within 50 miles of the discontinued installation, or if necessary
within 100 miles of the discontinued installation. Reassignments to more
distant installations, designated by the Postal Service, would require consultation
with the Union. Please note, however, that this Section pre-dates and may be
inconsistent with the no-layoff provisions of Article 6 and with statutory
protections provided for certain Veterans Preference eligible employees.
Reassigned employees, both full-time and part-time flexible, are entitled to
retreat rights if the discontinued installation is reestablished. Retreat rights are to
vacancies in the same craft from which the employee was reassigned and are
administered by seniority. Retreat rights are terminated if the excessed
employee is informed of an appropriate available vacancy but nonetheless fails
to accept that vacancy
C2 Consolidation of an Independent Installation
C2a

When an independent postal installation is consolidated with
another postal installation, each full-time or part-time flexible
employee shall be involuntarily reassigned to the continuing
installation without loss of seniority in the employee's craft or
occupational group.
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C2b

Where reassignments under 12.6C2a preceding, result in an
excess of employees in the continuing installation,
identification and placement of excess employees shall be
accomplished by the continuing installation in accordance
with the provisions of this Agreement covering such
situations.

C2c

If the consolidated installation again becomes an
independent installation, each full-time and part-time flexible
employee whose reassignment was necessitated by the
previous consolidation shall be entitled to the first vacancy in
the reestablished installation in the level and craft or
occupational group held at the time the installation was
discontinued.

Section 12.6C2 applies to those situations in which Management determines to
discontinue the independent identity of an installation by making it part of another
and continuing independent installation.
In such circumstances, each full-time and part-time flexible employee shall be
involuntarily reassigned to the continuing installation without loss of seniority in
the employee’s craft. Where this action results in an excess of employees in the
continuing installations, reassignment of excess employees from the continuing
installation will be governed by the applicable provisions of Section 12.6.
Reassigned employees, both full-time and part-time flexible, are entitled to
retreat rights if the consolidated installation again becomes an independent
installation. Retreat rights are to vacancies in the same craft from which the
employee was reassigned and are administered by seniority. Retreat rights are
terminated if the excessed employee is informed of an appropriate available
vacancy but nonetheless fails to accept that vacancy
Note that Article 30 (Section 30.3C) provides for a new period of local
implementation concerning the Local Memorandum of Understanding when
installations are consolidated.
C3 Transfer of a Classified Station, Classified Branch or other Facility to
the Jurisdiction of Another Installation or Made an Independent
Installation
C3a

When a classified station, classified branch or other facility is
transferred to the jurisdiction of another installation or made
an independent installation, all full-time employees shall at
their option remain with the classified station, classified
branch or other facility without loss of seniority, or remain
with the installation from which the classified station,
classified branch or other facility is being transferred.
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C3b

A realistic appraisal shall be made of the number of
employees by crafts or occupations who will be needed in
the station, branch or other facility after transfer, and
potential vacancies within these requirements created by the
unwillingness of employees to follow the station, branch or
other facility to the new jurisdiction shall be posted for bid on
an office-wide basis in the losing installation.

C3c

If the postings provided in paragraph 12.6C3b preceding, do
not result in sufficient employees to staff the transferred
classified station, classified branch or other facility, junior
employees, by craft or occupational group on an
installation-wide seniority basis in the losing installation, shall
be involuntarily reassigned to the classified station, classified
branch or other facility and each employee thus involuntarily
reassigned shall be entitled to the first vacancy in such
employee's level and craft or occupational group in the
installation from which transferred.

Section 12.6C3 applies when a facility is transferred from the jurisdiction of one
installation to the jurisdiction of another installation or when the facility itself
becomes an independent installation.
Full-time employees, who have bid assignments at the subject station or branch
or other facility, may opt to retain their bid assignment and seniority in the gaining
installation without loss of seniority or to remain in the losing installation as an
unassigned regular. Once management has determined a realistic number of
assignments needed at the facility after the transfer, any vacancies resulting from
employees unwilling to move are to be posted for bid, office-wide, at the gaining
installation. Should the posting not result in sufficient employees to staff the
gaining installation, management may involuntarily reassign employees from the
losing installation based on juniority by craft on an installation-wide basis.
Involuntarily reassigned employees are entitled to retreat rights to the first
residual vacancy in the same craft in the installation from which reassigned.
Retreat rights are administered by seniority. Retreat rights are terminated if the
excessed employee is informed of an appropriate available vacancy but
nonetheless fails to accept that vacancy
C4

Reassignment Within an Installation of Employees Excess to the
Needs of a Section
C4a

The identification of assignments comprising for this purpose
a section shall be determined locally by local negotiations. If
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no sections are established by local negotiations, the entire
installation shall comprise the section.
The sections identified pursuant to Article 30, Section .2P in the local
memorandum of understanding are used in implementing this provision. If
sections are not identified in the local memorandum of understanding, the entire
installation is considered the section and Section 12.6C4 has no application. If
the entire installation is the section, mail handlers are moved within the
installation not by the procedures of this section, but by the mechanisms of
abolishment and subsequent posting and bidding or assignment under other
provisions of Article 12.
C4b

Full-time employees, excess to the needs of a section,
starting with that employee who is junior in the same craft or
occupational group and in the same level assigned in that
section, shall be reassigned outside the section but within
the same craft or occupational group. They shall retain their
seniority and may bid on any existing vacancies for which
they are eligible to bid.
If they do not bid, they may be assigned any vacant duty
assignment for which there was no senior bidder in the same
craft and installation. Their preference is to be considered if
more than one such assignment is available.

Before involuntarily reassigning full-time regular employees from a section, you
should accomplish the following:
•

identify the full-time duty assignments to be abolished; and

•

identify the junior full-time employees to be reassigned; and

•

identify the number of duty assignments in the section that are encumbered
by the junior full-time employees but will remain following the reassignment of
those junior employees. These duty assignments are to be posted for
sectional bidding.

When making involuntary reassignments from a section, you start with the junior
full-time regular employee in the same craft and in the same salary level
regardless of whether or not the junior full-time employee’s duty assignment was
abolished. The affected junior full-time employee(s) are reassigned with their
seniority outside the section as unassigned full-time regular employees in the
same craft and in the same salary level. The duty assignments, if any, vacated
by the reassigned junior employees are to be posted for sectional bidding.
Remember the following:
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•

While designated as a steward or chief steward, an employee cannot be
involuntarily reassigned to another tour, station, or branch of the installation, if
there is a duty assignment in their category (full or part-time) for which they
are qualified to work, as provided in Article 17 (Section 17.3C).

•

Occupational group does not apply to the Mail Handler craft.

•

When reassigning the junior full-time employees outside the section as
unassigned full-time employees, they are entitled to schedules with fixed nonscheduled days off.

This provision also provides that, as an unassigned full-time employee, the
reassigned junior employees may bid on vacancies for which they are otherwise
eligible to bid. Should they not be successful in bidding, they may be assigned to
residual vacancies pursuant to Section 12.3B11.
C4c

Such reassigned full-time employee retains the right to
retreat to the section from which withdrawn only upon the
occurrence of the first residual vacancy in the salary level
after employees in the section have completed bidding.
Such bidding in the section is limited to employees in the
same salary level as the vacancy. Failure to bid for the first
available vacancy will end such retreat right. The right to
retreat to the section is optional with the employee who has
retreat rights with respect to a vacancy in a lower salary
level. Failure to exercise the option does not terminate the
retreat rights in the salary level in which the employee was
reassigned away from the section.

This provision provides for retreat rights as well as sectional bidding. Sectional
bidding is limited to employees in the same salary level as the vacancy. The
residual vacancies are available for retreat rights. Those full-time employees
who were involuntarily reassigned from the section must exercise retreat rights to
the first available vacancy in the salary level or lose such rights. The right to
retreat to a vacancy in a lower salary level is optional and failure to exercise this
option does not terminate the employees’ right to retreat to a vacancy in the
same salary level.
The parties agree that when it is necessary that fixed scheduled day(s) of
work in the basic work week for a craft assignment be permanently
changed, including during periods of excessing to the needs of a section,
the affected assignment(s) shall be reposted for all employees eligible to
bid within the installation.
Source: Step 4 Grievance B00M-1B-C 03153176, dated January 7, 2010.
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C4d

When full-time duty assignment(s) in the same craft or
occupational group and the same level in the section are to
be abolished and the junior employee(s) from the Section
are to be reassigned, the following shall apply:
C4d1

The appropriate duty assignment(s) shall be identified
and abolished.

C4d2

The junior full-time employee(s) excess to the needs
of the section shall be identified and reassigned.

C4d3

The duty assignment(s) encumbered by the
employee(s) junior to the senior employee whose duty
assignment is abolished will be offered, in seniority
order, and in an expedited selection process, to the
employee(s) remaining in the section beginning with
the senior employee whose duty assignment was
abolished. An employee(s) declining to make a
selection when canvassed shall be assigned to the
duty assignment(s) remaining in the section after the
expedited selection process has been completed.

C4d4

The results of the above-listed actions shall be
effective at the beginning of the succeeding pay
period.

The provisions of Section 12.6C4d were first added to the National Agreement in
1993. Their purpose is to protect the schedule of a senior employee whose job
may be abolished, while also expediting the selection process. If there is a need
to abolish a full-time duty assignment in a section which would result in the
excessing of the junior employee, there will be expedited bidding by the
employees within the section, limited to the senior employee whose assignment
was abolished and all employees junior to that employee. Those employees will
select from among the duty assignments remaining in the section that are
encumbered by employees junior to that senior employee whose duty
assignment was abolished.
C5

Reduction in the Number of Employees in an Installation Other
Than by Attrition

The title of this provision (“C5 Reduction in the Number of Employees in an
Installation Other Than by Attrition”) is somewhat misleading, since
reassignments within the installation across craft lines is the required first step.
The true application is not for a reduction of the overall number of employees in
an installation, but for a reduction in the number of employees in a craft or
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occupational group in the same salary level in an installation other than by
attrition.
C5a

Reassignments within installation. When for any reason an
installation must reduce the number of employees more
rapidly than is possible by normal attrition, that installation:

This provision provides for the reassignment of excess employees from one craft
to another to effect a reduction in employee complement more quickly than can
be accomplished by employee attrition.
C5a1

Shall determine by craft and occupational group the
number of excess employees;

This provision provides for the enumeration of excess employees by craft and
occupational group. While not stated, this effort must reflect the salary level,
since identification of employees to be excessed is based on salary level as well
as craft and occupational group. Again the term occupational group does not
apply to the mail handler craft.
C5a2

Shall, to the extent possible, minimize the impact on
regular work force employees by separation of all
casuals and all MHAs;

This provision requires management to minimize the impact on regular work
force employees by separating casuals and MHAs to the extent possible. This
provision does not require the automatic separation of all casuals and all MHAs
prior to reassigning an excess employee across craft lines. It does require
management to minimize the impact as much as possible, but there may be
occasions where management will not be able to do so. Remember that Section
12.5B provides in part the following:
In order to minimize the impact on employees in the regular
workforce the employer agrees to separate, to the extent
possible, MHAs and casual employees working in the
affected craft and installation prior to excessing any regular
employee in that craft out of the installation.
Incorporating an agreement reached by the parties in a recent National
Arbitration, Arbitrator Snow held that the language in Section 12.6C5a2 means
that “[a]ll casuals must be removed if it will minimize the impact on regular
workforce employees. The Employer must eliminate all casuals to the extent that
it will minimize the impact on the regular workforce.”
Source: National Arbitration Award H0C-NA-C 12, Arbitrator C. Snow, dated July
27, 2001.
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The provision for “separation of all casuals” applies to casuals in the
affected or losing craft, and not to casuals in other crafts.
Source: National Arbitration Award Q94N-4Q-C 99052344, Arbitrator S Das,
dated November 11, 2009.
C5a3

Shall, to the extent possible, minimize the impact on
full-time positions by reducing part-time flexible hours;

This provision requires management, to the extent possible, to minimize the
impact on full-time duty assignments by reducing part-time flexible hours prior to
excessing full-time regular employees.
C5a4

Shall identify as excess the necessary number of
junior full-time employees in the craft and
occupational group affected on an installation-wide
basis within the installation; make reassignments of
excess full-time employees who meet the minimum
qualifications for vacant assignments in other crafts in
the same installation; involuntarily reassign them in
the same or lower level. Before resorting to
reassignment to other installations pursuant to
C5b, any senior employee(s) identified as excess
who meet(s) the minimum qualifications for
vacant assignments in other crafts and who
volunteer(s) to remain in the installation in other
crafts shall be assigned in lieu of junior
employees who are identified as excess.

C5a5

The employee shall be returned at the first opportunity
to the craft from which reassigned.

Section 12.6C5a5 mandates that an employee reassigned across craft lines
under Section 12.6C5a must be returned to the craft from which reassigned at
the first available opportunity. This is an absolute; not retreat rights. While the
language does not provide an order for returning employees when more than one
was reassigned across craft lines, the parties at the national level agree that the
employees are returned based on seniority. For example, if three (3) full-time
employees were reassigned across craft lines within the installation, the three
employees do not have retreat rights but must return to the craft based on their
seniority. When employees are excessed across craft lines and at the same time
employees are involuntarily excessed outside the installation, the employees who
were reassigned across craft lines must return first regardless of seniority. The
controlling language is that, “…they must return at the first opportunity.”
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Changes made in the 2016 National Agreement give senior employees
identified as excess to the needs of an installation the right to choose to
remain in the installation in other crafts, while junior employees are
excessed out of the installation. The prior provision allowed management
to force senior employees to relocate while junior employees stayed in the
installation.
The issue in this case is whether the National Postal Mail Handlers Union
(NPMHU) has the right to file a grievance to enforce returning an excessed
clerk into a residual vacancy in the clerk craft.
After full discussion of this issue, the parties agree the NPMHU has the
right to file a grievance to enforce the terms of Article 12.6.C5a5 of the
NPMHU national agreement.
Source: Step 4 Grievance C11M-1C-C 13103916, dated October 6, 2015.
C5a6

When returned, the employee retains seniority
previously attained in the craft augmented by
intervening employment in the other craft.

When an employee is returned to his/her original craft as required by Section
12.6C5a5 above, seniority is reestablished as if the employee had served
continuously in the original craft and had never been excessed.
C5a7

Except as provided for in paragraph C5a4 above,
the right of election by a senior employee provided in
paragraph 12.6C5b3, below is not available for this
cross craft reassignment within the installation.

Under the provisions of Section 12.6C5b6 below, a senior employee may
voluntarily elect to be reassigned to another installation in lieu of a more junior
employee from the same craft subject to reassignment. This section makes clear
that this right does not apply to reassignments across craft lines within an
installation.
C5b

Reassignments to Other Installations After Making
Reassignments Within the Installation:
C5b1
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Involuntarily reassign such excess full-time
employees starting with the junior with their seniority
for duty assignments into mail handler vacancies in
the gaining installation at the same, higher or lower
level for which they are qualified within 50 miles of the
losing installation. Mail handlers will be excessed
from the losing installation by inverse seniority in their
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craft by status (full-time regular, part-time regular,
part-time flexible), without concern to level.
Section 12.6C5b1 provides for the involuntary reassignment of full-time
employees by juniority to other installations to vacancies within 50 miles in the
same, higher or lower level in the Mail Handler craft. Management designates
the available vacancies in the craft. Pursuant to Section 12.2G6, mail handlers
excessed under this provision retain their seniority.
C5b2

Involuntarily reassign full-time employees for whom
vacancies were not identified in C5b1 above in other
crafts or occupational groups in which they meet
minimum qualifications at the same or lower level
within 50 miles of the losing installation.

If management cannot identify a sufficient number of Mail Handler vacancies
within 50 miles of the losing installation, excess full-time employees are
reassigned to available vacancies in other crafts for which they meet the
minimum qualification within the same or lower level within the 50 miles.
C5b3

If sufficient vacancies cannot be identified within the
50 mile area, involuntarily reassign excess employees
into mail handler vacancies in the gaining installation
at the same, higher or lower level for which they are
qualified within 100 miles . Mail handlers will be
excessed from the losing installation by inverse
seniority in their craft by status (full-time regular, parttime regular, part-time flexible), without concern to
level.

C5b4

If vacancies cannot be identified within the
employees' own craft and occupational group, then
vacancies will be identified in other crafts within the
100 mile area. Involuntarily reassign excess
employees for whom vacancies were not identified in
C5b3 above in other crafts or occupational groups in
which they meet minimum qualifications at the same
or lower level.

If all the affected employees cannot be reassigned within 50 miles of the losing
installation, involuntarily reassign them, with their seniority, to Mail Handler
vacancies within 100 miles. If sufficient vacancies are still not available for
placement of affected employees, reassign to vacancies to other crafts for which
the affected employees meet the minimum qualifications in the same or lower
level within 100 miles.
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The one hundred mile criterion is measured as the shortest actual driving
distance between installations.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H7C-4K-C 28684, dated July 23, 1993.
C5b5

If vacancies cannot be identified within the 100 mile
area, and after consultation with the affected union it
is determined that it is necessary, the Postal Service
will designate more distant installations for the
reassignment of excess full-time employees.

If sufficient number of vacancies cannot be identified within 100 miles in all crafts,
after consultation with the Union the Postal Service will identify vacancies in
more distant installations, if available.
C5b6

If a veteran preference eligible is reached when
assigning impacted or unassigned employees to
lower level assignments, the following will apply:
a. The most junior non-preference eligible same
level mail handler in the gaining installation shall
be reassigned to the lower level vacancy.
b. The impacted preference eligible mail handler
will then be assigned to the duty assignment
previously occupied by that junior nonpreference eligible mail handler.
c. Any employee reassigned to a lower level duty
assignment shall receive saved grade and shall
not be required to bid to their former level for
two years to retain the saved grade.
d. The non-preference eligible mail handler moved
to the lower level duty assignment shall have
retreat rights back to the former duty
assignment the first time it becomes vacant.
e. A veteran preference eligible mail handler for
personal convenience may waive the right to
appeal through the grievance process, to the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission,
and/or to the Merit Systems Protection Board
and select a duty assignment at a lower level
with saved grade with the same saved grade in
C5b6c above.
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f. If no level 5 vacancies exist, or if all level 5
occupied positions at the gaining installation are
occupied by veteran preference eligible mail
handlers, the withholding radius will be
expanded to allow for placement unless the
veteran eligible applies C5b6e above.
C5b7

The Regional Director for the NPMHU will receive
at least 30 days notice for excessing outside of the
installation that does not involve employee relocation.
Such notice shall include a list of potential vacancies
for reassignments. The impacted employees will
receive the same notice at least 30 days in advance.
Where employee relocation benefits are applicable
the Regional Director for the NPMHU will receive at
least 60 days notice for excessing outside of the
installation. Such notice shall include a list of
potential vacancies for reassignments. Impacted
employees will receive the same notice at least 60
days in advance.

C5b8

Impacted mail handlers, and senior in lieu of
volunteers, may be placed as unassigned regular mail
handlers in the gaining installation provided that
sufficient vacancies will be available for placement of
all such unassigned regular mail handlers (regardless
of level) within 6 months of the date that the
employee was placed. These mail handlers must bid
on all available vacancies in the gaining installation or
be immediately placed into the first available residual
vacancy by management in accordance with the
provisions of Article 12 of the National Agreement,
provided that Level 5 veteran preference mail
handlers who were involuntarily excessed will only be
placed into Level 5 residual vacancies or in
accordance with paragraph C5b6 above.

C5b9

Any senior employee in the same occupational group
in the same installation may elect to be reassigned to
the gaining installation and take the seniority of the
senior full-time employee subject to involuntary
reassignment. Such senior employees who accept
reassignment to the gaining installation do not have
retreat rights.
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Under this provision, a senior employee may voluntarily elect to be reassigned to
another installation in lieu of a more junior employee from the same craft subject
to reassignment. This option applies when employees are excessed to positions
in other installations, but not when employees are excessed to another craft
within the same installation under Section 12.6C5a above. This option is
available to senior employees up to the number of employees who are
designated as subject to involuntary reassignment; the senior employees take
the seniority of the specific junior employee that they will replace.
C5b10 When two or more such vacancies are simultaneously
available, first choice of duty assignment shall go to
the senior employee entitled by displacement from a
discontinued installation to such placement.
C5b11 A full-time employee shall have the option of changing
to part-time flexible in the same craft or occupational
group in lieu of involuntary reassignment, if part-time
flexible status exists in the losing installation.
Section 12.6C5b8 provides full-time employees subject to involuntary
reassignment the option of changing to part-time flexible in lieu of involuntary
reassignment, if part-time flexible status exists in the losing installation.
This is the employee’s option; not management’s.
When an employee elects to change to part-time flexible in the Mail Handler craft
in lieu of involuntary reassignment, the employee is placed on the part-time
flexible roll in accordance with the employee’s seniority. However, all full-time
employees who are involuntarily reassigned either across craft lines or to other
installations would be given the opportunity to return to the craft prior to the
conversion of a part-time flexible regardless of the seniority date of the employee
changing to part-time. Such employee has no retreat rights to full-time. The
employee would have to wait until all full-time employees who were involuntarily
reassigned had been given the opportunity to return to the craft before being
converted to full-time. Also, should a sufficient number of full-time employees
elect to change to part-time in lieu of involuntary reassignment, if part-time
status exists in the losing installation, resulting in overstaffing of the part-time
flexible category, then management should accomplish the following in
accordance with Section 12.6C7:
Identify part-time flexible vacancies to accommodate part-time flexibles as
follows:
1. vacancies in other crafts within the installation; then
2. vacancies in the Mail Handler craft in other installations; then
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3. vacancies in other crafts in other installations.
C5b12 Employees involuntarily reassigned under 12.6C5b1
through 12.6C5b5 above, other than senior
employees who elect to be reassigned in place of
junior employees, shall be entitled to be returned to
the first vacancy in any level, in the craft or
occupational group in the installation from which
reassigned, and such entitlement shall be honored
until the employee withdraws or declines to accept an
opportunity to return.
Section 12.6C5b9 provides retreat rights to full-time Mail Handlers who were
involuntarily reassigned. Such retreat rights are automatically provided, and no
longer require the employee to file a written request to be returned. The retreat
rights will be honored until either the employee is returned, or the employee
withdraws or declines an opportunity to return. Employees who volunteered
to be reassigned in lieu of junior employees subject to involuntarily reassignment
are not entitled to retreat rights.
An employee retains his/her retreat rights even if the employee, after the
involuntary reassignment but before the exercise of retreat rights, voluntarily
transfers to another installation.
Source: Step 4 Grievance NC-N-5462, dated July 15, 1977.
Question: Do career mail handlers have to submit a written request for
retreat rights?
Answer: No, retreat rights no longer require a written request by the
employee.
Remember:
The seniority of employees involuntarily reassigned is as follows:
•

Other crafts within the installation – begin a new period of seniority.

•

Mail Handler craft outside installation – reassigned with seniority, except
as provided for in Section 12.6C5b6.

•

Other crafts outside the installation – begin a new period of seniority.
C6 Centralized Mail Processing and/or Delivery Installation
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C6a

When the operations at a centralized installation or other
mail processing and/or delivery installation result in an
excess of full-time Mail Handlers at another installation(s),
full-time Mail Handlers who are excess in a losing
installation(s) by reason of the change, shall have a choice
to be:
C6a(1) Involuntarily reassigned in other crafts or occupational
groups in which they meet minimum qualifications at
the same or lower level if no vacancies are available
in the same craft or occupational group within 50
miles of the losing installation; or,
C6a(2) Involuntarily reassigned starting with the junior with
their seniority for duty assignments to vacancies in
the same, higher or lower level in the same craft or
occupational group in installations within 100 miles of
the losing installation, or in more distant installations if
after consultation with the affected Union it is
determined that it is necessary, the Postal Service will
designate such installations for the reassignment of
excess full-time employees.
C6a(3) Reassignments of Mail Handlers and employees
from other crafts involuntarily reassigned into the
Mail Handler craft shall be treated as details for the
first 120 days, for bidding purposes only, to avoid
inequities in the selection of preferred duty
assignments by full-time Mail Handlers in the gaining
installation.

This provision provides for the reassignment of excess full-time mail handlers
when the centralization of operations results in the need to make involuntary
reassignments at another installation. Section 12.6C5 generally is used when
reassignments from the mail handler craft are necessary. However, when
involuntary reassignments are made, under this Section, due to Centralizing Mail
Processing and/or Delivery Installation, somewhat different rules apply. The
options available to mail handlers for reassignment are outlined in the contract
language. In addition, full-time mail handlers and employees from other crafts
involuntarily reassigned into the Mail Handler craft are not eligible to bid for 120
days; their reassignment is treated as a detail for that period of time to avoid
inequities at the gaining installation.
The one hundred mile criterion is measured as the shortest actual driving
distance between installations.
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Source: Step 4 Grievance H7C-4K-C 28684, dated July 23, 1993.
Reassignments of mail handlers under this section shall be treated as details for
the first 120 days to avoid inequities in the selection of bid assignments in the
gaining installation. As noted hereunder, full-time mail handlers involuntarily
reassigned are not eligible to bid for 120 days.
C6b

Previously established preferred duty assignments which
become vacant before expiration of the detail period must be
posted for bid and awarded to eligible full-time Mail Handlers
then permanently assigned in the gaining installation.
Excess part-time flexible Mail Handlers may be reassigned
as provided for in Section 12.6C7.

During the 120 day detail period, all full-time duty assignments which were
established prior to the centralization are posted for bid as they become vacant
to the full-time employees who were assigned to the installation prior to the
involuntary reassignment of the first full-time employee. The clock on the 120
day detail begins to run with the involuntary reassignment of the first full-time
employee.
C6c

All new duty assignments created in the gaining installation
and all other vacant duty assignments in the centralized
installation shall be posted for bid. One hundred twenty
(120) days is computed from the date of the first detail of an
employee. Bidding shall be open to all full-time mail
handlers of the craft involved at the gaining installation. This
includes full-time Mail Handlers assigned to the gaining
installation.
Employees involuntarily reassigned under 12.6C6 shall be
entitled to be returned to the first vacancy in any level, in the
craft or occupational group in the installation from which
reassigned, and such entitlement such be honored until the
employee withdraws or declines to accept an opportunity to
return.

This MOU reaffirms management’s right to demote an EAS employee or to
reinstate a former employee into the mail handler craft without having to go
through the steps of the MOU RE: Filling of Residual Vacancies. The
employee’s status and seniority will be in accordance with the arbitration
award issued by Carlton Snow dated August 13, 1990.
The NPMHU intervened in a national level NALC grievance where the
unions argued an employee who was involuntarily reassigned out of his or
her installation can exercise retreat rights back to that installation “into the
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first vacancy in the level, in the craft or occupational group in the
installation from which reassigned.” Arbitrator Das denied the grievance.
Relying on Article 12, Section 5.C.5.b.(6), the NALC took the position that
the employee could exercise retreat rights when, ten days after the
employee was involuntarily reassigned, a letter carrier in the original
installation retired thereby creating a vacancy. The Postal Service took the
position that the letter carrier may only exercise his or her retreat rights
upon the creation of a residual vacancy. Arbitrator Das denied the
grievance, agreeing with the Postal Service that an employee involuntarily
reassigned out of his or her installation can only exercise retreat rights to a
residual vacancy.
Arbitrator Das concluded that, “while Section 5.C.5.b.(6) does not use the
term ‘residual vacancy,’ that is the only vacancy to which a carrier
involuntarily reassigned to another location could be returned consistent
with other provisions of the National Agreement.”
All newly created duty assignments and remaining vacant duty assignments shall
be posted for bid at the close of the detail period. All full-time mail handlers then
assigned to the centralized installation are eligible to bid. Again the 120-day
period begins with the detail/reassignment of the first full-time employee.
C7

Reassignment-Part-time Flexible Employees in Excess of the
Needs of the Craft/Installation
Where there are excess part-time flexible employees in the craft for
whom work is not available, part-time flexibles lowest on the
part-time flexible roll equal in number to such excess may at their
option be reassigned to the foot of the part-time flexible roll in the
same or another craft in another installation.

Excess part-time flexible employees may, at their option, be reassigned to the
part-time flexible rolls in the same or another craft in another installation, or to
another craft in the same installation, and begin a new period of seniority.
Although the negotiated language contains the phrase “at their option,” part-time
flexibles may be involuntarily reassigned pursuant to Section 12.6C7e, f, and g.
The option applies to where they select available vacancies.
C7a

An excess part-time flexible employee reassigned to another
craft in the same or another installation shall be assigned to
the foot of the part-time flexible roll and begin a new period
of seniority.
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This provision provides for the reassignment of excess part-time flexibles across
craft lines in the same or another installation. When reassigned, part-time
flexible employees are placed at the foot of the gaining part-time flexible roll and
begin a new period of seniority.
C7b

An excess part-time flexible employee reassigned to the
same craft in another installation shall be assigned the
seniority and relative standing the employee had in the
losing installation.

C7c

A senior part-time flexible in the same craft or occupational
group in the same installation may elect to be reassigned in
another installation in the same or another craft and take the
seniority, if any, of the senior excess part-time flexible being
reassigned, as set forth in 12.6C7a and 12.6C7b above.

Section 12.6C7c provides that a senior part-time flexible employee in the same
craft or occupational group in the same installation may elect to be reassigned to
another installation in the same or another craft and take the seniority, if any, of
the senior excess part-time flexible subject to reassignment pursuant to Section
12.6C7a and b.
The provisions of a, b, and c provide that seniority for part-time flexibles would be
established as follows:
•

A senior part-time flexible employee volunteering to be reassigned to
another craft in the same or another installation in lieu of a junior part-time
flexible employee subject to involuntary reassignment would be
reassigned to the “foot” of the part-time flexible roll and would begin a new
period of seniority pursuant to Section 12.6C7a.

•

A senior part-time flexible employee volunteering to be reassigned to the
same craft in another installation in lieu of a junior part-time flexible
employee subject to involuntary reassignment would be reassigned with
the seniority and relative standing of the employee that s/he was
reassigned in lieu of.
C7d

The Postal Service will designate, after consultation with the
Union, vacancies at installations in which excess part-time
flexibles may request to be reassigned beginning with
vacancies in other crafts in the same installation; then
vacancies in the same craft in other installations; and finally
vacancies in other crafts in other installations making the
designations to minimize relocation hardships to the extent
practicable.
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Section 12.6C7d provides that the Postal Service, after consultation with the
Union, will designate vacancies at installations in which excess PTFs may
request to be reassigned, in the following order:
1. Vacancies in other crafts in the same installation;
2. Then vacancies in the same craft in other installations;
3. Then vacancies in other crafts in other installations.
When the Postal Service designates the vacancies, it is required to minimize
relocation hardships to the extent possible.
C7e

Part-time flexibles reassigned to another craft in the same
installation shall be returned to the first part-time flexible
vacancy within the craft and level from which reassigned.

When a PTF is reassigned to another craft in the same installation, he/she shall
be returned to the first PTF vacancy within the craft and level from which
reassigned. This provision is mandatory.
C7f

Part-time flexibles reassigned to other installations have
retreat rights to the next such vacancy according to their
standing on the part-time flexible roll in the losing installation
but such retreat right does not extend to part-time flexibles
who elect to request reassignment in place of the junior
part-time flexibles.

C7g

Retreat rights shall be honored until the employee withdraws
or an opportunity to return is declined, with full seniority or
relative standing held in the installation from which
reassigned plus credit for service for the time away from the
installation.

Sections 12.6C7f and C7g govern retreat rights. Under Section 12.6C7f, PTFs
who are reassigned to other installations have retreat rights to the next vacancy
according to their standing on the PTF roll in the losing installation, unless the
PTF elects to request reassignment in place of a junior PTF under Section
12.6C7c. Under Section 12.6C7g, retreat rights shall be honored until the
employee withdraws or declines an opportunity to return.
Question: Do career mail handlers have to submit a written request for
retreat rights?
Answer: No, retreat rights no longer require a written request by the
employee.
D Part-Time Regular Employees
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Part-time regular employees assigned in the craft unit shall be
considered to be in a separate category. All provisions of this Section
apply to part-time regular employees within their own category.
Part-time regulars are a separate category for the purposes of applying Section
12.6. They can be involuntarily reassigned, if necessary, using the provisions of
Section 12.6C1 through 6, as appropriate.
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN THE
NATIONAL POSTAL MAIL HANDLERS UNION
AND THE
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
RE: Excessing Issues
This Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) represents the parties’ agreement
with regard to mail handler employees who are being involuntarily reassigned
into mail handler craft vacancies in other installations, after being excessed from
their present installation.
1.

Mail handlers will be placed into mail handler vacancies at the gaining
installation at the same, higher, or lower level for which they are qualified.

2.

Mail handlers will be excessed from the losing installation by inverse
seniority in their craft by status (full-time regular, part-time regular, part-time
flexible), without concern to level.

3.

If a veteran preference eligible is reached when assigning impacted or
unassigned employees to lower level duty assignments the following will
apply:
a. The most junior non-preference eligible same level mail handler in the
gaining installation shall be reassigned to the lower level vacancy.
b. The impacted preference eligible mail handler will then be assigned to
the duty assignment previously occupied by that junior non-preference
eligible mail handler.
c. Any employee reassigned to a lower level duty assignment shall receive
saved grade and shall not be required to bid to their former level for two
years to retain the saved grade.
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d. The non-preference eligible mail handler moved to the lower level duty
assignment shall have retreat rights back to the former duty assignment
the first time it becomes vacant.
e. A veteran preference eligible mail handler for personal convenience may
waive the right to appeal through the grievance process, to the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission, and/or to the Merit Systems
Protection Board and select a duty assignment at a lower level with
saved grade with the same saved grade in 3c above.
f. If no Level 5 vacancies exist, or if all Level 5 occupied positions at the
gaining installation are occupied by veteran preference eligible mail
handlers, the withholding radius will be expanded to allow for placement
unless the veteran preference eligible applies 3e above.
4. The Regional Director for the National Postal Mail Handlers Union (NPMHU)
will receive at least 30-daysnotice for excessing outside of the installation
that does not involve employee relocation. Such notice shall include a list of
potential vacancies for reassignments. The impacted employees will receive
the same notice at least 30 days in advance.
5. The Regional Director for the NPMHU will receive at least 60-days notice for
excessing outside of the installation where employee relocation benefits are
applicable. Such notice shall include a list of potential vacancies for
reassignments. Impacted employees will receive the same notice at least 60
days in advance.
6. Impacted mail handlers, and senior in lieu of volunteers, may be placed as
unassigned regular mail handlers in the gaining installation (A Level 5
veteran preference employee who has been involuntarily excessed will be
subject to paragraph 3 above), provided that local management has
completed a bid management review with area concurrence and sufficient
vacancies will be available for placement of all such unassigned regular
employees (regardless of level) within three months of the date the
employees were placed. These mail handlers must bid on all available
vacancies in the gaining installation or be immediately placed into the first
available residual vacancy by management in accordance with the provisions
of Article 12 of the National Agreement, provided that Level 5 veteran
preference mail handlers who were involuntarily excessed will only be placed
into Level 5 residual vacancies or in accordance with paragraph 3.
7. The Postal Service (USPS) has agreed to develop an enhancement to
eReassign to enable mail handlers from an impacted installation to receive
priority consideration for a voluntary transfer. Management will accept the
employee at the gaining installation without a review. However, regular
transfer rules concerning other issues such as seniority, status, no relocation
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benefits, and no retreat rights will continue pursuant to items F, G, H, and I of
the MOU, Re: Transfers.
8.

If there is a local need to delay the reassignment of impacted mail handlers
from the losing installation, management at the gaining installation will have
the right to retain or hire casuals for up to 90 days. This shall be considered
a legitimate reason for the retention or hiring of casuals. The number of
casuals retained or hired shall be limited to the number of mail handlers
delayed in reporting to the gaining installation, but will not be restricted by the
3.0% percent installation limitation. Such casuals will be identified to the
union and separated one-for-one as the excessed mail handlers report to the
installation.

9. Any disputes arising from the terms of this MOU, or other Article 12 local
issues, will be resolved by the National NPMHU- USPS Article 12 Task
Force. If the Article 12 Task Force cannot agree upon a resolution, either
party may declare an impasse. Each party will identify the issue in dispute in
writing within 30 days after the declared impasse on the subject. The
identified dispute will then be placed on the appropriate arbitration docket.
The following is a series of jointly agreed to questions and answers, dated
August 10, 2011, interpreting the MOU on Excessing Issues:
ARTICLE 12 MOU
USPS-NPMHU QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Q1. What is the scope of this MOU?
A1. The terms of the Article 12 MOU apply to impacted and senior in lieu of
volunteer mail handlers being placed into the mail handler craft. The terms of
the MOU do not apply for placement into positions outside of the mail handler
craft.
Q2. When are the terms of the MOU in effect?
A2. The terms of the MOU are effective on the date the parties signed and do
not apply for excessing activity already completed.
Q3. What is a veteran preference eligible employee?
A3. Certain employees are entitled to additional protection under the Veterans
Preference Act of 1944, as amended, and in various sections of federal
statutes. Check the ELM 354.215 to determine your eligibility.
Q4. What is saved grade as outlined in this Article 12 MOU?
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A4. An employee receiving saved grade will be paid as if they were still within
their former level. To continue receiving saved grade, an employee must bid
or apply for all vacancies in their former level for which they are eligible to bid
or apply. If an employee fails to bid to a job in their former level they will forfeit
the saved grade. The terms of this MOU provide the employee with two years
of saved grade during which they are not required to bid to retain their saved
grade.
Q5. For how long will saved grade continue?
A5. Saved grade will continue for an indefinite term as long as the employee
meets the obligation to bid for jobs in their former level. An employee may
also bid for MH-4 vacancies without loss of saved grade as long they also bid
for all vacancies posted in their former higher level. The terms of this MOU
provide the employee with two years of saved grade during which they are not
required to bid or apply to retain their saved grade.
Q6. If a non veteran preference eligible employee is moved to a job in a lower
pay level will he/she have retreat rights?
A6. Yes. The employee may retreat to their former assignment upon the first
opportunity (vacancy). If the employee fails to do so at the first opportunity
he/she will lose the right to retreat.
Q7. Is moving a non veteran preference eligible employee to a lower level to
allow for placement of a veteran preference eligible employee in the same pay
level considered bumping?
A7. No. It is considered an application of veteran preference rights to comply
with federal law.
Q8. When does the 30/60 day notice period begin for excessing?
A8. The 30/60 day notice to the NPMHU begins when the Postal Service
provides written notice and an Impact Report (AIR) to the union; the 30/60 day
notice to the employee begins when the employee receives written notice from
the Postal Service.
Q9. What will initiate relocation benefits for impacted/senior in lieu of
volunteer employees, which provide for the 60 day notice period?
A9. Basically, the commute of an impacted/senior in lieu of volunteer
employee must increase by 50 miles, the IRS regulation. For example,
presently an employee commutes 30 miles from home to work. If that
commute would increase to 80 miles as a result of the excessing placement,
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the impacted/senior in lieu of employee would be eligible for relocation
benefits.
Q10. Where can I find information on relocation benefits?
A10. Each district has a relocation benefits coordinator and they have
pamphlets to distribute when necessary.
Q11. Is the Postal Service restricted in the number of casuals which may be
hired/retained when impacted/senior in lieu of volunteer employees are
delayed in their reassignment?
A11. No. The Postal Service may add/retain casuals in the gaining installation
on a one for one basis up to the number of employees delayed without regard
to any existing contractual restriction contained in Article 7 of the Collective
Bargaining Agreement, any arbitration decision, or other source. This is
addressed in item 8 of the Excessing Issues MOU.
Q12. What is the term of this MOU?
A12. The MOU will remain in effect unless the parties mutually agree to end it.
The parties will evaluate the terms of the MOU during the 2011 national
negotiations to determine if it should be made a permanent part of the CBA.
Q13. How will disputes be resolved concerning the application of the MOU?
A13. Any disputes arising from the application of the terms of this MOU will
be referred to the parties at the national level.
Q14. What is Priority Consideration for mail handlers in eReassign?
A14. Mail handlers from impacted installations will be placed at the top of the
list in eReassign for transfer to mail handler assignments at gaining
installations. Please refer to the NPMHU-USPS eReassign MOU for further
details on Priority Consideration.
Section 12.7 Transfer Request
A

Prior to hiring Mail Handlers, installation heads will consider requests for
transfers submitted by Mail Handlers from other installations.

B

Providing a written request for a voluntary transfer has been submitted, a
written acknowledgment shall be given in a timely manner.
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The provisions of Section 12.7 must be read in conjunction with the
Memorandum of Understanding on Transfers, which appears in the National
Agreement and is reprinted below.
This section requires installation heads to consider request for transfers from
employees from other installations. It also provides that if a written request is
received, a timely written acknowledgment must be given.
The denial of a transfer request is a grievable matter. When the denial of a
transfer request is grieved, the disputed decision is made by the installation head
or other management representative at another installation. Nonetheless, any
grievances concerning the denial of a transfer request must be filed with the
aggrieved employee’s immediate supervisor as required by Article 15.
Arbitrators from one Region have the authority to order managers in another
Region to accept a transfer request.
C An employee whose transfer is approved will be allowed to use up to five
(5) days of annual leave or five (5) days leave without pay for purpose of
transferring.
[See Memos, pages 166, 169, 172]
This provision authorizes the employee to use leave during the transfer period.
Question: Is the mutual swapping/exchanging of positions applicable to the
mail handler craft?
Answer: No, there are no provisions for mutual swapping/exchanging of
positions in the NPMHU/USPS National Agreement.
Source: ELM Section 351.6; Memorandum Re Mutual Swap Seniority Rules
from Anthony J. Vegliante to Managers, Human Resources, dated June 7,
1995.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
Re: Transfers
The parties agree that the following procedures will be followed when career Postal
employees request reassignment from one Postal installation to another.
Reassignments (Transfers)
A. Installation heads may continue to fill authorized vacancies first through
promotion, internal reassignment and change to lower level, transfer from other
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agencies, reinstatements, etc., consistent with existing regulations and applicable
provisions of the National Agreement.
The memorandum obligates management to give full consideration to transfer
requests before seeking to fill vacancies with new hires from registers. However,
it does not change existing regulations, such as those in the EL-312, concerning
first filling vacancies through promotion, internal reassignment and change to lower
level, transfer from other agencies, reinstatements, etc.
B. Installation heads will afford full consideration to all reassignment requests
from employees in other geographical areas within the Postal Service. The
requests will be considered in the order received consistent with the vacancies
being filled and type of positions requested. Such requests from qualified
employees, consistent with the provisions of this memorandum, will not be
unreasonably denied. Local economic and unemployment conditions, as well as
EEO factors, are valid concerns. When hiring from entrance registers is justified
based on these local conditions, an attempt should be made to fill vacancies from
both sources. Except in the most unusual of circumstances, if there are sufficient
qualified applicants for reassignment, at least one out of every four vacancies will
be filled by granting requests for reassignment in all offices of 100 or more
man-years if sufficient requests from qualified applicants have been received. In
offices of less than 100 man-years a cumulative ratio of 1 out of 6 for the duration
of the National Agreement will apply.
Transfer requests from qualified employees will not be unreasonably denied.
However, management may take into account local economic and
unemployment conditions and EEO concerns to justify hiring from registers.
Except in the most unusual of circumstances, if there are sufficient qualified
applicants for reassignment, management must comply with the following
minimums:
•

In all offices of 100 or more man-years, at least one out of every four
vacancies will be filled by granting requests for reassignment.

•

In all offices of less than 100 man-years, at least one out of every six
vacancies during the duration of the National Agreement will be filled by
granting requests for reassignment.

C. Districts will maintain a record of the requests for reassignment received in
the offices within their area of responsibility. This record may be reviewed by the
Union on an annual basis upon request. Additionally, on a semiannual basis, local
Unions may request information necessary to determine if a 1 out of 4 ratio is being
met between reassignments and hires from the entrance registers in all offices of
100 or more man-years.
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When requests for transfers are received, a record of the request is maintained in
the District that has responsibility for that installation. The Union has a right to
review this record on an annual basis upon request; on a semi-annual basis, the
local union may request information to determine if the 1 to 4 ratio is being met in
offices of 100 or more man-years.
Local management may not refuse to forward an employee’s personnel folder to
another installation in order to prevent or delay the consideration of the
employee’s request for transfer.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H4N-5C-C 14779, dated May 1988.
D. Managers will give full consideration to the work, attendance which is not in
accordance with and protected by the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA), and
safety records of all employees who are considered for reassignment. An
employee must have an acceptable work, attendance, and safety record and meet
the minimum qualifications for all positions to which they request reassignment.
Both the gaining and losing installation head must be fair in their evaluations.
Evaluations must be valid and to the point, with unsatisfactory work records
accurately documented.
In evaluating transfer requests, managers will give full consideration to the work,
attendance, and safety records of all employees who are considered for
reassignment. New language in the 2006 National Agreement prohibits leave
taken under the FMLA from being considered when evaluating an employee’s
request for transfer. Additionally, local managers may not add additional criteria
for accepting transfer requests; for example, a policy of only accepting transfer
requests from within the District would be a violation of the MOU.
Evaluations must be fair, valid and to the point, with unsatisfactory work records
accurately documented. They must be based upon an examination of the totality
of the requesting employee’s individual work record. Evaluations based on the
application of arbitrary standards such as a defined minimum sick leave balance
do not meet this standard.
1.
For reassignments within the geographical area covered by a District or to
the geographical area covered by adjacent Districts, the following applies: An
employee must have at least eighteen months of service in their present
installation prior to requesting reassignment to another installation. Employees
reassigned to installations under the provisions of this memorandum must remain
in the new installation for a period of eighteen months, unless released by the
installation head earlier, before being eligible to be considered for reassignment
again, with the following exceptions: 1.) in the case of an employee who requests
to return to the installation where he/she previously worked; 2.) where an employee
can substantially increase the number of hours (8 or more hours per week) by
transferring to another installation and the employee meets the other criteria, in
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which case the lock-in period will be 12 months. These transfers are included in
the 1 out of 4 ratio.
2.
For all other reassignments, the following applies: An employee must have
at least one year of service in their present installation prior to requesting
reassignment to another installation. Employees reassigned to installations under
the provisions of this memorandum must remain in the new installation for a period
of one year, unless released by the installation head earlier, before being eligible
to be considered for reassignment again, except in the case of an employee who
requests to return to the installation where he/she previously worked.
These paragraphs provide particular rules with regard to local reassignments
(defined as those within a District or to adjacent Districts) or to other
reassignments. There is an important difference with regard to the “lock-in
period:” a local reassignment requires 18 months of continuous service in the
prior installation and, with certain exceptions, 18 months of service in the new
installation; for a non-local transfer, the lock-in periods generally are one year.
The exceptions in each instance are outlined in the MOU and as follows:
The parties have agreed that the lock in periods of 18 months or 12 months
otherwise provided for in paragraphs (D)(1) and (D)(2) of the Memorandum
of Understanding Re: Transfers shall not apply to mail handlers who are
involuntarily reassigned to an installation. However, if an involuntarily
reassigned employee successfully transfers to a new installation, the
normal lock-in period at the new installation will apply.
The parties have further agreed that the lock-in periods referenced in
paragraphs (D)(1) and (D)(2) in the Memorandum of Understanding on
Transfers shall include all continuous time in the mail handler craft spent in
the employee’s present installation. Thus, time spent as a Mail Handler
Assistant (MHA), Part-Time Flexible (PTF), Part-Time Regular (PTR), or FullTime Regular (FTR) will all count toward the lock-in period, the required 5day break for MHAs every 360 calendar days notwithstanding.

E. Installation heads in the gaining installation will contact the installation head
of the losing installation and arrange for mutually agreeable reassignment and
reporting dates. A minimum of thirty days notice to the losing office will be afforded.
Except in the event of unusual circumstances at the losing installations, reasonable
time will be provided to allow the installation time to fill vacancies, however, this
time should not exceed ninety days.
Read as a whole, this section provides that “except in unusual circumstances at
the losing installation,” the reporting date at the new installation will be a
minimum of 30 days and should not be more than 90 days after a transfer
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request is approved. The installation head of the losing installation may not deny
an approved transfer.
F. Reassignments granted to a position in the same grade will be at the same
grade and step. Step increase anniversaries will be maintained. Where voluntary
reassignments are to a position at a lower level, employees will be assigned to the
step in the lower grade consistent with Part 420 of the Employee and Labor
Relations Manual.
In no case may an employee be required or requested to accept pay at a lower
step as a condition for transfer. Employees’ period step increases following a
transfer continue exactly as they would have progressed had the employee not
transferred, but instead remained in the original installation. When voluntary
reassignments are to a position at a lower level, the employee’s step and waiting
period for the next step increase will be established in accordance with the
normal rules in ELM 420.
G. Employees reassigned under these provisions will be reassigned consistent
with the provisions contained in the National Agreement. Employees will not be
reassigned to full-time regular positions to the detriment of career part-time flexible
employees who are available for conversion at the gaining installation. Seniority
for employees transferred per this memorandum will be established consistent with
the provisions of the National Agreement.
The seniority of mail handlers voluntarily transferred to another installation is
governed by the seniority provisions of the gaining craft.
If the transfer is to another mail handler position in another installation, the
employee will begin a new period of seniority as a part-time flexible employee, if
such status is available in the installation. If the transfer is to a mail
handler position other than part-time flexible, the employee will begin a
new period of seniority.
H. Relocation expenses will not be paid by the Postal Service incident to
voluntary reassignment. Such expenses, as well as any resulting interview
expenses, must be borne by employees.
All moving expense must be borne by the employee who requested the transfer.
I.
Under no circumstances will employees be requested or required to resign,
and then be reinstated in order to circumvent these pay provisions, or to provide
for an additional probationary period.
Transferred employees should have continuous service and are not required to serve
a new probationary period.
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN THE NATIONAL POSTAL MAIL HANDLERS UNION
AND THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
Re: Transfer Opportunities to Minimize Excessing Pursuant to the
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) on Transfers
In their 2006 National Agreement, the parties agreed to a Joint Task Force on Article
12 for the purpose of discussing and reviewing issues that arise as a result of
implementing the provisions of Articles12.5 and 12.6. In addition, in August 2009, the
parties agreed to a Memorandum of Understanding, Re: One-Time Retirement
Incentive, as well as a moratorium on excessing from the date of that MOU through
October 9, 2009. The parties also recognized that they might need to discuss
application or modification of the requirements under Article 12 based on the impact
of that MOU.
The parties have continued to meet at the National level, and have reached the
following additional agreements with regard to Mail Handler employees in
installations experiencing excessing from the installation who seek transfer
opportunities under Article 12 and the MOU on Transfers.
1.

All Mail Handler employees in the installation, including those employees
experiencing excessing from the installation, may voluntarily submit a request for
transfer through eReassign. These employees will be placed on a preferred
listing within eReassign by date order. These volunteers will be allowed to
transfer out of their impacted installation in accordance with the MOU on
Transfer Opportunities to Minimize Excessing.
A.

Affected employees requesting transfer must meet the minimum
qualifications for the position being considered.

B. In accordance with applicable provisions of the EL-312 Handbook, nepotism
rules are still in effect.
C. The following sections of the Memorandum of Understanding Re: Transfers
(pages 128-130 of the 2006 National Agreement) are modified in order to
accommodate transfer opportunities to minimize excessing. Specifically:
(1) Sections B & C (page 128) — Ratios contained in the Transfer MOU are not
applicable to affected employees applying for transfer as a result of
impending excessing.
(2) Section D (page 129) — Affected employees work, attendance, and safety
records will not be considered when applying for transfer as a result of
impending excessing.
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(3) Section E (page 129) — A minimum of 30 days notice to the losing
installation will be afforded if possible. Neither the gaining nor losing
installation can place a hold on the employee. The affected employee
requesting a transfer will be allowed to transfer prior to the excessing if they
desire and choose their effective date of transfer to coincide with the start of
a pay period at the gaining installation. The losing installation will coordinate
between the employee and the gaining installation.
D. The Postal Service will not provide affected employees requesting a transfer
with copies of vacancies at postal facilities in advance of transfer requests.
Installations with approved and authorized vacancies will post them in
eReassign as Reassignment Opportunities. Employees can request reassignment to these specific positions. It is the responsibility of the affected
employee requesting a transfer to check on a regular basis in eReassign for
Reassignment Opportunities. Employees may also request transfers to
offices that do not have reassignment opportunities listed on eReassign.
2.

Selections by installations accepting transfer requests will be on a seniority basis
using craft installation seniority from the losing installation.
A.

In the event of a seniority tie, the tie breaker method will be as follows: (1)
total career postal time, and (2) entered on duty date.

B.

An employee’s seniority in the gaining installation is established by the
National Agreement based on the employee being a voluntary transfer (not
excessed) employee.

3.

An employee accepting a transfer under the priority consideration will have
his/her name removed from the priority eReassign pending request list at all
locations. Affected employees requesting a transfer can change their mind and
decline a transfer opportunity before they receive written notice of their report
date to the new installation. By doing so, the affected employee’s name will be
removed from the priority eReassign pending request list at the declined
location.

4.

Simultaneous (duplicate) requests for transfer by the same employee to the
same craft and installation in eReassign are not permitted.

5.

Employees may receive a printed confirmation of their request through
eReassign.

6.

In installations under Article 12 withholding, withheld Mail Handler vacancies are
not available for transfer requests.
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7.

As a result of the MOU, there are no changes to the Article12 time frames for
notification to the union.

8.

Disputes arising from the application of this MOU will be processed at the
National level under the jurisdiction of the National Administrative Committee.

9.

The lock-in periods do not apply to the eReassign Priority Consideration MOU at
the losing installation.

The following is a series of jointly agreed to questions and answers
interpreting the above MOU on Transfer Opportunities to Minimize Excessing.

Questions and Answers
eReassign Priority Consideration
NPMHU - USPS
These questions and answers are provided to serve as a guide to the
memorandum of understanding providing priority consideration for mail
handlers from impacted installations applying for transfer in eReassign.
Q1.

Does this MOU apply for transfer to crafts other than the mail handler
craft?

A1.

No. This MOU only applies for transfer of mail handlers to mail handler
assignments. All other transfers to different crafts will be conducted
under the regular eReassign rules.

Q2.

What is priority consideration?

A2.

All mail handlers from installations where there is Article 12 impact may
apply for vacancies advertised in eReassign and will be placed at the
top of the list for consideration to transfer.

Q3.

Will the Postal Service review my record before accepting me at the
gaining installation?

A3.

No. The Postal Service will not review your attendance or safety
records, or your supervisor's evaluations in the process to determine if
you will be granted the transfer.

Q4.

How will I know if I received priority consideration?

A4.

eReassign will provide notice of priority consideration to the employee
when the employee enters his/her application information in the system.
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Q5.

Will I retain my seniority when I receive priority consideration?

A5.

No. Please check Article 12.2.F.l.b of the National Agreement for
guidance.

Q6.

If I am selected for the transfer in eReassign can I change my mind?

A6.

You may change your mind and decline the transfer up to the point
when you receive written notice of your acceptance.

Q7.

If I decline the transfer opportunity, and I have been identified as an
impacted employee will I be excessed?

A7.

Yes. If you decline the transfer and you are an impacted employee you
will immediately become available for involuntary Article 12
reassignment.

Q8.

Will I receive relocation benefits under priority consideration?

A8.

No. eReassign is used for voluntary transfers and relocation benefits
are not authorized.

Q9.

If two or more mail handlers apply in eReassign at the same time who
will first be offered the transfer?

A9.

The eReassign Priority Consideration MOU has tie breakers included.

Q10.

Where can I get a copy of the MOU?

A10.

HR Local Services can provide you with a copy. The Priority
Consideration MOU will be posted on the eReassign home page.

Q11. If I already have an application to transfer in eReassign and my
installation becomes impacted by Article 12, what must I do to gain
priority consideration?
A11. You must delete your prior request and reapply.
Q12. Does all Article 12 impact provide priority consideration?
A12.

No. Priority consideration is granted when there is excessing identified
outside of the installation.

Q13. Are there any qualifications I must meet to be eligible for transfer?
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A13. Yes. You must meet the minimum qualifications identified for the
assignment before you will be considered eligible for the transfer.
Q14.

If l accept a transfer offer in eReassign what happens to other active
requests I may have?

A14.

All other requests will be removed from eReassign.

Q15. Do the lock-in periods in the Transfer MOU apply to this eReassign
MOU?
A15.

The lock-in periods do not apply to the eReassign Priority
Consideration MOU at the losing installation.
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
EMPLOYEE BIDDING

The following conditions have been agreed to in the implementation of the
telephone bidding system:
1. There will be a one hundred and twenty (120) day transition period following
the implementation of telephone bidding at an installation, during which
employees may submit bids either by telephone or in writing. The one
hundred and twenty (120) days will run from the first day on which telephone
bidding is implemented at an installation.
2. There will be a toll-free telephone number available from any telephone, as
well as TDD.
3. Telephone bidding shall be available during the following days and hours
(including holidays): Monday through Friday, 6:00 a.m. to Midnight (Central
Time), and Saturday, 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. (Central Time).
4. All bids shall close at midnight (Central Time) on a weekday on which the
telephone bidding system is available until midnight.
5. Employees can enter, withdraw and/or review the status of their bids.
6. Employees will need their Employee Identification Number and Personal
Identification Number (PIN) to access the telephone bidding system.
7. When an employee has reached his/her successful bid limit, as set forth in
Article 12.3A of the National Agreement, the system will still allow bids to be
entered, but the bid will be flagged by the system as “ineligible”. A system
message will notify the employee to contact management. The personnel
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office will routinely review job bidding reports prior to awarding the bid to
investigate ineligible bids, and to determine if there are situations as provided
for in Article 12.3A for which the employee’s bid count must be manually
adjusted to make the bid(s) eligible. It is the responsibility of the employee to
notify management if a bid flagged as ineligible is proper under Article 12.3A3
because the employee is bidding on an assignment that is “closer to the
employee’s place of residence.” It is the responsibility of management to
identify and rectify all other situations in which eligible bids are erroneously
flagged by the system as ineligible.

As one part of an effort to protect employees against identity theft, Social Security
Numbers have been replaced with Employee Identification Numbers. New language
also reflects the migration of Human Resources functions to the HR Shared Services
environment.

LETTER OF INTENT
SACK SORTER MACHINE OPERATOR
The parties hereby agree that effective July 21, 1987, all future postings of the
position, Sack Sorting Machine Operator, salary level MH-5, standard position
2-438, shall be filled by the senior qualified bidder meeting the qualification
standard for the position.

LETTER OF INTENT
REVERSION NOTICE
William H. Quinn
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers
Union, AFL-CIO
1101 Connecticut Ave. NW STE 500
Washington DC 20036-4304
Re: Reversion Notice
Dear Mr. Quinn:
During negotiation of the 1998 National Agreement between the U.S. Postal
Service and the National Postal Mail Handlers Union, a Division of the Laborers'
International Union of North America, AFL-CIO, the parties agreed to modify Article
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12.3B3 by requiring that the Employer provide the appropriate Union official with a
copy of the notice indicating that a bargaining unit assignment was being reverted.
This is to confirm that, in our discussions on this matter, the parties agreed that the
only remedy that the Union has relative to a failure to provide such notice is the
preservation of the Union's right to grieve such reversion, until such time as the
Union receives the notice.

David P. Cybulski
Manager
Labor Relations
U.S. Postal Service

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
CROSS CRAFT
It is understood by the parties that in applying the provisions of Articles 7, 12 and
13 of this Agreement, cross craft assignments of employees, on both a temporary
and permanent basis, shall continue as they were made among the six crafts under
the 1978 National Agreement.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
Re: Joint Task Force on Article 12
The parties agree to establish a joint task force for the purpose of discussing and
reviewing issues that arise as a result of implementing the provisions of Articles
12.5 and 12.6. The task force shall consist of at least four persons, two each
selected by the Employer and the Union.
The work of the task force may include a review of issues that have arisen at the
Area and local levels, including the extent of withholding in specific geographic
areas or at particular locations. The task force shall make such findings and
recommendations as it deems appropriate to facilitate compliance with the
principles and requirements of Article 12 and any other related contractual
obligations. These recommendations will be submitted to the Postal Service’s
Vice President, Labor Relations and to the President of the Union. The parties
are committed to taking prompt action with respect to the work of the task force.
The arbitration panel determines that the following issues shall be referred
to the Article 12 Task Force, which shall meet and discuss these issues
within 45 days of the release of this Award:
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Whether management should notify the union when an installation is
released from withholding, in whole or in part

Whether senior employees may choose between staying in the
installation in another craft or being reassigned to another installation in
the same craft, under Article 12.6C5a4

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
Under Article 12.6B1, the dislocation and inconvenience to full-time and part-time
flexible employees who are being involuntarily reassigned shall be kept to the
minimum consistent with the needs of the service. In addition, under Article
12.6B2, the Vice President, Area Operations shall give full consideration to
withholding sufficient full-time and part-time flexible positions within the area for
full-time and part-time flexible employees who may be involuntarily reassigned.
The Joint Task Force on Article 12 shall meet after the effective date of this
Agreement to explore ways to reduce unnecessary impact on career employees
while maintaining utilization of the non-career workforce.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
POTENTIAL FOR MAIL HANDLER ASSISTANT PTF OPPORTUNITIES
The Article 12 Task Force at the national level will meet to discuss the
potential for offering to Mail Handler Assistants (MHAs) conversion
opportunities to any newly established or vacant part-time career positions
where MHAs are employed within fifty (50) miles of the positions.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
PTFS IN 200 MAN YEAR FACILITIES SUBJECT TO EXCESSING
If one or more employees in a 200 man year facility are subject to
excessing outside of the installation, the parties at the Regional/Area may
enter into an agreement which allows employees to remain in the
installation as part-time flexibles (PTFs). The exact number of employees
to remain in the installation as PTFs will be determined by the Employer
based on the operational need to perform the remaining mail handler work
in the facility. If no employees elect to remain as PTFs in the facility, the
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Employer may hire additional mail handler assistant employees (MHAs)
who will not be counted against any cap limitation provided the work
remains part-time.
This addition to the 2016 National Agreement allows employees in a 200
man year facility, when subject to excessing outside of the installation, to
remain in the installation as PTFs. Such opportunities depend on the
Postal Service’s determination, based on operational needs, of the need to
perform remaining mail handler work in the installation subject to
excessing, and to agreement of the parties at the Regional/Area level. If no
full-time or part-time regular employees elect to remain as PTFs in the
installation, then management may hire additional MHAs who will not be
counted against any cap limitation.
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
Re: Workforce Repositioning
The parties are committed to work together to the extent it becomes necessary to
close or consolidate postal plants or other facilities. The parties will explore
available options that can address related workforce issues. The Postal Service
will meet with the Union at the national level to discuss plans to close or
consolidate postal plants or other facilities and to discuss and consider changes
to such plans based on input from the Union. Those discussions will include
appropriate consideration of the principles and requirements of the applicable
provisions of Article 12, including the principle that, in effecting reassignments,
dislocation and inconvenience to employees shall be kept to a minimum,
consistent with the needs of the Postal Service.
Nothing in this memorandum is intended to negate or alter the applicable
requirements of Article 12 of the National Agreement.
This Memorandum of Understanding will terminate upon the expiration of the
extension to the 2016 National Agreement.
The parties have continued agreements establishing a Joint Task Force on Article
12, to deal with issues related to employee reassignments, and committing to work
together on issues involving workforce repositioning resulting from the closure or
consolidation of postal facilities.
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ARTICLE 13
ASSIGNMENT OF ILL OR INJURED REGULAR
WORK FORCE EMPLOYEES
The provisions of Article 13 govern voluntary requests for light duty or other
assignment by employees who are temporarily or permanently incapable of
performing their normal duties as a result of illness or injury.
The term “light duty” often is confused with the term “limited duty”. The term
“limited duty” is not used in this article. The parties have a continuing dispute
over the meaning and applicability of these two terms. Limited duty may be
provided for an employee who is temporarily or permanently incapable of
performing his/her normal duties as a result of a job-related compensable illness
or injury.
In any event, the parties agree that an employee who has suffered a
compensable illness or injury – that is, an employee who is temporarily or
permanently incapable of performing his/her normal duties because of a jobrelated illness or injury - may seek permanent light duty work through the
procedures provided in Article 13. In most circumstances, however, such
employees will find the procedures and regulations provided in ELM, Subchapter
540 better suited to their needs. The limited duty provisions contained in ELM,
Subchapter 540 will be discussed further at the end of this article.
Section 13.1 Introduction
A Part-time fixed schedule employees assigned in the craft unit shall be
considered to be in a separate category. All provisions of this Article
apply to part-time fixed schedule employees within their own category.
Part-time fixed schedule employees are also known as part-time regulars. They
are in a category separate and apart from full-time and part-time flexible
employees, but Article 13 applies to these employees within their own category.
B The U.S. Postal Service and the Union, recognizing their responsibility to
aid and assist deserving full-time regular or part-time flexible employees
who through illness or injury are unable to perform their regularly
assigned duties, agree to the following provisions and conditions for
reassignment to temporary or permanent light duty or other assignments.
It will be the responsibility of each installation head to implement the
provisions of this Agreement within the installation, after local
negotiations.
In this paragraph, the parties recognize their responsibility for aiding and
assisting employees who through illness or injury are unable to perform their
regularly assigned duties.
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A Step 4 decision issued under the 1978 National Agreement provided the
following interpretation regarding management’s responsibilities:
While the Postal Service strives to accommodate all injured employees, its
responsibilities toward employees injured on duty differ from its
responsibilities toward employees whose injuries or illnesses are not job
related. As outlined in Part 546, Employee and Labor Relations Manual,
the Postal Service has certain legal obligations to employees with job
related disabilities pursuant to 5 U.S.C. §8151 and Office of Personnel
Management regulations. Article 21, Section 4, of the National Agreement
acknowledges these legal obligations toward employees injured on the job
and Article 13 recognizes the importance of attempting to accommodate
employees whose injuries or illnesses are not job related. However, the
statutory and regulatory responsibilities toward on-the-job injuries are
obligatory in nature and given priority consideration when assigning ill or
injured employees.
The provisions promulgated in Part 546 of the Employee and Labor
Relations Manual for reemploying employees partially recovered from a
compensable injury on duty were not intended to disadvantage employees
who occupy assignments properly secured under the terms and conditions
of the collective bargaining agreement. This includes employees
occupying permanent or temporary light-duty assignments acquired under
the provisions set forth in Article 13 of the National Agreement.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H8N-NA-C 53, dated February 7, 1983.
As discussed below, Article 30, (Section 30.2) Items M, N and O provide for the
identification of light duty assignments during local implementation. However, if
an agreement is not reached during local implementation, that would not prevent
an eligible employee from requesting light duty or other assignments under
Article 13.
Section 13.2 Employee's Request for Reassignment
A Temporary Reassignment
Any full-time regular or part-time flexible employee recuperating from a
serious illness or injury and temporarily unable to perform the assigned
duties may voluntarily submit a written request to the installation head for
temporary assignment to a light duty or other assignment. The request
shall be supported by a medical statement from a licensed physician or
by a written statement from a licensed chiropractor stating, when
possible, the anticipated duration of the convalescence period. Such
employee agrees to submit to a further examination by a physician
designated by the installation head if that official so requests.
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Any full-time or part-time employee may request temporary light duty or other
assignment, regardless of length of service. When doing so, the following
requirements apply to an employee seeking temporary reassignment:
•

The request must be submitted in writing to the installation head.

•

The request must be supported by a medical statement from a licensed
physician or by a written statement from a licensed chiropractor. When
possible, the statement should include the anticipated duration of the
convalescence period.

•

The employee bears any cost connected with the statement required under
this section.

•

The employee may specifically seek light duty or may seek “other
assignment” within the employee’s medical limitations.

•

The employee must agree to submit to a further examination by a physician
designated by the installation head, if requested.

•

The Postal Service will be responsible for any costs incurred when
management requests a second medical examination.

Question: Is there a specific form that an employee must use in submitting the
physician’s medical statement or the chiropractor’s written statement?
Answer: There is no specific form for submission of the physician’s medical
statement or chiropractor’s written statement. The information can be submitted
on the physician’s letterhead.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H1C-1Q-C 14748, dated August 5, 1983.
B Permanent Reassignment
B1

Any ill or injured full-time regular or part-time flexible employee
having a minimum of five years of postal service, or any full-time
regular or part-time flexible employee who sustained injury on duty,
regardless of years of service, while performing the assigned duties
can submit a voluntary request for permanent reassignment to light
duty or other assignment to the installation head if the employee is
permanently unable to perform all or part of the assigned duties.
The request shall be accompanied by a medical certificate--from a
physician designated by the installation head and made known to
the Union and the employee--giving full evidence of the physical
condition of the employee, the need for reassignment, and the
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ability of the employee to perform other duties. A certificate from
the employee's personal physician will not be acceptable.
The following requirements apply to an employee seeking permanent
reassignment to a light duty or other assignment:
•

An employee must have five years of postal service to be eligible to apply for
permanent reassignment due to a non-job related injury or illness.

•

Any full or part-time employee, regardless of length of postal service, may
choose to request permanent reassignment if unable to perform all or part of
his/her assigned duties due to job related illness or injury instead of using the
procedures in the Employee and Labor Relations Manual, Subchapter 540.

•

The request must be submitted in writing to the installation head.

•

The request must be accompanied by a medical certificate from a physician
designated by the installation head and made known to the Union and the
employee. Unlike requests for temporary reassignment, a certificate from the
employee’s own physician is not acceptable.

•

The Postal Service will be responsible for the costs of a medical examination
required and scheduled by the Postal Service.
The employee may specifically seek light duty or may seek “other
assignment” within his/her medical limitations.
B2

The following procedures are the exclusive procedures for resolving
a disagreement between the employee's physician and the
physician designated by the USPS concerning the medical
condition of an employee who has requested a permanent light
duty assignment. These procedures shall not apply to cases where
the employee's medical condition arose out of an occupational
illness or injury. On request of the Union, a third physician will be
selected from a list of five Board Certified Specialists in the medical
field for the condition in question, the list to be supplied by the local
Medical Society. The physician will be selected by the alternate
striking of names from the list by the Union and the Employer. The
Employer will supply the selected physician with all relevant facts
including job description and occupational physical requirements.
The decision of the third physician will be final as to the employee's
medical condition and occupational limitations, if any. Any other
issues relating to the employee's entitlement to a light duty
assignment shall be resolved through the grievance-arbitration
procedure. The costs of the services of the third physician shall be
shared by the Union and the Employer.
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The dispute resolution procedure in this section does not apply to situations
involving occupational, or on-the-job, illness or injury. Only OWCP has the
authority to resolve disputes concerning the medical condition of employees who
have suffered a compensable injury or illness.
If requested by the local union, a third doctor is selected from a list of certified
specialists supplied, in each separate case, by the local Medical Society for the
condition in question.
The parties in 2012 settled a grievance involving two issues. The first issue
was whether management violated the National Agreement when it sent a
letter to an employee and/or the employee’s physician requesting
clarification and/or information on an employee’s medical progress without
sending a copy to the Office of Workers’ Compensation Programs (OWCP).
The second issue was whether management violated the National
Agreement when it created locally generated letters.
The parties agreed to settle both issues based on language from Handbook
EL-505, Injury Compensation, dated December 1995, Section 6.3,
Contacting the Treating Physician, which in part states:
When the USPS medical provider or OHNA is unable to do so,
contact the treating physician if additional information is needed
because of inconsistencies relative to the employee’s duty status or
if there are incomplete medical reports. (ELM 545.62) The designated
control point may contact the treating physician if clarification is
needed following the initial examination.
Send copies of such correspondence to the employee and to the
OWCP district office, and forward copies of the physician’s response
to both, once it is received.
Source: Step 4 Grievance E98M-1E-C 02207779, dated June 28, 2012.
C

Installation heads shall show the greatest consideration for full-time
regular or part-time flexible employees requiring light duty or other
assignments, giving each request careful attention, and reassign
such employees to the extent possible in the employee's office.
When a request is refused, the installation head shall notify the
concerned employee in writing, stating the reasons for the inability
to reassign the employee.

This language requires that the installation head make a bona fide effort to
identify light duty or other assignments. It further requires management to give
the matter “the greatest consideration” and “careful attention,” and to reassign
such employees to the extent possible in the employee’s office. If management
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does not provide the requested light duty or other assignment, it has an
obligation to explain in writing the reasons for the inability to reassign the
employee. Disputes concerning the failure to provide light duty or other
assignment may be addressed through the grievance-arbitration procedure.
Section 13.3 Local Implementation
Due to varied size installations and conditions within installations, the following
important items having a direct bearing on these reassignment procedures
(establishment of light duty assignments) should be determined by local
negotiations.
A

Through local negotiations, each office will establish the assignments that
are to be considered light duty within the office. These negotiations should
explore ways and means to make adjustments in normal assignments, to
convert them to light duty assignments without seriously affecting the
production of the assignment.

B

Light duty assignments may be established from part-time hours, to consist
of 8 hours or less in a service day and 40 hours or less in a service week.
The establishment of such assignment does not guarantee any hours to a
part-time flexible employee.

C

Number of Light Duty Assignments. The number of assignments within the
craft that may be reserved for temporary or permanent light duty
assignments, consistent with good business practices, shall be determined
by past experience as to the number of reassignments that can be expected
during each year, and the method used in reserving these assignments to
insure that no assigned full-time regular employee will be adversely
affected, will be defined through local negotiations. The light duty
employee's tour hours, work location and basic work week shall be those of
the light duty assignment and the needs of the service, whether or not the
same as for the employee's previous duty assignment.

Local Implementation: Section 13.3, together with Article 30, (Section 30.2)
Items M, N and O, provides that the parties may discuss the following issues
during the local implementation period:
•

The number of light duty assignments to be reserved for temporary or
permanent light duty assignment (Article 30, Section 30.2, Item M).

•

The method to be used in reserving light duty assignments so that no
regularly assigned member of the regular work force will be adversely
affected (Article 30, Section 30.2, Item N).
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•

The identification of assignments that are to be considered light duty (Article
30, Section 30.2, Item O).

A local policy specifically stating that “temporary light or limited duty assignments
will be authorized . . . for a period not to exceed 6 months,” with a possible
extension of one to three months with medical certification, violated the National
Agreement. Any absolute language that limits the amount of time a light or
limited duty assignment will be authorized, without qualification, is improper.
Source: Step 4 Grievances H1N-2D-C 5870 and 6298, dated September 30,
1983.
The parties have agreed that, through local negotiations, light duty assignments
may be established by adjusting normal assignments without seriously affecting
the production of the assignment, as per Section 13.3A, or light duty assignments
may be established from part-time hours, to consist of eight hours or less in a
service day and 40 hours or less in a service week, as provided in Section 13.3B.
In any case, the light duty employee’s tour hours, work location and basic work
week shall be those of the light duty assignment and the needs of the service,
whether or not the same as the employee’s previous duty assignment, as
provided in Section 13.3C.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H8C-4F-C 20495, dated April 29, 1982.
Section 13.3C provides that the installation head may make changes in an
employee’s regular schedule and work location in order to accommodate a light
duty request without incurring an overtime or out-of-schedule premium obligation.
However, if there is light duty on the employee’s tour, it should be made
available.
Sources: Step 4 Grievances NC-S-5127, dated April 15, 1977, and H8C-2F-C
8635, dated April 24, 1981; ELM Chapter 4, Section 434.622.
Question: Do employees who are on light duty have a right to work their normal
work schedule?
Answer: No. The availability of the light duty assignment will determine the
schedule of the employee, irrespective of the previous duty assignment. Local
management will make a reasonable effort to reassign the employee to available
light duty in his/her own craft prior to scheduling the employee for light duty in
another craft.
Source: Step 4 Grievance NC-W-8182, dated November 14, 1977.
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When an employee on limited duty is assigned to a schedule other than the
employee’s normal schedule, the employee is not entitled to out-of-schedule
premium pay. Parenthetically, the arbitrator specifically noted that this decision
does not give management an “unbridled right” to make such an out-of-schedule
assignment if a limited duty assignment could be offered during the employee’s
regular tour. While the NALC was the grieving union in this case, the NPMHU
intervened pursuant to Article 15, and therefore this decision is binding on mail
handlers.
Source: National Arbitration Award N8-NA-0003, Arbitrator H. Gamser, dated
March 12, 1980.
Note, however, that the considerations listed in ELM 546.142, outlined at the end
of this chapter, must be made in assigning limited duty to employees who are
injured on duty.
Requiring an employee to report for a light duty assignment that he/she has not
requested is inappropriate. As the employee in question was directed to work a
schedule different from his normal schedule, and as such assignment was not for
the employee’s personal convenience and was not sanctioned by the union, the
employee was entitled to receive out-of-schedule premium pay for the period he
worked in other than his normal work schedule.
Source: Step 4 Grievance N8-W-0096/W8N-5G-C 4396, dated November 26,
1979.
Question: Can light or limited duty employees be scheduled for holiday work?
Answer: Light or limited duty employees can be scheduled for holiday work
provided the work to be performed fits within their medical restrictions.
Source: Step 4 Grievances H1C-4F-C 2041, dated April 30, 1982, and H1C-4FC 2430/2437, dated September 21, 1982.
Section 13.4 General Policy Procedures
A

Every effort shall be made to reassign the concerned employee within the
employee's present craft or occupational group, even if such assignment
reduces the number of hours of work for the supplemental work force. After
all efforts are exhausted in this area, consideration will be given to
reassignment to another craft or occupational group within the same
installation.

When possible, bargaining unit employees should be provided light duty work
within the employee’s craft. This section obligates management to reduce casual
hours, if necessary, in order to provide light duty work in the employee’s craft.
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The parties have agreed that, in accordance with Section 13.4A, every effort
shall be made to assign light duty employees within their present craft or
occupational group. After all such efforts are exhausted, consideration will be
given to reassignment to other crafts or occupational groups in the same
installation.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H7M-1A-C 31598, dated August 13, 1991.
The parties have further agreed that management must give consideration to
reassignment to another craft or occupational group within the same installation
when considering a light duty request, provided that the pre-existing conditions of
Article 13 are met.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H7M-4K-C 13203, dated January 2, 1990.
B

The full-time regular or part-time flexible employee must be able to meet the
qualifications of the position to which the employee is reassigned on a
permanent basis. On temporary reassignment, qualifications can be
modified provided excessive hours are not used in the operation.

C

The reassignment of a full-time regular or part-time flexible employee to a
temporary or permanent light duty or other assignment shall not be made to
the detriment of any full-time regular on a scheduled assignment or give a
reassigned part-time flexible preference over other part-time flexible
employees.

D

The reassignment of a full-time regular or part-time flexible employee under
the provisions of this Article to an agreed-upon light duty temporary or
permanent or other assignment within the office, such as type of
assignment, area of assignment, hours of duty, etc., will be the decision of
the installation head who will be guided by the examining physician's report,
employee's ability to reach the place of employment and ability to perform
the duties involved.

E

An additional full-time regular position can be authorized within the craft or
occupational group to which the employee is being reassigned, if the
additional position can be established out of the part-time hours being used
in that operation without increasing the overall hour usage. If this cannot be
accomplished, then consideration will be given to reassignment to an
existing vacancy.

F

The installation head shall review each light duty reassignment at least once
each year, or at any time the installation head has reason to believe the
incumbent is able to perform satisfactorily in other than the light duty
assignment the employee occupies. This review is to determine the need
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for continuation of the employee in the light duty assignment. Such
employee may be requested to submit to a medical review by a physician
designated by the installation head if the installation head believes such
examination to be necessary.
A local practice of requiring an automatic update of medical information every 30
days is contrary to the intent or Article 13 and should be discontinued.
Consistent with the provisions of Section 13.4F, an installation head shall review
each light duty assignment at least once each year or at any time that the
installation head has reason to believe that the employee is able to perform
satisfactorily in other than the light duty assignment the employee occupies.
Such employee may be requested to submit to a medical review by a physician
designated by the installation head if the installation head believes such
examination to be necessary.
Source: Pre-arbitration Settlement H90N-4H-C 96029235, dated April 9, 2001.
G

The following procedures are the exclusive procedures for resolving a
disagreement between the employee's physician and the physician
designated by the USPS concerning the medical condition of an employee
who is on a light duty assignment. These procedures shall not apply to
cases where the employee's medical condition arose out of an occupational
illness or injury. On request of the Union, a third physician will be selected
from a list of five Board Certified Specialists in the medical field for the
condition in question, the list to be supplied by the local Medical Society.
The physician will be selected by the alternate striking of names from the list
by the Union and the Employer. The Employer will supply the selected
physician with all relevant facts including job descriptions and occupational
physical requirements. The decision of the third physician will be final as to
the employee's medical condition and occupational limitations, if any. Any
other issues relating to the employee's entitlement to a light duty assignment
shall be resolved through the grievance-arbitration procedure. The costs of
the services of the third physician shall be shared by the Union and the
Employer.

The dispute resolution procedure in this section does not apply to situations
involving job-related illness or injury. Only OWCP has the authority to resolve
disputes concerning the medical condition of employees who have suffered a
compensable injury or illness.
The procedure in this section is the same as that in Section 13.2B2 of this Article.
It provides that on request of the local union, a third doctor will be selected from a
list of certified specialists supplied, in each separate case, by the local Medical
Society for the condition in question.
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H

When a full-time regular employee in a temporary light duty assignment is
declared recovered on medical review, the employee shall be returned to
the employee's former duty assignment, if it has not been discontinued. If
such former regular assignment has been discontinued, the employee
becomes an unassigned full-time regular employee.

Question: Are employees who are injured off the job entitled to restoration to
their former duty assignment?
Answer: Yes. In a National award, Arbitrator Mittenthal ruled that restoration
rights under Section 13.4H apply to recovered injured employees regardless of
whether the injury occurred on or off duty.
Source: National Arbitration Award H8N-5B-C 22251, Arbitrator R. Mittenthal,
dated November 14, 1983.
I

If a full-time regular employee is reassigned in another craft for permanent
light duty and later is declared recovered, on medical review, the employee
shall be returned to the first available full-time regular vacancy in
complement in the employee's former craft. Pending return to such former
craft, the employee shall be an unassigned full-time regular employee. The
employee's seniority shall be restored to include service in the light duty
assignment.

This provision is mandatory. The employee must be returned to the first
available vacancy for which qualified in the employee’s former craft.
Stated another way, an employee assigned to light duty in another craft pursuant
to Article 13 who is declared recovered on medical review shall be returned to
the first available full-time regular vacancy in complement in the employee’s
former craft.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H8C-1M-C 18735, dated April 22, 1981.
J

When a full-time regular employee who has been awarded a permanent
light duty assignment within the employee's own craft is declared recovered,
on medical review, the employee shall become an unassigned full-time
regular employee

K

When a part-time flexible on temporary light duty is declared recovered, the
employee's detail to light duty shall be terminated.

L

When a part-time flexible who has been reassigned in another craft on
permanent light duty is declared recovered, such assignment to light duty
shall be terminated. Section 4I, above, does not apply even though the
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employee has advanced to full-time regular while on light duty.
Section 13.5 Filling Vacancies Due to Reassignment of an Employee to
Another Craft
When it is necessary to permanently reassign an ill or injured full-time regular or
part-time flexible employee who is unable to perform the regularly assigned
duties, from one craft to another craft within the office, the following procedures
will be followed:
A When the reassigned employee is a full-time regular employee, the resulting
full-time regular vacancy in the complement, not necessarily in the particular
duty assignment of the losing craft from which the employee is being
reassigned, shall be posted to give the senior of the full-time regular
employees in the gaining craft the opportunity to be reassigned to the
vacancy, if desired.
The seniority of full-time employees reassigned to another craft under the
provisions of this section is determined by Section 13.6A.
B

If no full-time regular employee accepts the opportunity to be assigned to
the vacancy in the complement, not necessarily in the particular duty
assignment in the other craft, the senior of the part-time flexibles on the
opposite roll who wishes to accept the vacancy shall be assigned to the
full-time regular vacancy in the complement of the craft of the reassigned
employee.

When no full-time regulars in the gaining craft desire to take the vacancy in the
losing craft, the vacancy is then offered to part-time flexibles in the gaining craft
by seniority. Part-time flexibles so reassigned become full-time regulars upon
reassignment. However, under the provisions of Section 13.6B, they are
required to begin a new period of seniority.
C

When the reassigned employee is a part-time flexible, the resulting vacancy
in the losing craft shall be posted to give the senior of the full-time regular or
part-time flexible employees in the gaining craft the opportunity to be
assigned to the part-time flexible vacancy, if desired, to begin a new period
of seniority at the foot of the part-time flexible roll.

Full-time regulars who successfully bid for a part-time flexible position in another
craft pursuant to this provision must begin a new period of seniority and revert to
part-time flexible status.
D

The rule in 5A and 5B, above, applies when a full-time regular employee on
permanent light duty is declared recovered and is returned to the
employee's former craft, to give the senior of the full-time regular or
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part-time flexible employees in the gaining craft the opportunity, if desired, to
be assigned in the resulting full-time regular vacancy in the complement, not
necessarily in the particular duty assignment of the losing craft.
Question: Does management have the right to unilaterally terminate all light
duty assignments?
Answer: Section 13.5 does not give management the right to unilaterally
terminate all light duty assignments. Such termination is made on a case-bycase basis.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H1C-4A-C 35760, discussed March 27, 1985.
National Arbitration Award issued by Arbitrator Das, addressed a longstanding dispute between the NPMHU and the Postal Service concerning
work hour guarantees for employees on light duty under Article 13. He
concluded, in relevant part, as follows:
[E]mployees are not guaranteed light duty assignments if they are
unable to perform their regular job due to an off-duty injury or
illness. But management is required to make every effort to seek
work for such employees, and Article 13.3 provides for the
establishment of light duty assignments through local negotiations.
It appears that often established light duty assignments given to
full-time regular employees basically entail having the employee
report to a designated work area on a particular tour -- much like a
regular full-time duty assignment -- with the expectation that the
employee (if physically capable) generally will be gainfully
employed performing light duty work for a full eight-hour shift and
40-hour work week. The present dispute at its core is about the
Postal Service's ability to send a light duty employee home before
the end of an eight-hour tour (or to work the employee for less than
five service days) due to lack of work.
[U]ltimately it is the language of Article 13 that controls. ELM
355.14 provides:
The light duty provisions of the various collective bargaining
agreements between the U.S. Postal Service and the postal
unions do not guarantee any employee who is on a light duty
assignment any number of hours of work per day or per week.
The Union does not claim that Article 13, as such, guarantees an
employee on a light duty assignment a certain number of hours of
work per day or per week. Rather, as I understand its position, it
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argues that Article 13 allows for, or does not prohibit, local parties'
agreeing to provide such a guarantee in an LMOU, and if an LMOU
does provide such a guarantee, it is enforceable. I am in agreement
with the Mittenthal Award's reading of the language in Article 13,
and conclude that Article 13.3.C, in particular, does not allow for
local parties to establish light duty assignments that guarantee an
employee a set number of hours per day or per week without regard
to "the needs of the service." Article 13.3.C states:
The light duty employee's tour hours, work location and basic
work week shall be those of the light duty assignment and the
needs of the service whether or not the same as for the
employee's previous duty assignment. (Emphasis added.)
Under this provision, "the needs of the service" not only are
relevant in establishing the "light duty assignment" through local
negotiations at the beginning of the contract period, but also in
terms of the actual hours, work location and work week an
employee is assigned while performing that assignment. That
includes, as Arbitrator Mittenthal found in applying identical
language in the USPS-APWU National Agreement, the right of the
Postal Service to send the employee home when there is no work
for him or her to perform on the light duty assignment, subject, of
course, to management's obligation under Article 13.2.C and 13.4.A
to make every effort to find work for the employee.
Source: National Arbitration Award Q87M-4Q-C 77008684, Arbitrator S.
Das, November 26, 2013.
Section 13.6 Seniority of an Employee Assigned to Another Craft
A Except as provided for in Section 4I, above, a full-time regular employee
assigned to another craft or occupational group in the same or lower level in
the same installation shall take the seniority for preferred tours and
assignments, whichever is the lesser of (a) one day junior to the junior
full-time regular employee in the craft or occupational group, (b) retain the
seniority the employee had in the employee's former craft.
The seniority of full-time regulars assigned to other crafts as a result of Article 13
is established as the lesser of the employee’s own seniority or one day junior to
the junior full-time employee in the craft to which assigned. This is an exception
to the usual rule stated in Article 12.

B A part-time flexible employee who is permanently assigned to a full-time
regular or part-time flexible assignment in another craft, under the provisions
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of this Article, shall begin a new period of seniority. If assigned as a
part-time flexible, it shall be at the foot of the part-time flexible roll.
Section 13.7 Notice
Employees will be given at least 24 hours notice before appearance is required
before an Accident Review Board. Union representation will be permitted at all
discussions of accidents upon request of the employee, provided that the
acquiring of such representation does not unreasonably delay the scheduled
discussion.
This provision is meant to ensure that employees have ample notice before they
may be required to appear before Accident Review Boards. Furthermore, union
representation at all discussions of accidents is permitted, upon request of the
employee, provided that requiring such representation does not unreasonably
delay the scheduled meeting.
Source: Interest Arbitration Award, Arbitration David Goodman, dated January
18, 1982.
The following Memorandum of Understanding governs bidding by Mail Handlers
on light or limited duty as reprinted below:

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
LIGHT DUTY BIDDING
It is agreed that the following procedures will be used in situations in which an
employee covered by the Mail Handlers’ National Agreement, as a result of
illness or injury, is temporarily unable to work his or her normal assignment, and
is working another assignment on a light duty or limited duty basis or is receiving
Continuation of Pay (COP) or compensation as a result of being injured on the
job, sick leave, or annual leave or Leave Without Pay (LWOP) in lieu of sick
leave.
I. Bidding
A) An employee who is temporarily disabled will be allowed to bid for and be
awarded a mail handler bid assignment in accordance with Article 12.3.E, or,
where applicable, in accordance with the provisions of a local memorandum of
understanding, provided that the employee will be able to assume the position
within six (6) months from the time at which the bid is submitted.
B) Management may, at the time of submission of the bid or at any time
thereafter, request that the employee provide medical certification indicating that
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the employee will be able to perform the duties of the bid-for position within six
(6) months of the bid. If the employee fails to provide such certification, the bid
shall be disallowed, and, if the assignment was awarded, it shall be reposted for
bidding. Under such circumstances, the employee shall not be eligible to re-bid
the next posting of that assignment.
C)If at the end of the six (6) month period, the employee is still unable to
perform the duties of the bid-for position, management may request that the
employee provide new medical certification indicating that the employee will be
able to perform the duties of the bid-for position within the second six (6) months
after the bid. If the employee fails to provide such new certification, the bid shall
be disallowed and the assignment shall be reposted for bidding. Under such
circumstances, the employee shall not be eligible to rebid the next posting of that
assignment.
D)If at the end of one (1) year from the submission of the bid the employee has
not been able to perform the duties of the bid-for position, the employee must
relinquish the assignment, and shall not be eligible to re-bid the next posting of
that assignment.
E) It is still incumbent upon the employee to follow procedures in Article 12.3.C
to request notices to be sent to a specific location when absent. All other
provisions relevant to the bidding process will also apply.
II. Higher Level Pay
Employees who bid to a higher level assignment pursuant to the procedures
described in the preamble and Part I, Bidding, above, will not receive higher level
pay until they are physically able to, and actually perform work in the bid-for
higher level position.
Question: Can a full-time employee who is temporarily disabled bid for and be
awarded a full-time duty assignment?
Answer: Yes. An employee who is temporarily disabled may bid for and be
awarded a full-time duty assignment. If the employee is unable to immediately
assume the duties of the assignment, management may require medical
certification that indicates the employee will be physically able to perform the
duties of the assignment within the six months from when the bid was submitted.
If at the end of that six-month period, the employee is still physically unable to
perform the duties of the assignment, new medical certification may be required
that indicates the employee would be physically able to perform the duties of the
assignment by the end of the next six-month period. If the employee fails to
provide the required medical certification(s) when requested, the bid is
disallowed and reposted; the employee in question cannot bid on the reposting.
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If the employee is still physically unable to perform the duties of the assignment
after one year, the bid is vacated and reposted pursuant to Article 12 and the
Local Memorandum of Understanding, if applicable. The employee in these
circumstances shall not be eligible to re-bid the next posting of the subject
assignment.
An employee who bids for and is awarded a full-time duty assignment in
accordance with this MOU is declared the successful bidder for that assignment
and vacates his/her prior duty assignment.
The issue(s) in these grievances are whether a light/limited duty employee
can be assigned to a residual vacancy that he or she cannot physically
perform.
After full discussion of this issue, we mutually agreed that no national
interpretive issue is fairly presented in this case. The parties agree that an
unassigned employee cannot be assigned to a residual vacancy unless the
employee is able to perform the core functions of the position, with or
without reasonable accommodations.
Source: Step 4 C00M-1C-C 05179842, C00M-1C-C 06002195, K00M-1K-C
050165441, dated December 18, 2011.
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
RETURN TO DUTY
The parties affirm their understanding concerning the review of medical
certificates submitted by employees who return to duty following extended
absences due to illness.
We mutually agree to the following:
1. To avoid undue delay in returning an employee to duty, the on-duty medical
officer, contract physician, or nurse should review and make a decision based
upon the presented medical information the same day it is submitted.
Normally, the employee will be returned to work on his/her next scheduled
tour of duty or the date stated in the medical documentation, provided that
adequate medical documentation is submitted within sufficient time for review
and that a decision is made to return the employee to duty.
2. The reasonableness of the Service in delaying an employee’s return beyond
his/her next scheduled tour of duty or the date stated in the medical
documentation shall be a proper subject for the grievance procedure on a
case-by-case basis.
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This MOU provides guidelines for review of medical certification to assist in
prompt return to duty of an employee who has been on extended absences due
to illness, when it is determined that the employee will be returned to duty.
The parties at the National Level have agreed as follows:
“The current ELM 865 language does not negate
management’s obligation under the MOU on Return to Duty
when returning an employee to duty after an absence for
medical reasons.
“The reasonableness of the Service in delaying an employee’s
return beyond his/her next scheduled tour of duty or the date
stated in the medical documentation shall be a proper subject
for the grievance procedure on a case-by-case basis.”
Source: Pre-arbitration Settlement Q00M-6Q-C 05099748 and Q06M-6Q-C
11100872, dated February 10, 2014.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
CROSS CRAFT
It is understood by the parties that in applying the provisions of Articles 7, 12 and
13 of this Agreement, cross craft assignments of employees, on both a temporary
and permanent basis, shall continue as they were made among the six crafts under
the 1978 National Agreement.
Limited Duty: Limited duty work is work provided for an employee who is
temporarily or permanently incapable of performing his/her normal duties as a
result of a compensable illness or injury. The term limited duty was established
by Title 5, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 353, the O.P.M. regulation
implementing 5 U.S.C. 8151(b), that portion of the Federal Employees’
Compensation Act (FECA) pertaining to the resumption of employment following
compensable injury or illness. USPS procedures regarding limited duty are found
in Part 540 of the Employee & Labor Relations Manual (ELM). The Office of
Workers’ Compensation Programs has the exclusive authority to adjudicate
compensation claims and to determine the medical suitability of proposed limited
duty work.
ELM, Section 546.14, below, provides for additional rules that must be observed
when offering limited duty work.
546.14 Disability Partially Overcome
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546.142 Obligation
When an employee has partially overcome the injury of disability, the Postal
Service has the following obligation:
a. Current Employees. When an employee has partially overcome a
compensable disability, the Postal Service must make every effort toward
assigning the employee to limited duty consistent with the employee’s
medically defined work limitation tolerance (see 546.611). In assigning such
limited duty, the Postal Service should minimize any adverse or disruptive
impact on the employee. The following considerations must be made in
effecting such limited duty assignments:
(1) To the extent that there is adequate work available within the
employee’s work limitation tolerances, within the employee’s craft, in the work
facility to which the employee is regularly assigned, and during the hours
when the employee regularly works, that work constitutes the limited duty to
which the employee is assigned.
(2) If adequate duties are not available within the employee’s work
limitation tolerances in the craft and work facility to which the employee is
regularly assigned within the employee’s regular hours of duty, other work
may be assigned within that facility.
(3) If adequate work is not available at the facility within the
employee’s regular hours of duty, work outside the employee’s regular
schedule may be assigned as limited duty. However, all reasonable efforts
must be made to assign the employee to limited duty within the employee’s
craft and to keep the hours of limited duty as close as possible to the
employee’s regular schedule.
(4) An employee may be assigned limited duty outside of the work
facility to which the employee is normally assigned only if there is not
adequate work available within the employee’s work limitation tolerances at
the employee’s facility. In such instances, every effort must be made to
assign the employee to work within the employee’s craft within the
employee’s regular schedule and as near as possible to the regular work
facility to which the employee is normally assigned.
These provisions specify the steps that must be taken in seeking limited duty
work in order to ensure the assignments are minimally disruptive to the ill or
injured employees.

The provisions of ELM 546.14 are enforceable through the provisions of
the grievance/arbitration procedure.
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Source: Step 4 Grievances G90N-4G-C 95026885, et al., dated January 28,
1997.
Question: May MHAs who have an on the job illness or injury be assigned
to work in other crafts?
Answer: As is the case now, the assignment to another craft has to be
consistent with Section 546 of the Employee and Labor Relations Manual
and relevant Department of Labor regulations.
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ARTICLE 14
SAFETY AND HEALTH
Section 14.1 Responsibilities
It is the responsibility of management to provide safe working conditions in all
present and future installations and to develop a safe working force. The Union
will cooperate with and assist management to live up to this responsibility. The
Employer agrees to give appropriate consideration to human factors in the
design and development of automated systems.
Responsibilities: It is management’s responsibility to provide safe working
conditions; it is the union’s responsibility to cooperate with and assist
management in its efforts to fulfill this responsibility. In addition, the Postal
Service agrees to give appropriate consideration to human factors in the design
and development of automated systems.
Employees have the right to become actively involved in the Postal Service’s
Safety and Health Program and to be provided a safe and healthful work
environment. Employees also have the right to report unsafe and unhealthful
working conditions. They may consult with management through appropriate
employee representatives on safety and health matters, i.e., program
effectiveness and participation in inspection activities where permissible.
Employees have the right to participate in the safety and health program without
fear of restraint, interference, coercion, discrimination, or reprisal.
Source: Employee and Labor Relations Manual (ELM) Chapter 8, Section 814.1
Employees have the responsibility to comply with all safety and health
regulations, procedures, and practices, including the use of approved personal
protective equipment. Employees also need to keep the work area in a safe and
healthful condition through good housekeeping and proper maintenance of
property and equipment and to immediately report safety hazards and unsafe
working conditions. Employees have the responsibility to perform all duties in a
safe manner. Employees should keep physically and mentally fit to meet the
requirements of the job, and immediately report any accident or injury in which
they are involved to their supervisors.
Source: ELM Chapter 8, Section 814.2.
Question: Can local management issue a local safety policy and conduct standup talks related thereto?
Answer: Management has the right to articulate guidelines to its employees
regarding their responsibility concerning issues relating to safety. However, local
accident policies, guidelines or procedures may not be inconsistent or in conflict
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with the National Agreement. Any discipline imposed for cited safety rule
violations must meet the “just cause” provisions of Article 16 and any
administrative action related to safety violations must be consistent with Articles
14 and 29 of the National Agreement.
Source: Step 4 Grievance D94N-4D-C 97027016, et al., dated June 18, 1997.
Question: Can management involuntarily reassign an employee based upon
his/her safety record?
Answer: Management may discuss an employee’s safety record with the
employee and the employee can volunteer for reassignment, but management
cannot force the move.
Source: Pre-arbitration Settlement H8N-4J-C 33933, dated December 6, 1982.
Question: Is there an automatic discipline policy for safety rule violations?
Answer: No. When safety rule violations occur, managers and supervisors
have several alternative, corrective measures at their disposal. Although
discipline is one such measure, they should use it only when other corrective
measures do not appropriately fit the circumstances.
Correction of safety rule violations, whether by discipline or other alternatives,
should not be predicated on whether an accident happened but rather on a
factual determination that improper conduct occurred. Where discipline is the
chosen alternative, the facts must support the requirements of just cause.
Source: Postal Bulletin 21723, page 8, dated May 4, 1989.
Question: Is there an automatic discipline policy for accidents?
Answer: No. There should be no automatic discipline for employees involved in
accidents (motor vehicles or industrial). Disciplinary action must be appropriate
to the safety rule violation, not dependent on whether an accident occurred.
Supervisors and managers also should understand that postal policy prohibits
disciplinary action that may discourage accident reports or the filing of a claim for
compensable injury with the Office of Workers’ Compensation Programs.
Source: Postal Bulletin 21603, page 3, January 22, 1987.
Question: When an employee is involved in an accident, is he/she required to
complete the appropriate forms on the day the accident occurs?
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Answer: An employee may be required to report the accident on the day it
occurs, but completion of the appropriate forms will be in accordance with
applicable rules and regulations and need not be on the day of the accident.
Source: Pre-arbitration Settlement H8C-5D-C 11000, dated November 20, 1981.
Question: May local management require an employee to sign a locally
developed form which documents an unsafe practice?
Answer: No. Management may document unsafe practices. However, as there
is no national requirement for employees to acknowledge that the unsafe practice
was documented, employees should not be required to sign a local form for that
purpose.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H1C-5D-C 30950, dated July 25, 1985.
Section 14.2 Cooperation
A The Employer and the Union insist on the observance of safe rules and safe
procedures by employees and insist on correction of unsafe conditions.
Mechanization, vehicles and vehicle equipment and the work place must be
maintained in a safe and sanitary condition, including adequate occupational
health and environmental conditions. The Employer shall make available at
each installation forms to be used by employees in reporting unsafe and
unhealthful conditions. If an employee believes he/she is being required to
work under unsafe conditions, such employees may: a) notify the
employee's supervisor who will immediately investigate the condition and
take corrective action if necessary; b) notify such employee's steward, if
available, who may discuss the alleged unsafe condition with such
employee's supervisor; c) file a grievance at Step 2 of the grievance
procedure within fourteen (14) days of notifying such employee's supervisor
if no corrective action is taken during the employee's tour; d) and/or make a
written report to the Union representative from the local Safety and Health
Committee who may discuss the report with such employee's supervisor.
Upon written request of the employee involved in an accident, a copy of the
PS Form 1769 (Accident Report) will be provided.
Section 14.2 provides a special priority for the handling of safety and health
issues, providing for cooperative correction of unsafe conditions and enforcement
of safety issues as they arise.
In addition, Section 14.2 provides that safety and health grievances may be filed
directly at Step 2 of the grievance procedure.
Question: May an employee file a grievance directly at Step 2 of the grievance
procedure, without first notifying his/her supervisor of the unsafe condition?
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Answer: No. Under Section 14.2, an employee needs to notify the supervisor
prior to filing a grievance. If no corrective action is taken, a grievance may be
filed within 14 days of notifying the supervisor, and that grievance may be filed
directly at Step 2 of the grievance procedure.
Question: When an employee notifies his/her supervisor of unsafe conditions,
what actions should the supervisor take?
Answer: Section 14.2 requires the supervisor to ensure that the conditions will
be investigated immediately and corrective action will be taken, if necessary.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H8C-3W-C 29785, dated August 19, 1981.
Question: Is it a management responsibility to make PS Form 1767 available at
each installation for reporting unsafe or unhealthy conditions?
Answer: Yes. A supply of PS Form 1767 must be readily available in the
workplace so employees can, if they so desire, obtain them while maintaining
their anonymity.
The parties have agreed that employees will not be required or permitted to push
two hampers at a time with one hamper leading the other held by hand grasping
the lead hamper and the trailing hamper to one side.
Source: Step 4 Grievance C0M-1C-C 04148466, dated March 18, 2005.
B

Any grievance which has as its subject a safety or health issue directly
affecting an employee and which is subsequently properly appealed to
arbitration in accordance with the provisions of Article 15 may be placed at
the head of the appropriate arbitration docket.

Section 14.3 Implementation
To assist in the positive implementation of the program:
A1

There shall be established at the Employer's Headquarters level, a
Joint Labor-Management Safety Committee. Representation on
the Committee, to be specifically determined by the parties, shall
include representatives from the Union and representatives from
appropriate Departments in the Postal Service. Not later than 60
days following the effective date of this Collective Bargaining
Agreement, designated representatives of the Union and
Management will meet for the purpose of developing a
comprehensive agenda which will include all aspects of the
Employer's Safety Program. Subsequent to the development of
this agenda priorities will be established and a tentative schedule
will be developed to insure full discussion of all topics. Meetings
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may also be requested by either party for the specific purpose of
discussing additional topics of interest within the scope of the
Committee.
A2

The responsibility of the Committee will be to evaluate and make
recommendations on all aspects of the Employer's Safety Program,
to include program adequacy, implementation at the local level, and
studies being conducted for improving the work environment.

A3

The Chairman will be designated by the Employer. The Union, in
conjunction with the Chairman, shall schedule the meetings, and
recommend priorities on new agenda items. The Employer shall
furnish the Union information relating to injuries, illness and safety,
including the morbidity and mortality experience of employees.
This report shall be in the form of reports furnished OSHA on a
quarterly basis.

A4

The Headquarters level Committee will meet quarterly and the
Employer and Union Representatives will exchange proposed
agenda items two weeks before the scheduled meetings. If
problems or items of a significant, National nature arise between
scheduled quarterly meetings any party may request a special
meeting of the Committee. Any party will have the right to be
accompanied to any Committee meeting by no more than two
technical advisors.

A5

There shall be established at the Employer's Area level, a
Regional/Area Joint Labor-Management Safety Committee, which
will be scheduled to meet quarterly. The Employer and Union
Representatives will exchange proposed agenda items two weeks
before the scheduled meetings. If problems or items of a
significant, Regional/Area-wide nature arise between scheduled
quarterly meetings, any party may request a special meeting of the
Committee. Any party will have the right to be accompanied to any
committee meeting by no more than two technical advisors.

A6

Representation on the Committee shall include representatives
from the Union and appropriate representatives from the Postal
Service Area Office. The Chairman will be designated by the
Employer.

The provisions of Section 14.3A provide for National and Regional/Area Joint
Labor-Management Safety Committees. The National Committee is responsible
for evaluating and making recommendations on all aspects of the Employer’s
Safety Program, including program adequacy, implementation at the local level,
and studies being conducted for improving the work environment.
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B The Employer will make Health Service available for the treatment of job
related injury or illness where it determines they are needed. The Health
Service will be available from any of the following sources: government or
public medical sources within the area; independent or private medical
facilities or services that can be contracted for; or in the event funds, spaces
and personnel are available for such purposes, they may be staffed at the
installation. The Employer will promulgate appropriate regulations which
comply with applicable regulations of the Office of Workers Compensation
Program, including employee choice of health services.
C The Employer will comply with the Postal Employees Safety Enhancement
Act of 1998.
The Postal Employees Safety Enhancement Act of 1998 became effective on
September 29, 1998. This Act requires the Postal Service to adapt to the private
sector rules and regulations issued by the U.S. Department of Labor, including
the reporting system required of private-sector employers and the possibility of
monetary fines for proven OSHA violations.
Section 14.4 Local Safety Committee
At each postal installation having 50 or more employees, a Joint
Labor-Management Safety and Health Committee will be established. Similar
committees may be established upon request of the installation head in
installations having fewer than 50 employees, as appropriate. Where no Safety
and Health Committee exists, safety and health items may be placed on the
agenda and discussed at labor-management meetings. There shall be equal
representation on the Committee between the participating unions and
management. The representation on the Committee, to be specifically
determined by the parties, shall include one person from each of the participating
unions and appropriate management representatives. The Chairman will be
designated by the Employer.
It is recognized that under some circumstances, the presence of an additional
employee employed at the installation will be useful to the local Safety and
Health Committee because of that employee's special expertise or experience
with the agenda item being discussed. Under these circumstances, which will
not normally be applicable to most agenda items, the employee may, at the
request of the Union, be in attendance only for the time necessary to discuss that
item. Payment for the actual time spent at such meetings by the employee will
be at the applicable straight-time rate, providing the time spent is a part of the
employee's regular workday.
This section requires the creation of joint local safety committees at each
installation with 50 or more employees and encourages their creation at smaller
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facilities. In small facilities without a committee, safety and health issues may be
discussed in labor-management meetings.
Question: Is the number of members on the local joint labor-management
safety and health committee discretionary?
Answer: No. The language of Section 14.4 is clear and does not allow for
exceptions. There shall be equal representation between the union and
management.
Section 14.5 Subjects for Discussion
Individual grievances shall not be made the subject of discussion during Safety
and Health Committee meetings.
In keeping with Section 14.5, individual safety-related grievances filed by mail
handlers or the NPMHU may not be discussed during Joint Labor-Management
Safety and Health Committee meetings. Under the 1998 APWU National
Agreement, however, Article 14 (Section 14.5) provides that APWU individual
grievances initiated in accordance with Article 14.2 of that agreement may be the
subject of discussions at these meetings. Thus, NPMHU representatives on
these committees can expect to be involved in meetings at which discussions of
these grievances occur.
Section 14.6 Employee Participation
It is the intent of this program to insure broad exposure to employees, to develop
interest by active participation of employees, to insure new ideas being
presented to the Committee and to make certain that employees in all areas of
an installation have an opportunity to be represented. At the same time, it is
recognized that for the program to be effective, it is desirable to provide for a
continuity in the committee work from year to year. Therefore, except for the
Chairman and Secretary, the Committee members shall serve three-year terms
and shall at the discretion of the Union be eligible to succeed themselves.
The employee participation section allows, at the union’s discretion, all union
members of the safety and health committee to succeed themselves at the
conclusion of each three-year term.
Section 14.7 Local Committee Meetings
The Safety and Health Committee shall meet at least quarterly and at such other
times as requested by a Committee member and approved by the Chairman in
order to discuss significant problems or items. The meeting shall be on official
time. Each Committee member shall submit agenda items to the Secretary at
least three (3) days prior to the meeting. A member of the Medical/Health Unit
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will be invited to participate in the meeting of the Labor-Management Safety and
Health Committee when agenda item(s) relate to the activities of the
Medical/Health Unit.
No request for a Safety and Health Committee meeting shall be unreasonably
denied. If the local Union Safety and Health Committee member feels a request
was unreasonably denied, the matter will be referred to the Union’s Regional
Office and the Employer’s Area Office Safety Manager for a determination if the
Safety and Health Committee should convene prior to the Quarterly meeting.
The local safety and health committee must meet at least quarterly, but may
meet more often than that if it wishes, on official (paid) time. The parties agree
that requests for meetings in addition to the mandated quarterly meetings shall
not be unreasonably denied. If the union’s representative on the Committee
believes such a request has been unreasonably denied, the issue will be referred
to the designated parties at the Area/Regional level to determine if the
Committee should convene prior to the next quarterly meeting.
The local safety and health committee must meet at least quarterly, but may
meet more often than that if it wishes, on official (paid) time.
Question: Is the union representative for the local safety and health committee
compensated for time spent at a committee meeting?
Answer: Yes. The representative is to be compensated at the appropriate rate
for the official time spent at the safety and health meeting.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H4M-1E-C 9794, dated March 4, 1986.
Section 14.8 Local Committee Responsibilities
A The Committee shall review the progress in accident prevention and health
at the installation; determine program areas which should have increased
emphasis; and it may investigate major accidents which result in disabling
injuries. Items properly relating to employee safety and health shall be
considered appropriate discussion items. Upon a timely request,
information or records necessary for the local Safety and Health Committee
to investigate real or potential safety and health issues will be made
available to the Committee. In addition, the Committee shall promote the
cause of Safety and Health in the installation by:
A1

Reviewing Safety and Health suggestions, safety training records
and reports of unsafe conditions or practices.

A2

Reviewing local Safety and Health rules.
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A3

Identifying unsafe work practices and assisting in enforcing
work-related safety rules.

A4

Reviewing updated list of hazardous materials used in the
installation.

B The Committee shall, at its discretion, render reports to the installation head
and may at its discretion make recommendations to the installation head for
action on matters concerning safety and health. The installation head shall
within a reasonable period of time advise the Committee that the
recommended action has been taken or advise the Headquarters Safety
and Health Committee and the Presidents of the participating local unions
as to why it has not. Any member of the Committee may also submit a
written report to the Headquarters Safety and Health Committee in the event
the Committee's recommendations are not implemented.
C Upon proper written request to the Chairman of the Committee, on-the-spot
inspection of particular troublesome areas may be made by individual
Committee members or a Subcommittee or the Committee as a whole.
Such request shall not be unreasonably denied. When so approved, the
Committee members shall be on official time while making such inspection.
D A Union representative from the local Safety and Health Committee may
participate in the annual inspection, conducted by the Manager, Human
Resources, in the main facility of each District and BMC, provided that the
Union represents employees at the main facility of the District or BMC being
inspected. In no case shall there be more than one (1) Union representative
on such inspections.
E A Union representative from the local Safety and Health Committee may
participate in other inspections of the main facility of each post office,
District, BMC, or other installation with 100 or more man years of
employment in the regular work force, and of an individual station or branch
where the station or branch has 100 or more man years of employment in
the regular work force, provided that the Union represents employees at the
main facility or station or branch and provided that the Union representative
is domiciled at the main facility or station or branch to be inspected.
If the Union representative to the local Safety and Health Committee is not
domiciled at the main facility or station or branch to be inspected and if the
Union represents employees at that main facility or station or branch, at the
Union's option, a representative from the Committee may participate in the
inspection (at no additional cost for the Employer) or the Union may
designate a representative domiciled at the main facility, or station or branch
to be inspected to participate in the inspection. In no case shall there be
more than one (1) Union representative on such inspections.
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F One Union representative from the local Safety and Health Committee,
selected on a rotational basis by the participating Unions, may participate in
the annual inspection of each installation with less than 100 man years of
employment in the regular work force, where such Committee exists in the
installation being inspected. In those installations that do not have a Safety
and Health Committee, the inspector shall afford the opportunity for a
bargaining unit employee from that installation to accompany him during
these inspections.
G An appointed member of a local committee will receive an orientation by the
Employer which will include:
G1

Responsibilities of the Committee and its members.

G2

Basic elements of the Safety and Health Program.

G3

Identification of hazards and unsafe practices.

G4

Explanation of reports and statistics reviewed and analyzed by the
Committee.

H Since it has been some time since some members of Safety Committees
received orientation, all current members will receive an orientation not later
than December 27, 2007.
I

Where an investigation board is appointed by an Vice President, Area
Operations or a District Manager to investigate a fatal or serious industrial
non-criminal accident and/or injury, the Union at the installation will be
advised promptly. When requested by the Union, a representative from the
local Safety and Health Committee will be permitted to accompany the
board in its investigation.

J In installations where employees represented by the Union accept, handle
and/or transport hazardous materials, the Employer will establish a program
of promoting safety awareness through communications and/or training, as
appropriate. Elements of such a program would include, but not be limited
to:
J1

Informational postings, pamphlets or articles in postal and Area
publications.

J2

Distribution of Publication 52 to employees whose duties require
acceptance of and handling hazardous items.
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J3

On-the-job training of employees whose duties require the handling
and/or transportation of hazardous items. This training will include,
but is not limited to, hazard identification; proper handling of
hazardous materials; personal protective equipment availability and
its use; cleanup and disposal requirements for hazardous materials.

J4

All mailbags containing any hazardous materials, as defined in
Publication 52, will be appropriately identified so that the employee
handling the mail is aware that the mailbag contains one or more
hazardous material packages.

J5

Personal protective equipment will be made available to employees
who are exposed to spills and breakage of hazardous materials.

Question: May the union participate in safety inspections?
Answer: The union may participate in safety inspections so long as the
requirements set forth in Section 14.8 are met.
Source: Step 4 Grievance C8T-4F-C 13605, dated August 13, 1981.
Section 14.9 Field Federal Safety and Health Councils
In those cities where Field Federal Safety and Health Councils exist, one
representative of the Mail Handler Union who is on the Local Safety and Health
Committee in an independent postal installation in that city and who serves as a
member of such Councils, will be permitted to attend the meetings. Such
employee will be excused from regularly assigned duties without loss of pay.
Employer-authorized payment as outlined above will be granted at the applicable
straight time rate, provided the time spent in such meetings is a part of the
employee's regular work day.
(The preceding Article, Article 14, shall apply to Mail Handler Assistant
employees.)
Following passage of the Postal Employment Safety Enhancement Act, the
parties re-emphasized the importance of providing a safe and healthful
workplace by agreeing to a new Memorandum of Understanding on the
Correction of Unsafe Conditions. The procedures established in that MOU are
not intended to change the provisions of Article 14, but rather are in addition to
the contractual obligations of both parties. The MOU on the Correction of Unsafe
Conditions is reprinted below:

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN THE
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
AND THE
NATIONAL POSTAL MAIL HANDLERS UNION
Re:

Correction of Unsafe Conditions

The National Postal Mail Handlers Union (Mail Handlers) and the United States
Postal Service (USPS) recognize the importance of providing a safe and
healthful workplace for all postal employees. The parties acknowledge the
passage of the Postal Employee Safety Enhancement Act (PESEA) passed by
Congress on September 29, 1998 and in concert with the provisions of PESEA,
the parties agree to implement its provisions in the Postal Service by taking the
following actions:
1.

The parties encourage the resolution of unsafe conditions at the
lowest level in the organization. In accordance with our current
procedures, an employee or a union representative may identify
and discuss an alleged unsafe condition with their immediate
supervisor, who will investigate and take corrective action if
necessary and within their authority. If unresolved, the issue will be
recorded including all relevant facts and referred to the parties
designated representatives identified in Section 2 below.

2.

The local parties will designate at all plant and distribution centers,
plant and distribution facilities, bulk mail centers, airmail centers, air
mail facilities, post offices, and stations and branches where five (5)
or more mail handlers are employed, a facility union and
management representative. These representatives will meet on a
regular predetermined basis to review and attempt to resolve the
referred safety and health issues.

A.

The management and the union representatives should have
sufficient authority and knowledge to resolve safety issues in an
expeditious manner. As necessary, the parties will utilize
available safety, maintenance, and other appropriate resources
to develop possible resolutions.

B.

To the extent issues are addressed on one tour in multi-tour
facilities, the same issue will not be a topic for discussion on
another tour as long as the issue is pending resolution with the
parties’ representatives.

C.

Those offices that have an established program (e.g. Safety
Captain) in which they regularly meet with union representatives
to discuss safety concerns are not required to modify their
existing program to conform to these procedures.
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D.

Safety issues originating in all offices not identified in Section 2
above and unresolved in discussions between the union or
employee and management representatives may be processed
in accordance with tile regular grievance procedure.

3.

If possible, management will try to immediately resolve safety
issues as they are brought to its attention in the meetings described
above. The parties recognize, however, that certain safety issues
cannot be resolved immediately. For instance, a safety issue
brought to management’s attention might have national impact
implications or might require engineering changes which facility
management is incapable of resolving at the level to which the
initial complaint is brought, or may require the use of outside
resources to resolve. There may be instances when it may not be
possible to resolve the issue due to disagreement between the
representatives over the nature of the safety issue itself, the
necessary alternative resolutions, or the extent of work that needs
to be performed to correct the situation. The parties’
representatives may mutually agree to refer an unresolved issue to
the local Safety and Health Committee. If appealed to the regularly
scheduled local safety and health committee, the parties’
representatives shall be prepared to present the issue to the
committee with their assessment and resolution.

4.

The parties agree that bargaining unit employees will utilize these
procedures to notify management of workplace safety issues for
resolution. To this end, the union at both the national and local level
will notify bargaining unit employees both verbally and through their
written communications vehicles to communicate any safety
matters to its representatives so they can raise and resolve them, if
possible, through this procedure.

5.

This Understanding and its procedures are for the purpose of
further providing a safe and healthy workplace through timely
recognition and resolution of safety issues and is not intended to
deprive any bargaining unit employee of his/her right to notify
appropriate third parties. It is the intent of this agreement to
implement this process to allow employees and the union to bring
safety issues to management’s attention so they can be
expeditiously addressed in a timely manner without invoking an
administrative procedure and attendant litigation which would have
a delaying effect on any resolution to the safety issue.

6.

The parties agree that any issues regarding nationally deployed
equipment or issues that have national implication are to be jointly
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forwarded by the local parties to the vice president, Labor Relations
and manager, Contract Administration (Mail Handlers) for referral to
the national Joint Labor-Management Safety Committee.
7

The parties will implement this process arid name representatives
to begin meeting within 60 days of the signing of this agreement.
This agreement and its procedures are in addition to the contractual
obligations of both parties and in no way changes or alters those
provisions.
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ARTICLE 15
GRIEVANCE-ARBITRATION PROCEDURE
Section 15.1 Definition
A grievance is defined as a dispute, difference, disagreement or complaint
between the parties related to wages, hours, and conditions of employment. A
grievance shall include, but is not limited to, the complaint of an employee or of
the Union which involves the interpretation, application of, or compliance with the
provisions of this Agreement or any local Memorandum of Understanding not in
conflict with this Agreement.
On the basis of this broad definition of a grievance, most work-related disputes
may be pursued through the grievance-arbitration procedure. The language
recognizes that most grievances will involve alleged violations of the National
Agreement or of a Local Memorandum of Understanding.
Other types of disputes that may be handled within the grievance procedure may
include:
•

Alleged violations of postal handbooks or manuals (see Article 19);

•

Alleged violations of other enforceable agreements between the parties,
such as the Joint Statement on Violence and Behavior in the Workplace.
In a National award, Arbitrator Snow found that the Joint Statement
constitutes a contractually enforceable agreement between the parties
and that the union has access to the grievance procedure to resolve
disputes arising under the Joint Statement.
Source: National Arbitration Award Q90N-4F-C 94024977, Arbitrator C.
Snow, dated August 16, 1996.

•

Disputes concerning the rights of ill or injured employees, such as claims
concerning fitness-for-duty exams, first aid treatment, compliance with the
provisions of ELM Section 540 and other regulations concerning Office of
Workers’ Compensation Program (OWCP) claims. However, decisions of
OWCP are not grievable matters, as OWCP has the exclusive authority to
adjudicate compensation claims and to determine the medical suitability of
proposed limited duty assignments.
Source: Step 4 Grievance G90N-4G-C 95026885, et al., dated January
28, 1997.

•

Alleged violations of law (see Article 5);
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•

Other complaints relating to wages, hours or conditions of employment.

Section 15.2 Grievance Procedure - Steps
Step 1: (a) Any employee who feels aggrieved must discuss the grievance with
the employee's immediate supervisor within fourteen (14) days of the date on
which the employee or the Union first learned or may reasonably have been
expected to have learned of its cause unless the parties agree in writing to
extend the fourteen (14) day period. The employee, if he or she so desires, may
be accompanied and represented by the employee's steward or a Union
representative. The Union also may initiate a grievance at Step 1 within 14 days
of the date the Union first became aware of (or reasonably should have become
aware of) the facts giving rise to the grievance. In such case the participation of
an individual grievant is not required.
A Step 1 Union grievance may involve a complaint affecting more than one
employee in the office. Whenever the facts giving rise to a grievance relate to an
incident/issue occurring or arising on a specific date and involve more than one
employee in the office, a Step 1 or Step 2 grievance may only be initiated by the
Union as a Union grievance on behalf of all involved employees within a specific
work location in an installation as provided in Article 17.2A or as defined by local
practice. Should any grievances concerning the same incident/issue be filed at
Step 1 by individual employees, the Union will consolidate all such grievances
and select a representative grievance which may be appealed to Step 2. Should
multiple grievances concerning the same incident/issue be improperly
filed/initiated at Step 1 by the Union, management shall notify the Union, and if
so notified, the Union shall consolidate all such grievances and select a
representative grievance which may be heard at Step 1.
The grievant or the union must discuss the grievance with the employee’s
immediate supervisor within fourteen (14) calendar days of when the grievant or
the union first learned, or may reasonably have been expected to have learned,
of its cause, unless the parties have agreed in writing to extend that period.
For example, if a grievant receives a letter of warning, day 1 of the 14 days is the
day after the letter of warning is received.
In a case involving designation of the “immediate supervisor” in a class action
grievance, the parties agreed that determination of who is the immediate
supervisor is a fact circumstance best suited for the local parties. In order to
resolve grievances at the lowest possible step, as required by Section 15.3A, a
Step 1 grievance should normally be initiated with the supervisor most likely
responsible for the action giving rise to the dispute.
Source: Pre-arbitration Settlement I84M-4I-C 87040125, dated May 17, 1999
The immediate supervisor may be an acting supervisor (204-B).
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Source: Step 4 Grievance H4N-5E-C 36561, dated February 26, 1988
A newly-hired career employee may file a grievance during his/her probationary
period, unless the issue relates to an evaluation of work performance given to the
employee during the probationary period or to the separation of the employee
during the probationary period. See a further discussion of this subject under
Article 12 (Section 12.1A).
A casual employee in the supplemental workforce who is working in the mail
handler craft may not file a grievance under Article 15 of the National Agreement.
Question: Can MHAs file grievances under Article 15 of the National
Agreement?
Answer: Yes. MHAs have access to the grievance procedure for those
provisions of the National Agreement that apply to MHAs.
The union steward may, while interviewing the grievant or the potential grievant,
complete his/her grievance outline worksheet. The union steward’s time for this
purpose would be covered under Article 17 (Section 17.3)
Source: Step 4 Grievance H1C-3P-C-6922, dated August 20, 1982
A grievance may be filed at Step 1 in a number of different ways:
•

If the grievant files his/her own grievance at Step 1, the grievant may be
accompanied and represented by a union representative.

•

If the grievant files his/her own grievance at Step 1, even if the grievant
chooses not to be accompanied or represented by the union during the
discussion portion of the procedure at Step 1, management must give the
steward or other union representative the opportunity to be present during
any portion of the procedure which involves adjustment or settlement of
the grievance. The union representative may waive the union’s right in
this regard. Furthermore, the union need not be present if the grievance is
denied at Step 1.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H7M-4S-C 22798, dated February 15, 1993
(incorporating Pre-arbitration Settlement H7C-4J-C 18047, dated June 17,
1992.)
Whether or not present, the Union at the local level has a right to be
notified of a settlement or adjustment which occurred at Step 1 of the
grievance procedure.
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Source: Step 4 Grievance H1N-5G-C 8564, dated August 12, 1983
• If the union initiates a grievance at Step 1 on behalf of an individual
employee, that employee’s participation in the Step 1 meeting is neither
required nor prohibited.
Either party, i.e., the union or management, may have an observer at a grievance
discussion. For example, management is permitted to have a supervisor serve
as an observer at a grievance discussion between a steward and an acting
supervisor (204-B). Normally, it is expected that the parties will advise each
other in advance of any intent to have an observer.
Source: Pre-arbitration Settlement N1C-4B-C 1716, dated December 1, 1983
Management must discuss the grievance at Step 1 even if it contends that the
complaint is not grievable or that the grievance is procedurally defective.
Management may include its position on these matters as one of the reasons for
denying the grievance.
Sources: Step 4 Grievance A8-W-0538, dated February 28, 1980 and Step 4
grievance H8C-3W-C 24461, dated April 23, 1981.
The intent of the parties is to resolve cases at the lowest possible level, whether
it is done by telephone or in person. Normally, the parties will meet on Step 1
grievances in person; however, in unusual circumstances, or by mutual
agreement of the local parties, to accommodate the process a Step 1 discussion
may take place via telephone.
Sources: Pre-arbitration Settlement H4C-3W-C 27397, dated January 19, 1989,
and Step 4 Grievance H7N-5K-C 4965, dated March 23, 1989.
Where the incident or issue which gives rise to the grievance occurs on a specific
date and involves the complaint of more than one (1) employee, the union is
required to file a single grievance at Step 1, or at Step 2 where appropriate, on
behalf of all of the affected employees within a specific work location. For these
purposes, work location is defined by Article 17.2A or local practice as the area
of the installation to which a specific steward is assigned for purposes of
providing representation. Where individual employees file their own grievances
at Step 1 concerning the same incident/issue, the union is required to consolidate
all such grievances and select one (1) representative grievance for appeal to
Step 2. Furthermore, where the union itself improperly files multiple grievances
on the same incident/issue at Step 1, management will notify the union of this
fact and, if so notified, the union is required to consolidate all such grievances
and select one (1) representative grievance for hearing at Step 1.
(b) In any discussion at Step 1 the supervisor shall have authority to settle the
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grievance. The steward or other Union representative likewise shall have
authority to settle or withdraw the grievance in whole or in part. No resolution
reached as a result of such discussion shall be a precedent for any purpose.
The parties’ representatives have the specific authority to resolve a grievance at
this initial step of the grievance-arbitration procedure. Although either
representative may consult with higher levels of authority within his/her
respective organization regarding the issues in dispute, this section clearly states
that the parties who handle the Step 1 discussion are empowered to settle the
grievance. For example, where it can be demonstrated that management’s
representative lacked authority, i.e., someone else made the decision, discipline
has sometimes been overturned by arbitrators.
(c) If no resolution is reached as a result of such discussion, the supervisor shall
render a decision orally stating the reasons for the decision. The supervisor's
decision should be stated during the discussion, if possible, but in no event shall
it be given to the Union representative (or the grievant, if no Union representative
was requested) later than five (5) days thereafter unless the parties agree to
extend the five (5) day period. Within five (5) days after the supervisor's
decision, the supervisor shall, at the request of the Union representative, initial
the standard grievance form that is used at Step 2 confirming the date upon
which the decision was rendered.
If the parties are unable to resolve the grievance at Step 1, the supervisor shall
provide an oral decision, which will include the reasons for the denial. If the
decision is not rendered during the Step 1 meeting, it must be provided within
five (5) calendar days of that Step 1 meeting, unless the parties mutually agree to
extend the time limits. If requested by the union, the supervisor shall, within five
(5) days after issuance of the Step 1 decision, initial the Standard Grievance
Form to confirm the date of the Step 1 decision.
(d) The Union shall be entitled to appeal an adverse decision to Step 2 of the
grievance procedure within ten (10) days after receipt of the supervisor's
decision. Such appeal shall be made by completing a standard grievance form
developed by agreement of the parties, which shall include appropriate space for
at least the following:
1. Detailed statement of facts;
2. Contentions of the grievant;
3. Particular contractual provisions involved; and
4. Remedy sought.
The parties at the national level shall agree upon a computer-generated version
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of the standard grievance form that may be used to appeal an adverse decision
to Step 2.
Time limits are calculated on the basis that day one (1) is the day following the
receipt of the supervisor’s oral decision. The union representative has until the
tenth (10th) day to submit the appeal. If the appeal is being submitted through
the mail, it must be postmarked no later than the tenth (10th) day following the
Step 1 decision. It is recommended that union representatives not wait until the
tenth (10th) day for this purpose.
Appeals to Step 2 must be made on the Standard Grievance Form. A computergenerated version of this form, agreed to by the parties at the National level, may
be utilized.
Upon request, the Union is entitled to review the supervisor’s Step 1 Grievance
Summary Form, PS-2608 as follows. The PS Form 2608 is not completed by the
Postal Service at the time of the Step 1 discussion, however, and therefore it is
not available for the Union to review until Step 2. If at Step 2 or any subsequent
step of the grievance procedure, the Union requests to review the completed PS
Form 2608, it will be made available. A copy will be provided on request.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H1M-1J-C 10717, dated March 22, 1984.
Step 2: (a) The standard grievance form appealing to Step 2 shall be filed with
the installation head or designee. In any associate post office of twenty (20) or
less employees, the Employer shall designate an official outside of the
installation as the Step 2 official, and shall so notify the Union Step 1
representative.
Management is responsible for notifying the union of the proper representative to
whom Step 2 appeals are to be made. Office size is determined by adding
together the number of career employees in the NPMHU, APWU and NALC
bargaining units.

(b) Any grievance initiated at Step 2, pursuant to Article 2 of this Agreement,
must be filed within fourteen (14) days of the date on which the Union or the
employee first learned or may reasonably have been expected to have learned of
its cause.
Where grievances are filed directly at Step 2, the same fourteen (14) day time
limit applicable for grievances filed at Step 1 applies. Types of grievances that
may, but are not required to, be filed directly at Step 2 are:
•

Article 2, Non-Discrimination and Civil Rights. See Article 2 (Section 2.3.)
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•

Article 14, Safety and Health. See Article 14 (Section 14.2.)

(c) The installation head or designee will meet with the steward or a Union
representative as expeditiously as possible, but no later than seven (7) days
following receipt of the Step 2 appeal unless the parties agree upon a later date.
In all grievances appealed from Step 1 or filed at Step 2, the grievant shall be
represented in Step 2 for all purposes by a steward or a Union representative
who shall have authority to settle or withdraw the grievance as a result of
discussions or compromise in this Step. The installation head or designee in
Step 2 also shall have authority to grant or settle the grievance in whole or in
part.
The Step 2 meeting will be held within seven (7) days following management’s
receipt of the appeal, unless the parties mutually agree to extend the time limits.
Note that the union represents an individual grievant for all purposes at Step 2
and thereafter. Again, both parties have full authority to resolve the grievance,
and the union has full authority to withdraw the grievance, at Step 2.
The parties at the National level agree that management has an obligation to
meet with the Union at Step 2 as long as the Union has met the procedures
outlined in Section 15.2, Steps 1 and 2 of the National Agreement.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H4C-3W-C 14958, dated December 5, 1986.
The necessity of the presence of a grievant at a Step 2 meeting is determined by
the Union.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H4C-5D-C 5830, dated December 3, 1985.
In a case dealing with the issue of the presence of the grievant at the Step 2
meeting, the parties agreed that all time spent in the Step 2 grievance meeting
will be on a no gain/no loss basis in accordance with Article 17 (Section 17.4.) If
the grievant is not available to attend the scheduled meeting and advance notice
of that fact and a significant reason is provided by the union, the parties may
mutually agree to extend the date of the Step 2 meeting.
Source: Pre-arbitration Settlement H4C-4B-C 2899, dated October 19, 1988.
The parties agreed that the National Agreement does not dictate the location
where Step 2 meetings must be held.
Source: Pre-arbitration Settlement D84M-1D-C 87013561, dated June 15, 1998.
The parties at the National level agree that the National Agreement does
not dictate the location where Step 2 discussions must be held. This is a
local dispute suitable for regional determination. Individual telephonic
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Step 2 discussions are permitted only with agreement by both parties.
These discussions and reviews will have the same contractual force and
effect as if the parties had met in person.
Source: Step 4 Grievance G06M-1G-C 11029012, dated June 22, 2012.
However, management is mandated along with the Union to have meaningful
dialogue in order to resolve grievances. While complete privacy may be difficult
to achieve, local management should make the effort to ensure that Step 2
meetings are as private as possible with no unnecessary interruptions.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H8C-5K-C-21811, dated January 12, 1982.
In a case involving more than one Management representative meeting with the
Union at Step 2, the parties agreed that both the Union and Management have
historically had persons other than the actual designated representatives attend
Step 2 meetings as observers. However, such persons shall attend at the mutual
consent of the parties designated to discuss the grievance. Payment is covered
by the provisions of Article 17 (Section 17.4)
Source: Step 4 Grievance H8N-3U-C 16250, dated February 8, 1984.
(d) At the meeting the Union representative shall make a full and detailed
statement of facts relied upon, contractual provisions involved, and remedy
sought. The Union representative may also furnish written statements from
witnesses or other individuals. The Employer representative shall also make a
full and detailed statement of facts and contractual provisions relied upon. The
parties' representatives shall cooperate fully in the effort to develop all necessary
facts, including the exchange of copies of all relevant papers or documents in
accordance with Article 31. The parties' representatives may mutually agree to
jointly interview witnesses where desirable to assure full development of all facts
and contentions. In addition, in cases involving discharge either party shall have
the right to present no more than two witnesses. Such right shall not preclude
the parties from jointly agreeing to interview additional witnesses as provided
above.
Both parties are required to state in detail the facts and contractual provisions
relied upon to support their respective positions and to exchange all relevant
documents. The parties are expected to “cooperate fully” in the effort to develop
all necessary facts and contentions.
Arbitrator Aaron stated that “all of the facts and arguments relied upon by both
parties must be fully disclosed before the case is submitted to arbitration,” either
at Step 2 or at a subsequent step of the grievance procedure. He held that the
arbitral policy of refusal to accept new arguments at arbitration “should be strictly
enforced.” He relied in part on an earlier award by Arbitrator Mittenthal in which
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that arbitrator stated that “Article XV describes in great detail what is expected of
the parties in the grievance procedure” in relation to full disclosure prior to
arbitration. Hence, it is in each party’s interest to ensure that all of the facts and
arguments to be relied upon are fully disclosed at Step 2 of the grievance
procedure.
Sources: National Arbitration Awards H8N-5B-C 17682, Arbitrator B. Aaron,
dated April 12, 1983 and H8N-5L-C 10418, Arbitrator R. Mittenthal, dated
September 21, 1981.
In non-discharge cases, the parties can mutually agree to jointly interview
witnesses at the Step 2 meeting. In discharge cases, either party can present
two (2) witnesses at the Step 2 meeting, and the parties can mutually agree to
interview additional witnesses. All witnesses will be on the clock while traveling
to and from the Step 2 meeting and while in attendance at the Step 2 meeting.
Note that different rules apply to payment of the steward and the grievant. See
further Article 17 (Section 17.4) for a full discussion of this issue.
(e) Where grievances appealed to Step 2 involve the same, or substantially
similar issues or facts, one such grievance to be selected by the Union
representative shall be designated the “representative" grievance. If not resolved
at Step 2, the “representative" grievance may be appealed to Step 3 of the
grievance procedure. All other grievances which have been mutually agreed to
as involving the same, or substantially similar issues or facts as those involved in
the “representative" grievance shall be held at Step 2 pending resolution of the
“representative" grievance, provided they were timely filed at Step 1 and properly
appealed to Step 2 in accordance with the grievance procedure.
(f) Following resolution of the “representative" grievance, the parties involved in
that grievance shall meet at Step 2 within seven (7) days of their receipt of that
resolution, unless the parties agree upon a later date, to identify the other
pending grievances involving the same, or substantially similar issues or facts,
and to apply the resolution to those grievances. Disputes over the applicability of
the resolution of the “representative" grievance shall be resolved through the
grievance-arbitration procedures contained in this Article; in the event it is
decided that the resolution of the “representative" grievance is not applicable to a
particular grievance, the merits of that grievance shall also be considered.
Where grievances appealed to this step involve the same, or substantially similar
issues or facts, the union representative shall select one such grievance and
designate it as the “representative” grievance. If resolution is not reached at
Step 2, the “representative” grievance may be appealed through the grievancearbitration procedure and all other such timely filed and timely appealed
grievances will be held at Step 2 pending resolution of the “representative”
grievance. Once the representative grievance is resolved, the parties at Step 2
meet to apply the resolution to the other grievances that were held at that step.
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Where a dispute exists as to whether the resolution applies to a held grievance,
the merits of that grievance will be considered at Step 2. If no agreement is
reached, that grievance may then be appealed through the grievance-arbitration
procedure.
(g) Any settlement or withdrawal of a grievance in Step 2 shall be in writing or
shall be noted on the standard grievance form and shall be furnished to the
Union representative within ten (10) days after the Step 2 meeting unless the
parties agree to extend the ten (10) day period. Any such settlement or
withdrawal shall not be a precedent for any purpose, unless the parties
specifically so agree or develop an agreement to dispose of future similar or
related problems.
Settlements and acknowledgments of the union’s withdrawal of a grievance at
Step 2 must be provided in writing or noted on the Standard Grievance Form
within ten (10) days after the Step 2 meeting, unless the parties mutually agree to
an extension. In an effort to encourage resolution, such settlements or
withdrawals will not serve as precedent for any purpose unless the parties
specifically agree otherwise
(h) Where agreement is not reached, the Employer's decision shall be furnished
to the Union representative in writing within ten (10) days after the Step 2
meeting unless the parties agree to extend the ten (10) day period. The decision
shall include a full statement of the Employer's understanding of (1) all relevant
facts, (2) the contractual provisions involved, and (3) the detailed reasons for
denial of the grievance.
(i) If the Union representative believes that the facts or contentions set forth in
the decision are incomplete or inaccurate, such representative should, within ten
(10) days of receipt of the Step 2 decision, transmit to the Employer's
representative a written statement setting forth corrections or additions deemed
necessary by the Union. Any such statement must be included in the file as part
of the grievance record in the case. The filing of such corrections or additions
shall not affect the time limits for appeal to Step 3.
Adverse Step 2 decisions must also be provided in writing within ten (10) days
after the Step 2 meeting. The decision must include a full statement of
management’s understanding of all relevant facts and the contractual provisions
involved and must provide detailed reasons for the denial.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H7M-3R-C 10666, dated October 20, 1988.
Where the union contends that the facts or contentions in the decision are
incomplete or inaccurate, the union representative may submit written corrections
and additions within ten (10) days of receipt of the decision. The steward is
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entitled to time on-the-clock to prepare the union’s statement of corrections and
additions.
Source: Step 4 Grievance A8-S-0309, dated December 7, 1979.
Whether additions and corrections can be submitted by anyone other than
the union Step 2 representative is based on the fact circumstances
involved. A Union representative may submit additions and corrections to
a Step 2 decision. Whether the additions and corrections are accurate is
subject to challenge, regarding accuracy, throughout the rest of the
grievance arbitration procedure.
Source: Step 4 Grievance C06M-1C-C 12277784, dated June 27, 2014.
Normally, management’s Step 2 representative will not issue corrections and
additions to the union. Should this occur, however, the appropriate union
representative is entitled to reasonable time on-the-clock to prepare a written
reply.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H8N-3W-C 33606, dated November 17, 1981.
Note that submission of corrections and additions does not alter the time limits
for appeal to Step 3.
(j) The Union may appeal an adverse Step 2 decision to Step 3. Any such
appeal must be made within fifteen (15) days after receipt of the Employer's
decision unless the parties' representatives agree to extend the time for appeal.
Any appeal must include copies of (1) the standard grievance form, (2) the
Employer's written Step 2 decision, and, if filed (3) the Union corrections or
additions to the Step 2 decision.
An appeal to Step 3 must be filed within 15 days of receipt of the Step 2 decision,
and must include copies of the items listed in this subsection. Time spent in
writing appeals to Step 3 is compensable under the provisions of Article 17
(Section 17.4.)
Source: National Arbitration Award AB-E-021/022, Arbitrator R. Mittenthal, dated
December 10, 1979
Step 3: (a) Any appeal from an adverse decision in Step 2 shall be in writing to
the appropriate management official at the LR Service Center with a copy to the
Employer's Step 2 representative, and shall specify the reasons for the appeal.
The time limit for the union’s appeal to Step 3 is fifteen (15) days after its receipt
of the Step 2 decision, unless the parties mutually agree to an extension. All of
the listed materials must be included in the appeal file. The address for the LR
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Service Center, to which the Step 3 appeals must be made, is contained in the
Memorandum of Understanding Re: Language Changes Due To Organizational
Structure Changes, reprinted on page 185of the 2016 National Agreement.
The union is required to provide a copy of the Step 3 appeal letter to
management’s Step 2 representative.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H7M-3R-C 10666, dated December 8, 1988.
Contractual language does not preclude the granting of extensions for appeal to
Step 3, so long as the extensions are mutually agreed upon by either the Step 2
or Step 3 representatives.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H7M-4U-C 33358, dated September 23, 1991.
(b) The grievant shall be represented at Step 3 level by the Union's Regional
representative, or designee. The Step 3 meeting of the parties' representatives
to discuss the grievance shall be held at the respective Postal Service office
(former regional headquarters) within fifteen (15) days after it has been appealed
to Step 3. Step 3 discussions by telephone or video conferencing are permitted
with the agreement of both parties’ representatives. These discussions and
reviews will have the same contractual force and effect as if the parties had met
in person. Each party's representative shall be responsible for making certain
that all relevant facts and contentions have been developed and considered.
The Union representative shall have authority to settle or withdraw the grievance
in whole or in part. The Employer's representative likewise shall have authority
to grant the grievance in whole or in part. In any case where the parties'
representatives mutually conclude that relevant facts or contentions were not
developed adequately in Step 2, they shall have authority to jointly return the
grievance to the Step 2 level for full development of all facts and further
consideration at that level. In such event, the parties' representatives at Step 2
shall meet within seven (7) days after the grievance is returned to Step 2.
Thereafter, the time limits and procedures applicable to Step 2 grievances shall
apply.
The Step 3 meeting will be held within fifteen (15) days of management’s receipt
of the Step 3 appeal, unless both parties mutually agree to an extension of the
time limits. The union is represented by its Regional representative, or designee.
The meetings shall be held in the locations agreed to by the National or
Regional/Area parties, as specified in the Memorandum of Understanding on
page 185of the 2016 National Agreement. Again, at Step 3, both parties have
full authority to resolve the grievance, and the union has full authority to withdraw
the grievance.
Both parties have an affirmative obligation to assure that all relevant facts and
contentions have been included so that the grievance is fully developed at Step
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3. They may, by mutual agreement, remand a case to Step 2 where they
conclude that the parties at that step did not fully develop the case. If the case is
remanded, the parties at Step 2 must meet within seven (7) days of receipt of the
grievance; time limits and procedures for Step 2 grievances apply thereafter.
It is worth repeating Arbitrator Aaron’s statement that “all of the facts and
arguments relied upon by both parties must be fully disclosed before the case is
submitted to arbitration . . .”He held that the arbitral policy of refusal to accept
new arguments at arbitration “should be strictly enforced.” Hence, it is in each
party’s interest to ensure that all of the facts and arguments to be relied upon are
fully disclosed no later than Step 3 of the grievance procedure.
Source: National Arbitration Award H8N-5B-C 17682, Arbitrator B. Aaron, dated
April 12, 1983.
Upon request, the Union is entitled to review PS Form 2609, Step 2 Grievance
Summary, when it is utilized by Management’s representative at Step 3 or above.
Since the PS 2609 is not prepared until after the Step 2 meeting, this document
cannot be supplied until the Step 3 meeting.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H1C-3U-C-6106, dated November 5, 1982.
(c) The Employer's written Step 3 decision on the grievance shall be provided to
the Union's Step 3 representative within fifteen (15) days after the parties have
met in Step 3, unless the parties agree to extend the fifteen (15) day period.
Such decision shall state the reasons for the decision in detail and shall include a
statement of any additional facts and contentions not previously set forth in the
record of the grievance as appealed from Step 2. Such decision also shall state
whether the Employer's Step 3 representative believes that no interpretive issue
under this Agreement or some supplement thereto which may be of general
application is involved in the case.
Management’s decision must be provided to the union’s Regional representative
within fifteen (15) days, unless the parties mutually agree to an extension. The
decision must include detailed reasons and must also include a statement of any
additional facts and contentions that were not included in the record when
appealed from Step 2. The decision must also indicate whether management’s
representative believes that no interpretive issue is involved in the case.
(d) The Union, at the Regional level, may appeal an adverse decision directly to
arbitration at the Regional level within twenty-one (21) days after the receipt of
the Employer's Step 3 decision in accordance with the procedure hereinafter set
forth; provided the Employer's Step 3 decision states that no interpretive issue
under this Agreement or some supplement thereto which may be of general
application is involved in the case.
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The union’s Regional representative may appeal an adverse Step 3 decision
directly to Regional level arbitration within twenty-one (21) days of receipt of the
decision, so long as the decision indicates that no interpretive issue is involved in
the case. The address for the LR Service Center to which appeals to Regional
level arbitration must be submitted is contained in the Memorandum of
Understanding Re: Language Changes Due to Organizational Structure
Changes, reprinted on page 185of the 2016 National Agreement.
(e) A grievance alleging a violation of the District percentage limitation for
Mail Handler Assistants may be initiated directly at Step 3 by the
appropriate Regional Director within fourteen (14) days of the receipt of the
accounting period reports from the Employer. These filings shall be made
to LR Service, Attention: Step 3 Direct Appeals, U.S. Postal Service, P.O.
Box 23788, Washington DC 20026-3788.
(f) If either party's representative maintains that the grievance involves an
interpretive issue under this Agreement, or some supplement thereto which may
be of general application, the Union representative shall be entitled to appeal an
adverse decision to Step 4 (National level) of the grievance procedure. Any such
appeal must be made within twenty-one (21) days after receipt of the Employer's
decision and include copies of the standard grievance form, the Step 2 and Step
3 decisions and, if filed, any Union corrections and additions filed at Steps 2 or 3.
The Union shall furnish a copy of the Union appeal to the appropriate
management official at the Grievance/Arbitration Processing Center.
The party whose representative maintains that the grievance involves an
interpretive issue shall provide the other party a written notice specifying in detail
the precise interpretive issue(s) to be decided. The Employer’s notice shall be
included in the Step 3 decision. The Union’s written notice shall be automatically
included as part of the grievance record in the case but the filing of such notice
shall not affect the time limits for appeal
[See Memos, pages 181-182]
If the Union representative believes that the grievance involves an interpretive
issue, the Union’s Regional representative may appeal the case to Step 4 at the
National level. Alternatively, the Union may appeal the case to regional
arbitration.
Where Management’s Step 3 decision indicates that an interpretive issue is
involved in the grievance, the Union’s Regional representative may only appeal
the case to Step 4 at the National level.
Article 15.2 Step 3(d) requires the party whose representative maintains
that the grievance involves an interpretive issue shall provide the other
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party a written notice specifying in detail the precise interpretive issue(s) to
be decided.
Source: Step 4 Grievance K06M-1K-C 07261874, dated December 7, 2010.
All such appeals must be made within twenty-one (21) days of receipt of the Step
3 decision.
This contractual language applies only to cases in which a question exists
regarding interpretation of the Agreement or some supplement thereto which
may be of general application. As Arbitrator Garrett stated, it is “not intended to
provide a vehicle for considering a multitude of individual grievances as a sort of
‘class action.’”
Source: National Arbitration Award N8-NAT-2705, Arbitrator S. Garrett, dated
July 30, 1975.
The union representative has the responsibility to provide a copy of the Step 4
appeal to the appropriate management official at the Grievance/Arbitration
Processing Center. .
Source: National Arbitration Award N8-NA-0344, Arbitrator H. Gamser, dated
July 10, 1981.
Step 4: (a) In any case properly appealed or referred to this Step the parties
shall meet at the National level promptly, but in no event later than thirty (30)
days after filing such appeal or referral in an attempt to resolve the grievance.
The Union representative shall have authority to settle or withdraw the grievance
in whole or in part. The Employer's representative shall have authority to grant or
settle the grievance in whole or in part. The parties' Step 4 representatives may,
by mutual agreement, return any grievance to Step 3 where (a) the parties agree
that no national interpretive issue is fairly presented or (b) it appears that all
relevant facts have not been developed adequately. In such event, the parties
shall meet at Step 3 within fifteen (15) days after the grievance is returned to
Step 3. Thereafter the procedures and time limits applicable to Step 3
grievances shall apply. Following their meeting in any case not returned to Step
3, a written decision by the Employer will be rendered within fifteen (15) days
after the Step 4 meeting unless the parties agree to extend the fifteen (15) day
period. The decision shall include an adequate explanation of the reasons
therefor. In any instance where the parties have been unable to dispose of a
grievance by settlement or withdrawal, the Union shall be entitled to appeal it to
arbitration at the National level within thirty (30) days after receipt of the
Employer's Step 4 decision.
[See Memo, page 181]
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Step 4 is reserved for the appeal from Step 3 or the referral from Regional level
arbitration of those cases which contain an interpretive issue under the National
Agreement or some supplement thereto which is of general application. Where
the parties at Step 4 determine that an interpretive issue does not actually exist
in a grievance appealed to that Step, they may by mutual agreement return that
grievance to Step 3. The parties at Step 3 must meet within fifteen (15) days
after the grievance is returned to that step; thereafter, the time limits for handling
Step 3 grievances will apply.
No re-appeal to Step 3 is necessary when a case is remanded from Step 4.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H1C-3A-C 46843, dated December 4, 1987.
Section 15.3 Grievance Procedure-General
A The parties expect that good faith observance, by their respective
representatives, of the principles and procedures set forth above will result
in settlement or withdrawal of substantially all grievances initiated hereunder
at the lowest possible step and recognize their obligation to achieve that
end. Every effort shall be made to ensure timely compliance and payment
of monetary grievance settlements and arbitration awards. The Employer
agrees that upon receipt of necessary paperwork, from the grievant and/or
union, concerning a grievance settlement or arbitration award, monetary
remuneration will be made. The necessary paperwork is the documents
and statements specified in Subchapter 436.4 of the ELM. The Employer
will provide the union copies of appropriate pay adjustment forms, including
confirmation that such forms were submitted to the appropriate postal
officials for compliance and that action has been taken to ensure that the
affected employee(s) receives payment and/or other benefits. In the event
that an employee is not paid within sixty (60) days after submission of all the
necessary paperwork, such employee, upon request, will be granted
authorization from management to receive a pay advance equal to seventy
(70) percent of the payment owed the employee. In the event of a dispute
between the parties concerning the correct amount to be paid, the advance
required by this section will be the amount that is not in dispute.
B The failure of the employee or the Union in Step 1, or the Union thereafter to
meet the prescribed time limits of the Steps of this procedure, including
arbitration, shall be considered as a waiver of the grievance. However, if
the Employer fails to raise the issue of timeliness at Step 2, or at the step at
which the employee or Union failed to meet the prescribed time limits,
whichever is later, such objection to the processing of the grievance is
waived.
If management fails to raise the issue of timeliness, in writing, at Step 2, or at the
step at which the employee or Union failed to meet the prescribed time limits,
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whichever is later, it waives the right to raise the issue at a later time.
Management’s obligations depend upon the step at which it asserts that the
grievance was untimely.
Step 1: If management asserts that a grievance was untimely filed at Step 1, it
must raise that objection in the written Step 2 decision (which is “later” than Step
1) or the objection is waived. Furthermore, even if the objection is raised at Step
1 for a grievance that was untimely at that step, it must also be raised at Step 2
and included in the written decision.
Step 2 or later: For grievances which management asserts were untimely at
Step 2 or at a later step, they must raise the objection at the step at which the
time limits were not met and include it in the written decision for that step and all
subsequent steps. If the Postal Service fails to reassert its timeliness objections
at subsequent steps, even if timeliness was raised at Step 2 or another prior
step, the Postal Service waives its timeliness objection.
Source: National Arbitration Award H8T-5C-C 11160, Arbitrator B. Aaron, dated
July 7, 1982.
The cancellation date on the envelope containing the appeal may be used to
determine the timeliness of the appeal.
Source: National Arbitration Award N8-NA-0344, Arbitrator H. Gamser, dated
July 10, 1981.
C Failure by the Employer to schedule a meeting or render a decision in any of
the Steps of this procedure within the time herein provided (including
mutually agreed to extension periods) shall be deemed to move the
grievance to the next Step of the grievance-arbitration procedure.
In a 2009 award, National Arbitrator Eischen concluded that “a Step 2 decision
issued by the Postal Service after [a] grievance [challenging a 14-day
suspension] has been progressed properly to Step 3 in accordance with the
‘deemed to move’ provisions of Article 15.3.C, because of failure by the
Employer to schedule a Step 2 meeting within the time provided in Article 15.2
Step 2 (c) (including mutually agreed to extension periods), has no validity, force
or effect under the last sentence of ¶ 2 of Article 16.5 (formerly 16.4) of the
USPS/NPMHU National Agreement” (emphasis in original).
Source: National Arbitration Award I94M-1I-C 98072898, Arbitrator D. Eischen,
dated Jan. 9, 2009.
D

It is agreed that in the event of a dispute between the Union and the
Employer as to the interpretation of this Agreement, such dispute may be
initiated as a grievance at the Step 4 level by either party. Such a grievance
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shall be initiated in writing and must specify in detail the facts giving rise to
the dispute, the precise interpretive issues to be decided and the contention
of the initiating party. Thereafter the parties shall meet in Step 4 within thirty
(30) days in an effort to define the precise issues involved, develop all
necessary facts, and reach agreement. Should they fail to agree, then,
within fifteen (15) days of such meeting, each party shall provide the other
with a statement in writing of its understanding of the issues involved, and
the facts giving rise to such issues. In the event the parties have failed to
reach agreement within sixty (60) days of the initiation of the grievance in
Step 4, the Union then may appeal it to arbitration, within thirty (30) days
thereafter.
This section authorizes either the union or management to file interpretive
disputes directly at Step 4 at the National level and specifies the procedure to be
used in handling such disputes. The grievance must be in writing and must
specify in detail the precise interpretive issue(s) to be decided. In keeping with
the last sentence of this section, and Section 15.4 below, only the union may
appeal a dispute to National arbitration.
E

The parties have agreed to jointly develop and implement a Contract
Interpretation Manual (CIM) within six (6) months after the effective date of
the 1998 National Agreement. The CIM will set forth the parties' mutual
understanding regarding the proper interpretation and/or application of the
provisions of this Agreement. It is not intended to add to, modify, or replace,
in any respect, the language in the current Agreement; nor is it intended to
modify in any way the rights, responsibilities, or benefits of the parties under
the Agreement. However, production of the CIM demonstrates the mutual
intent of the parties at the National level to encourage their representatives
at all levels to reach resolution regarding issues about which the parties are
in agreement and to encourage consistency in the application of the terms
of the Agreement. For these reasons, the positions of the parties as set
forth in the CIM shall be binding on the representatives of both parties in the
resolution of disputes at the Local and Regional levels, and in the
processing of grievances through Steps 1, 2 and 3 of the
grievance-arbitration procedure. In addition, the positions of the parties as
set forth in the CIM are binding on the arbitrator, in accordance with the
provisions of Article 15.4A6, in any Regional level arbitration case in which
the CIM is introduced. The CIM will be updated periodically to reflect any
modifications to the parties' positions which may result from National level
arbitration awards, Step 4 decisions, or other sources. The parties'
representatives are encouraged to utilize the most recent version of the CIM
at all times.
[See Memos and Letters, pages 179-186]

This language provides for the document that you are currently reading.
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As noted in the Introduction and Preamble, the CIM sets forth the parties’ mutual
understanding regarding the proper interpretation and/or application of the
provisions of the Agreement. The positions contained herein are binding on the
parties’ representatives in the handling of grievances at Steps 1, 2 and 3 of the
grievance-arbitration procedure, on the parties’ representatives at the local and
Regional levels in the resolution of disputes, and on Regional level arbitrators.
Section 15.4 Arbitration
A General Provisions
A1

A request for arbitration shall be submitted within the specified time
limit for appeal.

A2

No grievance may be arbitrated at the National level except when
timely notice of appeal is given the Employer in writing by the
Union. No grievance may be appealed to arbitration at the
Regional level except when timely notice of appeal is given in
writing to the appropriate management official at the LR Service
Center by the certified representative of the Union in the particular
Region. Such representative shall be certified to appeal grievances
by the Union to the Employer at the National level.

Time limits for appeal to Regional-level arbitration are discussed under Section
15.2, Step 3(d). The union at the National level designates representatives who
have the authority to appeal cases to Regional level arbitration.
A3

All grievances appealed to arbitration will be placed on the
appropriate pending arbitration list(s) in the order in which
appealed. The Employer, in consultation with the Union, will be
responsible for maintaining appropriate dockets of grievances, as
appealed, and for administrative functions necessary to assure
efficient scheduling and hearing of cases by arbitrators at all levels.

A4

In order to avoid loss of available hearing time, except in National
level cases, a sufficient number of back-up cases shall be
scheduled in accordance with Article 15.4B2 to be heard in the
event of late settlement or withdrawal of grievances before the
hearing. In the event that the parties settle a case or either party
withdraws a case five (5) or more days prior to the scheduled
arbitration date, the backup cases on the appropriate arbitration list
shall be scheduled. In the event that either party withdraws a case
less than five (5) days prior to the scheduled arbitration date, and
the parties are unable to agree on scheduling other cases on that
date, the party withdrawing the case shall pay the full costs of the
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arbitrator for that date. If the parties settle a case less than five (5)
days prior to the scheduled arbitration date and are unable to agree
to schedule other cases, the parties shall share the costs of the
arbitrator for that date. This paragraph shall not apply to National
level arbitration cases.
Management, in consultation with the union, is responsible for maintaining
arbitration dockets. Cases are placed on those lists in their order of appeal.
The parties have placed a special emphasis on the need to avoid loss of
arbitration dates. To assure that cases appealed to arbitration are heard as
quickly as possible, back-up cases are to be scheduled for each hearing date.
Additional language is found in Section 15.4B2c. Allocation of arbitrators’ fees is
specified for situations in which cases are settled or withdrawn less than five (5)
days prior to the scheduled hearing date and a back-up case cannot be agreed
upon.
The parties have agreed that neither party has the right to unilaterally cancel an
arbitration hearing once it has been scheduled pursuant to Section 15.4. If either
party maintains that unforeseen circumstances prevent them from presenting
their case, they may appear before the arbitrator to request a continuance and
the arbitrator shall have the authority to grant or deny the request on its merits. If
the continuance is granted, the requesting party shall be responsible for all costs
of the arbitrator for that date.
Source: Step 4 Grievance C98M-1C-C 01146875, dated February 25, 2003.
A5

Arbitration hearings normally will be held during working hours
where practical. Employees whose attendance as witnesses is
required at hearings during their regular working hours shall be on
Employer time when appearing at the hearing, provided the time
spent as a witness is part of the employee's regular working hours.
Absent a more permissive local past practice and at no cost to the
Employer, the Employer will permit one (1) change of work
schedule per case scheduled for arbitration for either the grievant
or a witness, provided notice is given to his or her immediate
supervisor at least two (2) days prior to the scheduled arbitration
hearing.

Union witnesses are considered to be on-the-clock when appearing at an
arbitration hearing during their regular work hours, including reasonable waiting
time. Arbitrator Mittenthal defined “reasonable” for this purpose as follows:
If his knowledge of the case is vital and the Union advocate needs him by
his side, surely his presence is “required.” He would be entitled to pay for
all waiting time. But if he is called to corroborate what others will be
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testifying to and he is merely an observer, his early presence is hardly
“required.” He would not be entitled to pay for all waiting time.
However, union witnesses are not compensated for time spent traveling to and
from the arbitration hearing.
Source: National Arbitration Award H1N-NA-C-7, Arbitrator R. Mittenthal, dated
February 15, 1985.
At no cost to the Employer, one (1) change of schedule per case will be granted
to either the grievant or a witness, so long as notice is provided to the
employee’s immediate supervisor at least two (2) days prior to the scheduled
hearing, unless there is a more permissive local past practice, in which case that
practice will prevail.
The payment provisions do not apply to an employee who appears at a hearing
as an “observer,” who cannot provide information which has substantive or
probative value; witnesses must be knowledgeable about the issues in question.
Source: Step 4 Grievance NC-N-2064, dated September 20, 1976.
A6

All decisions of an arbitrator will be final and binding. All decisions
of arbitrators shall be limited to the terms and provisions of this
Agreement, and in no event may the terms and provisions of this
Agreement be altered, amended, or modified by an arbitrator.
Unless otherwise provided in this Article, all costs, fees and
expenses charged by an arbitrator will be shared equally by the
parties.

Arbitration is the last step of the grievance-arbitration procedure. There are no
further contractual avenues for management or the union to challenge or appeal
an arbitration award. This exclusion of further contractual avenues includes
appeals to Step 4 of the grievance-arbitration procedure. However, judicial relief
or enforcement of an arbitration award may be available.
Source: Step 4 Grievance A98M-1A-C 01219270, et al., dated June 3, 2004.
Sound labor relations policy and the arbitration processes established under
Article 15 are best served by precluding requests for reconsideration of
arbitration awards by either the Union or the Postal Service. No requests or
motions for reconsideration of arbitration awards may be filed by the Union or the
Postal Service. This does not preclude any right that any party may have to seek
judicial review of an arbitrator’s award; nor does this preclude an arbitrator from
correcting clerical mistakes or obvious errors of arithmetical computation.
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Source: National Level Agreement dated October 3, 1975 (cited in Step 4
Grievance E06M-4E-C 08288303 dated March 22, 2011).
Arbitrators have the authority to fashion remedies in cases where the grievance
is deemed to be arbitrable. Arbitrator Mittenthal ruled that “the remedy for an
alleged violation is a facet of every grievance.”
Source: National Arbitration Award N8-NA-0141, Arbitrator R. Mittenthal, dated
July 7, 1980.
A7

The parties agree that, upon receipt of the award, each arbitrator's
fees and expenses shall be paid in a prompt and timely manner.

A8

All arbitrators on the District Regular Contract/Discipline Panels and
the District Expedited Panels and on the National Panel shall serve
for the term of this Agreement and shall continue to serve for six (6)
months thereafter, unless the parties otherwise mutually agree.
[See Letter, page 186]

A9

Arbitrators on the National and on the District Regular
Contract/Discipline and District Expedited Panels shall be selected
by the method agreed upon by the parties at the National Level.
The parties shall meet for this purpose within ninety (90) days after
signing this Agreement. In the event the parties cannot agree on
individuals to serve on these panels, or to fill any vacancies,
selection shall be made by the alternate striking of names from the
appropriate list.
[See Letter, page 189]

The appointment of arbitrators is administered by the parties at the National
level. Their terms of appointment are established by contractual language, and
the appointment terms may be altered by mutual agreement of the parties.
B

Regional Level Arbitration - Regular
B1

In each District three (3) separate dockets of cases to be heard in
arbitration shall be maintained for the Union by the Employer at the
Area level:
B1a

one for all removal cases and cases involving suspensions
for more than 30 days;

B1b

one for all cases appealed or referred to Expedited
Arbitration; and
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B1c

one for all other cases appealed to arbitration at the
Regional Level.

In order to assure expeditious hearing of cases appealed to arbitration, the
parties agreed to reconfigure the arbitration dockets on a District, rather than
Area/Regional, basis. Three (3) separate dockets of cases are maintained in
each District.
B2 Regional Arbitration Scheduling
B2a

Except as otherwise provided in B2b hereunder, all cases
will be scheduled from their respective dockets for each
District on a first-in, first-out order based on appeal to
arbitration date unless the Union and Employer otherwise
agree at the Regional level.

B2b

Grievances involving letters of warning or suspensions that
have been timely appealed or referred to Expedited or
Regular arbitration, where such discipline is cited in a
removal or suspension of more than thirty (30) days timely
appealed to Regional arbitration, will be provided priority
scheduling on the respective docket to assure that such
grievances are heard prior to the grievance regarding the
removal or suspension of more than thirty (30) days. In no
case shall a grievance regarding the removal or suspension
of more than 30 days be heard prior to adjudication of any
time-appealed grievance involving discipline cited in the
removal or suspension of more than 30 days. Grievances
involving separate elements of discipline cited in a particular
removal or suspension of more than 30 days will not be
combined for hearing without the mutual consent of the
parties.

B2c

The parties agree that all cases will be heard in arbitration
within 120 days from the date of the grievance appeal to
arbitration. If a grievance is not heard in arbitration within
the 120 days, the grievance will be scheduled as the first
primary case on the next available arbitration hearing date.
If, one (1) year after the effective date of this Agreement, this
hearing requirement is not complied with by a particular
District Panel(s) for three (3) consecutive Accounting
Periods, the parties will meet to jointly select a sufficient
number of additional arbitrators for that panel(s) to ensure
compliance with this hearing requirement. Such meetings
and addition of arbitrators will continue, as jointly agreed to
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by the parties, until the panel(s) is in compliance with the
hearing requirement.
The date of appeal of the grievance to arbitration determines its placement on
the particular District docket. Scheduling of cases from each of the three District
dockets is accomplished on a first-in, first-out (FIFO) basis, unless the parties
agree otherwise. One agreed-to exception is designed to assure that timely-filed
grievances regarding past elements listed in removal notices are adjudicated
before the hearing on the removal itself; the parties also agreed that grievances
involving “live” past elements will be scheduled individually and not “batched”
before an arbitrator to be heard on the same day without the parties’ mutual
consent. In a further effort to expedite arbitration hearings, the parties have
agreed that if the one hundred and twenty (120) day hearing requirement cannot
be met on any panel one (1) year after the effective date of the Agreement,
additional arbitrators will be selected for that panel until the requirement is met.
B2d

The primary case(s) assigned for each arbitration date will
be listed on the scheduling letter. Unless mutually agreed
otherwise, a maximum of two (2) primary cases from the
District Regular Contract and District Regular Discipline
dockets and a minimum of six (6) cases from the District
Expedited docket will be listed on the respective scheduling
letters. In addition every open case from the particular post
office where the primary case(s) are located will be
scheduled in the event the primary case(s) are resolved or
withdrawn; a listing of such cases will be attached to the
scheduling letter. If multiple cases exist at the primary
location, the cases will be heard in order of appeal date,
unless otherwise mutually agreed by the parties. The
primary cases will be backed up with three (3) additional
cases from the same District and Union geographic area. It
is understood that the parties will resolve or arbitrate the
cases at this primary location prior to moving to the first
back-up location. The parties agree that cases will be heard
rather than lose a hearing date.
The primary case(s) and the back-up cases will appear in
the scheduling letter to the arbitrator and the parties, which
will be submitted no later than forty-five (45) days prior to the
scheduled hearing date, unless the parties at the
Area/Regional level agree otherwise in a specific instance.

B2e

If all cases at the primary location are resolved or withdrawn,
the first back-up case shall become the scheduled case. If
the first back-up case is resolved or withdrawn, additional
back-up cases will consist of any open cases (see Section
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4B2a for priority scheduling) at the post office location where
the first back-up case is scheduled. The scheduling of these
cases at the first back-up location shall go in order of appeal
date to arbitration unless otherwise agreed at the
Area/Regional level. If all cases at the first back-up location
are resolved or withdrawn, the second back-up case shall
become the scheduled case. If that case is resolved or
withdrawn, any open cases (see Section 4B2a for priority
scheduling) at the second back-up location will be scheduled
as above, first-in, first-out. If all cases at the second back-up
location are resolved or withdrawn, the third back-up case
shall become the scheduled case, and the same procedures
shall apply for scheduling additional cases at that location.
B2f

In the event that all back-up locations are exhausted, the
location will be determined by the order of appeal date of
cases within the same District and Union geographic area
and will continue until no arbitration appeals remain either in
the original District or union geographic area.

B2g

If the procedures in B2c through B2e are exhausted,
additional locations will be determined by the parties based
upon mutual agreement at the Area/Regional level. If no
agreement is reached, scheduling of cases will be based
upon the order in which cases were appealed to Regional
arbitration.

B2h

The appropriate management official at the LR Service
Center will provide to the Union at the National level a list of
the pending cases on each docket by District listed in order
of first-in, first-out.

B2i

If more than one hearing on a particular date is scheduled
for a particular union geographic area, the union at the
Regional level may request, and the Employer will agree to a
mutually acceptable scheduling adjustment to another union
geographic area.

Section 15.4B2d-j provides the order of scheduling for cases from each of the
District arbitration dockets. For each scheduled date, a maximum of two (2)
primary cases from the District Regular Contract or the District Regular Discipline
or a minimum of six (6) cases from the District Expedited dockets will be
scheduled. In order to assure that the date is utilized, a list of all pending cases
from the appropriate docket will be attached to the scheduling letter listing the
primary cases for that date.
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B3

Only discipline cases involving suspensions of 30 days or less and
those other disputes as may be mutually determined by the parties
shall be appealed or referred to Expedited Arbitration in accordance
with Section 4C hereof.

B4

Cases appealed or referred to arbitration, which involve removals
or suspensions for more than 30 days, shall be scheduled from the
appropriate District Regular Discipline docket for hearing at the
Regional Level at the earliest possible date in the order in which
appealed by the Union or referred.

B5

If a written request is submitted by either party at least thirty (30)
days prior to the scheduled hearing date for a case(s) appealed to
Regional arbitration, the parties will promptly (normally no later than
ten (10) calendar days after the request is received by the other
party) conduct pre-arbitration discussions regarding the specified
case(s).

A pre-arbitration discussion will be conducted for any grievance for which the
union submits a written request at least thirty (30) days prior to the scheduled
hearing date.
B6

If either party concludes that a case appealed or referred to
Regional Arbitration involves an interpretative issue under the
National Agreement or some supplement thereto which may be of
general application, that party may withdraw the case from
arbitration and refer the case to Step 4 of the grievance procedure.
The party referring the case to Step 4 shall pay the full costs of the
arbitrator for that date unless another scheduled case is heard on
that date.
The party whose representative maintains that the grievance
involves an interpretive issue shall provide the other party a written
notice specifying in detail the precise interpretive issue(s) to be
decided and that party’s contention with regard to the issue. A
copy of the notice will be provided to the designated management
and union officials at the Area/Regional level.

The withdrawal from Regional level arbitration and referral of a grievance to Step
4 can take place at any time from the date of appeal to arbitration until the
issuance of the arbitrator’s decision. If the parties’ representatives at Step 4
determine that no interpretive issue is present in the grievance, it will be
rescheduled for arbitration in keeping with the Memorandum of Understanding,
Step 4 Procedures, reprinted at the end of this article. The intent of this
memorandum is to expedite the hearing process and to prevent the use of
Section 15.4B6 as a means of shopping for a new arbitrator.
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When a union intervenes in an area level arbitration, it has the right to refer
the case to Step 4 of the grievance procedure.
Source: National Arbitration Award Q94C-4Q-C 98062054, Arbitrator C.
Snow, dated January 1, 2000.
When complying with the Memorandum of Understanding on Step 4 Procedures,
the case is returned directly to regional arbitration to be heard before the same
arbitrator who was scheduled to hear the case at the time of the referral to Step
4. Additionally, if the hearing had opened, the case will be returned to the same
stage of arbitration.
Sources: Step 4 Grievances A90M-1A-C 94023140/4A-C-93050831, dated
November 12, 1998
The withdrawal of a grievance from Regional arbitration and the referral of that
grievance to Step 4 are not required to be separate actions. Arbitrator Mittenthal
ruled that “the act of referring the case to Step 4 necessarily included
withdrawing the case from regional arbitration.”
Source: National Arbitration Award H8C-4C-C 12764, Arbitrator R. Mittenthal,
dated January 18, 1983.
B7

The arbitrators on each District Panel shall be scheduled to hear
cases on a rotating system basis, unless otherwise agreed by the
parties.

B8

Normally, there will be no transcripts of arbitration hearings or filing
of post-hearing briefs in cases heard in Regular Regional level
arbitration, except either party at the National level may request a
transcript, and either party at the hearing may request to file a
post-hearing brief. However, each party may file a written
statement setting forth its understanding of the facts and issues and
its argument at the beginning of the hearing and also shall be given
an adequate opportunity to present argument at the conclusion of
the hearing.

This provision prohibits either party to an arbitration hearing from seeking a
transcript without notifying the other party in advance at the National level. In a
National Award, Arbitrator Aaron concluded that this subsection does not
preclude either party from ordering a verbatim transcript of a regular arbitration
hearing at the regional level without the consent of the other party, so long as
reasonable advance notice is provided.
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Source: National Arbitration Award H1C-NA-C 52, Arbitrator B. Aaron, dated
May 4, 1985.
This provision gives each party the procedural right to file a post-hearing
brief after properly notifying the other party and the arbitrator of its intent
to do so. Source: National Arbitration Award H4C-3W-C 8590, Arbitrator C.
Snow, dated March 31, 1993. To be proper, the NPMHU and the Postal
Service agree that the notice must occur prior to the close of the hearing
so that both parties are aware of the other party’s decision on whether to
exercise this right.
A Regional arbitrator has the discretion to permit either party to make a tape
recording of the hearing over the objection of the other party. In the instant case,
the union sought to make a tape recording to assist in the preparation of its posthearing brief.
Source: National Arbitration Award H1M-3D-C 42523, Arbitrator J. Harkless,
dated May 22, 1986.
B9

The arbitrator in any given case should render an award therein
within thirty (30) days of the close of the record in the case.

The parties enforce this provision through the terms of a contract signed by the
arbitrator prior to placement on a panel, which provides for reduced fees to
arbitrators if their awards are not timely rendered.
A regular regional arbitrator’s award is binding only on the installation where the
grievance arose and only to the extent that a subsequent grievance involves the
same material facts. It may be cited outside the participating installation as
persuasive authority only, not binding authority.
Sources: Step 4 Grievances H7M-3W-C 20857, dated January 31, 1990 and
H7M-3W-C 19636, dated May 14, 1990
C

Regional Level Arbitration Expedited
C1

The parties agree to continue the utilization of an expedited
arbitration system for disciplinary cases of 30 days suspension or
less which do not involve interpretation of this Agreement and for
such other cases as the parties may mutually determine. This
system may be utilized by agreement of the National Union and the
Vice-President, Labor Relations, or designee. In any such case,
the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service or American
Arbitration Association shall immediately notify the designated
arbitrator. The designated arbitrator is that member of the District
Expedited Panel who, pursuant to a rotation system, is scheduled
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for the next arbitration hearing. Immediately upon such notification
the designated arbitrator shall arrange a place and date for the
hearing promptly but within a period of not more than ten (10)
working days. If the designated arbitrator is not available to
conduct a hearing within the ten (10) working days, the next panel
member in rotation shall be notified until an available arbitrator is
obtained.
C2

The parties agree that all cases will be heard in arbitration within
120 days from the date of the grievance appeal to arbitration. If a
grievance is not heard in arbitration within the 120 days, the
grievance will be scheduled as the first case to be heard on the
next available arbitration date. If, one (1) year after the effective
date of this Agreement, this hearing requirement is not complied
with by a particular District Panel(s) for three (3) consecutive
Accounting Periods, the parties will meet to jointly select a sufficient
number of additional arbitrators for that panel(s) to ensure
compliance with this hearing requirement. Such meetings and
addition of arbitrators will continue, as jointly agreed to by the
parties, until the panel(s) is in compliance with the hearing
requirement.

C3

If either party concludes that the issues involved are of such
complexity or significance as to warrant reference to the District
Regular Contract/Discipline Arbitration Panel(s), that party shall
notify the other party of such reference at least twenty-four (24)
hours prior to the scheduled time for the expedited arbitration.

C4The hearing shall be conducted in accordance with the following:
C4a the hearing shall be informal;
C4b no briefs shall be filed or transcripts made;
C4c there shall be no formal rules of evidence;
C4d the hearing shall normally be completed within one day;
C4e

if the arbitrator or the parties mutually conclude at the
hearing that the issues involved are of such complexity or
significance as to warrant reference to the District Regular
Contract/Discipline Arbitration Panel, the case shall be
referred to that panel. If the arbitrator, or the parties
mutually, refer the case to Regular Arbitration, the parties
shall share the costs of the arbitrator for that expedited
arbitration date; and
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C4f

the arbitrator may issue a bench decision at the hearing but
in any event shall render a decision within forty-eight (48)
hours after conclusion of the hearing. Such decision shall be
based on the record before the arbitrator and may include a
brief written explanation of the basis for such conclusion.
These decisions will not be cited as a precedent. The
arbitrator's decision shall be final and binding. An arbitrator
who issues a bench decision shall furnish a written copy of
the award to the parties within forty-eight (48) hours of the
close of the hearing.

C5

No decision by a member of the District Expedited Panel in such a
case shall be regarded as a precedent or be cited in any future
proceeding, but otherwise will be a final and binding decision.

C6

The District Expedited Arbitration Panel shall be developed by the
National parties, on a geographic area basis, with the aid of the
American Arbitration Association and the Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Service.
[See MOU, page 190]

An Expedited Arbitration docket is maintained for each District. Separate panels
of expedited arbitrators are created for each grouping of Districts. The rules for
conducting an expedited hearing are less formal than those for a grievance
appealed to regular arbitration. Decisions must be rendered within a significantly
shorter time frame than for regular arbitration. While expedited decisions cannot
be regarded as a precedent or be cited in any other case, the decisions of
expedited arbitrators are final and binding.
Types of grievances which are proper for appeal to expedited arbitration are
listed in the Memorandum of Understanding, Expedited Arbitration, reprinted at
the end of this article. If the arbitrator or the parties mutually conclude at the
expedited hearing that the issues are sufficiently complex or significant to be
referred to regular arbitration, the grievance will be so referred.
Section 15.4C3 specifically allows for either party to conclude that issues in an
expedited case involving complexity or significance may warrant reference to
regular arbitration. Pursuant to this subsection, either party may refer a case and
notify the other party of such reference at least twenty-four hours prior to the
scheduled time for the expedited arbitration.
Source: Step 4 Grievance G90M-1G-D 94057283, dated April 18, 1996.
D

National Level Arbitration
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D1

Only cases involving interpretive issues under this Agreement or
supplements thereto of general application will be arbitrated at the
National level.

D2

A docket of cases appealed to arbitration at the National level shall
be maintained for the Union. The arbitrators on the National Panel
shall be scheduled to hear cases on a rotating system basis, unless
otherwise agreed by the parties. Cases on the docket will be
scheduled for arbitration in the order in which appealed, unless the
Union and Employer otherwise agree, and with the exception of
priority scheduling hereinafter defined. The parties agree that in
each calendar year the Employer may, at its option, elect priority
scheduling to the top of the arbitration docket, of up to two cases
from the list of disputes it previously initiated pursuant to Article
15.3D, and the Union may, at its option, elect priority scheduling to
the top of the arbitration docket, of up to two cases from all cases
other than those initiated by the Employer pursuant to Article
15.3D.

National level arbitration is reserved for cases involving interpretive issues.
Decisions of National level arbitrators are precedent-setting and binding on
Regional level arbitrators.
With the new language in Section 15.3D that allows either party to initiate an
interpretive dispute at the National level, the parties have agreed to a scheduling
system applicable only to the National arbitration docket, allowing each party to
elect priority scheduling of up to two cases each calendar year only from among
those cases it initiated under Section 15.3D, and the Union selecting only from all
cases other than those initiated by the Employer pursuant to Section 15.3D.
National level arbitration is reserved for cases involving interpretive issues.
Decisions of National level arbitrators are precedent-setting and binding on
Regional level arbitrators.
In a Letter of Intent reprinted after Article 39, the parties have agreed that the
Postal Service will continue to send all National level arbitration scheduling
letters and moving papers for all bargaining units to the NPMHU.
Section 15.5 Administration
The parties recognize their continuing joint responsibility for efficient functioning
of the grievance procedure and effective use of arbitration. The Employer will
furnish to the Union a copy of a quarterly report containing the following
information covering operation of the arbitration procedure at the National level,
and for each District docket separately:
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A number of cases appealed to arbitration;
B number of cases scheduled for hearing;
C number of cases heard;
D number of scheduled hearing dates, if any, which were not used;
E the total number of cases pending but not scheduled at the end of the
quarter.
(The preceding Article, Article 15, shall apply to Mail Handler Assistant
employees.)
This section reiterates the joint responsibility of the parties for the efficient
functioning of the grievance procedure and effective use of arbitration, to assure
that cases are heard in their order of appeal and in the most timely manner
possible. Neither party may make unilateral decisions concerning any aspect of
the process. As noted above, the actual administration of the scheduling
process, including any necessary correspondence concerning scheduling, is
done by the Postal Service in accordance with mutually agreed upon procedures.
Note that while the Revised Grievance-Arbitration Procedure was discontinued in
2006 negotiations, grievances pending in former test sites as of the effective date
of the 2006 National Agreement will continue to be adjudicated under the
provisions of the REGAP guidelines.
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
ARTICLE 15 (MAP)
The parties agree to continue piloting the Modified Arbitration Procedure
(MAP). Locations for further implementation of the MAP will be subject to
mutual agreement of the parties.
This Memorandum of Understanding shall be effective during the term of
the 2016 National Agreement.

The previous MOU re Article 15 (MOD - 15) has been deleted from the 2016
National Agreement. Any grievances or arbitrations that may be pending
under the Modified 15 procedure will be allowed to continue to resolution.
Question: Can Mod-15 arbitration awards issued under a USPS/APWU
Modified Article 15 program be introduced in arbitration by the union when it did
not participate in the Mod-15 program?
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Answer: The union is not barred by contract language, mutual past practice or
USPS/APWU Memoranda of Understanding, from citing and proffering in
arbitration proceedings under Article 15, not as precedent but for whatever
persuasive value the arbitrator deems appropriate, arbitration decisions issued
under the Modified Grievance Procedure of the USPS/APWU National
Agreement by an arbitrator who was informed, at the time of his/her decision,
that the award could be cited as binding precedent between the APWU and the
USPS in the office from which the award arose. Discretion is vested in the
individual arbitrator to accept or reject such “Mod-15” arbitration awards as the
union may cite or proffer and, if accepted, to accord such awards whatever
persuasive value the individual arbitrator deems appropriate.
Sources: National Arbitration Award B90M-1B-C 94024725/94021081, Arbitrator
D. Eischen, dated September 25, 2003 and Step 4 Grievances B90M-1B-C
94024725/94021081, dated November 19, 2003.

LETTER OF INTENT
ARTICLE 15.2 STEP 3
The Arbitration Panel orders the parties to establish a Step 3 Scheduling Task
Force to determine the most efficient location in which Step 3 meetings are to be
held.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
STEP 4 PROCEDURES
This memorandum represents the parties' agreement with regard to withdrawing
a grievance from regional arbitration and referring it to Step 4 of the grievance
procedure.
If a case is withdrawn from regional arbitration, referred to Step 4, and then
remanded as non-interpretive, it will be returned directly to regional arbitration to
be heard before the same arbitrator who was scheduled to hear the case at the
time of the referral to Step 4. The case will be scheduled on that arbitrator’s next
available date (i.e., the next date for which cases have not already been
scheduled.) Additionally, if the hearing had opened, the case will be returned to
the same stage of arbitration. If the case had not previously been scheduled for
an arbitration hearing, it will be given priority scheduling, such that the case will
be heard in the same order which would have applied if the case had not been
withdrawn and referred. In the event that the case would already have been
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heard had it not been withdrawn and referred, then the case will be heard as the
next case on the appropriate docket.
This Memorandum of Understanding determines the arbitration scheduling of
grievances which had previously been appealed to Regional level arbitration and
then withdrawn and referred to Step 4 and which were subsequently determined
not to involve an interpretive issue. The language assures that adjudication of
the grievances will not be unduly delayed by their withdrawal and referral. See
discussion under Section 15.4B6 for further discussion of this memorandum.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
PRE-ARBITRATION DISCUSSIONS
The Arbitration Panel directs the parties to discuss whether to make changes to
the pre-arbitration discussion set forth in Article 15.4(B)(5). Such discussions
shall include, but are not limited to, the consideration of the following issues:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The timing for any pre-arbitration discussions;
Whether cases should be placed on a scheduling letter before any
such pre- arbitration discussion is held;
Procedures to address a refusal by any party to conduct a prearbitration discussion; and
The process for scheduling cases following the completion of the prearbitration discussion.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
The Arbitration Panel directs the parties to discuss the creation of a pilot program
to address issues regarding the number of cases to be placed on a scheduling
letter and the withdrawal, postponement, or referral of grievances that have been
placed on a scheduling letter for arbitration. Such discussions shall include, but
are not limited to, the consideration of the following issues:
1.
2.
3.

The number of cases that shall be placed on a scheduling letter;
The terms of arbitrator contracts, including the appropriate
timeframe in which cancellation fees are owed to the arbitrator; and
The circumstances under which one party or the other would be
fully responsible for the payment of any cancellation fees.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
NATIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE
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The U.S. Postal Service and the National Postal Mail Handlers Union, AFL-CIO,
a Division of the Laborers' International Union of North America, agree to
continue the National Administrative Committee (NAC) to help resolve technical
and/or complex disputes that may arise during the course of their National
Agreement and may not be amenable to the usual Grievance-Arbitration
Procedures established by the National Agreement. The NAC will be used to
resolve those disputes jointly identified by the parties without the need to file any
grievances. A listing of subjects for consideration in the NAC will be updated by
the parties at the national level within 60 days following the effective date of this
Memorandum of Understanding. By mutual agreement, the parties at the
national level may continue to add subjects to the original listing. The parties will
meet within six (6) months of the effective date of this Memorandum of
Understanding, as well as every six (6) months thereafter, or more frequently as
the need arises, to review the activities of the NAC.
For each subject(s), the Employer and the Union will designate individuals at the
national level who will be responsible for discussing and, where possible, for
resolving any disputes concerning the referenced subject(s). When a specific
subject is under consideration by the NAC, any grievance(s) concerning that
identified subject will be removed from the Grievance/Arbitration Procedure and
forwarded to the NAC. When a grievance(s) has been filed and the subject of
that grievance subsequently comes under consideration by the NAC, such
grievance(s) will be removed and forwarded to the NAC.
The national level designees will be responsible for meeting regularly to resolve
pending disputes. No special forms, appeals or paper work will be necessary to
present a dispute to the NAC. When the designees cannot agree upon a
resolution, either party may declare an impasse. Each party will identify the
issue in dispute in writing within 30 days after the declared impasse on the
subject. The identified dispute will then be placed on the appropriate arbitration
docket.
The parties will update specific instructions concerning the NAC within 60 days
after the effective date of this Memorandum of Understanding.
This Memorandum of Understanding shall be effective during the term of the
2016 National Agreement.
The National Administrative Committee (NAC) is designed to assist in the timely
resolution of grievances which involve technical and/or complex disputes which
may not be suitable for handling in the grievance-arbitration procedure. Subjects
proper for consideration by the NAC are jointly identified by the parties at the
National level.
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
INTERVENTION INITIATIVE
The parties agree to establish at the National level an “Intervention Protocol” to
facilitate resolution of contractually-based disputes at the local level which
contribute to contentious labor-management relations. Interventions are intended
to analyze the underlying causes of such ongoing contractual disputes and to
reach resolution through cooperative efforts.
The parties agree that all efforts initiated under this agreement will be coordinated
by the National parties and the respective local and/or Area/Regional management
and union officials who are responsible for ensuring that such problems are
properly resolved.
Either party at the local level may advance an individual request for intervention to
their respective National representatives. An intervention will be initiated
contingent upon mutual agreement between the National parties. It is agreed that
the following rationale, while not intended to be all-inclusive, may be used to
support a request for intervention:
• ongoing or repetitive labor-management problems related to the local parties’
inability to jointly settle or to identify the root cause of a contractually-based
dispute(s);
• continued failure of either party to comply with the grievance-arbitration
procedures of Article 15;
•

excessive use of official time or excessive denial of official union time; and

•

excessive cancellation of arbitration dates.

This Memorandum of Understanding shall be effective during the term of the 2016
National Agreement.
This Memorandum of Understanding provides for National level consideration of
intervention in any site where either of the local parties determines that
contractual disputes are contributing to poor labor-management relations.
Intervention efforts will be designed to resolve the underlying causes of the
disputes and to enable the local parties’ to deal effectively with each other.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
PROCESSING OF POST-SEPARATION AND POST-REMOVAL GRIEVANCES
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The parties agree that the processing and/or arbitration of a grievance is not
barred by the separation of the grievant, whether such separation is by
resignation, retirement or death.
Additionally, the processing and/or arbitration of a non-disciplinary grievance is
not barred by the final disposition of the removal of the grievant, if that nondisciplinary grievance is not related to the removal action.
(The preceding MOU, Processing of Post-Separation and Post-Removal
Grievances, shall apply to Mail Handler Assistant employees.)
This Memorandum of Understanding governs the processing of grievances after
a grievant is separated from the Postal Service and the processing of nondisciplinary grievances not related to a removal action after final disposition of a
grievant’s removal.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
ARTICLE 15 BACK PAY AWARDS
The parties agreed that every effort should be made to assure that grievance
settlements involving monetary remedies, back pay awards and scheduled
payments are not unreasonably delayed after the receipt of all information
necessary for their processing, including information needed from the individual
employee.
The parties agreed to meet during the first six (6) months of the term of the new
Agreement in an effort to identify methods to avoid unnecessary delays in the
processing of grievance settlements involving monetary remedies, back pay
awards and scheduled payments. Management also committed to address any
significant delays in such payments brought to its attention by the Union at the
national level, including through the National Administrative Committee, and to
provide the Union with a written response thereto.
Delays in the issuance of back pay awards are a concern to both parties. This is
a proper subject for the National Administrative Committee.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
INTEREST ON BACK PAY
Where an arbitration award specifies that an employee is entitled to back pay in a
case involving disciplinary suspension or removal, the Employer shall pay
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interest on such back pay at the Federal Judgment Rate. This shall apply to
cases heard in arbitration after the effective date of the 1990 agreement.
(The preceding MOU, Interest on Back Pay, shall apply to Mail Handler
Assistant employees.)

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
LANGUAGE CHANGES DUE TO ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
CHANGES
Whenever the 2016 National Agreement calls for meetings at the Area level,
including Step 3 grievance meetings under the grievance-arbitration procedure
set forth in Article 15, such meetings will be held in the cities where the Postal
Service's former Regional Headquarters were located prior to the Postal Service
organizational structure change of 1992 -- i.e., Windsor, Connecticut;
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Memphis, Tennessee; Chicago, Illinois; or San
Bruno, California. These locations shall remain unchanged during the term of the
2016 National Agreement, unless the parties mutually agree otherwise.
In addition, whenever the 2016 National Agreement refers to "the appropriate
management official at the LR Service Center," it means that a notice or other
information that is to be provided to that management official should be sent to
the LR Service Center. This reference also applies to the documents relating to
the Modified Arbitration Procedure and Modified Article 15 procedures. The
current address of the LR Service Center is:
National Service Center
U.S. Postal Service
P.O. Box 25398
Tampa, FL 33622-5398
In addition, this letter is meant to confirm that, whenever language changes have
been made in the 2016 National Agreement to reflect those changes made
during the Postal Service's organizational structure change of 1992, the Postal
Service's Area level shall serve as the counterpart to the Union's Regional level.

This MOU specifies the location for Step 3 meetings and the address for appeals
to Step 3 and to Regional level arbitration.

LETTER OF INTENT
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DISTRICT ARBITRATION PANELS
The parties agree that the arbitration panels referenced in Article 15.4 will be
constituted on a District- or grouping of Districts-basis, as provided hereunder.
Within each grouping, arbitrators may be appointed to the District Regular
Contract/Discipline Panel, to the District Expedited Panel or to a combination of
both. In the event that a District is discontinued and/or combined with one
or more other Districts, the arbitrators residing on panels for that District
will be added to the panels of the gaining District(s) unless otherwise
agreed to by the parties at the National level.
EASTERN AREA

Appalachian
Central PA
Ohio Valley
Kentuckiana
Northern Ohio
Philadelphia Metropolitan
South Jersey
Tennessee
Western NY
Western PA

CAPITAL METRO AREA

Atlanta
Baltimore
Northern Virginia
Capital
Richmond
Greater South Carolina
Mid-Carolinas
Greensboro

GREAT LAKES AREA

NORTHEAST AREA
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Chicago
Central Illinois
Detroit
Greater Michigan
Greater Indiana
Gateway
Lakeland
Albany
Caribbean
Connecticut Valley
Greater Boston
Long Island
New York City
Northern New England
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Northern New Jersey
Triboro
Westchester
PACIFIC AREA

Bay-Valley
Honolulu
Los Angeles
Sacramento
San Diego
San Francisco
Santa Ana
Sierra Coastal

SOUTHERN AREA

Alabama
Arkansas
Dallas
Ft. Worth
Houston
Louisiana
Mississippi
Gulf Atlantic
Oklahoma

Rio Grande
South Florida
Suncoast
WESTERN AREA

Alaska
Arizona
Central Plains
Colorado-Wyoming
Dakotas
Hawkeye
Mid-America
Nevada-Sierra
Northland
Portland
Salt Lake City
Seattle

Three (3) dockets are established in each District for all grievances appealed to
Regional level arbitration.
Additionally, two (2) separate panels of arbitrators are established in Districts or
groupings of Districts to hear grievances on those dockets:
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Arbitrators on the District Regular Contract/Discipline Panel will hear
cases on the District Regular Contract Docket and the District Regular
Discipline Docket;
Arbitrators on the District Expedited Panel will hear cases on the District
Expedited Docket.
Individual arbitrators may be appointed to both panels.
The decision to establish the panels for a specific District or for a combination of
Districts, as listed in the MOU, was made based on a series of factors, including
the volume of cases pending in each District, geography, and the anticipated
availability of arbitrators.
The listing of District Arbitration Panels has been updated in the 2016
National Agreement. In addition, the new contractual language recognizes
that, unless the National parties agree otherwise, if a District is
discontinued and/or combined with one or more other Districts, the
arbitrators residing on panels for that District will be added to the panels of
the gaining District(s).
LETTER OF INTENT
RE: EXPECTATIONS OF ARBITRATORS
The parties recognize and acknowledge the importance of bringing closure to
workplace disputes between labor and management as expeditiously as
possible. During discussions held regarding Article 15 of the National
Agreement, the parties reaffirmed their commitment to ensure the efficiency of
the grievance-arbitration procedure. The parties mutually identified the following
expectations for Arbitrators serving during the term of the 2016 National
Agreement to hear cases at the Area/Regional level:
In accordance with the terms, timelines and conditions articulated in the contract
effectuating their appointment to the Joint USPS-NPMHU Arbitration Panel,
Arbitrators should expect to:
•

be scheduled for a minimum of six (6) hours of hearing time on each
arbitration date.

•

hear more than one (1) case on each arbitration date.

•

hear cases in the order of their appearance on the scheduling letter, then
move to other cases pending within the primary location, and finally,
proceed to the appropriate back-up list if the initial docket is depleted prior
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to hearing, unless a deviation from the first-in, first-out sequence has been
agreed to by both advocates in accordance with the provisions articulated
in Article 15. 4.
•

produce clear arbitration awards, ensuring both brevity and ease of
understanding, by limiting the recitation of contract language to only
citations that are relevant to the fact-circumstances of the case, without
reproduction of unnecessary and lengthy quotes from the USPS-NPMHU
National Agreement or other USPS handbooks or manuals.

•

ensure fairness to the parties, especially the grievant, by issuing punctual
awards as soon as possible following the close of the hearing record.

In keeping with our joint responsibility to ensure the effective use of arbitration, it
is the position of the parties that canceled or lost arbitration hearing dates should
be a rare occurrence. The parties are to be diligent in exerting their best efforts
to ensure that hearing dates are effectively utilized to the maximum extent
possible.
This Letter of Intent is intended to clarify the parties’ expectations for the conduct
of arbitration hearings, including the duration of the hearing, the number and
order of cases to be heard, and the content and timeliness of arbitration
decisions. It is designed for either party to submit to the arbitrator at the hearing
if any questions regarding the conduct of the hearing are raised by that arbitrator
or the other party’s advocate.
In order to maintain the integrity of the arbitral process, the parties and their
agents, employees, and representatives should avoid even the appearance of
impropriety when making contact with an arbitrator. The parties must maintain
an arms length relationship with the arbitrator at all times. In this regard, ex parte
communication with an arbitrator regarding the merits of a dispute, whether oral
or written, shall not be permitted. Whenever it is necessary to contact an
arbitrator relative to the merits of a matter in a dispute, the contact must in all
instances be made jointly or with the concurrence of both parties. Ex parte
communications made in the ordinary course of business regarding necessary,
routine scheduling matters are permissible.
Source: MOU between USPS and NPMHU, dated April 28, 1988.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
EXPEDITED ARBITRATION
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The U.S. Postal Service and the National Postal Mail Handlers Union, AFL-CIO,
a Division of the Laborers' International Union of North America, agree to hear
grievances concerning the following issues in the Expedited Arbitration forum.
1.

Restricted Sick Leave;

2.

Step Withholding;

3.

Employee Requests for Leave;

4.

AWOL;

5.

Request for Medical Certification;

6.

Supervisor performance of bargaining unit work in 1.6A offices;

7.

Bypass of employee(s) on the Overtime Desired List;

8.

Holiday scheduling;

9.

Designation of successful bidder;

10.

Movement outside of bid assignment area;

11.

Higher level assignments;

12.

Employee claims;

13.

Any other grievance mutually agreed upon by the parties at Step 3.

This Agreement does not change either party's right to refer an expedited case to
regular arbitration in accordance with the applicable procedures of Article 15,
Section 4.C., of the National Agreement.
This Memorandum of Understanding relates to Section 15.4C. It allows for
referral from expedited to regular arbitration where the arbitrator or the parties
mutually agree that the grievance is of sufficient complexity or significance to
warrant such referral; please refer to the discussion under Section 15.4C6 for
further information regarding the procedures.

Dear Mr. Hegarty:
During negotiations over the terms of the 2006 National Agreement between the
National Postal Mail Handlers Union and the U.S. Postal Service, the parties
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reached the following understandings with regard to the changes made to Article
15.3D and Article 15.4D2.
1. Any dispute initiated by the Employer at the National level under Article
15.3D shall not include any issue that previously has been appealed by
the Union to the National arbitration docket.
2. If the parties are unable to resolve a dispute initiated by the Employer
at the National level under Article 15.3D, then the Union has the option to
accept the Employer’s position on that issue or appeal the issue to
National arbitration within existing contractual time limits. The Employer
has no right to appeal any dispute or issue to National arbitration.
3. If either the Employer or the Union, or both, do not opt to elect priority
scheduling to the top of the National arbitration docket for up to two cases
in any given calendar year, then those available arbitration hearing dates
will revert to the dates subject to the preexisting scheduling standards –
i.e., cases on the docket will be scheduled for arbitration in the order in
which appealed, unless otherwise agreed to by the parties.
4. Cases on the National arbitration docket will be scheduled for
arbitration with no less than one hundred and fifty (150) days notice to
both parties measured from the date of scheduling to the date of the initial
arbitration hearing, unless the parties mutually agree to expedite a
particular hearing date.
5. Any local grievances filed on the specific interpretive issues pending on
the National arbitration docket shall, upon mutual agreement, be held in
abeyance at the appropriate level until a resolution of the national
interpretive dispute. Said grievances should not be referred/appealed to
Step 4 merely because the parties cannot agree on whether the specific
interpretive issue is fairly presented in the local grievance.
6. Ordering of those cases elected for priority scheduling shall be
accomplished in the following manner: during each calendar quarter, the
first case to be heard of the possible four such cases will be that case
which has the earliest appeal to arbitration date. If this first case was
selected for priority scheduling by the Union, the second case will be the
Employer’s priority case with the earlier appeal date, the third will be the
Union’s remaining case, and the fourth the Employer’s remaining case. If
the first case (the case with the earliest appeal date of the parties’ four
cases) is a case selected for priority scheduling by the Employer, the
ordering process described above will be reversed. Unless the parties
mutually agree otherwise, any priority cases remaining on the docket from
prior calendar year(s) shall remain in their respective positions on the
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docket, with the newly-selected priority cases scheduled behind them in
the above-described order.
Valerie E. Martin
Contract Administration NPMHU
U.S. Postal Service
The procedures outlined in this letter relate to the language of Sections 15.3D
and 15.4D2. Management cannot initiate a dispute which includes an issue
previously appealed to National level arbitration by the Union, nor does
Management have an independent right to appeal a dispute to National level
arbitration. If the parties are unable to reach agreement in a dispute initiated by
Management, the Union must either appeal that dispute to National arbitration or
accept Management’s position. Procedures for priority arbitration scheduling of
two of each parties’ cases during each calendar year are also outlined. The
parties may mutually agree to hold local grievances at the appropriate level when
they involve specific interpretive issues pending on the National arbitration
docket.
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ARTICLE 16
DISCIPLINE PROCEDURE
Section 16.1 Statement of Principle
In the administration of this Article, a basic principle shall be that discipline
should be corrective in nature, rather than punitive. No employee may be
disciplined or discharged except for just cause such as, but not limited to,
insubordination, pilferage, intoxication (drugs or alcohol), incompetence, failure to
perform work as requested, violation of the terms of this Agreement, or failure to
observe safety rules and regulations. Any such discipline or discharge shall be
subject to the grievance-arbitration procedure provided for in this Agreement,
which could result in reinstatement and restitution, including back pay.
Just Cause Principle
The principle that any discipline must be for “just cause” establishes a standard
that must apply to any discipline or discharge of an employee. Simply put, the
“just cause” provision requires a fair and provable justification for discipline.
“Just cause” is a “term of art” created by labor arbitrators. It has no precise
definition. It contains no rigid rules that apply in the same way in each case of
discipline or discharge. However, arbitrators frequently divide the question of just
cause into six sub-questions and often apply the following criteria to determine
whether the action was for just cause. These criteria are the basic
considerations that the supervisor must use before initiating disciplinary action.
• Is there a rule? If so, was the employee aware of the rule? Was the
employee forewarned of the disciplinary consequences for failure to follow the
rule? It is not enough to say, “Well, everybody knows that rule,” or, “We
posted that rule 10 years ago.” You may have to prove that the employee
should have known of the rule. On the other hand, certain standards of
conduct are normally expected in the industrial environment and it is assumed
by arbitrators that employees should be aware of these standards. For
example, an employee charged with intoxication on duty, fighting on duty,
pilferage, sabotage, insubordination, etc., may be generally assumed to have
understood that these offenses are neither condoned nor acceptable, even
though management may not have issued specific regulations to that effect.
• Is the rule a reasonable rule? Management must make sure rules are
reasonable, based on the overall objective of safe and efficient work
performance. Management’s rules should be reasonably related to business
efficiency, safe operation of our business, and the performance we might
expect of the employee.
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• Is the rule consistently and equitably enforced? A rule must be applied
fairly and without discrimination. Consistent and equitable enforcement is a
critical factor, and claiming failure in this regard is one of the union’s most
successful defenses. The Postal Service has been overturned or reversed in
some cases because of not consistently and equitably enforcing the rules.
Consistently overlooking employee infractions and then disciplining without
warning is one issue. If employees are consistently allowed to smoke in
areas designated as No Smoking areas, it is not appropriate suddenly to start
disciplining them for this violation. In such cases, management loses its right
to discipline for that infraction, in effect, unless it first puts employees (and the
unions) on notice of its intent to enforce that regulation again. Singling out
employees for discipline is another issue. If several employees commit an
offense, it is not equitable to discipline only one.
• Was a thorough investigation completed? Before administering the
discipline, management must make an investigation to determine whether the
employee committed the offense. Management must ensure that its
investigation is thorough and objective. This is the employee’s day in court
privilege. Employees have the right to know with reasonable detail what the
charges are and to be given a reasonable opportunity to defend themselves
before the discipline is initiated.
• Was the severity of the discipline reasonably related to the infraction
itself and in line with discipline that is usually administered, as well as
to the seriousness of the employee’s past record? The following is an
example of what arbitrators may consider inequitable discipline: If an
installation consistently issues 5-day suspensions for a particular offense, it
would be extremely difficult to justify why an employee with a past record
similar to that of other disciplined employees was issued a 30-day suspension
for the same offense. There is no precise definition of what establishes a
good, fair or bad record. Reasonable judgment must be used. An
employee’s record of previous offenses may never be used to establish guilt
in a case you presently have under consideration, but it may be used to
determine the appropriate disciplinary penalty.
• Was the disciplinary action taken in a timely manner? Disciplinary actions
should be taken as promptly as possible after the offense has been
committed.
Corrective Rather than Punitive
The requirement that discipline be “corrective” rather than “punitive” is an
essential element of the “just cause” principle. In short, it means that for most
offenses management must issue discipline in a “progressive” fashion, issuing
lesser discipline (e.g., a letter of warning) for a first offense – remember that
discussions are appropriate for first offenses of a minor nature - and a pattern of
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increasingly severe discipline for succeeding offenses (e.g., short suspension,
long suspension, discharge). The basis of this principle of “corrective” or
“progressive” discipline is that discipline is issued for the purpose of correcting or
improving employee behavior and not as punishment or retribution.
Examples of Behavior
Section 16.1 lists several examples of misconduct that may constitute just cause
for discipline. Some Postal Service managers have mistakenly believed that
because these behaviors are specifically listed in the contract, any discipline of
employees for such behaviors is “automatically” for just cause. However,
arbitrators generally have recognized that these behaviors are intended as
examples and that, in any event, even if a particular type of misconduct
constitutes just cause for some discipline, management still must prove that the
behavior took place, that it was intentional, that the degree of discipline imposed
was corrective rather than punitive, etc. So all of the usual rules of “just cause”
apply to these specific examples of misconduct as well as to any other conduct
for which management issues discipline.
Remedies
Section 16.1’s last sentence establishes the principle that discipline may be
overturned in the grievance-arbitration procedure and that remedies may be
provided to the aggrieved employee – “reinstatement and restitution, including
back pay.” If union and management representatives settle a discipline
grievance, the extent of remedies for improper discipline is determined as part of
the settlement. If a case is pursued to arbitration, the arbitrator generally states
the remedy in the award.
Back Pay
The implementing regulations concerning the back pay provided for in this
section are found in the Employee and Labor Relations Manual, Section 436. A
Memorandum of Understanding incorporated into the contract provides that
where an arbitration award specifies that an employee is entitled to back pay in a
case involving disciplinary suspension or removal, the Postal Service must pay
interest on the back pay at the Federal Judgment Rate. See the section on
Article 15 of this document.
Question: May management unilaterally implement modified disciplinary
programs without bargaining with the union over such programs?
Answer: In a case dealing with PAC, N-DEM and N-TOL modified programs
initiated in the prior Central Region, Arbitrator Zumas held that those programs
affected several steps of the disciplinary process, drastically altered the
progressive nature of the disciplinary process and were of such magnitude not to
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be covered by an established past practice justification. He ruled that the
unilateral implementation of those programs and the refusal to bargain over them
with the union violated the National Agreement.
Source: National Arbitration Award H1M-NA-C 99, Arbitrator N. Zumas, dated
May 11, 1987.
Disciplinary procedures for MHAs are outlined in the Memorandum of
Understanding Re Mail Handler Assistant Employees, Section 3.A. (Other
Provisions, Article 15). That MOU provides that MHAs who have completed
either 90 work days or a 120 calendar day period (whichever comes first)
within the preceding six months may be disciplined only for just cause and
that such discipline is subject to the grievance-arbitration procedure. The
parties also agree that an MHA who has not completed a period of either 90
work days or 120 calendar days within the preceding six months does not
have access to the grievance-arbitration procedure if disciplined.
Furthermore, in the case of removal for cause within the term of an
appointment, an MHA is entitled to advance written notice of the charges
against him/her, in accordance with the Fishgold award.
Discipline for an MHA who does have access to the grievance-arbitration
procedure does not generally have to be issued in the same progressive
manner as discipline issued to a career employee. However, an
appropriate element of just cause is that discipline should be progressive
and corrective in nature rather than punitive. When management removes
or otherwise disciplines an MHA, determining whether the disciplinary
action taken is appropriate must be based on the individual facts and
circumstances of each case.
Source: Step 4 Grievance F11M-1F-C 14166312, F11M-1F-D 15006539,
F11M-1F-C 15095101, F11M-1F-D 15190470, J11M-1J-D 15053696, F11M-1FC 15113951, B11M-1B-D 15242839, F11M-1F-D 15299381, J11M-1J-D
14338311, F11M-1F-C15095176 dated February 8, 2016.
Section 16.2 Discussions
For minor offenses by an employee, management has a responsibility to discuss
such matters with the employee. Discussions of this type shall be held in private
between the employee and the supervisor. Such discussions are not considered
discipline and are not grievable. Following such discussions, there is no
prohibition against the supervisor and/or the employee making a personal
notation of the date and subject matter for their own personal record(s).
However, no notation or other information pertaining to such discussion shall be
included in the employee's personnel folder. While such discussions may not be
cited as an element of a prior adverse record in any subsequent disciplinary
action against an employee, they may be, where relevant and timely, relied upon
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to establish that employees have been made aware of their obligations and
responsibilities.
Although included in Article 16, a “discussion” is non-disciplinary and thus is not
grievable. Discussions are conducted in private between a supervisor and an
employee.
Both the supervisor and the employee may keep a record of the discussion for
personal use, however the notations are not to be considered official Postal
Service records. They may not be included in the employee’s personnel folder
and they may not be passed to another supervisor.
Discussions cannot be cited as past record items in any letter of charges in a
future disciplinary action. They may be used (when they are relevant and timely)
only to establish, via testimony of a supervisor, that an employee has been made
aware of some particular obligation or responsibility.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H4C-3P-D 1531, dated August 1, 1985.
There are a number of Step 4 decisions regarding discussions. They have
resolved the following issues:
•

Discussion notations made by a supervisor are strictly personal and are not to
be considered official Postal Service documents. They are not to be made a
part of a central record system to which other individuals have access.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H8C-5G-C 14672, dated March 17, 1981.

•

When a supervisor discussed an employee’s need to improve attendance, the
discussion was properly held in private. Under these circumstances, the
grievant was not entitled to have a steward present.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H8C-3W-C 25394, dated May 7, 1981.

•

Discussions shall not be noted on the reverse of PS Form 3972.

Source: Step 4 Grievance H4C-4G-20241, dated November 16, 1987.
Question: Can supervisors exchange written notes regarding a discussion with
an employee with other supervisors?
Answer: No. Supervisors will not exchange written notes regarding
discussions. However, a supervisor of a former employee may orally exchange
information relative to discussions with the employee’s current supervisor.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H4C-3W-C 12019, dated April 9, 1986.
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Question: Can the union be given copies of a supervisor’s personal notes that
were taken during a discussion?
Answer: No. When requested, the union will be given the date and subject of a
discussion, providing that the discussion was relied upon by the supervisor in a
disciplinary action to establish that the employee had been made aware of
his/her obligations and responsibilities.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H4C-5C-C 45726, dated July 27, 1988.
Question: What is the proper conduct of a supervisor and an employee during
discussions?
Answer: During a discussion held between a supervisor and an employee, both
parties are expected to conduct themselves in a professional manner at all times.
The purpose of such discussions is to give the supervisor the opportunity to bring
to the attention of an employee, through non-disciplinary means, a minor offense
committed by the employee. Clearly, the intent of a discussion is to provide the
supervisor and the employee an informal setting in which both parties may
address the minor offense.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H7M-3R-C 2128, dated March 7, 1988.
Section 16.3 Letter of Warning
A letter of warning is a disciplinary notice in writing, identified as an official
disciplinary letter of warning, which shall include an explanation of a deficiency or
misconduct to be corrected.
[See MOU, page 191]
Letters of warning are official discipline and should be treated seriously. They
may be cited as elements of prior discipline in subsequent disciplinary actions
subject to the two-year restriction discussed in Section 16.10. National Arbitrator
Fasser held that a letter of warning which fails to advise the recipient that it may
be appealed through the grievance procedure is procedurally deficient.
Source: National Arbitration Award NB-E-5724, Arbitrator P. Fasser, dated
February 23, 1977.
Question: Can a modified disciplinary action resulting in a letter of warning meet
the conditions of the Memorandum of Understanding, Re: Purge of Warning
Letters?
Answer: Yes. If a suspension is modified by the parties or an arbitrator resulting
in a letter of warning, such letters of warning will not be considered to have been
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issued in lieu of a suspension or a removal action pursuant to Item 3 of the
Memorandum of Understanding, Re: Purge of Warning Letters.
Source: Letter William J. Downes, Director, Office of Contract Administration to
Joseph N. Amma, Jr., Director, Contract Administration, NPMHU, dated
December 17, 1987.
Section 16.4 Suspensions of Less Than 14 Days
In the case of discipline involving suspensions of less than fourteen (14) days,
the employee against whom disciplinary action is sought to be initiated shall be
served with a written notice of the charges against the employee and shall be
further informed that he/she will be suspended, but that such suspension shall be
served while on duty with no loss of pay (no-time-off suspension). No-time-off
suspensions shall be considered to be of the same degree of seriousness, and
will satisfy the same step in the pattern of progressive discipline as the time-off
suspension being replaced. As such, no-time-off suspensions are equivalent to
the previously issued time-off suspensions as an element of past discipline.
Question: Can a suspension of 14 or more days be reduced to a time-off
suspension of less than 14 days?
Answer: No. Suspensions of less than 14 days must be no-time-off
suspensions effective with the 1998 National Agreement. The parties agreed
that any suspension of less than 14 days will be served on the clock. If a longer
suspension is reduced to less than 14 days, it takes on the characteristics of the
shorter suspension which, by definition in this section, is no-time-off.
Question: Is there a Postal Service policy regarding issuance of suspensions of
less than five working days?
Answer: Yes. Postal Service policy has established that letters of warning
should be utilized in lieu of suspensions of less than five working days. Where a
suspension of five days or more is under consideration to be administratively
reduced to a period of four days or less, the reduction should be to a letter of
warning. However, agreement can be reached in settlement of a grievance that
results in a suspension of less than five working days.
Source: Memorandum, SAPMG Darrell F. Brown, dated February 15, 1974.
Section 16.5 Suspensions of 14 or More Days or Discharge
In the case of discipline involving suspensions of fourteen (14) days, the
employee against whom disciplinary action is sought to be initiated shall be
served with a written notice of the charges against the employee and shall be
further informed that he/she will be suspended after fourteen (14) calendar days
during which fourteen (14)-day period the employee shall remain on the job or on
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the clock (in pay status) at the option of the Employer. However, if the Union or
the employee initiates a timely grievance prior to the effective date of the action
and if the grievance is timely appealed to Step 2, the grievant shall not begin to
serve the suspension until after the Step 2 decision has been rendered.
In the case of suspensions of more than fourteen (14) days, or discharge, any
employee shall, unless otherwise provided herein, be entitled to an advance
written notice of the charges against him/her and shall remain either on the job or
on the clock at the option of the Employer for a period of thirty (30) days.
Thereafter, the employee shall remain on the rolls (non-pay status) until
disposition of the case has been had either by settlement with the Union or
through exhaustion of the grievance arbitration procedure.
A preference eligible who chooses to appeal a suspension of more than fourteen
(14) days or his discharge to the Merit Systems Protection Board (MSPB) rather
than through the grievance arbitration procedure shall remain on the rolls
(non-pay status) until disposition of the case has been had either by settlement
or through exhaustion of his MSPB appeal. When there is reasonable cause to
believe an employee is guilty of a crime for which a sentence of imprisonment
can be imposed, the Employer is not required to give the employee the full thirty
(30) days' advance written notice in a discharge action, but shall give such lesser
number of days advance written notice as under the circumstances is reasonable
and can be justified. The employee is immediately removed from a pay status at
the end of the notice period.
Mail Handlers must be given fourteen (14) calendar days advance written notice
prior to serving a suspension of 14 days. (As of April 10, 2002, the effective date
of the 2000 National Agreement, the notice period is aligned with the time limits
for initiating a grievance regarding the suspension.) During the notice period
they must remain either on the job or on-the-clock at the option of the Postal
Service. The only exceptions are for emergency or crime situations as provided
for in Sections 16.6 and 16.7.
Where an employee begins serving a suspension before the issuance of a
written Step 2 decision of a grievance properly appealed under this section, the
appropriate remedy is to rescind the suspension and make the grievant whole.
Note that, as of this writing, the parties at the National level have an ongoing
dispute regarding the Postal Service’s right to reissue the suspension to correct
an administrative error.
Source: Step 4 Grievances D90M-1D-D 94049865, dated June 26, 1996; A90M1A-D 96015486 and B90M-1B-D 94029660, dated July 31, 1996.
Mail Handler craft employees must be given 30 days advance written notice prior
to serving a suspension of more than 14 days or discharge. During the notice
period they must remain either on the job or on-the-clock at the option of the
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Postal Service. The only exceptions are for emergency or crime situations as
provided for in Sections 16.6 and 16.7.
In a 2009 award, National Arbitrator Eischen concluded that “a Step 2 decision
issued by the Postal Service after [a] grievance [challenging a 14-day
suspension] has been progressed properly to Step 3 in accordance with the
‘deemed to move’ provisions of Article 15.3.C, because of failure by the
Employer to schedule a Step 2 meeting within the time provided in Article 15.2
Step 2 (c) (including mutually agreed to extension periods), has no validity, force
or effect under the last sentence of ¶ 2 of Article 16.5 (formerly 16.4) of the
USPS/NPMHU National Agreement” (emphasis in original).
Source: National Arbitration Award I94M-1I-C 98072898, Arbitrator D. Eischen,
dated Jan. 9, 2009.
Issues concerning the MSPB appeal rights afforded preference eligibles are
discussed in Section 16.9.
When an employee receives a proposed letter of removal, the time limits
provided for in Article 15 (Section 15.2) run from the date of the proposed
removal notice and not the decision letter.
•

Once a grievance on a notice of proposed removal is filed, it is not necessary
to also file a grievance on the decision letter.

•

Receipt of a notice of proposed removal starts the 30 day advance notice
period in Section 16.5 of the National Agreement.

Source: Step 4 Grievance H4C-3S-D 44197, dated July 17, 1991.
Question: How is the notice period for issuance of discipline computed?
Answer: The parties have agreed that for purposes of computing the period of
notice required prior to the imposition of various disciplinary measures, the notice
period is deemed to begin on the calendar day following the date upon which the
letter of notification is received by the employee.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H4N-4A-D 30730, dated February 5, 1989.
Section 16.6 Indefinite Suspension Crime Situation
A The Employer may indefinitely suspend an employee in those cases where
the Employer has reasonable cause to believe an employee is guilty of a
crime for which a sentence of imprisonment can be imposed. In such
cases, the Employer is not required to give the employee the full thirty (30)
days advance notice of indefinite suspension, but shall give such lesser
number of days of advance written notice as under the circumstances is
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reasonable and can be justified. The employee is immediately removed
from a pay status at the end of the notice period.
B The just cause of an indefinite suspension is grievable. The arbitrator shall
have the authority to reinstate and make the employee whole for the entire
period of the indefinite suspension.
C If after further investigation or after resolution of the criminal charges against
the employee, the Employer determines to return the employee to a pay
status, the employee shall be entitled to back pay for the period that the
indefinite suspension exceeded seventy (70) days, if the employee was
otherwise available for duty, and without prejudice to any grievance filed
under 6B above.
D The Employer may take action to discharge an employee during the period
of an indefinite suspension whether or not the criminal charges have been
resolved, and whether or not such charges have been resolved in favor of
the employee. Such action must be for just cause, and is subject to the
requirements of Section 16.5 of this Article.
This section deals with indefinite suspensions in crime situations and provides
the following:
•

The full 30-day notice is not required in such cases. (See also Section 16.5)

•

Just cause of an indefinite suspension is grievable and an arbitrator has the
authority to reinstate and make whole. National Arbitrator Garrett opined that
an indefinite suspension is reviewable in arbitration to the same extent as any
other suspension to determine whether 'just cause' for the disciplinary action
has been shown. Such a review in arbitration necessarily involves
considering at least (a) the presence or absence of 'reasonable cause' to
believe the employee guilty of the crime alleged, and (b) whether such a
relationship exists between the alleged crime and the employee's job in the
USPS to warrant suspension.
Source: National Arbitration Award NC-NAT-8580, Arbitrator S. Garrett,
dated September 29, 1978.

•

If the USPS returns an employee who was on an indefinite suspension to pay
status, after further investigation or after the resolution of the criminal charges
against the employee, the employee is entitled to back pay for the period that
the indefinite suspension exceeded seventy (70) days, so long as the
employee was otherwise available for duty. The indefinite suspension and
entitlement to the first 70 days of pay would remain subject to the grievance
provisions as stated in Section 16.6B.
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•

During an indefinite suspension, the employer can take final action to remove
the employee and such removal must be for just cause and subject to Section
16.5.

Section 16.7 Emergency Procedure
An employee may be immediately placed on an off duty status (without pay) by
the Employer, but remain on the rolls where the allegation involves intoxication
(use of drugs or alcohol), pilferage, or failure to observe safety rules and
regulations, or in cases where retaining the employee on duty may result in
damage to U.S. Postal Service property, loss of mail or funds, or where the
employee may be injurious to self or others. The employee shall remain on the
rolls (nonpay status) until disposition of the case has been had. If it is proposed
to suspend such an employee for more than thirty (30) days or discharge the
employee, the emergency action taken under this Section may be made the
subject of a separate grievance.
An employee placed in an off-duty status under this Section may utilize his or her
accrued annual leave during this period.
The purpose of this provision is to allow the Postal Service to act “immediately” to
place an employee in an off duty status in the specified “emergency” situations.
Written Notice: Management is not required to provide advance written notice
prior to taking such emergency action. However, an employee placed on
emergency off-duty status is entitled to written notice of the reasons within a
reasonable period of time. Arbitrator Mittenthal wrote as follows regarding this
issue:
The fact that no “advance written notice” is required does not mean that
Management has no notice obligation whatever. The employee
suspended pursuant to Section 7 has the right to grieve his suspension.
He cannot effectively grieve unless he is formally made aware of the
charge against him, the reason why the Management has invoked Section
7. He surely is entitled to such notice within a reasonable period of time
following the date of his displacement. To deny him such notice is to deny
him his right under the grievance procedure to mount a credible challenge
against Management’s action.
Source: National Arbitration Award H4N-3U-C 58637/59518, dated August 3,
1990.
What test must management satisfy? Usually employees are placed on
emergency non-duty status for alleged misconduct. However, the provisions of
this section are broad enough to allow management to invoke the emergency
procedures in situations that do not involve misconduct- for example, if an
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employee does not recognize that he or she is having an adverse reaction to
medication. The test that management must satisfy to justify actions taken under
Section 16.7 depends upon the nature of the “emergency”. In Award
58637/59518, referenced above, Arbitrator Mittenthal further noted:
My response to this disagreement depends, in large part, upon how the
Section 7 “emergency” action is characterized. If that action is discipline
for alleged misconduct, then Management is subject to a “just cause” test.
. . If, on the other hand, that action is not prompted by misconduct and
hence is not discipline, the “just cause” standard is not applicable.
Management then need only show “reasonable cause” (or “reasonable
belief”) a test which is easier to satisfy.
One important caveat should be noted. “Just cause” is not an absolute
concept. Its impact, from the standpoint of the degree of proof required in
a given case, can be somewhat elastic. For instance, arbitrators ordinarily
use a “preponderance of the evidence” rule or some similar standard in
deciding fact questions in a discipline dispute. Sometimes, however, a
higher degree of proof is required where the alleged misconduct includes
an element of moral turpitude or criminal intent. The point is that “just
cause” can be calibrated differently on the basis of the nature of the
alleged misconduct.
Separate grievances: If, subsequent to an emergency suspension,
management suspends the employee for more than thirty (30) days or
discharges the employee, the emergency action taken under this section should
be grieved separately from the later disciplinary action.
Section 16.8 Review of Discipline
A In no case may a supervisor impose suspension or discharge upon an
employee unless the proposed disciplinary action by the supervisor has first
been reviewed and concurred in, in a signed and dated writing, by the
installation head or designee.
B In associate post offices of twenty (20) or less employees, or where there is
no higher level supervisor than the supervisor who proposes to initiate
suspension or discharge, the proposed disciplinary action shall first be
reviewed and concurred in, in a signed and dated writing, by a higher
authority outside such installation or post office before any proposed
disciplinary action is taken.
Concurrence is a specific contract requirement to the issuance of a suspension
or a discharge. It is normally the responsibility of the immediate supervisor to
initiate disciplinary action. Before a suspension or removal may be imposed, the
discipline must be reviewed and concurred in by a manager who is a higher level
than the initiating or issuing supervisor. The act of review and concurrence must
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take place prior to the issuance of the discipline. This provision requires that
there be a written record of concurrence.
In a case involving the question of whether only the “immediate supervisor”
would normally issue discipline to an employee, National Arbitrator S. Das ruled
that “issuance of attendance-related discipline by an attendance control
supervisor at a particular facility, when the Postal Service deems that to better
meet the needs of the Service, does not conflict with the interpretation of Article
16.8 . . .” He noted further that imposition of a suspension or discharge had to
meet the review and concurrence requirements and otherwise be consistent with
Section 16.1 and any other applicable contractual provisions.
Source: National Arbitration Award Q98C-4Q-C 01059241, Arbitrator S. Das,
dated July 7, 2006.
A National Level arbitration award has provided further guidance relating to the
meaning of Section 16.8 when it is proposed to suspend or discharge an
employee.
The following actions do not constitute a violation of the contract language:
The initiating or issuing official consults, discusses, communicates with or
jointly confers with the higher level reviewing authority before deciding to
propose suspension or discharge;
The higher level reviewing authority does not conduct an independent
investigation, but rather relies upon the record submitted by the initiating
or issuing official when reviewing and concurring with the proposed
suspension or discharge.
Each of the following actions constitutes a substantive violation of the contract
language and requires invalidation of the discipline and a remedy of
reinstatement with “make whole” damages:
The initiating or issuing official receives a “command decision” from higher
level authority to impose a suspension or discharge;
The decision to impose the suspension or discharge is made jointly by the
initiating and higher level reviewing officials;
Either the initiating or reviewing official fails to make an independent
substantive review of the evidence prior to imposition of a suspension or
discharge.
The following action clearly constitutes a procedural violation of the contract
language, for which an arbitral remedy might well be appropriate, but it is not so
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clear that such a violation, standing alone, would invalidate the disciplinary action
and require reversal and reinstatement in every case. Rather, Regional
arbitrators remain free to exercise their own best judgment as to whether, in the
facts and circumstances of the individual case, such a violation requires reversal
of the disciplinary action or some other remedy:
There is no evidence of written review and concurrence prior to the
imposition of a suspension or discharge.
Source: National Arbitration Award E95R-4E-D 01027978, Arbitrator D. Eischen,
dated December 3, 2002.
Section 16.9 Veterans' Preference
A A preference eligible is not hereunder deprived of whatever rights of appeal
such employee may have under the Veterans' Preference Act; however, if
the employee appeals under the Veterans' Preference Act, the employee
will be deemed to have waived further access to the grievance arbitration
procedure beyond Step 3 under any of the following circumstances:
1. If an MSPB settlement agreement is reached.
2. If the MSPB has not yet issued a decision on the merits, but a hearing on
the merits before the MSPB has begun.
3. If the MSPB issues a decision on the merits of the appeal.
Question: Can a preference eligible be placed on an off duty status (without
pay) by the employer?
Answer: Yes. However, if a preference eligible remains in an off duty status
(without pay) for more than fourteen (14) days, the employee is entitled to MSPB
appeal rights.
B.

In the event the grievance of a preference eligible is due to be scheduled in
accordance with Article 15, Section 4, and the preference eligible has a live
MSPB appeal on the same action, the parties will not schedule the
grievance for arbitration until a final determination is reached in the MSPB
procedure. If the grievance is not waived under Section 16.9A1, 2 or 3
above, the case will be scheduled promptly for arbitration. Should the
grievance ultimately be sustained or modified in arbitration, the preference
eligible employee will have no entitlement to back pay under the National
Agreement for the period from the date the case would have been
scheduled for arbitration and the date it is actually scheduled for arbitration.
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Grievances of preference eligible employees who have a live MSPB appeal on
the same action will not be scheduled for arbitration until a final determination is
reached in the MSPB procedure. Note the last sentence of Section 16.9B waives
liability for the period from the date the case would have been scheduled for
arbitration and the date it is actually scheduled for arbitration.
EEO dual/filings — no bar to arbitration. Section 16.9 does not apply and
thus does not bar the arbitration of a grievance where a grievant has asserted
the same claim in an Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) complaint.
Nor does it apply where a preference eligible grievant has appealed the same
matter through the EEOC and then to the MSPB under the “mixed case” federal
regulations.
Source: National Arbitration Award D90N-4D-D 95003945, Arbitrator C. Snow,
dated January 1, 1997.
Section 16.10 Employee Discipline Records
The records of a disciplinary action against an employee shall not be considered
in any subsequent disciplinary action if there has been no disciplinary action
initiated against the employee for a period of two years. Upon the employee's
written request, a disciplinary notice or decision letter will be removed from the
employee's official personnel folder after two years if there has been no
disciplinary action initiated against the employee in that two year period.
[See Memos, pages 192-194]
(The preceding Article, Article 16, shall apply to Mail Handler Assistant
employees to the extent provided in the MOU Re: Mail Handler Assistant
employees.)

(Additional discipline procedure provisions regarding Mail Handler Assistant
Employees are found in the MOU RE: Mail Handler Assistant Employees.)
Question: Are there procedures for maintaining disciplinary records and listing
past elements in disciplinary actions?
Answer: All records of totally overturned disciplinary actions will be removed
from the supervisor’s personnel records as well as from the employee’s Official
Personnel Folder.
If a disciplinary action has been modified, the original action may be modified by
pen and ink changes so as to obscure the original disciplinary action in the
employee’s Official Personnel Folder and the supervisor’s personnel records, or
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the original action may be deleted from the records and the discipline reissued as
modified.
When listing past elements in a disciplinary action, only the final action resulting
from a modified disciplinary action will be included, except where modification is
the result of a “last chance” settlement, or where the discipline is to be reduced to
a lesser penalty after an intervening period of time and/or certain conditions are
met.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H4C-5R-C 43882, dated August 17, 1988.
Question: May discipline which has been fully rescinded be cited or considered
in a subsequent disciplinary action?
Answer: No. When a notice of discipline is fully rescinded, whether by
settlement, arbitration award or independent management action, that
disciplinary action is deemed not to have been “initiated” and may not be cited or
considered in any subsequent disciplinary action.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H4N-5G-D 7167, dated January 5, 1989.
Question: Can management list disciplinary actions which are over two years
old as aggravating factors in a notice of proposed removal, even though the
employee had received no discipline for a period of two years?
Answer: No. Such discipline cannot be considered or cited in a subsequent
disciplinary action. However, management takes the position that it is not
precluded from introducing such prior disciplinary action for purposes of rebuttal
or impeachment in the grievance procedure, in arbitration, or in other forums of
appeal. (Note that, as of this writing, the parties at the National level have an
ongoing dispute regarding management’s use of prior disciplinary action for
rebuttal or impeachment purposes.)
Source: Pre-arbitration Settlement H4T-5D-D 15115, dated September 7, 1993.
Question: Should outdated disciplinary action “cover letters” be removed from
the supervisor’s personnel records?
Answer: “Cover letters” or notations concerning outdated disciplinary notices or
decision letters, and the requests for removal of such from the employee’s official
personnel folder will be removed from and not maintained in the supervisor’s
personnel records.
Source: Pre-arbitration Settlement H1M-3A-C 14019, dated February 22, 1985.
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Question: Can an employee request to have a disciplinary notice or decision
letter removed from his/her Official Personnel Folder?
Answer: Yes. Upon the employee’s written request, a disciplinary notice or
decision letter will be removed from the employee’s Official Personnel Folder
after two years if there has been no disciplinary action initiated against the
employee in that two year period.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
PURGE OF WARNING LETTERS
The parties agree that there will be a one-time purge of Official Disciplinary
Letters of Warning from the personnel folders of all employees represented by
the National Postal Mail Handlers Union. To qualify to be purged, a Letter of
Warning must:
1.

Have an issue date prior to the effective date of the 2016 National
Agreement between the parties;

2.

Have been in effect for 6 months or longer and not cited as an element
of prior discipline in any subsequent disciplinary action; and

3.

Not have been issued in lieu of a suspension or a removal action.

All grievances associated with discipline that is purged as a result of this
Memorandum shall be withdrawn.
(The preceding MOU, Purge of Warning Letters, shall apply to Mail Handler
Assistant employees.)

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
TASK FORCE ON DISCIPLINE
The parties agree to establish at the national level a "Task Force on Discipline."
The Task Force shall have three (3) representatives of the Union and three (3)
representatives of the USPS.
The purpose of the Task Force shall be to study the manner in which discipline is
administered by the USPS, the manner in which disputes about discipline are
handled by the parties, and to recommend changes and improvements which
can be made in the discipline and dispute resolution systems.
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The Task Force is authorized, at its discretion, to conduct tests of alternative
discipline and dispute resolution systems in various facilities.
The Task Force shall convene periodically but at least quarterly, at such times
and at such places as it deems appropriate during the term of the 2016 National
Agreement. No action or recommendations may be taken by the Task Force
except by an agreement of the parties.
Nothing herein shall preclude any of the parties from exercising the rights which
they may otherwise have.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
MODIFIED DISCIPLINE PROGRAMS
The parties agree to continue with the testing of Modified Article 16. The purpose
and format of Modified Article 16 shall remain the same as it was originally
developed under the Task Force on Discipline, unless changed by the Task
Force. Those sites which are currently involved in the testing of Modified Article
16 shall continue with the testing, unless the local parties notify the Task Force
on Discipline to the contrary, in accordance with the stated guidelines as
developed by the Task Force.
This Memorandum of Understanding will terminate upon the expiration of the
2016 National Agreement.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
ROLE OF THE INSPECTION SERVICE IN LABOR RELATIONS MATTERS
The parties recognize the role of the Postal Inspection Service in the operation of
the Postal Service and its responsibility to provide protection to our employees,
security to the mail and service to our customers.
Postal Inspection Service policy does not condone disrespect by Inspectors in
dealing with an individual. The Postal Inspection Service has an obligation to
comply fully with the letter and spirit of the National Agreement between the
United States Postal Service and the National Postal Mail Handlers Union, and
will not interfere in the dispute resolution process as it relates to Articles 15 and
16.
The parties further acknowledge the necessity of an independent review of the
facts by management prior to the issuance of disciplinary action, emergency
procedures, indefinite suspensions, enforced leave or administrative actions.
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Inspectors will not make recommendations, provide opinions, or attempt to
influence management personnel regarding a particular disciplinary action, as
defined above.
Nothing in this document is meant to preclude or limit Postal Service
management from reviewing Inspection Service documents in deciding to issue
discipline.
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
STEP INCREASE, UNSATISFACTORY PERFORMANCE
The Parties agree that periodic step increases will not be withheld for reason of
unsatisfactory performance and that all other aspects of the current step increase
procedures remain unchanged, unless otherwise provided for by the 2016
National Agreement.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
ARTICLE 16 PRIVACY IN THE DISCIPLINARY PROCESS
The parties agree with the principle that when it is necessary for a supervisor to
take corrective action under the discipline procedure, such action between the
supervisor and the employee should be private and should be conducted in an
environment which does not compromise that privacy. While the use of an office
in which only the participants are present is the preferred situation, it is
recognized that other alternatives may be necessary.
Regardless of the situation, we agree that disciplinary matters between a
supervisor and an employee must be done in a manner that would not
compromise this principle.
The use of a witness to confirm the delivery of a disciplinary notice or, when
appropriate, the presence of a steward when requested by the employee, is not
considered a violation of this principle.
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ARTICLE 17
REPRESENTATION
Section 17.1 Stewards
Stewards may be designated for the purpose of investigating, presenting and
adjusting grievances.
Stewards are provided with important rights and responsibilities by the terms of
the National Agreement and the National Labor Relations Act. Management is
required to cooperate with stewards in various ways, as outlined hereunder, as
they perform their grievance-handling duties.
The specific steward rights and responsibilities set forth in Article 17 are
supplemented by other provisions of the National Agreement, including Article 6
(Section 6.4D)[seniority in layoff or reduction in force]; Article 14 (Section
14.2A)[safety]; Article 15 [grievance handling]; Article 27 (Section 27.2)[employee
claims]; Article 31 (Section 31.3)[information requests]; Article 37 (Sections 37.2
and 37.5)[inspection of lockers and use of USPS telephones]; and the
Memorandum of Understanding Re. Improper By-Pass Overtime.
Section 17.2 Appointment of Stewards
A The Union will certify to the Employer in writing a steward or stewards and
alternates in accordance with the following general guidelines. Where more
than one steward is appointed, one shall be designated chief steward. The
selection and appointment of stewards or chief stewards is the sole and
exclusive function of the Union. Stewards will be certified to represent
employees in specific work location(s) on their tour; provided no more than
one steward may be certified to represent employees in a particular work
location(s). The number of stewards shall be in accordance with the formula
as hereinafter set forth:
Employees in the bargaining unit per tour or station
Up to 49

"

1 steward

50 to 99

"

2 stewards

100 to 199

"

3 stewards

200 to 499

"

5 stewards

500 or more

"

5 stewards
plus additional steward
for each 100 employees
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At each installation, the Union may certify one representative employed at that
installation to represent employees in all work locations and on all tours in
complaints involving issues of general application in that installation. Such
complaints involve tour-wide and/or installation-wide issues, including, but not
limited to, local policy issues, casual employment/utilization and Acts of God.
The activities of such Union representative shall be in lieu of a steward
designated under the formula above and shall be in accordance with Section
17.3. Payment, when applicable, shall be in accordance with Section 17.4.
The selection and appointment of stewards is the sole and exclusive function of
the union. This section provides the formula to determine the number of
stewards that a local union may appoint; the number of regular stewards
appointed may be less than the number provided by the formula, but it cannot be
greater than that number. When appointing stewards, the union must certify
those stewards to the employer in writing and must specify the work location(s)
for which each steward will provide representation; only one steward may be
certified for each work location. Alternate stewards may be appointed to cover
absences of regular stewards.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H1M-4K-C 7453, dated August 21, 1985.
This language provides for the filing of a single grievance to cover employees
across work locations/tours when the alleged violation has an impact on all or
most of the employees in an installation. This provision allows for the filing of a
single grievance when the circumstances impact a group of employees larger
than those in a specific work location as provided by the class action grievance
provisions of Article 15.2Step1(a). Examples include cases involving local policy
issues, casual employment/utilization, and Acts of God (e.g., snow days). See
further the explanation in the Letter reproduced at the end of this Article.
Question: May an alternate steward continue processing a grievance that
he/she initiated?
Answer: Once an alternate steward has initiated a grievance, the alternate
steward may continue processing that grievance, as determined by the union.
However, only one steward will be given time for processing the grievance.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H1N-1J-C 5026, dated May 24, 1984.
Question: Must all stewards be absent before an alternate steward is allowed to
represent employees?
Answer: No. Each steward is certified to represent employees in a specific
work location, and the alternate may serve in a particular steward’s absence. All
stewards need not be absent before an alternate is allowed to represent
employees.
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Source: Step 4 Grievance NC-S-4915, dated December 21, 1977
Question: Can a MHA serve as a union steward?
Answer: Yes
B

At an installation, the Union may designate in writing to the Employer one
Union representative actively employed at that installation to act as a
steward to investigate, present and adjust a specific grievance or to
investigate a specific problem to determine whether to file a grievance. The
activities of such Union representative shall be in lieu of a steward
designated under the formula in Section 2A and shall be in accordance with
Section 17.3. Payment, when applicable, shall be in accordance with
Section 17.4.

This section provides that the union may designate one union representative
actively employed at that installation to act as a steward for the handling of a
specific grievance or for the investigation of a specific problem for purposes of
determining whether to file a grievance. While the designation is no longer
limited to elected officers of the union, the representative selected under this
provision must have specialized expertise in the issue in question. The
designation must be in writing at the installation level and applies to the specific
grievance or specific problem only; the designation does not carry over. See
further the explanation in the Letter reproduced at the end of this Article.
The union representative designated under this section acts in lieu of a steward
certified under Section 17.2A. The union representative is entitled to payment
under Section 17.4 only if the time spent would be part of the representative’s
regular work day; i.e., payment would not be made to a full-time union
representative.
C

To provide steward service to a number of small installations where a
steward is not provided by the above formula, the Union representative
certified to the Employer in writing and compensated by the Union may
perform the duties of a steward.

This provision can be used by the local unions to provide steward coverage to
smaller installations where members of the bargaining unit are employed.
Stewards designated for this purpose are not entitled to travel time or official time
on the clock to investigate, present or adjust grievances. Written certification at
the installation level is once again required.
D

At the option of the Union, representatives not on the Employer's payroll
shall be entitled to perform the functions of a steward or chief steward,
provided such representatives are certified in writing to the Employer at the
District level, with a courtesy copy to the Area, and providing such
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representatives act in lieu of stewards designated under the provisions of 2A
or 2B above.
In these instances, written certification must be provided to management at the
District level, with a copy to the Area. Once again, all activities of the designated
union representative are compensated by the union and the designated
representative acts in lieu of a steward designated under Section 17.2A or 17.2B.
Question: Can a union member actively employed at one postal facility or
installation be designated as the union representative for a Step 2 meeting at
another facility or installation under the provisions of Section 17.2D?
Answer: Yes. A union member actively employed in one postal facility or
installation may be designated as a union representative to process a grievance
at another postal facility or installation. Such employee: needs to be certified to
the Employer, in writing, in accordance with Section 17.2D; will not be on the
Employer’s official time (i.e., will be compensated by the union); and will act in
lieu of the steward designated under Sections 17.2A or .2B at the facility or
installation where the grievance was initiated.
Source: Pre-arbitration Settlement H8N-2B-C 12054, dated May 20, 1982;
Interpretive Agreement, dated June 2, 1982.
Question: Does a steward have the right to be represented by another steward?
Answer: Yes. A steward, just as any other employee, has a right to
representation by another steward.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H1C-3W-C 41731, dated February 15, 1985.
Section 17.3 Rights of Stewards
A When it is necessary for a steward to leave his/her work area to investigate
and adjust grievances or to investigate a specific problem to determine
whether to file a grievance, the steward shall request permission from the
immediate supervisor and such request shall not be unreasonably denied.
In the event the duties require the steward leave the work area and enter
another area within the installation or post office, the steward must also
receive permission from the supervisor from the other area he/she wishes to
enter and such request shall not be unreasonably denied.
B The steward, chief steward or other Union representative properly certified
in accordance with Section 17.2 above may request and shall obtain access
through the appropriate supervisor to review the documents, files and other
records necessary for processing a grievance or determining if a grievance
exists and shall have the right to interview the aggrieved employee(s),
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supervisors and witnesses during working hours. Such requests shall not
be unreasonably denied.
A number of issues relating to this language have been resolved or adjudicated
over the course of the parties’ bargaining relationship.
Arbitrator Garrett ruled that this section does not authorize management to
determine in advance the amount of time which a steward reasonably needs to
investigate a grievance. In a case in which he concluded that a specific local
form designed to assist management in authorizing steward time had to be
withdrawn and “given no effect,” the arbitrator provided the following guidance
regarding certain permissible restrictions which management can place on a
steward:
“This is not to say, of course, that Management cannot (1) ask a Steward
seeking permission to investigate, adjust, or write a grievance to estimate
the length of time that the Steward anticipates he or she will be away from
his or her work station; or (2) that a Supervisor cannot decline to release a
Steward from duty during a period of time when his or her absence during
such period will unnecessarily delay essential work; or (3) that a
Supervisor, in advance, may not specify a time period during which the
Steward’s absence will unnecessarily delay essential work. Nor does this
decision in any way bar the Service from taking necessary action,
consistent with the Agreement, in any case where it can be established
that a Steward has improperly obtained permission to leave his or her
work station under the guise of investigating or preparing a grievance.”
Source: National Arbitration Award MB-NAT-562/936, Arbitrator S. Garrett,
dated January 19, 1977.
Subsequent to the Garrett award, the parties further clarified their understanding
of the Section 17.3 requirements as stated below:
“If management must delay a steward from investigating or continuing to
investigate a grievance, management should inform the steward involved of
the reasons for the delay and should also inform the steward of when time
should be available. Likewise, the steward has an obligation to request
additional time and to state reasons why this additional time is needed.
Requests for additional time to process grievances should be dealt with on
an individual basis and not be unreasonably denied.”
Source: Step 4 Grievance NC-C-16045, dated November 22, 1978.
Management may ask a steward who is seeking permission to investigate,
adjust, or write a grievance to estimate the length of time that the steward
anticipates he/she will be away from the work area.
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Source: Pre-arbitration Settlement H8C-1M-C 17945, dated February 19, 1982.
Under normal circumstances, employees should be permitted a reasonable
amount of time to consult with their steward. Reasonable time cannot be
measured by a predetermined factor.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H1C-3W-C 44345, dated 1985.
While the steward normally determines how much time the grievant needs to be
present during the processing of a grievance, the immediate supervisor may set
a specified time to begin and end a period of grievance handling activity due to
service needs. If additional time is necessary, the steward should discuss the
need with the supervisor. Additional time may be granted in conjunction with the
previously specified time or at a later time or date. Requests for grievance time
or denials of such requests are subject to the rule of reason based upon local
fact circumstances.
Source: Step 4 Grievances H1C-4B-C 25906/25998, dated June 4, 1984.
Question: How should situations be handled in which management must delay
an employee’s request for a steward?
Answer: Management should inform the employee involved of the reasons for
the delay and of when time should be available.
Source: Step 4 Grievance NC-C-12200, dated November 13, 1978.
Section 17.3 also outlines the right of the union to review documents, files and
other records, as well as the right to interview grievants, supervisors and
witnesses. See also Article 31, (Section 31.3), regarding the union’s right to
information relevant to collective bargaining and contract administration.
Steward requests to review documents should include a statement as to how the
request is relevant to the processing of a grievance or to determining whether a
grievance exists. Management should respond to questions and document
requests in a cooperative and timely manner. When a relevant request is made,
management should provide for review of the requested documentation as soon
as is reasonably possible.
Regarding the review of PS Form 2608, the parties have agreed that since the
supervisor’s Step 1 Grievance Summary form is not completed at the time of the
Step 1 discussion, it is not available for the union to review until Step 2. The PS
Form 2608 will be made available, if requested by the union at Step 2 or any
subsequent step of the grievance procedure.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H1M-1J-C 10717, dated March 22, 1984.
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Photographs may be taken only with the permission of the installation head or
local postmaster.
Source: Postal Operations Manual Chapter 1, Section 124.58
Judicious use of a camera to establish or refute a grievance may facilitate
resolution of some problems. If the Union desires to take photographs on the
work room floor, permission must first be obtained from local management, and a
supervisor must be present. If management deems it necessary to take
evidential photographs, it would also be prudent to have a steward or union
official present.
Source: Step 4 Grievance NC-S-5482, dated April 22, 1977.
Notwithstanding the above, however, stewards are not permitted to use camera
equipment to photograph mail processing operations on postal premises. Use of
such equipment is not within the purview of Article 17.
Source: Pre-arbitration Settlement H8C-3W-C 22224, dated February 19, 1982.
Management may determine the location where Step 1 meetings or interviews by
union stewards are to be conducted. The location chosen should be reasonably
private (although not necessarily completely out of eyesight) and reasonably free
from excessive noise.
Source: Step 4 Grievances H4M-4K-C 9874, dated April 2, 1986, and H8C-5K-C
11884, dated January 15, 1981.
Stewards have the right to leave the work area to interview non-postal witnesses
when it has been determined that such witnesses possess “relevant information
and/or knowledge directly related to the instant dispute under investigation.” In
such cases, reasonable time on the clock would be provided. The supervisor
and/or the steward may call the potential witness in advance to assure his/her
willingness and availability to be interviewed and to make arrangements for the
interview.
Source: National Arbitration Award N8-NA-0219, Arbitrator B. Aaron, dated
November 10, 1980.
Subsequent to this Aaron arbitration award, the parties recognized the following
as nationally established policy regarding a steward’s request to leave the work
area while on-the-clock to interview a non-postal witness:
“. . . a steward’s request to leave his/her work area to investigate a
grievance, shall not be unreasonably denied. Subsequent to determining
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that a non-postal witness possesses relevant information and/or
knowledge directly related to the instant dispute under investigation, a
steward may be allowed a reasonable amount of time on-the-clock, to
interview such witness, even if the interview is conducted away from the
postal facility. However, each request to interview witnesses off postal
premises must be reasonable and viewed on a case by case basis. For
example, it is not unreasonable for a supervisor and/or steward to
telephone the prospective witness to ascertain availability and willingness
to be interviewed and, if willing, to establish a convenient time and locale.”
Source: Memorandum of Understanding, 1982.
Stewards who are processing or investigating a grievance may interview postal
inspectors on appropriate occasions; e.g., with respect to any events actually
observed by an inspector and upon which disciplinary action was based.
Requests for such interviews are to be made to the installation head or designee.
The parties disagree as to whether in other circumstances a steward should be
given the opportunity to interview the involved inspector.
Source: Pre-arbitration Settlement N8-N-0224, dated March 10, 1981.
In a case dealing with a request for a supervisor’s discussion notes, Arbitrator
Mittenthal ruled that access to records is not absolute. Access may be denied
where management makes a “reasonable” determination that such documents
are not “necessary” for the processing of a grievance.
Source: National Arbitration Award H8N-3W-C 20711, Arbitrator R. Mittenthal,
dated February 16, 1982.
Question: Are union stewards entitled to copies of employee medical records
when such records are relevant to a grievance?
Answer: Yes. Relevant medical records are subject to release in accordance
with the Administrative Support Manual, Appendix, USPS 120.090.
C

While serving as a steward or chief steward, an employee may not be
Involuntarily transferred to another tour, to another station or branch of the
particular post office or to another independent post office or installation
unless there is no job for which the employee is qualified on such tour, or in
such station or branch, or post office. If an employee requests a steward or
Union representative to be present during the course of an interrogation by
the Inspection Service, such request will be granted. All polygraph tests will
continue to be on a voluntary basis.

This section provides certain protections for stewards from involuntary
reassignment; this right is commonly referred to as “super seniority.” This
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language protects a steward from being involuntarily reassigned from a tour or
installation unless there is no duty assignment for which the steward is qualified.
The parties agreed that this protection applied to a steward upon conversion to
full-time, even if it resulted in the excessing of another employee in order to
provide the steward with a duty assignment.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H1M-1A-C 13294, dated September 4, 1984.
In the 1975 case, NLRB v. J. Weingarten, Inc, the U.S. Supreme Court held that
an employee has a right, under Section 7 of the National Labor Relations Act, to
have a union representative present whenever he or she is interviewed by a
supervisor or Postal Inspector and has reasonable cause to believe that
discipline will result from that interview. This right is independent of any rights
under the National Agreement.
It must be remembered, however, that the Weingarten right is the employee’s
right and not the union’s. Thus, to be activated, the employee must request the
presence of a union representative; the union cannot exercise Weingarten rights
on the employee’s behalf. Additionally, management is not required to inform an
employee of his/her Weingarten right to representation.
Once the request for representation is made, the employer is required to either:
1. grant the request;
2. deny the request and offer the employee the opportunity to continue the
interview without union representation; or
3. deny the request and hold no interview at all.
Employees also have the right under Weingarten to a pre-interview consultation
with a steward. Federal courts have extended this right to pre-meeting
consultations between employee and union representative prior to Inspection
Service interrogations. (U.S. Postal Service v. NLRB, D.C. Cir. 1992.)
During a Weingarten interview, the employee has the right to the steward’s
assistance; the steward is not required to be a silent witness. Although ELM
Section 666.6 requires all employees to cooperate with postal investigations, the
employee retains the right under Weingarten to have a steward present before
answering questions in this situation. The employee may respond that he/she
will answer questions once a steward is provided.
Section 17.4 Payment of Stewards
A The Employer will authorize payment only under the following conditions:
Grievances:
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Steps 1 and 2 The aggrieved and one Union steward (only as permitted
under the formula in Section .2A) for time actually spent in
grievance handling, including investigation and meetings
with the Employer. The Employer will also compensate a
steward for the time reasonably necessary to write a
grievance. In addition, the Employer will compensate any
witnesses for the time required to attend a Step 2 meeting
Meetings called by the Employer for information exchange and other
conditions designated by the Employer concerning contract application.
B Employer authorized payment as outlined above will be granted at the
applicable straight time rate, providing the time spent is a part of the
employee's or steward's (only as provided for under the formula in Section
2A) regular work day.
Arbitrator Mittenthal ruled that grievance handling could not reasonably be said to
include time while a grievant travels to attend a grievance meeting in another
postal facility. He stated that grievance handling begins only when the grievant
arrives at the meeting. However, different language applied to witnesses,
providing payment for the “time required to attend” a Step 2 meeting; thus,
payment for travel time for witnesses would be appropriate.
Source: National Arbitration Award N8-N-0221, Arbitrator R. Mittenthal, dated
January 18, 1982.
Mittenthal’s decision was further applied to deny payment to a steward for time
spent traveling between two facilities for grievance processing.
Source: Pre-arbitration Settlement H8C-5D-C 6315, dated September 25, 1984.
There is also no requirement to compensate a steward who accompanies an
employee to a medical facility for a fitness-for-duty examination.
Source: Step 4 Grievance NC-N-12792, dated December 13, 1978.
In another case, Arbitrator Mittenthal ruled that management is required to
provide stewards with time on the clock for purposes of writing grievance appeals
to Step 3, as appeals from Step 2 to Step 3 involved “Step 2 ‘grievance
handling.’”
Source: National Arbitration Award A8-E-0021, Arbitrator R. Mittenthal, dated
December 10, 1979.
Question: Are union stewards entitled to continue working into an overtime
status for the sole purpose of processing grievances?
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Answer: Under Section 17.4, payment of stewards is “at the applicable straight
time rate, providing the time spent is a part of the employee’s or steward’s (only
as provided for under the formula in Section 2A) regular work day.” However, a
steward who is already working in an overtime status, is not precluded from
processing grievances solely based on the fact that he/she is in an overtime
status. In those situations, management will not unreasonably deny the steward
time to perform union duties.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H1C-3F-C 43267, et al., dated February 26, 1986.
Question: Is an employee entitled to overtime compensation for time spent at a
grievance hearing outside of their regular work hours?
Answer: Article 17 contains no provisions for compensating employees whose
attendance at arbitration hearings or grievance meetings extends beyond their
normally scheduled work hours. Please refer to Article 15 (Section 15.4A5) for
provisions governing possible changes in work schedules for grievants or
witnesses at arbitration hearings.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H1C-5H-C 17671, dated April 27, 1984.
However, in Article 15 (Section 15.4A5), the parties have agreed that, absent a
more permissive local past practice and at no cost to the Employer, the Employer
will permit one (1) change of work schedule per case scheduled for arbitration for
either the grievant or a witness, provided notice is given to his or her immediate
supervisor at least two (2) days prior to the scheduled arbitration hearing. For
grievance meetings at Steps 1 and 2 of the grievance procedure, the provisions
of Section 17.4 captioned Payment of Stewards will control.
Question: Should a steward on light duty be authorized steward time?
Answer: A steward on light duty may perform steward duties unless the
steward’s medical restrictions preclude such activity.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H4C-3W-C 20157/20158, dated February 3, 1987.
Section 17.5 Union Participation in New Employee Orientation
During the course of any employment orientation program for new career or noncareer employees covered by this Agreement, or in the event a current postal
employee is reassigned to the mail handler craft, a representative of the
Union representing the craft to which the new or current employees are
assigned shall be provided ample opportunity to address such new employees,
provided that this provision does not preclude the Employer from addressing
employees concerning the same subject. In addition, at the time any non-career
employees covered by this Agreement become eligible for health insurance, the
Union will be provided ample opportunity to address such employees on the
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subject.
Health benefit enrollment information and forms will not be provided during
orientation until such time as a representative of the Union has had an
opportunity to address such new employees.
The union is to be provided “ample” time to address new bargaining unit
employees, whether they are career or non-career (MHAs) during the
orientation program. The union will also be provided time to address current
postal employees (clerks, carriers, etc.) who are reassigned to the Mail
Handler craft.
Additionally, the union will be allowed to address an MHA at the time that
they become eligible for health insurance.

The parties also have agreed that health benefit enrollment information will not
be provided to new employees during orientation until such time as the union
representative has had an opportunity to address the new employees.
Section 17.5 does not preclude management officials from being present when
the union addresses new employees during orientation, except in those cases
where an established past practice precluding such presence exists.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H1C-5D-C 21764, dated December 17, 1984.
Section 17.6 Checkoff
A In conformity with Section 2 of the Act, 39 U.S.C. 1205, without cost to the
Union, the Employer shall deduct and remit to the Union the regular and
periodic Union dues from the pay of employees who are members of such
Union, provided that the Employer has received a written assignment which
shall be irrevocable for a period of not more than one year, from each
employee on whose account such deductions are to be made. The
Employer agrees to remit to the Union all deductions to which it is entitled
within fourteen (14) days after the end of the pay period for which such
deductions are made. Deductions shall be in such amounts as are
designated to the Employer in writing by the Union.
B The authorization of such deductions shall be in the following form:

AUTHORIZATION FOR DEDUCTION OF DUES
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
I hereby assign to the National Postal Mail Handlers Union, a Division of the
Laborers' International Union of North America, AFL CIO, Local Union
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No.________, from any salary or wages earned or to be earned by me as your
employee (in my present or any future employment by you) such regular and
periodic membership dues as the Union may certify as due and owing from me,
as may be established from time to time by said Union. I authorize and direct
you to deduct such amounts from my pay and to remit same to said Union at
such times and in such manner as may be agreed upon between you and the
Union at any time while this authorization is in effect.
This assignment, authorization and direction shall be irrevocable for a period of
one (1) year from the date of delivery hereof to you, and I agree and direct that
this assignment, authorization and direction shall be automatically renewed, and
shall be irrevocable for successive periods of one (1) year, unless written notice
is given by me to you and the Union not more than twenty (20) days and not less
than ten (10) days prior to the expiration of each period of one (1) year.
This assignment is freely made pursuant to the provisions of the Postal
Reorganization Act and is not contingent upon the existence of any agreement
between you and my Union.
Signature of Employee

Date

Name of Employee
(Print, Last Name, First, Middle)

Social Security Number

Home Address
(Street and Number)

(City and State)

Postal Installation

Installation

(Zip Code)

Finance Number

FOR USE BY LOCAL UNION OFFICIAL
National Postal Mail Handlers Union Local Union
A Division of the Laborers’ International
Union of North America, AFL-CIO ______________________
Local Union No.____________________
I hereby certify that the regular dues of the Local Union for the above named
member are currently established at
$_________ per pay period.
Signature and Title of Authorized Union Official Date
FOR USE BY EMPLOYER REPRESENTATIVE
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Date of Delivery to Employer
Signature and Title of Employer Representative
C

Notwithstanding the foregoing, employees' dues deduction authorizations
(Standard Form 1187) which are presently on file with the Employer on
behalf of the Union, shall continue to be honored and given full force and
effect by the Employer unless and until revoked in accordance with their
terms.

D

The Employer agrees that it will continue in effect, but without cost to
employees, its existing program of payroll deductions at the request and on
behalf of employees for remittance to financial institutions including credit
unions. In addition, the Employer agrees without cost to the employee to
make payroll deductions on behalf of such organization or organizations as
the Union shall designate to receive funds to provide group automobile
insurance for employees and/or homeowners/tenant liability insurance for
employees, provided only one insurance carrier is selected to provide such
coverage.
[See Memo, page 194]

(The preceding Article and Sections, Article 17, Sections 2,3,4,5, and 6 shall
apply to Mail Handler Assistant employees.)
Question: Are employees permitted to complete PS Form 1187 (Authorization
for Deduction of Union Dues) during employee orientation?
Answer: Completion of Form 1187 is permitted during employee orientation in
the areas designated by management.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H7M-3E-C 2411, dated April 8, 1988.
Question: If an MHA is reappointed to a new term, do they have to execute
a new Standard Form 1187 to remain a member of the Union?
Answer: No. The union enrollment is active, and appropriate withholding
occurs if an MHA separates and returns to the same non-career MHA job
within 180 days of the separation. The enrollment is also active if the MHA
is promoted to a career mail handler bargaining unit position.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
ARTICLE 17.6D PAYROLL ADJUSTMENTS
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As soon as administratively practicable, the Postal Service will increase the
maximum allotments in the existing program by providing one additional
allotment for the use of NPMHU bargaining unit employees.
The MOU increases the number of allotments that can be utilized by mail
handlers to a total of three (3) plus net-to-bank; the new allotment can be used
for any purpose that such allotments are authorized.
John F. Hegarty
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union
1101 Connecticut Avenue NW Suite 500
Washington, DC 20036-4304
Dear Mr. Hegarty:
During negotiation of the 2006 National Agreement, we agreed to the following:
Article 17.2A: Management will not rely upon the new language agreed to in the
2006 National Agreement to argue, in any forum, that grievances were
procedurally defective if filed by the union regarding issues affecting more than
one specific work location in an installation as provided in the pre-existing
language in Article 17.2A. Arguments concerning unrelated procedural defects
are unaffected and may still be made.
Article 17.2B: The union agreed that the term “representative” refers to a
steward, officer, former officer or a mail handler bargaining unit employee with a
specialized expertise pertinent to the specific issue in question.
The parties further agreed that these understandings will be incorporated into the
Contract Interpretation Manual (CIM).
Valerie E. Martin
Manager, Contract Administration NPMHU
U.S. Postal Service
The agreement related to Section 17.2A provides assurance that management
will not rely upon the new language to support procedural challenges to
grievances that covered employees in more than one specific work location and
that were filed prior to the 2006 National Agreement. The agreement does not
preclude procedural challenges that were made on other bases.
The language related to Section 17.2B provides a definition of the type of
“representative,” other than the previous language of “officer,” who will be
authorized to deal with a specific issue or grievance under this section.
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ARTICLE 18
NO STRIKE
Section 18.1
The Union in behalf of its members agrees that it will not call or sanction a strike
or slowdown.
Federal law has long prohibited strikes by postal and most other federal
employees and has provided criminal penalties for violations. The Postal
Reorganization Act of 1970 continued to apply the strike prohibitions of Title 5,
Section 7311 of the U.S. Code (5 U.S.C. §7311) to postal employees, as well as
the federal criminal penalties for violations contained in 18 U.S.C. §1918. In
Section 18.1, the Union agrees on behalf of its members that it will not call or
sanction a strike or slowdown.
Question: Why are strikes by postal employees referred to as “illegal strikes”?
Answer: Because the “no strike” prohibition is mandated by federal law (5
U.S.C. § 7311).
In an unnumbered National Award, seven arbitrators ruled in a case involving
management’s determination to issue termination or proposed termination
notices to employees who were “positively identified as in the picket line or
otherwise appeared to be participating in a (1978) work stoppage” and were
“scheduled to be working . . . during the time of their participation . . .” In their
award, the arbitrators held that the law made it “a job duty and condition of
continued employment” for an employee to refrain from participating in a strike;
and made it a violation of federal law for the employer “to continue in a position of
employment therein one who so participates in a strike.”
Source: National Arbitration Award (Unnumbered), Arbitrators D. Kornblum, et
al., dated May 5, 1979.
National Arbitrator Richard Mittenthal found that the wearing of “No Contract –
No Work” buttons on postal premises during the final weeks of contract
negotiations was a call for illegal strike action in the event the deadline passed
without a new contract. He ruled that the prohibition of the wearing of such
buttons in these circumstances was “fair, reasonable and equitable” within the
meaning of Article 19.
Source: National Arbitration Award H8C-2W-C 34408, Arbitrator R. Mittenthal,
dated November 1, 1983.
Section 18.2
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The Union or its local Unions (whether called Area Locals or by other names) will
take reasonable action to avoid such activity and where such activity occurs,
immediately inform striking employees they are in violation of this Agreement and
order said employees back to work.
The Union will take reasonable actions to prevent or avoid strikes.
Question: If members of a local union strike or attempt a slowdown, must Union
officers inform the members that they are in violation of the Agreement and order
them back to work?
Answer: Yes. The Union or its local Unions will take reasonable action to avoid
such activity and where such activity occurs will immediately inform striking
employees that they are in violation of the Agreement and order said employees
back to work.
Section 18.3
It is agreed that the Union or its local Unions (whether called Area Locals or by
other names) which comply with the requirements of this Article shall not be
liable for the unauthorized action of their members or other postal employees.
While individual postal employees may be held responsible for their own actions,
the Union or its local Unions that comply with Article 18 shall not be held liable for
an employee’s unauthorized actions.
Section 18.4
The parties agree that the provisions of this Article shall not be used in any way
to defeat any current or future legal action involving the constitutionality of
existing or future legislation prohibiting Federal employees from engaging in
strike actions. The parties further agree that the obligations undertaken in this
Article are in no way contingent upon the final determination of such
constitutional issues.
(The preceding Article, Article 18, shall apply to Mail Handler Assistant
employees.)
Although Article 18 prohibits strikes in accordance with current federal law, it is
not intended to prevent or be used to defeat any legislation and/or litigation that
might change or alter the law.
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ARTICLE 19
HANDBOOKS AND MANUALS
Section 19.1
Those parts of all handbooks, manuals and published regulations of the Postal
Service, that directly relate to wages, hours or working conditions, as they apply
to employees covered by this Agreement, shall contain nothing that conflicts with
this Agreement, and shall be continued in effect except that the Employer shall
have the right to make changes that are not inconsistent with this Agreement and
that are fair, reasonable, and equitable. This includes, but is not limited to, the
Postal Service Manual and the F-21 Timekeeper's Instructions.
Section 19.2
Notice of such proposed changes that directly relate to wages, hours, or working
conditions will be furnished to the Union at the national level at least sixty (60)
days prior to issuance. The Employer shall provide the Union with the following
information about the proposed changes: a narrative explanation of the purpose
and impact on employees and any documentation concerning the proposed
changes from the manager(s) requesting the changes. Proposed changes will
be furnished to the Union by hard copy and, if available, by electronic file. At the
request of the Union, the parties shall meet concerning such changes. If the
Union requests a meeting concerning the proposed changes, those present at
the meeting will include representatives of USPS Labor Relations and
manager(s) who are knowledgeable about the purpose of the proposed changes
and the impact of such proposed changes on employees. If the Union, after the
meeting, believes the proposed changes violate this Agreement (including this
Article), it may then submit the issue to arbitration in accordance with the
arbitration procedure within ninety (90) days after receipt of the notice of
proposed change. Within fifteen (15) days after the issue has been submitted to
arbitration, each party shall provide the other with a statement in writing of its
understanding of the precise issues involved, and the facts giving rise to such
issues. Copies of those parts of all new handbooks, manuals and regulations
that directly relate to wages, hours or working conditions, as they apply to
employees covered by this Agreement, shall be furnished the Union upon
issuance.
(The preceding Article, Article 19, shall apply to Mail Handler Assistant
employees to the extent provided in the MOU Re: Mail Handler Assistant
employees.)
Article 19 provides that postal handbook and manual provisions directly relating
to wages, hours, or working conditions shall contain nothing that conflicts with the
National Agreement and are enforceable as though they were part of the
National Agreement. Changes to handbook and manual provisions directly
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relating to wages, hours, or working conditions may be made by management at
the national level but may not be inconsistent with the National Agreement.
When such changes are proposed, a narrative explanation of the purpose and
impact on employees, along with related documentation, will be provided by the
manager(s) requesting the changes. A challenge that such changes are
inconsistent with the National Agreement or are not fair, reasonable, or equitable
may be made only by the union at the national level, by submitting the dispute to
arbitration within ninety (90) days after receipt of notice of the proposed changes.
Locally developed forms must be approved pursuant to Section 325 of the ASM
and may not conflict with nationally developed forms found in Handbooks and
Manuals.
While there have been numerous Step 4 grievances alleging violations of
provisions within handbooks and manuals, the vast majority were remanded to
Step 3 due to the fact that national interpretive issues could not be identified.
However, the following issue was arbitrated at the national level:
National Arbitrator Garrett held that “the development of a new form locally to
deal with stewards’ absences from assigned duties on union business—as a
substitute for a national form embodied in an existing manual (and thus in conflict
with that manual)—thus falls within the second paragraph of Article 19. Since the
procedure there set forth has not been invoked by the Postal Service, it would
follow that the form must be withdrawn.”
Source: National Arbitration Award NB-NAT 562, Arbitrator S. Garrett, dated
January 19, 1977.
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ARTICLE 20
PARKING
Section 20.1 Parking Program
The existing parking program will remain in effect.
Section 20.2 Security
Recognizing the need for adequate security for employees in parking areas, and
while en route to and from parking areas, the Employer will take reasonable
steps, based on the specific needs of the individual location, to safeguard
employee security, including, but not limited to, establishing liaison with local
police authorities, requesting the assignment of additional uniformed police in the
area, improving lighting and fencing, and, where available, utilizing mobile
security force patrols.
Article 20 requires the Postal Service to continue the existing parking program
and to take reasonable steps to safeguard employee security in parking areas.
The issue of the assignment of employee parking spaces is a proper subject for
discussion during local implementation, pursuant to Article 30 (Section 30.2.Q).
The intent of the provision of Article 30 (Section 30.2.Q) is to enable the parties
to decide on the number of existing parking spaces, if any, which will be allocated
to bargaining unit employees; it does not encompass the construction of new
spaces. For example, local memoranda language may determine the number of
existing spaces allocated, may assign spaces on a seniority or first-come, firstserved or other basis, and may provide for parking in other available spaces.
Question: Currently, there is no free parking at the facility. Does management
have to provide parking for its employees?
Answer: No. The contract only provides that the existing parking program will
remain in effect.
Question: Where else is the assignment of employee parking spaces
addressed?
Answer: Under Item Q of the Local Memorandum of Understanding
implemented pursuant to Article 30, the parties have a right to negotiate over the
assignment of existing parking spaces to employees. Any language adopted in
Item Q is enforceable in keeping with the terms of Article 30, provided that it is
not inconsistent or in conflict with the National Agreement.
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Section 20.3 Energy Usage
In order to reduce energy usage the Employer and the Union will promote the
use of carpooling and public transportation, where available.
The Postal Service and the Union agree that reduction of air pollution by means
of carpooling and the use of public transportation should be promoted. This
subject is further addressed in the Memorandum of Understanding, Clean Air Act
Committee, reprinted at the end of this article.
Section 20.4 Parking
A In postal facilities where parking is on a first-come/first-served basis, there
will not be a parking space assigned to the designated agent of the Mail
Handlers Union, except where such space has been previously negotiated.
B In postal facilities where at least one space has been assigned to a postal
employee (either bargaining or nonbargaining), a parking space shall be
assigned to the designated agent of the Mail Handlers Union.
C The provisions of B above will not apply to parking spaces assigned for the
handicapped, nonpostal people (i.e., tenants), customers, postal vehicles,
personal vehicles normally utilized in official postal duties or if a parking
space is assigned adjunct to a security post. The above provisions are not
intended to eliminate any parking space previously acquired by the
designated agent of the Mail Handler Union through local negotiations.
The language of Section 20.4 outlines the conditions under which a parking
space may be designated for the authorized representative of the union. Where
parking is assigned on a first-come, first-served basis, a space is assigned to the
designated union representative only where such assignment has been
previously provided for in the local memorandum. Designation of the appropriate
union representative will be made by the union.
Question: Must management always assign a parking space to the designated
agent of the National Postal Mail Handlers Union?
Answer: No. In postal facilities where parking is on a first-come/first-served
basis, there will not be a parking space assigned to the Union, except where
such space has been previously negotiated. However, in postal facilities where
at least one space has been assigned to a postal employee (either bargaining or
non-bargaining), a parking space shall be assigned; this does not apply to
parking spaces assigned for the handicapped, non-postal people (tenants),
customers, postal vehicles, personal vehicles normally utilized in official postal
duties, or if a parking space is assigned adjunct to a security post.
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Section 20.5 Committee
The parking program is a proper subject for discussion at Labor-Management
Committee meetings at the national level provided in Article 38.
(The preceding Article, Article 20, shall apply to Mail Handler Assistant
employees.)
This language specifies that parking is a proper subject for discussion in labormanagement meetings at the National level.
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ARTICLE 21
BENEFIT PLANS
Section 21.1 Health Benefits
The method for determining the Employer bi-weekly contributions to the cost of
employee health insurance programs under the Federal Employees Health
Benefits Program (FEHBP) will be as follows:
A. The Office of Personnel Management shall calculate the subscription
charges under the FEHBP that will be in effect the following January with
respect to self only, self plus one, and self and family enrollments.
B. The bi-weekly Employer contribution for self only, self plus one and self
and family plans is adjusted to an amount equal to 76% in 2017, 74% in
2018, and 73% in 2019 of the weighted average bi-weekly premiums under
the FEHBP as determined by the Office of Personnel Management. The
adjustment begins on the effective date determined by the Office of
Personnel Management in January 2017, January 2018, and January
2019.
C. The weight to be given to a particular subscription charge for each FEHB
plan and option will be based on the number of enrollees in each such plan
and option for whom contributions have been received from employers
covered by the FEHBP as determined by the Office of Personnel
Management.
D. The amount necessary to pay the total charge for enrollment after the
Employer's contribution is deducted shall be withheld from the pay of each
enrolled employee. To the extent permitted by law, the Employer shall
permit employees covered by this Agreement to make their premium
contributions to the cost of each plan on a pre-tax basis, and shall extend
eligibility to such employees for the U.S. Postal Service's flexible spending
account plans for unreimbursed health care expenses and work-related
child care and elder care expenses as authorized under Section 125 of the
Internal Revenue Code.
E. The limitation upon the Employer's contribution towards any individual
employee shall be 79.25% in 2017, 77.25% in 2018, and 76% in 2019 of
the subscription charge under the FEHBP in 2017, 2018, and 2019.
Mail handlers are covered by the Federal Employees’ Health Benefits Program
(FEHBP), which enables each mail handler to choose among a number of health
plans offering different levels and types of coverage. The premium amounts
differ depending upon the FEHBP health insurance plan selected and the option
chosen by the employee – self-only, self plus one or family. Thus, the actual
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amounts paid as health insurance premium contributions by the employee and by
the Postal Service may vary from one employee to another.
Health Benefits Contribution Formula: Article 21 specifies the formula for
employer health benefits contribution levels. The method of paying health
benefits for NPMHU employees changed as a result of the 1998 National
Agreement. The change reflects adoption of the Federal Government’s weighted
average formula. This formula replaces the use of the Big-6 formula that had
previously been in effect.
Establishment of Subscription Charges: The Office of Personnel
Management (OPM) will calculate the subscription charges that will be in effect
the following January for individual, self plus one and family plans.
Postal Service Contribution: The Employer contribution will be adjusted to 76%
effective in January 2017, 74% effective in January 2018, and 73% effective in
January 2019.

Weighting of Plans: The weighted average formula reflects the number of
federal and postal employees who elect coverage in any given plan and option.
Limitation on Postal Service Contribution: The limitation on the Postal
Service’s contribution to any individual employee is 79.25% in 2017, 77.25%
in 2018, and 76% in 2019 of the subscription charge in 2017, 2018 and
2019.
Employee Contribution: To the extent permitted by law, and unless waived by
the individual mail handler, the portions of the health benefit plan premiums paid
by mail handlers have been deducted on a pretax basis since April, 1994.
More information about FEHBP coverage can be found in the Employee and
Labor Relations Manual Chapter 5, Section 520.
Flexible Spending Accounts (FSA): As provided in Section 21.1D, all mail
handlers are eligible to participate in the Postal Service’s flexible spending
account plans, under which they can pay for unreimbursed health care expenses
and work-related child care and elder care expenses with pretax dollars.
The maximum allowable contribution for mail handlers enrolling in the FSA for
health care expenses is set forth in the MOU re Flexible Spending Account,
and is capped each year in the amount promulgated by the IRS.

Section 21.2 Life Insurance
The Employer shall maintain the current life insurance program in effect during
the term of this Agreement.
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Mail handlers are covered by the Federal Employees Group Life Insurance
(FEGLI) program. More information about FEGLI can be found in the Employee
and Labor Relations Manual Chapter 5, Section 530.
Section 21.3 Retirement
The provisions of Chapters 83 and 84 of Title 5 U.S. Code, and any amendments
thereto, shall continue to apply to employees covered by this Agreement.
Mail handlers are covered by federal retirement laws which govern retirement
annuities. Each mail handler is covered by either the Civil Service Retirement
System (CSRS) or by the Federal Employees Retirement System (FERS). More
detailed information about these retirement programs is contained in the
Employee and Labor Relations Manual Chapter 5, Sections 560 and 580.
Section 21.4 Injury Compensation
Employees covered by this Agreement shall be covered by subchapter I of
Chapter 81 of Title 5, and any amendments thereto, relating to compensation for
work injuries. The Employer will promulgate appropriate regulations which
comply with applicable regulations of the Office of Workers' Compensation
Programs and any amendments thereto.
Mail handlers who sustain occupational injury or disease are entitled to workers’
compensation benefits under the Federal Employees’ Compensation Act (FECA),
which is administered by the U.S. Department of Labor’s Office of Workers’
Compensation Programs (OWCP). More information about compensation
benefits is contained in the Employee and Labor Relations Manual Chapter 5,
Section 540, in USPS Handbook EL-505 (Injury Compensation) and in the
relevant provisions of Title 5 of the United States Code and Titles 5 and 20 of the
Code of Federal Regulations.
Section 21.5 Health Benefit Brochures
When a new employee who is eligible for enrollment in the Federal Employee's
Health Benefit Program enters the Postal Service, the employee shall be
furnished a copy of the Health Benefit Plan brochure of the Union.
[See Memo, page 195]

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
COMMITTEE ON BENEFITS
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It is hereby recognized and acknowledged by the United States Postal Service
and the National Postal Mail Handlers Union, AFL-CIO, a Division of the
Laborers’ International Union of North America, that the benefits structure in
many industries in the private sector is changing and evolving. In keeping with
these circumstances, the parties agree to the establishment of a national level
committee to study the current benefits structure as set forth in Article 21 of the
1998 Mail Handlers Division National Agreement. As a part of this study, the
parties will also consider the feasibility of other benefit plans such as:
(a)

Child care;

(b)

Group legal services; and

(c)

Long term and short term disability insurance.

During the term of the 2016 Mail Handlers Division National Agreement, the
Committee on Benefits will meet to study and discuss these subjects and, if
mutual agreement is reached by the parties on any changes concerning the
current benefit structure, appropriate amendments to Article 21 could be
negotiated. It is understood such implementation could take the form of pilot or
test sites at mutually agreed upon installations or Districts where a modified
benefits structure could be further assessed.
The parties understand and agree that benefit plans which are currently
mandated by statute will not be discussed by this committee.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
FLEXIBLE SPENDING ACCOUNT
The United States Postal Service agrees the maximum allowable employee
Flexible Spending Account (FSA) health care contribution will be the
amount permitted by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS).
FSA contributions are now be capped each year in the amount
promulgated by the IRS.
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ARTICLE 22
BULLETIN BOARDS
The Employer shall furnish a bulletin board for the exclusive use of the Union,
subject to the conditions stated herein, if space is available. The Union may
place a literature rack in swing rooms, if space is available. Only suitable notices
and literature may be posted or placed in literature racks. There shall be no
posting or placement of notices or literature in literature racks except upon the
authority of the officially designated Union representative.
(The preceding Article, Article 22, shall apply to Mail Handler Assistant
employees.)
If space is available, the Postal Service is required to furnish a bulletin board for
the exclusive use of the Union, but only suitable notices and literature may be
posted.
In a case related to a posting containing the names of union non-members,
National Arbitrator Howard Gamser stated:
“The Undersigned is in agreement that the language of the Agreement
does not give the unions an unfettered right to post any material on the
bulletin boards which they consider is suitable for such posting. That
language reads, ’...only suitable notices and literature may be posted or
placed in literature racks.’ Management certainly, under this language,
may challenge the contents of the proposed notices and literature on the
grounds that such material is not suitable for publication in such fashion
on post office premises and more particularly in work areas.
“When management does prohibit a posting on union bulletin boards on
the grounds that the material is unsuitable, it is required to establish that it
has just cause for reaching such a conclusion. The decision on suitability
must be bottomed upon factual evidence that the posting will prove or has
proven to be a cause of disruption or dissension and thus has had or will
have an adverse impact upon productivity or efficiency.
“If the testimony and other documentation offered by Management did
establish that this could be or was the consequence of such a posting, the
Arbitrator would have to sustain management's right to prohibit such a
posting. From within the four corners of the Agreement would come the
authority for such a finding in the provisions of Article III dealing with
management's exclusive right to maintain the efficiency of the operations.
Resort to external law would not require that the unions be allowed to post
inflammatory, prejudicial, or derogatory statements. It would be
reasonable to assume that the results of such a posting would undermine
management’s ability to direct the work force and the enterprise efficiently
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and productively. That would be the primary purpose of the prohibition and
not to strip away the rights of employees to engage in certain protected
concerted actions which are detailed under the provisions of Section 7 of
the National Labor Relations Act.”
The Arbitrator noted that “[n]othing in (postal management’s) testimony
supported a conclusion that the notices did, in fact, cause sufficient disruption or
dissension so as to interfere with the orderly conduct of business, or that a failure
to remove such notice would inevitably lead to such a result.”
Finally, in his award, Arbitrator Gamser sustained the grievance, and directed
management “not to interfere with the posting of notices containing the names of
non-members unless or until the Postal Service can prove that this material is
unsuitable for posting because it has caused or will cause an adverse impact
upon the ability of postal authorities to direct the work force and to manage its
operations efficiently and productively.”
Source: National Arbitration Award N3-W-0214, Arbitrator H. Gamser, dated July
14, 1981.
After that decision, pre-arbitration settlements were reached as follows:
“After a thorough discussion of the issue, it was agreed that the following
would represent a full settlement of the cases in compliance with Arbitrator
Gamser's Award of case N8-W-0214. Management will not interfere with
the posting of notices containing the names of non-members unless or
until the Postal Service can prove that the material is unsuitable for
posting because it has caused or will cause an adverse impact upon the
ability of postal authorities to direct the work force and to manage its
operations efficiently and productively.”
Source: Pre-arbitration Settlements H8C-NA-C 49, H8C-2B-C 9351, dated
October 15, 1981.
Question: Can the Union place a literature rack in a postal facility?
Answer: Yes. The Union may place a literature rack in swing rooms, if space is
available. Only suitable notices and literature may be placed in literature racks.
Question: Who has the authority to post or place notices or literature on Union
bulletin boards or in Union literature racks?
Answer: Authority is given to the officially designated Union representative.
Question: May the Union post a listing of endorsements of political candidates
for public office?
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Answer: Yes. Management may not remove a document listing Union
endorsements of candidates for public political office.
Source: Step 4 Grievance E90N-1E-C 93023117, dated December 16, 1993.
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ARTICLE 23
RIGHTS OF UNION OFFICIALS TO ENTER POSTAL
INSTALLATIONS
Upon reasonable notice to the Employer, duly authorized representatives of the
Union shall be permitted to enter postal installations for the purpose of
performing and engaging in official union duties and business related to this
Agreement. There shall be no interruption of the work of employees due to such
visits and representatives shall adhere to the established security regulations.
(The preceding Article, Article 23, shall apply to Mail Handler Assistant
employees.)
This article provides the authority for duly authorized union officials to enter
postal installations for the purpose of performing their official union duties. Prior
to entry the union official is responsible for providing reasonable notice to
management.
It is the policy of the Postal Service that when union officials wish to enter postal
facilities other than the one where they are employed, they shall notify the
employer at the same organizational level as the union official, i.e. National
Officers or representatives notify Headquarters Labor Relations, Regional
representatives notify Area Labor Relations, and local officers or representatives
notify local management.
This article establishes the right of NPMHU officials to enter postal installations
for any official purpose related to collective bargaining. Step 4 settlements
regarding this provision have established that:
•

High mail volume on a particular day is not a legitimate reason to prevent
union officials from entering a facility.

Source: Step 4 Grievance NC-S-8831, dated November 14, 1977.
•

There should be no unreasonable delays in granting a requesting union
official access to a postal facility.

Source: Step 4 Grievance NC-C 10535, dated March 28, 1978.
•

Normally, reasonable notice would not be required in writing. A telephone
call to an appropriate management official would be sufficient.

Source: Step 4 Grievance H1N-5C-C 1479, dated June 25, 1982.
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ARTICLE 24
EMPLOYEES ON LEAVE WITH REGARD TO UNION
BUSINESS
Section 24.1 Continuation of Benefits
Any employee on leave without pay to devote full or part-time service to the
Union shall be credited with step increases as if in a pay status. Retirement
benefits will accrue on the basis of the employee's step so attained, provided the
employee makes contributions to the retirement fund in accordance with current
procedure. Annual and sick leave will be earned in accordance with existing
procedures based on hours worked.
Section 24.2 Leave for Union Conventions
A Full or part-time employees will be granted annual leave or leave without
pay at the election of the employee to attend National, State and Regional
Union Conventions (Assemblies) provided that a request for leave has been
submitted by the employee to the installation head as soon as practicable
and provided that approval of such leave does not seriously adversely affect
the service needs of the installation. Such requests will not be
unreasonably denied.
B If the requested leave falls within the choice vacation period and if the
request is submitted prior to the determination of the choice vacation period
schedule, it will be granted prior to making commitments for vacations
during the choice period, and will be considered part of the total choice
vacation plan for the installation, unless agreed to the contrary at the local
level. Where the specific delegates to the Convention (Assembly) have not
yet been determined, upon the request of the Union, the Employer will make
provision for leave for these delegates prior to making commitments for
vacations.
C If the requested leave falls within the choice vacation period and the request
is submitted after the determination of the choice vacation period schedule,
the Employer will make every reasonable effort to grant such request,
consistent with service needs. Such requests will not be unreasonably
denied.
(The preceding Article, Article 24, shall apply to Mail Handler Assistant
employees.)
Types of leave for union business include: (1) leave for union employment, (2)
leave for union conventions, and (3) leave for other union activities.
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Section 24.1 addresses leave from postal employment taken because of a full or
part-time job with the local or national union. Section 24.1 guarantees that such
employees on leave from postal employment continue to accrue retirement credit
(so long as payment is made) and earn credit toward step increases. Employees
working a part-time job with the union continue to earn annual and sick leave in
accordance with existing procedures based on the hours that they work for the
Postal Service.
Section 24.2A requires management to approve annual leave or leave without
pay (LWOP), at the employee’s election, to a bargaining unit employee who will
attend a national, state or regional union convention as a delegate provided that
a request for leave has been submitted by the employee to the installation head
as soon as practicable. Management must grant such leave unless the leave
would “seriously adversely affect the service needs of the installation.” This is an
exception to the general rule that the granting of LWOP is at the discretion of
management, subject to the provisions of ELM, Section 514.
Section 24.2B establishes three rules as follows:
•

A bargaining unit employee who requests annual leave or leave without
pay to attend a union convention will receive priority consideration over
employees requesting vacation leave, if the request is submitted prior to
the determination of the vacation schedule.

•

Such leave to attend conventions will be counted toward the “quota” of
employees that must be given leave during that period, unless the local
parties agree to the contrary.

•

The union may reserve a specified number of “slots” during the choice
vacation period for convention purposes, even if the names of delegates
are not yet known. Where the determination of the choice vacation period
schedule precedes the Union’s determination of who the actual delegates
will be, the Union may request that a certain number of slots be allocated
for convention delegates. This number would then be included in the
number of slots allowed during the period, unless the local parties agree to
the contrary.

Section 24.2C provides that management will make every reasonable effort to
grant the employee(s) leave request to attend union conventions that fall within
the choice vacation period, even though the request is submitted after the
determination of the choice vacation period. Management is obligated to honor
all advance commitments for granting annual leave pursuant to Article 10,
Section .4D, however, and therefore should not cancel any previously approved
leave in order to grant convention leave.
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Article 30, Section .2 lists two items for local implementation which involve leave
for union activities and could affect the application of the above provisions. The
items are as follows:
Item G: Whether jury duty and attendance at National or State Conventions shall
be charged to the choice vacation period. Under this item the parties at the local
level may settle on language to alter the effect of Section 24.2B under which
leave for union conventions during the choice vacation period is counted toward
the percentage off provided for in Item H.
Item R: The determination as to whether annual leave to attend Union activities
requested prior to determination of the choice vacation schedule is to be a part of
the total choice vacation plan. “Union Activities” in this item differ from the
“national and state conventions” addressed by Item G. “Union Activities” may
include a wide variety of union programs other than conventions, for example,
legislative rallies, educational seminars or conferences.
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ARTICLE 25
HIGHER LEVEL ASSIGNMENTS
Section 25.1 Definitions
Higher level work is defined as an assignment to a ranked higher level position,
whether or not such position has been authorized at the installation.
Additional provisions governing higher level assignments are set forth in
Employee and Labor Relations Manual (ELM) Section 422.4, which is made
applicable to mail handlers by ELM Section 423(d).
The higher level positions in the Mail Handler craft are listed in Article 12 (Section
12.2H).
Additionally, as outlined in the Memorandum of Understanding reprinted on page
25-4, mail handlers certified by the PEDC and serving as On-the-Job Instructors
are compensated at the MH-5 rate for the time that they spend performing in that
capacity.
Level 4 mail handlers operating powered industrial equipment, including powered
walk-behind forklifts, are entitled to higher level compensation for the period of
such operation.
Source: Letter from Director, Office of Contract Administration, dated May 13,
1986.
The determination of whether the performance of certain specific duties
contained in a higher level position constitutes the performance of higher level
work has been addressed in several national arbitration awards.
Arbitrator Gamser ruled that consideration must be given to whether or not the
core elements or the disparate key duties of the higher level position are being
performed. Arbitrator Garrett ruled that “the assignment of an employee to
perform some particular duty which is also performed by a higher level position,
does not necessarily constitute assignment to such higher level position for
purposes of Article XXV." However, in the same decision, Arbitrator Garrett also
concluded that, when a lower level employee is assigned by management at any
time – even if only for part of a tour – to replace a higher level employee in
performing required duties within the scope of the higher level position, then the
lower level employee is entitled to higher level pay. The same principle also
applies in any instance where the lower level employee is assigned to augment
the normal force of higher level employees, as long as the lower level employee
is expected to handle all of the higher level duties which may be required on that
tour.
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Sources: National Arbitration Award AB-W-1520, Arbitrator H. Gamser, dated
October 25, 1975; National Arbitration Award AC-NAT-6743, Arbitrator S.
Garrett, dated May 25, 1977.
Section 25.2 Higher Level Pay
An employee who is detailed to higher level work shall be paid at the higher level
for time actually spent on such job. An employee's higher level rate shall be
determined as if promoted to the position. An employee temporarily assigned or
detailed to a lower level position shall be paid at the employee's own rate.
[See Memo, page 194]
As the employee’s higher level rate is determined as if he/she had been
promoted to the position, the employee receives credit for the time on detail for
purposes of attaining the next step.
Source: ELM 422.441
Part-time flexible employees are paid at the part-time flexible hourly rate for the
higher level position.
Source: ELM 422.431
In the event an MHA is temporarily assigned to a higher level position, such
employee will be paid at the higher level only for the time spent on the job.
Source: MOU re Mail Handler Assistant Employees
Section 25.3 Written Orders
Any employee detailed to higher level work shall be given a written management
order, stating beginning and approximate termination, and directing the employee
to perform the duties of the higher level position. Such written order shall be
accepted as authorization for the higher level pay. The failure of management to
give a written order is not grounds for denial of higher level pay if the employee
was otherwise directed to perform the duties.
Normally, employees are notified of their assignment to higher level work by
receipt of PS Form 1723, Assignment Order. However, the failure of
management to provide a Form 1723 or other written order is not grounds for
denial of higher level pay if the employee was otherwise directed to perform the
duties.
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For employees detailed to temporary supervisory positions (204b), local
management must provide copies of Form 1723, showing the beginning and
ending times of the detail period, to the local union in advance of the detail or
modification thereto.
Source: Article 12 (Section 12.3B12.)

Section 25.4 Higher Level Details
Detailing of employees to higher level bargaining unit work in each craft shall be
from those eligible, qualified and available employees in each craft in the
immediate work area in which the temporarily vacant higher level position exists.
However, for details of an anticipated duration of one week (five working days
within seven calendar days) or longer to those higher level craft positions
enumerated in this Agreement as being permanently filled on the basis of
promotion of the senior qualified employee, the senior, qualified, eligible,
available employee in the immediate work area in which the temporarily vacant
higher level position exists shall be selected.
This section sets forth the rules for filling temporarily vacant, bargaining unit,
higher level positions. Employees detailed to higher level work shall be from
among eligible, qualified and available employees in the immediate work area in
which the higher level vacancy exists. The specific rules governing which
employee is selected depend upon the duration of the vacancy.
As long as the employee is qualified to perform the required duties and is paid at
the higher level, management may require a non-volunteer to work a bargaining
unit assignment because of a special skill requirement or other operational
consideration.
When the opportunity exists for higher level assignment, the principle of
preference for career employees over MHAs should be utilized.
Source: MOU re Mail Handler Assistant Employees

Section 25.5 Leave Pay
A Leave pay for employees detailed to a higher level position will be
administered in accordance with the following:
A1 Employees working short-term on a higher level assignment or detail
will be entitled to approved sick and annual paid leave at the higher level
rate for a period not to exceed three days.
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A2 Short-term shall mean an employee has been on an assignment or
detail to a higher level for a period of 29 consecutive workdays or less at
the time leave is taken and such assignment or detail to the higher level
position is resumed upon return to work. All short-term assignments or
details will be automatically canceled if replacements are required for
absent detailed employees.
A3 Long-term shall mean an employee has been on an assignment or
detail to the higher level position for a period of 30 consecutive workdays
or longer at the time leave is taken and such assignment or detail to the
higher level position is resumed upon return to work.
B Terminal leave payments resulting from death will be paid at the higher level
for all employees who are assigned or detailed to higher level assignments
on their last workday.
This section provides that a mail handler who works a higher-level detail for 29
consecutive working days or less and who resumes the detail upon return to
work will receive sick or annual leave paid at the higher rate, but only for a period
not to exceed 3 days for each occurrence. If a replacement for the employee on
such a short-term detail is needed, the detail is automatically canceled.
A mail handler on a long-term temporary higher level assignment, defined as an
assignment to the higher level position for a period of 30 consecutive workdays
or longer at the time leave is taken, is entitled to have annual and sick leave paid
at the higher level rate for the full period of approved leave, provided that the
employee resumes the detail assignment upon returning to work.
In applying the definition of a workday in Article 8 (Section 8.1), Arbitrator
Gamser ruled that an employee must work at least eight (8) hours per day on
each of the 30 days prior to taking annual leave in order to be considered to be
on a long-term detail.
Source: National Arbitration Award H8C-5F-C 4333, Arbitrator H. Gamser, dated
July 27, 1981.
Question: Is an MHA who is assigned to a higher level position entitled to
higher level pay if scheduled for annual leave during the higher level
detail?
Answer: No, the MHA will be paid at the higher level only for the time
actually spent on such job.
In addition to the provisions for annual and sick leave outlined above, ELM
422.432 provides the following direction regarding holiday leave and worked pay:
ELM 422.432:
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e. Holiday Leave Pay. Full-time employees are paid for the holiday at the
rate of the higher level, provided that they perform higher level service
both on the workday preceding and on the workday following the holiday.
Otherwise, the employee is paid for the holiday at the rate appropriate for
her or his regular position.
f. Holiday Worked Pay. If an employee performs authorized service at the
higher grade on a holiday, the employee is paid at the rate for the higher
grade position, in addition to holiday leave pay.
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
HIGHER LEVEL PAY FOR TEMPORARY DETAILS
When level 4 mail handlers are temporarily detailed to level 5 mail handler duties,
higher level pay will be designated to the same step within level 5 as the
employees occupy in their level 4 duty assignments.
This MOU provides that when level 4 mail handlers are detailed to level 5 duties,
they are paid higher level at the same step as that which they would have
occupied if they had remained at level 4.
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
ON-THE-JOB INSTRUCTORS COMPENSATION
The U.S. Postal Service and the National Postal Mail Handlers Union, AFL-CIO,
a Division of the Laborers' International Union of North America, agree that
employees in the mail handler craft who are certified by the PEDC to act as
on-the-job instructors will be compensated at one level higher pay grade than
their current bid position while performing in that capacity.
Mail handlers who are certified by the PEDC and who serve as On-the-Job
Instructors are compensated at one level higher than their current bid
position for the time that they spend performing in that capacity. A mail
handler with a Level 4 bid position would be paid at the Level 5 rate when
performing in that capacity. A mail handler with a Level 5 bid position
would be paid at the Level 6 rate.

Question: When is a mail handler who is temporarily disabled but nonetheless
bids for and is awarded a higher level duty assignment entitled to receive higher
level pay?
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Answer: An employee who is temporarily disabled is permitted to bid for and be
awarded a higher level mail handler duty assignment in accordance with the
Memorandum of Understanding on Light Duty Bidding found in the 1998 National
Agreement. Such an employee will not receive higher level pay, however, until
he or she is physically able to, and actually does, perform work in the bid-for
higher level position.
Source: Memorandum of Understanding Re Light Duty Bidding.
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ARTICLE 26
UNIFORM AND WORK CLOTHES
Section 26.1 Uniform and Work Clothes Administration
All employees who are required to wear uniforms or work clothes shall be
furnished uniforms or work clothes or shall be reimbursed for purchases of
authorized items from duly licensed vendors. The current administration of the
Uniform and Work Clothes Program shall be continued unless otherwise
changed by this Agreement or the Employer.
Since the early 1970s, mail handlers have not been ‘issued’ work clothes or the
contract uniform. Instead, employees are provided with an annual allowance
with which to purchase these items.
Eligibility for work clothes and contract uniforms is more clearly defined in
Subchapter 930 of the Employee and Labor Relations Manual (ELM). Only full
time employees are eligible for work clothes or contract uniforms.
ELM, Subchapter 930, Work Clothes and Uniforms, identifies employees who are
entitled to work clothes, regular uniforms or contract uniforms. The applicable
provision of ELM 931.13 as it relates to the mail handler craft is reprinted below:
c. Type 3 — vehicle maintenance, custodial maintenance, mail handler,
BMEU, and clerical employees eligible under 932.12 and
932.13.
See also the letter regarding gender-specific garments reprinted at the end of this
Article.
Section 26.2 Contract Program Administration
Employees who are currently furnished uniforms pursuant to the contract
program shall continue to be so entitled. Such uniforms shall be issued in a
timely manner. The allowance to Mail Handlers under this program shall be as
follows:
$170 effective May 21, 2016
$174 effective May 21, 2017
$179 effective May 21, 2018
$183 effective May 21, 2019
Each increase shall become effective on the employee’s anniversary date
following the effective date of change.
The applicable provision of the ELM is:
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932.12 Contract Uniforms
The Postal Service has authorized uniforms for mail handlers, custodial
maintenance, vehicle maintenance employees, and certain full-time
employees in the Business Mail Entry Unit (BMEU) in CAG A-J post
offices who meet certain criteria. To be eligible for uniforms under the
contract uniforms program, employees must (a) be in public view 4 hours
a day for 5 days a week or (b) be in public view not less than 30 hours a
week in combined total time. Eligible employees are:
a. Mail Handlers and Group Leaders (Mail Handlers). Those who are
assigned to dock areas, platforms, and other locations and meet the 4hour-a-day or 30-hour-a-week criteria.
Section 26.3 Annual Allowance
The current Work Clothes Program will be continued for those full-time
employees who have been determined to be eligible for such clothing based on
the nature of work performed on a full-time basis in pouching and dispatching
units, parcel post sorting units, bulk mail sacking operations, and ordinary paper
sacking units. The Employer will provide eligible employees with an annual
allowance to obtain authorized work clothes on a reimbursable basis from
licensed vendors as follows:
$86 effective May 21, 2016
$88 effective May 21, 2017
$90 effective May 21, 2018
$93 effective May 21, 2019
Each increase shall become effective on the employee’s anniversary date
following the effective date of change.
Employees in the work clothes program may purchase and wear the
reimbursable items at their discretion. This program is intended to mitigate the
wear and tear of the employee’s personal clothing. The applicable provision of
the ELM is:
932.13 Work Clothes
This program is separate from the contract uniform program. It is for
employees who are not presently eligible for uniforms or contract
uniforms. Affected are certain mail handlers, maintenance employees,
motor vehicle employees, and clerical employees involved full time in
pouching and dispatching units, parcel post sorting units, bulk mail
sacking operations, and ordinary paper sacking units:
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c. Mail Handlers — full-time mail handlers working in the following
areas:
(1) Ordinary paper sacking units.
(2) Parcel post units (dumping of sacks or manual separation of
sacks).
(3) Platform (dock) operations.
(4) Pouch dumping units.
(5) Sack dumping units.
Question: Where is there a list of authorized uniform items?
Answer: The uniform items authorized for mail handlers are listed in Section
933.3 of the ELM, entitled “Type 3 Uniform Items,” and currently include a jacket,
jacket liner, sweatshirt, sweater, vest, shirt, trousers, coveralls, headgear, and
shoes.
Source: ELM Chapter 9, Section 933.3.
Question: When do the allowances for work clothes and contract uniforms take
effect?
Answer: Allowances generally take effect on the earliest date a full-time
employee is authorized to wear the work clothes or contract uniform following
completion of the 90-day probationary period. This date is known as the
employee’s anniversary date for purposes of work clothes or contract uniform
allowances. Adjustments may be made for transfers and for certain absences
during the allowance year as set forth in the ELM, Section 935.
Source: ELM Chapter 9, Section 935.

John F. Hegarty
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union
500 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20036-4304
Dear Mr. Hegarty:
During negotiation of the 2006 National Agreement, we agreed to the following:

Article 26: The U.S. Postal Service and the National Postal Mail Handlers Union
will jointly explore the availability of gender-specific garments for the mail
handler work clothes program.
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Valerie E. Martin, Manager
Contract Administration, NPMHU
U.S. Postal Service
Currently, the work clothes program provides only male and unisex garments.
The parties have committed to jointly explore the availability of gender-specific
garments.
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ARTICLE 27
EMPLOYEE CLAIMS
Section 27.1 Claim Filing
Subject to a $10 minimum, an employee may file a claim within fourteen (14)
days of the date of loss or damage and be reimbursed for loss or damage to
his/her personal property except for motor vehicles and the contents thereof
taking into consideration depreciation where the loss or damage was suffered in
connection with or incident to the employee's employment while on duty or while
on postal premises. The possession of the property must have been reasonable,
or proper under the circumstances and the damage or loss must not have been
caused in whole or in part by the negligent or wrongful act of the employee. Loss
or damage will not be compensated when it resulted from normal wear and tear
associated with day-to-day living and working conditions.
Section 27.2 Claim Adjudication
Claims should be documented, if possible, and submitted with recommendations
by the Union steward to the Employer at the local level. The Employer will
submit the claim, with the Employer's and the steward's recommendation within
15 days, to the District office for determination. The claim will be adjudicated
within thirty (30) days after receipt at the District office. An adverse
determination on the claim may be appealed pursuant to the procedures for
appealing an adverse decision in Step 3 of the grievance-arbitration procedure.
A decision letter denying a claim in whole or in part will include notification of the
Union's right to appeal the decision to arbitration. The District office will provide
to the Union's Regional Representative a copy of the denial letter, the claim form,
and all documentation submitted in connection with the claim. The installation
head or designee will provide a copy of the denial letter to the steward whose
recommendation is part of the claim form.
(The preceding Article, Article 27, shall apply to Mail Handler Assistant
employees.)
Article 27 provides for the filing of a claim for reimbursement from the Postal
Service should the employee lose or damage personal property while on duty or
on postal premises. To file a claim the loss or damage must be a $10.00
minimum and meet all of the following requirements:
 Connection with or incident to employment while on duty or on postal
premises.
 Possession must have been reasonable or proper under the circumstances.
 Loss or damage was not caused in whole or in part by negligent or wrongful
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act of the employee.
 Loss or damage did not result from normal wear and tear associated with
day-to-day living and working conditions.
•

Does not involve loss or damage to privately owned motor vehicle and/or
contents thereof.

Personal property: The property must be “personal property.” This includes
cash, jewelry, clothing or uniforms, as well as other privately owned items that
are worn or otherwise brought to work. Personal property does not include
automobiles and the contents thereof. (See “automobile exclusion” below.”)
Reasonable possession at work and loss connected with employment:
Under Article 27, possession of the personal property at work must have been
reasonable or proper under the circumstances, and the loss or damage must
have been suffered “in connection with or incident to the employee’s employment
while on duty or while on Postal premises.” These two requirements are often
interrelated. In determining whether these requirements were met, arbitrators
generally evaluate: (1) whether it was necessary for the employee to have the
lost or damaged item in his or her possession at work, and (2) whether the item’s
value was so great that the employee should not have risked losing or damaging
it at work.
Automobile exclusion: Motor vehicles and their contents are excluded from
Article 27 Employee Claims. However, if an automobile is damaged, the
bargaining unit employee may seek recovery under the Federal Tort Claims Act.
To initiate a Tort Claim an employee should complete and submit a Form 95.
Note that the standard for establishing liability under the Tort Claims Act is
different than the standard for reimbursement under Article 27, because they
treat the issue of fault differently. The Postal Service must pay a claim under
Article 27 if the possession was reasonable and necessary to the performance of
the duties and if, in addition, the loss or damage was not caused in whole or in
part by the negligent or wrongful act of the employee. This is true whether or not
there was also negligence on the part of the Postal Service. However, to recover
under the Tort Claims procedure the employee must establish that the damage
was the fault of the Postal Service.
Not caused by employee negligence: The Postal Service need not pay a
claim when a loss was caused in whole or in part by the negligent act of the
employee. “Negligence” means a failure to act with reasonable prudence or
care.
Not normal wear and tear: The loss or damage will not be compensated when
it results from normal wear and tear associated with day-to-day living and
working conditions.
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Depreciated value: The amount of the loss claimed must reflect the depreciated
value of the property.
Fourteen days to file a claim: Article 27 requires an employee to file a timely
claim within 14 days after the loss or damage occurred. The employee is
expected to know the proper procedures to file, including the time limits.
Written claim: In keeping with Section 641.52 of the Employee and Labor
Relations Manual (ELM), PS Form 2146, Employee Claim for Personal Property,
must be completed in its entirety (Section 1 by the employee, Section 2 by the
union and Section 3 by supervisor) to document a claim. However, any written
document received within the period allowed is treated as a proper claim if it
provides substantiating information. Claims must be supported with evidence
such as a sales receipt, a statement from the seller identifying the price and date
of purchase, or a statement from a seller about the replacement value.
The procedures for filing an employee claim are as follows:
•

Claim should be submitted to management with the recommendation of the
appropriate shop steward and must be submitted within 14 days of the date of
loss or damage.

•

Management submits the claim, with the employer’s and the steward’s
recommendations, to the District office within 15 days of receipt of the
employee claim.

•

District office will adjudicate claim within 30 days of receipt.

•

If the decision is made to pay the claim, the employee will receive a letter
advising that the claim is approved and a check is being processed. At that
point the procedure ends.

•

If the decision is made to modify or deny the claim, the employee will receive
a letter indicating a denial or modification of the original claim. The letter will
include the appeal procedures.

•

The union has the option to appeal a modified or denied claim, pursuant to
the procedures for appealing an adverse decision in Step 3 of the grievancearbitration procedure.

•

The District office will provide the union’s Regional Representative a copy of
the modified or denial letter, the claim form and all other documentation filed
with the claim.

•

The installation head or designee will provide a copy of the denial letter to the
steward whose recommendation is part of the claim form.
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•

The parties do not meet to discuss the employee claims at steps 1, 2, or 3 of
the grievance procedure.
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ARTICLE 28
EMPLOYER CLAIMS
Section 28.1 Statement of Principle
The parties agree that continued public confidence in the Postal Service requires
the proper care and handling of the U.S.P.S. property, postal funds, and the
mails. In advance of any money demand upon an employee for any reason, the
employee must be informed in writing and the demand must include the reasons
therefor.
Employer Claim: An employer claim is a demand made by management on a
bargaining unit employee for loss or damage of the mails, or damage to USPS
property and vehicles.
This paragraph requires the Postal Service to inform an employee in writing in
advance of the reasons for any money demand. Some arbitrators have held that
failure to issue a letter of demand in advance constitutes reversible error.
In addition to the employee protections found in this Article, Employee and Labor
Relations Manual (ELM) Section 437 sets forth procedures under which an
employee may request a waiver of an employer claim. See the discussion of the
waiver provisions at the end of this Article.
Section 28.2 Loss or Damage of the Mails
An employee is responsible for the protection of the mails entrusted to the
employee. Such employee shall not be financially liable for any loss, rifling,
damage, wrong delivery of or depredation on, the mails or failure to collect or
remit C.O.D. funds unless the employee failed to exercise reasonable care.
Reasonable care: This section provides that a bargaining unit employee shall
not be financially liable for the loss or damage of mails unless the employee
“failed to exercise reasonable care.”
Section 28.3 Damage to U.S.P.S. Property and Vehicles
An employee shall be financially liable for any loss or damage to property of the
Employer including leased property and vehicles only when the loss or damage
was the result of the willful or deliberate misconduct of such employee.
Willful or deliberate misconduct: This section provides that a bargaining unit
employee shall not be financially liable for the loss or damage to other USPS
property, including vehicles, unless the loss or damage resulted from the “willful
or deliberate misconduct” of the employee.
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Section 28.4 Collection Procedures
A If a grievance is initiated and advanced through the grievance-arbitration
procedure or a petition has been filed pursuant to the Debt Collection Act,
regardless of the amount and type of debt, collection of the debt will be
delayed until disposition of the grievance and/or petition has (have) been
had, either through settlement or exhaustion of contractual and/or
administrative procedures.
If a grievance is filed regarding a demand for payment or a petition is filed
pursuant to the Debt Collection Act, such demand for payment is held in
abeyance until final disposition of the grievance or petition regardless of the
amount of the demand or type of debt.
B

No more than 15 percent of an employee's disposable pay or 20 percent of
the employee's biweekly gross pay, whichever is lower, may be deducted
each pay period to satisfy a postal debt, unless the parties agree, in writing,
to a different amount.

(The preceding Article, Article 28, shall apply to Mail Handler Assistant
employees.)
This provision sets absolute limits on the amount that the employer may deduct
from an employee’s pay in collection of a debt, unless the employee agrees
otherwise, voluntarily and in writing.
Waiver of Claims:
Many employer claims involve mistakes in which mail handlers are overpaid.
Section 437 of the ELM provides, however, for the waiver of certain claims for
erroneous payment of pay. In general terms, under the process set forth in ELM
Section 437, the employee files Form 3074, Request for Waiver of Claim for
Erroneous Payment of Pay, upon receipt of the Postal Service’s letter of demand
for “recovery of pay which was erroneously paid.” The completed form should
contain all of the information the mail handler may have concerning the
overpayment, including a statement of the circumstances which the mail handler
feels would justify a waiver of the claim – typically, that the mistake was the
Postal Service’s and was not connected in any way to what the mail handler did
or did not do, and that it would be unfair to require repayment under the
circumstances presented.
The waiver is reviewed by the installation head, who adds any relevant facts or
circumstances, including the reason for the overpayment. The installation head
then makes a recommendation for approval or disapproval of the waiver, and
forwards the Form 3074 to the appropriate compensation unit, which adds any
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pertinent comments and forwards the entire file to the Eagan Accounting Service
Center.
Under ELM Section 461.4, an employee’s request for a waiver of a debt does not
stay the collection process, which is dealt with further in the section entitled
“Collection of Debts.” However, if the waiver request is ultimately granted, the
amount collected is refunded to the employee.
More specifically, ELM Section 437 states the purpose for which a waiver can be
filed (Section 437.1) as well as definitions (Section 437.2) and the mechanics for
filing a claim (Section 437.3). In addition, a review by the installation head and
human resources is provided for in Sections 437.4 and 437.5 and Sections 437.6
and 437.7 complete the process. The provisions are as follows:
437 Waiver of Claims for Erroneous Payment of Pay
437.1

Purpose

This part establishes procedures for (a) requesting a waiver of a claim
made by the Postal Service against a current or former employee for the
recovery of pay that was erroneously paid and (b) applying for a refund of
money paid by or deducted from a current or former employee as a result
of such a claim.
437.2

Definitions

Definitions relevant to waiver of claims for erroneous payment of pay
include the following:
a. Pay - salary, wages, or compensation for services including all forms of
premium pay, holiday pay, or shift differentials; payment for leave, whether
accumulated, accrued, or advanced; and severance pay. Pay does not
include rental allowances or payment for travel, transportation, or
relocation expenses.
b. Employee - throughout 437, a former employee as well as a current
employee.
c. Applicant - an employee (current or former) or an individual acting on
behalf of the employee who applies for a waiver of a claim for
overpayment of pay.
d. Installation head - the postmaster, manager, or director of a field facility
or the head (or designee) of a Headquarters field unit where the employee
is employed or was last employed.
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437.3

Submission of Request

437.31 Expiration Date
Waiver action may not be taken after the expiration of 3 years immediately
following the date on which the erroneous payment of pay was
discovered.
437.32 Form 3074
The applicant requests a waiver of a claim or a refund of money paid as a
result of a claim by submitting Form 3074, Request for Waiver of Claim for
Erroneous Payment of Pay, in triplicate to the installation head. The
completed Form 3074 must contain:
Information sufficient to identify the claim for which the waiver is sought
including the amount of the claim, the period during which the erroneous
payment occurred, and the nature of the erroneous payment.
a.

b. A copy of the invoice and/or demand letter sent by the Postal Service,
if available, or a statement setting forth the date the erroneous payment
was discovered.
c. A statement of the circumstances that the applicant feels would justify a
waiver of the claim by the Postal Service.
d. The dates and amount of any payments made by the employee in
response to the claim.
437.4 Review by Installation Head
The installation head investigates the claim and writes a report of the
investigation on the reverse side of the Form 3074. The report should
include the following data and/or attachments:
a. All relevant facts or circumstances that are not described or are
incorrectly described by the applicant on the Form 3074.
b. An explanation of the cause of the overpayment.
c. If available, a listing for each pay period in which an overpayment was
made, of (1) the employee’s pay rate, (2) the gross amount due the
employee, and (3) the gross amount that was actually paid.
d. A statement as to whether there is any indication of fraud,
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misrepresentation, fault, or lack of good faith on the part of anyone having
an interest.
e. A recommendation for approval or disapproval of the claim based upon
review of the facts and circumstances.
f. A copy of the invoice or notice to the employee of the amount requested
to be repaid to the Postal Service together with the Form 3074. If neither
of these items is available, a statement establishing the discovery date of
the Postal Service claim should be included.
g. Copies of pertinent Forms 50, Notifications of Personnel Action; and
any correspondence having a bearing on the claims, obtained from the
employee’s official personnel folder and included with the Form 3074.
h. Any other information that would assist in making a determination of
whether collection action to collect the claim would be against equity or
good conscience and would not be in the best interest of the Postal
Service.
437.5 Review by Human Resources
The installation head forwards the Form 3074 to the servicing Human
Resources official who:
a. Reviews the file for accuracy and completeness.
b. Completes part III of Form 3074.
c. Adds any pertinent comments to the file.
d. Forwards the entire file to the Payroll Processing Branch of the Eagan
Accounting Service Center.
437.6 Action by Eagan Accounting Service Center
The Eagan Accounting Service Center waives the claim if it can determine
from a review of the file that all of the following conditions are met:
a. The overpayment occurred through administration error of the Postal
Service. Excluded from consideration for waiver of collection are
overpayments resulting from errors in time keeping, keypunching,
machine processing of time cards or time credit, coding, and any
typographical errors that are adjusted routinely in the process of current
operations.
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b. Everyone having an interest in obtaining a waiver acted reasonably
under the circumstances, without any indication of fraud,
misrepresentation, fault, or lack of good faith.
c. Collection of the claim would be against equity and good conscience
and would not be in the best interest of the Postal Service.
437.7 Appeal of Disallowed Request
437.71 Appeal Procedure
When a request for waiver has been partially or completely denied, the
applicant may submit a written appeal to the Eagan Accounting Service
Center within 15 days of receipt of the determination. The appeal letter
should clearly indicate that the employee is appealing the disallowance of
the waiver request and explain in detail the reasons why the employee
believes the claim should be waived.
437.72 Final Decision
The Eagan Accounting Service Center will then forward the appeal, with
the entire case file, to the applicable area Finance manager for area
employees or to the manager of National Accounting at Headquarters for
Headquarters and area office employees for a final decision. The area
Finance manager or manager of National Accounting advises the
employee concerned and the Eagan Accounting Service Center of his or
her final decision. If necessary, the Eagan Accounting Service Center
adjusts its records.
Collection of Debts:
Subchapter 460 of the ELM provides the regulations to be applied to the
collection of any debt owed to the Postal Service by current bargaining unit
employees. Due to the importance of this subchapter, the provisions are
reprinted below.
460 Collection of Postal Debts From Bargaining Unit Employees
461 General
461.1

Scope

These regulations apply to the collection of any debt owed the Postal
Service by a current postal employee who is included in any collective
bargaining unit. If the circumstances specified in 462.32 apply to such
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employees, 452.3 may also apply, and consequently 451.2, 451.5, and
451.7 as well.
461.2

Debts Due Other Federal Agencies

Regulations governing the collection, by involuntary salary offset, of debts
owed by postal employees to federal agencies other than the Postal
Service are specified in Handbook F-16, Accounts Receivable, Chapter 7.
461.3

Definitions

As used in this subchapter, the following terms have the same meaning
ascribed to them in 451.4:
a. Administrative salary offset.
b. Court judgment salary offset.
c. Current pay and disposable pay.
d. Debt.
e. Employee.
f. Pay.
g. Postmaster or installation head.
h. Severe financial hardship.
i. Waiver.
461.4

Effect of Waiver Request

If an employee requests a waiver of a debt, the recovery of which is
covered by these regulations, that request does not stay the collection
process. However, if the waiver request ultimately is granted, the amount
collected must be refunded to the employee.
462 Procedures Governing Administrative Salary Offsets
462.1 Determination and Collection of Debt
462.11 Establishment of Accounts Receivable
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Depending upon the circumstances of a particular case, the determination
of a debt, the collection of which is covered by this subchapter, may be
made by an official in the field or at the Eagan Accounting Service Center
(ASC). For payroll-related debts discovered in the field, Form 2240, Pay,
Leave, or Other Hours Adjustment Request, must be submitted to the
Eagan ASC. Payroll-related debts discovered at the ASC level must be
reported on Form 2248, Monetary Payroll Adjustment. Other debts must
be reported to the manager of the Postal Accounts Branch, on Form 1902,
Justification for Billing Accounts Receivable. Regardless of the amount of
the debt, it is the responsibility of the Eagan ASC to create a receivable for
each debt and to forward an invoice to the postmaster or installation head
at the facility where the debtor is employed. At the time a receivable is
created, the ASC must ensure that the employee’s records are flagged so
that the final salary or lump sum leave payment for that employee is not
made until the debt is paid.
462.12 Collection by Postmaster or Installation Head
Each postmaster or installation head is responsible for collecting, in
accordance with these regulations, any debt owed to the Postal Service by
an employee under his or her supervision. A postmaster or installation
head may delegate his or her responsibilities under these regulations.
462.2 Applicable Collection Procedures
462.21 Right to Grieve Letters of Demand
A bargaining unit employee or the employee’s union has the right in
accordance with the provisions of Article 15 of the applicable collective
bargaining agreement to initiate a grievance concerning any letter of
demand to challenge (a) the existence of a debt owed to the Postal
Service, (b) the amount of such debt, (c) the proposed repayment
schedule, and/or (d) any other issue arising under Article 28 of the
applicable collective bargaining agreement. Care must be taken to ensure
that any letter of demand served on an employee provides notice of the
employee’s right to challenge the demand under the applicable collective
bargaining agreement.
462.22 Right to Petition for Hearing
Under the following circumstances, the statutory offset procedures in
452.3, including the right to petition for hearing after the receipt of a Notice
of Involuntary Administrative Salary Offsets Under the Debt Collection Act,
apply:
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a. Failure to Initiate a Grievance in Time. If a bargaining unit employee or
the employee’s union does not initiate, within 14 days of the employee’s
receipt of a letter of demand, a grievance challenging (a) the existence of
a debt owed to the Postal Service, (b) the amount of such debt, and/or (c)
the proposed repayment schedule, and the Postal Service intends to
proceed with the collection of the debt, the statutory offset procedures in
452.3 apply (see 462.32).
b. Failure to Advance Grievance in Time. If a bargaining unit employee or
the employee’s union initiates a grievance in time challenging (a) the
existence of a debt owed to the Postal Service, (b) the amount of such
debt, and/or (c) the proposed repayment schedule, but the employee’s
union, following receipt of a decision denying the grievance, does not
advance the grievance to the next step of the grievance procedure within
the time limits set forth in Article 15 of the applicable collective bargaining
agreement, and the Postal Service intends to proceed with the collection
of the debt, the statutory offset procedures in 452.3 apply (see 462.32).
c. Partial Settlement of Grievance. If a grievance challenging (a) the
existence of a debt owed to the Postal Service, (b) the amount of such
debt, and/or (c) the proposed repayment schedule is resolved at any stage
of the grievance-arbitration procedure through a written settlement
agreement between the Postal Service and the union under which the
employee remains liable for all or a portion of the debt, and the Postal
Service intends to proceed with the collection of the debt, the statutory
offset procedures in 452.3 apply (see 462.32). If the employee petitions for
a hearing under 452.336, the Postal Service is free to pursue collection of
the full amount of the debt before the hearing officer, notwithstanding the
settlement with the union. However, if any contractual issue is resolved at
any stage of the grievance-arbitration procedure, the settlement of that
issue is final and binding.
d. Ruling of Nonarbitrability. If an arbitrator rules that a grievance
concerning any letter of demand is not arbitrable, and the Postal Service
intends to proceed with the collection of the debt, the statutory offset
procedures in 452.3 apply (see 462.32).
462.3

Statutory Offset Procedures

462.31 Authority
Under section 5 of the Debt Collection Act, 5 U.S.C. 5514(a) (1982), the
Postal Service, after providing an employee with procedural due process,
may offset an employee’s salary in order to satisfy any debt due the Postal
Service. Generally, up to 15 percent of an individual’s “disposable pay”
may be deducted in monthly installments or at “officially established pay
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intervals,” except as provided by 462.42. A greater percentage may be
deducted with the written consent of the individual debtor. If the
individual’s employment ends before collection of the full debt, deduction
may be made from subsequent payments of any nature due the
employee.
462.32

Initiation of Statutory Offset Procedure

After (a) the 14 days referenced in 462.22a or the time limits referenced in
462.22b have passed, (b) any settlement agreement referenced in
462.22c has been signed, or (c) any nonarbitrability ruling referenced in
462.22d has been issued, and at least 30 calendar days before making an
administrative offset under this authority, the postmaster or installation
head, in accordance with 452.321, must provide the employee with (a) two
copies of a Notice of Involuntary Administrative Salary Offsets Under the
Debt Collection Act containing the information in 452.322, and (b) one
copy of the procedures that govern hearings under the Debt Collection Act
that are set forth at 39 CFR Part 961 (see Exhibit 452.322). The
procedures in 452.33 governing the exercise of employee rights apply.
The postmaster or installation head has discretion to agree to an
alternative offset schedule, based on a showing of severe financial
hardship, as outlined in 452.335.
462.33

Hearing Officials Under 39 CFR Part 961

In accordance with 39 CFR 961.3, administrative hearings under the Debt
Collection Act may be conducted by any individual who is not under the
control or supervision of the postmaster general and who is designated as
a hearing official by the judicial officer.
462.34

Limit of Right to Petition for Hearing

If an arbitrator opens a hearing on the merits of a grievance concerning
any letter of demand, the statutory offset procedures in 452.3 do not apply
thereafter, unless the arbitrator makes a ruling of nonarbitrability (see
462.22d) or the Postal Service and the union negotiate a partial settlement
of the grievance (see 462.22c).
462.4

Collection of Debt

462.41

Stay of Collection of Debt

Whenever a grievance concerning any letter of demand has been initiated
in time, in accordance with Article 15 of the applicable collective
bargaining agreement, and/or a petition for a hearing has been filed in
time, in accordance with 462.22, regardless of the type and amount of the
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debt, the Postal Service will stay the collection of the debt until after the
disposition of the grievance and/or the petition, through settlement or
exhaustion of the contractual and/or administrative remedies.
462.42

Limit on Amount of Salary Offset to Collect Debt

Except as specified in part 463, the maximum salary offset to collect a
debt that is owed to the Postal Service is 15 percent of an employee’s
biweekly disposable pay, or 20 percent of the employee’s biweekly gross
pay, whichever amount is lower when the salary offset is started. A greater
salary offset may be made if the employee agrees with the Postal Service,
in writing, on such greater amount.
There is no dispute between the parties that a money demand from
current employees must be consistent with Article 28 of the National
Agreement, Section 460 of the Employee and Labor Relations
Manual, and any applicable law. The parties agree if a grievance is
initiated and advanced through the grievance-arbitration procedure
or a petition has been filed pursuant to the Debt Collection Act,
regardless of the amount and type of debt, collection of the debt will
be delayed until disposition of the grievance and/or petition has
(have) been had, either through settlement or exhaustion of
contractual and/or administrative remedies. No more than 15
percent of an employee’s disposable pay or 20 percent of the
employee’s biweekly gross pay whichever is lower, may be deducted
each pay period to satisfy a postal debt, unless the parties agree, in
writing, to a different amount.
Source: Step 4 Grievance Q90M-4Q-C 95048706, dated April 19,
2011.
462.5

Implementing Offsets

After the applicable procedural requirements have been followed, the
postmaster or installation head must institute the collection process by
completing the appropriate sections of Form 3239, Payroll Deduction
Authorization to Liquidate Postal Service Indebtedness (see Exhibit
452.233).
463
463.1

Court Judgment Salary Offsets
Authority

In accordance with section 124 of Public Law 97-276 (October 2, 1982), 5
U.S.C. 5514 note (1982), the Postal Service may deduct up to one-fourth
(25 percent) of an employee’s “current pay” in monthly installments or at
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officially established pay periods to satisfy a debt determined by a federal
court to be owed to the Postal Service. The statute authorizes the
deduction of a “greater amount” if necessary to collect the debt within the
employee’s anticipated period of employment. If an individual’s
employment ends before the full amount of the indebtedness has been
collected, section 124 provides that deduction is to be made from later
payments of any nature due the employee.
463.2
463.21

Applicable Collection Procedures
General

The requirements governing the collection of employer claims specified by
a pertinent collective bargaining agreement are not applicable to the
collection by salary offset of a Postal Service claim if a federal court has
granted judgment upholding the debt.
463.22

Notice

At least 15 calendar days before initiating an offset to collect a debt
reflected by a federal court judgment, the postmaster or installation head
must provide the employee with a copy of that judgment, as well as with
written notice of the Postal Service’s intention to deduct 25 percent of the
employee’s current pay each pay period until the judgment is satisfied.
The letter (see Exhibit 453.21, Sample Letter of Salary Offsets Based on
Federal Court Judgment) also must include a statement that indicates the
approximate amount, duration, and starting date of the deductions. The
letter and judgment generally should be hand delivered, and a dated,
signed receipt of delivery obtained. However, if personal delivery is not
possible, certified or Express Mail, return receipt requested, should be
used.
463.23

Implementing Offsets

The postmaster or installation head must initiate the collection process by
completing the appropriate sections of Form 3239 no earlier than 15
calendar days after the employee’s receipt of the letter.
464
464.1

Multiple Offsets
Administrative Salary Offsets

By statute, administrative salary offsets under section 5 of the Debt
Collection Act of 1982 are limited to no more than 15 percent of an
employee’s disposable pay during any one pay period — whether the
deductions are made to satisfy a debt owed the Postal Service, another
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federal agency, or some combination of these (but see 462.42 for the
alternative limit on amount of salary offset to collect a debt that is owed to
the Postal Service). Generally, priority among competing administrative
salary offset requests is determined by the order in which they are
received. However, a request to collect a debt due the Postal Service
must be given priority over other government agency offset requests,
regardless of the date the postal offset request is received (see 464.4). If a
collection request cannot be honored upon receipt, or can be honored only
in part, the postmaster or installation head must notify the requesting
postal or other government official, in writing, of the reasons for the delay
or for the collection of a lesser amount than that requested and the
approximate date the requested offsets can be implemented.
464.2

Court Judgment Salary Offsets

No more than 25 percent of an employee’s current pay may be withheld to
satisfy a debt determined by a federal court to be due the United States —
whether the deductions are made to satisfy a debt owed the Postal
Service, another federal agency, or some combination of these. Generally,
priority among competing court judgment salary offset requests is
determined by the order in which they are received. However, a request to
collect a debt due the Postal Service must be given priority over other
government agency offset requests regardless of the date the postal offset
request is received (see 464.4). If a collection request cannot be honored
upon receipt, or can be honored only in part, the postmaster or installation
head must notify the requesting postal or other government official, in
writing, of the reasons for the delay or for the collection of a lesser amount
than that requested and the approximate date the requested offsets can
be implemented.
464.3
Administrative and Court Judgment Salary Offsets
If the salary of a postal employee is the target of one or more of both types
of offsets — administrative and court judgment — a combined total of no
more than 25 percent will be withheld during any one pay period.
However, in no case may the amount withheld in accordance with
administrative salary offsets exceed 15 percent of current pay (but see
462.42 for the alternative limit on amount of salary offset to collect a debt
that is owed to the Postal Service). As is generally the case with
competing offsets of the same type and subject to section 464.4, priority
between administrative salary offsets and court judgment salary offsets is
determined by the order in which they are received.
464.4

Priority of Postal Service Indebtedness

If a postal employee is indebted to the Postal Service, that debt takes
priority over any debt he or she may owe another federal agency, even if
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the other agency’s request for salary offsets was received first.
Accordingly, if both the Postal Service and another agency request the
maximum allowable deductions, collection of the other agency’s debt must
be interrupted or postponed until the entire postal debt is recovered.
However, if an amount less than that requested by the other agency can
be deducted in addition to the offsets requested by the Postal Service
without exceeding the appropriate percentage ceiling, deductions for the
lesser amount must be withheld and forwarded to the requesting agency
along with an explanation for the smaller offsets.
464.5

Garnishments

Administrative salary offsets based on section 5 of the Debt Collection Act
of 1982 and court judgment salary offsets based on section 124 of Public
Law 97-276 are not, as a matter of law, considered garnishments. Rather,
for purposes of determining an employee’s “disposable earnings” under
the Federal Consumer Credit Protection Act, 15 U.S.C. 1671, et seq.,
these withholdings are considered to be amounts required by law to be
deducted. Accordingly, they should be deducted before the applicable
garnishment ceilings are imposed and before deductions for garnishments
are made.
465
465.1

Action Upon Transfer or Separation
Withholdings From Any Amount Due

If a postal employee whose wages are subject to offset transfers to
another federal agency or separates from employment, the Postal Service
applies any amount due the employee at the time of his or her separation
to the debt owed the Postal Service. If the debt is still not satisfied,
appropriate action as described in 465.2 or 465.3 should be taken.
465.2

Transfer to Another Federal Agency

If a postal employee whose wages are subject to offset transfers to
another federal agency, and the full debt cannot be collected from
amounts due the employee from the Postal Service, the Postal Service
must request the former postal employee’s new agency to continue
offsetting the debtor’s salary until the debt is satisfied. The request must
specify the amount of the original debt, the amount collected by the Postal
Service through salary offsets, the amount that remains to be collected,
and the percentage of the debtor’s disposable earnings or current pay that
should be deducted each pay period. In addition, the Postal Service must
certify that the former postal employee has been accorded all required
rights of due process. When the Postal Service’s request is sent to the
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new employing agency, a copy also must be sent to the former employee
at his or her home address.
465.3

Collection of Debt Upon Separation

If the full debt cannot be collected from amounts due the employee at the
time of his or her separation, the manager of the Postal Accounts Branch
must attempt to recover the debt from any available retirement or disability
payments due the former employee in accordance with the provisions of 5
CFR 831, Subpart R, or 5 CFR 845, Subpart D (see Handbook F-16,
Accounts Receivable, 743).
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ARTICLE 29
LIMITATION ON REVOCATION OF OF-346
Section 29.1 Revocation or Suspension of OF-346
A An employee's OF-346, Operator's Identification Card, may be revoked or
suspended when the on-duty record shows that the employee is an unsafe
driver.
B Elements of an employee's on-duty record which may be used to determine
whether the employee is an unsafe driver include, but are not limited to,
traffic law violations, accidents or failure to meet required physical or
operations standards.
C The report of the Safe Driver Award Committee cannot be used as a basis
for revoking or suspending an OF-346.
D When a revocation, suspension, or reissuance of an employee's OF-346 is
under consideration, only the on-duty record will be considered in making a
final determination. An employee's OF-346 will be automatically revoked or
suspended concurrently with any revocation or suspension of State driver's
license and restored upon reinstatement. Such revocation or suspension of
the State driver's license shall not prevent the employee from operating
in-house power equipment, if the employee is otherwise qualified to do so.
Every reasonable effort will be made to reassign such employee to
non-driving duties. In the event such revocation or suspension of the State
driver's license is with the condition that the employee may operate a
vehicle for employment purposes, the OF-346 will not be automatically
revoked. When revocation, suspension, or reissuance of an employee's
OF-346 is under consideration based on the on-duty record, such
conditional revocation or suspension of the State driver's license may be
considered in making a final determination.
For many years the USPS issued a special postal “Operator’s Identification Card”
known as the OF-346 and before that, the SF-46. This form has been
discontinued and has been replaced with a ‘Certificate of Vehicle Familiarization
and Safe Operation’. This certificate applies to the operation of motor vehicles
and to the operation of powered industrial equipment.
In the Mail Handler Craft, this Article has its greatest application relative to the
operation of powered industrial equipment. Operation of industrial equipment
that is powered by electric motor (battery) or internal combustion (flammable
gases) requires the operator to have an appropriately endorsed Certificate of
Vehicle Familiarization and Safe Operation regardless of whether the operator
walks behind or rides on the equipment to guide it.
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Operators of powered industrial equipment do not have to possess a valid State
driver's license. The policies that govern selection of these operators, therefore,
do not contain the requirement to obtain a State driving abstract, compare it with
the Table of Disqualification, or administer an initial road test.
Moreover, revocation or suspension of a State driver's license shall not prevent
an employee from operating in-house power equipment, if the employee is
otherwise qualified to do so.

• Rules regarding the suspension or revocation of driving privileges relative to
powered industrial equipment are contained in the Powered Industrial Equipment
Section of the driver training program entitled Driver Selection, Orientation,
Familiarization and Certification, (Course 43513-00) issued in 1993. This training
program replaced former Handbook EL-827, Driver Selection, Testing and
Licensing. That section states:
“D. Suspension and Revocation

1. The driving privileges for powered industrial equipment may be suspended or
revoked for the following reasons:
a. If a licensed physician finds that an employee's physical condition
warrants such suspension or revocation;
b. If an employee continues to operate powered industrial equipment in an
unsafe manner after being individually warned or instructed;
c. If an operator has been involved in two or more at-fault powered industrial
equipment accidents within a 12-month period; or
d. If allowing the employee to continue operating powered industrial
equipment may result in damage to USPS property, loss of mail or
funds, or injury to the employee or others.”
In those circumstances where an employee operates a motor vehicle (see
comments in Section 2.2), management may suspend or revoke an employee’s
driving privileges under certain circumstances:
•

Automatically, concurrently with the suspension or revocation of the
employee’s state driver’s license, unless the suspension or revocation by the
state includes the condition that the employee may operate a vehicle for
employment purposes. Automatic reinstatement of postal driving privileges
must follow reinstatement of the state driver’s license.
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As noted above, such revocation or suspension of the State driver’s license
shall not prevent the employee from operating in-house power equipment, if
the employee is otherwise qualified to do so.
•

Additional rules regarding the suspension or revocation of driving privileges
are contained in Section 1 (VI) of the management training program entitled
Driver Selection, Orientation, Familiarization and Certification, issued in 1993.
This handbook replaced former Handbook EL-827, Driver Selection, Testing
and Licensing. Section 1(VI-B) states:
“VI Suspension and Revocation of Driving Privileges
B. For Unsafe Driving
1. An employee’s driving privileges may be suspended or revoked when
the on-duty record shows that the employee is an unsafe driver.
Elements of an employee’s on-duty record that may be used to
determine whether the employee is an unsafe driver include, but are
not limited to traffic law violations, accidents, or failure to meet
required physical or operation standards.
2. When a suspension, revocation, or reissuance of an employee’s
driving privileges is under consideration, only the on-duty record may
be considered when making the final determination. However, an
employee’s driving privileges will automatically be suspended or
revoked concurrently with a suspension or revocation of State
Driver’s license and restored upon reinstatement. It is the
responsibility of the employee to provide documentation that the
State license has been reinstated. If such suspension or revocation
includes the condition that the employee may operate a vehicle for
employment purposes, the driving privileges will not be automatically
suspended or revoked. When suspension, revocation, or reissuance
of an employee’s driving privileges is under consideration based on
the on-duty record, such conditional suspension or revocation of the
State driver’s license may be considered in making the final
determination.
C. In Case of Accident
1. Review of Driving Privileges. The employee’s driving privileges are
reviewed at the time of an accident by the employee’s supervisor
and/or another official in charge. There are no provisions for the
automatic suspension of an employee’s driving privileges based on
the fact that the employee was involved in a vehicle accident.
Rather, the circumstances surrounding each accident are assessed
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at the time of the accident to determine whether a temporary
suspension of driving privileges is warranted.
2. Assessment of Circumstances. The circumstances surrounding an
accident that should be assessed include, but are not limited to, the
employee’s condition (shock, fatigue, alcohol/controlled substance
impairment, or other related physical or emotional condition), the
seriousness of the unsafe driving practices, if any, that result in the
accident, and a determination by the supervisor as to whether the
public’s or the employee’s safety would be jeopardized by allowing
the employee to continue driving.
3. Temporary Suspension. If an immediate determination cannot be
made based upon a review of the above, the employee’s driving
privileges may be withheld temporarily pending completion of the
accident investigation. At this time a final decision to suspend,
revoke or re-instate can be made. The length of time involved in
withholding driving privileges pending investigation can vary in each
case but must not exceed 14 days. Not later than 14 days, the
employee’s driving privileges must either be reinstated, suspended
for a period of time not to exceed 60 days, or revoked, as warranted.
If the decision is to suspend or revoke the employee’s driving
privileges, provide the employee, in writing, of the reason(s) for such
action.
4. Decision Criteria: Decisions to suspend or revoke driving privileges
are made after investigation and determination as to whether the
driver was at fault (whether the driver’s actions were the primary
cause of the accident), the driver’s degree of error, past driving and
discipline records, and/or the severity of the accident. The quality or
absence of prior training in a particular driving activity should be
considered as well, and the employee’s inability to meet USPS
physical standards at the time of an accident is also a factor to be
considered. The preventability or non-preventability of an accident
as determined by the Safe Driver Award Committee is NOT a factor
to be considered in the suspension or revocation of driving privileges.
The decision of the Safe Driver Award Committee is for contest
purposes only.”
Every Reasonable Effort to Reassign: In the event an employee’s driving
privileges have been suspended or revoked, Article 29 provides that “Every
reasonable effort will be made to reassign such employee to non-driving duties.”
This requirement is not contingent upon a mail handler making a request for nondriving duties. Rather, it is management’s responsibility to seek to find suitable
non-driving work.
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Section 29.2 Issuance
A An employee shall be issued an OF-346 when such employee has a valid
State driver's license, passes the driving test of the U.S. Postal Service, and
has a satisfactory driving history.
In an APWU national arbitration case, with NPMHU and NALC intervention,
Arbitrator Snow held that management is not prevented by the parties’ collective
bargaining agreement from granting driving privileges to employees who are not
required to drive solely on the basis of their position or job description, if those
employees otherwise are qualified to drive and meet internal requirements. He
added that where management can show a local past practice of licensing Mail
Handlers, Letter Carriers and others to drive five-ton and larger vehicles, such
conduct continues to be permissible within the bounds of good faith. If it can be
shown that local management has not conducted its operations in such a
manner, the employer is limited to its prior course of conduct, unless the parties
negotiate a different result.
Source: National Arbitration Award H7C-1K-C 31669, Arbitrator Carlton Snow,
dated November 14, 1997.
B An employee who has been issued an OF-346 for the operation of a motor
vehicle must inform the supervisor immediately of the revocation or suspension
of such employee's State driver's license
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ARTICLE 30
LOCAL IMPLEMENTATION
Section 30.1 Current Memoranda of Understanding
Presently effective local memoranda of understanding not inconsistent or in
conflict with this Agreement shall remain in effect during the term of this
Agreement unless changed by mutual agreement pursuant to the local
implementation procedure set forth below or, as a result of an arbitration award
or settlement arising from either party's impasse of an item from the presently
effective local memorandum of understanding.
Since the beginning of full postal collective bargaining in 1971, the contractual
rights and benefits of bargaining unit employees have been negotiated at the
national level. However, the implementation of certain provisions of the National
Agreement has been left to the local parties on the basis of their particular
preferences and circumstances; this period of “local implementation” has
followed the negotiation of each National Agreement. The agreement reached
by the local parties during this period is referred to as the Local Memorandum of
Understanding (LMOU).
Section 30.1 provides that currently effective LMOU provisions, which are not in
conflict or inconsistent with the National Agreement, remain in effect during the
term of the new National Agreement unless the parties change them through
local implementation or the related impasse procedures.
Question: If neither party invokes the local implementation process during the
specified period, does the previous LMOU continue in effect?
Answer: Yes. Section 30.1 states that “presently effective local memoranda of
understanding not inconsistent or in conflict with this Agreement shall remain in
effect during the term of this Agreement unless changed by mutual agreement
pursuant to the local implementation procedure set forth below. . .”
Section 30.2 Items for Local Negotiations
There shall be a 30 consecutive day period of local implementation which shall
occur within a period of 60 days commencing March 1, 2017 on the 20 specific
items enumerated below, provided that no local memorandum of understanding
may be inconsistent with or vary the terms of this Agreement:
Local implementation takes place during a consecutive 30 day period selected by
the local parties. That 30 day period is selected within a period of 60 days, which
will commence under the 2016 National Agreement on March 1, 2017. The
Memorandum of Understanding, Article 30 – Local Implementation Procedures,
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reproduced hereunder, contains specific procedures for local implementation
under the 2016 National Agreement.
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
ARTICLE 30--LOCAL IMPLEMENTATION
PROCEDURES
It is hereby agreed by the United States Postal Service and the National Postal
Mail Handlers Union, AFL-CIO, a Division of the Laborers’ International Union of
North America, that the following procedures will apply to the implementation of
Article 30 during the 2016 local implementation period.
1. The thirty (30) consecutive day period for 2016 local implementation will
commence, pursuant to agreement by the local parties, on or after March 1,
2017 and terminate on or before April 29, 2017. If the local parties do not reach
agreement on the dates for local implementation, the local implementation period
shall be from March 31, 2017 to April 29, 2017. Initial proposals must be
exchanged within the first twenty one (21) days of the thirty (30) consecutive day
local implementation period.
If neither party provides written notification of its intent to invoke the local
implementation process on or before March 15, 2017, presently effective
Memoranda of Understanding not inconsistent or in conflict with the 2016
National Agreement shall remain in effect during the term of this Agreement.
2. In the event that any issue(s) remain in dispute at the end of the thirty (30)
consecutive day local implementation period, each party shall identify such
issue(s) in writing. Initialed copies of this written statement and copies of all
proposals and counterproposals pertinent to the issue(s) in dispute will be
furnished by the appropriate local party to the appropriate management official at
the LR Service Center of the Employer with copies to the Installation Head, local
Union President and the Union’s Regional Representative within fifteen (15) days
after April 29, 2017. Inclusion of any matter in the written statement does not
necessarily reflect the agreement of either of the parties that such matter is
properly subject to local implementation.
3. The appropriate management official at the Area office and the Regional
Union representative shall attempt to resolve the matters in dispute within
seventy-five (75) days after April 29, 2017. The appropriate management official
at the Area office and the Regional Union representative will have full authority to
resolve all issues still in dispute.
4. If the parties identified in paragraph 3 above are unable to reach agreement
at the Regional level by the end of the seventy-five (75) day period provided for
above, the issue(s) may be appealed to final and binding arbitration by the Union
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or the Vice President, Labor Relations, within twenty-one (21) days of the end of
the seventy-five (75) day period. Any such appeal shall be given priority
scheduling on the District Regular Contract Docket.
5. Where there is no agreement and the matter is not referred to the appropriate
management official at the LR Service Center or to arbitration, the provision(s), if
any, of the former Local Memorandum of Understanding shall apply unless
inconsistent with or in conflict with new or amended provisions of the 20 National
Agreement.
6. Where a dispute exists as to whether an item in the former Local
Memorandum of Understanding is inconsistent or in conflict with the 2016 Mail
Handlers National Agreement, such dispute will be processed in accordance with
the procedures outlined in 2. through 4. above. Items declared to be inconsistent
or in conflict shall remain in effect until four (4) months have elapsed from the
conclusion of the local implementation period under the 2016 National
Agreement.
This Memorandum of Understanding expires at 12 midnight September 20,
2019.
The Memorandum of Understanding provides specific dates for local
implementation under the 2016 National Agreement, including establishment of a
set 30-day implementation period in those instances where the local parties do
not reach agreement, standardization of the dates for impassing the dispute to
the Area/Regional level and, if resolution is not achieved at that level, for appeal
to Regional level arbitration.
In an effort to assure timely resolution of impasse items resulting from local
implementation under the 2016 National Agreement, appeals to Regional
arbitration are given priority scheduling on the District Regular Contract Docket.
Items declared in conflict or inconsistent remain in effect for four months after the
conclusion of the local implementation period.
A National arbitration award has confirmed that the local parties do not have the
right to make changes to the LMOU that are substantial, in character or scope,
except during the specific 30-day implementation period. Where the local parties
desire to make such interim changes in the LMOU, they must obtain joint
agreement from the parties at the National level in advance.
Source: National Arbitration Award H7N-1F-C 39072, Arbitrator R. Mittenthal,
dated June 2, 1995.
The 20 Items: Section 30.2 lists the 20 Items that the parties may discuss
during the period of local implementation. The local parties are required to
discuss any of these items which are raised by either party. This means that if
one party raises one of the listed items, the other must discuss it in good faith.
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These are “mandatory subjects” of discussion if raised during the period of local
implementation. The local parties are free to discuss other subject areas as well,
but neither party is required to discuss subjects other than the 20 items listed in
Section 30.2. See further the discussion of the September 21, 1981 National
Arbitration Award by Arbitrator R. Mittenthal under Section 30.3A below.
A

Additional or longer wash-up periods.

Article 8 (Section 8.9) is the contractual provision that provides for wash-up time.
Item A provides the opportunity to discuss locally additional or longer wash-up
periods.
B
Guidelines for the curtailment or termination of postal operations to
conform to orders of local authorities or as local conditions warrant because of
emergency conditions.
This item gives the local parties the opportunity to discuss and formulate
guidelines for the curtailment of postal operations in case of an emergency.
C

Formulation of local leave program.

D

The duration of the choice vacation period.

E

The determination of the beginning day of an employee’s vacation
period.

F

Whether employees at their option may request two selections
during the choice vacation period, in units of either 5 or 10 days.

G

Whether jury duty and attendance at National or State Conventions
shall be charged to the choice vacation period.

H

Determination of the maximum percentage of employees who shall
receive leave each week during the choice vacation period.

I

The issuance of official notices to each employee of the vacation
schedule approved for such employee.

J

Determination of the date and means of notifying employees of the
beginning of the new leave year.

K

The procedures for submission of applications for annual leave
during other than the choice vacation period.
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All of the above Items (C thru K) plus Item R cover the formulation of a local
leave program. See generally Article 10. This program covers both choice and
other-than-choice vacation.
L

Whether “Overtime Desired” lists in Article 8 shall be by section
and/or tour.
Article 8 (Section 8.5B) contains the National Agreement language related to this
item.
M

The number of light duty assignments to be reserved for temporary
or permanent light duty assignment.

N

The method to be used in reserving light duty assignments so that
no regularly assigned member of the regular work force will be
adversely affected.

O

The identification of assignments that are to be considered light
duty.

See Article 13 (Section 13.3).
P

The identification of assignments comprising a section, when it is
proposed to reassign within an installation, employees excess to
the needs of a section.

Article 12 (Section 12.6C4) is the provision related to this item. This item
provides for the identification of sections for the purposes of administering the
provisions of Article 12 (Section 12.6C4). If sections are not identified in
accordance with this item the entire installation will be considered a section.
Q

The assignment of employee parking spaces.

The parties locally can identify procedures for the assignment of parking spaces;
e.g. first come, first served. See generally Article 20.
R

The determination as to whether annual leave to attend Union
activities requested prior to determination of the choice vacation
schedule is to be part of the total choice vacation plan.

See discussion under Items C through K above.
S

Those other items which are subject to local negotiations as
provided in the following Articles:
Article 12, Section .3B5
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Relates to reposting of a duty assignment due to changes in duties or principal
assignment area.
Article 12, Section .3C
Relates to posting and bidding on an installation-wide or other basis.
Article 12, Section .3E3f
Relates to the order of movement of full-time employees outside the bid
assignment area.
Article 12, Section .4
Relates to the definition of a section.
Article 12, Section .6C4a
See Item P above.
Article 13, Section .3
See Items M through O above.
T

Local implementation of this Agreement relating to seniority,
reassignments and posting.

Section 30.3 Grievance-Arbitration Procedure
A

All proposals remaining in dispute may be submitted to final and binding
arbitration, with the written authorization of the Union or the Vice President,
Labor Relations. The request for arbitration must be submitted within 10
days of the end of the local implementation period. However, where there is
no agreement and the matter is not referred to arbitration, the provisions of
the former local memorandum of understanding shall apply, unless
inconsistent with or in conflict with this Agreement. The Employer may
challenge a provision(s) of a local memorandum of understanding on
“inconsistent or in conflict” grounds only by making a reasonable claim
during the local implementation process that a provision(s) of the local
memorandum of understanding is inconsistent or in conflict with new or
amended provisions of the current National Agreement that did not exist in
the previous National Agreement, or with provisions that have been
amended subsequent to the effective date of the previous National
Agreement. If local management refuses to abide by a local memorandum
of understanding on “inconsistent or in conflict” grounds and an arbitrator
subsequently finds that local management had no reasonable basis for its
claim, the arbitrator is empowered to issue an appropriate remedy.
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In the event of a mid-term change or addition in the National Agreement,
local management may challenge a provision(s) of a local memorandum of
understanding subsequent to the local implementation period, but only by
making a reasonable claim that a provision(s) of a local memorandum of
understanding is inconsistent or in conflict with the changed provision(s) of
the National Agreement. The challenged provision(s) declared to be
inconsistent or in conflict with the National Agreement shall remain in effect
for 120 days from the date on which the Union is notified in writing of
management’s challenge or the date of an arbitrator’s award dealing with
management’s challenge, whichever is sooner.
[See Memo, page 196]
The Memorandum of Understanding, Article 30 – Local Implementation
Procedures, reprinted above, sets out the specific provisions for impasse of items
remaining in dispute. Either party may impasse and submit to interest arbitration
a provision in a LMOU that relates to one of the 20 items listed in Section 30.2.
Neither party, however, has the right to resort to impasse arbitration over subject
matters outside the 20 items.
Source: National Arbitration Award H0C-NA-C 3, Arbitrator R. Mittenthal, dated
July 12, 1993.
The parties have agreed that the time limits for appeal to Regional level
arbitration contained in the Memorandum of Understanding supersede the
language found in this section. The ten day period provided for in Section 30.3 is
overridden by the Memorandum of Understanding which provides 21 days.
Source: Letter from W. Flynn, NPMHU, to A. Wilson, USPS, dated June 19,
2002.
Question: If there is no agreement on a proposal as a result of local
implementation, and the proposal is not referred to the Area/Regional level
and/or to impasse arbitration, is the proposal thereby automatically adopted by
the local parties?
Answer: No. Where there is no agreement, and the matter is not referred to the
Area/Regional level or to arbitration, the provision(s), if any, of the former LMOU
shall apply unless inconsistent or in conflict with new or amended provisions of
the current National Agreement.
Management may challenge a local memorandum provision as in conflict or
inconsistent only by making a reasonable claim during the local implementation
process that a provision(s) of the LMOU is inconsistent or in conflict with new or
amended provisions in the current National Agreement that did not exist in the
previous National Agreement, or with provisions that have been amended
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subsequent to the effective date of the previous National Agreement. If local
management refuses to abide by the LMOU on “inconsistent or in conflict”
grounds and an arbitrator subsequently finds that local management had no
reasonable basis for its claim, the arbitrator is empowered to issue an
appropriate remedy. When management declares an item to be in conflict and/or
inconsistent during the local implementation period, the union has the burden to
appeal that item under the impasse procedures. Management may cease to
honor provisions of a LMOU which it deems to be in conflict or inconsistent with
the National Agreement after four months have elapsed following the conclusion
of the local implementation period.
Management may also make an in conflict or inconsistent challenge as a result of
a mid-term change or addition to the National Agreement that is made
subsequent to the local implementation period, but only by making a reasonable
claim that a provision(s) of the LMOU is inconsistent or in conflict with the
changed provision(s) of the National Agreement. In this circumstance, the local
memorandum provision must remain in effect for 120 days from the date that
management notified the union of the challenge or the date on which an
arbitrator rules on the challenge, whichever is sooner.
The parties have agreed that the introduction of the CIM does not constitute “new
or amended provisions” or “a mid-term change or addition” to the National
Agreement and that, therefore, it cannot be used as a basis to declare an item in
an existing Local Memorandum of Understanding inconsistent or in conflict with
the National Agreement.
Arbitrator Garrett declared that a proposal which may seem to seek a result in
conflict with the National Agreement, but which nonetheless seeks to deal with a
genuine problem within the scope of Article 30, still may provide a basis for good
faith negotiations. “Nothing in the present Article (XXX) authorizes a refusal to
negotiate concerning a local proposal, on one of the subjects delineated in
Paragraph (B) thereof.” However, “either party may and should resist agreement
upon any compromise or alternate solution which would conflict with the National
Agreement.”
Source: National Arbitration Award Impasse 78, Arbitrator S. Garrett, dated
October 28, 1974.
While the parties may discuss and implement language which is outside the
scope of the 20 items listed in Section 30.2, they are not required to do so.
Arbitrator Mittenthal ruled that it would take clear contractual language to prohibit
the local parties from negotiating a clause on a subject outside the listed items
and that no such language exists in Article 30. In this case, in which local
management in Helena, MT had agreed to restrict the re-labeling of carrier cases
to the regular carrier or T-6, the arbitrator ruled that the “exclusive right”
provisions of Article 3 did not prevent local management from agreeing to “limit
the assignment of particular work to particular employees. That was simply one
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of the options available to it. Because this Helena clause was hence within
Management’s powers, it can hardly be considered ‘inconsistent or in conflict
with’ Article III rights.”
Arbitrator Mittenthal added that the local parties are free if they wish to expand
their negotiating agenda to include subjects nowhere mentioned in Section 30.2,
but that neither party can be required to negotiate any subject outside those
listed.
Source: National Arbitration Award N8-W-0406, Arbitrator R. Mittenthal, dated
September 21, 1981.
B

An alleged violation of the terms of a memorandum of understanding shall
be subject to the grievance-arbitration procedure.

Once the LMOU is signed and implemented, its provisions are enforceable
through the grievance-arbitration procedures of Article 15. As noted above,
items which are in conflict and/or inconsistent with new or amended provisions of
the current National Agreement must be challenged by management during the
local implementation period. Also, management may make an in conflict and/or
inconsistent challenge as a result of a mid-term change or addition to the
National Agreement.
C

When installations are consolidated or when a new installation is
established, the parties shall conduct a thirty (30) day period of local
implementation, pursuant to Section 2. All proposals remaining in dispute
may be submitted to final and binding arbitration, with the written
authorization of the Union or the Vice President, Labor Relations. The
request for arbitration must be submitted in accordance with the
Memorandum of Understanding Re: Local Implementation.

This provision provides for the parties to conduct local implementation outside
the period provided in Section 30.2 in those limited instances where installations
are consolidated or a new installation is created.
D

Where the Postal Service, pursuant to Section 3A, submits a proposal
remaining in dispute to arbitration, which proposal seeks to change a
presently-effective Local Memorandum of Understanding, the Postal Service
shall have the burden of establishing that continuation of the existing
provision would represent an unreasonable burden to the Postal Service.

This provision establishes the burden of proof required where management
impasses an existing provision of a currently effective LMOU – that management
“shall have the burden of establishing that continuation of the existing provision
would represent an unreasonable burden to the Postal Service.” Note that the
union does not bear the same burden when it seeks to change a presently
effective LMOU provision.
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Section 30.4 Local Memorandum of Understanding
Subject to the local implementation provisions of this Article, at the conclusion of
the local negotiation period, the management representative and the Union
representative will sign a local memorandum of understanding for those items on
which agreement has been reached. Any items which remain in dispute and
which are subsequently resolved in accordance with the local implementation
provisions of this Article will be incorporated as an addendum to the local
memorandum of understanding. The format for the local memorandum shall be
as follows: This Memorandum of Understanding is entered into
on______________, 20____, at _____, between the representatives of the
United States Postal Service, and the designated agent of the National Postal
Mail Handlers Union, AFL-CIO, a Division of the Laborers' International Union of
North America, pursuant to the Local Implementation Article of the 2016 National
Agreement. This Memorandum of Understanding constitutes the entire
agreement on matters relating to local conditions of employment.
Section 30.4 sets out the procedures and specific language required for
executing the LMOU and provides for incorporation of items eventually resolved
through the impasse procedures.
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ARTICLE 31
UNION-MANAGEMENT COOPERATION
Section 31.1 Membership Solicitation
The Union may, through employees employed by the Employer, solicit
employees for membership in the Union and receive Union dues from employees
in non-work areas of the Employer's premises, provided such activity is carried
out in a manner which does not interfere with the orderly conduct of the
Employer's operation.
Section 31.1 specifies the right of the union to solicit employees for membership
and to receive dues payments from employees in non-work areas of postal
installations, subject to a requirement that the activity does not interfere with
postal operations.
Question: Are new employees permitted to fill out applications for membership
in the Union during employee orientation?
Answer: Yes. New employees can complete SF-1187, Authorization for
Deduction of Union Dues, during employee orientation. The completion of the
forms should be carried out in areas designated by management.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H4N-4J-C 2536, dated August 29, 1985.
Section 31.2 Electronic Communication
The Employer shall, on an accounting period basis, provide the Union at its
national headquarters with electronic communication containing information as
set forth in the Memorandum of Understanding regarding Article 31.
[See Memo and Letter, pages 198-199]
This language requires the Postal Service to provide specified detailed
information about each member of the mail handlers bargaining unit represented
by the NPMHU. The Union uses this information to conduct its representation
functions and administer its membership information system. The referenced
Memorandum of Understanding Article 31 – Computer Tape Accounting Period
Report, and a Letter of Intent Article 31 – Information/Reports outlining certain
additional reports and indicating their cost and frequency of production, are
reprinted at the end of this article.
Section 31.3 Information
A The Employer will make available for inspection by the Union all relevant
information necessary for collective bargaining or the enforcement,
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administration or interpretation of this Agreement, including information
necessary to determine whether to file or to continue the processing of a
grievance under this Agreement. Upon the written request of the Union, the
Employer will furnish such information, provided, however, that the
Employer may require the Union to reimburse the USPS for any costs
reasonably incurred in obtaining the information.
B Requests for information relating to purely local matters should be submitted
by the local Union representative to the installation head or designee. All
other requests for information should be directed by the Union to the Vice
President, Labor Relations.
C Nothing herein shall waive any rights the Union may have to obtain
information under the National Labor Relations Act, as amended.
This language sets forth the parameters for providing information when
requested by the union. Management must provide the union with all relevant
information necessary for collective bargaining or for the enforcement,
administration or interpretation of the agreement, including information necessary
to determine whether to file or to continue processing a grievance. The union’s
request for information must be made in writing.
The union is required only to give a description of the information it needs and to
make a reasonable claim that the information is needed to enforce or administer
the contract. An explanation of the relevance of the information is required; the
union is not permitted to conduct a “fishing expedition” into employer records.
Paragraph C of this section recognizes the Union’s legal right to obtain USPS
information under the National Labor Relations Act, which may be enforced
through the filing of an unfair labor practice complaint with the National Labor
Relations Board.
Examples of types of information covered by this provision include:
Employee attendance records;
Employee payroll records;
Documents in an employee’s official personnel file;
Internal USPS instructions and memoranda;
Employee disciplinary records;
Handbooks and manuals;
Reports and studies;
Seniority lists;
Overtime Desired List and Volunteer List records;
Bid records and
Postal Inspection Service Investigative Memoranda (IM) relating to
employee discipline.
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Settlements and arbitration awards have addressed the Union’s entitlement to
information in certain specific areas:
A completed PS Form 2608, Supervisor’s Step 1 Grievance Summary, will be
provided upon request at Step 2 or at any subsequent step of the grievance
procedure.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H1M-1J-C 10717, dated March 22, 1984.
Any and all information upon which the parties rely to support their position in a
grievance is to be exchanged between the representatives to assure that every
effort is made to resolve the grievance at the lowest possible level.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H8C-5K-C 14259, dated April 23, 1981.
Minutes of Quality of Work Life meetings must be submitted to a nonparticipating union when that union asserts a need for specific minutes in order to
determine whether or not to file a grievance and provides a reasonable
explanation of that need.
Source: National Arbitration Award H4T-2A-C 36687, Arbitrator R. Mittenthal,
dated November 16, 1990.
Restricted sick leave lists will be provided upon union request, pursuant to the
routine use provisions of the Privacy Act.
Source: Pre-arbitration Settlement H8C-5D-C 8083, dated April 14, 1981.
Question: What is the proper level at which the Union should generate and file
requests for information relating to purely local matters?
Answer: Requests relating to purely local matters should be submitted by the
local union representative to the installation head or his/her designee.
Information regarding costs chargeable for providing information to the union is
found in Chapter 4 of the AS-353; note that the union is in the AS-353 category
of “All Other Requesters.” Currently, the AS-353 provides for the waiver of
information fees for the first 100 pages of duplication and the first 2 hours of
search time; after the first 100 pages, duplication costs are charged at the rate of
$0.15 per page. While relevant excerpts from that handbook are reprinted below,
a review of the complete AS-353 language is recommended.
4-6.2 Aggregate Requests
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When a custodian reasonably believes that a requester is attempting to
break a request down into a series of requests to avoid fees, the custodian
may aggregate the requests and charge accordingly. Multiple requests
pertaining to unrelated subject matters are not aggregated. Requests
made by more than one requester may be aggregated when a custodian
has a concrete basis to conclude that requesters are acting together to
avoid fees.
4-6.5 How to Assess Fees
a. Fees Not Assessed. The Postal Service does not charge for
responding to the following: requests for records if fees do not exceed $10
...
Question: How are payments for requested information handled?
Answer: The union agrees that it will be required to reimburse the Postal
Service for any costs reasonably incurred in gathering requested information, in
keeping with the provisions of the ASM (now AS-353). Management should
provide the union with an estimate of the fees involved and may require payment
in advance. Thus, requests for information should not be denied solely due to
compliance being burdensome and/or time consuming.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H4C-1K-C 41761, dated June 14, 1988.
Section 31.4 Committee
The Employer and the Union, believing that improvements in the work life can
heighten employee job satisfaction, enhance organizational effectiveness, and
increase the quality of service and that these objectives can be best
accomplished by joint effort, hereby continue, at the national level, a joint
Committee to Improve the Quality of Work Life.
(The preceding Article, Article 31, shall apply to Mail Handler Assistant
employees.)
This paragraph establishes the Quality of Work Life or QWL process as part of
the parties’ contractual relationship.
The following Memorandum of Understanding is referenced in Section 31.2.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
ARTICLE 31 - ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION ACCOUNTING PERIOD
REPORT
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Pursuant to the provisions of Article 31 of the National Agreement, the Employer
shall, on an accounting period basis, provide the Union with electronic
communication containing the following information on those in the bargaining
units:
1. SSN
2. Last Name
3. First Initial
4. Middle Initial
5. Address
6. City
7. State
8. ZIP Code
9. Post Office Name
10. PO State
11. PO ZIP
12. PO Finance Number
13. PO CAG

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Rate Schedule
Nature of Action
Effective Date
Pay Grade
Pay Step
Health Benefit Plan
Designation Activity
Enter on Duty Date
Retire on Date
Layoff
Occupation Code
Pay Location

Social Security Numbers (SSNs) will continue to be provided to the National
Office of the National Postal Mail Handlers Union. The NPMHU will ensure that
all SSNs provided will be kept confidential.
Employee Identification Numbers (EINs) will be provided to the National Office of
the NPMHU, and in place of SSNs to Union Officials at the Local Level.
In keeping with the parties’ interest in protecting the confidentiality of employees’
SSNs, and in reducing the possibility of identity theft, they agreed that
dissemination of SSNs would be limited to the National Office of the Union.
Reports provided to the Local Unions that previously contained SSNs will now
provide Employee Identification Numbers in their place.

LETTER OF INTENT
ARTICLE 31 - INFORMATION/REPORTS
As a result of the discussions held regarding Article 31 of the National
Agreement, the Employer shall provide to the Union the information and reports
listed below at the frequency designated. The Union shall compensate the
Postal Service for its actual costs associated with the systems, programming and
production, unless specifically indicated otherwise.
The information and reports shall be provided through the Office of the Vice
President, Labor Relations, at the costs and frequencies listed below:
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INFORMATION/REPORT

COST

FREQUENCY

1. ORPES Report

No Cost

Accounting Period

2. National Payroll Hours
Summary Report

No Cost

Accounting Period

3. 200 Man-Year Report

No Cost

Accounting Period

4. Listing of Associate
Offices, Districts, Areas

No Cost

Accounting Period

5. Dues Check-Off With Full
First Name and Union
Anniversary Date

No Cost

Pay Period

Actual cost
not to
exceed
$2500

Annual

No Cost

Accounting Period

6. Safety Data - from
Form 1769 (without
employee identification;
with scrambled social
security numbers)
7. Financial and Operations
Statement Summary

Additionally, in January of each year of this Agreement, the Postal Service shall
provide the Union, at its request, with electronic communication
containing the information it agreed to provide it on its membership in 2016 from
the following files:
1. Salary History File
2. Hours History File
3. Employee Master File
4. W-2 Information/Gross Salary File
All actual costs associated with the systems, programming and production of the
information shall be borne by the Union, although the Postal Service shall make
reasonable efforts to retain and reuse the computer programs used in previous
years.
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Since the methods, means and types of information collected by the Postal Service
are subject to change, the availability of any information or reports are dependent
solely on the Postal Service’s determination to keep such records.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
EDUCATION AND TRAINING FUND
It is hereby recognized and acknowledged by the United States Postal Service
and the National Postal Mail Handlers Union, AFL-CIO, a Division of The
Laborers’ International Union of North America, that there is a need to further
expand and improve the education and training opportunities of both supervisors
and employees. Further, the parties recognize that there is a need to provide
both supervisors and employees with opportunities to study and explore new and
innovative joint approaches to achieving organizational effectiveness and an
overall improved labor/management climate.
In keeping with this objective, the parties agree to continue during the term of this
National Agreement the Joint Education and Training Fund for the purposes of
providing education and training in the following areas:
A. Contract Training
B. Labor/Management Relations
C.
Such other purposes as the members of the National Committee
may mutually agree upon.
This activity shall be administered by a Joint National Committee comprised of
six persons, three appointed by the Employer and three by the Union. The
Committee shall set policy, suggest and approve education and training
programs.
The parties shall also establish a Local Joint Education and Training Committee.
It shall be established on a District basis. The Local Committee representation
shall be comprised of two members each from the respective local parties. The
purpose of the Local Committee is to select and suggest various programs best
suited for their District from a menu of programs developed and approved by the
National Committee.
The Employer shall make available $1,000,000.00 per year for the Joint
Education and Training Committee for each Fiscal Year covered by the 2016
National Agreement. In the event that the maximum allowable annual
contribution of the Employer is not used, the remainder shall not carry over to the
succeeding fiscal year and no funds will be carried beyond the term of the 2016
Agreement. The Fund shall be supervised by the Joint National Committee.
However, the disbursement of any expenditures must be authorized by the
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appointed chairpersons of each of the respective parties. The appointment of
such shall be in writing and provided to each of the parties.
This Memorandum of Understanding established the jointly-administered
Education and Training Fund, which provides money for each Fiscal Year
covered by the 2016 National Agreement to provide continuing education and
training with regard to the contract, labor-management relations and other
matters identified by the national committee administering the program.
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ARTICLE 32
SUBCONTRACTING
Section 32.1 General Principles
A The Employer will give due consideration to public interest, cost, efficiency,
availability of equipment, and qualification of employees when evaluating
the need to subcontract.
This section sets forth the factors which the Postal Service must consider in
evaluating the need to subcontract.
B The Employer will give advance notification to the Union at the national level
when subcontracting which will have a significant impact on bargaining unit
work is being considered and will meet with the Union while developing the
initial Comparative Analysis Report. The Employer will consider the Union's
views on costs and other factors, together with proposals to avoid
subcontracting and proposals to minimize the impact of any subcontracting.
A statement of the Union’s views and proposals will be included in the initial
Comparative Analysis and in any Decision Analysis Report relating to the
subcontracting under consideration. No final decision on whether or not
such work will be contracted out will be made until the matter is discussed
with the Union.
This section requires that the Postal Service give advance notice to the NPMHU
at the national level when subcontracting is being considered which will have a
“significant impact” on bargaining unit work and meet with the Union while
developing the initial Comparative Analysis Report and consider the Union’s
views on costs and other factors and its proposals on how to avoid
subcontracting or to minimize its impact. A statement of the Union’s views and
proposals will be included in that initial Comparative Analysis and any related
Decision Analysis Report.
Section 32.2 Special Provisions
A The Employer and the Union agree that at processing and distribution
facilities or post offices where mail handler craft employees are assigned
and on duty on the platform at the time a star route vehicle is being loaded
or unloaded exclusively by a star route contract driver, a mail handler(s) will
assist in loading and unloading the star route vehicle, unless such
requirement delays the scheduled receipt and dispatch of mail or alters the
routing or affects the safety requirements provided in the star route contract.
B At offices where this Section is applicable, the schedules of mail handlers
will not be changed nor will the number of mail handlers be augmented
solely on the basis of this Section.
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This section provides that, except in limited specified circumstances, mail
handlers will assist the contract driver in loading and unloading a star route
vehicle when mail handler craft employees are assigned and on duty on the
platform when the star route vehicle is being loaded and/or unloaded by a
contract driver.
Section 32.3 Committee
Subcontracting is a proper subject for discussion at Labor-Management
Committee meetings at the national level provided in Article 38.
(The preceding Article, Article 32, shall apply to Mail Handler Assistant
employees.)
See also Article 38.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
ARTICLE 32
In addition to the cap on the MHAs set forth in paragraph 7.1C3 above, the Board
acknowledges that the parties may agree upon the use of additional MHAs in
other circumstances, when new or contracted work is brought in-house. In
addition, whenever contracting-out or in-sourcing is under consideration, the
Union may propose different hourly rates for such MHAs to ensure
competitiveness with outside services.
Under the 2016 National Agreement, the parties commit to re-establishing
their Subcontracting Committee and continuing their discussions about the
possibility of returning mail handler work from Surface transportation Centers
(STC), Mail Transport Equipment Service Centers (MTEC), and the bedloading
project. The Committee will consider all relevant factors when discussing the
issue outlined above, to include cost, operational efficiency, availability of
equipment, and qualification of employees. In addition, any MHA employees
utilized as referenced in paragraph 1 will not count against existing non-career
caps.
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ARTICLE 33
PROMOTIONS
Section 33.1 General Principles
The Employer agrees to place particular emphasis upon career advancement
opportunities. First opportunity for promotions will be given to qualified career
employees. The Employer will assist employees to improve their own skills
through training and self-help programs, and will continue to expand the Postal
Employee Development Center concept.
This section provides that the Postal Service will seek to fill career positions by
making them available to qualified career employees prior to hiring new
employees. Further, this section obligates the postal Service to assist
employees seeking advancement through training and self-help programs.
The Postal Service is committed to the principle of promotions from within, with
emphasis upon career advancement opportunities.
Source: Step 4 Grievance M-NAT-17, dated February 27, 1974.
Postal Employee Development Centers (PEDC) are field units located in Districts
that provide area-wide training and development support services for all postal
personnel on a continuing basis. The primary mission of the PEDC is to
contribute to and foster improved employee job performance. The PEDC also
provides counseling to help employees pursue career and self-development
goals.
Source: Employee and Labor Relations Manual Chapter 7, Section 722.1
Self-development training is training that is taken to attain self-determined goals
or career objectives that are not directly related to the employee’s current job.
Source: Employee and Labor Relations Manual Chapter 7, Section 711.421.
Section 33.2 Bargaining Unit Promotions
A When an opportunity for promotion to a bargaining unit position exists in an
installation, an announcement shall be posted on official bulletin boards
soliciting applications from employees in the bargaining unit. Bargaining
unit employees meeting the qualifications for the position shall be given first
consideration. Qualifications shall include, but not be limited to, ability to
perform the job, merit, experience, knowledge, and physical ability. Where
there are qualified applicants, the best qualified applicant shall be selected;
however, if there is no appreciable difference in the qualifications of the best
of the qualified applicants and the Employer selects from among such
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applicants, seniority shall be the determining factor. Written examinations
shall not be controlling in determining qualifications. If no bargaining unit
employee is selected for the promotion, the Employer will solicit applications
from all other qualified employees within the installation.
B Promotions to positions enumerated in Article 12 of this Agreement shall be
made in accordance with such Article by selection of the senior qualified
employee bidding for the position.
Question: Are promotions to higher level positions in the mail handler craft filled
by senior employees or by best qualified employees?
Answer: Promotions to higher level positions in the mail handler craft,
enumerated in Article 12, shall be made by selection of the senior qualified
employee bidding for the position.
Mail handlers are eligible to apply for the best qualified positions of Examination
Specialist, as outlined in Article 12 (Section 12.2H3), and Console Operator.
These positions, however, are assigned to the craft of the successful applicant
and are not exclusive to any one particular craft. When a mail handler is the
successful applicant, these positions are designated to the mail handler craft.
Where more than one applicant is qualified, the best qualified of the applicants is
selected. Where there is no appreciable difference in the qualifications of the
best of the qualified applicants, and the Postal Service selects from among those
applicants, seniority shall be the determining factor.
In addition, Mail handler craft employees may apply, also on a best-qualified
basis, for Office Machine Operator, MH-5.
They may also apply on a best-qualified basis for the positions of Accounting
Technician, PS-6, and Training Technician, PEDC, PS-6; however, the
successful applicants for these positions will be assigned to the clerk craft.
Section 33.3 Examinations
When an examination is given, there shall be no unreasonable limitation on the
number of examinations that may be taken by an applicant.
Question: Are examinations given on or off the clock?
Answer: In-service examinations are to be conducted on a no-gain no-loss
basis. Management will not intentionally schedule in-service examinations in
order to avoid any payment applicable under the no-gain no-loss principle.
Source: Pre-arbitration Settlement H8C-4B-C 29625, dated November 21, 1983.
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Question: Are job interviews given on or off the clock?
Answer: Job interviews are to be conducted on a no-gain, no-loss basis.
Management will not intentionally schedule job interviews in order to avoid any
payment applicable under the no-gain, no-loss principle.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H4C-1M-C 5833, dated March 7, 1986.
Question: How many times can an employee take an examination?
Answer: When an examination is given, there shall be no unreasonable
limitation on the number of examinations that may be taken by an applicant.
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ARTICLE 34
WORK AND/OR TIME STANDARDS
Section 34.1 Statement of Principle
The principle of a fair day's work for a fair day's pay is recognized by the parties
to this Agreement.
Section 34.2 Union Notification
A The Employer agrees that any work measurement systems or time or work
standards shall be fair, reasonable and equitable. The Employer agrees
that the Union will be kept informed during the making of time or work
studies which are to be used as a basis for changing current or instituting
new work measurement systems or work or time standards. The Employer
agrees that the Union may designate a representative who may enter postal
installations for purposes of observing the making of time or work studies
which are to be used as the basis for changing current or instituting new
work measurement systems or work or time standards.
B The Employer agrees that before changing any current or instituting any
new work measurement systems or work or time standards, it will notify the
Union as far in advance as practicable, but not less than 15 days in
advance.
C When the Employer determines the need to implement any new nationally
developed and nationally applicable work or time standards, it will first
conduct a test or tests of the standards in one or more installations. The
Employer will notify the Union at least 15 days in advance of any such test.
D If such test is deemed by the Employer to be satisfactory and it
subsequently intends to convert the tests to live implementation in the test
cities, it will notify the Union at least 30 days in advance of such intended
implementation.
The parties recognize the principle of a fair day’s work for a fair day’s pay. In
addition, the parties agree that the Postal Service can introduce new work
measurement systems and establish new time or work standards, as long as
those systems or standards are fair, reasonable and equitable.
These provisions of Article 34 further require that, before making any changes in
current or instituting any new work measurement systems or work or time
standards, the Postal Service will give timely advance notification to the Union.
In addition, the Union will be kept informed during the making of time or work
studies which are to be used as a basis for changing current or instituting new
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work measurement systems or work or time standards, and the Union may
designate a representative to observe such studies in postal installations.
Should the Postal Service determine a need to implement any new nationally
developed and nationally applicable work or time standards, it first will conduct a
test or tests of those standards in one or more installations. The Union will
receive at least 15 days advance notice of such a test. Finally, the last
paragraph of Section 34.2 requires that the Postal Service will notify the Union at
least 30 days in advance of any live implementation of satisfactory tests of
changes in work or time standards.
Question: Can management establish goals and objectives for employees in a
specific work unit?
Answer: Yes. Management may establish goals and objectives for employees
in specific work units. However, as provided by Section 34.2B, the Postal
Service agrees that before changing any current or instituting any new work
measurement systems or work or time standards, it will notify the Union as far in
advance as practicable, but not less than 15 days in advance.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H1M-5L-C 20301, dated October 4, 1984.
Question: Can management use average times as a criterion for measuring
employees’ performance?
Answer: The parties agree that Article 34 embodies mutual recognition of the
principles of a fair day’s work for a fair day’s pay. The parties also agree that
discipline cannot be imposed on one mail handler solely because he/she fails to
perform at the same level as another.
Source: Step 4 Grievance H4M-3P-C 28212, dated December 8, 1994.
Section 34.3 Difference Resolution
Within a reasonable time not to exceed 10 days after the receipt of such notice,
the Union and the Employer shall meet for the purpose of resolving any
differences that may arise concerning such proposed work measurement
systems or work or time standards.
Section 34.3 establishes clear time limits during which the parties will meet, after
the Union’s receipt of notice of live implementation, to resolve any differences
concerning the proposed work measurement systems or work or time standards.
Section 34.4 Grievance and Arbitration
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A If no agreement is reached within five days after the meetings begin, the
Union may initiate a grievance at the national level. If no grievance is
initiated, the Employer will implement the new work or time standards at its
discretion.
B If a grievance is filed and is unresolved within 10 days, and the Union
decides to arbitrate, the matter must be submitted to priority arbitration by
the Union within 5 days. The conversion from a test basis to live
implementation may proceed in the test cities, except as provided in Section
34.5.
C The arbitrator's award will be issued no later than 60 days after the
commencement of the arbitration hearing. During the period prior to the
issuance of the arbitrator's award, the new work or time standards will not
be implemented beyond the test cities, and no new tests of the new
standards will be initiated. Data gathering efforts or work or time studies,
however, may be conducted during this period in any installation.
D The issue before the arbitrator will be whether the national concepts
involved in the new work or time standards are fair, reasonable and
equitable.
E In the event the arbitrator rules that the national concepts involved in the
new work or time standards are not fair, reasonable and equitable, such
standards may not be implemented by the Employer until they are modified
to comply with the arbitrator's award. In the event the arbitrator rules that
the national concepts involved in the new work or time standards are fair,
reasonable and equitable, the Employer may implement such standards in
any installation. No further grievances concerning the national concepts
involved may be initiated.
Section 34.4 provides that if no grievance is filed by the Union at the National
level, the Postal Service may implement the new work or time standards at its
discretion. If a grievance is filed by the Union at the National level and is
unresolved after 10 days, the matter may be submitted to priority arbitration by
the Union; any such submission must be made within 5 days. While the dispute
is pending, live implementation of the new or changed work measurement
system or work or time standard may occur in the test sites (except as provided
in Section 34.5 hereunder.)
As noted, while the arbitrator’s decision is pending, the new systems or
standards will not be implemented beyond the test cities. During this interim
period, however, the Postal Service may continue to gather data or conduct
related time studies in any other facility pending receipt of the arbitration
decision.
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The issue before the arbitrator will be whether the national concepts involved in
the new work or time standards are fair, reasonable and equitable.
Question: Is there any recourse if the Union and Management do not agree on
proposed work measurement systems or work and/or time standards?
Answer: The Union may file a grievance at the National level to determine
whether the new system or standard is fair, reasonable and equitable.
Section 34.5 Union Studies
After receipt of notification provided for in Section 2.D of this Article, the Union
shall be permitted to make time or work studies in the test cities. The Union shall
notify the Employer within ten (10) days of its intent to conduct such studies. The
Union studies shall not exceed ninety (90) days, from the date of such notice,
during which time the Employer agrees to postpone implementation in the test
cities. There shall be no disruption of operations or of the work of employees
due to the making of such studies. Upon request, the Union shall be permitted to
examine relevant available technical information, including final data worksheets,
that were used by the Employer in the establishment of the new or changed work
or time standards. The Employer is to be kept informed during the making of
such Union studies and, upon the Employer's request, the Employer shall be
permitted to examine relevant available technical information, including final data
worksheets, relied upon by the Union.
(The preceding Article, Article 34, shall apply to Mail Handler Assistant
employees.)
This section provides that, after receiving the notification required by Section
34.2D, the Union may conduct its own time or work studies in the test cities.
These studies may not exceed 90 days, and during this period the Postal Service
agrees to postpone implementation in the test cities.
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ARTICLE 35
ALCOHOL AND DRUG RECOVERY PROGRAMS
Section 35.1 Programs
A The Employer and the Union express strong support for programs of
self-help. The Employer shall provide and maintain a program which shall
encompass the education, identification, referral, guidance and follow-up of
those employees afflicted by the disease of Alcoholism and/or Drug Abuse.
When an employee is referred to EAP by the Employer, the EAP counselor
will have a reasonable period of time to evaluate the employee's progress in
the program. The parties will meet at the national level at least once every 6
months to discuss existing and new programs. This program of
labor-management cooperation shall support the continuation of the EAP
Program, at the current level. In addition, the Employer will give full
consideration to expansion of the EAP Program where warranted.
B An employee's voluntary participation in such programs will be considered
favorably in disciplinary action proceedings.
C In offices having EAP Programs the status and progress of the program,
including improving methods for identifying alcoholism and drug abuse at its
early stages and encouraging employees to obtain treatment without delay,
will be proper agenda items for discussion at the local regularly scheduled
Labor-Management Committee meetings as provided for in Article 38. Such
discussion shall not breach the confidentiality of EAP participants.
The Employee Assistance Program (EAP) is designed to assist employees and
their immediate families in recovering from alcoholism and drug abuse and in
dealing with other problems in a formal, non-disciplinary setting. The EAP helps
employees and their immediate families through consultation, evaluation,
counseling, and/or referral to community resources and treatment facilities.
Participation in the EAP is voluntary and will not place the employee’s job
security or promotional opportunities in jeopardy. However, participation in the
EAP does not shield the employee from discipline or prosecution. The EAP is a
confidential program, subject to the provisions of Section 940 of the Employee
and Labor Relations Manual.
Question: If an employee enrolls in the EAP, should such enrollment be
considered favorably in disciplinary action proceedings?
Answer: Yes. An employee’s voluntary participation in the program will be
considered favorably in disciplinary action proceedings.
Question: Is management prohibited from taking disciplinary action while an
employee is enrolled in the EAP?
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Answer: No. Although voluntary participation in EAP will be given favorable
consideration in disciplinary action, participation in EAP does not prohibit
disciplinary action for failure to meet acceptable standards of work performance,
attendance and/or conduct. Furthermore, participation in EAP does not shield an
employee from discipline or from prosecution for criminal activities.
Source: Employee and Labor Relations Manual (ELM) Chapter 9, Section
941.32.
Question: Will participation in EAP jeopardize an employee’s promotional
opportunities?
Answer: Participation in EAP will not jeopardize an employee’s job security or
promotional opportunities.
Source: ELM Chapter 9, Section 941.31
Section 35.2 Referral Information
In Postal installations having professional medical units, the Employer will insure
that the professional staffs maintain a current listing of all local community
federally-approved drug treatment agencies for referring employees with such
problems. A copy of this community listing will be given to the local union
representative.
(The preceding Article, Article 35, shall apply to Mail Handler Assistant
employees.)
Due to changes in the Employee and Labor Relations Manual (ELM), Section
942.221, Management Referrals, now provides that management may refer an
employee to EAP using the EAP referral form if the supervisor or manager
observes such characteristics as listed in Section 942.21or has some other
reason to believe that the EAP could provide needed assistance to the
employee. The employee, however, has the option to refuse the referral, and
he/she cannot be disciplined for refusing the referral.
Employees also may be referred to EAP by other employees, union
representatives, management association representatives, medical personnel,
family members, or judicial or social service agencies. Employees are also
encouraged to seek assistance on their own.
Question: Are there exceptions to the employee’s option to refuse a
management referral to EAP?
Answer: Yes. In instances when there is a Last Chance Agreement, or when
the employee has signed a settlement agreement agreeing to participate in the
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EAP, the employee can be disciplined for noncompliance with the terms of the
signed agreement.
Source: ELM Chapter 9, Section 942.221
Question: Is the first visit to EAP on the clock?
Answer: An employee’s first visit to EAP is on the clock, whether the visit is
initiated by management, the union representative, or the employee concerned,
unless the employee prefers to visit the EAP unit on his or her time. Subsequent
consultations are on the employee’s own time.
Source: ELM Chapter 9, Section 941.35
Question: What types of leave will be considered if an employee participates in
an inpatient treatment program?
Answer: In cases in which hospitalization or detoxification is recommended,
requests for sick leave, leave without pay, annual leave, or advanced sick leave
are the responsibility of the employee and will be given careful consideration by
management.
Source: ELM Chapter 9, Section 942.32
Question: Is there confidentiality associated with EAP?
Answer: Confidentiality is the cornerstone of EAP counseling. EAP counselors
are bound by very strict codes of ethics, as well as federal and state laws,
requiring that information learned from counseled employees remains private.
EAP counselors have licenses and master’s degrees in their fields of expertise.
Management officials and union officials have no right to breach the
confidentiality of EAP counseling sessions. What an EAP counselor learns in
confidential counseling or other treatment of an employee may be released only
with the employee’s completely voluntary, written consent, or upon the order of a
court of law.
Information regarding participation in EAP counseling is confidential pursuant to
the provisions of ELM 944.4. Due to the importance of this subject, Section
944.4 is reprinted hereunder in its entirety.
Source: ELM Chapter 9, Section 944.4.
944
944.41

Disclosure
General
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944.411

Usual Recipients
Information identifying substance abuse program participants, whether or
not such information is recorded, may be disclosed as follows:

944.412

a.

To medical personnel outside the Postal Service to the extent
necessary to meet a bona fide medical emergency involving the EAP
participant.

b.

To qualified personnel, with the written authorization of the vice
president of Employee Resource Management, for purposes of
conducting scientific research or program audits or evaluation.
However, under no circumstances may any personally identifiable
information be disclosed in the resulting evaluation, research, or audit
reports

c.

To a court, under the following circumstances:
(1)

When authorized by a court order upon showing of good cause,
such as when necessary to protect against an existing threat to
life or of bodily injury, or in connection with the investigation or
prosecution of a crime.

(2)

In litigation or an administrative proceeding when authorized by
the trier of fact, when the EAP participant offers testimony or
other evidence pertaining to the content of his or her EAP
participation. Counsel should be contacted for assistance in
both evaluating the order and in determining the extent to which
information must be released.

d.

To any person when the EAP participant gives prior written consent to
disclose information. This consent specifies the nature and scope of
the topics to be released, to whom information is to be released, the
purpose of the disclosure, and the date on which the consent
terminates.

e.

To a person in any situation in which the EAP counselor has a duty to
warn.

f.

To an expert, consultant, or other individual who is under contract to
the Postal Service to fulfill an agency function, but only to the extent
necessary to fulfill that function, and in accordance with the Privacy Act
restrictions as listed under 39 CFR 266.6.

Limitation of Disclosure
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In all cases cited in 944.411, only information that is absolutely necessary to
satisfy the recipient’s business or medical need is to be disclosed.
944.42
944.421

Criminal Activity
EAP Records
EAP counseling records or personnel may not be used to initiate or
substantiate any criminal charges against an EAP participant or to conduct
any investigation of a participant, except as authorized by a court order for
good cause.

944.422

Limitation of Confidentiality
If an employee who is an EAP counseling participant reveals the
commission or intended commission of serious criminal activity, the EAP
counselor is not prohibited from disclosing that information so long as the
employee is not identified as an EAP counseling program participant.
Confidentiality does not apply in any of the following cases:
a. A crime is committed on EAP premises or against EAP counselor
personnel or a threat to commit such a crime is made.
b. Incidents occur in which information must be reported as required by
state law; for example, mandatory reporting of child abuse and/or
neglect (elder abuse in some states).
c. For a disclosure that may be required by elements of the criminal justice
system because they have referred employees who are EAP
participants.
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ARTICLE 36
CREDIT UNIONS AND TRAVEL
Section 36.1 Credit Unions
A In the event the Union or its local Unions (whether called Area Locals or by
other names) presently operate or shall hereafter establish and charter
credit unions, the Employer shall, without charge, authorize and provide
space, if available, for the operation of such credit unions in Federal
buildings, in other than workroom space.
B Any postal employee who is an employee of any such credit union or an
officer, official, or Board member of any such credit union, shall, if such
employee can be spared, be granted annual leave or leave without pay, at
the option of the employee, for up to eight (8) hours daily, to perform credit
union duties.
Question: What are the Postal Service’s obligations with regard to providing
space for credit unions in Federal buildings?
Answer: If space is available, the Postal Service will authorize a suitable
location (other than workroom floor space) for credit unions in postal buildings. If
the area is accessible through the workroom only, membership in the credit union
is restricted to USPS employees (active and retired). Other federal employees in
the same building may not join unless the credit union is situated so that it is
unnecessary to enter the postal workroom. Credit union business cannot be
conducted from any post office service window.
Source: Employee and Labor Relations Manual Section 613.2.
Question: Are employees entitled to USPS compensation for performing credit
union duties?
Answer: No. Postal employees who are employees, officers, officials, or board
members of employee credit unions are not entitled to USPS compensation for
credit union duties. Such employees have the option of using annual leave or
leave without pay for up to 8 hours per day to perform credit union activities,
provided that they can be spared from their regular duties.
Section 36.2 Travel, Subsistence and Transportation
A The Employer shall continue the current travel, subsistence and
transportation program.
B Employees will be paid a mileage allowance for the use of privately-owned
automobiles for travel on official business when authorized by the Employer
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equal to the standard mileage rate for use of a privately-owned automobile
as authorized by the General Services Administration (GSA). Any change in
the GSA standard mileage rate for use of a privately-owned automobile will
be put into effect by the Employer within sixty (60) days of the effective date
of the GSA change.
Most disputes that arise under Section 36.2 pertain to compensation for travel
time and/or compensation for mileage. The parties at the National level agree
that the appropriate handbook provisions – including the regulations contained in
Section 438 of the Employee and Labor Relations Manual (ELM) and Handbook
F-15, Travel and Relocation -- generally provide sufficient guidance to resolve
any disagreement and that such disputes must be resolved based on the fact
circumstances of each individual case.
Question: Does commuting time to and from an employee’s home and the
employee’s official duty station qualify as compensable travel?
Answer: No. Commuting time before or after the regular workday between an
employee’s home and official duty station, or any other location within the local
commuting area, is a normal incident of employment and is not compensable.
Source: ELM Section 438.121
Question: How is the “local commuting area” defined?
Answer: The local commuting area is the suburban area immediately
surrounding the employee’s official duty station and within a radius of 50 miles.
Source: ELM Section 438.11b
Question: If an employee is called back to work after the completion of his or
her regular work day, does the employee qualify for reimbursement for the travel
involved?
Answer: Commuting time to and from work is also not compensable when an
employee is called back to work after the completion of the regular work day,
unless the employee is called back to work at a location other than his or her
regular work site.
Source: ELM Section 438.122
Question: Are there circumstances under which travel time is compensable
when management sends an employee to work in another facility?
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Answer: Time spent at any time during a service day by an eligible employee in
travel from one job site to another within a local commuting area without a break
in duty status is compensable.
Source: ELM Section 438.132a.
Question: Is an employee entitled to compensation for time spent commuting
between locations when employed to work on a permanent basis at more than
one location in the same service day?
Answer: The time spent commuting between the locations in these
circumstances is not compensable travel time, provided there is a break in duty
status between the work performed in the different locations. A break in duty
status occurs when an employee is completely relieved from duty for a period of
at least 1 hour that may be used for the employee’s own purposes. This 1 hour
or greater period must be in addition to the actual time spent in travel and the
normal meal period, if the normal meal period occurs during the time interval
between the work at the different locations.
Source: ELM Section 438.123.
Question: Does compensable travel time count towards an employee’s work
hours and overtime hours?
Answer: Compensable travel time is counted as worktime for pay purposes and
is included in hours worked in excess of 8 hours in a day, 40 hours in a week, or
on a nonscheduled day for a full-time employee, for the determination of overtime
for eligible employees.
Source: ELM Section 438.15a.
Question: When can an employee use a privately-owned vehicle for postal
business purposes?
Answer: An employee may receive approval when the appropriate official
determines that using a privately-owned vehicle will be advantageous to the
Postal Service.
Source: F-15 Handbook, Travel and Relocation, Section 5-5.1.1.a.
Question: What is the mileage allowance paid to employees for the use of
privately-owned automobiles for travel on official business authorized by the
Postal Service?
Answer: The mileage allowance for use of privately-owned automobiles for
travel is equal to the standard mileage rate for use of a privately-owned
automobile as authorized by the General Services Administration (GSA).
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C All travel for job-related training will be considered compensable work
hours.
(The preceding Article, Article 36, shall apply to Mail Handler Assistant
employees.)
When mail handlers remain overnight on travel for job-related training, their travel
time will be considered work hours for compensation purposes. Travel time is
the time spent by a mail handler moving from one location to another during
which no productive work is performed. It includes time spent traveling between
his/her residence, airports, training facilities and hotels (portal to portal).
Management must provide prior approval for overnight travel.
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ARTICLE 37
SPECIAL PROVISIONS
Section 37.1 Mail Handler Watchmen
Former mail handler watchmen, whose positions have been abolished, shall
continue to be treated in accordance with the seniority, posting and reassignment
provisions of this Agreement.
The Postal Reorganization Act of 1970, in Sections 1201 and 1202 of Title 39 of
the United States Code, excludes “any individual employed as a security guard”
from the production and maintenance bargaining units of the Postal Service.
Mail handler watchmen positions have been eliminated, first through attrition and
then through the procedures required by Article 12.
As stated in this section, former watchmen previously represented by the
NPMHU, whose positions have been abolished, shall continue to be treated in
accordance with the seniority, posting, and reassignment provisions of the
National Agreement.
Section 37.2 Inspection of Lockers
The Employer agrees that, except in matters where there is reasonable cause to
suspect criminal activity, a steward or the employee shall be given the
opportunity to be present at any inspection of employees' lockers. For a general
inspection where employees have had prior notification of at least a week, the
above is not applicable.
For any inspection of an employee’s locker that is not based on reasonable
cause to suspect criminal activity, or any general inspection of lockers where
employees have not had prior notification of at least a week, either a steward or
the employee(s) affected shall be given the opportunity to be present at the
inspection.
Section 37.3 Local Distribution of Personnel Action Roster Notices
Copies of information bulletins, which contain notification of personnel changes
and are currently posted on post office bulletin boards, will be given to the Mail
Handler's Union on a regular basis.
Section 37.4 Energy Shortages
In the event of an energy crisis, the Employer shall make every reasonable
attempt to secure a high priority from the appropriate Federal agency to obtain
the fuel necessary for the satisfactory maintenance of postal operations. In such
a case, or in the event of any serious widespread energy shortage, the Employer
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and the Union shall meet and discuss the problems and proposed solutions
through the Labor-Management Committee provided in Article 38.
(The preceding Section, Article 37.4, shall apply to Mail Handler Assistant
employees.)
Section 37.5 Local Policy on Telephones
The parties recognize that telephones are for official USPS business. However,
the Employer at the local level shall establish a policy for the use of telephones
by designated Union representatives for legitimate business related to the
administration of this Agreement, subject to sound business judgment and
practices.
The Postal Service at the local level is required to establish a policy, subject to
sound business judgment and practices, for the use of telephones by designated
Union representatives for legitimate business related to the administration of the
National Agreement.
Section 37.6 Fatigue
The subject of fatigue, as it relates to the safety and health of mail handler
employees, is a proper subject for discussion in local Joint Labor-Management
Safety and Health Committee meetings.
Additional provisions regarding meetings of the local Joint Labor-Management
Safety and Health Committee are found in Article 14 (Sections 14.7 and 14.8).
Section 37.7 Saved Grade Retention
An employee shall not lose Saved Grade by bidding on preferred duty
assignments in the position and level assigned.
See further Article 4 (Section 4.4) and Article 9 (Section 9.6B).
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ARTICLE 38
LABOR-MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
Section 38.1 Statement of Principle
The Union through its designated agents shall be entitled at the national,
regional/area, and local levels, and at such other intermediate levels as may be
appropriate, to participate in regularly scheduled Labor-Management Committee
meetings for the purpose of discussing, exploring, and considering with
management matters of mutual concern; provided neither party shall attempt to
change, add to or vary the terms of this Collective Bargaining Agreement.
This article establishes labor-management committees at the national,
regional/area and local levels. The purpose of these committees is to discuss
matters of mutual concern, subject to the understanding that neither party to
these discussions shall attempt to modify the terms of the National Agreement.
These labor-management committees are specifically mentioned in several other
provisions of the National Agreement. Various subjects are deemed to be proper
for discussion at labor-management meetings, including the following: under
Article 2 (Section 2.2), non-discrimination and civil rights, at the national,
regional/area and local levels; under Article 8 (Section 8.4D), sustained and
excessive overtime where it is being worked by non-volunteers, at the
regional/area and local levels; under Article 20 (Section 20.5), the parking
program, at the national level; under Article 32 (Section 32.3), subcontracting, at
the national level; and under Article 37 (Section 37.4), the problems and
proposed solutions associated with an energy crisis or any serious widespread
energy shortage, at the national level.
Section 38.2 Committee Meetings
A At the national and regional/area levels, the Labor-Management
Committees shall meet quarterly, unless additional meetings are scheduled
by mutual agreement. Agenda items shall be exchanged at least 15
working days in advance of the scheduled meeting. National level agenda
items include those of national concern such as human rights, technological
and mechanization changes, subcontracting, jurisdiction, uniforms and work
clothes, parking and other labor-management subjects. Regional/Area level
agenda items include those of regional/area concern such as human rights
and other labor-management subjects.
B Union attendance at national level meetings shall be limited to no more than
six (6) persons, not including secretarial staff. Union attendance at
regional/area level meetings shall be limited to no more than three (3)
persons, not including secretarial staff. If the Union requires technical
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assistance, such technical assistance shall be in addition to the numbers
listed above.
C Meetings at the national and regional/area (except as to the Christmas
operation) levels will not be compensated by the Employer. The Employer
will compensate one designated representative from the Union for actual
time spent in the meeting at the applicable straight time rate, providing the
time spent in such meetings is a part of the employee's regular scheduled
work day.
With the exception of meetings dealing with the Christmas operation, the
compensation provisions apply only for local Labor-Management Committee
meetings.
D Subject to the provisions of this Agreement, Labor-Management Committee
meetings will be separate from other unions.
E Provided agenda items are submitted, Labor-Management Committee
meetings shall be scheduled in all offices in accordance with the following
criteria:
E1

In offices with a total complement of 300 bargaining unit
employees or more, meetings will be held once a month.
Complement is defined in this Section as total number of
employees currently on the rolls in the installation;

E2

In offices with a complement of 100 to 299 bargaining unit
employees, meetings will be held bi-monthly; and

E3

In offices of less than 100 employees, meetings will be held
quarterly.

F Agenda items will be exchanged at least 72 hours prior to such meetings.
Meetings shall be held at a time and date convenient to both parties. Where
agenda items do not warrant a regularly scheduled meeting, discussions
may take place by mutual agreement in lieu thereof.
Meeting frequency is determined by the complement of bargaining unit
employees, including MHAs, in each office. Additionally, it is important that the
time requirements for exchange of agenda items be adhered to so that full
consideration can be given to submitted items. If agenda items do not warrant a
regularly scheduled meeting, the parties can mutually agree to discuss issues of
concern.
Question: As a general rule, should management respond to all issues
discussed at meetings of the labor-management committees?
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Answer: Yes. To maintain good labor-management relations, it is necessary for
management to make every effort to respond to all issues discussed at labormanagement committee meetings in as short a time as it practical.
Source: Step 4 Grievance NC-S-11532, dated October 24, 1978.
Section 38.3 Christmas Operation
The policies to be established by management for the Christmas operation will
be a subject of discussion at a timely regularly scheduled Labor-Management
Committee meeting.
Section 38.4 Minutes
Minutes of local Labor-Management Committee meetings may be taken by each
party.
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ARTICLE 39
SEPARABILITY AND DURATION
Section 39.1 Separability
Should any part of this Agreement or any provision contained herein be rendered or
declared invalid by reason of any existing or subsequently enacted legislation or by a
court of competent jurisdiction, such invalidation of such part or provision of this
Agreement shall not invalidate the remaining portions of this Agreement, and they shall
remain in full force and effect.
If any part or provision of the National Agreement is rendered invalid due to legislation
or court order, the remainder of the National Agreement will remain in full force and
effect.
Section 39.2 Duration
Unless otherwise provided, this agreement shall be effective May 21, 2016, and shall
remain in full force and effect to and including 12 midnight, September 20, 2019 and
unless either party desires to terminate or modify it, for successive annual periods. The
party demanding such termination or modification must serve written notice of such
intent to the other party, not less than 90 or more than 120 days before the expiration
date of the Agreement.
(The preceding Article, Article 39, shall apply to Mail Handler Assistant employees.)
Except for certain provisions that were specifically designated as retroactive to
May 21, 2016 or to other dates set forth in the National Agreement, the terms of
the 2016 National Agreement were effective on March 4, 2017.
The 2016 National Agreement is effective until 12 midnight on September 20, 2019
unless neither party indicates its desire to terminate or modify it, in which case the
National Agreement is automatically renewed for successive annual periods. If either
party notifies the other in writing, within the prescribed time limits, of its desire to
terminate or modify the National Agreement, then the National Agreement is subject to
re-negotiation in accordance with the terms of the Postal Reorganization Act.
LETTER OF INTENT
REFERENCES TO UNION, CRAFT OR BARGAINING UNIT
During negotiation of the 2016 National Agreement, we agreed that references to a
union, craft or bargaining unit are limited to the National Postal Mail Handlers Union and
the craft it represents, with the following understandings:
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Article 1.5: The Postal Service will continue to inform the NPMHU of all new positions
whether or not the positions are within the craft unit represented by the NPMHU.
Article 6: This article will continue to apply to all bargaining units covered by the
September 15, 1978 Award of James J. Healy.
Article 15.4.D: The Postal Service will continue to send all National level arbitration
scheduling letters and moving papers for all bargaining units to the NPMHU.
Article 33.2: This article will continue to permit employees in non-NPMHU represented
crafts to make application for best qualified positions in the NPMHU represented craft
after required procedures are followed.
Transitional employees may not perform mail handler work.
This Letter of Intent sets forth the parties’ understandings regarding issues relating to a
number of different contract articles.
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Case No, AB-!lAT-1009

~

tr.UTED STAT.ZS FOS'.i'AL SERVICE

.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~>
, A:p-p::':n:ou.:.1ccs:

For the USPS - Eu...:;cne B. G~nof, _Esq.
Stephen E. · Al;:crn, Esq.

For t.he Unions - Daniel B. ·Jordan, Esq.

Purst:o.nt to the :;,;rovislons o.f the Ju.ly 21, 1973 At!;rcemcnt. bet·..:cc!1

Baclr...:;:-0ur..:l:

ti:':! above-ca:;itior.cd :po.:rties.: i.r.e

henrin~;

Both

·-·

tmucrsi~ned

wan duly d.esigno.ted to a.ct no urbi-

'l.·as l:eld nt the offices of the US?J in

::r:-~ti!"::;

·.:-=re

::-~present':!~

'~!ashin~ton,

DC on April l, l:.Hii.

by coum el, l:'.s iden"tifi<.?d c.'::!o'le, !t?!d C.urin;:.; t!:c

course of •....';:is proceed.in.:; Counsel fer t:'le AF.Tu repr'-cented th!lt he ;ms also

rcpres1;11t.in.:; the

ot.:.c.:r

t.hrc:c si(;no.t.ory

\m~.onc

At this l:.enrinc, both parties

·in this case.

;1~re

r;i v~n full op.J?ortu..'lity to pre:;-

cnt 't!:!sti:::o;i.y, otb::r evidence un.J. r:.q:;u.::nent in· zu:;;rport of their respecti vc ccntcntions.

A vcrbatic transcript o"i: this he£'.rine wns "1Zade,1

Ti;.c pn.:rLfos did. not stipuln.ta the dcf:i.ni.tion o.f the mn.ttor :i.n
:in th:is p..:-ocecdlr15.

Ho:.;evc:;~,

i'ro:n the

e~chnnc;c

o:r ccint.cnt.ions, it

becn~8

ir:!1u~

!:'.f:l-

Jlnrent tht.t thcnc :r;\rtie:::; were in dis<'-,3rccment concernin:?; the definition of t11c
term "post offj.c:.!'..:" ns used in Article I_. Section 6 of the Agreera~nt •
Ccnt~1;tiCJ:1$ Crf

i;;;i;

rs.n·ti.t::n:

Spccif'icnlly, Article I,

s~ction

"Pcri'ormr...nce of l3:'.\i.-e:;ainin;; U:.it Work" rc~d!i os f"ollo~:s ~

\

)

•

6, deo.linr; ".Tith

Section

6.

?eri"cr11v1r.c.e of ll!\r&l.\.inine; Unit Worl:::

·A. Supervisors a.re :;>rohibitcd from periormin~ bo.ri;a.ini~
unit "rork e..t poGt ofi'iceG '1-fitil 100 oi..· more be.rga.ining unit
employees except:

l. in Wl em~rbency;
2. for tl·ie pur:po;,.e of traininr:-; or instructin6 employees;

3. to ncsure the prop!;!r operation of'

equi:pm~nt;

4. to protect the anfcty o:f cmployeeG; or
5. to :protect the property of the us:rs.
B. ln o:f:fices ·..rlti1 leGs than 100 barg{Lining unit emplo~·ees,
supcrvisorG are prchibitcc";. from perfor;1d.nG bur~niniui; unit
i:ork except ns er;.UJr,eratcd in Scc"tion 6Al tl:1rour;h 5 nbove, or
·'\/hen the d.ut:ica

scription.

o.::..~e

inclucie<i. in 'the supervisoi· 's position de-

1

·-·
The Union counc;cl £ii:;ocr·tcd thQt the intcrprc t..ri·ciou of

!,Jin

j

nn !;111."I '"· l:c•rm

covorccl or dc.:finccl or id.cnti:Clcci. in Dubncction l3 nhovc J.o -the 111rrttcr :I.n im:ur:.
AccorclinG to tile· Uniono, only in omnll PoGt Of.ficca ( .,, i t.h le on thnn J.00 bn r. ;11 ln-

in£r unit
~

employees) a.re Gupcrvioo:i:·a permitted to uork uudcr the .G1iccific ccm-

rl:.i:t.iono liutcd. in Sec"tion 6A" / and.~ 1n eddi ti.on.I'

\I' hen

the duti.~n being pcrfon:-:d
.

.

J by ouid 6Upc:i.-vioors nrc incJ.1u1cd
- in their :rcopcct.iYc Job 110;:;c:.L·i.11i..~on11.

.'

It; .,,.,n

nllegcd, O!l ochnli' 0°£ tlle 1Jnionn 1 t}l1rt they desired., dur.•inG the ncgotint.lonr;, i,o_
ncl1icve a. full nnd. complete rec-triction upon Gupervioore doini;- borGn5.n:tng un.l t
"1oric, but oGrecd "to o.

cougromiGe >l'hercb;y sup!?rvi.sors vould he pcrm.l t·t;e1l to

de;

'\l'Ork dcr.cribcd in their position descriptions in "small" poot officer; v:ri::ffe

:pnrticulnr probJ.cr,;s existed involving efficient tnMpower utilizntion.

Ti1r?

Union Gpoli:e1m:e.n nr\:;ued that., after tne ef.fectivc do.te o·f the J\e;recmt'4'1t, the
US:-21:.· . ." ..

·--~d

i:.hri-t post ofi'icc \.:itn lcao than 100 e11.plo1cen,

G:B,r;:E:r.nt encn

stu~,;ion

Md.

b).·~ci:l

uG

used in Sectfon

of n puct office ...,.hich had leso thnn 100 cm-

'•

:plo;rees vnereur. t:ile. UnionG ri::i.d only t;nu1tcd. the limited rii;ht to perform bn-cgnir:.in[:; unit v.ork ">:'hen tbe <l.utiec were vi thin the position de script.ion in

..

_)

of :po:it of:icen ,· · ·

':i.~10

of doing

I;!;!·

bnri::;uillii:~

un~t work vas thus e;i:.r-tmd.ed by the postal. authorities beyond. the. ~reed. upcn

- l.imittt determined. i:i ·collective barc;ainiDG.

The Unions claimed that the contractuc.1

m~:ming

o:t: the term "post office"

vns cl.ear a.nd unambiguous, and that the parties did. not mean to incl.ude
and branches of post offices.

the way 1n

~hich

st~·tions

In support or such s claim, the Unions pointed to

the Ae;reement itself makes careful. distinction betveen these

different tYPeS of facilities.
Counsel for the USPS

that in contention was the question.of

a~reed

vhnt is a ''post office" within the ir.sanin~ o:t: Article··r, Section 6..

The

USPS did. co11cede tho.t there rire First, Second., TMrd nnd. F(.urth Class. Fout
Oi':fices vhoi;e clc.ssification is determined by clearly de.rinccl criteria..

Uu;r-

ever, c.ccordine to the U0?S, there ere sto.tionc and brnncheG which a.ct jm>t

l.ikc post

oi'f'ice~

u.nd :!.'unction. just like pout of'.f.!ccq.

US?.3 :ii.so o.rt;ued that ii' the Unions' technlcal. definition o.r a

l)OG"t

of'.fice \l'ere to be adopted i"t w9uld lead to ridiculoui:; oud iz;ipracticaJ. rcsult;i;
-wherein o.t certain

st:i.tionr.>

and branches bnrt;ainins unit employees ;rould hnvc

l.ittle to do :ror the t:iajor part of' the do.y.

post of'ficc, o.s

employ~d

in

Sec~ion

6

~ere

If the USP'J c!cfiuition o:f the term

ndoptcd, such &ross _inerficicncy

yould be a.voided ruid m::i.npom:r would be properly and effectively utilized.
The USPS urc;eci the ndoptio!l of the luyruan 's or dictionary definition
o-£ post

of'~ice

meaning a bui...lding in vhich Tn:l.il is proccc;;sed for dc1ivc_ry or

postri.l r:!nttcrs cii::.y be transacted.

Ti1e USPS o.l!io contended thnt

th~

·pn.rties

ogrced thct. Sec-l;ion 6B ;;ou.ld upply o.t cny :facility "'here lccc than 100 bn.n;::i.in-

ine; unit eL1ployees \!ere at

\.fOr~.

This \.'OUld cover the stuttons nnd. branches

where ·a.t prer;en.t the U!JPS lies decided thnt Gupervisoro m.-;iy do vork vi thin th~ir
pos i tio:-1 d.ezcr i_i)tions.
pr<::tn.tio::i o;:'

'i'his nccorcJ.in,; to

th~ contr~ct

t;~c

USl\3 io c.lso o. reasonable iutQr-

lan.:;uoce t;et forth ubovc.

-3-

)

Opinion:

)

The

undersi~ned

is persuaded by the dcc\l.'ilo:?ntro7 evidence submitted

by the Unicns in this proceed.in.:;_ that t.he pn!""ties ·have previously .. distinBulzh~d
betwe~n

post

ofric~s

end stations, branches and other t;1Jes

or ancillc.ry :facilities.

The term post office

o~

mail

hnndlin~

the parties themselves hnvc

employed/n.r.d as the statutory draftsmen have employed itJcnn be defined as did a
vitne.ss "£or the .Postal Service

in en NLRB representation proceedi.fle ~

"A Po::;t O:f.f:ice or J?O:;tal. iru:tnllc.tion is a r.mil processine;
and delivery acti'lity \Uld.er the he~d o:f n ciri.'.;le mc.n"6er.
That could r::1.D3e .from n. fiitlf;lc sUl::l.ll Post· Of.fice to n
1arge Post Of.rice vith sevcro.i azsociatcd st:itions end
branches wi1ich ar"c rc::pcnsiblc tc.• the sint:~l.c m~nt·~er or
could include n lure'=! ?o::t Office ·.iith m..,ny· sta.:tion& c.nd
brnnches, even over 100 stations end bro.nches includin,1
relo:ted activities r.;uch D.G vc:1icle and. motor :facility or
nn nir tl.'.\11 frn:::ility, ull of >thich nre part o:f thn.t siOGle
postal instnllution."

· Po:>t Office as a. s:pcci:fic concept or a word of art, is f'urther

)by the

subGt~ntiatcd

contrc.ctuo.l l0-:-'1t:;Urigc vhich the pnrticn _hn:vc employed in thls nnd the

previous collective bar,sainin(; a,;1."een;ent.

For e:r.ar.iple, the l<>.r:e;uoe;c in the

newly written portion of Article VIII, deRline with Roura of

Wori~,

sho\ls tho.t

the co!lccpt of o.f.ficei:; ..,ith lOJ or u:ore :rulL ti;n:? emplo:,,·ccs in the b['.rg:.i.inin:}
U.Tlit is set forth in nnother car.text.

Hherc tr.e parties desired to del'in<;;! 2.n

installntion, _as_t1lcy did in Article XXXVIII of the
the

M~int~mmcc Cr~ft,

nnd

G\~bordinatc
11

1973

Ae;reemcnt

denlin~·with

!l..'ld distinc;uish bct·.. een a Post O:f.fice, Gt.ntio11s,

brunch~s,

units_, they kni::?w llo;r to do Go:
A mn.in po::;t office, ctirport llr.il :i1·.cility,
tcrminc.l or cny si:dlinr ort:;:"!.!1izution:1.l unit un<lcr it.he direction of cne i_JO::;tal o.ffich~l, !_o:;~th-:·r ~1i th nll ::;t11ti.on:>,
ln·~~; ~i!!d ot::'.:'r r;1.!bonlir.-·.t.·.:.! u:1it:;." (c-1:1phazic. GUj'.Fl.iccl)
2. In::;tnl+a.tion.

In vuriou::; public.:::t'Gion:; of. tk~ l!GPJ nnd its predece::;:;or ·orGr·.nizatlon
the dist..i:;ction
\

bt!t·.:c~n

jccssiri::; n·.cilities

p0st ofi'iceG, brnnclic;:;,

•,.;c.G Liu.i:it~ir:o:-.d.

st:~tion~-

rtn:l other r:P.ll pro-

The suhorclin:.i.te uni tr., such a::; the ones

.·
.•
t.bo.t tht;

U:J:i~G.

is

urGj~.'

in the instant. co.se, be

rc~o.rdcd

as bcin1.; one and the

-. sw:z;e as pcsiJ of'ficcs; are ca1·efully distirl:;uished ::.r.d properly identifiecl o.c

...
./'.'")·
.

,.;,-

bein~

subordin::ltc W1its and not po::;t offices.

the. four cb.ssca of pest o:f:fices and the

Thia distincticm betucen the

oth~r

unit::; -.stub' or1Ginnlly fcund

in the p1·edccessor le~it.::l..s.tion at. 39USC70l., ff. It is a term "Y"ith "t-his p1·ecfac

Gta.tutor:1 oriGin ~-Thich has been c.ontinucd ·under the current le~ialation,

This

histo:i:-y cannot be i.;nored in makinG a determination of the definition of ter:;1::;.
For nll the renaons cct forth above; it is neccasnry to conclude

that the par.ties meant. to o.dopt the definition Of po::;l; Office ;rhir.h the USfS
UrGed
~1he

j.n

the new Yt rk rcprcncli.L:itlon

prncticr,l

~pplicn;t:i.on

hcurln~~

•.rh.i.ch ic qllotccl

fl'OI:\

in porL l".h(J'/f;.

Or thiG COllcll.tGiCln iG to require thC\·t; the

be il:tpleir.!?nted to restrict the performnncc or

vii:;ory cn_.t>J.oyces nt post, oi'.i:"i ccs

huvi~~

the prc....-isic:::.:; of' Sec tic~ 6A.l thorll{;h

the po:>iticn dezcript:i.onG fer Guch

bo.ri:;n.inin~~ l.Uli t

more tho.n

10~

5, even thout;h

suj!erv:l~ors~

i\~rCC1W:11I.

cmr!• by r.upcr-

employees, e>:ccpt u.rd.!::r

1:u:::h ~.1Cirk is ir..clutlca ia

. Ii' the USPS der.ires to ho.ve

such sup~::.·\·sior::; pe1·1orm bar13n:i.nin;j unit >:01·!-. ·it will have to e.chieve trw
·-

--- -- .

libcrnlizo.tion. o:f .t.te present

rcstric~iyc-

lton;;uo.E;e

tr..rou~h

collective bnrGriinir-0.

The wiclersi.::;ncd i::; not vested with the 8.Ut!::.ority to amend. the present

r-;c,:.uiro;r.~nt

and inJ.;r:nt cf the parties as revce.led by the lo.n.;uace in Section 6 of Article I.

AHARD

.. The 0ricv::-.nce :f'ilecl in C<.i.se Ho. AB-i!:{.i'-10'J9

is r.ust::!.incd. Supcrv:L:;o1·s ·in post cfficer; ha vine
100 or ;.1Qrc bnrc;ainin;_; unit employees sho:ll not Clo
bnre;ninili.\; unit ;.;or;: except tm.ler th~ circu::•r;tc.nces
tict forth in Art5.clc I, Section 6 A 1 throu,:;h 5, incl.

\

t t

f . ~... t:: ~Lt'.;....

Wnshiricton, OC
June 8, l;)"jl;.

~

··-

~

~t ~!p

" . ~; i•.. } ... · .... ,_ .... .,. ...~ .~ \ ,

Ho•mrd. G. Gnm:;er, Ar bi trn t.or
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POLICY STATEMENT

A fundamental part of the Postal Service Equal EmploY711ent
Opportunity policy is that discrimination based on religion
is prohibited.

Further, the Postal Service is committed to

making reasonable accommodations of .employees' and
applicants' religious needs with respect to regular
schedules, scheduling of tests, traininq, interviewing,

etc., on employees' and applicants' Sabbath or religious
holidays.
eonsei~us

I~,

this regard, managers must be particularly

of days on which employees, because of their

reliqious beliefs, may be prohibited from vorking or
required to attend religious services.
accommodating

~hich

Kethods of

are consistent vith any applicable

collective bargaining

agree~ents

and our operating

requirements must be attempted.

William?. Bolger

·-- ---·---

Mr. Brian Farris
Director, City Delivery
National Association of Letter
Carriers, AFL-CIO
100 Indiana Avenue, N.W.
Washington, o.c. 20001-2197

Re:

..

--·-----

-------------

APR 1 S '987

R. Rubin
Houston, TX 77201
H4N-30-D 25076

Dear Mr. Farris:
On April 2, 1987, we met to discuss the above-captioned
grievance at the fourth step of the contractual grievance
procedure.
The issue in this grievance is the seven day suspension of
the grievant.
After reviewing this matter, we mutually agreed that no
national interpretive issue is fairly presented in this case.
We mutually agreed the EEO settlement regarding the
suspension, in this case, does not bar furthe~ processing of
the grievance.
Accordingly, we agreed to remand this case to the parties at
Step 3 for further processing, including arbitration if
necessary.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as
your~acknowledgment of agreement to remand this case.
Time limits were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely,

'>
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'

\

l

·a.

)...._

:--.--

,_.-:_._~

I
'•'

-

•

--

"Andr"e
B\ichanan
Grievance and Arbitration
Division

Director, City Delivery
National Association of Letter
Carriers, AFL-CIO
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Class Acticn

~e:

~noxville,

TN

37901

H1C-3f-:-C 25743
Cear Mr. Anderson:
1985, we met ~o discus~ the ab~~~-captio~ed
the fourth step· of our contractual grievance

T~e
E~O

guestfon in this gr:ievance is ·.o1hether an ac;ninistrative
case can be settled in a manner that is contrary to the
provisions t~ the Naticnal Agree~ent.
our discussion, we mutually

!~i.:al =::::;i:c.::·:-::e:it C;J;c:-tun.ity
~ct take ;=~ce~ance c~er t~e
iri t~e col:ecti~e-~a~~ai~ing

ag~eed:
~a-y
lanf~a;e c~~ta~~ad·
a~~ea~erit.

settle.7.c?n:.s

the ?acties at Step 3 a=a to

t~e

pro~erly

in

~etailed

to the

c~:e~~i~e if
s~bject pcsition

·accordance with the contractual provisions of the
Agreer:ient •.

)
)

..

.--1

I

~cccccin~ly,
·~~lcyee ~as

·-

;.: ;;:

:c:so

Union, AFL-CIO

:~ring

.

f ·. ~ .: .:~ ~-: .•

Mr. Gerald Anderson
Assistant Director
Clerk Craft Division
.i\.-:eric:an Postal Workers

On April 23,
<; z:- : e •Jan c e a t
pz:-oceoure.

,

.·· .. ;..,.•·.

OEC 9

•

.

.

ST;.. iES ?OST ~l SEnVICE
:

-=.-

.

~ational

?lease si;n and return the eDclcsed copy of this letter as
your acknowledgment of agreement to settle this case.

i

....

~r.

.

Carald

~nde~son

2

.

. .
'·

This

supers~des

~y

l~tter ~ated

-·""')·_'··
.
::.

July 31, 1985 •

.-;:-;:;=~~//--~~~
Ger:!ld .~!icGrson 7
.
Department

Assistant Director
Clerk Craft Division
r...r..erican i'ostal t\orkers
Union, AFL-C.IO

..

~

~)

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
415 &:Entant Plaza. SH
20260

WW\in;ton. DC

October 22, 1997

Mr. Lawrence C. Hutchins
Vice President
National Association of Letter
Carriers, AFL-CIO
100 Indiana Avenue, N.W.
Washington. DC ~0001-2197
Re:.

M. Mei.a

Opland. CA

91786
HlN-SG-C lS.S47

·0ear

Mr~

Hutchins:

On June 23;·19e7;·• preabitration discussion vas held betveen
David Noble and Larry Bandy of this off ice regarding
HlN-SG

)

15447~

Upland, CA.

The question in this case is

whether the orievant was improperly denied 45 minutes of pay
at the overtime rate for the

his normal

v~rk

ti~e

he spent testifying outside

hours at an £EO hearing.

It vas mutually aoreed to full settlement of this case aa
follows:
l.

The grievant shall be compensated at the overtime
rate fo~ the 45 minutes spent testifying out&ide
his normal work hours at an £EO hearing on June l,
1983.

2.

Witnesses whose presence at the hearing is
officially required vill be in a duty status during

a reasonable period of waiting time prior to their
testimony at the hearin9 and during their actual

testimony.

\
)

~r.

Lavrence G. Hutchins

Please sion and r~turn the encloa~d copy of thi• lett•r
aetnovledgin~ your agre•~ent to eettle this ca•e, vith~rawing
BlN-50-C 15447 tror.i the pend1ng national arDitration 11atin9.

"!!"~~ln..s:e~e::..r;i;et:;ly~,=L;.:::..~~_:·~~~~
'Gtepho

Actino

eneral Manao•

G'iev&nc«

•~v A~~iLr~t

Div111ion

Labor

~elattons~Departaent

~~~·~:
Y!ce President
As~c.:ic:iaticn o~
carri~r•. AFL-CIO

r..•t.iou;.l

t.atter

~-

tneloaure

\ ...

Pay Administration

421.521
the appropriate step in the new grade that represents a wage equal to
or above that protected by the special pay status.
d.

421.515

Change in compensation of the employee to a basic wage equal to or
higher than the protected rate for any reason other than by a general
increase.

Effect on Other Compensation

Rate protection affects other compensation as follows:

421.516

a.

Promotion Rules. In applying the promotion rules, the former basic
wage is the basic wage the employee would have received except for
the protected rate.

b.

Rural Routes. Equipment maintenance allowances on rural routes are
paid in relation to the documented route to which the carrier is
assigned.

Documentation

PS Form 50, Notification of Personnel Action, is used to notify an employee
who is changed to a lower grade or salary standing of entitlement to rate
retention. The PS Form 50 contains under the Remarks section a reference
to 1~1.5 explaining the amount and duration of the rate retention. The
PS Form 50 is also used to notify an employee of the expiration of the rate
retention status.
421.517

Step Increases

An employee with a protected rate continues to receive step increases in the
grade to which the employee is reduced. However, under no circumstances
can receipt of these step increases cause the employee's wage to exceed
the maximum step of the lower grade.
421 .52
421.521

Saved Rate
Explanation

Employees with a saved rate will continue to be paid the wage they received
in the previous higher grade position, augmented by any general increases
occurring while the saved rate is in effect. A saved rate differs from a
protected rate in that it continues for an indefinite period, subject to the
conditions explained below (see 421.522 through 421.526) and occurs in
several different circumstances, as follows:

March 2017

a.

An employee is given a permanent, nondisciplinary, and involuntary
assignment to a lower grade due to a management action such as a
change in job ranking criteria affecting more than one position under
the same job description. In this case, saved rate means that the
employee continues to receive the wage of the higher grade position.

b.

Management action effects a general increase that, when added to an
employee's wage, produces a wage above the maximum rate for the
grade. In this case, saved rate means that the amount of the general
increase is added to the employee's wage and the employee continues
to receive the new wage even though it is above the maximum for the
grade.
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Pay Administration

421.522

c.

An employee is given a position reevaluation down-grade assignment
to a lower grade due to a change in the Cost Ascertainment Group
(GAG) of a Post Office.

d.

An employee accepts a job offer based on his or her limitations due to
an injury on duty (see 546.143e).

Red-Circle Amount

The red-circle amount is the dollar portion of an employee's salary that is in
excess of the maximum salary of the grade. An employee continues to
receive a red-circle amount as long as he or she is in saved rate status. Note
the following:

421.523

a.

Red-circle amount results from saved rate only. It does not result from
protected rate.

b.

If an employee who receives a red-circle amount (under section C,
Special Rule, Pay System for Employees, covered by the collective
bargaining agreement of November 18, 1970) is subsequently
promoted and later returned to the former position, the red-circle
amount is restored.

Duration

Employees retain the saved rate for as long as they hold a position in the
same or higher grade for which the maximum schedule rate is below the
saved rate.
421.524

Termination

Saved rate is terminated for any of the following reasons:

421.525

a.

A break in service of 1 workday or more.

b.

Demotion or voluntary reduction.

c.

Promotion (or other advancement) of an employee to a higher grade in
the same rate schedule, or to a position with a higher than equivalent
grade in another rate schedule, which has a maximum wage equal to or
above the saved rate. For the saved rate special pay status to
terminate in this circumstance, the employee must be first slotted to
the appropriate step in the new grade that represents a wage equal to
or above that saved by the special pay status. See 421.525.

d.

Change in compensation of the employee to a basic wage equal to or
higher than the saved rate for any reason other than by a general
increase.

Effect on Promotion

If an employee with a saved rate is placed into a different position, the
placement is compared to those in Exhibit 418.1, Equivalent Grades, to
determine whether or not the placement action is a promotion, change to
lower level, or lateral reassignment. If the action is a promotion and the
employee's saved wage exceeds the maximum of the new grade, then the
saved rate special pay status continues following the promotion. However, if
the promotion is to a higher grade in the same rate schedule, or to a position
with a higher than equivalent grade in another rate schedule that includes a
maximum wage equal to or above the saved rate, the employee is slotted to
the appropriate step in the new grade, and the saved rate special pay status
terminates.
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Pay Administration

421.7

421.526

Documentation

421.53

Saved Grade

PS Form 50 is used to notify an employee of a saved rate status.
421.531

Explanation
Saved grade provisions can be invoked only in accordance with the
applicable collective bargaining agreement. Decisions to disapprove saved
grade are subject to review through the grievance and arbitration process.
Saved grade must be approved by area Human Resources managers or their
designees. Saved grade applies to all bargaining unit employees except the
following:

421.532

a.

Employees in Operating Services Division at Headquarters and the
Merrifield Engineering Support Center (APWU) (see 422.7).

b.

Employees under the National Postal Professional Nurses' (NPPN)
Agreement (see 422.5).

c.

Employees under the Fraternal Order of Police, National Labor Council
(FOP-NLC) Agreement (see 422.8).

Duration and Termination
The saved grade will be in effect for an indefinite period of time subject to the
conditions below:

421.533

a.

To continue to receive a saved grade, an employee must bid or apply
for all vacant jobs in the saved grade for which he or she is qualified.

b.

If the employee fails to bid or apply, the employee loses the saved
grade status immediately.

c.

The Information Service Centers collective bargaining agreement
requires that, in order to retain the saved grade, employees bid or
apply for reassignment to their former grade or to any position at a
grade between that of their former grade and present grade.

Step Increases
An employee with a saved grade continues to receive step increases in the
saved grade. However, under no circumstances can these step increases
exceed the maximum step of the saved grade (see 421.45b).

421.6

Changes in Compensation Following Review or Audit
A review or audit of a position may result in a change in compensation if a
decision is made to change the evaluation of the position or its identification.
The compensation change occurs at the beginning of the pay period
following the date of the decision.

421.7

Rate Schedule Summary and References
Exhibit 421.7, Rate Schedule Summary and References, outlines the rate
schedule codes (RSCs) for the categories and subcategories of bargaining
unit employees, their salary schedule acronyms, and their grade ranges. It
also provides references to ELM sections with appropriate exhibits and
explanations.
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
)
}
And
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)
NATIONAL POST OFFICE MAIL
}
HANDLERS, WATCHMEN, MESSENGERS
)
AND GROUP LEADERS DIVISION OF
)
THE LABORERS' INTERNATION~L.
UNION OF NORTH AMERICA, Ap'L-CIO )
~~~~~~~~~~~~>

In the Matter of Arbitration
Between

OPINION AND AWARll
Nicholas H. zumas, Arbitrator

Case No.: HlM-NA-C-99

BACKGROUND

--

)

This

is a

Step 4

appeal to National Level Arbitration

pursuant to the provisions of Article 15 of the National
Agreement between United States Postal Service

(hereinafter

"Service")· and National Post Office Mail Handlers, Watchmen,
Messenger~

and Group Leaders ·Division of the Laborers 1

International Union of North America, AFL-CIO
11

Union").

{hereinafter

Hearing was held in Washington, D.C. on February 26,

1986, at which time testimony was taken, exhibits offered and
made part of the record and oral argument was heard.

The hearing

was stenographically reported resulting in a transcript of the
proceedings numbering 107 pages.

on April 29, 1986.

Post-hearing briefs were filed

APPEARANCES

E'or the Service:

D. James Shipman, Esq.

For the Union:

Joseph N. Aroma, Jr.
Ralph H. Goldstein, Esq.

STATEMENT bF THE CASE

In this grievance,

the Union protests the unilateral

implementation by the .service of three programs which the Union

alleges fundamentally change the nature of the disciplinary
process by eliminating suspensions (as well as Letters of Warning
in one of

the programs).

The grievance also protests the

unilateral termination by the Service of one of the programs.
The Union asserts that these programs are violative of the
provisions

of successively collectively bargained National

Agreements and long-established past practices
progressiv~

discipline.

relating to

By implementing these programs and by

terminating one of them unilaterally, the Union charges that the
Service violated its duty to bargain under the National Agv.:eement
and the National Labor Relations Act,

and disregarded past

practice.

The Service contends that the National Agreement does not
prohibit the implementation of the these programs or preclude the
types of discipline utilized

in these programs.
2

The Service

)

\

)

further contends that it has.no obligation to negotiate over the
provisions of these programs1 and that the past practice between
the parties clearly indicates a unilateral right to implement
such programs.

The parties, unable to resolve the matter during the i1arious

Steps of the grievance procedure,

referred the dispute to this

Arbitrator for resolution.

ISSUES

The Union frames the issue as follows:
"Whether the Service has a duty to bargain
with the Union over changes in the employee
discipline process, and whether the Service

violated

this duty under

the National

Agreement and the-National Labor Relations
Act by implementing unilaterally three new
disciplinary programs, by terminating one of
the programs unilaterally, and by failing to
bargain with the Union over these programs;

and if so, what should the remedy be.n

The Service frames the issue as .follows:
"Whether the Service violated Article 16 of
the 1981-84 National Agreement by
implementing these pilot programs at certain
sites within the Central Region."

)
/

3

R~LEVANT

CONTRACT PROVISIONS

ARTICLE 3
MANAGEMENT RIGHTS
The Employer shall have the exclusive right, subject to
the provisions of this Agreement and consistent with
applicable laws and regulations:
3.1

To direct employees of the Employer in the
performance of official duties~

3.2

To hire, promote, transfer, assign, and
retain employees in positions within the
Postal Service and to suspend, ~emote,
discharge, or take other disciplinary action
against such employees;

3.3

To maintain the efficiency of the operations
. entrusted to it~

3•4

To d et e r rn in e the met ho d s , rn ea n s , an ti
personnel by which such operations are to be
conducted;

3.5

To prescribe a uniform dress to be worn by
designated employees; and

3~ 6

To take whatever actions may be necessary to
carry out i t s mission in emergency
situations, i.e., an unforeseen circumstance
or combination of circumstances which calls
for immediate action in a situation which is
not expected to be of recurring nature.

ARTICLE 5
PROHIBITION OF UNILATERAL ACTION

The Employer will not take any actions affecting wages,
hours and other terms and conditions of employment as
defined in Section 8(d) of the National Labor Relations
Act which violate the terms and conditions of this
Agreement or are otherwise inconsistent with its
obligations under law.
4

>j
ARTICLE 16

DISCIPLINE PROCEDURE
Section 16.1 - Statement of Principle
In the administration of this Article, a basic
principle shall be that discipline should be correcti~re
in nature, rat,her than punitive.
No employee may be
disciplined or discharged except for just cause such
as, but not limited to, insubordination, pilferage,
intoxication (drugs or alcohol), incompetence, failui:e
to perform work as requested, violation of the terms of
this Agreement, or failure. to observe safety rules and
regulations. Any such discipline or discharge shall be
subject to the grievance-arbitration procedure provided
for in this Agreement, which could result in
reinstatement and restitution, including back pay.
Section 16.2 - Discussions
For minor offenses by an. employee, management has a
re_sponsibility to discuss such matters with the
employee.
Discussions of this type shall be held in
private between the employee and the supervisor. such
discussions are not considered discipline and are not
gr ievable.
Following such discussions, there is no
prohibition against the supervisor and/or the employee
making a personal notation of the date and subject
matter for their own personal record(s).
However, no
notation or other information pertaining to such
discussion shall be included ·in the employee's
personnel folder.
While such discussions may not be
cited as an element of a prior adverse record in any
subsequent disciplinary action against an employee,
they may be, where relevant and timely, relied upon t:o
establish that employees have been made aware of their
obligations and resp?nsibilities.
Section 16.3 - Letter of Warning

A letter. of warning is a disciplinary letter of
warning, which shall include an explanation of a
deficiency or misconduct to be corrected.
Section 16.4 - Suspensions of 14 Days or.Less

)

In the case of discipline involving suspensions of
fourteen (14) days or less, the employee against whom
disciplinary action is sought to be initiated shall be
served with a written notice of the charges against the
employee and shall be further informed that he/she wiJ.l
5

be suspended after two (2} working days during which
two-day period the employee shall remain on the job or
on the clock (in pay status} at the option of the
Employer.
Section 16 .s

-

Suspensions of More Than 14 Days or Discharge

In the case of suspensions of more than fourteen ·{14)
days, or of d~scharge, any employee shall, unless
otherwise provided herein, be entitled to an advan1:!e
written notice of the charges against him/her and shall
remain either on the job or on the clock. at the option
of the Employer for a period of thirty (30) days.
Thereafter, the employee shall remain on the rolls
(non-pay status) until disposition of the case has be1m
had either by settlement with the Union or through
exhaustion of the grievance-arbitration procedure.
A
preference eligible who chooses to appeal a suspensi()n
of more than fourteen (14) days or his discharge to the
Merit Systems Protection Board (MSPB) rather than
through the grievance-arbitration procedure shall
remain on the rolls (non-pay status) until disposition
of the case has been had either by settlement or
through exhaustion of hii? MSPB appeal.
When there :ls
reasonable cause to believe an employee is guilty of a
crime for which a sentence of imprisonment can he
imposed, the Employer is not required to give the
employee the full thirty (30) days' advance written
notice in a discharge action-, but shall given such
lesser number of days advance writt.en notice as undE~r
the circumstances is reasonable and can be justified.
The employee is immediately removed from a pay status
at the end of the notice period.

*

*

*

Section 16.8 - Review of Discipline
A.

In no case may a supervisor impose suspension
or discharge upon an employee unless the
proposed disciplinary action by the
supervisor has first been reviewed and
concurred in by the installation head or
designee.

B.

In associat~ post offices of twenty ·(20} or
less employees, or where there is no higher
level supervisor than the supervisor who
proposes to initiate suspension or discharge,
the proposed disciplinary action shall first
be reviewed and concurred in by a highe.t
6

--·)··
....

.

'

authority outside such installation or post
off ice pefore any proposed disciplinary
action is taken.
Section 16.9 - Veterans' Preference
A preference eligible is not hereunder deprived of
.whatever r"ights of appeal such employee may have under
the veterans' P,reference Act, however, if the employee
appeals under the Veterans' Preference Act, the
employee thereby waives access to any procedure under
the Agreement b,yond Step 3 of the grievancearbitration procedure.
Section 16.10 - Employee Discipline Records

The records of a disciplinary action against an
employee shall not be considered in any subsequent
disciplinary action if there has been no disciplina1:y
action initiated against the employee for a period of
two years.
Opon the employee's written request, a
disciplinary notice or decision letter will be removed
fr?m the employee's official personnel folder after two
years if there has be•n no disciplina~y action
initiated against the employee in that two-year period.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

In late 1983 and early 1984, management in the Service's
Central Region

initiated three pilot employee motivational

programs
at three postal facilities •
.
Central

~egion

Lawrence G. Handy, a

Labor Relations official, described their purpose

as follows:

" ••• we developed three separate programs, pilot
programs, if you will, which were designed to minimize
the necessity for disciplining employees, and to
approach the relationship between the employee and the
supervisor in a more positive vein than had previously
7

.

.-:

·.

been done.n

The first of the three programs implemen_ted was Positive
Attendance Control {hereinafter "PAC"}.

PAC became effective on

November 26, 1983 in the St. Louis Post Office.

In this program,

no time off discipline (suspension) was to be given with respect
to any

at~endance-related

deficiencies or infractions.

In lieu

of suspension, progressively more severe Letters of warning were
to be issued for any attendance-related deficiencies.

A PAC 1

letter was· similar to a Section 16. 3 Letter of Warning.

p_, PAC 2

letter would be issued ·in lieu of Section 16.4 supension (14 days

or less) •

A PAC 3 letter would be issued in lieu of a Section

16.5 suspension

(14 days or more).

Both the PAC 2 and PAC 3

letters- would include_ statements that the employee's offense was
serious enough to merit a suspension of the appropriate length ..
The Service considered the PAC program a success.

In the year

prior to the implementation of the program, 172 Section 16.3
Letters of Warning had been issued, while in the following year
only 51 PAC 1 letters were issued.

16.4

There had been 33 Section

but only 3 PAC 2 letters.

suspen~ions,

There w•:re 37

Section 16.5 suspensions issued the previous year, but no PAC 3

letters were issued the following year.

The second program established was No Discipline Employee

Motivation (N-DEM) •
1984

in the St.

This program became effective on January 21,

Paul,

Minnesota Post Office.
8

This program

)-

eliminated

the

use of Letters of Warning and suspensions

altogether, except that it allowed management to retain the right

to discharge for serious offenses such as theft or assault.
basic thrust

The

of the N-DEM was to allow. management to discuss

problems with employees and encourage employees to resolve them.
This

progr~m

was eventually terminated on July 1,. 1985

according to Handy,

bE~cause,

there were "operational problems."

When

asked to amplify, Handy stated that, "The working management did

not feel comfortable with the program, or I
members

of management didn't feel

should say certain

comfortable with the

p.rogram ••• there are some supervisors even today that think that
the only thing to solve a problem with an employee is to give
them a suspension or suspensions."

The third program implemented was No Time Off Letter of
Warning

(N-TOL).

This program was implemented on February 18,

1984 in the Louisville,

Kentucky Post Office.

The program

eliminated time-off suspensions for work-related deficiencies and

substituted progressively severe Letters of Warning.

Employees

were given the right to appeal the issuance of a Letter of
Warning under the grievance arbitration procedure.

The program, like PAC, used three letters.

A N-TOL 1 letter

was similar to a Section 16.3 Letter of Warning.

A N-TOL 2

letter would be issued in lieu of a Section 16.4 suspension.

)

A

N-TOL 3 letter would be the substitute for a Section 16.5
9

suspension.

Both N-TOL 2 and N-TOL 3 letters would include

statements that the employee's offense was serious enough to
merit a suspension of the appropriate length.

The Service also considered this program a success.

In the

year before the establishment of the N-TOL program, 185 section
16.3 Letters of Warnins were issued,

while only 16 N-TOL l

letters were

b~en

suspensions,

written.
but

There

only 10

had

N-TOL

letters.

59 section 16.4
A total of 32

suspensions under Section 16.5 was reduced to 4 N-TOL 3 letters.

Before each program was implemented, the service advised all
employees.

They also presented a slide-show to all super1.risors,

explaining the program.

This same slide-show was presented to

the four major unions.

It was also presented to the

·)·

RE~gional

representatives, the Local representatives and the Shop Stewards

of the unions.

The Service offered to make the presentation to

employees at local union halls, but only the National Assoc:iation
of Letter Carriers accepted this offer.

There is some dispute as to the initial reaction to these
programs.

Handy, who was a Program Manager in the Central Region

at the time,

testified that

Marcellus Wilson,

the

reaction was favorable.

an Administrative Technical Assistant for the

Union, testified that he attended a December 1983 meeting where
PAC was explained.

Wilson testified that the Union protested the
10

_)

,.
/

establishment of the program.

As indicated earlier, the Service issued a Memorandum dated
July 2, 1985, stating that the N-DEM program would be terminated:
and that the Service would "retµrn to using the disqipline
procedures set forth in Article· 16 of the National Agrei;iment."

(Underscoring added)"

On March 21, 1984,

the Union filed a Step 4 grievance

protesting the Service's "unilateral action in altering the
terms, conditions and past practice application of Article 16 of
the National Agreement in several sites in the Central Reg:lon."

It should be noted that the

·~
J

similar grievance,

Am~rican

Postal Workers Union filed a

but there. is no record that it had been

progressed to National Arbitration.

POSITION OF THE UNION

The Union asserts that the Service violated the National
Agreement when it unilatera3=ly implemented these three p1:ograms
and refused to engag~·ln c~llective bargaining, contending that
they are inconsistent with the successively negotiated National
Agreements and .long-established past practices which mandate a

progressive disciplinary procedure, beginning with Letters of
Warning, progressed to short and then long suspensions, and

)

. 11

ultimately discharge.

The Union emphasizes that it does not challenge the merits
of these "unprecedented changes" ·in the disciplinary pro<:edure.
In its brief, the Union states:

"The Union does n.Q.t argt;te that suspensions constitute
in any way a superior, or inferior, method for
disciplining employees, or that the PAC, N-DEM and the
N-TOL programs constitute a worse or better method.
Rather, the Union contends simply that the Postal
Service has a duty to engage in collective bargaining
with the Union over a modification of that procedure--regardless of its merit -- and that the Service has
violated that duty in the present case by failing ~:o
bargain with the Onion."

The Union maintains that these programs not only violate
Article 5 of the National Agreement, which prohibits uniJ'.ateral
changes,

")

but that these programs violate the provisions of

Article 16 as well inasmuch as they change the established and
agreed upon disciplinary procedure.

Pointing to the history of

negotiations and of Article 16 of the National Agreement, the
Union asser.ts that suspensions have always been a topic of major
concern to both the Service and the Union; and that changes in
disciplinary procedures

have been

bargained over in each

successive negotiation between the parties.
Union asserts,

Article 16, the

contemplates that the progression from pre-

disciplinary discussions to Letters.of Warning, to suspensions of
increasing duration ahd then to discharge is made "absolutely
certain by the past practice of imposing discipline in pn::cisely

12

·')
__

,;

these forms and in precisely this order," and that the PAC, N-DEM
and N-TOL programs
di~ciplinary

repre~ent

a major departure from the

procedures set forth in Article 16.

With respect to the reliance by the Service on Article 3 of
the National Agreement (the reservation of management rights
clause),

the union' points out that Article 3 may grant the

Service exclusive rights, but it makes these rights

11

sub:ject to

the provisions of thii;; ]\greement and consistent with applicable
laws and regulations ••••

n

Therefore, Articles 5 and 16 limit the

"exclusive rights" of the Service under Article 3.

The Union next

~

/

Servic~

a~gues

concerning alleged

disciplinary
consideration.

procedures

that the exhibits submitted by the

~rior

unilateral changes

should

not .be

given

in the

serious

The Union maintains that these exhibits are

internal memorandums, and that the Service produced no eV'idence
regarding the decision-making process which brought them about,
or that there is .any evidence showing whether the Unions were
notified of these memorandums or were consulted in advance; and
that there was no evidence as

to the Unions'

responses, or

whether the Unions requested bargaining or waived their ri•:Jhts to
bargain.

Finally,

the Union takes

the position that the Service

violated the National Labor Relations Act, arguing that a change

.. \

)

13
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in disciplinary procedure is a change in "working conditicms" as
defined by the Act, pointing out that Article 5 of the National
Agreement prohibits unilateral changes "affecting wages, hours
and other terms and conditions of employment as defined in
Section 8 ( d)

of· the National Labor Relations Act which ~riolate

the terms of this Agreement or are otherwise inconsistent with
its obligations under law."

The union points o.ut that the NLRB and the Courts have ruled
repeatedly

that

disciplinary

procedures that

affect

a

continuation of employment constitute mandatory subjects of
bargaining.
contains

There is nothing in the National Agreement that

any

language waiving

disciplinary procedures,

the

Union's

rights

over

and there is no evidence in the

bargaining history that would indicate that the Union ever waived
its right to bargain over disciplinary procedures.

By way of

that the

remedy, the Union asks this Arbitrator to find

Service violated the Agreement by implementing

unilaterally new programs concerning discipline; and that the

14

' •

·Arbitrator order the Service to negotiate with the Union in this
regard.

POSITION OF THE SERVICE

The Service contends that these three programs and the

manner in which they were implemented do not violate the National.
Agreement, arguing that they do not change Article 16, nor does
such implementation violate Article 16.

)

P rel iminar ily,

·-

the Service emphasizes that these p1:ograms

a:ce not

intended to supplant traditional disciplinary methods,

including suspensions and other disciplinary tools.

The Service maintains that these three programs do not, in
any way, aiter the provisions of Article 16, pointing out that
the programs are

intended to be corrective and not punitive.

According to the Service, Article 16 does not require that any
particular form of discipline be used in a particular situation1
that by these programs, the Service has elected uQt. to utilize

certain

disciplinary

action;

and

that

these progr~ms are

effective supplements to the traditional disciplinary

)
15

concE~pts

v-•--~·.,...--~···•-

.•

currently in use in the Service, consistent with the corrective
and non-punitive mandates of Article 16.

The Service asserts that Article 3 of the National Agreement
gives it the r1ght to implement these programs since, under
Article 3,

it has the exclusive right to

discharge

or

take

other

disciplinary

historically the Service has

"suspend,

action,"

demote,

and that

exercised its discretion to

implement management policy with re_spect to discipline within the
procedural constraints of Article 16.

The Service further argues that the implementation of these
programs is consistent with past

practice~

At the hearing, the

Service- introduced several exhibits which it maintains i~; proof
of such past practice.

It points to Exhibit 23, a 1972 letter

announcing the temporary elimination of Letters of Warni!ig, and
Exhibit 24,

indicating a unilateral reinstatement of Letters of

Warning and substituting them for suspensions of less than five

days.

The Service points to Exhibit 26, announcing a new policy

of not imposing suspensions greater than 14 days,

except in

unusual circumstances.

The Service argues that these exhibits clearly show that the

16

parties

intended that

the Service have the discretion to

implement unilaterally such programs.

FINDINGS ANQ CONCLUSIONS

After review of the record, this Arbitrator concludes that

the unilateral implementation of these pilot programs violated
the Natio~al Agreement between the parties,

and that this

grievance must be sustained.

Prior to the implementation of these three pilot prc:>grams,
the parties have generally followed the progressive discipline

procedures set forth i"n Article 16.
been

imposed progressively,

warnings,

Disciplinary .measuri:S have

beginning with oral or writ ten

then progressing to short and long suspensions, and

.

finally to discharge.

While the number of. warnings pr1:!ceding

suspension or the number of suspensions preceding discharqe vary
from case to case, this progressive pattern has been generally

followed.

These three

ne~

pilot programs alter this progressive

pattern by utilizing. special Letters of Warning or eliminating

suspensions altogether.

It is clear that these programs

)
/
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represent a

substantial departure from the traditional and

.

;

.·,··

established order of progressive and corrective discipline under
Article 16.

It should be note(i for the purposes of this dispute, the
question of whether these
relevance.
essent~al

change~

are good or bad is of no

Since the programs represent major changes, the
question is whether these programs were properly

implemented in accordance with the requirements of the National
Agreement.

While Article 3 gives the Service the exclusive right "to
suspend 1

demote,

such authority,
[other]

discharge or take other disciplinary action,"
as the Service concedes,

provisions of this Agreement."

is "subject to the

In this dispute, the

rights of the Service in this regard are limited by the
provisions of Article 5 and Article 16.

Article 5,

the Prohibition of Unilateral Action clause,

provides that the Service "will not take any actions altering
wages, hours and other terms arid conditions of employment."

It

is well established that discipline procedure is a term and
condition of employment, and the unilateral implementation of
programs which alter such procedure is an action that affects the

18

)

terms and conditions· of. employment in violation of Article 5.
Elgctri-Flex: Co. ys. NLRB, 570 F. 2d 1327 {7th Cir 1978)
denied,

439

US

911,

99 LRRM 2743

1,

In

cert.

{1978), the Court of Appeals

held:

" ••• the institution of a new system of discipline is a
significant change in working conditions, and thus one
of the mandatory subjects for bargaining under the
provisions of Section 8{d) of the Act, included with.in
the phrase 'other terms and conditions of employment.'"

The.next area of inquiry is whether there was an established
past practice

procedure

in

re~pect

to similar changes in discipline

implemented unilaterally by the Service so as to

constitute a waiver of the Union's right to demand thctt such

changes be negotiated.

In order to

justify the unilateral

implementation by the Service of these three programs on the
basis of established past practice,

As

indicated earlier,

it must be shown not only

the Service presented exhibits

indicating that during the 1970s numerous apparent unilateral

.

changes were made in the disciplinary procedure.

While th•: Union

is correct in asserting that there is no evidence that these
changes were not a result of previous or subsequent negotiation,
or that there is any evidence that the Union ever acquieHced to

)
/
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unilateral changes, the Union has not presented any evidemce to
the contrary.

On the state of the record,

it must be <i.ssumed

that these prior changes were unilateral and that the Union
waived its right to ~egotiate and acquiesced to the changes

instituted by the Service.

The record,

therefore, reveals the following:

There was a

unilateral change during the 1972 Agreement; a unilateral change

during the· 1973-75 Agreement; and a unilateral change during the
1978-81 Agreement.

(No change was made during the 1975-78

Agreement.)

The programs at the heart of this dispute represent

an

change during the 1981-1984 Agreement.

atte~pted

Thus,

at first glance,

)

it would appear that the prior

practice of unilateral changes made without objection gave the
Service the right to unilaterally implement the programs in
dispute.

However, a closer analysis of the.prior changes and a

comparison with these disputed programs

compel a different

conclusion.

As evidenced by Exhibit 23, the use of Letters of Warning
was temporarily suspended pending formulation of a standard
national procedure.

Exhibit 24 involves the impl_emeritation of

using Letters of Warning in lieu of suspensions of less than five

~

~\
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days.

Exhibit

26

established

a

policy

of

not

imposing

suspensions greater than 14 days except in unusual circumstances.

Each of these unilateral implementations involved a change
at only one Step of the disciplinary process.

HowevE~r,

the

changes in the pilot programs involved in this dispute affect
several Steps in the disciplinary process,

so drastically alter

the progressive .nature of the disciplinary process, and are of
such magnitude that the prior unilateral changes· do not :provide
an established past practice justification for the unilateral
implementation of the changes in these programs.

Both PAC and N-TOL elimi.nate two

)

replace them

levels of suspension and

with Letters of Warning.

The N-DEM program

completely eliminates the progressive Steps set forth in Article
16.

These changes have such a fundamental impact on employees'

working conditions that they must be negotiated.

Further

in~ication

that these prior unilateral changes have

little or no effect as binding past practice is the Memorandum of
Understanding incorporated into and made part of the id :mtical
1

Article 16 provisions in the 1984-1987 National Agreement with
the American Postal Workers Union and the National Association of
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Letter Carriers.l
national-level

··

The Memorandum of Understanding cr1::ated a

"Task Force on Discipline,"

and reads,

in

pertinent part:

"The purpose of the Task Force shall be to study the
manner in which discipline is administered by the USPS,
the manner in which disputes about discipline are
handled by th~ parties, and to· recommend changes and
improvements which can be made in the dis·cipline and
dispute resolution systems.

"The Task Force is authorized, at its discretion, to
conduct tests of alternative discipline and dispute
resolution systems in various facilities.
"The Task Force shall convene periodically but at least
quarterly at such times and at such places as it deems
appropriate during the term of the 1984 National
Agreement.
No action or re~ommendations may be takfill.
by the Task Force except by a consensus of i~&
parties." (underscoring added)

While this Union was not a party to this Memorandum of
Understanding, the fact remains that its members and the members
of the APWU and NALC are all part of the total work force and are
all

goverped by identical Article 16 Discipline Procedure

provisions in their respective collective bargaining agreements.
It would be illogical in the extreme to allow the Service to

1

This Union was not a party to that Agreement, having

elected in 1981 to negotiate separate collective bargaining
agreements with the Service.

22
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implement unilaterally disciplinary changes affecting the members
of this Union while at the same time negotiate, by Agreement, any
such changes with the APWU and NALC.

AWARD

Grievance sustained.
The Service violated the National
by unilaterally implementing the PAC, N-DEM and N-TOL
pilot programs, by unilaterally terminating the N-DEM, and by
failing and refusins to bargain with the Union over these
programs.
The Service is ordered to enter into collective
bargaining with the Union over these programs.

A~reement

..-."'·

)
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UNITED STATES POSTAL

SE~VICE

and

ARBITRATION CASE NO.

.:
.
..•
..

AC-NAT-3052

..

ISSUED:

AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION, :
AFL-CIO

.
.... .... .... . . ... . . .. . .....·-· ....

April 25, 1977

BACKGROUND

This is a national level. grievance .initiated by APWU
President Filbey in a March 4, 1976 letter to Senior Assistant
Postmaster General Conway.
The major issue involves interpretation and application of Appendix A, Section II-A and -B
of the July 21, 1975 National Agreement, as hereinafter set
forth.

l

The basic facts are not seriously in dispute. Under
date of March 1, 1976, Logistics Division Director Koenigs,
Central ~egional Office, issued a directive to all Central
Region SCF Managers and Postmasters including the following
relevant paragraphs:
·

2

.

.

I

.

Effect:lve Ma-rch 6. 1976~ the distr.:lbution of cont:lguous state firstclass mai'.1- at yotir office is revised as ou~ed _herein •...
1.

1 ..

.

·.

MPLSM D:lstribution

)

. I

Outgoing mai1 will be separated on }1PLSM's to SCF's:
of contiguous states where vo1ume justifies or tha ?I!akeup is necessary to ll!ai:ntain service :.t:andard?• This w:tll .
be accomplished on.the initial. sortation.

2.

ManUa.1 and SPLSH D:f.stribut:l.on
The d:l.st-r:l.bution of

f:r.·cst-cl~ss

staces "Will be discontinued·
except as noted below.

at

.

mail for contiguous
al~

Sectional Centers

l

t

}

)
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2.

..

·.(a)

-

Origin SCF offices actually contiguous to another
stat~

"trl..ll makaup ove-rnight ODIS committed sa"' s

of that state on the primary case.

Other S~ 1 s of

the contiguous stata may be made up as GFarra.."tted
by volume and as space permits on the n120.ual 771'.ole pr.ia."lry case or cu. th~ S'Pt.SM. JUl. oth.:::' a"tU.
for the state {s) involved will ba dispatched t:o
the approp~iate SDC.

..

.

Origin SCF of fices ~ actµaliz ctrntiguous to anothe't'

(b)

~

discontinui:~

·state "'....r!ll

contig:;ous state dist?ri!:mtion.
· Exc~ptio"ns to tliis wiJ.l he etakeup of overnight. !>DIS
cot:!..~itted are~s an u ?~i~ary sortat~on.
J\11 oth~r

i.

.

aail .for ;:he states ·i.nV->:!>lved t·:ill be dispat::.c.."ted to
the appropri~~e SDC.

)
/

~

...
.

•.

,

.3,.

The d:Lstribution. of first-class f.lats t.7ill. be accomplished. ·
t~ the same degr~e as that afforded manual.).etter sortation.

4.

Each SCF offic;e will continue to accomplish !~cal state
distribution 0£ al1 classes 0£ mai1 by General. Scheme.

·To co~form to these guidelines>

the authorized distri-

bution of first-cl.ass mail at your office> dest:f.ned to
contiguous states> will be as follows:

.

·.

.•

...

.

.. . .
... .. . ;n;:':'

..

.

...
.

.
Distribut~on

f.·.;::·contiguous
State(s)/T.ype of Distribution
.
I

Method

Manual

)

.

&

SPLSM
-

..

.

-·

t

'

.

I

~

MPLSM

.

__J
r-=---...-

.

-

J

l

.

~

;

.
.

. . ...
•

.

..

-

• J

3.

...

.
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...

Separatio~s·f~r SCF/City Zip Codes, if.shoun for man~l _distribution,
·uust be provided· for on the primary case. This :ts in your overni.gh~
ODI~ committed area.

-··.

Corr~ctions to the Posta1 Logistics Directory (PLD) and effected schemes
and schedules should be initiated by your office,, Addit:l.onal Zip Code ·
separations of contiguous statea ~hich are made
Eanua1 casas> as
provided in-paragraph 2A,sbould be identified on the corrected PLD page.
lt is.expected ~hat revi.sed pages> as necessary~ will be submitted
pro~pt1y to i~sure publication of correct information~

on

Issuance of the above directive was prompted by a
decision late in 1975 to eliminate a substantial number of
air taxi routes used to transport mail in the Central Region.
Since the exis·ting mail distribution system was geared to
use of such routes, appropriate revision of the distribution
system was required. · Prior to the cutback in air taxi use,
under th~ ATP program, installations where mail originated
performed primary and secondary sortation of ·contiguous
state mail.· With elimination of various air taxi routes,
~t seemed more efficient to transfer the secondary distribution from installations where distribution of contiguous
state mail was.being performed (either manually or on Single
Position Letter Sorting Machines) to the appropriate SDC in
the state wher~ mail was destined.
The cutback in the ATP
program, however, was not intended to require any change in
distribution methods where contiguous state mail was distributed on Multiple Position Letter Sorting Machines.

3
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I

APWUi Vice Pre.sident Williams, who also is APWU

4

Regional Coord~nator for the Central Region, received a
number of phon~ calls on or shortly after March 1, 1976,
from various lbcal APWU officials in Central Regional Post
Offices who ha.d learned informally of the above directive
and were concerned about its impact upon the clerica1 work
force in the offices affected.
Shortly after March 1,
indeed, Williams received a copy of the directive from a
local Union official in ~vansville, Indiana. -He had.not
been provided a copy by the Service, but telephoned Contract
Administration Branch Manager Powell (Labor Relations Division,
Central Region) to inquire and learned that Powell also had
been unaware of its issuance.
Williams and Powell thereafter had several conversations, with Powell ultimately
asserting that the directive did not affect bargaining unit
person~el in such manner as to have required the giving of
notice to the Union at the Region~l level under Appendix A,
Section II-B-4 of the July 21, 1975 National Agreement. In
relevant part, Appendix A, Section II-A and -B reads:
"S.ection II:

Clerk Craft

A. Basic Principles and Reassignments
When it is proposed to:
1.

Discontinue an independent installation;

2.

Consolidate an independent installation (i.e.) discontinue the in-·
dependent identity of an installation by making it part of another
and continuing independent installation);

)

,.

.;

.
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"3. Transfer a classified station or
classified branch to the jurisdiction
of another installation or make an
independent installation;
4. Reassign within an installation employees excess to the needs of a
section of that installation;
5. Reduce the number of regular work
force employees of an. installati9n
other than by attrition;
6. Reduce RPO, HPO employment, incl.ud. _ing employment in mobile stations;
7. Centralized mail processing and/ or·

delivery installation (New and Old);
8. Reassignment--Part-time flexibles
in excess of quota; such actions
shall be subject to the following
princ~ples
requirements.

and

"B. Principles and Requirements

1. Dislocation and inconvenience to
full-time or part-time flexible
employees affected shall be kept
to the minimum. consistent with the
needs of the service.

).

'

J.
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"2. The Regional Postmasters General
shall give full consideration to
withholding suffieient full~time
and part-time flexible positions
within the area for full-time and
part-time flexible employees who.
may be involunt~rily ~eassigned.
3. No employee shall be allowed to
displace, or 'bump' another employee properly holding a position
or duty assig~ment.

4. Unions affected shall be notified

)

in advance (as much as six montl;is
whenever possible)., such nptification to be at the ..regional level,
·except under A4 above,. which ·shall
be at the local level.

5. Full-time and part-time flexible
employees involuntarily detailed
or reassigned from one installation
to another shall be given not less
than 60 days advance notice, if
· possible; and shall receive moving,
mileage, p.er diem and reimbursement
for movement-of household goods, as
appropria~e, if legally payable,
will be governed by the standardized
Government travel regulations as
set forth in Methods Handbook M-9,
'Travel'.

.

~

I

;.
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7.
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•• 1

"6. Any employee volunteering to accept
reassignment to another craft or
occupational group, another branch
of the Postal Service, or another
installation shall start a new
period of seniority beginning with
such assignment, except as provided
herein ...
•

0

•

•

•

•

(Unde~scoring

added.)

'

On March 3, 1976, Vice President Williams wrote
APWU Industrial Relations Director Andrews stating in part:

5

.)

"We have been deluged with calls since this
bulletin hit the field, since the impact

on Outgoing Distribution jobs at various
offices will be severe.

''Minneapolis indicates that between 40 and
50 jobs, including a number of level 6
Distribution and Dispatch Expediter positions will be affected.
"Cleveland indicates that 30 to 50 jobs
·will be impacted; Indianapolis 20 positions; Rockford, IL 9 positions, Evansville, Indiana 15 positions, etc.

·)

'

I
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"There was no consultation, nor was Labor
Relations at the Central Region given any
advance notice."

On March 4, 1976 President Filbey initiated this
grievance by letter, enclosing a copy of the Central Region
March l directive and noting that i t was to become effective on March 6.
Fil~ey's letter concluded:

6

"It would appear that the Postal Service
is completely ignoring the consult.ation
provisions of the National AgFeement;
specifically those contained in Appendix
A, Section II, B, 4.
~or that reason I
am hereby instituting a grievance at the
National level.
We shall" b~ prepared
to meet for discussion at Step 4 at the
earliest possible date."
·

Fourth Step discussion. took place April 8, 1976
between Acting Director Merrill of the· Office of Grievance
P~ocedures (Labor Relations Department) and APWU Industrial
Reiat~ons Director Andrews.
On April 19, 1976 Merrill
replied to_ the grievance as follows, in relevant part:

)

7
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uThe issue in dispute is whether or not the
United States Postal Service has violated
Appendix A, Section 2, B > 4, of the National
Agreement, when the Central Region issued.
changes·in mail processing rega~ding the
processing of contiguous state first class
mail without notifying the Union in advance'?
"At the.Step 4 meeting, I stated that Regional
. Labor Relations officials were not aware of
·the change in advance, which was of concern
to us particularly in view of Mr. Williams•
assessment of the impact. on employees.
I
stated that if Mr. Williams'· assessment· was
accurate and clerk craft employee~ were to
be excesse4 from their installation, management was in violation of Appendix A, Section
2, B", 4, of the National Agreement by not
providing advance notification to the Union.
"However, the :information we have received
subsequent to otir meeting ·discloses t:J:l.at .!!2.'
employees have .been excessed out of the
installat;ions nor has there.been significant
excessing of el;I!J?loyees.out of their sections
within the installations, as a result 6f the
changes involved.
In addition; local management has advised the local union officials·
when j_obs were reverted due to scheme
changes which occurred.

'

•

I

)
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"For example, in.Minneapolis, ho plans are
contemplated to excess employees from the
section or installation as a result of the
changes in question. In Cleveland, Rockford, Evansville, and Indianapolis, no
plans' are contemplated to excess employees
from those installations due to these
changes.
"Therefore, the provision of Appendix A,
Section 2, B, 4, regarding regional noti-·
fication to the Union has not been violated
since it is not applicable~ However, the
region should have advised the Union in
advance of thes~ changes as a matter,of
sound labqr-management relatiqns·. .
•

11

I

I recognize that the Regional. Labo:i7 Relations officials were not aware of the change
in guestion befQrehand in order to determine
if Appendix A, Section 2, B, 4, .. would be .
applicable.
By· cop¥ of this letter to all
regions, we are advising them to insure that
matte~s as described.above are acted upon
as appropriate to avoid unnecessary grievances and to insure compliance with the
National Agreement.·~

(All underscoring added, .
except in second paragraph.)
The Fourth Step answer was not satisfactory to the
APWU and after subsequent discussions failed to resolve the
part~es' differences, the grievance was certified to arbitration on May 19, 1976.

8
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THE ARGUMENTS
1. APwu

During an opening exchange between Counsel at the
hearing, the Postal Service stressed that Appendix A, Section II-A starts with the phrase "When it is proposed to:".
According to the Postal Serv·ice, the operational changes
flowing from the March 1, 1976 directive did not result in
a nproposal" to reduce the number of regt:i.lar work force
employees at any installation.
Thus, said Counsel, there
was no obligation to notify the APWU.under Appendix A,
Section II-B-4.·
·
'

The APWU electe~ not to file a post-hearing brief
and summarized its arguments at the end of the hearing.
The APWU then emphasize.d not only a contention that there
was violation of the notification requirements of Appendix
A, Section II-n-4 but also that the USPS had failed to
bargain collectively over a fundamental chcu;i.ge in conditions
of employment.
This, ~aid the APWU, not only violated
Articl.e V of the National Agreement, but also ignored the
continuing duty of the Postal Service to engage in collective
bargaining on such matte+s pursuant to the National Labor

9

10

;/

Relations Act.

The APWU notes that Appendix A originally wasdeveloped in March of 1968, before the Postal reo:r-ganization
took place, and its language obviously was addressed to the
situation as it then existed.
This specifically did not ·
include _any obligation of the.Post Office Department to engage in collective bargaining under the National Labor

)

11
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Relations Act.· Given this critical fact, it would be entirely unrealistic to interpret the phrase uWhen it is
proposed to" as if it contemplated a formal proposal to
initiate collective bargaining·.
Instead:i the intent of
thi~ phrase is to require the giving of notice whenever
Management action is contemplated which reasonably may be
expected to have consequences of the types delineated in
Appendix A, Section II-A.

of

Article XII, Section 4--Principles
Reassignwas embodied in the National Agreement in 1973.
Section 4-A states:

:=:::~t~·-first

"A primary principle in effecting

reassign~

ments-will be that dislocation and incon. venience to employees will be kept to a
minimum, consistent with the needs of the
Ser\?ice. Reassignments will be made.in
accordance with this Article an4 the provisions of Appendix A."
Given this contractual commitment and the provisions of
Appendix A:i the APWU deems it entirely clear that the parties
should bargain concerning any situation which falls within
the scope of Appendix A; Section II-A.
Since Article V of
the National Agreement is intended to prohibit unilater~l
action by the Service, it seems obvious to the APWU that
collective bargaining should take place· once notification
is given pursuant to Appendix·A, Section II-B-4.

12
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In the present case, the Regional directive embodied a region-wide program, not a local program. Hence,
the APWU holds that the responsibility £or giving notice
to the Union could not be passed down from the Region to
the various local installations where reassignments would
be required.

13

Since there was no notice given and no opportunity
for collective bargaining, the APWU urges that the only
wC~~i~gful remedy now woul~ he an order that the Postal
Service withdraw the March 1, 1976 Regional directive com.pletely, and cancel all actions take~ as·a· result of the
directive. ·After the status quo thus was restored, the
p~rties then coul4 proceed to.bargain in accordance with.
the requi~ements of the Agreement.
If good faith bargaining did.not produce agreement, the APWU agrees that the
Service then could implement the program subject to protest
through the grievance p~ocedure.

14

2.

)

USPS

Initially the Service asserts that ah obligation
to give notice to the Union can arise under Appendix A,
Section II-·B-4 only "when Management has formulated a
proposal" to engage·in any of the personnel actions specified in Appendix A, Section II-A.
This is the only proper
meaning which can be attributed to the word "proposed,"
i t says, since the terms of a collective bargaining agreement must be given "their ordinary and popularly· accepted
meaning."
Thus it cites Webster's International Dictionary-Unabridged (2nd Ed.) as defining "propose" as 11 to offer for
consideration, discussion, acceptance, or adoption.tr

15
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Even if the term "proposedu is not to be given such
literal meaning here, says the Service, there is no solid
evidence at all that the March 1, 1976 Regional directive
either con~emplated, or resulted in, the reassignment of
Clerks from one installation to another~
Thus the only·
notices which might· have been required as a result of the
directive would have been at the local level where reassignments within an installation may have been required as
contemplated under Appendix A, Section ll-A-4.

16

While there is no clear evidence as to whether or
how actual notice was given locally, the Service emphasizes
that local APWU officials in at - least 9 cities had become. .
aware of the directive locally.and were concerned about its
impact.
The Service thus reasons.~hat local n._otices must
have been given. in these instances by no 1.ater than March 3.
Its brief suggests further that June 19, 1~76 was the earliest
date upon which any reassignment within an: installation was
required under the directive.
Thus, the brief.concludes,
there was adequate notice given at the local level pursuant
to Appendix A, Section II-B-4.

17

The Service fundamentally disagrees with the APWU
claims that the notice requirements in Appendix A, Section
II, contemplate any "consultationu with the Union, or any
"bargainingtr as to_ the propriety of a proposed new program.
Nothing in the Agreement uses the terms "consult" or
.
11
11
consultation, and the· actions detailed in. the directive
were fully consistent with all substantive provisions of
the National Agreement.

.18
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In addition, the Service suggests that it is improper to consider here any claim of violation of Article V

19

since this particular argument was not raised specifically ·
in the grievance procedure or in Fourth Step discussions.
As noted_ in :its brief-- "It is an axiom of.industrial relations that matters not raised in the contractual grievance
procedure may not.be raised for the first time at arbitration ••• 11
The absence of any duty to bargain about the substance of the March 1, 1976 Regional directive, in any event, ·
i~ ~lear under the National Agreement, in the view of the ·
Service. · The use of the phrase "notified in advancen in
Appendix A, Section II-B-4 implies nq duty to bargain, as is
apparent from the mat;iner in which the parties dealt with
"major" relocations of employees under Article XII, Section
4-B.
This reads:

''When a major relocation of employees is
planned in major metropolitan ~reas or
due to the implementation of national
postal mail networks, the Employer will
apply Article XII, in.the development of
the relocation and re~ssignment plan. ·
At ~east 90 days in advance of imple-·
mentation of such plan, the Employer will
meet with the Unions at the ·national
level to fully advise the Unions how it
intends to implement the plan. If the
Unions believe such plan violates the
National Agreement, the matter may be
grieved.

20
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"Such plan shall include a meeting at the
regionai. level in advance (as much ·as six
months whenever possible) of the reassignments anticipated-.
Th.e Employer will. advise the Unions, based on the best esti- ·
mates available at the time of the anticipated impact; the number of employees
affected by craft; the locations to which
they will be reassigned; and, in the case
of a new· installation, the ap.ticipated
comple~ent by tour and craft.
The Unions
will be ·periodically updated by the Region
should any of the information change due
to more current data being.available."
(Underscoring added.)

)

'

FINDINGS
The March 1, 1976 Regional directive was issued
without the knowledge of the Labor Relations Division of
the Central Region.
It is clear that no consideration was
given by USPS Management to the need to comply with the
notification requirement under Appendix A, Section II-B-4.

21

Subsequent events establish .that the-directive
actually did not result in reassignment of any Clerks to
other installations.
It ~lso now is clear that implementation
the directive did require reassignment of Clerks who
were 11 excess to the needs of a section," within the meaning
of Appendix A, Section II-A-4, in at least four cities.
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The'Clailµed Necessity for
a Formal:Proposal Under
AEpendix~A 2 S~ction

II-A

Given these basic facts it is appropriate.to consider first the principal USPS contention that the notice
requirement under Appendix A, Section II-B-4 cannot apply
because the Servic~ never "proposed," to the Union, that any
action be taken which would fall;uri.der 1 .of the 8 categories
of actions 'delineated under.Appendix
Section II-A. This
argument rests on the assertion that the word "proposed" in
the first sentence of Section II-A must be given its
"ordinary and popularly accepted meaning" as found in. a
dictiona:ry •

23

.This· argument is unpersuasive·.
Words ·which appear ~n a collective agreement must be interpreted in the
context in which they were written: their "popularly
accepted" meaning may not in fact·reflei;:t the true intent
of the parties, who hardly can be expected to negot°iate with
a dictionary·in p.and to be sure that the "accepted" meaning
of each important word they put in their agreement actually
comports with their ·true intent.
In the pr.esent instance
the relevant interpretive context includes the entire collective bargaining agreement, and more particularly the
f;ramework of Appendix A, Section.. II.
Other provisions in
Article XII (and particularly Section 4-B thereof) also are
pertinent.
Finally, it is significant that the phrase
"When it is proposed ton first was used for- this purpose in
1968 when the Post Office Department obviously was not required to make any formal proposals to a Union, for negotiation, on a matte~ of this sort.

24
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The Impartial Chairman thus has no doubt that the
requirement to notify under Appendix A, Section II-B-4 ·
arises whenever USPS Management decides to effectuate any
program which reasonably may have consequences which £all
within any of the 8 categories listed in Section II-A of
Appendix A.
To adopt a·narrower interpretation would be
to defeat the stated purpose of Appendix A, Section I!-B
to minimize "dislocation and inconvenien~e" to affected
employees. ·

25

While the Service stresse·s that there is no hard
evidence here that the March 1, 1976 directive actually resulted (or will ultimately result) in reassignments of
Clerks except within an installation (under Section II-A-4),
i t is unrealistic and impractical to determine whether
notice is required by later events. ·"Notice" is meaningless
unless given prior to the event.
One obvious purpo~e of
giving notice is to .provide opporturtity for an invo·lved.
Union to inves·tigat:e the facts and make suggestions calculated to minimize "dislocation and in~onvenience to fu.11time or part-time flexible employees affected."
Thus, in
any given instance it is possible that some (or all) of
such potential consequences of a proposed Management action
under Section II-A may be avoided in the end after proper
notice has been given.

26

The pres~nt facts, in any eyent, leave no room
for doubt that a violation of Appendix A, Section II-B-4
occurred> even if it could be assumed that Regional USPS
offic~als were absolutely certain, in advance, that no
reassignments of Clerks excess to the needs qf an installation would be required.
The directive was issued
March 1, 1976, to be effe.ctive exactly 5 days later and
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there is no way that it could be claimed that the officials
who prepared the directive could not anticipate that it
would be necessary to reassign Clerks, in a number of localities, who were excess to the needs of a section. - This
precipitate action thus left no ·time for local management
representatives to comply with Section II-B-4 which requires
that the notice be given "as much as six months" in advance
"whenever possible."
Even a cursory reading of Appendix A.,
Section II, leaves no doubt that proper notice is not given,
ruL pw:poses of Section II-B-4, unless it provides an affected Union with:a reasonable time period to investigate.
relevant facts and to discuss the matter with appropriaEe
Management representatives before the proposed action
becomes effective.
·

2.

·-"

")

The Claimed Duty to Bargain
Concerning Matters Covered
by Appendix Ai Section II-A

The APWU urges that a duty to bargain collectively
arises· in any situation where notic~ is .required under
Appendix A, Section II-B-4.
Here the Union stresses Article
V of the National Agreement, which states:
~lso

"Prohibition of Unilateral Action
The Employer will not take any actions
affecting wages, hours and other terms
and conditions of employment as _defined
1n Section 8(d) of the National Labor
Relations Act which vioiate the·terms
of this Agreement or are otherwise.in~
consistent with its obligations under
law."
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The Service objects to any consideration of this
argument, on the ground that it constitutes a ·"matter" not
raised in the grievance.
The Impartial Chairman does not
so regard it.
It simply constitutes an additiqnal contractual argument to support a basic position advanced by
the APWU in President Filbey's letter of Marc4 4, 1976,.
complaining that the USJ;'S was "completely ignoring the consultation· provisions of the National Agreement."
The
Service has had full opportunity to deal with this contractual argument in its post-hearing brief. · Thus the APWU
argument under Article V is not deemed by the Impartial
Chairman to constitute a 11matter 11 not fairly raised during
the course of this case.

29

On the merits of this issue> however, the Service
position is correct.
The applicable provisions of the
National Agreement, and specif~ca~ly Appendix A, Section II,
fully deal with both the notice requirement and the substantive poli.cies whi:ch apply in the present situation.
.Given
Management's authority under Article III and the provisions
of Article XII and Appendix A, Section 2, the parties already
have bargained on ·this subject and have recognized that
Management may proceed, under Appendix A, Section II, without
.any further collective bargaining.
Although it is a plain
implication of these provisions that once· the Union is notified, it will have reasonable opportunity to present facts
and suggestions to the Service, there.can be no obligation
by the Service to engage in "collective b~rgaining" as t0
whether or how it should exercise its authority under Article
I I I of ..the National Agreement •.
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Remedial Action

It seems apparent that responsible· officials in
Central Region Operations were unaware of the applicability
of Appendix A, Section II-B-4 of the National Agreement
because they failed to consult with representatives of the
Labor Relations Division.
This was a serious oversight
and demonstrates need for clear instructions to the Regions
for future guidance in such instances.
Since the present
ca~P. represents a national level dispute, therefore, the
Award herein will direct the Postal Service to send appropriate notification to all concerned Regional officials,
if such action has not already been taken.
The APWU further requests, however, tpat the
March 1, 1976 directive be withdrawn in its entirety, and
that all actions taken thereunder be rescinded.
There is
no evidence in this record to demonstrate need for such a
drastic step at this time.
No Clerk actually was reassigned
outside his or her installation.
Nor is there evidence
that any Clerk actually lost earnings, or otherwise was
deprived of contractual rights> by virtue of reassignment
within an installation.
Absent a showing that.significant
. instances of this sort actually occurred, it would seem
unrealistic and punitive to undo all that was done pursuant·
to the March 1, 1976 directive.
This ruling, of course, rests on the unique facts
here.
Different remedial action easily may be required
should similar violations of Appendix A, Section II-B-4 occur
in the future.
Nothing in this Opinion, moreover, bars any
individual Clerk from pressing a grievance claiming violation
of the Agreement because of any reassignment, adversely affecting such Clerk, as a result of the March 1, 1976 directive.

31
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AWARD
1. The grievance is .sustained to the extent that
the effectuation of the March 1, 1976 Regional directive
without reasonable prior notice to the APWU, violated Appendix A~ Section·II-B-4 of.the National Agreement.

34

To avoid recurrence of such ~ problem, the
USPS shall is~ue appropriate instructions to ·all Regional
offices, unless such qction already has been taken.

35

3. Under the particular facts here, and in the
absence of any showing that individual ~ployees suffered
loss or otherwise.were deprived of contractual rights, no
further remedial action now is warranted.

36

4. This ruling does not affect the rights of
individual employees to file grievances seeking to be made
whole for claimed violations of the National Agreement, or .
any applicab~e local agreement, as a res~lt of local implementation of the March 1, 1976 Re,gional directive.
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2.

5.

No violation of Article V of the National

Agreement has been established.

)
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Dear Mr. Johnson:
On September 13, 1984, we met with your roprcscntativm to
discus~ the ~bov~-captioncd grievance nt the fourth ster of

our contractual grievance prococlurc.
The questicin rnisecl in this Hrir~vance: involved wltctl•~r
manaoomcnt altured a past procticn concerning breaks for mail

handlers.
After further revi~w of this matter, wo mutually oGrecd that
no nationl'll interpretive issue is fnirly prcsent1.H~ in the
µ~rticul~rs evidenced in this case.
Wo ~greed th~t issues
involving breaks are cietenninf;:!d hy loce1l policy.
Whether
managemont altaro~ a past practice ce1n only be determined by
full dcvclopm~nt of the specific fact circumstances involved.
Therefore, this case i~ ~uitable for r~gional determinaticn.
Accordingly, we further apreerl, thi~ case is hereby remanded
to the parties at Step 3 for further processing and

arhitration if

ncc~ssary.

;-""::.ease fliyn 11nn return th~ •.!nclo!==ecl copy of t.hii:; lrtt12r 1.1s
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Award Summary:
The grievance is sustained on the basis set forth in the final
paragraph of the above Findings.

Shyam Das, Arbitrator

BACKGROUND
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The NPMHU filed this grievance in August 2012 challenging whether Lead Mail
Processing Clerks and, in some circumstances, Lead Customer Service Clerks, have the
authority to supervise or in any way to assign or direct members of the Mail Handler Craft in the
performance of their duties. The NPMHU alleged that adoption of a policy by the Postal Service
under which Lead Clerks may guide, assign or otherwise direct employees in the Mail Handler
craft unilaterally changed the terms and conditions of employment governing Mail Handlers.
In the 2010-2015 National Agreement between the American Postal Workers
Union (APWU) and the Postal Service those parties entered into a Memorandum of
Understanding which includes provisions relating to Lead Clerk assignments (Lead Clerk MOU).
This MOU created two Lead Clerk positions: Lead Mail Processing Clerk and Lead Customer
Service Clerk (both hereinafter referred to as Lead Clerk). 1
The NPMHU protested that Lead Clerks cannot properly exercise authority to
supervise or to provide direction to Mail Handlers. The Postal Service has since made clear
and the NPMHU accepts the explanation that Lead Clerks are not authorized to perform
supervisory functions, as defined by the NLRB, including decisions about hiring, promotion,
discipline, approval of leave, the resolution of grievances, and employee evaluations.
The creation and implementation of the Lead Clerk position occurred in
conjunction with an agreement between the APWU and the Postal Service to eliminate
temporary supervisor positions (204-B positions), except in the absence or vacancy of a
supervisor for i 4 days or more. When there is no supervisor available, Lead Clerks, per their
job description, provide oversight to mail processing employees in both the Clerk Craft and the
Mail Handler Craft.
The Mail Handler Craft is distinct from the Clerk Craft and is represented by the
NPMHU. The Clerk Craft is represented by the APWU. Mail Handlers generally are
responsible for loading, unloading, and moving bulk mail. There is a Mail Handler Group Leader

Another lead position, Lead Sales and Service Associate, existed long before the Lead Clerk
MOU.

1

2
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position. Teresa Harmon, Contract Administration Representative for the NPMHU, testified that
she was aware of lead employees called Group Leader Mail Handlers in the Mail Handler Craft
since at least the late 1960s. Group Leaders provide guidance, direction and assistance where
a supervisor is unable to be present at the worksite. The job description states that the Group
Leader serves as a working leader of a group of at least five Mail Handlers, although Harmon
indicated that is not always followed.

Relevant provisions of the applicable 2006 NPMHU National Agreement include
the following:

ARTICLE 3

MANAGEMENT RIGHTS

The Employer shall have the exclusive right, subject to the provisions of
the Agreement and consistent with applicable laws and regulations:
3.1

To direct employees of the Employer in the performance of official
duties;

3.2

To hire, promote, transfer, assign and retain employees in
positions within the Postal Service and to suspend, demote,
discharge, or take other disciplinary action against such
employees;

3.3

To maintain the efficiency of the operations entrusted to it;

3.4

To determine the methods, means, and personnel by which such
operations are to be conducted;

3.5

To prescribe a uniform dress to be worn by designated
employees; and

3.6

To take whatever actions may be necessary to carry out its
mission in emergency situations, i.e., an unforeseen circumstance
or a combination of circumstances which calls for immediate
action in a situation which is not expected to be of a recurring
nature.
*

*

*

3

ARTICLES
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PROHIBITION OF UNILATERAL ACTION

The Employer will not take any actions affecting wages, hours and other
terms and conditions of employment as defined in Section 8(d) of the
National Labor Relations Act which viol ate the terms of this Agreement or
are otherwise inconsistent with its obligations under the law.
Relevant provisions of the Lead Clerk MOU agreed to by the Postal Service and
the APWU include the following:

2) Mail Processing/Customer Service
The intent behind the creation of the Lead Processing Clerk and the Lead
Sales and Services Associate is to provide oversight, direction and
support, in the absence of Supervisory presence to bargaining unit
employees in both Mail Processing and Retail operations. Lead Clerk
positions will be created at one level above other employees in the group.
The Employer will fill duty assignments of a Lead Clerk in any facilities
where clerks work without direct supervision and in facilities that have a
minimum complement of five (5) clerks. Lead Clerk assignments shall
include duties in both the Retail and Mail Processing operations in Post
Offices. Lead Clerk assignments will also be filled in facilities with only a
Retail operation.
A) Lead Clerk-Mail Processing- Responsibilities include, but are not
limited to, resolving problems that may occur during tour operations and
determining when a supervisor should be involved, work as a working
leader of mail processing employees in a mail processing activity;
maintaining records related to mail on hand and mail processed;
maintaining a working knowledge of regulations, policies and procedures
to mail processing activities.
B) Lead Clerk-Customer Service- Responsibilities inCfude, but are not
limited to, maintaining a working knowledge of regulations, policies and
procedures related to all phases of retail services and Post Office mail
processing operations; acting alone or as a working leader to retail and
mail processing employees; providing technical guidance to retail clerks
in addition to communicating regulations, policies and procedures to
those employees; performing administrative duties in both retail and mail
processing operations; and ensuring that all work is performed efficiently.

4
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UNION POSITION

The NPMHU argues that Lead Mail Processing Clerks and Lead Customer
Service Clerks should not have the authority to supervise, assign or direct members of the Mail
Handler Craft in the performance of their duties. The NPMHU asserts that by permitting Lead
Clerks to guide and direct the work of Mail Handlers, the Postal Service unilaterally changed the
terms and conditions of employment for employees in the Mail Handler craft. The NPMHU
accepts the Postal Service's statement that Lead Clerks are not authorized to perform
supervisory functions and asks the Arbitrator to incorporate that limitation into the Award in this
matter.

The NPMHU argues that the Postal Service violated Article 5 when it unilaterally
changed the terms and conditions of employment for Mail Handlers by permitting the Lead
Clerk, as opposed to the (Mail Handler) Group Leader, to direct the work of Mail Handlers. The
Postal Service acknowledged at the hearing that it has changed the identity of the individual
providing direction or guidance to Mail Handlers. The NPMHU points out that the Postal Service
made this change through negotiations with the APWU and did not discuss this change with the
NPMHU. The NPMHU argues that this change causes a material, substantial, and significant
change to the working environment for Mail Handlers and therefore, violates Article 5. See
Flambeau Airmold Corp., 334 N.L.R.B. i65 (200i), quoting Alamo Cement Co., 28i N.L.R.B.
737, 738 (1986), modified on other grounds 337 N.L.R.B. i 025 (2002).

The Postal Service has used Group Leaders for nearly 50 years to provide
direction and guidance to Mail Handlers when a supervisor is unavailable. The NPMHU points
out that in accordance with the position description, the Group Leader:

(i)

(ii)
(iii}

"[a]ssures ... that each Mail Handler is assigned a fair share of the load,"
"assures that adequate on-the-job training is carried out" and that "each
Mail Handler understands the work to be done,"
"[a]ssigns employees in the group, as instructed by a supervisor, to
individual tasks, and shifts employees from one assignment to another to
meet fluctuating workloads,"

5

(iv)
(v)
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"[r]esolves problems of a routine nature arising during the tour of duty,"
and
"provides leadership necessary to secure maximum interest and effort
among employees" and "maintains morale of employees in the group."

Harmon testified that the job duties of the Group Leader and the Lead Mail
Processing Clerk are the same. The NPMHU asserts that the general practice in the Postal
Service is for lead-type positions to be in the same craft as the employees who are being
provided direction and guidance, and that by assigning Lead Clerks to direct Mail Handlers the
Postal Service was assigning them Mail Handler Group Leader duties. The NPMHU cites NLRB
precedent that the substitution of one group of workers for another to perform the same work is
clearly a mandatory subject of bargaining. See Spurlino Materials, Inc., 353 N.L.R.B. 1198,
1218 (2009).

The NPMHU disagrees with the Postal Service's assertion that the General
Expeditor (Expeditor) position, a position within the APWU, has held the responsibility to direct
the work of Mail Handlers for years. The NPMHU argues that the evidence shows that the
responsibilities of the Lead Clerk are different than those assigned to the Expeditor. Thus, the
Postal Service's argument that there is a long-standing history of allowing employees from one
craft to guide members from other crafts lacks merit.

The NPMHU contends that the creation of the Lead Clerk position limits the
opportunity for Mail Handlers to be promoted to Group Leader. The total number of Mail
Handler Group Leaders may not have been affected by the new Lead Clerk position, but it has
reduced the availability of promotional opportunities in situations where the Postal Service
determines that bargaining unit employees require oversight, direction and support in the
absence of a supervisor. 2

2

The NPMHU cites an NLRB decision that a reduction in the opportunity for higher-level pay is
a mandatory subject of bargaining. See Corp. for Gen. Trade, 330 N.L.R.B. 617, 627-28 (2000);
Dearborn Country Club, 298 N.L.R.B. 915, 915 (1990).
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The NPMHU argues that allowing Clerk Craft employees to provide oversight,
direction and guidance to Mail Handlers constitutes a material, substantial, and significant
change in the working conditions of Mail Handlers. Harmon testified that the most important
function of a Mail Handler Group Leader is the ability to maintain morale within the group.
Harmon explained that the ability of a Group Leader to maintain morale derives from working
side-by-side with their fellow union members, with an understanding of the NPMHU National
Agreement and supplementary agreements reached by NPMHU local unions and the Postal
Service.

The NPMHU asserts that the Lead Clerk's responsibilities affect the terms and
conditions of employment for Mail Handlers. For example, the Lead Clerk has the ability to start
a process that could result in discipline by relaying information to a supervisor, as well as the
ability to direct the assignments of Mail Handlers.

The NPMHU cites a prior national arbitration award issued in 2014 that makes
clear that the Postal Service cannot bargain with one union any terms that would harm
members of another union unless it first receives the second union's consent. Postal Service
and NALC, APWU, and NPMHU, Case No. Q06N-Q4-C 12114440 (Nolan, 2014).3 The
NPMHU asks the arbitrator to similarly find that the Postal Service cannot unilaterally change
the terms and conditions of employment for Mail Handlers through separate negotiations with
theAPWU.

The NPMHU contends that despite the management rights clause in Article 3,
the Postal Service does not have the right to unilaterally change the terms and conditions of
employment for Mail Handlers. The NPMHU acknowledges the Postal Service's right to
determine whether a non-supervisory lead is necessary, however it argues that the Postal

3

The issue in that case was whether a Non-Traditional Full-Time employee (considered full-time
under the APWU agreement) could be excessed into a full-time position in the NALC bargaining
unit under the NALC agreement. The NALC agreement and the APWU agreement had different
and conflicting definitions of full-time employment. Arbitrator Nolan held that the definition of
full-time in the gaining union agreement (NALC) governed.

7
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Service does not have the authority to unilaterally assign the duties being performed by the Mail
Handler Group Leader to nonbargaining unit employees.

The NPMHU requests that the Postal Service be required to rewrite the Lead
Clerk job description to specify that direction can be provided only to employees within the
APWU bargaining unit or, alternatively, to restore the status quo and bargain with the NPMHU
over these matters.

EMPLOYER POSITION

The Postal Service contends that introducing Lead Clerks to the workplace did
not change the terms and conditions of employment for the Mail Handlers. Relying on NLRB
precedent, the Postal Service argues that an improper change to a working condition involves
more than just an insubstantial modification like the one in this case. 4

Patrick Devine, the Postal Service Manager of Contract Administration for the
APWU Agreement, testified that Mail Handlers receive the same instructions that they always
have, the only change is the identity of the person conveying the instructions. Previously it was
a supervisor and now, in addition to the Group Leader, Lead Clerks are providing instruction to
Mail Handlers. The Postal Service asserts that this small modification, and the minimal
interaction between the Lead Clerks and the Mail Handlers, do not amount to a material,
substantial, and significant change affecting the terms and conditions of employment.

Devine testified that APWU members have been directing Mail Handlers since at
least 1983 when the Postal' Service began using Expeditors. Devine explained that an
Expeditor is responsible for ensuring that the correct mail gets on the correct truck before it
leaves. Expeditors, like Lead Clerks, carry out instructions of the supervisor.

4

"[F]or a statutory bargaining obligation to arise with respect to a particular change
implemented by an employer, such change must be a 'material, substantial and a significant'
one affecting the terms and conditions of employment of bargaining unit employees." United
Technologies Corp., 278 N.L.R.B. 306 (1986), at 308.

8
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The Postal Service argues that the management rights provision of the National
Agreement gives it the right to direct employees in the performance of their official duties. The
Postal Service points out that the management rights clause is almost word for word the
language of the Postal Reorganization Act, 39 U.S.C. § 1001 (e). The Postal Service contends
that this means that its right to direct employees in the performance of their official duties has
the force of law.

The Postal Service argues that it has the authority to create the Lead Clerk
position pursuant to Article 3. Lead Clerks direct employees when necessary and facilitate
efficient operations by providing oversight, direction and support to the operations in the
absence of a supervisor. The Postal Service asserts that in the absence of anything in the
NPMHU agreement prohibiting the use of leads, or prohibiting the use of leads from other crafts
or bargaining units, the management rights clause controls.

The Postal Setvice rejects the NPMHU's argument that the Lead Clerk MOU
violates the NPMHU National Agreement. The Postal Service contends that the NPMHU's
arguments are unsupported by the evidence. The NPMHU failed to prove that the Mail
Handlers' working conditions changed with the creation of the Lead Clerk position. Additionally,
the Lead Clerk position is complement neutral which means that it will not result in the hiring of
additional employees, but will result in a duty assignment for an exiting Clerk Craft employee.
The ratio of Group Leaders to total Mail Handlers has not varied significantly since May 2011,
when the Lead Clerk position was created. There is no evidence that there were any changes
to the job duties or tasks that Mail Handlers perform resulting from the creation of the Lead
Clerk position.

The Postal Service refutes the NMPHU's position that there was a longstanding
agreement between the parties that only Group Leaders could lead Mail Handlers. The Postal
Service asserts there was never an agreement to designate Group Leaders as the exclusive
lead of Mail Handlers in the absence of the supervisor. The Postal Service also contends that if
it had wanted to restrict Lead Clerks to only lead APWU bargaining unit members it would have

9
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done so in the job description, as it did in the Mail Classification Clerk, Window Services
Technician, and Accounting Technician job descriptions.

The Postal Service argues that even if it erred by failing to negotiate with the
NPMHU over the creation of Lead Clerks, there was no impermissible unilateral action, because
any change in working conditions was immaterial, insubstantial, and insignificant. The
directions given by the Lead Clerks are the same directions as those given to Mail Handlers by
others outside the bargaining unit -- Supervisors, including Acting Supervisors (204-B), and
APWU-represented Expeditors. The Postal Service contends that any change to the working
conditions of Mail Handlers was de minimis.

The Postal Service maintains that the facts considered in the 2014 Nolan Award
are distinguishable from the instant case because the Lead Clerk MOU does not conflict with
the NPMHU Agreement. Here, the Postal Service contends, there is no conflicting language in
the NPMHU Agreement that prohibits employees from a different bargaining unit leading Mail
Handler employees.

FINDINGS

The NPMHU National Agreement does not contain a provision expressly
precluding employees in a different bargaining unit, such as the APWU, from leading Mail
Handlers. However, certain unilateral actions are prohibited in the National Agreement. Article
5 states:

ARTICLES

PROHIBITION OF UNILATERAL ACTION

The Employer will not take any actions affecting wages, hours and other
terms and conditions of employment as defined in Section 8(d) of the
National Labor Relations Act which violate the terms of this Agreement or
are otherwise inconsistent with its obligations under the law.
In the past Mail Handler Group Leaders have supplemented supervisors in giving
oversight, direction and guidance to Mail Handlers. Now in addition to Group Leaders, Lead

10
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Clerks are performing this function as a consequence of the Postal Service agreement with the
APWU to eliminate temporary supervisors (204-B supervisors) and to establish the Lead Clerk
positions in issue. The Postal Service should have bargained with the NPMHU prior to
assigning Lead Clerks to perform this work.

The Postal Service's argument that there has been no significant change
because Expeditors in the APWU bargaining unit have directed the work of NPMHU members in
the past is not persuasive. The Expediter position essentially is responsible for making sure the
mail gets onto the correct trucks. As the Postal Service's witness testified (Tr. p. 73) they
"inform" Mail Handlers, and, as the NPMHU points out, the Expeditor job description does not
include the word "direct", let alone provide that the Expediter "directs" Mail Handlers. Unlike the
Group Leader -- or the Lead Clerk as established by the Postal Service -- the Expediter does
not provide oversight, direction or support to Mail Handlers. In the past the Postal Service has
used lead positions, but they have not crossed over bargaining unit lines.5

The Postal Service takes the position that Lead Clerks are only conveying
instructions from a supervisor and that this is a de minimis or insignificant change. The job
description makes it is clear that the role of the Lead Clerk is more significant than simply
conveying the instructions of a supervisor. The Lead Clerk:

5

(i)

"Maintains a working knowledge of regulations, policies and procedures
related to mail processing activities. Provides guidance to mail processing
employees assigned to mail processing operations. Resolves problems
that may occur during tour operations and determines when a supervisor
should be involved."

(ii.)

"As a working leader of mail processing employees, will cooperate with
supervisor to meet established targets for identified goals. Will work to
maintain efficiencies and meet dispatches based on the installation
operating plan. Shifts employees in the group from one assignment to

The Lead Clerk MOU which is incorporated in the APWU National Agreement states that Lead
Clerks will "provide oversight, direction and support, in the absence of a Supervisory presence
to bargaining unit employees in both Mail Processing and Retail operations." As the NPMHU
points out, the APWU National Agreement also provides that references therein to "bargaining
unit are limited to the APWU and the crafts that it represents."
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another, in accordance with the Collective Bargaining Agreement, to
balance workload. Trains new employees in specific area of
specialization. Makes Supervisor approved entries to correct time and
attendance records and retains required supporting documents."
The Postal Service cites several NLRB decisions, including United Technologies Corp., in
support of its de minimis argument. See, United Technologies Corp., 278 N.L.R.B. 306 (1986).
The Board held that in order for a statutory bargaining obligation to arise with respect to a
particular change implemented by an employer, such change must be a "material, substantial,
and a significant" one affecting the terms and conditions of employment of bargaining unit
employees. In that case the Board relied on the limited duration of the program in question and
that it was likely to affect only a small number of employees. In this case, however, the creation
and assignment of Lead Clerks to direct mail processing employees, including Mail Handlers,
potentially could impact much of the Mail Handler bargaining unit. And as noted above, the role
of the Lead Clerk as envisaged in its job description is considerably broader than conveying the
instructions of a supervisor, and overlaps the role of the Mail Handler Group Leader position
which previously performed those functions in the absence of a supervisor. Under these
circumstances, I find that the change at issue was material, substantial and significant, and not
de minimis.

The Postal Service stresses that the ratio of Group Leaders to total Mail Handlers
has not significantly decreased, which the NPMHU does not dispute. But, based on the
evidence in the record, it is reasonable to conclude there has been an impact on Mail Handler
promotional opportunities because Lead Clerks now are able to direct Mail Handlers in the
absence of supervisors. The NPMHU, utilizing Postal Service data, provides a statistical review
which shows a lost opportunity for Mail Handlers to fill the gap left by the reduction in mail
processing supervisors. Between July 2012 and April 2014, the number of employees
performing lead (non-supervisory) responsibilities for mail processing employees (both Clerks
and Mail Handlers) increased from a total of 1,204 lead positions to 1,627 positions -- a 35%
increase. During this same time period, the number of Mail Handler Group Leaders dropped
from 711 in July 2012 to 628 in April 2014. While this corresponded to a drop in total Mail
Handlers on the rolls, what is significant for present purposes is that Group Leaders decreased
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from 59% to 39% of total mail processing lead positions. At the same time, the number of Lead
Mail Processing Clerks increased from 493 to 999 -- an increase from 41% to 61% of the total
lead positions.

Based on the foregoing, I find that the Postal Service violated Article 5 of the
National Agreement. In sum, the NPMHU has established that the Postal Service unilaterally
changed the terms and conditions of employment for Mail Handlers when it assigned the Lead
Clerk position which it had negotiated with the APWU to provide oversight, direction and support
to Mail Handlers, work that in the absence of a supervisor previously had been performed by
Mail Handler Group Leaders. The Postal Service is ordered to restore the status quo and to
bargain with the NPMHU over these matters.

AWARD

The grievance is sustained on the basis set forth in the final paragraph of the
above Findings.

Shyam Das, Arbitrator
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-Thi.9-;..proceed-ing :.involves the issue· whether· the Service

violated the N·ational Agreement by prohibiting uniformed letter
carriers from wearing buttons bearing.. the ins.:Lgn.ia:

of... Loc.aY i2so....

of the Union on their uniforms in its South San Francisco facility in April 1983·.
I

The facts of this dispute are not substantially in
controversy. ··In ·January, · 1983, Local 1280 of the Union began a
campaign to induce more members of the bargaining unit to become
Union members.

As part of that campaign, Local 1280 purchased

1,000 buttons, ··ro:ughly. the size of ·a 25 cent piece, bearing the

Union'· s identifying logo, and distributed them to its members.
Sometime in late Febru&ry or .early March of that year,
Union Steward Gary Ono began wearing his Local 1280.button on his
uniform during h~s ·regular working hours.

His display of· the

button was noticed by the Postmaster, who contacted Regional
Labor Relations for advice on haridling the matter.

Late in

April, the Postmaster was tolp that the wearing of these buttons
on uniforms should be prohibited.
Supervisor on April 27,

uniform.

Steward Ono was ordered by his

1983 to remove the button from his

Ono complied with the directive.
The Union !equested a Step 1 meeting on the order,

.

which was held qn May 11, 1983.
resolve their

dif~erences,

When the parties were unable to

the Union -filed the instant grievance

· on May 23, ·., 1983.

-19·84;

~he

Sometime between Auglist 5, 1983 and April 11,

·Union, pursuant to· Article 15:4 of the National Agree-

ment,- witbdrew._.the··'.case:·_from:··regi:onal: ·.arbitration. and ·refer-red i t
.... , ;\;9 ,..,s.tep..A ..:..oL..:t.he..:......gI:ie::v.ance...:...px:.ocedur.e;~---·-~Af.ter.._the.,~par.ties _were
unable

resolve

to

their

di~pute

at Step 4,

the p-nion, on

April 20, 1984, certified the· case for National arbitration.
II

The Union

relies principally on Article 5

of the

National Agreement, under which the Service promises that it will
not take any actions affecting terms and conditions of employment
that are

Union
)

11

inconsistent with its obligations under law 11 •

The

claims tJ::iat this language incorporates all applicable

federal and state statutes into ·the Agreement, thereby providing
an arbitrator with contractual authority to enforce them.

The

statutes· incorporated into the Agreement include the National
Labor Relations Act.

Under the National Labor Relations Act,

the Union

continues, the wearing of union buttons is a protected activity,
which cannot be prohibited by management in the absence of

·"·special ··circumstances".

The only possible · 11 special circum-

stances" that might apply· in this case would be a perceived need

.,to" ·pres-ent-- a--spec·i-f-±c --image·· to ..the· ·public; · wh:i:ch ·· "ci-rcumstance it
must be balanced against·the employees' right to wear their union

.buttons· •.. Finally_7 · .,the-- .Uni0n· presented evidence that the Service
. had perrni tted ·employees to wear advertising penholders and
various buttons and insignia with their uniformsr which both

- 2 -

defeats

t~~

claim of a need .to present a uniform image and

.amounts .to .discr.iminatory. enforcement of· its regulations regarding.uniforms.

.....

:

.

.

~.

.. .

... .

..

.

·III ·

The Service relies principally on Article 3 of the
National Agreement which gives it the right to prescribe a
uniform dress to be worn by letter carriers and other designated
employees. Pursuant to that authorization, the·Service adopted
•
Section 580 of the Employee and.Labo~ Relations Manual, spelling
out its uniform dress prescriptions.

Section 583 of the Manual

sets out the insignia that may be worn with a uniform.
section,

That

after allowing employees to wear stars or bars to

indicate their length of service, provides:

,, .32

Other Insignia.

Other insignia may not

be worn with the uniform.

Exception:

An

award emblem for safe driving or superior
accomplishment, or other officiaily authorized insignia, may be worn on the cap {left
side). Employees not required to wear caps
may wear the insignia on the lapel of the
jacket."
The Service contends that the Union made no attempt to induce the
Service to authorize wearing.of the Union buttons involved in
this case.
which was
Article 19.

Therefore, they were prohibited by Section 583.32,
incorporated into the National Agreement through
Secondly, the Service claims that enforcement of

Part 583.32 has not been discriminatory •
.

..

Uniformed employees

have only been permitted to wear authorized insignia, which the
Union has never challenged.

Moreover, the Union has waived its

- 3 -

-~)

right to contest these provisions by failing to do so when the
regulations were· originally· promulgated.
.Service _;notes, that· .it:-.was.,

not,,t~:y.;ing .. to.:

In. addition,

th_e

preven:t. the. union ·from

soli.~i:t-iJ).,g··. ne~ · ~emb~rs, ~ ..u:t;i_;q.~i;q.g. th~ .. ~~1;.hQd,.e .~.sp~q:i,.~-;i.caJJ.Y. ··- ... _···-·-·--·

permitted by Articles 17 .6 ·and 3,1.1 of the National Agreement.
With respect to the National Labor Relations Act, the
Service contends that only the Board and not an arbitrator has
authority to enforce its provisions.

The Service also maintains

that there has been no violation of the Act, because the Union
has waived its right· to contest the provisions of Part 583.
Finally, the Service argues i t has the right to prohibit the
wearing of emblems and buttons by uniformed employees to protect
.)

the Service 1 s public image.
IV
The Arbitrator concludes that the Service violated the
National Agreement by ordering uniformed employees in the pouth
San Francisco office to remove local union buttons from their
uniforms in April 19-83.

Therefore the instant grievance, pro-

testing that order, must be sustained •

.This c0nclusion is-· derived from the fo3-lowing-:
A

· ........ rf. -·the·· .focus--of --attention is. -limited to the-

contractual

provisions.relating.to uniforms, there is considerable merit to
th~

.. 9ervi~e !.s.,.pos;ition . . . Article-.3 .• E ..give.s management. the right

to

11

prescribe a uniform dress to be ·worn by letter carriers".

i

)

Pursuant to that authority, the Service has enacted Part 580 of

- 4 -

the Employ~e · and · Labor Relations Manual.
Section· 583.321 which.

pro~ibits

uniformed.employees from wearing

..... ins±gni-a:. . ~·wi:th:· .-thei·r ·un:iforms·y::other:· .than·
.,. , • , . :J.• .,. •••

That part includes

~·-stars

·and· bars"· for- , ·

,:Y~ars.:.:..of.:.senrice..w. and. ..~!.an..:.4wa.r:.d-.:embJ.em...for.Msa£e~..driv..ing.~..:oi::._.s:uper

ior accomplishment or other authorized

~nsignia"

•.

There is no contention from the Union that the union
button involved in this proceeding comes within any of the
exceptions.

Therefore,

the language of Section 583 .. 32 would

appear to prohibit .. such button-:wearing by uniformed employees .•..
B

But Section 583 .. 32 is not the whole story.

Article 3

of the National Agreement qualifies .management's right to prescribe a

uniform dress by making that right "subject to the

provisions of the Agreement and consistent-with applicable laws
and·regulations 11

•

Even more directly, Article 5 of the National Agreement
contains this explicit commitment from. the Service:
ARTICLE 5

PROHIBITION OF·UNILATERAL ACTION
- ·· The ., Employer will· not take any · actions
affecting· wages, ·"hours and other terms and
conditions of employment as defined in
Section B(d} of the National Labor Relations
..· ····· -· ·--··- --Act.. wh±ch--viol·ate··the···terms ··of ·this· Agreement
or are otherwise inconsistent with its
obligations under law.
Thi.-s language appears···curiou-s1 because··the Service is
barred from taking any actions that violate the Agreement or nits
obligations .. under the

law",

even

if Article 5 were totally

- 5 -

...\
)

..
absent.

Tae only purpose the Article can serve is to incorporate

all., t.he._ Service's' "obl-igations under· law 11 ··into the Agreement, so
as .. to. give... the .-Service.!- S· J.egal· .obligations .. ,.the.. additional ..status

C?f _contractual,.

obligat~ons

as. -well.·. TI?-is

-~~-Q~.Poration.

has

significance primarily in terms of enforcement mechanism--it
enables the signatory unions. to utilize the contractual vehicle
of arbitration to enforce all of the Service's legal obligations.

Moreover, the specific reference to the National Labor Relations

Act in the text of Article 5 is persuasive evidence that the
parties were especially interested in utilizing the grievance and
arbitration procedure spelled out in Article 15 to enforce the
service's NLRB .commitments.
In other words, if the Service has taken action which

violated the National Labor Relations Act, it thereby violated
Article 5.

Consequently, the parties have given the Arbitrator

jurisdiction to interpret and apply the

Natio~al

Labor Relations

Act.

c
The question of the power of employers to regulate or

prohibit the· wearing of ·union buttons by· their-·employees is ·one
that has been extensively litigated under the National Labor

Relations-Act •
. More than forty years ago, the Supreme Court of the

United S:tate.9 .estStblished. that. ..the. wearing. of union buttons is a
protected right under Section 7 of the Act.

Republic Aviation

\

)
/

Corp. v. NLR,B, 324 U.S. 793

{1945).

- 6 -

As interpreted by the Board,

..
this

holdi~g

does not mean that employees have an absolute right

·,

··"'···
'.-?·,

to wear union.buttons .• ·-· ·However, -they do ·have at ·1e;iast a presumptive tight. .. to

.w~ar.: .th~m, .. can~...any,..emp~o;y:er

.rule.. tJ;lat .curtails. that

righ"t::. ~s .. -~~pr~.~~pt;:iyely .-inv,alid. ~l~s~ .. ~Pe.c~.al,. .. cii;:c~.s~a~c~?._; ..... _,_ ...
exist which make the rule necessary to maintain production or
sa~ety".

discipline, or to ensure

NLRB No. 171 (1985).

Malta Construction Co., 276

The courts have been more lenient toward

employers and have also permitted them to curtail the wearing of
union buttons where

that curtailment is necessary to avoid

distraction from work demanding great concentration or is a part
of a policy "to project a certain type of image to the public".
Pay'N Save Corp. v.

NLF~,

641 F.2d 697 (9th Cir. 1981); Burger

)

King Co;p. v. NLRB, 725 F.2d 1053 (6th Cir. 1984).
D

Applying these precedents to Section 583 .. 32
easy.

is not

It appears that the Board its elf would find that the

Service has no recognized
wearing of union

but~ons

11

special circumstance" for banning the

by uniformed employees

and that the

application of the rule in that manner would be found to violate
Section

.s (a)

(1:)

of .the NLRA.-·

On ·the other ··hand·, if the Service

appealed such a holding to a circuit court of appeals, there is a
strong--likelH1ood-.,that .. the. court ..would find the .. rule, at least on
its face,
.insig~ia,.

to be permissible .because the Service, by outlawing
is. tryip.g :to

11

projec.t .. a. certain type of .image to the.

public".

- 7 -

..
_.l

Given this state

of

tae law, the Arbitrator holds that

Section 583.32, on· it.s· face;
obligations.
.

·.unde:r:'~'th~:,·National.

does. not violate. the S.ervice's
..Labor.. :Relations Act, .. even. though

.:!;.'.!>·has..;, an.,_;,inev.i.tabl.e.:.,.consequence;·
..o.L...cur:tailing ~,the .:w.earing of
.

·····I•

union buttons.
E

On the other hand, the Arbitrator find that the regu-

lation was applied in a disparate and inconsistent manner in the
South San Francisco . off ice.

Consequently, the rule was used

there, not to project a certain image of uniform and consistent
dress.

Instead, the Service at that location was regulating the

content of the buttons being worn, and was permitting uniformed
)

;

employees to

wea~

buttons of distracting size and shape if it

like the message that the buttons were projecting, and pr?hihiting them when it did not like the content.

This it may not do,

where one of the prohibited buttons is a union button.
The Arbitrator does not base this . holding on the
Union's evidence with respect to stamp pins, penholders .or the
APWU "letter perfect" button. ·The Union's evidence failed to
establish that·the··Serv:i:ce '.permitted uniformed employees·· to·-wear
these items at the time ·.-chat i t was prohibiting the wearing of
union buttons.
· The Arbitrator also believes that the Service had the
.r.ight .to allow uni.formed. employees -to· wear · insignia of "superior

)

accomplishment", such as safe driving awards.

Although i t is a

closer question, he also finds that the Combined Federal Campaign

- 8 -
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..

button, worn by employees who had contributed to the campaign, is
permissible . as a

recognition- of a worthwhile accompl.ishro.ent,

simil.ar to .a. pin. for ..donating.. hlood. · .. These can be .worn without
destroying the . Serv:ic_~ ...Poli9.Y. ~-of_

p_r~~~nting

~

certain image to

the public.
The Service violateq the Act, and Article 5 of the
National

Agreemen~,

by permitting uniformed employees to wear the

"attitude makes the difference" _buttons while prohibiting union
buttons.

The "attitude" buttons are much larger and gaudier than

the union buttons and constituted a much greater distraction from
any consistent irriage.

The fact that the attitude buttons were

intended to promote a specific internal program, the Employee
Involvement Program, does not e:ltplain why these buttons were worn

~)

by car.riers in contact with the public, where the image was most
Nor does it matter that the Employee Involvement

important.

Program was a joint effort between the Service and the Union.
By

banning the union buttons·· while permitting the

"attitude" buttons, the Service en£orced its rul.e in a discriminatory manner and destroyed an:y "special circumstance" that
could· have justified its prohibition •. Consequently,. the ·han
violated the Service's obligation under the National Labor
. ,.

R~lat-ions··

Act-·and: .. also-·A-rticl.e 5 of. the--National Agreement.
THE AWARD
'J;'he .gr~e,vance .. ,filed... on .May .22, .1983 . on behalf of

Branch 1280 is sustained.

The Service is directed to refrain

from prohib.:j.ting the wearing of union buttons whenever it permits

- 9 -

.,_)

..
the wearing of any items other than stars and bars, safe driving

awards·or other insignia which recognize. special accomplishments •

.. . ·, . . ~. . . -.. . . ~~--·----··--iJ 11 ~-

Neil N. Bernstein·
Arbitrator

Dated: March 11, l987

\
/

/
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FINAL RESOLtmON
In the Matter betww:

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
-tm.d-

AMERJ CA.N POSTAL WORKERS UNJON, AFL-CIO

NATIONAL ASSOa.ATION OF LEI I ER CARRIERS, AF.L-

ao

NATIONAL POST OFFICE MAIL HANDLERS, WATCHMEN,
MESSENGERS AND GROUP LEADERS DMSION OF 1llE
LABORERS' INTERNATIONAL tJNION OF NORTII
AMERICA, AFL-CIO
On Anpst 28 1 tm, the above parties entered into the following
Agreement:

Tbe parties llereto agree to resolve their dispute over the terms
of their colledlve barp.i.ning agreement u folloWll:
Tbe Direc:tor or the Federal Mediation ud Coaclli.ltion Service
will appoint u IDdhidual who will mediate the di.spate between
the parties. T'lae parties will thereafter diligently cooperate with
this indivldwd to resoln tbe dispnte. However, If no qreement is
reached as to the tenm of Artides 6 ud 9 of the tentative
agr-eement of Jab' 21, 1978, then the IDdhidual appointed shall
issue a decision oaly 011 those remaining llllrUOlved issues with
respect to the terms of Articles 6 and 9 of the tentative agreement
within 15 days of the date the mediation commences. The terms of
all other articles of the tentathe agreement reached on July 21,
1978, shall be made a part of the final agreement of the parties or
the final bindin& decision of the individual appointed. The appoint·
ed individual's dec:i.Eiou shall be final and bindin& upon the ·parties.

· The undersigned was appointed by the Director of the Federal
Mediation and Condlliltion Senice pursuant to the terms of this
Agreement. He bepn his task on Friday, September 1, ud, ln full
compliance with the tenm of the Agreement, the parties cooperated
diligently with the andersigned in an attempt to resolve the dispute
within the 15-day period.
HoweTer, no Agreement having been reached as to the terms of
Articles VI and IX of the tentative qreement o! July 21, 1978, the
f ollowillg fbW ud biudiug decision is made with respect to those
Articles:

ARTICLE VI

,a
k
111i11it IJ6 dm A......_ Sep?t:'fll\W

ro ~ ...

d.

Ciiiiplo)'ed .. the rep)m' wori: fan:e 111111
15, tm. mD be p1ocecW ~
far6. iiPli!Od U7 ~ laJ'Uft ar b u l'fdhr<tm,
JJd . . .

It Is 6ie batmt of tllls pro'risfon to provide secmity to eadl Reh
employee dariq Im w m work. llfetlme.
Mem'h!!:!nl al tlae repkr 'INl'k force, 1U defined b:l .Artlde VD of the
Ago n•nt, fn.elmk faD..ame repbn, part•time employees ltlldped
to ftlllllm' ~ llmll pmt.tfme emplorea usdped m fiaible

adHI

'21

(2) ~ wllo 'eieoH e memben of

tlae ~ work force dtru
the ·dm GI tills A't&"lU'd. Septem'ba' 15, U78, shall be provicW the
lll8llllllle Pf~ iidJWded - - (l) above Oii completion of m J'elU'S
fl eocdia am ·aenb mad bniq wori:ed bl st leut 20 P'Q' periods
eBda
1W'L
(3) Wltil aapect 1D ~ea hired into tbe rep1ar work force after
the mite of this AW'U'd ad who UYe not acquired tbe protection
pro'rided 'llllder·m above, die F.mplo:rer shall have the right tD effect
layoffs for Jack of wade w for other lesftimate nuom. "I1m npt
may be uerdsed la Ba of remslping employees Dder the pro'&
dom ol Artide XII. except m neh right mar be modified by
~t or lty ftnl resolution punmmt to the provisions of (4)
below. Should 6ae
of tbe employer's right to lay off employ·
ees require the app&at• of the praridom of Oultei' 35 of ntie 5,
Uafted State.s Code. elllployees covered by that Ouapter with less
thu three· yean oK eontinuom d"V'fiiu federal Rnice will be
treated u "cnreer amdltion.al" employees..

mms

orttae m

mdse

The Employer's right a established in this Section shall be effective
July 20, 1979.
.parties shall mprae in. good faJtb discussions to reach agreement., consistent 1ritia tldS decision ud consistent with Chapter 35 or
Title 5, United Sbdes Cod~ 011 further details as to the emp107ees'
ud employer's ri&htz ad the ru;es and procedu.res to be followed iD
the implementlltiaa of Article VJ. U, at the expiratioa ol 90 d.s.1S
after the date or tlm dedsfon. the parties have 1111resobed issaa as
to the employees' aDd employer's ripts and the rules ud procellmes
to be followed ID tbe l.mplementation of Article VI, tben tbe mulersigned shall have u additional 60 dayg thereafter withbl wldc:h to
coocbtct mdl ~ ul the remniaing lsnes a be deems
appropriate and is:sae .a 6'cisioa on such unresolved Issues as to the
employees' and~ rights ud the rules ud procedures to be

(4) The

1·
•.-.'
-

foltt

A ai Oiir

~HAe11"'¢iG11:t of

Article VI. The tenm of uy Ddl
deriPpart of' ttm dedslM! llmd he 6mll

acs•, er 111 r1i"" "7 6£ pRties or uy AC.b ~ta.I
of llllae
' afped dml'l 'become
JlllDi M 5 il tlpO!l the ~

ARTICLE IX
Ef"iea:ffe November 4,. U'7'I, the cmTent cost of UTf.rig adjastmmt
of nam per una:m. . . pn>portioul appllcatiOlll tC> homif n.te
emp'4MR, wDJ. be·addell to Mslc aumual salaries.

(1)

(2) Tire: Oanm c.ost ol"livfrlg Adjmtment formal.a will be.eontmaed
on U. l!ftl"'il'~ bu£s wltll die followine modlfic:atloa.:

a> "1'iii!': ~ 0

rwer Price Index for Urban and Oerical
Rerllied"9 vDI be med.
I>) Tie
hda 1ll1ill k tlrie c.oaswner Price hda for the month
or .Jmie U'7I.
Wllldea

me

atl.!rrJ', with

(J) 'Ibe t.ase 11U1.Dul
emplo.~ for all

proportional application to hourly rate
gs ads and steps for thm:e employees covered
under- tflre terms ud C&iiildftions of this Agreement shall be inc:reued
asr~

Effective July ~ U71-$SOO per annum;
Effective July n., 1979--3% per llll.Dum, applied to the hue
anu.t warr & effect on July 20, 1979.
mective July 21.1'80-SSOO per mnam.

)

(4) An et:her pro~ m Article IX which were the subject of a
te.n.tative agreemem • .Jaly 21, 1978, shrill remain unchanged except
m.s re.nsioa in lan~ « figures is necessary to reflect the rulings
in CD through <3> doR..

The terms
July

or all

~.1971,

other m1:icls of the tentative asreemmt racbed on

are Bllllllle a put of this fiul and bin.d.i.ng aiec:Won.

SJGNED:

()
JAMES

Washington., D.C.
September 15, 197'

J. ff.EA.Ly

bl the Matter bet.ween:

. . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . .
...

:

.

.

·,

·•''"'.··)·
... ;'

. UNI'lll> STATES PaS'TAL SERVICE
- and -

AMERICAN POSTAL w:lRKERS WIOO, AFL-CIO
NA.TICNU. A«iSCCIATIOO CE' LE'lTER CARRIERS, AFlr-CIO
NA.TICN?\L POOT OFFICE MZ\lL IWOLERS, ~'
1
~ AND GIOJP DIVISIOO of the Ia\BlRE:RS
INTERNATIClW.. WIOO OF H:lRIH NERICA, AFL-CIO
: :

.. .. . . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . ..

In an official ruling dat.ed Septeraber 15, 1978, the undersigned
made several findings with respect to Article VI, one of which provided

as follOW'S:
The parties shall eD;Jage in goai fa.i. th dis:u.ssicns
to reach agreecent, consistent with this decision
and ccn.sistent with Chapter 35 of Title S, United

States Cede, on further details as to the eap~'
and enployer' s rights and the rules and px:ooedures
to be follc:Meel in the iltplementatian of Article VI.
If, at the expiraticn of 90 days af~ the date of
this decisicn, the parties have unresolved issues
as to the enployees' and errployer 's rights and the
l:Ul.es and procedures to be followed in the inplementation of Article VI, then the undersigned shall
_have an additional 60 days theieafter within which
to conduct such investigation of the rEml.ining issues
as he deems appropriate and issue a decision en such
unresolved issues as to the errployees' and enployer's
rights and the rules and procedures to be followed
in the .inplementation of Article VI. '!be teJ:lns of
any such agxee:nent reached by the parties or any such
lliiUPPlertental decision of the urdersigned &hall beo:a1e
part of this decision and be final and bin:ling lJtXlI1
the parties.

after

•.

').··

'!'he parties "'1eI'e unable to reach agreement within 90 days
September 15, and therefore the unresolved issues were refer.re:! to

the undersigned for de:::ision. Meetings were held with the parties in
January and February 1979. By aqi:eement, the time for sul:::rnissi.on of the
.final decision -was exten:led to February 27, 1979.

')

- 2 'the follo.N':i.rig tm:mli u to the tllll'IFloyaes ' .00 ercployer' s rights
and the rules and pto=edures to be followed in the illpleraentation of
Article VI are a.part of the Sept.auber J.5, 1978 Final Jeaolution &nd
shall .be final and bin:ling upon the parti.u:

A.

a:>V'EIWiE

l.

~s

prot.ect:!d against any invol.unt.ary la,yc;>ff ar farce redu:tioo.

'Blose e1tployees who occupy full-time, part-time re;uJ.ar or
part-time fJexjble positions in the ngnlar \Crk force (as
defined in Article VII) an~ lS, 1978, are p:ot:ected
aqa.inst layoff a..i"'d reduction in fc:roe during m?l' peria:l of
flnl?latment in the regular work foroe with the thi.ted St.ates
Postal Service ar IRJCOessar ~t.icn in hi.ls ar her llfet..ime.
&x:h enployees are referred to as ~ anployees." .

Other employees achieve
of A. 3 below.
2.

»tpl~

protect:ed status under the provisions

subject to invol\ll'lt..gi layoff or .force reduction.

Eiccept as provided in A.land A.3, all apioyees wh:> enter
the regular work fa:roe, \llhethe:r by hire, t::rans.fer, da:totion,
reassigi:auent, reinstatamnt,
~loyment an or after
_September 16, 1978, are subject, to layoff ar force re:iuc:tion
&nd are referred. to as ·~ employees. R

·ana

3. N:Jn-protectaj E!PlC?ye1!:5 achievlng

~

-r...atus.

(a} A non-protected eaployee achieves i;irotected status Utxn
CC11pleticln of six years of continuous aervice in t.ne
regular 1ro0rk farce. '.the mrvi.ce requirement is a::rtp.Jte::1
fran the first day of the pay pe.ric:d in Wh.i.ch the eq:iloyee
enters the ~ "10rk fc:r:rce. To receive credit for the
year, the flrlP.loyee must work at lea.st one hour or ~ve
a call-in guarantee in lieu of work in at least 20 of the
26 pay periods during that anniversary~·
Abee.nee fran actual duty far any of the follo.d.n; re.a.sons
will be considered as "w:>rk" l!Olely far the pur~ of
this requi.remezlt:

extent required by law, court leave, ti.me
spent in military service c:x:we.red by Cll!lpter 43
of Tit..le 38, or time spent on continuation of pay,
leave wi thcut pay or an cw::::p rolls because of
carpe.nsable injury on duty.

(l) 'lb the

- 3 -

on paid anDlli!ll leave ar s;;ick leave,
as prcwided. fac in Article X of the ~t.

(2.) T:ime spent

(3) I.eave without pay for perfo:cui.ng Union business
as pravide:j for in Article XXIV of the Agzei:went.

All other unpaid leave and pericd.s of

~

or time

spent in layoff or RlF status will not DI! ccnsi.ae.red lrm'k.
Failure to meet the 20 pay period requi.rslient in any given
anniversary year means the enpl.oyee nust begin a new a.ix
year continuous service period to achieve protect.ed status.
(b) 'l'erqx>ra.ry details outside of the regular wcrk fa.roe in which
the enployee's position of reco:cd remains in the regular work
force count t:.cward fulfilling the 20 pay periois of lrm'k
requirement per yeaJ:.
·

(c) If a non-protected enployee leaves the regular work force for
a position outside the Postal Service and remains there m:xe
than 30 calendar days, upon return the enployee begins a new
service period for puq:oses of att:ai.ni.n3' su years cxmtinoous

service.
(d} If a n:>n-protected ercployee leaves the regular lllOrk force
an::1 returns within two years frcm a position within the Postal
Service the . enployee will receive credit for previously

carpleted full·anniversary years, for purp:>ses of attaining
the six years cont.inu:::lus service.
B.

PRE:CNDITICNS roR

lMPLEMENrATI~ · CE

t.AYOFF AND REDtC'IICN IN FORCE.

l. The affected Union (s} shall be notified at the R.e:Jional level
no less than 90 days in advance of any layoff or redu:::tion in
force that an excess of eriployees exists or will exist at an
installation and that a layoff and reduction in force may be
necessary. The En-player will explain to the Onion(s} the basis
for its c:onclusicn that legitimate business reasons require the
excessing an:l i;:ossi.ble separation of eaployees.
2. No enployee shall be reassigned under this Article or laid off
or reduc:ed in force unless and until that eriployee has been
notifie:l at least 60 days in advanc::e that he or she may be affecte:i
by one or the other of these actions.

3. The naxinun J'Utlber of excess enployees within an installation shall
be dete:z:rnined by seniority unit within each category of Sli?loyees
(full-time, part-time regular, part-time flexible).
nl.llll::er
determina::l by the Enployer will be given to the Uniai(s) at the
time of the 9o-day n:>tice.

nus

)

- 4 4. d:.:-=·'- Alll!fJl.eme--.ta"ticm Of. reassig.iaeut urdm: this Article or,
.:.::!. ~ry, hryoff m'ld .nduct,j,an in farce Qf flll'XOe&s t11nployees
1111!o..~ 1:he iM¢aJlat;icn, the Blployer will, t:IO the fullest extent

pcssfble, aeparate all au1n.als Within the craft and minimize tne
aaount. of ~ime work Md put-time fleci ble hcura in the
positicns er group of positions~~ the mniarity unit as
defined in this Agreement ar u ~ to by the p&rt.ies. In
llddition; the atploye.r ahall aolicit volunt.ra f1:m 111a19
enployees in the mane craft within the install.atian to tm::minate
their llllp~t with the 81;>1.oym:. ~lDyu. llllhC> mlAlet to
tem:i.nate their anployment will receive a limp 111.D ~
payment in t.he ~t provided by Part 435 of the ~lO}"lllle am
Labar Ielaticns Manual, will .receive bane.fit~ to the
extent prOITided by such Manual, and, if eligible, will be qi'll'en
the early retirement benefits prcwided by sect..ian 8336(d) (2) of
'l'itle S, United States Crde and the regul.at.ic:irus implementing that
statute.

5. No less than 20 days prior to effecting a layoff, the Eniploye.r
will post a list of a.ll vacancies in other 8Cliority unit.I and
crafts at the same or lower level 'Which a:i.st. within the inst:Allation am within the CCltlU.Jting area of the losing installatian.
Eltlt>loyees in an ·affected seniority unit 'lfflAy, within 10 days after
the posting, .request a reassig:ment under tbis Article to a
p:>sted vacancy. Qua.lilied Clployees will be a.uigned to such
vacancies en the basis of &eniarity. If & lllB"1iar nan--preference
eliqible srployee within the aeniarity unit indicates no interest
in an availabie ~ssignt11mt, then such Gl'fPloyee bac:aaes exposed
to layoff. A preference eligible mployee within the aen.i.arity
unit shall be required to accept· INICh a re.ssigm:ient to a vacanc.f
in the sane level at the installation, ar, i f none exists at the
install.atioo, to a vacancy in the Si!l:'Qe level at an installation
within the c:x:rmut.i.ng area of the losing . .installation.

)

If the reassigrme."lt is to a different· craft, the mployee' s
aeniority in the new craft shall be ut.abl.illhed in accordance with
the ~lical:>le seniority pt'0\7isicns of the new craft.
C.

IAYOFf AND mxx:TIOO IN Fac:E

l. Definition.

The term "layoff" as Wied herein refers to the

separation of ncn-protect.ed, ncn--prefeninoe eligible s:i:pl.ayees
in the regular w:xk force because of lack of work ar other

leqitimate, non-disciplinar,Y reaJllCll'lS. 'Die ~ ·~ ~
force• as used herein refers t0 the aeplU'B.ticn ar reducti.on lJl
cp-ade of a non-protected veterans prefexence eligible in the
~ work force :because of lack of \iliCrk ar other le;it.imate

n:::in-discipli.Mey reasc:ns.

_)

J.. Or.:.e= ~ ~- 11 an iem=ess af auployees exists at an
'iiiSianation after satisfaction of the preoc:n:litions aet
fcrth. in (B) atx:Ne, tie Dtployer l'Day lay off· ~loyees within
their respective seniority units in ir'N'erae order of craft

aeniority as defined in the Agreement.

3. Seniority units f~ Qf laYQff. Seniority units v.i.thin
the categories of
-time r69Ulir~-tiule regular, am parttime flexible, w.i.ll consist of all non-pz:::otecte peraons at a
given level within an established craft at an installation unless
the parties agree otherwise. It is the intent to provide the
broadest possible unit o::nsistent with the equities of &enior
non-protected ertployees and With the efficient operaticn of the

installatioo.

4. Unioo representatioo. Clief stewards and uni.on stewards ~
responsibilities Eeir a direct relati.cnshi.p to the effective
an:i efficient representaticn Qf bargaining unit empl~ aha.ll
be placed at the top of the seniority unit roster in the arcier
of their relative craft seniority far the purposes of. layoff,
redu:::ticn in farce, and recall.

s. Reduction in force. If an excess of q>loyees exists at an
installation after satisfaction of the precxxid.i.tians set forth
in CB) al:ove a."ld after the layoff p:r:ocedure has been appl.ieQ,
the fllployer may llr;:>leraent a reduction in farce as defi.ned
alx>ve. SUch reduction will be ccniuc::ted in acoardance with
statutory and regulat.ory requirements that prevail at the ti.me
the force reductiai is effected. Should applicable law and
regulations require that other non-protected, rr.:n-preferenoe
eligible eraployees £.ran other seniority units be laid off prior
to a reduction in force, such enployees will be la.id off in
inverse_ order of their c:raft seniority in the seniarity unit.

In detennin.ing c:arq::etitive levels and cxmpetitive areas
applic:.sible in a force reductiai., the
prop::>sa.l to the Union(s) at least 30
The Union (s) will be afforded a full
revisiai.5 in the prcposal • Hc.Jwever f

Enployer will sul:nit its
days prior to the red\X:tion.
q:p:irtuni.ty to I'lla)te su;gested
the Eltployer I having the
prmary respc:nsibi.lity·for o::rcpliance with the statute and re9Ulati.ons, reserves the right to make the final decision with respect
to ccrtpeti.tive levels and cx::srpetitive areas. In making its decision
with respect to ooopetitive levels and c::arpetitive ueas ~ atpl~

shall give no greater retentiQl'l security to preference eligibles
than to non-preference eligibles except as.may .be reg:uired by law.

\

}

./

~

..J

L.

en.;;; ~
1. ~ wh> are laid off er .redi>oed in £croe &hall be plaoed
an rec:all lists within their Mlniarit:y units &rd shall be antitleii
to remain c:in such lists for t:wo yurs. Such ar.ployaes ahal.l keep
the &rployer infarmed cf their cw:nrnt add.rus. -loywes an the
li5ts shall be notified in~ of craft mni.arity within the
aeniority unit of all vacant a.asignaat.s in the llllml! categary and
level frcm which they tJere laid off or reduoC in force. Preference
eligibles will be accorded no Z1ICllll rights gniat.er t:lmn ncnpreference eligibles mccept u ~ by law. Nat.ice Qf we.ant
usiqments llhall be given by c:e:rtified nail, ntu:m reoeipt
requestec1, and a copy Qf such notice llh&ll be fumiJshed to the lcx:a.l
uni.en president. An employee ISO notifilld JilUSt acJaiowlA!dge ~t
of the notice m1d advime the bp~ of his ar her intmltians
wi. thin 5 days aft.er receipt of the notice. If the ~ accepts
the posit.ion offered he or &he JrUllt :xepact far \G'k within 2 weeks
after reoeipt of notice. If the amplajee fails to reply to the
notice with.iri S &sys after the notice is ncaivad ar delivery
cannot be aco::rcplished, the &cplc:iyer llhall offer the vacancy to
the next errployee an the list. I£ an employee &ilclines the offer
of a vacant assi«;ml!nt in his ar her aeniarit:y unit ar does not
have a satisfactory reason far failure to ftl§>ly to a notice, the
employee shall be rtm:1Ved frau the recall list.
2. An f!.l'!Ployee rausigned from a losing inllta.llaticn purauant to B (5)
a.b:JVe and 'Wb:> has retreat rights sball be lmtitlad under this
Article to exercise tn::>se retreat rights before a vacan::y is Off ere::
to an err:ployee on the recall list 'Who is jun.:j.or to the raa.ssignee
enployee in c:ra.ft seniority.

E.

PFOl'fL'l'lVE mNETlTS

l. Severance f!Y. Drployees

\rl1'x';i are

separated be!cause of a layoff

or a redU':t.l.On in force Bba.ll be entitJ.ed to aeverance pay in
accordarx:e with Part 435 of the fnployee and I.alxl.r ael.ations

Manual.
2 .. ~l th an1 file Insur~ 0::1Yerase. Employees Who are aeparated
bec::ause of a layoff er a reduct.ion in force Wll be entitl.ed to
the health insurance an:1 life insurance coverage am to the
conversion rights provided far in the ~loyee a.rd IAc:cr Relations
Manual.
F.

UNICN REPRESmrAT!cN RIGm'S

l. '.nle interpretation and application of the prcwisiCl'lS Qf this
Award shall be grievable under Article XV. kl';/ llUCh gr ievan::::e
may be intrcxlu::ed at the legi<:rlal level and shall be sul;:)ject to
p::iori ty arbitration.
.

~\.

)

-

i

-

.;,. ·l:lle ~ sw.l proride to the affected UnionCsl a
gua..""terly repar t m all reas.si;rnents, layoffs an:i reductions

m force lti!tde under this Article.

3. Preference eligibles are not deprived of. whatever rights of
appeal· 1iiUCh employees may hmie under applicable laws and
.regulations. ~,. if an mployee E1211!re.ises these appeal
rights, the f!llPloyee thereby W!U.wis access to any pro::edure
under this agreement~ Step 3 Qf the g:rievanoe-arbit.raticn

pi:cx:::edure.
G.

lNl'ENI'
The atployer shall not:. lay off, .reduoe in farce, er take any other
action against a non-prat:.ected employee aol.ely to prevent the

attaiment by that aq:.iloyee of protected status.

SIGNED:

r/trffg%df
~:

February 26, 1979
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Hr. £z:v:iet Andrews

Directer, ln~ustricl Relations
.hnleric4n Pootal Wor~cr. Union,

Af'L-CIO

£17 - 14th Stroet.,

Washington,
De>z;.r

o.

C.
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r.:.r. .Andrews :

~his

is in rospon~e to yc~r.1et~er aatod Dece.":lb~r
10, 1974, concerninq a 9uarnuteo of.four t.ours pay
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NATIONAL ARBITRATION
BEFORE IMPARTIAL ARBITRATOR STEPHEN B. GOLDBERG

In the Matter of Arbitration
between
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
and
AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS
UNION, AFL-CIO
and

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)

Q06C-4Q-C 09250752

)
NATIONAL POSTAL MAIL HANDLERS
UNION, AFL-CIO as Intervenor
)
)
and
)
)
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LETTER
CARRIERS, AFL-CIO as Intervenor
)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-)

BEFORE: Stephen B. Goldberg, Arbitrator
APPEARANCES:
United States Postal Service: Patrick M. Devine, Manager, Contract Administration;
Neftali "Nefty" Pluguez, Labor Relations Specialist
American Postal Workers Union, AFL-CIO: Anton G. Hajjar, Attorney (O'Donnell,
Schwartz & Anderson, P. C)
National Postal Mail Handlers Union, AFL-CIO: Mady Gilson, Attorney; Bruce R.
Lerner, Attorney; Daniel A. Zibel, Attorney (Bredhoff & Kaiser, P.L.L.C.)
National Association of Letter Carriers, AFL-CIO: Keith E. Secular, Attorney (Cohen,
Weiss and Simon, L.L.P.)
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Place of Hearing:

USPS Headquarters, 475 L'Enfant Plaza, S.W.,
Washington, D.C.

Date of Hearing:

April 25, 2012

Date of Award:

August 1, 2012

Relevant Contract Provisions:

Article 6; Sections (1), (2); Article 14, Sections 1, 4.D;
MOU re Layoff Protection

Contract Year :

2006-2010; 2010-2015

Type of Grievance :

Contract Interpretation
Award Summary

There were two issues in this case: (1) whether the grievance was arbitrable; (2)
if so, whether the Layoff Protection MOU in the 2010-2015 Agreement protects
an employee who has transferred out of the APWU bargaining unit into another
unit covered by the Healy Award of September 15, 1978. The USPS arguments
that the grievance was not arbitrable because (1) premature, (2) barred by Article
4, (3) APWU cannot advocate on behalf of employees it does not represent, and
(4) no interpretive issue was presented, were rejected. On the merits, I concluded
that APWU' s position that the Layoff Protection MOU continued to apply to an
employee transferred into another bargaining unit would present such practical
problems of contract administration and personnel management for USPS that it
should not be adopted in the absence of persuasive evidence that USPS and
APWU intended its application in those circumstances. Such evidence was found
to be lacking. Accordingly, the grievance was denied.

2

I. STIPULATED ISSUE

Whether each employee in the regular work force as of November 20, 2010,
and who has not acquired the protection provided under Article 6 is protected
henceforth against any involuntary layoff or force reduction during the term
of the National Agreement (November 21, 2010, through May 20, 2015)
although that employee has transferred out of the APWU bargaining unit and
into another unit covered by the Healy Award of September 15, 1978. 1

II.

SUMMARY OF RELEVANT EVIDENCE

In 1978, the American Postal Workers Union (APWU), the National Postal Mail
Handlers Union (NPMHU), and the National Association of Letter Carriers (NALC), which at
that time jointly bargained with the Postal Service as the Postal Labor Negotiating Committee,
were parties to an interest arbitration proceeding which resulted in the issuance by Arbitrator
James J. Healy of what has become known as the "Healy Award". That Award provided
protection against involuntary layoffs or force reduction to individuals employed in the regular
workforce as of September 15, 1978, the date of the Award, as well as to all such employees who
became employed after the date of the Award and who achieved six years of continuous service
with the Postal Service. The Healy Award was codified in Article 6 of the 1978 Agreements
between USPS and each of the unions which were members of the Postal Labor Negotiating

1

Although the original dispute leading to this arbitration related to the interpretation of the Layoff Protection MOU in
the 2006-2010 National Agreement, the Postal Service and the APWU stipulated that the Arbitrator's decision was to
interpret the language of the Layoff Protection MOU in the 2010-2015 National Agreement. The language of the two
MOUs is the same with the exception of the years each is in effect.
In the course of this decision, I shall at times refer to the Layoff Protection MOU simply as "the MOU", since no other
MOU is relevant to this case. Similarly, while the MOU protects employees against both involuntary layoff and force
reduction, I will typically refer to layoff protection as encompassing both involuntary layoff and force reduction.

3

Committee (APWU, NPMHU, and NALC, and has remained in each of their contracts since
1978.
By 1987, NPMHU had ceased participating in joint bargaining with APWU and NALC.
During its separate negotiations with the Postal Service that year, NPMHU sought two relevant
changes to its National Agreement. First, it proposed amending Article 6 to provide that the
protections of the Healy Award would apply to each individual employed in the regular
workforce as of July 20, 1987 (instead of the date of the Healy Award), irrespective oflength of
prior service. Second, NPMHU sought no-layoff protection for future employees after one year
of service, rather than the six-year requirement contained in the Healy Award. The Postal
Service counter-proposed a Memorandum of Understanding which granted protection for the
term of the National Agreement against layoff and force reduction for all employees in the
regular work force who were employed as of the date of the Agreement. This MOU, which is
the predecessor of the MOU involved in the instant case, was accepted by NPMHU, and
remained in effect until July 20, 1990.
The Joint Bargaining Committee, which at that time consisted of APWU and NALC,
subsequently made a proposal to USPS that was similar to the original NPMHU proposal (''to
amend Article 6 to prohibit layoffs for those not already covered by no layoff protection"), and
ultimately entered into a Layoff Protection MOU similar to that which had been accepted by
NPMHU.
In the years that followed the expiration of the 1987-90 Agreements between USPS and
the three unions, the Layoff Protection MOU, modified only as to its effective and expiration
dates, was in all APWU and NPMHU contracts through 2006-2010, with the sole exception of
1994, when those two unions, still bargaining jointly with USPS, went to post-impasse interest
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arbitration and were not awarded the Layoff Protection MOU. NALC, in contrast, has not had
the benefit of the Layoff Protection MOU in any contract subsequent to the expiration of the
1987-90 Agreement.
At present, the Layoff Protection MOU is found in the 2010-2015 APWU contract.
Inasmuch, however, as NPMHU now bargains separately from APWU, and the MOU in the
2006-2011 NPMHU Agreement expired on November 20, 2011, and a successor agreement has
not yet been entered into, employees in the bargaining unit represented by NPMHU are without
the protections of the MOU. Also without the protections of the MOU are those employees in
the bargaining unit represented by NALC, who, as previously noted, have not had the benefit of
the MOU since 1990.
The controversy giving rise to the instant arbitration appears to have arisen for the first
time on April 17, 2009, when William Burrus, at that time APWU President, sent the following
letter to USPS Contract Administrator John Dockins:
We discussed this date the application and interpretation of the
"Layoff Protection" Memorandum appearing on page 286 of
the APWU 2006-2010 Collective Bargaining Agreement. The
issue is the definition of the word "employee" as included in
the Memorandum.
It is the position of the union that employee is defined as one
who was employed in the APWU bargaining unit on November
20, 2006; continues employment until lay off procedures are
implemented for non protected employees or who achieves the
required six years of employment for lifetime protection. This
definition of employee is unaffected by the change of
assignment or craft so if prior to the expiration of the 2006
national agreement, a protected employee is reassigned to a
craft that is not protected by the provisions, such employee
would continue the protection of the Memorandum.
As you are aware, "protected" status, temporary or permanent,
is unaffected by the reassignment of employees from one
bargaining unit or craft to another.
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A contrary interpretation would result in an employee who was
employed within a craft that did not negotiate a Layoff
Protection Memorandum achieving such protection by virtue of
his/her transfer to the APWU craft during the term of the 2006
national agreement.
Due to excessing and reassignments, many junior APWU
represented employees have been reassigned outside the
APWU crafts. In the event that lay off is necessary it will be
essential that we identify covered and non covered employees.
Please respond with your interpretation of the referenced
provision so that the union can take appropriate action.

Mr. Dockins' June 3, 2009, response stated, in relevant part:
Dear Bill:
This responds to your April 17 letter regarding the
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) Re: Layoff Protection,
which is printed on page 286 of the 2006 USPS/APWU
Collective Bargaining Agreement. In particular, you request to
know the Postal Service's definition of the word "employee" as
used in the MOU. In sum, it is the APWU's position that once
an employee obtains the protective status against layoff under
the MOU, you opine that the employee has that protection
forever, even if the employee transferred out of or is reassigned
to a non-APWU bargaining unit position.
The Postal Service does not agree. It is the Postal Service's
position that once an employee leaves, voluntarily or
involuntarily, from an APWU-represented position, that
employee is not covered by any of the provisions of that
collective bargaining agreement. Put another way, application
of this particular MOU is limited to those APWU-represented
craft employees covered under the parties' 2006 National
Agreement, just as would be the case with other provisions of
the Agreement. In the Postal Service's view, this position is
supported, among other things, by the plain reading of Article
1, Section 2, of the National Agreement which states:
The employee groups set forth in Section 1 above do not
include, and this Agreement does not apply to ... :

7. Rural letter carriers;
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8 Mailhandlers; or
9. Letter carriers.
Accordingly once an employee is reassigned to any of the
above positions, the terms of the 2006 APWU Agreement
including the MOU Re Layoff Protection would not appl;....

Mr. Dockins' response was followed by two letters from Mr. Burrus to Doug Tulino,
USPS Vice President, Labor Relations. The first of those letters, dated June 5, 2009, and
captioned "Dispute over the application of the No Layoff Memorandum", stated:
Dear Mr. Tulino:
I received your June 3, 2009 response to my interpretive
inquiry regarding the application of the 2006 Memorandum
protecting the APWU represented employees who had not
achieved no lay off protection on the date of the agreement. I
disagree with your response of June 3, 2009.
Pursuant to the provisions of the 2006 national agreement, this
is to initiate a Step 4 grievance. The union's position is as
outlined in my April 17 letter. I am available to discuss this
matter at your convenience consistent with the terms of the
national agreement.
You may contact Robin Bailey of my staff at 202-842-4248 for
a mutually agreeable date for discussions.
The next Burrus-Tulino letter, dated July 6, 2009, was captioned, "Appeal to Arbitration,
National Dispute", referred to the Layoff Protection Memorandum, and stated:
Dear Mr. Tulino:
Consistent with the terms of the Collective Bargaining
Agreement (CBA), this is to appeal to arbitration the dispute
over the above referenced issue.
The parties have met at Step 4 on this issue; however the Postal
Service has failed to respond in writing of its understanding of
the issue and to render a Step 4 decision. The Postal Service
has failed to provide a written response and at the time of this
appeal, I am unaware of the USPS' understanding of the issue
and will be informed for the first time in arbitration.
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There is no evidence of further discussion or exchange of written material concerning the
Layoff Protection Memorandum between July 6, 2009, and the April 25, 2012, hearing in this
matter.
III.

RELEVANT CONTRACT PROVISIONS

ARTICLE6
NO LAYOFFS OR REDUCTION IN FORCE
(1) Each employee who is employed in the regular workforce
as of the date of the Award of Arbitrator James J. Healy,
September 15, 1978, shall be protected henceforth against
any involuntary layoff or force reduction.

It is the intent of this provision to provide security to each
such employee during his or her work lifetime.
Members of the regular work force, as defined in Article 7
of the Agreement, include full-time regulars, part-time
employees assigned to regular schedules and part-time
employees assigned to flexible schedules.
(2) Employees who become members of the regular work force
after the date of this Award, September 15, 1978, shall be
provided the same protection afforded under (1) above on
completion of six years of continuous service and having
worked in at least 20 pay periods during each of the six
years ....
[See Memo, page 281]

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN THE
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
AND THE
AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION,
AFL-CIO
Re:

Layoff Protection

Each employee who is employed in the regular work force as
of November 20, 2006, and who has not acquired the
protection provided under Article 6 shall be protected
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henceforth against any involuntary layoff or force reduction
during the term of this Agreement. It is the intent of this
Memorandum of Understanding to provide job security to each
such employee during the term of this Agreement; however, in
the event Congress repeals or significantly relaxes the Private
Express Statutes this memorandum shall expire upon the
enactment of such legislation. In addition, nothing in this
Memorandum of Understanding shall diminish the rights of
any bargaining-unit employees under Article 6.
Since this Memorandum of Understanding is being entered into
on a nonprecedential basis, it shall terminate for all purposes at
midnight, November 20, 2010, and may not be cited or used in
any subsequent dispute resolution proceedings.
ARTICLE 15
GRIEVANCE-ARBITRATION PROCEDURE
Section 1. Definition
A grievance is defined as a dispute, difference, disagreement or
complaint between the parties related to wages, hours, and
conditions of employment. A grievance shall include, but is not
limited to, the complaint of an employee or of the Union which
involves the interpretation, application of, or compliance with
the provisions of this Agreement or any local Memorandum of
Understanding not in conflict with this Agreement ....
Section4.D
It is agreed that in the event of a dispute between the Union
and the Employer as to the interpretation of this Agreement,
such dispute may be initiated at the Step 4 level by either party.
Such a dispute shall be initiated in writing and must specify in
detail the facts giving rise to the dispute, the precise
interpretive issues to be decided and the contention of either
party. Thereafter the parties shall meet in Step 4 within thirty
(30) days in an effort to define the precise issues involved,
develop all necessary facts, and reach agreement. Should they
fail to agree, then, within fifteen (15) days of such meeting,
each party shall provide the other with a statement in writing of
its understanding of the issues involved, and the facts giving
rise to such issues. In the event the parties have failed to reach
agreement within sixty (60) days of the initiation of the dispute
in Step 4, the Union then may appeal it to arbitration, within
thirty (30) days thereafter....
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IV. DISCUSSION

A. Arbitrability
1. Prematurity
USPS asserts that the grievance should be dismissed because it is not arbitrable. Initially,
according to USPS, the grievance is premature - it raises no issue ripe for resolution ...
APWU, on the other hand, asserts that:
The correct interpretation of this MOU presents an issue of utmost
importance to the members of the APWU bargaining unit as the
Postal Service goes through a traumatic transition.... The Postal
Service is redeploying its facilities and workforce in dramatic
fashion. As the Postal Service declares large numbers of APWUrepresented employees such as clerks excess to its needs and
reassigns them under Article 12, these employees must decide
whether to seek and accept voluntary transfers out of the APWU
unit and into those represented by the National Postal Mail
Handlers Union ... or the National Association of Letter Carriers .
. . , where they will start a new period of seniority, or to be
involuntarily reassigned, often to distant locations and perhaps on
different tours, often at great cost to their personal and family
lives. The decision is especially momentous for those who have
not achieved Article 6 protection from layoffs in all three units ...
According to the Postal Service, the no-layoff MOU ... does not
apply to these employees, making them vulnerable to senioritybased layoffs because they will have to start a new period of
seniority in their new crafts in accordance with the NALC and
NPMHU National Agreements. If they choose not to transfer
voluntarily, the Postal Service asserts the right to negate their
APWU-negotiated no layoff protections by the simple expedient of
involuntarily reassigning them out of the APWU unit. ...
The USPS response to APWU's assertion is that in the history of the USPS no clerk has
ever been laid off, that it has given no notice or indication that any clerk is being considered for
layoff, and that APWU has presented no evidence to the contrary.
Although USPS is correct in pointing out that APWU presented no evidence of imminent
harm to APWU-represented employees that would flow from an arbitral acceptance of the USPS
interpretation of the MOU, there is nothing in Article 15 - or generally in the administration of
collective bargaining agreements - that requires evidence of imminent harm as a condition
10

precedent to filing or arbitrating a grievance. Article 15, Section 1, provides that "A grievance
shall include, but is not limited to, the complaint of an employee or of the Union which involves
the interpretation, application of, or compliance with the provisions of this Agreement ..." The
instant grievance clearly involves the interpretation of an MOU that is part of the Agreement,
hence the prematurity objection to arbitrability is without merit.
2. Article 15.4.D
According to USPS, at the time APWU appealed the instant matter to arbitration - July 6,

2009- several of the pre-arbitration requirements of Article 15.4.D had not been met. There had
been no Step 4 meeting, there had been no exchange of the post-Step 4 meeting statements in
which each party is to provide the other with "its understanding of the issues involved and the
facts giving rise to such issues", and APWU had not defined a precise interpretive issue.
Furthermore, USPS asserts, the sole interpretive issue and contentions relating to that issue set
out in Mr. Burrus' April 17 letter to Mr. Dockins dealt with the MOU, not with Article 6 or the
Healy Award. Hence, USPS concludes, relying on various national interpretive arbitration
decisions:
Because the APWU failed to present Article 6 in its filing, the
grievance should be dismissed in its entirety. In the event the
grievance is not dismissed, the decision should be limited to the
application of the Layoff Protection MOU as expressly communicated
between the parties in the correspondence between Burrus and
Dockins.
Stated otherwise, it is the USPS position that the arbitrator should either dismiss the grievance as
not arbitrable or, at very least, preclude APWU from relying on Article 6 or the Healy Award.
The argument that the grievance should be dismissed due to APWU's failure to cite
Article 6 in its July 6 filing for arbitration or in its letters of April 17 or June 3 is without merit.
To be sure, APWU did not refer to Article 6 in its pre-arbitration letters or its appeal to
arbitration, but it did set out a precise interpretive issue - whether an employee who was
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employed in the APWU bargaining unit on November 20, 2006, and thus benefits from the
protections of the MOU, loses MOU protection if he/she is transferred to a bargaining unit not
covered by the MOU. As far as setting out a "precise interpretive issue" is concerned, no more
than that is necessary to comply with Article 15.4.D.

2

Dealing with the USPS argument that APWU's failure to refer to Article 6 or the Healy
Award in its pre-arbitration statement of the precise interpretive issues to be decided bars APWU
from relying on either of them in this arbitration requires a clear understanding of the manner
and extent to which APWU relies on Article 6 and the Healy Award.
In order to develop such an understanding, I here set out a summary of the APWU
contentions relating to Article 6 and the Healy Award as they are understood by USPS (Brief, pp.
10-11):
The Layoff Protection MOU should be read together with Article 6 of
the National Agreement to determine the intent. The wording of
Article 6 and the Layoff Protection MOU have close parallels so the
familiar rule of contract interpretation codified in the Restatement
(Second) of the Law of Contracts,§ 202.2, applies, "A writing is
interpreted as a whole, and all writings that are part of the same
transaction are interpreted together." Reading the Layoff Protection
MOU with Article 6, means there is a third way to obtain job security
in the form of no-layoff and no-RIF. The same Article 6 protection
vests or accrues to the individual regular work force then on the rolls
for the duration of the contract; whether they stay in the APWU crafts
or leave it. The JCIM also references the Layoff Protection MOU
2

The decision of Arbitrator Linda Byars in HOC-NA-C38 (June 24, 2009), on which USPS relies, is not
inconsistent with this conclusion. In that case, the Union failed, at any time prior to arbitration, to identify
a contract provision or language in support of its claim. It was under those circumstances that Arbitrator
Byars held that the Union could not rely on Article 12 for the first time at arbitration. And, since that was
the only contract provision on which the Union relied, Arbitrator Byars further held that the grievance must
be dismissed under Article 15 for failure to present an interpretive issue. In the instant case. however, the
Union clearly notified USPS that it was relying on the Layoff Protection MOU.
As for the USPS contention that there had been no Step 4 meeting and no exchange of 15 day letters,
Mr. Burrus stated in his July 6 Appeal to Arbitration that there had been a Step 4 meeting and that it was
the Postal Service that had failed to provide a written statement or a Step 4 decision. Inasmuch as USPS
does not rely on these asserted APWU failures as a grounds for dismissing the grievance, I shall make no
effort to resolve the factual discrepancy, other than to note that there is no record evidence contradicting
Mr. Burrus' assertions.
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under Article 6 so they go together. Further, the "Notes:" section found
on page viii in the National Agreement creates a "Bridge" for Article 6
into all bargaining units covered by the Healy A ward.
The Layoff Protection MOU applies only to APWU represented
employees even though the term regular workforce is defined
identically for the APWU, NALC and the NPMHU for the purposes of
Article 6. This may lead to greater protections granted to employees
formerly employed by the APWU; however the Postal Service has an
obligation to comply with all contracts. If the Postal Service has taken
on contradictory obligations, the solution to the problem should not be
to rob APWU represented employees from their MOU protections,
even if it limits the ability of the Postal Service to conduct a layoff or
RIF.

It is apparent that, even as USPS understands APWU' s contentions, APWU does not rely
on the Healy Award as the source of the no layoff protections it seeks in this arbitration. The
Healy Award is referred to only to describe the bargaining units other than APWU in which a
transferred employee receives Article 6 protection. Indeed, the Stipulated Issue refers to the
Healy Award for that limited purpose.
Nor does APWU assert that the layoff protections it here seeks flow from Article 6.
Rather, it argues that both Article 6 and the MOU deal with layoff protections, hence that one of
the elements to be considered in interpreting the MOU is Article 6. Thus, APWU states, quoting
from the Restatement of Contracts, that "A writing is interpreted as a whole, and all writings that
are part of the same transaction are interpreted together".

Looking to Article 6 for guidance in

interpreting the MOU is not at all the same as relying on Article 6 to establish the transferable
layoff protections that APWU seeks here. There is nothing in Article 15 to the contrary.
None of the cases relied upon by USPS compels a contrary conclusion. The first such
case is NC-E-11359 (1/25/84), in which Arbitrator Ben Aaron wrote:
It is now well settled that parties to an arbitration under a
National Agreement between the Postal Service and a signatory
Union are barred from introducing evidence or arguments not
presented at preceding steps of the grievance procedure, and
that this principle must be strictly observed.
The reason for the rule is obvious: neither party should have to
deal with evidence or argument presented for the first time in
an arbitration hearing, which it has not previously considered
and for which it has had no time to prepare rebuttal evidence
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and argument. The spirit of the rule, however, should not be
diminished by excessively technical construction. The evidence
establishes to my satisfaction that [the grievants] were aware
from the outset of the reason for [the Postal Service's actions].
NALC is therefore in no position to claim surprise by the
testimony and argument offered by the Postal Service during
the arbitration hearing. Accordingly, I conclude that on this
point NALC's objections must be overruled.
USPS, similar to NALC in the above case, is in no position to claim surprise by virtue of
APWU's reference to Article 6 in support of its interpretation of the MOU. USPS is surely
familiar with the traditional principles of contract interpretation set out in the Restatement of
Contracts, and so often relied upon by Arbitrator Carlton Snow. 3• One of the core principles of
the Restatement, referred to above, is that "A writing is interpreted as a whole, and all writings
that are part of the same transaction are interpreted together". In light of that principle, it was
entirely foreseeable that APWU would seek to support its interpretation of the MOU by
reference to Article 6, which, like the MOU, deals with layoff protections. The failure of APWU
to notify USPS in advance that it would refer to Article 6 thus does not bar it from doing so, any
more than it would be barred from relying on the bargaining history of the MOU or the parties'
practice in implementing the MOU because it had not notified USPS that it would do so. Each
party is obliged to notify the other of the Agreement provisions on which it will rely and the
position that it will take with regard to those provisions, but it need not notify the other party of
every principle of contract interpretation on which it will rely in support of its position. To hold
otherwise would do violence to Arbitrator Aaron's warning that "The spirit of the rule ... should
not be diminished by excessively technical construction". It would also make Article 15 a trap
for the unwary, rather than a valuable means of protecting against the last-minute presentation of
arguments not reasonably foreseeable by the other party.
Nothing in the facts of the cases relied upon by USPS is inconsistent with the forgoing
conclusion. For example, in Case No. N8-W-0406 (9/21/81), referred to by Arbitrator Snow in
B90N-4B-C 94027390 (8/20/96), Arbitrator Mittenthal refused to allow the Postal Service to rely
on Article XIII to defeat the Union's claim because:
[T]he Postal Service made no mention of Article XIII in Steps 2, 3,
or 4. Its reliance on this contract provision did not surface until the
arbitration hearing itself.
3

See, e.g. Case No. 194N-41-D 96027608 (April 8, 1998)
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In the instant case, however, APWU is not relying on Article 6 to provide it with the transferable
layoff rights it claims. Those rights, according to APWU, flow entirely from the MOU, with
Article 6 being cited solely to aid in the interpretation of the MOU, not as an independent source
of the claimed rights. Nothing in the Mittenthal decision bars APWU from using Article 6 in this
fashion.
In another Mittenthal case relied upon by USPS (H4C-NA-C 30 (1/29/90), the Union's
grievance conceded that simultaneous scheduling was permitted under Article 8 in certain
situations. The Union's interpretive issue was not whether the Postal Service had a right to
simultaneously schedule, but the circumstances under which that right could legitimately be
exercised. Then, according to Arbitrator Mittenthal:
At the arbitration hearing, APWU counsel argued that
simultaneous scheduling is not permitted under Article 8 in any
situation. This was a radical change of position, a one hundred
and eighty degree turn. The grievance admitted the existence of
a Management right which counsel now denies. For four years,
both parties had apparently assumed the existence of that right.
The APWU cannot be allowed to change the essential thrust of
the grievance at the arbitration hearing. Its action is tantamount
to the filing of an entirely new grievance at the hearing.
The Union's change in position, as described by Arbitrator Mittenthal-taking one contract
interpretation position during the grievance procedure and reversing its position at arbitration - is
far removed from APWU's raising for the first time at arbitration an entirely foreseeable
principle of contract interpretation.
In sum, neither the arguments made by USPS nor the cases on which it relies support its
position that APWU should be barred from asserting that Article 6 may be considered in support
of the same contract claim that APWU raised during the grievance procedure - that the layoff
protections provided by the MOU survive an employee's transfer from the APWU bargaining
unit to another unit covered by the Healy Award.
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3.

APWU Cannot Advocate on Behalf of Employees
It Does Not Represent

The next USPS arbitrability challenge is that APWU is here claiming rights on behalf of
employees it does not represent. There is a certain plausibility to that argument inasmuch as the
right that APWU is claiming - the transferability of MOU layoff protections - would not be
enjoyed until the employee in question had left the APWU bargaining unit. On the other hand,
the employees for whom APWU is claiming the right to carry layoff protections into other units
are currently represented by APWU. Hence, APWU is empowered to seek protections for those
employees that will survive a transfer into another unit. Whether the MOU provides such
protections is a separate question - to be dealt with momentarily - but the existence of that
question does not bar APWU from seeking transferable layoff protections for employees it
currently represents.
The cases on which USPS relies in support of the argument that APWU is barred from
seeking post-transfer layoff protections for employees it currently represents are clearly
distinguishable. In H4C-NA-C 106 (July 25, 1994), Arbitrator Carlton Snow held that APWU
could not complain of alleged USPS discrimination against handicapped employees before those
employees became members of the APWU bargaining unit. In H1N-.3D-C 40171(April13,
1987), Arbitrator Neil Bernstein held that NALC could not prosecute a grievance seeking
compensation on behalf of an employee who served as an NALC representative, but who was not
and never had been in the NALC bargaining unit. In H4C-NA-C 34 (August 12, 1992),
Arbitrator Richard Mittenthal held that APWU could not challenge subchapter 450 of the ELM
because that subchapter dealt solely with employees not included in any collective bargaining
unit. In sum, while a union cannot use the grievance procedure to seek rights for employees it
has never represented or to enforce rights that matured before they began to represent those
employees, none of the cases cited by USPS bar APWU from seeking to establish rights for
employees it currently represents, even though those rights would not be enjoyed until the
employees had left the APWU unit. 4

4

USPS also asserts that the grievance is not arbitrable because it presents no genuine interpretive issue.
That assertion is dealt with at page 20, note 6.
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B. Merits of the Grievance
It is a fundamental principle of American labor law, too well-accepted to require citation,

that a union which has been certified as the exclusive bargaining representative of employees in
a particular bargaining unit bargains on behalf of those employees only, and is without authority
to enter into agreements on behalf of employees in other bargaining units whom it does not
represent.
It is equally clear that, as a general rule, benefits that have been negotiated by a union on
behalf of employees in a bargaining unit represented by that union apply to those employees only
as long as they remain in that bargaining unit. An employee who leaves one bargaining unit to
join another does not generally carry with him/her contractual rights that were negotiated on
his/her behalf in the former unit, but is rather covered by the contract in the unit which he/she
joins, and is entitled to only the benefits contained in the latter contract.
To be sure, the general rule that an employee's rights under a collective bargaining
contract do not travel with the employee if he/she moves to a different bargaining unit covered
by a different contract can be overridden by an employer and union who wish to negotiate rights
that will continue in effect after the employee has left the bargaining unit. There is, however, the
practical problem that it may be difficult or impossible for an employer to comply with a
commitment to provide enforceable rights to an employee entering another bargaining unit with
which the employer has a collective bargaining contract without either violating the contract
rights of employees in the transferee unit or being forced to engage in unproductive conduct in
order to comply with its commitments under both contracts. Suppose, for example, that an
APWU-represented employee is transferred to an NPMHU unit which does not have the Layoff
Protection MOU. Suppose further that USPS decides that it is overstaffed in the NPMHU unit
and that effective management of its resources requires it to lay off 10 employees in the NPMHU
unit. Under the NPMHU contract, such layoffs must take place in inverse order of seniority. Yet,
according to the APWU, the former APWU-represented employee, despite being the least senior
employee in the NPMHU unit due to his/her recent transfer to that unit, cannot be laid off
without violating the MOU. On the other hand, if that employee is not laid off, and USPS lays
off a more senior employee in order to reduce the unit size by 10, USPS will have violated the
NPMHU contract.
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According to APWU - as well as Intervenor NPMHU - that situation does not pose an
insuperable problem for USPS. It could, they assert, accord MOU protection to the former
APWU employee without violating the NPMHU contract by either forgoing the planned layoff
entirely or by allowing the former APWU employee to return to the APWU unit, laying off the
nine least senior NPMHU-represented employees. Combining those nine layoffs with the return
of the former APWU employee to the APWU unit would effectively reduce the NPMHU
employee complement by ten without having done violence to either the NPMHU contract or the
layoff protections of the MOU as it is interpreted by APWU.
The difficulty with this solution, however, is that it would require USPS either to retain
nine more employees in the NPMHU unit than it believes necessary (by forgoing the planned
layoff) or to add an additional employee to the APWU unit (by returning the former APWUrepresented employee to the APWU unit), which it also believes unnecessary. There is no costfree escape from the problems presented for USPS if it is found to have agreed with APWU to
provide for the layoff protections of the MOU to continue in effect after an APWU represented
employee has gone to another bargaining unit. In light of the entirely foreseeable problems
created for USPS if it were to have agreed to portable no layoff protections, I am unwilling to
assume, in the absence of persuasive evidence to the contrary, that it has agreed to such
protections.
APWU's response to the foregoing analysis, expressed by the Arbitrator in a tentative
fashion at the hearing, was:
As for the Arbitrator's reluctance to conclude that the Postal
Service would enter into agreements which might hamper
execution of future personnel moves, the APWU pointed out that
the Postal Service has done so before, as in the situation described
in the award of Arbitrator Carlton Snow [194N-4I-D 96027608
(April 8, 1998)], in which the Postal Service agreed with the
NALC to provide work in other crafts to city letter carriers whose
occupational drivers' licenses had been suspended or revoked.
Arbitrator Snow held that the Postal Service must honor both the
APWU and NALC contracts and if the result was that.affected city
letter carriers could not be accommodated under the APWU
contract, they must remain employed as city letter carriers
notwithstanding the fact that their licenses had been suspended or
revoked.
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Arbitrator Snow's decision, however, provides little support for the APWU positions
that (1) the Postal Service should be found in the instant case to have agreed to layoff
protections that an APWU-represented employee could carry with him/her into another
bargaining unit, and (2) finding the existence of such an agreement does not create such
significant problems for USPS that the Arbitrator should be reluctant to so find. As for (1 ), a
significant difference between the instant case and that before Arbitrator Snow is that in the
latter case USPS conceded that it had agreed with NALC to provide transfer rights into the
APWU unit that might conflict with the APWU contract, but argued that subsequent events
should operate to relieve it of that agreement. 5 USPS makes no such concession here, instead
vigorously arguing that it did not agree with APWU to provide transferable no layoff
protections. As for (2), while Arbitrator Snow did not order USPS to engage in conduct
violative of the APWU contract (temporary cross-craft transfers to positions not first offered to
employees in the APWU unit), he did order, in lieu of such transfers, that USPS place all
affected NALC employees on leave with pay until such time as work was available for them.
The consequence of USPS having been found to make an agreement with one union (NALC)
that it could not carry out without violating the contract of another union (APWU) was that it
was required to pay the employees who were the beneficiaries of its agreement with NALC,
even though those employees could perform no productive work for USPS. An employer who
knows or should know that such may be the consequences of a promise to provide rights to
employees in one bargaining unit that they will carry into another bargaining unit will be
unlikely to make such a promise, warranting the conclusion that such a promise ought not to be
found to have been made here absent persuasive evidence warranting such a finding.
Turning next to whether such evidence exists in this case, APWU asserts that it is clear
on the face of the MOU that it provides employees with layoff protection even after they have
transferred into another bargaining unit. APWU points out that the MOU states that it
"henceforth" protects each employee in the regular work force from layoffs or RIFs in order "to
provide job security to each employee during the term of [the] Agreement". The only limitation
on employee protection against layoffs is that it expires when the Agreement expires; there is
5

W.R. Grace & Co. v. Rubber Workers, 461 U.S. 757 (1983), is distinguishable on the same grounds.
There, too, the Company conceded that it had entered into conflicting obligations under its collective
bargaining agreement and its conciliation agreement with EEOC, but argued that it should be relieved on
public policy grounds of its obligations under the collective bargaining agreement.
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no provision stripping employees of their layoff protections if and when they transfer into a
different bargaining unit.
From the USPS perspective, it is clear on the face of the MOU that it does not apply to
employees who have transferred from the APWU bargaining unit into another bargaining unit
because there is no language in the MOU providing transfer rights. Since no such rights are
provided, the parties did not intend to provide them, and the analysis can and should stop there.
Neither of these arguments is persuasive. The MOU is silent on the transferability of
employee layoff protections. It doesn't say that they do survive, as USPS points out, but it
equally doesn't say that they do not survive, as APWU points out. Accordingly, in order to
discern the meaning of the MOU, one must go beyond its language and apply standard rules of
contract interpretation. 6
Among the rules of contract interpretation on which APWU relies is that "A writing is
interpreted as a whole, and all writings that are part of the same transaction are interpreted
together" 7 • As noted in the discussion of arbitrability (pp. 12-13), APWU asserts that the MOU
must be interpreted in light of Article 6, and argues that doing so supports its position in this
case. The APWU argument begins with what it calls the undisputed fact that APWU employees
carry Article 6 protection against layoffs with them if they transfer to other Healy Award
bargaining units. APWU next points out that the language of the MOU, other than its limited
duration, is essentially the same language as is contained in Article 6. Each provides protection
against involuntary layoff or force reduction, and each expresses the intent to provide job
security to the employee, albeit the duration of the protection is different - during the employee's
work lifetime in Article 6, during the term of the Agreement in the MOU. In using essentially
the same language in the MOU as in Article 6, APWU argues, it was the parties' intent to
provide the same - albeit limited to the duration of the Agreement - protections in the MOU for
employees not protected under Article 6 as they had provided during their work lifetimes for
6

The conclusion that the MOU is not clear on its face regarding the transferability of layoff protections
disposes of the USPS argument that the grievance is not arbitrable because it fails to present an
interpretive issue. As Arbitrator Carlton Snow pointed out (H7N-1A-C 25966 August 12, 1992):
An 'interpretive issue' exists when there is a reasonable conflict about the
meaning to be attributed to the symbols of expression used by the other party.
That is, an 'interpretive issue' exists when there is a legitimate dispute about the
meaning of the language contained in the contract.
7

Restatement (Second) of the Law of Contracts, Sec. 202.
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employees protected by Article 6. Among those rights, APWU asserts, is that the employee
retains protection against layoffs if transferred to another Healy Award bargaining unit.
One problem with the APWU argument lies in its basic assumption - that APWU
employees carry Article 6 protection against layoffs with them if they transfer to another Healy
Award bargaining unit. While it is undisputed that an APWU-represented employee who is
protected against layoffs under Article 6, and who transfers into another Healy Award bargaining
unit, is equally protected against layoffs while in the latter unit, it is far from clear that the source
of that protection is APWU Article 6, rather than Article 6 of the Agreement covering the
bargaining unit into which the employee transfers.
The fact that employees in all three Healy Award bargaining units have the same Article
6 protections means that, as a practical matter, there has been no need for the parties to have
tested the source of those rights as applied to a transferred employee - whether they came from
Article 6 of the APWU unit which the employee has left or from Article 6 of the contract
covering employees in the Healy Award unit to which the employee has been transferred. It is
sufficiently unusual, however, for contractual rights to be carried over from one bargaining unit
to another that I am unwilling to find, absent clear supporting evidence, that the source of Article
6 layoff protection for a formerly APWU-represented employee who transfers into an NALC or
NPMHU unit covered by a Layoff Protection MOU is the APWU Agreement, rather than the
Agreement covering employees in the transferee unit. There is no such evidence in this case.
And, absent a finding that Article 6 in the USPS-APWU contract provides a right against layoffs
to APWU employees who transfer to other Healy Award bargaining units, the APWU argument
that the MOU provides such rights because it is virtually identical to APWU Article 6 must fail. 8
Furthermore, even if Article 6 in the APWU Agreement were interpreted as applicable to
employees who transferred to a different bargaining unit, it does not necessarily follow that the
MOU applies to employees who do so. APWU and USPS know how to indicate that some
contract clauses apply across crafts, and did so in the Bridge Memo with respect to Articles 7,
6

APWU raises a number of additional arguments in support of its position that since Article 6 no layoff
protections apply when an employee is transferred from one bargaining unit to another, MOU rights are
similarly transferable. None of those arguments, however, whether they rest on Article 7.1, USPS-APWU
Joint Contract Interpretation Manuals, or the June 15, 1979, APWU Overview of the Healy Award, deal
with what I have found to be a fundamental weakness in the APWU argument - the absence of
persuasive evidence that Article 6 layoff protections for APWU-represented employees who transfer into
a different bargaining unit find their source in the APWU Agreement rather than from the application of
Article 6 in the Agreement applicable to the transferee unit.
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12, and 13. Similarly, as APWU points out, the Note at page viii of the 2006-2010 Agreement
provides that Article 6 applies to all bargaining units covered by the Healy Award (though it
does not indicate which Article 6 applies in the event an employee is transferred- that in the
Agreement of the transferor union or that in the Agreement of the transferee union). What is
important for our purposes, however, is that neither in the Note nor anywhere else in the
Agreement did the parties indicate that the USPS-APWU MOU applies to all bargaining units. 9
APWU asserts that if its MOU is not interpreted as allowing APWU-represented
employees to carry layoff protection with them on being transferred to a different bargaining
unit, the Postal Service could negate their layoff protection by the simple expedient of
involuntarily excessing them into other units- even ifthe latter are covered by a similar MOU,
as could happen ifNPMHU and/or NALC obtain such an MOU as a result of their current
negotiations with the Postal Service. That, states APWU, "is the kind of absurd result that is
inconsistent with the rules of contract interpretation" (Tr. 89).
There are a number of responses to this APWU assertion. In the first place, saying that it
is unthinkable that APWU-represented employees should lose their MOU rights against layoff as
the result of an involuntary transfer assumes that such rights were intended to be transferable the very question at issue here. Secondly, ifNPMHU and NALC were to obtain an MOU in all
respects identical to the APWU MOU, and an APWU-represented employee were transferred
into either the NPMHU or NALC unit, that employee would be protected from layoff under one
MOU or another, and it would make no practical difference which MOU provided that

9

The 2009 exchange of letters between APWU president William Burrus and John Dockins, USPS
Manager of Contract Interpretation, in which each set out his view of the post-transfer survival of MOU
rights, is of little value in determining the appropriate interpretation of the 2006-2010 MOU. Initially, the
parties' expression of their differing views took place long after the 2006-2010 Agreement was negotiated,
hence casts no light on their understanding of the 2006-2010 version of the MOU at the time they agreed
to it. Furthermore, subsequent to the Burrus-Dockins exchange of views and the 2009 filing of the instant
grievance, the parties did not discuss the survivability of MOU rights in the course of bargaining the 20102015 Agreement. (At least there is no evidence they did so.) Rather, it appears that they were content to
leave the resolution of that issue to arbitration. Under these circumstances, there is nothing in the
bargaining history of either the 2006-2010 Agreement or the 2010-2015 Agreement that sheds light on
the parties' understanding of the MOU at the time those Agreements were negotiated.
Also without value in interpreting the survivability of MOU rights is a 1999-2000 exchange of
correspondence between William Burrus, at that time APWU Executive Vice President, and Peter Sgro,
then USPS Acting Manager of Contract Administration. While APWU asserts that Mr. Sgro at that time
accepted the APWU view regarding survivability of layoff protections under the MOU, that issue was not
raised either in Mr. Burrus' letter to Mr. Sgro or in Mr. Sgro's response.
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protection, as is currently the case when an employee is transferred from one bargaining unit
protected by Article 6 to another unit protected by Article 6. Finally, ifNPMHU and/or NALC
were to negotiate no-layoffMOUs that were different from that in the APWU Agreement, for
example with different effective dates, an employee transferring from the APWU unit into the
NPMHU or NALC unit would have the protections of the MOU in the unit to which he/she was
transferred, whether those protections were superior or inferior to those provided by the APWU
MOU. There is nothing absurd about that result; it is the consequence of the general rule that a
union typically bargains only for those employees in the bargaining unit it represents, and when
employees leave that unit for another, they are covered by the contract in effect for the latter unit,
not the former.

V.AWARD
There were two issues in this case : (1) whether the grievance was arbitrable ; (2) if so,
whether the Layoff Protection MOU in the 2010-2015 Agreement protects an employee who has
transferred out of the APWU bargaining unit into another unit covered by the Healy Award of
September 15, 1978. The USPS arguments that the grievance was not arbitrable because (1)
premature, (2) barred by Article 4, (3) APWU cannot advocate on behalf of employees it does
not represent, and (4) no interpretive issue was presented, were rejected. On the merits, I
concluded that APWU's position that the Layoff Protection MOU continued to apply to an
employee transferred into another bargaining unit would present such practical problems of
contract administration and personnel management for USPS that it should not be adopted in the
absence of persuasive evidence that USPS and APWU intended its application in those
circumstances. Such evidence was found to be lacking. Accordingly, the grievance is denied.

August 1, 2012
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In the Matter of the Arbitration between
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION _OF LETTER CARRIERS,
AFL-CIO

CASES NO. AD-NAT-0121
ND-NAT-0121
MD.:NAT~ 0121

AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION, AFL-CIO
NATIONAL POST OFFICE MAIL HANDLERS,
WATCHMEN, PASSENGERS AND GROUP LEADERS
DIVISION OF THE LABORERS' INTERNTIONAL
UNION OF NORTH AMERICA, AFL-CIO

OPINION AND AWARD

-andUNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

APPEARAXCES
For the Mail Handlers - James S. Ray, Esq For the Postal Clerks - Daniel Jordan, Esq.

)

For the Letter Carriers - Keith E. Secular, Esq.
... 'Y

For the Postal Service - Joel S.' Trosch, Esq.
BACKGROUND:

Pursuant to the provisions of Article XV of the current agree, -.

ment be between the above-captioned parties, an arbitration hearing was
held before the Undersigned.

At that hearing,

these parties were re -

presented as stated above and they were given full opportunity to pre sent testimony and other evidence in support of their -respective contentions-

By agreement, post-hearing briefs were filed.

These were

received in timlely fashion and their contents fully considered. No
l

issue was raised regarding the processing of the case, except as to
)

the matter of the arbitrability of the issue,which was raised by the
USPS, and which shall be dealt with below. ·

_)

STATEMENT OF THE CASE:
After a long history, and after the negotiation of the
National Agreement,

curre~L

the USPS, without consultation with the National

Unions which are parties to this proceeding,

adopted a new policy with

regard to the prescribed duties of casuals as well as their compensation.
Rather than paying them at the step 1 of the applicable PS schedule for
the craft whose work they were assigned to perform,
requirement

as was the

enunciated in the E&LR Manual, these casuals were to be

paid,effective with hirings after December 2, 1978,as non-bargaining
unit Executive and Administrative (EM) Salary Schedule level 7 employees
at the uniform rate of $4.76 per hour.

In addition, the Service issued

a job description for these casual employees which consolidated into one
position description the duties of all of the crafts: "mail handling,
mail processing, mail delivery, mail collection, mail, transportation,
and custodial functions , or a combination of such duties on a supplemen!

--)

al basis."
The Service did not notify the Unions in advance or at the
time the new policy with regard to the pay and job duties of the

casua~

were put into effect that such changes in their duties and pay status were
to be implemented.

By letter dated December 21, 1978, the chief executives

of the three National Unions herein concerned jointly grieved at the national
level the Service's new casuals' policy .

By letter dated February 4, 1979,

the USPS denied the grievance and placed in issue the arbitrability of the
subject matter of this dispute.
to

Thereafter this grievance was processed

arbitration.

THE ISSUES:
Although not formally defined by agreement of the parties,

'\
)
-2-

from the contentions raised in this proceeding, the issues in dispute
may be stated as follows:
1.

Is the subject matter of this grievance arbitrable?

2.

If-so, has the Postal Service violated the National
Agreement by adopting this new policy with regard
to the duties of-casuals and their compensation?

3.

If the Service has violated the National Agreement
in such manner, what shall the appropriate remedy
be?

CONTENTIONS OF THE PARTIES.
The Unions argued that the grievance raised by the Chief
Executives is arbitrable because Section

1

of Article XV broadly de-

fines a grievance as:
.a dispute, difference, disagreement or complaint between the parties related to wages, hours,
and conditions of employment. A grievance shall
include, but is not limited to, the complaint of
an employee or of the Unions which involves the
interpretation·, application of, or compliance
with the provisions of this Agreement or any local Memorandum of Understanding not in conflict
with this Agreement-"
The Unions claimed that casuals perform bargaining unit work,
and each hour of such work which they perform means one less hour of
such work for the employees covered by the National Agreement's recognition clause.

The use of casuals, according to the Unions, at a rate

lowerthari that which the Employer would have hadto pay regular employees
provides an economic disincentive for employing bargaining unit employees,
which in turn affects work schedules available to members of the bargaining units and the conversion of part-time employees to full time
status.
The Unions also argued that the language of the National

j

\

Agreement in Article VII, Section 1-B and Article XII, Section s-c-s....... :-. - .. - ___ .. _ --- --e --

-·. -- ........ _

-j-

(a) -2, demonstrates the interest which bargaining unit employees and

.~

their respective National Unions have in the employment status and condi\.

:·J
.. ·...:•"'

tions of employment of casual employees.
In the course of the contentions which they raised, the
Unions also argued that the reduction of the casuals' wage rate violated
the specific provisions of Article I, Section 1-A; Article III; Article
V; Article VII, Section 1-B; and Article XIX.

With regard to this

last

contract provision, the Unions further contended that the Service had vialated Part 418 of its own E&LR Manual,

which is incorporated by refer-

ence into the National Agreement, as provided in Article XIX

and Article

III.

Because of the claim by the National Unions that the action
taken by the Service in unilaterally l?wering the rate of pay for
casual employees violated the requirements of all of the above-cited
provisions of the National' Agreement,

the Unions asserted that this

grievance in all its aspects was arbitrable under prevailing federal
law.
As to the merits of their contention, that the actions taken
by the service were violative of its obligations under the National
Agreement,

the Unions argued that the conditions of employment of the

casuals, as non-bargaining unit members,

have significant impact on

the employment conditions of bargaining unit employees and thus must
be considered a mandatory subject for bargaining under the provisions
of Section S(d} of the National Labor Relations Act. as amended.
one of these impacts,

according to the Unions, would be the

employment of a lesser number of regular and part-time employees covered
by the National Agreement because of the savings which the Service could
achieve by employing casuals to do the work.
-4-

Even if the Service were

)

were to maint;:i.in t:he same nur..ber of casu..:ils, it could lower its labor
costs by simply reducing the wages of such casuals at will. The incent:h•e to em;iloy
-~- :.Jil;.~er

larger nur..ber of regulars, to employ an "a°<~.::I~!=io~1 ·

i1

.of p;:irt:-tir.iers

greatly

dL~inishcd

•

and to convert part-timers to regulars would be

The use of casuals, according to the Unions, is

a for::t of sub-contracting which also ·is· a mandatory sU::.ject for collective bargtiining under the Statute.

Unions have traditional.ly ne-

gotiated vtiricus types of restrictions on

managa~ent's

contracting out

of ba:::-gainin~ unit work., and t..:hen such work is contracted out~·· -~io~-~-· -·

... ~ ~

:1.:ve frequently insisted upon "union standards" clauses which require

These

the subcontracted work be performed at union rates of pay.

negotiated p?:'-:visions which res~·~.:!-.c:~ subcontracting '_ai?(.:the rates at
whicb subcont::-acted work must be performed illustrate that unions

have regarded these matters of vital interest having a direct impact
upon job and union security.
The Unions

enact:nent of

~he

po~nted

out that in national bargaining since the

Postal Reorganization Act the Unions have secured

rest:-ictions !..!.pon management's right to use non-bargaining unit employees
to pe::.·!or:n b;:!::.·gaining W1it work.

of

~he

last

t~ree

For ex'1mple, Article I, Section 6

national ag:·eements has prohibited supervisors from

perfor.n:i.1g bar6aining wiit work.

In the 1973 and 1975 Agreements, the

Unions secured restrictions upon the use of "public policy" employees
-;.-.t::,,J>""<~

perfonni.ng bargaining unit work and that when they did so they be paid at
A

the re:;ular rate for bargaining unit employees.
The Unions referred 'i:o the testimony o.f their witnesses to estab-llsl1 ..tliat - the use· of casuals to perfonn bargaining unit work has been

of particular concern to then because such use has allegedly resulted
in the loss of opportunities to obtain Saturday and Sundays as non!"

·/

-.:5-

~

.

.. .: ,

scheduled days, a similar loss of opportunities for part time flexibles
to secure full time regular positions,

and reported bumping of regu-

lars from preferred jobs where they were replaced by casuals. Other
Union witnesses testified to the effect that the use of casuals had
prevented part-time flexibles from securing a 40 hour week or only
being able to earn 40 hours pay by working a sixth day; regular positions were abolished and the work divided among casual employees;
and overtime opportunities were severely restricted by the use of
casuals to cover the additional workload.
The Unions also contended that there had never been any need
to address the wages that would be paid to casuals in the National
Agreements because the subject was expressly provided for the the
Service's manuals and regulations.

The Unions pointed to the provi-

sion of Article XIX of the National Agreement which expressly incorporate

.

such provisions of such manuals and regulations as terms and conditions
~

of employment covered in the Agreement.

The terms under which the

Unions have agreed to the use of casuals are not limited, argued the
Unions, .to the terms of Article VII.

The pay set forth for such

I

employees in the E&LR Manual and its predeossors have incorporated
a wage rate for such employees into the National Agreement as an accepted
practice as well as by operations of the provisions of Article XIX.
The unilateral change violated Article V, prohibiting unilateral action
by the Service with regard to terns and conditions of employment as well
as Article I, Section 1, dealing with exclusive recognition of these
Unions as the bargaining agents for employees covered by the National
Agreements,

and Article VII specifically restricting the use of casuals.

The same provisions as to the pay to be provided for casuals' services
was not changed in the pertinent provisions of the E&LR Manual before.
-6-

)

during or after the unilateral change initiated by the Service which

)
.!

triggered this grievance.

Even if the Service had altered the provision

of the E&LR Manual to conform with the change it had made, the Unions
were never notified nor permitted to bargain about the impact of such
change before its was put into effect.
Finally,

the Unions argued as well that such unilateral action

violated the Servicers obligation to deal in good faith and fairly with
_the National Unions with which it has a bargaining relationship.

Such an

obligation is an implied covenant in any collective bargaining agreement
according to the Unions.
The Postal Service contended that in 1971 the three grieving
Unions along with the Rural Carriers Union entered into a national agreement with the Service.

In that agreement,

ployees were excluded from coverage.

)

casuals and public policy em-

It also placed certain limitations

on the use of such casual employees which were subsequently modified
through the process of collective bargaining in succeeding national agreements.

In the 1973 contract negotiations,

the parties entered into a

Memorandum of Understanding which provided: " ... public policy employees.
performing services which are also performed by employees in the national
craft units shall be paid the same wage and salary as employees in the
bargaining unit."
In the 1975 negotiations,

which led to the making of another

national agreement with the national craft organizations in that year,
the parties specifically provided for the orderly phase out of public
policy employees.

In·-·ii:rti~·le ·vII"of that same Agreement, the parties

also provided that when such public policy employees were utilized they
were to receive the "same base hourly rate as full-time employees in the
bargaining unit are paid for performing the same or similar work.," That

)

national agreement further provided in the same Article for additional
-7-

restrictions on the utilization of casual employees during the term of;>

:-:,J
___ ,,

the agreement.
The Service also pointed out that in December of 1975 as well
as December of 1976, Management unilaterally promulgated conditions of
employment for casuals in the years following which calculated their
pay so that it excluded overtime payments,

cost of living allowance,

and Sunday premium pay enjoyed by regular and part-time flexibles.
In addition, for 1977, the' Service provided that pay of these casuals
would be calculated on a 2080 hour year rather than 2008 hours, eliminating

the effect Of holiday pay from the casuals' s hourly rate of pay.
The 1978 Agreement contained language in Article 1, Section

2.6 which excluded employees in the supplemental work force from cover- I
age under this Agreement-

The definition of those in the supplemental

workforce contained in Article VII, Section 1-B makes it clear that
casuals make up the supplemental workforce.
•

This same provision also

.,:,
/

I

contained the same restrictions upon using casuals which was contained
in the 1975 AgreementThe USPS also pointed to the fact that on October S, 1978
the Service announced pay increases for bargaining unit employees,
as required by the National Agreement,

but that announcement specific-

ally noted that casuals would not receive such increases.
of 1979,

In October

the pay for Christmas casuals to be used that-year was announced.

It was then stated that such casuals would be paid at the rate of $4. 76
per hour.
Because of this bargaining history and the account related above •
the treatment of the compensation of casual employees, the Service
argued that in this case these Unions were seeking to establish the
wage rate for certain non-bargaining unit employees.
-8-

Such an effort,

.··1
/

according to.management,

would require that the Arbitrator modify

the tezms of the Agreement in violation of Article .XV, Section 3.
The USPS contended that the grieving Unions have been
able to negotiate certain limitations upon management's utilization
of the casual workforce because these casuals perform work which would
otherwise be handled by the regular workforce covered by the National
Agreement.

Thiose limitations are specific and they are set forth in

Article VII of the Agreement.
do not provide,

Those limitations in that provision

as well, for a specific pay rate for these or any

other non-bargaining unit employees.

According to the Service, that

is what these Unions are attempting to do with this grievance.
The USPS also made reference to the bargaining positions
of the parties which led to the
VII.

prese~t

provisions contained in Article

The Unions sought to further restrict the use of casuals and to

limit their employment to the Carrier craft.

The Service sought to

lift three of the four restrictions on the use of casuals which were
contained in the 1975 Agreement.

Eventually a compromise was reached

and the restrictions upon the use of casuals is fully spelled out in the
current'Agreement.

The Service contended that no explicit or implicit

agreement on the wages to be received by casuals was made by the parties
during the course of the last round of negotiations.

When an explicit

agreement regarding the wages of certain members of the supplemental
workforce was made in the. 1973 Aqreement,that agreement was fully
spelled out in the Agreement itself.

That was .also true in the 1975

Agreement.
Management also argued that the Unions, in this proceeding,
were really addressing the consequences of the employment of a greater
number of casuals.

Any limitation upon such employment is covered in

Section 1-B of Article VII, and any further limitation would have to
- 9"

agreed upon through collective bargaining at the appropriate time.
According to the USPS,

the testimony of the other union witnesses

also was primarily speculative and addressed complaints about the
Service violating the specific limitations upon tile utilization of
casuals already contained in the Agreement.

Such alleged violations

are, of course,according to USPS, grievable and a number of grievances
on such matters are currently pending.
As to the Article XIX arguments raised by the Unions,
the Service countered by indicating that the Language of that provision confines its application to an impact upon "employees covered
by this Agreement. . . " The Service pointed out again that casuals are
not covered by the Agreement.

Such impact as the employment of casuals

may have upon employees in the bargaining unit is already covered, as
indicated in the paragraph above,

by the restrictions on their utiliza-

tion written into Section 1-B. of Article VII.
OPINION OF THE NEUTRAL ARBITRATOR:
The threshold issue of arbitrability must be addressed firstThis 1978 National Agreement as well as its predecessors, as pointed
out by the Unions,
a grievance.

contains a very broad definition of what constitutes

It encompasses 'a dispute, difference, disagreement or

complaint between the parties related to wages, hours and conditions
of employment.

" The definition in Section 1 of Article" .XV goes on to

provide that a grievance is not limited to only complaints which invalve the application or interpretation of the Agreement.

It may very

well be concerned with disputes which arise concerning compliance with
explicit or perhaps implicit understandings which are not in conflict
with the terms of the Agreement.
There is no question that casuals are hired to do bargaining

··:)
.,_:...;Y
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unit work.

Their incursion into the scope of work to be performed by

employees covered by the Agreement creates an interest in the terms
and conditions under which they work.

That interest on the part of those

who bargaing for covered employees is recognized in the specific provisions which the parties have negotiated in Section 1-B of Article VII
covering their employment.

What this dispute boils down to is a dispute

over such terms and conditions and whether the National Unions here invalved have any rights created under their National Agreement to prevent the USPS from unilaterally changing the wage rate at which such
casual members of the supplemental workforce will be employed.
The Unions, in this case, have argued that the unilateral
change in the wages at which casuals are to be employed, which was
made after the last round of national negotiations was concluded
violates several specific provisions of the collective bargaining

')

agreement.
ceeding,

In the outline of the position of the Unions in this pro-

reference was made to Article 1,

Section IA; Article III,

Article V; Article VII, Section 1-B; and Article XIX.

Clearly, these

Union contentions constitute a complaint involving the interpretation,
\

application of,

or compliance with the National Agreement, and there-

fore . fall within the ambit of the term "grievance" as used in Article

-/
xv.

AS

such, the subject matter of this grievance is clearly arbitrable-

That the employees involved,
mental workforce,

the casuals who are members of the supple-

are not covered by the terms of the National Agreement

does not per sc preclude the raising of an arbitrable dispute concerning
the impact of the terms of their employment upon the wages and working
conditions of those employees who are covered by the National Agreement.
-11-

l/ United Steelworkers v. American Manufacturifig Co., 363 U.S. 564 (1960)
Steelworkers v. Warrior & Gulf Navigation Co., 363 U.S. 574 (1960)

Tile substantive question raised in this proceeding is whether
the unilateral change in the hourly wage paid to casuals, announced by
the USPS after the completion of

th~

1978 negotiations, violated any

term or condition of that collective bargaining agreement covering
the status or conditions of employment of those covered by that Agreement.
As the testimony in this proceeding clearly revealed, the
Unions involved here have long been acutely aware that the employment
of a supplemental workforce which included casuals could have some adverse effects upon the terms and conditions of employment of the regular workforce .

The Unions have attempted to secure the total abolition

of the use Of casuals,
this effort.

but they have not been successful thus far in

The Unions have succeeded in negotiating several restric-

tions on the use of casuals' into the National Agreement.

.

Article VII of the i971 Agreement provided that casuals were
,
only to be used as a supplemental workforce and were not to be employed
in lieu of full or part-time employees.
to a

si~gle

)

Christmas casuals were limited

21-day term of employment during December, and all other

casuals were limited to a single annual termot to exceed 90 continuous
days.

Section 2-D of Article VII prohibited the Service from employing

casuals in any period in excess of 8% of the total number of employees
covered by the Agreement. ·
The restrictions on the use of casuals in the 1971 Agreement
were carried over verbatim to the 1973 Agreement except that the 8%
aggregate limit was dereased to 7%.
During the 1975 negotiations,

three changes were made in the

1973 National Agreement's restrictions upon the utilization of casuals.
The new provisions illustrated the give and take on this subject "during,

)
,_._/
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those negotiations.

Included in Article VII of the 1975 National

Agreement was a new requirement that during the course of a service
week the USPS would make every effort to insure that qualified and
available part-time flexible employees would be used at the straight
time· rate prior to assigning such work to casuals.

Further, the

percentage limitation on the 'number of casuals the Service could
employ was again lowered this time to 5% of the regular workforce.
At the Service's insistence,

the length of time for which a casual

could be employed was extended to two 90 day terms per calendar year
plus a Christmas period not to exceed 21 days.
During the 1978 negotiations one of the principal aims
of the Unions was to eliminate the use of casuals in all crafts except
as vacation replacements for city letter carriers. In turn, the service
requested that all restrictions on the use of casuals,
aggregate limitation,be removed~

except the S%

During the course of these negotiations,

at one point, the Service offerred to carry over the restrictions contained in the 1975 Agreement but to lower the 5% aggregate limit to

3%

In the end, the

provisions of the 1975 Agreement regarding

casuals were carried over without change.

That provision in the current

Agreement reads as follows:
B.

)

Supplemental Work Force. The Supplemental
work force shall be comprised of casual employees.
Casual employees are those who may
be utilized as a limited term supplemental
work force, but may not be employed in lieu
of full or pert-time employees.
During the
course of a service week, the Employer will
make every effort to insure that qualified
' and available part-time flexible employees
' are utilized at the straight time rate,prior
' to assigning such work to casuals.
The number of casuals who may be employed in any
period, other than December, shall not exceed
5% of the total number of employees covered
by this Agreement.
Casuals are limited to
-13-

two {2) ninety (90) day terms of casual employment in a calendar year.
In addition
to such employment, casuals maybe {sic) reemployed during the Christmas period for not
more than twenty-one (21) days.

:~,

-

}

Although this is the bargaining history concerned with these
members of the supplemental workforce,

at the same time these parties

were concerned with another category of employees who constitute another
portion of that workforce.

That was the "public policy" employees,

who were defined as those in public employment type programs. As to
this group of employees,

in connection with the 1973 negotiations, the

parties entered into a Memorandum of Understanding which provided that,
"public policy employees . . .performing services which are also performed
by employees in the national craft units shall be paid the same wage
and salary as employees in the bargaining unit. "

Once again, in

1975 negotiations, when an agreement Was reached to eliminate the
public policy type of employees as expeditiously as possible, those
•

who were employed,

I

according to Article VII, 'Section l-B-2, were to

receive the "same base hourly rate as full-time employees in the bargaining,unit who are performing the same or similar type work."
It is obvious that the parties were aware of how to treat
with the wages to be received by that group of employees in the supplemental workforce in their negotiations.

Limitations on the amount

they were to be paid were spelled out either in a Memorandum of Under.
standing, as was done in 1973, or by specific terms in the body of the
National Agreement in 1975.
The Union: argued in this proceeding that such arrangements
were not necessary in the case of casual employees since, pursuant to
the provision in the E&LR Manual, those employees were to be paid at
Step 1 of the appropriate salary level,
-14 -

and Article XIX of the National

)

Agreement requires that the Service comply with the provisions of
all handbooks,

manuals and published regulations not in conflict

with the terms of the National Agreement.

The Unions claimed that

this provision of the Agreement was violated when the USPS unilater.
ally changed the rate at which casuals were to be paid effective
with hirings of those employees which took place after December 2,
1978.

The Unions were not informed that the hourly rate was to be

changed and they were not given an opportunity to bargain on this
issue.

During the course of negotiations, the Unions were not told

that this change in the hourly rate for casuals was being contemplated.
Article XIX of the National Agreement reads in pertinent part
as follows:
Those parts of all handbooks, manuals and pub-.
lished regulations of the Postal Service, that
directly relate to wages, hours or working con.
ditions as they apply to employees covered by
this Agreement, shall contain nothing that conflicts.with this Agreement, and shall be continued in effect except that the Employer shall
have the right to m~ke changes that are not inconsistent with this Agreement and that are. fair
reasonable and equitable . .

-,

)

' That provision goes on to provide for notice of proposed changes
and for an opportunity for the Unions to consult with management regarding
the proposed changes.

In the event that the Unions believe the proposed

changes violate the National Agreement,
to arbitration.

then the issue may be submitted

Finally, Article XIX also provides that, "Copies of those

parts of all new handbooks,

manuals and regulations that directly relate to

wages, hours or working conditions as they apply to employees covered by
this Agreement,

shall be furnished the Unions upon issuance.'! , -

It must be noted that the quoted text of the Article in both

)

instances,

that with regard to the issuance of changes as well as with

regard to furnishing copies to the Unions/ makes specific reference to
-15-

such proposed changes being applicable to
Agreement. "

"employees covered by this

Recognizing that Article XIX when read literally would

not require that the Unions be notified of proposed changes which impact upon the terms of _employment of people not covered by the ·National
Agreement, the Unions attempted, through the testimony .offered, to establish that the change

in the hourly rate paid to casuals

had a direct

application to the wages, hours or working conditions of bargaining
unit employees.

When that testimony was carefully examined, it was

clearly revealed that it was either concerned with limitations upon
the utilization of casuals already covered by the restrictions contained in Article VII-1-B, or that such testimony was primarily speculation about how the lowering of the cost of employing casuals would
or could adversely' impact upon the employment conditions and tenure
of bargaining unit members.

Insufficient hard evidence to establish this

advrerse impact is to be found. in the record made by the grievants.

..
·c_·_.)

It must also be noted that, during:the period that the
provisions of Article XIX and the pay requirements of the E&LR Manual
concerning the hcurly rate for casuals were fully in effect, the
i

Unions did not protest the two instances in which the compensation
of such employees

_was unilaterally changed by 'the USPS without any

notification to the Unions.

The instructions issued in 1975 regarding

the non-eligibility of casuals to receive overtime pay after eight
hours, exemption from coverage under the COLA formula in the Agreement,
and the decision not-to pay such employees the Sunday premium.pay.provided
for bargaining unit employees did not meet with protests from the Unions
or the filing of a grievance citing an obligation of the Service under
Article XIX.

The same was true in December of 1976, when the USPS

unilaterally determined to change the hourly rate of pay for casuals
so _it was based upon 2080 hours per year,
-16-

rather than 2008, thereby

.,_ ....

·.)

__./'

)

eliminating the effect of holiday pay from the casuals' hourly rate
of pay.

In effect the USPS had changed the basis of comparison to the

Step 1 hourly rate of the craft in which these casuals were se·rving.
Such a failure to grieve these unilateral changes may either be regarded
as a recognition that Article XIX was not applicable to the terms and
conditions of employment for non-bargaining unit employees promulgated
by regulation or in a manual or that the Unions had waived their right
to protest a failure to recognize such an obligation for the terms of
employment of casuals which might be required by operation of Article

XIX.
For all the reasons set forth above, it must be concluded
that the grievance raised by the unilateral issuance of a new hourly
pay rate for all casuals, published in postal bulletins issued in
October and November of 1978, cannot be sustained as being in vio-

)

lation of Article XIX of the current National Agreement or the other
provisions of that Agreement cited by the Union in this record.
AW ARD
1.

These grievances are arbitrable.

2. The grievunces raised by the APWIJ, the NA.LC, and
the Mail.handlers in Cases No. AD-NAT-Ol2L ND-N..\T-

0121, and MD-N.i\T-Ol2l must be and hereby are denied.

\

!.

Q"

\\ ~ /;t<Jc ~ ~ ~
I
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HOWARD G. GANSER, NATIONAL ARBITRATOR

Washin=tion, DC
June 25, 1980

)
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Relevant Contract Provision:

Article 7.1.B

Contract Year:

1998-2000

Type of Grievance:

Contract Interpretation
Awa.rd Summary

1. Article 7.1.B.l of the APWO National Agreement
{and the corresponding provision in the NALC and NPMHU National
Agreements) establishes a separate restriction on the employment
of casual employees, in addition to the other restrictions set
forth in other paragraphs of Article 7.1.B.
2. The Postal Service may only employ (hire) casual
employees to be utilized as a limited term supplemental work
force· and not in lieu of (instead of, in place of, or in
substitution of} career employees.
3. The following formulation in the May 29, 1986
Downes Memorandu:m sets forth a jointly endorsed understanding as
to the circumstances under which it is appropriate to employ
{hire) casual employees to be utilized as a limited term
supplemental work force consistent with Article 7.1.B.l:
Generally, casuals are utilized in circumstances such
as heavy workload or leave periods; to accommodate any
temporary or intermittent service conditions; or in
other circumstances where supplemental workforce needs
occur. Where the identified need and workload is for
other than supplemental employment, the use of career
employees is appropriate.

.£Q

)

Shyam Das, Arbitrator

BACKGROUND

Q98C-4Q-C 00100499

Issue
This case arises under the 1998-2000 National
Agreement between the American Postal Workers Union (APWU) and
the Postal Service.

The National Association of Letter Carriers

(NALC) and the National Postal Mail Handlers Union (NPMHU) have

intervened in support of the position taken by the APWU.

The issue as stated in the APWU's Step 4 grievance is:
Whether Article 7, Section l.B requires that
the Postal Service utilize casual employees
as a limited term supplemental work force in
circumstances such as a heavy workload or
leave periods; to accommodate temporary or
intermittent service conditions; and in
other circumstances where supplemental
workload needs occur; and requires that they
not be employed in lieu of full or part-time
employees.
As set forth in the Postal Service's response to the
grievance:

The Postal Service's position has been that
the Article 7 provision dealing with
employing casuals in lieu of full- or parttime employees relates solely to the number
of casual employees that may be hired and to
the limited duration of their employment.
Thus, a violation of the National Agreement
with respect to the "employing in lieu of"
provision can occur only when either the
allowable percentage or the limited duration
is exceeded.

2
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The NPMHU has offered the following alternative
statement of the issue:

Whether the contractual language that
appears in Article 7.lBl of the National
Agreement between the APWU and the Postal
Service (or the identical language contained
in the second sentence of Article 7.lB of
the National Agreement between the NPMHU and
the Postal Service) - i.e., that casuals
"may be utilized as a limited term
supplemental work force, but may not be
employed in lieu of fu·11 or part-time
employees" - establishes a separate
restriction or obligation on the Postal
Service, beyond the percentage cap and the
limited duration of employment for casual
employees that are set out in other portions
of Article 7.lB.
Both the Unions and the Postal Service rely on prior
National Decisions in support of their respective positions.

At

the outset of the hearing, the Postal Service requested that the
case be bifurcated so as to first obtain a ruling on its
contention that the 1985 National Decision by Arbitrator Zumas
in Case No. HlC-4K-C 27344/45 {Zumas) was controlling. · That
request was denied without prejudice to the Postal Service's
right to continue to press its position that: Zwnas is
controlling.

3
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Contract Language

Article 7.1.B of the 1998 APWU National Agreement,
which is entitled "Supplemental Work Force", provides as
follows:

1.

The supplemental work force shall be
comprised of casual employees.
Casual
employees are those who may be utilized
as a limited term supplemental work
force, but may not be employed in lieu
of full or part-time employees.

2.

During the course of a service week, the
Employer will make every effort to
insure that qualified and available
part-time flexible employees are
utilized at the straight-time rate prior
to assigning such work to casuals.

3.

Beginning January 16, 1999, the number
of casuals who may be employed within a
District in any accounting period, other
than accounting periods 3 and 4, shall
not exceed 15% of the total number of
career employees within a District
covered by this Agreement, and also
shall not exceed on average 5.9% of the
total number of career employees covered
by this Agreement during a fiscal year,
exclusive of accounting periods 3 and 4.
Disputes concerning violations of the
casual cap will be addressed by the
parties at the national level.
a.

Any District exceeding the 15%
casual cap in any accounting period,
other than accounting periods 3 and
4, shall reduce their casual
workforce by the total number of

Q98C-4Q-C 00100499
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casuals exceeding the 15% cap within
2 accounting periods from when the
violation took place, except that
such reductions will not occur in
accounting periods 3 and 4. The
casual reduction associated with a
violation occurring in accounting
period 12 or 13 will occur within
the next 2 accounting periods.
b.

'")

4.

Any District exceeding the 15%
casual cap in more than one
accounting period during a fiscal
year, other than accounting periods
3 and 4, will be required to settle
the violation through a monetary
resolution that shall be calculated
by utilizing the Level 5, Step A,
straight time rate.

Casuals are limited to two (2) ninety
(90) day terms of casual employment in a
calendar year.
In addition to such
employment, casuals may be reemployed
during the Christmas period for not more
than twenty-one (21) days.
(Emphasis added.)

The NALC and NPMHU National Agreements contain similar
provisions. 1

In particular, both the NALC and the NPMHU

Agreements include identical language to that contained in
Article 7.1.B.l of the APWU Agreement.
issue in this case

The sentence directly in

"Casual employees are those who may be

utilized as a limited term supplemental work force, but may not
1

There are some differences, for example, in the applicable
casual caps", but they are not relevant to the issue in this
case.·
11

)
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be employed in lieu of full or part-time employees." -- has been
included in the National Agreements of these three Unions since
the outset of collective bargaining in 1971. 2

Prior National Decisions

As previously noted, the Postal Service asserts that
the issue in this case already has been decided in Zumas, and it
insists that Zwnas is controlling here.
Unions disagree.

Needless to say, the

As part of their case, the Unions contend that

three earlier National Decisions by Arbitrator Ga.mser, two
issued in 1973 and one in 1980, as well as a later 1994 National

,)..

..

Decision by Arbitrator Mittenthal establish the correctness of
their position in this case.

.....

Several other National Decisions

were cited by one or more of the

p~rties.

A.brief description

of the significant National Decisions follows.

Arbitrator Gamser issued a National Decision on June
28, 1973 in Case No. A-NA7-3444 between the APWU and the Postal
Service (Gamser I).

At issue was the hiring of clerk casuals by

the New York City Post O.ffice during January 1973.

In his

opinion, Arbitrator Gamser stated:
2

.Until 1981, the APWU, the NALC and the NPMHU were all parties
to the same National Agreement with the Postal Service. The
NPMHU has had a separate National Agreement since 1981. The
NALC and the APWU have had separate National Agreements since
1994. All further references to the "National Agreement" or
"Agreement", unless otherwise indicated, are to the APWU
National Agreement.

·J
_./7
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The Union contended that the hiring of
casuals, under the circumstances existing in
the New York City Post Office during January
of 1973, was for the purpose of having such
casuals employed nin lieu of full or parttime employeesn. Obviously, in the face of
the clear restriction on the use of casuals
for this purpose contained in the Agreement,
as quoted above, for the Postal Service to
engage in the·hiring of casuals in.New York
City during the period under review in stead
of, in place of, or in substitution of full
or part-time employees would not be
permissible under the Agreement.
Casuals
could only be hired in the nUlllbers stated
and the period of time provided in the
Agreement for some.other purpose.
The
Agreement al~o sets forth just what that
purpose is, ncasual employees are those who
may be utiliz~d as a limited term
supplemental work force, ... n
Whether the casuals hired in New York City
during January were employed "in lieu of"
regular employees or to supplement the
efforts of the regular force for a limited
term is the determinative question in this
case.

*

)

*

*

... The Union offered no evidence to refute
the Postal Service's contention, supported
by testimony from witnesses, that during
January the Service experienced a "surge" of
mail in the Outgoing Sections because of the
failure of out-of-town post offices to
properly implement the Managed Mail Program
which was designed to divert certain types
of mail from New York and the delay in
receiving new scanning equipment that was

7
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designed to eliminate the need for many
clerk jobs.
(Emphasis added.)
Arbitrator Gamser concluded that:

.•. [I]t must be found that the Postal
Service did not hire casuals during the
month of January of 1973 •in lieu of"
providing work opportunities to career
employees but rather these casuals were
hired as a supplement to the regular work
force for a limited period of time. Such
hiring is permitted under the provisions of
Article VII, and this grievance must be
denied.
(Emphasis added.)
Arbitrator Gamser issued another National Decision on
July 1, 1973 in Case No. N-N-73-1 between the NALC and the
Postal Service (Gamser II).

The NALC argued that Article 7 of

the 1971 National Agreement and the parties• past practice
required that the Postal Service maximize overtime and cancel
regular days off before employing casuals during the Christmas
season.

In his opinion, Arbitrator Gamser stated:

Both parties acknowledged that the language
of Article VII was of utmost importance in
determining the issue presented in this
case.
As regard [sic) Christmas casuals that
language contemplates their utilization "as
a limited term supplemental work force, but
(they) may not be employed in lieu of full
or part-time employees." This language does
not refer in any way to the use of regulars

. ..
~).
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on overtime before casuals may be employed,
but the Union contended that to employ
casuals before regulars had been given
maximum overtime opportunities would be to
employ such a classification of employees
"in lieu ofn the regular employees .•..
(Footnote omitted.}

*
An examination again of the language of
Article VII reveals that casuals can be
utilized "as a limited term supplemental
work force".
There is no dispute that the
casuals who were employed during 1972
Christmas season were employed in that
capacity.

)

..• [A]ssuming for the sake of argument that
regulars could have handled the Christmas
rush by working_ on the sixth day and by
remaining for up to 3~ hours of overtime on
their regular work days if the Service rearranged the work flow and schedules and
possibly delayed the processing of some
mail, the Union is seeking to require that
the Service handle the assignment of
·personnel and the distribution of overtime
in this manner. The Agreement on the
subject of assigmnent of the work force, in
Article III, leaves discretion in this area
to management. As to overtime, the
Agreement in Article VIII, likewise vests
discretion as to when, where and how it is
to be utilized in management.

*

\

)

The language of Article VII, concerning the
employment of casuals, as written by these
parties at the onset of their new

9
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relationship in 1971, contains these
specific restrictions upon the utilization
of casuals. The numbers of such casuals who
may be employed, the duration of their
employment, and that they may not be used
"in lieu of" regular employees. The record
made in this case cannot sustain a finding
that the casuals employed in the New York
Region in 1972 were so employed in
derrogation of any of these requirements.
For this reason, this grievance must be and
hereby is denied.
(Emphasis added.)
Arbitrator Gamser also issued a National Decision on
June 25, 1980 in Case Nos. AD-NAT-01211 et al. between the three
Unions and the Postal Service (Gamser III).

As set forth in

that decision:
The substantive question raised in this
proceeding is whether the unilateral change
in the hourly wage paid to casuals,
announced by the USPS after the completion
of the 1978 negotiations, violated any term
or condition of that collective bargaining
agreement covering the status or conditions
of employment of those covered by that
Agreement.
Arbitrator Gamser concluded that the protested action by the
Postal Service did not violate any provisions of the National
Agreement.
In Gamser III, Arbitrator Gamser reviewed the parties'
bargaining history with respect to casuals.
that:

He pointed out

)

.. _./
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•.. The Unions have attempted to secure the
total abolition of the use of casuals, but
they have not been successful thus far in
this effort.
The Unions have succeeded in
negotiating several restrictions on the use
of casuals into the National Agreement.

)

Article VII of the 1971 Agreement provided
that casuals were only to be used as a
supplemental workforce and were not to be
employed in lieu of full or part-time
employees.
Christmas casuals were limited
to a single 21 day term of employment during
December, and all other casuals were limited
to a single annual term not to exceed 90
continuous days.
Section 2-D of Article VII
prohibited the Service from employing
casuals in any period in excess of 8% of the
total number of employees covered by the
Agreement.
The restrictions on the use of casuals in
the 1971 Agreement were carried over
verbatim to the 1973 Agreement except that
the 8% aggregate limit was decreased to 7% •
... Included in Article VII of the 1975
National Agreement was a new requirement
that during the course of a service week the
USPS would make every effort to insure that
qualified and available part-time flexible
employees would be used at the straight time
rate prior to assigning such work to
casuals.
Further, the percentage limitation
on the number of casuals the Service could
employ was again lowered this time to 5% of
the regular workforce. At the Service's
insistence, the length of time for which a
casual could be employed was extended to two
90 day terms per calendar year plus a
Christmas period not to exceed 21 days.
(Emphasis added.)

11
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The 1985 Zumas National Decision involved a case
between the APWO and the Postal Service.

The issue in that case

was stipulated to be:

..• [WJhether the Service violated the
National Agreement when it utilized casual
employees on overtime on the days in
question instead of scheduling Full-Time
Regular employees who are on the Overtime
Desired List (ODL).
As described by Arbitrator Zumas, the essential contractual
positions of the parties were as follows:

The Union argues that local management's
utilization of casual employees for overtime
duty on the dates in question instead of
calling Grievants was prohibited by that
portion of Article 7, Section l-B-1 stating:
"Casual employees . . . ·may not be
employed in lieu of full or parttime employees."
The Union contends that this section
mandates that if an assignment (such as
overtime) is available, full and part-time
employees must receive priority over casual
employees.
The Union also contends that the parties, by
agreeing to Article 8, Section 5, provided
an overtime work benefit to full-time
regular employees, giving a first preference
to those full-time employees who are on the
ODL, and secondly to those full-time
employees who are not. Since casual
employees are not covered by the National
Agreement, they are not entitled to any of

)
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the benefits, including overtime, as
provided in Article 8, Section 5.

*

*

The Service first argues that Article 8,
Section 5 in no way requires it to use fulltime regular employees before· using casual
{sic] for overtime work •.•.

)

The Service next contends that the Union's
reliance upon Article 7 does not support its
position.
The Service argues that the term
"employed" means hired, not assigned or
utilized.
The Service asserts that this
section, when looked at in its entirety and
along with other provisions, makes i t clear
that had the parties intended "employed" to
mean assigned, the term "utilized" and not
"employed" would have been used. Moreover,
the Service contends, since 1971 the term
"employed" has referred to the number of
casual employees that may be hired and the
duration of their employment.
[Footnote
omitted; emphasis in original.]
In his opinion denying the grievance, Arbitrator Zumas
stated, in relevant part:

There has been no showing by the Union that
the utilization of casuals on January 17 and
18, 1984, when the mail volume was unusually
heavy due to the annual arrival of ncontestn
mail, rather than scheduling full-time
regular MPLSM Operators to work overtime on
their non-schedule days violated any
provision of the National Agreement.

)

Casual employees are non-career employees
who, as part of the Supplemental Work Force,
perform duties assigned to bargaining unit
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positions on a limited term basis. They are
not restricted to straight time worked, and
may perform overtime. And as provided in
Article 7, Section 1, these casual employees
"may be utilized as a limited term
supplemental work force, but may not be
employed in lieu of full or part-time
employees."
There is no restriction as to how such
casual employees may be "utilized"
(assigned}, except that the Service is
required to "make every effort to insure
[sic] that qualified and available part-time
flexible employees are utilized at the
straight-time rate prior to assigning such
work to casuals." It is also clear, as the
Service contends, that the provision that
casual employees "may not be employed in
lieu of full or part-time employees" relates
to .. th,e. number of casual employees that may
be hired and to the limited duration of
their employment.
The term "employed" means
hired [emphasis on "hired• in original] and
not, as the Union contends, the manner in
which they are assigned ("utilized") to
perform work. The correctness of this
interpretation becomes even more obvious
when the parties referred to •utilized" and
"employed", in different contexts, in the
same sentence.
The Union's reliance on the contention that
these Grievants were "passed over" in
violation of Article B, Section 5 is equally
misplaced.
(Emphasis added; except as noted.)

Following Zu.mas,

three other National Decisions dealt

with APWU challenges to the assignment of casuals.

•\

)
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In Case No. HlC-3T-C 32308, decided on April 4, 1986,
Arbitrator Collins held that assignment of casuals to key "live"
mail on the Ml?LSM did not violate Article 7.1.B.l.

He stated

that: "there is neither evidence nor allegations that the hiring
of casuals was in violation of the Agreement".

He held that the

Zu.mas interpretation was controlling with respect to "whether or
not the Agreement prohibits utilizing casuals in any manner that
would impact adversely on work opportunities of the regular
workforce".
In Case No. H4T-3T-C 20524, decided on April 19, 1988,
Arbitrator Bloch held that the Postal Service did not violate
the Agreement by failing to offer "higher level work" first to
bargaining unit employees before casuals.

Citing Zumas and

Arbitrator Collins• decision, Bloch stated that:

"Indeed, prior

cases establish that there is no contractual restriction as to
the type of work that casual employees may perform."

In Case No. H4C-1K-C 33597, decided on August 9, 1989,
Arbitrator Dobranski held that the Postal Service did not
violate the Agreement by utilizing casuals to perform certain
payroll functions.

He cited Zumas and the decisions of

Arbitrators Collins and Bloch for the proposition that "there is
no contractual restriction on the utilization of casuals".

In a National Decision issued on October 28, 1989 in
Case Nos. H4C-NA-C 65 and H4C-NA-C 95

(Mittenthal I), Arbitrator

Mittenthal held that the Postal Service had exceeded the 5

)

percent ceiling on the number of casuals who may be nemployed"
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contained in Article 7.1.B.3 of the APWU/NALC National Agreement
then in effect.

Arbitrator Mittenthal concluded that the word

"employed" as used in Article 7.1.B.3 included all casuals on
the employment rolls whether or not they were actually utilized
during a particular accounting period.

He noted that Zwzzas had

similarly concluded that the word "employed• in Article 7.1.B.l
meant

11

hired" and not "assigned" or •utilized", and stated:

There is no sound basis for construing the
word "employed" any differently in Section
lB3. There is no sound basis for overruling
the Zumas award.
In a subsequent January 29, 1994 decision in Case Nos.
H7C-NA-C 36 et al.

(Mittentha.l II), Arbitrator Mittenthal dealt

with the question of whether a monetary remedy was appropriate
for

a~knowledged

violations of the 5 percent ceiling in Article

7.1.B.3 of the APWU/NALC National Agreement.

Arbitrator

Mittenthal 1 s recitation of the Postal Service.•s position in that
case included the following:

The Postal Service also observes that
Article 7, Section lBl prohibits Management
from employing casual.a "in lieu of full or
part-time employees". It maintains that the
Unions carefully monitor Section lBl at the
local level and that a widespread failure by
Management to honor this provision would
.have prompted many local. grievances. It
claims that the apparent absence of such
grievance activity reveals there was no
problem at the local level. It says Section
lBl should thus serve as a 11 litmus test"
regarding casual usage in relation to full
or part-time employees ...•

--)
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In his Discussion and Findings, Arbitrator Mittenthal discussed
this matter as follows:

Other Casual Limitations
The Postal Service refers to the casual
limitation in Article 7, Section 1B1
("Casual employees ••• may not be employed in
lieu of full or part-time employees"}.
It
states in effect that any damage
attributable to excess casual usage under
Section 1B3, the 5 percent ceiling, should
be remedied at the local level under Section
lBl. It asserts that local unions have
successfully grieved under lBl and that the
apparent absence of such grievance activity
during the period in question suggests there
was no problem at the local level.

)

This argument is not persuasive.
The
Section lBl restriction can be invoked when
Management hires casual employees "in lieu
of .•. " career employees. That is a matter
to be determined by conditions existing at a
particular time at a particular postal
facility. A violation of lBl can occur at
the local level even in an accounting period
in which the national casual ceiling of 5
percent has been honored. For the casual
ceiling is a Postal Service obligation
beyond the essentia1ly local obligation
found in lBi. There is no remedy at the
local level for a violation of the national
casual ceiling. Hence, the presence of the
lBl restriction in no way precludes the
Unions from pursuing a national remedy in
this case.
(Emphasis added.)

)
.
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UNION POSITION3

The Unions contend that Article 7.1.B.l expressly
states a limitation on casuals.

The Postal Service may only

utilize casual employees as a "limited-term supplemental
workforce"; and casuals may not be "employed in lieu of" career
employees.

The logical and natural, or plain, meaning of this

provision is that casuals are not to be used instead of or in
place of career employees; that is, to fill duty assignments
that are long-term, ongoing assignments needed by the Postal
Service to do its regular work.

This is a separate standard or

limitation to those contained in Paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 of
Article 7.1.B.

)

Three binding National Decisions by Arbitrator Gamser,
the Unions assert, clearly foreclose the Postal Service's
position that Article 7.1.B.l does not impose a separate
limitation on casuals.

In Ga.mser I, decided in 1973, the case turned on the
question of whether the Postal Service had complied with the
standards in Article 7.1.B.1.

There was no claim by the Postal

Service that it could use casuals as other than a "limited-term
supplemental work force" that was not being "employed in lieu
3

The APWU and NALC filed a joint brief. The NPMHtJ filed a
separate brief. The essence of the arguments in both briefs is
mostly the same. This recitation of the Union Position
basically follows the APWU/NALC brief. In some instances I
refer to specific additional arguments made by the NPMHU.

·)-.

··')
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The Postal Service prevailed in that case

by persuading Arbitrator Gamser that it did meet those standards
on the facts of that case, because of the temporary and emergent
nature of the work being done by the casuals.

The NPMHU further

points out that the Postal Service's argument that Article 7
contained only "two restrictions upon the employment of
casuals", namely, a ceiling on the total number of casuals and a
limit on the duration of their employment, was specifically
rejected in Gamser I.
Gamser II, also decided in 1973, clearly spelled out

that in addition to restricting the total number of casuals who
may be employed and the duration of their employment, Article 7
provides that casuals may not be used "in lieu of" regular
employees.

In this case, as well as in Gamser I, there was no

dispute that casuals were being used in response to a temporary
surge of work.

Arbitrator Gamser held that the casuals in
~~··· ··.,:. ..r· .~~··

question had not been employed in lieu of the career workforce.
In doing so, however, he rejected the argument in the Postal
Service's brief in that case that the "in lieu of" language in
Article 7.1.B.1 is merely introductory to the specific
limitations on the total number of casuals who may be employed
and the duration of their employment.

In Gamser III, decided in 1980, Arbitrator Gamser
specifically listed the four restrictions on the use of casuals,
including the limitation that they were "only to be used as a
supplemental workforce".

)

Notably, the Postal Service also

acknowledged in its brief in that case:

19
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With respect to casuals, Article VII set
forth four specific limitations: 1) that
casuals could not be employed in lieu of
full-time or part-time employees; 2) that
during the service week, the Postal Service
would make every effort to utilize available
and qualified part-time employees at
straight time prior to using casuals; 3)
that, with the exception of December,
casuals would not be hired in numbers
greater than 5% of the regular workforce;
and 4) that an individual could be appointed
to two 90 day ter111s as a casual in any
calendar year, plus a 21-day appointment
during December •.•.
Thus, the Unions argue, it was well established by
1973, and expressly accepted by the Postal Service by 1980, that
the separately stated limitations on casuals in Article 7 are
nfour specific limitations", contrary to the Postal Service's
present position that the "in lieu of• clause in Article 7.1.B.1
does not impose a separate limitation.
The Unions insist that, properly considered, the 1985
Zumas decision does not support the Postal Service's position in
this case. 4

Zumas best can be understood as the first of a

series of four National Decisions holding that Article 7.1.B.l
~

4

The NPMHU further stresses that Zumas, whatever its proper
interpretation, is neither binding on, nor even applicable to
the contractual relationship between the NPMHU and the Postal
Service. The NPMHU was not a party to the 1981 APWU/NALC
National Agreement at issue in Zwnas and did not intervene in
that case. Moreover the NPMHU has separate contractual
agreements regarding the priority to be afforded career
employees in assigning overtime.

)
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does not impose a categorical limitation on the type of work
that may be performed by casuals.

Arbitrator Zumas plainly

understood that casuals are a "limited term supplemental
workforce".

His additional observation that the nin lieu of"

language in Article 7.1.B.1 only "relates to the number of
casual employees that may be hired and to the limited duration
of their employment" was merely a gratuitous observation on his
part.

Moreover, narrowly read, it relates only to the "in lieu

of" passage in Article 7.1.B.l and does not mean that the
sentence read as a whole has no further meaning beyond the other
provisions of Article ?.l.B, as the Postal Service asserts.

In

particular, the Unions assert, the statement in Zumas that the
"in lieu of" clause "relates to the number of casuals that may

)

be hired" is wholly consistent with the Unions• position.

A

grievance claiming a particular installation has "hired" casuals
"in lieu of" career employees plainly "relates to the number of
casuals that may be hired 11 by that installation.

In any event, the Unions argue, the Postal Service
entered into binding agreements with the Unions after Zwnas that
clearly preclude its position in this case.

On May 29, 1986, the Postal Service Director of the
Office of Contract Administration, William Downes, issued a
nationwide instruction ("Downes Memorandum") which included the
following paragraph:

)

Additionally, questions have arisen
regarding the proper utilization of casuals
as a supplemental workforce. Generally,
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casuals are utilized in circumstances such
as heavy workload or leave periods; to
accommodate any temporary or intermittent
service conditions; or in other
circumstances where supplemental workforce
needs occur. Where the identified need and
workload is for other than supplemental
employment, the use of career employees is
appropriate.

The Unions presented evidence that shortly before issuance of
this memorandum, the NPMHU (then the NPOMH) had urged the Postal
Service to issue clear operating instructions to its field
officers outlining the proper usage of casuals and that
Management agreed to issue such instructions and to review them
with the NPMHU beforehand.

_The Unions argue that this

authoritative instruction, issued at the highest levels of
Postal Service labor relations six months after Zu.mas was
decided, alone is sufficient to discredit the Postal Service's
present position and its purported reliance on Zumas.

Moreover, the Unions stress, the Downes Memorandum was
mutually agreed to by the parties in the following series of
Step 4 agreements resolving cases that had been pending at the
national level:

•

In October 28, 1986, the Mail Handlers and
Postal Service considered a grievance
"whether casuals are being improperly
utilized continually at the Des Moines
BMC." They mutually agreed that no
national interpretive issue was presented
and remanded the case to Step 3 for
further processing, using precisely the

·1
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language employed by Mr. Downes in his
memorandum of instructions to the field.

l

•

On December 30, 1986, the APWU and the
Postal Service remanded a Step 4 grievance
concerning "whether casuals are being
improperly used to perform ~aintenance
Craft duties," to be resolved at Step 3 on
the basis of the Downes memorandum
language.

•

On December 30, 1986 the APWU and the
Postal Service remanded a grievance,
whether casuals are being improperly used
to perform Maintenance Craft duties, to
Step 3 for resolution in accordance with
the Downes memorandum language.

o

On May 19, 1988 the Mail Handlers Union
and the Postal Service represented by Ms.
Joyce Ong of the Grievance Arbitration
Division, agreed to remand a grievance
from Step 4 to Step 3 for a resolution in
accordance with the Downes memorandum.
language.

•

The APWU and Postal Service agreed after a
January 6, 1989 Step 4 ~eeting to remand a
case which "involves the use of casual
employees" to Step 3 for further
processing in accordance with the language
of the Downes memorandum.

•

On June 29, 1990, the Mail Handlers and
Postal Service remanded a grievance
concerning "whether management violated
the National Agreement when i t assigned
casuals to the Small Parcel Bundle Sorter
Machine," to Step 3 for resolution with a
statement that "(w]e further agree that
this case is a fact circumstance best
suited for regional determination and

I
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application of the Downes letter of May
29, 1986 (attached), and a staffing letter
on small parcel bundle sorter."
This series of Step 4 agreements entered into over a period of
more than four years following initial distribution of the
Downes Memorandum, the Unions urge, clearly evince the parties•
mutual understanding of Article 7.1.B.1 and should be
dispositive of the question in the instant case.

The Unions contend that Mittenthal II, decided in
1994, also precludes the Postal Service's argument in this case.
The key point endorsed by Arbitrator Mittenthal is that the
Article 7.1.B.l restrictions and the Article 7.1.B.3
restrictions are conceptually different.

The percentage

limitations of Article 7.1.B.3 are nationwide (at least in the
APWU/NALC National Agreement at that time), and can be enforced
only at that level.

Arbitrator Mittenthal correctly understood

that Article 7.1.B.1 provides a separate and distinct limitation
on casuals, and can be violated at the local level and remedied
at the local level even when the percentage "limitations of
Article 7.1.B.3 have not been violated.

His analysis of these

provisions, which is consistent with that of Arbitrator Gamser
and with the Downes Memorandum, was a part of his holding and is
binding on the Postal Service and the Unions that were parties
to that case.

The NPMHU further points out that not only did various
Postal Service labor relations representatives continue
throughout the 1990's to expressly acknowledge that casual

__

)
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employees should not be hired "in lieu of" career employees, but
in the 1998 negotiations with the NPMHU the Postal Service
specifically proposed to delete the ttin lieu of" language from
Article 7 of the NPMHU National Agreement.

This is strong

evidence of the parties' mutual understanding that the clause
has an independent, substantive meaning.

The Onions insist th.at the Postal Service' a reliance
on an October 29, 1999 regional arbitration award by Arbitrator
Zu.mas, which the Postal Service contends confirms its reading of
the 1985 national level Zumas Award, is misplaced.

Arbitrator

Zum.as had no authority to modify his earlier Award in any way,
nor did he have any more authority to interpret it than does any
other regional arbitrator.

Moreover, regional awards are

entitled to weight only to the extent that their analysis and
reasoning are persuasive.

The record before Arbitrator Zumas in

the 1999 regional arbitration case was limited and his regional
decision lacks any meaningful analysis.

Finally; the Unions submitted copies of all the
regional arbitration awards they have identified as bearing on
the issues in this case.

While recognizing that, as regional

awards, they should not play a significant role in the decision
in this case, the Onions point out that a large majority of
these regional decisions support the Unions' interpretation of
Article 7.1.B.l.

The Unions identified a number of these

decisions whose reasoning they believe is particularly
persuasive.

)
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EMPLOYER POSITION

The Postal Service contends that the Unions have
failed to meet their burden of proof.

It insists that the 1985

Zwnas decision together with Arbitrator Zumas• 1999 regional
decision in Case No. K94C-4K-C 96086293 are controlling.

The Postal Service asserts that Zumas holds that
Article 7.l.B.l does not restrict the Postal Service from
employing and using casual employees for whatever function i t
chooses for as long as it chooses, provided the casual cap
limitations and the two 90-day plus Christmas period term
restrictions are not exceeded.

Arbitrator Zumas held that the

entire "in lieu ofR phrase in Article 7.1.B.l relates solely to

)

the hiring of casuals and that the only restrictions on hiring
are the casual cap in Article 7.1.B.3 and the duration of
appointment limitations in Article 7.1.B.4.

Arbitrator Zumas

also held that the only restrictions on the utilization of
casuals is the requirement for finding qualified and available
part-time flexible employees in Article 7.1.B.2.

The Postal Service stresses that the precise issue in
this case was before Arbitrator Zumas in 1985 and that the
Postal Service urged him to make the very findings that are
controlling in this case.

Moreover, the record shows that

Arbitrator Zum.as was fully aware of the three prior decisions by
Arbitrator Gamser which the Unions make so much of in this case.

)
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Arbitrator Zumas' 1999 regional arbitration decision
simply reinforces the fact that he completely understood the
issues in 1985.

The issue before Arbitrator Zumas in 1999 was

squarely posed by the APWU as being that the Postal Service had
been working casuals "on a regular and consistent basis .•• to
move the mail and service customers almost every day for over
the last two years".

The Onion also presented Arbitrator Zumas

with the Downes Memorandum. and a regional arbitration award that
was very critical of the reasoning in Zumas.

In the face of all

this, Arbitrator Zwnas unqualifiedly reaffirmed his 1985 views,
as understood by the Postal Service, as being the proper
interpretation of Article 7.1.B.l.
The Postal Service·insists that neither Postal Service
positions nor other arbitration decisions have modified or
limited Zumas, as shown by Arbitrator Zumas' reaffirmation of
that decision in 1999.

In particular, the Unions are wrong when

they argue that the Postal Service conceded in 1994 in
Mittenthal II that there were criteria other than cap limits and
term limit restrictions on the use of casuals.

As shown by the

evidence presented in this case, including the forceful
testimony of Mr. Edward Ward who was the Postal Service's chief
advocate in Mittenthal II, the entire thrust of the Postal
Service's position in that remedy case was to blunt the Onions'
call for a sweeping remedy for violation of the casual cap based
on the novel theory of "unjust enrichment".

The Postal Service

showed in that case that the Onion had been successful at the
local level in securing a remedy for alleged violations of

)

Article 7.1.B.l.

Hence, it argued, there was no real evidence

Q98C-4Q-C 00100499
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of harm and granting an additional remedy would result in a
double recovery.

The Postal Service did not pass any judgment

on whether the Union's success at the local level was a correct
interpretation of the contract, only that i t had occurred.

The

Postal Service's position was not intended to, nor did it,
concede that there was any contractual limit on casuals in
Article 7.1.B.l beyond the limitations in Article 7.1.B.3 and
Article 7.1.B.4.

It did not dilute Zumas, which was not an

issue in Mittenthal II in any way.
The Postal Service also maintains that the Unions•
reliance on the Downes Memorandum is misplaced.

That document

was not signed by any Union, nor is there proof that it was a
bargained-for agreement with the NPMHU.

The very language of

the statement shows that it did not attempt to create
criteria;

~solute

It very carefully begins with "generally" and ends

with the all-encompassing "and other circumstances where
supplemental workforce needs occur".
It is true that from

~986

until the latter part of

1990 the Postal Service agreed to settle or dispose of certain

grievances or remand them to Step 3 by use of the general
formula sugge_sted in the Downes Memorandum.

In cases which were

litigated at the National or regional level, however, the Postal
Service continued to press its contention that Zumas gave it the
right to use casuals in any position once they were .. properly,
hired.

Moreover, to clear up any misunderstanding about the

Postal Service's position, an October 1990 Step 4 decision by
Labor Relations Specialist Joyce Ong stated that:

"The only

· ')
l•

. ;~-;

)
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explicit limitations placed on employing casuals in the context
of Article 7 is the 5% ceiling and the limited term appointments
for individuals [sic] casual employees.•

The Postal Service insists that even if i t has altered
its view of Article 7.1.B.1, which it does not concede, i t was
entitled to do so.

It could take a less restrictive view of

Zumas at one point in time and later change its mind.

It cites

a 1998 National Decision by Arbitrator Nolan, to which the NALC
was a party, in support of this position.

USPS and NALC and

NRLCA, Case Nos. W4N-SH-C-40995 and SIN-JP-C-41285.

\
j

The Postal Service maintains that the Unions• reliance
on the three Gamser decisions is also misplaced.

They predate

Zumas, were provided to Arbitrator Zumas and, if really contrary
to Zumas, obviously were rejected by him.

Moreover, a close

reading of the Ga.mser decisions show they deal with specific and
narrow fact situations, and, in each instance, the Unions lost
their claim that casual usage was improper.

'Even if the analysis of Article 7.1.B.1 in Zumas does
not automatically dictate dismissal of these grievances, the
Postal Service urges, that analysis nonetheless should be
adopted in this case~

The second sentence of Article 7.1.B.l at

issue in this case reasonably can be read as part of the
explanation of Article 7.1.B as a whole, consistent with the
Zumas formulation.

As set forth in its brief the Postal Service

reads Article 7.1.B.l, in context, as follows:

)

\
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.··'.Cc).
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'

>'

The first part of this second sentence
begins by stating that casual employees may
(not must) be (1) utilized as a {2) limited
term {3) supplemental work force. How
casuals are "utilized" pursuant to Article
7 .1. B. is explained in 7 • l. B. 2. { n • • • the
Employer will make every effort to insure
that qualified and available part time
flexible employees are utilized ••. "
(emphasis supplied)}. The "limited term" of
casuals clearly refers to Section 7.1.B.4
which spells out how those "terms" are to be
calculated ("Casuals are limited to two (2)
ninety day terms •.• in a calendar
year ... [andJ .•• during the Christmas
period ••. • (emphasis supplied)). As
explained in the Postal Bulletins, the
nature of casual •terms" derives from the
limited length of formal appointment in a
calendar year, not. as the Unions contend,
the nature of the work .•.• The words
"supplemental work force• are simply a
restatement of the heading of Article
7.1.B.l.
The second part of the second sentence in
7.1.B.l says that casuals "may not be
employed in lieu of full or part time
employees.• Arbitrator Zumas determined,
and no party questions, that "employed"
means "hired". Article 7 l.B.3 and 4 use
the word "employed" and nemployment" and
establish the cap and term limits.
Hence •.. the Postal Service does not contend
that the term "in lieu of" means nothing.
It means that casuals cannot be employed
except under the strictures of sections 3
and 4 of 7.1.B. Thus, the Postal Service,
as did Arbitrator Zumas, interprets and
incorporates the nin lieu of" language as
part of the overall sense and thrust of
Article 7.1.B as a whole, not just as a

)

)
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separate clause to be viewed apart from the
rest of the Article.
Adopting this approach to Article 7.1.B, the Postal
Service stresses, is not only logical, but practical.

It is

fair to assume that the parties who drafted this language
intended that it be reasonably easy and logical to apply, rather
than complex and obtuse to understand and administer, and that
it was designed to solve problems rather than to create
controversy and generate litigation.

As testified to by a

Postal Service witness, with all the variables that affect the
operations of the Postal Service, the simplest way to determine
if the "in lieu of" language in Article 7.1.B.l has been
complied with is to look to see if the postal Service is in
compliance with the casual cap and individual term limitations.
Conversely, trying to determine whether or not a particular hour
worked by a casual was worked "in lieu of" is well nigh
impossible.

As the scores of regional arbitration decisions

attest, trying to ascribe some separate meaning to "utilized" or
"in lieu of" simply drags the parties into factual quicksand.

The Postal Service maintains that the evidence it
presented at the hearing demonstrates that operationally there
a£e multiple circumstances under which casuals need to be and
are utilized.

Such circumstances could be continuous and could

stretch over considerable periods of time.

Within the last

decade, competitive pressures, demands of customers, employee
attitudes and desires and rapid changes in technology and
equipment all have increased the Postal Service's need for

\

)

flexibility.

While the availability of part-time flexibles may
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help, there is an absolute need for casuals in all areas, and a
necessity to be able to shift casuals around to "plug up
operational holes" as needs arise.

Generally casuals are

assigned to routine and noncomplex duties, while regular
employees are moved to more demanding assignments.

The need for

casuals on any specific project or projects could be for lengthy
periods of time, perhaps as long as two years.

In light of

these operational realities, it is absurd to conclude that the
l?ostal Service, in Article 7.1.B.1, agreed to only a sporadic,
restricted role for casuals, as the Unions assert.
The Postal Service rejects the Unions' attempt to have
their formulation of the language of the Downes Memorandum used
as the appropriate standard in applying Article 7.1.B.1.

It

points out that the Unions' formulation leaves out the very
important caveat placed on that language by Mr. Downes that it
was to apply ngenerallyn.

The Downes Memorandum also is not

comprehensive because it deals only with the use (utilization)
of casuals, not their hiring (employment).

Moreover, contrary

to the Unions' assertion, the parties have not agreed to such an
interpretation of Article 7.1.B.l.
The Postal Service maintains that if the Zumas
interpretation of Article 7.1.B.l is not adopted, either as
binding precedent or as the most sensible interpretation of that
provision, then the record as a whole supports only one possible
alternative:

)
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That alternative would recognize that the
Postal Service may employ and use casuals,
consistent with cap and term requirements,
whenever it has an operational need which it
reasonably believes cannot he filled with
career employees, whether that need is of a
long or short term duration, or is for
routine or complex work. Such employment
would not be "in lieu of" employment of
regular work force employees; such use would
be "supplemental". The Unions, as always,
would have the burden of proof in any such
contract interpretation arbitration.
This formulation would recognize the legitimate and practical
needs of the Postal Service, and is consistent with the Postal
Service's right under Article 3 to •direct employees", "maintain

)

the efficiency of operations" and "determine the methods, means
and personnel" by which to conduct its operations.
Finally, the Postal Service urges that if the Zumas
analysis is not adopted that any other interpretation of Article
7.1.B.l be prospective only.

The Poatal Service argues that it

should not be penalized by its adoption of an interpretation of
Article 7.1.B that has the support of many distinguished and
thoughtful neutrals, including National Arbitrators.

_)

,·...
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FINDINGS

Casual employees are those who may be
utilized as a limited term supplemental work
force, but may not be employed in lieu of
full or part-time employees.
These few words have bedeviled the parties off and on
for the past thirty years.

It would appear that whole forests

have been felled just to supply the paper for the grievances,
grievance records, transcripts, briefs, arbitration decisions
and multiple copies thereof that have been devoted to the
interpretation and application of this provision in Article
7.1.B.l of the National Agreement.

In this case, the parties

have done an extraordinarily thorough job of presenting a full
history of the parties' dealings on this issue and the substance
of their present interpretive disagreement.

The record, in

short, seems to be as complete and developed as possible.

The fundamental issue in this case is whether Article
7.1.B.l imposes a limitation on casuals other than the
limitations in Paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 of Article 7.1.B.
Established arbitral precedent that does not appear to be any
longer in dispute has considerably narrowed this issue.

A

se:z;i:i.es of National Decisions, including Zumas, have held that
Article·7.l.B.1 does not limit the type of work that casuals who
have been properly employed may be assigned to perform on any
given occasion or require that priority be afforded to career
employees in the assignment of work, except as specifically
provided in Article 7.1.B.l.

Zumas and other National Decisions

)
/

·~
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have established that the word "employed" in Article 7.1.B.l
means "hired", in contrast to "utilized" or "assigned".
worth stressing, however,

It is

that both before and after Zumas the

words "utilized" and "employed", as well as "used"

(which does

not appear in Article 7.1.B.l), sometimes have been used (or
employed or utilized} interchangeably both by representatives of
the parties and by arbitrators.

The Postal Service maintains that Zumas also
constitutes a controlling National precedent that supports its
position that the "may not be employed in lieu of• language in
Article 7.1.B.1 means only that casuals cannot be employed or

)

hired except under the strictures of Paragraphs 3 and 4, which
establish the.percentage caps on total casual employment and the
limited terms during which an individual casual may be employed.
I must disagree.
Arbitrator Zumas.

That was not an issue properly before
His stated opinion on that issue was not

necessary or even germane to his decision denying the grievance
before him, which challenged only the assignment of casuals, not
their hiring.

His stated opinion on that issue also was

contrary to existing National Arbitration precedent, which he
did not cite, let alone attempt to distinguish.

He offered no

convincing analysis for his stated opinion on that issue.

And,

as the Unions have stressed, the parties entered into a series
of Step 4 agreements after Zumas that adopt a different
interpretation of Article 7.1.B.l; one that is consistent with
the National Arbitration precedent that preceded Zumas.

)
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The provision in dispute has remained unchanged·since
the parties' first negotiated a National Agreement in 1971.
Very soon thereafter, in Gamser I, decided in 1973, the APWU
challenged the hiring of certain casual employees.

The Postal

Service appears to have made very much the same argument in

Gamser I that it made in Zumas and makes in this case.

It

argued that the only restrictions on the hiring of casuals in
Article 7.1.B are the percentage cap and duration of appointment
limitations, although it also referred to its "traditional
reliance upon casual help to meet short term surges in the work
loadn.

Arbitrator Gamser dealt directly and convincingly with

this interpretive issue:

Obviously, in the face of the clear
restriction on the use of casuals for this
purpose contained in the Agreement, ••• for
the Postal Service to engage in the hiring
of casuals in New York City during the
period under review in stead of, in place
of, or in substitution of full or part-time
employees would not be permissible under the
Agreement. Casuals could only be hired in
the numbers stated and the period qf time
provided in the Agreement for some other
purpose. The Agreement also sets forth just
what that purpose is, "Casual employees are
those who may be utilized as a limited term
supplemental work force, •.• 11

He then went on to state:

Whether the casuals hired in New York City
during January were employed 11 in lieu of"
regular employees or to supplement the

Q98C-4Q-C 00100499
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efforts of the regular force for a limited
term is the determinative question in this
case.
Ultimately, Arbitrator Gamser denied the grievance because he
found the casuals in question "were hired as a supplement to the
regular work force for a limited period of time" as the result
of a "surge" of mail.

Thus, Gamser I held that what is now Article 7.1.B.1
imposes a restriction or requirement on the purpose for which
casuals are hired that goes beyond percentage cap and duration
of appointment limitations.

This holding was reaffirmed in

Gamser II, also decided in 1973, where the Postal Service again,

in effect, argued that the Article 7.1.B.l language did not
impose any additional limitation on the employment of

~asuals.

Ga.mser II, in describing the language in Section 7.1.B that

concerns the employment of casuals, refers to restrictions upon
the "utilization" of casuals and the manner in which they may be
"used".

It is evident, however,

from the overall decision,

which includes a ·specific finding that the casuals in question
"were employed" in the capacity of a "limited term supplemental
work force•, that Arbitrator Gamser was interpreting and
applying the nin lieu of" language as he had in Gamser I.

Gamser III was decided in 1980.

Its actual holding is

not particularly germane to the present case.

In reviewing the

parties' bargaining history with respect to casuals, however,
Arbitrator Ga.mser listed the specific restrictions on the use of
casuals that the Unions had succeeded in negotiating into the
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The first of these was "that casuals were

only to be used as a supplemental work force and were not to be
employed in lieu of full or part-time employees".

This, of

course, was consistent with his earlier decisions in Gamser I
and Gamser II.

The Postal Service's brief in that case also

indicates that i t viewed the "in lieu of" provision in Article
7.1.B.l as setting forth a separate specific restriction beyond
the percentage cap and term duration limits.

These three Gamser decisions preceded Zumas, which was
decided in 1985.

In Zumas the APWU did not dispute the hiring of the
casuals in question.

The record in that case shows that they

were employed as a limited term supplemental work force.
Union protested the assigmnent of

~vertime

The

work to these casuals

without first offering that work to career employees on the ODL.
The Union based its position on both the "in lieu of" provision
in Article 7.1.B.1 and the overtime provisions in Article 8.5.
Its entire argument regarding Article 7.1.B.1 was as follows:

The laymens [sic] interpretation of the "in
lieu of• language means "instead of•. This
is exactly what happened in the instant
case, management used casuals on overtime
"instead of" Full-Time Regulars on the Over
Time Desired List.
The Postal Service's response to the Union's reliance on Article
7.1.B.l was accurately paraphrased by Arbitrator Zumas as
follows:
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The Service next contends that the Union's
reliance upon Article 7 does not support its
position. The Service argues that the term
"employed" means hired, not assigned or
utilized.
The Service asserts that this
section, when looked at in its entirety and
along with other provisions, makes i t clear
that had the parties intended "employed" to
mean assigned, the term "utilized" and not
"employed" would have been used. Moreover,
the Service contends, since 1971 the term
"employed" has referred to the number of
casual employees that may be hired and the
duration of their employment.
[Footnote
omitted; emphasis in original.1 5
In its brief in Zumas,

the Postal Service, citing Gamser I

and

Gamser II (which were provided, as was Gamser III, to the
arbitrator), stated:

Arbitrator Gamser found.no prohibition in
the 1971 or 1973 contract language which
precludes casuals from working overtime
instead of full-time employees. Thus, the
union has raised this same argument
concerning casuals as early as 1973 to no
avail.
The Union in Zumas made no reference to the Gamser decisions,
nor did it address the meaning or application of Article 7.1.B.l
other than in the two sentences of its brief previously quoted.

5

)

Elsewhere in its brief, the Postal Service also stated: "In
accordance with Article 7, casuals may be employed as a
supplemental work force for short periods of time as needed."
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After quoting the operative language in Article
7.1.B.1, Arbitrator Zwnas• opinion stated:

There is no restriction as to how such
casual employees may be nutilized"
(assigned}, except that the Service is
required to nmake every effort to insure
[sic] that qualified and available part-time
flexible employees are utilized at the
straight-time rate prior to assigning such
work to casuals." It is also clear, as the
Service contends, that the provision that
casual employees "may not be employed in
lieu of full or part-time employeesN relates
to the number of casual employees that may
be hired and to the liIJdted duration of
their employment. The term "employed" means
hired and not, as the Union contends, the
manner in which they are assigned
("utilized") to perfo:rm work. The
correctness of this interpretation becomes
even more obvious when the parties ref erred
to "utilized" and "employed", in different
contexts, in the same sentence.
[Emphasis
in original.]
There

a~e

two holdings in Zumas which, in my opinion,

properly can be considered precedent.

First, is the holding

that Article 7.1.B.l does not restrict the utilization of
casuals, who have been properly employed, to perform overtime
assignments, or, more broadly, any particu1ar category of
assignments, provided the Postal Service complies with the
requirement of Article 7.1.B.2 regarding the utilization of
part-time flexibles.

Second, is the holding that the term

"employed" in Article 7.1.B.l means "hired".

Both of these

holdings were a necessary part of Arbitrator Zwnas• decision

,)
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that the grievance before him was without merit.

Both of.these

holdings have been. acknowledged and followed in subsequent
National Decisions.

The same cannot be said for Arbitrator Zumas' stated
opinion that:

It is also clear, as the Service contends,
that· the provision that casual employees
"may not be employed in lieu of full or
part-time employees" relates to the nulJiber
of casual employees that may be hired and to
the limited duration of their employment.
It is true that the Postal Service made this argument, but the

.°\

)

issue of what restrictions, if any, Article 7.1.B.l imposes on
the employment or hiring of casuals was not an issue raised in
the grievance in Zumas and was not an issue joined by the Union.
His stated opinion on.that issue was not necessary or even
germane to his decision denying the gr.ievance.

It also is

contrary to the existing National Arbitration precedent
established in Gamser I and Gamser II.~

The Postal Service did

present those Gamser decisions to Arbitrator Zumas, but only in
support of its position that Article 7.1.B.l does not preclude
casuals from working overtime instead of full-time employees.
There is no reason to conclude that Arbitrator Zumas considered

6

)

\

The Unions argue in this case that Zum.as need not be read as
contradictory to Gamser I and Gamser II in this regard. For
purposes of this decision, however, r assume that the Postal
Service is correct in asserting that Arbitrator Zumas intended
to state that the only limits on the employment of casuals are
the percentage cap and duration of appointment limitations.
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those decisions for any other purpose.

The Unions had no reason

to cite them, and did not cite them, for their holdings
regarding the restrictions Article 7.1.B.l imposes on the
employment or hiring of casuals.

That was not an issue in

Zumas.

Arbitrator Zumas• failure to cite, let alone attempt
to distinguish, Gamser I

and Gamser II, suggests that he was not

aware that his stated opinion.on the "in lieu of" provision in
Article 7.1.B.1 was contrary to those precedents.

Moreover,

Arbitrator Zumas offered no convincing analysis to support bis
stated opinion on this issue.

The only analysis he provided,

other than his conclusory statement that "[i]t is also clear, as
the Service contends,

... •,was his determination that the term

"employed" means "hired and not, as the Union contends, the
manner in which
perform work".

[casuals] are assigned ('utilized')

to

No matter how correct, that interpretation of

the term "employed" provides no reason for concluding that the
"in lieu of" language imposes no restriction on the employment
of casuals beyond the restrictions in Article 7.1.B.3 and
7.1.B.4.

For all of these reasons, Zumas hardly can be
considered precedent on the issue presented in this case or as
overruling or negating the precedent established by Ga.mser I and
Gamser II.

Moreover, the record establishes that after Zumas

was decided in 1985 the Postal Service and two of the Unions,
the NPMHU and the APWU, entered into a series of at least six
binding Step 4 agreements between October 1986 and June 1990 in
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which they remanded grievances alleging violations of Article
7.1.B.l to Step 3 for resolution in accordance with the lang\iage
of the May 29, 1986 Downes Memorandum.

Whether or not the

Downes Memorandum. on its own would bind the Postal Service, this
series of agreements at the National level is highly
significant.

As Arbitrator Collins stated in his April 4, 1986

decision in Case No. H1C-3T-C 32308:

The settlement of a contract grievance at
the national level, without any disclaimer
of precedential effect, would in the normal
course seem to constitute important evidence
of the parties mutual interpretation of
their Agreement, at least insofar as the
expressed terms of the settlement provided
interpretive guidance.

)

The Downes Memorandum includes the following
paragraph:

Additionally, questions have arisen
regarding the proper utilization of casuals
as a supplemen.~~l,workforce. Generally,
casuals are utilized in circumstances such
as heavy workload or leave periods; to
accommodate any temporary or intermittent
service conditions: or in other
circumstances where supplemental workforce
needs occur. Where the identified need and
workload is for other than supplemental
employment, the use of career employees is
·appropriate.
Although couched in terms of "utilization" of casuals, it is

)

apparent that this paragraph is not directed at the specific
assignments given to casuals on a day-to-day basis, but to the
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employment, that is, hiring, of casuals.
states:

As the last sentence

"Where the identified need and workload is for other

.than supplemental employment, the use of career employees is
appropriate."

This is entirely consistent with the National

precedent in Gamser I that Article 7.1.B.l restricts the Postal
Service from hiring casuals "in stead of, in place of, or in
substitution of" career employees, and provides that casuals can
only be hired for the purpose of being "utilized as a limited
term supplemental work force".

The Downes Memorandum puts some

flesh on the bones of Article 7.1.B.l, which the parties then
adopted as the basis on which to remand the six cited grievances
to Step 3 for further processing. 7
In context, I do not read the word "[g]enerally" at

\

the beginning of the formulation in the Downes Memorandum as
7

In August 1992, the Postal Service and the NALC entered into a
Step 4 agreement (NALC Exhibit 5) in which they agreed to remand
to Step 3 a grievance asserting a violation of Article 7.1.B.l
on the basis of the following agreed-to principles:
1. That in accordance with Article 7.1.B.l casual
employees may not be employed in lieu of full or
part-time employees.
2. That in accordance with Arbitrator Zumas• award in
Cases H1C-4K-C 27344/45 the term "employedn means
hired and not the manner in which the casuals are
assigned (utilized) .
It is difficult to square this agreement with the Postal
service's assertion that its position at that time was that
·zumas also established that the nin lieu of provision• had no
separate significance apart from the other paragraphs in Article
7.1.B.

·.

)

-~~"
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some sort of limitation or caveat on what follows, particularly
in light of the catchall nor in other circlllllstances where
supplemental workforce needs occur" included in that
formulation.

A more straightforward reading is that i t

signifies that the formulation that follows is a general
statement of the proper application of Article 7.1.B.1, which
then is to be applied in the field -- or on remand of a
grievance -- to the particular facts and circumstances at a
given local installation.

The Postal Service stresses that in cases litigated at
the National or regional level it continued to press its

)

contention that Zumas gave it the right to use casuals in any
position once they were properly hired, even during the period
in which i t agreed to settle or dispose of certain grievances on
the basis of the general formulation in the Downes Memorandum.
The National level cases it cites (Arbitrator Bloch's 1988
decision and Arbitrator Dobranski•s 1989 decision) did not,
however, involve an issue as to the employment or hiring of
casuals, but whether they could be assigned to perform rthigher
level work" or certain payroll functions.

The positions taken

by the Postal Service in the three regiona1 cases it cites were
not taken at the National level.

Moreover, the earliest of

these cited regional cases was heard in April 1990, which was
close to the time when the Postal Service apparently ceased
agreeing to remand cases on the basis of the Downes Memorandum
formulation.

)
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October 1990 Step 4 decision denying a grievance

involving the employment of casual employees allegedly in
violation of Article 7.1.B.l, the Postal Service did state that:
"The only explicit limitations placed on employing casuals in
the context of Article 7 is the 5% ceiling and the limited term
appointments for individuals [sic] casual employees."

This

unilateral assertion of this position, however, could not undo
the effect of the Step 4 National agreements that were entered
into between 1986 and 1990, or the still valid National
Arbitration precedent in Gamser I and Gamser II.

Since 1990 the parties have arbitrated hundreds of
grievances at the local level involving issues relating to the
employment of casuals.

Evidently, the majority of those

)

decisions adopted the Union's position regarding the proper
interpretation of Article 7.1.B.1, whether or not the Union was
able to establish an actual violation of that provision.
there have been thoughtful decisions going both ways.
of its track record at the regional level,

But

In light

the Postal Service

has issued various internal directives aimed at avoiding
situations where i t might be found to have violated Article
7.1.B.1.

I

do not view these actions as in any way prejudicing

the Postal Service's right to espouse the position i t has taken
in this case.

I also do not place any weight on the positions taken
by the parties in Mittenthal II,

which was heard in 1993.

Their

respective interests in that case led the Postal Service to
stress the Unions' ability to successfully grieve violations of

.)
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Section 7.1.B.l at the local level and the Unions to intimate
that Zwnas foreclosed any local remedy for violations of that
provision.

For purposes of this case, I also accept the Postal

Service's assertion that Arbitrator Mittenthal misunderstood its
position on this matter.

Nonetheless, the following statement

in Mittenthal II is a thoughtful and, in my view, persuasive
reading of Article 7.1.B.l that is consistent with both the
National Arbitration precedent in Gamser I and Gamser II and the
formulation of Article 7.1.B.1 in ·the Downes Memorandum:

)

The Section lBl restriction can be invoked
when Management hires casual employees "in
lieu of ... " career employees. That is a
matter to be determined by conditions
existing at a particular time at a
particular postal facility.
A violation of
lBl can occur at the local level even in an
accounting period in which the national
casual ceiling of 5 percent has been
honored. For the casual ceiling is a Postal
Service obligation beyond the essentially
local obligation found in lBl. There is no
remedy at the local level for a violation of
.the national casual ceiling.
Adoption of the Postal Service's position in this case
that Article 7.1.B.l, in essence, is merely introductory, and
that a violation of the "employing in lieu of" provision can
occur only when either the allowable percentage cap or the
limited appointment duration periods are exceeded, certainly
would simplify application of that provision.

It also would

read out of the National Agreement a separate restriction on
casuals, which, as Arbitrator Mittenthal points out, imposes an
essentially local obligation, separate and apart from che
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National casual ceiling in Article 7.1.B.3.

)

Under the Postal

Service's position, to take an extreme example, the Postal
Service could staff an entire facility with a succession of
casual employees on an indefinite basis, provided it did not
exceed the National casual ceiling, which hardly seems
consistent with the language in Article 7.1.B.l.

In any event,

as already discussed, the Postal Service's position is contrary
to both National Arbitration precedent and the parties• joint
adoption at the National level of the formulation of Article
7.1.B.1 set forth in the Downes Memorandum.

The Postal Service's assertion that trying to
determine whether or not a particular hour worked by a casual
was worked nin lieu ofn is well nigh impossible raises a false
issue.

)

Article 7.1.B.l is a limitation on the employment or

hiring of casuals, not on any particular assignment.

As

Arbitrator Mittentbal noted, a claim that casuals have been
nemployed in lieu of" career employees is na matter to be
determined by conditions existing at a particular time at a
particular postal facility•.

To paraphrase Gamser I, the

question is whether they were employed or hired for the purpose
of being utilized as a limited term supplemental work force or
instead of, in place of, or in substitution of career employees.

The Postal Service claims that there are myriad
circumstances in which, as a practical matter, it needs to
employ casual employees, and that this need could be for lengthy
periods of time.

The present decision obviously is not the

place to address any particular set of circumstances.

If,

·~
.. /

~
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however, the Postal Service has a genuine need at a particular
time at a particular location for a limited term supplemental
work force, rather than career employees, then there is no
violation of Article 7.1.B.l.

The formulation of this provision

in the jointly endorsed Downes Memorandum specifically
encompasses, without limitation, "other circumstances where
supplemental work force needs occur".

And, as the Postal

Service observes, the Union has the burden of proving a
violation of Article 7.1.B.l.

Finally, I

am not persuaded that i t would be

appropriate to designate the interpretation of Article 7.1.B.l

\

)

in this decision as being prospective only.

This decision

serves to clarify, on a National Arbitration basis, the proper
interpretation of Article 7.1.S.l.
or depart from the "old law".

I t does not create "new law•

To the extent the Postal Service

has chosen to rely on its interpretation of Zumas, it has done
so knowing full well that it might not be successful.

Indeed,

at the regional level where this issue has been continuously
batted about for over a decade, the Unions have succeeded in
numerous cases in obtaining an award finding a violation of
Article 7.1.B.l and an appropriate remedy.
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AWARD

1.

Article 7.1.B.l of the APWU National Agreement

(and the corresponding provision in the NALC and NPMHU National
Agreements) establishes a separate

rest~iction

on the employment

of casual employees, in addition to the other restrictions set
forth in other paragraphs of Article 7.1.B.

2.

The Postal Service may only employ (hire) casual

employees to be utilized as a limited term supplemental work
force and not in lieu of (instead of, in place of, or in
substitution of) career employees.

3.

The following formulation in the May 29, 1986

Downes Memorandum sets forth a jointly endorsed understanding as
to the circumstances under which it is appropriate to employ
(hire) casual employees to be utilized as a limited term
supplemental work force consistent with Article 7.1.B.l:

"Generally, casuals are utilized in·
circumstances such as he~vy workload or
leave periods; to accommodate any temporary
or intermittent service conditions; or in
other circumstances where supple.mental
workforce needs occur. Where the identified
need and workload is for other than
supplemental employment, the use of career
employees is appropriate.

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

-- ... ----.
.:=c . .:
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....

MAY 2 9 1986

DATE:
JR REF:

LR100:JRMularski:jda:20260-4110

JBJECT:

Use of Casuals

•
):

~

Regional Managers
Labor Relations

•

This is in further reference to the attached memorandum
regarding the use oE casual employees consistent with
Article 7 of the USPS-NPOMH National Agreement.

;

/

We have been made aware of several instances where casual
employees have been hired and identified by one designation/
activity code (clerk or mail handler) but used. exclusively to
9erform work identified by the other code.
While casuals may
be assigned to perform either clerk or mail handler duties
regardless of their designation/activity code, management
must ensure that a realistic assessment is made when these
employees are hir~d to identify the primary ~ork needed to be
perfor~ed and accordingly to use the appropriate designation/
activity codes.
Additionally, questions have arisen regarding the proper
utilization oE casuals as a su?plemental workforce.
Generally, casuals are utilized in circumstances such as
heavy workload or leave periods; to accommodate any temporary
or intermittant service conditions: or in other circumstances
where supplemental workforce needs occur.
Where the
identified need and workload is for other than supplemental
employment, the tise of career employees is appropriate.
If there are any questions regarding these matters, please
call John Mularski at PEN 268-3811.

LAJ·~·~
J. Downes, Director
Willi~

Offic~of

Cont~act Administration
Labor Relations Department

)
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UNITED STIO.TES.,.
POST.a.L SERVICE
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Mr. William H. Quinn
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union.
1101 Connecticut Avenue, NW. Suite 500
Washington. DC 20036-4304

Re: H94M-1H-C 99002460
Class Action

Knoxville. TN 3i950.9998
Local Union # KGMFC06598
Dear Billy:
Frank Jacquette and William Flynn of our respective staffs rec.ently met to discuss the
above-captioned grievance currently pending national arbitration.
The issue in this grievance is whether management violated the provisions of Article 7. 1B of
the 1994 USPS-NPMHU National Agreement by using casuals 'in lieu of full or part-time

employees'.
After full discussion of this issue, we mutually agreed that Arbitrator Shyam Oas addressed
this iss1Je in case Q98C-4Q-C 00100499. While that case represents a dispute between
the Postal Service and the American Postal Workers Union, the decision in that. case is
binding on the Postal Service and the National Postal Mail Handlers Union because the
NPMHU intervened in that case and the language in dispute is identical in both Agreements.
Accordingly. we agreed to remand this case to Step 3.
This case, as well as those cases held at all steps of the grievance-arbitration procedure
pending the outcome of the instant case. shall be reviewed by the parties for application of
the above-cited Das award.
Further. the parties at the National Level mutually agree that, If subsequent rediscussion
and reconsideration of this case or cases held for this case does not result in ·resolution. the
case may then be appealed to regional arbitration. If a case was withdrawn from regional
arbitration and held pending the outcome of the instant case, it will be returned directly to
regional arbitration to be heard before the same arbitrator who was scheduled to hear the
case or. if the hearing had already opened. the case will be returned to the same stage of
arbitration before the same arbitrator. All provisions of the Memorandum of Understanding
Step 4 Procedures will apply.
:.:5 _ E'""" • P· c:<. SI.\
N>.S- ><C""" JC 20250

)
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)
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Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of
agreement to remand this case to regional level arbitration.
Time limits at this level were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely,

r2utVA/ ,4. Ll~
'Andrea 8. Wiison

Manager
Contract Administration NRLCA/ NPMHU

w;~l~ntJ<fY~.
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers
Union, AFL-CIO

Date:
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Award Summary

The durational limitation in Article 7.1.B
of the 1994-1998 NPMHU National Agreement
applies only to those 90-day pe~iods in
which an individual casual employee is
designated as a mail handler casual or
performs mail handler work assignments.

Shyam Das, Arbitrator

BACKGROUND

B94M-1B-C 97098443

This grievance was appealed to arbitration at the
National level by the National Postal Mail Handlers Union on
July 10, 1998 ..

At issue is interpretation of the provision in

Article 7. l .B of the 1·994-1998 National Agreement ·that:
"Casuals are limited to two (2) ninety (90) day terms of casual
employment in a calendar year."

Article 7.1.B addresses "Supplemental Work Force" and
provides as follows:

The Supplemental work force shall be
comprised of casual employees. Casual
employees are those who may be utilized as a
limited term supplemental work force, but
may not be employed in lieu of full or parttime employees. During the course of a
service week, the Employer will make every
effort to insure that qualified and
available part-time flexible employees are
utilized at the straight time rate· prior to
assigning such work to casuals. The number
of casuals who may be employed in any
accounting period, ~ther.than accounting
periods 3 and 4 [Christmas period] , shall
not exceed 10% on a Division basis, as
currently constituted, of the total number
of employees covered by this Agreement.
Casuals are limited to two (2) ninety (90)
day terms of casual employment in a calendar
year.
In addition to such employment,
casuals may be reemployed during the
Christmas period for not more than twentyone (21) days. The Employer will provide
the Union at the Division level with an
accounting period report listing the number
of mail handler casuals at facilities within
the Division ....
(Emphasis added. )
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The Union's position, in essence, is that a casual
employee who is utilized to perform mail handl·er craft work
during a calendar year may only be employed as a casual employee
for two 90-day terms (excluding Christmas period employment)
during that calendar year, regardless of what craft(s) that
casual employee otherwise is administratively assigned to.

The

Union objects to the practice of "flipping" casuals, under which
a casual employee is assigned to the Mail Handler craft for two
90-day terms in a calendar year in which that casual employee
also is assigned for two 90-day terms to the clerk craft (or
other craft represented either by the American Postal Workers
Union or the National Association of Letter Carriers).

The Postal Service takes the position that the
provision in Article 7.1.B of the

NP~U

National Agreement

applies only to employees within the NPMHU bargaining unit and
makes no reference to work outside of the mail handler craft.

Until 1981, the NPMHU bargained jointly with the APWU
and the NALC.

The provision at issue in this case was included

in Article 7.1.B of the 1978 National Agreement between the
Postal Service and the Joint Bargaining Committee comprised of
the three Unions, which also provided:

"The number of casuals

who may be employed in any period, other than December, shall
not exceed 5% of the total number of employees covered by this
Agreement."

Under the 1978 National Agreement, as under prior

Agreements, casual employees could be assigned as the Postal
Service determined to perform work in any of the crafts covered
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by the Agreement.

Moreover, there is no dispute that under the

1978 National Agreement, a casual

~ployee

could only be

employed for two 90-day terms (excluding Christmas period
employment) in a calendar year regardless of which craft that
casual was assigned to.

In 1981, the NPMHU bargained ·separately for the first
time.

The 1981-1984 NPMHU National Agreement was the result of

an interest arbitration award.

Prior to reaching impasse, the

parties had reached a tentative agreement on Article 7 .·l .B under
which the casual cap would be 10% of the Mail Handler bargaining
unit, applied on a regional basis, with no change in the
durational restriction.

The arbitration award essentially

adopted this compromise, stating as follows:

The Panel makes its AWARD as no more than
10% of total mail [handling] employees
classed as Casuals may be employed at any
one time on a regional basis. The periods
of Casual employment will remain as
contained in the 1978-81 agreement.
The 1981 NPMHU National Agreement carried forward the provision
in Article 7.1.B of the 1978.JBC Agreement that:

"Casuals are

limited to two (2) :r;iinety (90) day terms of ca·sual employment in
a calendar year."

That provision hc:i-s been. included, _without

change, in Article 7.1.B in succeeding National Agreements
between these parties.

On October 23, 1992, the NPMBU and the Postal Service
entered into a Settlement Agreement that disposed of all pending
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grievances. respe.cting the use of casuals.
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The Settlement

Agreement specifieq that i t was to remain in effect until June
1, 1996.

One of the provisions of this grievance settlement was

that "Casuals may be employed 359 days per year .... "

Postal Service witness Pat Heath testified that in the
late summer or fall of 1992, when she was a Labor Relations
Specialist at Headquarters handling mail handler matters among
others, the issue of flipping casuals came up in a discussion
with Claudis Johnson, who then was the NPMHU's. contract
administrator.

She explained that in rebuttal to a comment by

Johnson that the Postal Service had not taken a position on
flipping she showed him a copy of a letter a Postal Service
Headquarters official had sent to APWU Executive Vice President
William Burrus on March 12, 1991, which stated:

This letter is in further response to your
correspondence of August 24 to Joseph Mahon
requesting the position of the Postal
Service regarding casual appointments under
separate national agreements.
Article 7B.4 of the JBC (APWU & NALC)
National Agreement places a limit on
utilizing an individual employee for more
than two 90-day terms or 180 days, excluding
the 21 days during the Christmas period.
It is the position of the Postal Service
that the use of individu.al casual employees
under a separate national agreement is not
violative of· the agreement between the ~oint
Bargaining Committee and the Postal Service.
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The Postal Service also presented testimony of Linda
Shumate who has held various Labor Relations positions in the
western part of the country since the 1970s.

She has had

considerable involvement in the hiring of casuals in the San
Francisco area.

She stated that, facing difficulty in

recruiting casuals, she instituted the practice

o~

flipping mail

handler and clerk/carrier casuals in that area starting in 1983.
She noted that she first confirmed with her superiors that this
practice was permissible under

the.~PMHU

and JBC contracts.

She

testified that this practice continued until the 1992 NPMHU
Settlement Agreement -- permitting casuals to be.employed 359
days per year -- and resumed after its termination in 1996.

She

added that after the APWU and the NALC ceased joint bargaining
in 1994, the Postal Service also flipped clerk and carrier
casuals.

In September 2002 -- after this grievance was filed by
the NPMHU

the Postal Service and the APWU entered into a

grievance settlement at the national level which states, in
part:

The issue in these cases involves casuals
employed under the provisions of the NP~U
or NALC National Agreement who are also
employed in the Sall:':e calendar_ year under the
provisions of the APWU National Agreement.
The parties agree that a casual who is
employed under the NPMHU or NALC Agreement
and who is designated to work in an APWU
.craft during each 90-day term would not be
eligible to be appo·inted during the same
calendar year as a casual under the APWU
Agreement. A casual who is employed under
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the NPMHU or NALC Agreement but is not·
designated to perform work in an APWU craft
would not be barred from subsequent
appointments during the saine calendar year
under the APWO Agreement.
In June 2005 -- after the hearing in this case, but prior to
filing of post-hearing briefs -- the Postal Service and the NALC.
entered into a somewhat similar settlement.

UNION POSITION

The Union contends that casuals are not employed
"under" either the NPMHU National Agreement or that of any other
craft; they are employed by the Postal Service outside of any
collective bargaining agreement.

But the NPMHU National

Agreement -- like those of the other unions -- does limit the
Postal Service's ability to hire and utilize casual employees.
At least with respect to casual employees to whom i t assigns
work within the mail handler craft, the Postal Service must
abide by the durational limits that Article 7.1.B of the NPMHU
National Agreement places on the employment of such individuals,
and the Postal Service cannot rely on another craft's collective
bargaining agreement as justification for acting in violation of
the NPMHU National Agreement.

The Union points out that from the earliest days of
collective bargaining following the Postal Reorganization Act of
1970, the NPMHU and the other craft unions sought to eliminate
the Postal Service's ability to hire casual employees to do
bargaining unit work -- or failing that, to limit strictly the
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duration of casual employment in order to prevent the Postal
Service from abusing the flexibility i t was granted.

The Postal

Service, just as consistently, has sought to expand the
permissible duration of casual employment with the ultimate goal
of eliminating any durational limitation, so that casuals could
be employed on a year round basis (limited to 359 days per
calendar year only to avoid the obligation of providing benefits
to those employees).

The initially adopted compromise of a
..

single 90-day durational limitation was altered only on one
occasion, when -- in exchange for very significant concessions
concerning the employment of casuals -- the parties in 1975
adopted the formula of two

90~day

terms that was retained in the

1978 Agreement and was adopted verbatim when the NPMHU began
independent bargaining in 1981.

This provision has remained

unchanged in the NPMHU National Agreement ever since.

The Union stresses that the parties agree that the
1978 National Agreement did not permit the Postal Service to
exceed the durational limits on the employment of casuals by
"fl"ipping" casuals from one craft to another.

When

incorporating verbatim the 1978 agreement language into their
1981 and subsequent National Agreements, the parties did not
intend that language to mean anything different from what they
agree i t meant in 1978.

The Union points to the evidence i t presented
regarding the bargaining history of the 1981 National Agreement
between the parties.

Notably, the 1981 interest arbitration

panel ordered that the casual employment durational limits "will
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remain as contained in the 1978-81 Agreement."

The panel did

not say -- as might have been expected had the parties agreed
upon or the panel adopted the interpretation that the Postal
Service now advances

that the durational restrictions would

"remain as contained in the 1978-81 agreement but would apply
only to casuals doing mail handler work."

The absence of any

such qualification is particularly telling in light of the fact
that the issue of how Article 7.1.B should be changed to take
account of the separation of the mail handler contract from the
clerk/carrier contract was squarely before the panel with
respect to the pe+centage cap -- on which the panel (adopting
the parties' tentative agreement) did qualify the cap as being a
percentage of "mail [handling] employees" covered by the new
1981 Agreement.

The absence of any mention by the parties or

the panel of any change in the language or application of the
durational restriction -- along with the panel's award that
"[t]he periods of casual employment will remain as contained in
the 1978-81 agreement" -- conclusively establishes that no such
change was intended.

The Union also points to the parties' 1984
negotiations in which they addressed the provision of Article
7.3 which in its 1981 version -- carried over verbatim from the
1978 Agreement -- required the Postal Service to staff all
larger postal installations "with 90% full-time employees."

The

Union notes that under the jointly bargained 1978 Agreement,
that provision allowed the Postal Service, if i t so chose, to
arrange its employee staffing in such a way that a much higher
percentage of the mail handler complement at a particular
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facility could be part-time employees.

When this issue arose

during the 1984 bargaining (and subsequent fact finding and
interest arbitration), both the

Po~tal

Service and the NPMHU

agreed that reading the term "employees" as not being limited to
mail handlers remained the correct· interpretation of Article 7.3
under the 1981. National Agreement, notwithstanding the fact that
the 1981 Agreement now covered only the mail handler craft.
During the 1984 bargaining the NPMHU accordingly sought to amend
Article 7.3 to require

11

90% full time mail handler employees,"

and the interest arbitration award that ultimately settled the
1984 Agreement adopted language to that effect.

The Union argues that the parties' mutual
understanding during 1984 bargaining over an analogous provision
found in Article 7 -- that the pre-1981 meaning of provisions
carried over into the 1981 NPMHU National Agreement remain the
same, notwithstanding that the new Agreement covered only the
mail handler craft, and that any changes in that meaning
required negotiation of new contractual langi:iage

confirms the

presumption that should apply in this case as well .

. The Union adds that the position the Postal Service
currently takes is undermined by the temporary grievance
settlement i t concluded with the NPMHU in 1992.

In entering

into that settlement, the Postal Service made large concessions
largely in exchange for a right that, under the Postal Service's
current interpretation of Article 7.1.B, i t essentially already
had.

The grievance settlement provided that during the

settlement's duration from October 1992 through June 1996, the
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Postal Service could employ casuals for 359 days per year.

But

that is what the Postal Service contends i t is already able to
do under the durational language of the 1981 National Agreement
with the sole difference that under the 1992 grievance
settlement casuals did not have to be "flipped" from one craft
to ·another in order to remain employed for the entire year.

The

Union insists that the Postal Service would not have given away
so much in order to obtain that administrative convenience.

The Union further notes that the Postal Service
continued its efforts at the bargaining

tabl~

to negotiate

359-day casual employment in the 1994 and 1998 rounds of
bargaining, which belies its claim that i t has had that
authority since 1981.

The Union asserts that the purpose of Article 7.1.B is
to protect the interests of the members of the craft{s) covered
by the National Agreements by restricting the Postal Service's
ability to assign work within the jurisdiction of those crafts
to persons outside the bargaining unit whose terms and
conditions of employment are not covered by the National
Agreement.

The extent to which the Postal Service is or is not

unfettered in employing casuals who at some point during the
calendar year are assigned to do mail handler work obviously
impacts the interests of the mail handler bargaining unit that
are protected by Article 7.1.B -- and restricting the Postal
Service's discretion in that regard is thus fully consistent
with the underlying purpose of that provision.
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at some

point during the calendar year do work within the mail handler
jurisdiction, the Union asserts, the durational provision of
Article 7.1.B is unchanged from the 1978 language that all
parties agreed prohibited flipping employment of casuals.

The Union argues that only its interpretation of
Article 7.1.B leaves the Postal Service with its pre-1981
flexibility and the Union with its pre-1981 protections.

Such

an objective is consistent with the decision in USPS and APWU,
Case No. Q94C-4Q-C 98038916 (Das, 2002).

The interpretation

proffered by the Postal Service, in contrast, would vastly
expand the flexibility i t had under the 1978 National Agreement,
allowing i t to employ casuals on a near-permanent basis, simply
by changing their craft assignment in mid-year, and would
significantly reduce the protection the NPMHU bargaining unit
had under the 1978 National Agreement in that i t would allow the
Postal Service to employ persons as casuals to do mail handler
work who would have been ineligible for such employment
assignments under the 1978 National Agreement.

The Union views the settlements reached by the Postal
Service with the APWU and the NALC regarding flipping of casuals
. as totally

incon~istent

with the language and the parties'

historical understanding of Article 7.1.B and wholly
unacceptable to the NPMHU.
the Postal Service

sine~

It also stresses that the NPMHU and

1981 have had many different rules

governing the employment and use of casuals which afford the
mail handler craft, which is smaller than the APWU or NALC
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.bargaining units, extra protections. against the use of non-mail
handler casuals.

The Union asserts t:l;la.t. the testimony of the Postal
Service's witnesses does not offer any significant support for
the Postal Service's position in this case.

-

.

In particular the

testimony of Linda Shumate regarding the practice of flipping
casuals between crafts in the Western Region during the 1980s
and 1990s, even if credited, is limited to one geographic region
and is· not conclusive evidence of the parties' intent when
negotiating the governing National Agreement at the headquarters
level.

EMPLOYER POSITION

Under the plain meaning of Article 7.1.B, the Postal
Service contends, the limit of two 90-day terms for casuals
applies only to the performance of work in the craft covered by
the NPMHU National Agreement -- the mail handler craft.

There

is no restriction placed on what those casuals can do during the
remainder of the year.

The Union's expansive reading of Article

7.1.B would impose limitations on who can perform work in other
crafts, such as the clerk and letter carrier crafts, which are
represented by other unions.

The Postal Service stresses that after the NPMHU broke
apart from the other unions, the parties negotiated which
provisions of the NPMHU National Agreement will operate as if i t
were still 1978.

In 1981 they agreed to the "bridge memo" or
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"cross craft memo" which provides that:
p~ovisions

"in applying the

of Articles 7, 12 and 13.of this Agreement, cross

craft assignments of employees shall continue as they were made
among the six crafts under the 1978 National Agreement."
Conspicuous by

i~s

absence in the bridge memo is any mention of

casual employment under Article 7.
the Postal Service argues.

The implication is clear,

By agreeing that they would

interpret certain specified contractual provisions including
part of Article 7, as if i t were.still 1978, the parties
intended that other contractual provisions, including the other
parts of Article 7, not be so interpreted.

The Postal Service points to the testimony of
management witness Joseph Amma, Jr. who previously served as a
national officer for the NPMHU (the contract administrator) from
1986 to 1991.

.Amma testified that i t was his understanding that

the restriction of two 90-day appointments was limited to
employment as a mail handler casual.

The Postal Service notes

that the Union presented no testimony to contradict Aroma's
testimony, and this undisputed testimony is consistent with the
plain meaning of the contractual language and the bargaining
history of the parties in the bridge memo.

The Postal Service also stresses
that the two. other
.
unions that were part of the Joint Bargaining Committee in 1978
-- the APWU and NALC -- correctly do not share the NPMHU's
interpretation of Article 7 .1.B.

In 2002 the Pos.tal Service

reached a settlement with the APWU in a similar grievance
involving identical language in Article 7.1.B of the APWU
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In that settlement, the APWU agreed the

Postal Service coul4 flip casuals.

The only limitation on this

practice involves casuals who, although employed to perform the
work of another craft,

~re

designated to perform-work in crafts

represented by the APWU during a prior casual term.

After the

arbitration hearing in the present grievance, the NALC signed a
similar settlement with the Postal Service.

The Postal Service

asserts that these settlements demonstrate that the other unions
who bargained with the NPMHU in 1978 recognized that they
negotiate on behalf of their own members, but not.for members of
other unions.

The only situations_ where flipping is barred are

those that could result in a casual performing work in an APWU
or NALC craft for more than two terms.

There is no basis for

the NPMHU to argue that its contract imposes greater
restrictions on flipping casual employees.

Finally, the Postal Service points out that career
mail handlers have nothing to gain if the Union prevails in this
case, although the Postal Service's expenses for hiring and
training casual employees would increase.

The Postal Service

still will be able to hire the same number of casuals and still
will be able to cross assign a casual designated for the clerk
craft to perform mail handler duties, so long as the work is
counted toward the mai_l handler cap.
stated during the arbitration hearing:

As the NPMHU' s counsel
"Maybe we should just

stipulate that, we're trying -- the Union's trying to impose
costs on this."

The Postal Service contends.that where the

Union's contractual argument is without merit, its attempt to
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add costs for the mere sake of adding costs is unworthy and must
fail.

FINDINGS

In my 2002 decision in USPS and APWU, Case No. Q94C4Q-C 98038916 (hereinafter "2002 Das Award"), I·pointed out
that:

Casuals hired by the Postal Service are not
"hired", as such, under a particular
collective bargaining agreement. They are
nonbargaining unit employees hired by the
Postal Service.
That being said, the National Agreement between the Postal
Service and the NPMHU -- like the collective bargaining
agreements between the Postal Service and the APWU and the NALC
-- addresses the employment of casual employees who perform
bargaining unit work.

Under the 1978 Agreement between the then JBC and the
Postal Service, bargaining unit work encompassed all of the work
performed by the mail handler craft represented by the NPMHU,
the clerk and other crafts represented by the APWU, and the
letter carrier craft represented by the NALC.

As noted in the

2002 Das Award:

After the Mail Handlers broke off from the
JBC in 1981 the situation changed.
Contractually, the Postal Service and the
Mail Handlers could make whatever agreement
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they wanted regarding the employment of
casual employees to perform mail handler
work. But, obviously, they could not
contract regarding the employment of casuals
to perform APWu or NALC craft work. The
opposite was equally true.
-~

'

The 1981 interest arbitration award, which determined
the terms of the 1981 NPMHU National Agreement, provided that:

The Panel makes its AWARD as no more than
10% of total mail [handling] employees
classed as Casuals may be employed at any
one time on a regional basis. The periods
of Casual employment will remain as
contained in the 1978-81 agreement.
The 1978 JBC National Agreement provided that (excluding
Christmas period employment) : "Casuals are limited to two (2)
ninety (90) day terms of casual employment in a calendar year."

I agree with the Postal Service that

"[~]he

periods of

Casual employment" referred to in the 1981 Interest Arbitration
Award related to the duration of such employment.

The Award

addressed "mail [handling] employees classed as Casuals."
Absent other compelling evidence to the contrary, I see no sound
basis for concluding that the Award or the _1981 (and subsequent)
NPMHU National Agreements intended to address employment of
casuals to perform other craft work, not subject to the NPMHU
collective bargaining agreement.
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If a particular individual was employed as a mail
handler casual -- that is performed mail handler work -- during
two 90-day periods in a cale.ndar year, that individual could not
be so employed (except at Christmas) during the remainder of
tpat year.

But i t cannot be presumed -- and the record does not

establish -- that the 1981 arbitration panel or the parties
intended to encroach on the remaining JBC's collective
bargaining relationship with the Postal Service by restricting
the Postal Service from thereafter employing that individual as
a casual employee to perform APWU or NALC craft work.

Nor is

there a convincing basis for concluding that the panel or the
parties intended to prohibit employment of an individual as a
casual to perform mail handler work based on that individual's
previous employment in a calendar year as a casual performing
APWU or NALC craft work.

The wording in Article 7.1.B remained

the same, but the scope of bargaining unit work subject to that
provision had changed.

The Union points to the parties' 1984 negotiations and
the subsequent interest

arbit~ation

award relating to the

staffing provision in Article 7.3 in support of its position in
this case.

That provision in the 1981 NPMHU National Agreement,

which was unchanged from the 1978 JBC National Agreement,
provided:

The.Employer shall staff all postal
installations which have 200 or more man
years of employme~t in the· regular workforce
as of the date of this Agreement with 90%
full-time employees.
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The arbitration panel's award and the subseqQ.ent 1984 National
Agreement changed this provision as follows:

The Employer shall staff all pos~al
installations which have 200 or more man
years of employment in the regular work
force as of the date of this Agreement with
90% full-time mailhandlers.
(Emphasis added.)
The record shows that this change had been part of the Union's
initial bargaining proposal, dated April 24, 1984.

In a July 3,

1984 Position Paper the Union explained.

This proposal is necessary because of
difficulties the Mail Handlers Union has had
with the position often taken by the Postal
Service that the. 90% requirement for fulltime employees in postal installations with
more than 200 or more man years of
employment in the regular work force is
satisfied provided that 90% full-time
employee figure is met throughout the
installation by some combination of all
craft employees.
This Mail Handlers'
proposal makes i t clear that this provision
of our contract applies solely to employees
of our bargaining unit so that when there
are more than 200 man years of employment in
the regular work force in the Mail Handler
bargaining unit of an installation, the
Postal Service is obligated to staff that
installation with 90% full-time Mail Handler
employees.
(Emphasis added.)
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In subsequent hearings before a Fact

Findi~g

preceded the interest arbitration

the Union took a different

tack.

Panel -- that

Union counsel stated:

I believe I indicated to .the Panel that the
Union currently took the position that the
~00 or more man-years of employm~nt applied
to all bar~aining employees of the
install~tion, but that the Un~on currently
had the position that the 90 percent full
time employee requirement applied separately
to the mail handler craft.
I was in error
about that.
The Union does not currently take the
position that under the 1981 agreement, the
90 percent full time requirement applies
specifically to the mail handler craft.
Accordingly, our proposal to achieve that
fact in the 1984 national agreement -- the
determined dispute which is before you
gentlemen -- should be construed not as a
clarification of existing language, but as a
request for a new right under the.agreement
for the re~sons that I stated during my
presentation.
In essence, what the Union sought in the fact finding -- and
ultimately attained in arbitration -- was that employees in all
crafts continue to be counted in determining whether the
installation had 200 or more man years of employment, but that
only mail handlers be included in determining whether the 90%
full-time employees commitment·in the NPMHU contract was
complied with.

Adoption of this hybrid provision sheds little

light on the interpretive issue in the present case.
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The fact that the Postal Service has bargained for -and in the case of the temporary 1992-1996 Settlement Agreement
obtained -- NPMHU agreement to employ casual employees for 359
days per

y~ar

is not inconsistent with the Postal Service's

position that i t could employ an individual as a casual to
perform clerk bargaining unit work for two 90-day periods and
then employ the same individual to perform mail handler
bargaining unit work for two 90-day periods in the same calendar
year.

No definitive ruling had been made as to whether this

practice of flipping casuals was permissible

as the Postal

Service claimed -- under the applicable National Agreements.

In

addition,· the Postal Service may well have placed a substantial
value on the ability to continue to utilize an individual casual
employee in the same craft throughout the course of a year.

Accordingly, I determine that the durational
limitation in Article 7.1.B of the 1994-1998 NPMHU National
Agreement applies only to those 90-day periods in which an
individual casual employee is designated as a mail handler
casual or performs mail handler work assignments.
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AWARD

The durational limitation in Article 7.1.B of the
1994-1998 NPMHU National Agreement applies only to those 90-day
periods in which an individual casual employee is designated as
a mail handler casual or performs mail handler work assignments.

Shyam Das, Arbitrator
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Utilization of Casual Emoloyeem

Postmaster a Ceneral

Am a result of a number of grievance• received by this office,
it 1• necessary to rcaftirm t~a responsibilitiea of the u. s.
Postal Service purouAnt to the provi1ion1 of th~National
~greement regardi119 the utilization of caaual e.mployeee. The
proviaions in Article VII, Section 1 B 1 of the 1975 National
A9reement state in part, "during the course of a st.nice ~~el:,
~he eli\ployer will make every effor~ to ensure th4t ~aliftea
an4 available part-tinut flexible employees are \:til iea ~t ·
the atral9ht "th\t rater prior to aasi9nl!'9 such \ ·~rk to .

casualo.•

ThJ.111 provision reHlrcu1 that the e.mplorer mak<' n,•ery effort
o erusure- that. qu4l!le4 and availcbl• part·tJJ·"': eaplol'eea ...
with flexible 1chedulea are giv•n priority in ";:k
. , ·.· ·)'_·

assignments over eaaual oplo1ee1. Exceptions i '> th.1•
. ·
pr !ori ty coul4 occur, for example, (a) lf both ~ :1e r-art•t!Jl:a ,
flexible an4 the ca1ual employee ar• needed at '.he liUne tilfte,
(b) vhcre the utiliiation of a part.•tift• flexil~l' required
ovutbe on &ny t!ven day or where it l1 proje': ~ that the
part.•time flexible vill otherwise be schedulec! ·.~r 40 hours
a\ttin9 the service veek, or (c) if the part-ti=· flexible
employee is !\Ot <N•U.f.ted or in=ediat.ely avail;i.. le vhcn the
vork J.1 needed to bo pcrfonted. ·
-

.

rurthennore, in keeping with the intent of the 1:.itlonalA9reemcnt that casual~ are to be utilized as a sl!p~e:nental
wrk forctt, every effort ehould be made baaed ~:a i lvlduar
c!rcumstAnco to utilize part-time flexible ~~ployees aeros1
craft lines (t~e Articl~ Vll, Section 2) in l!eu of utilliin9
casual employee•.

Please ensu~e that local officials ar~ made aware of these
9uidelines ct-ncerniny the· utiliz~t!on of casual employees.

ccs

L.rcf9io~al Directors, E'Ln

Mr. l\ol9er
Mr. t:Jorr;ey

)

-.· ____,.

CASUALS TO THE DE'l'!tiMJ:.L'n·

in

the Matter of the Arbitration between

AMERICAN rosn.L WORKERS UNION, AFL-CIO
-and-

UNITED S?ATES POSTAL·SERVICE

.
:

.
:
..
:
.

Arbitration Case Nos.
AC-C-13,

l~

AC-C-14, 767
(Dodge C:ity, Kansas)
80P•I=N=I=-0Na.

~ AWARD

:

APPF.ARANCES:

For the Postal Service - D. Richard Froellce, Esq.
For the APW - ·Cafferky, Powers, Jordan & Lewis
by: Alexander A. Spinrad, Esq.
BACKGROUND:

1'he American Postal Workers Union, A.FL-CIO (APWU) filed a
.)

serJ.j!s of grievances charging that .the United States Postal. Service

!

(USPS) had violated Articl.e VII, Sect.ion l(B) (1) of the Nationa1
Agreement by allegedly using casual employees insteacr of. part· time
regular employees in the Dodge City, Kansas Post Office..

grievances requested that the part-time flexib1e
whole for the time lost to casuals.
al1 the

empl~ees

These

be made

After the Postal Serv.ice denied

grievances, they were consolidated for the purpose of presenting

them to the Arbitrator.

A hearing was hel.d in Washµigton, lJc, on August

Thereafter, by agreement, pos't:-hearing briefs were filed.

13, 1979.
~

The

Partie~

a.greed that the matter was properly processed throug_h the

steps of the grievance procedure and was before the du1y designated Arbitrator for final and binding determination.
THE ISSUE:

:J\,.

Al.though these Parties did not agree upon the specific word-

ing of a definition of the

ma~ter

placed in issue by the grievances

fiJ.ed by the Union, it is apparent from the contentions raised that
the Union has questioned whether the USPS violated the terms of
Article VII, Section l(B)l by the manner in which part-time flex.ibl.e
employees, hereinafter known as fl.exees .or

};>'l'P~

s were scheduled as

contrasted with casual employees at the Dodge City Post Office during

the specific work periods p1aced under consideration in
ing.

If the

FTF~s

th~s

proceed-

were .improperly scheduled or t:he casuals were

scheduled to work at times when PTF's should have been employed, then
the Union reqiiested that the PTF' s be me.de whole for the wages lost
because of this imprope.t- schedul.ing.

STATEMENT OF nlE CASE:
Article VII, SeotioJi 1 {ll)l of the July 21, l.975 National

Agreement in effect at the time that this grievance was filed reads

in pertinent P.art as fol.lows:
B. Sugplemental Work Fol'C!e. The supplemental
work force shall. be comerised of two categories of
emEloyees which are as follows:.
1.

Casuals. Casual employees are those who may he

utiJ.i.zed as a l:fmited term supplemental work
.force, but may not be employed in lieu of. full
or part-time employees. During the course of
a service week, the Wmloyer will make eve~
effort to insure that qualified and availab1e

Bart-time flexible emplQ;iees are utilized

a~

the straight' time. rate prior to assigning such

work to casuals ••• (underlining denotes new

matter in this Agreement)

The act:ual language quoted above, as well as the hiatoey of

the evol.ution of that provision £rom the earlier agreements, even those
predating the l?ostal Reorganization Act, indicates 1:hat the Parties have
been in agreement that part-time flexible· employees, as 'a part of the

aareer work force, should he given de.finite and speci.fic preference in
-2-

)
_../

granting of employment opportunities by the Postal Service over members
of the casual work force.

Such casual employees should not' be used .in.

a manner detrimental to the employment opport:wU.ty afforded to PTF's.
Specifically, in the Dodge City case
Union contended

during certain service

wee)<:~

presen~iy·before

us, the

in September and October of

1975 the USPS schedu1ed PTF's and casuals so those casual employees were
granted t:he opportunity to work before PTF' s had worked q.o hours and 1'1hen

PT.F'S were still. available to wot'k at the straight t.ime rate.
The Postal Service did cot contest the claim of the Union that
Section l {B) l intended to grant a p:iorJ ty .in employment to pa:tt't-t.1.me.rs
in preference to ca.sual.s.

The Postal Service urged that the period

covered by these consolidated grievances be examined in the l.ight of-

t:he actual scheduling that was accomplished by the Dodge City Post Office
to see i f the p-riori'ty contempl.ated by the tenns of the Agreement was·
afforded to the Pl'F·' s over the casual.s at that installation.

OPINION:
At the outset it must be stated that the genera1. principles
which the APWO demanded that the Postal Authorities follow at the Dodge
City Post Office are required by the terms of the present prov:ts.ions of
.Article VlI. Section l.(B)l. quat:ed above.

a supplem.ental work for-Ce •
1n lieu of PTF's.

l'he casuals may only bet used e.s

Thcae casual employees ir.ay not be employed

Finally, thos& in charge of scheduling the work force

are required to make every effort to utiliZe 'the qualified and available
PTF' s a. t stt'a.ight titPe rates before they contemplate :the use 0£ and

schedule any casuals.

RO\llever. a reading of the present language in the Agreem~nt
\

under review and "the histcry of how that: language e\"Olved through modi-

,)
-3-

fication of the provisions dealing with the employment of casuals .in
successive agreements, does not lead to the conclusion that the National
Agreement requires that all PTF's at an installation must receive 40
hours at straight time before any casual employees may be scheduled.·
Despite the alleged inference to that effect urged by the APWU1 there
is no support for imposing such a requirement in the present language
as it portrays the intent 0£ the parties in this regard.
Nor does the language of Section l{B)l prevent the Service
from making rational _de~i:;iol!._s regarding

th~

scheduling of the casual

work.force to handle certaia work for which its limited qua1ifications
make its use

mo~

appropriate •

It does not prevent

considerat~on

work load and composition of that work load during the entire

of the

servic~

week rather than on a day by day basis.
During the weeks under examination in this proceeding,. the

Posta1 Authorities made certain asswnptions that at the beginning of
the week and at the end empl.oyees. with scheme knowledge and higher quali-

fications would be needed whereas during the middle part of the week
work .not requiring scheme knowledge and onL;: cal.ling for lesser skills
and qualifications could be handled by casual. employees.

For that: rea-

son, the weekly work schedu1es called £'or PTF's to work the beginning
of the week and to be call.ed in at the end, i f addi:tio!llll supplemental
work force was required.
jus~ified,

Such a scheduling pract.ice certainly can be

because supervision must use the work

productively a.s possible.

for~e

as effic~ent:ly and

However, when such a practice consistently

jeopardized the ability of PTF's to secure a full week's work because

sufficient work was not available for them at the end of the week, then
a continuation of the practice nust be regarded as a violation of the

_q._

.

,...,J

)

contractual mandate to assure PTF' S available work at straight time
rates before resorting to the utilization of casuals.

An examination of the 'tl«!ekly schedules in the weeks during
which the Union claimed Section 1 (B) l. was violated does not reveal that

such a scheduling practice as is described in the paragraph above was the

principal reason why certain PTF's did not get
were employed.

~O

hours while casuals

In a_relatively few instances this failure may be at-

tributed to a miscalculation of the amount of work remaining toward the
end of thG.' service week.

Two other reasons accDWlt ·foz:i the majority of occasions when
P?F' s

were not scheduled for a full

signifigant number of hours.

the Postal
)

Author~ties

~O

hour week and casuals worked a

One of these was the conscious ef.fort ·of

at Dodge City to provide each P"lF with two con-

secutive days off each week.

When this was the cause of the failure

to full utilize the PTF' s in lieu. of casua1a this violation at Dodge
City rrust-he excused.

There is no question that this effort to so schedule

the PTE'S was done to meet their request and with the knowledge and condonation of· the Union.

None of the grievances referred to in this pro-

ceeding was based upon the failure to emp1oy any imlividual PTF rather

than permitting that: employee to have two consecutive days off.

If

and when the Postal Service ia put on notice that full. utilization of
the

PTF's

at straight time hours shauld take preference over granting

consecutiVe da.yai off,· then -this practice should give way to a schedul.e
which gran1s the required priority to the employment cf .P!F's and disregards the days in the service week on which they shall not be schedu1ed.
The second cause of less than full utiliza:tioo of P?f Ts .for the

)

maximum number of straight time hours was the decision of the Service not

-s ...

to schedule an individual part-timer to return to work until or unless

that employee had a period of adequate rest follolrfing his
assignment.

o~..

her last

Here again, the record does not reveal. that any specific

grievance was bottomed on the failure to bring back to

~ork

an employee

who would·ha-u:e-been required to report just two, four or even six. nours
after his or her last tou:z:o of duty.

Obviously, the Loca.l Union felt that

such consideration shown to these employees was justified or that u$-

to
ing that these PT.F's J=:ontinuously cover split. shifts should not be re·-

quired.

It nust also be noted that in several instances where the Looal.
Union attempted to establish that one PTF or another could have been ca11ed in in place of the emp1oyment of a casual, the evidence presented by the
Service established that these PTF's coul.d not be reached or decJ.ined the

proffered assignment.
The record. al.so reve_aled that in each of the weeks questioned
.

by

its

.)

.

the Union in this proceeding, and characterized in the transcript as
best case, the PTF's did work a substantial number of hours more

than the casuals.
achieve

~a

It is true that in these weeks the PTF' s did not

hours of work for each of them and in

even worked more hours than a PTF.

a few.. cases a casual

At the same t.ime, on average, in

~he

weeks under review, the P'lF' s did work a substantially greater nwnber of
hours than did any ind:1vidU:&l. casual empl.oyee.

It must also be asswned

that in all the other weeks, during the three month period in

l.~~6,

t_he

PTF' s did get ~ hours and the casuals onl.y handJ.ed whatever suppl.emental

work that remained.
The Union did not argue in this case that the Dodge City

Postal Authorities scheduled casual.a so as to avoid an

qbligat~on

.!tUcillidze the use of regular and part-time career employees.

to

In fact

.' ·)
/
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the record indicated that an additional PTF was added to the payroll at

the time that these protested scheduling practices were in use.
Ernp1oyer's arguments concerning such a

ch~rge

'!he

were not responsive to any

specific complaint lodged by the Union in any of the grievances consolidated for hearing in this proceeding.
Granting the Employer's contention that scheduling is "an
inexa<:?t science", the language of the 1975 Agreement still imPosed upon
the Employer

an. obligation to schedule his PTF's and casuals so that

the PTF' s received priority and were given every opportunity to work,

at straight time rates,

bef~re

the schedule considered :the emi;iloyment of

casual employees to supplement their efforts.
viously accepted practice of scheduling so

Leaving aside the ob-

P?F~s rece~ved

two

conse~~-

t'ive days off and only when the PT.F bad an oppor1:un.ity to secure reasonaple

)

rest before reporting once again for

wo~,

as these practices Wt2re ob-

served at Dodge City,. this record. for the reasons stated above,. did
reveaL less than

:full.

canpUance with _tl:e spirit and the J.ett:e.r of the

restrictions on rnanageria1 prerogatives ·in schedul.ing .iiimposed by Section
l. ('B) l.

A restatement of those requirements, to highlight a possible
lack of observance, wil.l be set fort:h ·in the Award be1ow.

However, be-

cause the scheduling practices a.t Dodge City, as they are set out in

.

this record,· did not. indicate a. conscious effort to cirC!Wllvent: the re- -

strictions .imposed :in the Agreement nor a flagrant· disregard for such ·

rest"Zictions during the entire period under review, an hour fo·r hour
make who1e remedy in the isolated "best casesn cited by the Union does

-

not appear in order.·. To so provide woul.d also· lend some _colo:r of· right
j

)

to the contention of the Local Union Officials, as expreSsed in their
-7-

testimony, that PTF's are guaranteed qQ hours

~f

work at straight time

..
.. ,-~)-.·
.~.

rates before any casual employees may be scheduled.

'

It would also

subject this Award to be construed as requiring that al1 PTF's be
scheduled for qo hours at the beg.inning

of

the week before the local

schedu1ing autgqrities had any license to schedule casuals only later
in that service week ..

Such severe restrictions upon the discretion of

those responslble for the weekly schedu.le, for reasons outlined earlier,
are not required by the present

la~ge

contained in Section l(B)l •

.AW ARD
l..

In the event that those respons:L-ble for constructing
the schedule for the service week with some regularity
consistentl.y underestjmate the woli< which will remain
at the end 0£ the week for part-time career employees,
so that casuals are employed at the beginning or during
the middJ.e of the week and part~timers do not achieve a
40-hour week, this practice must be regarded as in
violation of the reqW.rements of Section l(B)l of Article
. VII. This must be the case despite the Employer's· clajm
that these part-timers were being scheduled so that their
skills and scheme knowJ.edge would be ava..ilable for the
work expected to remain at the end of the service week.
Whereas this consideration i~· a legitimate one, it cannot
b~ employed to regul.arly a'!Oi~ the obligation to provide ~or
the maximum employment of career part-timers at straight
· time ra tea.
·

2. ·The Employer, 'in scheduling., must· disregard ahy expressed .
I>r.eferenca of· career part-timers to receive two consecutive
days off, avoidance.of split shift assignments, and utilize
career pare:t:ime fl.e:dhle employees instead of casua.ls at ..
the-beginning.or-end of""a.. scheduled shi£tin all. instances-·
when -Biicn. pirt-dmers have secured reas.omwle rest. so as to
_111Uim:lze the:l.r empl.oyment at straight t.:Une rates before ·
available hours of work are assigned· to casua.1s. ·Where such
limitations upon the requirements of. Section 1(B}1 are ope.nl.y ,
and notoriously countenanced by Local Union Official.s, as they
were at 1east in part at Dodge City, evidence of such condonation may estop the Local. Union from praecuting a grievance
·based upon such practice.

..:a-

_ -,)·.-.

3.

Al though, as noted in the Opinion above, this
.aeries of grievances, consolidated for hearing
in this proceeding, must be sustained :In part

because the Union did establish that the Employer did not, in each and every instance discussed,
"make every effort to insure that qualified and
avail.able part t.:ime flexible employees {were)
utilized at the straight time rate prior to assigning such work to casuals" the request for a
make whole remedy, on an hour for hour basis for
the PTF's adversely affected,must be denied. An
entitlement to such reimbursement does not automatically foll.ow a failure to grant each PTF ll-0
hours of work at straight time rates before any
casual is scheduled. Every P'XF is also not enti tl.ed to such a remedy because of an occasional
and reasonable miscal.culation of the need for
his or her services during the course of the
week being scheduled.

il,. ..,,.,,·...q ~ ............
HOWARD G. GAMSER, ARBITRATOR

.)

Washington, DC

'

December 20, .l979

)
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN
THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
AND
THE NATIONAL POSTAL MAIL HANDLERS UNION

RE: Article 7.1 B Reports Under Monthly Reporting

The parties agree that for the purposes of Article 7.1 B of the 2000 National Agreement, and until
or unless changed through negotiated agreement, the term "accounting period" will continue to
refer to two consecutive pay periods, comprised of 28 days. The pay periods within each . :
"accounting period" will be identified by the parties at the National level.
·
The parties further agree that the pay periods used for the two casual exception periods, as
defined in Article 7.1 B, will be selected from the periods defined by the parties at the National
level as outlined in the attachment to this memorandum of understanding.
It is understood by the parties that the new monthly reporting procedures adopted by the Postal
Service, have no substantive impact on the terms of Article 7.1 B of the 2000 National
Agreement. The parties also recognize that, with the shift to monthly financial reporting on:
October 1, 2003, reports that are specified in the National Agreement as being provided on; an
accounting period (AP) basis are no longer available in that format, displaying two conseculive
pay periods on one report. Thus, Reports AAW990P1 and AAW996P1, which identify the '
number and work hours of mail handler casuals at each installation, will be provided to the ·
required Union representatives on a pay period basis, within fourteen days of the close of ~ach
pay period. This only changes the frequency with which the reports are provided. Prior to the
shift to Monthly Financial Reporting, AAW990P1 and AAW996P1 were provided within four):een
days of the close of each accounting period.
The possible casual exception periods (CEPs) for the remainder of the 2000 National
Agreement, with corresponding pay periods and dates, are in the chart attached to this MOU.
The parties agree to supplement this chart with a chart that includes dates through September
2007. Implementation instructions will be sent to the area managers of Labor Relations.

A
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National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union
Attachment
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

':s l

[MiN P•ua. SW

Wur«"QI:>,,. OC

Lonnie l. Johnson
National Dircccor
c=:C -~
National Post Office Hail
Handlers, ~atch.men, ~essenQers
and Group Leaders, Aft-CIO
l Thomas Circle, N.W., Suite 525
Washinqton, o.c.
20005-5802.
~r.

~

lS85

oear Mr. Johnson:
on

Novero~er 12 Hessrs. Houston ford and ~oses Perez ~et ~ith Steven
ruroeson and myself in ~re~rbitration discyssion of KlK-St-C 22108,

Salt Lake City, Utah. The question in this Qrievance is ~hethe~
manaQement properly assi9ned casual employees desiQnated as clerk
casuals to perform mail handler vork.
It VAS mutually a9reed to full Settlement Of this case AS follovst1.

2.

The desi9nation/activity code of a cl•rk casual is 61-0 and
a mail handler casual is 62-0, in accorda~=• vith tho P-11.
Exhibit 6ll.329e. Casuals hired to p•rform mail h4ndler
duties ~ill b• assi~ned a desi9nation coc~ of 62-0 (mail
handler casual).
In accordance ~ith the Kail Handler A9reemont,
Article 7.1.b, there should be no more than 10 percent.
casuals per re9ion per!ot"tl'\inQ mail handler's ~ork
assi~nmtnt.s at any Qiven time reQardl~ss of the dGsi~nation
coce.

3.

C4!e nur..ber HlX-SL-C 22108,

Salt tabt Cit.y, vtah, ...,ill te
remanced to the rtQional l•vtl !or th• parties' consideration of the factual circumstances evicenccd in the f ilt and
reQional ~rbitr&t.ion, if necessary.

?lease tiQn and return the enclosed copy of this letter
ackr.c"Jlt~QinQ your a~reement to remand this case, ~ithdra~inQ
HlK-St-C 22108 from the pendinQ national arbitration listinQ.

.

Sir.c1rtly,

(~1

d --

---;..,..:_.........?.. l/lu_,
n n i. e

l.

Jottnsp

Satlonal Oir~crl.or
Sdtional Post Office Kall
Hdndlars, watc~~•n,
KessenQers and Group
Leaders. ,&.fL-CIO
Encloaure

-~

)

{:C:')
:!!!!.

-

~

..... .....

i:
:I

~......

-

UNrTEO STATES P05rAL SE.RVICS
l..&Oot~O~

47'5 1.:Entant Plaza. SW

Waaftingtan,

cc

20260-4100

Mr. Joseph N. Amma, Jr.
Director, Contract Administration
Ndtional Post Office Mail Handlers,
Watchmen, Messengers and Group
Leaders, AFL-C!O
One Thomas Circle, N.w., Suite 525
Washington, OC 20005-5602
Re:

MAY l 9 1988

Class Action
South Bend, IN

46624

H4M-4G-C 38798

Dear Mr. Amma:
On several occasions, most recently May 17, 1988, we
discussed with your representative, Claudis Johnson, the
above-captioned grievance at the fourth step of our
contractual qrievance procedure.
The issue in this grievance is whether casual employees
designated as clerk casuals were properly assigned to perform
~ail handler work.
After reviewing this matter, w¢ mutually agreed that no
national interpretive issue is fairly presented in this case.
Regardless of their designation code, casuals may be assigned
to perform either clerk. or mail handler duties. When casuals
are hired, mana~ement must ensure that a realistic assessment
is made to identify the primary work needed to be performed,
and accordingly, to use the appropriate designation/activity
codes. Generally, casuals are utilized in circumstances such
as heavy workload or leave periods to accommodate any temporary or intermittent service conditions, or in other circumstances where supplemental work force nseds occur. Where the
identified need and work load is for other than supplemental
employment, the use of career employees is appropriate.
In accordance with Article 7.1.B of the 1984 Mail Handler
National Aqreement, there should be no more than 10 percent
casuals per region perfor:minq mail handlers' work assignments
at any given time, r~gardless of the designation code.

.----~)
·-.

Mr. Joseph N. Amma, Jr.

2

Accordinqly, we agreed to remand this case to the parties at

Step 3 for further processing, including arbitration if

necessary;.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as
your acknowledgment of agreement to remand this case.
Time limits were extended by mutual consent.

Sincerely,

Joyce Ong
Grievance & Arbitration
Division

-

-...J-

Josepbf"&. Amma, Jr.
Director, Contract Administration
National Post Off ice Mail
Handlers, Watchmen, Messengers
and Group Leaders, AFL-CIO

_)

····~
/

Mr. William Quinn

National President
National Postal Mail Handlers
Union, AFL-CIO
One Thomas Circle, N.W., Suite 525
Washington, oc 20005-5802
Re:

I90M-1L-C 93035259
CLASS ACTION
COLOMBIA, MO 65201

Dear Mr. Quinn:
On September 10, 1993, we met with your representative, John
A. Nowakowski to discuss the above-captioned grievance at the
fourth step of our contractual qrievance procedure.

)

The issue in this qrievance is whether management may assign
clerk casuals to perform Mailhandler work.
After reviewing this matter, we mutually agreed that no

national interpretive issue is fairly presented in this case.
We further agreed that management may assiqn Clerk Casuals to

do Mailhandler Work provided that the current percentage
requirements for casuals is not exceeded.
Accordingly, we agreed to remand this case to the parties at
Step 3 for further processing, including arbitration i !
necessary.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as
your acknowledgment of agreement to remand this case.
Ti~e

lim~ts

at this level were extended by mutual consent.

Sincerely,

)

Stephen w. Bushelman
Contract Administration
( APWU I NPMHU)
Labor Relations

t<J..~ffe7?

'

···~
Williiliiii:QUi
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers
Union, AFL-CIO
oate

/o/~?/9 I
I

l

LABOR RELATIONS

d

UNITEDSTl1TES
POST11L SERVICE

Mr..John F. Hegarty
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union,
1101 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 500
Washington, DC 200364304
Re:

G98M-1G-C 02171546
Class Action
Austin, TX 78710-9765
B98M-1 B C 02045636
CLASS ACTION
SHREWSBURY, MA
B98M-18 C 20272708
CLASS ACTION ·
MANCHESTER, NH

Dear John:
I recently met with your representatives, Bill Flynn~ Sam D'Ambrosia, Dick Collins
and T.J. Branch, to discuss the above-captioned grievance at the fourth step of
our contractual grievance procedure.
The issue in this case at Step 4 is whether temporary employees used by the Postal
Service after hiring through a personnel agency (hereinafter· "temporary agency
e.mployees") are casuals as defined by Article 7.
The parties agree that Article 7 .1 B does not prohibit the Postal Service from
using temporary agency employees as part of the supplemental workforce under
Article 7.18,·provided that such employees are counted as casuals and are
subject to all of the limits on employment and use of casuals as set forth in
Article 7.1 B and related agreements.
Consistent with the National Agreement, the same information that must be
provided to the Union in negotiated reports for tracking the hiring and work hours
of mail handler casuals must be provided to the union whenever temporary
agency employees are hired as supplemental employees to perform mail handler
duties.
475 L'.ENFANT PLAZA SW
WASHING.TON DC 2026()-4100
WWW.USPS.COM

G98M-1 G-C 02171546

The parties further recognize that, under Article7.1 Band the related Letter of
Intent re: PS OS-Operation Numbers Accounting Period Report, the Postal.
Service is required to "provide the Union on an accounting period basis, at the·
installation level, with a report which lists the number of non-niail handler casuals
and hours worked in each facility within that installation, who have worked in
those operations designated" in the operations specifically listed in Article 7.1 B
and the Letter of Intent.
Accordingly, this grievance is remanded to the parties at the Step 3 level for
action consistent with the above.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this Jetter as your acknowledgment
of agreement to remand this case to Step 3.
..

Time limits at this level were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely,

Donna M. Gifi
Contract Administration
NPMHU

rt~1-~

John : Hegaft'Y v
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union
Date: O 3- oJ -o~
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Mr. John F. Hegarty
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers' Union
1101 Connecticut Avenue, .N.W.
Washington, DC 20036-4304
Re:

E98M-4E-C 01155030
Class Action
Waterloo IA, 50701-9998

Dear John:
Recently, I met with Tim Dwyer to discuss the above captioned case at the fourth step of our
contractual grievance procedure.
The Issue in this grievance ls whether the Article 7.1 B obligates management to notify the union,
at the National and appropriate installation of which two accounting periods in each fiscal year
during which it may exceed the 12.5% limitation in that installation.
After full discussion of this issue. we agreed that no national interpretive issue is fairly presented
in this case. The grievance will be remanded to step 3 for further processing and application of
the following:
The parties agree that the Employer will notify the Union, at the National level and at the
appropriate installation, of which two {2) accounting periods in each fiscal year during which it may
exceed the 12.5% limitation in that installation: such notice will be provided at !east six (6) months
in advance of the beginning date of the affected accounting period(s).
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this Jetter as your acknowledgment of agreement to
remand this case to Step 3 of the grievance procedure.
Time limits at this level were extended by mutual consent.

Allen Mohl, Labor Relations Specialist
Contract Administration (NPMHU)
Labor Relations

Date:

_..;;...g,_µ_'-1.,_tb_J-_ __

475 L'ENFANr Pt.NA SW
WAS;fMGTON DC 20260·410!

John F.
National Post I
Union, AFL-CIO
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Award Summary

The durational limitation in Article 7.1.B
of the 1994-1998 NPMHU National Agreement
applies only to those 90-day pe~iods in
which an individual casual employee is
designated as a mail handler casual or
performs mail handler work assignments.

Shyam Das, Arbitrator

BACKGROUND
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This grievance was appealed to arbitration at the
National level by the National Postal Mail Handlers Union on
July 10, 1998.

At issue is interpretation of the provision in

Article 7 .1.B of the 1·994-1998 National Agreement that:
"Casuals are limited to two (2) ninety (90) day terms of casual
employment in a calendar year."

Articl.e 7.1.B addresses "Suppl.emental. Work Force" and
provides as follows:

The Supplemental. work force shall be
comprised of casual employees.
Casual
employees are those who may be utilized as a
limited term supplemental work force, but
may not be employed in lieu of full or parttime employees. During the course of a
service week, the Employer will make every
effort to insure that qualified and
available part-time flexible employees are
utilized at the straight time rate prior to
assigning such work to casuals. The number
of casual.s who may be employed in any
accounting period, other.than accounting
periods 3 and 4 [Christmas period], shall
not exceed 10% on a Division basis, as
currently constituted, of the total number
of employees covered by this Agreement.
Casuals are limited to two (2) ninety (90)
day terms of casual employment in a calendar
year.
In addition to such employment,
casuals may be reemployed during the
Christmas period for not more than twentyone (21) days. The Employer will provide
the Union at the Division level with an
accounting period report listing the number
of mail handler casuals at facilities within
the Division ....
(Emphasis added.)
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The Union's position, in essence, is that a casual
employee who is utilized to perform mail handler craft work
during a calendar year may only be employed as a casual employee
for two 90-day terms (excluding Christmas period employment)
during that calendar year, regardless of what craft(s) that
casual employee otherwise is administratively assigned to.

The

Union objects to the practice of "flipping" casuals, under which
a casual employee is assigned to the Mail Handler craft for two
90-day terms in a calendar year in which that casual employee
also is assigned for two 90-day terms to the clerk craft (or
other craft represented either by the American Postal Workers
Union or the National Association of Letter Carriers) .

The Postal Service takes the position that the
provision in Article 7.1.B of the NPMHU National Agreement
applies only to employees within the NPMHU bargaining unit and
makes no reference to work outside of the mail handler craft.

Until 1981, the NPMHU bargained jointly with the APWU
and the NALC.

The provision at issue in this case was included

in Article 7.1.B of the 1978 National Agreement between the
Postal Service and the Joint Bargaining Committee comprised of
the three Unions, which also provided:

"The number of casuals

who may be employed in any period, other than December, shall
not exceed 5% of the total number of employees covered by this
Agreement."

Under the 1978 National Agreement, as under prior

Agreements, casual employees could be assigned as the Postal
Service determined to perform work in any of the crafts covered
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by the Agreement.

Moreover, there is no dispute that under the

1978 National Agreement, a casual

~ployee

could only be

employed for two 90-day terms (excluding Chrisbnas period
employment) in a calendar year regardless of which craft that
casual was assigned to.

In 1981, the NPMHU bargained separately for the first
time.

The 1981-1984 NPMHU National Agreement was the result of

an interest arbitration award.

Prior to reaching impasse, the

parties had reached a tentative agreement on Article 7.1.B under
which the casual cap would be 10% of the Mail Handler bargaining
unit, applied on a regional basis, with no change in the
durational restriction.

The arbitration award essentially

adopted this compromise, stating as follows:

The Panel makes its AWARD as no more than
10% of total mail [handling] employees
classed as Casuals may be em.ployed at any
one time on a regional basis. The periods
of Casual employment will remain as
contained in the 1978-81 agreement.
The 1981 NPMHU National Agreement carried forward the provision
in Article 7.1.B of the 1978 JBC Agreement that:

"Casuals are

limited to two (2) ninety (90) day terms of casual employment in
a calendar year."

That provision has been included, without

change, in Article 7.1.B in succeeding National Agreements
between these parties.

On October 23, 1992, the NPMHU and the Postal Service
entered into a Settlement Agreement that disposed of all pending

4

grievances respecting the use of casuals.
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The Settlement

Agreement specified that i t was to remain in effect until June
1, 1996.

One of the provisions of this grievance settlement was

that "Casuals may be employed 359 days per year .... "

Postal Service witness Pat Heath testified that in the
late summer or fall of 1992, when she was a Labor Relations
Specialist at Headquarters handling mail handler matters among
others, the issue of flipping casuals came up in a discussion
with Claudis Johnson, who then was the NPMHU's contract
administrator.

She explained that in rebuttal to a comment by

Johnson that the Postal Service had not taken a position on
flipping she showed him a copy of a letter a Postal Service
Headquarters official had sent to APWU Executive Vice President
William Burrus on March 12, 1991, which stated:

This letter is in further response to your
correspondence of August 24 to Joseph Mahon
requesting the position of the Postal
Service regarding casual appointments under
separate national agreements.
Article 7B.4 of the JBC (APWU & NALC)
National Agreement places a limit on
utilizing an individual employee for more
than two 90-day terms or 180 days, excluding
the 21 days during the Christmas period.
It is the position of the Postal Service
that the use of indi vi du.al casual employees
under a separate national agreement is not
violative of the agreement between the Joint
Bargaining Committee and the Postal Service.
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The Postal Service also presented testimony of Linda
Shumate who has held various Labor Relations positions in the
western part of the country since the 1970s.

She has had

considerable involvement in the hiring of casuals in the San
Francisco area.

She stated that, facing difficulty in

recruiting casuals, she instituted the practice

o~

flipping mail

handler and clerk/carrier casuals in that area starting in 1983.
She noted that she first confirmed with her superiors that this
practice was permissible under the NPMHU and JBC contracts.

She

testified that this practice continued until the 1992 NPMHU
Settlement Agreement -- permitting casuals to be employed 359
days per year -- and resumed after its termination in 1996.

She

added that after the APWU and the NALC ceased joint bargaining
in 1994, the Postal Service also flipped clerk and carrier
casuals.

In September 2002 -- after this grievance was filed by
the NPMHU

the Postal Service and the APWU entered into a

grievance settlement at the national level which states, in
part:

The issue in these cases involves casuals
employed under the provisions of the NPMHU
or NALC National Agreement who are also
employed in the same calendar year under the
provisions of the APWU National Agreement.
The parties agree that a casual who is
employed under the NPMHU or NALC Agreement
and who is designated to work in an APWU
craft during each 90-day term. would not be
eligible to be appointed during the same
calendar year as a casual under the APWU
Agreement. A casual who is employed under

B94M-1B-C 97098443
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the NPMHU or NALC Agreement but is not
designated to perform work in an APWU craft
would not be barred from subsequent
appointments during the same calendar year
under the APWU Agreement.
In June 2005 -- after the hearing in this case, but prior to
filing of post-hearing briefs -- the Postal Service and the NALC_
entered into a somewhat similar settlement.

UNION POSITION

The Union contends that casuals are not employed
"under" either the NPMHU National Agreement or that of any other
craft; they are employed by the Postal Service outside of any
collective bargaining agreement.

But the NPMHU National

Agreement -- like those of the other unions -- does limit the
Postal Service's ability to hire and utilize casual employees.
At least with respect to casual employees to whom i t assigns
work within the mail handler craft, the Postal Service must
abide by the durational limits that Article 7.1.B of the NPMHU
National Agreement places on the employment of such individuals,
and the Postal Service cannot rely on another craft's collective
bargaining agreement as justification for acting in violation of
the NPMHU National Agreement.

The Union points out that from the earliest days of
collective bargaining following the Postal Reorganization Act of
1970, the NPMHU and the other craft unions sought to eliminate
the Postal Service's ability to hire casual employees to do
bargaining unit work -- or failing that, to limit strictly the
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duration of casual employment in order to prevent the Postal
Service from abusing the flexibility i t was granted.

The Postal

Service, just as consistently, has sought to expand the
permissible duration of casual employment with the ultimate goal
of eliminating any durational limitation, so that casuals could
be employed on a year round basis (limited to 359 days per
calendar year only to avoid the obligation of providing benefits
to those employees).

The initially adopted compromise of a
..

single 90-day durational limitation was altered only on one
occasion, when -- in exchange for very significant concessions
concerning the employment of casuals -- the parties in 1975
adopted the formula of two 90-day terms that was retained in the
1978 Agreement and was adopted verbatim when the NPMHU began
independent bargaining in 1981.

This provision has remained

unchanged in the NPMHU National Agreement ever since.

The Union stresses that the parties agree that the
1978 National Agreement did not permit the Postal Service to
exceed the durational limits on the employment of casuals by
"flipping" casuals from one craft to another.

When

incorporating verbatim the 1978 agreement language into their
1981 and subsequent National Agreements, the parties did not
intend that language to mean anything different from what they
agree i t meant in 1978.

The Union points to the evidence i t presented
regarding the bargaining history of the 1981 National Agreement
between the parties.

Notably, the 1981 interest arbitration

panel ordered that the casual employment durational limits "Will
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remain as contained in the 1978-81 Agreement."

The panel did

not say -- as might have been expected had the parties agreed
upon or the panel adopted the interpretation that the Postal
Service now advances

that the durational restrictions would

"remain as contained in the 1978-81 agreement but would apply
only to casuals doing mail handler work. "

The absence of any

such qualification is particularly telling in light of the fact
that the issue of how Article 7.1.B should be changed to take
account of the separation of the mail handler contract from the
clerk/carrier contract was squarely before the panel with
respect to the

pe~centage

cap -- on which the panel (adopting

the parties' tentative agreement) did qualify the cap as being a
percentage of "mail [handling] employees" covered by the new
1981 Agreement.

The absence of any mention by the parties or

the panel of any change in the language or application of the
durational restriction -- along with the panel's award that
"[t]he periods of casual employment will remain as contained in
the 1978-81 agreement" -- conclusively establishes that no such
change was intended.

The Union also points to the parties' 1984
negotiations in which they addressed the provision of Article
7.3 which in its 1981 version -- carried over verbatim from the
1978 Agreement -- required the Postal Service to staff all
larger postal installations "with 90% full-time employees."

The

Union notes that under the jointly bargained 1978 Agreement,
that provision allowed the Postal Service, if i t so chose, to
arrange its employee staffing in such a way that a much higher
percentage of the mail handler complement at a particular
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facility could be part-time employees.

When this issue arose

during the 1984 bargaining (and subsequent fact finding and
interest arbitration), both the

Po~tal

Service and the NPMHU

agreed that reading the term "employees" as not being limited to
mail handlers remained the correct· interpretation of Article 7.3
under the 1981 National Agreement, notwithstanding the fact that
the 1981 Agreement now covered only the mail handler craft.
During the 1984 bargaining the NPMHU accordingly sought to amend
Article 7.3 to require "90% full time mail handler employees,"
and the interest arbitration award that ultimately settled the
1984 Agreement adopted language to that effect.

The Union argues that the parties' mutual
understanding during 1984 bargaining over an analogous provision
found in Article 7 -- that the pre-1981 meaning of provisions
carried over into the 1981 NPMHU National Agreement remain the
same, notwithstanding that the new Agreement covered only the
mail handler craft, and that any changes in that meaning
required negotiation of new contractual langu"age

confirms the

presumption that should apply in this case as well.

The Union adds that the position the Postal Service
currently takes is undermined by the temporary grievance
settlement i t concluded with the NPMHU in 1992.

In entering

into that settlement, the Postal Service made large concessions
largely in exchange for a right that, under the Postal Service's
current interpretation of Article 7.1.B, i t essentially already
had.

The grievance settlement provided that during the

settlement's duration from October 1992 through June 1996, the
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Postal Service could employ casuals for 359 days per year.

But

that is what the Postal Service contends i t is already able to
do under the durational language of the 1981 National Agreement
with the sole difference that under the 1992 grievance
settlement casuals did not have to be "flipped" from one craft
to another in order to remain employed for the entire year.

The

Union insists that the Postal Service would not have given away
so much in order to obtain that administrative convenience.

The Union further notes that the Postal Service
continued its efforts at the bargaining table to negotiate
359-day casual employment in the 1994 and 1998 rounds of
bargaining, which belies its claim that i t has had that
authority since 1981.

The Union asserts that the purpose of Article 7.1.B is
to protect the interests of the members of the craft(s) covered
by the National Agreements by restricting the Postal Service's
ability to assign work within the jurisdiction of those crafts
to persons outside the bargaining unit whose terms and
conditions of employment are not covered by the National
Agreement.

The extent to which the Postal Service is or is not

unfettered in employing casuals who at some point during the
calendar year are assigned to do mail handler work obviously
impacts the interests of the mail handler bargaining unit that
are protected by Article 7.1.B -- and restricting the Postal
Service's discretion in that regard is thus fully consistent
with the underlying purpose of that provision.
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Accordingly, with regard to any casuals

~ho

at some

point during the calendar year do work within the mail handler
jurisdiction, the Union asserts, the durational provision of
Article 7.1.B is unchanged from the 1978 language that all
parties agreed prohibited flipping employment of casuals.

The Union argues that only its interpretation of
Article 7.1.B leaves the Postal Service with its pre-1981
flexibility and the Union with its pre-1981 protections.

Such

an objective is consistent with the decision in USPS and APWU,
Case No. Q94C-4Q-C 98038916 (Das, 2002).

The interpretation

proffered by the Postal Service, in contrast, would vastly
expand the flexibility it had under the 1978 National Agreement,
allowing it to employ casuals on a near-permanent basis, simply
by changing their craft assignment in mid-year, and would
significantly reduce the protection the NPMHU bargaining unit
had under the 1978 National Agreement in that i t would allow the
Postal Service to employ persons as casuals to do mail handler
work who would have been ineligible for such employment
assignments under the 1978 National Agreement.

The Union views the settlements reached by the Postal
Service with the APWU and the NALC regarding flipping of casuals
as totally inconsistent with the language and the parties'
historical understanding of Article 7.1.B and wholly
unacceptable to the NPMHU.
the Postal Service

sine~

It also stresses that the NPMHU and

1981 have had many different rules

governing the employment and use of casuals which afford the
mail handler craft, which is smaller than the APWU or NALC
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.bargaining units, extra protections against the use of non-mail
handler casuals.

The Union asserts that the testimony of the Postal
Service 1 s witnesses does not offer any significant support for
the Postal Service's position in this case.

In particular the

-

testimony of Linda Shumate regarding the practice of flipping
casuals between crafts in the Western Region during the 1980s
and 1990s, even if credited, is limited to one geographic region
and is· not conclusive evidence of the parties 1 intent when
negotiating the governing National Agreement at the headquarters
level.

EMPLOYER POSITION

Under the plain meaning of Article 7.1.B, the Postal
Service contends, the limit of two 90-day terms for casuals
applies only to the performance of work in the craft covered by
the NPMHU National Agreement -- the mail handler craft.

There

is no restriction placed on what those casuals can do during the
remainder of the year.

The Union 1 s expansive reading of Article

7.1.B would impose limitations on who can perform work in other
crafts, such as the clerk and letter carrier crafts, which are
represented by other unions.

The Postal Service stresses that after the NPMHU broke
apart from the other unions, the parties negotiated which
provisions of the NPMHU National Agreement will operate as if it
were still 1978.

In 1981 they agreed to the "bridge memo" or
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"cross craft memo" which provides that:
p~ovisions

"in applying the

of Articles 7, 12 and 13 of this Agreement, cross

craft assignments of employees shall continue as they were made
among the six crafts under the 1978 National Agreement."
Conspicuous by its absence in the bridge memo is any mention of
casual employment under Article 7.
the Postal Service argues.

The implication is clear,

By agreeing that they would

interpret certain specified contractual provisions including
part of Article 7, as if i t were still 1978, the parties
intended that other contractual provisions, including the other
parts of Article 7, not be so interpreted.

The Postal Service points to the testimony of
management witness Joseph Aroma, Jr. who previously served as a
national officer for the NPMHU (the contract administrator) from
1986 to 1991.

Aroma testified that i t was his understanding that

the restriction of two 90-day appointments was limited to
employment as a mail handler casual.

The Postal Service notes

that the Union presented no testimony to contradict Aroma's
testimony, and this undisputed testimony is consistent with the
plain meaning of the contractual language and the bargaining
history of the parties in the bridge memo.

The Postal Service also stresses that the two other
unions that were part of the Joint Bargaining Committee in 1978
-- the APWU and NALC -- correctly do not share the NPMHU's
interpretation of Article 7.1.B.

In 2002 the Postal Service

reached a settlement with the APWU in a similar grievance
involving identical language in Article 7.1.B of the APWU
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National Agreement.
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In that settlement, the APWU agreed the

Postal Service coul4 flip casuals.

The only limitation on this

practice involves casuals who, although employed to perform the
work of another craft, are designated to perform-work in crafts
represented by the APWU during a prior casual term.

After the

arbitration hearing in the present grievance, the NALC signed a
similar settlement with the Postal Service.

The Postal Service

asserts that these settlements demonstrate that the other unions
who bargained with the NPMHU in 1978 recognized that they
negotiate on behalf of their own members, but not.for members of
other unions.

The only situations where flipping is barred are

those that could result in a casual performing work in an APWU
or NALC craft for more than two terms.

There is no basis for

the NPMHU to argue that its contract imposes greater
restrictions on flipping casual employees.

Finally, the Postal Service points out that career
mail handlers have nothing to gain if the Union prevails in this
case, although the Postal Service's expenses for hiring and
training casual employees would increase.

The Postal Service

still will be able to hire the same number of casuals and still
will be able to cross assign a casual designated for the clerk
craft to perform mail handler duties, so long as the work is
counted toward the mail handler cap.
stated during the arbitration hearing:

As the NPMHU's counsel
"Maybe we should just

stipulate that, we 1 re trying -- the Union's trying to impose
costs on this.

11

The Postal Service contends that where the

Union's contractual argument is without merit, its attempt to
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add costs for the mere sake of adding costs is unworthy and must
fail.

FINDINGS

In my 2002 decision in USPS and APWU, Case No. Q94C4Q-C 98038916 (hereinafter "2002 Das Award"), I pointed out
that:

Casuals hired by the Postal Service are not
"hired", as such, under a particular
collective bargaining agreement. They are
nonbargaining unit employees hired by the
Postal Service.
That being said, the National Agreement between the Postal
Service and the NPMHU -- like the collective bargaining
agreements between the Postal Service and the APWU and the NALC
-- addresses the employment of casual employees who perform
bargaining unit work.

Under the 1978 Agreement between the then JBC and the
Postal Service, bargaining unit work encompassed all of the work
perfonned by the mail handler craft represented by the NPMHU,
the clerk and other crafts represented by the APWU, and the
letter carrier craft represented by the NALC.

As noted in the

2002 Das Award:

After the Mail Handlers broke off from the
JBC in 1981 the situation changed.
Contractually, the Postal Service and the
Mail Handlers could make whatever agreement
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they wanted regarding the employment of
casual employees to perform mail handler
work. But, obviously, they could not
contract regarding the employment of casuals
to perform APWU or NALC craft work. The
opposite was equally true.

The 1981 interest arbitration award, which determined
the terms of the 1981 NPMHU National Agreement, provided that:

The Panel makes its AWARD as no more than
10% of total mail [handling] employees
classed as Casuals may be employed at any
one time on a regional basis. The periods
of Casual employment will remain as
contained in the 1978-81 agreement.
The 1978 JBC National Agreement provided that (excluding
Christmas period employment):

11

Casuals are limited to two (2)

ninety (90) day terms of casual employment in a calendar year."

I agree with the Postal Service that "[t]he periods of
Casual employment" referred to in the 1981 Interest Arbitration
Award related to the duration of such employment.

The Award

addressed "mail [handling] employees classed as Casuals."
Absent other compelling evidence to the contrary, I see no sound
basis for concluding that the Award or the 1981 (and subsequent)
NPMHU National Agreements intended to address employment of
casuals to perform other craft work, not subject to the NPMHU
collective bargaining agreement.
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If a particular individual was employed as a mail
handler casual -- that is performed mail handler work -- during
two 90-day periods in a calendar year, that individual could not
be so employed (except at Chrisbnas) during the remainder of
that year.

But i t cannot be presumed -- and the record does not

establish -- that the 1981 arbitration panel or the parties
intended to encroach on the remaining JBC's collective
bargaining relationship with the Postal Service by restricting
the Postal Service from thereafter employing that individual as
a casual employee to perform APWU or NALC craft work.

Nor is

there a convincing basis for concluding that the panel or the
parties intended to prohibit employment of an individual as a
casual to perform mail handler work based on that individual's
previous employment in a calendar year as a casual performing
APWU or NALC craft work.

The wording in Article 7.1.B remained

the same, but the scope of bargaining unit work subject to that
provision had changed.

The Union points to the parties' 1984 negotiations and
the subsequent interest arbitration award relating to the
staffing provision in Article 7.3 in support of its position in
this case.

That provision in the 1981 NPMHU National Agreement,

which was unchanged from the 1978 JBC National Agreement,
provided:

The Employer shall staff all postal
installations which have 200 or more man
years of employment in the regular workforce
as of the date of this Agreement with 90%
full-time employees.
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The arbitration panel's award and the subsequent 1984 National
Agreement changed this provision as follows:

The Employer shall. staff all postal.
installations which have 200 or more man
years of employment in the regular work
force as of the date of this Agreement with
90% ful.1-time mail.handlers.
(Emphasis added.)
The record shows that this change had been part of the Union's
initial bargaining proposal, dated April 24, 1984.

In a July 3,

1984 Position Paper the Union explained.

This proposal is necessary because of
difficulties the Mail Handlers Union has had
with the position often taken by the Postal
Service that the 90% requirement for fulltime employees in postal installations with
more than 200 or more man years of
employment in the regular work force is
satisfied provided that 90% full-time
employee figure is met throughout the
installation by some combination of all
craft employees. This Mail Handlers'
proposal makes i t clear that this provision
of our contract applies solely to employees
of our bargaining unit so that when there
are more than 200 man years of employment in
the regular work force in the Mail Handler
bargaining unit of an installation, the
Postal Service is obligated to staff that
installation with 90% full-time Mail Handler
employees.
(Emphasis added.)
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In subsequent hearings before a Fact Finding Panel -- that
preceded the interest arbitration
tack.

the Union took a different

Union counsel stated:

I believe I indicated to the Panel that the
Union currently took the position that the
200 or more man-years of employment applied
to all bargaining employees of the
installation, but that the Union currently
had the position that the 90 percent full
time employee requirement applied separately
to the mail handler craft.
I was in error
about that.
The Union does not currently take the
position that under the 1981 agreement, the
90 percent full time requirement applies
specifically to the mail handler craft.
Accordingly, our proposal to achieve that
fact in the 1984 national agreement -- the
determined dispute which is before you
gentlemen -- should be construed not as a
clarification of existing language, but as a
request for a new right under the agreement
for the reasons that I stated during my
presentation.
In essence, what the Union sought in the fact finding -- and
ultimately attained in arbitration -- was that employees in all
crafts continue to be counted in determining whether the
installation had 200 or more man years of employment, but that
only mail handlers be included in determining whether the 90%
full-time employees commitment in the NPMBU contract was
complied with.

Adoption of this hybrid provision sheds little

light on the interpretive issue in the present case.
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The fact that the Postal Service has bargained for -and in the case of the temporary 1992-1996 Settlement Agreement
obtained -- NPMHU agreement to employ casual employees for 359
days per year is not inconsistent with the Postal Service's
position that it could employ an individual as a casual to
perform clerk bargaining unit work for two 90-day periods and
then employ the same individual to perform mail handler
bargaining unit work for two 90-day periods in the same calendar
year.

No definitive ruling had been made as to whether this

practice of flipping casuals was permissible

as the Postal

Service claimed -- under the applicable National Agreements.

In

addition, the Postal Service may well have placed a substantial
value on the ability to continue to utilize an individual casual
employee in the same craft throughout the course of a year.

Accordingly, I determine that the durational
limitation in Article 7.1.B of the 1994-1998 NPMHU National
Agreement applies only to those 90-day periods in which an
individual casual employee is designated as a mail handler
casual or performs mail handler work assignments.

21
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AWARD

The durational limitation in Article 7.1.B of the
1994-1998 NPMHU National Agreement applies only to those 90-day
periods in which an individual casual employee is designated as
a mail handler casual or performs mail handler work assignments.

Shyam Das, Arbitrator
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John F. Hegarty, National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union
1101 Connecticut Avenue, N.W. Suite 500
Washington, DC 20036-4304
Re: Q84M-4Q-C noo2202
Formerly (H4M-NA-C 53)
Class Action
Washington, DC 20260-4100
Dear Mr. Hegarty:
Recently, our representatives met in pre arbitration discussion regarding the above
captioned case, which is presently pending national level arbitration.
The issue in this grievance is whether the language in Article 7 .2 C & D of the National
Agreement prohibitt? cross craft assignment~ to duties at lower wage levels.
After a review of this matter, we agreed to the following settlement of this dispute:
•
•

In those circumstances where cross craft assignments are permitted under
Article 7.2.C & D, employees from other crafts may not be assigned to work in
lower wage levels in the Mail Handler Craft.
All grievances currently pending on this issue shall be considered closed upon
the signing of this agreement.

Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of
agreement to resolve this case, thereby removing this grievance from the pending
national arbitration case listing.

~if~
Sav

Sandra J.
Manager, Contract Administration
(NPMHU) and EAP/WEI Programs

.~~~
K-· ~

John F~garty/
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union
Date:

475 t:ENfW.lr PlAzA &N

WASHINGTON DC 20260-4100
W\l.W.uSPs.COM

CZ- <(~<J ~
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In the Matter of the Arbitration Between:
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

HBS-SF-C 8027

Case No.(AS-W-0656)

AND

AMERICAN POSTAL WORKE~S
UNION, AFL-CIO -: ~-.:
Hearings Held October 23, 1981 and January

a;

1982

' Before Richard I. Bloch, Esq.
APPEARAN~ES:

For the Union

Jaines.Adams
For the Postal·Service

)

Donald Freebairn
OPINION
Facts

Grievant G. Robertson, a member of the Special Delivery
Craft, here contests Management's failure to call him in for
overtime work on November 23, 1979.

He was not scheduled for

work that day and, it.is undisputed,. Management made no effort to call him in.

Ins·tead, a part-time flexible City

Carrier was assigned to perform Special Delivery functions
for a total of 6.35 hours at straight time.l

lThe parties stipulate to the following facts:
L

On November 23, 1979, FTR Special Delivery Carrier Robe.r·!S-on

)

'f'

·"···

••
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)
The contention here is that Management violated the

Labor Agreement in two respects.
me~t

First, the Union says Manage-

improperly allowed a member of the Carrier Craft, {James

Groce), to cross over into the Special Delivery Craft.

This,

it claims, was a violation of Article VII of the Labor Agree-

ment.

Additionally, .it is claimed that Management erred in

failing to of.fer tQ.e overtime work in the Special Delivery ·

Craft to the Grievant, who· was

on

~he

overtime desired list

and was available for the work.

(continuation of Footnote #1 from p. 1)
·)
/

was

non-scheduled.

2. No attempt was made by management to call in the grievant
on his nonscheduled day.
3. On November 23, 1979, PTF City Carrier Groce was·utilized·
for 6.35 hours on straight time delivering special delivery
mail.

G. Robertson was considered eligible for overtime during
the fourth quarterr 1979.

4.

s. There were 46.6 hours of overtime utilized in the City
Carrier Craft in the General Mail Facility on November 23,
1979.

6. There were 7.16 hours of overtime utilized in the Special
Delivery Craft by Special Delivery Messengers only at the
GMF on November 23, 1979.
7. No nonscheduled letter carrier was brought in on his
day off to perform overtime work in the Letter Carrier Craft
on November 23, 1979.

)

...... .

...
...
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Issue ·
Did Management's actions constitute a violation of
either Articles VII or VIII of the National Agreement?

Union Position
The Union maintains that Management may cross Craft
lines only in accordance with certain provisions of the Labor
• Agreement.

However, there were no.provisions applicable to

the circumstances of this case, it is claimed.

Accordingly,

it-was improper to utilize the Carrier for Special Delivery
tasks.

As a result, Grievant was deprived of

an

overtime

assignment which, according to Article VIII of the Labor
Agreement, shoµld have been offered him.

··)
..

·

•'

Relevant Contract·Provisions
ARTICLE VII
EMPLOYEE CLASSIFICATIONS

Section 2.

Employment and Work Assignments

A. Normally, work in different crafts, occupational
groups or levels will not be combined into one job.
However, to provide maximum full-time employment and
provide necessary flexibility, management may establish
full-time schedule assignments by including work within
different crafts or occupational groups after the following sequential actions have been taken:
All available work within each separate craft by
tour has been combined.

l.

Work of different crafts in the same wage level by
tour has been combined.

2.

The appropriate representatives of the affected Unions
will be informed in advance of the reasons .for estab-

------------------·-----············-···········

.

-

.
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/

lishing the combination full-time assignments within
different crafts in accordance with this Article.

B. In the event of insufficient work on any particular·
day or days in a full-time or part-time employee's own
scheduled assignment, management may assign the employee
to· any available work in the same wage level for which
the employee is qualified, consistent with the employee's
knowledge and experience, in order to maintain the number of work hours of the employee's basic work schedule.
C. During exceptionally heavy workload periods for one
occupational group, employees in an occupational group
experiencing a light workload period.may be assigned to
work in the same wage level, commensurate with their
capabilities, 'to the heavy workload area for· such time
as management determines necessary.
ARTICLE VIII
HOURS OF WORK

Section 5.

Overtime-Assignments

When needed, overtime work for regular full-time employees shall be scheduled among qualif·ied employees
doing similar work in the work location where the em~
ployees regularly work in accordance with the following:
Two weeks prior to the start of each calendar quarter., full-time regular employees desiring to work overtime during that quarter shall place their names on an

A.

"Overtime Desired 11 list.

B. Lists will be established by craft, ·section, or tour
in accordance with Article XXX, Local Implementation.
Analysis
Special Delivery carriers under.this Labor Agreement are
contractually distinct from City Letter Carriers.2

2The distinction among crafts

is

Section 2

recognized, for example,

in Section 2 -- Employment and Work Assignments. Paragraph
A specifies that "Normally, work in different crafts, occu-

pational groups or levels will not be coin:t>ined into one job."

)

.....
.
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deals with, pmong .other things, limited circumstances wherein
the inherent proscrip_tion against crossing craft lines is
inapplicable.• 3

Paragraph B states:

In ·the event o~ insufficie~t work on any particular day
or days in a full-time or part-time employee's own
scheduled assignment, management may assign the employee
to any available work in the same wage level for which
the employee is qualified, consistent with the employee's knowledge and experience, in Qrder to maintain
the number of work hours of the employee's basic work
schedule.
This mutually-agreed upon provision specifies that the
eventuality of "insufficient work." on a given occasion will
justify

th~

crossing of craft lines ·for the ·purpose of pro-

viding an employee an eight-hour work day.

Section C pre-.

sents a variation:
During exceptionally heavy workload periods for one

occupational group, employees in an occupational group
experiencing a light workload pe~iod may be assigned to
work in the same wage level, commensurate with their
capabilities, to the heavy workload area for such time
as management determines necessary.

This clause refers primarily to a situation where "exceptionally heavy work" occurs in another occupational work .

group, as opposed to the "insufficient work" discussed in
Paragraph B.

Section C provides that, when such heavy work-

load occurs, and when there is at the same time a light load

3other sections, inapplicable to this case, also provide
some flexibility in terms of crossing craft lines. See
Article XIII.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.........................
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l

in another group, craft lines may be crossed.
·Taken together, these provisions support the inference
that Management's right to cross craft lines is substantially

limited.

The exceptions ~o the requirement of observing the

boundaries arise in situations that are not only unusual but
also reasonably unforeseeable.

There is no reason to find

, that the parties intended to give Management discretion to
schedule across craft lines merely to maximize efficient
personnel usage; this is not what the parties have bargained.
That.an assignment across craft lines might enable Management

to avoid overtime in another group for example, is not, by
itself, a contractually sound reason.

It must be shown either

that there was "insufficient workn for the classification or,
alternatively,.that work was "exceptionally heavy" in one
occupational group and light, as well, in another.
Inherent in these two provisions, as indicated above, is
the assumption that the qualifying conditions are reasonably

unforeseeable or somehow unavoidable.

To be sure, Management

retains the right to schedule tasks to·suit.its needs on a
given day.

But the right to do this may

no~

fairly be 'equated

with the opportunity to, in essence, create "insufficient"
work through intentionally inadequate staffing. To so hold
would be to allow Management to effectively cross craft lines

)

..

.......

_

... ,.
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at will merely by scheduling work so. as to create· the
triggering provisions of Subsections B and·c.

This would be

an abuse of the reasonable intent of this language, which
.

.

exists· not to provide means by which the separation of crafts
may be routinely ignored but rather to provide the employer
with certain limited flexibility in the face ~f pressing circumstances.

There.is no evidence that the provisions have

been applied in a contrary manner in Colorado Springs.
Thus interpreted, the question becomes purely one of
fact:

Did the circumstances here at issue justify Manage-

ment's invoking Section 2{B) or 2{C) in order to cross craft
lines on the day in question?
From

th~

testimony and by Management's candid acknow-

ledgement, it is· apparent that Section 2 (C) is inapplicable
to this· situation.

There was neither ·an "exceptionally heavy

workload" in the Special Delivery Craft nor a "light workload" in the Letter Carrier group.

The sole question, then,

is whether one may reasonably find there was "insufficient
work" for letter carriers on the day in question so as to
warrant re-assigning employee Groce to the Special Delivery
Group ..
Under

~he

circumstances, there having been a crossing of

craft lines, it is appropriate that Management provide justification for the action.

Its contention is

?S follows.

)

__ /
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Scheduling for the week in question was completed, as is ·the
.
.
:
normal case, ·on Wednesday of the preceding we~k (November
14).

Included in the staffing calculations was the fact that

the Thanksgiving holiday would fall on Thursday, November 22.
The day in question was November 23, the next full work day.

All available routes were covered that day by .regularly
scheduled personnel.

In addition, however, the supervisor

speculated that, the day after the holiday, there might be
sick calls, emergency annual leave or other absences.

Accor-

dingly, he scheduled two additional letter carriers.
The supervisor arrived at 6:45 a.m. on the 23rd and

)

found, contrary to his expectations, that there had been no
sick calls in the Letter Carrier Craft and that, moreover,
the volume in Special Delivery was higher than normal.
The supervi~or determined that ·bringing in two scheduled

afternoon Special Delivery Messengers two hours early would
adequately compensate for the increased load.

Then, having

assigned one· of the two extra Letter Carriers to carrying·
bumps or assisting on other routes, he assigned the remaining

Carrier, Mr. Groce, to Special Delivery work.

~s

stipulated

by the parties, Mr. ·Groce worked 6. 35 hours in that capacity.

For the reasons that follow, the finding is that this
assignment was improper.

\

)

Particular care should .be employed

·-

_.. , ..
~

.
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n, for the finding is closely confined

~

.f

n to doubt either that the original
extra personnel was unreasonable or

--Clv
.... ,_

_.. ':::: .. ori. '!=he 23rd was foreseeable.

ierally have been expected.

Indeed,
The problem

:visor's conclusion.that there was inGroce in the Letter Carrier craft.

In

the ove;all, the finding is that the supervisor's decision
was based not so much on the fact of "insufficient" work

.

i~

.

the Letter Carrier Craft as on his conclusion that the "extra"
Carrier could be generally utilized more effectively in the·
Special Delivery ranks.

This approach was not consistent

. with the contractual requisites.

To

be:~ure:,

a11 routes had

been covered in the Letter carrier.group and there were two
additional employees available that day.

However, it is also

true that some forty-six hours of overtime were performed .in
the Letter Carrier group.

There is some dispute as to

whethe~

this overtime arose later in the day as a result of difficulty in completing snow-covered routes.

It is also.apparent,

however, that the storm had occurred some days earlier and
that, in terms of foreseeability, one might have expected

that" help would be required.

Moreover, while Management ·

contends that assigning Groce to the Letter Carriers would

_)

.;

. :.....

.

. -:.,,
_,
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simply have been "make work," it would also appear that the
supervisor believed, early

o~,

that calling in two Special

Delivery carriers two hours early for .the afternoon shift
would

adequ~tely

account for those needs.

Therefore, the as-

signment across craft lines to the Special Delivery Craft
could also have been seen., at that point, as "make work."
In retrospect,. one may conclude both that the assignment
across craft lines in these particular circumstances was
improper and that, assuming the need in that craft, the eligible employee should have been called in on overtime.

Ac-·

r.

cordingly, the Union's request for overtime payment will be
)

sustained to the extent of the violation.
A final comment is here in order.

Opinion should be

construe~

Nothing in this

as requiring that supervisory.

judgments in these matters be anything more than reasonably
rendered under the facts available at the time.

Hindsight

may often provide a better perspective but will not necessarily require the conclusion that the assignment was wrong.
In each

c~se,

scrutinized.

the particular facts and.circumstances must be
But one must proceed on the premise that

crossing craft lines is prohibi te.d and that the contractual
exceptions are not to be invoked unless clearly met.

In this

easer the evidence relevant to this particular fact situation

.

. . .. -r
~

.# ...

'I_ . .
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~

'
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fails to sustain Management's responsibility of showing
"insufficient" work in the Letter Carrier unit.
AWARD

The grievance is granted. G. Robertson was improperly
denied overtime pay on the day in question and shall be
granted 6.35 hours' pay at overtime rates.

Richard I. Bloch, Umpire.

April 7, 1982

.

'

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
ROOM 9014
·
475 L'ENFANT PLAZA SW
WASHINGTON DC 20260-4100
TEL (202) 268·3816
FAX (202) 268·3074

SHERRY A. CAGNOU
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL
LABOR RELATIONS DEPARTMENT

December 4, 1991

.MEMORANDUM FOR REGIONAL DIRECTORS, BUMAN RESOURCES
REGIONAL MANAGERS, LABOR RELATIONS
FIELD DIRECTORS, HUMAN RESOURCES
SUBJECT:

Crossing Crafts While Withholding Positions
Pursuant to Article 12

Recently there have been several inquiries regarding
crossing crafts while withholding positions pursuant to
Article 12.
Article 7, Section 2, Employment and Work Assignments,
.
clarifies management's right to assign work to employees
when work is not available within the craft or within the
employee's job description and to assign employees from one
occupational group to another. However, withholding positions pursuant to Article 12.5.B.1 does not automatically
create a light ·or heavy workload in work assignments.or a
craft'; nor does it provide license to indiscriminat~ly cross
crafts merely to maximize efficient.. personnel usage. In ·
accordance with Article 7.2, it must be shown that there was
"insufficient work" on a given occasion or, alternatively,
that work was "exceptionally heavy" in one .occupational
group and light in another.
If you have any further questions at this point, please call
Mr. Vegliante of my staff at PEN (202)

36 VSC3'0

268~3811.

.1.,,

..' .
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In the Matter of the Arbitration Between:

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

H8S-5F-C 8027
Case No.(AB-W-0656)

AND
AMERICAN POSTAL WORKE~S
UNION, AFL-ClO -: ~ . :

Hearings Held October 23, 1981 and January

a;

1982

' Before Richard I. Bloch, Esq.

APPEARANC::ES:
For the Union
James.Adams
For the Postal-Service
Donald Freebairn

OPINION
Facts
Grievant G. Robertson, a member of the Special Delivery
Craft, here contests Management's failure to_ call him in for
overtime work on November 23, 1979.

Be was not scheduled for

work that day and, it.is undisputed, Management made no effort to call him in.

Instead, a part-time flexible City

Carrier was assigned to perform Special Delivery functions
for a total of 6.35 hours at straight time.l

l.The parties stipulate to the following facts:
1.

On November 23, 19 7 9, FTR Special Deli very Carrier Rober-~on

... ..
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The contention here is that Management violated the

Labor Agreement in two respects.
me~t

First, the Union says Manage-

improperly allowed a member of the Carrier Craft, (James

Groce), to cross over into the Special Delivery Craft.

This,

it claims, was a violation of Article VII of the Labor Agreement.

Additionally, _it is claimed that Management erred in

failing to of.fer t}?.e overtime work in the Special Delivery ·
Craft to the Grievant, who· was on

~he

overtime desired list

and was available for the work.

{continuation of Footnote il from p. 1)
':·\

./

was non-scheduled •
2. No attempt was made by management to call in the grievant
on his nonscheduled day.
3.

On November 23r 1979r PTF City Carrier Groce was·utilized·
for 6.35 hours on straight time delivering special delivery
mail.
4. G. Robertson was considered eligible for overtime during
the fourth quarter, 1979.
5. There were 46.6 hours of overtime utilized in the City
Carrier Craft in the General Mail Facility on November 23,
1979.

6. There were 7.16 hours of overtime utilized in the Special
Delivery Craft by Special Delivery Messengers only at the
GMF on November 23, 1979.

No nonscheduled letter carrier was brought in on his
off to perform overtime work in the Letter Carrier Craft
on November 23, 1979.
7.

day

. :-·
~

'

.

..
...
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Issue ·
Did Mana9em.ent' s actions constitute a violation of
either Articles VII or VIII of the National Agreement?
Union Position
The Union maintains that Management may cross Craft
lines only in accQrdance with certain provisions of the Labor
. Agreement.

However, there were no.provisions applicable to

the circumstances of this case, it is claimed.

Accordingly,

it-was improper to utilize the Carrier for Special Delivery
tasks.

As a result, Grievant was deprived of

an

overtime

assignment which, according to Article VIII of the Labor
Agreement, shoµld have been offered him.
Relevant Contract-Provisions
ARTICLE VII
EMPLOYEE CLASSIFICATIONS

Section 2.

Employment and work Assignments

A. Normally, work in different crafts, occupational
groups or levels will not be combined into one job.
However, to provide maximum full-time employment and
provide necessary flexibility, management may establish
full-time schedule assignments by including work within
dif°ferent crafts or occupational groups after the following sequential actions have been taken:
All available work within each separate craft by
tour has been combined.

1.

2. Work of different crafts in the same wage level by
tour has been combined.
The appropriate representatives of the affected Unions
will be informed in advance of the reasons .for estab-

..

~:.

... ·'

-

.
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lishing the combination full-time assignments within
different crafts in accordance with this Article.
In the event of insufficient work on any particular·
day or days in a full-time or part-time employee's own
scheduled assignment, management may assign the employee
to·any available work in the same wage level for which
the employee is qualified, consistent with the employee's
knowledge and experience, in order to maintain the number of work hours of the employee's basic work schedule.

B.

c.

During exceptionally heavy workload periods for one
occupational group, employees in an occupational group
experiencing a light worklqad period.may be assigned to
work in the same wage level, commensurate with their
capabilities, 'to the heavy workload area for· such time
as management determines necessary.
ARTICLE VIII
HOURS OF WORK
Section 5.

Overtime·Assignments

When needed, overtime work for regular full-time employees shall be scheduled among qualified employees
doing similar work in the work location where the em~
ployees regularly work in accordance with the following:

A. Two weeks prior to the start of each calendar quarter., full-time regular employees desiring to work overtime during that quarter shall place their names on an
"Overtime Desired'' list.
B. Lists will be established by craft, ·section, or tour
in accordance with Article XXX, Local Implementation.
Analysis
Special Delivery Carriers under.this Labor Agreement are
contractually distinct from City Letter Carriers.2

is

Section 2

2The distinction. among crafts
recognized, for example,
in Section 2 -- Employment and Work Assignments. Paragraph
A specifies that "Normally, work in different crafts, occupational groups or levels will not be coinpined into one job."

.....
.
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deals with, ;;unong .other things, limited circumstances wherein
the inherent proscriP.tion against crossing craft lines is
inapplicable_.3

Paragraph B states:

In ·the event o~ insuff icie~t work on any particular day
or days in a full-time or part~time employee's own
scheduled assignment, management may assign the employee
to any available work in the same wage level for which
the employee is qualified, consistent with the employee's knowledge and experience, in Qrder to maintain
the number of work hours of the employee's basic work
schedule.
Th'is mutually-agreed upon provision specifies that the
eventuality of "insufficient work" on a given occasion will
justify

th~

crossing of craft lines for the ·purpose of pro-

viding an employee an eight-hour work day.

Section C pre-.

sents a variation:
During exceptionally heavy workload periods for one

occupational group, employees in an occupational group
experiencing a light workload pe~iod may be assigned to
work in the same wage level, commensurate with their
capabilities, to the heavy workload area for such time
as management determines necessary.

This clause refers primarily to a situation where "exceptionally heavy work" occurs in another occupational work .
group, as opposed to the "insufficient work" discussed in
Paragraph B.

Section C provides that, when such heavy work-

load occurs, and when there is at the same time a light load

3other sections, inapplicable to this case, also provide
some flexibility in terms of crossing craft lines. See
Article XIII.

-----------------------···············-·····-··
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in another group, craft lines may be crossed.
·Taken together, these provisions support the inference
that Management's right to cross craft line~ is substantially
limited.

The exceptions ~o the requirement of observing the

boundaries arise in situations that are not only unusual but
also re.asonably unforeseeable.

There is no reason to find

, that the parties intended to give Management discretion to
schedule across craft lines merely to maximize efficient
personnel usage; this is not what the parties have bargained.
That.an assignment across craft lines might enable Management
to avoid overtime in another group for example, is not, by

)

itself, a contractually sound reason.

It must be shown either

that there was "insufficient work" for the classification or,
alternatively,.that work was nexceptionally heavy" in one
occupational group and light, as well, in another.
Inherent in these two provisions, as indicated above, is
the assumption that the qualifying conditions are reasonably
unforeseeable or somehow unavoidable.
retains the 7ight to schedule
given day.

ta~ks

To be sure, Management

to·suit.its needs on a

But the right to do this may

no~

fairly be ·equated

with the opportunity to, in essence, create "insufficient"
work through intentionally inadequate staffing. To so hold
would be to allow Management to effectively cross craft lines

.......

.

..· ,.
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at will merely by scheduling work so as to create· the
triggering provisions of Subsections B and·c.

This would be

an abuse of the reasonable intent of this language, which
.

.

exists- not to provide means by which the separation of crafts
may be routinely ignored but rather to provide the employer
with certain limited flexibility in the face ~f pressing circumstances.

There.is no evidence that the provisions .have

been applied in a contrary manner in Colorado Springs.
Thus interpreted, the question becomes purely one of
fact:

Did the circumstances here at issue justify Manage-

ment's invoking Section 2{B) or 2{C) in order to cross craft
lines on the day in question?
From

th~

ledgement, it

testimony and by Management's candid acknow-

is

apparent that section 2(C) is inapplicable

to this situation.

There was neither ·an "exceptionally heavy

workload" in the Special Delivery Craft nor a "light workload" in the Letter Carrier group.

The sole question, then,

is whether one may reasonably find there was "insufficient
work" for; letter carriers on the day in question so as to
warrant re-assigning employee Groce to the Special Delivery
Group •.
Under

~he

circumstances, there having been a crossing of

craft lines, it is appropriate that Management provide justification for the action.

Its contention is

~s

follows.

ll8S-5F-C 8C12.7
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Scheduling for the week in question was completed, as is ·the
normal case,·on Wednesday of the preceding
14).

'
we~k

(November

Included in the staffing calculations was the fact that

the Thanksgiving holiday would fall on Thursday, November 22.
The day in question was November 23, the next full work day.
All available routes were covered that day by
scheduled personnel.

~egularly

In addition, however, the supervisor

speculated that, the day after the holiday, there might be
sick calls, emergency annual leave or other absences.

Accor-

dingly, he scheduled two additional letter carriers.
The supervisor arrived at 6:45 a.rn. on the 23rd and

)

found, contrary to his expectations, that there had been no
sick calls in the Letter Carrier Craft and that, moreover,
the volume in Special Delivery was higher than normal.
The sup.ervi~or determined that ·bringing. in two scheduled
afternoon Special Delivery Messengers two hours early would
adequately compensate for the increased load.

Then, having

assigned one· of the two extra Letter Carriers to carrying·
bumps or assisting on other routes, he assigned the remaining
Carrier, Mr. Groce, to Special Delivery work.

As stipulated

by the parties, Mr. ·Groce worked 6.35 hours in that capacity.
For the reasons that follow, the finding is that this
assignment was improper..

\

)

Particular care should .be employed

·-

~·I•
~

.

1 . . .••

~...

HSS-:SF-C 8027
Case No.(AS-W-0656)
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·

n, for the finding is closely confined
{

,

,, ..

-

...... -._~
····{

Cl V

-------s of the day.

/) :;;:::,

~

n to doubt either that the original

extra personnel was unreasonable or
_.':::'... on:. ~he 23rd was foreseeable.

ierally have been expected.

Indeed,
The

problem

:visor's conclusion. that there was in- .

Groc.e in the Letter Carrier Craft.

In

the ove;all, the finding is that the supervisor's decision
was based not so much on the fact of "insufficient" work

i~

.

'

the Letter Carrier Craft as on his conclusion that the "extra"
Carrier could be generally utilized more effectively in the·
Special Delivery ranks.

This approach was not consistent

. with the contractual requisites.

To

be:~ur~,

all routes had

been covered in the Letter Carrier.group and there were two
additional employees available that day.

However, it is also

true that some forty-six hours of overtime were performed .in

the Letter Carrier group.

There is some dispute as to whethe+

this overtime arose later in the day as a result of difficulty in completing snow-covered routes.

It is also.apparent,

however, that the storm had occurred some days earlier and
that, in terms of foreseeability, one might have expected
that" help would be required.

Moreover, while Management ·

contends that assigning Groce to the Letter Carriers would

)

.: ... :."'

..-., . _...

H8S-5F-C 0027
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···~:Y

simply have been "make work," it would also appear that the
supervisor believed, early oQ, that calling in two Special
Delivery carriers two hours early for _the afternoon shift
would

adequ~tely

account for those needs.

Therefore, the as-

signment across craft lines to the Special Delivery Craft
could also have been seen., at that point, as "make work."
In retrospect,. one may conclude both that the assignment
across craft lines in these particular circumstances was
improper and that, assuming the need in that craft, the eligible employee should have been called in on overtime.

Ac-·

r.

cordingly, the Union's request for overtime payment will be
')

sustained to the extent of the violation.
A final' comment is here
Opinion should be

construe~

in

order.

Nothing in this

as requiring that supervisory.

judgments in these matters be anything more than reasonably
rendered under the facts available at the time.

Hindsight

may often provide a better perspective but will not necessarily require the conclusion that the assignment was wrong.
In each case, the particular facts and.circumstances must be
scrutini~ed.

But one must proceed on the premise that

crossing craft lines is prohibi te_d and that the contractual
exceptions are not to be invoked unless clearly met.

In this

case, the evidence relevant to this particular fact situation

)
/

H8S-5F-C. 8027
case No. (A8-w--o656)
Page 11
_(·

'·
fails to sustain Management's responsibility of showing
"insufficientn work in the Letter Carrier unit.
AWARD

The grievance is granted. G. Robertson was improperly
denied overtime pay on the day in question and shall be
granted 6.35 hours' pay at overtime rates.

Richard I. Bloch, Umpire.

April 7, 1982

.

'

)

....,•..

···.-

..

.'

National Postal Mail Handlers Union
Paul V. Hogrogian
Natio11al President
June Harris
Vice Presic/e11t
Ce11tral Regio11

John A. Gibson
Vice President
Eastern Region

David E. Wilkin
\lice President
Northeastern Region

Timothy M. Dwyer
National Secretary-Treasurer
Lawrence B. Sapp
!lice President
Soutbenr Region

Don J. Snecsby
Vice Preside11t
Western Region

June 2, 2017

To:

Re:

Local Presidents
Regional Directors/Representatives
National Executive Board
200 Man-Year Report

Dear Sisters and Brothers:
Attached is a copy of the 200 man-year report that we have received from the Postal Service for
the 2016 National Agreement. This report shows the man-years of each office. The number of
man-years is determined by the total number of paid hours accumulated by career employees in
an office. Normally, the number of man-years is calculated using career work hours during the
26 pay periods immediately preceding the term of the current National Agreement, which is then
divided by 2080 to obtain the number of man-years for each office; however, for purposes of the
2016 National Agreement only, the parties at the National level have agreed that the 200 manyear rep01t will be calculated using the 26 pay periods that covered the period from February 20,
2016 to February 17, 2017.
Once identified, the man years for each office will remain constant for the term of the National
Agreement. Please review the attached report for accuracy, and if you disagree with the
document, please contact the CAD immediately.

Teresa Harmon
Manager, Contract Administration
cc:

Paul Hogrogian, National President
Timothy M. Dwyer, National Secretary-Treasurer
NCAD

National Headquarters: 1101 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 500, Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 833-9095 FA,'( (202) 833-0008 ww\v.npmhu.org

BID CLUSTER MAN YEAR DESIGNATIONS - Based on Paid Hours from PP05 2016 (beginning February 20, 2016) through PP04 2017 (ending February 17, 2017)
Data Source: EDW I Accounting I Payroll/ Paid Hours (includes NALC, APWU, NPMHU »Career Only)
STATE Area

AREA NAME

PFC

PFC NAME

PD HOURS

MY HOURS

MY DESIGNATIOll

G

SOUTHERN

350

ALABAMA PFC

2,804,562.18

1,348.35

200

G

SOUTHERN

350

ALABAMA PFC

653,727.86

314.29

200

AL

G

SOUTHERN

350

ALABAMA PFC

959,612.44

461.35

200

AL

G

SOUTHERN

350

ALABAMA PFC

987,184.14

474.61

200

BCID

BC NAME

BC010780

BIRMINGHAM POST OFFICE (AL)

AL

BC014240

HUNTSVILLE POST OFFICE (AL)

AL

BC015602

MOBILE POST OFFICE (AL)

BC015630

MONTGOMERY POST OFFICE (AL)

BC018250

TUSCALOOSA POST OFFICE (AL)

AL

G

SOUTHERN

350

ALABAMA PFC

209,094.16

100.53

100

BC020312

ANCHORAGE POST OFFICE (AK)

AK

E

WESTERN

995

ALASKA PFC

1,215,084.63

584.18

200

BC031480

CHANDLER POST OFFICE (AZ)

AZ

E

WESTERN

852

ARIZONA PFC

258,324.18

124.19

100

BC033478

GLENDALE POST OFFICE (AZ)

AZ

E

WESTERN

852

ARIZONA PFC

414,524.27

199.29

125

BC035217

MESA POST OFFICE (AZ)

AZ

E

WESTERN

852

ARIZONA PFC

625,213.61

300.58

200

BC036364

PHOENIX POST OFFICE (AZ)

AZ

E

WESTERN

852

ARIZONA PFC

6,098,378.92

2,931.91

200

BC037659

SCOTTSDALE POST OFFICE (AZ)

AZ

E

WESTERN

852

ARIZONA PFC

609,516.51

293.04

200

BC038269

SUN CITY POST OFFICE (AZ)

AZ

E

WESTERN

852

ARIZONA PFC

355,896.98

171.10

125

BC038436

TEMPE POST OFFICE (AZ)

AZ

E

WESTERN

852

ARIZONA PFC

357,411.72

171.83

125

BC038880

TUCSON POST OFFICE (AZ)

AZ

E

WESTERN

852

ARIZONA PFC

1,867,375.91

897.78

200

BC043069

FAYETTE POST OFFICE (AR)

AR

G

SOUTHERN

720

ARKANSAS PFC

370,734.90

178.24

125

BC043231

FORT SMITH POST OFFICE (AR)

AR

G

SOUTHERN

720

ARKANSAS PFC

227,361.65

109.31

100

BC045130

LITTLE ROCK POST OFFICE (AR)

AR

G

SOUTHERN

720

ARKANSAS PFC

1,574,785.45

757.11

200

BC046408

NORTH LITTLE ROCK POST OFFICE (AR)

AR

G

SOUTHERN

720

ARKANSAS PFC

224,856.96

108.10

100

BC050072

ALAMEDA POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

211,918.37

101.88

100

BC050108

ALHAMBRA POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

926

SANTA ANA PFC

1,643,366.61

790.08

200

BC050222

ANAHEIM POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

PACIFIC

926

SANTA ANA PFC

1,544,341.93

742.47

200

BC050462

BAKERSFIELD POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

PACIFIC

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

1,008,086.50

484.66

200

BC050642

BERKELEY POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

PACIFIC

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

436,982.02

210.09

200

BC050666

BEVERLY HILLS POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

PACIFIC

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

253,737.46

121.99

100

BC051026

BURBANK POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

PACIFIC

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

393,925.68

189.39

125

BC051242

CANOGA PARK POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F
F
F
F
F
F

PACIFIC

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

297,237.11

142.90

125

BC051308

CARLSBAD POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

231,473.81

111.29

100

BC051554

CHULA VISTA POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

366,525.74

176.21

125

BC051566

CITRUS HEIGHTS POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

956

SACRAMENTO PFC

218,410.49

105.01

100

BC051740

COMPTON POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

216,401.84

104.04

100

BC051752

CONCORD POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

422,843.89

203.29

200

BC051818

COSTA MESA POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

926

SANTA ANA PFC

242,375.52

116.53

100

BC051990

DALY CITY POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

230,665.56

110.90

100

BC052250

DOWNEY POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

247,108.18

118.80

100

BC052382

EL CAJON POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

310,005.52

149.04

125

BC052526

ESCONDIDO POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

260,693.48

125.33

125

BC052562

EUREKA POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

228,512.69

109.86

100

BC052748

FONTANA POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

213,228.59

102.51

100

BC052864

FREMONT POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

496,196.49

238.56

200

BC052886

FRESNO POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

956

SACRAMENTO PFC

1,361,374.98

654.51

200

BC052904

FULLERTON POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

926

SANTA ANA PFC

270,955.05

130.27

125

BC052928

GARDENA POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

208,960.65

100.46

100

BC052934

GARDEN GROVE POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

PACIFIC

926

SANTA ANA PFC

294,375.17

141.53

125

BC053012

GLENDALE POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F
F

PACIFIC

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

544,929.59

261.99

200

BC053336

HAYWARD POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

555,017.94

266.84

200

BC053594

HUNTINGTON BEACH POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

PACIFIC

926

SANTA ANA PFC

542,164.53

260.66

200

BC053684

INGLEWOOD POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

PACIFIC

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

227,618.48

109.43

100

BC053710

IRVINE POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F
F
F

PACIFIC

926

SANTA ANA PFC

547,075.02

263.02

200

BC054050

LAGUNA BEACH POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

926

SANTAANA PFC

469,302.25

225.63

200

BC054158

LA MESA POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

291,480.97

140.14

125

BC054182

LANCASTER POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

242,122.58

116.41

100

BC054190

LA PUENTE POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

926

SANTAANA PFC

415,406.97

199.71

125

LIVERMORE POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

PACIFIC

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

233,252.01

112.14

100

BC054482

LONG BEACH PO

CA

PACIFIC

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

1,246,528.64

599.29

200

BC054521

LA INTL SVC CTR (CA)

CA

PACIFIC

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

1,055, 169.87

507.29

200

BC054529

LOS ANGELES BMC (CA)

CA

PACIFIC

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

1,438,354.39

691.52

200

BC054530

LOS ANGELES POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

PACIFIC

BC054380

PACIFIC

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

10, 105,099.80

4,858.22

200

105.74

100

BC054716

MANHATTAN BEACH POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

BC054866

MENLO PARK POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

BC055034

MODESTO POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

BC055157

MORENO VALLEY DOC POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

PACIFIC

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

219,939.08

PACIFIC

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

231,528.24

111.31

100

PACIFIC

956

SACRAMENTO PFC

405,843.90

195.12

125

PACIFIC

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

512,885.40

246.58

200

BC055208

MOUNTAIN VIEW POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

212,280.09

102.06

100

BC055286

NAPA POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

266,795.30

128.27

125

BC055376

NEWPORT BEACH POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

926

SANTA ANA PFC

358,635.07

172.42

125

BC055439

NORTH BAY POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F.

PACIFIC

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

356,790.14

171.53

125

BC055448

NORTH HOLLYWOOD POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

526,561.93

253.15

200

BC055478

NOVATO POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

215,716.14

103.71

100

BC055508

OAKLAND POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

3,718,212.38

1,787.60

200

PACIFIC

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

322,126.01

154.87

125

BC055562

OCEANSIDE POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

BC055652

ONTARIO POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F
F

PACIFIC

926

SANTA ANA PFC

227,151.15

109.21

100

BC055664

ORANGE POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

926

SANTAANA PFC

327,526.71

157.46

125

BC055730

OXNARD POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

313,704.47

150.82

125

BC055802

PALO ALTO POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

413,832.55

198.96

125

BC055820

PALOS VERDES PENINS POST OFFIC (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

213,682.92

102.73

100

BC055862

PASADENA PO

CA

PACIFIC

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

653,218.24

314.05

200

BC056138

PLEASANTON POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F
F

PACIFIC

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

224,303.02

107.84

100

BC056168

POMONA POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

926

SANTA ANA PFC

305,386.27

146.82

125

926

BC056316

RANCHO CUCAMONGA POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

SANTA ANA PFC

252,538.45

121.41

100

BC056354

REDDING POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F
F

PACIFIC
PACIFIC

956

SACRAMENTO PFC

288,930.57

138.91

125

BC056372

REDONDO BEACH POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

290,686.34

139.75

125

BC056378

REDWOOD CITY POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

327,640.12

157.52

125

BC056462

RICHMOND POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

399,867.88

192.24

125

BC056552

RIVERSIDE POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

624,526.77

300.25

200

BC056678

SACRAMENTO POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

956

SACRAMENTO PFC

4,662,549.31

2,241.61

200

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

213,752.06

102.77

100

1,664,069.61

800.03

200

BC056702

SALINAS POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

BC056744

SAN BERNARDINO POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

PACIFIC

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

BC056750

SAN BRUNO POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

PACIFIC

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

280,843.62

135.02

125

BC056768

SAN DIEGO POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

PACIFIC

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

5,303,161.74

2,549.60

200

BC056780

SAN FERNANDO POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

BC056785

SAN FRANCISCO BMC (CA)

CA

BC056786

SAN FRANCISCO POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

BC056834

SAN JOSE POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

BC056846

SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO POST OFFIC (CA)

CA

BC056852

SAN LEANDRO POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

BC056894

SAN MATEO POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

BC056918

SAN RAFAEL (CA)

CA

BC056924

SAN RAMON POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

BC056936

SANTA ANA POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

926

SANTA ANA PFC

2,821,431.89

1,356.46

200

BC056942

SANTA BARBARA POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

1,016,921.58

488.90

200

BC056948

SANTA CLARA POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

311,064.36

149.55

125

BC056950

SANTA CLARITA POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

PACIFIC

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

398,734.72

191.70

125

BC056954

SANTA CRUZ POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F
F

PACIFIC

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

254,136.46

122.18

100

BC056972

SANTA MARIA POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

209,438.65

100.69

100

PACIFIC

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

438,604.74

210.87

200

PACIFIC

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

912,642.89

438.77

200

PACIFIC

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

6,565,578.13

3, 156.53

200

PACIFIC

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

3,555,678.16

1,709.46

200

PACIFIC

926

SANTA ANA PFC

320,569.87

154. 12

125

PACIFIC

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

358,699.97

172.45

125

PACIFIC

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

434,354.54

208.82

200

PACIFIC

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

345,441.29

166.08

125

PACIFIC

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

270,301.12

129.95

125

BC056978

SANTA MONICA POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

343,836.10

165.31

125

BC056996

SANTA ROSA (CA)

CA

PACIFIC

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

531,615.98

255.58

200

BC057524

STOCKTON POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F
F

PACIFIC

956

SACRAMENTO PFC

607,320.33

291.98

200

BC057620

SUNNYVALE POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

381,169.55

183.25

125

BC057812

THOUSAND OAKS POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

367,603.29

176.73

125

BC057872

TORRANCE POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

538,484.42

258.89

200

BC058064

VALLEJO POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

255,290.03

122.74

100

VAN NUYS POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F
F

PACIFIC

BC058100

PACIFIC

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

3,178,251.37

1,528.01

200

BC058106

VENICE POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

216,014.88

103.85

100

BC058118

VENTURA POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

245,962.12

118.25

100

BC058238

WALNUT CREEK POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

326,855.98

157.14

125

BC058364

WESTMINSTER POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

926

SANTAANA PFC

210,479.15

101.19

100

BC058454

WHITTIER POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

926

SANTA ANA PFC

329,898.36

158.60

125

BC058592

WOODLAND HILLS POST OFFICE (CA)

CA

F

PACIFIC

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

280,802.26

135.00

125

BC070414

ARVADA POST OFFICE (CO)

E

WESTERN

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PFC

280,713.43

134.96

125

BC070495

AURORA POST OFFICE (CO)

E

WESTERN

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PFC

654,682.12

314.75

200

BC070882

BOULDER POST OFFICE (CO)

E

WESTERN

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PFC

360,709.49

173.42

125

BC071818

COLORADO SPRINGS POST OFFICE (CO)

E

WESTERN

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PFC

1,450,257.32

697.24

200

BC075580

LITTLETON POST OFFICE (CO)

BC077452

PUEBLO POST OFFICE (CO)

co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co

BC080578

BRIDGEPORT POST OFFICE (CT)

CT

BC081666

DANBURY POST OFFICE (CT)

CT

B

NORTHEAST 60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY PFC

287,896.41

138.41

125

BC083366

HARTFORD POST OFFICE (CT)

CT

B

NORTHEAST 60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY PFC

2,902,364.13

1,395.37

200

BC084352

MILFORD POST OFFICE (CT)

CT

B

NORTHEAST 60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY PFC

236,899.17

113.89

100

BC084624

NEW BRITAIN POST OFFICE (CT)

CT

B

NORTHEAST 60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY PFC

224,934.07

108.14

100

BC084726

NEW HAVEN POST OFFICE (CT)

CT

B

NORTHEAST 60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY PFC

1,354,984.24

651.43

200

BC085406

NORWALK POST OFFICE (CT)

CT

B

NORTHEAST 60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY PFC

277,265.95

133.30

125

BC087718

STAMFORD POST OFFICE (CT)

CT

B

NORTHEAST 60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY PFC

955,119.49

459.19

200

NORTHEAST 60

200

BC072357

DENVER BULK MAIL CTR (CO)

BC072358

DENVER POST OFFICE (CO)

BC072880

ENGLEWOOD POST OFFICE (CO)

BC073168

FORT COLLINS POST OFFICE (CO)

BC073834

GRAND JUNCTION POST OFFICE (CO)

E

WESTERN

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PFC

953,158.47

458.25

200

E

WESTERN

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PFC

6,469,814.32

3,110.49

200

E

WESTERN

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PFC

359,778.62

172.97

125

E

WESTERN

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PFC

283,158.49

136.13

125

E

WESTERN

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PFC

362,390.31

174.23

125

E

WESTERN

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PFC

666,158.14

320.27

200

E

WESTERN

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PFC

287,582.47

138.26

125

B

NORTHEAST 60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY PFC

503,796.74

242.21

200

BC088704

WATERBURY POST OFFICE (CT)

CT

B

CONNECTICUT VALLEY PFC

449,341.47

216.03

BC095170

NEWARK POST OFFICE (DE)

DE

C

EASTERN

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

280,386.77

134.80

125

BC096820

WILMINGTON POST OFFICE (DE)

DE

C

EASTERN

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

1,736,600.93

834.90

200

CAPITAL PFC

3,812,032.32

1,832.71

200

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

641,220.41

308.28

200

SOUTHERN

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

277,253.53

133.29

125

SOUTHERN

335

SUNCOAST PFC

301,684.19

145.04

125
200

BC105000

WASHINGTON POST OFFICE (DC)

DC

K

APITAL METR 200

BC110855

BOCA RATON POST OFFICE (FL)

FL

G

SOUTHERN

BC110960

BOYNTON BEACH POST OFFICE (FL)

FL

G

BC110975

BRADENTON POST OFFICE (FL)

FL

G

BC111665

CLEARWATER POST OFFICE (FL}

FL

G

SOUTHERN

335

SUNCOAST PFC

421,690.56

202.74

BC112100

DAYTONA BEACH POST OFFICE (FL}

FL

G

SOUTHERN

335

SUNCOAST PFC

261,836.86

125.88

125

BC112205

DELRAY BEACH POST OFFICE (FL)

FL

G

SOUTHERN

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

270,540.30

130.07

125

BC113030

FORT LAUDERDALE POST OFFICE (FL)

FL

G

SOUTHERN

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

2,098,497.49

1,008.89

200

BC113075

FORT MYERS POST OFFICE (FL)

FL

G

SOUTHERN

335

SUNCOAST PFC

1,389,378.46

667.97

200

BC113105

FORT PIERCE POST OFFICE (FL)

FL

G

SOUTHERN

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

212,471.98

102.15

100

BC113108

PORT SAINT LUCIE POST OFFICE (FL)

FL

G

SOUTHERN

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

287,792.86

138.36

125

BC113225

GAINESVILLE POST OFFICE (FL)

FL

G

SOUTHERN

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

587,153.06

282.29

200

BC113825

HIALEAH POST OFFICE (FL)

FL

G

SOUTHERN

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

570,860.90

274.45

200

BC113990

HOLLYWOOD POST OFFICE (FL)

FL

G

SOUTHERN

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

926,629.12

445.49

200

BC114380

JACKSONVILLE POST OFFICE (FL)

FL

G

SOUTHERN

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

3,091,211.12

1,486.16

200

BC114381

JACKSONVILLE BULK MAIL CTR (FL)

FL

G

SOUTHERN

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

1,542,598.28

741.63

200

BC114500

JUPITER POST OFFICE (FL)

FL

G

SOUTHERN

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

250,040.54

120.21

100

BC114920

LAKELAND POST OFFICE (FL)

FL

G

SOUTHERN

335

SUNCOAST PFC

309,719.97

148.90

125

BC115025

LAKE WORTH POST OFFICE (FL)

FL

G

SOUTHERN

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

289,604.88

139.23

125

BC115085

LARGO POST OFFICE (FL)

FL

G

SOUTHERN

335

SUNCOAST PFC

316,676.67

152.25

125

BC115605

MANASOTA P&DC (FL)

FL

G

SOUTHERN

335

SUNCOAST PFC

681,562.76

327.67

200

BC115790

MELBOURNE POST OFFICE (FL)

FL

G

SOUTHERN

335

SUNCOAST PFC

445,659.07

214.26

200

BC115856

MIAMI BEACH (FL) POST OFFICE (FL)

FL

G

SOUTHERN

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

327,924.61

157.66

125

BC115908

MIAMI POST OFFICE (FL)

FL

G

SOUTHERN

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

6,453,894.08

3,102.83

200

BC115945

MID FLORIDA PROC/DIST CTR (FL)

FL

G

SOUTHERN

335

SUNCOAST PFC

434,699.30

208.99

200

BC116270

NAPLES POST OFFICE (FL}

FL

G

SOUTHERN

335

SUNCOAST PFC

426,167.34

204.89

200

BC116812

SOUTH FLORIDA L&DC POST OFFICE (FL)

FL

G

SOUTHERN

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

1,542,488. 72

741.58

200

BC116920

ORLANDO L&DC (FL)

FL

G

SOUTHERN

335

SUNCOAST PFC

1,037,488.96

498.79

200

BC116938

ORLANDO POST OFFICE (FL)

FL

G

SOUTHERN

335

SUNCOAST PFC

2, 737,430.93

1,316.07

200

BC117260

PANAMA CITY POST OFFICE (FL)

FL

G

SOUTHERN

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

246,145.22

118.34

100

BC117410

PENSACOLA POST OFFICE (FL)

FL

G

SOUTHERN

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

882,719.32

424.38

200

BC117635

POMPANO BEACH POST OFFICE (FL}

FL

G

SOUTHERN

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

834,778.03

401.34

200

BC118250

SAINT PETERSBURG POST OFFICE (FL)

FL

G

SOUTHERN

335

SUNCOAST PFC

1,068,565.18

513.73

200

BC118430

SARASOTA POST OFFICE (FL)

FL

G

SOUTHERN

335

SUNCOAST PFC

574,103.56

276.01

200

BC118895

TALLAHASSEE POST OFFICE (FL)

FL

G

SOUTHERN

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

854,077.95

410.61

200

BC118925

TAMPA POST OFFICE (FL)

FL

G

SOUTHERN

335

SUNCOAST PFC

4,294,928.76

2,064.87

200

BC119453

WEST PALM BEACH POST OFFICE (FL)

FL

G

SOUTHERN

330

BC120418

ATHENS POST OFFICE (GA)

GA

K

APITAL METR 300

ATLANTA PFC

235,753.56

113.34

100

BC120439

ATLANTA BULK MAIL CTR (GA)

GA

K

APITAL METR 300

ATLANTA PFC

913,187.50

439.03

200

BC120440

ATLANTA POST OFFICE (GA)

GA

K

APITAL METR 300

ATLANTA PFC

5,732,595.91

2,756.06

200

BC120473

AUGUSTA POST OFFICE (GA)

GA

G

SOUTHERN

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

544, 117.12

261.59

200

BC121991

COLUMBUS {GA) POST OFFICE (GA)

GA

G

SOUTHERN

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

411,833.22

198.00

125

BC122442

DECATUR POST OFFICE {GA)

GA

K

APITAL METR 300

ATLANTA PFC

314,848.79

151.37

125

BC123569

NORTH METRO PROC/DIST CTR (GA)

GA

K

APITAL METR 300

ATLANTA PFC

1,892,652.29

909.93

200

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

2,276,357.53

1,094.40

200

BC125489

MACON POST OFFICE (GA)

GA

G

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

795,243.37

382.33

200

BC125588

MARIETTA POST OFFICE (GA)

GA

K

APITAL METR 300

ATLANTA PFC

651,183.04

313.07

200

BC126391

NORCROSS POST OFFICE (GA)

GA

K

APITAL METR 300

ATLANTA PFC

271,691.74

130.62

125

BC127601

ROSWELL POST OFFICE {GA)

GA

K

APITAL METR 300

ATLANTA PFC

221,137.87

106.32

100

BC127810

SAVANNAH POST OFFICE (GA)

GA

G

SOUTHERN

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

511,237.94

245.79

200

BC142400

HONOLULU POST OFFICE (HI)

HI

F

PACIFIC

967

HONOLULU PFC

2,101,951.85

1,010.55

200

BC150925

BOISE POST OFFICE {ID)

ID

E

WESTERN

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

971,676.87

467.15

200

BC160049

CHICAGO INTL SVC CTR (IL)

IL

J

3REAT

LAKE~

606

CHICAGO PFC

2,273,052.34

1,092.81

200

BC160282

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS POST OFFICE {IL)

IL

J

3REAT

LAKE~

530

LAKELAND PFC

408,459.20

196.37

125

BC160414

AURORA POST OFFICE (IL)

IL

J

3REAT

LAKE~

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

350,644.94

168.58

125

BC160504

BARTLETT POST OFFICE (IL)

IL

J

3REAT

LAKE~

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

210,448.87

101.18

100

BC160618

BELLEVILLE POST OFFICE (IL)

IL

J

3REAT

LAKE~

630

GATEWAY PFC

288,873.73

138.88

125

BC160792

BLOOMINGTON POST OFFICE (IL)

IL

J

3REAT LAKE~ 604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

226,481.77

108.89

100

BC161128

BUSSE ROAD SURFACE HUB (IL)

IL

J

3REAT

LAKE~

606

CHICAGO PFC

874,417.80

420.39

200

BC161274

CAROL STREAM POST OFFICE (IL)

IL

J

3REAT

LAKE~

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

2,080,241.10

1,000.12

200

BC161428

CHAMPAIGN POST OFFICE (IL)

IL

J

3REAT

LAKE~

630

GATEWAY PFC

711, 100.18

341.88

200

BC161541

CHICAGO BULK MAIL CTR (IL)

IL

J

3REAT LAKE~ 604

BC161542

CHICAGO POST OFFICE (IL)

IL

J

3REAT

BC161544

SOUTH SUBURBAN POST OFFICE (IL)

IL

J

3REAT LAKE~ 604

BC162004

DECATUR POST OFFICE (IL)

IL

J

3REAT

BC162094

DES PLAINES POST OFFICE (IL)

IL

BC162208

DOWNERS GROVE POST OFFICE (IL)

BC162442

SOUTHERN

320

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

1,427 ,545. 76

686.32

200

CHICAGO PFC

9,135,568.96

4,392.10

200

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

1,638,961.94

787.96

200

630

GATEWAY PFC

218,335.20

104.97

100

J

3REAT LAKE~ 530

LAKELAND PFC

275,749.30

132.57

125

IL

J

3REAT

LAKE~

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

273,560.35

131.52

125

ELGIN POST OFFICE (IL)

IL

J

3REAT

LAKE~

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

217,385.03

104.51

100

BC162622

EVANSTON POST OFFICE (IL)

IL

J

3REAT

LAKE~

530

LAKELAND PFC

283,920.78

136.50

125

BC162865

FOX VALLEY PROC/DIST CTR (IL)

IL

J

3REAT LAKE~ 604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

797,162.75

383.25

200

BC163138

GLENVIEW POST OFFICE (IL)

IL

J

3REAT

LAKE~

530

LAKELAND PFC

290,181.72

139.51

125

BC163654

HINSDALE POST OFFICE (IL)

IL

J

3REAT

LAKE~

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

289,740.16

139.30

125

BC163966

JOLIET POST OFFICE (IL)

IL

J

3REAT

LAKE~

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

277,920.10

133.62

125

LAKE~

LAKE~

606

LAKE~

BC165484

NAPERVILLE POST OFFICE (IL)

IL

J

3REAT

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

317,061.31

152.43

125

BC165778

OAKLAWN POST OFFICE (IL)

IL

J

3REAT LAKE~ 604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

377,910.66

181 .69

125

BC165790

OAK PARK POST OFFICE (IL)

IL

J

3REAT

LAKE~

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

268,301.92

128.99

125

BC166024

PALATINE POST OFFICE (IL)

IL

J

3REAT

LAKE~

530

LAKELAND PFC

209,717.38

100.83

100

BC166027

PALATINE PROC/DIST CTR (IL)

IL

J

3REAT LAKE~ 530

LAKELAND PFC

1,801,628.45

866.17

200

BC166180

PEORIA POST OFFICE (IL)

IL

J

3REAT LAKE~ 604

BC166774

ROCKFORD POST OFFICE (IL)

IL

J

3REAT

BC166786

ROCK ISLAND POST OFFICE (IL)

IL

E

BC167065

SCHAUMBURG POST OFFICE (IL)

IL

J

3REAT

BC167416

SPRINGFIELD (IL) POST OFFICE (IL)

IL

J

BC170660

BLOOMINGTON {IN) POST OFFICE (IN)

IN

J

BC172651

EVANSVILLE POST OFFICE (IN)

IN

C

BC172915

FORT WAYNE POST OFFICE (IN)

IN

J

3REAT

BC173168

GARY POST OFFICE (IN)

IN

J

3REAT

BC173586

HAMMOND POST OFFICE(IN)

IN

BC174037

INDIANAPOLIS POST OFFICE (IN)

BC174477

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

795,789.35

382.59

200

530

LAKELAND PFC

638,430.60

306.94

200

500

HAWKEYE PFC

388,588.38

186.82

125

LAKE~

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

453,131.25

217.85

200

3REAT

LAKE~

630

GATEWAY PFC

806,811.83

387.89

200

3REAT

LAKE~

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

270,200.69

129.90

125

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

852,005.29

409.62

200

LAKE~

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

979,743.93

471.03

200

LAKE~

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

627,596.20

301.73

200

J

3REAT LAKE~ 460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

305,837.90

147.04

125

IN

J

3REAT

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

5,051,980.45

2,428.84

200

LAFAYETTE (IN) POST OFFICE (IN)

IN

J

3REAT LAKE~ 460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

319,339.04

153.53

125

BC175907

MUNCIE POST OFFICE (IN)

IN

J

3REAT LAKE~ 460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

285, 161.55

137.10

125

BC178195

SOUTH BEND ASSOCIATE OFFICE (IN)

IN

J

3REAT

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

560,528.33

269.48

200

BC181503

CEDAR RAPIDS POST OFFICE (IA)

IA

E

WESTERN

500

HAWKEYE PFC

761,033.84

365.88

200

LAKE~

WESTERN

EASTERN

LAKE~

LAKE~

BC182232

DAVENPORT POST OFFICE (IA)

IA

E

WESTERN

500

HAWKEYE PFC

248,837.72

119.63

100

BC182412

DES MOINES (IA) POST OFFICE (IA)

IA

E

WESTERN

500

HAWKEYE PFC

2,235,151.85

1,074.59

200

BC182413

DES MOINES BULK MAIL CTR (IA)

IA

E

WESTERN

500

HAWKEYE PFC

1, 127,362.63

542.00

200

BC188325

SIOUX CITY POST OFFICE (IA)

IA

E

WESTERN

500

HAWKEYE PFC

244,963.24

117.77

100

BC189351

WATERLOO POST OFFICE (IA)

IA

E

WESTERN

500

HAWKEYE PFC

420,964.67

202.39

200

BC194653

KCKS PO(KS)

KS

E

WESTERN

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

290,083.03

139.46

125

BC194654

KCKS BMC (KS)

KS

E

WESTERN

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

929,646.81

446.95

200

BC198355

SHAWNEE MISSION POST OFFICE (KS)

KS

E

WESTERN

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

829,547.43

398.82

200

BC198932

TOPEKA POST OFFICE (KS)

KS

E

WESTERN

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

396,252.23

190.51

125

BC199713

WICHITA POST OFFICE (KS)

KS

E

WESTERN

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

1,976,041.43

950.02

200

BC201764

COVINGTON POST OFFICE (KY)

KY

C

EASTERN

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

279,214.79

134.24

125

BC204600

LEXINGTON POST OFFICE (KY)

KY

C

EASTERN

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

1, 188,283.33

571.29

200

BC204788

LOUISVILLE POST OFFICE (KY)

KY

C

EASTERN

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

3,026,770.70

1,455.18

200

BC210624

BATON ROUGE POST OFFICE (LA)

LA

G

SOUTHERN

700

LOUISIANA PFC

1,464,648.62

704.16

200

BC214979

LAFAYETTE POST OFFICE (LA)

LA

G

SOUTHERN

700

LOUISIANA PFC

559,020.31

268.76

200

BC215057

LAKE CHARLES POST OFFICE (LA)

LA

G

SOUTHERN

700

LOUISIANA PFC

237,629.26

114.24

100

BC216051

METAIRIE POST OFFICE (LA)

LA

G

SOUTHERN

700

LOUISIANA PFC

425,354.57

204.50

200

BC216565

NEW ORLEANS POST OFFICE (LA)

LA

G

SOUTHERN

700

LOUISIANA PFC

2,220,736.69

1,067.66

200

BC217956

SHREVEPORT POST OFFICE (LA)

LA

G

SOUTHERN

700

LOUISIANA PFC

1,272,333.45

611. 70

200

BC220345

BANGOR ASSOCIATE OFFICE (ME)

ME

B

NORTHEAST 40 NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND PFC

385,237.99

185.21

125

BC226900

PORTLAND (ME) POST OFFICE (ME)

ME

B

NORTHEAST 40 NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND PFC 1,434,599.35

689.71

200

BC230216

ANNAPOLIS POST OFFICE (MD)

MD

K

APITAL METR 210

BALTIMORE PFC

264,395.29

127.11

125

BC230378

BALTIMORE POST OFFICE (MD)

MD

K

APITAL METR 210

BALTl MORE PFC

5,228, 172.13

2,513.54

200

BC230387

LINTHICUM INCOM MAIL FAC (MD)

MD

K

APITAL METR 210

BALTIMORE PFC

892,877.23

429.27

200

BC230675

BETHESDA POST OFFICE (MD)

MD

K

APITAL METR 200

CAPITAL PFC

500,627.01

240.69

200

BC232090

COLUMBIA (MD) POST OFFICE (MD)

MD

K

APITAL METR 210

BALTIMORE PFC

326,625.18

157.03

125

BC232826

EASTON POST OFFICE (MD)

MD

K

APITAL METR 210

BALTIMORE PFC

239,450.74

115.12

100

BC233528

GAITHERSBURG POST OFFICE (MD)

MD

K

APITAL METR 200

CAPITAL PFC

339,609.87

163.27

125

BC234554

HYATTSVILLE POST OFFICE (MD)

MD

K

APITAL METR 200

CAPITAL PFC

435,484.83

209.37

200

BC235130

LAUREL POST OFFICE (MD)

MD

K

APITAL METR 200

CAPITAL PFC

209,183.55

100.57

100

BC237481

SOUTHERN MARYLAND PRC/DIST CTR (MD)

MD

K

APITAL METR 200

CAPITAL PFC

2, 156,389. 71

1,036.73

200

BC237884

ROCKVILLE POST OFFICE (MD)

MD

K

APITAL METR 200

CAPITAL PFC

662,048.73

318.29

200

BC238478

SILVER SPRING POST OFFICE (MD)

MD

K

APITAL METR 200

CAPITAL PFC

860,908.72

413.90

200

BC238751

SUBURBAN MD PROC/DIST CTR (MD)

MD

K

APITAL METR 200

CAPITAL PFC

978,643.65

470.50

200

BC240102

CAMBRIDGE POST OFFICE (MA)

MA

B

NORTHEAST 20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

433,527.69

208.43

200

BC240799

BOSTON POST OFFICE (MA)

MA

B

NORTHEAST 20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

8,861,501.72

4,260.34

200

BC240952

BROCKTON POST OFFICE (MA)

MA

B

NORTHEAST 20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

1,000,205.34

480.87

200

BC242550

FALL RIVER POST OFFICE (MA)

MA

B

NORTHEAST 60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY PFC

363,032.34

174.53

125

BC242788

FRAMINGHAM POST OFFICE (MA)

MA

B

NORTHEAST 20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

397,458.64

191.09

125

BC243927

LAWRENCE POST OFFICE (MA)

MA

B

NORTHEAST 20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

267,602.49

128.66

125

BC244199

LYNN POST OFFICE (MA)

MA

B

NORTHEAST 20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

340,333.05

163.62

125

BC244593

MASSACHUSETTS DISTRICT (MA)

MA

B

NORTHEAST 20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

1, 105,881.30

531.67

200

BC245032

NEW BEDFORD POST OFFICE (MA)

MA

B

NORTHEAST 60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY PFC

312,420.70

150.20

125

BC247820

SPRINGFIELD POST OFFICE (MA)

MA

B

NORTHEAST 60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY PFC

3,347,650.13

1,609.45

200

BC249588

WOBURN POST OFFICE (MA)

MA

B

NORTHEAST 20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

440,849.00

211.95

200

BC249622

WORCESTER POST OFFICE (MA)

MA

B

NORTHEAST 20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

1,608,268.61

773.21

200

BC250280

ANN ARBOR POST OFFICE (Ml)

Ml

J

3REAT LAKE~ 481

DETROIT PFC

502,684.61

241.68

200

BC252400

DEARBORN POST OFFICE (Ml)

Ml

J

3REAT

LAKE~

481

DETROIT PFC

382,649.57

183.97

125

BC252490

DETROIT POST OFFICE (Ml)

Ml

J

3REAT

LAKE~

481

DETROIT PFC

4,974,049.14

2,391.37

200

BC252491

DETROIT BULK MAIL CTR (Ml)

Ml

J

3REAT

LAKE~

481

DETROIT PFC

1;101,283.56

529.46

200

BC253150

FARMINGTON POST OFFICE (Ml)

Ml

J

3REAT

LAKE~

481

DETROIT PFC

316,488.67

152.16

125

BC253290

FLINT POST OFFICE (Ml)

Ml

J

3REAT

LAKE~

481

DETROIT PFC

670,267.78

322.24

200

BC253920

GRAND RAPIDS POST OFFICE (Ml)

Ml

J

3REAT

LAKE~

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

2,504,816.27

1,204.24

BC254800

JACKSON POST OFFICE (Ml)

Ml

J

3REAT

LAKE~

481

DETROIT PFC

258,370.99

124.22

100

BC254910

KALAMAZOO POST OFFICE (Ml}

Ml

J

3REAT

LAKE~

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

469,871.72

225.90

200

BC255270

LANSING POST OFFICE (Ml)

Ml

J

3REAT

LAKE~

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

750,042.55

360.60

200

BC255485

LIVONIA POST OFFICE {Ml)

Ml

J

3REAT

LAKE~

481

DETROIT PFC

368,302.09

177.07

125

BC256410

MOUNT CLEMENS POST OFFICE (Ml)

Ml

J

3REAT

LAKE~

481

DETROIT PFC

488,167.60

234.70

200

BC256530

MUSKEGON POST OFFICE (Ml)

Ml

J

3REAT

LAKE~

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

243,657.72

117.14

100

BC257640

PONTIAC POST OFFICE (Ml)

Ml

J

3REAT LAKE~ 481

DETROIT PFC

409,760.66

197.00

125

BC258070

ROCHESTER POST OFFICE (Ml)

Ml

J

3REAT

LAKE~

481

DETROIT PFC

268,695.01

129.18

125

BC258230

ROYAL OAK POST OFFICE (Ml)

Ml

J

3REAT

LAKE~

481

DETROIT PFC

3,531,371.43

1,697.77

200

BC258270

SAGINAW POST OFFICE (Ml)

Ml

J

3REAT LAKE~ 493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

431,021.56

207.22

200

BC258805

SOUTHFIELD POST OFFICE (Ml)

Ml

J

3REAT LAKEE 481

DETROIT PFC

384,983.84

185.09

125

BC258980

ST CLAIR SHORES POST OFFICE (Ml)

Ml

J

3REAT

481

DETROIT PFC

219,845.21

105.69

100

BC259165

TAYLOR POST OFFICE (Ml)

Ml

J

3REAT LAKEE 481

DETROIT PFC

217,245.50

104.44

100

BC259320

TRAVERSE CITY POST OFFICE (Ml)

Ml

J

3REAT

LAKE~

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

315,708.16

151.78

125

BC259380

TROY POST OFFICE (Ml)

Ml

J

3REAT

LAKE~

481

DETROIT PFC

320,219.78

153.95

125

BC259510

UTICA POST OFFICE (Ml)

Ml

J

3REAT LAKE~ 481

DETROIT PFC

503,259.55

241.95

200

BC259735

WARREN POST OFFICE (Ml)

Ml

J

3REAT LAKE~ 481

DETROIT PFC

457,762.05

220.08

200

BC259790

WAYNE POST OFFICE (Ml)

Ml

J

3REAT

481

DETROIT PFC

389,425.67

187.22

125

BC262590

DULUTH POST OFFICE (MN)

MN

E

WESTERN

553

NORTHLAND PFC

488,486.59

234.85

200

BC264590

HOPKINS POST OFFICE (MN)

MN

E

WESTERN

553

NORTHLAND PFC

356,664.62

171.47

125

BC266000

MANKATO POST OFFICE (MN)

MN

E

WESTERN

553

NORTHLAND PFC

210,776.95

101.34

100

BC266360

MINNEAPOLIS POST OFFICE (MN)

MN

E

WESTERN

553

NORTHLAND PFC

4,995,642.09

2,401.75

200

BC266361

MINNEAPOLIS STP BULK MAIL CTR (MN)

MN

E

WESTERN

553

NORTHLAND PFC

967,247.12

465.02

200

BC267960

ROCHESTER POST OFFICE (MN)

MN

E

WESTERN

553

NORTHLAND PFC

259,431.78

124.73

100

BC268280

SAINT CLOUD POST OFFICE (MN)

MN

E

WESTERN

553

NORTHLAND PFC

323,880.35

155.71

125

BC268360

ST PAUL POST OFFICE (MN)

MN

E

WESTERN

553

NORTHLAND PFC

3,697,628. 71

1,777.71

200

BC273146

GULFPORT POST OFFICE (MS)

MS

G

SOUTHERN

390

MISSISSIPPI PFC

299,344.71

143.92

125

BC273783

JACKSON (MS) POST OFFICE (MS)

MS

G

SOUTHERN

390

MISSISSIPPI PFC

1, 139,985.24

548.07

200

BC280408

BALLWIN POST OFFICE (MO)

MO

J

GATEWAY PFC

236,026.10

113.47

100

BC281284

CAPE GIRARDEAU POST OFFICE (MO)

MO

E

MID-AMERICA PFC

212,719.05

102.27

100

BC281680

COLUMBIA (MO) POST OFFICE (MO)

MO

J

3REAT LAKE~ 630

GATEWAY PFC

534,591.05

257.01

200

3REAT LAKEE 630

GATEWAY PFC

279,831.06

134.53

125

LAKE~

LAKE~

3REAT LAKE~ 630
WESTERN

640

200

BC282760

FLORISSANT POST OFFICE (MO)

MO

J

BC284026

INDEPENDENCE POST OFFICE (MO)

MO

E

WESTERN

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

280,428.80

134.82

125

BC284218

KCMOPO(MO)

MO

E

WESTERN

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

4,543,960.26

2,184.60

200

BC287092

SAINT CHARLES POST OFFICE (MO}

MO

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

233,823.80

112.42

100

3REAT

LAKE~

BC287134

SAINT JOSEPH POST OFFICE (MO)

MO

E

WESTERN

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

211,051.13

101.47

100

BC287140

SAINT LOUIS (MO) POST OFFICE (MO)

MO

J

3REAT LAKE~ 630

GATEWAY PFC

6,053,619. 79

2,910.39

200

BC287141

ST LOUIS BULK MAIL CTR (MO)

MO

J

3REAT LAKE~ 630

GATEWAY PFC

667,969.46

321.14

200

BC287530

SPRINGFIELD (MO) POST OFFICE (MO)

MO

E

WESTERN

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

855,546.25

411.32

200

BC290774

BILLINGS POST OFFICE (MT)

MT

E

WESTERN

570

DAKOTAS PFC

593,644.55

285.41

200

BC293636

GREAT FALLS POST OFFICE (MT)

MT

E

WESTERN

570

DAKOTAS PFC

295,642.72

142.14

125

BC295796

MISSOULA POST OFFICE (MT)

MT

E

WESTERN

570

DAKOTAS PFC

317,335.06

152.56

125

BC305160

LINCOLN POST OFFICE (NE)

NE

E

WESTERN

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

701,958.88

337.48

200

BC306645

OMAHA POST OFFICE (NE)

NE

E

WESTERN

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

2,600,459.53

1,250.22

200

BC314080

HENDERSON POST OFFICE (NV)

NV

E

WESTERN

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

389,801.30

187.40

125

BC314880

LAS VEGAS POST OFFICE (NV)

NV

E

WESTERN

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

4,041,577.82

1,943.07

200

BC316200

NORTH LAS VEGAS POST OFFICE (NV)

NV

E

WESTERN

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

257,838.35

123.96

100

BC317280

RENO POST OFFICE (NV)

NV

WESTERN

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

993,410.02

477.60

200

BC318240

SPARKS POST OFFICE (NV)

NV

E
E

WESTERN

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

241,050.73

115.89

100

BC324800

MANCHESTER POST OFFICE (NH)

NH

B

NORTHEAST 40 NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND PFC 1,299,259.14

624.64

200

B

NORTHEAST 40 NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND PFC

214,243.46

103.00

100

NORTHEAST 40 NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND PFC

200

BC325520

NASHUA POST OFFICE (NH)

NH

BC325522

NASHUA L&DC (NH)

NH

B

BC331025

BRICK POST OFFICE (NJ)

NJ

BC331260

CAMDEN POST OFFICE (NJ)

NJ

BC331540

CHERRY HILL POST OFFICE (NJ)

NJ

c
c
c

BC331680

CLIFTON POST OFFICE (NJ)

NJ

B

BC332347

EDISON POST OFFICE (NJ)

NJ

B

BC332370

ELIZABETH POST OFFICE (NJ)

NJ

669,292.54

321.78

EASTERN

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

228,532.93

109.87

100

EASTERN

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

459,230.87

220.78

200

EASTERN

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

263,171.41

126.52

125

NORTHEAST 70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

251,876.42

121.09

100

NORTHEAST 70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

276,503.19

132.93

125

B

NORTHEAST 70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

370,832.10

178.28

125

B

NORTHEAST 70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

363,882.96

174.94

125

B

NORTHEAST 70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

4,094,713.69

1,968.61

200

NORTHEAST 70

BC333225

HACKENSACK POST OFFICE (NJ)

NJ

BC333869

NEW JERSEY BMC (NJ)

NJ

BC333870

JERSEY CITY POST OFFICE (NJ)

NJ

B

BC334140

LAKEWOOD POST OFFICE (NJ)

NJ

C

BC335670

NEWARK POST OFFICE (NJ)

NJ

BC335685

NEW BRUNSWICK POST OFFICE (NJ)

NJ

BC335950

NO NW JRSY METRO PROC/DIST CTR (NJ)

NJ

NORTHERN NJ PFC

619,430.19

297.80

200

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

211,863.71

101.86

100

B

NORTHEAST 70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

965,911.85

464.38

200

B

NORTHEAST

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

1, 160,458.22

557.91

200

B

NORTHEAST 70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

996,428.01

479.05

200

EASTERN

BC335978

NORTH JERSY L&DC (NJ)

NJ

B

NORTHEAST 70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

1,086,204.43

522.21

200

BC335980

DVD(NJ) PROC/DIST CTR (NJ)

NJ

B

NORTHEAST 70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

2,805,871.73

1,348.98

200

BC336225

ORANGE POST OFFICE (NJ)

NJ

B

NORTHEAST 70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

223,991.44

107.69

100

B

NORTHEAST 70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

BC336420

PATERSON POST OFFICE (NJ)

NJ

416,513.23

200.25

200

BC336690

PLAINFIELD POST OFFICE (NJ)

NJ

B

NORTHEAST 70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

236,157.47

113.54

100

BC337485

RUTHERFORD POST OFFICE (NJ)

NJ

B

NORTHEAST 70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

230,968.10

111.04

100

SOUTH JERSEY POST OFFICE (NJ)

NJ

C

EASTERN

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

BC338475

TOMS RIVER POST OFFICE (NJ)

NJ

C

EASTERN

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

276,104.66

132.74

125

BC338550

TRENTON POST OFFICE (NJ)

NJ

C

EASTERN

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

2,213, 726.86

1,064.29

200

BC338595

UNION POST OFFICE (NJ)

NJ

B

NORTHEAST

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

228,577.38

109.89

100

BC338815

WAYNE POST OFFICE (NJ)

NJ

B

NORTHEAST 70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

238,669.04

114.74

100

BC340147

ALBUQUERQUE POST OFFICE (NM)

NM

E

ARIZONA PFC

2, 141,978.88

1,029.80

200

BC350060

ALBANY POST OFFICE (NY)

NY

B

NORTHEAST 120

ALBANY PFC

1,924,899.37

925.43

200

BC350185

NEW YORK ISC (NY)

NY

B

NORTHEAST 110

TRIBORO PFC

2,319,126.69

1,114.96

200

BC350420

BABYLON POST OFFICE (NY)

NY

B

NORTHEAST 117

LONG ISLAND PFC

230,477.24

110.81

100

BC350705

BINGHAMTON ASSOCIATE OFFICE (NY)

NY

B

NORTHEAST 120

ALBANY PFC

240,206.89

115.48

100

BC350978

NEW YORK METRO L&DC (NY)

NY

B

NORTHEAST 117

LONG ISLAND PFC

981.170.15

471.72

200

BC337929

WESTERN

852

1,507,054.78

724.55

200

BC350982

BRONX POST OFFICE (NY)

NY

B

NORTHEAST 100

NEW YORK PFC

2,653,202.31

1,275.58

200

BC350995

BROOKLYN POST OFFICE (NY)

NY

B

NORTHEAST 110

TRIBORO PFC

7,480,673.48

3,596.48

200

BC351025

BUFFALO NEW YORK POST OFFICE (NY)

NY

C

WESTERN NEW YORK PFC

2,674,607.51

1,285.87

200

BC352770

FARMINGDALE POST OFFICE (NY)

NY

B

NORTHEAST 117

LONG ISLAND PFC

230,048.14

110.60

100

BC352785

FAR ROCKAWAYNY (NY)

NY

B

NORTHEAST 110

TRIBORO PFC

222,817.84

107.12

100

BC352880

FLORAL PARKNY (NY)

NY

B

NORTHEAST 110

TRIBORO PFC

223,292.72

107.35

100

BC352895

FLUSHING POST OFFICE (NY)

NY

B

NORTHEAST 110

TRIBORO PFC

4,576,041.40

2,200.02

200

BC353775

LONG ISLAND POST OFFICE (NY)

NY

B

NORTHEAST 117

LONG ISLAND PFC

3, 195, 194.50

1,536.15

200

BC354060

HUNTINGTON STATION POST OFFICE (NY)

NY

B

NORTHEAST 117

LONG ISLAND PFC

268,329.71

129.00

125

NORTHEAST 110

TRIBORO PFC

200

EASTERN

140

BC354170

JAMAICANY (NY)

NY

B

1,464,343.68

704.01

BC354395

KINGSTON POST OFFICE (NY)

NY

B

NORTHEAST 105

WESTCHESTER PFC

261,844.83

125.89

125

BC354830

LONG ISLAND CITYNY (NY)

NY

B

NORTHEAST 110

TRIBORO PFC

589,360.62

283.35

200

BC355306

MID-HUDSON PROC & DISTR CTR (NY)

NY

B

NORTHEAST 105

WESTCHESTER PFC

234,218.21

112.60

100

BC355585

MT VERNON NY POST OFFICE (NY)

NY

B

NORTHEAST 105

WESTCHESTER PFC

2,070,444.15

995.41

200

BC355785

NEW ROCHELLE POST OFFICE (NY)

NY

B

NORTHEAST 105

WESTCHESTER PFC

267,908.85

128.80

125

BC355824

NEW YORK GUST SVC DISTRICT (NY)

NY

B

NORTHEAST 100

NEW YORK PFC

12,248,410.22

5,888.66

200

BC356800

POUGHKEEPSIE POST OFFICE (NY)

NY

B

NORTHEAST 105

BC357101

ROCHESTER L&DC (NY)

NY

C

BC357105

ROCHESTER POST OFFICE (NY)

NY

C

NORTHEAST 120

WESTCHESTER PFC

243,889.78

117.25

100

EASTERN

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PFC

621,964.09

299.02

200

EASTERN

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PFC

2,239,634.19

1,076.75

200

ALBANY PFC

418, 177.48

201.05

200

BC357535

SCHENECTADY POST OFFICE (NY)

NY

B

BC357840

SMITHTOWN POST OFFICE (NY)

NY

B

NORTHEAST 117

LONG ISLAND PFC

250,698.17

120.53

100

BC358170

STATEN ISLAND POST OFFICE (NY)

NY

8

NORTHEAST 110

TRIBORO PFC

1, 163,051.71

559.16

200

BC358360

SYRACUSE POST OFFICE (NY)

NY

B

NORTHEAST 120

ALBANY PFC

1,680, 115.23

807.75

200

BC358675

UTICA POST OFFICE (NY)

NY

8

NORTHEAST 120

ALBANY PFC

221,568.70

106.52

100

BC359138

WESTERN NASSAU VMF (NY)

NY

B

NORTHEAST 117

LONG ISLAND PFC

1,023,431.61

492.03

200

BC359350

WHITE PLAINS POST OFFICE (NY)

NY

B

NORTHEAST 105

WESTCHESTER PFC

302,324.04

145.35

125

BC359545

YONKERS POST OFFICE (NY)

NY

B

NORTHEAST 105

WESTCHESTER PFC

629,782.44

302.78

200

BC360304

ASHEVILLE POST OFFICE (NC)

NC

K

APITAL METR 280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

379,141.76

182.28

125

BC361392

CHARLOTTE LDC/STS (NC)

NC

K

APITAL METR 280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

3,641,497.53

1,750.72

200

BC362192

DURHAM POST OFFICE (NC)

NC

K

APITAL METR 270

GREENSBORO PFC

579,941.90

278.82

200

BC362680

FAYETTEVILLE POST OFFICE (NC)

NC

K

APITAL METR 280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

1,167,667.89

561.38

200

BC362912

GASTONIA POST OFFICE (NC)

NC

K

APITAL METR 280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

214,758.40

103.25

100

BC363192

GREENSBORO POST OFFICE (NC)

NC

K

APITAL METR 270

GREENSBORO PFC

2, 144,252.21

1,030.89

200

BC363193

GREENSBORO BULK MAIL CTR (NC)

NC

K

APITAL METR 270

GREENSBORO PFC

854,557.05

410.84

200

BC366352

RALEIGH POST OFFICE (NC)

NC

K

APITAL METR 270

GREENSBORO PFC

2,492,717.65

1,198.42

200

BC366608

ROCKY MOUNT POST OFFICE (NC)

NC

K

APITAL METR 270

GREENSBORO PFC

369,668.81

177.73

125

BC368640

WILMINGTON POST OFFICE (NC)

NC

K

APITAL METR 280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

370,534.79

178.14

125

BC368712

WINSTON-SALEM POST OFFICE (NC)

NC

K

APITAL METR 270

GREENSBORO PFC

649,353.03

312.19

200

BC370944

BISMARCK POST OFFICE (ND)

ND

WESTERN

570

DAKOTAS PFC

348,272.35

167.44

125

BC373056

FARGO POST OFFICE (ND)

ND

E
E

WESTERN

570

DAKOTAS PFC

579,209.50

278.47

200

BC373808

GRAND FORKS POST OFFICE (ND)

ND

E

WESTERN

570

DAKOTAS PFC

217,046.93

104.35

100

BC380084

AKRON POST OFFICE (OH)

OH

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

1,012,410.43

486.74

200

CANTON POST OFFICE (OH)

OH

EASTERN

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

705,514.19

339.19

200

BC381603

CINCINNATI POST OFFICE (OH)

OH

C
C
C

EASTERN

BC381323

EASTERN

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

4, 161,238.95

2,000.60

200

BC381604

CINCINNATI BULK MAIL CTR (OH)

OH

C

EASTERN

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

1,024,434.21

492.52

200

BC381666

CLEVELAND POST OFFICE (OH)

OH

C

EASTERN

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

6,214,709.39

2,987.84

200

BC381792

COLUMBUS POST OFFICE (OH)

OH

C

EASTERN

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

4,267,247.77

2,051.56

200

BC382037

CUYAHOGA FALLS POST OFFICE (OH)

OH

EASTERN

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

262,846.04

126.37

125

BC382093

DAYTON POST OFFICE (OH)

OH

C
C

EASTERN

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

1,840,864.86

885.03

200

BC382555

ELYRIA POST OFFICE (OH)

OH

C

EASTERN

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

209,645.43

100.79

100

BC383367

HAMILTON POST OFFICE (OH)

OH

C

EASTERN

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

314,609.29

151.25

125

BC384851

MANSFIELD POST OFFICE (OH)

OH

C

EASTERN

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

229,862.72

110.51

100

BC388260

TOLEDO POST OFFICE (OH)

OH

C

EASTERN

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

1,367,793.60

657.59

200

BC389219

YOUNGSTOWN POST OFFICE (OH)

OH

C

EASTERN

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

749,730.26

360.45

200

BC396138

OKLAHOMA CITY POST OFFICE (OK)

OK

G

SOUTHERN

730

OKLAHOMA PFC

2,376,971.70

1,142.77

200

BC398349

TULSA POST OFFICE (OK)

OK

G

SOUTHERN

730

OKLAHOMA PFC

1,795,285.31

863.12

200

BC400688

BEAVERTON POST OFFICE (OR)

OR

E

WESTERN

970

PORTLAND PFC

360,953.88

173.54

125

BC402848

EUGENE POST OFFICE (OR)

OR

E

WESTERN

970

PORTLAND PFC

662,771.25

318.64

200

BC405408

MEDFORD POST OFFICE (OR)

OR

E

WESTERN

970

PORTLAND PFC

377,083.61

181.29

125

BC406780

MT. HOOD (OR) DELIVERY DIST CT (OR)

OR

E

WESTERN

970

PORTLAND PFC

469,741.84

225.84

200

BC406784

PORTLAND (OR) POST OFFICE (OR)

OR

E

WESTERN

970

PORTLAND PFC

4, 123,673. 78

1,982.54

200

BC407392

SALEM POST OFFICE (OR)

OR

E

WESTERN

970

447,649.64

215.22

200

BC410128

ALLENTOWN POST OFFICE (PA)

PA

c

EASTERN

170 CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA PFC

423,288.12

203.50

200

BC410152

ALTOO NA POST OFFICE (PA)

PA

C

EASTERN

150 WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA PFC

291,442.09

140.12

125

BC410636

BETHLEHEM POST OFFICE (PA)

PA

c

EASTERN

170 CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA PFC

288,350.42

138.63

125

BC412544

ERIE POST OFFICE (PA)

PA

EASTERN

150 WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA PFC

632,287.78

303.98

200

BC413484

HARRISBURG POST OFFICE (PA)

PA

c
c

EASTERN

170 CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA PFC

2,384,236.97

1,146.27

200

BC414080

JOHNSTOWN POST OFFICE (PA)

PA

c

EASTERN

150 WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA PFC

457,587.89

219.99

200

BC414408

LANCASTER POST OFFICE (PA)

PA

EASTERN

170 CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA PFC

1,042,028.38

500.98

200

BC414583

LEHIGH VALLEY P&DC (PA)

PA

EASTERN

170 CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA PFC

918,823.48

441.74

200

BC416088

NORRISTOWN POST OFFICE (PA)

PA

EASTERN

190 -llLADELPHIA METROPOLITAN Pl

673,397.68

323.75

200

BC416544

PHILADELPHIA POST OFFICE (PA)

PA

c
c
c
c

EASTERN

190 ·HLADELPHIA METROPOLITAN Pl 7,300,877.30

3,510.04

200

EASTERN

190 -llLADELPHIA METROPOLITAN Pf 1,560,905.11

750.44

200

EASTERN

150 WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA PFC

815,206.67

391.93

200

EASTERN

150 WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA PFC

1,337,758.49

643.15

200

EASTERN

150 WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA PFC

4,521,186.27

2,173.65

200

170 CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA PFC

615,062.86

295.70

200

PORTLAND PFC

BC416545

PHILADELPHIA BMC (PA)

PA

BC416602

PITTSBURGH L&DC (PA)

PA

BC416607

PITTSBURGH BMC (PA)

PA

BC416608

PITTSBURGH POST OFFICE (PA)

PA

c
c
c
c

BC416928

READING POST OFFICE (PA)

PA

c

EASTERN

BC417540

SCRANTON POST OFFICE (PA)

PA

c

EASTERN

170 CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA PFC

742,853.12

357.14

200

BC418684

UPPER DARBY POST OFFICE (PA)

PA

EASTERN

190 -llLADELPHIA METROPOLITAN Pf

253,509.20

121.88

100

BC419044

WEST CHESTER POST OFFICE (PA)

PA

EASTERN

190 -llLADELPHIA METROPOLITAN Pf

250,473.51

120.42

100

BC419260

WILKES-BARRE POST OFFICE (PA)

PA

c
c
c

EASTERN

170 CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA PFC

368,344.13

177.09

125

BC419492

YORK POST OFFICE (PA)

PA

c

EASTERN

170 CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA PFC

378,410.96

181.93

125

BC421890

CAROLINA POST OFFICE (PR)

PR

B

NORTHEAST

6

CARIBBEAN PFC

236,478.74

113.69

100

BC426930

PONCE POST OFFICE (PR)

PR

B

NORTHEAST

6

CARIBBEAN PFC

254,657.46

122.43

100

BC428460

San Juan Post Ofice (PR)

PR

B

NORTHEAST

6

CARIBBEAN PFC

2,041,787.47

981.63

200

BC436720

PAWTUCKET POST OFFICE (RI)

RI

B

NORTHEAST 60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY PFC

313,339.62

150.64

125

BC437140

PROVIDENCE POST OFFICE (RI)

RI

B

NORTHEAST 60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY PFC

2,634,513.75

1,266.59

200

BC438680

WARWICK POST OFFICE (RI)

RI

B

NORTHEAST

CONNECTICUT VALLEY PFC

275,330.17

BC451480

CHARLESTON (SC) POST OFFICE (SC)

SC

K

APITAL METR 290 3REATER SOUTH CAROLINA PFC 1,017,648.24

60

132.37

125

489.25

200

BC451800

COLUMBIA (SC) POST OFFICE (SC)

SC

K

APITAL METR 290 3REATER SOUTH CAROLINA PFC 1,797,472.75

864.17

200

BC453620

GREENVILLE POST OFFICE (SC)

SC

K

APITAL METR 290 3REATER SOUTH CAROLINA PFC 1,392,029.22

669.24

200

BC458320

SPARTANBURG POST OFFICE (SC)

SC

K

AP ITAL METR 290 3REATER SOUTH CAROLINA PFC

240, 130.29

115.45

100

BC467146

RAPID CITY POST OFFICE (SD)

SD

E

WESTERN

570

DAKOTAS PFC

232,365.92

111.71

100

BC467866

SIOUX FALLS POST OFFICE (SD)

SD

E

WESTERN

570

DAKOTAS PFC

794,315.53

381.88

200

BC471560

CHATTANOOGA POST OFFICE (TN)

TN

C

EASTERN

370

TENNESSEE PFC

907,245.14

436.18

200

BC474404

JACKSON POST OFFICE (TN)

TN

c

EASTERN

370

TENNESSEE PFC

220,838.98

106.17

100

BC474476

JOHNSON CITY POST OFFICE (TN)

TN

C

EASTERN

370

TENNESSEE PFC

242,496.39

116.58

100

BC474632

KNOXVILLE POST OFFICE (TN)

TN

C

EASTERN

370

TENNESSEE PFC

1,631,436.38

784.34

200

BC475664

MEMPHIS POST OFFICE (TN)

TN

EASTERN

370

TENNESSEE PFC

2,817,913.44

1,354.77

200

BC475665

MEMPHIS BMC (TN)

TN

C
C

EASTERN

370

TENNESSEE PFC

917,126.36

440.93

200

BC476144

NASHVILLE POST OFFICE (TN)

TN

C

EASTERN

370

TENNESSEE PFC

2,900,823.32

1,394.63

200

BC480015

ABILENE POST OFFICE (TX)

TX

G

SOUTHERN

760

FORT WORTH PFC

436,066.57

209.65

200

BC480225

AMARILLO POST OFFICE (TX)

TX

G

SOUTHERN

760

FORT WORTH PFC

752,438.55

361.75

200

BC480335

ARLINGTON POST OFFICE (TX)

TX

G

SOUTHERN

760

FORT WORTH PFC

467,266.78

224.65

200

BC480420

AUSTIN POST OFFICE (TX)

TX

G

SOUTHERN

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

3,045,492.76

1,464.18

200

BC480610

BEAUMONT PROC/DIST FCL (TX)

TX

G

SOUTHERN

770

HOUSTON PFC

505,244.22

242.91

200

BC481475

CARROLLTON POST OFFICE (TX)

TX

G

SOUTHERN

752

DALLAS PFC

223,179.61

107.30

100

BC482030

CORPUS CHRISTI POST OFFICE (TX)

TX

G

SOUTHERN

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

823,352.90

395.84

200

BC482269

DALLAS BMC (TX)

TX

G

SOUTHERN

752

DALLAS PFC

1,438,678.48

691.67

200

BC482270

DALLAS POST OFFICE (TX)

TX

G

SOUTHERN

752

DALLAS PFC

4,875,492.76

2,343.99

200

BC482273

NO TEXAS PROC/DIST CTR (TX)

TX

G

SOUTHERN

752

DALLAS PFC

2,364,310.11

1, 136.69

200

BC482845

EL PASO POST OFFICE (TX)

TX

G

SOUTHERN

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

1,421,669.18

683.49

200

BC483220

FORT WORTH POST OFFICE (TX)

TX

G

SOUTHERN

760

FORT WORTH PFC

3,521,359.63

1,692.96

200

BC483410

GARLAND POST OFFICE (TX)

TX

G

SOUTHERN

752

DALLAS PFC

430,052.26

206.76

200

BC484143

NO HOUSTON PROC/DIST CTR (TX)

TX

G

SOUTHERN

770

HOUSTON PFC

3,615,032.91

1,738.00

200

BC484145

HOUSTON POST OFFICE (TX)

TX

G

SOUTHERN

770

HOUSTON PFC

6, 161,088.79

2,962.06

200

BC484360

IRVING POST OFFICE (TX)

TX

G

SOUTHERN

752

DALLAS PFC

466,800.64

224.42

200

BC484575

KATY POST OFFICE (TX)

TX

G

SOUTHERN

770

HOUSTON PFC

395,363.51

190.08

125

BC484950

LAREDO POST OFFICE (TX)

TX

G

SOUTHERN

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

235,625.22

113.28

100

BC485130

LEWISVILLE POST OFFICE (TX)

TX

G

SOUTHERN

752

DALLAS PFC

295,728.04

142.18

125

BC485395

LUBBOCK POST OFFICE (TX)

TX

G

SOUTHERN

760

FORT WORTH PFC

755,434.38

363.19

200

BC485455

MC ALLEN POST OFFICE (TX)

TX

G

SOUTHERN

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

524,627.42

252.22

200

BC485860

MESQUITE POST OFFICE (TX)

TX

G

SOUTHERN

752

DALLAS PFC

246,013.98

118.28

100

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

413,646.46

198.87

125

MIDLAND POST OFFICE (TX)

TX

G

SOUTHERN

BC486555

ODESSA POST OFFICE (TX)

TX

G

SOUTHERN

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

229,107.50

110.15

100

BC486845

PASADENA POST OFFICE (TX)

TX

G

SOUTHERN

770

HOUSTON PFC

266,781.99

128.26

125

BC487110

PLANO POST OFFICE (TX)

TX

G

SOUTHERN

752

DALLAS PFC

375,419.75

180.49

125

BC487555

RICHARDSON POST OFFICE (TX)

TX

G

SOUTHERN

752

DALLAS PFC

243,078.31

116.86

100

BC487980

SAN ANTONIO POST OFFICE (TX)

TX

G

SOUTHERN

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

3,888,352.01

1,869.40

200

BC488565

SPRING POST OFFICE (TX)

TX

G

SOUTHERN

770

HOUSTON PFC

701,977.74

337.49

200

BC485900

BC488710

SUGAR LAND POST OFFICE (TX)

TX

G

SOUTHERN

770

HOUSTON PFC

212,779.37

102.30

100

BC489170

TYLER POST OFFICE (TX)

TX

G

SOUTHERN

752

DALLAS PFC

245,913.13

118.23

100

BC489395

WACO POST OFFICE (TX)

TX

G

SOUTHERN

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

323,990.19

155.76

125

BC489720

WICHITA FALLS POST OFFICE (TX)

TX

G

SOUTHERN

760

FORT WORTH PFC

233,116.58

112.08

100

BC496494

OGDEN POST OFFICE (UT)

UT

E

WESTERN

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

334,958.20

161.04

125

BC497174

PROVO POST OFFICE (UT)

UT

E

WESTERN

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

329,213.31

158.28

125

BC497786

SALT LAKE CITY POST OFFICE (UT)

UT

E

WESTERN

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

4,395,748.15

2,113.34

200

BC501008

BURLINGTON ASSOCIATE OFFICE (VT)

VT

B

NORTHEAST 40 NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND PFC

386,846.41

185.98

125

BC509352

WHITE RIVER JCT POST OFFICE (VT)

VT

B

NORTHEAST 40 NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND PFC

281,104.07

135.15

125

BC510114

ALEXANDRIA POST OFFICE (VA)

VA

K

APITAL METR 220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

850,885.86

409.08

200

BC510306

ARLINGTON POST OFFICE (VA)

VA

K

APITAL METR 220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

596,774.91

286.91

200

BC511716

CHARLOTTESVILLE ASSOC OFFICE (VA)

VA

K

APITAL METR 230

RICHMOND PFC

252,446.92

121.37

100

BC511750

CHESAPEAKE POST OFFICE (VA)

VA

K

APITAL METR 230

RICHMOND PFC

309,254.52

148.68

125

BC512704

DULLES PROC/DIST CTR (VA)

VA

K

APITAL METR 220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

1,341,452.88

644.93

200

BC513096

FAIRFAX POST OFFICE (VA)

VA

K

APITAL METR 220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

323,703.96

155.63

125

BC513126

FALLS CHURCH POST OFFICE (VA)

VA

K

APITAL METR 220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

284,852.22

136.95

125

BC513978

HAMPTON POST OFFICE (VA)

VA

K

APITAL METR 230

RICHMOND PFC

342,799.62

164.81

125

BC514212

HERNDON POST OFFICE (VA)

VA

K

APITAL METR 220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

244,552.86

117.57

100

BC515406

LYNCHBURG POST OFFICE (VA)

VA

C

APPALACHIAN PFC

250,593.80

120.48

100

BC516426

NEWPORT NEWS POST OFFICE (VA)

VA

K

APITAL METR 230

RICHMOND PFC

374,853.67

180.22

125

BC516522

NORFOLK POST OFFICE (VA) (VA)

VA

K

APITAL METR 230

RICHMOND PFC

1,687,452.77

811.28

200

BC516541

NORTHERN VA PROC/DIST CTR (VA)

VA

K

APITAL METR 220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

1,873,557.92

900.75

200

BC517230

PORTSMOUTH POST OFFICE (VA)

VA

K

APITAL METR 230

RICHMOND PFC

208,809.43

100.39

100

BC517650

RICHMOND POST OFFICE (VA)

VA

K

APITAL METR 230

RICHMOND PFC

3 ,583 ,065 .40

1,722.63

200

BC517716

ROANOKE POST OFFICE (VA)

VA

C

APPALACHIAN PFC

987,680.31

474.85

200

BC518472

SPRINGFIELD POST OFFICE (VA)

VA

K

APITAL METR 220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

300,639.92

144.54

125

BC519360

VIRGINIA BEACH POST OFFICE (VA)

VA

K

APITAL METR 230

RICHMOND PFC

836,725.63

402.27

200

BC519870

WOODBRIDGE POST OFFICE (VA)

VA

K

APITAL METR 220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

342,536.18

164.68

125
125

EASTERN

EASTERN

250

250

BC540490

AUBURNPOST OFFICE (WA)

WA

E

WESTERN

980

SEATTLE PFC

300,773.28

144.60

BC540602

BELLEVUE POST OFFICE (WA)

WA

E

WESTERN

980

SEATTLE PFC

380,536.59

182.95

125

BC540784

BOTHELL POST OFFICE (WA)

WA

E

WESTERN

980

SEATTLE PFC'

258,194.72

124.13

100

BC542772

EVERETT POST OFFICE (WA)

WA

E

WESTERN

980

SEATTLE PFC

354,158.07

170.27

125

BC544060

KENT POST OFFICE (WA)

WA

WESTERN

980

SEATTLE PFC

225,226.72

108.28

100

BC544144

KIRKLAND POST OFFICE (WA)

WA

WESTERN

980

SEATTLE PFC

223,624.12

107.51

100

WESTERN
WESTERN

BC547070

RENTON POST OFFICE (WA)

WA

E
E
E
E
E
E

BC547616

SEATTLE POST OFFICE (WA)

WA

E

BC544830

LYNNWOOD POST OFFICE (WA)

WA

BC546146

OLYMPIA POST OFFICE (WA)

WA

BC547042

REDMOND POST OFFICE (WA)

WA

WESTERN

980

SEATTLE PFC

235,269.71

113.11

100

WESTERN

980

SEATTLE PFC

364,120.76

175.06

125

WESTERN

980

SEATTLE PFC

209,548.73

100.74

100

980

SEATTLE PFC

271,747.32

130.65

125

980

SEATTLE PFC

5,234,993.77

2,516.82

200

BC547617

SEATTLE BMC (WA)

WA

E

WESTERN

980

SEATTLE PFC

958,981.27

461.05

200

BC548050

SPOKANE POST OFFICE (WA)

WA

E

WESTERN

980

SEATTLE PFC

1,379,486.48

663.21

200

BC548330

TACOMA POST OFFICE (WA)

WA

E

WESTERN

980

SEATTLE PFC

1,508,023.51

725.01

200

BC548820

VANCOUVER POST OFFICE (WA)

WA

E

WESTERN

970

PORTLAND PFC

421,311.89

202.55

200

BC549436

YAKIMA POST OFFICE (WA)

WA

E

WESTERN

980

SEATTLE PFC

293,651.78

141.18

125

BC551458

CHARLESTON (WV) POST OFFICE (WV)

WV

c

EASTERN

250

APPALACHIAN PFC

1,262,651.27

607.04

200

BC560250

APPLETON POST OFFICE (WI)

WI

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

223,423.79

107.42

100

BC562490

EAU CLAIRE ASSOCIATE OFFICE (WI)

WI

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

289,413.09

139.14

125

BC563400

GREEN BAY POST OFFICE (WI)

WI

J

3REAT

LAKE~

530

LAKELAND PFC

673,426.57

323.76

200

BC564280

KENOSHA POST OFFICE (WI)

WI

J

3REAT

LAKE~

530

LAKELAND PFC

254,674.92

122.44

100

BC564980

MADISON POST OFFICE (WI)

WI

J

3REAT

LAKE~

530

LAKELAND PFC

1,360,171.48

653.93

200

BC566280

OSHKOSH ASSOCIATE OFFICE (WI)

WI

J

3REAT

LAKE~

530

LAKELAND PFC

348,440.81

167.52

125

BC566870

RACINE POST OFFICE (WI)

WI

J

3REAT

LAKE~

530

LAKELAND PFC

292,764.35

140.75

125

BC568640

WAUKESHA POST OFFICE (WI)

WI

J

3REAT

LAKE~

530

LAKELAND PFC

252,929.02

121.60

100

3REAT

LAKE~

WESTERN

BC568690

WAUSAU ASSOCIATE OFFICE (WI)

WI

J

3REAT

LAKE~

530

LAKELAND PFC

238,226.90

114.53

100

BC568846

MILWAUKEE POST OFFICE (WI)

WI

J

3REAT

LAKE~

530

LAKELAND PFC

4,656,755.54

2,238.82

200

BC571558

CASPER POST OFFICE (WY)

WY

E

WESTERN

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PFC

281,726.85

135.45

125

BC571672

CHEYENNE POST OFFICE (WY)

WY

E

WESTERN

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PFC

330,506.17

158.90

125

582,981,523.91

BID CLUSTER MAN YEAR DESIGNATIONS - Based on Paid Hours from PPOS 2016 (beginning February 20, 2016) through PP04 2017 (ending February 17, 2017)
Data Source: EDW I Accounting I Payroll/ Paid Hours (includes NALC, APWU, NPMHU »Career Only)
Area

PFC

PFC NAME

Finance

Office

fATE NPMHU TOTAL

AREA NAME

LFIN

BCID

CBA

MY
DESIGNATION

B

6

CARIBBEAN PFC

421890

CAROLINA PO

PR

222,011.49

NORTHEAST

421890

BC421890 NPMHU

100

B

6

CARIBBEAN PFC

421891

CAR-PUEBLO STA

PR

7,055.67

NORTHEAST

421890

BC421890 NPMHU

100

B

6

CARIBBEAN PFC

421892

CAR-PLAZA STA

PR

7,411.58

NORTHEAST

421890

BC421890 NPMHU

100

B

6

CARIBBEAN PFC

426930

PONCE PO

PR

238,542.41

NORTHEAST

426930

BC426930 NPMHU

100

B

6

CARIBBEAN PFC

426931

PCE-ATOCHA STA

PR

16,115.05

NORTHEAST

426930

BC426930 NPMHU

100

B

6

CARIBBEAN PFC

428459

DMDU CANTANO ANNEX

PR

280,722.02

NORTHEAST

428459

BC428460 NPMHU

200

B

6

CARIBBEAN PFC

428460

SAN JUAN PO

PR

26,950.20

NORTHEAST

428460

BC428460 NPMHU

200

B

6

CARIBBEAN PFC

428461

SAN JUAN PR P&DC

PR

705,815.84

NORTHEAST

428461

BC428460 NPMHU

200

B

6

CARIBBEAN PFC

428463

CARIBBEAN CS DISTRICT

PR

32,089.34

NORTHEAST

428463

BC428460 NPMHU

200

B

6

CARIBBEAN PFC

428465

SAN JUAN AMF

PR

6,206.99

NORTHEAST

428460

BC428460 NPMHU

200

B

6

CARIBBEAN PFC

428466

SJU-MOWS SAN JUAN BR

PR

78,038.34

NORTHEAST

428460

BC428460 NPMHU

200

B

6

CARIBBEAN PFC

428468

SJU-PUERTA DE TIERRA STA

PR

20,512.86

NORTHEAST

428460

BC428460 NPMHU

200

B

6

CARIBBEAN PFC

428469

SJU-RIO PIEDRAS STA

PR

11,465.27

NORTHEAST

428460

BC428460 NPMHU

200

B

6

CARIBBEAN PFC

428470

SJU-SANTURCE STA

PR

8,444.99

NORTHEAST

428460

BC428460 NPMHU

200

B

6

CARIBBEAN PFC

428471

SJU-FERNANDEZ JUNCOS STA

PR

8,891.37

NORTHEAST

428460

BC428460 NPMHU

200

B

6

CARIBBEAN PFC

428472

SJU-LOIZA STREET STA

PR

64,917.05

NORTHEAST

428460

BC428460 NPMHU

200

B

6

CARIBBEAN PFC

428473

SJU-BARRIO OBRERO STA

PR

5,227.92

NORTHEAST

428460

BC428460 NPMHU

200

B

6

CARIBBEAN PFC

428474

SJU-HATO REY STA

PR

82,448.38

NORTHEAST

428460

BC428460 NPMHU

200

B

6

CARIBBEAN PFC

428475

SJU-CAPARRA HEIGHTS STA

PR

80,895.55

NORTHEAST

428460

BC428460 NPMHU

200

B

6

CARIBBEAN PFC

428476

SJU-65TH INFANTRY STA

PR

96,385.16

NORTHEAST

428460

BC428460 NPMHU

200

B

6

CARIBBEAN PFC

428477

SJU-CUPEY STA

PR

131,392.59

NORTHEAST

428460

BC428460 NPMHU

200

B

6

CARIBBEAN PFC

428478

SJU-AIRPORT STA

PR

14.00

NORTHEAST

428460

BC428460 NPMHU

200

B

6

CARIBBEAN PFC

428479

SJU-PLAZA LAS AMERICAS STA

PR

13,503.29

NORTHEAST

428460

BC428460 NPMHU

200

B

6

CARIBBEAN PFC

428480

SJU-MINILLAS STA

PR

5,032.68

NORTHEAST

428460

BC428460 NPMHU

200

B

6

CARIBBEAN PFC

428481

SJU-BAYAMON GARDENS STA

PR

50,699.65

NORTHEAST

428460

BC428460 NPMHU

200

199,371.71

NORTHEAST

428460

BC428460 NPMHU

200

B

6

CARIBBEAN PFC

428482

SJU-BAYAMON MAIN BR

PR

B

6

CARIBBEAN PFC

428483

SJU-CATANO STA

PR

27,875.71

NORTHEAST

428460

BC428460 NPMHU

200

B

6

CARIBBEAN PFC

428484

SJU-TRUJILLO ALTO STA

PR

47,031.35

NORTHEAST

428460

BC428460 NPMHU

200

B

6

CARIBBEAN PFC

428488

SAN JUAN CFS

PR

10,143.40

NORTHEAST

428460

BC428460 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240001

BOS-AUBURNDALE BR

MA

34,904.28

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240002

BOS-BELMONT BR

MA

105,816.63

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240003

BOS-WAVERLY BR

MA

5,324.14

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240004

BOS-BROOKLINE BR

MA

204,038.32

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240005

BOS-BROOKLINE VILLAGE BR

MA

10,089.07

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240006

BOS-CHESTNUT HILL BR

MA

74,609.76

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240007

BOS-LEXINGTON BR

MA

130,238.63

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240008

BOS-NEEDHAM BR

MA

126,891.97

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240009

BOS-NEEDHAM HEIGHTS BR

MA

7,063.65

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240010

BOS-NEWTON CENTER BR

MA

105,574.70

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240011

BOS-NEWTON HIGHLANDS BR

MA

36,862.00

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240012

BOS-NEWTON UPPER FALLS BR

MA

6,385.40

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240013

BOS-NEWTONVILLE BR

MA

128,342.84

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240014

BOS-BOSTON COLLEGE BR

MA

1,863.92

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240015

BOS-NEWTON LOWER FALLS BR

MA

4,446.66

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240016

BOS-NEWTOWN BR

MA

4,272.30

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240017

BOS-NONANTUM BR

MA

5,128.96

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240018

BOS-WABAN BR

MA

33,475.59

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240019

BOS-WALTHAM BRANCH

MA

195,826.45

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240020

BOS-NORTH WALTHAM BR

MA

9,506.06

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240021

BOS-SOUTH WALTHAM BR

MA

4,360.06

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

121,919.08

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240022

BOS-WATERTOWN BRANCH

MA

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240023

BOS-EAST WATERTOWN BR

MA

4,175.08

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240024

BOS-WELLESLEY BR

MA

54,891.99

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240025

BOS-WELLESLEY HILLS BR

MA

98,471.33

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240027

BOS-BABSON PARK BR

MA

2,272.47

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240028

BOS-WEST NEWTON BR

MA

57,204.38

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240029

BOS-WESTON BR

MA

48,539.58

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240030

BOS-ALLSTON STA

MA

59,831.52

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240031

BOS-SOLDIERS FIELD STA

MA

3,451.31

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240033

BOS-BRAINTREE BR

MA

217,371.23

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240034

BOS-BRIGHTON STA

MA

125,970.78

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240035

BOS-EAST WEYMOUTH BR

MA

54,436.87

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240036

BOS-HYDE PARK STA

MA

85,205.37

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240038

BOS-READVILLE STA

MA

6,804.78

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240039

BOS-JAMAICA PLAIN STA

MA

125,265.76

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240040

BOS-MATTAPAN STA

MA

60,662.02

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240041

BOS-MILTON BR

MA

121,499.30

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240042

BOS-MILTON VILLAGE BR

MA

6,440.60

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240043

BOS-NORTH QUINCY BR

MA

67,122.75

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240044

BOS-NORTH WEYMOUTH BR

MA

34,309.48

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240045

BOS-QUINCY BR

MA

226,568.26

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240046

BOS-ROSLINDALE STA

MA

89,699.11

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240047

BOS-SOUTH WEYMOUTH BR

MA

9,454.03

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240048

BOS-WEST ROXBURY STA

MA

108,044.79

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240049

BOS-WEYMOUTH BR

MA

57,911.48

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240050

BOS-WOLLASTON BR

MA

67,216.35

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240052

BOS-ARLINGTON BR

MA

162,360.61

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240053

BOS-EAST ARLINGTON BR

MA

3,998.97

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240054

BOS-ARLINGTON HEIGHTS BR

MA

3,424.88

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240055

BOS-CHELSEA CARRIER ANNEX

MA

553,022.54

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240056

BOS-CHELSEA BR

MA

8,386.95

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240057

BOS-EVERETT BR

MA

11,905.27

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240059

BOS-WINTHROP BR

MA

8,156.19

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240060

BOS-EAST BOSTON STA

MA

9,849.18

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240061

BOS-REVERE CARRIER ANNEX

MA

191,229.40

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240062

BOS-REVERE BR

MA

10,007.31

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240063

BOS-BEACH BR

MA

6,204.37

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240064

BOS-MALDEN BR

MA

175,657.48

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240065

BOS-MELROSE BR

MA

9,174.38

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240066

BOS-MEDFORD BR

MA

177,365.93

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240067

BOS-TUFTS UNIVERSITY BR

MA

3,387.49

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240069

BOS-WEST MEDFORD BR

MA

4,643.57

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240070

BOS-UNION SQUARE

MA

8,021.40

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240071

BOS-WEST SOMERVILLE BR

MA

11,221.03

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240072

BOS-WINTER HILL BR

MA

8,698.56

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240073

BOS-STONEHAM BR

MA

80,044.29

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240074

BOS-BACK BAY ANX STA

MA

144,863.75

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240075

BOS-DORCHESTER FC STA

MA

51,923.93

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240076

BOS-DORCHESTER CENTER STA

MA

111,030.43

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240077

BOS-FENWAY CARRIER ANX

MA

75,900.36

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240078

BOS-ASTOR STA

MA

13,242.68

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240079

BOS-FORT POINT STA

MA

270,860.52

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240080

BOS-JOHN F KENNEDY STA

MA

156,159.74

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240082

BOS-CHARLES STREET STA

MA

7,134.02

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240083

BOS-CHARLESTOWN STA

MA

8,047.81

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240084

BOS-HANOVER STA

MA

7,713.05

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240086

BOS-MILK STREET STA

MA

14,389.11

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240087

BOS-LAFAYETTE STA

MA

11,952.10

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240089

BOS-STATE HOUSE STA

MA

2,950.81

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240090

BOS-KENMORE STA

MA

67,630.29

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240092

BOS-PRUDENTIAL CENTER STA

MA

21,509.94

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240093

BOS-ROXBURY STA

MA

298,237.12

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240094

BOS-CATHEDRAL STA

MA

9,821.78

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240095

BOS-GROVE HALL STATION

MA

8,494.98

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240096

BOS-MISSION HILL STA

MA

9,897.93

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240097

BOS-UPHAMS CORNER STA

MA

10,809.85

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240098

BOS-SOUTH BOSTON STA

MA

73,385.12

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240101

CAM-HARVARD SQUARE STA

MA

19,226.67

NORTHEAST

241065

BC240102 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240102

CAM-CENTRAL SQUARE MPO

MA

198,254.40

NORTHEAST

241065

BC240102 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240104

CAM-PORTER SQUARE STA

MA

192,456.83

NORTHEAST

241065

BC240102 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240105

CAM-EAST CAMBRIDGE STA

MA

7,729.02

NORTHEAST

241065

BC240102 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240106

CAM-KENDALL SQUARE STA

MA

9,386.07

NORTHEAST

241065

BC240102 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240107

CAM-MIT STA

MA

2,854.77

NORTHEAST

241065

BC240102 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240108

CAM-INMAN SQUARE STA

MA

3,444.15

NORTHEAST

241065

BC240102 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240798

GREATER BOSTON CS DISTRICT

MA

197,825.88

NORTHEAST

240798

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240799

BOSTON PO

MA

3,889.60

NORTHEAST

240799

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240801

BOSTON MA P&DC

MA 2,570,820.26

NORTHEAST

240801

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240952

BROCKTON PO

MA

260,304.63

NORTHEAST

240952

BC240952 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240953

BROCKTON MA P&DC

MA

691,897.19

NORTHEAST

240953

BC240952 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

241065

CAMBRIDGE PO

MA

175.78

NORTHEAST

241065

BC240102 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

242788

FRAMINGHAM PO

MA

371 ,445.95

NORTHEAST

242788

BC242788 NPMHU

125

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

243927

LAWRENCE PO

MA

267,602.49

NORTHEAST

243927

BC243927 NPMHU

125

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

244199

LYNN PO

MA

242,710.05

NORTHEAST

244199

BC244199 NPMHU

125

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

244200

LYN-SAUGUS STA

MA

44,304.00

NORTHEAST

244199

BC244199 NPMHU

125

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

244201

LYN-SWAMPSCOTT STA

MA

29,947.00

NORTHEAST

244199

BC244199 NPMHU

125

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

244202

LYN-WEST LYNN STA

MA

23,372.00

NORTHEAST

244199

BC244199 NPMHU

125

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

244591

MIDDLESEX-ESSEX MA P&DC

MA 1,027,929.11

NORTHEAST

244591

BC244593 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

244600

MA DISTRICT SUPPORT

MA

20,420.99

NORTHEAST

244600

BC244593 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

249588

WOBURN PO

MA

440,849.00

NORTHEAST

249588

BC249588 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

249622

WORCESTER PO

MA

577,572.11

NORTHEAST

249622

BC249622 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

249623

CENTRAL MA P&DC

MA

904,995.86

NORTHEAST

249623

BC249622 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

249626

WORCESTER CFS

MA

91,171.08

NORTHEAST

249622

BC249622 NPMHU

200

B

40

NORTHERN NEW ENGLAr

220345

BANGOR PO

ME

102,895.78

NORTHEAST

220345

BC220345 NPMHU

125

B

40

NORTHERN NEW ENGLAr

220355

EASTERN ME P&DC

ME

280,807.24

NORTHEAST

220355

BC220345 NPMHU

125

B

40

NORTHERN NEW ENGLAr

224380

LEVANT PO

ME

1,534.97

NORTHEAST

220345

BC220345 NPMHU

125

B

40

NORTHERN NEW ENGLAr

226900

PORTLAND PO

ME

25,129.56

NORTHEAST

226900

BC226900 NPMHU

200

B

40

NORTHERN NEW ENGLAr

226901

SOUTHERN ME P&DC

ME

859,550.37

NORTHEAST

226901

BC226900 NPMHU

200

B

40

NORTHERN NEW ENGLAr

226903

NO NEW ENGLAND CS DISTRICT

ME

3,406.20

NORTHEAST

226903

BC226900 NPMHU

200

B

40

NORTHERN NEW ENGLAr

226905

MAINE DIST SUPPORT

ME

60,010.19

NORTHEAST

226905

BC226900 NPMHU

200

B

40

NORTHERN NEW ENGLAr

226906

POR-DOWNTOWN STA

ME

10,556.76

NORTHEAST

226900

BC226900 NPMHU

200

B

40

NORTHERN NEW ENGLAt

226907

POR-STATION A

ME

3,324.86

NORTHEAST

226900

BC226900 NPMHU

200

B

40

NORTHERN NEW ENGLAr

226908

POR-SOUTH PORTLAND BR

ME

8,381.82

NORTHEAST

226900

BC226900 NPMHU

200

B

40

NORTHERN NEW ENGLAr

226909

POR-PEAKS ISLAND BR

ME

5,678.46

NORTHEAST

226900

BC226900 NPMHU

200

B

40

NORTHERN NEW ENGLAr

226910

POR-MAIN OFFICE CR STA

ME

333,115.09

NORTHEAST

226900

BC226900 NPMHU

200

B

40

NORTHERN NEW ENGLAr

226911

POR-SOUTH PORTLAND ANX

ME

79,022.62

NORTHEAST

226900

BC226900 NPMHU

200

B

40

NORTHERN NEW ENGLAr

324800

MANCHESTER PO

NH

25,033.27

NORTHEAST

324800

BC324800 NPMHU

200

B

40

NORTHERN NEW ENGLAr

324801

MANCHESTER NH P&DC

NH

783,410.97

NORTHEAST

324801

BC324800 NPMHU

200

B

40

NORTHERN NEW ENGLAr

324803

NEW HAMPSHIRENERMONT CS DISTRIC NH

1.00

NORTHEAST

324803

BC324800 NPMHU

200

B

40

NORTHERN NEW ENGLAr

324806

NHNT DISTRICT SUPPORT

NH

32,390.31

NORTHEAST

324806

BC324800 NPMHU

200

B

40

NORTHERN NEW ENGLAt

324810

MAN-BEDFORD FSTA

NH

8,410.57

NORTHEAST

324800

BC324800 NPMHU

200

B

40

NORTHERN NEW ENGLAr

324811

MAN-DOWNTOWN FSTA

NH

11,995.29

NORTHEAST

324800

BC324800 NPMHU

200

B

40

NORTHERN NEW ENGLAr

324812

MAN-WEST DOU STA

NH

101,406.10

NORTHEAST

324800

BC324800 NPMHU

200

B

40

NORTHERN NEW ENGLAr

324813

MAN-SOUTH DOU STA

NH

236,689.18

NORTHEAST

324800

BC324800 NPMHU

200

B

40

NORTHERN NEW ENGLAr

324814

MAN-HOOKSETI FSTA

NH

35,905.69

NORTHEAST

324800

BC324800 NPMHU

200

B

40

NORTHERN NEW ENGLAr

325520

NASHUA PO

NH

214,243.46

NORTHEAST

325520

BC325520 NPMHU

100

B

40

NORTHERN NEW ENGLAr

325522

NASHUA NH P&DC

NH

669,292.54

NORTHEAST

325522

BC325522 NPMHU

200

B

40

NORTHERN NEW ENGLAr

501008

BURLINGTON PO

VT

52,526.88

NORTHEAST

501008

BC501008 NPMHU

125

B

40

NORTHERN NEW ENGLAr

501009

BUR-DMU STA

VT

111,382.89

NORTHEAST

501008

BC501008 NPMHU

125

B

40

NORTHERN NEW ENGLAr

501010

BUR-SOUTH FSTA

VT

58,720.55

NORTHEAST

501008

BC501008 NPMHU

125

B

40

NORTHERN NEW ENGLAr

501028

BURLINGTON VT P&DC

VT

164,216.09

NORTHEAST

501028

BC501008 NPMHU

125

B

40

NORTHERN NEW ENGLAr

505376

NORTH HARTLAND PO

VT

465.00

NORTHEAST

509352

BC509352 NPMHU

125

B

40

NORTHERN NEW ENGLAr

509352

WHITE RIVER JUNCT PO

VT

19,775.97

NORTHEAST

509352

BC509352 NPMHU

125

B

40

NORTHERN NEW ENGLAr

509353

WHITE RIVER JUNG VT P&DC

VT

260,863.10

NORTHEAST

509353

BC509352 NPMHU

125

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

80520

BRADLEY AMF

CT

67,107.02

NORTHEAST

080520

BC083366 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

80578

BRIDGEPORT PO

CT

163,775.08

NORTHEAST

080578

BC080578 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

80579

BPT-BARNUM STA

CT

7,275.67

NORTHEAST

080578

BC080578 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

80580

BPT-BAYVIEW STA

CT

157,842.99

NORTHEAST

080578

BC080578 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

80584

BPT-NOBLE STA

CT

2,992.76

NORTHEAST

080578

BC080578 NPMHU

200

8

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

80585

BPT-STRATFORD BR

CT

151,657.10

NORTHEAST

080578

BC080578 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

80586

BPT STFD POSTAL STORE

CT

11,997.51

NORTHEAST

080578

BC080578 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

80590

BPT TRUMBULL PS STORE

CT

8,255.63

NORTHEAST

080578

BC080578 NPMHU

200

8

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

81666

DANBURY PO

CT

287,896.41

NORTHEAST

081666

BC081666 NPMHU

125

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

83348

HFD-BISHOPS CORNER BR

CT

68,743.34

NORTHEAST

083366

BC083366 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

83349

HFD-BLUE HILLS STA

CT

5,800.56

NORTHEAST

083366

BC083366 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

83350

HFD-EAST HARTFORD BR

CT

7,742.09

NORTHEAST

083366

BC083366 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

83351

HFD-ELMWOOD BR

CT

242,171.50

NORTHEAST

083366

BC083366 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

83352

HFD-LASALLE RD BR

CT

7,028.08

NORTHEAST

083366

BC083366 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

83353

HFD-MURPHY RD ANX

CT

242,662.33

NORTHEAST

083366

BC083366 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

83354

HFD-NEWINGTON BR

CT

119,995.83

NORTHEAST

083366

BC083366 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

83355

HFD-OLD STATE HOUSE STA

CT

34,267.41

NORTHEAST

083366

BC083366 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

83356

HFD-SILVER LANE STA

CT

76,793.01

NORTHEAST

083366

BC083366 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

83357

HFD-UNITY PLAZA STA

CT

2,954.91

NORTHEAST

083366

BC083366 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

83358

HFD-WASHINGTON ST STA

CT

150,926.28

NORTHEAST

083366

BC083366 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

83359

HFD-WETHERSFIELD STA

CT

9,812.15

NORTHEAST

083366

BC083366 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

83362

HFD-BRADLEY AIRPORT STA

CT

4,414.96

NORTHEAST

083366

BC083366 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

83366

HARTFORD PO

CT

98,783.09

NORTHEAST

083366

BC083366 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

83367

HARTFORD CT P&DC

CT 1,644,868.92

NORTHEAST

083367

BC083366 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

83369

CONN VALLEY CS DISTRICT

CT

38,376.59

NORTHEAST

083369

BC083366 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

84352

MILFORD PO

CT

236,899.17

NORTHEAST

084352

BC084352 NPMHU

100

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

84624

NEW BRITAIN PO

CT

224,934.07

NORTHEAST

084624

BC084624 NPMHU

100

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

84712

NHV-ALLINGTOWN BR

CT

118,812.23

NORTHEAST

084726

BC084726 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

84713

NHV-AMITY STA

CT

15,672.45

NORTHEAST

084726

BC084726 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

84715

NHV-EAST HAVEN CARRIER ANX

CT

159,541.81

NORTHEAST

084726

BC084726 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

847116

NHV-FAIR HAVEN STA

CT

7,122.08

NORTHEAST

084726

BC084726 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

84717

NHV-FEDERAL STA

CT

4,868.67

NORTHEAST

084726

BC084726 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

84718

NHV-HAMDEN BR

CT

67,817.84

NORTHEAST

084726

BC084726 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

84719

NHV-KILBY STA

CT

5,874.13

NORTHEAST

084726

BC084726 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

84720

NHV-MT CARMEL-HAMDEN BR

CT

59,697.65

NORTHEAST

084726

BC084726 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

84722

NHV-WEST HAVEN STA

CT

9,650.55

NORTHEAST

084726

BC084726 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

84723

NHV-WESTVILLE STA

CT

42,292.93

NORTHEAST

084726

BC084726 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

84724

NHV-WHITNEYVILLE BR

CT

54,664.90

NORTHEAST

084726

BC084726 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

84725

NHV-YALE STA

CT

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

84726

NEW HAVEN PO

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

84727

SOUTHERN CT P&DC

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

85406

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

87713

16,681.52

NORTHEAST

084726

BC084726 NPMHU

200

CT

233,629.55

NORTHEAST

084726

BC084726 NPMHU

200

CT

503,037.02

NORTHEAST

084727

BC084726 NPMHU

200

NORWALK PO

CT

277,265.95

NORTHEAST

085406

BC085406 NPMHU

125

STM-ATLANTIC ST STA

CT

2,757.37

NORTHEAST

087718

BC087718 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

87714

STM-BARRY PLACE ANX

CT

172,662.66

NORTHEAST

087718

· BC087718 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

87715

STM-GLENBROOK STA

CT

4,234.75

NORTHEAST

087718

BC087718 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

87716

STM-WEST AVE STA

CT

7,959.69

NORTHEAST

087718

BC087718 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

87717

STM-RIDGEWAY FSTA

CT

6,213.33

NORTHEAST

087718

BC087718 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

87718

STAMFORD PO

CT

263,649.21

NORTHEAST

087718

BC087718 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

87719

STAMFORD CT P&DC

CT

447,083.13

NORTHEAST

087719

BC087718 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

88704

WATERBURY PO

CT

220,045.98

NORTHEAST

088704

BC088704 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

88707

WTB-EAST END STA

CT

5,305.27

NORTHEAST

088704

BC088704 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

88708

WTB-LAKEWOOD STA

CT

97,394.68

NORTHEAST

088704

BC088704 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

88709

WTB-PLAZA STA

CT

64, 764.45

NORTHEAST

088704

BC088704 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

88710

WTB-PROSPECT BR

CT

15,378.27

NORTHEAST

088704

BC088704 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

88711

WTB-WOLCOTT BR

CT

5,107.24

NORTHEAST

088704

BC088704 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

242550

FALL RIVER PO

MA

138,344.00

NORTHEAST

242550

BC242550 NPMHU

125

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

242552

FLR-FLINT STA

MA

4,160.42

NORTHEAST

242550

BC242550 NPMHU

125

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

242553

FLR-HIGHLAND STA

MA

83,196.12

NORTHEAST

242550

BC242550 NPMHU

125

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

242554

FLR-SOMERSET STA

MA

62,598.22

NORTHEAST

242550

BC242550 NPMHU

125

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

242555

FLR-SOUTH STA

MA

46,512.65

NORTHEAST

242550

BC242550 NPMHU

125

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

245032

NEW BEDFORD PO

MA

129,365.07

NORTHEAST

245032

BC245032 NPMHU

125

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

245033

NBD-ACUSHNET STA

MA

3,703.03

NORTHEAST

245032

BC245032 NPMHU

125

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

245034

NBD-MOUNT PLEASANT STA

MA

102,966.75

NORTHEAST

245032

BC245032 NPMHU

125

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

245035

NBD-NORTH STA

MA

2,877.91

NORTHEAST

245032

BC245032 NPMHU

125

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

245036

NBD-NORTH DARTMOUTH BR

MA

42,651.89

NORTHEAST

245032

BC245032 NPMHU

125

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

245037

NBD-ORCHARD STREET STA

MA

3,326.28

NORTHEAST

245032

BC245032 NPMHU

125

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

245038

NBD-SOUTH DARTMOUTH BR

MA

27,529.77

NORTHEAST

245032

BC245032 NPMHU

125

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

247820

SPRINGFIELD PO

MA

1,490.97

NORTHEAST

247820

BC247820 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

247821

SPRINGFIELD P&DC

MA

8.00

NORTHEAST

247821

BC247820 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

247830

SPR-MAIN STREET STA

MA

275,905.45

NORTHEAST

247820

BC247820 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

247831

SPR-COLONIAL STA

MA

3,590.50

NORTHEAST

247820

BC247820 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

247833

SPR-FOREST PARK STA

MA

64,365.43

NORTHEAST

247820

BC247820 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

247834

SPR-INDIAN ORCHARD ST

MA

5,413.45

NORTHEAST

247820

BC247820 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

247835

SPR-MASON SQUARE

MA

5,427.90

NORTHEAST

247820

BC247820 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

247837

SPR-TOWER SQUARE

MA

2,004.45

NORTHEAST

247820

BC247820 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

247838

SPR-BRIGHTWOOD STA

MA

3,748.12

NORTHEAST

247820

BC247820 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

436720

PAWTUCKET PO

RI

127,347.49

NORTHEAST

436720

BC436720 NPMHU

125

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

436721

PWT-CENTRAL FALLS BR

RI

3,162.70

NORTHEAST

436720

BC436720 NPMHU

125

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

436722

PWT-CENTRAL FALLS CARRIERS

RI

20,410.19

NORTHEAST

436720

BC436720 NPMHU

125

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

436723

PWT-CUMBERLAND BR

RI

63,251.81

NORTHEAST

436720

BC436720 NPMHU

125

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

436724

PWT-DARLINGTON STA

RI

69,811.82

NORTHEAST

436720

BC436720 NPMHU

125

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

436725

PWT-LINCOLN BR

RI

29,355.61

NORTHEAST

436720

BC436720 NPMHU

125

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

437140

PROVIDENCE PO

RI

49,630.26

NORTHEAST

437140

BC437140 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

437141

PROVIDENCE RI P&DC

RI 1,654,020. 78

NORTHEAST

437141

BC437140 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

437150

PVD-ANNEX CARRIERS

RI

1,086.30

NORTHEAST

437140

BC437140 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

437151

PVD-ANNEX FSTA

RI

4,878.70

NORTHEAST

437140

BC437140 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

437152

PVD-CENTREDALE CARRIER UNIT

RI

2.00

NORTHEAST

437140

BC437140 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

437153

PVD-CENTREDALE FINANCE BR

RI

2,925.71

NORTHEAST

437140

BC437140 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

437154

PVD-CORLISS PARK STA

RI

284,452.39

NORTHEAST

437140

BC437140 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

437156

PVD-CRANSTON FINANCE UNIT

RI

6,797.15

NORTHEAST

437140

BC437140 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

437160

PVD-EAST SIDE FSTA

RI

6,506.09

NORTHEAST

437140

BC437140 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

437162

PVD-ELMWOOD STA

RI

149,442.79

NORTHEAST

437140

BC437140 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

437163

PVD-FRIAR STA

RI

918.01

NORTHEAST

437140

BC437140 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

437164

PVD-GARDEN CITY BR

RI

112,585.45

NORTHEAST

437140

BC437140 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

437166

PVD-JOHNSTON BR

RI

96,533.94

NORTHEAST

437140

BC437140 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

437167

PVD-MAIN OFFICE BOXES

RI

18,226.13

NORTHEAST

437140

BC437140 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

437168

PVD-NORTH STA CARRIERS

RI

12.00

NORTHEAST

437140

BC437140 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

437169

PVD-NORTH FSTA

RI

5,635.04

NORTHEAST

437140

BC437140 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

437170

PVD-OLNEYVILLE STA

RI

63,573.33

NORTHEAST

437140

BC437140 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

437171

PVD-RIVERSIDE BR

RI

47,389.16

NORTHEAST

437140

BC437140 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

437172

PVD-RIVERSIDE CARRIERS

RI

2,094.03

NORTHEAST

437140

BC437140 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

437173

PVD-RUMFORD BR

RI

30,207.41

NORTHEAST

437140

BC437140 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

437174

PVD-RUMFORD CARRIERS

RI

2.00

NORTHEAST

437140

BC437140 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

437175

PVD-SMITHFIELD BR

RI

18,874.10

NORTHEAST

437140

BC437140 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

437176

PVD-WASHINGTON PARK STA

RI

5,863.20

NORTHEAST

437140

BC437140 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

437177

PVD-WEYBOSSET HILL STA

RI

5,868.41

NORTHEAST

437140

BC437140 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

437178

PVD-EAST PROV FINANCE UNIT

RI

7,042.48

NORTHEAST

437140

BC437140 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

438680

WARWICK PO

RI

258,526.62

NORTHEAST

438680

BC438680 NPMHU

125

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

438682

WAR-APPONAUG STA

RI

6,775.50

NORTHEAST

438680

BC438680 NPMHU

125

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

438683

WAR-PILGRIM STA

RI

5,706.78

NORTHEAST

438680

BC438680 NPMHU

125

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

438684

WAR-CONIMICUT STA

RI

4,321.27

NORTHEAST

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

331680

CLIFTON PO

NJ

248,693.06

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

331681

CLl-DELAWANNA STA

NJ

3,183.36

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

332347

EDISON PO

NJ

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

332348

EDI-MENLO PARK STA

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

332349

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

B

70

B

438680

BC438680 NPMHU

125

NORTHEAST

331680

BC331680 NPMHU

100

NORTHEAST

331680

BC331680 NPMHU

100

214,327.11

NORTHEAST

332347

BC332347 NPMHU

125

NJ

4,258.22

NORTHEAST

332347

BC332347 NPMHU

125

EDI-NIXON STA

NJ

57,719.61

NORTHEAST

332347

BC332347 NPMHU

125

332350

EDI-RARITAN CENTER STA

NJ

198.25

NORTHEAST

332347

BC332347 NPMHU

125

NORTHERN NJ PFC

332370

ELIZABETH PO

NJ

311,048.83

NORTHEAST

332370

BC332370 NPMHU

125

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

332371

ELI-ROSELLE BR

NJ

53,834.99

NORTHEAST

332370

BC332370 NPMHU

125

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

332372

ELI-HILLSIDE INDUSTRIAL BR

NJ

5,948.28

NORTHEAST

332370

BC332370 NPMHU

125

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

333225

HACKENSACK PO

NJ

11,681.13

NORTHEAST

333225

BC333225 NPMHU

125

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

333228

HAK-HASBROUCK HEIGHTS BR

NJ

3,357.66

NORTHEAST

333225

BC333225 NPMHU

125

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

333229

HAK-LEONIA BR

NJ

4,922.43

NORTHEAST

333225

BC333225 NPMHU

125

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

333230

HAK-SOUTH HACKENSACK ANX

NJ

308,281.39

NORTHEAST

333225

BC333225 NPMHU

125

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

333231

HAK-MAYWOOD BR

NJ

5,374.78

NORTHEAST

333225

BC333225 NPMHU

125

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

333870

JERSEY CITY PO

NJ

189,776.74

NORTHEAST

333870

BC333870 NPMHU

200

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

333871

JCY-BERGEN NORTH STA

NJ

92,555.77

NORTHEAST

333870

BC333870 NPMHU

200

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

333872

JCY-BERGEN SOUTH STA

NJ

125,442.52

NORTHEAST

333870

BC333870 NPMHU

200

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

333873

JCY-JOURNAL SQUARE STA

NJ

111,954.21

NORTHEAST

333870

BC333870 NPMHU

200

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

333874

JCY-HUDSON CITY STA

NJ

99,700.95

NORTHEAST

333870

BC333870 NPMHU

200

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

334053

KILMER P&DC

NJ

5.00

NORTHEAST

334053

BC335685 NPMHU

200

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

335663

NWK-SPRINGFIELD AVE STA

NJ

80,951.22

NORTHEAST

335670

BC335670 NPMHU

200

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

335664

NWK-IRONBOUND STA

NJ

9,506.70

NORTHEAST

335670

BC335670 NPMHU

200

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

335665

NWK-VAILSBURG STA

NJ

56,827.12

NORTHEAST

335670

BC335670 NPMHU

200

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

335666

NWK-ROSEVILLE STA

NJ

41,354.91

NORTHEAST

335670

BC335670 NPMHU

200

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

335667

NWK-BELLEVILLE CARRIER ANX

NJ

229,767.47

NORTHEAST

335670

BC335670 NPMHU

200

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

335668

NWK-IRVINGTON BR

NJ

99,549.96

NORTHEAST

335670

BC335670 NPMHU

200

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

335669

NWK-SOUTH STA

NJ

51,929.94

NORTHEAST

335670

BC335670 NPMHU

200

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

335670

NEWARK PO

NJ

303,647.92

NORTHEAST

335670

BC335670 NPMHU

200

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

335685

NEW BRUNSWICK PO

NJ

430,058.29

NORTHEAST

335685

BC335685 NPMHU

200

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

335950

NORTHRN NJ METRO P&DC

NJ

996,428.01

NORTHEAST

335950

BC335950 NPMHU

200

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

335980

DVD BLDG NJ P&DC

NJ 2,773,449.79

NORTHEAST

335980

BC335980 NPMHU

200

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

336225

ORANGE PO

NJ

223,991.44

NORTHEAST

336225

BC336225 NPMHU

100

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

336420

PATERSON PO

NJ

195,337.72

NORTHEAST

336420

BC336420 NPMHU

200

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

336424

PAT-SOUTH PATERSON STA

NJ

24,604.43

NORTHEAST

336420

BC336420 NPMHU

200

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

336425

PAT-HAWTHORNE BR

NJ

49,005.37

NORTHEAST

336420

BC336420 NPMHU

200

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

336426

PAT-HALEDON BR

NJ

50,885.66

NORTHEAST

336420

BC336420 NPMHU

200

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

336427

PAT-TOTOWA BR

NJ

55, 188.59

NORTHEAST

336420

BC336420 NPMHU

200

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

336428

PAT-PARK STA

NJ

3,640.39

NORTHEAST

336420

BC336420 NPMHU

200

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

336690

PLAINFIELD PO

NJ

144,504.80

NORTHEAST

336690

BC336690 NPMHU

100

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

336691

PLA-WARREN BR

NJ

36,793.83

NORTHEAST

336690

BC336690 NPMHU

100

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

336692

PLA-MUHLENBERG STA

NJ

24,637.92

NORTHEAST

336690

BC336690 NPMHU

100

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

336693

PLA-NETHERWOOD STA

NJ

30,220.92

NORTHEAST

336690

BC336690 NPMHU

100

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

337485

RUTHERFORD PO

NJ

93, 154.53

NORTHEAST

337485

BC337485 NPMHU

100

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

337486

RUT-LYNDHURST BR

NJ

54,249.49

NORTHEAST

337485

BC337485 NPMHU

100

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

337487

RUT-CARLSTADT BR

NJ

23,131.22

NORTHEAST

337485

BC337485 NPMHU

100

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

337488

RUT-EAST RUTHERFORD BR

NJ

26,541.93

NORTHEAST

337485

BC337485 NPMHU

100

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

337489

RUT-WOODRIDGE BR

NJ

33,890.93

NORTHEAST

337485

BC337485 NPMHU

100

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

338595

UNION PO

NJ

228,577.38

NORTHEAST

338595

BC338595 NPMHU

100

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

338815

WAYNE PO

NJ

3,077.36

NORTHEAST

338815

BC338815 NPMHU

100

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

338816

WAY-SHEFFIELD STA

NJ

235,591.68

NORTHEAST

338815

BC338815 NPMHU

100

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350901

BRX-HUNTS POINT STA

NY

26,529.16

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350902

BRX-WOODLAWN STA

NY

41,780.01

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350903

BRX-WILLIAMSBRIDGE STA

NY

164,417.71

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350904

BRX-WEST FARMS STA

NY

80,231.96

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350905

BRX-WESTCHESTER STA

NY

130,089.82

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350906

BRX-WAKEFIELD STA

NY

134,867.03

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350907

BRX-TREMONT STA

NY

92,779.35

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350908

BRX-THROGGS NECK STA

NY

116,093.14

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350909

BRX-SOUNDVIEW STA

NY

81,463.36

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350911

BRX-RIVERDALE STA

NY

81,146.76

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350912

BRX-PARKCHESTER STA

NY

159,833.65

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350913

BRX-MOTT HAVEN STATION

NY

55,095.16

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350914

BRX-MORRIS HEIGHTS STA

NY

84,963.94

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350916

BRX-MORRISANIA STA

NY

130,324.96

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350917

BRX-KINGSBRIDGE STA

NY

193,041.36

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350918

BRX-JEROME STA

NY

103,279.14

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350919

BRX-HUB STA

NY

49,781.03

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350921

BRX-HIGHBRIDGE STA

NY

102,416.52

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350922

BRX-FORDHAM STA

NY

119,186.56

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350923

BRX-CORNELL STA

NY

104,688.77

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350924

BRX-CO-OP CITY STA

NY

96,464.98

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350926

BRX-CITY ISLAND STA

NY

23,004.19

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350927

BRX-BOULEVARD STA

NY

64,409.04

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350928

BRX-BAYCHESTER STA

NY

140,778.09

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350929

BRX-GPO/CARRIERS ANX

NY

82, 183.72

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350931

BRX-SPUYTEN DUYVIL FSTA

NY

5,081.67

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350932

BRX-GPO/WINDOW SERVICES FSTA

NY

37,607.82

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350934

BRX-VAN

NY

5,230.86

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350936

BRX-UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS FSTA

NY

5,241.91

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350937

BRX-STADIUM FSTA

NY

6,561.10

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350938

BRX-PILGRIM FSTA

NY

10,420.13

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350939

BRX-PARKWAY FSTA

NY

9,292.02

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350942

BRX-MOUNT CARMEL FSTA

NY

8,660.69

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350943

BRX-MOSHOLU FSTA

NY

8,479.09

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350944

BRX-MORRIS PARK FSTA

NY

5,299.74

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350946

BRX-MELCOURT FSTA

NY

5,412.79

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350947

BRX-HILLSIDE FSTA

NY

6,668.88

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350948

BRX-FIELDSTON FSTA

NY

5,088.86

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350949

BRX-ESPLANADE FSTA

NY

4,678.09

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350951

BRX-EINSTEIN FSTA

NY

5,160.26

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350953

BRX-CRANFORD FSTA

NY

5,537.25

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350954

BRX-DRIESER LOOP FSTA

NY

5,170.29

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350956

BRX-CLASON POINT FSTA

NY

5,367.00

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350957

BRX-CASTLE HILL FSTA

NY

5,668.59

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350958

BRX-BOTANICAL FSTA

NY

5,068.62

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350959

BRX-ALLERTON FSTA

NY

6,318.34

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

350982

BRONX PO

NY

32,338.90

NORTHEAST

350982

BC350982 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

355815

MANHATIAN MAIL COLLECTION UNIT

NY

118,285. 77

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

355824

NEW YORK CS DISTRICT

NY

127,860.49

NORTHEAST

355824

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

355825

NEW YORK PO

NY

5,895.85

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

355831

MORGAN NY P&DC

NY 4,245,680.69

NORTHEAST

355831

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

355832

J A FARLEY P&DC

NY

562.42

NORTHEAST

355832

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359601

NYC-BOWLING GREEN STA

NY

85,921.59

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359602

NYC-CANAL STA

NY

206,753.24

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359603

NYC-CHEROKEE FSTA

NY

16,100.73

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359604

NYC-CHINATOWN STA

NY

16,368.04

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359605

NYC-CHURCH STREET STA

NY

234,761.11

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

con FSTA

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359606

NYC-COOPER STA

NY

235,798.80

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359607

NYC-FDR STA

NY

402,554.97

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359608

NYC-TRINITY STA

NY

51,246.92

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359609

NYC-GRACIE STA

NY

364,487.50

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359610

NYC-GRAND CENTRAL STA

NY

363,359.04

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359611

NYC-HELLGATE STA

NY

152,589.34

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359612

NYC-ROOSEVELT ISLAND FSTA

NY

23,818.49

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359613

NYC-KNICKERBOCKER STA

NY

156,616.71

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359614

NYC-LENOX HILL STA

NY

202,262.44

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359615

NYC-MADISON SQUARE STA

NY

198,833.16

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

35961.6

NYC-MURRAY HILL STA

NY

326,032.00

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359617

NYC-PECK SLIP STA

NY

124,440.74

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359618

NYC-PETER STUYVESANT STA

NY

123,216.45

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359619

NYC-PITT FSTA

NY

7,392.68

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359620

NYC-PRINCE STA

NY

93,466.49

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359621

NYC-DAG HAMMARSKJOLD FSTA

NY

96.00

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359622

NYC-THOMPKINS SQUARE STA

NY

8,181.79

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359623

NYC-TRIBOROUGH STA

NY

89,427.91

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359624

NYC-TUDOR CITY FSTA

NY

76.00

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359626

NYC-YORKVILLE FSTA

NY

21,248.52

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359627

NYC-WALL STREET STA

NY

70,123.77

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359628

NYC-JAMES A FARLEY STA

NY

434,752.57

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359629

NYC-ANSONIA STA

NY

287,328.40

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359630

NYC-APPRAISERS STORE FSTA

NY

4,383.62

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359631

NYC-AUDUBON STA

NY

94,559.50

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359632

NYC-BRYANT FSTA

NY

16,019.85

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359633

NYC-CATHEDRAL STA

NY

286,346.77

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359634

NYC-COLLEGE STA

NY

34,375.51

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359635

NYC-COLONIAL PARK STA

NY

74,247.88

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359636

NYC-COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY FSTA

NY

14,059.75

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359637

NYC-COLUMBUS CIRCLE FSTA

NY

11,817.54

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359638

NYC-EMPIRE FSTA

NY

328.00

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359639

NYC-FORT GEORGE STA

NY

119,731.68

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359640

NYC-FORT WASHINGTON STA

NY

5,343.91

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359641

NYC-GREELEY SQUARE FSTA

NY

15,583.16

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359642

NYC-HAMILTON GRANGE STA

NY

96,827 .16

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

8

100

NEW YORK PFC

359643

NYC-PARK WEST FSTA

NY

13,810.46

8

100

NEW YORK PFC

359644

NYC-INWOOD STA

NY

8

NEW YORK PFC

359645

NYC-LINCOLNTON STA

NY

8

100
100

NEW YORK PFC

359646

NYC-LONDON TERRACE FSTA

8

100

NEW YORK PFC

359647

8

100

NEW YORK PFC

359648

8

100

NEW YORK PFC

359649

NYC-CPPF MORGAN P&D ANX

8

100

NEW YORK PFC

359650

8

100

NEW YORK PFC

8

100

8

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

72,784.42

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

56,351.45

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

NY

10,278.85

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

NYC-MANHATIANVILLE STA

NY

162,920.19

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

NYC-MIDTOWN STA

NY

159,330.14

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

NY

227, 170.80

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

NYC-MORNINGSIDE ANX

NY

80,635.83

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

359651

NYC-OLD CHELSEA STA

NY

207,671.96

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

NEW YORK PFC

359652

NYC-PATCHIN FSTA

NY

10,664.35

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

100

NEW YORK PFC

359653

NYC-PLANETARIUM STA

NY

216,838.25

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359654

NYC-PORT AUTHORITY FSTA

NY

8,405.77

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

8

100

NEW YORK PFC

359655

NYC-RADIO CITY STA

NY

276,127.25

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

8

100

NEW YORK PFC

359656

NYC-ROCKEFELLER CENTER FSTA

NY

66,131.11

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

8

100

NEW YORK PFC

359657

NYC-TIMES SQUARE STA

NY

272,008.42

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359658

NYC-VILLAGE STA

NY

143,793.76

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

8

100

NEW YORK PFC

359659

NYC-WASHINGTON BRIDGE STA

NY

76,387.59

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

8

100

NEW YORK PFC

359660

NYC-WEST VILLAGE FSTA

NY

8,122.54

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359661

NYC-PORT AUTHORITY CC FSTA

NY

6,956.08

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359667

NYC-FDR PARCEL POST ANX

NY

182,476.73

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

8

100

NEW YORK PFC

359668

NYC-WHITEHALL STA

NY

10,984.37

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

8

100

NEW YORK PFC

359670

NYC-HANOVER FINANCE STA

NY

10,634.93

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359671

NYC-LENOX HILL NORTH CR STA

NY

127,292.22

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

359672

NYC-LENOX HILL SOUTH CR STA

NY

100,819.66

NORTHEAST

355825

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

105

WESTCHESTER PFC

354391

KINGSTON CFS

NY

97,883.91

NORTHEAST

354395

BC354395 NPMHU

125

B

105

WESTCHESTER PFC

354395

KINGSTON PO

NY

163,960.92

NORTHEAST

354395

BC354395 NPMHU

125

B

105

WESTCHESTER PFC

355306

MID-HUDSON NY P&DC

NY

234,218.21

NORTHEAST

355306

BC355306 NPMHU

100

B

105

WESTCHESTER PFC

355585

MOUNT VERNON PO

NY

241,454.31

NORTHEAST

355585

BC355585 NPMHU

200

B

105

WESTCHESTER PFC

355785

NEW ROCHELLE PO

NY

154,320.54

NORTHEAST

355785

BC355785 NPMHU

125
125

B

105

WESTCHESTER PFC

355786

NRO-PELHAM BR

NY

53,096.69

NORTHEAST

355785

BC355785 NPMHU

B

105

WESTCHESTER PFC

355787

NRO-WYKAGYL STA

NY

60,491.62

NORTHEAST

355785

BC355785 NPMHU

125

B

105

WESTCHESTER PFC

356800

POUGHKEEPSIE PO

NY

125,027.48

NORTHEAST

356800

BC356800 NPMHU

100

118,862.30

B

105

WESTCHESTER PFC

356801

POU-ARLINGTON DOC

NY

NORTHEAST

356800

BC356800 NPMHU

100

B

105

WESTCHESTER PFC

359093

WESTCHESTER NY P&DC

NY 1,745,291.65

NORTHEAST

359093

BC355585 NPMHU

200

B

105

WESTCHESTER PFC

359350

WHITE PLAINS PO

NY

296,722.90

NORTHEAST

359350

BC359350 NPMHU

125

B

105

WESTCHESTER PFC

359351

WHl-NORTH WHITE PLAINS STA

NY

5,601.14

NORTHEAST

359350

BC359350 NPMHU

125

B

105

WESTCHESTER PFC

359545

YONKERS PO

NY

136,683.25

NORTHEAST

359545

BC359545 NPMHU

200

B

105

WESTCHESTER PFC

359546

YON-GREYSTONE CARRIER ANX

NY

43,551.32

NORTHEAST

359545

BC359545 NPMHU

200

B

105

WESTCHESTER PFC

359547

YON-EAST STA

NY

92,075.34

NORTHEAST

359545

BC359545 NPMHU

200

B

105

WESTCHESTER PFC

359548

YON-SOUTH STA

NY

67,684.88

NORTHEAST

359545

BC359545 NPMHU

200

B

105

WESTCHESTER PFC

359549

YON-HASTINGS ON HUDSON BR

NY

34,615.32

NORTHEAST

359545

BC359545 NPMHU

200

B

105

WESTCHESTER PFC

359551

YON-TUCKAHOE BR

NY

76,613.12

NORTHEAST

359545

BC359545 NPMHU

200

B

105

WESTCHESTER PFC

359552

YON-BRONXVILLE BR

NY

91,852.75

NORTHEAST

359545

BC359545 NPMHU

200

B

105

WESTCHESTER PFC

359553

YON-CENTUCK STA

NY

86,706.46

NORTHEAST

359545

BC359545 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

350185

NEW YORK !NTL SVC CTR

NY 2,319,126.69

NORTHEAST

350185

BC350185 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

350801

BKN-KENSJNGTON STA

NY

137,606.07

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

350802

BKN-BL YTHBOURNE STA

NY

152,303.46

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

350803

BKN-BAY RIDGE STA

NY

155,079.38

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

350804

BKN-BUSHWICK STA

NY

96,667.50

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

350806

BKN-GREENPOJNT STA

NY

97 ,938.16

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

350807

BKN-GRAVESEND STA

NY

148,669.73

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

350808

BKN-CONEY ISLAND STA

NY

99,608.31

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

350809

BKN-JAMES E DAVIS STA

NY

126,995.64

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

350877

BKN-TIMES PLAZA STA

NY

103,342.00

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

350878

BKN-CADMAN PLAZA STA

NY

271,751.36

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

350879

BKN-RUGBY STA

NY

151,759.14

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

350880

BKN-PARKVILLE STA

NY

143,313.67

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

350881

BKN-PRATT STA

NY

86,550.59

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

350882

BKN-METROPOLITAN STA

NY

120,429.50

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

350883

BKN-EAST NEW YORK STA

NY

141,474.49

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRJBORO PFC

350884

BKN-NEW LOTS STA

NY

118,592.81

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRJBORO PFC

350886

BKN-FORT HAMILTON STA

NY

172, 734.20

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

350887

BKN-VANDEVEER STA

NY

129,923.77

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

350888

BKN-WILLIAMSBURG STA

NY

211,031.09

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRJBORO PFC

350889

BKN-BROWNSVJLLE STA

NY

120,361.13

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

350891

BKN-ST JOHNS PLACE STA

NY

88,691.39

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRJBORO PFC

350892

BKN-BATH BEACH STA

NY

137,185.76

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

350893

BKN-VAN BRUNT STA

NY

199,693.23

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

350894

BKN-BREVOORT STA

NY

100,025.72

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

350971

BKN-FLATBUSH STA

NY

145,030.55

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

350972

BKN-DYKER HEIGHTS STA

NY

91,277.91

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

350973

BKN-HOMECREST CARRIER ANX

NY

157,754.43

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

350974

BKN-MIDWOOD STA

NY

166,787.55

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

350986

BKN-RED HOOK STA

NY

103,275.63

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

350987

BKN-BUSH TERMINAL STA

NY

51,779.66

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

350988

BKN-STUYVESANT STA

NY

94,899.66

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

350989

BKN-RYDER CARRIER ANX

NY

216,012.49

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

350991

BKN-BAY STA

NY

184,005.79

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

350992

BKN-CANARSIE STA

NY

208,098.95

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

350993

BKN-WYCKOFF HEIGHTS STA

NY

59,075.61

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

350994

BKN-ADELPHI STA

NY

114,560.89

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

350995

BROOKLYN PO

NY

186,660.54

NORTHEAST

350995

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

350996

BROOKLYN NY P&DC

NY 2,332,131.73

NORTHEAST

350996

BC350995 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

352785

FAR ROCKAWAY PO

NY

100,875.05

NORTHEAST

352785

BC352785 NPMHU

100

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

352786

FRK-ARVERNE STA

NY

45,195.99

NORTHEAST

352785

BC352785 NPMHU

100

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

352787

FRK-ROCKAWAY BEACH STA

NY

4,340.25

NORTHEAST

352785

BC352785 NPMHU

100

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

352788

FRK-ROCKAWAY PARK STA

NY

67,655.54

NORTHEAST

352785

BC352785 NPMHU

100

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

352789

FRK-INWOOD STA

NY

4,751.01

NORTHEAST

352785

BC352785 NPMHU

100

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

352877

FLG-WHITESTONE STA

NY

105,276.89

NORTHEAST

352895

BC352895 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

352878

FLG-LINDEN HILL STA

NY

106,371.67

NORTHEAST

352895

BC352895 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

352879

FLG-COLLEGE POINT STA

NY

59,425.25

NORTHEAST

352895

BC352895 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

352880

FLORAL PARK PO

NY

127,243.92

NORTHEAST

352880

BC352880 NPMHU

100

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

352881

FLG-MAIN OFFICE STA

NY

146,678.25

NORTHEAST

352895

BC352895 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

352882

FLG-STATION A STA

NY

86,897.81

NORTHEAST

352895

BC352895 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

352883

FLG-BA YSIDE CARRIER ANX

NY

154,394.10

NORTHEAST

352895

BC352895 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

352884

FLG-LITTLE NECK STA

NY

90,747.55

NORTHEAST

352895

BC352895 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

352885

FLG-OAKLAND GARDENS STA

NY

91,547.10

NORTHEAST

352895

BC352895 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

352886

FLG-FRESH MEADOWS STA

NY

167,430.43

NORTHEAST

352895

BC352895 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

352887

FLG-KEW GARDENS HILLS STA

NY

94,349.70

NORTHEAST

352895

BC352895 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

352888

FLG-CORONA/ELMHURST CARRIER ANX NY

266,363.73

NORTHEAST

352895

BC352895 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

352889

FLG-EAST ELMHURST STA

NY

102,948.58

NORTHEAST

352895

BC352895 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

352891

FLG-JACKSON HEIGHTS STA

NY

134,429.15

NORTHEAST

352895

BC352895 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

352892

FLG-REGO PARK STA

NY

108,732.27

NORTHEAST

352895

BC352895 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

352893

FLG-FOREST HILLS STA

NY

229,792.55

NORTHEAST

352895

BC352895 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

352894

FLG-WOODSIDE STA

NY

149,261.58

NORTHEAST

352895

BC352895 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

352895

FLUSHING PO

NY

86,819.63

NORTHEAST

352895

BC352895 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

352897

FLG-MASPETH STA

NY

87,631.14

NORTHEAST

352895

BC352895 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

352898

FLG-MIDDLE VILLAGE STA

NY

77,234.33

NORTHEAST

352895

BC352895 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

352899

FLG-RIDGEWOOD STA

NY

184,738.18

NORTHEAST

352895

BC352895 NPMHU

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

352981

FPK-ELMONT STA

NY

96,048.80

NORTHEAST

352880

BC352880 NPMHU

100

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

354170

JAMAICA PO

NY

27,097.64

NORTHEAST

354170

BC354170 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

354171

JAM-CAMBRIA HEIGHTS STA

NY

39,609.79 .

NORTHEAST

354170

BC354170 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

354172

JAM-ST ALBANS STA

NY

64,713.91

NORTHEAST

354170

BC354170 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

354173

JAM-SPRINGFIELD GARDENS STA

NY

81,563.02

NORTHEAST

354170

BC354170 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

354174

JAM-HOWARD BEACH STA

NY

70,543.39

NORTHEAST

354170

BC354170 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

354176

JAM-KEW GARDENS STA

NY

65,673.99

NORTHEAST

354170

BC354170 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

354177

JAM-OZONE PARK CARRIER ANX

NY

77, 128.48

NORTHEAST

354170

BC354170 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

354178

JAM-RICHMOND HILL STA

NY

59,728.62

NORTHEAST

354170

BC354170 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

354179

JAM-SOUTH RICHMOND HILL STA

NY

59,355.43

NORTHEAST

354170

BC354170 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

354181

JAM-SOUTH OZONE PARK STA

NY

96,908.83

NORTHEAST

354170

BC354170 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

354182

JAM-WOODHAVEN STA

NY

78, 128.22

NORTHEAST

354170

BC354170 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

354183

JAM-ROSEDALE STA

NY

68,605.01

NORTHEAST

354170

BC354170 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

354184

JAM-HOLLIS STA

NY

72,674.53

NORTHEAST

354170

BC354170 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

354186

JAM-BELLEROSE STA

NY

49,941.47

NORTHEAST

354170

BC354170 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

354187

JAM-QUEENS VILLAGE STA

NY

130,730.12

NORTHEAST

354170

BC354170 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

354188

JAM-JFK AIRPORT STA

NY

19,498.02

NORTHEAST

354170

BC354170 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

354189

JAM-ROCHDALE VILLAGE CARRIER ANX NY

124,789.82

NORTHEAST

354170

BC354170 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

354191

JAM-ARCHER AVENUE STA

NY

99,955.09

NORTHEAST

354170

BC354170 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

354192

JAM-MAIN OFFICE STA

NY

177,698.30

NORTHEAST

354170

BC354170 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

354830

LONG ISLAND CITY PO

NY

15,537.23

NORTHEAST

354830

BC354830 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

354832

LIC-ASTORIA STA

NY

64,392.21

NORTHEAST

354830

BC354830 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

354836

UC-STEINWAY STA

NY

79,070.26

NORTHEAST

354830

BC354830 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

354837

UC-SUNNYSIDE STA

NY

54,854.15

NORTHEAST

354830

BC354830 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

354838

UC-WOOLSEY STA

NY

70,350.75

NORTHEAST

354830

BC354830 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

354839

UC-BROADWAY STA

NY

75,477.98

NORTHEAST

354830

BC354830 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

354840

LIC-MAIN OFFICE STA

NY

229,678.04

NORTHEAST

354830

BC354830 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

356886

QUEENS NY P&DC

NY 1,941,775.67

NORTHEAST

356886

BC352895 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

358170

STATEN ISLAND PO

NY

71,034.23

NORTHEAST

358170

BC358170 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

358173

STl-ST GEORGE STA

NY

83,585.11

NORTHEAST

358170

BC358170 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

358174

STl-PORT RICHMOND STA

NY

35,650.24

NORTHEAST

358170

BC358170 NPMHU

200

200

B

110

TRI BO RO PFC

358175

STl-MARINERS HARBOR CARRIER ANX

NY

32,069.91

NORTHEAST

358170

BC358170 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

358176

STl-STAPLETON STA

NY

67,603.70

NORTHEAST

358170

BC358170 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBOROPFC

358177

STl-ROSEBANK STA

NY

77,855.92

NORTHEAST

358170

BC358170 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

358178

STl-NEW DORP STA

NY

217,391.76

NORTHEAST

358170

BC358170 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

358179

STl-TOTTENVILLE STA

NY

32,380.47

NORTHEAST

358170

BC358170 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

358181

STl-WEST NEW BRIGHTON STA

NY

43,401.42

NORTHEAST

358170

BC358170 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

358182

STl-SOUTH SHORE CARRIERANX

NY

214,179.27

NORTHEAST

358170

BC358170 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

358183

STl-MAIN OFFICE STA

NY

264,036.39

NORTHEAST

358170

BC358170 NPMHU

200

B

117

LONG ISLAND PFC

350420

BABYLON PO

NY

11,128.44

NORTHEAST

350420

BC350420 NPMHU

100

B

117

LONG ISLAND PFC

350421

BAB-NORTH BR

NY

49,615.78

NORTHEAST

350420

BC350420 NPMHU

100

B

117

LONG ISLAND PFC

350422

BAB-WEST BR

NY

169,733.02

NORTHEAST

350420

BC350420 NPMHU

100

B

117

LONG ISLAND PFC

352770

FARMINGDALE PO

NY

225,738.96

NORTHEAST

352770

BC352770 NPMHU

100

B

117

LONG ISLAND PFC

352771

FAR-SOUTH BR

NY

4,309.18

NORTHEAST

352770

BC352770 NPMHU

100

B

117

LONG ISLAND PFC

353775

HICKSVILLE PO

NY

292,142.90

NORTHEAST

353775

BC353775 NPMHU

200

B

117

LONG ISLAND PFC

353777

HXS-PLAINVIEW BR

NY

118,380.03

NORTHEAST

353775

BC353775 NPMHU

200

B

117

LONG ISLAND PFC

353778

HXS-OLD BETHPAGE BR

NY

24,997.55

NORTHEAST

353775

BC353775 NPMHU

200

B

117

LONG ISLAND PFC

354060

HUNTINGTON STATION PO

NY

260,205.27

NORTHEAST

354060

BC354060 NPMHU

125

B

117

LONG ISLAND PFC

354061

HST-MELVILLE BR

NY

8,124.44

NORTHEAST

354060

BC354060 NPMHU

125

B

117

LONG ISLAND PFC

354833

LONG ISLAND CS DISTRICT

NY

98,423.41

NORTHEAST

354833

BC353775 NPMHU

200

B

117

LONG ISLAND PFC

355311

MID-ISLAND NY P&DC

NY 2,542,266.85

NORTHEAST

355311

BC353775 NPMHU

200

B

117

LONG ISLAND PFC

357840

SMITHTOWN PO

NY

231,513.82

NORTHEAST

357840

BC357840 NPMHU

100

B

117

LONG ISLAND PFC

357841

SMl-HAUPPAUGE BR

NY

8,944.66

NORTHEAST

357840

BC357840 NPMHU

100

B

117

LONG ISLAND PFC

357842

SMl-INDUSTRIAL PARK BR

NY

10,239.69

NORTHEAST

357840

BC357840 NPMHU

100

B

117

LONG ISLAND PFC

359137

WESTERN NASSAU PO

NY

10,711.85

NORTHEAST

359137

BC359138 NPMHU

200

B

117

LONG ISLAND PFC

359138

WEST NASSAU NY P&DC

NY

955,699.60

NORTHEAST

359138

BC359138 NPMHU

200

B

120

ALBANY PFC

350051

ALB-ACADEMY

NY

6,324.75

NORTHEAST

350060

BC350060 NPMHU

200

B

120

ALBANY PFC

350053

ALB-BRODERICK

NY

395.04

NORTHEAST

350060

BC350060 NPMHU

200

B

120

ALBANY PFC

350054

ALB-CAPITOL

NY

2,719.57

NORTHEAST

350060

BC350060 NPMHU

200

B

120

ALBANY PFC

350057

ALB-CARRIER ANX

NY

104,073.54

NORTHEAST

350060

BC350060 NPMHU

200

B

120

ALBANY PFC

350058

ALB-COLONIE CENTER

NY

11,336.38

NORTHEAST

350060

BC350060 NPMHU

200

B

120

ALBANY PFC

350060

ALBANY PO

NY

12,165.17

NORTHEAST

350060

BC350060 NPMHU

200

B

120

ALBANY PFC

350061

ALBANY NY P&DC

NY 1,273,423.61

NORTHEAST

350061

BC350060 NPMHU

200

B

120

ALBANY PFC

350063

ALBANY CS DISTRICT

NY

66,872.60

NORTHEAST

350063

BC350060 NPMHU

200

B

120

ALBANY PFC

350066

ALB-ESP

NY

6,182.56

NORTHEAST

350060

BC350060 NPMHU

200

B

120

ALBANY PFC

350067

ALB-FORT ORANGE

NY

7,928.49

NORTHEAST

350060

BC350060 NPMHU

200

B

120

ALBANY PFC

350069

ALB-GMF STORE

NY

201,115.38

NORTHEAST

350060

BC350060 NPMHU

200

B

120

ALBANY PFC

350071

ALB-KIMBERLY SQUARE

NY

6,444.98

NORTHEAST

350060

BC350060 NPMHU

200

B

120

ALBANY PFC

350074

ALB-STUYVESANT

NY

8,068.19

NORTHEAST

350060

BC350060 NPMHU

200

B

120

ALBANY PFC

350076

ALB-TERMINAL

NY

128,597.95

NORTHEAST

350060

BC350060 NPMHU

200

B

120

ALBANY PFC

350705

BINGHAMTON PO

NY

240,206.89

NORTHEAST

350705

BC350705 NPMHU

100

B

120

ALBANY PFC

357534

SCH-GLENVILLE BR

NY

73, 101.04

NORTHEAST

357535

BC357535 NPMHU

200

B

120

ALBANY PFC

357535

SCHENECTADY PO

NY

64,646.93

NORTHEAST

357535

BC357535 NPMHU

200

B

120

ALBANY PFC

357536

SCH-HERITAGE STA

NY

175,593.65

NORTHEAST

357535

BC357535 NPMHU

200

B

120

ALBANY PFC

357537

SCH-NISKAYUNA BR

NY

104,835.86

NORTHEAST

357535

BC357535 NPMHU

200

B

120

ALBANY PFC

358354

SYR-COLVIN STA

NY

71,235.58

NORTHEAST

358360

BC358360 NPMHU

200

B

120

ALBANY PFC

358356

SYR-DEWITT BR

NY

26,270.84

NORTHEAST

358360

BC358360 NPMHU

200

B

120

ALBANY PFC

358357

SYR-DOWNTOWN STA

NY

5,325.00

NORTHEAST

358360

BC358360 NPMHU

200

B

120

ALBANY PFC

358360

SYRACUSE PO

NY

109,483.55

NORTHEAST

358360

BC358360 NPMHU

200

B

120

ALBANY PFC

358361

SYRACUSE NY P&DC

NY 1,007,962.51

NORTHEAST

358361

BC358360 NPMHU

200

B

120

ALBANY PFC

358367

SYR-FRANKLIN SQUARE STA

NY

116,713.94

NORTHEAST

358360

BC358360 NPMHU

200

B

120

ALBANY PFC

358370

SYR-ONONDAGA BR

NY

25,409.02

NORTHEAST

358360

BC358360 NPMHU

200

B

120

ALBANY PFC

358371

SYR-SOLVAY BR

NY

93,617.59

NORTHEAST

358360

BC358360 NPMHU

200

B

120

ALBANY PFC

358372

SYR-TEALL STA

NY

177,892.54

NORTHEAST

358360

BC358360 NPMHU

200

B

120

ALBANY PFC

358675

UTICA PO

NY

215,992.68

NORTHEAST

358675

BC358675 NPMHU

100

B

120

ALBANY PFC

358679

UTC-KERNAN STA

NY

5,576.02

NORTHEAST

358675

BC358675 NPMHU

100

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

247822

SPRINGFIELD NOC

MA 2,941,634.93

NORTHEAST

247822

BC247820 NPMHU

200

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

333869

NEW JERSEY NOC

NJ 4,094,713.69

NORTHEAST

333869

BC333869 NPMHU

200

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

335978

GREATER NEWARK NJ P&DC

NJ 1,086,204.43

NORTHEAST

335978

BC335978 NPMHU

200

B

117

LONG ISLAND PFC

350978

BETHPAGE NY P&DC

NY

981,170.15

NORTHEAST

350978

BC350978 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

437143

SE NEW ENGLAND CS DISTRICT

RI

172.00

NORTHEAST

437143

BC437140 NPMHU

200

c
c
c
c

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

95170

NEWARK PO

DE

212,853.14

EASTERN

095170

BC095170 NPMHU

125

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

95172

NEW-FEDERAL STA

DE

4,193.60

EASTERN

095170

BC095170 NPMHU

125

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

95173

NEW-BEAR CARRIER ANX

DE

63,340.03

EASTERN

095170

BC095170 NPMHU

125

96820

WILMINGTON PO

DE

35,218.94

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

EASTERN

096820

BC096820 NPMHU

200

c

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

96821

DELAWARE DE P&DC

DE 1,012,404.29

EASTERN

096821

BC096820 NPMHU

200

c

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

96823

WLM-MARSHALLTON BR

DE

111, 183.15

EASTERN

096820

BC096820 NPMHU

200

c
c

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

96824

WLM-NEWPORT BR

DE

49,452.57

EASTERN

096820

BC096820 NPMHU

200

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

96825

WLM-EDGEMOOR BR

DE

184,023.72

EASTERN

096820

BC096820 NPMHU

200

c
c
c
c
c

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

96826

WLM-LANCASTER AVE

DE

153,393. 70

EASTERN

096820

BC096820 NPMHU

200

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

96827

WLM-TALLEYVILLE BR

DE

95,671.68

EASTERN

096820

BC096820 NPMHU

200

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

96828

WLM-RODNEY SQUARE STA

DE

56, 157 .98

EASTERN

096820

BC096820 NPMHU

200

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

331025

BRICK PO

NJ

228,532.93

EASTERN

331025

BC331025 NPMHU

100

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

331260

CAMDEN PO

NJ

459,230.87

EASTERN

331260

BC331260 NPMHU

200

c
c
c

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

331540

CHERRY HILL PO

NJ

263, 171.41

EASTERN

331540

BC331540 NPMHU

125

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

334140

LAKEWOOD PO

NJ

164,403.84

EASTERN

334140

BC334140 NPMHU

100

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

337635

SEASIDE HEIGHTS PO

NJ

2,442.44

EASTERN

338475

BC338475 NPMHU

125

c

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

337928

SO JERSEY PO

NJ

EASTERN

337928

BC337929 NPMHU

200

c
c

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

337929

SO JERSEY NJ P&DC

NJ 1,301,675.09

EASTERN

337929

BC337929 NPMHU

200

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

338475

TOMS RIVER PO

NJ

273,662.22

EASTERN

338475

BC338475 NPMHU

125

c
c
c

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

338550

TRENTON PO

NJ

340,417. 75

EASTERN

338550

BC338550 NPMHU

200

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

338552

TRENTON NJ P&DC

NJ 1,519,354.51

EASTERN

338552

BC338550 NPMHU

200

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

338553

TRE-CIRCLE BR

NJ

144,815.73

EASTERN

338550

BC338550 NPMHU

200

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

338554

TRE-DOWNTOWN STA

NJ

117,766.68

EASTERN

338550

BC338550 NPMHU

200

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

338555

TRE-FORT DIX BR

NJ

13,263.38

EASTERN

338550

BC338550 NPMHU

200

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

338556

TRE-VILLA PARK STA

NJ

6,285.68

EASTERN

338550

BC338550 NPMHU

200

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

338557

TRE-WEST TRENTON BR

NJ

5,041.86

EASTERN

338550

BC338550 NPMHU

200

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

351001

BFL-NIAGARA SQUARE STA

NY

96,887.62

EASTERN

351025

BC351025 NPMHU

200

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

351002

BFL-ELLICOTT STA

NY

7,451.92

EASTERN

351025

BC351025 NPMHU

200

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

351003

BFL-EASTSIDE STA

NY

216,749.26

EASTERN

351025

BC351025 NPMHU

200

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

351004

BFL-NORTHSIDE STA

NY

173,564.87

EASTERN

351025

BC351025 NPMHU

200

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

351006

BFL-MIDCITY STA

NY

753.98

EASTERN

351025

BC351025 NPMHU

200

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

351007

BFL-BROADWAY-FILLMORE STA

NY

2,211.84

EASTERN

351025

BC351025 NPMHU

200

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

351008

BFL-WESTSIDE STA

NY

94,055.87

EASTERN

351025

BC351025 NPMHU

200

c
c
c
c

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

351009

BFL-CENTRAL PARK STA

NY

152,590.25

EASTERN

351025

BC351025 NPMHU

200

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

351011

BFL-KENMORE BR

NY

7,025.67

EASTERN

351025

BC351025 NPMHU

200

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

351012

BFL-LACKAWANNA BR

NY

3,331.58

EASTERN

351025

BC351025 NPMHU

200

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

351013

BFL-BLASDELL BR

NY

31,641.23

EASTERN

351025

BC351025 NPMHU

200

c

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

351014

BFL-SOUTHSIDE STA

NY

112,580.32

EASTERN

351025

BC351025 NPMHU

200

c

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

351016

BFL-WILLIAMSVILLE BR

NY

199,897.48

EASTERN

351025

BC351025 NPMHU

200

c
c
c

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

351017

BFL-HILER

NY

66,237.58

EASTERN

351025

BC351025 NPMHU

200

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

351018

BFL-WEST SENECA BR

NY

129,778.64

EASTERN

351025

BC351025 NPMHU

200

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

351019

BFL-CHEEKTOWAGA BR

NY

172,559.20

EASTERN

351025

BC351025 NPMHU

200

c

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

351021

BFL-AMHERST BR

NY

159,474.26

EASTERN

351025

BC351025 NPMHU

200

c
c
c
c
c

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

351023

BFL-COLLECTIONS

NY

22.00

EASTERN

351025

BC351025 NPMHU

200

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

351025

BUFFALO PO

NY

104.00

EASTERN

351025

BC351025 NPMHU

200

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

351026

BUFFALO NY P&DC

NY

896,453. 70

EASTERN

351026

BC351025 NPMHU

200

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

351031

BFL-MAIN OFF WINDOWS

NY

790.00

EASTERN

351025

BC351025 NPMHU

200

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

351032

BFL ADMINISTRATION

NY

82,506.07

EASTERN

351032

BC351025 NPMHU

200

c

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

351037

BFL-CAYUGA RETAIL

NY

1,331.94

EASTERN

351025

BC351025 NPMHU

200

c
c
c

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

357101

NORTHWEST ROCHESTER NY P&DC

NY

621,964.09

EASTERN

357101

BC357101 NPMHU

200

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

357102

ROG-DOWNTOWN STA

NY

131,571.50

EASTERN

357105

BC357105 NPMHU

200

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

357105

ROCHESTER PO

NY

770.52

EASTERN

357105

BC357105 NPMHU

200

141,420.72

c
c
c
c
c

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

357106

ROCHESTER NY P&DC

NY

866,556.04

EASTERN

357106

BC357105 NPMHU

200

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

357111

ROC-IRONDEQUOIT BR

NY

173,890.86

EASTERN

357105

BC357105 NPMHU

200

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

357112

ROG-LEXINGTON STA

NY

154,323.33

EASTERN .

357105

BC357105 NPMHU

200

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

357113

ROG-WESTGATE BR

NY

175,996.63

EASTERN

357105

BC357105 NPMHU

200

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

357115

ROG-BEECHWOOD STA

NY

97,692.89

EASTERN

357105

BC357105 NPMHU

200

c

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

357118

ROG-GREECE BR

NY

232,014.49

EASTERN

357105

BC357105 NPMHU

200

c
c
c
c

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

357119

ROC-LOEHMANN'S PLZ BR

NY

7,611.46

EASTERN

357105

BC357105 NPMHU

200

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

357120

ROG-PANORAMA BR

NY

84, 110.75

EASTERN

357105

BC357105 NPMHU

200

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

357122

ROG-MAIN OFF WINDOW

NY

17,508.39

EASTERN

357105

BC357105 NPMHU

200

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

357123

ROC-GMF CARRIER UNIT

NY

223,574.33

EASTERN

357105

BC357105 NPMHU

200

c

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

357126

ROG-ADMINISTRATIVE

NY

28,943.70

EASTERN

357105

BC357105 NPMHU

200

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

410152

ALTOONA PO

PA

291 ,442.09

EASTERN

410152

BC410152 NPMHU

125

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

412544

ERIE PO

PA

402,376.86

EASTERN

412544

BC412544 NPMHU

200

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

412549

ERi-DOWNTOWN STA

PA

6,842.10

EASTERN

412544

BC412544 NPMHU

200

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

412550

ERi-SOUTH ERIE STA

PA

6,993.38

EASTERN

412544

BC412544 NPMHU

200

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

412551

ERi-PRESQUE ISLE BR

PA

193,092.12

EASTERN

412544

BC412544 NPMHU

200

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

414078

JOHNSTOWN PA P&DC-INSHD

PA

29,022.41

EASTERN

414078

BC414080 NPMHU

200

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

414080

JOHNSTOWN PO

PA

408,110.73

EASTERN

414080

BC414080 NPMHU

200

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

415464

MINERAL POINT PO

PA

14.00

EASTERN

414080

BC414080 NPMHU

200

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

416602

PENNWOOD PLACE PA P&DC

PA

815,206.67

EASTERN

416602

BC416602 NPMHU

200

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

416608

PITTSBURGH PO

PA

106,415.75

EASTERN

416608

BC416608 NPMHU

200

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

416609

PITTSBURGH PA P&DC

PA 2,077,288.22

EASTERN

416609

BC416608 NPMHU

200

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

416617

PIT-BLAWNOX BR

PA

54,015.93

EASTERN

416608

BC416608 NPMHU

200

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

416618

PIT-BLOOMFIELD STA

PA

64,032.17

EASTERN

416608

BC416608 NPMHU

200

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

416621

PIT-BROOKLINE STA

PA

2,952.00

EASTERN

416608

BC416608 NPMHU

200

c

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

416624

PIT-CASTLE SHANNON BR

PA

135,486.32

EASTERN

416608

BC416608 NPMHU

200

c
c

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

416625

PIT-CEDARHURST BR

PA

40,053.23

EASTERN

416608

BC416608 NPMHU

200

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

416628

PIT-E LIBERTY STA

PA

195,184.75

EASTERN

416608

BC416608 NPMHU

200

c
c

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

416629

PIT-ETNA BR

PA

318.00

EASTERN

416608

BC416608 NPMHU

200

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

416632

PIT-GRANT ST STA

PA

138,387.86

EASTERN

416608

BC416608 NPMHU

200

c

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

416633

PIT-GREENTREE BR

PA

200,683.45

EASTERN

416608

BC416608 NPMHU

200

c
c
c
c

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

416634

PIT-HAZELWOOD STA

PA

30,280.57

EASTERN

416608

BC416608 NPMHU

200

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

416637

PIT-MCKNIGHT BR

PA

184,214.79

EASTERN

416608

BC416608 NPMHU

200

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

416639

PIT-MONROEVILLE BR

PA

150,635.31

EASTERN

416608

BC416608 NPMHU

200

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

416643

PIT-MT OLIVER BR

PA

130,578.29

EASTERN

416608

BC416608 NPMHU

200

c

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

416647

PIT-OAKLAND STA

PA

69,992.10

EASTERN

416608

BC416608 NPMHU

200

c
c

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

416650

PIT-PENN HILLS BR

PA

185,985.39

EASTERN

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

416654

PIT-PLEASANT HILLS BR

PA

223,405.81

EASTERN

c

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

416657

PIT-SHARPSBURG BR

PA

28,614.61

EASTERN

c
c
c

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

416658

PIT-SOUTH HILLS BR

PA

81,066.30

EASTERN

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

416661

PIT-SWISSVALE BR

PA

30,813.76

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

416662

PIT-UPPER ST CLAIR STA

PA

73,186.14

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

416673

PIT-WOODS RUN STA

PA

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANll

410128

ALLENTOWN PO

PA

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANll

410636

BETHLEHEM PO

PA

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANll

413484

HARRISBURG PO

PA

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANll

413485

HARRISBURG PA P&DC

PA 1,746,188.68

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANll

413492

HBG-SWATARA BR

PA

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANll

413493

HBG-LOWER PAXTON BR

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIJ

413494

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANll

170

BC416608 NPMHU

200

416608

BC416608 NPMHU

200

416608

BC416608 NPMHU

200

416608

BC416608 NPMHU

200

EASTERN

416608

BC416608 NPMHU

200

EASTERN

416608

BC416608 NPMHU

200

196,918.76

EASTERN

416608

BC416608 NPMHU

200

423,288.12

EASTERN

410128

BC410128 NPMHU

200

288,350.42

EASTERN

410636

BC410636 NPMHU

125

115,781.65

EASTERN

413484

BC413484 NPMHU

200

EASTERN

413485

BC413484 NPMHU

200

115,692.98

EASTERN

413484

BC413484 NPMHU

200

PA

140,277.89

EASTERN

413484

BC413484 NPMHU

200

HBG-STEELTON BR

PA

23,325.20

EASTERN

413484

BC413484 NPMHU

200

413495

HBG-UPTOWN BR

PA

137,807.56

EASTERN

413484

BC413484 NPMHU

200

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANll

413496

HBG-FEDERAL SQUARE STA

PA

6,718.26

EASTERN

413484

BC413484 NPMHU

200

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIJ

414214

HARRISBURG PA STC

PA

55,058.90

EASTERN

414214

BC413484 NPMHU

200.

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIJ

414408

LANCASTER PO

PA

78,930.00

EASTERN

414408

BC414408 NPMHU

200

c

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANll

414409

LANCASTER PA P&DC

PA

584,042.46

EASTERN

414409

BC414408 NPMHU

200

c

170

CENTRA~

PENNSYLVANIJ

414413

LNG-CARRIER ANX

PA

350,584.62

EASTERN

414408

BC414408 NPMHU

200

c

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANll

414582

LEHIGH VALLEY PO

PA

26,387.53

EASTERN

414582

BC414583 NPMHU

200

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANll

414583

LEHIGH VALLEY PA P&DC

PA

858,552.29

EASTERN

414583

BC414583 NPMHU

200

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANll

416928

READING PO

PA

342,102.96

EASTERN

416928

BC416928 NPMHU

200

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANll

416929

ROG-DOWNTOWN STA

PA

16,204.80

EASTERN

416928

BC416928 NPMHU

200

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIJ

416930

ROG-READING STA

PA

94,153.14

EASTERN

416928

BC416928 NPMHU

200

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANll

416931

ROG-SHILLINGTON BR

PA

63,507.41

EASTERN

416928

BC416928 NPMHU

200

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANll

416933

ROG-SINKING SPRINGS BR

PA

4,156.62

EASTERN

416928

BC416928 NPMHU

200

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANll

416935

ROG-WYOMISSING BR

PA

75,301.02

EASTERN

416928

BC416928 NPMHU

200

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANll

416937

ROG-CARRIER ANX

PA

5,708.40

EASTERN

416928

BC416928 NPMHU

200

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANll

417540

SCRANTON PO

PA

15,941.17

EASTERN

417540

BC417540 NPMHU

200

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANll

417541

SCR-DOWNTOWN STA

PA

5,619.23

EASTERN

417540

BC417540 NPMHU

200

416608

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANll

417542

SCRANTON PA P&DC

PA

333,606.03

EASTERN

417542

BC417540 NPMHU

200

c

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANll

417543

SCR-WEST STA

PA

59,293.01

EASTERN

417540

BC417540 NPMHU

200

c
c
c

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANll

417545

SCR-STEAMTOWN STA

PA

5,184.43

EASTERN

417540

BC417540 NPMHU

200

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIJ

417546

SCR-DUNMORE BR

PA

37,434.40

EASTERN

417540

BC417540 NPMHU

200

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANll

417547

SCR-TAYLOR BR

PA

52,959.69

EASTERN

417540

BC417540 NPMHU

200

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIJ

417548

SCR-MAIN OFFICE DELIVERY

PA

206,844.70

EASTERN

417540

BC417540 NPMHU

200

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIJ

419260

WILKES-BARRE PO

PA

368,344.13

EASTERN

419260

BC419260 NPMHU

125

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIJ

419492

YORK PO

PA

152,237.12

EASTERN

419492

BC419492 NPMHU

125

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANJI

419493

YRK-DOVER BR

PA

2,560.70

EASTERN

419492

BC419492 NPMHU

125

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

c

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

c
c
c

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

190

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIJ

419494

YRK-WEST BR

PA

216,344.66

EASTERN

419492

BC419492 NPMHU

125

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIJ

419495

YRK-DOWNTOWN STA

PA

7,268.48

EASTERN

419492

BC419492 NPMHU

125

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416085

TRI COUNTY CFS

PA

76,462.34

EASTERN

416088

BC416088 NPMHU

200

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416087

NRS-TRl-COUNTY BRANCH

PA

439,774.10

EASTERN

416088

BC416088 NPMHU

200

416088

NORRISTOWN PO

PA

15,190.77

EASTERN

416088

BC416088 NPMHU

200

416089

NRS-EAGLEVILLE DEL UNIT

PA

125,877.37

EASTERN

416088

BC416088 NPMHU

200

416090

NRS-KING OF PRUSSIA BR

PA

16,093.10

EASTERN

416088

BC416088 NPMHU

200

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416539

DISTRICT SUPPORT

PA

121,032.59

EASTERN

416539

BC416544 NPMHU

200

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416544

PHILADELPHIA PO

PA

11,159.00

EASTERN

416544

BC416544 NPMHU

200

c

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416551

PHI-MAIN OFFICE STA

PA

393,978.35

EASTERN

416544

BC416544 NPMHU

200

c
c
c
c

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416556

PHI-BOULEVARD STA

PA

116,414.77

EASTERN

416544

BC416544 NPMHU

200

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416557

PHl-BUSTLETON STA

PA

277,420.23

EASTERN

416544

BC416544 NPMHU

200

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416558

PHI-GERMANTOWN STA

PA

162,082.90

EASTERN

416544

BC416544 NPMHU

200

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416559

PHI-EAST FALLS STA

PA

23,926.09

EASTERN

416544

BC416544 NPMHU

200

c
c
c
c

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416561

PHI-EAST GERMANTOWN STA

PA

58,919.05

EASTERN

416544

BC416544 NPMHU

200

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416562

PHI-OVERBROOK STA

PA

56,329.99

EASTERN

416544

BC416544 NPMHU

200

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416563

PHI-FAIRMOUNT STA

PA

77,082.35

EASTERN

416544

BC416544 NPMHU

200

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416565

PHI-FOX CHASE STA

PA

145,345.28

EASTERN

416544

BC416544 NPMHU

200

c
c
c
c
c
c
c

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416566

PHI-FRANKFORD STA

PA

136,443.37

EASTERN

416544

BC416544 NPMHU

200

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416567

PHI-WEST PARK STA

PA

70,451.87

EASTERN

416544

BC416544 NPMHU

200

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416570

PHI-HUNTING PARK STA

PA

185,170.78

EASTERN

416544

BC416544 NPMHU

200

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416571

PHI-KENSINGTON STA

PA

57,006.82

EASTERN

416544

BC416544 NPMHU

200

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416572

PHl-KINGSESSING STA

PA

84,043.83

EASTERN

416544

BC416544 NPMHU

200

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416573

PHI-LOGAN STA

PA

94,925.88

EASTERN

416544

BC416544 NPMHU

200

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416574

PHI-MANA YUNK STA

PA

23,253.16

EASTERN

416544

BC416544 NPMHU

200

c

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416575

PHI-MARKET SQUARE STA

PA

106,745.00

EASTERN

416544

BC416544 NPMHU

200

c

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416579

PHI-PASCHALL STA

PA

72,570.83

EASTERN

416544

BC416544 NPMHU

200

c
c
c
c

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416581

PHI-POINT BREEZE STA

PA

82,280.85

EASTERN

416544

BC416544 NPMHU

200

c

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416582

PHI-RICHMOND STA

PA

90,572.21

EASTERN

416544

BC416544 NPMHU

200

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416583

PHl-N PHILADELPHIA STA

PA

147,033.94

EASTERN

416544

BC416544 NPMHU

200

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416585

PHl-ROXBOROUGH STA

PA

120,451.66

EASTERN

416544

BC416544 NPMHU

200

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416586

PHI-SCHUYLKILL STA

PA

78,892.92

EASTERN

416544

BC416544 NPMHU

200

c
c
c

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416587

PHI-SOUTHWARK STA

PA

273,256.56

EASTERN

416544

BC416544 NPMHU

200

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416589

PHI-SPRING GARDEN STA

PA

86,876.11

EASTERN

416544

BC416544 NPMHU

200

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416590

PHl-TACONY STA

PA

80,292.80

EASTERN

416544

BC416544 NPMHU

200

c

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416591

PHl-TORRESDALE STA

PA

248,020.18

EASTERN

416544

BC416544 NPMHU

200

c

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416593

PHI-WEST MARKET STA

PA

66,484.11

EASTERN

416544

BC416544 NPMHU

200

c

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416594

PHI-WILLIAM PENN ANX

PA

204,230.01

EASTERN

416544

BC416544 NPMHU

200

c

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

417963

PHILADELPHIA P&DC

PA

9.00

EASTERN

417963

BC416544 NPMHU

200

c
c
c
c
c

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

417965

PHILADELPHIA PA P&DC

PA 3,424,805.95

EASTERN

417965

BC416544 NPMHU

200

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

418684

UPPER DARBY PO

PA

85,461.83

EASTERN

418684

BC418684 NPMHU

100

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

418685

UPR-HAVERTOWN-U DARBY

PA

168,047.37

EASTERN

418684

BC418684 NPMHU

100

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

419044

WEST CHESTER PO

PA

250,473.51

EASTERN

419044

BC419044 NPMHU

100

250

APPALACHIAN PFC

515406

LYNCHBURG PO

VA

228,507.03

EASTERN

515406

BC515406 NPMHU

100

c

250

APPALACHIAN PFC

515409

LYN-FORT HILL STA

VA

6,978.24

EASTERN

515406

BC515406 NPMHU

100

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

250

APPALACHIAN PFC

515410

LYN-COURTHOUSE STA

VA

3,982.06

EASTERN

515406

BC515406 NPMHU

100

250

APPALACHIAN PFC

517716

ROANOKE PO

VA

18,832.10

EASTERN

517716

BC517716 NPMHU

200

250

APPALACHIAN PFC

517717

ROANOKE VA P&DC

VA

593,812.07

EASTERN

517717

BC517716 NPMHU

200

250

APPALACHIAN PFC

517719

ROA-CARRIER ANX

VA

137,713.03

EASTERN

517716

BC517716 NPMHU

200

250

APPALACHIAN PFC

517720

ROA-CAVE SPRING BR

VA

72,066.63

EASTERN

517716

BC517716 NPMHU

200

250

APPALACHIAN PFC

517721

ROA-GRANDIN ROAD STA

VA

40,820.07

EASTERN

517716

BC517716 NPMHU

200

250

APPALACHIAN PFC

517722

ROA-HOLLINS BR

VA

41,876.03

EASTERN

517716

BC517716 NPMHU

200

250

APPALACHIAN PFC

517723

ROA-MELROSE ST

VA

49,735.80

EASTERN

517716

BC517716 NPMHU

200

250

APPALACHIAN PFC

551458

CHARLESTON PO

WV

235,161.28

EASTERN

551458

BC551458 NPMHU

200

250

APPALACHIAN PFC

551459

CHARLESTON WV P&DC

WV

926,002.59

EASTERN

551459

BC551458 NPMHU

200

250

APPALACHIAN PFC

551463

CRW-CROSS LANES BR

WV

24,536.47

EASTERN

551458

BC551458 NPMHU

200

250

APPALACHIAN PFC

551467

CRW-SISSONVILLE BR

WV

4,352.12

EASTERN

551458

BC551458 NPMHU

200

250

APPALACHIAN PFC

551468

CRW-SOUTH CHARLESTON BR

WV

52,046.31

EASTERN

551458

BC551458 NPMHU

200

c

370

TENNESSEE PFC

471560

CHATTANOOGA PO

TN

13,729.73

EASTERN

471560

BC471560 NPMHU

200

c
c
c
c
c
c

370

TENNESSEE PFC

471562

CHATTANOOGA TN P&DC

TN

493,907.12

EASTERN

471562

BC471560 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

471564

CHA-EAST RIDGE BR

TN

35,857.53

EASTERN

471560

BC471560 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

471565

CHA-EASTGATE STA

TN

122,589.97

EASTERN

471560

BC471560 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

471566

CHA-RED BANK BR

TN

42,525.89

EASTERN

471560

BC471560 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

471567

CHA-SOUTH STA

TN

24,791.41

EASTERN

471560

BC471560 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

471569

CHA-EAST STA

TN

20,956.29

EASTERN

471560

BC471560 NPMHU

200

c

370

TENNESSEE PFC

471570

CHA-HIGHLAND PARK STA

TN

26,441.52

EASTERN

471560

BC471560 NPMHU

200

c

370

TENNESSEE PFC

471571

CHA-CHICKAMAUGA FSTA

TN

7,470.69

EASTERN

471560

BC471560 NPMHU

200

c

370

TENNESSEE PFC

471572

CHA-MURRAY LAKE HILLS STA

TN

22,040.53

EASTERN

471560

BC471560 NPMHU

200

c
c
c

370

TENNESSEE PFC

471573

CHA-GMF WINDOW

TN

12,374.70

EASTERN

471560

BC471560 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

471574

CHA-DOWNTOWN STA

TN

27, 100.40

EASTERN

471560

BC471560 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

471575

CHA-NORTH STA

TN

30,342.09

EASTERN

471560

BC471560 NPMHU

200

c
c

370

TENNESSEE PFC

474404

JACKSON PO

TN

98,595.88

EASTERN

474404

BC474404 NPMHU

100

370

TENNESSEE PFC

474405

JAC-TOM MURRAY STA

TN

3,967.71

EASTERN

474404

BC474404 NPMHU

100

c
c

370

TENNESSEE PFC

474406

JAC-NORTHSIDE STA

TN

64,584.84

EASTERN

474404

BC474404 NPMHU

100

370

TENNESSEE PFC

474407

JAC-BEMIS STA

TN

2,617.42

EASTERN

474404

BC474404 NPMHU

100

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

370

TENNESSEE PFC

474408

JAG-COMPUTERIZED FWD

TN

51,073.13

EASTERN

474404

BC474404 NPMHU

100

370

TENNESSEE PFC

474476

JOHNSON CITY PO

TN

170,639.50

EASTERN

474476

BC474476 NPMHU

100

370

TENNESSEE PFC

474477

JOH-GRAY BR

TN

4,026.27

EASTERN

474476

BC474476 NPMHU

100

370

TENNESSEE PFC

474478

JOH-CARROLL REESE STA

TN

55,373.66

EASTERN

474476

BC474476 NPMHU

100

370

TENNESSEE PFC

474626

KNO-NORTHWEST CARRIER ANX

TN

106,350.13

EASTERN

474632

BC474632 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

474627

KNO-HALLS STA

TN

7,535.48

EASTERN

474632

BC474632 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

474628

KNO-CEDAR BLUFF STA

TN

71,945.49

EASTERN

474632

BC474632 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

474629

KNO-FOUNTAIN CITY STA

TN

50,016.64

EASTERN

474632

BC474632 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

474630

KNO-FARRAGUT FSTA

TN

10,603.74

EASTERN

474632

BC474632 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

474631

KNO-GMF WINDOW SERVICE

TN

26,030.93

EASTERN

474632

BC474632 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

474632

KNOXVILLE PO

TN

11,252.75

EASTERN

474632

BC474632 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

474634

KNOXVILLE TN P&DC

TN 1,019,257.46

EASTERN

474634

BC474632 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

474635

KNO-CONCORD BR

TN

26,214.78

EASTERN

474632

BC474632 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

474636

KNO-SOUTH STA

TN

48,934.16

EASTERN

474632

BC474632 NPMHU

200

c
c

370

TENNESSEE PFC

474637

KNO-NORWOOD FSTA

TN

4,687.91

EASTERN

474632

BC474632 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

474638

KNO-DOWNTOWN STA

TN

33,854.18

EASTERN

474632

BC474632 NPMHU

200

c

370

TENNESSEE PFC

474639

KNO-BURLINGTON STA

TN

38,031.78

EASTERN

474632

BC474632 NPMHU

200

c
c
c
c
c

370

TENNESSEE PFC

474640

KNO-NORTH STA

TN

60,107.14

EASTERN

474632

BC474632 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

474641

KNO-WEST STA

TN

86,948.79

EASTERN

474632

BC474632 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

475663

MEMPHIS AIRPORT STATION

TN

9.00

EASTERN

475663

BC475664 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

475664

MEMPHIS PO

TN

33,959.85

EASTERN

475664

BC475664 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

475666

MEMPHIS TN P&DC

TN 1,462,326.02

EASTERN

475666

BC475664 NPMHU

200

c
c
c

370

TENNESSEE PFC

476144

NASHVILLE PO

TN

EASTERN

476144

BC476144 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

476145

NASHVILLE TN P&DC

TN 1,687,825.30

EASTERN

476145

BC476144 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

476148

TENNESSEE CS DISTRICT

TN

8,847.78

EASTERN

476148

BC476144 NPMHU

200

c
c
c

370

TENNESSEE PFC

476150

NAS-DONELSON STA

TN

68, 125.30

EASTERN

476144

BC476144 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

476151

NAS-WOODBINE STA

TN

121,770.85

EASTERN

476144

BC476144 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

476152

NAS-BELLEVUE BR

TN

62,705.82

EASTERN

476144

BC476144 NPMHU

200

c

370

TENNESSEE PFC

476153

NAS-EAST STA

TN

56, 142.54

EASTERN

476144

BC476144 NPMHU

200

c
c

430.00

c
c

370

TENNESSEE PFC

476154

NAS-MELROSE STA

TN

59,328.78

EASTERN

476144

BC476144 NPMHU

370

TENNESSEE PFC

476155

NAS-GLENVIEW STA

TN

49, 735.19

EASTERN

476144

BC476144 NPMHU

200

c

370

TENNESSEE PFC

476156

NAS-GMF WINDOW

TN

34,701.24

EASTERN

476144

BC476144 NPMHU

200

c
c

370

TENNESSEE PFC

476157

NAS-ACKLEN STA

TN

43,350.46

EASTERN

476144

BC476144 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

476158

NAS-GREEN HILLS STA

TN

84,837.05

EASTERN

476144

BC476144 NPMHU

200

c
c

370

TENNESSEE PFC

476159

NAS-WEST STA

TN

63,344.13

EASTERN

476144

BC476144 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

476160

NAS-BELLE MEADE STA

TN

98,386.71

EASTERN

476144

BC476144 NPMHU

200

200

c

370

TENNESSEE PFC

476161

NAS-CHURCH STREET STA

TN

63,614.03

EASTERN

476144

BC476144 NPMHU

200

c
c
c

370

TENNESSEE PFC

476162

NAS-NORTHEAST STA

TN

53,696.93

EASTERN

476144

BC476144 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

476163

NAS-SOUTH STA

TN

41,060. 73

EASTERN

476144

BC476144 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

476164

NAS-BROADWAY STA

TN

11,068.68

EASTERN

476144

BC476144 NPMHU

200

c

370

TENNESSEE PFC

476165

NAS-METRO STA

TN

66, 156.69

EASTERN

476144

BC476144 NPMHU

200

c
c
c
c

370

TENNESSEE PFC

476166

NAS-ARCADE STA

TN

18,164.89

EASTERN

476144

BC476144 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

476167

NAS-JERE BAXTER BR

TN

34,649.76

EASTERN

476144

BC476144 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

478029

TENNESSEE SUPPORT

TN

103,777.28

EASTERN

478029

BC476144 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

479500

MEM-AMC STA

TN

75,629.23

EASTERN

475664

BC475664 NPMHU

200

c

370

TENNESSEE PFC

479501

MEM-BARTLETT

TN

109,555.61

EASTERN

475664

BC475664 NPMHU

200

c
c
c
c

370

TENNESSEE PFC

479503

MEM-COLLECTIONS

TN

2,303.82

EASTERN

475664

BC475664 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

479504

MEM-COLONIAL FIN UNIT

TN

4,601.18

EASTERN

475664

BC475664 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

479506

MEM-CROSSTOWN CARR AN

TN

86, 116.89

EASTERN

475664

BC475664 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

479508

MEM-DESOTO/FRONT ST CARR ANNEX

TN

104,920.90

EASTERN

475664

BC475664 NPMHU

200

c

370

TENNESSEE PFC

479509

MEM-EAST FINANCE UNIT

TN

7,927.81

EASTERN

475664

BC475664 NPMHU

200

c
c
c
c
c
c

370

TENNESSEE PFC

479510

MEM-EAST/LAMAR CARR A

TN

150,461.58

EASTERN

475664

BC475664 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

479511

MEM-FRA YSER

TN

53,925.16

EASTERN

475664

BC475664 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

479512

MEM-PEABODY PLACE FIN UNIT

TN

5,033.04

EASTERN

475664

BC475664 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

479513

MEM-HICKORY HILL

TN

50,345.46

EASTERN

475664

BC475664 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

479514

MEM-HIGHLAND HEIGHTS

TN

58,971.22

EASTERN

475664

BC475664 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

479515

MEM-HOLIDAY CITY

TN

59,336.10

EASTERN

475664

BC475664 NPMHU

200

c

370

TENNESSEE PFC

479516

MEM-HOLLYWD/BINGHMPTN

TN

70,348.87

EASTERN

475664

BC475664 NPMHU

200

c

370

TENNESSEE PFC

479517

MEM-LAMAR FIN UNIT

TN

2,856.68

EASTERN

475664

BC475664 NPMHU

200

c

370

TENNESSEE PFC

479519

MEM-MAIN OFC WNDW SVC

TN

6,379.84

EASTERN

475664

BC475664 NPMHU

200

c
c
c
c
c

370

TENNESSEE PFC

479520

MEM-MALLORY

TN

64,002.00

EASTERN

475664

BC475664 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

479521

MEM-MENDENHALL

TN

79,216.92

EASTERN

475664

BC475664 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

479522

MEM-NORTH

TN

44,456.66

EASTERN

475664

BC475664 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

479523

MEM-RALEIGH

TN

52,518.90

EASTERN

475664

BC475664 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

479524

MEM-RIVERSIDE FINANCE

TN

1,451.00

EASTERN

475664

BC475664 NPMHU

200

c

370

TENNESSEE PFC

479525

MEM-WHITE STATION

TN

93, 165.67

EASTERN

475664

BC475664 NPMHU

200

c
c

370

TENNESSEE PFC

479526

MEM-WHITEHAVEN STA

TN

62,144.51

EASTERN

475664

BC475664 NPMHU

200

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

172651

EVANSVILLE PO

IN

13,004.32

EASTERN

172651

BC172651 NPMHU

200

c
c

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

172653

EVANSVILLE IN P&DC

IN

416,673.77

EASTERN

172653

BC172651 NPMHU

200

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

172654

EVN-DIAMOND VALLEY STA

IN

129,228.49

EASTERN

172651

BC172651 NPMHU

200

c
c
c
c
c
c

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

172655

EVN-LAWNDALE STA

IN

69,384.28

EASTERN

172651

BC172651 NPMHU

200

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

172656

EVN-RIVER CITY STA

IN

88,587.74

EASTERN

172651

BC172651 NPMHU

200

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

172657

EVN-WEST WABASH STA

IN

118,972.58

EASTERN

172651

BC172651 NPMHU

200

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

172658

EVN-MAIN OFFICE STA

IN

1.00

EASTERN

172651

BC172651 NPMHU.

200

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

204600

LEXINGTON PO

KY

10,478.20

EASTERN

204600

BC204600 NPMHU

200

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

204601

LEXINGTON KY P&DC

KY

501,014.38

EASTERN

204601

BC204600 NPMHU

200

c

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

204605

LEX-BEAUMONT STA

KY

133,733.84

EASTERN

204600

BC204600 NPMHU

200

c
c
c

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

204606

LEX-BLUE GRASS STA

KY

231,193.82

EASTERN

204600

BC204600 NPMHU

200

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

204607

LEX-BRENTWOOD STA

KY

125,890.75

EASTERN

204600

BC204600 NPMHU

200

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

204608

LEX-GARDENSIDE STA

KY

51,631.18

EASTERN

204600

BC204600 NPMHU

200

c

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

204609

LEX-LIBERTY ROAD STA

KY

99,925.11

EASTERN

204600

BC204600 NPMHU

200

c
c
c

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

204773

LOUISVILLE CFS

KY

25,447.59

EASTERN

204788

BC204788 NPMHU

200

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

204786

KENTUCKIANA CS DISTRICT

KY

6,028.44

EASTERN

204786

BC204788 NPMHU

200

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

204788

LOUISVILLE PO

KY

75,656.43

EASTERN

204788

BC204788 NPMHU

200

c

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

204789

LOUISVILLE KY P&DC

KY 1,307,627.79

EASTERN

204789

BC204788 NPMHU

200

c
c

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

204793

LOU-ANNSHIRE ANX

KY

210,575.05

EASTERN

204788

BC204788 NPMHU

200

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

204794

LOU-DOWNTOWN STA

KY

186,321.81

EASTERN

204788

BC204788 NPMHU

200

c

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

204795

LOU-FERN CREEK BR

KY

44,520.09

EASTERN

204788

BC204788 NPMHU

200

c

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

204797

LOU-HIKES POINT STA

KY

86,565.71

EASTERN

204788

BC204788 NPMHU

200

c

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

204798

LOU-IROQUOIS STA

KY

138,077.30

EASTERN

204788

BC204788 NPMHU

200

c
c

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

204799

LOU-JEFFERSONTOWN BR

KY

48,084.60

EASTERN

204788

BC204788 NPMHU

200

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

204801

LOU-LYNDON BR

KY

132, 121.60

EASTERN

204788

BC204788 NPMHU

200

c
c

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

204802

LOU-MARTIN LUTHER KING STA

KY

74,505.19

EASTERN

204788

BC204788 NPMHU

200

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

204803

LOU-MIDDLETOWN BR

KY

56,247.72

EASTERN

204788

BC204788 NPMHU

200

c
c
c
c
c

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

204804

LOU-OKOLONA BR

KY

164,423.07

EASTERN

204788

BC204788 NPMHU

200

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

204805

LOU-PLEASURE RIDGE PK BR

KY

110,114.67

EASTERN

204788

BC204788 NPMHU

200

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

204806

LOU-SAINT MATTHEWS BR

KY

180,978.49

EASTERN

204788

BC204788 NPMHU

200

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

204807

LOU-SHELBY BR

KY

34,270.19

EASTERN

204788

BC204788 NPMHU

200

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

204809

LOU-SHIVELY BR

KY

93,608.29

EASTERN

204788

BC204788 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

380084

AKRON PO

OH

27,976.77

EASTERN

380084

BC380084 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

380085

AKRON OH P&DC

OH

188,815.33

EASTERN

380085

BC380084 NPMHU

200

c
c

c
c
c

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

380090

AKR-SOUTH ARLINGTON STA

OH

97,097.28

EASTERN

380084

BC380084 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

380092

AKR-NORTH HILL STA

OH

44,661.98

EASTERN

380084

BC380084 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

380094

AKR-KENMORE STA

OH

38,277.85

EASTERN

380084

BC380084 NPMHU

200

c
c

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

380095

AKR-FIVE POINTS STA

OH

140,069.22

EASTERN

380084

BC380084 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

380096

AKR-FIRESTONE PARK STA

OH

80,437.67

EASTERN

380084

BC380084 NPMHU

200

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

380097

AKR-FAIRLAWN BR

OH

122,765.65

EASTERN

380084

BC380084 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

380099

AKR-ELLET STA

OH

73,786.37

EASTERN

380084

BC380084 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

380101

AKR-COPLEY BR

OH

39,454.02

EASTERN

380084

BC380084 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

380102

AKR-MAIN OFFICE STA

OH

108,309.74

EASTERN

380084

BC380084 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381323

CANTON PO

OH

11,332.56

EASTERN

381323

BC381323 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381324

CAN-NORTH CANTON STA

OH

3,760.36

EASTERN

381323

BC381323 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381325

CAN-NEWMARKET STA

OH

128,039.39

EASTERN

381323

BC381323 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381326

CAN-NE WATERWORKS STA

OH

2,299.00

EASTERN

381323

BC381323 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381327

CAN-COUNTRY FAIR STA

OH

81,140.71

EASTERN

381323

BC381323 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381328

CAN-JACKSON-BELDEN STA

OH

50,002.31

EASTERN

381323

BC381323 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381329

CAN-EAST CANTON BR

OH

13.00

EASTERN

381323

BC381323 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381331

CAN-MAIN OFFICE STA

OH

353,002.88

EASTERN

381323

BC381323 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381339

CANTON P&DF

OH

48,364.00

EASTERN

381339

BC381323 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381646

CLE-AMF FIN

OH

6,562.43

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381647

CLE-BAY VILLAGE BR

OH

51,416.01

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381648

CLE-BEACHLAND STA

OH

37,932.48

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381649

CLE-BEACHWOOD BR

OH

132,610.02

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381650

CLE-BEDFORD BR

OH

141,542.65

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

c

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381651

CLE-BRIGGS BR

OH

105,724.40

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381652

CLE-BROADVIEW HTS BR

OH

87,683.41

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381653

CLE-BROOKLYN BR

OH

57,936.06

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381654

CLE-BROOKPARK BR

OH

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381655

CLE-CLEVELAND HTS BR

OH

175,388.24

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381656

CLE-COLLINWOOD STA

OH

42, 186.82

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381657

CLE-CRANWOOD STA

OH

1,344.00

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

c
c
c

c
c
c
c

c

. 8.00

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381660

CLE-EUCLID BR

OH

4,824.30

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381661

CLE-FAIRVIEW PARK BR

OH

63,110.14

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381662

CLE-GARFIELD HTS BR

OH

83,635.96

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381665

CLE-GLENVILLE BRATENAHL BR

OH

51,301.76

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381666

CLEVELAND PO

OH

98,294.32

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381668

CLE-INDEPENDENCE BR

OH

75,385.66

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381669

CLE-LAKEWOOD BR

OH

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381670

CLEVELAND OH P&DC

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381671

CLEVELAND AMF

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381675

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

440

138,059.90

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

OH 2,643,309.30

EASTERN

381670

BC381666 NPMHU

200

OH

20.00

EASTERN

381671

BC381666 NPMHU

200

CLE-L YNHURST/MAYFIELD BR

OH

119,487.66

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

381677

CLE-MIDPARK BR

OH

218,520.49

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

381678

CLE-NEWBURG STA

OH

81,962.12

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381679

CLE-NOBLE STA

OH

73,837.73

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381681

CLE-NORTH ROYALTON BR

OH

71,381.43

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

c

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381682

CLE-OLMSTED FALLS BR

OH

40,908.49

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381683

CLE-PARMA BR

OH

74,227.15

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381684

CLE-PEARLBROOK STA

OH

89,414.44

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381685

CLE-PURITAS PARK BR

OH

69,034.84

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381686

CLE-RICHMOND HTS BR

OH

90,973.34

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381688

CLE-ROCKY RIVER BR

OH

75,697.56

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381689

CLE-SHAKER HTS STA

OH

192,605.66

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381690

CLE-SOLON BR

OH

62,662.75

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381691

CLE-SOUTH EUCLID BR

OH

103,650.91

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381692

CLE-STATION A BR

OH

89,540.07

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381693

CLE-STATION B BR

OH

184,157.86

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381695

CLE-STRONGSVILLE BR

OH

107,228.71

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381696

CLE-WEST PARK STA

OH

96,714.65

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381697

CLE-WESTLAKE BR

OH

93,247.52

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381698

CLE-MO FIN

OH

19,543.87

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

c

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381699

CLE-CARRIER ANX

OH

132,046.11

EASTERN

381666

BC381666 NPMHU

200

c
c
c
c
c
c
c

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

382037

CUYAHOGA FALLS PO

OH

6,376.07

EASTERN

382037

BC382037 NPMHU

125

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

382038

CUY-STOW BR

OH

114,409.65

EASTERN

382037

BC382037 NPMHU

125

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

382039

CUY-STATE RD STA

OH

142,060.32

EASTERN

382037

BC382037 NPMHU

125

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

382555

ELYRIA PO

OH

142,653.94

EASTERN

382555

BC382555 NPMHU

100

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

382556

ELY-NORTH RIDGEVILLE BR

OH

66,991.49

EASTERN

382555

BC382555 NPMHU

100

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

384851

MANSFIELD PO

OH

102.97

EASTERN

384851

BC384851 NPMHU

100

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

384852

MNS-SOUTHWEST STA

OH

5,383.29

EASTERN

384851

BC384851 NPMHU

100

c

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

384853

MNS-SHERMAN STA

OH

3,545.40

EASTERN

384851

BC384851 NPMHU

100

c
c

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

384855

MNS-LEXINGTON BR

OH

2,952.46

EASTERN

384851

BC384851 NPMHU

100

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

384856

MNS-MAIN OFFICE STA

OH

206,608.81

EASTERN

384851

BC384851 NPMHU

100

c

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

388260

TOLEDO PO

OH

25,357.52

EASTERN

388260

BC388260 NPMHU

200

c

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

388261

TOLEDO OH P&DC

OH

346,588.12

EASTERN

388261

BC388260 NPMHU

200

c
c
c
c
c
c
c

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

388263

TOL-FRANKLIN PARK STA

OH

79,126.23

EASTERN

388260

BC388260 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

388264

TOL-REYNOLDS CORNERS STA

OH

135,319.20

EASTERN

388260

BC388260 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

388265

TOL-POINT PLACE BRA

OH

206.00

EASTERN

388260

BC388260 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

388266

TOL-STA A

OH

4,700.30

EASTERN

388260

BC388260 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

388268

TOL-OREGON BR

OH

81, 726.89

EASTERN

388260

BC388260 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

388269

TOL-ROSSFORD BR

OH

192.00

EASTERN

388260

BC388260 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

388270

TOL-WEST TOLEDO STA

OH

73,320.89

EASTERN

388260

BC388260 NPMHU

200

c
c
c

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

388271

TOL-KENWOOD STA

OH

72,287.50

EASTERN

388260

BC388260 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

388272

TOL-WERNERT STA

OH

86,403.63

EASTERN

388260

BC388260 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

388273

TOL-SOUTH TOLEDO STA

OH

143,595.79

EASTERN

388260

BC388260 NPMHU

200

c

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

388275

TOL-MIDTOWN STA

OH

3,152.04

EASTERN

388260

BC388260 NPMHU

200

c

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

388276

TOL-OLD WEST END STA

OH

673.00

EASTERN

388260

BC388260 NPMHU

200

c
c
c
c
c
c

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

388277

TOL-CENTRAL STA

OH

50,614.13

EASTERN

388260

BC388260 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

388278

TOL-TOLEDO MAIN STATION

OH

222,103.48

EASTERN

388260

BC388260 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

389219

YOUNGSTOWN PO

OH

2,729.47

EASTERN

389219

BC389219 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

389221

YOUNGSTOWN P&DF

OH

248,707.01

EASTERN

389221

BC389219 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

389222

YNG-POLAND STA

OH

67,989.56

EASTERN

389219

BC389219 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

389223

YNG-NORTHSIDE STA

OH

2,971.78

EASTERN

389219

BC389219 NPMHU

200

c

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

389224

YNG-CORNERSBURG STA

OH

5,442.05

EASTERN

389219

BC389219 NPMHU

200

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

389225

YNG-BOARDMAN STA

OH

113,621.85

EASTERN

389219

BC389219 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

389227

YNG-AUSTINTOWN STA

OH

70,950.92

EASTERN

389219

BC389219 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

389228

YNG-MAIN OFFICE STA

OH

205,641.54

EASTERN

389219

BC389219 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

201764

COVINGTON PO

KY

105,473.67

EASTERN

201764

BC201764 NPMHU

125

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

201765

GOV-DIXIE BR

KY

74,409.16

EASTERN

201764

BC201764 NPMHU

125

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

201766

GOV-ERLANGER BR

KY

97, 783. 76

EASTERN

201764

BC201764 NPMHU

125

c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

201767

GOV-LATONIA BR

KY

1,548.20

EASTERN

201764

BC201764 NPMHU

125

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381603

CINCINNATI PO

OH

70,701.13

EASTERN

381603

BC381603 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381605

CINCINNATI OH P&DC

OH 1,830,261.67

EASTERN

381605

BC381603 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381609

CINCINNATI AMF

OH

4.00

EASTERN

381609

BC381603 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381611

GIN-ANDERSON BR

OH

167,863.22

EASTERN

381603

BC381603 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381613

GIN-COLLEGE HILL STA

OH

30.00

EASTERN

381603

BC381603 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381614

CIN-CORRYVILLE STA

OH

94,659.97

EASTERN

381603

BC381603 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381615

GIN-GROESBECK BR

OH

222,473.62

EASTERN

381603

BC381603 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381616

GIN-LOCKLAND BR

OH

99,466.73

EASTERN

381603

BC381603 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381618

CIN-MID CITY STA

OH

220,739.61

EASTERN

381603

BC381603 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381619

CIN-MT HEALTHY BR

OH

90,509.36

EASTERN

381603

BC381603 NPMHU

200

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381620

CIN-MTWASHINGTON STA

OH

84,507.04

EASTERN

381603

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381621

GIN-MURRAY BR

OH

217,911.01

EASTERN

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381622

GIN-NORWOOD BR

OH

131,022.53

EASTERN

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381623

GIN-PARKDALE BR

OH

114,861.38

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381624

GIN-PRICE HILL STA

OH

165.94

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381625

GIN-SHARONVILLE BR

OH

73,544.85

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381626

CIN-ST BERNARD BR

OH

84,242.08

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381627

GIN-SYCAMORE BR

OH

90,748.67

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381628

GIN-SYMMES BR

OH

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381629

GIN-TAFT BR

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381632

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

450

BC381603 NPMHU

200

381603

BC381603 NPMHU

200

381603

BC381603 NPMHU

200

EASTERN

381603

BC381603 NPMHU

200

EASTERN

381603

BC381603 NPMHU

200

EASTERN

381603

BC381603 NPMHU

200

EASTERN

381603

BC381603 NPMHU

200

EASTERN

381603

BC381603 NPMHU

200

45,234.43

EASTERN

381603

BC381603 NPMHU

200

OH

118,693.91

EASTERN

381603

BC381603 NPMHU

200

GIN-WESTWOOD BR

OH

144,955.83

EASTERN

381603

BC381603 NPMHU

200

381633

GIN-WESTERN HILLS STA

OH

133,628.31

EASTERN

381603

BC381603 NPMHU

200

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381744

COL-MAIN OFFICE CR UNITS

OH

12,912.52

EASTERN

381792

BC381792 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381745

COL-EAST CARRIER STA

OH

94,243.02

EASTERN

381792

BC381792 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381746

COL-WEST CARRIER STA

OH

194,235.14

EASTERN

381792

BC381792 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381747

COL-BEECHWOLD STA

OH

120,291.73

EASTERN

381792

BC381792 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381748

COL-BEXLEY BR

OH

74,420.48

EASTERN

381792

BC381792 NPMHU

200

c

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381755

COL-EASTLAND CARRIER ANX

OH

83,871.44

EASTERN

381792

BC381792 NPMHU

200

c
c
c
c
c
c

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381758

COL-GAHANNA CARRIER ANX

OH

168,863.73

EASTERN

381792

BC381792 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381760

COL-GERMAN VILLAGE CARRIER ANX

OH

50,396.24

EASTERN

381792

BC381792 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381768

COL-LIVINGSTON STA

OH

50,295.39

EASTERN

381792

BC381792 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381769

COL-WESTLAND CARRIER STA

OH

155,438.95

EASTERN

381792

BC381792 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381772

COL-NORTHLAND CARRIER ANX

OH

100,479.64

EASTERN

381792

BC381792 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381774

COL-NORTHWEST CARRIER ANX

OH

73,887.12

EASTERN

381792

BC381792 NPMHU

200

c
c

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381776

COL-OAKLAND PARK BR

OH

192,909.21

EASTERN

381792

BC381792 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381781

COL-SOUTH COLUMBUS STA

OH

89,834.02

EASTERN

381792

BC381792 NPMHU

200

c
c

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381784

COL-UNIVERSITY STA

OH

157.00

EASTERN

381792

BC381792 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381786

COL-UPPER ARLINGTON BR

OH

100,475.67

EASTERN

381792

BC381792 NPMHU

200

c

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381787

COL-WEST WORTHINGTON BR

OH

155,999.97

EASTERN

381792

BC381792 NPMHU

200

c
c
c
c
c
c
c

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381789

COL-WHITEHALL CARRIER ANX

OH

73,005.04

EASTERN

381792

BC381792 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381790

COL-WORTHINGTON CARRIER ANX

OH

29.43

EASTERN

381792

BC381792 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381792

COLUMBUS PO

OH

68, 196.38

EASTERN

381792

BC381792 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381793

COLUMBUS OH P&DC

OH 2,331,222.17

EASTERN

381793

BC381792 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

382093

DAYTON PO

OH

100,778.60

EASTERN

382093

BC382093 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

382094

DAYTON OH P&DC

OH

480,351.84

EASTERN

382094

BC382093 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

382097

DAY-WEST CARROLLTON BR

OH

68,424.96

EASTERN

382093

BC382093 NPMHU

200

c
c
c

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

382098

DAY-TROTWOOD BR

OH

47,929.50

EASTERN

382093

BC382093 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

382099

DAY-BEAVERCREEK BR

OH

181,069.37

EASTERN

382093

BC382093 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

382100

DAY-KETIERING BR

OH

73,022.35

EASTERN

382093

BC382093 NPMHU

200

c

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

382101

DAY-WRIGHT BROTHERS STA

OH

77,087.69

EASTERN

382093

BC382093 NPMHU

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

382102

DAY-WASHINGTON TOWNSHIP BR

OH

205,696.92

EASTERN

382093

BC382093 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

382103

DAY-DAYTON VIEW STA

OH

138,560.02

EASTERN

382093

BC382093 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

382104

DAY-NORTHRIDGE STA

OH

102,100.13

EASTERN

382093

BC382093 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

382105

DAY-FOREST PARK BR

OH

2,953.00

EASTERN

382093

BC382093 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

382106

DAY-PL DUNBAR BR

OH

73,516.65

EASTERN

382093

BC382093 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

382108

DAY-WRIGHT PATIERSON BR

OH

8,595.00

EASTERN

382093

BC382093 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

382109

DAY-DABEL BR

OH

60,063.22

EASTERN

382093

BC382093 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

382110

DAY-HUBER HEIGHTS BR

OH

123,347.51

EASTERN

382093

BC382093 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

382111

DAY-NORTH DAYTON STA

OH

48,236.79

EASTERN

382093

BC382093 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

383367

HAMILTON PO

OH

102,819.55

EASTERN

383367

BC383367 NPMHU

125

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

383369

HAM-FAIRFIELD BR

OH

206,763.74

EASTERN

383367

BC383367 NPMHU

125

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

383370

HAM-ROSSVILLE BR

OH

5,026.00

EASTERN

383367

BC383367 NPMHU

125

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381604

CINCINNATI NOC

OH 1,024.434.21

EASTERN

381604

BC381604 NPMHU

200

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

412546

ERIE CS DISTRICT

PA

EASTERN

412546

BC412544 NPMHU

200

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416545

PHILADELPHIA NOC

PA 1,560,905.11

EASTERN

416545

BC416545 NPMHU

200

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

416607

PITISBURGH NOC

PA 1,337,758.49

EASTERN

416607

BC416607 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

475665

MEMPHIS NOC

TN

917,126.36

EASTERN

475665

BC475665 NPMHU

200
125

586.00

E

500

HAWKEYE PFC

166786

ROCK ISLAND PO

IL

109,151.76

WESTERN

166786

BC166786 NPMHU

E

500

HAWKEYE PFC

166788

QUAD CITIES IL P&DC

IL

279,436.62

WESTERN

166788

BC166786 NPMHU

125

E

500

HAWKEYE PFC

180495

ATKINS PO

IA

225.00

WESTERN

181503

BC181503 NPMHU

200

E

500

HAWKEYE PFC

181502

CEDAR RAPIDS P&DC

IA

3,315.68

WESTERN

181502

BC181503 NPMHU

200

E

500

HAWKEYE PFC

181503

CEDAR RAPIDS PO

IA

361, 119.00

WESTERN

181503

BC181503 NPMHU

200

E

500

HAWKEYE PFC

181510

CDR-WEST STA

IA

163,649.29

WESTERN

181503

BC181503 NPMHU

200

E

500

HAWKEYE PFC

181511

CDR-NORTHEAST STA

IA

210,370.75

WESTERN

181503

BC181503 NPMHU

200

E

500

HAWKEYE PFC

182232

DAVENPORT PO

IA

158,712.21

WESTERN

182232

BC182232 NPMHU

100

E

500

HAWKEYE PFC

182233

DAV-NORTHWEST STA

IA

89,211.76

WESTERN

182232

BC182232 NPMHU

100

3,575.95

200

E

500

HAWKEYE PFC

182412

DES MOINES PO

IA

WESTERN

182412

BC182412 NPMHU

E

500

HAWKEYE PFC

182414

DES MOINES IA P&DC

IA 1,302,287.48

WESTERN

182414

BC182412 NPMHU

200

E

500

HAWKEYE PFC

182416

HAWKEYE CS DISTRICT

IA

3,153.00

WESTERN

182416

BC182412 NPMHU

200

E

500

HAWKEYE PFC

182417

HAWKEY DIST SUPPORT

IA

92, 704.11

WESTERN

182417

BC182412 NPMHU

200

E

500

HAWKEYE PFC

182420

DSM-MAIN OFFICE STA

IA

11,058.06

WESTERN

182412

BC182412 NPMHU

200

E

500

HAWKEYE PFC

182423

DSM-ASH CREEK STA

IA

8,579.39

WESTERN

182412

BC182412 NPMHU

200

E

500

HAWKEYE PFC

182424

OSM-BEAVERDALE STA

IA

81,350.82

WESTERN

182412

BC182412 NPMHU

200

E

500

HAWKEYE PFC

182425

DSM-CAPITAL SQUARE STA

IA

3,286.97

WESTERN

182412

BC182412 NPMHU

200

E

500

HAWKEYE PFC

182428

DSM-EAST SIDE CARRIER ANX

IA

71,754.55

WESTERN

182412

BC182412 NPMHU

200

E

500

HAWKEYE PFC

182433

DSM-PLEASANT HILL BR

IA

115,049.31

WESTERN

182412

BC182412 NPMHU

200

E

500

HAWKEYE PFC

182434

DSM-SOUTH DES MOINES STA

IA

154,577.92

WESTERN

182412

BC182412 NPMHU

200

E

500

HAWKEYE PFC

182435

DSM-UNIVERSITY STA

IA

151,373.33

WESTERN

182412

BC182412 NPMHU

200

E

500

HAWKEYE PFC

182436

DSM-URBANDALE BR

IA

84,680.09

WESTERN

182412

BC182412 NPMHU

200

E

500

HAWKEYE PFC

182437

DSM-WEST DES MOINES BR

IA

58,881.23

WESTERN

182412

BC182412 NPMHU

200

E

500

HAWKEYE PFC

182438

DSM-WEST SUBURBAN STA

IA

51,673.47

WESTERN

182412

BC182412 NPMHU

200

E

500

HAWKEYE PFC

183015

FAIRFAX PO

IA

225.00

WESTERN

181503

BC181503 NPMHU

200

E

500

HAWKEYE PFC

185301

LONG GROVE PO

IA

913.75

WESTERN

182232

BC182232 NPMHU

100

E

500

HAWKEYE PFC

188325

SIOUX CITY PO

IA

241,466.05

WESTERN

188325

BC188325 NPMHU

100

E

500

HAWKEYE PFC

188748

SWISHER PO

IA

193.00

WESTERN

181503

BC181503 NPMHU

200

E

500

HAWKEYE PFC

189261

WALFORD PO

IA

165.00

WESTERN

181503

BC181503 NPMHU

200

E

500

HAWKEYE PFC

189351

WATERLOO PO

IA

228,97 4.13

WESTERN

189351

BC189351 NPMHU

200

E

500

HAWKEYE PFC

189352

WATERLOO CARRIER ANX

IA

189, 130.45

WESTERN

189351

BC189351 NPMHU

200

E

500

HAWKEYE PFC

189354

WATERLOO P&DF

IA

2,860.09

WESTERN

189354

BC189351 .NPMHU

200

E

553·

NORTHLAND PFC

262590

DULUTH PO

MN

242,937.76

WESTERN

262590

BC262590 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

262591

DUL-CIVIC CENTER STA

MN

2,590.86

WESTERN

262590

BC262590 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

262592

DUL-LAKESIDE STA

MN

2,698.01

WESTERN

262590

BC262590 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

262593

DUL-MILLER HILL STA

MN

3,339.48

WESTERN

262590

BC262590 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

262595

DULUTH MN P&DC

MN

156,195.72

WESTERN

262595

BC262590 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

262596

DUL-MOUNT ROYAL STA

MN

75,674.33

WESTERN

262590

BC262590 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

262597

DUL-PROCTOR BR

MN

2,388.00

WESTERN

262590

BC262590 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

262598

DUL-WEST DULUTH STA

MN

2,662.43

WESTERN

262590

BC262590 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

263470

GARDEN CITY PO

MN

11.00

WESTERN

266000

BC266000 NPMHU

100

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

264590

HOPKINS PO

MN

190,271.12

WESTERN

264590

BC264590 NPMHU

125

MN

120,969.71

WESTERN

264590

BC264590 NPMHU

125

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

264591

HOP-EDEN PRAIRIE BR

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

264593

HOP-MINNETONKA BR

MN

45,423.79

WESTERN

264590

BC264590 NPMHU

125

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266000

MANKATO PO

MN

200,309.78

WESTERN

266000

BC266000 NPMHU

100

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266001

MAN-MADISON EAST STA

MN

3,735.19

WESTERN

266000

BC266000 NPMHU

100

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266002

MAN-NORTH MANKATO BR

MN

2,511.61

WESTERN

266000

BC266000 NPMHU

100

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266003

MANKATO P&DC

MN

4,209.37

WESTERN

266003

BC266000 NPMHU

100

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266301

MIN-BLAINE BR

MN

6,414.67

WESTERN

266360

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266302

MIN-BLOOMINGTON BR

MN

111,616.33

WESTERN

266360

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266303

MIN-BROOKLYN CTR BR

MN

177,349.95

WESTERN

266360

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266304

MIN-BROOKLYN PARK BR

MN

110,739.07

WESTERN

266360

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266305

MIN-BUTLER QUARTER STA

MN

2,353.54

WESTERN

266360

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266306

MIN-COLUMBIA HEIGHTS BR

MN

64,394.87

WESTERN

266360

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266307

MIN-COMMERCE STA

MN

3,586.28

WESTERN

266360

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266308

MIN-COON RAPIDS BR

MN

206,854.16

WESTERN

266360

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266309

MIN-CRYSTAL BR

MN

3,050.55

WESTERN

266360

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266311

MIN-DIAMOND LAKE STA

MN

87,637.58

WESTERN

266360

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266312

MIN-DINKY TOWN STA

MN

2,283.64

WESTERN

266360

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266313

MIN-EAST SIDE STA

MN

119,077.16

WESTERN

266360

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266314

MIN-EDINA BR

MN

66,788.22

WESTERN

266360

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266315

MIN-ELMWOOD BR

MN

143,955.12

WESTERN

266360

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266316

MIN-FRIDLEY BR

MN

8,049.94

WESTERN

266360

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266317

MIN-FRIDLEY CARRIER ANX

MN

86,450.37

WESTERN

266360

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266318

MIN-GOLDEN VALLEY BR

MN

113,646.27

WESTERN

266360

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266319

MIN-LAKE STREET STA

MN

98,434.50

WESTERN

266360

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266320

MIN-CENTRAL FORWARDING UNIT

MN

108,683.70

WESTERN

266360

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266321

MIN-LOOP STA

MN

1,532.90

WESTERN

266360

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266322

MIN-LORING STA

MN

102,646.45

WESTERN

266360

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266323

MIN-LOST LAKE BR

MN

84,498.52

WESTERN

266360

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266324

MIN-LOWRY AVENUE STA

MN

108,877.74

WESTERN

266360

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266325

MIN-MINNEHAHA STA

MN

85,942.44

WESTERN

266360

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266326

MIN-NOKOMIS STA

MN

72,020.88

WESTERN

266360

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266327

MIN-NORMANDALE BR

MN

47,125.59

WESTERN

266360

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266329

MIN-PLYMOUTH BR

MN

6,123.23

WESTERN

266360

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266331

MIN-POWDERHORN STA

MN

83,341.44

WESTERN

266360

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266332

MIN-RICHFIELD BR

MN

98,617.61

WESTERN

266360

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266333

MIN-ROBBINSDALE BR

MN

84,687.60

WESTERN

266360

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266334

MIN-ST LOUIS PARK BR

MN

73,985.09

WESTERN

266360

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266335

MIN-THOMAS E BURNETT JR BR

MN

154,906.48

WESTERN

266360

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266336

MIN-UNIVERSITY STA

MN

71,467.64

WESTERN

266360

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266337

MIN-WEST EDINA CARRIER ANX

MN

75, 182.85

WESTERN

266360

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266360

MINNEAPOLIS PO

MN

280,866.91

WESTERN

266360

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266362

MINNEAPOLIS MN P&DC

MN 1,910,761.27

WESTERN

266362

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266365

NORTHLAND CS DISTRICT

MN

21,818.37

WESTERN

266365

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

267960

ROCHESTER PO

MN

187,436.98

WESTERN

267960

BC267960 NPMHU

100

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

267961

ROC-BEAR CREEK STA

MN

67,023.16

WESTERN

267960

BC267960 NPMHU

100

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

267962

ROC-CITY STA

MN

4,971.64

WESTERN

267960

BC267960 NPMHU

100

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

268280

SAINT CLOUD PO

MN

290,856.97

WESTERN

268280

BC268280 NPMHU

125

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

268281

STC-CENTRE PLACE STA

MN

4,974.98

WESTERN

268280

BC268280 NPMHU

125

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

268282

STC-SAUK RAPIDS BR

MN

17,048.09

WESTERN

268280

BC268280 NPMHU

125

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

268283

STC-WAITE PARK BR

MN

3,206.29

WESTERN

268280

BC268280 NPMHU

125

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

268286

SAINT CLOUD P&DC

MN

7,794.02

WESTERN

268286

BC268280 NPMHU

125

E
E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

268331

STP-TWIN CITIES AMF STA

MN

11,623.79

WESTERN

268360

BC268360 NPMHU

200

553

NORTHLAND PFC

268332

STP-MAIN OFFICE STA

MN

10,848.75

WESTERN

268360

BC268360 NPMHU

200

E
E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

268333

STP-APPLE VALLEY BR

MN

15,685.06

WESTERN

268360

BC268360 NPMHU

200

553

NORTHLAND PFC

268334

STP-COMO STA

MN

1,260.44

WESTERN

268360

BC268360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

268335

STP-DAYTONS BLUFF STA

MN

133,692.37

WESTERN

268360

BC268360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

268336

STP-SEEGER SQUARE FSTA

MN

3,589.84

WESTERN

268360

BC268360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

268337

STP-EAGAN BR

MN

249,441.43

WESTERN

268360

BC268360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

268338

STP-EASTERN HEIGHTS STA

MN

145,951.27

WESTERN

268360

BC268360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

268339

STP-ELWAY POSTAL STA

MN

159,167.46

WESTERN

268360

BC268360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

268341

STP-INDUSTRIAL STA

MN

136,813.19

WESTERN

268360

BC268360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

268342

STP-MENDOTA BR

MN

2,687.60

WESTERN

268360

BC268360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

268343

STP-MN TRANSFER STA

MN

3,180.17

WESTERN

268360

BC268360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

268344

STP-NEW BRIGHTON BR

MN

89, 173.97

WESTERN

268360

BC268360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

268345

STP-NORTH ST PAUL BR

MN

5,986.56

WESTERN

268360

BC268360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

268346

STP-NORTH ST PAUL ANX

MN

71,631.37

WESTERN

268360

BC268360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

268348

STP-RICE STREET STA

MN

139,168.48

WESTERN

268360

BC268360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

268349

STP-RIVERVIEW STA

MN

105,000.69

WESTERN

268360

BC268360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

268351

STP-ROSEVILLE BR

MN

140,629.66

WESTERN

268360

BC268360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

268353

STP-WEST ST PAUL BR

MN

5,640.31

WESTERN

268360

BC268360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

268354

STP-WEST ST PAUL ANX

MN

21.00

WESTERN

268360

BC268360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

268355

STP-WHITE BEAR STA

MN

106,525.76

WESTERN

268360

BC268360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

268356

STP-WOODBURY BR

MN

57,854.41

WESTERN

268360

BC268360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

268357

STP-CLIFF LAKE FINANCE STA

MN

5,618.90

WESTERN

268360

BC268360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

268358

STP-VADNAIS HEIGHTS FSTA

MN

6,092.65

WESTERN

268360

BC268360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

268359

STP-VADNAIS HEIGHTS ANX

MN

79,337.54

WESTERN

268360

BC268360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

268360

SAINT PAUL PO

MN

104,096.11

WESTERN

268360

BC268360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

268361

SAINT PAUL MN P&DC

MN 1,684,657.15

WESTERN

268361

BC268360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

268363

TWIN CITIES L&DC

MN

157,182.05

WESTERN

268363

BC268360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

562490

EAU CLAIRE PO

WI

13,563.48

WESTERN

562490

BC562490 NPMHU

125

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

562491

EAU-CARRIER ANX

WI

161,566.26

WESTERN

562490

BC562490 NPMHU

125

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

562495

EAU CLAIRE P&DF

WI

114,283.35

WESTERN

562495

BC562490 NPMHU

125

E

570

DAKOTAS PFC

290772

BILLINGS P&DC

MT

11,595.41

WESTERN

290772

BC290774 NPMHU

200

E

570

DAKOTAS PFC

290774

BILLINGS PO

MT

417,330.66

WESTERN

290774

BC290774 NPMHU

200

E

570

DAKOTAS PFC

290780

BIL-DOWNTOWN STA

MT

8,032.80

WESTERN

290774

BC290774 NPMHU

200

E

570

DAKOTAS PFC

290781

BIL-RONALD REAGAN STA

MT

42, 142.65

WESTERN

290774

BC290774 NPMHU

200

E

570

DAKOTAS PFC

290782

BIL-CENTENNIAL STA

MT

69,878.12

WESTERN

290774

BC290774 NPMHU

200

E

570

DAKOTAS PFC

290783

BIL-PIONEER STA

MT

42,878.17

WESTERN

290774

BC290774 NPMHU

200

E

570

DAKOTAS PFC

293630

GREAT FALLS BLACK EAGLE

MT

369.89

WESTERN

293636

BC293636 NPMHU

125

E

570

DAKOTAS PFC

293633

GREAT FALLS P&DF

MT

3,161.85

WESTERN

293633

BC293636 NPMHU

125

E

570

DAKOTAS PFC

293636

GREAT FALLS PO

MT

226,616.27

WESTERN

293636

BC293636 NPMHU

125

E

570

DAKOTAS PFC

293637

GTF-CM RUSSELL STA

MT

65,494.71

WESTERN

293636

BC293636 NPMHU

125

E

570

DAKOTAS PFC

295795

MISSOULA MPF

MT

4,500.04

WESTERN

295795

BC295796 NPMHU

125

E

570

DAKOTAS PFC

295796

MISSOULA PO

MT

297,137.90

WESTERN

295796

BC295796 NPMHU

125

E

570

DAKOTAS PFC

295797

MSO-HELLGATE STA

MT

6,806.35

WESTERN

295796

BC295796 NPMHU

125

E

570

DAKOTAS PFC

295798

MSO-MULLAN STA

MT

8,890.77

WESTERN

295796

BC295796 NPMHU

125

E

570

DAKOTAS PFC

370941

BISMARCK DOWNTOWN STATION

ND

615.00

WESTERN

370944

BC370944 NPMHU

125

E

570

DAKOTAS PFC

370944

BISMARCK PO

ND

153,616.10

WESTERN

370944

BC370944 NPMHU

125

E

570

DAKOTAS PFC

370950

BISMARCK P&DF

ND

193,970.25

WESTERN

370950

BC370944 NPMHU

125

E

570

DAKOTAS PFC

373053

FARGO P&DF

ND

14,378.32

WESTERN

373053

BC373056 NPMHU

200

E

570

DAKOTAS PFC

373056

FARGO PO

ND

347,253.37

WESTERN

373056

BC373056 NPMHU

200

E

570

DAKOTAS PFC

373058

FAR-PRAIRIEWOOD STA

ND

139,547.32

WESTERN

373056

BC373056 NPMHU

200

E

570

DAKOTAS PFC

373059

FAR-TROLLWOOD ANX

ND

78,030.49

WESTERN

373056

BC373056 NPMHU

200

E

570

DAKOTAS PFC

373807

GRAND FORKS MPF

ND

4,084.30

WESTERN

373807

BC373808 NPMHU

100

E

570

DAKOTAS PFC

373808

GRAND FORKS PO

ND

212,962.63

WESTERN

373808

BC373808 NPMHU

100

E

570

DAKOTAS PFC

376144

MENOKEN PO

ND

2.00

WESTERN

370944

BC370944 NPMHU

125

E

570

DAKOTAS PFC

376320

MOFFIT PO

ND

69.00

WESTERN

370944

BC370944 NPMHU

125

E
E

570

DAKOTAS PFC

467145

RAPID CITY MPF

SD

3,106.69

WESTERN

467145

BC467146 NPMHU

100

570

DAKOTAS PFC

467146

RAPID CITY PO

SD

229,259.23

WESTERN

467146

BC467146 NPMHU

100

E

570

DAKOTAS PFC

467860

SIOUX FALLS SD P&DC

SD

499,069.54

WESTERN

467860

BC467866 NPMHU

200

E

570

DAKOTAS PFC

467861

SIO-DOWNTOWN STA

SD

126,536.05

WESTERN

467866

BC467866 NPMHU

200

E

570

DAKOTAS PFC

467862

SIO-SOUTHWEST ANX

SD

142,159.54

WESTERN

467866

BC467866 NPMHU

200

E

570

DAKOTAS PFC

467865

SIO-MEADOWS RETAIL STA

SD

9,144.66

WESTERN

467866

BC467866 NPMHU

200

E

570

DAKOTAS PFC

467866

SIOUX FALLS PO

SD

15,009.74

WESTERN

467866

BC467866 NPMHU

200

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

194650

KCK-ARGENTINE STA

KS

1,763.00

WESTERN

194653

BC194653 NPMHU

125

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

194652

KCK-CIVIC CENTER STA

KS

80,353.81

WESTERN

194653

BC194653 NPMHU

125

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

194653

KANSAS CITY KS PO

KS

8.00

WESTERN

194653

BC194653 NPMHU

125

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

194658

KCK-ROBERT L ROBERTS STA

KS

106,132.22

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

194659

KCK-ROSEDALE STA

KS

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

194660

KCK-WYANDOTTE WEST STA

KS

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

198355

SHAWNEE MISSION PO

WESTERN

194653

BC194653 NPMHU

125

39,438.89

WESTERN

194653

BC194653 NPMHU

125

62,387.11

WESTERN

194653

BC194653 NPMHU

125

KS

269,746.06

WESTERN

198355

BC198355 NPMHU

200

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

198357

SHA-BLUE VALLEY BR

KS

102,379.90

WESTERN

198355

BC198355 NPMHU

200

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

198358

SHA-BROOKRIDGE BR

KS

97,605.25

WESTERN

198355

BC198355 NPMHU

200

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

198359

SHA-INDIAN CREEK BR

KS

105,499.14

WESTERN

198355

BC198355 NPMHU

200

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

198361

SHA-LENEXA BR

KS

120,058.58

WESTERN

198355

BC198355 NPMHU

200

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

198362

SHA-MONTICELLO BR

KS

67,373.56

WESTERN

198355

BC198355 NPMHU

200

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

198363

SHA-OVERLAND PARK BR

KS

3,671.47

WESTERN

198355

BC198355 NPMHU

200

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

198364

SHA-OXFORD CARRIER ANX

KS

20,442.82

WESTERN

198355

BC198355 NPMHU

200

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

198365

SHA-PRAIRIE VILLAGE BR

KS

5,553.37

WESTERN

198355

BC198355 NPMHU

200

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

198366

SHA-SHAWNEE BR

KS

4,169.73

WESTERN

198355

BC198355 NPMHU

200

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

281283

CAPE GIRARDEAU

MO

1,197.33

WESTERN

281283

BC281284 NPMHU

100

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

281284

CAPE GIRARDEAU PO

MO

207,762.42

WESTERN

281284

BC281284 NPMHU

100

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

284026

INDEPENDENCE PO

MO

156,377.74

WESTERN

284026

BC284026 NPMHU

125

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

284027

IND-ENGLEWOOD STA

MO

4,291.34

WESTERN

284026

BC284026 NPMHU

125

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

284028

IND-HARRY S TRUMAN STA

MO

119,759.72

WESTERN

284026

BC284026 NPMHU

125

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

284218

KCMO PO

MO

128,940.37

WESTERN

284218

BC284218 NPMHU

200

284219

KCMO MO P&DC

MO 2,902,893.85

WESTERN

284219

BC284218 NPMHU

200

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

284221

KCMO AMC

MO

4,768.00

WESTERN

284221

BC284218 NPMHU

200

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

284222

KCM-BARRY WOODS CARRIER ANX

MO

162,427.32

WESTERN

284218

BC284218 NPMHU

200

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

284225

KCM-EXECUTIVE PARK STA

MO

3,707.15

WESTERN

284218

BC284218 NPMHU

200

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

284226

KCM-GLADSTONE STA

MO

7,963.48

WESTERN

284218

BC284218 NPMHU

200

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

284227

KCM-HICKMAN MILLS STA

MO

79,634.14

WESTERN

284218

BC284218 NPMHU

200

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

284229

KCM-HODGE PARK STA

MO

71,273.29

WESTERN

284218

BC284218 NPMHU

200

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

284230

KELSO PO

MO

1,822.32

WESTERN

281284

BC281284 NPMHU

100

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

284231

KCM-JAMES CREWS STA

MO

170,984.18

WESTERN

284218

BC284218 NPMHU

200

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

284232

KCM-LONGVIEW STA

MO

67,586.63

WESTERN

284218

BC284218 NPMHU

200

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

284233

KCM-MARTIN CITY STA

MO

109,160.63

WESTERN

284218

BC284218 NPMHU

200

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

284234

KCM-NORTH KANSAS CITY STA

MO

71,651.19

WESTERN

284218

BC284218 NPMHU

200

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

284235

KCM-PARKVILLE STA

MO

36,258.00

WESTERN

284218

BC284218 NPMHU

200

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

284236

KCM-PARKWAY STA

MO

79,747.38

WESTERN

284218

BC284218 NPMHU

200

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

284237

KCM-RAYTOWN STA

MO

116,324.31

WESTERN

284218

BC284218 NPMHU

200

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

284238

KCM-RIVERSIDE STA

MO

6,441.29

WESTERN

284218

BC284218 NPMHU

200

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

284239

KCM-SOUTH TROOST STA

MO

157,243.10

WESTERN

284218

BC284218 NPMHU

200

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

284243

KCM-WALDO STA

MO

97,772.53

WESTERN

284218

BC284218 NPMHU

200

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

284244

KCM-WESTPORT STA

MO

105,966.62

WESTERN

284218

BC284218 NPMHU

200

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

284245

KCM-MAIN OFFICE STA

MO

95,922.40

WESTERN

284218

BC284218 NPMHU

200

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

287131

STJ-STOCKYARDS FINANCE UNIT

MO

3,550.83

WESTERN

287134

BC287134 NPMHU

100

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

287134

SAINT JOSEPH PO

MO

207,500.30

WESTERN

287134

BC287134 NPMHU

100

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

287242

SCOTT CITY PO

MO

1,936.98

WESTERN

281284

BC281284 NPMHU

100

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

287530

SPRINGFIELD PO

MO

490,443.58

WESTERN

287530

BC287530 NPMHU

200

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

287531

SPR-GLENSTONE STA

MO

104,407.48

WESTERN

287530

BC287530 NPMHU

200

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

287533

SPR-SOUTHWEST CARRIER ANX

MO

106,692.83

WESTERN

287530

BC287530 NPMHU

200

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

287534

SPR-GREISEMER CARRIER ANX

MO

150,359.52

WESTERN

287530

BC287530 NPMHU

200

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

287535

SPRINGFIELD P&DC

MO

3,642.84

WESTERN

287535

BC287530 NPMHU

200

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

198932

TOPEKA PO

KS

16,292.40

WESTERN

198932

BC198932 NPMHU

125

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

198933

TOP-MAIN OFFICE

KS

99,630.99

WESTERN

198932

BC198932 NPMHU

125

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

198935

TOP-GAGE CENTER STA

KS

66,879.26

WESTERN

198932

BC198932 NPMHU

125

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

198936

TOP-HICREST STA

KS

85,662.27

WESTERN

198932

BC198932 NPMHU

125

E
E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

198938

TOP-NORTH TOPEKA STA

KS

39,592.80

WESTERN

198932

BC198932 NPMHU

125

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

198939

TOP-SHERWOOD STA

KS

75,373.49

WESTERN

198932

BC198932 NPMHU

125

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

199713

WICHITA PO

KS

28,175.15

WESTERN

199713

BC199713 NPMHU

200

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

199714

WICHITA KS P&DC

KS

628,599.15

WESTERN

199714

BC199713 NPMHU

200

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

199715

WIG-CHISHOLM STA

KS

104,847.05

WESTERN

199713

BC199713 NPMHU

200
200

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

199716

WIG-CORPORATE HILLS STA

KS

145,649.30

WESTERN

199713

BC199713 NPMHU

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

199718

WIG-DELANO STA

KS

141,116.71

WESTERN

199713

BC199713 NPMHU

200

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

199719

WIG-DOWNTOWN STA

KS

147,654.99

WESTERN

199713

BC199713 NPMHU

200

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

199721

WIG-MUNGER STA

KS

128,257.44

WESTERN

199713

BC199713 NPMHU

200

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

199722

WIC-NORTH STA

KS

63,510.65

WESTERN

199713

BC199713 NPMHU

200

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

199723

WIC-RIVER CITY STA

KS

100,915.80

WESTERN

199713

BC199713 NPMHU

200

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

305160

LINCOLN PO

NE

25,014.46

WESTERN

305160

BC305160 NPMHU

200

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

305161

LNK-CHENEY RIDGE STA

NE

29,263.98

WESTERN

305160

BC305160 NPMHU

200

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

305162

LNK-INDIAN VILLAGE STA

NE

80,981.24

WESTERN

305160

BC305160 NPMHU

200

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

305163

LNK-COLLEGE VIEW STA

NE

87,081.73

WESTERN

305160

BC305160 NPMHU

200

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

305165

LINCOLN P&DF

NE

226,436.36

WESTERN

305165

BC305160 NPMHU

200

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

305166

LNK-MAIN OFFICE

NE

150,588.55

WESTERN

305160

BC305160 NPMHU

200

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

305168

LNK-NORTHVIEW ANX

NE

102,592.56

WESTERN

305160

BC305160 NPMHU

200

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

306640

OMA-AMES STA

NE

113,351.33

WESTERN

306645

BC306645 NPMHU

200

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

306641

OMA-BENSON STA

NE

95,417.70

WESTERN

306645

BC306645 NPMHU

200

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

306642

OMA-BOYSTOWN STA

NE

74,582.07

WESTERN

306645

BC306645 NPMHU

200

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

306643

OMA-ELMWOOD PARK STA

NE

114,196.90

WESTERN

306645

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

306645

OMAHA PO

NE

93,081.05

WESTERN

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

306646

OMAHA NE P&DC

NE 1,342,249.14

WESTERN

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

306649

OMA-FLORENCE STA

NE

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

306650

OMA-MAIN OFFICE

NE

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

306651

OMA-MILLARD BR

NE

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

306652

OMAHA AMF

NE

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

306653

OMA-NORTHWEST BR

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

306654

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

E

680

E

BC306645 NPMHU

200

306645

BC306645 NPMHU

200

306646

BC306645 NPMHU

200

WESTERN

306645

BC306645 NPMHU

200

92,035.62

WESTERN

306645

BC306645 NPMHU

200

63,842.91

WESTERN

306645

BC306645 NPMHU

200

1.00

WESTERN

306652

BC306645 NPMHU

200

NE

84,472.24

WESTERN

306645

BC306645 NPMHU

200

OMA-PAPILLION BR

NE

53,030.69

WESTERN

306645

BC306645 NPMHU

200

306655

OMA-RALSTON BR

NE

88,645.66

WESTERN

306645

BC306645 NPMHU

200

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

306656

OMA-SADDLE CREEK STA

NE

80,983.47

WESTERN

306645

BC306645 NPMHU

200

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

306657

OMA-SOUTH OMAHA STA

NE

66,618.21

WESTERN

306645

BC306645 NPMHU

200

3,760.94

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

306658

OMA-STONEYRIDGE ANX

NE

55,496.46

WESTERN

306645

BC306645 NPMHU

200

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

306659

OMA-WEST OMAHA STA

NE

125,734.99

WESTERN

306645

BC306645 NPMHU

200

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

70414

ARVADA PO

8.98

WESTERN

070414

BC070414 NPMHU

125

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

70415

ARV-INDIAN TREE STA

150,755.98

WESTERN

070414

BC070414 NPMHU

125

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

70416

ARV-MAIN OFFICE STA

129,948.47

WESTERN

070414

BC070414 NPMHU

125

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

70489

AUR-MAIN OFFICE STA

co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co

267,690.84

WESTERN

070495

BC070495 NPMHU

200

20,996.82

WESTERN

070495

BC070495 NPMHU

200

5,499.59

WESTERN

070495

BC070495 NPMHU

200

156,614.10

WESTERN

070495

BC070495 NPMHU

200

110,805.67

WESTERN

070495

BC070495 NPMHU

200

90,696.65

WESTERN

070495

BC070495 NPMHU

200

2,378.45

WESTERN

070495

BC070495 NPMHU

200

46.30

WESTERN

070882

BC070882 NPMHU

125

268,925.30

WESTERN

070882

BC070882 NPMHU

125

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

70490

AUR-AL TURA STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

70491

AUR-FLETCHER STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

70492

AUR-HOFFMAN HEIGHTS STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

70493

AUR-TOWER STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

70494

AUR-GATEWAY STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

70495

AURORA PO

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

70882

BOULDER PO

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

70883

BLD-VALMONT STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

70885

BLD-HIMAR STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

70886

BLD-MAIN OFFICE STA

E
E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

71806

COS-MAIN OFFICE STA

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

71807

COS-ANTARES STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

71808

COS-BRIARGATE STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

71809

COS-CHEYENNE MT STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

71810

COS-CIMARRON HILLS STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

71811

COS-FORT CARSON BR

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

71812

COS-GMF STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

71813

COS-NORTH END STA

5,182.59

WESTERN

070882

BC070882 NPMHU

125

86,555.30

WESTERN

070882

BC070882 NPMHU

125

65,809.27

WESTERN

071818

BC071818 NPMHU

200
200

92,237.34

WESTERN

071818

BC071818 NPMHU

27,989.10

WESTERN

071818

BC071818 NPMHU

200

127,915.84

WESTERN

071818

BC071818 NPMHU

200

129,298.32

WESTERN

071818

BC071818 NPMHU

200

17,464.12

WESTERN

071818

BC071818 NPMHU

200

109,579.38

WESTERN

071818

BC071818 NPMHU

200

80,774.88

WESTERN

071818

BC071818 NPMHU

200

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

71814

COS-ROCKRIMMON STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

71815

COS-TEMPLETON STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

71816

COS-SECURITY BR

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

71817

COS-WEST END STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

71818

COLORADO SPRINGS PO

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

71820

COLORADO SPRINGS P&DC

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

72330

DEN-GENERAL MAIL FACILITY

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

72331

DEN-ALCOTT STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

72332

DEN-BEAR VALLEY STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING Pf

72333

DEN-CAPITOL HILL STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

72334

DEN-DENVER DOWNTOWN STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

72335

DEN-EDGEWATER BR

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

72336

DEN-GLENDALE BR

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

72337

DEN-LAKEWOOD BR

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

72338

DEN-MILE HIGH STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

72339

DEN-MONTBELLO STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

72340

DEN-MONTCLAIR STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

72341

DEN-NORTH PECOS STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

72342

DEN-NORTHGLENN BR

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

72343

DEN-NORTHVIEW ANX

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

72344

DEN-PARK HILL STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

72345

DEN-SOUTH DENVER STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

72346

DEN-SOUTH DENVER ANX

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING Pf

72347

DEN-STOCKYARDS STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING Pf

72348

DEN-SULLIVAN STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

72349

DEN-SUNNYSIDE STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

72350

DEN-THORNTON BR

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

72351

DEN-UNIVERSITY PARK STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

72352

DEN-WELLSHIRE STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

72353

DEN-WESTWOOD STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

72355

COLORADO/WYOMING CS DISTRICT

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

72358

DENVER PO

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

72359

DENVER CO P&DC

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

72369

DENVER MP/ANX

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

72371

DEN - DENVER CFS

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

72880

ENGLEWOOD PO

co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co

67,181.75

WESTERN

071818

BC071818 NPMHU

200

179,705.67

WESTERN

071818

BC071818 NPMHU

200

55,011.98

WESTERN

071818

BC071818 NPMHU

200

65,376.29

WESTERN

071818

BC071818 NPMHU

200

19,444.40

WESTERN

071818

BC071818 NPMHU

200

383,059.10

WESTERN

071820

BC071818 NPMHU

200

45,828.02

WESTERN

072358

BC072358 NPMHU

200

51,319.03

WESTERN

072358

BC072358 NPMHU

200

170,014.51

WESTERN

072358

BC072358 NPMHU

200

186,439.61

WESTERN

072358

BC072358 NPMHU

200

100,590.48

WESTERN

072358

BC072358 NPMHU

200

60,378.56

WESTERN

072358

BC072358 NPMHU

200

125,355. 70

WESTERN

072358

BC072358 NPMHU

200

219,682.72

WESTERN

072358

BC072358 NPMHU

200

76,948.74

WESTERN

072358

BC072358 NPMHU

200

67,055.14

WESTERN

072358

BC072358 NPMHU

200

107,318.62

WESTERN

072358

BC072358 NPMHU

200

126,140.81

WESTERN

072358

BC072358 NPMHU

200

133,004.15

WESTERN

072358

BC072358 NPMHU

200

56,466.62

WESTERN

072358

BC072358 NPMHU

200

51,804.18

WESTERN

072358

BC072358 NPMHU

200

50,994.33

WESTERN

072358

BC072358 NPMHU

200

35.42

WESTERN

072358

BC072358 NPMHU

200

43,969.80

WESTERN

072358

BC072358 NPMHU

200

173,371.58

WESTERN

072358

BC072358 NPMHU

200

92,435.46

WESTERN

072358

BC072358 NPMHU

200

69,383.21

WESTERN

072358

BC072358 NPMHU

200

185,294.96

WESTERN

072358

BC072358 NPMHU

200

116,091.43

WESTERN

072358

BC072358 NPMHU

200

104,715.94

WESTERN

072358

BC072358 NPMHU

200

172,104.45

WESTERN

072355

BC072358 NPMHU

200

21,649.51

WESTERN

072358

BC072358 NPMHU

200

3, 181,280.62

WESTERN

072359

BC072358 NPMHU

200

282,819.81

WESTERN

072369

BC072358 NPMHU

200

247,484.54

WESTERN

072358

BC072358 NPMHU

200

307.58

WESTERN

072880

BC072880 NPMHU

125

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

72881

ENG-DOWNTOWN STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

72882

ENG-GREENWOOD VILLAGE BR

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

72884

ENG-MAIN OFFICE STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

73168

FORT COLLINS PO

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

73170

FTC-OLD TOWN STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

73834

GRAND JCT PO

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

73835

GDJ-FRUITVALE STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

73836

GRAND JUNCTION MPF

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

73837

GDJ-GRAND JUNCTION CARRIER ANX

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

75580

LITTLETON PO

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

75581

LIT-CENTENNIAL BR

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

75582

LIT-COLUMBINE HILLS BR

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

75583

LIT-HIGHLANDS RANCH BR

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

75584

LIT-KEN CARYL BR

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

75585

LIT-MAIN OFFICE STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

75616

LOMA PO

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

77452

PUEBLO PO

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

77453

PBL-BELMONT STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

77454

PBL-MIDTOWN STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

77455

PBL-SUNSET STA

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

77456

PBL-MAIN OFFICE STA

co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co
co

571557

CASPER MPF

6,639.35

WESTERN

072880

BC072880 NPMHU

125

219,805.59

WESTERN

072880

BC072880 NPMHU

125

133,026.10

WESTERN

072880

BC072880 NPMHU

125

167, 124.64

WESTERN

073168

BC073168 NPMHU

125

116,033.85

WESTERN

073168

BC073168 NPMHU

125

95,806.72

WESTERN

073834

BC073834 NPMHU

125

6,852.80

WESTERN

073834

BC073834 NPMHU

125

174,552.63

WESTERN

073836

BC073834 NPMHU

125

83,395.66

WESTERN

073834

BC073834 NPMHU

125

2,084.78

WESTERN

075580

BC075580 NPMHU

200

144,270.65

WESTERN

075580

BC075580 NPMHU

200

113,245.71

WESTERN

075580

BC075580 NPMHU

200

171,683.39

WESTERN

075580

BC075580 NPMHU

200

154,777.04

WESTERN

075580

BC075580 NPMHU

200

80,096.57

WESTERN

075580

SC075580 NPMHU

200

1,782.50

WESTERN

073834

BC073834 NPMHU

125

2.00

WESTERN

077452

BC077452 NPMHU

125

2,188.49

WESTERN

077452

BC077452 NPMHU

125

4,770.65

WESTERN

077452

BC077452 NPMHU

125

137,652.00

WESTERN

077452

BC077452 NPMHU

125

142,969.33

WESTERN

077452

BC077452 NPMHU

125

WY

5,906.86

WESTERN

571557

BC571558 NPMHU

125

CASPER PO

WY

275,819.99

WESTERN

571558

BC571558 NPMHU

125

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

571558

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

571672

CHEYENNE PO

WY

177,075.44

WESTERN

571672

BC571672 NPMHU

125

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

571673

CHEYENNE P&DC

WY

153,430.73

WESTERN

571673

BC571672 NPMHU

125

E

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

150925

BOISE PO

ID

22,872.36

WESTERN

150925

BC150925 NPMHU

200

E

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

150926

BOISE ID P&DC

ID

444,367.63

WESTERN

150926

BC150925 NPMHU

200

E

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

150929

SOI-FIVE MILE STA

ID

33,656.65

WESTERN

150925

BC150925 NPMHU

200

E

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

150930

SOI-BORAH STA

ID

10, 734.51

WESTERN

150925

BC150925 NPMHU

200

E
E

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

150931

SOI-COLE VILLAGE

ID

99,271.39

WESTERN

150925

BC150925 NPMHU

200

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

150932

SOI-COLLISTER STA

ID

2,670.79

WESTERN

150925

BC150925 NPMHU

200

E

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

150933

SOI-GARDEN CITY STA

ID

17,868.42

WESTERN

150925

BC150925 NPMHU

200

E

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

150934

SOI-OREGON TRAIL STA

ID

4,389.25

WESTERN

150925

BC150925 NPMHU

200

E

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

150935

SOI-OVERLAND STA

ID

87,544.48

WESTERN

150925

BC150925 NPMHU

200

E

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

150936

SOI-MAIN OFFICE STA

ID

226,449.29

WESTERN

150925

BC150925 NPMHU

200

E

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

496494

OGDEN PO

UT

124,291.65

WESTERN

496494

BC496494 NPMHU

125

E

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

496495

OGD-BEN LOMOND STA

UT

112,897.27

E

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

496496

OGD-MOUNT OGDEN STA

UT

75,385.12

E

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

497173

PROVO P&DC

UT

6,440.56

E

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

497174

PROVO PO

UT

220,449.31

WESTERN

496494

BC496494 NPMHU

125

WESTERN

496494

BC496494 NPMHU

125

WESTERN

497173

BC497174 NPMHU

125

WESTERN

497174

BC497174 NPMHU

125

BC497174 NPMHU

125

E

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

497176

PRO-MAIN OFFICE STA

UT

102,323.44

WESTERN

497174

E

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

497786

SALT LAKE CITY PO

UT

88,094.82

WESTERN

497786

BC497786 NPMHU

200

E

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

497788

SALT LAKE CITY CS DISTRICT

UT

488.00

WESTERN

497788

BC497786 NPMHU

200

E

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

497789

SALT LAKE CITY UT P&DC

UT

664,345.93

WESTERN

497789

BC497786 NPMHU

200

E

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

497792

SAL-AIRPORT STA

UT

43,020.45

WESTERN

497786

BC497786 NPMHU

200

E

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

497793

SAL-COTTONWOOD BR

UT

98,446.37

WESTERN

497786

BC497786 NPMHU

200

E

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

497794

SAL-DOWNTOWN STA

UT

212,940.67

WESTERN

497786

BC497786 NPMHU

200

E

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

497795

SALT LAKE CITY ASF

UT

671,041.85

WESTERN

497795

BC497786 NPMHU

200

E

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

497796

SAL-FOOTHILL STA

UT

63,109.96

WESTERN

497786

BC497786 NPMHU

200

E

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

497797

SAL-HOLLADAY BR

UT

113,597.39

WESTERN

497786

BC497786 NPMHU

200

E

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

497798

SAL-KEARNS BR

UT

87, 153.30

WESTERN

497786

BC497786 NPMHU

200

E
E

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

497799

SAL-MILLCREEK BR

UT

58,174.75

WESTERN

497786

BC497786 NPMHU

200

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

497800

SAL-MURRAY BR

UT

151,606.35

WESTERN

497786

BC497786 NPMHU

200

E

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

497801

SAL-NORTHWEST STA

UT

55,083.51

WESTERN

497786

BC497786 NPMHU

200

E

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

497802

SAL-SOUTH SALT LAKE BR

UT

71,603.08

WESTERN

497786

BC497786 NPMHU

200

E

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

497803

SAL-SUGARHOUSE STA

UT

140,272.97

WESTERN

497786

BC497786 NPMHU

200

E

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

497804

SAL-WEST VALLEY BR

UT

174,798.43

WESTERN

497786

BC497786 NPMHU

200

E

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

497805

SAL-MAIN OFFICE STA

UT

67,335.09

WESTERN

497786

BC497786 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

31480

CHANDLER PO

AZ

110,684.87

WESTERN

031480

BC031480 NPMHU

100

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

31481

CHA-ANDERSEN SPRINGS STA

AZ

122, 172.62

WESTERN

031480

BC031480 NPMHU

100

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

31482

CHA-OCOTILLO STA

AZ

25,466.69

WESTERN

031480

BC031480 NPMHU

100

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

33478

GLENDALE PO (AZ)

AZ

168,315.08

WESTERN

033478

BC033478 NPMHU

125

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

33479

GLE-ARROWHEAD STA

AZ

96, 113.43

WESTERN

033478

BC033478 NPMHU

125

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

33480

GLE-DOWNTOWN STA

AZ

150,095.76

WESTERN

033478

BC033478 NPMHU

125

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

35217

MESA PO

AZ

3,672.00

WESTERN

035217

BC035217 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

35218

MES-DESERT STA

AZ

67,114.85

WESTERN

035217

BC035217 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

35219

MES-DOBSON STA

AZ

132,564.54

WESTERN

035217

BC035217 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

35220

MES-FALCON FIELD STA

AZ

92,335. 71

WESTERN

035217

BC035217 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

35221

MES-FOUR PEAKS STA

AZ

71,329.03

WESTERN

035217

BC035217 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

35222

MES-MOUNTAIN VIEW STA

AZ

177,361.10

WESTERN

035217

BC035217 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

35224

MES-SHERWOOD STA

AZ

456.26

WESTERN

035217

BC035217 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

35225

MES-SUPERSTITION SPRINGS STA

AZ

7,209.75

WESTERN

035217

BC035217 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

35226

MES-MAIN OFFICE STA

AZ

73,170.37

WESTERN

035217

BC035217 NPMHU

200

E
E

852

ARIZONA PFC

36364

PHOENIX PO

AZ

49,729.92

WESTERN

036364

BC036364 NPMHU

200

852

ARIZONA PFC

36365

PHOENIX AZ P&DC

AZ 2,010,450.09

WESTERN

036365

BC036364 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

36370

WEST VALLEY AZ P&DC

AZ 1,232,292.06

WESTERN

036370

BC036364 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

36371

PHX-AHWATUKEE STA

AZ

71,227.99

WESTERN

036364

BC036364 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

36372

PHX-ARCADIA STA

AZ

196,813.31

WESTERN

036364

BC036364 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

36373

PHX-BOULDER HILLS STA

AZ

109,119.40

WESTERN

036364

BC036364 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

36374

PHX-CACTUS STA

AZ

221,043.02

WESTERN

036364

BC036364 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

36375

PHX-CAPITOL STA

AZ

118,820.87

WESTERN

036364

BC036364 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

36376

PHX-DOWNTOWN FINANCE UNIT

AZ

8,727.10

WESTERN

036364

BC036364 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

36378

PHX-MAIN

AZ

41,143.87

WESTERN

036364

BC036364 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

36379

PHX-MARYVALE STA

AZ

269,331.61

WESTERN

036364

BC036364 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

36380

PHX-MCDOWELL STA

AZ

7.00

WESTERN

036364

BC036364 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

36381

PHX-MOWCOLLAMF

AZ

21,838.00

WESTERN

036364

BC036364 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

36382

PHX-NORTHEAST STA

AZ

123,923.15

WESTERN

036364

BC036364 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

36383

PHX-NORTHWEST STA

AZ

136,146.37

WESTERN

036364

BC036364 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

36384

PHX-OSBORN STA

AZ

182,762.67

WESTERN

036364

BC036364 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

36385

PHX-PECOS STA

AZ

64,201.60

WESTERN

036364

BC036364 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

36386

PHX-RIO SALADO FACLTY

AZ

163,324.11

WESTERN

036364

BC036364 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

36387

PHX-SHAW BUTTE STA

AZ

154,913.86

WESTERN

036364

BC036364 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

36388

PHX-SIERRA ADOBE STA

AZ

160,429.88

WESTERN

036364

BC036364 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

36389

PHX-SOUTH MOUNTAIN STA

AZ

158,618.58

WESTERN

036364

BC036364 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

36390

PHX-SUNNYSLOPE STA

AZ

192,450.37

WESTERN

036364

BC036364 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

36391

PHX-WASHINGTON STA

AZ

155, 105.80

WESTERN

036364

BC036364 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

36392

PHX-DAISY MOUNTAIN STA

AZ

25,398.60

WESTERN

036364

BC036364 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

36393

PHOENIX CFS

AZ

79,272.53

WESTERN

036364

BC036364 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

37659

SCOTTSDALE PO

AZ

1.00

WESTERN

037659

BC037659 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

37660

SCO-AIR PARK STA

AZ

212,410.42

WESTERN

037659

BC037659 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

37661

SCO-FOUNTAIN HILLS STA

AZ

20, 104.49

WESTERN

037659

BC037659 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

37662

SCO-HOPI STA

AZ

171,714.99

WESTERN

037659

BC037659 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

37663

SCO-KACHINA STA

AZ

25,874.96

WESTERN

037659

BC037659 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

37665

SCO-MAIN OFFICE STA

AZ

179,410.65

WESTERN

037659

BC037659 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

38269

SUN CITY PO

AZ

185,000.39

WESTERN

038269

BC038269 NPMHU

125

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

38270

SUN-SURPRISE BR

AZ

71,979.55

WESTERN

038269

BC038269 NPMHU

125

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

38271

SUN-SUN CITY WEST BR

AZ

98,917.04

WESTERN

038269

BC038269 NPMHU

125

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

38436

TEMPE PO

AZ

123,507.54

WESTERN

038436

BC038436 NPMHU

125

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

38437

TEM-APACHE STA

AZ

105,146.70

WESTERN

038436

BC038436 NPMHU

125

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

38438

TEM-RETAIL STR

AZ

6,422.01

WESTERN

038436

BC038436 NPMHU

125

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

38439

TEM-SOUTH STA

AZ

122,335.47

WESTERN

038436

BC038436 NPMHU

125

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

38880

TUCSON PO

AZ

28,912.36

WESTERN

038880

BC038880 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

38881

TUCSON AZ P&DC

AZ

461,504.97

WESTERN

038881

BC038880 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

38883

TUC-CASAS ADOBES

AZ

88,328.49

WESTERN

038880

BC038880 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

38885

TUC-CORONADO STA

AZ

173,201.35

WESTERN

038880

BC038880 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

38886

TUC-DESERT FOOTHILLS STA

AZ

90,580.22

WESTERN

038880

BC038880 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

38887

TUC-DOWNTOWN STA

AZ

544.00

WESTERN

038880

BC038880 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

38888

TUC-FORT LOWELL STA

AZ

120,363.75

WESTERN

038880

BC038880 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

38889

TUC-KINO STA

AZ

6.00

WESTERN

038880

BC038880 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

38891

TUC-MISSION STA

AZ

99,556.57

WESTERN

038880

BC038880 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

38892

TUC-MOUNTAIN VIEW STA

AZ

78,530.59

WESTERN

038880

BC038880 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

38893

TUC-ORO VALLEY BR

AZ

23, 705.12

WESTERN

038880

BC038880 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

38894

TUC-RINCON STA

AZ

208,850.33

WESTERN

038880

BC038880 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

38895

TUC-SAN XAVIER ANX

AZ

33,779.52

WESTERN

038880

BC038880 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

38896

TUC-SILVERBELL STA

AZ

144.499.28

WESTERN

038880

BC038880 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

38897

TUC-SUN STA

AZ

176,482.77

WESTERN

038880

BC038880 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

38898

TUC-OLD PUEBLO ANX

AZ

100,402.44

WESTERN

038880

BC038880 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

340127

ABO-MAIN OFFICE STA

NM

117,717.44

WESTERN

340147

BC340147 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

340128

ABO-ACADEMY STA

NM

131,551.85

WESTERN

340147

BC340147 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

340129

ABO-AIRPORT STA

NM

87,408.43

WESTERN

340147

BC340147 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

340130

ABO-ALAMEDA STA

NM

2,731.55

WESTERN

340147

BC340147 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

340131

ABO-DOWNTOWN STA

NM

2,925.93

WESTERN

340147

BC340147 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

340132

ABO-COTTONWOOD STA

NM

3,152.29

WESTERN

340147

BC340147 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

340133

ABO-FIVE POINTS STA

NM

131,033.44

WESTERN

340147

BC340147 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

340134

ABO-FOOTHILLS STA

NM

64,784.35

WESTERN

340147

BC340147 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

340135

ABO-GALLERIA STA

NM

2,192.56

WESTERN

340147

BC340147 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

340136

ABO-HIGHLAND STA

NM

105,354.55

WESTERN

340147

BC340147 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

340137

ABO-KIRTLAND AFB BR

NM

3,969.43

WESTERN

340147

BC340147 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

340138

ABO-MANZANO STA

NM

99,399.55

WESTERN

340147

BC340147 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

340139

ABO-NORTH VALLEY CARRIER ANX

NM

84,886.23

WESTERN

340147

BC340147 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

340140

ABO-OLD ALBUQUERQUE STA

NM

2,913.98

WESTERN

340147

BC340147 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

340141

ABO-OLD TOWN PLAZA STA

NM

1,899.87

WESTERN

340147

BC340147 NPMHU

200

E
E

852

ARIZONA PFC

340142

ABO-RICHARD PINO STA

NM

90,355.35

WESTERN

340147

BC340147 NPMHU

200

852

ARIZONA PFC

340143

ABO-RIO RANCHO BR

NM

31,486.36

WESTERN

340147

BC340147 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

340144

ABO-STEVE SCHIFF STA

NM

124,338.37

WESTERN

340147

BC340147 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

340145

ABO-UNIVERSITY STA

NM

5,244.88

WESTERN

340147

BC340147 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

340146

ABO-UPTOWN STA

NM

136,102.93

WESTERN

340147

BC340147 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

340147

ALBUQUERQUE PO

NM

44,221.81

WESTERN

340147

BC340147 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

340148

ALBUQUERQUE NM P&DC

NM

831,631.24

WESTERN

340148

BC340147 NPMHU

200

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

314080

HENDERSON PO

NV

163,927.73

WESTERN

314080

BC314080 NPMHU

125

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

314081

HEN-VALLE VERDE STA

NV

196,033.78

WESTERN

314080

BC314080 NPMHU

125

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

314082

HEN-SEVEN HILLS STA

NV

29,839. 79

WESTERN

314080

BC314080 NPMHU

125

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

314880

LAS VEGAS PO

NV

3,021.82

WESTERN

314880

BC314880 NPMHU

200

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

314881

LAS VEGAS NV P&DC

NV 1,057,859.01

WESTERN

314881

BC314880 NPMHU

200

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

314882

LAS VEGAS MPA

NV

237,744.56

WESTERN

314882

BC314880 NPMHU

200

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

314883

NEVADA-SIERRA CS DISTRICT

NV

80,746.91

WESTERN

314883

BC314880 NPMHU

200

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

314885

LAS-CROSSROADS STA

NV

213,578.76

WESTERN

314880

BC314880 NPMHU

200

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

314886

LAS-DOWNTOWN RTL

NV

7,174.32

WESTERN

314880

BC314880 NPMHU

200

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

314887

LAS-EAST LAS VEGAS STA

NV

193,460.62

WESTERN

314880

BC314880 NPMHU

200

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

314889

LAS-EMERALD STA

NV

144,597.19

WESTERN

314880

BC314880 NPMHU

200

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

314890

LAS-GARSIDE STA

NV

158,626.25

WESTERN

314880

BC314880 NPMHU

200

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

314891

LAS-HUNTRIDGE STA

NV

91,964.48

WESTERN

314880

BC314880 NPMHU

200

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

314892

LAS-JAMES C BROWN RTL

NV

91,834.04

WESTERN

314880

BC314880 NPMHU

200

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

314893

LAS-KING STA

NV

110,989.42

WESTERN

314880

BC314880 NPMHU

200

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

314894

LAS-PARADISE VALLEY STA

NV

185,406.54

WESTERN

314880

BC314880 NPMHU

200

E
E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

314895

LAS-RED ROCK VISTA STA

NV

264,554.08

WESTERN

314880

BC314880 NPMHU

200

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

314896

LAS-SILVERADO STA

NV

179,789.14

WESTERN

314880

BC314880 NPMHU

200

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

314897

LAS-SPRING VALLEY STA

NV

170,123.36

WESTERN

314880

BC314880 NPMHU

200

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

314898

LAS-STRIP STA

NV

1.00

WESTERN

314880

BC314880 NPMHU

200

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

314899

LAS-SUMMERLIN STA

NV

173,449.39

WESTERN

314880

BC314880 NPMHU

200

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

314901

LAS-SUNRISE ANX

NV

196,227 .50

WESTERN

314880

BC314880 NPMHU

200

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

314902

LAS-TOPAZ STA

NV

6, 181.81

WESTERN

314880

BC314880 NPMHU

200

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

314903

LAS-WINTERWOOD STA

NV

99,997.29

WESTERN

314880

BC314880 NPMHU

200

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

314904

LAS-WESTRIDGE STA

NV

301,732.56

WESTERN

314880

BC314880 NPMHU

200

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

316200

NORTH LAS VEGAS PO

NV

75,677.88

WESTERN

316200

BC316200 NPMHU

100

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

316201

NOR-MEADOW MESA STA

NV

182,160.47

WESTERN

316200

BC316200 NPMHU

100

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

317280

RENO PO

NV

247,861.38

WESTERN

317280

BC317280 NPMHU

200

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

317282

RENO NV P&DC

NV

487,928.60

WESTERN

317282

BC317280 NPMHU

200

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

317286

REN-DOWNTOWN STA

NV

265.00

WESTERN

317280

BC317280 NPMHU

200

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

317287

REN-PEAVINE STA

NV

39,017.54

WESTERN

317280

BC317280 NPMHU

200

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

317288

REN-SIERRA STA

NV

68,944.02

WESTERN

317280

BC317280 NPMHU

200

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

317289

REN-STEAMBOAT STA

NV

38,498.51

WESTERN

317280

BC317280 NPMHU

200

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

317290

REN-WASHINGTON STA

NV

85,413.74

WESTERN

317280

BC317280 NPMHU

200

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

318240

SPARKS PO

NV

108,388.90

WESTERN

318240

BC318240 NPMHU

100

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

318241

SPA-SUN VALLEY FINANCE UNIT

NV

3,237.92

WESTERN

318240

BC318240 NPMHU

100

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

318242

SPA-VISTA STA

NV

129,423.91

WESTERN

318240

BC318240 NPMHU

100

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

72357

DENVER NDC

co

953, 158.47

WESTERN

072357

BC072357 NPMHU

200

E

500

HAWKEYE PFC

182413

DES MOINES NDC

WESTERN

182413

BC182413 NPMHU

200

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

194654

KCKS NOC

KS

929,646.81

WESTERN

194654

BC194654 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266361

MINN-SAINT PAUL NDC

MN

967,247.12

WESTERN

266361

BC266361 NPMHU

200

E

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

497791

SALT LAKE CITY UT REC

UT 1,570,926.04

WESTERN

497791

BC497786 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547617

SEATTLE NDC

WA

958,981.27

WESTERN

547617

BC547617 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

400688

BEAVERTON PO

OR

114,088.62

WESTERN

400688

BC400688 NPMHU

125

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

400689

BEA-ALOHA BR

OR

58,806.15

WESTERN

400688

BC400688 NPMHU

125

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

400690

BEA-EVERGREEN ANX

OR

188,059.11

WESTERN

400688

BC400688 NPMHU

125

IA 1,127,362.63

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

402848

EUGENE PO

OR

19,096.40

WESTERN

402848

BC402848 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

402850

EUGENE OR P&DC

OR

237,386.52

WESTERN

402850

BC402848 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

402851

EUG-RIVER ROAD STA

OR

70,834.36

WESTERN

402848

BC402848 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

402852

EUG-WESTSIDE STA

OR

82,920.43

WESTERN

402848

BC402848 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

402854

EUG-SOUTHSIDE STA

OR

120,906.76

WESTERN

402848

BC402848 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

402855

EUG-MAIN OFFICE STA

OR

113,959.99

WESTERN

402848

BC402848 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

405408

MEDFORD PO

OR

12,917.81

WESTERN

405408

BC405408 NPMHU

125

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

405409

MEDFORD OR P&DC

OR

158,089.26

WESTERN

405409

BC405408 NPMHU

125

E
E

970

PORTLAND PFC

405410

MED-CENTRAL POINT BR

OR

39,101.70

WESTERN

405408

BC405408 NPMHU

125

970

PORTLAND PFC

405411

MED-WHITE CITY BR

OR

13,693.81

WESTERN

405408

BC405408 NPMHU

125

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

405412

MED-CARRIERANNEX

OR

153,281.03

WESTERN

405408

BC405408 NPMHU

125

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

406754

POR-AIRPORT RETAIL STA

OR

11,759.44

WESTERN

406784

BC406784 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

406755

POR-EAST PORTLAND STA

OR

139,574.66

WESTERN

406784

BC406784 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

406757

POR-MILWAUKIE BR

OR

6,600.56

WESTERN

406784

BC406784 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

406758

POR-TIGARD BR

OR

159,560.85

WESTERN

406784

BC406784 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

406759

POR-BROOKLYN STA

OR

4,936.21

WESTERN

406784

BC406784 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

406760

POR-WATERFRONT STA

OR

71,357.04

WESTERN

406784

BC406784 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

406761

POR-FOREST PARK STA

OR

54, 170.03

WESTERN

406784

BC406784 NPMHU

200

E
E

970

PORTLAND PFC

406762

POR-CENTRAL STA

OR

5,228.84

WESTERN

406784

BC406784 NPMHU

200

970

PORTLAND PFC

406763

POR-KENTON STA

OR

88,239.63

WESTERN

406784

BC406784 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

406764

POR-ROSE CITY PARK STA

OR

123,852.40

WESTERN

406784

BC406784 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

406765

POR-WEST SLOPE BR

OR

104,285.76

WESTERN

406784

BC406784 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

406766

POR-EASTPORT (LENTS) RETAIL ANX

OR

8,353.17

WESTERN

406784

BC406784 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

406767

POR-OAK GROVE BR

OR

138,595. 76

WESTERN

406784

BC406784 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

406768

POR-MIDWAY STA

OR

43,366.54

WESTERN

406784

BC406784 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

406769

POR-PARKROSE STA

OR

197,062.67

WESTERN

406784

BC406784 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

406770

POR-CRESTON STA

OR

120,732.71

WESTERN

406784

BC406784 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

406772

POR-PIEDMONT STA

OR

77,649.32

WESTERN

406784

BC406784 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

406773

POR-SELLWOOD RETAIL STA

OR

5,012.88

WESTERN

406784

BC406784 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

406774

POR-RIVER DISTRICT DCU

OR

104, 168.63

WESTERN

406784

BC406784 NPMHU

200
200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

406775

POR-MULTNOMAH STA

OR

160,503.84

WESTERN

406784

BC406784 NPMHU

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

406776

POR-LENTS DCU

OR

149,940.11

WESTERN

406784

BC406784 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

406777

POR-HOLLADAY PARK STA

OR

83,186.75

WESTERN

406784

BC406784 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

406778

POR-ST JOHNS STA

OR

61,693.66

WESTERN

406784

BC406784 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

406779

POR-SELLWOOD DCU

OR

108,634.78

WESTERN

406784

BC406784 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

406780

MT HOOD OR P&DC

OR

469,741.84

WESTERN

406780

BC406780 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

406784

PORTLAND PO

OR

75,746.55

WESTERN

406784

BC406784 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

406785

PORTLAND OR P&DC

OR 1,447,162.33

WESTERN

406785

BC406784 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

406787

PORTLAND CS DISTRICT

OR

121,388.14

WESTERN

406787

BC406784 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

406789

PORTLAND AIR CARGO CENTER-PACC

OR

375,375.57

WESTERN

406789

BC406784 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

407392

SALEM PO

OR

171,131.99

WESTERN

407392

BC407392 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

407395

SAL-VISTA STA

OR

93,982.24

WESTERN

407392

BC407392 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

407396

SAL-HOLLYWOOD STA

OR

7,684.94

WESTERN

407392

BC407392 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

407397

SAL-PRINGLE PK PLAZA STA

OR

5,566.49

WESTERN

407392

BC407392 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

407398

SAL-KEIZER BR

OR

7,692.75

WESTERN

407392

BC407392 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

407399

SAL-WEST SALEM STA

OR

46,231.65

WESTERN

407392

BC407392 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

407400

SAL-BROOKS BR

OR

2,050.69

WESTERN

407392

BC407392 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

407401

SAL-HL YWOOD ANX

OR

93,009.30

WESTERN

407392

BC407392 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

407402

SAL-OAK PARK BR

OR

1,065.00

WESTERN

407392

BC407392 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

548820

VANCOUVER PO

WA

210,526.00

WESTERN

548820

BC548820 NPMHU

200
200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

548821

VAN-ORCHARDS FINANCE UNIT

WA

10,428.06

WESTERN

548820

BC548820 NPMHU

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

548822

VAN-DOWNTOWN FINANCE UNIT

WA

8,933.62

WESTERN

548820

BC548820 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

548823

VAN-EAST VANCOUVER DCU

WA

180,884.90

WESTERN

548820

BC548820 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

548824

VAN-CASCADE PARK FINANCE UNIT

WA

10,539.31

WESTERN

548820

BC548820 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

540490

AUBURN PO

WA

720.52

WESTERN

540490

BC540490 NPMHU

125

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

540491

AUS-FEDERAL WAY FINANCE STA

WA

10,231.11

WESTERN

540490

BC540490 NPMHU

125

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

540492

AUS-TWIN LAKES STA

WA

147,895.04

WESTERN

540490

BC540490 NPMHU

125

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

540493

AUB-MAIN OFFICE STA

WA

141,926.61

WESTERN

540490

BC540490 NPMHU

125

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

540602

BELLEVUE PO

WA

1,416.60

WESTERN

540602

BC540602 NPMHU

125

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

540603

BEL-CROSSROADS STA

WA

115,963.20

WESTERN

540602

BC540602 NPMHU

125

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

540604

BEL-MIDLAKES STA

WA

8,731.94

WESTERN

540602

BC540602 NPMHU

125

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

540605

BEL-MAIN OFFICE STA

WA

119,156.84

WESTERN

540602

BC540602 NPMHU

125

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

540606

BEL-CARRIER ANX

WA

135,268.01

WESTERN

540602

BC540602 NPMHU

125

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

540785

BOT-MAIN OFFICE STA

WA

95,120.27

WESTERN

540784

BC540784 NPMHU

100

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

540786

BOT-MILL CREEK BR

WA

158, 155.45

WESTERN

540784

BC540784 NPMHU

100

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

540787

BOT-KENMORE STA

WA

4,919.00

WESTERN

540784

BC540784 NPMHU

100

E
E
E

980

SEATTLE PFC

542774

EVE-HUB STA

WA

192,404.83

WESTERN

542772

BC542772 NPMHU

125

980

SEATTLE PFC

542775

EVE-PAINE FIELD STA

WA

1.00

WESTERN

542772

BC542772 NPMHU

125

980

SEATTLE PFC

542776

EVE-MAIN OFFICE STA

WA

161,752.24

WESTERN

542772

BC542772 NPMHU

125

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

544060

KENT PO

WA

2,550.00

WESTERN

544060

BC544060 NPMHU

100

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

544061

KEN-COVINGTON STA

WA

44,523.37

WESTERN

544060

BC544060 NPMHU

100

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

544062

KEN-DOWNTOWN FSTA

WA

6,220.78

WESTERN

544060

BC544060 NPMHU

100

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

544063

KEN-MIDWAY FSTA

WA

2,071.80

WESTERN

544060

BC544060 NPMHU

100

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

544065

KEN-MAIN OFFICE STA

WA

169,860.77

WESTERN

544060

BC544060 NPMHU

100

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

544144

KIRKLAND PO

WA

223,624.12

WESTERN

544144

BC544144 NPMHU

100

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

544831

LYN-MAIN OFFICE STA

WA

230,696.82

WESTERN

544830

BC544830 NPMHU

100

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

544832

LYN-ALDERWOOD STA

WA

4,572.89

WESTERN

544830

BC544830 NPMHU

100

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

546147

OLY-LACEY BR

WA

111,806.29

WESTERN

546146

BC546146 NPMHU

125

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

546148

OL Y-HUB STA

WA

21,208.58

WESTERN

546146

BC546146 NPMHU

125

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

546149

OL Y-TUMWATER BR

WA

10,490.06

WESTERN

546146

BC546146 NPMHU

125

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

546150

OLY-WESTSIDE FINANCE STA

WA

7,566.09

WESTERN

546146

BC546146 NPMHU

125

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

546151

OLY-MAIN OFFICE STA

WA

213,049.74

WESTERN

546146

BC546146 NPMHU

125

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547042

REDMOND PO

WA

209,548.73

WESTERN

547042

BC547042 NPMHU

100

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547070

RENTON PO

WA

585.90

WESTERN

547070

BC547070 NPMHU

125

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547071

REN-DOWNTOWN STA

WA

8,381.07

WESTERN

547070

BC547070 NPMHU

125

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547072

REN-HIGHLANDS STA

WA

155,849.88

WESTERN

547070

BC547070 NPMHU

125

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547073

REN-MAIN OFFICE STA

WA

106,930.47

WESTERN

547070

BC547070 NPMHU

125

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547600

SEA-BAINBRIDGE STA

WA

16,531.59

WESTERN

547616

BC547616 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547601

SEA-BALLARD FSTA

WA

13,026.99

WESTERN

547616

BC547616 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547603

SEA-BALLARD CARRIER ANX

WA

257, 109.56

WESTERN

547616

BC547616 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547604

SEA-BITTERLAKE STA

WA

164,084.65

WESTERN

547616

BC547616 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547605

SEA-BROADWAY STA

WA

7,560.19

WESTERN

547616

BC547616 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547606

SEA-BURIEN STA

WA

76,929.10

WESTERN

547616

BC547616 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547608

SEA-COLUMBIA STA

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547609

SEA-DES MOINES STA

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547610

SEA-EAST UNION STA

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547611

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

E

980

E

WA

101,645.88

WESTERN

547616

BC547616 NPMHU

200

WA

63,218.78

WESTERN

547616

BC547616 NPMHU

200

WA

5,213.44

WESTERN

547616

BC547616 NPMHU

200

SEA-FEDERAL FSTA

WA

2,282.39

WESTERN

547616

BC547616 NPMHU

200

547612

SEA-GEORGETOWN STA

WA

76,450.55

WESTERN

547616

BC547616 NPMHU

200

SEATTLE PFC

547613

SEA-GREENWOOD FSTA

WA

5,349.16

WESTERN

547616

BC547616 NPMHU

200

980

SEATTLE PFC

547616

SEATTLE PO

WA

150,286.86

WESTERN

547616

BC547616 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547618

SEATTLE WA P&DC

WA 1,888,256.94

WESTERN

547618

BC547616 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547626

SEA-INTERBAY CARRIER ANX

WA

139,564.65

WESTERN

547616

BC547616 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547627

SEA-INTERNATIONAL STA

WA

3,640.57

WESTERN

547616

BC547616 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547628

SEA-LAKE CITY STA

WA

45,843.68

WESTERN

547616

BC547616 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547629

SEA-MAGNOLIA FSTA

WA

7,521.26

WESTERN

547616

BC547616 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547631

SEA-MIDTOWN STA

WA

115,080.13

WESTERN

547616

BC547616 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547632

SEA-NORTH CITY STA

WA

174,842.13

WESTERN

547616

BC547616 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547633

SEA-NORTHGATE FSTA

WA

6,513.28

WESTERN

547616

BC547616 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547634

SEA-PIONEER SQUARE FSTA

WA

4,632.27

WESTERN

547616

BC547616 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547636

SEA-QUEEN ANNE STA

WA

13,153.69

WESTERN

547616

BC547616 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547637

SEA-RIVERTON HEIGHTS STA

WA

167,404.14

WESTERN

547616

BC547616 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547638

SEA-SEAFIRST FSTA

WA

2,788.32

WESTERN

547616

BC547616 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547639

SEA-SKYWAY STA

WA

42,866.90

WESTERN

547616

BC547616 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547640

SEA-TERM STA

WA

103,572.47

WESTERN

547616

BC547616 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547641

SEA-TUKWILA STA

WA

10,593.20

WESTERN

547616

BC547616 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547642

SEA-UNIVERSITY STA

WA

121,567.62

WESTERN

547616

BC547616 NPMHU

200

E
E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547643

SEA-WALLINGFORD STA

WA

151,818.52

WESTERN

547616

BC547616 NPMHU

200

980

SEATTLE PFC

547645

SEA-WEDGWOOD STA

WA

117 ,928.57

WESTERN

547616

BC547616 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547646

SEA-WEST SEATTLE STA

WA

79,362.95

WESTERN

547616

BC547616 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547647

SEA-WESTWOOD STA

WA

215,623.58

WESTERN

547616

BC547616 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547649

SEATTLE PRIORITY MAIL ANX

WA

313,830.70

WESTERN

547649

BC547616 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547652

SEATTLE CFS

WA

75,320.85

WESTERN

547616

BC547616 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547661

SEA-SEATTLE CARRIER ANX

WA

382,749.76

WESTERN

547616

BC547616 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

548050

SPOKANE PO

WA

20,626.54

WESTERN

548050

BC548050 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

548052

SPOKANE CS DISTRICT

WA

4.00

WESTERN

548052

BC548050 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

548053

SPO-DISHMAN FSTA

WA

2,916.22

WESTERN

548050

BC548050 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

548054

SPOKANE WA P&DC

WA

621,242.23

WESTERN

548054

BC548050 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

548055

SPO-HAYS PARK STA

WA

63,525.88

WESTERN

548050

BC548050 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

548057

SPO-HILLYARD STA

WA

20,885.94

WESTERN

548050

BC548050 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

548059

SPO-LIBERTY PARK STA

WA

27,516.25

WESTERN

548050

BC548050 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

548060

SPO-MANITO STA

WA

56,644.76

WESTERN

548050

BC548050 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

548061

SPO-METRO CARRIER ANX

WA

103,930.78

WESTERN

548050

BC548050 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

548062

SPO-NORTHPOINTE DCU

WA

82,874.73

WESTERN

548050

BC548050 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

548063

SPO-SPOKANE VALLEY BR

WA

111,105.28

WESTERN

548050

BC548050 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

548064

SPO-PARKWATER FSTA

WA

2,853.84

WESTERN

548050

BC548050 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

548065

SPO-REGAL STA

WA

55,524.16

WESTERN

548050

BC548050 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

548066

SPO-RIVERSIDE STA

WA

47,444.12

WESTERN

548050

BC548050 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

548067

SPO-ROSEWOOD FSTA

WA

8,377.30

WESTERN

548050

BC548050 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

548068

SPO-SHADLE/GARLAND STA

WA

102,037.25

WESTERN

548050

BC548050 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

548069

SPO-SUNSET HILL STA

WA

18,959.18

WESTERN

548050

BC548050 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

548330

TACOMA PO

WA

12,599.03

WESTERN

548330

BC548330 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

548332

TACOMA WA P&DC

WA

533,997.02

WESTERN

548332

BC548330 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

548333

TAC-TCCF EAST

WA

226,494.53

WESTERN

548330

BC548330 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

548334

TAC-DOWNTOWN STA

WA

56,469.58

WESTERN

548330

BC548330 NPMHU

200 .

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

548337

TAC-PROCTOR STA

WA

66,759.12

WESTERN

548330

BC548330 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

548338

TAC-UNIVERSITY PLACE BR

WA

164,389.85

WESTERN

548330

BC548330 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

548339

TAC-ML KING JR STA

WA

2,585.24

WESTERN

548330

BC548330 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

548340

TAC-LINCOLN STA

WA

21,900.10

WESTERN

548330

BC548330 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

548341

TAC-FORT LEWIS BR

WA

29,883.17

WESTERN

548330

BC548330 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

548342

TAC-PARKLAND BR

WA

121,648.00

WESTERN

548330

BC548330 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

548343

TAC-EVERGREEN STA

WA

32,926.11

WESTERN

548330

BC548330 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

548345

TAC-STEILACOOM BR

WA

3,741.58

WESTERN

548330

BC548330 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

548346

TAC-LAKEWOOD BR

WA

140,990.83

WESTERN

548330

BC548330 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

548350

TAC-FIFE CARRIER ANX

WA

60,685.41

WESTERN

548330

BC548330 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

549435

YAKIMA MPF

WA

2,820.77

WESTERN

549435

BC549436 NPMHU

125

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

549436

YAKIMA PO

WA

31,067.00

WESTERN

549436

BC549436 NPMHU

125

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

549437

YAK-MAIN OFFICE STA

WA

249,977.16

WESTERN

549436

BC549436 NPMHU

125

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

549438

YAK-CENTRAL FINANCE STA

WA

9,786.85

WESTERN

549436

BC549436 NPMHU

125

E

995

ALASKA PFC

20307

ANCHORAGE CFS

AK

6,483.19

WESTERN

020312

BC020312 NPMHU

200

E

995

ALASKA PFC

20312

ANCHORAGE PO

AK

2,353.00

WESTERN

020312

BC020312 NPMHU

200

E

995

ALASKA PFC

20313

ANCHORAGE AK P&DC

AK

451,560.55

WESTERN

020313

BC020312 NPMHU

200

E

995

ALASKA PFC

20315

ALASKA CS DISTRICT

AK

36,266.48

WESTERN

020315

BC020312 NPMHU

200

E

995

ALASKA PFC

20317

ANCHORAGE AMF

AK

44,072.90

WESTERN

020317

BC020312 NPMHU

200

E

995

ALASKA PFC

20320

ANG-EASTCHESTER STA

AK

71,658.16

WESTERN

020312

BC020312 NPMHU

200

E

995

ALASKA PFC

20321

ANG-ELMENDORF BR

AK

13,281.01

WESTERN

020312

BC020312 NPMHU

200

E

995

ALASKA PFC

20322

ANC-FT RICHARDSON

AK

7,380.04

WESTERN

020312

BC020312 NPMHU

200

E

995

ALASKA PFC

20323

ANG-HUFFMAN STA

AK

105,557.49

WESTERN

020312

BC020312 NPMHU

200

E

995

ALASKA PFC

20324

ANG-LAKE OTIS STA

AK

81,744.40

WESTERN

020312

BC020312 NPMHU

200

E

995

ALASKA PFC

20325

ANG-MAIN OFFICE STA

AK

41,686.57

WESTERN

020312

BC020312 NPMHU

200

E

995

ALASKA PFC

20326

ANG-MIDTOWN STA

AK

58,052.43

WESTERN

020312

BC020312 NPMHU

200

E

995

ALASKA PFC

20327

ANG-MULDOON STA

AK

85,324.39

WESTERN

020312

BC020312 NPMHU

200

E

995

ALASKA PFC

20328

ANC-POSTAL STORE STA

AK

2,658.06

WESTERN

020312

BC020312 NPMHU

200

E

995

ALASKA PFC

20329

ANG-RUSSIAN JACK STA

AK

78,433.38

WESTERN

020312

BC020312 NPMHU

200

E

995

ALASKA PFC

20330

ANG-SAND LAKE STA

AK

71,966.03

WESTERN

020312

BC020312 NPMHU

200

E

995

ALASKA PFC

20331

ANG-SPENARD STA

AK

36,825.82

WESTERN

020312

BC020312 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

50666

BEVERLY HILLS PO

CA

240,447.38

PACIFIC

050666

BC050666 NPMHU

100

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

50667

BHL-CRESCENT STA

CA

4,826.37

PACIFIC

050666

BC050666 NPMHU

100

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

50668

BHL-BEVERL Y STA

CA

8,463.71

PACIFIC

050666

BC050666 NPMHU

100

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

51740

COMPTON PO

CA

211,908.84

PACIFIC

051740

BC051740 NPMHU

100

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

51741

COM-HUB CITY STA

CA

3,349.00

PACIFIC

051740

BC051740 NPMHU

100

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

51742

COM-WILLOWBROOK STA

CA

1,144.00

PACIFIC

051740

BC051740 NPMHU

100

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

52250

DOWNEY PO

CA

161,983.23

PACIFIC

052250

BC052250 NPMHU

100

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

52251

DOW-NORTH DOWNEY STA

CA

7,681.62

PACIFIC

052250

BC052250 NPMHU

100

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

52252

DOW-SOUTH DOWNEY STA

CA

77,443.33

PACIFIC

052250

BC052250 NPMHU

100

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

52928

GARDENA PO

CA

197,830.48

PACIFIC

052928

BC052928 NPMHU

100

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

52929

GAR-ALONDRA STA

CA

5,583.58

PACIFIC

052928

BC052928 NPMHU

100

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

52930

GAR-SOUTH GARDENA STA

CA

5,546.59

PACIFIC

052928

BC052928 NPMHU

100

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

53682

ING-CRENSHAW-IMPERIAL STA

CA

6,379.50

PACIFIC

053684

BC053684 NPMHU

100

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

53684

INGLEWOOD PO

CA

9,623.95

PACIFIC

053684

BC053684 NPMHU

100

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

53687

ING-MORNINGSIDE PARK STA

CA

3,644.00

PACIFIC

053684

BC053684 NPMHU

100

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

53688

ING-INGLEWOOD CARRIER ANX

CA

207,971.03

PACIFIC

053684

BC053684 NPMHU

100

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54114

LBC-BIXBY STA

CA

2,340.74

PACIFIC

054482

BC054482 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54115

LBC-CARSON BR

CA

143,674.30

PACIFIC

054482

BC054482 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54116

LBC-DOWNTOWN STA

CA

202,168.03

PACIFIC

054482

BC054482 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54117

LBC-EAST LONG BEACH STA

CA

109,355.19

PACIFIC

054482

BC054482 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54118

LBC-GMF STA

CA

100,788.27

PACIFIC

054482

BC054482 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54119

LBC-LOMA CARRIER ANX

CA

82,775.93

PACIFIC

054482

BC054482 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54120

LBC-NORTH CARRIER ANX

CA

184,154.71

PACIFIC

054482

BC054482 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54121

LBC-PACIFIC STA

CA

68,451.99

PACIFIC

054482

BC054482 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54122

LBC-SPRING CARRIER ANX

CA

202,489.67

PACIFIC

054482

BC054482 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54123

LBC-BELMONT SHORE POST

CA

10,400.95

PACIFIC

054482

BC054482 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54124

LBC-BRYANT STA

CA

12,653.30

PACIFIC

054482

BC054482 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54125

LBC-CABRILLO STA

CA

7,142.20

PACIFIC

054482

BC054482 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54126

LBC-NO LONG BEACH STA

CA

11,397.74

PACIFIC

054482

BC054482 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54127

LBC-SO BAY PAVILION STA

CA

8,132.32

PACIFIC

054482

BC054482 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54128

LBC-TRADE CENTER STA

CA

5,224.80

PACIFIC

054482

BC054482 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54129

LBC-VIKING STA

CA

6,247.07

PACIFIC

054482

BC054482 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54133

LBC-DISTRICT ADMIN

CA

12,602.69

PACIFIC

054482

BC054482 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54482

LONG BEACH PO

CA

641.00

PACIFIC

054482

BC054482 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54483

LONG BEACH P&DC

CA

5,888.86

PACIFIC

054483

BC054482 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54501

LAX-AIRPORT FSTA

CA

49,135.08

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54502

LAX-ALAMEDA STA

CA . 172,741.05

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54503

LAX-BARRINGTON STA

CA

290,700.52

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54504

LAX-BICENTENNIAL STA

CA

301,020.11

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54505

LAX-BOYLE STA

CA

67,705.36

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54508

LAX-COL. WASHINGTON STA

CA

71,247.45

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54509

LAX-COMMERCE STA

CA

38,023.64

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54510

LAX-CRENSHAW STA

CA

94,756.99

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54511

LAX-DOCKWEILER STA

CA

276,751.69

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54513

LAX-EAGLE ROCK STA

CA

187,514.15

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54514

LAX-EAST LOS ANGELES STA

CA

88,724.80

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54515

LAX-EDENDALE STA

CA

118,759.18

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54517

LAX-FOY STA

CA

154,709.85

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54519

LAX-GLASSELL STA

CA

77,890.71

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54521

LA INTL SVC CTR

CA 1,055, 169.87

PACIFIC

054521

BC054521 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54525

LAX-GREENMEAD STA

CA

312, 185.88

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54526

LAX-GRIFFITH STA

CA

79,982.75

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54528

LOS ANGELES CS DISTRICT

CA

9,043.59

PACIFIC

054528

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54530

LOS ANGELES PO

CA

194, 146.48

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54531

LOS ANGELES CA P&DC

CA 4,041,501.47

PACIFIC

054531

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54534

LAX-HANCOCK STA

CA

107,388.34

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54535

LAX-HAZARD STA

CA

60,628.82

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54537

LAX-HOLLYWOOD STA

CA

183,465.32

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54538

LAX-JULIAN DIXON STA

CA

143,610.95

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54539

LAX-LINCOLN ANX

CA

130,051.87

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54540

LAX-LOS FELIZ STA

CA

187,035.94

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54541

LAX-LUGO STA

CA

67,629.70

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54543

LAX-MAR VISTA STA

CA

124,918.12

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54544

LAX-MARKET STA

CA

23, 193.93

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54545

LAX-NAT KING COLE STA

CA

112,409.55

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54546

LAX-PALMS STA

CA

130,142.00

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54547

LAX-PICO HEIGHTS STA

CA

4,348.11

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54549

LAX-PREUSS STA

CA

119,171.92

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54550

LAX-RANCHO PARK STA

CA

82,503.68

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54551

LAX-RIMPAU STA

CA

119,562.99

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54552

LAX-SANFORD STA

CA

145,921.78

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54553

LAX-SUNSET STA

CA

137,206.91

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54554

LAX-VERNON STA

CA

26, 119.25

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54555

LAX-VILLAGE STA

CA

4,345.34

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54556

LAX-WAGNER STA

CA

93,786.75

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54557

LAX-WEST ADAMS STA

CA

90,798.91

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54558

LAX-WEST HOLLYWOOD FINANCE

CA

9,684.10

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54559

LAX-WEST LOS ANGELES ANX

CA

113,215.40

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54561

LAX-WESTCHESTER STA

CA

135,292.07

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54567

LAX-MAIN OFFICE STA

CA

55,290.22

PACIFIC

054530

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54716

MANHATIAN BEACH PO

CA

205,642.69

PACIFIC

054716

BC054716 NPMHU

100

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54717

BAY-MANHATIAN BCH STA

CA

11,445.12

PACIFIC

054716

BC054716 NPMHU

100

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54718

BAY-DOWNTOWN STA

CA

2,851.27

PACIFIC

054716

BC054716 NPMHU

100

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

55820

PALOS VERDES PENIN PO

CA

208,742.47

PACIFIC

055820

BC055820 NPMHU

100

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

55821

PAL-PALOS VERDES EST BR

CA

4,940.45

PACIFIC

055820

BC055820 NPMHU

100

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

56372

REDONDO BEACH PO

CA

279,706.76

PACIFIC

056372

BC056372 NPMHU

125

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

56373

RED-NORTH REDONDO BCH STA

CA

5,411.00

PACIFIC

056372

BC056372 NPMHU

125

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

56374

RED-HERMOSA BCH BR

CA

5,568.58

PACIFIC

056372

BC056372 NPMHU

125

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

56974

SMO-WILL ROGERS STA

CA

9,707.62

PACIFIC

056978

BC056978 NPMHU

125

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

56975

SMO-OCEAN PARK STA

CA

6,115.32

PACIFIC

056978

BC056978 NPMHU

125

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

56978

SANTA MONICA PO

CA

328,013.16

PACIFIC

056978

BC056978 NPMHU

125

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

57872

TORRANCE PO

CA

454,079.68

PACIFIC

057872

BC057872 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

57874

TOR-NORTH TORRANCE STA

CA

84,404.74

PACIFIC

057872

BC057872 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

58106

VENICE PO

CA

205,741.61

PACIFIC

058106

BC058106 NPMHU

100

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

58110

VEN-MARINA DEL REY STA

CA

10,209.22

PACIFIC

058106

BC058106 NPMHU

100

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

58112

VEN-VENICE CARRIER ANX

CA

64.05

PACIFIC

058106

BC058106 NPMHU

100

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

50462

BAKERSFIELD PO

CA

13,487.84

PACIFIC

050462

BC050462 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

50463

BAK-EAST BAKERSFIELD STA

CA

3,072.54

PACIFIC

050462

BC050462 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

50464

BAKERSFIELD CA P&DC

CA

363,457.70

PACIFIC

050464

BC050462 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

50465

BAK-BRUNDAGE STA

CA

114,727.60

PACIFIC

050462

BC050462 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

50467

BAK-HILLCREST ANX

CA

74,245.47

PACIFIC

050462

BC050462 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

50468

BAK-STOCKDALE ANX

CA

115,977.74

PACIFIC

050462

BC050462 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

50469

BAK-SOUTH BAKERSFIELD STA

CA

74,531.05

PACIFIC

050462

BC050462 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

50470

BAK-CAMINO MEDIA STA

CA

65,168.01

PACIFIC

050462

BC050462 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

50471

BAK-OILDALE CARRIER ANX

CA

115,954.60

PACIFIC

050462

BC050462 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

50472

BAK-DOWNTOWN STA

CA

43,441.79

PACIFIC

050462

BC050462 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

51026

BURBANK PO

CA

393,925.68

PACIFIC

051026

BC051026 NPMHU

125

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

51242

CANOGA PARK PO

CA

139,933.02

PACIFIC

051242

BC051242 NPMHU

125

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

51243

CAN-WINNETKA STA

CA

85,199.05

PACIFIC

051242

BC051242 NPMHU

125

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

51244

CAN-WEST HILLS STA

CA

72, 105.04

PACIFIC

051242

BC051242 NPMHU

125

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

51350

CASMALIA PO

CA

1,115.00

PACIFIC

056972

BC056972 NPMHU

100

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

53012

GLENDALE PO (CA)

CA

148,277.47

PACIFIC

053012

BC053012 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

53013

GLE-LA CRESCENTA BR

CA

70,196.41

PACIFIC

053012

BC053012 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

53014

GLE-GRAND CENTRAL STA

CA

120,749.20

PACIFIC

053012

BC053012 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

53015

GLE-TROPICO STA

CA

7,713.08

PACIFIC

053012

BC053012 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

53016

GLE-NORTH GLENDALE STA

CA

510.00

PACIFIC

053012

BC053012 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

53017

GLE-VERDUGO VIEJO STA

CA

197,483.43

PACIFIC

053012

BC053012 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

54182

LANCASTER PO

CA

242, 122.58

PACIFIC

054182

BC054182 NPMHU

100

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

55448

NORTH HOLLYWOOD PO

CA

265,981.73

PACIFIC

055448

BC055448 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

55449

NOH-CHANDLER STA

CA

143,942.29

PACIFIC

055448

BC055448 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

55450

NOH-STUDIO CITY BR

CA

116,637.91

PACIFIC

055448

BC055448 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

55730

OXNARD PO

CA

313,694.47

PACIFIC

055730

BC055730 NPMHU

125

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

55732

OXNARD P&DF

CA

10.00

PACIFIC

055732

BC055730 NPMHU

125

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

55862

PASADENA PO

CA

607,694.55

PACIFIC

055862

BC055862 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

55863

PASADENA P&DC

CA

4,254.00

PACIFIC

055863

BC055862 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

55864

PAS-EAST PASADENA STA

CA

27 ,924.17

PACIFIC

055862

BC055862 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

55865

PAS-SAN MARINO BR

CA

7,187.30

PACIFIC

055862

BC055862 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

55866

PAS-JACKIE ROBINSON STA

CA

6,158.22

PACIFIC

055862

BC055862 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

56780

SAN FERNANDO CA PO

CA

253,738.56

PACIFIC

056780

BC056780 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

56797

SFC-SYLMAR BR

CA

184,866.18

PACIFIC

056780

BC056780 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

56942

SANTA BARBARA PO

CA

83,229.61

PACIFIC

056942

BC056942 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

56944

SANTA BARBARA CA P&DC

CA

561,892.62

PACIFIC

056944

BC056942 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

56945

SBC-EAST BEACH CARRIER ANX

CA

115,009.10

PACIFIC

056942

BC056942 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

56946

SBC-GOLETA BR

CA

156,993.35

PACIFIC

056942

BC056942 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

56947

SBC-SAN ROQUE STA

CA

69,988.97

PACIFIC

056942

BC056942 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

56950

SANTA CLARITA PO

CA

251,576.66

PACIFIC

056950

BC056950 NPMHU

125

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

56952

SCC-NEWHALL BR

CA

135,651.34

PACIFIC

056950

BC056950 NPMHU

125

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

56957

SCC-CASTAIC STA

CA

11,506.72

PACIFIC

056950

BC056950 NPMHU

125

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

56972

SANTA MARIA PO

CA

208,323.65

PACIFIC

056972

BC056972 NPMHU

100

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

57812

THOUSAND OAKS PO

CA

271,490.86

PACIFIC

057812

BC057812 NPMHU

125

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

57813

THO-NEWBURY PARK CARRIER ANX

CA

96, 112.43

PACIFIC

057812

BC057812 NPMHU

125

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

58100

VAN NUYS PO

CA

354,482.36

PACIFIC

058100

BC058100 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

58101

SANTA CLARITA CA P&DC

CA 1,919,717.56

PACIFIC

058101

BC058100 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

58102

SIERRA COASTAL CS DISTRICT

CA

133,077.05

PACIFIC

058102

BC058100 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

58105

VAN NUYS FSS MAIL PROCESSING ANX

CA

294,611.59

PACIFIC

058105

BC058100 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

58109

VAN-CIVIC CENTER VAN NUYS STA

CA

17,159.80

PACIFIC

058100

BC058100 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

58111

VAN-SHERMAN OAKS BR

CA

168,348.12

PACIFIC

058100

BC058100 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

58114

VAN-ENCINO BR

CA

125,486.50

PACIFIC

058100

BC058100 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

58115

VAN-PANORAMA CITY BR

CA

76,274.10

PACIFIC

058100

BC058100 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

58118

VENTURA PO

CA

68,250.64

PACIFIC

058118

BC058118 NPMHU

100

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

58119

VEN-EAST VENTURA STA

CA

177,711.48

PACIFIC

058118

BC058118 NPMHU

100

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

58592

WOODLAND HILLS PO

CA

280,802.26

PACIFIC

058592

BC058592 NPMHU

125

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

51308

CARLSBAD PO

CA

105,496.00

PACIFIC

051308

BC051308 NPMHU

100

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

51309

CSB-LA COSTA STA

CA

125,977.81

PACIFIC

051308

BC051308 NPMHU

100

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

51554

CHULA VISTA PO

CA

290,654.87

PACIFIC

051554

BC051554 NPMHU

125

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

51555

CHV-EASTLAKE STA

CA

57,995.67

PACIFIC

051554

BC051554 NPMHU

125

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

51556

CHV-RANCHO DEL REY FSTA

CA

17,875.20

PACIFIC

051554

BC051554 NPMHU

125

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

52382

EL CAJON PO

CA

201,330.64

PACIFIC

052382

BC052382 NPMHU

125

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

52383

ELC-BOSTONIA STA

CA

108,674.88

PACIFIC

052382

BC052382 NPMHU

125

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

52526

ESCONDIDO PO

CA

179,537.83

PACIFIC

052526

BC052526 NPMHU

125

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

52527

ESC-ESCONDIDO PSTL STR

CA

10,719.67

PACIFIC

052526

BC052526 NPMHU

125

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

52528

ESC-ORANGE GLEN STA

CA

70,435.98

PACIFIC

052526

BC052526 NPMHU

125

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

52748

FONTANA PO

CA

162,160.80

PACIFIC

052748

BC052748 NPMHU

100

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

52749

FON-SOUTHSIDE STA

CA

49,079.53

PACIFIC

052748

BC052748 NPMHU

100

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

54158

LA MESA PO

CA

198,243.45

PACIFIC

054158

BC054158 NPMHU

125

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

54159

LAM - CARRIER ANX

CA

93,237.52

PACIFIC

054158

BC054158 NPMHU

125

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

54611

LYTLE CREEK PO

CA

1,988.26

PACIFIC

052748

BC052748 NPMHU

100

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

55157

MORENO VALLEY CA P&DC

CA

512,885.40

PACIFIC

055157

BC055157 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

55562

OCEANSIDE POST OFFICE

CA

198,595.45

PACIFIC

055562

BC055562 NPMHU

125

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

55563

OCD-BROOKS ST STA

CA

123,530.56

PACIFIC

055562

BC055562 NPMHU

125

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56552

RIVERSIDE PO

CA

305,475.34

PACIFIC

056552

BC056552 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56553

RIV-DOWNTOWN STA

CA

64,388.24

PACIFIC

056552

BC056552 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56554

RIV-ARLINGTON STA

CA

165,988.75

PACIFIC

056552

BC056552 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56555

RIV-RUBIDOUX STA

CA

88,674.44

PACIFIC

056552

BC056552 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56725

SBC-DEL ROSA STA

CA

85,121.85

PACIFIC

056744

BC056744 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56727

SBC-UPTOWN STA

CA

45,728.48

PACIFIC

056744

BC056744 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56728

SBC-NORTHPARK STA

CA

68,807.40

PACIFIC

056744

BC056744 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56729

SBC-WESTSIDE STA

CA

31,183.38

PACIFIC

056744

BC056744 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56730

SOC-SAN DIEGO DOWNTOWN STA

CA

143,953.22

PACIFIC

056768

BC056768 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56733

SOC-HILLCREST STA

CA

111,878.67

PACIFIC

056768

BC056768 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56734

SOC-CITY HEIGHTS STA

CA

102,713.47

PACIFIC

056768

BC056768 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56735

SOC-POINT LOMA STA

CA

172,128.97

PACIFIC

056768

BC056768 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56736

SOC-OCEAN BEACH STA

CA

81,666.24

PACIFIC

056768

BC056768 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56737

SOC-PACIFIC BEACH STA

CA

158,504.01

PACIFIC

056768

BC056768 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56738

SOC-LINDA VISTA STA

CA

175,818.50

PACIFIC

056768

BC056768 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56739

SOC-SOUTHEAST STA

CA

59,587.24

PACIFIC

056768

BC056768 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56740

SDC-ENCANTO STA

CA

166, 131.26

PACIFIC

056768

BC056768 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56741

SOC-ANDREW JACKSON STA

CA

124,176.22

PACIFIC

056768

BC056768 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56742

SOC-WILLIAM TAFT STA

CA

112,021.98

PACIFIC

056768

BC056768 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56743

SOC-CORONADO BR

CA

51,897.44

PACIFIC

056768

BC056768 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56744

SAN BERNARDINO PO

CA

159,995.29

PACIFIC

056744

BC056744 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56745

SAN BERNARDINO CA P&DC

CA 1, 185,823.30

PACIFIC

056745

BC056744 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56746

SOC-NAVAJO STA

CA

59,757.07

PACIFIC

056768

BC056768 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56747

SOC-GRANTVILLE STA

CA

146,327.32

PACIFIC

056768

BC056768 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56748

SOC-SORRENTO VALLEY STA

CA

5.00

PACIFIC

056768

BC056768 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56751

SOC-UNIVERSITY CITY STA

CA

108,226.85

PACIFIC

056768

BC056768 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56752

SOC-SERRA MESA STA

CA

84,272.04

PACIFIC

056768

BC056768 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56754

SOC-MIRA MESA STA

CA

129,783.38

PACIFIC

056768

BC056768 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56755

SOC-RANCHO PENASQUITOS STA

CA

82,376.15

PACIFIC

056768

BC056768 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56757

SOC-PARADISE HILLS STA

CA

53,220.87

PACIFIC

056768

BC056768 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56758

SOC-MIDWAY MAIN OFFICE WNDW

CA

54.01

PACIFIC

056768

BC056768 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56759

SDC-OTAY MESA ANX

CA

95,520.30

PACIFIC

056768

BC056768 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56760

SOC-SAN YSIDRO STA

CA

47,848.36

PACIFIC

056768

BC056768 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56761

SDC-MLS P&D STR

CA

99,205.34

PACIFIC

056768

BC056768 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56763

SOC-RIVERFRONT ANX

CA

192,690.80

PACIFIC

056768

BC056768 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56764

SOC-RANCHO BERNARDO ANX

CA

178,634.04

PACIFIC

056768

BC056768 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56765

SOC-CARMEL VALLEY ANX

CA

108,495.44

PACIFIC

056768

BC056768 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56766

SOC-SCRIPPS RANCH ANX

CA

68,590.21

PACIFIC

056768

BC056768 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56768

SAN DIEGO PO

CA

110,620.36

PACIFIC

056768

BC056768 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56770

MARGARET SELLERS CA P&DC

CA 2,127,416.84

PACIFIC

056770

BC056768 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56771

MIDWAY P&DF

CA

PACIFIC

056771

BC056768 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56776

SAN DIEGO CS DISTRICT

CA

29,232.00

PACIFIC

056776

BC056768 NPMHU

200

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

50108

ALHAMBRA PO

CA

223,832.44

PACIFIC

050108

BC050108 NPMHU

200

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

50109

INDUSTRY CA P&DC

CA 1,346,203.90

PACIFIC

050109

BC050108 NPMHU

200

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

50111

AU-I-SOUTH STA

CA

7,614.01

PACIFIC

050108

BC050108 NPMHU

200

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

50222

ANAHEIM PO

CA

279,912.83

PACIFIC

050222

BC050222 NPMHU

200

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

50223

ANA-ANAHEIM HILLS STA

CA

128,418.43

PACIFIC

050222

BC050222 NPMHU

200

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

50224

ANAHEIM CA P&DC

CA

908,422.98

PACIFIC

050224

BC050222 NPMHU

200

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

50226

ANA-BROOKHURST CENTER STA

CA

116,767.97

PACIFIC

050222

BC050222 NPMHU

200

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

50227

ANA-CANYON STA

CA

6,834.81

PACIFIC

050222

BC050222 NPMHU

200

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

50229

ANA-HOLIDAY STA

CA

70,536.89

PACIFIC

050222

BC050222 NPMHU

200

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

50230

ANA-SUNKIST STA

CA

33,448.02

PACIFIC

050222

BC050222 NPMHU

200

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

51818

COSTA MESA PO

CA

139,866.79

PACIFIC

051818

BC051818 NPMHU

100

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

51819

COS-MESA CENTER STA

CA

102,508.73

PACIFIC

051818

BC051818 NPMHU

100

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

52904

FULLERTON PO

CA

131,344.95

PACIFIC

052904

BC052904 NPMHU

125

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

52905

FUL-COMMONWEALTH STA

CA

7,730.64

PACIFIC

052904

BC052904 NPMHU

125

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

52906

FUL-ORANGEHURST STA

CA

79,318.57

PACIFIC

052904

BC052904 NPMHU

125

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

52907

FUL-SUNNY HILLS STA

CA

52,560.89

PACIFIC

052904

BC052904 NPMHU

125

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

52934

GARDEN GROVE PO

CA

257,298.81

PACIFIC

052934

BC052934 NPMHU

125

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

52935

GAR-WEST GARDEN GROVE STA

CA

37,076.36

PACIFIC

052934

BC052934 NPMHU

125

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

53594

HUNTINGTON BEACH PO

CA

331,862.35

PACIFIC

053594

BC053594 NPMHU

200

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

53595

HBC-BEACH CENTER STA

CA

48,600.83

PACIFIC

053594

BC053594 NPMHU

200

29.00

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

53596

HBC-IDA JEAN HAXTON STA

CA

161,701.35

PACIFIC

053594

BC053594 NPMHU

200

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

53710

IRVINE PO

CA

236,338.72

PACIFIC

053710

BC053710 NPMHU

200

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

53711

!RV-HARVEST STA

CA

176,429.65

PACIFIC

053710

BC053710 NPMHU

200

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

53712

!RV-NORTHWOOD STA

CA

134,306.65

PACIFIC

053710

BC053710 NPMHU

200

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

54050

LAGUNA BEACH PO

CA

137,721.26

PACIFIC

054050

BC054050 NPMHU

200

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

54051

LAG-ALISO VIEJO CARRIER ANX

CA

172, 183.49

PACIFIC

054050

BC054050 NPMHU

200

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

54052

LAG-LAGUNA HILLS BR

CA

159,397.50

PACIFIC

054050

BC054050 NPMHU

200

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

54190

LA PUENTE PO

CA

415,406.97

PACIFIC

054190

BC054190 NPMHU

125

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

55376

NEWPORT BEACH PO

CA

358,635.07

PACIFIC

055376

BC055376 NPMHU

125

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

55652

ONTARIO PO

CA

139,306.44

PACIFIC

055652

BC055652 NPMHU

100

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

55653

ONT-DOWNTOWN ONTARIO STA

CA

46,265.10

PACIFIC

055652

BC055652 NPMHU

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

55655

ONT-PLAZA CENTER STA

CA

41,579.61

PACIFIC

055652

BC055652 NPMHU

100

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

55664

ORANGE PO

CA

327,526.71

PACIFIC

055664

BC055664 NPMHU

125

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

56168

POMONA PO

CA

211,911.60

PACIFIC

056168

BC056168 NPMHU

125

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

56169

POM-DIAMOND BAR BR

CA

93.474.67

PACIFIC

056168

BC056168 NPMHU

125

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

56316

RANCHO CUCAMONGA PO

CA

252,538.45

PACIFIC

056316

BC056316 NPMHU

100

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

56846

SAN JUAN CPISTRANO PO

CA

320,569.87

PACIFIC

056846

BC056846 NPMHU

125

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

56927

SNA-DIAMOND STATION

CA

108,891.77

PACIFIC

056936

BC056936 NPMHU

200

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

56928

SNA-CFS

CA

246,349.04

PACIFIC

056936

BC056936 NPMHU

200

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

56929

SNA-BRISTOL STA

CA

58,877.90

PACIFIC

056936

BC056936 NPMHU

200

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

56931

SNA-FOUNTAIN VALLEY BR

CA

149,999.02

PACIFIC

056936

BC056936 NPMHU

200

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

56932

SNA-KING STA

CA

55,326.57

PACIFIC

056936

BC056936 NPMHU

200

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

56933

SNA-SOUTH MAIN STA

CA

81,722.34

PACIFIC

056936

BC056936 NPMHU

200

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

56935

SNA-SPURGEON STA

CA

68,085.59

PACIFIC

056936

BC056936 NPMHU

200

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

56936

SANTAANA PO

CA

225,938.40

PACIFIC

056936

BC056936 NPMHU

200

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

56937

SANTA ANA CA P&DC

CA 1,654,604.57

PACIFIC

056937

BC056936 NPMHU

200

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

56939

SANTAANA CS DISTRICT

CA

73,989.73

PACIFIC

056939

BC056936 NPMHU

200

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

58364

WESTMINSTER PO

CA

210,479.15

PACIFIC

058364

BC058364 NPMHU

100

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

58454

WHITTIER PO

CA

321, 107.61

PACIFIC

058454

BC058454 NPMHU

125

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

58459

WHl-BAILEY STA

CA

8,790.75

PACIFIC

058454

BC058454 NPMHU

125

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

51990

DALY CITY PO

CA

226,044.57

PACIFIC

051990

BC051990 NPMHU

100

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

51991

DAL-WESTLAKE STA

CA

4,620.99

PACIFIC

051990

BC051990 NPMHU

100

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

52562

EUREKA PO

CA

221,269.75

PACIFIC

052562

BC052562 NPMHU

100

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

52563

EUR-DOWNTOWN STA

CA

7,028.94

PACIFIC

052562

BC052562 NPMHU

100

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

52688

FIELDS LANDING PO

CA

214.00

PACIFIC

052562

BC052562 NPMHU

100

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

54866

MENLO PARK PO

CA

231,528.24

PACIFIC

054866

BC054866 NPMHU

100

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

55208

MOUNTAIN VIEW PO

CA

23.432.22

PACIFIC

055208

BC055208 NPMHU

100

100

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

55209

MVW-CARRIER ANX

CA

188,847.87

PACIFIC

055208

BC055208 NPMHU

100

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

55439

NORTH BAY CA P&DC

CA

324,902.29

PACIFIC

055439

BC055439 NPMHU

125

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

55440

NORTH BAY PO

CA

18,243.81

PACIFIC

055440

BC055439 NPMHU

125

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

55478

NOVATO PO

CA

215,716.14

PACIFIC

055478

BC055478 NPMHU

100

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

55802

PALO ALTO PO

CA

376,362.57

PACIFIC

055802

BC055802 NPMHU

125

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

55803

PAL-CAMBRIDGE STA

CA

9,720.27

PACIFIC

055802

BC055802 NPMHU

125
125

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

55804

PAL-HAMILTON STA

CA

11,909.54

PACIFIC

055802

BC055802 NPMHU

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

55805

PAL-STANFORD BR

CA

15,840.17

PACIFIC

055802

BC055802 NPMHU

125

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56378

REDWOOD CITY PO

CA

320,626.60

PACIFIC

056378

BC056378 NPMHU

125

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56379

RED-DOWNTOWN FINANCE STA

CA

7,013.52

PACIFIC

056378

BC056378 NPMHU

125

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56750

SAN BRUNO PO

CA

280,843.62

PACIFIC

056750

BC056750 NPMHU

125

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56783

SAN FRANCISCO CS DISTRICT

CA

155,057.39

PACIFIC

056783

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56786

SAN FRANCISCO PO

CA

22.00

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56789

SAN FRANCISCO CA P&DC

CA 2,641, 199.85

PACIFIC

056789

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56793

SAN FRAN !NTL SVC CTR

CA

851,964.25

PACIFIC

056793

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56800

SFC-18TH ST RTL STR

CA

11,326.83

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56801

SFC-AIRPORT BR

CA

13,180.98

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56802

SFC-BAYVIEW STA

CA

59,932.99

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56803

SFC-BERNAL STA

CA

5,572.54

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56805

SFC-BRANNAN RTL STR

CA

8,282.91

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56806

SFC-CHJNATOWN STA

CA

8,156.50

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56807

SFC-CIVIC CENTER STA

CA

2,700.42

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56808

SFC-CLAYTON STREET STA

CA

11,045.36

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56809

SFC-DIAMOND HEIGHTS RTL STR

CA

9,992.03

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56811

SFC-TOWNSEND CARRIER ANNEX

CA

244,806.60

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56812

SFC-EXCELSIOR STA

CA

9,747.75

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56813

SFC-FEDERAL BUILDING STA

CA

1,620.44

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56814

SFC-FOX PLAZA STA

CA

11,342.82

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56815

SFC-GATEWAY STA

CA

11,902.52

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56816

SFC-GEARY STA

CA

12,338.69

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56817

SFC-GOLDEN GATE STA

CA

11,330.20

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56818

SFC-IRVJNG ST RTL STR

CA

9,336.12

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56819

SFC-LAKESHORE PLAZA RTL STR

CA

10,973.24

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56820

SFC-MARINA GREEN RTL STR

CA

4,306.40

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56821

SFC-MARINA STA

CA

121,126.76

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56823

SFC-MCLAREN STA

CA

3,060.53

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56824

SFC-MISSION STA

CA

9,759.19

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56825

SFC-NAPOLEON ST ANX

CA

637,696.54

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56826

SFC-NOE VALLEY STA

CA

9,925.94

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56827

SFC-NORTH BEACH STA

CA

8,487.34

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56829

SFC-P & DC FINANCE STA

CA

90,565.35

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200
200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56831

SFC-PARKSIDE STA

CA

118,064.89

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56832

SFC-PINE STREET STA

CA

258,898.05

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56841

SFC-PRESIDIO STA

CA

4,818.57

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56842

SFC-RINCON FINANCE STA

CA

14,174.98

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56843

SFC-MACY'S #57 STA

CA

8,552.83

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56844

SFC-STEINER STREET STA

CA

238,939.98

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56845

SFC-SUNSET STA

CA

9,136.55

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56847

SFC-SUTTER POSTAL RTL STR

CA

16,532.88

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56848

SFC-VISITACION STA

CA

5,286.41

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56849

SFC-WEST PORTAL STA

CA

9,560.69

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

. SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56850

SFC-NORTH BEACH ANX

CA

69,296.09

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56851

SFC-MENDELL CARRIER ANNEX

CA

450,988.55

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56853

SFC-BRYANT ST ANX

CA

304,821.73

PACIFIC

056786

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56894

SAN MATEO PO

CA

434,354.54

PACIFIC

056894

BC056894 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56918

SAN RAFAEL PO

CA

290,621.46

PACIFIC

056918

BC056918 NPMHU

125

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56919

SRF-CIVIC CENTER STA

CA

54,819.83

PACIFIC

056918

BC056918 NPMHU

125

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56996

SANTA ROSA PO

CA

289,459.56

PACIFIC

056996

BC056996 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56997

SRA-CARRIER ANX

CA

234,304.31

PACIFIC

056996

BC056996 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56998

SRA-CODDINGTOWN STA

CA

7,852.11

PACIFIC

056996

BC056996 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

57620

SUNNYVALE PO

CA

381,169.55

PACIFIC

057620

BC057620 NPMHU

125

F

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

50072

ALAMEDA PO

CA

211,918.37

PACIFIC

050072

BC050072 NPMHU

100

F

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

50642

BERKELEY PO

CA

33,631.08

PACIFIC

050642

BC050642 NPMHU

200

F

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

50643

BER-DOU

CA

293,811.85

PACIFIC

050642

BC050642 NPMHU

200

F

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

50644

BER-ELMWOOD STA

CA

57,378.61

PACIFIC

050642

BC050642 NPMHU

200

F

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

50645

BER-BERKELEY STA A

CA

52, 160.48

PACIFIC

050642

BC050642 NPMHU

200

F

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

51752

CONCORD PO

CA

422,843.89

PACIFIC

051752

BC051752 NPMHU

200

F

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

52864

FREMONT PO

CA

222,194.16

PACIFIC

052864

BC052864 NPMHU

200

F

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

52865

FRE-DDU

CA

111,141.88

PACIFIC

052864

BC052864 NPMHU

200

F

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

52866

FRE-IRVINGTON STA

CA

162,860.45

PACIFIC

052864

BC052864 NPMHU

200

F

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

53336

HAYWARD PO

CA

393,045.55

PACIFIC

053336

BC053336 NPMHU

200

F

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

53337

HAY-CASTRO VALLEY BR

CA

161,972.39

PACIFIC

053336

BC053336 NPMHU

200

F

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

54380

LIVERMORE PO

CA

233,252.01

PACIFIC

054380

BC054380 NPMHU

100

F

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

55286

NAPA PO

CA

266,795.30

PACIFIC

055286

BC055286 NPMHU

125

F

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

55508

OAKLAND PO

CA

25,979.78

PACIFIC

055508

BC055508 NPMHU

200
200

F

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

55509

OAKLAND CA P&DC

CA 2,204,256.23

PACIFIC

055509

BC055508 NPMHU

F

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

55511

BAY-VALLEY CS DISTRICT

CA

126,595.03

PACIFIC

055511

BC055508 NPMHU

200

F

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

55512

OAK-NORTH OAKLAND STA

CA

67,610.13

PACIFIC

055508

BC055508 NPMHU

200

F

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

55515

OAK-LAUREL STA

CA

69,593.35

PACIFIC

055508

BC055508 NPMHU

200

F

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

55516

OAK-WEST GRAND CARRIER ANX

CA

258, 163.4 7

PACIFIC

055508

BC055508 NPMHU

200

F

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

55517

OAK-PIEDMONT STA

CA

168,080.20

PACIFIC

055508

BC055508 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

117260

PANAMA CITY PO

FL

79,296.04

SOUTHERN

117260

BC117260 NPMHU

100

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

117261

PFN-BEACH STA

FL

59, 110.67

SOUTHERN

117260

BC117260 NPMHU

100

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

117262

PFN-DOWNTOWN STA

FL

48,373.20

SOUTHERN

117260

BC117260 NPMHU

100

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

117263

PFN-EASTSIDE STA

FL

54.00

SOUTHERN

117260

BC117260 NPMHU

100

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

117264

PFN-NORTHSIDE STA

FL

59,311.31

SOUTHERN

117260

BC117260 NPMHU

100

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

117410

PENSACOLA PO

FL

15,388.91

SOUTHERN

117410

BC117410 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

117411

PENSACOLA FL P&DC

FL

431,726.85

SOUTHERN

117411

BC117410 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

117414

PNS-EAST HILL STA

FL

133,085.43

SOUTHERN

117410

BC117410 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

117415

PNS-DOWNTOWN STA

FL

4,903.14

SOUTHERN

117410

BC117410 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

117416

PNS-MYRTLE GROVE BR

FL

67,893.83

SOUTHERN

117410

BC117410 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

117417

PNS-NOBLES STA

FL

105,815.78

SOUTHERN

117410

BC117410 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

117418

PNS-WARRINGTON BR

FL

95,376.26

SOUTHERN

117410

BC117410 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

118891

TLH-CENTERVILLE STA

FL

105,460.90

SOUTHERN

118895

BC118895 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

118892

TLH-GMF STA

FL

51,401.49

SOUTHERN

118895

BC118895 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

118893

TLH-LAKE JACKSON STA

FL

113,928.75

SOUTHERN

118895

BC118895 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

118894

TLH-WESTSIDE STA

FL

78,619.78

SOUTHERN

118895

BC118895 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

118895

TALLAHASSEE PO

FL

17,199.66

SOUTHERN

118895

BC118895 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

118896

TLH - LEON STA

FL

73,408.52

SOUTHERN

118895

BC118895 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

118898

TALLAHASSE FL P&DC

FL

403,545.60

SOUTHERN

118898

BC118895 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

120473

AUGUSTA PO

GA

13,106.17

SOUTHERN

120473

BC120473 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

120476

AUGUSTA GA P&DC

GA

181,429.95

SOUTHERN

120476

BC120473 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

120487

AUG-FOREST HILLS STA

GA

83, 126.29

SOUTHERN

120473

BC120473 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

120488

AUG-MARTINEZ BR

GA

86,527.34

SOUTHERN

120473

BC120473 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

120489

AUG-PEACH ORCHARD STA

GA

57,120.99

SOUTHERN

120473

BC120473 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

120490

AUG-MAIN OFFICE STA

GA

107,499.12

SOUTHERN

120473

BC120473 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

121991

COLUMBUS PO

GA

21,345.33

SOUTHERN

121991

BC121991 NPMHU

125

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

121994

COL-DOWNTOWN STA

GA

26,511.98

SOUTHERN

121991

BC121991 NPMHU

125

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

121995

COL-FORT BENNING BR

GA

20,873.58

SOUTHERN

121991

BC121991 NPMHU

125

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

121996

COL-MAIN OFFICE STA

GA

316,429.92

SOUTHERN

121991

BC121991 NPMHU

125

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

125489

MACON PO

GA

24,599.79

SOUTHERN

125489

BC125489 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

125490

MACON GA P&DC

GA

504,317.65

SOUTHERN

125490

BC125489 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

125493

MAC-PIO NONO STA

GA

14,706.05

SOUTHERN

125489

BC125489 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

125495

MAC-SOUTH MACON STA

GA

103,319.51

SOUTHERN

125489

BC125489 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

125496

MAC-ZEBULON BR

GA

113,903.41

SOUTHERN

125489

BC125489 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

125497

MAC-MAIN OFFICE STA

GA

13,501.47

SOUTHERN

125489

BC125489 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

127810

SAVANNAH PO

GA

54,059.48

SOUTHERN

127810

BC127810 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

127811

SAV-BINGVILLE STA

GA

87,143.04

SOUTHERN

127810

BC127810 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

127813

SAV-EASTSIDE STA

GA

72,319.46

SOUTHERN

127810

BC127810 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

127814

SAV-OGLETHORPE STA

GA

93,631.54

SOUTHERN

127810

BC127810 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

127815

SAV-MAIN OFFICE STA

GA

118,233.12

SOUTHERN

127810

BC127810 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

127816

SAV-SOUTHSIDE STA

GA

59,716.19

SOUTHERN

127810

BC127810 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

127817

SAV-TELFAIR SQUARE STA

GA

7,783.95

SOUTHERN

127810

BC127810 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

127820

SAVANNAH P&DF

GA

11.00

SOUTHERN

127820

BC127810 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

110855

BOCA RATON PO

FL

214,967.76

SOUTHERN

110855

BC110855 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

110856

BOC-WOODLANDS STA

FL

10,782.50

SOUTHERN

110855

BC110855 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

110858

BOC-WEST BOCA CARRIER ANX

FL

106,235.30

SOUTHERN

110855

BC110855 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

110859

BOC-RIO BR

FL

156,902.96

SOUTHERN

110855

BC110855 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

110860

BOC-WEST BR

FL

7,612.25

SOUTHERN

110855

BC110855 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

110862

BOC-PALMETTO CARRIER ANX

FL

54,518.91

SOUTHERN

110855

BC110855 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

110863

BOC-PALMETTO PARK BR

FL

7,193.77

SOUTHERN

110855

BC110855 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

110864

BOC-DOWNTOWN STA

FL

83,006.96

SOUTHERN

110855

BC110855 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

110960

BOYNTON BEACH PO

FL

359.25

SOUTHERN

110960

BC110960 NPMHU

125

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

110961

BOY-DOWNTOWN BR

FL

82,237.89

SOUTHERN

110960

BC110960 NPMHU

125

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

110962

BOY-JOG ROAD STA

FL

47,751.56

SOUTHERN

110960

BC 110960 NPMHU

125

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

110964

BOY-MAIN OFFICE STA

FL

146,904.83

SOUTHERN

110960

BC 110960 NPMHU

125

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

112205

DELRAY BEACH PO

FL

181,260.96

SOUTHERN

112205

BC112205 NPMHU

125

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

112206

DLR-WEST BR

FL

89,279.34

SOUTHERN

112205

BC112205 NPMHU

125

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113030

FORT LAUDERDALE PO

FL

93, 754.14

SOUTHERN

113030

BC113030 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113041

FTL-ALRIDGE STA

FL

72,944.89

SOUTHERN

113030

BC113030 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113042

FTL-CAUSEWAY PSTL STR

FL

5,210.48

SOUTHERN

113030

BC113030 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113043

FTL-COLEE FSTA

FL

3,055.10

SOUTHERN

113030

BC 113030 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113044

FTL-CORAL RIDGE FSTA

FL

7,673.66

SOUTHERN

113030

BC113030 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113046

FTL-DAVIE BR

FL

117.412.94

SOUTHERN

113030

BC 113030 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113047

FTL-EVERGLADES BR

FL

102,671.90

SOUTHERN

113030

BC 113030 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113048

FTL-FT LAUDERDALE MAIN OFC

FL

21,021.88

SOUTHERN

113030

BC113030 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113049

FTL-GALT OCEAN MILE FSTA

FL

4,699.89

SOUTHERN

113030

BC113030 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113050

FTL-GATEWAY FSTA

FL

7,370.45

SOUTHERN

113030

BC113030 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113051

FTL-INVERRARY BR

FL

106.451.13

SOUTHERN

113030

BC113030 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113052

FTL-LAUDERRIDGE CARRIER ANNEX

FL

178,865.76

SOUTHERN

113030

BC113030 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113053

FTL-MELROSE VISTA BR

FL

118,287 .55

SOUTHERN

113030

BC113030 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113054

FTL-MO CARRIER ANX

FL

202,684.08

SOUTHERN

113030

BC113030 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113055

FTL-NORTH RIDGE ANX

FL

352.91

SOUTHERN

113030

BC 113030 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113056

FTL-OAKLAND PARK BR

FL

243,204.05

SOUTHERN

113030

BC113030 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113057

FTL-PLANTATION BR

FL

200,212.42

SOUTHERN

113030

BC113030 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113058

FTL-SABAL PALM PSTL .STR

FL

3,646.53

SOUTHERN

113030

BC113030 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113059

FTL-SAWGRASS PSTL STR

FL

4,352.91

SOUTHERN

113030

BC 113030 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113061

FTL-SOUTHSIDE STA

FL

89, 166.39

SOUTHERN

113030

BC 113030 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113062

FTL-SUNRISE BR

FL

142,308.18

SOUTHERN

113030

BC113030 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113063

FTL-TAMARAC BR

FL

151,638.36

SOUTHERN

113030

BC113030 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113064

FTL-WESTON BR

FL

148,775.20

SOUTHERN

113030

BC113030 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113065

FTL-WESTSIDE BR

FL

4,942.96

SOUTHERN

113030

BC113030 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113105

FTPIERCEPO

FL

2,282.31

SOUTHERN

113105

BC113105 NPMHU

100

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113106

FTP-ORANGE AVENUE STA

FL

64,841.64

SOUTHERN

113105

BC113105 NPMHU

100

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113107

PSL-MIDPORT STATION

FL

134,953.40

SOUTHERN

113108

BC113108 NPMHU

125

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113108

PORTSAINTLUCIEPO

FL

152,839.46

SOUTHERN

113108

BC113108 NPMHU

125

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113109

FTP-MAIN OFFICE STA

FL

126,687.79

SOUTHERN

113105

BC113105 NPMHU

100

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113825

HIALEAH PO

FL

2,470.64

SOUTHERN

113825

BC113825 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC .

113826

HIA-BRIGHT STA

FL

58,533.31

SOUTHERN

113825

BC113825 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113827

HIA-CARRIER ANX

FL

88,301.60

SOUTHERN

113825

BC113825 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113828

HIA-LAKES STA

FL

14,489.58

SOUTHERN

113825

BC113825 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113829

HIA-MIAMI GARDENS BR

FL

104,968.24

SOUTHERN

113825

BC113825 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113830

HIA-PALMETTO LAKES BR

FL

101,775.78

SOUTHERN

113825

BC113825 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113831

HIA-PROMENADE BR

FL

127,377.65

SOUTHERN

113825

BC113825 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113832

HIA-MAIN OFFICE STA

FL

72,944.10

SOUTHERN

113825

BC113825 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113990

HOLLYWOOD PO

FL

1,375.08

SOUTHERN

113990

BC113990 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113991

HOL-WEST HOLLYWOOD HILLS STA

FL

116,660.16

SOUTHERN

113990

BC113990 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113992

HOL-CHAPEL LAKES BR

FL

83,641.46

SOUTHERN

113990

BC113990 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113993

HOL-FLAMINGO BR

FL

117,222.99

SOUTHERN

113990

BC113990 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113994

HOL-HILLCREST PSTL STA

FL

5,311.23

SOUTHERN

113990

BC113990 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113995

HOL-MIRAMAR BR

FL

213,356.29

SOUTHERN

113990

BC113990 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113996

HOL-PEMBROKE PINES BR

FL

135,253.57

SOUTHERN

113990

BC113990 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113998

HOL-MAIN OFFICE STA

FL

253,808.34

SOUTHERN

113990

BC113990 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

114500

JUPITER PO

FL

152,110.68

SOUTHERN

114500

BC114500 NPMHU

100

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

114501

JUP-TEQUESTA BR

FL

97,929.86

SOUTHERN

114500

BC114500 NPMHU

100

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115025

LAKE WORTH PO

FL

2,011.41

SOUTHERN

115025

BC 115025 NPMHU

125

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115026

LKW-GREENACRES BR

FL

94,801.83

SOUTHERN

115025

BC115025 NPMHU

125

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115027

LKW-LUCERNE STA

FL

64,151.07

SOUTHERN

115025

BC115025 NPMHU

125

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115028

LKW-LANTANA BR

FL

6,806.69

SOUTHERN

115025

BC115025 NPMHU

125

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115029

LKW-MAJN OFFICE STA

FL

121,833.88

SOUTHERN

115025

BC115025 NPMHU

125

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115841

MIA-MILAM DAIRY ANNEX

FL

70,584.72

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115845

MBH-MAJN OFFICE STA

FL

138,376.88

SOUTHERN

115856

BC 115856 NPMHU

125

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115846

MBH-NORMANDY STA

FL

73,137.03

SOUTHERN

115856

BC115856 NPMHU

125

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115847

SF DIST CRAFT - PM Ml

FL

121,319.57

SOUTHERN

115847

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115850

MIAMI PO

FL

1,614.05

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115851

MIAMI FL P&DC

FL 1,636,983.26

SOUTHERN

115851

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115855

MIAMI !NTL SVC CTR

FL

590,550.56

SOUTHERN

115855

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115856

MIAMI BEACH PO

FL

3,655.00

SOUTHERN

115856

BC115856 NPMHU

125

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115857

MBH-OCEANVIEW STA

FL

64,056.80

SOUTHERN

115856

BC115856 NPMHU

125

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115859

MBH-SURFSIDE BR

FL

48,698.90

SOUTHERN

115856

BC115856 NPMHU

125

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115860

MIA-ALLAPATTAH STA

FL

98,243.13

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115861

MIA-AVE OF AMERICAS PSTL STR

FL

8,573.93

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115862

MIA-AVENTURA FSTA

FL

7,366.60

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115863

MIA-WEST CARRIER ANX

FL

123,771. 78

SOUTHERN

115850

BC 115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115864

MIA-BRICKELL PSTL STR

FL

7,724.33

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

114,194.44

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115865

MIA-BUENA VISTA STA

FL

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115866

MIA-COCONUT GROVE STA

FL

96,313.73

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115867

MIA-CORAL GABLES BR

FL

122,573.16

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115868

MIA-COUNTRY LAKES BR

FL

146,253.23

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115869

MIA-COUNTY LINE ANX

FL

82,649.22

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115870

MIA-DORAL BR

FL

75,374.38

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115871

MIA-EDISON CENTER FSTA

FL

21.00

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115872

MIA-FLAGLER STA

FL

252,696.72

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115873

MIA-FATHER FELIX VARELA BR

FL

99,506.04

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115874

MIA-GOULDSFSTA

FL

6,492.71

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115875

MIA-GRATIGNY BR

FL

66,161.78

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115876

MIA-HIBISCUS ANX

FL

53,941.25

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115877

MIA-JOSE MARTI STA

FL

173,631.08

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115878

MIA-KENDALL BR

FL

13,903.38

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115879

MIA-KEY BISCAYNE BR

FL

39,835.12

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115881

MIA-LITTLE RIVER STA

FL

132,435.35

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200
200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115882

MIA-LUDLAM BR

FL

112,770.02

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115883

MIA-MARTIN LUTHER KING STA

FL

78,501.45

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115884

MIA-METRO PSTL STR

FL

7,092.15

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115885

MIA-MIAMI SHORES FSTA

FL

6,352.39

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115886

MIA-MIAMI SPRINGS FSTA

FL

7,585.37

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115887

MIA-MILAM DAIRY BR

FL

90,649.90

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115888

MIA-MIRACLE MILE PSTL STR

FL

3,526.27

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115889

MIA-NORLAND BR

FL

165,881.79

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115890

MIA-NORTH MIAMI BEACH BR

FL

91,708.55

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115891

MIA-NORTH MIAMI BR

FL

225,385.99

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115892

MIA-OJUS FSTA

FL

7,238.86

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115893

MIA-OLYMPIA HEIGHTS BR

FL

244,355.95

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115894

MIA-PERRINE PSTL STR

FL

7,402.72

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115895

MIA-PINECREST PSTL STR

FL

12,448.25

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115896

MIA-QUAIL HEIGHTS BR

FL

243, 134.80

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115898

MIA-SHENANDOAH FSTA

FL

8,921.95

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115899

MIA-SNAPPER CREEK BR

FL

282,247.24

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115900

MIA-KENDALL CARRIER ANNEX

FL

116, 100.92

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115901

MIA-SOUTH MIAMI BR

FL

108,091.42

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115902

MIA-SUNNY ISLES FSTA

FL

5,070.08

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115903

MIA-SUNSET BR

FL

173,813.11

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115904

MIA-TAMIAMI STA

FL

55, 186.56

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115905

MIA-TOWN & COUNTRY PSTL STR

FL

12,686.59

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115906

MIA-ULETA FSTA

FL

5,772.30

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115907

MIA-WEST DADE FSTA

FL

13,805.54

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115908

MIA-MIAMI GMF FSTA

FL

33,737.86

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115909

MIA-BLUE LAGOON BR

FL

98, 110.52

SOUTHERN

115850

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

116812

ROYAL PALM FL P&DC

FL 1,542,488. 72

SOUTHERN

116812

BC116812 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

117635

POMPANO BEACH PO

FL

2,152.09

SOUTHERN

117635

BC117635 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

117636

POM-ATLANTIC BR

FL

95,734.74

SOUTHERN

117635

BC117635 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

117637

POM-COCONUT CREEK BR

FL

30,283.85

SOUTHERN

117635

BC117635 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

117638

POM-CORAL SPRINGS BR

FL

112,691.67

SOUTHERN

117635

BC117635 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

117640

POM-MARGATE BR

FL

197,998.98

SOUTHERN

117635

BC117635 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

117642

POM-TROPICAL REEF STA

FL

275,846.66

SOUTHERN

117635

BC117635 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

117643

POM-MAIN OFFICE STA

FL

120,070.04

SOUTHERN

117635

BC117635 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

119441

WPS-CITY PLACE STA

FL

80,413.26

SOUTHERN

119465

BC119453 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

119442

WPB-DOWNTOWN STA

FL

11,647.40

SOUTHERN

119465

BC119453 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

119443

WPS-HAVERHILL BR

FL

115,167.50

SOUTHERN

119465

BC119453 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

119445

WPB-LAKE PARK BR

FL

5,776.32

SOUTHERN

119465

BC119453 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

119446

WPB-MOWU

FL

30,609.39

SOUTHERN

119465

BC119453 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

119447

WPB-N PALM BEACH BR

FL

5,289.10

SOUTHERN

119465

BC119453 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

119448

WPS-NORTHWOOD STA

FL

3,929.26

SOUTHERN

119465

BC119453 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

119449

WPB-PALM BEACH GDNS BR

FL

225,939.97

SOUTHERN

119465

BC119453 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

119450

WPB-PALM BCH GDNS MAL

FL

2,405.44

SOUTHERN

119465

BC119453 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

119451

WPS-PALMS CEN CARR ANX

FL

149,129.64

SOUTHERN

119465

BC119453 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

119452

WPB-PALMS WEST BR

FL

148,969.33

SOUTHERN

119465

BC119453 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

119454

WPS-RIVIERA BEACH BR

FL

152,549.. 87

SOUTHERN

119465

BC119453 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

119455

WPB-ROYAL PALM BCH BR

FL

4,064.00

SOUTHERN

119465

BC119453 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

119458

WPS-WELLINGTON STA

FL

4,494.21

SOUTHERN

119465

BC119453 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

119459

WPS-WELLINGTON CARRIER ANX

FL

104,290.86

SOUTHERN

119465

BC119453 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

119463

CF PC DIST SUPP-WPS

FL

33,626.77

SOUTHERN

119463

BC119453 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

119466

WEST PALM BEACH FL P&DC

FL 1, 113, 010.05

SOUTHERN

119466

BC119453 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

119468

WEST PALM BEACH P&DC ANNEX

FL

30,478.16

SOUTHERN

119468

BC 119453 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

110974

BRA-BRADENTON CARRIER ANX

FL

86,710.06

SOUTHERN

110975

BC110975 NPMHU

125

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

110975

BRADENTON PO

FL

9,436.23

SOUTHERN

110975

BC110975 NPMHU

125

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

110976

BRA-57TH AVENUE BR

FL

85, 153.72

SOUTHERN

110975

BC110975 NPMHU

125

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

110977

BRA-BRADEN RIVER BR

FL

28,229.13

SOUTHERN

110975

BC110975 NPMHU

125

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

110978

BRA-PALMA SOLA BR

FL

72,953.23

SOUTHERN

110975

BC110975 NPMHU

125

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

110979

BRA-LAKEWOOD RANCH BR

FL

19,201.82

SOUTHERN

110975

BC110975 NPMHU

125

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

111667

CLW-CLEVELAND STA

FL

83,503.00

SOUTHERN

111665

BC111665 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

111668

CLW-HIGHPOINT BR

FL

76,424.61

SOUTHERN

111665

BC111665 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

111670

CLW-SUNSET POINT BR

FL

128,864.01

SOUTHERN

111665

BC 111665 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

111671

CLW-COUNTRYSIDE PSTL STR

FL

4,109.37

SOUTHERN

111665

BC111665 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

111672

CLW-MAIN POST OFFICE STA

FL

128,789.57

SOUTHERN

111665

BC111665 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

112100

DAYTONA BEACH PO

FL

11,329.34

SOUTHERN

112100

BC112100 NPMHU

125

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

112101

DAB-MAIN OFFICE STA

FL

170,559.39

SOUTHERN

112100

BC112100 NPMHU

125

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

112102

DAB-DOWNTOWN STA

FL

55,067.74

SOUTHERN

112100

BC112100 NPMHU

125

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

112103

DAB-DAYTONA BCH SHORES STA

FL

1,412.00

SOUTHERN

112100

BC112100 NPMHU

125

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

112104

DAB-PENINSULA STA

FL

1,600.55

SOUTHERN

112100

BC112100 NPMHU

125

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

112105

DAB-SOUTH DAYTONA STA

FL

3,037.43

SOUTHERN

112100

BC112100 NPMHU

125

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

112106

DAB-HOLLY HILL STA

FL

2,973.61

SOUTHERN

112100

BC112100 NPMHU

125

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

113075

FORT MYERS PO

FL

40.00

SOUTHERN

113075

BC113075 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

113077

FT MYERS FL P&DC

FL

799,637.16

SOUTHERN

113077

BC113075 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

113081

FMY-CAPE CENTRAL BR

FL

141,138.12

SOUTHERN

113075

BC113075 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

113082

FMY-DOWNTOWN STA

FL

62,842.44

SOUTHERN

113075

BC113075 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

113083

FMY-6 MILE CYPRESS CARRIER ANX

FL

23,879.79

SOUTHERN

113075

BC113075 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

113085

FMY-NORTH FT MYERS STA

FL

78,511.90

SOUTHERN

113075

BC113075 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

113086

FMY-TICE PSTL STR

FL

32,668.82

SOUTHERN

113075

BC113075 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

113088

FMY-CAPE SOUTH PSTL STR

FL

8,126.61

SOUTHERN

113075

BC113075 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

113089

FMY-MAIN POST OFFICE STA

FL

184,749.06

SOUTHERN

113075

BC113075 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

114920

LAKELAND FL PO

FL

93,784.43

SOUTHERN

114920

BC114920 NPMHU

125

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

114921

LKN-DOWNTOWN STA

FL

141,203.74

SOUTHERN

114920

BC114920 NPMHU

125

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

114922

LKN-SOUTHSIDE STA

FL

57,919.46

SOUTHERN

114920

BC114920 NPMHU

125

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

114923

LKN-DIXIELAND STA

FL

4,012.35

SOUTHERN

114920

BC114920 NPMHU

125

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

114924

LAKELAND P&DC

FL

35.00

SOUTHERN

114924

BC114920 NPMHU

125

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

115085

LARGO PO

FL

157,969.04

SOUTHERN

115085

BC115085 NPMHU

125

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

115086

LAR-SEMINOLE BR

FL

158,707.63

SOUTHERN

115085

BC115085 NPMHU

125

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

115605

MANASOTA FL P&DC

FL

666,226.44

SOUTHERN

115605

BC115605 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

115790

MELBOURNE PO

FL

8.00

SOUTHERN

115790

BC 115790 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

115791

MEL-APOLLO ANX

FL

78,003.71

SOUTHERN

115790

BC115790 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

115792

MEL-PALM BAY WEST BR

FL

20,962.15

SOUTHERN

115790

BC 115790 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

115793

MEL-SATELLITE BEACH BR

FL

58,539.34

SOUTHERN

115790

BC115790 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

115794

MEL-SUNTREE BR

FL

19, 185.48

SOUTHERN

115790

BC115790 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

115795

MEL-WEST MELBOURNE BR

FL

61,547.79

SOUTHERN

115790

BC115790 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

115796

MEL-PALM BAY BR

FL

46, 160.53

SOUTHERN

115790

BC115790 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

115797

MEL-MELBOURNE BEACH STA

FL

12,087.49

SOUTHERN

115790

BC115790 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

115798

MEL-INDIALANTIC BR

FL

5,055.44

SOUTHERN

115790

BC115790 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

115799

MEL-EAU GALLIE BR

FL

27,608.84

SOUTHERN

115790

BC115790 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

115800

MEL-MAIN OFFICE STA

FL

77,018.36

SOUTHERN

115790

BC115790 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

115801

MEL-INTERCHANGE SQUARE BR

FL

7,062.61

SOUTHERN

115790

BC115790 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

115802

MEL-PATRICK AIR FORCE BASE BR

FL

1,601.00

SOUTHERN

115790

BC115790 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

115945

MID FLORIDA FL P&DC

FL

377,204.88

SOUTHERN

115945

BC115945 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

115949

DISTRICT SUPPORT-MFL

FL

12, 706.80

SOUTHERN

115949

BC115945 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

116270

NAPLES PO

FL

471.82

SOUTHERN

116270

BC116270 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

116271

NPS-COCO RIVER STA

FL

64,928.45

SOUTHERN

116270

BC116270 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

116272

NPS-EAST NAPLES CARRIER ANX

FL

158,379.62

SOUTHERN

116270

BC116270 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

116273

NPS-GOLOEN GATE CARRIER ANX

FL

14,264.05

SOUTHERN

116270

BC116270 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

116274

NPS-DOWNTOWN PSTL STR

FL

5,466.94

SOUTHERN

116270

BC116270 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

116276

NPS-GOLDEN GATE PSTL STR

FL

6,107.92

SOUTHERN

116270

BC116270 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

116277

NPS-MAIN POST OFFICE STA

FL

176,548.54

SOUTHERN

116270

BC116270 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

116913

DISTRICT SUPPORT-ORL

FL

56,663.47

SOUTHERN

116913

BC116938 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

116915

ORLANDO PO

FL

16.00

SOUTHERN

116915

BC116938 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

116916

ORLANDO FL P&DC

FL 1, 117 ,398.12

SOUTHERN

116916

BC116938 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

116920

SEMINOLE FL P&DC

FL 1,037,488.96

SOUTHERN

116920

BC116920 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

116921

ORL-ALAFAYA CARRIER ANX

FL

148,991.14

SOUTHERN

116915

BC116938 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

116922

ORL-ARTHUR KENNEDY STA

FL

4,630.24

SOUTHERN

116915

BC116938 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

116923

ORL-AZALEA PARK BR

FL

63,724.24

SOUTHERN

116915

BC116938 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

116924

ORL-COLLEGE PARK STA

FL

80,679.78

SOUTHERN

116915

BC116938 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

116925

ORL-COLONIALTOWN FINANCE STA

FL

7,507.47

SOUTHERN

116915

BC116938 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

116926

ORL-DIXIE VILLAGE STA

FL

75,918.35

SOUTHERN

116915

BC116938 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

116927

ORL-DOWNTOWN STA

FL

12,734.79

SOUTHERN

116915

BC116938 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

116928

ORL-GORE STREET ANX

FL

92,027.20

SOUTHERN

116915

BC116938 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

116929

ORL-HERNDON STA

FL

7,269.85

SOUTHERN

116915

BC116938 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

116930

ORL-HIAWASSEE BR

FL

141,018.29

SOUTHERN

116915

BC116938 NPMHU

200
200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

116931

ORL-LEE VISTA STA

FL

158,599.37

SOUTHERN

116915

BC116938 NPMHU

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

116932

ORL-LOCKHART BR

FL

51,568.77

SOUTHERN

116915

BC116938 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

116933

ORL-MAIN OFC WINDOW U

FL

17,812.55

SOUTHERN

116915

BC116938 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

116934

ORL-MALL ANX

FL

56,604.29

SOUTHERN

116915

BCl 16938 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

116935

ORL-ORLO VISTA BR

FL

104,625.59

SOUTHERN

116915

BC116938 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

116936

ORL-PINE CASTLE BR

FL

124,879.83

SOUTHERN

116915

BC116938 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

116937

ORL-PINE HILLS BR

FL

5,206.75

SOUTHERN

116915

BC116938 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

116939

ORL-SAND LAKE BR

FL

175,387.62

SOUTHERN

116915

BC116938 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

116940

ORL-SOUTH CREEK BR

FL

100,827.88

SOUTHERN

116915

BC116938 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

116942

ORL-UNION PARK BRANCH

FL

50,458.82

SOUTHERN

116915

BC116938 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

116943

ORL-VENTURA BR

FL

24,160.15

SOUTHERN

116915

BC116938 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

116944

ORL-ALAFAYA BR

FL

19,592.42

SOUTHERN

116915

BC116938 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118250

SAINT PETERSBURG PO

FL

33.00

SOUTHERN

118250

BC118250 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118252

ST PETERSBURG P&DC

FL

419.00

SOUTHERN

118252

BC118250 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118253

SPT-CROSSROADS STA

FL

145,030.97

SOUTHERN

118250

BC118250 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118254

SPT-EUCLID STA

FL

60,320.12

SOUTHERN

118250

BC118250 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118255

SPT-GATEWAY STA

FL

71,914.80

SOUTHERN

118250

BC118250 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118256

SPT-GULFWINDS STA

FL

120,337.58

SOUTHERN

118250

BC118250 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118257

SPT-MADEIRA BEACH BR

FL

53,066.03

SOUTHERN

118250

BC118250 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118259

SPT-NORTHSIDE STA

FL

118,985.57

SOUTHERN

118250

BC118250 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118260

SPT-OPEN AIR STA

FL

62,368.84

SOUTHERN

118250

BC118250 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118261

SPT-MIDTOWN STA

FL

143,818.61

SOUTHERN

118250

BC118250 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118262

SPT-ST PETE BEACH BR

FL

59,646.18

SOUTHERN

118250

BC118250 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118263

SPT-MAIN POST OFFICE STA

FL

167,500.32

SOUTHERN

118250

BC118250 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118430

SARASOTA PO

FL

178,727.78

SOUTHERN

118430

BC118430 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118431

SAR-GLENGARRY STA

FL

136,677.20

SOUTHERN

118430

BC118430 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118432

SAR-GULFGATE BR

FL

142,716.88

SOUTHERN

118430

BC118430 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118433

SAR-SARASOTA CARRIER ANX

FL

28,022.91

SOUTHERN

118430

BC118430 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118434

SAR-SOUTHGATE STA

FL

56,217.76

SOUTHERN

118430

BC118430 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118906

YBOR CITY FL P&DC

FL

705,648.95

SOUTHERN

118906

BC118925 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118914

TPA-COMMERCE STA

FL

8,603.23

SOUTHERN

118925

BC118925 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118915

TPA-CARROLLWOOD BR

FL

86, 195.65

SOUTHERN

118925

BC118925 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118917

TPA-EHRLICH STA

FL

12,818.91

SOUTHERN

118925

BC118925 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118919

TPA-FOREST HILLS STA

FL

124,066.89

SOUTHERN

118925

BC118925 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118921

TPA-HILLDALE STA

FL

115,178.60

SOUTHERN

118925

BC118925 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118923

TPA-INTERBAY STA

FL

177,193.96

SOUTHERN

118925

BC118925 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118925

TAMPAPO

FL

226.00

SOUTHERN

118925

BC118925 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118926

TAMPA FL P&DC

FL 1, 765, 162.20

SOUTHERN

118926

BC118925 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118927

DISTRICT SUPPORT-TPA

FL

164,738.64

SOUTHERN

118927

BC118925 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118931

TPA-NEW TAMPA STA

FL

20,404.57

SOUTHERN

118925

BC118925 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118932

TPA-NORTHDALE CARRIER ANX

FL

11 ,339 .56

SOUTHERN

118925

BC118925 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118933

TPA-PALM RIVER CARRIER ANX

FL

50,832.64

SOUTHERN

118925

BC118925 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118935

TPA-PENINSULA STA

FL

8,967.09

SOUTHERN

118925

BC118925 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118936

TPA-PRODUCE STA

FL

56,654.86

SOUTHERN

118925

BC118925 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118939

TPA-SULPHUR SPRINGS STA

FL

117,047.43

SOUTHERN

118925

BC118925 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118943

TPA-CARRIER ANX

FL

181,383.17

SOUTHERN

118925

BC118925 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118944

TPA-MOWU

FL

53,613.24

SOUTHERN

118925

BC118925 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118945

TPA-WEST TAMPA STA

FL

6,242.07

SOUTHERN

118925

BC118925 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118946

TPA-TEMPLE TERRACE BR

FL

86,995.08

SOUTHERN

118925

BC118925 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118947

TPA-TOWN N COUNTRY BR

FL

91,217.97

SOUTHERN

118925

BC118925 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118948

TPA-YBOR STA

FL

101,875.28

SOUTHERN

118925

BC118925 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118949

TPA-TAMPA CFS

FL

231,917.43

SOUTHERN

118925

BC118925 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118951

DISTRICT SUPPORT-FMY

FL

16,917.06

SOUTHERN

118951

BC113075 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118952

DISTRICT SUPPORT-LKN

FL

12,764.99

SOUTHERN

118952

BC114920 NPMHU

125

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118953

DISTRICT SUPPORT-MAN

FL

15,336.32

SOUTHERN

118953

BC115605 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118954

DISTRICT SUPPORT-SPT

FL

37,694.96

SOUTHERN

118954

BC118250 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118957

TPA-FALKENBURG PSTL STR

FL

8,300.11

SOUTHERN

118925

BC118925 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118958

TPA-MACDILL AFB STA

FL

5,273.89

SOUTHERN

118925

BC118925 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

10780

BIRMINGHAM PO

AL

43, 134.32

SOUTHERN

010780

BC010780 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

10781

BIRMINGHAM AL P&DC

AL 1,410,854.59

SOUTHERN

010781

BC010780 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

10783

ALABAMA CS DISTRICT

AL

7,443.06

SOUTHERN

010783

BC010780 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

10784

DISTRICT OFFICE CRAFT

AL

117,039.67

SOUTHERN

010784

BC010780 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

10791

BHM-DOWNTOWN CARRIER ANX

AL

183,058.50

SOUTHERN

010780

BC010780 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

10792

BHM-GREEN SPRINGS CARRIER ANX

AL

192,355.09

SOUTHERN

010780

BC010780 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

10793

BHM-HOOVER BR

AL

128,577.93

SOUTHERN

010780

BC010780 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

10794

BHM-CAHABA HEIGHTS BR

AL

111,903.95

SOUTHERN

010780

BC010780 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

10795

BHM-CENTER POINT BR

AL

96,549.13

SOUTHERN

010780

BC010780 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

10796

BHM-CRESTLINE BR

AL

48,432.00

SOUTHERN

010780

BC010780 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

10797

BHM-EAST LAKE STA

AL

37,471.33

SOUTHERN

010780

BC010780 NPMHU

200

G
G

350

ALABAMA PFC

10798

BHM-ENSLEY STA

AL

31,801.41

SOUTHERN

010780

BC010780 NPMHU

200

350

ALABAMA PFC

10799

BHM-FAIRVIEW STA

AL

42,023.68

SOUTHERN

010780

BC010780 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

10800

BHM-IRONDALE BR

AL

31,332.88

SOUTHERN

010780

BC010780 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

10801

BHM-MEADOW BROOK STA

AL

37,385.93

SOUTHERN

010780

BC010780 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

10802

BHM-MIDFIELD BR

AL

25,356.13

SOUTHERN

010780

BC010780 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

10804

BHM-FORESTDALE STA

AL

36,952.44

SOUTHERN

010780

BC010780 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

10805

BHM-TARRANT BR

AL

45,260.02

SOUTHERN

010780

BC010780 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

10806

BHM-WEST END STA

AL

55,976.13

SOUTHERN

010780

BC010780 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

10807

BHM-WOODLAWN STA

AL

72,388.81

SOUTHERN

010780

BC010780 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

10809

BHM-GREEN SPRINGS FSTA

AL

1,537.50

SOUTHERN

010780

BC010780 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

10810

BHM-VESTAVIA FSTA

AL

2,075.69

SOUTHERN

010780

BC010780 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

10811

BHM-BLUFF PARK FSTA

AL

1,373.23

SOUTHERN

010780

BC010780 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

10812

BHM-HOMEWOOD FSTA

AL

1,251.36

SOUTHERN

010780

BC010780 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

10813

BHM-MOUNTAIN BROOK FSTA

AL

784.02

SOUTHERN

010780

BC010780 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

10814

BHM-NORTH BIRMINGHAM FSTA

AL

496.08

SOUTHERN

010780

BC010780 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

10815

BHM-SOUTH HIGHLANDS FSTA

AL

1,436.35

SOUTHERN

010780

BC010780 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

14240

HUNTSVILLE PO

AL

7,775.71

SOUTHERN

014240

BC014240 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

14243

HSV-DOWNTOWN STA

AL

113,557.92

SOUTHERN

014240

BC014240 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

14244

HSV-WEST STA

AL

59,963.55

SOUTHERN

014240

BC014240 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

14245

HSV-MASTIN LAKE STA

AL

72,419.62

SOUTHERN

014240

BC014240 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

14246

HSV-WYNN DRIVE STA

AL

49,253.17

SOUTHERN

014240

BC014240 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

14247

HSV-HAYSLAND STA

AL

112,178.07

SOUTHERN

014240

BC014240 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

14249

HSV-REDSTONE ARSENAL FSTA

AL

1,202.00

SOUTHERN

014240

BC014240 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

14250

HUNTSVILLE P&DF

AL

214,010.33

SOUTHERN

014250

BC014240 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

15600

MOBILE PO

AL

41,834.01

SOUTHERN

015600

BC015602 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

15602

MOBILE AL P&DC

AL

422,971.92

SOUTHERN

015602

BC015602 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

15603

MOB-MIDTOWN STA

AL

68,396.49

SOUTHERN

015600

BC015602 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

15604

MOB-BAYSIDE STA

AL

45,290.68

SOUTHERN

015600

BC015602 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

15605

MOB-LOOP STA

AL

49,717.28

SOUTHERN

015600

BC015602 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

15606

MOB-SPRINGHILL STA

AL

74,104.51

SOUTHERN

015600

BC015602 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

15607

MOB-COTTAGE HILL STA

AL

74,583.10

SOUTHERN

015600

BC015602 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

15608

MOB-PRICHARD BR

AL

86,885.15

SOUTHERN

015600

BC015602 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

15609

MOB-TOWNE WEST STA

AL

18,400.86

SOUTHERN

015600

BC015602 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

15611

MOB-TILLMANS CORNER STA

AL

14,130.10

SOUTHERN

015600

BC015602 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

15612

MOB-AIRPORT STA

AL

40,871.32

SOUTHERN

015600

BC015602 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

15613

MOB-PLAZA DE MALAGA FSTA

AL

1,448.38

SOUTHERN

015600

BC015602 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

15614

MOB-CRICHTON FSTA

AL

550.00

SOUTHERN

015600

BC015602 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

15615

MOB-CHICKASAW FSTA

AL

621.00

SOUTHERN

015600

BC015602 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

15616

MOB-BEL AIR FSTA

AL

2,132.01

SOUTHERN

015600

BC015602 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

15626

MGY-GREEN LANTERN FSTA

AL

989.65

SOUTHERN

015630

BC015630 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

15627

MGY-MAXWELL AFB FSTA

AL

634.68

SOUTHERN

015630

BC015630 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

15628

MGY-EASTBROOK FSTA

AL

1,286.93

SOUTHERN

015630

BC015630 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

15629

MGY-CAROLYN FSTA

AL

1,183.21

SOUTHERN

015630

BC015630 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

15630

MONTGOMERY PO

AL

31,823.30

SOUTHERN

015630

BC015630 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

15631

MONTGOMERY AL P&DC

AL

572,604.03

SOUTHERN

015631

BC015630 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

15633

MGY-DOWNTOWN STA

AL

64,336.60

SOUTHERN

015630

BC015630 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

15634

MGY-CLOVERLAND STA

AL

59,600.03

SOUTHERN

015630

BC015630 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

15636

MGY-WESTSIDE STA

AL

28,403.60

SOUTHERN

015630

BC015630 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

15637

MGY-SOUTH STA

AL

45,407.23

SOUTHERN

015630

BC015630 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

15638

MGY-LAGOON PARK STA

AL

93,924.83

SOUTHERN

015630

BC015630 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

15639

MGY-SHAKESPEARE STA

AL

50,335.21

SOUTHERN

015630

BC015630 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

18250

TUSCALOOSA PO

AL

105,631.35

SOUTHERN

018250

BC018250 NPMHU

100

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

18252

TCL-SKYLAND STA

AL

103,462.81

SOUTHERN

018250

BC018250 NPMHU

100

G

390

MISSISSIPPI PFC

273146

GULFPORT PO

MS

21,282. 78

SOUTHERN

273146

BC273146 NPMHU

125

G

390

MISSISSIPPI PFC

273147

GUL-DOWNTOWN STA

MS

7,417.32

SOUTHERN

273146

BC273146 NPMHU

125

G

390

MISSISSIPPI PFC

273148

GUL-EAST STA

MS

85,218.52

SOUTHERN

273146

BC273146 NPMHU

125

G

390

MISSISSIPPI PFC

273150

GULFPORT P&DF

MS

171,287.72

SOUTHERN

273150

BC273146 NPMHU

125

G

390

MISSISSIPPI PFC

273783

JACKSON PO

MS

60,132.73

SOUTHERN

273783

BC273783 NPMHU

200

G

390

MISSISSIPPI PFC

273784

JACKSON MS P&DC

MS

609,691.24

SOUTHERN

273784

BC273783 NPMHU

200

G

390

MISSISSIPPI PFC

273789

JCK-BYRAM BR

MS

5,996.20

SOUTHERN

273783

BC273783 NPMHU

200

G

390

MISSISSIPPI PFC

273790

JCK-RICHLAND BR

MS

4,452.97

SOUTHERN

273783

BC273783 NPMHU

200

G

390

MISSISSIPPI PFC

273791

JCK-FLOWOOD BR

MS

9,296.53

SOUTHERN

273783

BC273783 NPMHU

200

G

390

MISSISSIPPI PFC

273792

JCK-SOUTHWEST STA

MS

35,682.91

SOUTHERN

273783

BC273783 NPMHU

200

G

390

MISSISSIPPI PFC

273793

JCK-CANDLESTICK STA

MS

32,747.55

SOUTHERN

273783

BC273783 NPMHU

200

G

390

MISSISSIPPI PFC

273794

JCK-DELTA STA

MS

46,890.63

SOUTHERN

273783

BC273783 NPMHU

200

G

390

MISSISSIPPI PFC

273795

JCK-FONDREN STA

MS

6,162.83

SOUTHERN

273783

BC273783 NPMHU

200

G

390

MISSISSIPPI PFC

273796

JCK-LEFLEUR STA

MS

113,453.20

SOUTHERN

273783

BC273783 NPMHU

200

G

390

MISSISSIPPI PFC

273797

JCK-NORTH STA

MS

96,563.52

SOUTHERN

273783

BC273783 NPMHU

200

G

390

MISSISSIPPI PFC

273798

JCK-PEARL BR

MS

29,511.24

SOUTHERN

273783

BC273783 NPMHU

200

G

390

MISSISSIPPI PFC

273800

JCK- WESTLAND STA

MS

63,428.29

SOUTHERN

273783

BC273783 NPMHU

200

SOUTHERN

210624

BC210624 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

210624

BATON ROUGE PO

LA

15,368.31

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

210625

BATON ROUGE LA P&DC

LA

645,456.04

SOUTHERN

210625

BC210624 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

210627

BTR-AUDUBON STA

LA

94,232.00

SOUTHERN

210624

BC210624 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

210628

BTR-BROADVIEW STA

LA

179.00

SOUTHERN

210624

BC210624 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

210629

BTR-COMMERCE PARK STA

LA

146,914.03

SOUTHERN

210624

BC210624 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

210630

BTR-ISTROUMA STA

LA

80,967.71

SOUTHERN

210624

BC210624 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

210631

BTR-OLD HAMMOND STA

LA

107,794.23

SOUTHERN

210624

BC210624 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

210632

BTR-SCOTLANDVILLE STA

LA

51,774.36

SOUTHERN

210624

BC210624 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

210633

BTR-SOUTHEAST STA

LA

115,149.30

SOUTHERN

210624

BC210624 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

210634

BTR-WOODLAWN STA

LA

101,930.14

SOUTHERN

210624

BC210624 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

210635

BTR-DOWNTOWN STA

LA

86,423.28

SOUTHERN

210624

BC210624 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

214977

LAFAYETTE LA P&DC

LA

235,068.23

SOUTHERN

214977

BC214979 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

214979

LAFAYETTE PO

LA

94,761.57

SOUTHERN

214979

BC214979 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

214981

LAF-BERTRAND STA

LA

127,283.58

SOUTHERN

214979

BC214979 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

214982

LAF-ENERGY CENTER STA

LA

78,846.89

SOUTHERN

214979

BC214979 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

214983

LAF-JEFFERSON ST STA

LA

4,632.71

SOUTHERN

214979

BC214979 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

215057

LAKE CHARLES PO

LA

136,202.24

SOUTHERN

215057

BC215057 NPMHU

100

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

215058

LCH-DREW STA

LA

90,014.40

SOUTHERN

215057

BC215057 NPMHU

100

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

215060

LCH-MOSS BLUFF STA

LA

4,682.20

SOUTHERN

215057

BC215057 NPMHU

100

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

216051

METAIRIE PO

LA

227,359.81

SOUTHERN

216051

BC216051 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

216052

MET-JOHNSON ST STA

LA

101,870.11

SOUTHERN

216051

BC216051 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

216053

MET-PARK MANOR STA

LA

96,124.65

SOUTHERN

216051

BC216051 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

216562

PORT ALLEN L&DC

LA

40.00

SOUTHERN

216562

BC210624 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

216563

ST ROSE ANNEX

LA

28.00

SOUTHERN

216563

BC216565 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

216565

NEW ORLEANS PO

LA

64,931.80

SOUTHERN

216565

BC216565 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

216567

NEW ORLEANS LA P&DC

LA 1,008,609.00

SOUTHERN

216567

BC216565 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

216571

NOR-ALGIERS STA A

LA

106,702.75

SOUTHERN

216565

BC216565 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

216572

NOR-BYWATER STA

LA

57,826.95

SOUTHERN

216565

BC216565 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

216573

NOR-CARROLLTON STA

LA

123,613.77

SOUTHERN

216565

BC216565 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

216574

NOR-CENTRAL CARRIER STA

LA

277,901.93

SOUTHERN

216565

BC216565 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

216576

NOR-ELMWOOD STA

LA

123,885.80

SOUTHERN

216565

BC216565 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

216577

NOR-LAKE FOREST STA

LA

127,045.89

SOUTHERN

216565

BC216565 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

216580

NOR-UPTOWN STA

LA

116,838.48

SOUTHERN

216565

BC216565 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

216581

NOR-MAIN OFFICE STA

LA

150,326.46

SOUTHERN

216565

BC216565 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

217950

SHV-MAIN OFFICE STA

LA

22,157.55

SOUTHERN

217956

BC217956 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

217951

SHV-HUNTINGTON STA

LA

125,219.43

SOUTHERN

217956

BC217956 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

217952

SHV-INDUSTRIAL STA

LA

42,310.22

SOUTHERN

217956

BC217956 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

217953

SHV-L YNBROOK STA

LA

66,071.71

SOUTHERN

217956

BC217956 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

217954

SHV-MERIWETHER STA

LA

80,810.33

SOUTHERN

217956

BC217956 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

217955

SHV-SOUTHFIELD STA

LA

124,238.60

SOUTHERN

217956

BC217956 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

217956

SHREVEPORT PO

LA

13,411.23

SOUTHERN

217956

BC217956 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

217957

SHREVEPORT LA P&DC

LA

767,428.86

SOUTHERN

217957

BC217956 NPMHU

200

G

720

ARKANSAS PFC

43069

FAYETTEVILLE PO

AR

61,197.89

SOUTHERN

043069

BC043069 NPMHU

125

G

720

ARKANSAS PFC

43070

FAY-CLARENCE B CRAFT STA

AR

43,891.17

SOUTHERN

043069

BC043069 NPMHU

125

G

720

ARKANSAS PFC

43231

FORT SMITH PO

AR

15,650.89

SOUTHERN

043231

BC043231 NPMHU

100

G

720

ARKANSAS PFC

43232

FSM-DOWNTOWN STA

AR

61,587.09

SOUTHERN

043231

BC043231 NPMHU

100

G

720

ARKANSAS PFC

43233

FSM-FIANNA HILLS STA

AR

33,139.79

SOUTHERN

043231

BC043231 NPMHU

100

G

720

ARKANSAS PFC

43234

FSM-MIDLAND STA

AR

28,508.12

SOUTHERN

043231

BC043231 NPMHU

100

G

720

ARKANSAS PFC

43235

FSM-MAIN OFFICE STA

AR

88,475.76

SOUTHERN

043231

BC043231 NPMHU

100

G

720

ARKANSAS PFC

45122

LITTLE ROCK CFS

AR

14,876.38

SOUTHERN

045130

BC045130 NPMHU

200

G

720

ARKANSAS PFC

45130

LITTLE ROCK PO

AR

65,792.65

SOUTHERN

045130

BC045130 NPMHU

200

G

720

ARKANSAS PFC

45131

LITTLE ROCK AR P&DC

AR

895,388.49

SOUTHERN

045131

BC045130 NPMHU

200

G

720

ARKANSAS PFC

45136

LIT-ASHER STA

AR

95,719.86

SOUTHERN

045130

BC045130 NPMHU

200

G

720

ARKANSAS PFC

45137

LIT-BRADY ANX

AR

86,069.43

SOUTHERN

045130

BC045130 NPMHU

200

G

720

ARKANSAS PFC

45138

LIT-CHENAL STA

AR

7,063.64

SOUTHERN

045130

BC045130 NPMHU

200

G

720

ARKANSAS PFC

45139

LIT-FOREST PARK STA

AR

42,116.68

SOUTHERN

045130

BC045130 NPMHU

200

G

720

ARKANSAS PFC

45140

LIT-INDUSTRIAL STA

AR

59,919.99

SOUTHERN

045130

BC045130 NPMHU

200

G

720

ARKANSAS PFC

45141

LIT-OTTER CREEK STA

AR

2,165.15

SOUTHERN

045130

BC045130 NPMHU

200

G

720

ARKANSAS PFC

45143

LIT-SOUTHSIDE STA

AR

52,542.86

SOUTHERN

045130

BC045130 NPMHU

200

G

720

ARKANSAS PFC

45144

LIT-WESTSIDE STA

AR

137,030.83

SOUTHERN

045130

BC045130 NPMHU

200

G

720

ARKANSAS PFC

45145

LIT-MAIN OFFICE STA

AR

74,494.08

SOUTHERN

045130

BC045130 NPMHU

200

G

720

ARKANSAS PFC

45146

FAYETTEVILLE P&DF

AR

265,645.84

SOUTHERN

045146

BC043069 NPMHU

125

G

720

ARKANSAS PFC

46409

NLR-MAUMELLE STA

AR

7,543.77

SOUTHERN

046408

BC046408 NPMHU

100

G

720

ARKANSAS PFC

46410

NLR-PARK HILL STA

AR

61,291.24

SOUTHERN

046408

BC046408 NPMHU

100

G

720

ARKANSAS PFC

46411

NLR-ROSE CITY STA

AR

14,734.96

SOUTHERN

046408

BC046408 NPMHU

100

G

720

ARKANSAS PFC

46412

NLR-SHERWOOD BR

AR

65,033.64

SOUTHERN

046408

BC046408 NPMHU

G

720

ARKANSAS PFC

46413

NLR-MAIN OFFICE STA

AR

76,253.35

SOUTHERN

046408

BC046408 NPMHU

100

G

730

OKLAHOMA PFC

396120

OKC-PENN 89 STA

OK

99,457.29

SOUTHERN

396138

BC396138 NPMHU

200

G

730

OKLAHOMA PFC

396121

OKC-HEFNER STA

OK

34,834.33

SOUTHERN

396138

BC396138 NPMHU

200

G

730

OKLAHOMA PFC

396122

OKC-BRITTON STA

OK

70,897.26

SOUTHERN

396138

BC396138 NPMHU

200

G

730

OKLAHOMA PFC

396123

OKC-SOUTHEAST STA

OK

135,307.08

SOUTHERN

396138

BC396138 NPMHU

200

100

G

730

OKLAHOMA PFC

396124

OKC-MARTIN LUTHER KING STA

OK

81,831.52

SOUTHERN

396138

BC396138 NPMHU

200

G

730

OKLAHOMA PFC

396126

OKC-CENTER CITY STA

OK

68,772.12

SOUTHERN

396138

BC396138 NPMHU

200

G

730

OKLAHOMA PFC

396128

OKC-FARLEY STA

OK

8,831.91

SOUTHERN

396138

BC396138 NPMHU

200

G

730

OKLAHOMA PFC

396129

OKC-MIDWEST CITY BR

OK

104,328.65

SOUTHERN

396138

BC396138 NPMHU

200

G

730

OKLAHOMA PFC

396130

OKC-MOORE BR

OK

97,932.47

SOUTHERN

396138

BC396138 NPMHU

200

G

730

OKLAHOMA PFC

396132

OKC-SHARTEL STA

OK

49,803.17

SOUTHERN

396138

BC396138 NPMHU

200

G

730

OKLAHOMA PFC

396133

OKC-SOUTHWEST STA

OK

54, 151.28

SOUTHERN

396138

BC396138 NPMHU

200

G

730

OKLAHOMA PFC

396135

OKC-39TH STREET STA

OK

88,803.95

SOUTHERN

396138

BC396138 NPMHU

200

G

730

OKLAHOMA PFC

396138

OKLAHOMA CITY PO

OK

88, 712.93

SOUTHERN

396138

BC396138 NPMHU

200

G

730

OKLAHOMA PFC

396139

OKLAHOMA CITY OK P&DC

OK 1,039,865.08

SOUTHERN

396139

BC396138 NPMHU

200

G

730

OKLAHOMA PFC

396140

OKC-VILLAGE BR

OK

101,084.57

SOUTHERN

396138

BC396138 NPMHU

200

125,150.79

SOUTHERN

396138

BC396138 NPMHU

200
200

G

730

OKLAHOMA PFC

396141

OKC-WESTSIDE ANX

OK

G

730

OKLAHOMA PFC

396143

OKC-SANTE FE ANX

OK

5,722.71

SOUTHERN

396138

BC396138 NPMHU

·G

730

OKLAHOMA PFC

396144

OKC-WARR ACRES BR

OK

70,348.98

SOUTHERN

396138

BC396138 NPMHU

200

G

730

OKLAHOMA PFC

398336

TUL-DOWNTOWN STA

OK

89,400.87

SOUTHERN

398349

BC398349 NPMHU

200

G

730

OKLAHOMA PFC

398337

TUL-CHIMNEY HILLS ANX

OK

88,331.07

SOUTHERN

398349

BC398349 NPMHU

200

G

730

OKLAHOMA PFC

398339

TUL-WEST TULSA STA

OK

39,960.31

SOUTHERN

398349

BC398349 NPMHU

200

G

730

OKLAHOMA PFC

398340

TUL-NORTHEAST STA

OK

115,529.09

SOUTHERN

398349

BC398349 NPMHU

200

G

730

OKLAHOMA PFC

398341

TUL-DONALDSON STA

OK

99,108.52

SOUTHERN

398349

BC398349 NPMHU

200

G

730

OKLAHOMA PFC

398342

TUL-EASTSIDE STA

OK

77,614.74

SOUTHERN

398349

BC398349 NPMHU

200

G

730

OKLAHOMA PFC

398343

TUL-NORTHSIDE STA

OK

83,236.18

SOUTHERN

398349

BC398349 NPMHU

200

G

730

OKLAHOMA PFC

398345

TUL-SHERIDAN STA

OK

80,096.61

SOUTHERN

398349

BC398349 NPMHU

200

G

730

OKLAHOMA PFC

398346

TUL-ROBERT W JENKINS STA

OK

158,651.72

SOUTHERN

398349

BC398349 NPMHU

200

G

730

OKLAHOMA PFC

398347

TUL-SOUTHEAST STA

OK

73,926.16

SOUTHERN

398349

BC398349 NPMHU

200

G

730

OKLAHOMA PFC

398349

TULSA PO

OK

32,119.11

SOUTHERN

398349

BC398349 NPMHU

200

G

730

OKLAHOMA PFC

398350

TULSA OK P&DC

OK

816,935.71

SOUTHERN

398350

BC398349 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

481475

CARROLLTON PO

TX

123,388.90

SOUTHERN

481475

BC481475 NPMHU

100

G

752

DALLAS PFC

481476

CAR-ROSEMEADE STA

TX

99,790.71

SOUTHERN

481475

BC481475 NPMHU

100

G

752

DALLAS PFC

482200

DAL-MAIN OFFICE STA

TX

139,131.25

SOUTHERN

482270

BC482270 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

482202

DAL-DFW FINANCE

TX

13,678.17

SOUTHERN

482270

BC482270 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

482203

DAL-BENT TREE STA

TX

21,859.57

SOUTHERN

482270

BC482270 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

482204

DAL-BEVERLY HILLS STA

TX

101,622.20

SOUTHERN

482270

BC482270 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

482206

DAL-BROOKHOLLOW STA

TX

105,777.60

SOUTHERN

482270

BC482270 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

482207

DAL-CAESAR CLARK STA

TX

121,532.20

SOUTHERN

482270

BC482270 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

482208

DAL-DOWNTOWN STA

TX

71,715.78

SOUTHERN

482270

BC482270 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

482209

DAL-FARMERS BR

TX

112,681.73

SOUTHERN

482270

BC482270 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

482211

DAL-HIGHLAND HILLS STA

TX

53,690.10

SOUTHERN

482270

BC482270 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

482213

DAL-JOE POOL STA

TX

126,656.16

SOUTHERN

482270

BC482270 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

482214

DAL-JUANITA CRAFT STA

TX

159,015.52

SOUTHERN

482270

BC482270 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

482216

DAL-LAKE HIGHLANDS STA

TX

75,067.87

SOUTHERN

482270

BC482270 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

482217

DAL-MEDRANO STA

TX

99,897.97

SOUTHERN

482270

BC482270 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

482218

DAL-LAKEWOOD STA

TX

95,627.64

SOUTHERN

482270

BC482270 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

482219

DAL-NORTHAVEN STA

TX

88,560.90

SOUTHERN

482270

BC482270 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

482221

DAL-NORTHWEST STA

TX

128,926.85

SOUTHERN

482270

BC482270 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

482222

DAL-OAKLAWN STA

TX

82,640.93

SOUTHERN

482270

BC482270 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

482223

DAL-PARKDALE STA

TX

71,258.93

SOUTHERN

482270

BC482270 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

482224

DAL-PLEASANT GROVE STA

TX

106, 132.39

SOUTHERN

482270

BC482270 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

482225

DAL-PRESTON STA

TX

104,062.02

SOUTHERN

482270

BC482270 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

482226

DAL-PRESTONWOOD STA

TX

111,829.61

SOUTHERN

482270

BC482270 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

482227

DAL-RICHLAND STA

TX

102,031.10

SOUTHERN

482270

BC482270 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

482228

DAL-SPRING VALLEY STA

TX

107,111.27

SOUTHERN

482270

BC482270 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

482229

DAL-STATION A

TX

61,996.07

SOUTHERN

482270

BC482270 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

482230

DAL-UNIVERSITY STA

TX

204,359.49

SOUTHERN

482270

BC482270 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

482231

DAL-VICKERY STA

TX

76,681.60

SOUTHERN

482270

BC482270 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

482232

DAL-WHITE ROCK STA

TX

75,537.71

SOUTHERN

482270

BC482270 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

482233

DAL-ROBERT E PRICE STA

TX

129,921.68

SOUTHERN

482270

BC482270 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

482241

DALLAS CFS

TX

120,855.23

SOUTHERN

482270

BC482270 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

482270

DALLAS PO

TX

172,236.90

SOUTHERN

482270

BC482270 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

482273

NORTH TEXAS TX P&DC

TX 2,364,310.11

SOUTHERN

482273

BC482273 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

48227 4

DALLAS TX P&DC

TX 1,691,381.80

SOUTHERN

482274

BC482270 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

483410

GARLAND PO

TX

184,768.93

SOUTHERN

483410

BC483410 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

483411

GAR-NORTH STA

TX

76,005.36

SOUTHERN

483410

BC483410 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

483412

GAR-SOUTH STA

TX

106,521.87

SOUTHERN

483410

BC483410 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

483413

GAR-KINGSLEY STA

TX

62, 756.10

SOUTHERN

483410

BC483410 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

484360

IRVING PO

TX

12,718.73

SOUTHERN

484360

BC484360 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

484361

!RV-VALLEY RANCH STA

TX

141,809.33

SOUTHERN

484360

BC484360 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

484363

!RV-CENTRAL STA

TX

153,595.49

SOUTHERN

484360

BC484360 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

484366

!RV-MAIN OFFICE STA

TX

158,677.09

SOUTHERN

484360

BC484360 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

485130

LEWISVILLE PO

TX

198,791.94

SOUTHERN

485130

BC485130 NPMHU

125

G

752

DALLAS PFC

485131

LEW-FLOWER MOUND STA

TX

44,276.43

SOUTHERN

485130

BC485130 NPMHU

125

G

752

DALLAS PFC

485132

LEW-COLONY STA

TX

52,659.67

SOUTHERN

485130

BC485130 NPMHU

125

G

752

DALLAS PFC

485860

MESQUITE PO

TX

164,772.64

SOUTHERN

485860

BC485860 NPMHU

100

G

752

DALLAS PFC

485861

MSQ-BALCH SPRINGS STA

TX

17,261.86

SOUTHERN

485860

BC485860 NPMHU

100

G

752

DALLAS PFC

485862

MSQ-MESQUITE NORTH CARRIER ANNE TX

63,979.48

SOUTHERN

485860

BC485860 NPMHU

100

G

752

DALLAS PFC

487110

PLANO PO

TX

922.83

SOUTHERN

487110

BC487110 NPMHU

125

G

752

DALLAS PFC

487111

PLN-WILDCAT STA

TX

98,534.33

SOUTHERN

487110

BC487110 NPMHU

125

G

752

DALLAS PFC

487112

PLN-COIT STA

TX

127,139.54

SOUTHERN

487110

BC487110 NPMHU

125

G

752

DALLAS PFC

487113

PLN-NORTHWEST STA

TX

54, 119.58

SOUTHERN

487110

BC487110 NPMHU

125

G

752

DALLAS PFC

487114

PLN-MAIN OFFICE STA

TX

94,703.47

SOUTHERN

487110

BC487110 NPMHU

125

G

752

DALLAS PFC

487555

RICHARDSON PO

TX

123,779.22

SOUTHERN

487555

BC487555 NPMHU

100

G

752

DALLAS PFC

487556

RIC-HUFFHINES PARK STA

TX

119,299.09

SOUTHERN

487555

BC487555 NPMHU

100

G

752

DALLAS PFC

489170

TYLER PO

TX

89,430.60

SOUTHERN

489170

BC489170 NPMHU

100

G

752

DALLAS PFC

489173

TYL-AZALEA STA

TX

97,693.75

SOUTHERN

489170

BC489170 NPMHU

100

G

752

DALLAS PFC

489178

TYL-STYLER ANX

TX

37,471.36

SOUTHERN

489170

BC489170 NPMHU

100

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

480014

ABILENE P&DF

TX

179,510.63

SOUTHERN

480014

BC480015 NPMHU

200
200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

480015

ABILENE PO

TX

22,513.62

SOUTHERN

480015

BC480015 NPMHU

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

480016

ASL-SOUTHERN HILLS STA

TX

107,503.98

SOUTHERN

480015

BC480015 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

480017

ABL- MAIN POST OFFICE

TX

124,508.89

SOUTHERN

480015

BC480015 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

480225

AMARILLO PO

TX

2,080.52

SOUTHERN

480225

BC480225 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

480227

AMA- MAIN POST OFFICE

TX

155,845.48

SOUTHERN

480225

BC480225 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

480228

AMA-LONE STAR STA

TX

163,395.17

SOUTHERN

480225

BC480225 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

480229

AMA-JORDAN STA

TX

114,040.00

SOUTHERN

480225

BC480225 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

480230

AMARILLO TX P&DC

TX

306,552.53

SOUTHERN

480230

BC480225 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

480331

ARL-MELEAR STA

TX

52,090.05

SOUTHERN

480335

BC480335 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

480332

ARL-BARDIN RD STA

TX

75,551.50

SOUTHERN

480335

BC480335 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

480333

ARL-OAKWOOD STA

TX

137,586.98

SOUTHERN

480335

BC480335 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

480334

ARL-WATSON COMMUNITY STA

TX

97,250.37

SOUTHERN

480335

BC480335 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

480335

ARLINGTON PO

TX

353.00

SOUTHERN

480335

BC480335 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

480337

ARL-MAIN POST OFFICE

TX

104,434.88

SOUTHERN

480335

BC480335 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

481270

BUSHLAND PO

TX

822.25

SOUTHERN

480225

BC480225 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

483220

FT WORTH PO

TX

83,146.11

SOUTHERN

483220

BC483220 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

483221

FT WORTH TX P&DC

TX 1,801,044.58

SOUTHERN

483221

BC483220 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

483225

FWT-POL Y STA

TX

144,655.68

SOUTHERN

483220

BC483220 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

483226

FWT-ALLIANCE STA

TX

3,969.27

SOUTHERN

483220

BC483220 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

483227

FWT-JACK D WATSON ANX

TX

43,969.21

SOUTHERN

483220

BC483220 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

483228

FWT-WHITE SETTLEMENT BR

TX

33,446.67

SOUTHERN

483220

BC483220 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

483229

FWT-EIGHTH AVE STA

TX

73,109.75

SOUTHERN

483220

BC483220 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

483231

FWT-RIVERSIDE STA

TX

36,214.62

SOUTHERN

483220

BC483220 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

483232

FWT-OAKS BR

TX

47,589.98

SOUTHERN

483220

BC483220 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

483233

FWT-SEMINARY HILL STA

TX

55,763.33

SOUTHERN

483220

BC483220 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

483234

FWT-RIDGLEA STA

TX

110,870.70

SOUTHERN

483220

BC483220 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

483236

FWT-HALTOM CITY BR

TX

56,117.13

SOUTHERN

483220

BC483220 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

483237

FWT-NO RICHLAND HILLS BR

TX

148,433.47

SOUTHERN

483220

BC483220 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

483238

FWT-GLENCREST STA

TX

56,359.00

SOUTHERN

483220

BC483220 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

483239

FWT-HANDLEY STA

TX

9,656.40

SOUTHERN

483220

BC483220 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

483240

FWT-BENBROOK BR

TX

21,283.20

SOUTHERN

483220

BC483220 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

483241

FWT-WEDGWOOD STA

TX

97,583.03

SOUTHERN

483220

BC483220 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

483242

FWT-LAKE WORTH BR

TX

26,864.50

SOUTHERN

483220

BC483220 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

483243

FWT-SOUTHEAST BR

TX

25,853.73

SOUTHERN

483220

BC483220 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

483244

FWT-AMON CARTER STA

TX

5,049.13

SOUTHERN

483220

BC483220 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

483246

FWT-STOCK YARDS STA

TX

30,752.83

SOUTHERN

483220

BC483220 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

483247

FWT-TRINITY RIVER STA

TX

175,500.43

SOUTHERN

483220

BC483220 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

483248

FWT-CITYVIEW STA

TX

67,918.99

SOUTHERN

483220

BC483220 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

483249

FWT-DOWNTOWN STA

TX

110,655.94

SOUTHERN

483220

BC483220 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

483251

FWT-NORTH CARRIER ANX

TX

169,309.19

SOUTHERN

483220

BC483220 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

485389

LUB-DOWNTOWN STA

TX

85,987.59

SOUTHERN

485395

BC485395 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

485391

LUB-SUNSET STA

TX

41,747.87

SOUTHERN

485395

BC485395 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

485392

LUB-LOUISVILLE CARRIER ANNEX

TX

51,130.32

SOUTHERN

485395

BC485395 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

485393

LUB-FREEDOM STA

TX

102,050.36

SOUTHERN

485395

BC485395 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

485394

LUB-SINGER STA

TX

47,242.11

SOUTHERN

485395

BC485395 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

485395

LUBBOCK PO

TX

14,017.35

SOUTHERN

485395

BC485395 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

485396

LUB-MONTEREY STA

TX

86,164.34

SOUTHERN

485395

BC485395 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

485397

LUBBOCK TX P&DC

TX

315,963.89

SOUTHERN

485397

BC485395 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

489165

TYE PO

TX

2,029.45

SOUTHERN

480015

BC480015 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

489721

WFL-MORNINGSIDE STA

TX

101,993.20

SOUTHERN

489720

BC489720 NPMHU

100

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

489722

WFL-BRIDGE CREEK STA

TX

108,064.01

SOUTHERN

489720

BC489720 NPMHU

100

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

489723

WFL-MAIN POST OFFICE

TX

23,059.37

SOUTHERN

489720

BC489720 NPMHU

100

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480032

HOU-FOXBROOK FINANCE STA

TX

10,929.38

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480033

HOU-CORNERSTONE

TX

123,595.02

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480034

HOU-DENVER HARBOR

TX

51,270.95

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480036

HOU-GREENS NORTH

TX

176,741.07

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480038

HOU-JENSEN DRIVE

TX

53,343.08

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480039

HOU-NORTH SHEPHERD

TX

283,353.06

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480040

HOU-ROY ROYALL

TX

125,605.60

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480041

HOU-WESTFIELD

TX

103,457.63

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200
200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480042

HOU-WILLOW PLACE

TX

212,743.82

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480123

HOU-ALBERT THOMAS

TX

153,339.07

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480124

HOU-BROADWAY

TX

7,297.29

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200
200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480125

HOU-FOSTER PLACE

TX

47,678.20

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480126

HOU-GENOA

TX

4,088.30

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480127

HOU-GRANVILLE ELDER

TX

185,937.81

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480128

HOU-ML KING

TX

125,400.84

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480129

HOU-NASSAU BAY

TX

4,751.60

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480130

HOU-PARK PLACE

TX

183,334. 75

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480131

HOU-WINDMILL

TX

204,459.85

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480173

HOU-ADDICKS BARKER

TX

4,260.65

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480174

HOU-ANSON JONES

TX

63,897.95

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480175

HOU-BEAR CREEK

TX

24,670.20

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480176

HOU-COPPERFIELD

TX

15,027.15

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480177

HOU-FAIRBANKS

TX

158,658.60

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480178

HOU-FLEETWOOD

TX

107,342.42

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480179

HOU-GARDEN OAKS

TX

4,424.94

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480180

HOU-GPO WINDOW UNIT

TX

48,394.38

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480181

HOU-HEIGHTS

TX

520.55

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480182

HOU-JAMES GRIFFITH

TX

162,696.89

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480183

HOU-LONG POINT

TX

108,434.35

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480184

HOU-MEMORIAL PARK

TX

174,765.21

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480185

HOU-OAK FOREST

TX

202,285.51

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480186

HOU-T W HOUSE

TX

243,062.01

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480372

HOU-ASHFORD WEST

TX

208,327.75

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480373

HOU-ASTRODOME

TX

94,478.10

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480374

HOU-BEECHNUT

TX

243,665.79

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480375

HOU-CFS

TX

51,970.80

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480376

HOU-D S SHATZ

TX

106,834.30

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480377

HOU-GALLERIA FIN

TX

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480378

HOU-JOHN DUNLOP

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480379

HOU-RICH HILL

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480380

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

G

770

G

4,191.11

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

TX

72,366.06

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

TX

239, 130.33

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

HOU-SAGE STATION

TX

1,813.00

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

480381

HOU-WESTBRAE

TX

74,332.06

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

480382

HOU-WESTCHASE FIN

TX

4,994.66

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

HOUSTON PFC

480610

BEAUMONT PO

TX

59,283.46

SOUTHERN

480610

BC480610 NPMHU

200

770

HOUSTON PFC

480611

BMT-TOBE HAHN STA

TX

149,553.95

SOUTHERN

480610

BC480610 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480612

BEAUMONT P&DF

TX

161,877.46

SOUTHERN

480612

BC480610 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480613

BMT-SOUTH END STA

TX

103,316.90

SOUTHERN

480610

BC480610 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480614

BMT-DOWNTOWN STA

TX

5,300.11

SOUTHERN

480610

BC480610 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

480616

BMT-LUMBERTON STA

TX

7,556.27

SOUTHERN

480610

BC480610 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

481368

HOU-ALMEDA

TX

145,659.98

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

481369

HOU-CIVIC CENTER

TX

2,575.71

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

481370

HOU-EASTWOOD

TX

123,764.67

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

481371

HOU-GREENBRIAR

TX

62,435.34

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

481372

HOU-HARRISBURG

TX

3,050.64

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

481373

HOU-JULIUS MELCHER

TX

94,303. 72

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

481374

HOU-MEDICAL CENTER

TX

106,446.14

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

481375

HOU-RIVER OAKS

TX

77,230.10

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

481376

HOU-SAM HOUSTON

TX

81,087.46

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

481377

HOU-SAM HOUSTON FIN

TX

49,726.01

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

481379

HOU-SOUTHMORE

TX

77,584.77

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

481382

HOU-UNIVERSITY

TX

80,411.32

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

481383

HOU-WESLAYAN FIN

TX

6,362.85

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

481384

HOU-WESTBURY

TX

156,875.69

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

481385

HOU-WILLIAM RICE

TX

85,929.38

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

481397

HOU-DE MOSS

TX

217,281.23

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

484141

HOUSTON N ANNEX

TX

40.00

SOUTHERN

484141

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

484143

N HOUSTON TX P&DC

TX 3,579,517.02

SOUTHERN

484143

BC484143 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

484145

HOUSTON PO

TX

136,779.18

SOUTHERN

484145

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

484147

HOUSTON TX P&DC

TX

2,958.97

SOUTHERN

484147

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

484575

KATY PO

TX

263,003.09

SOUTHERN

484575

BC484575 NPMHU

125

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

484576

KAT-CARRIER ANX

TX

132,360.42

SOUTHERN

484575

BC484575 NPMHU

125

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

486475

NORTH ADMINISTRATIVE

TX

35,515.89

SOUTHERN

486475

BC484143 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

486845

PASADENA PO

TX

138,278.47

SOUTHERN

486845

BC486845 NPMHU

125

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

486846

PAS-JOHN FOSTER STA

TX

2,316.32

SOUTHERN

486845

BC486845 NPMHU

125

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

486848

PAS-D L ATKINSON STA

TX

126,187.20

SOUTHERN

486845

BC486845 NPMHU

125

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

488565

SPRING PO

TX

220,814.83

SOUTHERN

488565

BC488565 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

488566

SPR-KLEIN STA

TX

177,834.37

SOUTHERN

488565

BC488565 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

488567

SPR-WOODLANDS METRO STA

TX

145,499.40

SOUTHERN

488565

BC488565 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

488568

SPR-PANTHER CREEK STA

TX

157,829.14

SOUTHERN

488565

BC488565 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

488710

SUGAR LAND PO

TX

138,815.10

SOUTHERN

488710

BC488710 NPMHU

100

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

488711

SUG-FIRST COLONY STA

TX

73,964.27

SOUTHERN

488710

BC488710 NPMHU

100

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

480402

AUS-GMF STA

TX

58,081.67

SOUTHERN

480420

BC480420 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

480403

AUS-AUSTIN DTN STA

TX

11,623.29

SOUTHERN

480420

BC480420 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

480404

AUS-BALCONES STA

TX

171,363.01

SOUTHERN

480420

BC480420 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

480405

AUS-BLUEBONNET STA

TX

156,599.10

SOUTHERN

480420

BC480420 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

480406

AUS-CENTRAL PARK STA

TX

130,466.64

SOUTHERN

480420

BC480420 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

480407

AUS-CHIMNEY CORNERS STA

TX

96,826.81

SOUTHERN

480420

BC480420 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

480408

AUS-EAST AUSTIN STA

TX

3,004.58

SOUTHERN

480420

BC480420 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

480409

AUS-LAKE TRAVIS STA

TX

18,874.87

SOUTHERN

480420

BC480420 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

480411

AUS-MOCKINGBIRD STA

TX

147,555.06

SOUTHERN

480420

BC480420 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

480412

AUS-NORTH AUSTIN STA

TX

59,197.52

SOUTHERN

480420

BC480420 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

480413

AUS-NORTHCROSS STA

TX

88,461.86

SOUTHERN

480420

BC480420 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

480414

AUS-NORTHEAST AUSTIN STA

TX

155,010.72

SOUTHERN

480420

BC480420 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

480415

AUS-OAK HILL STA

TX

85,256.27

SOUTHERN

480420

BC480420 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

480416

AUS-SE AUSTIN STA

TX

195,811.58

SOUTHERN

480420

BC480420 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

480417

AUS-SOUTH CONGRESS STA

TX

204,954.92

SOUTHERN

480420

BC480420 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

480418

AUS-UNIVERSITY FINANCE STA

TX

13,780.68

SOUTHERN

480420

BC480420 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

480419

AUS-WESTLAKE STA

TX

7,006.58

SOUTHERN

480420

BC480420 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

480420

AUSTIN PO

TX

53,657.09

SOUTHERN

480420

BC480420 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

480421

AUSTIN TX P&DC

TX 1,299,535.97

SOUTHERN

480421

BC480420 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

480423

AUS-McNEIL STA

TX

45,052.10

SOUTHERN

480420

BC480420 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

482020

CRP-DOWNTOWN STA

TX

43,043.84

SOUTHERN

482030

BC482030 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

482021

CRP-FLOUR BLUFF STA

TX

58,752.58

SOUTHERN

482030

BC482030 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

482022

CRP-GULFWAY STA

TX

101,781.14

SOUTHERN

482030

BC482030 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

482023

CRP-HECTOR P GARCIA MPO

TX

17,197.15

SOUTHERN

482030

BC482030 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

482024

CRP-LAMAR PARK STA

TX

69,586.20

SOUTHERN

482030

BC482030 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

482025

CRP-PORTAIRS STA

TX

91,496.41

SOUTHERN

482030

BC482030 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

482026

CRP-ROY MILLER STA

TX

19,382.69

SOUTHERN

482030

BC482030 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

482027

CRP-SIX POINTS STA

TX

36,718.84

SOUTHERN

482030

BC482030 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

482028

CRP-SOUTHSIDE STA

TX

57,082.78

SOUTHERN

482030

BC482030 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

482029

CRP-STONEWALL STA

TX

40,018.11

SOUTHERN

482030

BC482030 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

482030

CORPUS CHRISTI PO

TX

2,703.75

SOUTHERN

482030

BC482030 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

482031

CORPUS CHRISTI TX P&DC

TX

267,149.56

SOUTHERN

482031

BC482030 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

482845

EL PASO PO

TX

127,462.14

SOUTHERN

482845

BC482845 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

482847

EL PASO TX P&DC

TX

437,246.70

SOUTHERN

482847

BC482845 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

482848

ELP-CORONADO STA

TX

205,989.65

SOUTHERN

482845

BC482845 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

482849

ELP-DOWNTOWN STA

TX

9,057.84

SOUTHERN

482845

BC482845 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

482851

ELP-FIVE POINTS STA

TX

4,292.55

SOUTHERN

482845

BC482845 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

482852

ELP-FORT BLISS BR

TX

13,391.39

SOUTHERN

482845

BC482845 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

482853

ELP-MESA HILLS STA

TX

5,429.30

SOUTHERN

482845

BC482845 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

482854

ELP-NORTHGATE STA

TX

109,582.78

SOUTHERN

482845

BC482845 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

482855

ELP-PEBBLE HILLS STA

TX

127,877.06

SOUTHERN

482845

BC482845 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

482856

ELP-RANCHLAND STA

TX

54,796.31

SOUTHERN

482845

BC482845 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

482857

ELP-SANDY CREEK STA

TX

115,523.40

SOUTHERN

482845

BC482845 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

482858

ELP-SOCORRO STA

TX

14,155.33

SOUTHERN

482845

BC482845 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

482859

ELP-SUMMIT HEIGHTS STA

TX

3,510.03

SOUTHERN

482845

BC482845 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

482860

ELP-SUNRISE STA

TX

6,506.86

SOUTHERN

482845

BC482845 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

482861

ELP-WASHINGTON PARK STA

TX

85,941.68

SOUTHERN

482845

BC482845 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

482862

ELP-YSLETA STA

TX

78,257.48

SOUTHERN

482845

BC482845 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

484950

LAREDO PO

TX

124,053.26

SOUTHERN

484950

BC484950 NPMHU

100

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

484951

LDO-DEL MAR STA

TX

111,571.96

SOUTHERN

484950

BC484950 NPMHU

100

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

485454

MCALLEN TX P&DC

TX

268,867.71

SOUTHERN

485454

BC485455 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

485455

MCALLEN PO

TX

244,071.87

SOUTHERN

485455

BC485455 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

485900

MIDLAND PO

TX

12,341.76

SOUTHERN

485900

BC485900 NPMHU

125

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

485901

MID-CLAYDESTA STA

TX

132,665.54

SOUTHERN

485900

BC485900 NPMHU

125

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

485902

MID-DOWNTOWN STA

TX

79,263.47

SOUTHERN

485900

BC485900 NPMHU

125

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

485917

MIDLAND TX P&DC

TX

189,375.69

SOUTHERN

485917

BC485900 NPMHU

125

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

486555

ODESSA PO

TX

106,806.60

SOUTHERN

486555

BC486555 NPMHU

100

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

486557

ODE-NORTHEAST STA

TX

111,210.17

SOUTHERN

486555

BC486555 NPMHU

100

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

487949

SAT-GMF COLLECTION STA

TX

51,153.21

SOUTHERN

487980

BC487980 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

487950

SAT-AMF FINANCE STA

TX

96,855.38

SOUTHERN

487980

BC487980 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

487951

SAT-ALAMO HEIGHTS BR

TX

120,638.93

SOUTHERN

487980

BC487980 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

487952

SAT-ARSENAL STA

TX

126,539.33

SOUTHERN

487980

BC487980 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

487953

SAT-BEACON HILL STA

TX

144,523.65

SOUTHERN

487980

BC487980 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

487954

SAT-CEDAR ELM STA

TX

145,736.97

SOUTHERN

487980

BC487980 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

487957

SAT-FT SAM HOUSTON FINANCE STA

TX

4,471.05

SOUTHERN

487980

BC487980 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

487958

SAT-FRANK TEJEDA STA

TX

140,367.07

SOUTHERN

487980

BC487980 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

487959

SAT-HACKBERRY STA

TX

60,488.24

SOUTHERN

487980

BC487980 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

487960

SAT-HERITAGE STA

TX

133,544.51

SOUTHERN

487980

BC487980 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

487961

SAT-HIGHLAND HILLS STA

TX

54,987.54

SOUTHERN

487980

BC487980 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

487962

SAT-J FRANK DOBIE STA

TX

113,195.97

SOUTHERN

487980

BC487980 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

487963

SAT-ENCINO PARK STA

TX

32,652.18

SOUTHERN

487980

BC487980 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

487964

SAT-LAUREL HEIGHTS STA

TX

71,611.37

SOUTHERN

487980

BC487980 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

487966

SAT-LEON VALLEY BR

TX

59, 189.63

SOUTHERN

487980

BC487980 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

487967

SAT-LOCKHILL STA

TX

155,223.08

SOUTHERN

487980

BC487980 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

487968

SAT-LOS JARDINES STA

TX

38,735.20

SOUTHERN

487980

BC487980 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

487969

SAT-NIMITZ STA

TX

61,367.16

SOUTHERN

487980

BC487980 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

487971

SAT-NORTH BROADWAY STA

TX

62,878.75

SOUTHERN

487980

BC487980 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

487972

SAT-NORTHEAST CARRIER ANX

TX

106,209.99

SOUTHERN

487980

BC487980 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

487973

SAT-S TEXAS MED CEN STA

TX

62,769.21

SOUTHERN

487980

BC487980 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

487974

SAT-SAN ANTONIO DTN FINANCE STA

TX

5,601.23

SOUTHERN

487980

BC487980 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

487976

SAT-SERNA STA

TX

61,534.16

SOUTHERN

487980

BC487980 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

487977

SAT-THOUSAND OAKS STA

TX

175,671.67

SOUTHERN

487980

BC487980 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

487979

SAT-VALLEY HI STA

TX

81,771.03

SOUTHERN

487980

BC487980 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

487980

SAN ANTONIO PO

TX

81,729.13

SOUTHERN

487980

BC487980 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

487981

SAN ANTONIO TX P&DC

TX 1,563,606.30

SOUTHERN

487981

BC487980 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

489390

WAC-BELLMEAD BR

TX

37,346.65

SOUTHERN

489395

BC489395 NPMHU

125

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

489391

WAC-DOWNTOWN STA

TX

79,203.53

SOUTHERN

489395

BC489395 NPMHU

125

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

489392

WAC-HIGHLANDER STA

TX

49,459.12

SOUTHERN

489395

BC489395 NPMHU

125

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

489393

WAC-WESTVIEW STA

TX

6,339.27

SOUTHERN

489395

BC489395 NPMHU

125

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

489394

WAC-WOODWAY FINANCE STA

TX

120,021.32

SOUTHERN

489395

BC489395 NPMHU

125

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

489395

WACO PO

TX

11,916.13

SOUTHERN

489395

BC489395 NPMHU

125

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

489397

WACO P&DF

TX

1,498.49

SOUTHERN

489397

BC489395 NPMHU

125

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

114381

JACKSONVILLE NOC

FL 1,542,598.28

SOUTHERN

114381

BC114381 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

125492

SOUTH GEORGIA CS DISTRICT

GA

SOUTHERN

125492

BC125489 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

482269

DALLAS NOC

TX 1,438,678.48

SOUTHERN

482269

BC482269 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

170430

IND-BACON STA

IN

189,140.81

GREAT LAKES

174037

BC174037 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

170660

BLOOMINGTON PO

IN

146,441.45

GREAT LAKES

170660

BC170660 NPMHU

125

J

460

GREATER INDJANA PFC

170661

SLM-WOODBRIDGE STA

IN

123,743.24

GREAT LAKES

170660

BC170660 NPMHU

125

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

170846

IND-BRIGHTWOOD STA

IN

62,017.67

GREAT LAKES

174037

BC174037 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

170885

IND-BROAD RIPPLE STA

IN

5,088.36

GREAT LAKES

174037

BC174037 NPMHU

200

1.00

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

171308

IND-CASTLETON BR

IN

108,654.88

GREAT LAKES

174037

BC174037 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

171556

IND-CIRCLE CITY STA

IN

183,099.43

GREAT LAKES

174037

BC174037 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

171627

IND-CLERMONT BR

IN

29,085.44

GREAT LAKES

174037

BC174037 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

171798

IND-INDIANAPOLIS CFS

IN

85,609.32

GREAT LAKES

174037

BC174037 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

172091

IND-CUMBERLAND BR

IN

41,641.65

GREAT LAKES

174037

BC174037 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

172397

IND-EAGLE CREEK BR

IN

113,488.83

GREAT LAKES

174037

BC174037 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

172410

IND-EASTGATE STA

IN

99,606.92

GREAT LAKES

174037

BC174037 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

172430

INDIANAPOLIS STC

IN

142.00

GREAT LAKES

172430

BC174037 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

172915

FORT WAYNE PO

IN

18,244.56

GREAT LAKES

172915

BC172915 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

172916

FWA-GABRIEL STA

IN

179,696.37

GREAT LAKES

172915

BC172915 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

172918

FWA-CENTENNIAL STA

IN

148,848.53

GREAT LAKES

172915

BC172915 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

172919

FWA-DIPLOMAT PLAZA STA

IN

68,534.24

GREAT LAKES

172915

BC172915 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

172920

FT WAYNE IN P&DC

IN

368, 146.67

GREAT LAKES

172920

BC172915 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

172921

FWA-HAZELWOOD STA

IN

52,802.24

GREAT LAKES

172915

BC172915 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

172922

FWA-NORTHWOOD STA

IN

92,120.95

GREAT LAKES

172915

BC172915 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

172923

FWA-WAYNEDALE STA

IN

36,156.16

GREAT LAKES

172915

BC172915 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

173151

IND-GARFIELD STA

IN

78,253.89

GREAT LAKES

174037

BC174037 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

173168

GARY PO

IN

6,843.97

GREAT LAKES

173168

BC173168 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

173170

GARY IN P&DC

IN

322,445.68

GREAT LAKES

173170

BC173168 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

173171

GRY-FSTA

IN

165,035.14

GREAT LAKES

173168

BC173168 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

173172

GRY-MILLER STA

IN

3,269.60

GREAT LAKES

173168

BC173168 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

173173

GRY-TOLLESTON STA

IN

4,473.85

GREAT LAKES

173168

BC173168 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

173174

GRY-LAKE STA

IN

3,323.34

GREAT LAKES

173168

BC173168 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

173176

GRY-GLEN PARK STA

IN

1,961.66

GREAT LAKES

173168

BC173168 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

173177

GRY-MERRILLVILLE BR

IN

92,828.21

GREAT LAKES

173168

BC173168 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

173586

HAMMOND PO

IN

390.00

GREAT LAKES

173586

BC173586 NPMHU

125

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

173587

HMD-FSTA

IN

103,793.16

GREAT LAKES

173586

BC173586 NPMHU

125

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

173588

HMO-MUNSTER BR

IN

77,641.81

GREAT LAKES

173586

BC173586 NPMHU

125

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

173589

HMO-HIGHLAND BR

IN

71,412.76

GREAT LAKES

173586

BC173586 NPMHU

125

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

173590

HMD-HESSVILLE STA

IN

52,600.17

GREAT LAKES

173586

BC173586 NPMHU

125

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

174031

INDIANAPOLIS MPA

IN

738,862.18

GREAT LAKES

174031

BC174037 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

174035

GREATER INDIANA CS DISTRICT

IN

146,209.89

GREAT LAKES

174035

BC174037 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

174037

INDIANAPOLIS PO

IN

585.07

GREAT LAKES

174037

BC174037 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

174038

INDIANAPOLIS IN P&DC

IN 1,911,034.98

GREAT LAKES

174038

BC174037 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

174039

INDIANAPOLIS MPA 2

IN

68,865.00

GREAT LAKES

174039

BC174037 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

174040

HIGH SCHOOL RD MAIL PROCESSING

IN

45,243.57

GREAT LAKES

174040

BC174037 NPMHU

200

A~

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

174041

BLOOMINGTON MPA

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

174477

LAFAYETIE PO

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

174478

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

174669

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

174900

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

175087

IN

16.00

GREAT LAKES

174041

BC170660 NPMHU

125

. IN

216,962.19

GREAT LAKES

174477

BC174477 NPMHU

125

LAF-WEST LAFAYETIE BR

IN

94,584.93

GREAT LAKES

174477

BC174477 NPMHU

125

IND-LAWRENCE BR

IN

87,160.46

GREAT LAKES

174037

BC174037 NPMHU

200

IND-LINWOOD STA

IN

68,128.71

GREAT LAKES

174037

BC174037 NPMHU

200

IND-MOW SVC

IN

30,361.72

GREAT LAKES

174037

BC174037 NPMHU

200.
200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

175103

IND-MAPLETON STA

IN

88, 149.70

GREAT LAKES

174037

BC174037 NPMHU

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

175907

MUNCIE PO

IN

169,579.74

GREAT LAKES

175907

BC175907 NPMHU

125

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

175909

MUNCIE P&DF

IN

101,733.77

GREAT LAKES

175909

BC175907 NPMHU

125

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

175994

IND-NEW AUGUSTA BR

IN

94,224.06

GREAT LAKES

174037

BC174037 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

176308

IND-NORA BR

IN

164,449.86

GREAT LAKES

174037

BC174037 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER IN DIANA PFC

176456

IND-OAKLANDON BR

IN

58,864.27

GREAT LAKES

174037

BC174037 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

176479

OAKVILLE PO

IN

61.00

GREAT LAKES

175907

BC175907 NPMHU

125

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

176737

IND-PARK FLETCHER BR

IN

104,405.70

GREAT LAKES

174037

BC174037 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

177210

IND-RAINBOW STA

IN

62,328.32

GREAT LAKES

174037

BC174037 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

177964

SELMA PO

IN

2,057.76

GREAT LAKES

175907

BC175907 NPMHU

125

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

178191

SBN-FSTA

IN

51,462.23

GREAT LAKES

178195

BC178195 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

178192

SBN-CHIPPEWA STA

IN

80,934.58

GREAT LAKES

178195

BC178195 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

178193

SBN-EDISON PARK STA

IN

88,058.65

GREAT LAKES

178195

BC178195 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

178194

SBN-OLIVE STREET STA

IN

75,427.75

GREAT LAKES

178195

BC178195 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

178195

SOUTH BEND PO

IN

18,351.92

GREAT LAKES

178195

BC178195 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

178197

SOUTH BEND IN P&DC

IN

229,038.02

GREAT LAKES

178197

BC178195 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

178201

IND-SOUTHPORT BR

IN

181,860.84

GREAT LAKES

174037

BC174037 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

178238

IND-SPEEDWAY BR

IN

60,004.15

GREAT LAKES

174037

BC174037 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

179151

IND-WANAMAKER BR

IN

64,339.75

GREAT LAKES

174037

BC174037 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

250280

ANN ARBOR PO

Ml

344,808.77

GREAT LAKES

250280

BC250280 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

250281

ANN-LIBERTY STA

Ml

59,417.48

GREAT LAKES

250280

BC250280 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

250282

ANN-GREENROAD STA

Ml

78,660.50

GREAT LAKES

250280

BC250280 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

251880

CLARKLAKE PO

Ml

1,741.07

GREAT LAKES

254800

BC254800 NPMHU

100

J

481

DETROIT PFC

252400

DEARBORN PO

Ml

158,618.61

GREAT LAKES

252400

BC252400 NPMHU

125

J

481

DETROIT PFC

252401

DEA-CARRIER ANX

Ml

183,063.33

GREAT LAKES

252400

BC252400 NPMHU

125

J

481

DETROIT PFC

252489

DET PRIORITY MAIL FAG

Ml

391.00

GREAT LAKES

252489

BC252490 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

252490

DETROIT PO

Ml

31.00

GREAT LAKES

252490

BC252490 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

252492

DETROIT Ml P&DC

Ml 2,017,661.40

GREAT LAKES

252492

BC252490 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

252495

DETROIT CS DISTRICT

Ml

360,141.50

GREAT LAKES

252495

BC252490 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

252501

DET-BRIGHTMOOR STA

Ml

198,919.77

GREAT LAKES

252490

BC252490 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

252502

DET-COLLEGE PARK STA

Ml

204,703.23

GREAT LAKES

252490

BC252490 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

252503

DET-FENKELL STA

Ml

83,309.92

GREAT LAKES

252490

BC252490 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

252504

DET-FOX CREEK STA

Ml

97,333.39

GREAT LAKES

252490

BC252490 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

252505

DET-GRAND SHELBY STA

Ml

113,867.28

GREAT LAKES

252490

BC252490 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

252506

DET-GRATIOT STA

Ml

52,163.69

GREAT LAKES

252490

BC252490 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

252507

DET-GROSSE POINTE BR

Ml

161,931.06

GREAT LAKES

252490

BC252490 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

252509

DET-HARPER STA

Ml

46,550.99

GREAT LAKES

252490

BC252490 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

252511

DET-HIGHLAND PARK BR

Ml

12,650.95

GREAT LAKES

252490

BC252490 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

252512

DET-JEFFERSON STA

Ml

83,557.33

GREAT LAKES

252490

BC252490 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

252513

DET-JOYFIELD STA

Ml

123,815.49

GREAT LAKES

252490

BC252490 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

252514

DET-KENSINGTON STA

Ml

93,245.05

GREAT LAKES

252490

BC252490 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

252515

DET-LIVERNOIS STA

Ml

46,706.03

GREAT LAKES

252490

BC252490 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

252516

DET-MT ELLIOTT STA

Ml

91,302.08

GREAT LAKES

252490

BC252490 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

252517

DET-NORTH END STA

Ml

160,987.96

GREAT LAKES

252490

BC252490 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

252518

DET-NORTHWESTERN STA

Ml

68,366.94

GREAT LAKES

252490

BC252490 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

252519

DET-OAK PARK STA

Ml

98,640.33

GREAT LAKES

252490

BC252490 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

252521

DET-PARKGROVE STA

Ml

90,919.87

GREAT LAKES

252490

BC252490 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

252522

DET-REDFORD BR

Ml

175,396.46

GREAT LAKES

252490

BC252490 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

252524

DET-RIVER ROUGE BR

Ml

46,982.55

GREAT LAKES

252490

BC252490 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

252525

DET-SEVEN OAKS STA

Ml

118,623.72

GREAT LAKES

252490

BC252490 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

252526

DET-SPRINGWELLS STA

Ml

46,078.65

GREAT LAKES

252490

BC252490 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

252527

DET-STRATHMOOR STA

Ml

105,350.97

GREAT LAKES

252490

BC252490 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

252528

DET-HAMTRAMCK CARRIER ANX

Ml

144,845.47

GREAT LAKES

252490

BC252490 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

252529

DET-OLD REDFORD CARRIER ANX

Ml

6,246.00

GREAT LAKES

252490

BC252490 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

253150

FARMINGTON PO

Ml

316,488.67

GREAT LAKES

253150

BC253150 NPMHU

125

J

481

DETROIT PFC

253290

FLINT PO

Ml

186,705.01

GREAT LAKES

253290

BC253290 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

253291

FLT-NORTHSIDE STA

Ml

60,925.78

GREAT LAKES

253290

BC253290 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

253293

FLT-BURTON SOUTHEAST STA

Ml

76,901.44

GREAT LAKES

253290

BC253290 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

253294

FLT-NORTHEAST BR

Ml

85,273.52

GREAT LAKES

253290

BC253290 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

253296

FLT-NORTHWEST STA

Ml

99,643.42

GREAT LAKES

253290

BC253290 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

253297

FLT-SOUTHWEST BR

Ml

49,681.49

GREAT LAKES

253290

BC253290 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

253298

FLT-CODY STA

Ml

77,828.70

GREAT LAKES

253290

BC253290 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

254800

JACKSON PO

Ml

237,549.91

GREAT LAKES

254800

BC254800 NPMHU

100

J

481

DETROIT PFC

254801

JAG-RETAIL

Ml

17,064.13

GREAT LAKES

254800

BC254800 NPMHU

100

J

481

DETROIT PFC

255485

LIVONIA PO

Ml

252,191.54

GREAT LAKES

255485

BC255485 NPMHU

125

J

481

DETROIT PFC

255486

LIV-GREENMEAD STA

Ml

97,851.04

GREAT LAKES

255485

BC255485 NPMHU

125

J

481

DETROIT PFC

256410

MOUNT CLEMENS PO

Ml

311,516.86

GREAT LAKES

256410

BC256410 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

256411

MTG-CLINTON MACOMB CARRIER ANX

Ml

176,650.74

GREAT LAKES

256410

BC256410 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

256500

MUNITH PO

Ml

2,015.88

GREAT LAKES

254800

BC254800 NPMHU

100

J

481

DETROIT PFC

257640

PONTIAC PO

Ml

216,777.27

GREAT LAKES

257640

BC257640 NPMHU

125

J

481

DETROIT PFC

257641

PON-AUBURN HILLS BR

Ml

8,546.90

GREAT LAKES

257640

BC257640 NPMHU

125

J

481

DETROIT PFC

257642

PON-WEST BLOOMFIELD STA

Ml

137,925.69

GREAT LAKES

257640

BC257640 NPMHU

125

J

481

DETROIT PFC

258070

ROCHESTER PO

Ml

180,621.43

GREAT LAKES

258070

BC258070 NPMHU

125

J

481

DETROIT PFC

258071

ROG-CARRIER ANX

Ml

88,073.58

GREAT LAKES

258070

BC258070 NPMHU

125

J

481

DETROIT PFC

258225

ROYAL OAKS CFS

Ml

60,949.03

GREAT LAKES

252490

BC252490 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

258230

ROYAL OAK PO

Ml

345,682.92

GREAT LAKES

258230

BC258230 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

258231

MICHIGAN METROPLEX Ml P&DC

Ml 2,224,851.53

GREAT LAKES

258231

BC258230 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

258236

ROY-MADISON HTS STA

Ml

16,651.83

GREAT LAKES

258230

BC258230 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

258237

ROY-MADISON HTS CARRIER ANX

Ml

96,347.66

GREAT LAKES

258230

BC258230 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

258805

SOUTHFIELD PO

Ml

384,983.84

GREAT LAKES

258805

BC258805 NPMHU

125

J

481

DETROIT PFC

258980

ST CLAIR SHORES PO

Ml

219,845.21

GREAT LAKES

258980

BC258980 NPMHU

100

J

481

DETROIT PFC

259165

TAYLOR PO

Ml

217,245.50

GREAT LAKES

259165

BC259165 NPMHU

100

J

481

DETROIT PFC

259380

TROY PO

Ml

320,219.78

GREAT LAKES

259380

BC259380 NPMHU

125

J

481

DETROIT PFC

259510

UTICA PO

Ml

333,003.69

GREAT LAKES

259510

BC259510 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

259511

UTC-UTICA BR

Ml

6,044.26

GREAT LAKES

259510

BC259510 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

259512

UTC-SHELBY TOWNSHIP BR

Ml

164,211.60

GREAT LAKES

259510

BC259510 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

259735

WARREN PO

Ml

457,762.05

GREAT LAKES

259735

BC259735 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

259790

WAYNE PO

Ml

6,584.14

GREAT LAKES

259790

BC259790 NPMHU

125

J

481

DETROIT PFC

259791

WAY-CANTON BR

Ml

144,630.97

GREAT LAKES

259790

BC259790 NPMHU

125

J

481

DETROIT PFC

259792

WAY-WESTLAND BR

Ml

238.210.56

GREAT LAKES

259790

BC259790 NPMHU

125

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

253917

GRAND RAPIDS P&DF

Ml

891.833.32

GREAT LAKES

253917

BC253920 NPMHU

200

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

253920

GRAND RAPIDS PO

Ml

175,656.50

GREAT LAKES

253920

BC253920 NPMHU

200

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

253921

GRAND RAPIDS Ml P&DC

Ml

605,781.81

GREAT LAKES

253921

BC253920 NPMHU

200

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

253926

GRR-NORTHWEST BR

Ml

146.942.55

GREAT LAKES

253920

BC253920 NPMHU

200

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

253927

GRR-EAST PARIS CARRIER ANX

Ml

190,931.16

GREAT LAKES

253920

BC253920 NPMHU

200

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

253929

GRR-WYOMING BR

Ml

114.767.26

GREAT LAKES

253920

BC253920 NPMHU

200

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

253931

GRR-EAST TOWN BR

Ml

98,273.34

GREAT LAKES

253920

BC253920 NPMHU

200

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

253932

GRR-KENTWOOD BR

Ml

73,881.57

GREAT LAKES

253920

BC253920 NPMHU

200

Ml

143,929.76

GREAT LAKES

253920

BC253920 NPMHU

200
200

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

253933

GRR-NORTHEAST BR

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

253934

GRR-SEYMOUR SQUARE BR

Ml

3,467.02

GREAT LAKES

253920

BC253920 NPMHU

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

253935

GRR-LEDYARD BR

Ml

2,663.45

GREAT LAKES

253920

BC253920 NPMHU

200

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

254910

KALAMAZOO PO

Ml

198,362.94

GREAT LAKES

254910

BC254910 NPMHU

200

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

254911

KZO-PARCHMENT BR

Ml

27,297.35

GREAT LAKES

254910

BC254910 NPMHU

200

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

254912

KALAMAZOO Ml P&DC

Ml

1,548.80

GREAT LAKES

254912

BC254910 NPMHU

200

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

254913

KZO-ARCADIA CK BR

Ml

4,532.19

GREAT LAKES

254910

BC254910 NPMHU

200

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

254914

KZO-WESTWOOD BR

Ml

128,575.37

GREAT LAKES

254910

BC254910 NPMHU

200

254910

BC254910 NPMHU

200
200

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

254916

KZO-KALAMAZOO HUB STA

Ml

88,418.52

GREAT LAKES

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

255270

LANSING PO

Ml

135,250.02

GREAT LAKES

255270

BC255270 NPMHU

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

255271

LANSING Ml P&DC

Ml

315,353.54

GREAT LAKES

255271

BC255270 NPMHU

200

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

255272

LAN-DOWNTOWN STA

Ml

6,304.41

GREAT LAKES

255270

BC255270 NPMHU

200

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

255273

LAN-DELTA CARRIER ANX

Ml

72,011.98

GREAT LAKES

255270

BC255270 NPMHU

200

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

255274

LAN-SW CARRIER ANX

Ml

194,194.86

GREAT LAKES

255270

BC255270 NPMHU

200

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

256530

MUSKEGON PO

Ml

172,855.13

GREAT LAKES

256530

BC256530 NPMHU

100

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

256531

MUS-NORTH MUSKEGON BR

Ml

32,483.10

GREAT LAKES

256530

BC256530 NPMHU

100

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

256532

MUS-MUSKEGON HEIGHTS BR

Ml

38,319.49

GREAT LAKES

256530

BC256530 NPMHU

100

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

258270

SAGINAW PO

Ml

102,043.01

GREAT LAKES

258270

BC258270 NPMHU

200

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

258271

SAG-BOARDWALK BR

Ml

139, 722.45

GREAT LAKES

258270

BC258270 NPMHU

200

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

258273

SAG-TOWNSHIP BR

Ml

8, 101.00

GREAT LAKES

258270

BC258270 NPMHU

200

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

258276

SAG-CUMBERLAND STREET STA

Ml

157,840.35

GREAT LAKES

258270

BC258270 NPMHU

200

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

259320

TRAVERSE CITY PO

Ml

68,376.16

GREAT LAKES

259320

BC259320 NPMHU

125

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

259321

TVC-BARLOW BR

Ml

63,724.72

GREAT LAKES

259320

BC259320 NPMHU

125

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

259322

TRAVERSE CITY Ml P&DC

Ml

183,607.28

GREAT LAKES

259322

BC259320 NPMHU

125

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

160282

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS PO

IL

289,259.70

GREAT LAKES

160282

BC160282 NPMHU

125

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

160283

ARL-ELK GROVE VILL BR

IL

119,199.50

GREAT LAKES

160282

BC160282 NPMHU

125

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

162094

DES PLAINES PO

IL

275,749.30

GREAT LAKES

162094

BC162094 NPMHU

125

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

162622

EVANSTON PO

IL

265,059.64

GREAT LAKES

162622

BC162622 NPMHU

125

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

163138

GLENVIEW PO

IL

290,181.72

GREAT LAKES

163138

BC163138 NPMHU

125

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

166024

PALATINE PO

IL

209,717.38

GREAT LAKES

166024

BC166024 NPMHU

100

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

166027

PALATINE IL P&DC

IL 1,801,628.45

GREAT LAKES

166027

BC166027 NPMHU

200
200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

166774

ROCKFORD PO

IL

167,358.06

GREAT LAKES

166774

BC166774 NPMHU

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

166775

RKF-KILBURN STA

IL

133,988.98

GREAT LAKES

166774

BC166774 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

166776

ROCKFORD P&DC

IL

8.00

GREAT LAKES

166776

BC166774 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

166777

RKF-NEW TOWNE STA

IL

205,050.58

GREAT LAKES

166774

BC166774 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

166779

RKF-LOVES PARK BR

IL

97,391.21

GREAT LAKES

166774

BC166774 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

560051

MIL-MAIN OFFICE WINDOW

WI

7.00

GREAT LAKES

565480

BC568846 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

560250

APPLETON PO

WI

223,423.79

GREAT LAKES

560250

BC560250 NPMHU

100

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

560645

MIL-BAY VIEW STA

WI

179,340.63

GREAT LAKES

565480

BC568846 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

561025

MIL-BRADLEY STA

WI

104,846.90

GREAT LAKES

565480

BC568846 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

561130

BROKAW PO

WI

37.00

GREAT LAKES

568690

BC568690 NPMHU

100

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

562355

MIL-DR ML KING JR STA

WI

70,063.75

GREAT LAKES

565480

BC568846 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

563035

MIL-FRED JOHN STA

WI

134,666.54

GREAT LAKES

565480

BC568846 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

563400

GREEN BAY PO

WI

166,107.04

GREAT LAKES

563400

BC563400 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

563401

GRB-COFRIN STA

WI

134,211.22

GREAT LAKES

563400

BC563400 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

563402

GREEN BAY WI P&DC

WI

344,828.95

GREAT LAKES

563402

BC563400 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

563425

MIL-GREENFIELD BR

WI

105,517.50

GREAT LAKES

565480

BC568846 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

563545

MIL-HAMPTON STA

WI

84,659.14

GREAT LAKES

565480

BC568846 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

563796

MIL-HILLTOP STA

WI

42,299.43

GREAT LAKES

565480

BC568846 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

564215

MIL-JUNEAU STA

WI

129,308.15

GREAT LAKES

565480

BC568846 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

564280

KENOSHA PO

WI

126,775.30

GREAT LAKES

564280

BC564280 NPMHU

100

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

564281

KEN-CARRIER ANX

WI

127,899.62

GREAT LAKES

564280

BC564280 NPMHU

100

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

564980

MADISON PO

WI

67,168.18

GREAT LAKES

564980

BC564980 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

564981

MADISON WI P&DC

WI

636,393.65

GREAT LAKES

564981

BC564980 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

564982

MAD-VERONA BR

WI

16,764.16

GREAT LAKES

564980

BC564980 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

564984

MAD-MIDDLETON BR

WI

48,425.47

GREAT LAKES

564980

BC564980 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

564985

MAD-WESTSIDE STA

WI

145,644.61

GREAT LAKES

564980

BC564980 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

564986

MAD-SOUTHSIDE STA

WI

70,197.90

GREAT LAKES

564980

BC564980 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

564987

MAD-CAPITOL STA

WI

72,020.93

GREAT LAKES

564980

BC564980 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

564988

MAD-HILLDALE STA

WI

76,303.29

GREAT LAKES

564980

BC564980 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

564989

MADISON MAIN CARRIER ANX

WI

192,465.67

GREAT LAKES

564980

BC564980 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

565375

MIL-MID CITY STA

WI

64,213.68

GREAT LAKES

565480

BC568846 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

565470

MILW PRIORITY ANNEX

WI

556,497.21

GREAT LAKES

565470

BC568846 NPMHU

200

17.00

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

565480

MILWAUKEE PO

WI

GREAT LAKES

565480

BC568846 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

565481

MILWAUKEE WI P&DC

WI 1,704,645.15

GREAT LAKES

565481

BC568846 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

565482

MILWAUKEE WI AMC

WI

2,132.64

GREAT LAKES

565482

BC568846 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

565484

LAKELAND CS DISTRICT

WI

147,185.94

GREAT LAKES

565484

BC568846 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

566045

MIL-N MILWAUKEE STA

WI

106,483.18

GREAT LAKES

565480

BC568846 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

566055

MIL-NORTH SHORE BR

WI

120,093.27

GREAT LAKES

565480

BC568846 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

566280

OSHKOSH PO

WI

158,405.54

GREAT LAKES

566280

BC566280 NPMHU

125

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

566285

OSHKOSH P&DF

WI

190,035.27

GREAT LAKES

566285

BC566280 NPMHU

125

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

566355

MIL-PARKLAWN STA

WI

61,262.78

GREAT LAKES

565480

BC568846 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

566870

RACINE PO

WI

5,935.18

GREAT LAKES

566870

BC566870 NPMHU

125

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

566871

RAC-FOUR MILE STA

WI

154,793.73

GREAT LAKES

566870

BC566870 NPMHU

125

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

566872

RAC-WEST RACINE STA

WI

132,035.44

GREAT LAKES

566870

BC566870 NPMHU

125

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

567220

MIL-ROOT RIVER BR

WI

71,553.23

GREAT LAKES

565480

BC568846 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

567585

MIL-SHOREWOOD BR

WI

118,551.72

GREAT LAKES

565480

BC568846 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

568125

MIL-TEUTONIA STA

WI

37,012.87

GREAT LAKES

565480

BC568846 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

568310

MIL-TUCKAWAY STA

WI

100,822.68

GREAT LAKES

565480

BC568846 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

568640

WAUKESHA PO

WI

153,413.62

GREAT LAKES

568640

BC568640 NPMHU

100

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

568641

WKA-NEW BERLIN BR

WI

99,515.40

GREAT LAKES

568640

BC568640 NPMHU

100

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

568690

WAUSAU PO

WI

114,258.90

GREAT LAKES

568690

BC568690 NPMHU

100

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

568696

WAUSAU P&DF

WI

123,931.00

GREAT LAKES

568696

BC568690 NPMHU

100

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

568715

MIL-WAUWATOSA BR

WI

152,714.51

GREAT LAKES

565480

BC568846 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

568765

MIL-WEST ALLIS BR

WI

106,700.91

GREAT LAKES

565480

BC568846 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

568830

MIL-WEST MILWAUKEE BR

WI

254,939.24

GREAT LAKES

565480

BC568846 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

568845

MIL-WESTERN STA

WI

55,394.78

GREAT LAKES

565480

BC568846 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

568847

MIL-COMP FORWARDING

WI

52,935.39

GREAT LAKES

565480

BC568846 NPMHU

200

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

160414

AURORA PO

IL

337,578.26

GREAT LAKES

160414

BC160414 NPMHU

125

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

160415

AUR-EAST STA

IL

13,066.68

GREAT LAKES

160414

BC160414 NPMHU

125

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

160504

BARTLETT PO

IL

5,800.05

GREAT LAKES

160504

BC160504 NPMHU

100

J

604

CENTRAL ILLJNOIS PFC

160505

BAT-HANOVER PARK CARRIER ANX

IL

193, 175.32

GREAT LAKES

160504

BC160504 NPMHU

100

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

160506

BAT-STREAMWOOD BR

IL

11,473.50

GREAT LAKES

160504

BC160504 NPMHU

100

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

160792

BLOOMINGTON PO

IL

226,474.77

GREAT LAKES

160792

BC160792 NPMHU

100

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

161274

CAROL STREAM PO

IL

158,554.49

GREAT LAKES

161274

BC161274 NPMHU

200

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

161275

CAROL STREAM IL P&DC

IL 1,821,830.93

GREAT LAKES

161275

BC161274 NPMHU

200

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

161544

SOUTH SUBURBAN PO

IL

GREAT LAKES

161544

BC161544 NPMHU

200

120,695.12

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

161546

SOUTH SUBURBAN IL P&DC

IL 1,380,334.52

GREAT LAKES

161546

BC161544 NPMHU

200

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

162208

DOWNERS GROVE PO

IL

113,003.47

GREAT LAKES

162208

BC162208 NPMHU

125

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

162209

DGV-WOODRIDG BR

IL

160,556.88

GREAT LAKES

162208

BC162208 NPMHU

125

J

604

CENTRAL ILLJNOIS PFC

162442

ELGIN PO

IL

90,653.05

GREAT LAKES

162442

BC162442 NPMHU

100

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

162443

ELG-CARRIER ANX

IL

126,731.98

GREAT LAKES

162442

BC162442 NPMHU

100

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

162865

FOX VALLEY IL P&DC

IL

797,162.75

GREAT LAKES

162865

BC162865 NPMHU

200

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

163654

OAK BROOK PO

IL

146,096.43

GREAT LAKES

163654

BC163654 NPMHU

125

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

163655

OKS-WILLOWBROOK ANX

IL

143,643.73

GREAT LAKES

163654

BC163654 NPMHU

125

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

163966

JOLIET PO

IL

277 ,920.10

GREAT LAKES

163966

BC163966 NPMHU

125

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

165484

NAPERVILLE PO

IL

308,790.84

GREAT LAKES

165484

BC165484 NPMHU

125

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

165485

NPV-NAPER WEST STA

IL

8,270.47

GREAT LAKES

165484

BC165484 NPMHU

125

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

165778

OAKLAWN PO

IL

304,650.75

GREAT LAKES

165778

BC165778 NPMHU

125

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

165790

OAK PARK PO

IL

133,568.09

GREAT LAKES

165790

BC165790 NPMHU

125

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

165791

OAK-SOUTH STATION BR

IL

93,160.72

GREAT LAKES

165790

BC165790 NPMHU

125

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

165792

OAK-RIVER FOREST BR

IL

41,573.11

GREAT LAKES

165790

BC165790 NPMHU

125

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

166025

BEDFORD PARK CFS

IL

73,259.91

GREAT LAKES

165778

BC165778 NPMHU

125

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

166180

PEORIA PO

IL

33,802.32

GREAT LAKES

166180

BC166180 NPMHU

200

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

166181

PEO-EAST PEORIA BR

IL

57,847.85

GREAT LAKES

166180

BC166180 NPMHU

200

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

166182

PEORIA IL P&DC

IL

326,701.19

GREAT LAKES

166182

BC166180 NPMHU

200

J

604

CENTRAL ILLJNOIS PFC

166183

PEO-NO UNIVERSITY STA

IL

151,210.85

GREAT LAKES

166180

BC166180 NPMHU

200

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

166185

PEO-WEST GLEN STA

IL

83,221.12

GREAT LAKES

166180

BC166180 NPMHU

200

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

166187

PEO-PERSIMMON STREET STA

IL

87,554.12

GREAT LAKES

166180

BC166180 NPMHU

200

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

166188

PEO-BARTONVILLE BR

IL

21,070.18

GREAT LAKES

166180

BC166180 NPMHU

200

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

167064

SCH-HOFFMAN ESTATES BR

IL

142,564.46

GREAT LAKES

167065

BC167065 NPMHU

200

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

167065

SCHAUMBURG PO

IL

240,295.05

GREAT LAKES

167065

BC167065 NPMHU

200

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

167066

SCH-ROSELLE BR

IL

60,096.32

GREAT LAKES

167065

BC167065 NPMHU

200

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

167067

SCH-WOODFIELD STA

IL

10,175.42

GREAT LAKES

167065

BC167065 NPMHU

200

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

167236

SHIRLEY PO

IL

7.00

GREAT LAKES

160792

BC160792 NPMHU

100

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

160049

CHICAGO INTL SVC CTR

IL 2,273,052.34

GREAT LAKES

160049

BC160049 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161128

BUSSE IL P&DC

IL

874,417.80

GREAT LAKES

161128

BC161128 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161501

CHI-ASHBURN STA

IL

77,332.67

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161502

CHI-AUBURN PARK STA

IL

165,447.10

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161503

CHl-CARDISS COLLINS PSTL STR

IL

86,294.20

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161504

CHI-CESAR CHAVEZ STA

IL

115,582.01

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161505

CHI-CHARLES HAYES STA

IL

85,386.78

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161507

CHI-CHICAGO CENTRAL ANX

IL

277,439.04

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161508

CHI-CICERO BR

IL

125,720.14

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161509

CHI-CLEARING STA

IL

156,223.96

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161510

CHI-CRAGIN STA

IL

125,111.55

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161511

CHI-DANIEL J DOFFYN STA

IL

191,211.55

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161513

CHl-EDGEBROOK CARRIER ANX

IL

140,493.00

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161514

CHI-ELMWOOD PARK BR

IL

102,539.44

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161515

CHI-ENGLEWOOD STA

IL

49,395.63

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161516

CHI-EVERGREEN PARK BR

IL

56, 150.83

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161517

CHI-FT DEARBORN STA

IL

381,358.50

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161519

CHI-GRACELAND CARRIER ANX

IL

189,216.13

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161520

CHI-GRACELAND FSTA

IL

14,731.32

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161521

CHI-GRAND CROSSING CARRIER ANX

IL

162,272.75

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161522

CHI-HARWOOD HEIGHTS CARRIER ANX

IL

150,808.62

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161523

CHl-HEGEWISCH STA

IL

24,165.78

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161525

CHI-HENRY W MCGEE STA

IL

159,111.99

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

j

606

CHICAGO PFC

161526

CHl-IRVING PARK STA

IL

127,138.28

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

j

606

CHICAGO PFC

161527

CHI-JACKSON PARK STA

IL

116,987.88

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

j

606

CHICAGO PFC

161528

CHI-JEFFERSON PARK CARRIER ANX

IL

116,537.62

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161529

CHI-JEFFERSON PARK PSTL STR

IL

6,370.35

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

j

606

CHICAGO PFC

161530

CHI-JOHN HANCOCK FSTA

IL

3,365.00

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

j

606

CHICAGO PFC

161531

CHI-JOHN J BUCHANAN STA

IL

175,900.44

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

j

606

CHICAGO PFC

161532

CHI-LAKEVIEW STA

IL

109,974.80

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

j

606

CHICAGO PFC

161533

CHI-LINCOLN PARK CARRIER ANX

IL

201,909.67

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

j

606

CHICAGO PFC

161535

CHICAGO CS DISTRICT

IL

144,079.13

GREAT LAKES

161535

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161542

CHICAGO POST OFFICE

IL

27,961.55

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

j

606

CHICAGO PFC

161547

CHICAGO IL P&DC

IL 1,902,927.88

GREAT LAKES

161547

BC161542 NPMHU

200

j

606

CHICAGO PFC

161561

CHI-LINCOLN PARK PSTL STR

IL

8,970.66

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

j

606

CHICAGO PFC

161562

CHI-LOOP STA

IL

305,956.44

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

j

606

CHICAGO PFC

161563

CHI-MARY ALICE HENRY STA

IL

73,662.03

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

j

606

CHICAGO PFC

161564

CHI-MERCHANDISE MART FSTA

IL

4,652.16

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

j

606

CHICAGO PFC

161565

CHI-MORGAN PARK STA

IL

158,114.89

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

j

606

CHICAGO PFC

161567

CHI-MT GREENWOOD STA

IL

139,662.48

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161568

CHI-NANCY B JEFFERSON STA

IL

74,663.84

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161569

CHI-NILES BR

IL

113,107.10

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161570

CHl-NORTHTOWN STA

IL

177,831.35

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161571

CHI-NORWOOD PARK STA

IL

79,231.02

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

j

606

CHICAGO PFC

161573

CHI-OHARE MAIN FSTA

IL

6,396.54

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161574

CHI-OGDEN PARK STA

IL

68,599.34

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

j

606

CHICAGO PFC

161575

CHI-ONTARIO ST FSTA

IL

6,241.89

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161576

CHI-OTIS GRANT COLLINS STA

IL

91,460.38

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161577

CHI-RAVENSWOOD STA

IL

144,663.06

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161579

CHI-REV MILTON BRUNSON STA

IL

75,277.57

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161580

CHI-RIVERDALE BR

IL

59,258.89

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161581

CHI-ROBERT LEFLORE STA

IL

91,411.12

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161582

CHI-ROBERTO CLEMENTE STA

IL

156,143.84

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161583

CHI-ROGER P MCAULIFFE STA

IL

163,150.84

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161585

CHI-ROGERS PARK STA

IL

171,873.21

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161586

CHI-ROSELAND STA

IL

178,640.64

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161587

CHI-SOUTH WEST CARRIER ANX

IL

295,389.16

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161588

CHI-STATION E FSTA

IL

10,842.97

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

j

606

CHICAGO PFC

161589

CHI-STATION T FSTA

IL

4,598.60

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161591

CHI-STOCKYARDS STA

IL

122,948.77

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161592

CHI-TWENTY SECOND ST STA

IL

91,735.84

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161593

CHI-UPTOWN STA

IL

161,313.16

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161594

CHI-WACKER DR FSTA

IL

6,294.66

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161595

CHI-WICKER PARK STA

IL

168,514.54

GREAT LAKES

161542

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

160618

BELLEVILLE PO

IL

122,838.55

GREAT LAKES

160618

BC160618 NPMHU

125

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

160619

BEL-DUTCH HOLLOW STA

IL

166,035.18

GREAT LAKES

160618

BC160618 NPMHU

125

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

160840

BONDVILLE PO

IL

3.00

GREAT LAKES

161428

BC161428 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

160864

BOODY PO

IL

9.00

GREAT LAKES

162004

BC162004 NPMHU

100

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

161428

CHAMPAIGN PO

IL

20,550.04

GREAT LAKES

161428

BC161428 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

161430

CHAMPAIGN IL P&DC

IL

505,786.67

GREAT LAKES

161430

BC161428 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

161431

CHM-NEIL ST STA

IL

164,516.07

GREAT LAKES

161428

BC161428 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

162004

DECATUR PO

IL

44,519.28

GREAT LAKES

162004

BC162004 NPMHU

100

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

162005

DEC-MEMORIAL STA

IL

173,717.92

GREAT LAKES

162004

BC162004 NPMHU

100

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

162532

ELWIN PO

IL

30.00

GREAT LAKES

162004

BC162004 NPMHU

100

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

163438

HARRISTOWN PO

IL

50.00

GREAT LAKES

162004

BC162004 NPMHU

100

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

165664

NIANTIC PO

IL

9.00

GREAT LAKES

162004

BC162004 NPMHU

100

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

167416

SPRINGFIELD PO

IL

30, 192.97

GREAT LAKES

167416

BC167416 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

167417

SPRINGFIELD IL P&DC

IL

371,533.45

GREAT LAKES

167417

BC167416 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

167418

SPF-DOWNTOWN STA

IL

17,272.74

GREAT LAKES

167416

BC167416 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

167419

SPF-SOUTHWEST STA

IL

158,467.28

GREAT LAKES

167416

BC167416 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

167420

SPF-NORTHEAST CARRIER ANX

IL

204,372.68

GREAT LAKES

167416

BC167416 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

280408

BALLWIN PO

MO

236,026.10

GREAT LAKES

280408

BC280408 NPMHU

100

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

281680

COLUMBIA MO PO

MO

155,699.75

GREAT LAKES

281680

BC281680 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

281682

COL-TIGER STA

MO

118,043.01

GREAT LAKES

281680

BC281680 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

281685

COLUMBIA MO P&DC

MO

260,848.29

GREAT LAKES

281685

BC281680 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

282760

FLORISSANT MO PO

MO

279,831.06

GREAT LAKES

282760

BC282760 NPMHU

125

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

287092

SAINT CHARLES PO

MO

127,526.90

GREAT LAKES

287092

BC287092 NPMHU

100

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

287093

STC-ST CHARLES DOC

MO

106,296.90

GREAT LAKES

287092

BC287092 NPMHU

100

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

287140

ST LOUIS MO PO

MO

2,460.00

GREAT LAKES

287140

8C287140 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

287142

ST LOUIS MO P&OC

MO 2,387,097.73

GREAT LAKES

287142

BC287140 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

287144

GATEWAY CS DISTRICT

MO

111,560.75

GREAT LAKES

287144

BC287140 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

287151

ST LOUIS METRO ANNEX

MO

342,578.20

GREAT LAKES

287151

BC287140 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

287171

STL-AFFTON BR

MO

161,617.14

GREAT LAKES

287140

BC287140 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

287173

STL-BENTON PARK STA

MO

6.00

GREAT LAKES

287140

BC287140 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

287178

STL-CHAMBERS STA

MO

2.00

GREAT LAKES

287140

BC287140 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

287179

STL-CHOUTEAU STA

MO

62,036.99

GREAT LAKES

287140

BC287140 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

287180

STL-CLAYTON BR

MO

153,489.12

GREAT LAKES

287140

BC287140 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

287181

STL-COYLE BR

MO

107,629.59

GREAT LAKES

287140

BC287140 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

287183

STL-CREVE COEUR BR

MO

166,601.95

GREAT LAKES

287140

BC287140 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

287184

STL-DES PERES BR

MO

85,177.74

GREAT LAKES

287140

BC287140 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

287185

STL-FERGUSON BR

MO

56,830.58

GREAT LAKES

287140

BC287140 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

287186

STL-GAFFNEY BR

MO

116,251.93

GREAT LAKES

287140

BC287140 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

287187

STL-GILES STA

MO

2,314.36

GREAT LAKES

287140

BC287140 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

287188

STL-GRAVOIS STA

MO

104,011.71

GREAT LAKES

287140

BC287140 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

287189

STL-JENNINGS BR

MO

113,288.13

GREAT LAKES

287140

BC287140 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

287190

STL-KIRKWOOD DELIVERY ANX

MO

176,350.59

GREAT LAKES

287140

BC287140 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

287191

STL-MACKENZIE POINTE BR

MO

173,369.95

GREAT LAKES

287140

BC287140 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

287192

STL-MAPLEWOOD BR

MO

38,388.31

GREAT LAKES

287140

BC287140 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

287193

STL-MARYVILLE GARDENS STA

MO

147,358.39

GREAT LAKES

287140

BC287140 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

287194

STL-NORMANDY BR

MO

121,749.20

GREAT LAKES

287140

BC287140 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

287195

STL-NORTH COUNTY BR

MO

94,475.31

GREAT LAKES

287140

BC287140 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

287196

STL-OLDHAM STA

MO

103,648.05

GREAT LAKES

287140

BC287140 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

287197

STL-OLIVETIE BR

MO

57,055.26

GREAT LAKES

287140

BC287140 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

287199

STL-SAPPINGTON BR

MO

161,385.98

GREAT LAKES

287140

BC287140 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

287200

STL-SOUTH COUNTY BR

MO

146,933.15

GREAT LAKES

287140

BC287140 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

287201

STL-SOUTHWEST STA

MO

171,530.12

GREAT LAKES

287140

BC287140 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

287202

STL-UNIVERSITY CITY BR

MO

94,923.02

GREAT LAKES

287140

BC287140 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

287203

STL-WEATHERS STA

MO

229,633.63

GREAT LAKES

287140

BC287140 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

287204

STL-WEST COUNTY BR

MO

119,172.69

GREAT LAKES

287140

BC287140 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

287205

STL-WHEELER STA

MO

96,906.85

GREAT LAKES

287140

BC287140 NPMHU

200

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

161541

CHICAGO NOC

IL 1,427,545.76

GREAT LAKES

161541

BC161541 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

252491

DETROIT NOC

Ml 1, 101,283.56

GREAT LAKES

252491

BC252491 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

287141

ST LOUIS NOC

MO

GREAT LAKES

287141

BC287141 NPMHU

200

667,969.46

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

103549

NATIONAL POSTAL MUSEUM

DC

2,375.23

CAPITAL METRO

103549

BC105000 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

104948

WDC-L'ENFANT PLAZA STA

DC

6,604.68

CAPITAL METRO

105000

BC105000 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

104949

WDC-NORTH DC STA

DC

41,837 .29

CAPITAL METRO

105000

BC105000 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

104952

WDC-RIVER TERRACE CR ANX

DC

120,595.86

CAPITAL METRO

105000

BC105000 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

104955

WDC-BROOKLAND STA

DC

58,673.40

CAPITAL METRO

105000

BC105000 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

104957

WDC-CARRIER SECTION 2 STA

DC

139,731.28

CAPITAL METRO

105000

BC105000 NPMHU

200

BC105000 NPMHU

200

BC105000 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

104959

WDC-COLUMBIA HEIGHTS STA

DC

198,697.10

CAPITAL METRO

105000

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

104960

WDC-CONGRESS HEIGHTS STA

DC

65,747.47

CAPITAL METRO

105000

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

104961

WDC-CUSTOMS HOUSE STA

DC

45,860.38

CAPITAL METRO

105000

BC105000 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

104965

WDC-FOGGY BOTTOM STA

DC

59,757.96

CAPITAL METRO

105000

BC105000 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

104966

WDC-FRIENDSHIP STA

DC

137,530.90

CAPITAL METRO

105000

BC105000 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

104971

WDC-LAMOND-RIGGS STA

DC

163,219.50

CAPITAL METRO

105000

BC105000 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

104974

WDC-EAST DC STA

DC

42,099.00

CAPITAL METRO

105000

BC105000 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

104978

WDC-CAPITAL WEST STA

DC

45,423.73

CAPITAL METRO

105000

BC105000 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

104981

WDC-CHILLIUM PLACE ANX

DC

134.905.75

CAPITAL METRO

105000

BC105000 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

104987

woe-SOUTHWEST STA

DC

136,973.46

CAPITAL METRO

105000

BC105000 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

104995

WOC-WARD PLACE STA

DC

195,831.45

CAPITAL METRO

105000

BC105000 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

104996

WDC-ANAGOSTA STA

DC

91,085.57

CAPITAL METRO

105000

BC105000 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

104997

WDC-GEORGETOWN ANX

DC

225,049.15

CAPITAL METRO

105000

BC105000 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

104998

WDC-MO DELIVERY UNIT

DC

197,440.60

CAPITAL METRO

105000

BC105000 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

105000

WASHINGTON DC PO

DC

316,343.60

CAPITAL METRO

105000

BC105000 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

105001

CURSEEN-MORRIS DC P&DC

DC 1,120,077.27 CAPITAL METRO

105001

BC105000 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

105010

GOVERNMENT MAILS - CS

DC

162,381.04

CAPITAL METRO

105010

BC105000 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

105014

WDC-PENTAGON STA

DC

13,794.11

CAPITAL METRO

105000

BC105000 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

105017

WDC-WHITE HOUSE STA

DC

12,822.84

CAPITAL METRO

105000

BC105000 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

230675

BETHESDA PO

MD

22,651.67

CAPITAL METRO

230675

BC230675 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

230676

BET-ARLINGTON ROAD STA

MD

127.00

CAPITAL METRO

230675

BC230675 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

230677

BET-WEST LAKE BR

MD

477,848.34

CAPITAL METRO

230675

BC230675 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

233528

GAITHERSBURG PO

MD

78,123.98

CAPITAL METRO

233528

BC233528 NPMHU

125

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

233529

GBG-DIAMOND FARMS STA

MD

131,907.71

CAPITAL METRO

233528

BC233528 NPMHU

125

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

233530

GBG-MONT VILLAGE STA

MD

118,193.18

CAPITAL METRO

233528

BC233528 NPMHU

125

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

233531

GBG-WINDOW SERVICE FSTA

MD

11,385.00

CAPITAL METRO

233528

BC233528 NPMHU

125

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

234554

HYATTSVILLE PO

MD

18,603.27

CAPITAL METRO

234554

BC234554 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

234555

HYT-CALVERT DOC

MD

319,522.87

CAPITAL METRO

234554

BC234554 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

234556

HYT-LANDOVER HILLS BR

MD

97,358.69

CAPITAL METRO

234554

BC234554 NPMHU

200

MD

209,183.55

CAPITAL METRO

235130

BC235130 NPMHU

100

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

235130

LAUREL PO

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

237480

SOUTHERN MD GMF/PO

MD

7,062.85

CAPITAL METRO

237480

BC237481 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

237481

SO MARYLAND MD P&DC

MD

834,449.46

CAPITAL METRO

237481

BC237481 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

237484

SOUTHERN MD CAPITAL BELTWAY FAC MD

144,385.03

CAPITAL METRO

237484

BC237481 NPMHU

200

I<

200

CAPITAL PFC

237884

ROCKVILLE PO

MD

209,567.53

CAPITAL METRO

237884

BC237884 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

237885

RKV-DERWOOD BR

MD

3,795.12

CAPITAL METRO

237884

BC237884 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

237887

RKV-POTOMAC BR

MO

176,304.86

CAPITAL METRO

237884

BC237884 NPMHU

200

I<

200

CAPITAL PFC

237888

RKV-TWINBROOK BR

MD

119,950.39

CAPITAL METRO

237884

BC237884 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

237889

RCV-CARRIER ANX

MD

152,430.83

CAPITAL METRO

237884

BC237884 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

238478

SILVER SPRING PO

MD

150,259.04

CAPITAL METRO

238478

BC238478 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

238479

SSP-CARRIER ANX

MD

297,888.96

CAPITAL METRO

238478

BC238478 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

238480

SSP-ASPEN HILL CARRIER ANX

MD

162,909.52

CAPITAL METRO

238478

BC238478 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

238481

SSP-COLESVILLE BR

MD

51,345.26

CAPITAL METRO

238478

BC238478 NPMHU

200

238478

BC238478 NPMHU

200
200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

238482

SSP-WHEATON BR

MD

125,993.03

CAPITAL METRO

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

238483

SSP-TAKOMA PARK CARRIER ANX

MD

72,512.91

CAPITAL METRO

238478

BC238478 NPMHU

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

238750

SUBURBAN MD PO

MD

9, 115.88

CAPITAL METRO

238750

BC238751 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

238751

SUBURBAN MD P&DC

MD

901,923.04

CAPITAL METRO

238751

BC238751 NPMHU

200

K

210

BALTl MORE PFC

230216

ANNAPOLIS PO

MD

22,553.96

CAPITAL METRO

230216

BC230216 NPMHU

125

K

210

BALTl MORE PFC

230217

ANN-EASTPORT STA

MD

74,980.45

CAPITAL METRO

230216

BC230216 NPMHU

125

K

210

BALTl MORE PFC

230221

ANN-ANNE ARUNDEL DOU

MD

166,860.88

CAPITAL METRO

230216

BC230216 NPMHU

125

162,248.51

K

210

BALTl MORE PFC

230378

BALTIMORE PO

MD

CAPITAL METRO

230378

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BALTl MORE PFC

230379

BALTl MORE MD P&DC

MD 1,995,740.67 CAPITAL METRO

230379

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BALTl MORE PFC

230387

BALT INC MAIL MD P&DC

MD

892,877.23

CAPITAL METRO

230387

BC230387 NPMHU

200

K

210

BALTl MORE PFC

230397

BAL-ARLINGTON STA

MD

144,164.73

CAPITAL METRO

230378

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BAL Tl MORE PFC

230398

BAL-BROOKLYN CURTIS BAY BR

MD

196,205.87

CAPITAL METRO

230378

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BALTl MORE PFC

230400

BAL-CALVERT FSTA

MD

5,487.97

CAPITAL METRO

230378

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BALTl MORE PFC

230401

BAL-CARROLL STA

MD

85,603.76

CAPITAL METRO

230378

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BAL Tl MORE PFC

230402

BAL-CATONSVILLE BR

MD

154,708.55

CAPITAL METRO

230378

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BALTl MORE PFC

230403

BAL-CLIFTON EAST END STA

MD

74,806.51

CAPITAL METRO

230378

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BALTl MORE PFC

230404

BAL-DRUID STA

MD

52,684.01

CAPITAL METRO

230378

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BAL Tl MORE PFC

230405

BAL-DUNDALK BR

MD

148, 129.80

CAPITAL METRO

230378

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BAL Tl MORE PFC

230406

BAL-ESSEX BR

MD

65,761.95

CAPITAL METRO

230378

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BALTIMORE PFC

230407

BAL-FELLS POINT STA

MD

8,607.97

CAPITAL METRO

230378

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BAL Tl MORE PFC

230408

BAL-FRANKLIN STA

MD

44,963.72

CAPITAL METRO

230378

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BALTl MORE PFC

230409

BAL-GOVANS STA

MD

99,551.25

CAPITAL METRO

230378

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BALTIMORE PFC

230410

BAL-GWYNN OAK BR

MD

118,774.50

CAPITAL METRO

230378

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BALTl MORE PFC

230411

BAL-HALETHORPE BR

MD

86,050.66

CAPITAL METRO

230378

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BALTl MORE PFC

230412

BAL-HAMILTON STA

MD

5,370.07

CAPITAL METRO

230378

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BALTl MORE PFC

230413

BAL-HAMPDEN STA

MD

120,017.15

CAPITAL METRO

230378

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BALTIMORE PFC

230415

BAL-HIGHLANDTOWN STA

MD

120,092.27

CAPITAL METRO

230378

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BALTl MORE PFC

230416

BAL-LOCH RAVEN BR

MD

146,896.26

CAPITAL METRO

230378

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BALTl MORE PFC

230417

BAL-MARKET CENTER STA.

MD

2,315.85

CAPITAL METRO

230378

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BALTIMORE PFC

230418

BAL-MIDDLE RIVER BR

MD

59,165.97

CAPITAL METRO

230378

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BALTl MORE PFC

230419

BAL-MOUNT WASHINGTON STA

MD

91,696.40

CAPITAL METRO

230378

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BALTIMORE PFC

230420

BAL-NORTHWOOD STA

MD

49,044.38

CAPITAL METRO

230378

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BAL Tl MORE PFC

230421

BAL-NOTTINGHAM BR

MD

119,568.55

CAPITAL METRO

230378

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BALTl MORE PFC

230422

BAL-PARKVILLE BR

MD

220,853.07

CAPITAL METRO

230378

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BALTl MORE PFC

230423

BAL-PIKESVILLE-BR

MD

96,649.66

CAPITAL METRO

230378

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BALTl MORE PFC

230424

BAL-RASPEBURG STA

MD

102,453.32

CAPITAL METRO

230378

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BALTl MORE PFC

230425

BAL-ROSEDALE BR

MD

66,601.15

CAPITAL METRO

230378

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BAL Tl MORE PFC

230426

BAL-SOUTH STA

MD

5,325.00

CAPITAL METRO

230378

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BAL Tl MORE PFC

230427

BAL-TOWSON FSTA

MD

4,914.81

CAPITAL METRO

230378

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BALTl MORE PFC

230428

BAL-WALBROOK STA

MD

51,513.52

CAPITAL METRO

230378

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BALTIMORE PFC

230429

BAL-WAVERLY STA

MD

101,993.67

CAPITAL METRO

230378

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BALTl MORE PFC

230430

BAL-WINDSOR MILL BR

MD

82,331.71

CAPITAL METRO

230378

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BALTl MORE PFC

230431

BAL-DOWNTOWN DELIVERY ANX

MD

206,208.10

CAPITAL METRO

230378

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BALTl MORE PFC

232090

COLUMBIA MD PO

MD

279,140.04

CAPITAL METRO

232090

BC232090 NPMHU

125

K

210

BALTIMORE PFC

232178

CORDOVA PO

MD

1,871.00

CAPITAL METRO

232826

BC232826 NPMHU

100

K

210

BALTIMORE PFC

232826

EASTON PO

MD

44,414.43

CAPITAL METRO

232826

BC232826 NPMHU

100

K

210

BALTIMORE PFC

232836

EASTERN SHORE MD P&DC

MD

193,165.31

CAPITAL METRO

232836

BC232826 NPMHU

100

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

510114

ALEXANDRIA PO

VA

94,040.21

CAPITAL METRO

510114

BC510114 NPMHU

200

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

510115

ALX-BELLEVIEW BR

VA

5,461.62

CAPITAL METRO

510114

BC510114 NPMHU

200

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

510116

ALX-COMMUNITY BR

VA

90,846.78

CAPITAL METRO

510114

BC510114 NPMHU

200

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

510117

ALX-ENGLESIDE BR

VA

66,411.43

CAPITAL METRO

510114

BC510114 NPMHU

200

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

510118

ALX-FRANCONIA STA

VA

3,099.12

CAPITAL METRO

510114

BC510114 NPMHU

200

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

510119

ALX-GEORGE MASON FSTA

VA

2,787.89

CAPITAL METRO

510114

BC510114 NPMHU

200

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

510121

ALX-JEFFERSON MANOR BR

VA

75,918.87

CAPITAL METRO

510114

BC510114 NPMHU

200

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

510122

ALX-LINCOLNIA BR

VA

93,672.42

CAPITAL METRO

510114

BC510114 NPMHU

200

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

510123

ALX-PARK FAIRFAX STA

VA

53,277.65

CAPITAL METRO

510114

BC510114 NPMHU

200

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

510124

ALX-POTOMAC FSTA

VA

2,635.21

CAPITAL METRO

510114

BC510114 NPMHU

200

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

510125

ALX-TRADE CENTER STA

VA

112,037.22

CAPITAL METRO

510114

BC510114 NPMHU

200

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

510126

ALX-SEMINARY FSTA

VA

788.77

CAPITAL METRO

510114

BC510114 NPMHU

200

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

510127

ALX-MEMORIAL ANX

VA

127,979.28

CAPITAL METRO

510114

BC510114 NPMHU

200

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

510128

ALX-KINGSTOWNE BR

VA

121,929.39

CAPITAL METRO

510114

BC510114 NPMHU

200

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

510306

ARLINGTON PO

VA

112,115.21

CAPITALMETRO

510306

BC510306 NPMHU

200

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

510307

ARL-BUCKINGHAM STA

VA

48,402.59

CAPITAL METRO

510306

BC510306 NPMHU

200

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

510308

ARL-COURTHOUSE FSTA

VA

9,832.06

CAPITAL METRO

510306

BC510306 NPMHU

200

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

510309

ARL-CRYSTAL CITY FSTA

VA

5,986.46

CAPITAL METRO

510306

BC510306 NPMHU

200

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

510310

ARL-EADS STA

VA

64,758.30

CAPITAL METRO

510306

BC510306 NPMHU

200

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

510311

ARL-FORT MYER FSTA

VA

1,553.00

CAPITAL METRO

510306

BC510306 NPMHU

200

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

510312

ARL-NORTH STA

VA

105,350.59

CAPITAL METRO

510306

BC510306 NPMHU

200

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

510313

ARL-PRESTON KING STA

VA

64,926.89

CAPITAL METRO

510306

BC510306 NPMHU

200

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

510314

ARL-ROSSLYN STA

VA

41,031.22

CAPITAL METRO

510306

BC510306 NPMHU

200

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

510315

ARL-SHIRLINGTON FSTA

VA

5,524.25

CAPITAL METRO

510306

BC510306 NPMHU

200

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

510316

ARL-SOUTH STA

VA

93,284.50

CAPITAL METRO

510306

BC510306 NPMHU

200

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

510317

ARL-SHIRLINGTON ANX

VA

44,009.84

CAPITAL METRO

510306

BC510306 NPMHU

200

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

512704

DULLES VA P&DC

VA 1,306,057.13 CAPITAL METRO

512704

BC512704 NPMHU

200

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

512705

WASHINGTON-DULLES AMC

VA

35,395.75

CAPITAL METRO

512705

BC512704 NPMHU

200

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

513096

FAIRFAX PO

VA

118,632.90

CAPITAL METRO

513096

BC513096 NPMHU

125

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

513097

FFX-CHANTILL Y BR

VA

61,683.54

CAPITAL METRO

513096

BC513096 NPMHU

125

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

513098

FFX-FAIRFAX STA

VA

6,876.87

CAPITAL METRO

513096

BC513096 NPMHU

125

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

513099

FFX-TURNPIKE STA

VA

136,510.65

CAPITAL METRO

513096

BC513096 NPMHU

125

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

513126

FALLS CHURCH PO

VA

134,139.67

CAPITALMETRO

513126

BC513126 NPMHU

125

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

513127

FCC-BAILEY'S CROSSROADS BR

VA

137,305.23

CAPITAL METRO

513126

BC513126 NPMHU

125

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

513128

FCC-MOSBY BR

VA

9,443.32

CAPITAL METRO

513126

BC513126 NPMHU

125

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

513130

FCC-SEVEN CORNERS FSTA

VA

3,964.00

CAPITAL METRO

513126

BC513126 NPMHU

125

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

514212

HERNDON PO

VA

73,784.40

CAPITAL METRO

514212

BC514212 NPMHU

100

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

514213

HRN-RESTON BR

VA

148,419.23

CAPITAL METRO

514212

BC514212 NPMHU

100

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

514214

HRN-RESTON CARRIER ANX

VA

2.00

CAPITAL METRO

514212

BC514212 NPMHU

100

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

514215

HRN- OAK HILL BR

VA

22,347.23

CAPITAL METRO

514212

BC514212 NPMHU

100

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

516540

MERRIFIELD PO

VA

196,804.56

CAPITAL METRO

516540

BC516541 NPMHU

200

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

516541

NORTHERN VA P&DC

VA 1,366,652.19 CAPITAL METRO

516541

BC516541 NPMHU

200

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

516547

MERRIFIELD CFS

VA

220,594.75

CAPITAL METRO

516540

BC516541 NPMHU

200

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

518472

SPRINGFIELD PO

VA

114,018.97

CAPITAL METRO

518472

BC518472 NPMHU

125

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

518473

SPR-BURKE BR

VA

112,837.69

CAPITAL METRO

518472

BC518472 NPMHU

125

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

518474

SPR-NORTH SPRINGFIELD BR

VA

3,244.00

CAPITAL METRO

518472

BC518472 NPMHU

125

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

518475

SPR-WEST SPRINGFIELD BR

VA

70,539.26

CAPITAL METRO

518472

BC518472 NPMHU

125

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

519870

WOODBRIDGE PO

VA

111,815.70

CAPITALMETRO

519870

BC519870 NPMHU

125

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

519871

WDB-PRINCE WILLIAM BR

VA

227,818.64

CAPITAL METRO

519870

BC519870 NPMHU

125

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

519872

WDB-DALE CITY ANX

VA

2,901.84

CAPITAL METRO

519870

BC519870 NPMHU

125

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

511716

CHARLOTTESVILLE PO

VA

252.446.92

CAPITAL METRO

511716

BC511716 NPMHU

100

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

511750

CHESAPEAKE PO

VA

110,796.62

CAPITAL METRO

511750

BC511750 NPMHU

125

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

511751

CHE-DEEP CREEK STA

VA

36,270.64

CAPITAL METRO

511750

BC511750 NPMHU

125

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

511752

CHE-GREAT BRIDGE STA

VA

47,427.57

CAPITAL METRO

511750

BC511750 NPMHU

125

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

511753

CHE-INDIAN RIVER STA

VA

30,060.85

CAPITAL METRO

511750

BC511750 NPMHU

125

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

511754

CHE-JOLIFF STA

VA

52,352.98

CAPITAL METRO

511750

BC511750 NPMHU

125

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

511755

CHE-SOUTH NORFOLK STA

VA

32,345.86

CAPITAL METRO

511750

BC511750 NPMHU

125

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

513978

HAMPTON PO

VA

227, 183.01

CAPITAL METRO

513978

BC513978 NPMHU

125

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

513980

HAM-LANGLEY STA

VA

2,650.84

CAPITAL METRO

513978

BC513978 NPMHU

125

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

513981

HAM-PHOEBUS STA

VA

28,693.32

CAPITAL METRO

513978

BC513978 NPMHU

125

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

513982

HAM-POQUOSON BR

VA

31,200.53

CAPITAL METRO

513978

BC513978 NPMHU

125

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

513983

HAM-RIVERDALE FSTA

VA

31,825.55

CAPITAL METRO

513978

BC513978 NPMHU

125

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

516424

NWP-DENBIGH STA

VA

91,057.99

CAPITAL METRO

516426

BC516426 NPMHU

125

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

516425

NWP-FT EUSTIS STA

VA

5,796.06

CAPITAL METRO

516426

BC516426 NPMHU

125

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

516426

NEWPORT NEWS PO

VA

47,738.56

CAPITAL METRO

516426

BC516426 NPMHU

125

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

516427

NWP-HIDENWOOD STA

VA

67,544.67

CAPITAL METRO

516426

BC516426 NPMHU

125

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

516428

NWP-PARKVIEW STA

VA

29,646.67

CAPITAL METRO

516426

BC516426 NPMHU

125

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

516429

NWP-PATRICK HENRY STA

VA

74,545.34

CAPITAL METRO

516426

BC516426 NPMHU

125

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

516430

NWP-WARWICK STA

VA

58,524.38

CAPITAL METRO

516426

BC516426 NPMHU

125

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

516517

NOR-BERKLEY STA

VA

6,816.59

CAPITAL METRO

516522

BC516522 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

516518

NOR-DEBREE STA

VA

33,356.96

CAPITAL METRO

516522

BC516522 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

516519

NOR-FLEET FSTA

VA

2,988.96

CAPITAL METRO

516522

BC516522 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

516520

NOR-LAFAYETTE STA

VA

95,339.72

CAPITAL METRO

516522

BC516522 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

516521

NOR-NORVIEW STA

VA

49,676.34

CAPITAL METRO

516522

BC516522 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

516522

NORFOLK PO

VA

39,877.59

CAPITAL METRO

516522

BC516522 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

516523

NORFOLK VA P&DC

VA 1,083,211.66 CAPITAL METRO

516523

BC516522 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

516525

NOR-OCEANVIEW STA

VA

60,342.38

CAPITAL METRO

516522

BC516522 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

516526

NORFOLK AMF

VA

11.00

CAPITAL METRO

516526

BC516522 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

516527

NOR-PAGE STA

VA

64,657.00

CAPITAL METRO

516522

BC516522 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

516529

NOR-THOMAS CORNER STA

VA

63,889.66

CAPITAL METRO

516522

BC516522 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

516530

NOR-WRIGHT STA

VA

68,313.30

CAPITAL METRO

516522

BC516522 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

516531

NOR-MILAN STA

VA

40,407.51

CAPITAL METRO

516522

BC516522 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

517230

PORTSMOUTH PO

VA

198,435.58

CAPITAL METRO

517230

BC517230 NPMHU

100

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

517231

POR-CHURCHLAND STA

VA

10,373.85

CAPITAL METRO

517230

BC517230 NPMHU

100

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

517649

RICHMOND VA P&DC

VA 2,183, 185.07 CAPITAL METRO

517649

BC517650 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

517650

RICHMOND PO

VA

348,721.17

CAPITAL METRO

517650

BC517650 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

517651

RICHMOND P&DC

VA

9.00

CAPITAL METRO

517651

BC517650 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

517652

RICHMOND AMF

VA

8.00

CAPITAL METRO

517652

BC517650 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

517655

RIC-AMPTHILL BR

VA

80,713.02

CAPITAL METRO

517650

BC517650 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

517657

RIC-BELLEVUE BR

VA

8,937.66

CAPITAL METRO

517650

BC517650 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

517659

RIC-BON AIR BR

VA

13,084.39

CAPITAL METRO

517650

BC517650 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

517660

RIC-CAPITOL STA

VA

14,769.42

CAPITAL METRO

517650

BC517650 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

517661

RIC-EAST END STA

VA

2,306.76

CAPITAL METRO

517650

BC517650 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

517663

RIC-FOREST HILL STA

VA

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

517664

RIC-LAKESIDE BR

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

517665

RIC-MONTROSE HEIGHTS STA

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

517666

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

K

230

K

82,515.89

CAPITAL METRO

517650

BC517650 NPMHU

200

VA

83,813.20

CAPITAL METRO

517650

BC517650 NPMHU

200

VA

152,136.55

CAPITAL METRO

517650

BC517650 NPMHU

200

RIC-NORTHSIDE STA

VA

2,802.34

CAPITAL METRO

517650

BC517650 NPMHU

200

517667

RIC-POCOSHOCK CREEK LANE BR

VA

134,278.51

CAPITAL METRO

517650

BC517650 NPMHU

200

RICHMOND PFC

517669

RIC-REGENCY BR

VA

109,797.51

CAPITAL METRO

517650

BC517650 NPMHU

200

230

RICHMOND PFC

517670

RIC-RIDGE BR

VA

77,942.78

CAPITAL METRO

517650

BC517650 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

517671

RIC-SAUNDERS STA

VA

7,883.61

CAPITAL METRO

517650

BC517650 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

517672

RIC-SOUTHSIDE STA

VA

64,523.89

CAPITAL METRO

517650

BC517650 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

517673

RIC-STEWART STA

VA

6,561.27

CAPITAL METRO

517650

BC517650 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

517675

RIC-WEST END STA

VA

7,209.50

CAPITAL METRO

517650

BC517650 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

517676

RIC-WESTHAMPTON STA

VA

120,576.79

CAPITAL METRO

517650

BC517650 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

519360

VIRGINIA BEACH PO

VA

154,872.87

CAPITAL METRO

519360

BC519360 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

519361

VAB-ACREDALE STA

VA

129,488.79

CAPITAL METRO

519360

BC519360 NPMHU

20.0

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

519362

VAB-BACKBAY STA

VA

7,444.84

CAPITAL METRO

519360

BC519360 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

519363

VAB-BAYSIDE STA

VA

95,907.88

CAPITAL METRO

519360

BC519360 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

519364

VAB-LONDON BRIDGE ANX

VA

116,229.56

CAPITAL METRO

519360

BC519360 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

519365

VAB-PRINCESS ANNE STA

VA

91,923.34

CAPITAL METRO

519360

BC519360 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

519366

VAB-SEAPINES STA

VA

107,361.82

CAPITAL METRO

519360

BC519360 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

519367

VAB-WITCHDUCK STA

VA

133,496.53

CAPITAL METRO

519360

BC519360 NPMHU

200

K

270

GREENSBORO PFC

362192

DURHAM PO

NC

23,639.63

CAPITAL METRO

362192

BC362192 NPMHU

200

K

270

GREENSBORO PFC

362193

DUR-WEST STA

NC

133,035.77

CAPITAL METRO

362192

BC362192 NPMHU

200

K

270

GREENSBORO PFC

362194

DUR-ENO VALLEY STA

NC

112,252.99

CAPITAL METRO

362192

BC362192 NPMHU

200

K

270

GREENSBORO PFC

362195

DUR-SHANNON PLAZA STA

NC

120,325.65

CAPITAL METRO

362192

BC362192 NPMHU

200

K

270

GREENSBORO PFC

362196

DUR-EAST STA

NC

119,307.58

CAPITAL METRO

362192

BC362192 NPMHU

200

K

270

GREENSBORO PFC

362197

DUR-RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK STA

NC

71,380.28

CAPITAL METRO

362192

BC362192 NPMHU

200

K

270

GREENSBORO PFC

363192

GREENSBORO PO

NC

55,664.61

CAPITAL METRO

363192

BC363192 NPMHU

200

K

270

GREENSBORO PFC

363195

GREENSBORO NC P&DC

NC 1,466,889.51

CAPITAL METRO

363195

BC363192 NPMHU

200

K

270

GREENSBORO PFC

363201

GSO-WESTSIDE STA

NC

202,094.97

CAPITAL METRO

363192

BC363192 NPMHU

200

K

270

GREENSBORO PFC

363202

GSO-HILLTOP CARRIER ANX

NC

4.00

CAPITAL METRO

363192

BC363192 NPMHU

200

K

270

GREENSBORO PFC

363203

GSO-SPRING VALLEY STA

NC

58,171.41

CAPITALMETRO

363192

BC363192 NPMHU

200

K

270

GREENSBORO PFC

363204

GSO-SUMMIT STA

NC

73,669.56

CAPITAL METRO

363192

BC363192 NPMHU

200

K

270

GREENSBORO PFC

363205

GSO-MAIN OFFICE STA

NC

210,777.05

CAPITAL METRO

363192

BC363192 NPMHU

200

K

270

GREENSBORO PFC

365099

GREENSBORO CUSTOMER CARE-GSO

NC

35,287.00

CAPITAL METRO

365099

BC363192 NPMHU

200

K

270

GREENSBORO PFC

366352

RALEIGH PO

NC

44,304.23

CAPITAL METRO

366352

BC366352 NPMHU

200

K

270

GREENSBORO PFC

366353

RALEIGH NC P&DC

NC 1,409,895.99 CAPITAL METRO

366353

BC366352 NPMHU

200

K

270

GREENSBORO PFC

366356

RAL-CAPITOL STA

NC

114,653.21

CAPITAL METRO

366352

BC366352 NPMHU

200

K

270

GREENSBORO PFC

366357

RAL-BRENTWOOD STA

NC

255,313.59

CAPITAL METRO

366352

BC366352 NPMHU

200

K

270

GREENSBORO PFC

366358

RAL-AVENT FERRY STA

NC

190,285.52

CAPITAL METRO

366352

BC366352 NPMHU

200

K

270

GREENSBORO PFC

366359

RAL-NORTH RIDGE STA

NC

118,936.09

CAPITAL METRO

366352

BC366352 NPMHU

200

K

270

GREENSBORO PFC

366371

RAL-HILBURN STA

NC

149,796.64

CAPITAL METRO

366352

BC366352 NPMHU

200

K

270

GREENSBORO PFC

366372

RAL-S RALEIGH CARRIER ANX

NC

8.00

CAPITAL METRO

366352

BC366352 NPMHU

200

K

270

GREENSBORO PFC

366373

RAL-SUNNYBROOK STA

NC

125,702.21

CAPITAL METRO

366352

BC366352 NPMHU

200

K

270

GREENSBORO PFC

366608

ROCKY MOUNT PO

NC

124,614.93

CAPITAL METRO

366608

BC366608 NPMHU

125

K

270

GREENSBORO PFC

366609

RKY-CARRIER ANX

NC

8.00

CAPITAL METRO

366608

BC366608 NPMHU

125

K

270

GREENSBORO PFC

366610

ROCKY MOUNT P&DF

NC

245,045.88

CAPITAL METRO

366610

BC366608 NPMHU

125

K

270

GREENSBORO PFC

368712

WINSTON-SALEM PO

NC

836.99

CAPITAL METRO

368712

BC368712 NPMHU

200

K

270

GREENSBORO PFC

368714

WIN-WAUGHTOWN STA

NC

125,045.40

CAPITAL METRO

368712

BC368712 NPMHU

200

K

270

GREENSBORO PFC

368715

WIN-MANOR STA

NC

200,584.32

CAPITAL METRO

368712

BC368712 NPMHU

200

K

270

GREENSBORO PFC

368716

WIN-NORTH POINT STA

NC

254,154.02

CAPITAL METRO

368712

BC368712 NPMHU

200

K

270

GREENSBORO PFC

368717

WIN-MAIN OFFICE STA

NC

41,640.68

CAPITAL METRO

368712

BC368712 NPMHU

200

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

360304

ASHEVILLE PO

NC

11,400.27

CAPITAL METRO

360304

BC360304 NPMHU

125

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

360305

ASH- LONDON ROAD ANX

NC

113,633.10

CAPITAL METRO

360304

BC360304 NPMHU

125
125

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

360306

ASH- GRACE STA

NC

57,860.90

CAPITAL METRO

360304

BC360304 NPMHU

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

360307

ASH- WEST ASHEVILLE STA

NC

196,247.49

CAPITAL METRO

360304

BC360304 NPMHU

125

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

361392

CHARLOTTE PO

NC

60,990.52

CAPITAL METRO

361392

BC361392 NPMHU

200

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

361393

CHARLOTTE NC P&DC

NC 1,294,299.40 CAPITAL METRO

361393

BC361392 NPMHU

200

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

361398

CLT- NORTH TRYON STA

NC

103,353.30

CAPITAL METRO

361392

BC361392 NPMHU

200

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

361399

CLT-W T HARRIS STA

NC

65,855.16

CAPITAL METRO

361392

BC361392 NPMHU

200

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

361401

CLT-MINT HILL STA

NC

59,856.31

CAPITAL METRO

361392

BC361392 NPMHU

200

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

361402

CL T-IDLEWILD CARRIER ANX

NC

69,142.45

CAPITAL METRO

361392

BC361392 NPMHU

200

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

361403

CLT-INDEPENDENCE CARRIER ANX

NC

243,724.72

CAPITAL METRO

361392

BC361392 NPMHU

200

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

361404

CLT-MINUET CARRIER ANX

NC

204,565.26

CAPITAL METRO

361392

BC361392 NPMHU

200

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

361406

CLT-CARMEL STA

NC

16.00

CAPITAL METRO

361392

BC361392 NPMHU

200

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

361407

CLT-BALLANTYNE STA

NC

113,320.13

CAPITALMETRO

361392

BC361392 NPMHU

200

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

361411

CLT-PLAZA STA

NC

94,569.57

CAPITAL METRO

361392

BC361392 NPMHU

200

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

361412

CLT-PARK ROAD ANX

NC

6.00

CAPITAL METRO

361392

BC361392 NPMHU

200

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

361413

CLT-STEELE CREEK STA

NC

28,532.27

CAPITAL METRO

361392

BC361392 NPMHU

200

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

361414

CLT-OAKDALE STA

NC

113,589.02

CAPITAL METRO

361392

BC361392 NPMHU

200

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

361415

CLT-FREEDOM STA

NC

2.00

CAPITAL METRO

361392

BC361392 NPMHU

200

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

361416

CLT-30TH STREET STA

NC

12.00

CAPITAL METRO

361392

BC361392 NPMHU

200

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

361417

CLT-RANDOLPH STA

NC

15.00

CAPITAL METRO

361392

BC361392 NPMHU

200

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

361418

CLT-DOWNTOWN STA

NC

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

361419

CLT-YORKMONT STA

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

361420

MID CAROLINA NC P&DC

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

362680

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

K

280

K

148,604.29

CAPITAL METRO

361392

BC361392 NPMHU

200

NC

160,832.50

CAPITAL METRO

361392

BC361392 NPMHU

200

NC

802,072.26

CAPITAL METRO

361420

BC361392 NPMHU

200

FAYETTEVILLE PO

NC

32,372.08

CAPITAL METRO

362680

BC362680 NPMHU

200

362681

FAYETTEVILLE NC P&DC

NC

664,449.29

CAPITAL METRO

362681

BC362680 NPMHU

200

362683

FAY-CLIFFDALE STA

NC

107,407.63

CAPITAL METRO

362680

BC362680 NPMHU

200

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

362684

FAY-TOKAY CARR ANX

NC

102,907.71

CAPITAL METRO

362680

BC362680 NPMHU

200

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

362685

FAY-LAKEDALE STA

NC

31,919.91

CAPITAL METRO

362680

BC362680 NPMHU

200

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

362686

FAY-HAYMOUNT STA

NC

2.00

CAPITAL METRO

362680

BC362680 NPMHU

200

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

362687

FAY-LAFAYETTE STA

NC

95,032.80

CAPITAL METRO

362680

BC362680 NPMHU

200

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

362689

FAY-EUTAW STA

NC

91,925.81

CAPITAL METRO

362680

BC362680 NPMHU

200

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

362912

GASTONIA PO

NC

214,758.40

CAPITAL METRO

362912

BC362912 NPMHU

100

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

368640

WILMINGTON PO

NC

84,408.63

CAPITAL METRO

368640

BC368640 NPMHU

125

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

368641

WIL-MAGNOLIA STA

NC

15,315.16

CAPITAL METRO

368640

BC368640 NPMHU

125

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

368642

WIL-MYRTLE GROVE STA

NC

100,100.33

CAPITAL METRO

368640

BC368640 NPMHU

125

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

368643

WIL-DOGWOOD STA

NC

61,997.04

CAPITAL METRO

368640

BC368640 NPMHU

125

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

368644

WIL-AZALEA STA

NC

108,713.63

CAPITAL METRO

368640

BC368640 NPMHU

125

K

290

GREATER SOUTH CAROL

451480

CHARLESTON PO

SC

22,633.43

CAPITAL METRO

451480

BC451480 NPMHU

200

K

290

GREATER SOUTH CAROL

451481

CHS-JAMES ISLAND BR

SC

45,160.16

CAPITAL METRO

451480

BC451480 NPMHU

200

K

290

GREATER SOUTH CAROL

451483

CHS-ST ANDREWS STA

SC

84,077.16

CAPITAL METRO

451480

BC451480 NPMHU

200

K

290

GREATER SOUTH CAROL

451484

CHS-ASHLEY RIVER STA

SC

18,302.11

CAPITAL METRO

451480

BC451480 NPMHU

200

K

290

GREATER SOUTH CAROL

451485

CHS-CROSS COUNTY BR

SC

54,215.76

CAPITAL METRO

451480

BC451480 NPMHU

200

K

290

GREATER SOUTH CAROL

451486

CHS-PINEHAVEN BR

SC

6,500.18

CAPITAL METRO

451480

BC451480 NPMHU

200

K

290

GREATER SOUTH CAROL

451487

CHS-NORTH CHARLESTON BR

SC

106,908.24

CAPITAL METRO

451480

BC451480 NPMHU

200

K

290

GREATER SOUTH CAROL

451488

CHS-EAST BAY STA

SC

93,160.22

CAPITAL METRO

451480

BC451480 NPMHU

200

K

290

GREATER SOUTH CAROL

451490

CHARLESTON SC P&DC

SC

560,042.20

CAPITAL METRO

451490

BC451480 NPMHU

200

K

290

GREATER SOUTH CAROL

451800

COLUMBIA PO

SC

64,011.41

CAPITAL METRO

451800

BC451800 NPMHU

200
200

K

290

GREATER SOUTH CAROL

451801

COLUMBIA SC P&DC

SC 1,086,404.87 CAPITAL METRO

451801

BC451800 NPMHU

K

290

GREATER SOUTH CAROL

451803

GREATER SC CS DISTRICT

SC

14,580.00

CAPITAL METRO

451803

BC451800 NPMHU

200

K

290

GREATER SOUTH CAROL

451804

GAE-MAIN OFFICE STA

SC

264,915.84

CAPITAL METRO

451800

BC451800 NPMHU

200

K

290

GREATER SOUTH CAROL

451812

CAE-SANDHILLS STA

SC

16,909.93

CAPITAL METRO

451800

BC451800 NPMHU

200

K

290

GREATER SOUTH CAROL

451813

GAE-LEESBURG BR

SC

67,639.95

CAPITAL METRO

451800

BC451800 NPMHU

200

K

290

GREATER SOUTH CAROL

451814

GAE-DUTCH FORK BR

SC

114,074.12

CAPITAL METRO

451800

BC451800 NPMHU

200

K

290

GREATER SOUTH CAROL

451815

GAE-FOREST ACRES BR

SC

52, 162.62

CAPITAL METRO

451800

BC451800 NPMHU

200

K

290

GREATER SOUTH CAROL

451816

GAE-NORTHEAST BR

SC

86, 133.56

CAPITAL METRO

451800

BC451800 NPMHU

200

K

290

GREATER SOUTH CAROL

451818

GAE-EDGEWOOD STA

SC

181.00

CAPITAL METRO

451800

BC451800 NPMHU

200

K

290

GREATER SOUTH CAROL

453620

GREENVILLE PO

SC

41,814.74

CAPITAL METRO

453620

BC453620 NPMHU

200

K

290

GREATER SOUTH CAROL

453621

GREENVILLE SC P&DC

SC

954,276.44

CAPITAL METRO

453621

BC453620 NPMHU

200

K

290

GREATER SOUTH CAROL

453623

GVL-CALVIN STREET ANX

SC

173,386.03

CAPITAL METRO

453620

BC453620 NPMHU

200

K

290

GREATER SOUTH CAROL

453624

GVL-KEITH D OGLESBY STA

SC

68,813.05

CAPITAL METRO

453620

BC453620 NPMHU

200

K

290

GREATER SOUTH CAROL

453625

GVL-PLEASANTBURG STA

SC

63,287.34

CAPITAL METRO

453620

BC453620 NPMHU

200

K

290

GREATER SOUTH CAROL

453626

GVL-BEREA BR

SC

65,697.40

CAPITAL METRO

453620

BC453620 NPMHU

200

K

290

GREATER SOUTH CAROL

458320

SPARTANBURG PO

SC

172,952.17

CAPITAL METRO

458320

BC458320 NPMHU

100

K

290

GREATER SOUTH CAROL

458321

SPT-WESTSIDE BR

SC

51,777.45

CAPITAL METRO

458320

BC458320 NPMHU

100

K

290

GREATER SOUTH CAROL

458322

SPT-BOILING SPRINGS BR

SC

5,791.52

CAPITAL METRO

458320

BC458320 NPMHU

100

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120418

ATHENS PO

GA

194,586.28

CAPITAL METRO

120418

BC120418 NPMHU

100

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120419

ATH-ALPS ROAD STA

GA

32,208.55

CAPITAL METRO

120418

BC120418 NPMHU

100

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120440

ATLANTA PO

GA

2,729.00

CAPITAL METRO

120440

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120441

ATLANTA GA P&DC

GA 2,062, 102.36 CAPITAL METRO

120441

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120442

PEACHTREE GA P&DC

GA

917,315.21

CAPITAL METRO

120442

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120444

ATLANTA CS DISTRICT

GA

11,274.00

CAPITAL METRO

120444

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120447

ATLANTA SUPPORT

GA

217,112.66

CAPITAL METRO

120447

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120449

ATLANTA GA STC

GA

77.00

CAPITAL METRO

120449

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120452

ATL-ATLANTA MPO

GA

26,394.26

CAPITAL METRO

120440

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120453

ATL-BEN HILL STA

GA

101,694.67

CAPITAL METRO

120440

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120454

ATL-BRIARCLIFF PSTL STR

GA

55,015.73

CAPITAL METRO

120440

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120455

ATL-BROADVIEW STA

GA

69, 109.34

CAPITAL METRO

120440

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120456

ATL-BROOKHAVEN STA

GA

59.33

CAPITAL METRO

120440

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120457

ATL-CASCADE STA

GA

57,273.38

CAPITAL METRO

120440

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120458

ATL-CENTRAL CITY CARRIER ANX

GA

92,988.85

CAPITAL METRO

120440

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120459

ATL-CHAMBLEE BR

GA

13,077.73

CAPITAL METRO

120440

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120460

ATL-CIVIC CENTER PSTL STR

GA

5,091.65

CAPITAL METRO

120440

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120461

ATL-COLLEGE PARK BR

GA

2,342.76

CAPITAL METRO

120440

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120463

ATL-CUMBERLAND CARRIER ANX

GA

81,553.87

CAPITAL METRO

120440

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120464

ATL-DORAVILLE BR

GA

148,303.46

CAPITAL METRO

120440

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120465

ATL-DUNWOODY BR

GA

110,085.95

CAPITAL METRO

120440

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120466

ATL-EAST ATLANTA STA

GA

60,755.05

CAPITAL METRO

120440

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120467

ATL-EAST POINT STA

GA

62, 106.56

CAPITAL METRO

120440

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120468

ATL-EASTWOOD STA

GA

24,625.67

CAPITAL METRO

120440

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120469

ATL-GLENRIDGE BR

GA

95,523.43

CAPITAL METRO

120440

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120470

ATL-HAPEVILLE STA

GA

55,798.49

CAPITAL METRO

120440

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120471

ATL-HOWELL MILL PSTL STR

GA

81,866.62

CAPITAL METRO

120440

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120472

ATL-INDUSTRIAL BR

GA

5,664.16

CAPITAL METRO

120440

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120474

ATL-LAKEWOOD STA

GA

57,177.36

CAPITAL METRO

120440

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120475

ATL-MARTECH CARRIER ANX

GA

121,400.80

CAPITAL METRO

120440

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120477

ATL-MIDTOWN STA

GA

104,389.60

CAPITAL METRO

120440

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120478

ATL-MORRIS BROWN STA

GA

57,858.45

CAPITAL METRO

120440

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120479

ATL-NORTH ATLANTA BR

GA

150,424.35

CAPITAL METRO

120440

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120480

ATL-NORTHRIDGE BR

GA

79,655.71

CAPITAL METRO

120440

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120481

ATL-NORTHSIDE CARRIER ANX

GA

121,979.95

CAPITAL METRO

120440

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120482

ATL-OLD NATIONAL STA

GA

111,610.16

CAPITAL METRO

120440

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120483

ATL-RALPH MCGILL CARRIER ANX

GA

139,920.63

CAPITAL METRO

120440

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120485

ATL-SANDY SPRINGS CARRIER ANX

GA

80,168.13

CAPITAL METRO

120440

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120486

ATL-WEST END STA

GA

67,271.88

CAPITAL METRO

120440

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

122442

DECATUR PO

GA

208,478.17

CAPITAL METRO

122442

BC122442 NPMHU

125

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

122444

DEC-WESLEY CHAPEL STA

GA

85,247.02

CAPITAL METRO

122442

BC122442 NPMHU

125

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

123569

NORTH METRO GA P&DC

GA 1,824,140.53 CAPITAL METRO

123569

BC123569 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

125588

MARIETTA PO

GA

107.00

CAPITAL METRO

125588

BC125588 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

125589

MAR-WEST OAK CARRIER ANX

GA

118,114.70

CAPITAL METRO

125588

BC125588 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

125591

MAR-MOUNT BETHEL BR

GA

181,037.92

CAPITAL METRO

125588

BC125588 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

125592

MAR-SPRAYBERRY BR

GA

57,736.81

CAPITAL METRO

125588

BC125588 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

125593

MAR-WESTSIDE CARRIERANX

GA

114,367.07

CAPITAL METRO

125588

BC125588 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

125594

MAR-MAIN OFFICE STA

GA

135,001.30

CAPITAL METRO

125588

BC125588 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

126391

NORCROSS PO

GA

155,329.95

CAPITAL METRO

126391

BC126391 NPMHU

125

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

126392

NOR-PEACHTREE CORNERS STA

GA

96,310.56

CAPITAL METRO

126391

BC126391 NPMHU

125

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

127601

ROSWELL PO

GA

108,728.42

CAPITAL METRO

127601

BC127601 NPMHU

100

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

127602

ROS-CROSSTOWN ANX

GA

112,409.45

CAPITAL METRO

127601

BC127601 NPMHU

100

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120439

ATLANTA NOC

GA

913,187.50

CAPITAL METRO

120439

BC120439 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

237482

WASHINGTON NOC

MD 1,102,971.27 CAPITAL METRO

237482

BC237481 NPMHU

200

K

270

GREENSBORO PFC

363193

GREENSBORO NOC

NC

854,557.05

CAPITAL METRO

363193

BC363193 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

10782

BIRMINGHAM VMF

AL

40,310.95

SOUTHERN

010782

BC010780 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

14242

HUNTSVILLE VMF

AL

23,367.49

SOUTHERN

014242

BC014240 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

14248

FLORENCE AL AUX VMF-358

AL

6,507.53

SOUTHERN

014248

BC015630 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

15601

MOBILE VMF

AL

17,675.63

SOUTHERN

015601

BC015602 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

15632

MONTGOMERY VMF

AL

23,331.37

SOUTHERN

015632

BC015630 NPMHU

200

G

350

ALABAMA PFC

15641

DOTHAN AL AUX VMF-361

AL

6,815.94

SOUTHERN

015641

BC015630 NPMHU

200

E

995

ALASKA PFC

20314

ANCHORAGE VMF

AK

19,780.73

WESTERN

020314

BC020312 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

36367

PHOENIX VMF

AZ

151,287.16

WESTERN

036367

BC036364 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

38882

TUCSON VMF

AZ

38,128.15

WESTERN

038882

BC038880 NPMHU

200

G

720

ARKANSAS PFC

45132

LITTLE ROCK VMF

AR

41,605.41

SOUTHERN

045132

BC045130 NPMHU

200

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

50107

LA PUENTE VMF

CA

39,510.99

PACIFIC

050107

BC050108 NPMHU

200

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

50112

POMONA CA VMF

CA

26,205.27

PACIFIC

050112

BC050108 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

50466

BAKERSFIELD VMF

CA

24,022.16

PACIFIC

050466

BC050462 NPMHU

200

F

956

SACRAMENTO PFC

52887

FRESNOVMF

CA

31,532.13

PACIFIC

052887

BC052886 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

53686

TORRANCE VMF

CA

24,195.39

PACIFIC

053686

BC054482 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54484

LONG BEACH VMF

CA

45,803.49

PACIFIC

054484

BC054482 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54532

LOS ANGELES VMF

CA

103,922.97

PACIFIC

054532

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

54574

LOS ANGELES CA (WEST) VMF

CA

31,009.21

PACIFIC

054574

BC054530 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

55441

NORTH BAY VMF

CA

13,644.04

PACIFIC

055441

BC055439 NPMHU

125

F

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

55510

OAKLANDVMF

CA

68,496.93

PACIFIC

055510

BC055508 NPMHU

200

F

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

55523

HAYWARD CA VMF

CA

27,491.04

PACIFIC

055523

BC055508 NPMHU

200

F

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

55524

WALNUT CREEK CA VMF

CA

26,966.00

PACIFIC

055524

BC055508 NPMHU

200

F

956

SACRAMENTO PFC

56677

SACRAMENTO VMF

CA

54,748.61

PACIFIC

056677

BC056678 NPMHU

200

F

956

SACRAMENTO PFC

56700

REDDING CA AUX VMF-958

CA

13,121.99

PACIFIC

056700

BC056678 NPMHU

200

F

956

SACRAMENTO PFC

56707

W.SACRAMENTO CA VMF

CA

51,581.24

PACIFIC

056707

BC056678 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56749

SAN BERNADINO VMF

CA

78,145.72

PACIFIC

056749

BC056744 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56769

SAN DIEGO VMF

CA

120,379.14

PACIFIC

056769

BC056768 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56787

SAN FRANCISCO VMF

CA

47,383.27

PACIFIC

056787

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

945

BAY-VALLEY PFC

56836

SAN JOSE VMF

CA

77,787.08

PACIFIC

056836

BC056834 NPMHU

200

F

940

SAN FRANCISCO PFC

56839

SAN MATEO CA VMF

CA

22,362.18

PACIFIC

056839

BC056786 NPMHU

200

F

920

SAN DIEGO PFC

56874

HESPERIA CA AUX VMF-924

CA

9,264.19

PACIFIC

056874

BC056744 NPMHU

200

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

56938

HUNTINGTON BEACH VMF

CA

53,851.18

PACIFIC

056938

BC056936 NPMHU

200

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

56941

MISSION VIEJO CA VMF

CA

15,341.97

PACIFIC

056941

BC056936 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

56943

OXNARDVMF

CA

23,811.93

PACIFIC

056943

BC056942 NPMHU

200

F

926

SANTA ANA PFC

56958

ANAHEIM CA VMF

CA

28,453.81

PACIFIC

056958

BC056936 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

56959

SAN LUIS OBISPO CA AUX VMF-931

CA

5,996.00

PACIFIC

056959

BC056942 NPMHU

200

F

956

SACRAMENTO PFC

57527

STOCKTON VMF

CA

32,952.67

PACIFIC

057527

BC057524 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

58104

SANTA CLARITA VMF

CA

29,130.59

PACIFIC

058104

BC058100 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

58116

PASADENA CA VMF

CA

30,353.56

PACIFIC

058116

BC058100 NPMHU

200

F

913

SIERRA COASTAL PFC

58123

VAN NUYS CA VMF

CA

29,610.14

PACIFIC

058123

BC058100 NPMHU

200

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

71819

COLORADO SPRINGS VMF

29,409.88

WESTERN

071819

BC071818 NPMHU

200

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

72356

DENVERVMF

79,207.66

WESTERN

072356

BC072358 NPMHU

200

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

72373

DENVER EAST VMF

64,469.62

WESTERN

072373

BC072358 NPMHU

200

E

800

COLORADO/WYOMING PF

72374

GRAND JUNCTION CO AUX VMF-806

co
co
co
co

6,159.09

WESTERN

072374

BC072358 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

83368

HARTFORD VMF

CT

79,916.06

NORTHEAST

083368

BC083366 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

84728

NEW HAVEN VMF

CT

55,620.91

NORTHEAST

084728

BC084726 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

87720

STAMFORD VMF

CT

50,559.35

NORTHEAST

087720

BC087718 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

88705

WATERBURY VMF

CT

41,345.58

NORTHEAST

088705

BC088704 NPMHU

200

c

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

96822

WILM/NEW CASTLE VMF

DE

39,094.90

EASTERN

096822

BC096820 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

105004

WASHINGTON DC VMF

DC

77,173.70

CAPITAL METRO

105004

BC105000 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

111678

CLEARWATER VMF

FL

28,420.37

SOUTHERN

111678

BC118925 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113033

FT LAUDERDALE VMF

FL

67,793.73

SOUTHERN

113033

BC113030 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

113078

FT MYERS VMF

FL

40,867.50

SOUTHERN

113078

BC113075 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

113117

FORT PIERCE FL AUX VMF-334

FL

18,660.24

SOUTHERN

113117

BC113105 NPMHU

100

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

114383

JACKSONVILLE VMF

FL

64,542.14

SOUTHERN

114383

BC114380 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

114387

GAINESVILLE FL AUX VMF-322

FL

16,659. 77

SOUTHERN

114387

BC113225 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

114389

TALLAHASEE FL AUX VMF-322

FL

10,513.25

SOUTHERN

114389

BC118895 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

114928

LAKELAND VMF

FL

22,666.15

SOUTHERN

114928

BC118925 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

115817

MELBOURNE VMF

FL

30,818.33

SOUTHERN

115817

BC115790 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

115853

MIAMI VMF

FL

93,601.01

SOUTHERN

115853

BC115908 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

115917

MID FLORIDA VMF

FL

44,787.62

SOUTHERN

115917

BC115945 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

115918

DAYTONA BEACH FL AUX VMF-332

FL

15,856.80

SOUTHERN

115918

BC112100 NPMHU

125

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

116917

ORLANDO VMF

FL

39,127.95

SOUTHERN

116917

BC116938 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

117413

PENSACOLA VMF

FL

18,914.12

SOUTHERN

117413

BC117410 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

117419

PANAMA CITY FL AUX VMF-325

FL

9,615.00

SOUTHERN

117419

BC117410 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118258

ST PETERSBURG VMF

FL

27,429.20

SOUTHERN

118258

BC118250 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118438

SARASOTA VMF

FL

31,741.03

SOUTHERN

118438

BC 118430 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118928

TAMPA VMF

FL

49,389.20

SOUTHERN

118928

BC118925 NPMHU

200

G

335

SUNCOAST PFC

118960

SPRING HILL FL AUX VMF-346

FL

2,555.62

SOUTHERN

118960

BC118925 NPMHU

200

G

330

SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

119467

WEST PALM BEACH VMF

FL

54,567.00

SOUTHERN

119467

BC119453 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120443

ATLANTA VMF

GA

93,676.69

CAPITAL METRO

120443

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120446

NORTH METRO VMF

GA

68,511.76

CAPITAL METRO

120446

BC123569 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

120492

AUGUSTA GA AUX VMF-296

GA

15,307.26

SOUTHERN

120492

BC120473 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120493

DECATUR GA AUX VMF-306

GA

21,123.60

CAPITAL METRO

120493

BC122442 NPMHU

125

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120494

ATLANTA WEST END GA AUX VMF-306

GA

19,327.10

CAPITAL METRO

120494

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120496

ATLANTA GA (NOC) AUX VMF-306

GA

7,987.77

CAPITAL METRO

120496

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120497

ATLANTA BROADVIEW GA AUX VMF-301 GA

17,353.21

CAPITAL METRO

120497

BC120440 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120498

ATHENS GA AUX VMF-301

GA

8,958.73

CAPITAL METRO

120498

BC120418 NPMHU

100

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120499

MARIETTA GA VMF

GA

44,818.24

CAPITAL METRO

120499

BC125588 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120501

NORCROSS GA VMF

GA

20,051.23

CAPITAL METRO

120501

BC126391 NPMHU

125

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

121992

ALBANY GA AUX VMF-312

GA

13,416.23

SOUTHERN

121992

BC121991 NPMHU

125

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

121997

COLUMBUS GA AUX VMF-312

GA

13,256.18

SOUTHERN

121997

BC121991 NPMHU

125

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

125491

MACON VMF

GA

20,894.49

SOUTHERN

125491

BC125489 NPMHU

200

G

320

GULF ATLANTIC PFC

127812

SAVANNAH VMF

GA

18,340.16

SOUTHERN

127812

BC127810 NPMHU

200

F

967

HONOLULU PFC

142402

HONOLULU VMF

HI

39,039.52

PACIFIC

142402

BC142400 NPMHU

200

E

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

150927

BOISE VMF

ID

21,852.10

WESTERN

150927

BC150925 NPMHU

200

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

161276

CAROL STREAM VMF

IL

99,855.68

GREAT LAKES

161276

BC161274 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

161429

CHAMPAIGN VMF

IL

20,244.40

GREAT LAKES

161429

BC161428 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161538

CHICAGO VMF

IL

121,225.39

GREAT LAKES

161538

BC161542 NPMHU

200

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

161549

SOUTH SUBURBAN VMF

IL

69,224.38

GREAT LAKES

161549

BC161544 NPMHU

200

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

161556

FOREST PK IL (NDC) VMF

IL

32,062.02

GREAT LAKES

161556

BC161544 NPMHU

200

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

161557

AURORA IL VMF

IL

36,645.90

GREAT LAKES

161557

BC161544 NPMHU

200

J

606

CHICAGO PFC

161559

CHICAGO IL (WESTERN AVE) VMF

IL

34,590.99

GREAT LAKES

161559

BC161542 NPMHU

200

LAKELAND PFC

162626

EVANSTON VMF

IL

18,861.14

GREAT LAKES

162626

BC162622 NPMHU

125

J

530

J

604

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

166184

PEORIA VMF

IL

34,381.72

GREAT LAKES

166184

BC166180 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

166778

ROCKFORD VMF

IL

34,633.77

GREAT LAKES

166778

BC166774 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

167414

SPRINGFIELD VMF

IL

24,972.71

GREAT LAKES

167414

BC167416 NPMHU

200

c

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

172652

EVANSVILLE VMF

IN

16,153.11

EASTERN

172652

BC172651 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

172917

FT WAYNE VMF

IN

15, 194.21

GREAT LAKES

172917

BC172915 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

173167

GARY VMF

IN

27,414.75

GREAT LAKES

173167

BC173168 NPMHU

200

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

174036

INDIANAPOLIS VMF

IN

68,138.00

GREAT LAKES

174036

BC174037 NPMHU

200
125

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

174044

MUNCIE IN AUX VMF-462

IN

11,729.28

GREAT LAKES

174044

BC175907 NPMHU

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

174045

LAFAYETTE IN AUX VMF-462

IN

7,791.92

GREAT LAKES

174045

BC174477 NPMHU

125

GREATER INDIANA PFC

174046

NORA IN VMF

IN

12,935.02

GREAT LAKES

174046

BC174037 NPMHU

200

J

460

J

460

GREATER INDIANA PFC

178198

SOUTH BEND VMF

IN

17,255.18

GREAT LAKES

178198

BC178195 NPMHU

200

E

500

HAWKEYE PFC

181505

CEDAR RAPIDS VMF

IA

21,771.12

WESTERN

181505

BC181503 NPMHU

200

E

500

HAWKEYE PFC

182415

DES MOINES VMF

IA

41,166.17

WESTERN

182415

BC182412 NPMHU

200

E

500

HAWKEYE PFC

182440

SIOUX CITY IA AUX VMF-503

IA

3,497.19

WESTERN

182440

BC188325 NPMHU

100

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

198356

SHAWNEE MISSION VMF

KS

33,047.55

WESTERN

198356

BC198355 NPMHU

200

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

198934

TOPEKA VMF

KS

12,821.02

WESTERN

198934

BC198932 NPMHU

125

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

199717

WICHITA VMF

KS

21.156.44

WESTERN

199717

BC199713 NPMHU

200

c
c

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

204602

LEXINGTON VMF

KY

34,416.05

EASTERN

204602

BC204600 NPMHU

200

400

KENTUCKIANA PFC

204790

LOUISVILLE VMF

KY

51,596.67

EASTERN

204790

BC204788 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

210626

BATON ROUGE VMF

LA

18,420.22

SOUTHERN

210626

BC210624 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

214980

LAFAYETTE LA AUX VMF-708

LA

18,427.33

SOUTHERN

214980

BC214979 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

214984

LAKE CHARLES LA AUX VMF-708

LA

6,730.42

SOUTHERN

214984

BC215057 NPMHU

100

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

216570

NEW ORLEANS VMF

LA

48,696.64

SOUTHERN

216570

BC216565 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

216582

GRETNA LA AUX VMF-701

LA

14,329.22

SOUTHERN

216582

BC216565 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

217958

SHREVEPORT VMF

LA

23,751.90

SOUTHERN

217958

BC217956 NPMHU

200

G

700

LOUISIANA PFC

217959

ALEXANDRIA LA AUX VMF-711

LA

6,933.62

SOUTHERN

217959

BC217956 NPMHU

200

B

40

NORTHERN NEW

226902

PORTLAND VMF

ME

46,423.42

NORTHEAST

226902

BC226900 NPMHU

200

K

210

BALTl MORE PFC

230381

BAL Tl MORE VMF

MD

91,628.54

CAPITAL METRO

230381

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BALTl MORE PFC

230382

BALTIMORE-HALETHORPE MD VMF

MD

19,222.77

CAPITAL METRO

230382

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BALTl MORE PFC

230385

BALTIMORE-PARKVILLE MD VMF

MD

20,819.48

CAPITAL METRO

230385

BC230378 NPMHU

200

K

210

BALTl MORE PFC

232091

COLUMBIA VMF

MD

47,485.14

CAPITAL METRO

232091

BC232090 NPMHU

125

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

237483

CAP HGHTS/LARGO VMF

MD

19,242.98

CAPITAL METRO

237483

BC237481 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

237485

CAP HGHTS/LARGO MD AUX VMF-205

MD

34,573.05

CAPITAL METRO

237485

BC237481 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

237486

RIVERDALE MD AUX VMF-205

MD

13,705.07

CAPITAL METRO

237486

BC237481 NPMHU

200

K

200

CAPITAL PFC

238752

GAITHERSBURG VMF

MD

67,604.73

CAPITAL METRO

238752

BC238751 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240800

BOSTON VMF

MA

105,906.70

NORTHEAST

240800

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240805

CHELSEA MA AUX VMF-022

MA

10,583.07

NORTHEAST

240805

BC240799 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

240954

BROCKTON VMF

MA

48,003.52

NORTHEAST

240954

BC240952 NPMHU

200
125

ENGLA~

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

242551

FALL RIVER VMF

MA

28,220.93

NORTHEAST

242551

BC242550 NPMHU

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

242789

FRAMINGHAM VMF

MA

26,012.69

NORTHEAST

242789

BC242788 NPMHU

125

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

244601

LYNN VMF

MA

57,531.20

NORTHEAST

244601

BC244593 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

247824

SPRINGFIELD VMF

MA

39,251.37

NORTHEAST

247824

BC247820 NPMHU

200

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

247827

PITTSFIELD MA AUX VMF-011

MA

4,809.56

NORTHEAST

247827

BC247820 NPMHU

200

B

20

GREATER BOSTON PFC

249624

WORCESTER VMF

MA

34,529.56

NORTHEAST

249624

BC249622 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

250285

ANN ARBOR VMF

Ml

19,797.86

GREAT LAKES

250285

BC250280 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

252402

DEARBORN VMF

Ml

40,967.63

GREAT LAKES

252402

BC252400 NPMHU

125

J

481

DETROIT PFC

252496

DETROIT VMF

Ml

62,380.03

GREAT LAKES

252496

BC252490 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

253295

FLINT VMF

Ml

33,308.42

GREAT LAKES

253295

BC253290 NPMHU

200

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

253924

GRAND RAPIDS VMF

Ml

46,598.73

GREAT LAKES

253924

BC253920 NPMHU

200

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

253936

MUSKEGON Ml AUX VMF-495

Ml

10,089.80

GREAT LAKES

253936

BC253920 NPMHU

200

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

254915

KALAMAZOO VMF

Ml

21,136.55

GREAT LAKES

254915

BC254910 NPMHU

200

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

255275

LANSING VMF

Ml

26,927.74

GREAT LAKES

255275

BC255270 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

255487

LIVONIA VMF

Ml

18,259.51

GREAT LAKES

255487

BC255485 NPMHU

125

J

481

DETROIT PFC

257644

PONTIAC/WATERFORD VMF

Ml

46,510.80

GREAT LAKES

257644

BC257640 NPMHU

125

J

481

DETROIT PFC

258234

ROYAL OAK VMF

Ml

76,048.57

GREAT LAKES

258234

BC258230 NPMHU

200

J

493

GREATER MICHIGAN PFC

258275

SAGINAW VMF

Ml

23,314.75

GREAT LAKES

258275

BC258270 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266364

MINNEAPOLIS VMF

MN

83,666.02

WESTERN

266364

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266377

DULUTH MN AUX VMF-554

MN

11,737.19

WESTERN

266377

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

266379

BLOOMINGTON MN AUX VMF-554

MN

14,469.95

WESTERN

266379

BC266360 NPMHU

200

E

553

NORTHLAND PFC

268362

SAINT PAUL VMF

MN

65,070.73

WESTERN

268362

BC268360 NPMHU

200

G

390

MISSISSIPPI PFC

273145

GULFPORT MS AUX VMF-701

MS

14,138.37

SOUTHERN

273145

BC273146 NPMHU

125

G

390

MISSISSIPPI PFC

273785

JACKSON VMF

MS

25,975.40

SOUTHERN

273785

BC273783 NPMHU

200

E

640

MID-AMERICA PFC

284220

KCMO VMF

MO

67 ,294.40

WESTERN

284220

BC284218 NPMHU

200

J

630

GATEWAY PFC

287135

ST LOUIS VMF

MO

147,785.37

GREAT LAKES

287135

BC287140 NPMHU

200

E

570

DAKOTAS PFC

290771

BILLINGS VMF

MT

1,786.74

WESTERN

290771

BC290774 NPMHU

200

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

306647

OMAHA VMF

NE

46,604.15

WESTERN

306647

BC306645 NPMHU

200

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

306661

LINCOLN NE AUX VMF-681

NE

6,355.00

WESTERN

306661

BC306645 NPMHU

200

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

314884

LAS VEGAS VMF

NV

72,517.77

WESTERN

314884

BC314880 NPMHU

200

E

890

NEVADA-SIERRA PFC

317281

RENO VMF

NV

25,481.23

WESTERN

317281

BC317280 NPMHU

200

B

40

NORTHERN NEW

324802

MANCHESTER VMF

NH

64,016.76

NORTHEAST

324802

BC324800 NPMHU

200

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

333226

S HACKENSACK VMF

NJ

30,265.57

NORTHEAST

333226

BC333225 NPMHU

125

c

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

334141

LAKEWOOD VMF

NJ

47,459.87

EASTERN

334141

BC334140 NPMHU

100

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

335674

NEWARK VMF

NJ

92,376.61

NORTHEAST

335674

BC335670 NPMHU

200

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

335686

EDISON VMF

NJ

76, 135.28

NORTHEAST

335686

BC335685 NPMHU

200

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

335981

KEARNYVMF

NJ

32,421.94

NORTHEAST

335981

BC335980 NPMHU

200

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

336421

PATERSON VMF

NJ

37,851.07

NORTHEAST

336421

BC336420 NPMHU

200

c
c

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

337931

S JERSEY/BELLMAWR VMF

NJ

63,958.97

EASTERN

337931

BC337929 NPMHU

200

80

SOUTH JERSEY PFC

338551

TRENTON VMF

NJ

66,781.27

EASTERN

338551

BC338550 NPMHU

200

E

852

ARIZONA PFC

340149

ALBUQUERQUE VMF

NM

36,676.49

WESTERN

340149

BC340147 NPMHU

200

B

120

ALBANY PFC

350062

ALBANY VMF

NY

64,824.45

NORTHEAST

350062

BC350060 NPMHU

200

B

120

ALBANY PFC

350077

UTICA NY AUX VMF-122

NY

12,082.13

NORTHEAST

350077

BC350060 NPMHU

200

B

120

ALBANY PFC

350078

BINGHAMTON NY AUX VMF-132

NY

12,344.58

NORTHEAST

350078

BC350060 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

350997

BROOKLYN VMF

NY

57,593.99

NORTHEAST

350997

BC350995 NPMHU

200

c

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

351027

BUFFALO VMF

NY

66,608.23

EASTERN

351027

BC351025 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

352896

FLUSH/QUEEN/JAMAi VMF

NY

103, 195.84

NORTHEAST

352896

BC352895 NPMHU

200

B

117

LONG ISLAND PFC

353776

HICKSVILLE VMF

NY

118,983. 76

NORTHEAST

353776

BC353775 NPMHU

200

B

105

WESTCHESTER PFC

355586

MT VERNON/WH PLAI VMF

NY

83,698.19

NORTHEAST

355586

BC355585 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

355826

NY/MANHATTAN VMF

NY

134,747.05

NORTHEAST

355826

BC355824 NPMHU

200

B

100

NEW YORK PFC

355837

NEW YORK NY (F.D.R.) VMF

NY

35,901.09

NORTHEAST

355837

BC355824 NPMHU

200

c

140

WESTERN NEW YORK PF

357107

ROCHESTER VMF

NY

45,069.30

EASTERN

357107

BC357105 NPMHU

200

B

110

TRIBORO PFC

358171

STATEN ISLAND VMF

NY

23,863.29

NORTHEAST

358171

BC358170 NPMHU

200

B

120

ALBANY PFC

358362

SYRACUSE VMF

NY

46,204.66

NORTHEAST

358362

BC358360 NPMHU

200

B

117

LONG ISLAND PFC

359139

GARDEN CITY VMF

NY

57,020.16

NORTHEAST

359139

BC359138 NPMHU

200

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

361396

CHARLOTTE VMF

NC

66,127.94

CAPITAL METRO

361396

BC361392 NPMHU

200

ENGLA~

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

361409

ASHEVILLE NC AUX VMF-296

NC

12,011.43

CAPITAL METRO

361409

BC361392 NPMHU

200

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

362682

FAYETTEVILLE VMF

NC

33,811.64

CAPITAL METRO

362682

BC362680 NPMHU

200

K

280

MID-CAROLINAS PFC

362691

WILMINGTON NC AUX VMF-283

NC

7,839.02

CAPITAL METRO

362691

BC362680 NPMHU

200

K

270

GREENSBORO PFC

363196

GREENSBORO VMF

NC

41,694.10

CAPITAL METRO

363196

BC363192 NPMHU

200

K

270

GREENSBORO PFC

366355

RALEIGH VMF

NC

83,822.17

CAPITAL METRO

366355

BC366352 NPMHU

200

K

270

GREENSBORO PFC

368713

WINSTON SALEM VMF

NC

27,091.62

CAPITAL METRO

368713

BC368712 NPMHU

200

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

380086

AKRON VMF

OH

50,758.55

EASTERN

380086

BC380084 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

380103

MANSFIELD OH AUX VMF-443

OH

11,269.79

EASTERN

380103

BC384851 NPMHU

100

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

380104

CANTON OH VMF

OH

27,559.98

EASTERN

380104

BC381323 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381606

CINCINNATI VMF

OH

100,379.57

EASTERN

381606

BC381603 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381634

SHARONVILLE OH VMF

OH

9,288.00

EASTERN

381634

BC381603 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381635

NORWOOD OH VMF

OH

15,346.09

EASTERN

381635

BC381603 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381667

CLEVELAND VMF

OH

45,989.55

EASTERN

381667

BC381666 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381700

PARMA OH VMF

OH

44,416.55

EASTERN

381700

BC381666 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

381702

SHAKER HEIGHTS OH VMF

OH

39,184.07

EASTERN

381702

BC381666 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

381794

COLUMBUS VMF

OH

76,083.48

EASTERN

381794

BC381792 NPMHU

200

450

OHIO VALLEY PFC

382095

DAYTON VMF

OH

49,131.31

EASTERN

382095

BC382093 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

388262

TOLEDO VMF

OH

42,426.88

EASTERN

388262

BC388260 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

389220

YOUNGSTOWN VMF

OH

23,867.58

EASTERN

389220

BC389219 NPMHU

200

440

NORTHERN OHIO PFC

389229

WARREN OH AUX VMF-445

OH

7,808.50

EASTERN

389229

BC389219 NPMHU

200

G

730

OKLAHOMA PFC

396137

OKLAHOMA CITY VMF

OK

45,297.02

SOUTHERN

396137

BC396138 NPMHU

200

G

730

OKLAHOMA PFC

396145

LAWTON OK AUX VMF-731

OK

5,838.59

SOUTHERN

396145

BC396138 NPMHU

200

G

730

OKLAHOMA PFC

398351

TULSA VMF

OK

40,375.22

SOUTHERN

398351

BC398349 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

402849

EUGENE VMF

OR

17,666.79

WESTERN

402849

BC402848 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

406786

PORTLAND VMF

OR

59,881.89

WESTERN

406786

BC406784 NPMHU

200

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

407393

SALEM VMF

OR

19,234.59

WESTERN

407393

BC407392 NPMHU

200

c
c
c
c
c
c
c

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

412545

ERIE VMF

PA

22,397.32

EASTERN

412545

BC412544 NPMHU

200

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIJ

413486

HARRISBURG VMF

PA

43,385.85

EASTERN

413486

BC413484 NPMHU

200

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIJ

413489

SCRANTON PA VMF

PA

25,970.46

EASTERN

413489

BC417540 NPMHU

200

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

414081

JOHNSTOWN PA AUX VMF-153

PA

8,978.93

EASTERN

414081

BC414080 NPMHU

200

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

414083

ALTOONA PA AUX VMF-153

PA

11.461.82

EASTERN

414083

BC414080 NPMHU

200

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIJ

414410

LANCASTER VMF

PA

28,471.30

EASTERN

414410

BC414408 NPMHU

200

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIJ

414414

READING PA AUX VMF-176

PA

13,928.51

EASTERN

414414

BC416928 NPMHU

200

170

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIJ

414581

LEHIGH VALLEY VMF

PA

33,883.66

EASTERN

414581

BC414583 NPMHU

200

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416547

PHILADELPHIA VMF

PA

84,164.79

EASTERN

416547

BC416544 NPMHU

200

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416552

HUNT.PK/GERMANTOWN PA VMF

PA

29,951.62

EASTERN

416552

BC416544 NPMHU

200

c
c
c

c
c
c

190

PHILADELPHIA METROPC

416553

PHILADELPHIA PA (NOC) AUX VMF-191

PA

9,252.45

EASTERN

416553

BC416544 NPMHU

200

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

416611

PITTSBURGH VMF

PA

73,045.39

EASTERN

416611

BC416608 NPMHU

200

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

416677

PITTS PA (EAST LIBERTY) AUX VMF-152

PA

12,766.63

EASTERN

416677

BC416608 NPMHU

200

c

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

416678

PITTS PA (GREENTREE) AUX VMF-152

PA

10,511.44

EASTERN

416678

BC416608 NPMHU

200

c
c

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

416679

PITTS PA (PENN HILLS) AUX VMF-152

PA

15,891.52

EASTERN

416679

BC416608 NPMHU

200

150

WESTERN PENNSYLVANI

416681

WARRENDALE PA (NOC) AUX VMF-152

PA

8,461.78

EASTERN

416681

BC416608 NPMHU

200

B

6

CARIBBEAN PFC

428462

SAN JUAN VMF

PR

40,736.29

NORTHEAST

428462

BC428460 NPMHU

200

PR

6,975.52

NORTHEAST

428487

BC428460 NPMHU

200

RI

59,774.89

NORTHEAST

437142

BC437140 NPMHU

200

26,648. 78

CAPITAL METRO

451482

BC451480 NPMHU

200

B

6

CARIBBEAN PFC

428487

PONCE PR AUX VMF-007

B

60

CONNECTICUT VALLEY P

437142

PROVIDENCE VMF

K

290

GREATER SOUTH CAROL

451482

NORTH CHARLESTON VMF

SC

K

290

GREATER SOUTH CAROL

451802

COLUMBIA VMF

SC

30,459.45

CAPITAL METRO

451802

BC451800 NPMHU

200

K

290

GREATER SOUTH CAROL

453622

GREENVILLE VMF

SC

24, 754.22

CAPITAL METRO

453622

BC453620 NPMHU

200

K

290

GREATER SOUTH CAROL

453628

SPARTANBURG SC - AUX VMF-296

SC

9,609.15

CAPITAL METRO

453628

BC458320 NPMHU

100

2,396.00

WESTERN

467868

BC467866 NPMHU

200

E

570

DAKOTAS PFC

467868

SIOUX FALLS VMF

SD

c
c
c
c
c
c

370

TENNESSEE PFC

475667

MEMPHIS VMF

TN

51,101.44

EASTERN

475667

BC475664 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

475670

MEMPHIS (WHITE STATION) TN AUX VMF TN

17,814.08

EASTERN

475670

BC475664 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

475671

MEMPHIS TN (NOC) AUX VMF-382

TN

7,034.00

EASTERN

475671

BC475664 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

476147

NASHVILLE VMF

TN

69,103.18

EASTERN

476147

BC476144 NPMHU

200

370

TENNESSEE PFC

476168

JOHNSON CITY TN AUX VMF-379

TN

12,456.96

EASTERN

476168

BC474476 NPMHU

100

370

TENNESSEE PFC

476169

CHATTANOOGA TN VMF

TN

27,117.27

EASTERN

476169

BC471560 NPMHU

200

c

370

TENNESSEE PFC

476170

KNOXVILLE TN VMF

TN

29,665.02

EASTERN

476170

BC474632 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

480422

AUSTIN VMF

TX

43,372.44

SOUTHERN

480422

BC480420 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

482032

CORPUS CHRISTI VMF

TX

18,439.85

SOUTHERN

482032

BC482030 NPMHU

200

MCALLEN TX VMF

TX

11,687.84

SOUTHERN

482033

BC485455 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

482033

G

752

DALLAS PFC

482266

DALLAS VMF

TX

50,873.16

SOUTHERN

482266

BC482270 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

482281

GARLAND TX VMF

TX

36,961.35

SOUTHERN

482281

BC482270 NPMHU

200

DALLAS PFC

482282

SPRING VALLEY TX VMF

TX

29, 166.44

SOUTHERN

482282

BC482270 NPMHU

200

G

752

G

752

DALLAS PFC

482283

COPPELL TX VMF

TX

25,013.57

SOUTHERN

482283

BC482270 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

482846

EL PASO VMF

TX

22,648.68

SOUTHERN

482846

BC482845 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

483222

FT WORTH VMF

TX

55,673.09

SOUTHERN

483222

BC483220 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

483252

ARLINGTON TX VMF

TX

13,617.83

SOUTHERN

483252

BC483220 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

483253

WICHITA FALLS TX AUX VMF-761

TX

6,763.68

SOUTHERN

483253

BC483220 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

483256

ABILENE TX AUX VMF-761

TX

3,704.44

SOUTHERN

483256

BC483220 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

483257

SAN ANGELO TX AUX VMF-761

TX

6,483.72

SOUTHERN

483257

BC483220 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

483258

AMARILLO TX AUX VMF-794

TX

9,702.60

SOUTHERN

483258

BC480225 NPMHU

200

G

760

FORT WORTH PFC

483259

LUBBOCK TX VMF

TX

11,130.55

SOUTHERN

483259

BC485395 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

484146

HOUSTON VMF

TX

70,168.67

SOUTHERN

484146

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

484151

BEAUMONT TX AUX VMF-771

TX

18,356.07

SOUTHERN

484151

BC480610 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

484152

GREENS NORTH TX VMF

TX

35,411.76

SOUTHERN

484152

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

484154

PARK PLACE TX VMF

TX

34,094.42

SOUTHERN

484154

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

770

HOUSTON PFC

484155

BEAR CREEK TX VMF

TX

33,038.69

SOUTHERN

484155

BC484145 NPMHU

200

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

486556

ODESSA TX AUX VMF-794

TX

11,090. 73

SOUTHERN

486556

BC486555 NPMHU

100

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

487982

SAN ANTONIO VMF

TX

75,300.07

SOUTHERN

487982

BC487980 NPMHU

200

G

752

DALLAS PFC

489172

TYLER VMF

TX

21,317.42

SOUTHERN

489172

BC489170 NPMHU

100

G

780

RIO GRANDE PFC

489396

WACO TX AUX VMF-761

TX

18,205.68

SOUTHERN

489396

BC489395 NPMHU

125

E

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

497787

SOUTH JORDAN VMF

UT

42,580.28

WESTERN

497787

BC497786 NPMHU

200

E
E

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

497806

SALT LAKE VMF

UT

21,128.91

WESTERN

497806

BC497786 NPMHU

200

840

SALT LAKE CITY PFC

497807

OGDEN UT VMF

UT

22,384.16

WESTERN

497807

BC496494 NPMHU

125

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

512703

DULLES VMF

VA

47,015.75

CAPITAL METRO

512703

BC516541 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

513979

HAMPTON VMF

VA

21,246.37

CAPITAL METRO

513979

BC513978 NPMHU

125

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

516524

NORFOLK VMF

VA

78,564.10

CAPITAL METRO

516524

BC516522 NPMHU

200

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

516542

MERRIFIELD VMF

VA

34,973.69

CAPITAL METRO

516542

BC516541 NPMHU

200

K

220

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PFC

516545

ALEXANDRIA VA AUX VMF-221

VA

7,516.98

CAPITAL METRO

516545

BC516541 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

517654

RICHMOND VMF

VA

66,820.05

CAPITAL METRO

517654

BC517650 NPMHU

200

K

230

RICHMOND PFC

517690

CHARLOTTESVILLE VA VMF

VA

14,469.02

CAPITAL METRO

517690

BC517650 NPMHU

200

c
c

250

APPALACHIAN PFC

517718

ROANOKE VMF

VA

32,824.58

EASTERN

517718

BC517716 NPMHU

200

250

APPALACHIAN PFC

517724

LYNCHBURG VA AUX VMF-240

VA

11,126.47

EASTERN

517724

BC515406 NPMHU

100

E

970

PORTLAND PFC

540547

VANCOUVER WA AUX VMF-972

OR

15,653.06

WESTERN

540547

BC406784 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547620

SEATTLE VMF

WA

71,897.82

WESTERN

547620

BC547616 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547648

FEDERAL WAY WA (NOC) AUX VMF-981

WA

7,275.19

WESTERN

547648

BC547616 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

547651

LYNWOOD WA VMF

WA

31,655.44

WESTERN

547651

BC547616 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

548051

SPOKANE VMF

WA

30,492.30

WESTERN

548051

BC548050 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

548070

PASCO WA AUX VMF-992

WA

2,525.72

WESTERN

548070

BC548050 NPMHU

200

E

980

SEATTLE PFC

548331

TACOMA VMF

WA

32,953.94

WESTERN

548331

BC548330 NPMHU

200

c

250

APPALACHIAN PFC

551460

CHARLESTON VMF

WV

20,552.50

EASTERN

551460

BC551458 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

563403

GREEN BAY VMF

WI

28,279.36

GREAT LAKES

563403

BC563400 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

564983

MADISON VMF

WI

34,787.62

GREAT LAKES

564983

BC564980 NPMHU

200

J

530

LAKELAND PFC

565483

MILWAUKEE VMF

WI

92,890.32

GREAT LAKES

565483

BC568846 NPMHU

200

K

300

ATLANTA PFC

120405

ATLANTA MRC

GA

142,452.93

CAPITAL METRO

120405

BC120440 NPMHU

200

F

900

LOS ANGELES PFC

55099

CUSTOMER CARE CENTER - CA

CA

935,904.90

PACIFIC

055099

BC054530 NPMHU

200

E

680

CENTRAL PLAINS PFC

195099

CUSTOMER CARE CENTER - KS

KS

466, 158._75

WESTERN

195099

BC199713 NPMHU

200

J

481

DETROIT PFC

255099

CUSTOMER CONTACT CENTER - Ml

Ml

771,788.92

GREAT LAKES

255099

BC258230 NPMHU

200

B

70

NORTHERN NJ PFC

335099

CUSTOMER CARE CENTER - NJ

NJ

654,259.65

NORTHEAST

335099

BC335685 NPMHU

200

·at
r·-"'
:
I
!
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SEFMCE
Labo< Relatlona Depanmel\t
'75 l'Entant Ptaz.a, f;N
Wuhing\Of1. 0C 202e0-4100

Hr. La~rence G. Hutchins
Vice PP:esident
National Association of
Letter Carriers, ArL-CIO
100 Indiana Avenue. H.W.
Washington, DC

20001-2197

Re:

Class Action
Ches~er,

PA

19013

87N-2A-C 2275
Dear Kr. Butchins:

On HovembeP: 4, 1989, a meeting vas held with the NALC
Director of City Delivery, Brian Farric, ~o diccucs the
above-captioned grievance at the fourth step of out
contractual 9£ievance procedure.

The issue in this grievance is whether· approved annual leave
constitutes an interruption in assignaent, so as to petait
eana9ement to refrain from converting the senior PTF to ·
regular status under the tera& of Article 1 and relevant
llH!11Soranda.
~fter

reviewing this matter, we autuolly agreed that no

national interpretive 1£,ue is fairly p~esented in this ease.
We further agreed that for the purposes of meeting the six
(6) aonth requireaenta of Article 7.l.e., approved annual
leave does not constitute an interruption in asslgnaent,
except where the annual laave is used solely for purposes· of
rounding out the vorkveek ~hen the employee would othervise
not have worked.
Accordinqly. ve agreed to remand this ease to the parties at
Step l for further p~ocessing, including arbitration lf
nece&.sary.
Please

~i9n

end return the enclosed copy of thi& letter ac

your acknovled9aent of agreement to remand this case.

)

Br.

L&vr~nce

Tiae limits

G.

~ece

Butch~nc

e~tended

by autual consent.

Sincenly,

~

Grievance ' Arbitration
Divhion

~;~4.~~
Vice President

National Aa&oeiation of Letter
Car[ier•, AFL-CIO
(Date)

)

)

#.J/rf
I

LABOR RELATIONS

~

UNITEDST/lTES

l!iij POST/lL SERVICE

Mr. John F. Hegarty
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union
110·1 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Suite 500
Washington, DC 20036-4304
Re:

B90M-1B-C 94052048
Class Action 94046
Hartford, CT 06101-9994

Dear Jotin:
On several occasions, the most recent being July 27, 2007, we met to discuss the above-captioned
grievance pending national arbitration of our contractual grievance procedure .
.The issue in this grievance is whether the union is limited to using certain specifically negotiated
reports for enforcement of Article 7.1. B of the USPS-NPMHU National Agreement.
The parties continue to disagree as to whether report (AAW996P1) referenced in the Letter of lnt~nt
on the bottom of page 120 in the 2000-2004 National Agreement, was negotiated for informational
. purposes only or fot enforcement of the National Agreement. The parties reserve the right to
address that issue separately from the disposition of this case.
Aside from our dispute regarding the AAW996P1 report, the parties agree that the information that
can be used by either party to prove compliance with or violation of Article 7.1 B of the National
. Agreement is not limited to such negotiated reports provided the information is relevant and
consistent with the.provisions·of Articles 17 and 31, the National Labor Relations Act, and any other
applicable laws artd regulations. Disputes about the relevance of information will be resolved in the
grievance procedure, before the NLRB, or in any other appropriate forum.
Please sign and return the-enclosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of agreement to
remand this case consistent with the provisions of the Memorandum of Understanding re: Step 4
·Procedures.
Time limits at this level were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely;

~r~·~

John ~Hegarty:;;
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union

475 t:ENFANT PlAzA SW
WASH1tJGTON DC 20260-4100
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Award Summary
The Postal Service is not required to
justify cross-wage level assignments within
the Clerk Craft such as those involved in
this grievance under Article 7.2.B, and that
provision is not violated by such
assignments.

Shyam Das, Arbitrator

BACKGROUND
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On August 16, 1992, the Union filed a class action
grievance in Lehigh Valley, Pennsylvania.

The basis for the

grievance is set forth in the Step 2 appeal form as follows:

During the period May 29, 1992 - June 5,
1992, management used 23 different level 5/6
clerks to perform duties in level 4, in the
automation area of the facility.
These 23
clerks accounted for a total of 246 hours of
work performed in lieu of level 4 clerks.
The Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA)
provides no language for such crossing of
wage levels. Article 7.2.B provides for
such crossing of occupational groups if in
the same wage level. This assignment
clearly violates the CBA since it is to
circumvent the assignment of overtime work
to the level four clerks and the posting of
bid positions to the clerk craft.
These assignments are being made not because
of light workload in the level 5/6 areas,
since most of these clerks are removed from
their primary job areas and that mail then
sits. Management must compensate the level
4 clerks at the appropriate overtime rate to
include penalty overtime for all hours
worked by the level 5/6 clerks.
The grievance was appealed to Step 3 without a Step 2
decision.

The Step 3 appeal notes:

"The parties have agreed

that this grievance would be the repreDentative case and that no
further grievances must be filed."

After the Postal Service

denied the grievance at Step 3, i t was appealed by the Union to
regional arbitration, at which level the Postal Service declared
it raised an interpretive issue.

2
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On December 10, 1993 the Union appealed the grievance
to Step 4.

This appeal identified the applicable contract

provision as Article 7.2 and the issue as "Crossing Wage
Levels".

There was no Step 4 meeting.

On May 9, 1994, the

Union appealed the case to National Arbitration, again
identifying the applicable contract provision as Article 7.2.

At the outset of the arbitration hearing on July 11,
2002, the Union took the position that this grievance does not
raise a legitimate national interpretive issue and should be
remanded to the region.

The Postal Service disagreed.

The

parties agreed to bifurcation to permit an initial determination
to be made as to whether this grievance raises an interpretive
issue properly to be resolved at National Arbitration, and, if
so, what that issue is.
In an Interim Award, issued on December 13, 2002,

I

concluded that:

[Tlhis grievance does raise an interpretive
issue of general application for purposes of
Article 15.4.D.1 of the 1990-1994 National
Agreement.
That issue is whether Article
7.2 applies to, and is violated by, intracraft cross-wage level assigrunents such as
those involved in this grievance.

The parties then addressed the merits of this case at
hearings held on April 22 and August 14-15, 2003.

C90C-1C-C 93018526
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The intra-craft cross-wage level assignments protested
in the underlying Lehigh Valley grievance occurred some time
after the Lehigh Valley office moved into a new location.

At

the new location there were only two MPLSMs staffed by Level 5
and 6 Clerks, in contrast to three MPLSMs at the prior facility.
The number of pieces of automated equipment staffed by Level 4
Mail Processors increased from six to 12 or 13.

Lehigh Valley

Supervisor Ronald Worrich testified that after the move, there
was an excess number of Level 6 Clerks.

There was only four

hours of work for them at Level 6, so he assigned them to Level
4 work on a regular and recurring basis. 1

Leroy Moyer, who was the Clerk Craft Director for the
Lehigh Valley Local when this grievance was filed, testified
that the Level 4 employees complained that they were being
deprived of overtime opportunities.

He also was concerned that

there was an insufficient number of Level 4 positions after the
move to the new facility.

Both Moyer and Worrich testified that prior to the
move to the new facility there were occasions when Level 6 or 5
Clerks were temporarily assigned to Level 4 work to relieve Mail
Processors on their lunch break or to cover an absence.

Moyer

stressed that this was not done on a regular and routine basis.
He said he knew these assignments were

1

11

wrong 11 ,

but he tolerated

The grievance disputes whether there was insufficient Level 6
work, hut for purposes of deciding the interpretive issue 1 will
assume that there was insufficient work and that this was the
reason for the assignment to Level 4 work.

4
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them in the context of the cooperative relationship that existed
between the Local and management.

Article 7, Section 2 of the 1990-1994 National
Agreement in effect when the grievance was filed in 1992
provides:

Section 2.

Employment and Work Assignments

A. Normally, work in different crafts,
occupational groups or levels will not be
combined into one job. However, to provide
maximum full-time employment and provide
necessary flexibility, management may
establish full-time schedule assignments by
including work within different crafts or
occupational groups after the following
sequential actions have been taken:
1. All available work within each
separate craft by tour has been
combined.
2. Work of different crafts in the same

wage level by tour has been combined.
The appropriate representatives of the
affected Unions will he informed in advance
of the reasons for establishing the
combination full-time assignments within
different crafts in accordance with this
Article.
B. In the event of insufficient work on
any particular day or days in a full-time or
part-time employee's own scheduled
assignment, management may assign the
employee to any available work in the same
wage level for which the employee is
qualified, consistent with the employee's

5
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knowledge and experience, in order to
maintain the number of work hours of the
employee's basic work schedule.
C. During exceptionally heavy workload
periods for one occupational group,
employees in an occupational group
experiencing a light workload period may be
assigned to work in the same wage level,
commensurate with their capabilities, to the
heavy workload area for such time as
management determines necessary.

Article 25 provides:

ARTICLE 25
HIGHER LEVEL ASSIGNMENTS

Section 1.

Definitions

Higher level work is defined as an
assignment to a ranked higher level
position, whether or not such position has
been authorized at the installation.
Section 2.

Higher Level Pay

An employee who is detailed to higher level
work shall be paid at the higher level for
time actually spent on such job. An
employee's higher level rate shall be
determined as if promoted to the position.
An employee temporarily assigned or detailed
to a lower level position shall be paid at
the employee's own rate.
In a regional arbitration decision (Case No. E7C-2E-C
48567) issued on May 15, 1992 -- shortly before the present
grievance was filed -- Arbitrator Bernard Cushman held that the

C90C-1C-C 93018526
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assignment of Level 6 and 5 Clerks to Level 4 Mail Processor
work violated Article 7.2.

The Cushman Award, as had some

earlier regional arbitration decisions, rejected the Postal
Service s position that intra-craft assignments are not within
1

the purview of Article 7.

Most, if not all, other regional

arbitrators who have been faced with this issue after the
Cushman Award have reached the same conclusion. 2

The Postal Service takes the position that Article
7.2.B does not prohibit cross-wage level assignments unless they
are cross-craft assignments.

This case, it stresses, involves

only cross-wage level assignments within the Clerk Craft.

It

insists that the Cushman Award and other regional arbitration
decisions holding that intra-craft assignments are within the
purview of Article 7 are incorrect.

It also points to some

regional decisions that support the Postal Service's position.

UNION POSITION

The Union contends that Article 7.2.B specifically
provides that employees can only be assigned available work "in
the same wage level" in the event of insufficient work in the
employee's own scheduled assignment.

This applies to intra-

craft as well as cross-craft assignments.

The Cushman Award and

other regional arbitration decisions reaching the same
conclusion are consistent with the language of the contract and

2

Evidently, a considerable number of grievances involving this
issue are being held in abeyance by agreement of the parties,
pending the decision in this case.

7
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are directly rooted in National Arbitration awards issued by
Arbitrators Richard Bloch and Richard Mittenthal.

The Union rejects the Postal Service's argument that
Article 7.2.B does not really mean what it says.

On the basis

of bargaining history and the parties' purported practice, the
Union asserts, the Postal Service has claimed at different
points in this case that Article 7.2.B means that employees can
be assigned across wage levels if (a) they maintain their rate,
or (b} provided the assignment is not across craft lines.

The

proffered interpretations, the Union maintains, contradict one
another and, in any case, are unsupported by evidence.
The Union stresses that the bargaining history
witnesses presented by the Postal Service did not testify that
the Postal Service believed that Article 7.2.B, which was
included in the initial 1971 National Agreement, was designed or
intended simply to protect craft jurisdiction.

They testified

it was not intended to protect jurisdiction at all, but rather
to provide rate protection -- an employee assigned to a lower
level position would continue to be paid at his scheduled wage
level.

That was the basis on which the Postal Service sought to

delete the words

11

in the same wage level" as superfluous -- in

light of Article 25.2

in subsequent contracts.

The Unions

successfully resisted such a change, and in 1982 Arbitrator
Mittenthal rejected the Postal Service's contention that Article
7.2.B should be read, in light of its bargaining history, as not
prohibiting cross-craft assignment to a higher level job.

8
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The Union freely concedes that craft jurisdiction is a
matter of utmost sensitivity in the Postal Service.

But it

stresses that if the parties had intended only to protect craft
jurisdiction they could and would have done so directly, rather
than by indirectly and abstractly expressing craft jurisdiction
concerns in terms of wage level.

The Union contends that the record also fails to
support the Postal Service's claim that the Union acquiesced to
a practice of allowing temporary reassignment across wage
levels, provided such assignments did not cross crafts. 3

The

weight of the evidence establishes not only that there was not a
consistent mutually understood practice of allowing the sort of
reassignment at issue here, hut also that in most of fices such
assignments were protested.

Moreover, the Postal Service

provided no documentation that the National APWU believed that
only cross-craft assignments had to be within the same wage
level.

With the exception of one alleged after-hours discussion

with former Clerk Craft Director Kenny Wilson,

there was no

testimony that any Headquarters National Union officer held such
a view.

At best, the Union argues, the record shows that
different Locals initially took different approaches to
enforcement of Article 7.2.B when Clerks were assigned across

3

The Union does not dispute that Level 6 Clerks frequently were
assigned (at level 6 pay) to distribution work performed by
level 5 Clerks, but it stresses that such work is included in
the Level 6 position description.
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wage levels in and out of Mail Processor operations because of
insufficient work.

The Union asserts that these differences

evaporated as the Mail Processor work force grew and became more
insistent on contractual protection, and that since the late
1980's the Union's position on Article 7.2.B has been consistent
and completely in accord with the position taken both here and
before Arbitrator Cushman.

The Union points out that it does not take the
position that Clerks (or any of its crafts) can never be
assigned across wage levels.
language of Article 7.2.B,

Its position is that, per the

"insufficient work on any particular

day or days in a full-time or part-time employee's own scheduled
assignment" is not a contractually authorized reason to assign
an employee to work outside the employee's wage level.
Consistent with this language, when Lehigh Valley Clerk Craft
Director Moyer was dealing with an occasional de minimis need to
provide temporary staffing in OCR operations with higher level
Clerks to keep the mail flowing, he declined to pursue
grievances.

When the reason for such cross level assignments

became regular insufficient work in the normal assignments of
Level 5 and 6 Clerks, he appropriately sought to enforce the
restrictions of Article 7.2.B.

The appropriate remedy in this case,

the Union

asserts, is to provide overtime pay to Level 4 Mail Processors
on the Overtime Desired List conunensurate with the hours worked
by higher level

Clerks in violation of Article 7.2.B.

The Union

requests that, in the absence of appropriate records, the matter

10
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be remanded to the parties for consideration, subject to
returning any differences to the arbitrator.

EMPLOYER POSITION

The Postal Service contends that Article 7.2.B was not
intended to, and does not, apply to intra-craft assignments, and
that for years the practice in the Postal Service supported that
interpretation.

It urges that, to understand what "within the

same wage level" means, i t is necessary to look beyond literal
wording and to consider what the parties were trying to
accomplish when they negotiated that language, as well as its
subsequent utilization by the parties.

The Postal Service

stresses that the Union acknowledges i t is necessary to go
beyond a literal interpretation of this provision when the Union
concedes that the Postal Service can temporarily assign Clerks
to a lower level position if the work is within their job
description -- an exception found nowhere in Article 7.2.B.
The Postal Service asserts that the bargaining history
evidence it presented shows that the language "within the same
wage level" in Article 7.2.B, which originally was agreed to in
the initial Working Text of the 1971 National Agreement, before
the parties negotiated the text of other provisions including
Article 25 later that year, was intended to provide rate
protection for employees assigned to other work -- whether
cross-craft or intra-craft.

That was why the Postal Service

proposed deleting this language from Article 7.2.B in 1973 and
1975 negotiations on the basis that it was superfluous in light

11

of Article 25.2.
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The Joint Bargaining Committee (JBC) Unions

successfully resisted any change, and the Postal Service
while it stuck to its position on the meaning of Article 7.2.B
-- ceased to press for a change in language.
stresses, however,

The Postal Service

that the evidence shows that the Unions

insisted on keeping that language because they saw i t as a
defense to the crossing of craft lines, which was a crucial
issue for them.

Neither the Postal Service, nor the Unions, the

Postal Service argues, saw Article 7.2 as restricting intracraft aasigrunents.

Testimony of both Postal Service and Union witnesses
establishes that over the next years Clerk Craft employees
frequently were reassigned from Level 6 MPLSM work to lower
level work without anyone raising an Article 7.2.B issue.

The

Postal Service maintains that it was only after the Postal
Service began to deploy automated OCR and BCS equipment and
established a lower level Mail Processor position within the
Clerk Craft that a change in position began to occur.

The Union

first sought to have the Mail Processor position upgraded from
Level 3 to Level 5.

After Arbitrator Benjamin Aaron increased

i t only to Level 4, some Union officials began to seek

additional compensation for the Level 4 Clerks by claiming that
Article 7.2 sharply restricted the Postal Service's ability to
use higher level Clerks temporarily in Level 4 assignments.

The Union succeeded in convincing certain regional
arbitrators, most notably Arbitrator Cushman in 1992, of its new
interpretation.

The Postal Service insists that the Cushman

12
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Award and others reaching the same conclusion -- many of which
rely on the Cushman Award -- reached the wrong result.
Critically absent from Cushman's analysis is the extensive
bargaining history which the Postal Service has presented in
this case.

Otherwise, he could not have relied upon a statement

from Arbitrator Mittenthal's 1982 Award that the parties did not
disagree about the meaning of the term "in the same wage level".
That statement, the Postal Service asserts, is clearly
incorrect.

Moreover, Cushman evidently was not made aware of

the exception conceded by the Union in this case that its
contract interpretation is null and void so long as the lower
level work at issue is part of the higher level Clerk position
description.
The National Arbitration decisions issued in 1982 by
Arbitrators Bloch and Mittenthal, which the Union relies on,
both notably involved cross-craft assignments.

Moreover, the

Postal Service stresses, apparently neither arbitrator was
presented with the extensive and unrebutted bargaining history
evidence presented in this case, and Mittenthal's discussion of
the negotiation history rests on the false assumption that the
Postal Service agreed with the Union on the meaning of the term
"in the same wage level".
The Postal Service argues that the Union's current
position flies in the face of one of the JBC Unions' chief goals
in 1971, which was to achieve an all regular work force.

As

Union witnesses acknowledged, the Postal Service could utilize
part-time or casual employees or delay performance of Level 4

l3
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work if it did not assign i t to Level 5 or 6 Clerks.

It is not

required to assign this work on overtime to Level 4 Clerks.
Moreover, to the extent there is not enough work to keep Level 5
and 6 clerks productive for all of their guaranteed 8 hours,
Postal Service could eliminate those full-time positions.

the

That

hardly could have been the result intended by the Unions•
negotiators in 1971.

The Postal Service also points to evidence it
presented to show that even after some in the Union were trying
to rewrite the bargaining history in the 1980s, other APWU
officials made it clear they did not see Article 7.2 as
restricting management's right to make lower level assignments
within the same craft.

Similarly, the record shows that

continuing through the 1990s in diverse locations the Union
frequently acquiesced in the Postal Service's right to make such
assignments.

The Postal Service maintains that the Union's attempt
to explain away this overwhelming evidence by claiming that such
assignments are permissible so long as the lower level
assignment was in the higher level employee's position
description is inconsistent with National Arbitration awards and
ELM provisions.

These authorities hold that Postal Service

position descriptions are not fully descriptive of what an
employee can be required to do, and that their primary function
is to rank positions for pay purposes.

14
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The Postal Service points out that the APWU's position
is at odds with the NALC's interpretation of Article 7.2 found
in its joint contract interpretation manual (JCAM).

The NALC,

which was part of the JBC that negotiated the wording of Article
7.2.B has agreed with the Postal Service in its JCAM that 7.2.B

and 7.2.C cover cross-craft assignments.
Contract interpretation, the Postal Service urges,
should be rational and lead to sensible results.
position does not.

The APWU's

For example, a Union witness contended that

jt would violate Article 7.2.B for Level 6 MPLSM operators to
work Level 5 FSM machines, yet it would not be a violation for
them to work Level 6 FSM machines, even though the two FSM
positions are basically the same job.
The Postal Service further contends that its
interpretation harmonizes Article 7.2.B with Article 25.2.

If

the parties had truly negotiated in 1971 that the Postal Service
relinquished all rights to assign employees to a lower level,
both cross-craft and intra-craft, the last sentence in Article
25.2 would be rendered nugatory.

A more sensible conclusion is

that both sides saw that sentence as having meaning; the Postal
Service broadly, as not affecting its rights to make temporary
assignments either cross-craft or intra-craft; the Unions, more
narrowly, as applying only to intra-craft lower level temporary
assignments.

The Postal Service stresses there is nothing in

the contract or in the bargaining hjstory indicating that
Article 25.2's last sentence was agreed to simply in order to
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cover higher level employees temporarily assigned to lower level
work within their position description.

Finally, the Postal Service contends that even if it
is determined that the Postal Service did commit a violation of
the National Agreement, the Union is entitled to no relief in
this case.

There is no need for prospective remedial relief

because today the Postal Service does not have MPLSM Operators
or Level 4 Mail Processors.
positions left at all.
appropriate.

Indeed, there are few Level 4

Nor is any retroactive remedy

The Union demands overtime pay for Level 4

employees who could have been assigned the work in question on
overtime, but the Union does not dispute the Postal Service
could have assigned this work to part-time employees or casual
employees, or even put it over to the next day.
right to overtime.
windfall.

There is no

The remedy the Union seeks is simply a

The Level 4 employees were fully employed for 8 hours

at their regular positions.
FINDINGS

The Postal Service asserts that prior to 1971, when
Article 7.2 was first agreed to, management freely assigned
employees to any work they were qualified to perform in or out
of their craft.

If the temporary assignment was to a lower

level job, the employee continued to receive his or her regular
pay.

If the assignment was to higher work, the employee only

received the higher pay after 30 days.

In 1971, the Union

succeeded in getting the Postal Service to agree -- in Article

16
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25 -- that employees assigned to higher level work would be paid
at the higher level for time actually spent on the job.

In

1971, the parties also agreed -- prior to negotiating Article 25
-- to the provisions in Article 7.2. 4

The Postal Service maintains that the language in
Article 7.2.B was not intended to limit its previous flexibility
to temporarily move employees to higher or lower levels, both
within craft and cross-craft, as it saw fit.

It also insists

that by agreeing to include the words "in the same wage level"
in that provision, the Postal Service was only agreeing that
employees temporarily assigned to a lower level job would retain
their regular rate of pay.

Whatever the merits of this position

if we were starting from a clean slate, there is National

Arbitration precedent which holds that the words "in the same
wage level" in Article 7.2.B -- at least in the context of a
cross-craft assignment -- mean that the assignment must be to
work in the same wage level.

This was a holding in Arbitrator

Mittenthal's 1982 decision in Case No. H8C-2F-C-7406, in which
the Postal Service relied on the same bargaining history it has
cited in this case.

Even assuming, purely for the sake of

argument, that the Postal Service's brief in that case -- which
Arbitrator Mittenthal read as acknowledging that "in the same
wage level" meant the assignment had to be to a job in the same
wage level -- misstated its position or was misunderstood by the
arbitrator, the decision was final and binding and the Postal

4

Article 7.2.A was somewhat revised in 1973.
7.2.C have remained essentially unchanged.

Article 7.2.B and

17
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Service has not questioned its continued application to crosscraft assignments.

Although Arbitrator Mittenthal's decision only
involved cross-craft assignments, it would be contractually
anomalous and, in my view, unsound in this collective bargaining
context to conclude that the words "in the same wage level" in
Article 7.2.B have some different meaning for purposes of
deciding the present case.

It does not follow, however, that

cross~wage

level assignments at issue in this

the intra-craft

case violated the National Agreement.

Absent a contractual proscription on such assignments,
there can be no question that the Postal Service would have the
right to make intra-craft cross-wage level assignments such as
those involved in this grievance.

Article 3 (Management Rights)

provides:
The Employer shall have the exclusive right,
subject to the provisions of this Agreement
and consistent with applicable laws and
regulations:
A. To direct employees of the Employer
in the performance of official duties;
B.
To hire, promote, transfer, assign,
and retain employees in positions within the
Postal Service and to suspend, demote,
discharge, or take other disciplinary action
against such employees;

C.
To maintain the efficiency of the
operations entrusted to it;
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D.
To determine the methods, means,
and personnel by which such operations are
to be conducted;

*

*

*

Moreover, Article 25 clearly contemplates that employees may be
temporarily assigned to higher level work or lower level
positions and sets forth the basis on which they are to be paid
in those circumstances.

In particular -- and relevant to the
Article 25 provides that:

assignments at issue in this case

"An employee temporarily assigned or detailed to a lower level
position shall be paid at the employee's own rate."

On its face Article 7.2, on which the Union relies,
does not include any direct proscription on cross-wage level
assignments within the same craft.
that:

Article 7.2.A provides only

"Normally, work in different

combined into one job.

11

levels will not be

That provision goes on, however,

to

recognize such a combination may be effected for the purpose of
providing maximum full-time employment -- a major goal of the
Postal Unions since the advent of collective bargaining -- and
providing necessary flexibility.

Indeed, Article 7.2.A

specifically provides that work in different crafts or
occupational groups may be included in a full-time schedule
assignment only after:

"All available work within each separate

craft by tour has been combined."

19
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Article 7.2.A, obviously, is not applicable to
temporary assignments of the sort at issue in this case.
Article 7.2.B and 7.2.C do address temporary assignments.
Neither provision directly proscribes any assignment.

Rather

each authorizes certain assignments in particular circumstances.
Nonetheless, there would appear be no need for such
authorization -- given Article 3 -- if there was not some
proscription that otherwise would bar such an assignment.

In Case No. H8S-5F-C-8027, decided in 1982, National
Arbitrator Richard Bloch found there was an "inherent
proscription against crossing craft lines", and that Article
7.2.B and 7.2.C set forth "limited circumstances" in which that
inherent proscription is inapplicable.

Arbitrator Bloch

concluded with respect to Article 7.2:

Taken together, these provisions support the
inference that Management's right to cross
craft lines is substantially limited.
He further stated:

... one must proceed on the premise that
crossing craft lines is prohibited and that
the contractual exceptions (in Article 7.2.B
and 7.2.CJ are not to be invoked unless
clearly met.
Arbitrator Bloch cited Article 7.2.A as recognizing
the distinction among crafts.

As the Cuslunan Award and other

similar regional decisions have noted (and as discussed above),
the first sentence in Article 7.2.A specifies that normally work
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in different wage levels, not just different crafts or
occupational groups, will not be combined into one job.

The

remainder of that provision, however, does not treat wage levels
as the equivalent of separate crafts or occupational groups.

It

states that, in order to provide maximum full-time employment
and necessary flexibility,. management "may establish full-time
schedule assignments by including work within different crafts
or occupational groups" -- something Arbitrator Bloch aaid
otherwise would have been proscribed.

Combining work in

different wage levels in the same craft or group is addressed
only indirectly in the requirement that before any inter-craft
or inter-occupational group combinations are made,

"work within

each separate craft by tour" shall first be combined. 5

Thus, I am not persuaded that the 1992 Cushman Award
(and other similar regional arbitration decisions) is correct in
concluding that:

"··· Section A lists wage levels as a third

category coordinate with crafts and occupational groups".
(Emphasis added.)

The Cushman Award goes on to state:

5

This distinction is even clearer in the wording of Article
7.2.A in the 1971 Agreement -- which was revised to the present
language in 1973.
In the 1971 Agreement, this provision read:
Normally work in different crafts, occupational groups or
levels will not be combined into one job. However, in order
to maximize full-time employment opportunities and provide
necessary flexibility, management may after studied effort
to meet its requirements by combining within craft or
occupational groups establish full-time or part-time
scheduled assignments by including work within different
crafts or occupational groups.
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Under B and C it is provided that temporary
assignments must be in the same wage level.
The "inherent presumption" fa reference to
the "inherent proscription" against crossing
craft lines found by Arbitrator Bloch) would
appear to apply to wage levels as well as to
crafts or occupational group levels.
Otherwise the term wage level would be
superfluous.
With due respect to Arbitrator Cuslunan, this conclusion is not
an obvious one.

The provision in Article 7.2.A that nonnally

work in different levels will not be combined into one job
serves a distinct purpose, and, as discussed above, the
remainder of Article 7.2.A does not treat wage level as the
equivalent of craft or occupational group.

As for Article 7.2.B

and 7.2.C, under National Arbitrator Mittenthal's 1982 decision
in Case No. HBC-2F-C-7406, the words "in the same wage level" in
those provisions serve as a substantial limitation on crosscraft temporary assignments.

So, it is not necessary to find

that there is an inherent proscription against crossing wage
levels within a craft in order to give effect to the parties use
of the term wage level.

Craft jurisdiction has been a persistently significant
issue between and among the Postal Service and the various
Unions representing its employees.
It is true today.

That was true before 1971.

Arbitrator Bloch found there was an "inherent

proscription against crossing craft lines" reflected in Article
7. 2.

I see no convincing basis in Article 7.2 or elsewhere in

the National Agreement for finding an equivalent proscription
against cross-wage level assignments within the same craft or
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the parties intended to provide greater protection against
crossing wage levels within the same craft than against crossing
craft lines -- a result that would be exactly the opposite of
the agreed-to priorities reflected in the sequential actions set
forth in Article 7.2.A.

Furthermore, if cross-wage level assignments were
subject to the same "inherent proscription" as cross-craft
assignments were determined to he in Arbitrator Bloch's
decision, then such assignments would be prohibited and could
only he made where the Agreement clearly authorizes them.
Union asserts that i t is

~

The

saying that the Postal Service can

never temporarily assign Clerk craft employees to work in a
lower level -- something clearly contemplated by Article 25
but only that such assignments cannot he made in the
circumstances described in Article 7.2.B.

Yet, the only example

the Union cited where Article 25 might apply consistent with its
reading of the Agreement is where Clerks are assigned to lower
level work which is within their position description.

But such

assignments, under the Union's theory, are not really to a lower
level position, because the employees are performing work within
their own position description, even if it overlaps work also
performed by a lower level position.

The most critical point, however, is that -- unlike
crossing craft lines -- there is no inherent or other
contractual proscription on cross-wage level assignments within
the Clerk Craft. Absent such a proscription, the Postal Service
is not required by the National Agreement or National
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Arbitration precedent to justify intra-craft cross-wage level
assignments such as those involved in this grievance under the
terms of Article 7.2.B.

One final point needs to be stressed.

Nothing in this

opinion is addressed to crossing occupational groups within the
same craft.

There are a nwnber of regional arbitration awards

(but no National Arbitration decision that I

am aware of)

which

deal with various issues involving temporary assignments that
cross occupational groups.
case.

Those issues are not raised in this

There is no claim that the Level 6 or 5 Clerks

temporarily assigned to Level 4 Mail Processor work are in a
separate occupational group, as that term is used in the
National Agreement.
AWARD
The Postal Service is not required to justify crosswage level assignments within the Clerk Craft such as those
involved in this grievance under Article 7.2.B, and that
provision is not violated by such assignments.

Shy~~trator

ARBITRATION AWARD
July 9, 1982
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
Monongahela, Pennsylvania
-and-

Case No. ll8T-2F-C-6605 (AS-E-1102)

AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION

Subject:

)

Reduction in Hours of Work per Week - Part-Time
Regular Employee

Statement of the Issue:
Whether the Postal Service's
action in permanently reducing the work week for a
part-time regular employee from 30 to 20 hours was
a violation of Articles V, VI, VII or XII?
Contract Provisions Involved:
Articles III, V, VI,
VII, VIII, XII, XIII, and 'IS/ of the July 21, 1978
National Agreement.
Grievance Data:

Grievance Filed:
Step 1 Answer:
Step 2 Answer:
Step 3 Answer:
Step 4 Answer.:
Appeal to Arbitration:
Case Heard:
Transcript Received
Briefs Submitted:
Statement of the Award:
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Date
July 9, 1980
July 9, 1980
July 29, 1980
October 31, 1980
March 5, 1981
March 12, 1981

February 23, 1982
March
, 1982
April 8, 1982
The grievance is.denied.

BACKGROUND
This grievance protests the Postal Service's action in
permanently reducing the work week for a part-time regular
employee from 30 to 20 hours. The Union claims this reduction was a violation of Articles V, VI, VII and XII of the
1978 National Agreement.
M. Yevcinez was first employed at the Monongahela Post
Office in February 1963 on the basis of a "temporary appointment." He was terminated and rehired several times in the
next four years. He was finally given a "career appointment" as a Laborer-Custodian on December 30, 1967. He was
considered a part-time regular employee* and was scheduled
for 40 hours a week. His schedule was reduced to 30 hours
in June 1968. No grievance was filed objecting to that reduction.
·
Before the instant dispute arose in 1980~ Monongahe1a
had been authorized 70 hours of maintenance and custodial
work per week. This work was done by two employees. One
was a full-time regular, a Level 4 Maintenance Man, who was
scheduled 40 hours per week. The other, Yevcinez, was a
part-time regular 3 a Level 3 Laborer-Custodian, who was
scheduled 30.hours per week.
A maintenance audit was performed in April ~979 by a
team from the Management Sectional Center (MSC) in Pittsburgh. That audit resulted in a MSC decision that the
authorized hours of maintenance and custodial work for the
Monongahela Post Office be reduced from 70 to 48 per week.
The Monongahela Postmaster sought 60 hours per week on the
ground that certain work had not been taken into consideration. The MSC was sympathetic to his appeal and advised him
in late January 1980 that Monongahela was authorized 60 hours
of maintenance and custodial work per week.

Monongahela had to adjust its employee work schedules
to comply with this 60-hour authorization. It continued to
schedule the one full-time regular 40 hours per week. It
permanently reduced the schedule of the one part-time regular,
Yevcinez, from 30 to 20 hours per week. This reduction
prompted the present grievance. The Union's position is
that the Postal Service may not permanently reduce the weekly
work hours of a part-time regular. It believes that such a
reduction is a violation of Articles V, VI, VII and XII of
the National Agreement.

*

The part-time regular employee was then ref erred to as an
"hourly rate regular."
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DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS
Article VII (Employee Classifications) is the proper
starting point for any analysis of this dispute. It states
that the "regular work force" will consist of two kinds of
employees. One is "full-time" employees who, pursuant to
Section 1-A-1, "shall be assigned to regular schedules consisting of five (5) eight (8) hour days in a service week."
The other is "part-time" employees who, pursuant to Section
1-A-2, "shall be assigned to regular schedules of less than
forty (40) hours in a service week or shall be available
to work flexible hours as assigned .•• "

The difference between these employee categories is
clear. Yevcinez, the grievant, is a part-time regular. Before this dispute arose, his "regular schedule" was 30 hours
a week. Then, at the time this dispute arose, his "regular
schedule" was changed to 20 hours a week. In either event,
he was "assigned to [a] regular schedule ••• of less than
forty (40) hours in a service week ••. " That is precisely
what Article VII, Section 1-A-2 contemplates for a parttime regular. There plainly has been no violation of Article
VII.

)

These contract provisions, however, form the underlying
basis for the Union's argument. ·It asserts that the "only
difference" between a full-time regular and a part-time
regular is "the number of regularly scheduled hours in t::he
work. week." It maintains that because the full-time regular
cannot have his hours reduced to less than 40, the parttime regular similarly cannot have his hours reduced below
whatever they happened to have been when he was hired. Its
post-hearing brief indicates that this analogy goes to the
very heart of its case:
" •.• Thus; the Union believes that when a parttime regular is hired at a·given number of hours
... those hours become a guarantee below which the
employee cannot be reduced, anymore than a fulltime regular can arbitrarily have his hours reduced to less than 40 .•• "
CBrief p. 3)
It has no objection to an init~al 20-hour schedule. Rather,
its objection is to the reduction of the part-time regular
from a 30-hour schedule to a 20-hour schedule.

The difficulty with the Union's argument is that its
analogy is not at all convincing. A part-time regular is

)
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not a full-time regular. They are separate and distinct
employee categories. They are not governed by the same contract principles. Hence, the existence of a 40-hour floor
for a full-time regular does not suggest any comparable
floor for a part-time regular. Article VII, Section 1-A-2
does not establish minimum weekly hours for a part-time
regular. It simply says that part-timers "shall be assigned
to regular schedules of less than forty (40) hours in a
service week ••• " Those 11 regular schedules" can encompass
any number of hours less than 40. There is no minimum, no
f1oor.

The proposition the Union appears to be urging is that
once a part-time regular has been placed on a .. regular
schedule", here 30 hours per week, that "schedulen is irreducible. It believes the number of hours in this employee's
initial "regular schedule" cannot be decreased.
Nothing in Article VII supports this proposition. One
must look elsewhere in the National Agreement for guidance.
The only provision which seems to address the matter of
changes in the work week> changes in the number of scheduled
hours, is Article VIII (Hours of Work). It reads in part:
"Section 1. Work Week. The work week for
full-time regulars shall be forty (40) hours per
week, eight (8) hours per day ••• Sborter work weeks
will, however, exist as needed for part-time
regulars.
"Section 2.

Work Schedules •••

"Section 3. Exceptions .•. Part-time employees
will be scheduled in accordance with the above
rules, except that they may be scheduled for less
than eight (8) hours per service day and less than
fox:ta (40) hours per normal work week." (Emphasis
adde )

The critical sentence is found in Article VIII> Section
1, "Shorter work weeks will ••• exist as needed for part-time
regulars." These words plainly imply that a part-time regular's work week is not necessarily fixed. His work week may
be "shorte[ned]" as the "need[s]" of postal operations dictate. And, as those "need[s]" change again, his work week
could surely be extended to what it originally was. For
"shorter work weeks" are to "exist" only for such time "as"
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they happen to be "needed." The parties thus appear to have
accepted the idea that the work week of part-time regulars
was subject to change. Had they intended to freeze the
work week of such employees~ as the Union contends~ they
would hardly have embraced the concept of "shorter work
weeks ... as needed." Nothing in the National Agreement points
to such a freeze. Neither Article VIII nor any other contract provision prohibits the Postal Service from reducing
the work week of a part-time regular because of operational
need [ s ] " ·*
Even the Union concedes that the Postal Service has
some flexibility with respect to a part-time re.gular' s
schedule.
It acknowledges that the number of hours in his
original weekly schedule can be increased.
It protests
only the situation in which the number of hours is decreased.
Its argument nevertheless recognizes that the work week for
a part-time regular is subject to change. The logic of the
National Agreement, particularly Article VIII, indicates
that this change can be in either direction. The Union's
attempt to limit the change to a "longer'' work week flies
in the face of the Article VIII, Section 1 reference to a
"shorter" work week.

)

My conclusion is that Article VIII, read together with
the Management Rights in Article III "to maintain the
efficiency of the operations ••. " and "to determine the
methods [and} means ••• by which such operations are to be
conducted", allow the Postal Service to reduce the number
of hours of work of a part-time regular below the number
he customarily had been scheduled to work.
The reduction of
the grievant's hours from 30 per week to 20 per week was
permissible under the terms of the National Agreement given
the needs of the Monongahela Post Office.
There remain several allegations regarding Articles V,
VI and XII of the Nationa1 Agreement. The Union asserts
that each of these articles was violated by the Postal Service's action in reducing the grievant's scheduled hours
from 30 per week to 20 per week.

*

Article VIII, Section 3 indicates, as does Article VII,
that there is no floor on the weekly hours of a part-time
regular.
It says "part-time [regulars] ... may be scheduled
for ••• less than forty (40) hours per normal work week." A
part-time regular could be scheduled 30 hours per week or
20 hours per week or less. All such schedules would be permissible under this contract language.

)
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Article V provides that the Postal Service "will not
take any actions affecting •.• hours ••. as defined in Section
8(d} of the National Labor Relations Act which violate the
terms of this Agreement ••• " For the reasons already stated,
I have held that the reduction in the grievant's hours did
not violate the National Agreement. It follows that there
has been no violation of Article V.
Article VI provides that employees in the regular work
force as of September 15, 1978, "shall be protected henceforth against any involuntary layoff or force reduction."
The grievant was part of the regular work force as of
September 15, 1978. However, the Postal Service's action
in reducing his weekly hours from 30 to 20 did not subject
him to an "involuntary layoff or force reduction." The provisions of Article VI do not appear to be applicable to the
facts of this case.
Article XII, Sections 5-C-5 and 5-D* provides various
principles and procedures for handling a "reduction in the
number of employees in an installation other than by attrition." It details exactly how "reassignments within [an]
installation" and "reassignments to other installations" are
to be made.
It protects "part-time regular employees within
their own category." However, none of this is relevant to
the instant dispute. For there was no "reduction in the
number of employees ••• 11 in the maintenance/custodial group
in the Monongahela Post Office. There were two employees
in this group before this grievance arose; there were two
employees in this group after this grievance arose. A reduction in hours for one of the two employees is not tantamount to a "reduction in the number of employees .•• " There
has been no violation of Article XII.
I find, accordingly, that the reduction in the grievant's
scheduled hours was not a violation of the National Agreement.

*

I shall assume, for purposes of this case, that these provisions were raised by the Union in the course of the grievance
procedure and are hence properly before me in this arbitration.
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AWARD
The grievance is denied.

[~J·.~
Richardtenthal~

)
./
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Arbitrator
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN
THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
AND
THE LABORERS' INTERNATIONAL UNION
OF NORTH AMERICA, MAIL HANDLERS
DIVISION

The parties to the Joint National Study Committee on
Part-time Regular Mail Handlers mutuaily agree to the
following:

1.

That the United States Postal Service will not
hire or assign part-time reC}Ular Kail Handlers
in lieu of or to the detriment of full-time
regular or part-time flexible Mail Handlers.

2.

With regard to scheduling, part-time regular
Mail Handlers are to be regularly scheduled
during specific hours of duty. Only in
emergency or unanticipated circumstances will
part-time regular Mail Handler work hours be
expanded beyond their fixed schedules.

3.

When it is necessary that fixed scheduled
day(s) of work or starting times in the basic
·work week for a part-time regular craft
assignment be permanentl-y changed, the
provisions of Article 12, Sections 3.84 and
3.86 will be followed.

William
Director
Office o
ontract
Administration
Labor Relations Department

DATE

'-1/r7 /<?<&

r1

~>J.
b=--::L.
Josep N. Am.ma, Jr.
Director of Contract
Administration
Laborers' International Union
of North America. AFL-CIO
Mail Handlers Division,

.•,'

In the Matter of the

CASES NO. HlC-SF-C 1004
1007
Colorado Springs, Colo

Arbitr~tion

bet"Ween

AMERICAN Po.5TAL WORKEP.S UNlON

and

OPINION

~

AWARD

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

Appearances:
For the USPS - Robert L. Eugene, Labor Rel. Specialist
Danny Jackson, Acting Mgr., Cust. Svces.

For the AP\'t1J - Kenneth D. Wilson. Administrative Aide
Jon Nwnair, Local President
Mike Benner. Pres., SDM Division

)
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a jointly signed letter dated May 25, 1982.
By a9reement, the matter

~n

issue was defined as

fol lows:

"Did management vir.>late Article 8 and Article
19 of the National Agreement when it changed
the 9rievants' achedules on October 30, 1981,
and October 23. 1991, respectively. end, therefore. are the 9rislants entitled to out-of-

schedule pay tor.the period they worked from
October JO, 1981 and October 23, 1981, until
they were placed in preferred duty assi~ ?nts.
either by bid or by assignmP.nt to residual vacancies?••

)

\
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These Parties also agreed upon a stipulated set
fact5 which they believed were pertinent to the proper
disposition of t.his disputea
f

"l. The grievance is timely and prcz:erly
before the Arbitrator.

"2. The grievants were converted from parttime flexible status to full-time re9ular
3tatus on Auqust 22, 1981. They were allowed to work regular schedules as follows:
a. Anderson - 090u hours to 1800 hours,
Monday, TUesday, Wednesday and Friday, and
OBOO hours to 1700 hours on Saturday, and off
on Thursday and Sunday.
b.

Bendekovie - 0830 to \730 M,T,W,F:

0630 - 1500 SA: off TH, SU

"3. The 9rievanta• duty statua at that time
was unassigned, as they had not achieved preferred duty assignments by bidding or by aas i9nment to re~idual vacancies at that time.
"4.
In October of 1981, management. changed
;..he schedules in the f!'."llowi1 •.; irian.ner:

a.

Anderson - Oct 30, 1981 to 2200-

b.

Bendekovic: - October 23, 1991 to
0630, TU-WE off.

vo.:>.:., :;;;-;;:;: vff.
2200

~

"S. The 9ri1:vanta were officially assic;ned
to the new schedules until they were placed
in new duty assi9nments, either by bid o~ by
assignment to r·esidual vacanc:ie11."

The Parties a~so stipulated at the openinq of this
hear.i.ng that there were two grievances properll· befo;.
~h• Arhitrator. The first involves L. Anderson and the second G. Bendekovic. Both work out of the Colorado Springs Post Office.

/
\
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Contentions of the Parties:

/

Aecordin9 to the Union, the. ease is a simple one. The
issue posed is whether Anderson and Bendekovic, who were converted
from part-time flexibles to full-time regulars and assigned a set
of duty hours on August 22, 1981, and who had their schedul~s
changed without the benefit of a bid or a residual vacancy,entitled
to out-of-schedule overtime.
The Union contended that the failure to pay the out-ofschedule overtime violated Article 8, Section 4.B of the current
National Agreement. Additionally, the Union argued that, pursuant
to Article 19 of the A9reement, Handbook EL-401 's terms and conditions have become part of the National Agreement. ~ccordinq to
the Union. the provisions of that Handbook dec::tee that employees
similarly ~ituated to the 9rievar.~s herein are ~ligible for and
should receive out-of-schedule o . .·~rtime.

\

It was the Union's po&ition that the Postal Service
could not distinguish between permanent chanqes made iri the schedules of unassi9ned re9ulars asagainst changes made in the schedules
of full-time regulars. Such distinction is not provided for in
the provisions of Article 37. Section 3 which deals with the pesting and bidding for duty assignmc-nts in_ the Clerk Craft.
Finally, the Union addressed the documentation subm.itt~d
in support of its position. The Onion ~~~-~~~~
that cer~ain arbitration awards cited DY the Employer were issued
by the
::-:::-::.~:-

E~ployer

-=-~

~?"!CZ

P'.!!:':!. ic~tie!1 cf E't-'!0!.,

:::~~

t?:e

~th-ir t:'f-::-1'.:'n!"'•T'lf"C

r'ln nnt-

matter of unassigned regulars and also predate the provisions of EL-401.
relate to the

sub~ect

Management contended that the Onion'• reliance upon
the provisions of EL-401 was misplaced. Management took the
position that EL-401 was not a Handbook issued pursuant to
Article 19, and the Postal Service had taken the position that,
when the direc:ti.ves contained in that. Handbook wera published for
supervision. no changes relatinq to waqes, hours or working conditions of b•rgainif\9 employees were ~ade by its terms. The Union
filed no grievance, und~r Article 19. because this Handbook was
issued.

.

-

The Postal Service argued ~hat, in any event, it had
followed the dictates of that Handbook. This Guide did ~ot provide that regular work schedules could not be changed on a temporary or permanent basis to meet th~·· operational needs of the
-3-

service. Since the Guide does not provide that _permanent chan9es
in schedule require the payment of out-of-schedule compensation,
the changes made in the schedules of the Grievants,with whom this
case is concerned,would not require that this additional eo~pensa
tion be paid. These Grievants were reassiqned permanent changes
in their hours of work. The Service contended that mana9ement

rights, as set out in Article 3 of the Nati0~3l Agreement, as
well as other provisions of the Time and Attendance Manual and
the Employee and Labor Relations Manual made it clear that
Management had not bargained away its ri9ht to make the changes
in schedules with which we are here concerned nor had it issued
any directive or publication which would bar it from assigning
unassi9ned regulars to permanent schedule changes due to operational needs.
Management also addressed some e~ the documentation
which the Union submitted in support of it~ ease. It was the
position of the Postal Service ~hat Notice No. 114. resulting
from the issuance of the Groettum decision, dealt with temporary
schedule changes and the· instant case, as the USPS alleged, was
concerned with a permanent schedule changeQ
As to the provisions of Article 37, the Postal Service
took the position that there are two type~ ·of full time rr;ular
e~ployees, assigned and unasaigned.
For the lc~ter classi£ication.
the Postal Service argued that no language precludes the Service
from maki::-:o::- a per.nanent change it'I the f- .e:d schedule of such ~•n
ployees. '!'l:e .!act th3t Section 3-F~lo of that Article provi.les
for how changes in schedule c:o~ld be made by bid or res1dua1 assignment for such unassianed re9ulars does not mean there could not
be other means for making such chan~es. Changes in schedules for
unassiqned regulars were not always made, by practice, to a vacant
ass igrunent.

)
,

The Postal Service also adduced testimony for the
purpose of establishing that there were ~ ~ operational
reasons for making these achedule chan~es at the Color~do Springs
Post OfJice.

.

.

OPTNION OF THE ARBITRATOR:

..

A~ stated
earlier, this case is concerned with the
question of whether the National Aqreement provides that these
two 9rievants, who were converted from part-time flexible positions to full-time regular positions ~nd then assic;rned a set
schedule of hours of work.could have that schedule changed,
·.
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vithout the benefit of their bidding for sueh a chanqe in assignment or required to fill a residual vacancy, en~ not be cor~ider·

ed entitled to out-of-schedule overtime.
Article 8, Section 4-B of the
reads as follows:

Nati~nal

Agreement

"B. overtime shall be paid to employees for
work performed only after eight (8) hours on
duty in any one service day or forty (40) hours
in any one service week. Nothing, in this Section shall be con.strued by the parties or an~
reviewing authority to deny the eayment of overtime to employees for time workea outside of
their reqularly scheduled work week at the reguest of the Em1:loyer. "(underlining supplied
by the writer}
·

The dispute arose when these two unassigned regular
employees at the Colrado Springs Post Office, who were converted
to this regular status in the Clerk Craft on August 22, 1991,
·.. \

)

and were at that time assigned regular duty hours and days off.
were subsequently reassigned to c:hanqed bours of work, on a
different shift and with other days off.
The Union protested that these employees were due pay-

ment for time worked outside their r ·-:ularly scheduled wo1 > wo:. .
albeit that change in assignment may have been made to me~t operational needs of the service. ln effec~. ~he US~ argued ~na~ ~n~s

was a permanent change, and as such these employees were not entitled i..v Lt:'-t=~'llC: ~i.c.;i1 UVc:rtime pay.
The. implementation of schedulinc; practices and the
payment of ·premium '!J4Y i• guided by tba provia·ions of Handbook

EL-401, which was ia~ued in March of 1981. ~· stated in the
prefatory comme-nt on i.ta first page, this Guide is P~"'vided as
a management: tool to t·nable •~:pervisor11 not only to comply with
the requirements of th~ Ft.SA but also " ••• pos~al policy and ls--·
tablished contractual 1)9reements."
Although this PUblieation
does state that it d~: not address every question of policy
relating to time and a~ .endance. it qoes on to .... "te the major
topics of concern to ~ach line supervisor and manage~.are ~d
dressed.
This Handbook does pro·ride guidance as, to how Manage-

)

ment shall comply "'ith Hestablished postal policy and establist. :l
contractual agreements" regarding out-of-schedule assignments of

-s-

•unassigned Regular F\lll-Time Employees out-Of-Schedule."
Specifically, under the heading of II! Premium Situations,
this Handbook states as follows:

.··
..:···.)··
..

·s .. Unassigned ~egular Full-Time Employees Out-OfSc:hedule. All unassigned regular full-time employees
must be assigned regular work schedules. When not
assigned to a posted position. employees assume as
their regular work sehedule the hours worked in their
first week of the pay period in which the change to
unassigned regular occurred. When a part-time flexible (PTF) employee is converted to full-time regular.
and is not assigned to ~ full time bid position, the
employee becomes en 12nassi9ned regular. (See Article
VII, Section 3 of the National Agreement.)
"These employees are assigned regular work schedand are eligible for out-of-schedule overtime.
Temporary reschedulinq must be compensated at the appropriate premium rate(s).

3:!.!.!.!..

MA management-directed permanent aasi9nment of an ~
unassigned reqular to m specific posted position whict
went unbid in accordance with proviaioNt in the Nati<Y
al 1i9reement, require& no payment of out-of-schedule
overtime ...

This clear language in handbook EL-401~ with its reference to "full time bid positions" and "posted provisions··
and unbid vacancies. permitting management directed assignments,
refers t.ne reaQe: T..O l:.:C1~ pertinent provisions of Article 37,
which deals with pcst1ng and bidding of vacancies for tr.~ Clerk
craft among other subjects of concern to that Craft. After
dealin9 with the subject of filling of vacan:ias and th• posting.
and bidding requirements to do so. Subsection 3-F-10. of that
Article provides:

.. 10. An unassigned full-time regular employee should bid on duty assignments posted
for bids by employees in the craft. If the
employee does not bid, ~r is the unsuccessful bidder, such employee ehal! oe •~~~~ned
in any residual assignment. The employ~~'s
preference ~ be considered if there is
more than one assignment available and ahmll
t.c: honored except where an employee can be
assigned to any available duty assigment for
which he/she is currently·qualified (inc!udin9·
scheme requirementsl.M

.).·•.

The Postal Service sought to establish that no
Article 19 of the National Agreement obligation was raised
by its publieation of Handbook EL 401.
It claimed that
nothing in the Handbook did not comply with the terms of
that National Agreement. It also claimed that this Hand-

book did not stop the making of changes in regular work
schedules on a temporary or regular basis due to operational
reasons.
'niat is quite true, the Postal Service is not prohibited from makirl9 such changes in assigned hours of work.
The question with which we are here concerned is whether when
such changes are made does the Service unde~take a premiwn pay
obligation.
Recognizing this, the Service argued that this Guide
required payment when a temporary chanqe was made but not when
the Service chose to make a permanent c:hanqe in ahifts, hours,
or days off for Unassi9ned Regulars. That contention flies
_squarely in the face of the postinq, bidding and filli119 of
vacancy provisions of Article 37 of the National Agreement.
The so-called "permanent" ·1aeanc:ies whic:h Anderson and Bendekovic were called UPon to fill could only be filled. in compliance with Article 37, if they bid for such permanent vacancies, with different hours of work, which had been posted
for their craft, or they were required to accept a residual
assig~ent because they failed to b•-. or we:i.;: '.:nsucce.t::>~,:~ ;;~ ·'

n... r~'

That is not what happened in this case. Both Anderson
and Bendekovic were assigned to new hours of work because the
senior bidders for '.l~rtain vac:zanc:ies we~e not qualified on the
schemes and the off.ice was approaching the holiday season. As
Article 37. 3-F-3 requires, "When the duty assignment requires
scheme knowledge, ••• If the senior bidder is not qualified on
essential acheme requirements when posting period is closed,
perinanent filling of th• preferred assignment shall be deferred
until such employee is qualified on the essential seheme requirements, but not in excess of 90 days."

.

Because of this contractual obli93tion, Management
attempted to distinguish between being placed in • par~•~uler duty
assignment and being placed in a schedule of hours and days off.
That is a distinction that does not appear to find support in the
filling of vacancy provisions of the National A_gree~
descript1on- ·of\Jhat motivated manasement to reassign Anderson .,nd
Bendekovic other hours than those they worked in the first week

_,_

- ..
they became unaaaiqned regulars established that this was caused
by the existence and filling of" permanent vaeanci1u1 -~~~-~-h !:he
_senior bidd•!!,_W_? -~~--·~_yet qual~.f.~ed t~~lJ.-·,......Anderson and
"lJenaeK:ovlc had their tours and days off Changed to meet manpower
noedm of t.h111 &OIDl!lnt. The testimony of the Acting Manager of
Customer Servieaa at Cokrado Spring• pointed out the existence
of a manpower ahorta9e at the time these two 9rievant• had their
assignments chanqad. The other requirement; "to as1iqn
reqular work ac:hedulea" when they became unaasi9ned regulars appears to have been overlooked.

Again, despite the contention that Anderson and Bendekovic
were given peunanent ra.;her than t111mporiuy a1uli9nrnenta when their
hours and daye off were ~hanged from those of their initial assignment in their firat waek in the new payroll atatus, the testimony
of this •ame witnema revealed thet,as of th• date of the arbitration
hearin9, one of them did bid a preferred bid assignment and was in
a deferment period and the other was alao in a deferment period ~fter
having br.~n auaigned a particular raaidual vacancy. From these
subsequent asmi9nments, it does not appear that either of these
grievanta could have been regarded aa fillinq a pct:rmanent vacancy
when they were amaigned to Tour One.
all the reasons aet forth above, the Underei9ned
must find tha; these two 9rievante were ternporarfly. aeaigncd to_
out-of-schedule houra_on October 23, 1981 and October 30, 1981
respectively, and that the USPS ia obligated_,_ under Article e •..
Section 4-B of the National Aq=oemen~ ~u pay them overtime !or
~or

~

working ou~aice ~nuir &•~ulorly -~~~~~!~1 ~~~~ --~k at the-request of the Employer. That obligation of the USPS ehall cease_
or shall ~-··~ -:""''." ......... ···"' ... ·· :;-roper schedule c:han9es were made as
required by the cited provieions of .the National Agreement and the guid~nce contained in Handbook EL 401, or these employees are
returned to their former achedu~es.

The 9rievanca1 filed by the APW'U on behalf
of these 9rievants are sustained. The term&\.
of the appropriate remedy are aet forth in the
paragraph.of the Opinion immlildiatc~~ abo~.

tl...

~

a ' e • .,ot_
8i t_M.)a >'<" HOWAJW G. GAMSER. NJ>.TlONAL A~ ·rT·

Washington, DC
September 10, 1982
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434.612

c.

d.

434.6

A holiday scheduling premium equal to 50 percent of the amount paid
in 434.53a is paid to eligible employees for time actually worked on a
holiday or on the employee's designated holiday (except Christmas)
when the holiday schedule is not posted in accordance with national
agreements, as follows:
(1)

If the schedule is not posted as of Tuesday preceding the service
week in which the holiday falls, a full-time regular bargaining unit
employee who is required to work on his or her holiday or
designated holiday, or who volunteers to work on that day,
receives holiday scheduling premium for each hour of work, not
to exceed 8 hours. This premium is in addition to both holiday
leave pay and holiday-worked pay.

(2)

In the event that, subsequent to the Tuesday posting period, an
emergency situation attributable to Act(s) of God arises that
requires the use of manpower on that holiday in excess of that
scheduled in the Tuesday posting, full-time regular employees
who are required to work or who volunteer to work in this
circumstance(s) do not receive holiday scheduling premium.

(3)

When a full-time regular employee who is scheduled to work on a
holiday is unable to or fails to work on the holiday, the supervisor
may require another full-time regular employee to work the
schedule, and the replacement employee is not eligible for
holiday scheduling premium.

(4)

Employees are not eligible for holiday scheduling premium while
temporarily assigned to nonbargaining positions.

For those eligible employees who receive TCOLA (439.1),
Christmas-worked pay and the holiday scheduling premium are paid at
50 percent of the employee's basic rate, plus TCOLA, in those
workweeks when FLSA overtime is earned. In those workweeks when
FLSA overtime is not earned, these premiums are calculated in
accordance with 434.53b or 434.53c.

Out-of-Schedule Premium

434.61

Policy

434.611

General

Out-of-schedule premium is paid to eligible full-time bargaining unit
employees for time worked outside of and instead of their regularly
scheduled workday or workweek when employees work on a temporary
schedule at the request of management.
434.612

Timely Notice

Payment of out-of-schedule premium is dependent on timely notice being
given by management of the temporary schedule change, as follows:

a.
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If notice of a temporary change is given to an employee by Wednesday
of the preceding service week, even if this change is revised later, the
employee's time can be limited to the hours of the revised schedule,
and out-of-schedule premium is paid for those hours worked outside
of and instead of his or her regular schedule.
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b.

434.613

If notice of a temporary schedule change is not given to the employee
by Wednesday of the preceding service week, the employee is entitled
to work his or her regular schedule. Therefore, any hours worked in
addition to the employee's regular schedule are not worked "instead
of" his or her regular schedule. The additional hours worked are not
considered as out-of-schedule premium hours. Instead, they are paid
as overtime hours worked in excess of 8 hours per service day or
40 hours per service week.

Application

Out-of-schedule premium hours cannot exceed the unworked portion of the
employee's regular schedule. If employees work their full regular schedule,
then any additional hours worked are not "instead of" their regular schedule
and are not considered as out-of-schedule premium hours.
Any hours worked that result in paid hours in excess of 8 hours per service
day or 40 hours per service week are to be recorded as overtime (see 434.1 ).
434.614

Examples

See Exhibit 434.614.

Example: An employee is notified by Wednesday of the preceding
service week to work a temporary schedule the following service week
from 6:00 a.m. to 2:30 P.M., instead of his or her regular schedule from
8:00 a.m. to 4:30 P.M. The employee is paid 2 hours out-of-schedule
premium for the hours worked from 6:00 A.M. to 8:00 A.M. and 6 hours'
straight time for the hours worked from 8:00 A.M. to 2:30 P.M. If in this
situation the employee continues to work into or beyond the balance of
his or her regular schedule (2:30 P.M. to 4:30 P.M.), then he or she is to be
paid for hours worked in accordance with Exhibit 434.614.
Example: An employee's regular schedule is Monday through Friday
and he or she is given a temporary schedule of Sunday through
Thursday. The hours worked on Sunday are out-of-schedule premium
hours provided they are worked instead of the employee's regularly
scheduled hours on Friday. If, however, the employee also works his or
her regular schedule on Friday, then there can be no out-of-schedule
premium hours; the hours worked on Sunday would be paid as regular
overtime hours worked in excess of 40 in the service week.
Exhibit 434.614
Computing Out-of-Schedule Premium Hours
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Hours Worked

Total Work
Hours

Out-ofSchedule
Premium
Hours

Straight
Time
Hours

Overtime
Hours

6:00 AM-2:30 PM

8

2

6

0

6:00 AM-3:30 PM

9

1

7

1

6:00 AM-4:30 PM

10

0

8

2

6:00 AM-5:30 PM

11

0

8

3
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434.622
434.62

434.621

Eligibility
Eligibility for Out-of-Schedule Premium

Exhibit 434.621 indicates those employees who are eligible to receive
out-of-schedule premium while working a qualifying temporary schedule
within a bargaining unit or while detailed to a nonbargaining position (see
exceptions in 434.622).
Exhibit 434.621
Out-of-Schedule Premium Pay Eligibility Table

Employee Classification
Full-time
Regular

Rate Schedule

Part-time
Regular

Part-time
Flexible

Casual,*
Temporary and
PM Relief

-

-

No

No

C- MESC

Yes

No

No

-

E- EAS

No2

No

-

No

B - Rural Auxiliary

-

No

-

No

G - Nurses

Yes

-

No

No

K - HQ Op. Services Div.

Yes

-

-

F - Postmasters (A-E)

-

-

M - Mail Handlers

Yes

No

No

N - Data Center

Yes1

-

No

P- PS

Yes 3

No

No

Q - City Carriers

Yes3

No

No

-

R - Rural Carriers

No

No

-

S - PCES

No

-

T - Tool and Die

No

Y - Postal Police

Yes

-

-

L - Postmaster Replacement

1.
2.
3.

No
No

No

Casual employees are covered in RS-£ regardless of the bargaining unit they supplement.
Grades 18 and below when the change exceeds 1 hour and lasts for more than 1 week.
See 434. 7 for coverage under the Nonbargaining Rescheduling Premium.
Employees in the clerk-craft are not eligible for out-of-schedule premium when detailed to a nonbargaining position.

434.622

Exceptions

Eligible employees are not entitled to out-of-schedule premium under the
following conditions:

a.
b.
c.

March 2017

When detailed to a postmaster position as officer in charge.
When detailed to a rural carrier position.
When detailed to an ad hoc position, for which the employee applies
and is selected, when the core responsibilities of the position require
work on an irregular schedule.

d.

When detailed to either a bargaining unit or nonbargaining position in
grade 19 and above.

e.

When attending a recognized training session that is a planned,
prepared, and coordinated program or course.
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434.63

f.

When assigned to light duty according to the provisions of the
collective bargaining agreement or as required by the Federal
Employee Compensation Act, as amended.

g.

When allowed to make up time missed due to tardiness in reporting for
duty.

h.

When in accord with and permitted by the terms of a bid.

i.

When a request for a schedule change is made by the employee for
personal reasons and is agreed to by the employee's supervisor and
shop steward or other collective bargaining representative.

j.

When the collective bargaining agreement that covers the employee
states that employees detailed to nonbargaining unit positions are not
entitled to out-of-schedule premium.

k.

When the assignment is made to accommodate a request for
intermittent leave or a reduced work schedule for family care or serious
health problem of the employee (see 515.6).

Pay Computation
Provisions concerning pay computation are as follows:

434.7
434.71

a.

Out-of-schedule premium is paid to eligible personnel in addition to the
employee's hourly rate and at 50 percent of the hourly rate for
qualifying hours worked up to 8 hours in a service day or 40 hours in a
service week.

b.

For those eligible employees who receive TCOLA (439.1), this premium
is paid at 50 percent of the employee's rate, plus TCOLA, in those
workweeks when FLSA overtime is earned. In workweeks when FLSA
overtime is not earned, this premium is calculated in accordance
with 434.63a.

c.

All leave paid to an employee who is in an out-of-schedule status is
paid at the employee's straight time rate.

Nonbargaining Rescheduling Premium
Policy
Nonbargaining rescheduling premium is paid to eligible nonbargaining unit
employees for time actually worked outside of and instead of their regularly
scheduled workweek when less than 4 calendar days notice of the schedule
change is given. It is not paid beyond the 4th calendar day after the notice of
schedule change is given. Neither is it paid when the assignment is made to
accommodate an employee's request.

434.72

Eligibility
All nonexempt full-time nonbargaining unit employees grade 18 and below
are eligible for nonbargaining rescheduling premium. Full-time nonexempt
postmasters and officers in charge, however, are only eligible when their
schedule is changed because their relief is not available to work the sixth day
(see 432.34).
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434.8
434.73

Pay Computation
Provisions concerning pay computation are as follows:

434.8

a.

Nonbargaining rescheduling premium is paid to eligible personnel in
addition to the employee's hourly rate and at 50 percent of the hourly
rate for all actual workhours up to 8 hours in a service day or 32 hours
in a service week.

b.

For those employees who receive TCOLA (see 439.1), this premium is
paid at 50 percent of the employee's rate, plus TCOLA, in those
workweeks when FLSA overtime is earned. In those workweeks when
FLSA overtime is not earned, this premium is calculated in accordance
with 434. 73a.

Pyramiding of Premiums
See Exhibit 434.8 for a decision table for situations when an employee may
be eligible for more than one type of premium pay for the same hour of work.
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Mr. Thomas D. Riley

Assistant Secretary-Treasurer
National Association of Letter
Carriers, AFL-CIO
100 Indiana Avenue, N. w.
Washinqton, D. c. 20001
Re:

NA.LC Branch
Venice, CA
~C-W-9013/W824-77N

Dear Mr. Riley:

)

On November 8, 1977, we met vi th you .to discuss the abovecaptioned qrievance at the fourth step of our contractual
9rievance"procedure.
·
The ma.tt~s presented by you as well as the applicable
contractual provisions have been reviewed and qiven careful
consideration.
·
Based on the evidence presented in this 9rieva.nce, we find
th.at part-time flexible employees are not guaranteed forty
hours in a work week. In addition, the National Aqreement
does not require that par~-td.~ ~le?.Cible_~m'P,].9ve~s }:>~_
scheduled in advance. However, there is no contractual·provi.sl.on·;-n6r -is l. t l.ntended, that part-time flexible employees
are required to re.main at their home or to call the Post
Office to ascertain whether their services are needed.
Local management should atte.mpt to schedule part-time flexible:
in advance wherever possible and fully utilize those pa..rttirne flexibles employees on ~trai9ht time whenever possible
prior to scheduling full--time employees on overtime unless
that overtime is on the carrier's o\:ln route.
·
Therefore, we find that the issues rai~ed are resolved and
this grievance is closed.
•

)

•

Sinc:~z·

-

••

.

~el~.~~
R~~~
Labor

111

Department
-.....

"'

·•

r

;-~1

.•••••••.
.

Mr. mallin• Overby
Aaaiatant Secretary ~raasurer
Hational Aasociatlon of Let~er
Ca~~ie~a, A.rt.-c%0
100. J:ncU.ana Avenue, H.W.
wa1hington, D.c. 20001
hr

Ca•• Action
St. Cl&ir lbo~e1, N% 48010
llU•41-C 2t'754
<:1&1111 Act.I.Oil

St. Clair lborea, KI 48010
BfM-41-C 24748
Dear th:. On1rb1•

••t

·)··.·.

the ccntractual grievance p:oeed\lrct Ht. fo'l:tb 1n ~· 1918

--

uves:al occaaiorus, the
r•cent blltiftg S•ptalllber 22,
1112, we at cm the &bove-eapeionc caa.11 at tho four:th step of

On

Mat1on&l A91"•.._nt.

1'11• fi'IG•~ion raised in t.bcul• ~1011ancct11 involve vbetheio J.oeal

iaanm9ement •iolatad the. te'111!111·0f the ••tional Afl:e~t when
they at1vicu11d part-ti• nez!bl• canier• tbat tbtly wouu be
c:ontac:tei bf telepbone if n•eded oe a nonacdutclu1.S. d&y.

Af1:e11: funur n•icw of t.hi• Mtter:, w su.tually 14reed tbat ao
ht!ioul 1ntev:pteti" i.s11nw 1& fairly preffnted la tho
PAl'~iculan "ideMed la ~·· ca111c1&1t.
fleindbl•_: .
carJ:ian cuaot. be zequirecl to •stand-Dr' oer r..U at--hOIM,
Wl4e1: tbe thnat£ ~ 41.cipline, tor a 0&11-1.n cm a noaacb.d'lled
daJ. Should a aqenl~ be uaable to ecmuet u UIP107'1Ut
wbou .•nice. ca .Mffctd, t.h• a1plOJ'ff •rei·r nu1u
nonacbec!h1led fog- that clay-. the faet eirewaatuees of thia
d1aput:e arat be adjudicated vitbtn this llliUtual \lft4e~atan.diftf •

••n•U•

. A<looiedin91y, aa. we further agHH, Chcuse

:e11amlcu4 to the

pa~ties

at Step l for

ease•

furtba~

ue bereby

pg-oceasing if

Pleaee eip & COPf of thf.8 letter &II yow:
&dcnovledpent Of agrcuimerit to nund the1111e cases.

AeeellUJAg-7 •

Sincerely,
·-·~

a

ne

_j
i:

Aa•istant Seereta~y
National Assoei1ti

Carriere, Af1ro.CIO
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432.43
assigned as needed. Otherwise, the basic full-time workweek consists of
5 regularly scheduled 8-hour days within a service week.
Note: The daily 8-hour schedule may not extend over more than
10 consecutive hours.
432.32

Maximum Hours Allowed
Except as designated in labor agreements for bargaining unit employees or
in emergency situations as determined by the postmaster general (or
designee), employees may not be required to work more than 12 hours in
1 service day. In addition, the total hours of daily service, including
scheduled workhours, overtime, and mealtime, may not be extended over a
period longer than 12 consecutive hours. Postmasters and exempt
employees are excluded from these provisions.

432.33

Mealtime
Except in emergency situations or where service conditions preclude
compliance, no employee may be required to work more than 6 continuous
hours without a meal or rest period of at least 1/2 hour.

432.34

Postmasters
A full-time postmaster is scheduled to work a 40-hour workweek. Normally,
this regular work schedule is set at 8 hours a day and 5 days a week,
Monday through Friday. When a nonexempt postmaster is required to work
on the sixth day because relief is not available, premium pay at 150 percent
of the postmaster's basic salary is paid for this time. Equivalent time off from
work is not authorized to avoid the payment of this premium. Thus, either
nonbargaining rescheduling premium or the better of postal or FLSA
overtime, as appropriate, is paid.

432.4
432.41

Service Periods
Pay Period
A pay period begins on Saturday and ends on Friday. Each pay period
comprises 2 service weeks.

432.42

Service Week
A service week is the calendar week beginning at 12:01 A.M. Saturday and
ending at 12:00 midnight the following Friday. This service week remains
fixed regardless of the schedule of hours worked by individual employees.

432.43

Service Day
The service day is a calendar day, 12:01 A.M. to 12 midnight. An employee's
service day depends on his or her schedule, as follows:
a.

March 2017

Fu/I-time Employees. For a full-time employee whose regular schedule
begins at 8:00 P.M. or later, the service day is the next calendar day,
and all workhours (including preshift workhours), as well as leave
hours, are recorded on that calendar day. If the employee's regular
schedule begins prior to 8:00 P.M., the service day is the calendar day
on which the schedule begins, and all work and leave hours are
recorded on that calendar day.
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\JPllTEC STAT!S ftOSTAL. SERVtC!
• .,, ""lilt.": ll'l;;a. $W
W"1\ifl,19ft, £31; Ka@

..
M~.

~ieha~d

le

We~oda~

'Oi r:~u;;tor

M&in~•ftan~• C~af t

Divi5ion

P=stal Work•rs
Uft ion, AFt.•CIO
117 l•th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 200CS-3399
Ame~tcan

Ae:

....
\
/

Class

~ctto"

C:l•s:.

~c:tion

VA 24022
'?.4C-lC-C 807
~eanoke,

~oaneke.

~4C•2U-C

VA i402%
l:!96

On J~ftua~y 7. 1986, and again Oft April 2, 1986, ~e ~•t to
diaeuaa the ~~ove-e~~tio"ed ;rie~ances at ~~· !ou~th s~e~ of
CY~ een~ract~•l g~iu•ance preced~~•· ·
The issue in

t~ese ~~ie~a"~es

is

-~eeher w.&~a;ement

the ~atienal Ag~eement by ~cq~iriMg PTr employees to
12 1/2 hours in one -~~vice ~ar.

Di.:~ing e~r eiscYzsian, v~ mYtual~y •;re•e t~at
eC:H'ISti~i:t.es f\:ll 5~ttlezr.i:nt ef i:.i1euu1 c:a•es:

the

vio!atad
~erk

fcllo~ing

~~ea~t i~ e~e:;•~cy situati~~• as det•~~i~•d by
~he P~G (~~ dssig"ee). 'h•&• em~loy&es ~~y ~ot

~- ~e~~i:ed
s•rvie~ ~~y.

fJ.

~ork ~ere

t~an

lZ hours in one

:n additio~o totol hcu~s of daily
&er.vi c:e, i nel l.acHno si:hedulec:i wcr~ f'aou:.-s.. cv4!rt ir.ie,
and·~eal ~ime, may not be extended ove~ a r~riod
lo~;er than 12 eonseeutive hcurs.

...

.J

tc

Pleo•e 5l;n a~d ce&uen th• e~eiesed copy of this la~te~ ~s
5c-~ewl~d~=ent e! ~;~~c~~nt ~o setc!e th:se ~~5es.

yo~r

---"--"'~--,.-·

.....

-.;

.. ..
·'::

··-·.-.~-·-,.~

..

.... ..

.·•
' .. ·.·.'")'·.·.
.
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0

Time limits we:e ~x~&"ded ~y mutual ccnsant.

Sincerelyo

o.

'-p.,u-.;,,f
a:.fu~
Muriel l. lik•ns

~abor ~el•tior.s eedar~ment

llehard le

Wavc~au ~

Di~-~~o~

o

Mainter.a"ee Craft Divisicn
Am~ri~an iostal Wo~ke~s
Onion., Al"L-C:IO
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MEMORANDUM OF INTERPRE'l'Az.l:ON

Article

VII~

,

.• ....

........

•Enlployee Classifications,• Section l (B) defines

· pa.rt-time elfiployees as a
',J..·1

.

Persons assigned to re9ular schedules of less.than forty

(40) hours per service woek (herein designated as partti.me regular scheduled empio~ees), or
-2.

Persons available for work on a flexible work schedule
during the course of a service week (herein designated as
part-time flexible employees).

It is the understanding of the parties that part-time re9ular
scheduled employees are only those employees who have been formally

designated by the Employer as •part-time employees assigned to

)

-

.•... ·

regular

sche~ules

of less than forty (40) hours during the course

'of a service week. 11

It is further understood by the parties that

while it is frequently necessary to

req~ire

employees to work the same hours daily over

part-time flexible
A

substantial period

of time, Article VII, Section l(B) is properly interpreted by the
pa~ties to

provide that only those employees who have been formally

designated by the Employer as part-time regular scheduled employees
will be considered for the purposes of this Agreement as employees
.

...

assigned to requl~ work schedules.

Nothing herein shall be in-

terpreted as impairinq the obli9ations of the Employer under Seotion

3 of Article VII.
Article VIII, Section 4 {B) insofar as it alludes to payment of over-·.

time to employees for work outside of their regular work schedules,
.)

shall be interpreted by the parties to mean that it has no application to either employees assigned a regular schedule of less than,

...

.

'

'
'•

- ..
- 2 -

_forty (40) hours during the course of A service week (herein
designated as part-time regular

s~hedulod ernpl~yees)

or employees

who are available for work on a flexible work schedule during the

course of a service week (herein designated a& part-time. flexible
employees).

All part-time employees.are eliqible for overtime only after
e~ght

(8) hours per day or forty (40) hours per weex as provided

in the first sentence of Article.VIII, Section 4B referred to
above.
Article VIII, Section 6

,It is mutually understood and a9reed that Article VIII, Section
'- S, entitled "Sunday Premium" .shall be inte.rpreted by the parties
to mean any part-time employee who has a period of service on

Sunday shall be entitled to "Sunday Premium" payment whether ho
. works· a regular. schedule or not, except .casuals, commencing

k
7

11

7

,

1971,

Article VIII, Section 8
It is

mutu~lly

understood and aqreed that the first full paragraph

of Article VIII, Section· 8 1 shall be interpreted by the parties
to provide· that a part-time flexible employee who has completed
his work assignment, clocked-out and left the premises and who is
subsequently called in to work on that same service day shall be
entitled to the oall-in quara.ntea provided for by the first full
\ ...-

.

I

·_)

..

·.

.

.. 3 -

') ' -

pa.raqraph of Article VIII, Seotion
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It is expressly understood by the.parties that this inte::preta-

.tion in no way alters or affects the

mca~ir.g o~

application o!

the provisions of the second ·full paragraph.of &aid Ax:tiole
.

Seotio~
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8 1 of the Agreement.

Except as herei·n expross~y provid~d, nothing. set forth in this

doownent.shall be construed to

co~stitute

a waiver

b~

the Unions

of their position conoerning those itehl& set forth in thair
statement of Union position bearing tha date of October lS, lS7:
(a copy ol! which is attached hereto) whioh items a.ze yet u."l.:-eso!ved
•
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ARBITRATION AWARD
July 9, 1982
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
Monongahela, Pennsylvania
-and-

Case No. H8T-2F-C-6605 (AB-E-1102)

AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION

Subject:

Reduction in Hours of Work per Week - Part-Time
Regular Employee

Statement of the Issue:
Whether the Postal Service's
action in permanently reducing the work week for a
part-time regular employee from 30 to 20 hours was
a violation of Articles V, VI, VII or XII?
Contract Provisions Involved:
Articles III, V, VI,
VII, VIII, XII, XIII, and ~ of the July 21, 1978
National Agreement.

Grievance Data:
Grievance Filed:
Step 1 Answer:
Step 2 Answer:

Step 3 Answer:
Step 4 Answer:
Appeal to Arbitration:
Case Heard:
Transcript Received

Briefs Submitted:
Statement of the Award:

Date
July 9, 1980
July 9, 1980
July 29, 1980
October 31, 1980
March 5, 1981
March 12, 19.81 .... · ·
February~ 2:Jf~'i9'&2 '.
March
, 1982
April 8, 1982

The grievance

--·~.

i~ d~nied.

__.)··
. _.·.
.

.

BACKGROUND
This grievance protests the Postal Service's action in
permanently reducing the work week for a part-time regular
employee from 30 to 20 hours. The Union claims this reduction was a violation of Articles V, VI, VII and XII of the
1978 National Agreement.

·M. Yevcinez was first employed at the Monongahela Post
Office in February 1963 on the basis of a "temporary appointment." He was terminated and rehired several times in the
next four years. He was finally given a "career appointment" as a Laborer-Custodian on December 30, 1967. He was
considered a part-time regular employee* and was scheduled
for 40 hours a week.
His schedule was reduced to 30 hours
in June 1968. No grievance was filed objecting to that reduction.

.)

Before the instant dispute arose in 1980, Monongahela
had been authorized 70 hours of maintenance and custodial
work per week. This work was done by two employees. One
was a full-time regular, a Level 4 Maintenance Man, who was
scheduled 40 hours per week. The other, Yevcinez, was a
part-time regular, a Level 3 Laborer-Custodian, who was
scheduled 30 hours per week.
A maintenance audit was performed in April 1979 by a
team from the Management Sectional Center (MSC) in Pittsburgh. That audit resulted in a MSC decision that the
authorized hours of maintenance and custodial work for the
Monongahela Post Office be reduced from 70 to 48 per week.
The Monongahela Postmaster sought 60 hours per week on the
ground that certain work had not been taken into consideration.
The MSC was sympathetic to his appeal and advised him
in late January 1980 that Monongahela was authorized 60 hours
of maintenance and custodial work per week.
Monongahela had to adjust its employee work schedules
to comply with this 60-hour authorization.
It continued to
schedule the one full-time regular 40 hours per week.
It
permanently reduced the schedule of the one part-time regular,
Yevcinez, from 30 to 20 hours per week.
This reduction
prompted the present grievance. The Union's position is
that the Postal Service may not permanently reduce the weekly
work hours of a part-time regular.
It believes that such a
reduction is a violation of Articles V, VI, VII and XII of
the National Agreement.

*

)

The part-time regular employee was then ref erred to as an
"hourly rate regular."
-2-

DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS
Article VII (Employee Classifications) is the proper
starting point for any analysis of this dispute.
It states
that the "regular work force" will consist of two kinds of.
employees. One is "full-time" employees who, pursuant: to
Section 1-A-1, "shall be assigned to regular schedules consisting of five (5} eight (8) hour days in a service week."
The other is "part:-time" employees who, pursuant to Section
l-A-2, "shall be assigned to regular schedules of less than
forty (40) hours in a service week or shall be available
to work flexible hours as assigned •.• "
The difference between these employee categories is
clear. Yevcinez, the grievant:, is a part-time regular. B·efore this dispute arose, his "regular schedule" was 30 hours
a week. Then, at: the time this dispute arose, his "regular
scheduleri was changea to 20 hours a week.
In either event:,
he was "assigned to [a] regul:ar schedule ••• of less than
forty (40) hours in a service week •.. n That: is precisely
what Article VII, Section 1-A-2 contemplates for a parttime regular. There plainly has been no violation of Article
VII.
These contract provisions~ however, form the underlying
basis for the Union's argument. ·It. asserts that the nonly
difference" between a full-time regular and a part-time
regular is "the number of regularly scheduled hours in the
work week." It maintains that because the full-time. regular
cannot have his hours reduced to less than 40, the parttime regular similarly cannot have his hours reduced below
whatever they happened to have been when he was hired.
Its
post-hearing brief indicates that this analogy goes to the
very heart of its case:
" ..• Thus,· the Union believes that when a parttime regular is hired at a given number of hours
... those hours become a guarantee below which the
employee cannot be reduced, anymore than a fulltime regular can arbitrarily have his hours reduced to less than 40 ••. "
(Brief p. 3)
It has no objection to an initial 20-hour schedule. Rather,
its objection is to the reduct.ion of t.he part-time regular
from a 30-hour schedule to a 20-hour schedule.
The difficulty with the Union's argument: is that its
analogy is not at: all convincing. A part-time regular is

-3-
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not a full-time regular. They are separate and distinct
employee categories. They are not governed by the same contract principles. Hence, the existence of a 40-hour floor
for a full-time regular does not suggest any comparable
floor for a part-time regular. Article VII, Section 1-A-2
does not establish minimum weekly hours for a part-time
regular.
It simply says that part-timers ''shall be assigned
to regular schedules of less than forty (40) hours in a
service week ... " Those "regular schedules" can encompass
any number of hours less than 40. There is no minimum, no
floor.
The proposition the Union appears to be urging is that
once a part-time regular has been placed on a "regular
schedule", here 30 hours per week, that. "schedule" is irreducible.
It believes the number of hours in this employee's
initial "regular schedule" cannot be decreased.
Nothing in Article VII supports this proposition. One
must look elsewhere in the National Agreement for guidance.
The only provision which seems to address the matter of
changes in the work week, changes in the number of scheduled
hours, is Article VIII (Hours of Work).
It reads in part:

)

"Section 1. Work Week. The work week for
full-time regulars shall be forty (40) hours per
week, eight (8) hours per day ••• Shorter work weeks
will, however, exist as needed for part-time
regulars.
"Section 2.

Work Schedules ..•

"Sect.ion 3. Exceptions •.. Part:-time employees
will be scheduled in accordance with the above
rules, except that they may be scheduled for less
than eight (8) hours per service day and less than
fort.a (40) hours per normal work week." {Emphasis
adde )
The critical sentence is found in Article VIII, Section
1, "Shorter work weeks will ••• exist as needed for part-time
regulars." These words plainly imply that a part-time regular's work week is not necessarily fixed. His work week may
be "shorte[ned]" as the "need[s]" of postal operations dictate. And, as those "need[s]" change again, his work week
could surely be extended to what it originally was.
For
"shorter work weeks" are to nexist" only for such time "as"

)
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they happen to be "needed." The parties thus appear to have
accepted the idea that the work week of part-time regulars
was subject to change. Had they intended to freeze the
work week of such employees, as the Union contends, they
would hardly have embraced the concept of "shorter work
weeks ..• as needed." Nothing in the National Agreement points
to such a freeze. Neither Article VIII nor any other contract prmrision prohibits the Postal Service from reducing
the work week of a part-time regular because of operational
need [ s]" ·*
Even the Union concedes that the Postal Service has
some flexibility with respect to a part-time regular's
schedule.
It acknowledges that the number of hours in his
original weekly schedule can be increased.
It protests
only the situation in which the number of hours is decreased.
Its argument nevertheless recognizes that the work week for
a part-time regular is subject to change. The logic of the
National Agreement, particularly Article VIII, indicates
that this change can be in either direction.
The Unionrs
attempt to limit the change to a "longer" work week flies
in the face of the Article VIII, Section 1 reference to a
"shorter" work week.
My concl.usion is that Article VIII,_ read together with
the Management Rights in Article III "to maintain the
efficiency of the operations ••. " and "to determine the
methods [and] means ..• by which such operations are to be
conducted", allow the Postal Service to reduce the number
of hours of work of a part-time regular below the number
he customarily had been scheduled to work.
The reduction of
the grievant's hours from 30 per week to 20 per week was
permissible under the terms of the National Agreement given
the needs of the Monongahela Post Office.

)

There. remain several allegations regarding Articles V,
VI and XII of the National Agreement. The Union asserts
that each of these articles was violated by the Postal Service 1 s action in reducing the grievant's scheduled hours
from 30 per week to 20 per week.

*

Article VIII, Section 3 indicates, as does Article VII,
that there is no floor op the weekly hours of a part-time
regular.
It says "part-time [regulars] ... may be scheduled
for ••• less than forty (40) hours per normal work week. 11 A
part-time regular could be scheduled 30 hours per week or
20 hours per week or less.
All such schedules would be permissible under this contract language.

-5-
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Article V provides that the Postal Service "will not
take any actions a£fecting ..• hours ••. as defined in Section
8(d} of the National Labor Relations Act which violate the
terms of this Agreement ••. " For the reasons already stated,
I have held that the reduction in the grievant's hours did
not violate the National Agreement.
It follows that there
has been no violation of Article V.
Article VI provides that employees in the regular work·
force as of September 15, 1978, "shall be protected henceforth against any involuntary layoff or force reduction."
The grievant was part of the regular work force as of
September 15, 1978. However, the Postal Service's action
in reducing his weekly hours from 30 to 20 did not subject
him to an "involuntary layoff or force reduction." The pro'1isions of Article VI do not appear to be applicable to the
facts of this case.
Article XII, Sections 5-C-S and 5-D* pro'1ides various
principles and procedures for handling a "reduction in the
number of employees in an installation other than by attrition." It details exactly hqw "reassignments within [an]
installation't and "reassignments to other installat:Lons" are
to be made.
It protects "part-time regular employees within
their own category." However, . none of this is relevant: to
the instant dispute. For there was no "reduction in the
number of employees .•. 11 in the maintenance/custodial group
in the Monongahela Post Office. There .were two employees
in this group before this grieV"ance arose;
there were two
employees in this group after this grievance arose.
A reduction in hours for one of th~ two employees is not tantamount to a "reduction in the number of employees .•. "
There
has been no violation of Article XII.

I find, accordingly, that the reduction in the grie'1ant 1 s
scheduled hours wa·s not a violation of the National Agreement.

*

I shall assume, for purposes of this case, that these provisions were raised by the Union in the course of the grievance
procedure and are hence properly before me in this arbitration.
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AWARD
The grievance is denied.

Richard
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~tenthal,

Arbitrator

'·

.,\
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
Labor Relations Department

475 L'.Enfant Plaza, SW
Washington, DC 20260-4100

Mr. Joseph N. Amma, Jr.
Director, Contract Administration
Laborers' International Union
of North America, Mail Handlers
Division, AFL-CIO
Suite 525
1 Thomas Circle, N.W.
Washington, DC 20005-5802
Dear.Mr. Amm.a:
\
)

On September 7 and again on September 12, 1988, you met with
Muriel Aikens Arnold in prearbitration discussion of H4M-5L-C
15002; H4M-5L-C 16704; H4M-5L-C 16967 and H4M-5L-C 16968. The
issue in these cases involved the expansion of part-time
regular mail handler work hours beyond their fixed schedules.
It was mutually agreed to settle these cases as follows:
1.

With regard to scheduling, part-time regular
mail handlers are to be regularly scheduled
during specific hours of duty.
Only in
emergency or unanticipated circumstances will
part-time regular mail handler work hours be
expa.nded beyond their fixed schedules.

2.

A Memorandum of Understanding will be issued
from the Joint National Study Committee on
Part-time Regular Mail Handlers concerning
the sch~duling of such employees, including
permanent schedule changes.

·,·

Mr. Joseph N. Am.ma, Jr.

2

Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter
acknowledging your agreement with this settlement and
withdrawing the above cited grievances fC'om the pending·
national aC'bitration list.
Sincerely,

:::::T
~ ~ Ar-·~. -- :::J".
JosepN. Am.ma, Jr.
Director of Contract
Administration
Laborers' International Union
of North America, AFL-CIO
Mail Handlers Division

9/::z.-i.{8~

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN
THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
AND

THE LABORERS' INTERNATIONAL UNION
OF NORTH AMERICA, MAIL HANDLERS
DIVISION

The parties to the. Joint National Study Committee on
Part-time Regular Mail Handlers mutually agree to the
following:

1.

That the United States Postal Service will not
hire or assign part-time regular Mail Handlers
in lieu of or to the detriment of full-time
regular or part-time flexible Mail Handlers.

2.

With regard to scheduling, part-time regular
Mail Handlers are to be regularly scheduled
during specific hours of .duty. Only in
emergency or unanticipated circumstances will
part-time regular Kail Handler work hours be
expanded beyond their fixed schedules.

3.

When it is necessary that fixed scheduled
day(s} of work or starting times in the basic
work week for a part-tim~ regular craft
assignment be permanently changed, the
provisions of Article 12, Sections 3.84 and
3.86 will be .followed.

)
/

6,.. ~J.

::j~JJ.
on tract
Administration
Labor Relations Department

DATE

7

I

L Ii<&
'j

I

JosE!i)N: Am.ma, Jr.
Director of Contract
Administration
Laborers' International Union
of North America, AFL-CIO
Mail Handlers Division,
DATE "'f

I~2.\ t
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434.13

Pay Administration
and all other paid hours, including personal absences where no
work is performed for the Postal Service.
Note: These hours are excluded from the determination of
FLSA overtime.
434.13
434.131

Types of Compensation
Postal Overtime

Postal overtime is compensation paid pursuant to Postal Service regulations
and in accordance with applicable provisions of the collective bargaining
agreements to eligible personnel at 150 percent of each employee's basic
hourly rate for actual work hours in excess of 8 paid hours in a day, 40 paid
hours in a service week or, if a full-time bargaining unit employee, on a
nonscheduled day.
434.132

FLSA Overtime

FLSA overtime is compensation paid in accordance with the FLSA overtime
requirement described in 443.
434.133

Penalty Overtime

Penalty overtime is compensation paid pursuant to Postal Service
regulations to eligible personnel at two times the employee's basic hourly
straight-time rate for hours described in applicable labor agreements.
434.134

FLSA Exempt EAS Additional Pay

FLSA-exempt EAS additional pay is compensation directed by Postal Service
regulations to be paid to eligible FLSA-exempt employees and is calculated
by dividing the annual salary by 2080 and applying this rate to each eligible
hour worked.

)
434.14
434.141

Eligibility and Coverage
Eligible for Overtime Pay

Exhibit 434.141 a identifies employees who are eligible for postal overtime.
Exhibit 434.141 b identifies employees who are eligible for FLSA overtime.
Exhibit 434.141 c identifies employees eligible for penalty overtime.
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Pay Administration

434.141
Exhibit 434.141 b

FLSA Overtime Pay Eligibility Table
Employee Classification

Rate Schedule

Full-time
Regular

Part-time
Regular

Part-time
Flexible

Casual,*
Temporary, and
PM Relief

-

-

Yes

Yes

B - Rural Auxiliary
C- MESC

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

E-EAS

Yes 2

Yes2

Yes 1
Yes

-

Yes

-

G - Nurses

Yes

-

Yes

K - HQ Op. Services

Yes

-

-

-

-

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

F - Postmasters (A-E)

L - Postmaster Replacement
M - Mail Handlers

)

-

-

Yes

-

Yes

-

N - Data Center

Yes

-

Yes

P-PS

Yes

Yes

Yes

Q - City Carriers

Yes

Yes

Yes

R - Rural Carriers

Yes 2

-

S- PCES

No

T - Tool and Die

Yes

Y - Postal Police

Yes

1.
2.

Yes

Yes

Casual employees are covered in RSC E regardless of the bargaining unit they supplement.
FLSA-nonexempt employees only.
See 444 and special provisions in the Rural Carrier contract.

Exhibit 434.141 c

Penalty Overtime Pay Eligibility Table
Employee Classification
Full-time
Regular

Part-time
Regular

Part-time
Flexible

Casual,*
Temporary, and
PM Relief

-

-

No

No

C - MESC

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

E-EAS

No

No

No

Rate Schedule
B - Rural Auxiliary

-

No

-

G - Nurses

No

-

No

No

K - HQ Op. Services

No

-

-

-

F - Postmasters (A-E)

No

M - Mail Handlers

No

No

No

-

N - Data Center

Yes

-

Yes

P-PS

Yes

Yes

Yes

Q - City Carriers

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

R - Rural Carriers

No

No

-

S- PCES

No

-

T - Tool and Die

No

-

Y - Postal Police

No

-

No

-

No

Casual employees are covered in RS-E regardless of the bargaining unit they supplement.
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Kr. Joseph N. Am.ma, Jr.
Director of Contract Administration
Laborers' International Union
of North America, Kail Handlers
Division, APL-CIO
905 16th Street N.W.
W~shington, DC
20006-1765
Re: B4K-4J-C 12563
Milwaukee, WI 53203
T. Demet
Dear Kr. Am.ma:
Recently, we met with your representative, Claudis Johnson,
to discuss the above-captioned grievance at the fourth step
of our contractual grievance procedure.
The issue in this grievance is whether the grievant, a PTF,
was properly compensated for the overtime hours worked.
After reviewing this matter, we mutually agreed that no
national interpretive issue is fairly presented in this
case. We further agreed overtime must be paid at 1 1/2
times the base hourly straight time rate in accordance with
Article 8.4(A) of the National Agreement and ELK 434.131.
It is understood by the parties that base rate includes
COLA.
Accordingly, we agreed to remand this case to the parties
at Step 3 for further processing, including arbitration if
necessary.
Please sign and r.eturn the enclosed copy of this letter as
your ackn~wledgment of agreement to remand this case.
Time limits were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely,

~~/~
William Scott
·
Grievance & Arbitration
Division

:::]

~N,

A,....
Jr.

Jos~Am.ma,

_3_

Director of Contract
Administration
Laborers' International
Union of North America,
Mail Handlers Division,
AFL-CIO
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EMPl.O Y£E ANO t.ASOR PIELATIONS GROUP
~nv-=m. 'i)C

DEC 21

:<1280

In

Mr. 'themas D. ~ley

Assi$t&At. S•er•t:ar.:r~eaavzu
Nae.tonal A11acc:iation ot r.e~tar
cu:iars, U?.-ClO
100 %lldiua Avenue, N.

washingeon, D.

r>eu

c.

w.

20001

lU. Riley:

On October 20, 1977, we ze~ with you to dJ.s~s:s the above•
captioned. gr.f.evanc:e a~ 'the fO\U"th step of our c:ont.ractual
~ievanee prceedu:-e.
'

)

'rhe matters

p:es11n1~ec1

by yoc u

well &a the a.pplieable

c:onuac:tual p:ov1sicns b&va been reviewed and 9J.va c:aretul
c:onsidm:ai:ion ..

The ~~~ at:r:a~9ht time hourly ~a~ of ~~-~itlle fl•xihle
uzpl.oyeea in&::o:porat.os ccmpci.saticm for the Jline holidays
eitlld in Article XI,. Section 1 of. the National A<J:•amen~.
For W11 ruaon part-tia flexible ~loyeea a.re compel'lSated
e.01: overtime !)&Bed upon tbe .same rate as f'all•Umo ~ec;ulu • ploy•••·
.
No violatiom of the 114 ticnal

t:huetm:e, the.grie

~ee111ent

e is duied.

has been shown and, .

UNJTED STtlTES

fi"O§fj;'f§iiif!Ii.:£

Mr. John F.1-l~acy
National President

f\l~tiqo~1·.•P9~tal.Mali••·i-fandfers•.Union;
1ten ConnecticutAvenue, NW, Suite S.00
Washington, D.C 20036-4304 ·
·

·Re:A99M-".1A"co50$4o42
Class Action

Jersey City NJ.

Q1097~999s

Recently; Lmet With Ri~hard c.omns to qiscuss the above qaptioned. C§se atttie fourth

step• of· our cqnWcict:ual grievance. procedure.

TH¢i~11e i1·1 tl:lis grieve1nce is Whetl:tf:}r~lli~.n~~ti.Qn per hour for overtime houfs. \fv'.()rked
must be in<ficateij on the p~y ~tup fqr part-:tim~ ·fteXlble employees.
· ·· ·

Article S, p~g¢ 6 iritile Qontraqt h:iterpretation Manual.Versic)rl3, Qpqated l'vfarch 2011
states:

·

·

·

··

·

Pq§taJ Qvettimepay rate: . The. cohtr?l;t.qal()vertime rate ofpayis one arJ(i one-

hali(1 U) tlrrfe$the:ba$e$trarghHflJ1eljpur/yrate; The overtime'tf%~fqr]J~rf
time flexiqle ·fjir1Pfc)yt¥Js fs.tfl~ Sarne 8$ ffJf# ov.ertime rate f()r {µ/Hime regular
emp(o~f)~ in.th¥. ~me :Step ~nd grade. While this 1t1te is .s(ig6t1yte$$ th.arrone
abdtJntrhf1lfl1 }~) tirn.es theparMime nexib/f) b.ase,streight-timehourJyrate, it is

a.·c9nsequen<;e ef!J?rt+lime•flex1b/e'?f1JPl()yees. reoe(!ting,a. slightly higherregµ/f#r·
straightlflme hourly rot~ tha.nft1ff.;tiiiJe,regufa~·in·ord.erlo coinpt{nsat<{them for
not receivingpaidhqtic/ays. (See Article 11, Section 11;7)
. ..
$6urce: Step4GrievancesH4M-4J;;C12563; aatedAu(lf.!st3, 1990, andN~c~
··· ·
· ·

8760, datedDeceniber21, f977,

Pl.ease sign and return tfl~ en~los~. CC>PY ofthis ietter ~s .your acknpwlecigm~ntof
agreement to clo~ t~i~ C§se, therei>y removing it from the pen~ng §tep 4 case listing.
Time limits at this le\/$1 were extended by mutual cori$ent.

Micli€ie·Dttcn1ay

Labor Relations $~iallst.

conttacl Administration (NPiVIHU}
oate:

3/1 Y/

iJotj
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In the Matter of the Arbitration between

:

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LETTER CARRIERS,

...:

AFL-CIO

UNITED STATES POSTAL

Arbitration Case No.
NS-NA-0003
Washington, DC

.
.:

-and-

.. )
···:'\···

OPINION AND AWARD

SERVICE

:

APPEARANCES:

For the NALC - Cohen, Weiss & Simon
by: Keith E. Secular, Esq.
For the APWU - Cafferky, Powers, Jordan & Lewis
by: Daniel B. Jordan, Esq.
For the Mail Handlers - James S. Ray, Esq.
For the USPS - Richard

A~

)

Levin, Esq.

BACKGROUND:

This case was properly processed through the steps in the
grievance procedure found in the pertinent collective bargaining
agreement.

The Parties stipulated that it was in form

Arbitrator for final and binding detenninati?n.

before the

The hearing was

held at the offices of the USPS in Washington, DC, on October 9,
1979.

:.\t

-

that time, the NALC, as the griev-ing Union, was' represented

as indicated above.

Counsels for the APWU and the Mail Handlers ap-

peared and requested leave to intervene pursuant to Article XV of the
Agreement.

The NALC and the USPS agreed that they should be afforded

status as intervenors and they were represented as also indicated
above.

Durint:; the course of the hearing, the Parties were given full
opportunity to prcsc11t testimony, other evidr.nce and
port of their respective contentions.

were :filed.

ar~ument

in sup-

Dy agrt!<?mcnt, 11o~t-hcilring IJdefa

Tht!se Wt!re rcccivud frorn the W\LC and the USPS on Juuuary

2S, 1980, and their contents were duly considered.

THE ISSUE:
As stipulated:

When the USPS involuntarily assigns an employee
to a limited duty assignment outside of his or
her regular work schedule, pursuant to the F-21
and F-22 Handbook and the 1978 National Agreement, must the employee receive out-of-schedule
premium pay?

!

\
i

\

STATEMENT OF THE CASE:

I

I

Febn.iary 2, 1979, in Case No. NC-S-10828, which arose in
Tulsa, Oklahoma, the Undersigned was presented with the following
issue:
Is the USPS obligated to pay overtime compensation, under the provisions of Article
VIII, Section 4-B of the 1975 National
Agreement, to an employee who is assigned
to work hours outside his rl?gular schedule
to perfonn a temporary limited duty assignment while partially incapacitated due to
a work related injury or illQess?
Obv~ously,
~~evious

the case presently under consideration and the

one referred to above are closely related.

In the Tulsa

case, the Np.LC argued successfully that Article VIII-Section q_B

entitled the Grievant to premium pay for the out-of-schedule limited
duty assignment.

The UnieR contendP.d that such a result had to follow

in order to be consistent with a still earlier Award in Case No. ABC-3~1,

issued in a Fort Wayne, Indiana Case, which was deeided on

July 27, 1975.
-2-
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The Union, in the Tulsa Case,
the contrary

rc~rding

ilr~ued

that any provision to

liability for overtime pilyrncnt in the F-21 and

F-22 Handbooks, which were issued in 1978, could not have any impact

upon the validity of the Union's claim which was advanced in a griev-

ance filed on-October 6, 1977.

Pursuant to the terms of Article XIX

of the National Agreement, concerning the applicability of ·
of all handbooks,

m~tnuals

and published regulations of the USPS, the

specific requirements of these two Handbooks relating to out-of-schedule limited duty assignment pay

~alculations

could not be given re-

troactive force and effect.
The Award in the Tulsa Case, as indica tcd above, sustained the
Union's position that, puri:uant to Article VIII, Section 4-B of the
1975 Agreement, the Grievant was entitled to be paid at the overtime
rate for the hours which he worked outside his regular schedule. However, in the earlier Case it was noted that we were dealing with a
. provision filed prior to the issu.ance of the F-21 and F-22 Handbooks
which took effect in April and early May of 1978, and which had been
under consideration from December of 1977, in the case of the

F~21,

and from February of 1978, in the case of the F-22 Handbook.

In

this regard, the Undersigned stated:
"In this proceeding, where we are dealing with a
grievance filed prior to the issuance of either
of these Handbooks, the question of whether the
Union is bound by the tenns of such Handbooks now
possibly incorporated by reference into the National Agreement pursuant to the provisions of
Article XIX is not presented. Nothing in Article
XIX suggests that the terms of such Handbooks be
given retroactive application. At the same time,
it must also be noted that in this proceeding no
finding will be made as to whether or not the
Union has placed in contention slliJsequent to their

-3-
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publication under the provisions of Article
XIX. or properly challenged, the incorporation by reference of the above-quoted provisi. on of these Handbooks thereafter:·"
The language in both Handbooks referred to above provides
thot overtime pay shall not be required for an out-of-schcdul.e assignmcnt under the following circumstances:
"Where the employee's schedule is temporarily
changed.because he was given a light duty assignment pursuant to Article XIII of the National Agreement or as required by the Federal
Employee Compensation Act, as amended."

In this proceeding, the Unions have challenged the contention
of the USPS that they failed to prevent the incorporation by reference
of this provision in the 1978

Agreemen~

and for that reason the Service

is no longer obligated to make such overtime pa)'ITlents.

The Unions have

also contended that, contrary to the assertion Sn that provision of
the Handbooks, the Federal Employee Compensation Act does not now require that the _Postal Service provide partially disabled employees, who

were so disabled by an on-the-job injury or illness, with light or
limited duty assignments when such assignments can be made available.
CONTENTIONS OF

THE PARTIES:

As indicated above, the Unions claim that the provisions
of Article XIX of the National Agreement are not applicable to this dispute

since the Unions had already challenged the Service's right to deny
overtime payments for limited duty assignments outside of an employee's
regular scheduled hours in the Tulsa Case and even earlier.

For that

reason, a failure to process a c:1allenge to thd.s __ ":_nnounced pay prac-

tice within 30 days after receipt of the notice of proposed change cannot be regarded as acquiescence.

-4-

With regard to this 30 day time lvnitation in the Agreement,
the Unions contended that by practice the Parties had agreed that this
~-ct1uirl!mcnt:

...• .-..)··.
.

could be ignored and had bel!n ignorad without penalty.

for this rc!ason, discussions between the p;irtics was an open ended
process maxing this appeal to arbitration a

tim~ly

challenge.to the

lncorpura tion of this pay practice found in the Handhooks into the
National Agreement.
The Unions also claimed that a failure to appeal a handbook
revision to arbitr.ition within 30 days does not permit the USPS to
change the spcl!ific terms of the collective bargaining agreement.

Since this failure to provide overtime payments would be contrary to
the specific rl!qu.ircrnents of Article VIII-4-B, such provision could
be grieved urnll.?r the nor111al provisions of.Article 'JN of the National
Agreement.

In odclition, the Unions raised certain equitable considera-

tions which they alleged warranted consideration in any determination
of whether such overtime 1myments could be. avoided.
:Finally, the Union claimed that the Federal Employee
Compensation Act does not l'cquire th;i:t the Employer put a partially

disabled employee back to work, and implementing regulations issued
by the Department of Labor and the Office

of

Personnel Management

also do not impose such a requirement upon the E.mployer.

For this

reason, Section 233.23b of the Handbooks cannot be construed to
permit the USPS to avoid its ovcrtiine obligation to such employees

who are returned to duty in on out of schedule assignment.
The USPS made one principal argument with regard to the
applicability of the provisions of Section ?33.23h of the F21
Handbook.

The Employer arb'UCd that by ratifying and signing the
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1978 National Agrccm1.mt. with knowlctlgC? of the prov.ts.tons uf the
F21 and F22 Handbooks denying such overd.me pisymcnts, the Un1ons

accepted those provisions as being engrafted into th(! Agreement
and not subject to further challenge as to their terms.

According

to the USPS, Article XIX of the Agreement clearly-provides for such
a result.

The Postal Service also contended that by operation of
the te:rms of Articl.e XIX the specific provisions of these Handbooks
took precedence over the general provisions of Article

VIII-~-B.

which by their tenns did not dea1 with the subject of out-of-schedule
assignments for employees only capable of performing limited or light
duty.

The Service also pointed out that the F2l and F22 Handbooks
were published while the 1975 Agreement was in effect.

Before that

Agreement was superseded, tha USPS served the notice that it intended

)

to cltt.nge the tenns of the Handbooks upon the Union as required by
Article XIX.

The Union then had an additional 30 days in which to

toke.those proposed changes to arbitration.

Since the Union failed

to do so, it must be concluded that it regarded the chanies as not
inconsi~tent

with the requirements of Article VIII-ij-B •. There is

no question, according to the Postal Service, that the Union knew

of the change in pay. practice which would result from the implementation of this provision in the Handbooks.

It was discussed on n1.U11er-

ous occasions, and the Union contended that the dispute over its im-

plementation would be taken to arhitration.

This did not happen in

timely :fashion.
The Postal Service also alleged that the fact it did
discuss the implementation of Section 233.23b with certain attorneys
-6-

who 1·cprcscntcd various plaintiffs in a Fair Labor Standards Act
proceeding more than 30 days after the time to file a request for

arbitration under Article XIX could not be

r~garded

as a waiver of

the right to impose such a time limit on the Union which was the
party with

th~

right to request arbitration.

spokesmen for the NA.LC,

i!

From statements made by

was apparent that the Union recognized it

had to chilllcnge the implementation of Section 233.23b in arbitration

if the Service would not reconcile the tenns of that provision with
the lansuage in Article VIII-q-s, and the subsequent discussions did
not relieve the Union of this ob1igation.

In responding to the Union's claim that the question of
the proprie t:y of denying ovartime payments to light duty assignees
working out-of-schedule was being controverted at the time that the
F-21 and F-22 changes were transmitted to the Union and a

subse~uent

additional demand for arbitration was unnecessary, the Postal Servica
pointed out that even as late as February of 1978, when the F-22

ravisions were sent to the Union, the fourth step decision in the
Tulsa Case had not been issued •. That was transmitted two nionths later.
For that reason, at least at the National level, pursuant to Article
XIX, the Union's objections to the changes in the Handbook should
have been made known.
Finally, the USPS asserted that it believed it had an
obligation .imposed upon it to provide partially disabled employees
with limited duty assignments in addition to
it should do so.

othe~

good reasons why

According to the Postal Service, based upon the

authority under S U.S.C. Section 815(b), when read in conjunction
with S C.F .R. 353. 306, which

impose~

an obligation to "make every effort"

to provide such employment, coupled with 5
-7-

C.F.R.353.~0l,

an employee

cuu.ld appeal to the Merit Sytitcm 1'1•utcctjon noard

if thC? USI'S tlid not

offer such an cmployC?e a limited duty assignment.

To prove that an

employee waived his or har restoration rights, the USPS would be
obliged to demonstrate a job offer was made and the employee did not
avail himself or herself of that opportunity.

For these and other

reasons. which it advanced. the Employer claimt:?d that the Federal
Employee Compensation Act .imposed a duty upon the Postal Service to
"inrnediately and unequivocally" restore an employee who has recovered
sufficiently within one year to perform work in his or her own pay
grade.
OPINION OF Tl!E ARBITRATOR:
As stated earlier, this

Arbitra~or

has on previous occasions

r2quired the Postal Service, pursuant to the provisions of Artic!e VIII•1-B, to pay overtime to employees for time worked outside of their

)

regularly scheduled work week at the request of the Employer.

In the

Tulsa Case, that duty was .imposed when the employees involved were given
such out-of-schedule assignments temporarily while performing limited
duty because of a partial physical incapacity due to a work related
injury or illness.
In the Tulsa Case. the Arbitrator discussed the beneficial
results which could be achieved from the rehabilitative effects of
such assignments for the employee.

Also considered were the considerable

savings which might result from getting employees to work at jobs they
were capable of handling rather than sitting at home and receiving compensation payments.

Regardless of the obvious advantages to the employee

and the Service, as well as adht;rence to the govcnwant policy stated
in the Federal Employees Compensation Act and implementing regu.la;.-ions of
-8-

the Civil Service Co111nission, now Office of Personnel Management, and
tl1e Department of J,oihor, tha Undesrigncd wus of the 01d.nion that the

clear langunge of Article VIII-Section •&-D precluded consideration of
these other factors as then urged by the I'ustal Service.

The Award

had t:o take its "essence" from the terms of the Agreement.

n1e National Agreement provides in Article XIX as follows:
HANDBOOKS AND MANUALS

Those parts of all handbooks, manuals nnd published

regulations of the Postal Service, that directly rela'te to wages, houl.'s or working conditions, as they
apply to employees covered by this Agreement, shall
contain nothing that conflicts with this Agreement,
and shall be continued in effect except that the Employer shall have the right to make changes that are
not inconsistent with this Agreement and that are
fair, reasonable, and equitable. This includes, but
is not limited to, the Postal Service Manual and the
F-21 Timekeeper's Instructions.
Notice of such proposed changes that directly relate
to wages, hours, or working conditions will be furnished to the Unions at the national level at least
thirty (30) days prior to issuance. Xt the request
of the Unions, the pari:ies shall meet concerning
such changes. If the Unions, after the meeting, believe the proposed changes violate the National Agreement (including this Article), they may then submit the issue to arbitration in accordance with the
arbitration procedure within thirty (30) days after
receipt of the notice of proposed change. Copies of
those parts of all new handbooks, manuals and regulations that directly relate to wages, hours or working conditions, as they apply to employees covered
by this Agreemen:t, shall be furnished to the Unions
upon issuance.
In the case at hand, there is no dispute that the Unions
were furnished with a copy of the proposed F-21 Hi1ndbook as revised,
pursuant to the requirements of Article XIX, on Dccanber 15, 1977.
The Parties met on January 13, 1978 to discuss the proposed Handbook
contents.

On February 16, 1978, the Postal Service transmitted the

proposed F-22 Handhook along with certain revisions now proposed to the
-9-
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r-21 ll"mlliook.

TI1c

rartics met un March 17, 1978 to discuss the

proposed contents of the two lla111llJooks •

In the two Handbooks

· was the following lanb'Uage in Section 233.23b, excusing ovcrt.iJTle
payment:

"Where an employee's schi:dule is temporarily
changed because he was given a light duty
assignment pursuant to Article XIII of the
National Agreement or as required by the
Federal En1ployec Compensation Act, as amended. 11
At that meeting, according to the testimony in this record,

the spokesman for the NALC specifically brought up the Union's objections
to rmking an exception out of involuntary out-of-schedule light duty

assignments.

lie also ai-gued that the Federal Employees Compensation

Act did not require the USPS to make limited duty assignments.
earlier Tulsa Case, this

In the
.
same witness indicated that he· believed he

told the Postal Service at the time he would arbitrate the issue and that
arbitrution was subsequently demanded.

Before testifying in the pres<?nt

case, he learned that meetings had been requested but arbitration pro-

ceedings had not been invoked.

Although this witness testified that he

was of the opinion that the contentions made in the Tulsa Case covered

the Union's position in this dispute, he obviously believed that the
Postal Service was changing something because he indicated that an implementation of the Service's proposal to comply with Section 233.23b
:.tarranted processing a grievance on such an issue to arbitration. None
of the

Union~

followed up their request for an Article XIX meeting with

a request for arbitration when the Postal Service would not meet the
objections to the inclusion of Section 233.23b in the

Handbooks.

If the Unions believed that the changes in the payroll

computation contemplated by this Section

w~~

in conflict with the

terms of the then existing National Agreement, particularly Article
VIII~4-B.

than a grievance should have been raised and processed to a
-10-
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rc~olution.

If the contention of the Unions was tlmt this chnnge

was neither fair, reasonable, nor equitable, a right to grieve also

r.xistcd under the tcnns of Article XIX.
I'arenthctically, it should ba nutcd that: the F-21 Handbook
is singled out ior specific mention in the provisions of Article XIX.
Examining the testimony offered at this h<?aring and the
record of the Tulsa Case, which was incorporated by agrc<?ment of the
Parties, the conclusion must: be reached that the Postal Service did
comply with the procedural. requirements found in the second paragraph
of Article XIX.

The Unions were properly placed on notice, in a timely

manner, that this limitation upon entitlement to overtime pay was going
t:o ba implemented under tlu? t:e:nns of the Handbooks as it had under

previous practice of the Service which the Union's had contested in
the Tulsa Case.
While the discussions with

a number of attorneys representing

employees were underway concerning the USPS' financial obligation to
a large nur.!:'ber of employees under a decision issued applying Fair Labor
Standards

A~t,

the Unions were also questioning the Service's right

to implement the payroll pract:l-ce discussed in the Handbooks.

At that

very same time, .in the Spring of 1978, negotiation of the new National
Agreement began looking toward the renewal of the National Agreement
due to expire on July 20. 1978.

During the time that those negotiations

were underway, there is no dispute about the fact that the Unions were
aware of the contested provision contained in the Handbooks.

The 30

day period provided for in Article XIX had long past before the new
Agreement was consumated.
1978.

That Agreement was made effective July 21,

It contained the identical Article XIX language which was con-

taincd in the 1975 Agreement, including a specific reference to the
-11-
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th~

F-21 Uamlbook provisions.

No t!ffurt was made to ml)llify that lan1;1111ge

at the time al thou~h the F-21 and F-22 were by then fully jmplcmcnted

nationwide and controlled t.ilne. attendance and payroll
cr.durcs.

accou~ting

pro-

11ie negotiators for the Unions, at the Natfonal level, thus

agreed to continue in effect the terms of these

l~ilndbooks

cepta nee of the unaltered Article XIX requirements.

by their ac-

It was not until

Allril 19, 1979, more than a· year after the transmission of these Hand-

books, as revised, to the Unions, that the Union: filed the grievance
which led to this proceeding.

~Pr reasons more fully explored in the Tulsa Case Award,
the Unkersigned is of the opinion that the language of the pertinent
provisions of the Federal Employee Compensation Act as implemented
by

the regulations issued by the Office of Personnel Management and the

J,abor Department not only are designed to encourage employees to seek
out and accept suitable work assignments for therapeutic reasons and

\

to discourage malingering, but those same directives obligate the

/

Postal Ser-lice to make every effort to find suitable employment, within
a disabled employees physical capabilities, or
fully explain why it was unable to do so.

uc

prepared to sµcccss-

For that reason, the provision

of Section 233.23b of the F-21 and F-22 Handbooks which indicates that
such an obligation upon the Employer is a requirements of the FECI\ accurately reflects the intent of the draftsmen as well as those who were
entrusted to administer the program and write the implementing regulations.
For the reasons set forth above, the Undersigned is of the
bpinion that .'this record supports the contention of the USPS that the
current language of the F-21 and F-22 Handbooks governing eligibility
for overtime payment for partially disabled employees has been engrafted
into the National Agreement by virtue of the application of the provisions
-12-
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of /\rt.icl<? XIX.
Jlaving rcachcd this conclusion it must finally be determined
that the grievance raiscd protesting the practice uf not m.aking ovC!rt.ime payments for out-of-schedule assignmcnts to· employees who -are

partially disabled l•ccause of an on-the-iob injury or illness must be
dC?nicd~ rJf:iving so concluded, it is nccessary to add that this dC?ter-

mination docs not give the USPS an unbridled right to make an out-ofschedule assignment when the disabled employee could be

off~red

a work opportunity during the hours of his or her reb'Ular tour.

AWARD
The grievance filed in Case No. NB-NA-0003
nrust be and hereby is denied.

110\-JARD G. GANSER,

ARBITRATOR

Washington, DC
March 12, J.980
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a jointly si;ned letter dated May 25, 1982.

By agreement, the matter in issue was defined as
follows:
"Did management violate Article 8 and Article
19 of the National Agreement when it changed
the grievant' schedule on October 30, 1981,
and October 23, 1981, respectively, and, therefore, are the grievants entitled to out-ofschedule pay for the period they worked from
October 30, 1981 and October 23, 1991, until
they were placed in preferred duty assignment.
either by bid or by assignment to residual vacancies ?

These Parties aho agreed upon a stipulated set
of facts which they believed were pertinent to the proper
disposition of this dispute.
"1. The grievance is timely and properly
before the Arbitrator.
"2. The grievants were Converted from prrttime flexible status to full-time regular
status on August 22, 1981. They were allowed to work regular schedules as follows:
a. Anderson - 0900 hours to 1800 hours,
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday, and
0600 hours to 1700 hours on Saturday, and off
on Thursday and Sunday.
b, Bendekovic - 0830 to 1730 M,T,W,F:
0630 - 1500 SA; off TH, SU
"3.
The grievant' duty status at that time
was unassigned, as they had not achieved preferred duty asaignments by bidding or hy assignment to residual vacancies at that time.
"4. In Octobr of 1981, management changed
the schedules in the following manner:
a. Anderson - Oct 30, 1981 to 22000630, TU-WE off.
b. Sandrkovic - October 23, 1981 to
2200 - 0630, TU-WE off.
5. The grievants were officially assigned
to the new schedules until they were placed
in new duty assignmenta, either by bid or by
assignment to residual vacancies. "
11

The Parties also
hearing that there were two
trator. The first involves
kovic. Both work out of the

stipulated at the opening of this
grievances properly before the ArbiL. Anderson and the second G. BendeColorado Springs Post Office.

Contentions of the Parties :
According to the Union, the case is a simple one. The
issue posed is whether Anderson and Bendekovic, who were converted
from part-time flexibles to full-time regulars and assigned a set
of duty hours on August 22, 1981, and who had their schedules
changed without the benefit of a bid or a residual vacancy, entitled
to out-of-schedule overtime.
The Union contended that the failure to pay the out-ofschedule overtime violated Article 8, Section 4.8 of the current
National Agreement. Additionslly, the Union argued that, pursuant
to Article 19 of the Agreement, Handbook EL-401's terms and conditions have become part of the National Agreement. According to
the Union, the provisions of that Handbook decree that employees
similarly situated to the grievants herein are eligible for and
should receive out-of-schedule overtime.
It was the Union's position that the Postsl Service
could not distinguish between pemranent changes made in the schedules of unassigned regulars against changes made in the schedules
of full-time regulars. Such distinction is not provided for in
the provisions of Article 37, Section 3 which deals with the posting and bidding for duty assignments in the Clerk Craft.

!

/

Finally, the Union addressed the documentation submitted
by the Employer in support of its position. The union asserted
that certain artitration awards cited by the Employer were issued
prior to the publication of EL-401, and the other documents do not
relate to the subject matter of unassigned regular and also predate the provisions of EL-401.
Management contended that the Union's reliance upon
the provisions of EL-401 was misplaced. Management took the
position that EL-401 was not a Handbook issued pursuant to
Article 19, and ,the Postal Service had taken the position that,
when the directives contained in that Handbook were published for
supervision, no changes relating to wages, hours or working conditions of bargaining employees were made by its term. The Union
filed no grievance, under Article 19, because this Handbook was
issued.
The Postal Service argued that, in any event, i t
followed the dictates of that Handbook. This Guide did not
vide that regular work schedules could not be changed on a
porary on permanent basis to meet the operational needs of

had
protemthe

I
service. Since the Guide does not provide that permanent changes
in schedule require the payment of out-of-schedule compensation,
the changes made in the schedules of the Grievants, with whom this
case is concerned, would not require that this additional compensation be paid. These Grievants were reassigned permanent changes
in their hours of work. The Service contended that management
rights, as set out in Article 3 of the National Agreement, as
well as other provisions of the Time end Attendance Manual and
the Employee and Labor Relations Manual made it clear that
Management had not bargained away its right to make the changes
in schedules with which we are here concerned nor had i t issued
any directive or publication which would bar it from assigning
unassigned regulars to permanent schedule changes due to operation a 1 needs.
Management also addressed some of the documentation
which the Union submitted in support of its case. It was the
position of the Postal Service that Notice No. 114, resulting
from the issuance of the Groettum decision, dealt with temporary
schedule changes and the instant case, as the USPS alleged, was
concerned with a permanent schedule change.
As to the provision of Article 37, the Postal Service
took the position that there are two types of full time regular
employees, assigned and unassigned. For the letter classification.
the Postal Service argued that no language precludes the Service
from making a pemanent change in the fixed schedule of such employees. The fact that Section 3-F-10 at that Article provides
for how changes in schedule could be made by bid or residual assignment for such unassigned regulars does not mean there could not
be other means for making such changes. Changer in schedules for
unassigned regulars were not always made, by practice, to a vacant
assignment.
The Postal Service also adduced testimony for the
purpose of establishing that there were bona fide operational
reasons for making there schedule changes at the Colorado Springs
Post Office.

.Q!TN!ON

or

I~

.

1tM:tTRA1'0R:

As stated earlier, this case is concerned with the
question of whether the National Agreement provision that these
two grievants, who were converted from part-time flexible positions to full-time regular positions and then assigned a set
schedule of hours of work, could have that schedule changed,

I
without the benefit Of their bidding for such a change in assignment or required to fill a residual vacancy, and not be considered entitled to out-of-schedule overtime.
Article 8, Section 4-B of the National Agreement
reads as follows:
"B. Overtime shall by paid to employees for
work performed only after eiqht (8) hours on
duty in 1t¥ one service day or forty (40) hours
in any one service week. Nothing in.this Section shall 'be construed b~ the parties or anl
reyiewing authority to ciexur tbe paxment of oyert ime to employees for time worked outside of
their regularly scheduled work week at the request of the Employer. " (underlining supplied
by the writer)
The dispute arose when there two unassigned regular
employees at the Colorado Springs Post Office, who were converted
to this regular status in the Clerk Craft on August 22, 1981,
and were at that time assigned regular duty hour and days off.
were subsequently reassigned to changed hours of work, on a
different shift and with other days off.
The Union protested that these employees were due payment for time worked outside their regularly scheduled work week
albeit that change in asignment may have been made to meet operational needs of the Service. In effect, the USPS argued that this
was a permanent change, and as such these employees were not entitled to receive such overtime pay.

'

The, implementation of scheduling practices and the
payment of premium pay is guided by the provisions of Handbook
EL-401, which was issued in March of 1981. As staterd in the
prefatory comment on its first page, this Guide ia provided as
a management tool to enable supervisors not only to comply with
the requiremnts of the FSLA but also " ... postal policy and establiahed contractual Agreement." Al though this Publication
does state that it does not address every question of policy
relating to time and attendance, it goes on to state the major
topics of concern to each line supervisor md manager are addressed.
I
This Handbook does provide guidance as to how Management shall comply with "eestablished postal policy and established.
contractual agreements" regarding out-of-schedule assignments of
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"Unassigned Regular-Tine Employees Out-Of-Schedule. "
Specifically, under the heading of III Premium Situations
this Handbook states as follows:
Unassigned Reguler Full-Time Employees Out-ofSchedule. All unassigned regular full-time employees
must be assigned regular work schedule. When not
assigned to I posted position, employees assume as
their regular work schedule the hours worked in their
first week of the pay period in which the change to
unassigned regular occurred. When a part-time flexible (PTF) employee is converted to full-time regular,
and is not assigned to a full time bid position, the
employee becomes an unassigned regular. (See Article
VII, Section 3 of the National Agreement.)
"These employees are assigned regular work schedules and are eligible for out-of-schedule overtime.
Temporary rescheduling must be compensated at the sppropriate prrmium rate(s).
"A management-directed pemanent assignment of an
unassigned regular to a specific posted position which
want unbid in accordance with provision in tha National Agreement, requires no payment of out-of-schedule
overtime."
This clear language in handbook EL-401, with its reference to "full time bid positions" and "posted provisions"
and unbid vacancies permitting management directed assignments,
refers the reader to the pertinent provisions of Article 37,
which deals with posting end bidding of vacancies for the Clerk
Craft among othet subjects of concern to that Craft. After
dealing with the subject of filling of vacancies and the posting,
and bidding requirements to do so, Subsection 3-F-10, of that
Article provider:
"10. An unassigned full-time regular employrs should bid on duty assignments posted
for bids by employees in the craft, If the
employee doee not bid, or is the unsuccessful bidder, much employee shall be assigned
in any residual assignment. The employee's
preference will be considered if there is
more than assignment available and shall
be honored except where an employee can be
ssaigned to any available duty assigmemt for
which he/ she is currently qualified (including
scheme requirements)."

The Postal Service sought to establish that no
Article 19 of the National Agreement obligation wag raised
by its publication of Handbook EL 401. It claimed that
nothing in the Handbook did not comply with the term of
that National Agreement. It also claimed that this Handbook did not stop the making of changes in regular work
schedules on a temporary or regular basis due to operational
reason.
That is quite true, the Postal Service is not prohibited from making such changes in assigned hours of work.
The question with which we are here concerned is whether when
such changes are made does the Service undertake a premiwn pay
obligation.
Recognizing this, the Service arqued that this Guide
required payment when a temporary change was made but not when
the Service chose to make a permanent change in shifts, hours,
or days off for Unassigned Regulars. That contention flies
squarely in the face of the posting, bidding and filling of
vacancy provisions of Article 37 of the National Agreement.
The so-called "permanent" vacancies which Anderson and Bendekovic were called upon to fill could only be filled, in compliance with Article 37, if they bid for such permanent vacancies, with different hours of work, which had been posted
for their craft, or they were required to accept a residual
assignment because they failed to bid or were unsuccessful bid
ders.
That is not what happened in this case. Both Anderson
and Bendekovic were assigned to new hours of work because the
senior bidders for certain vacancies were not qualified on the
schemes and the office was approaching the holiday season. As
Article 37.3-F-3 requires. "When the duty assignment requires
scheme knowledge, ... If the senior bidder is not qualified on
essential scheme requirements when posting period is closed,
permanent filling of the preferred assignment shall be deferred
until such employee is qualified on the essential scheme requirements, but not in excess of 90 days.
Because of this contractual obligation, Management
attempted to distinguish between being placed in a particular duty
assignment and beinq placed in a schedule of hours and days off.
That ia a distinction that does not appear to find support in the
filling of vacancy_J?rovisions of the National Agreement. The
descriptlon of what motivated management to reassign Anderson and
Bendekovic other hours than those they worked in the first week

they become unassigned regulars established that this was caused
by the existence and filling of permanent vacancies which the
senior bidder were not as yet qualified td fill. Anderson and
Bendekovic had their tours and days off changed to meet manpower
needs of the moment. The testimony of the Acting Manager of
Customer Service at Colorado Sprinqs pointed out the existence
of a manpower shortage at the time these two grievarnts had their
assignments changed. The other requirement, "to assign
regular work schedules" when they become unassigned requlars appears to have been overlooked.
Again, despite the con ten ti on that Anderson and Bendekovic
were given P.ermanent rather than temporary assignments when their
hours and days off were changed from those of their initial assignment in their first week in the new payroll status, the testimony
of this same witness revealed that, as of the date of the arbitration
hearing, one of them did bid a preferred bid assignment end was in
a deferment peried and the other was also in a deferment period after
having been assigned a particlar residual vacancy. From there
subsequent assignments, it does not appear that either of there
grievants could have been regarded as filling a permanant vacancy
when they were assigned to Tour One.
For all the reasons set forth above, the undersigned
must find that theae two grievant were temporarily assigned to
out-of-schedule hours an October 23, 1981 and October 30, 1981
repectively, and that the USPS is obligation, under Article 8,
Section 4-B of the National Aqreement to pay them overtime for
working oudside their regularly schedled work week at the request of the Employer. That obligation of the USPS shall cease,
or shall have ceased when proper schedule changes were made as
required by the cited provision of the National Agreement and
the guidance contained in Handbook EL 401, or there employees are
returned to their former schedule.

AWARD
The qrievances filed by the APWU on behalf
of these grievants are sustained. The terms
of the appropriate remedy are set forth in the
paragraph of the Opinion inmdiately above.

ll.., ,. . .a., .. '"'~. ~~.,·tr...
KOWAP.D

Washinqton, DC
September 10, 1982
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Pay Administration

434.612

c.

d.

434.6

A holiday scheduling premium equal to 50 percent of the amount paid
in 434.53a is paid to eligible employees for time actually worked on a
holiday or on the employee's designated holiday (except Christmas)
when the holiday schedule is not posted in accordance with national
agreements, as follows:
(1)

If the schedule is not posted as of Tuesday preceding the service
week in which the holiday falls, a full-time regular bargaining unit
employee who is required to work on his or her holiday or
designated holiday, or who volunteers to work on that day,
receives holiday scheduling premium for each hour of work, not
to exceed 8 hours. This premium is in addition to both holiday
leave pay and holiday-worked pay.

(2)

In the event that, subsequent to the Tuesday posting period, an
emergency situation attributable to Act(s) of God arises that
requires the use of manpower on that holiday in excess of that
scheduled in the Tuesday posting, full-time regular employees
who are required to work or who volunteer to work in this
circumstance(s) do not receive holiday scheduling premium.

(3)

When a full-time regular employee who is scheduled to work on a
holiday is unable to or fails to work on the holiday, the supervisor
may require another full-time regular employee to work the
schedule, and the replacement employee is not eligible for
holiday scheduling premium.

(4)

Employees are not eligible for holiday scheduling premium while
temporarily assigned to nonbargaining positions.

For those eligible employees who receive TCOLA (439.1),
Christmas-worked pay and the holiday scheduling premium are paid at
50 percent of the employee's basic rate, plus TCOLA, in those
workweeks when FLSA overtime is earned. In those workweeks when
FLSA overtime is not earned, these premiums are calculated in
accordance with 434.53b or 434.53c.

Out-of-Schedule Premium

434.61

Policy

434.611

General

Out-of-schedule premium is paid to eligible full-time bargaining unit
employees for time worked outside of and instead of their regularly
scheduled workday or workweek when employees work on a temporary
schedule at the request of management.
434.612

Timely Notice

Payment of out-of-schedule premium is dependent on timely notice being
given by management of the temporary schedule change, as follows:

a.

March 2017

If notice of a temporary change is given to an employee by Wednesday
of the preceding service week, even if this change is revised later, the
employee's time can be limited to the hours of the revised schedule,
and out-of-schedule premium is paid for those hours worked outside
of and instead of his or her regular schedule.

187

434.613

Pay Administration

b.

434.613

If notice of a temporary schedule change is not given to the employee
by Wednesday of the preceding service week, the employee is entitled
to work his or her regular schedule. Therefore, any hours worked in
addition to the employee's regular schedule are not worked "instead
of" his or her regular schedule. The additional hours worked are not
considered as out-of-schedule premium hours. Instead, they are paid
as overtime hours worked in excess of 8 hours per service day or
40 hours per service week.

Application

Out-of-schedule premium hours cannot exceed the unworked portion of the
employee's regular schedule. If employees work their full regular schedule,
then any additional hours worked are not "instead of" their regular schedule
and are not considered as out-of-schedule premium hours.
Any hours worked that result in paid hours in excess of 8 hours per service
day or 40 hours per service week are to be recorded as overtime (see 434.1 ).
434.614

Examples

See Exhibit 434.614.
Example: An employee is notified by Wednesday of the preceding
service week to work a temporary schedule the following service week
from 6:00 a.m. to 2:30 P.M., instead of his or her regular schedule from
8:00 a.m. to 4:30 P.M. The employee is paid 2 hours out-of-schedule
premium for the hours worked from 6:00 A.M. to 8:00 A.M. and 6 hours'
straight time for the hours worked from 8:00 A.M. to 2:30 P.M. If in this
situation the employee continues to work into or beyond the balance of
his or her regular schedule (2:30 P.M. to 4:30 P.M.), then he or she is to be
paid for hours worked in accordance with Exhibit 434.614.
Example: An employee's regular schedule is Monday through Friday
and he or she is given a temporary schedule of Sunday through
Thursday. The hours worked on Sunday are out-of-schedule premium
hours provided they are worked instead of the employee's regularly
scheduled hours on Friday. If, however, the employee also works his or
her regular schedule on Friday, then there can be no out-of-schedule
premium hours; the hours worked on Sunday would be paid as regular
overtime hours worked in excess of 40 in the service week.

Exhibit 434.614
Computing Out-of-Schedule Premium Hours
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Hours Worked

Total Work
Hours

Out-ofSchedule
Premium
Hours

Straight
Time
Hours

Overtime
Hours

6:00 AM-2:30 PM

8

2

6

0

6:00 AM-3:30 PM

9

1

7

1

6:00 AM-4:30 PM

10

0

8

2

6:00 AM-5:30 PM

11

0

8

3
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ARBITRATION

A~ARD

_January 27, 1982

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
Cai:-e l~os.
A8-\..'-939;
-.::nd-

AS-S-712;

AB-C-0768
H-8C-2F-C-6521

A~-C-0767;

H-3C-4B-C-Z0836

AS-H-0776;

AB-C-0626

AS-~-951;

A8-C-0766;

A8-C-0638

A8-C-637

AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UHION

Subject:

\

)

Temporary Supervisors
Right.to Out-of-Schedule
Overtime Premium - Past Practice

Statement of the Issue:
~nether the Postal Service 1 s action in denying out-of-schedule overtime
premium to employees ~orking as tempo~ary super-.
visors on and after January 12, 1980, ~as a violation ~f the National Agreement?
Contract Provisions Involved:
A:rt:.icle I 11 .Section 2;_
Article V; Article VIII, Section 4-B; Article
XIX; and Art:icle XL!, S_ect:ion 1-A-2 and Section
2-A-2 of the July 21, 1978 National Agreement.

Grievance Data:

Case HeaTd:
Transcript Received:
Briefs Submitted:
Exhibits Filed:

Date
Sep~ember 25, 1981
October 15, 1981
November 22. 1981
January 10> 1982

Statement of the Award:
The grievances are granted.
The employees in questlon were entitled to receive the
out-of-schedule overtime premium ¥hen applicable
··
under A~ticle VIII, Section 4-B. They should be compensated for their loss of earnings.
/

)

\

BACKG?.OL°:'l'D

These grievances protest the ?ostal Service's action
in denying out-of-schedule overtime premium to employees
!:'.e1·ving as temporaTy supervisors 0:1 and after January 12,
1gso. The APWU insists this denial of the premium ~as a
violation of Article V, Article VIII, Section 4-B, and
Article XIX. The Postal Service disagrees.
_ Supervisors are absent for a variety of reasons. They
may ~iss a dRy or two because of illness; they may b~ gone
a ~Eek or more because of vacation; they cay be a~ay even
J cnger t:•::r.aus<? of a !:'.pr:cial d<::tzi.l. ~~?.negcr.ient ordinarily
"t1~pL;c:r..s t.hc:.;n with craft: e:7.pl oy.::.::s.
The 1.G.tt.er bec:.::me tem;>v1ary su?ervi~ors. * \.."hile \;or-;..11-.g in that capacity, they
~ ••we the authority to adjust: grie:·~ances. en behalf of Hanagement ~nd ~o discipline Employees. Appointment to such a
te:; .. po·rcn:-y !::Upervisor' s position is strictly voluntary on
t:he part. of the ec::ployee.
The c:1'ployee \\'ho becomes. a temporary supervisor may
perform wo4k outside of his regularly scheduled work week.
For exe.mple, if his regular schedule as an employee had
been 7:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. and if his schedule as a supervisor was from 11:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., he would be working outside of his regular ~~dule from 3:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.
The issue here is whether he is e-:ititled to e.n out-of-schedule.
overt.ime premium for such "1ork. The applicable contract language is found in Article VlII, Section 4-B of the 1975 and·
1978 National Agreements:

"Overtime shall be paid to employees for -..ork
perfonned only after eight (8} hours on ducy in
any one service day or forty (40) hours in any one
-~ervice week.
Nothinf in this Section sha11 be
const-rued b the art es or an reviewin au~hor1

to

t

{Em-

*

They are also known as Z04(b) supervisors, a reference to
Section 204(b) of the Postal field Service Compensation Act
of 1955.

-2/

__

)

Arbitrator Gamser d~ciderl Case No. AB-C-341 in mid1975. He ruled that eP?loyees who volunteered for and
filled te~pcrary vacancies were entitled to an overtime
premium under Art:icle VIII, Section 4-B "for time worked
outside of their regularly scheduled work 1.1eek ••• " He
ruled also that t:he fact that they had volunteered did not
1;;.:?an they "'ere not filling temporary vacancies "at the request: of the Employer." He r.1ade no mention whatever of
employees _serving as t:err.porary supervisors.
·. The Postal Service, referring t:o thi:; __ iaser award,
issu(;:d t:he follm:ing C:i.rcc.tive to its E;.1ployee & Labor Relations p(;:rsonnel on October 10, 1975:
"A recent: arbi t.:::;.;.ticn <::;.;c.rd inte•preted the

last sentence of Article VIII, Section 4B ••• Pursuant thereto the following principles should be
c.ppJ.ied in deten•ining the overt:i::ie obligations
under this provision of the hgree~ent: •••
under certain circ~~stances disfull-tirne e:':l lo ees are entitled

)

.
Thereafter> for more than fcur yearss t:ne rostal Service
applied the last sentence of Article VIII, Section 4-B to
"eraployees" serving as temporary supervisors. ·rt paid them
an overtime premium for "time wo:::".cl ootside of t:heir regularly scheduled ~ork week ••• "
·
Apparently two decisions caused the Postal" Service to
reconsider its position. The first was an a~ard issued in
Case No. NB-S-6859 by Arbitrator Fasser, approved b"y Im- .
partial Chairman Garrett> on June 30> 1977. Fasser recog-·
nized that an employee, while serving as a temporary supervisor, has certain contract rights. He referred specifically to his "duty ~ssignment." being "held open and available
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to him for up to six months."* He added that if his supervisory det:ail lasts beyond six r.:onths, ''he also has residual rights in the bargaining unit which would guarantee
him a position as an unassigned carrier."* He obse"C"Ved too,
"\~a I: ocher ccntrac:t rights may be extended to employees
in this situation is not clear." He suggested, however,
thdt such rights might be establis~ed through practice.
In the case before him, he could find no evidence that the
Fost2l Service "cus~o:uarily had pcnnitt:ad carrie-rs det.ailed
to supervisory positions to bid on availabl• openings iri the
b<1-.:5aining unit ••• "
He l:lcld, accordingly, that a lect:er
c~~rier filling in as a te~pc~ary s~pe-rv·isor did not have
a

~i&ht

to bid for a vacancy in

t~e

unit.

·

The other decision was by i:he lfational Labor Relations
Board in Case No. 5-CB-2121(P) dated February s. 1979. The·
"Soard dis:-.1issed "unfair labor prc..ctice" charges filed by
the Postal Service against NALC. Those charges arose from
HALC's action (1) in a:nending the r-~mbers"hip eligibility
p"Covi s ions of its cons ti tut.ion to provide that " ••• any
regular raember of the NALC ~ho is temporarily ••• prornoted
to a supe't"Visory position ••• will not be eligible to continue their mchlbership in the 1~ALC" and t2) in lat.er interpreting this provision to ~eart that anyone accepting a temporary supervisor's positio_~-Y.ould not be eligible to participatE; in the NALC health benefits plan. The "Boa-rd' s
ruling noted that "once he [a letter carrier] becomes a.
temporary supervisor, he is no longe~-an 'employee' ~ithin
the meaning of Sect.ion 2(3) of t.he Act", that: the "collective
bargaining agreem~nt excludes permanent supervisors from
the bargaining unit", and t:hat the "Postal Service has repeatedly taken the position that temporary supervisors are
. not a. part cf the bargaining unit.• " On the other hand,
the Board also stated that a "let:ter carrier.; •• ~hile serving
as a temporary supervisor, is.not deprived"of any contractual

~enefits."

•Given these rulings, the Postal Service issued the
directive to its Employee & Labor Relations personnel in November 1979:
follo~ing

ed
l......-e-..''i'--=-t-o_s_u_p_e_._rv__,l.....s'""o-r_y_o_r__o""'t.....-e-r-""'n-o_n__..,...a-r""g-a""'i.,...n-i.....n-.w..g- unit Eositions are not e~ployees under the collective oargaining a&reements;. and therefore not
.
governed by the provisions of, nor entitled to the
benefits provided by, such agreements.
...,..-..,...e_,t:~a
......

*

These rights were set forth in Article XLI, Section 1-A-2
of the 1975 Agreement.
I
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"Oul." policy with yespect to such·assignments
outside of the bargainin~ units will be to treat
th~m as non-bargaining unit employees and to grant
benefits consistent ~ith those provided for other
employees in the non-bargaining unit salary .
schedules to ~hlch assigned. Thus such emplorees
~ill not be entitled to Out of ScheauLe Overtime
1unaer A1·ticle VlII, Sect:ion 4-BJ .•• "
"Such employees will ass1..::;,e the schedule for
· the ncn-bargainl ng unit position to ~:hi ch assigned
but will not be eligible for Out of Schedule Over-

_l_~:-e •• :~ue-~a '.: ~J:~~~~~e ~01? ac~epdng the

tc.. .. por.,l.y .::.~Sl~r... ,.nt.
1J1eYt.:i.TI, of course, e .
el i cJ'LT~ for ov-<frt-:::;:::2 c::1d or.:h.;r ~µ~c:ial pc..y pL'ovis l ons applicable to their a~signed non-bargaining
position .•• "
(£.;-:.pbads added)
·

"fhis ch<inge in policy l.'as 1;1ade effective January 12,

1980.
Thereafter, the Postal Service refused to pay the outof-schedule premium to er.iployees serving as temporary supe-rvisors. That: refusal ~rrornpted a large nu.":lbeT of grievances,.
twelve of which are before me in this arbitration. The
Union contends that the ?ostal Service's unilateral change
of poli~y wit:h resp~ct to (,=;:e-zpplication of this out-ofschedule prexwium was a violat:ion of the 1978 Ag-reement:. It
alleges violations of Article V, Article V~II> Section 4-R.
and Article XIX.

)

. DISCUSSION A.HD Fil\"DINGS

·The Postal Service insists that the APWU request.for an
out-of-schedule premium for e~ployees serving as tempora't"Y
supervisors rests on "the underlying fallacy that such employees are covered by the p-rovisions of the cont-ract.." It
believes, on the contrary, that such people "are not bargaining unit employees .•. :r du-ring their supervisory stint
and hence cannot claim any rights.under the National AgTeement.
It asserts that while the employee fills in as.a
temporary supervisor, "the payr:ient. for hours worked is ex-.
elusively a supervisory matter."
·
·

This argument ignores the essentially hybrid status
of an employee ~orking as a teraporaTy supe"CVisor. Re ~ay
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then be pa¥t of supervision but he also has certain rights
under the National Agreement. Only a few examples need
be cited to make the point.

The enployee-supervisor has a

right under Article XLI, Section 2-A-2 to accumulate senio1ily within his craft curing such tlrne as he serves as
a. te;i.\'.-o-i:ary sup~-cviso-r.
His service in t.he lat.ter carrie-r
craft is considered to be "uninterrupted 0 ,. notwithstanding
his ~upcrvisor1 as•:ignmcmt:.* 1-~ore::iver> the employeesupeLvisor has a right under A~ticle XLI, Section 1-A-2
to t:eturn to his Tegula-r ''duty c:.ssie,n;;.ent" "'ithin the ba.rga i n:i.:-ig u';'lit r:ny tir.1~ \Jithi:-t four e:c::tths of his r.iove to
tE:: ;orz.T:y l'"upc"J..-.riso-r.
Tha.t "duty assig!'JHcnt" CEi.nnot be
decJ.;:.·LE:d w c.ant: or ;;ost.r::d for bids -.:i.t:hi'.n this four-n1onth
period. Urn.!e:r this sa:i:e cc.1t).·c:ct: cl~.\.:se, he has a righc
to return to the bargaining u·,1it after four r..onths although
be ~:o:Jld then Le:ccr.1e e:n '\.:.:·u:.ssi~;ied re:&ular."
l~o:-te

of this should co:ioe as a surprise to the Postal
For Arbitrator .Fasser st:ated in Case No. NB-S-6859
that the employee-supervisor had certain contract rights and
t:h;:it. the precise scope of such rights "is not clear." He
held in effect that: past practice is a legitimate means of
deterrJining Vihat: the er:.?loyec-supervisor is entitled t.o
u~:der the National Agreement.
l:Hs T:Uling \:qS that an employee-supervisor could not _1)j.d on a vc.cancy within the
bargaining unit so long as li~.:?s functioning es a temporary supervisor. But he m~de clear that his ruling ~ould
have been in the employee-su?ervisor's favor had the Postal
Service be~n eble to show that "it cust:or::arily had pen:i.it:t.ed
carriers detailed to supervisory pcsiti.ons to b.id on available openings in t:he bargaining unit .•• "
Thus, the perties must look to well-established practices in deciding
1.'hat ~ont.ract rights are pc~sessed by an employee-s.~.rpervisor.

Service.

Here, Artie.le VIII, Scct:ion 4-B speaks of "employees"
receiving the premium in question "fo-r time -worked outside
of their regularly scheduled work week ••• " The Postal ·service paid this out-of-schedule preoium to employee-supervisors b~t~een October 1975 and January 1980, a period of
more than four years. It must. have paid that premium to
employee-supervisors on thousands of occasions. Indeed,
i t was paying that premium to e~ployee-supervisors in July
1978 when the parties entered into a new National Agreement.

*

See my decision in Case No. NB-NA-0383. Although that
case dealt with the letter carrier craft, I assume thac the
sRme accumulation of seniority ~ould occur in the clerk
craft.
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Tk.1s, 1-.rticle VIII, Section 4-B has been given its own

rpecial r;.caning through long-st.ar;ding practice. The term
"employees" in t.hat. contract clause has been read broadly
to ~pply to employees even durin~ the time they serve as
t:e!~1por:Jry supervisors.
The Postal Service has offered no
sound basis for upsetting this accepted interpretation of
the out-of-~chedule prc:mium.
Past practice r..ust. ptcvail
i.n this case.
Surely, the Postal Service's change of policy
c<.nnot ch;;nge che 1.. ...:~11i.ng of the ccntract clause.
Only a
rev is f.cn of the conti:-act lani;uage itself or a mutual under~: r.,,udi~:g to r.:odi fy {or r.ullify) t~\e practice could effect
s,_.;.:h a c'.-.2nge.
,~Jcyr:~-:::.1.!pcrvi!.ots in t:hese
are entitled to Lhe c~t-of-sch~dule premicm
r;·uri ng t!ici r dt:ta.1 ls as t1;1:.?orary su?ervi so rs.

Jt fc.llc-•-:s t!"::?.t: t!1e c:

~~i~v~nc~s

T!le Postal Sarvice c.01<te-:1c!s too that it he'd no choice
~at:t~r, that it ~as merely atte~pting to co~ply
~ith arbitration 2nd/or NLRB decisions both in October
1975 •.:hc.n it: began to pay the pre;.;iu.01 to e.~ployec-supervisors
ond in January 1980 when it ceased such payment.
However,
a careful review of these decisions ~u~gest$ a quite diff~rent story.
i,;oching in Arbit-:-ator Ga~ser' s a ....·ard comw~nded that the out-of-schedule pLemium be applied to employee-supervf sors. Gc::.:;iserf",ie.ver touched on that: subject:.
Hothing -in Arbit:-rator Fasser' s a...-a-:-d commanded that the
cut-of-schedule premium not be applied to employee-super~
visors. fasser never touched en that subject. "However,
his o~inion·scaces that employee-sup~TVisors do have rights
~nder the A~reement and that past practice is a relevant
and necessary £Uide in determining exactly ~hat those rights
are. Nothing in t:he NLRB decision dealt with the employeesu?ervisor' s rights under the Agreement:. That: cas·e turned
on NALC's statutory obligations under rhe National Labor
Relations Act.
Thus, the Postaf Service was not under any
kind of obligation to act on the issue before me in October
1975 or January 1980. Its failure to act at either time
would not have caused Managenent to be in violation of any 1
arbitration or NLRB precedent.
in

)

~his
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.
--~."'·)··
.

A\.lJ..?J)

The grievances are gra.nted. ::he employees in quest:ion
entitled to receive the out-of-schedule Cl\'P"!'."t!.me prenai um \.lhcn applicable under /-rt:icle VIII, Sect:ion 4-B.
·ni.ey
should be cornpc.nsated for t:lwir lo£s of earnings.

"~e:re

;
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TO ALL AFFECTED REPRESENTATIVES:
~)
~uring the course of the 1987 Negotiations, the parties agreed to

make sweeping changes in the provisions of Article 8 of the
National A~reement between the USPS and the Mail Handlers Division
of the Laborers' International Union of North America, AFL-CIO.
Mincful of the confusion and the need to resort to interpretive
arbitration that occurred when the 1984 lan9uage was put into
effect, the parties further agreed to generate a joint letter of
interpretation outlining the intent of the chan9es that were made
in Article 8. This letter is precedent-setting in its attempts to
resolve potential disputes prior to the date upon which the new
language becomes effective. As you are aware, the changes in
Article 8 are effective September 26, 1987, the beginnin~ of the
fourth calendar quarter for overtime purposes.
:
We will walk through the provisions of Article 8, Sections 8.4 and
8.5, and outline .the parti~s· joint interpretation of the new
contract language that appears.
The provisions of Section 8.4 have been altered to eliminate all
reference to penalty overtime. As of September 26, 1987, penalty
overtime will not be payable for any hours worked under Article 8
of the Mail Handlers National Agreement.
''the opening sentence of Section 8. 5 has been reworded, stressing
):hat the first opportunity for alI overtime goes to full-time
·regular Mail Handlers who have signed the overtime desired list
(CTOL) subject to the •operational window• concept set forth in
Section a.so. This represents a major change in the scheduling
process and provides that management must under the 1987 contract
assign overtime to available, qualified employees on the OTDL
prior to using part-time flexibles or casuals on overtime.
Section a.SA now clearly specifies that only full-time regular
Mail Handlers are eligible to sign the OTOL. The rest of the
language in this ~ection remains unchanged.
The provisions of Section 8.SB remain unchanged.
Several changes appear in Section 8.SC.
l. The first sentence of the section once again stresses that
overtime is to be first assigned to available, qualified full-time
regular Mail Handlers who have signed the CTOL. Although not all
inclusive, the following examples may be useful in understanding
the intent of the parties:

)

2

(a)

(bl

Twenty Mail Handlers are needed for two hours overtime, from
3 p.m. to 5 p.m., at the end of Tour II at the BMC. Only ten
Hail Handlers have signed the OTDL and all are available and
qualified for the instant work. Under this circumstance,
management mu-st assign the ten Mail Handlers on the OTOL and
then may assign ten Mail Handlers not an the list. If
management determines that an additional two hours of
overtime is needed, from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m., for ten Mail
Handlers, the .ten Mail Handlers from the OTOL who are working
must be assigned that additional overtime. This will not be
considered ~n additional overtime opportunity within the
rotation outlined in Section e.sc.
The GMF has multiple ending times on Tour II: e.g., 3 p.m.
and 4 p.m. Twenty Mail Handlers are needed for two hours
overtime at 3 p.m. Again, ten available and qualified Mail
Handlers are on the OTDL and management selects an additional
ten Mail Handlers not on the list. At 4 p.m., ten more
qualified Mail Handlers on the OTDL become available at the
end of their tour. These ten OTDL Hail Handlers would be
kept for one hour of overtime, 4 p.m. to 5 p.m., and the ten
Mail Handlers not on the CTOL will be released.

As the language in Section 8.SC indicates, employees assign~d
overtime under this provision still must possess the necessary
skills.
2. The second sentence of this section notes the elimination of
previous language requiring that Mail Handlers on l i9ht duty be
passed over. Under the 1987 Agreement, Mail Handlers on light
duty may sign the OTDL and be selected for overtime work within
the normal rotation as long as the work needed falls within ~heir
medical restrictions. For example, light duty employees with
restrictions of •no work beyo~d eight hours• would not be eligible
for overtime before or after the tour: light duty employees with
restrictions of •no lifting over five pounds• would normally not
be eligible for overtime work on the outbound docks.

:')

'

J

3. The new language captured in sentence 3 of this section
reemphasizes the current practice of scheduling. The example
given adequately expresses the intent of the parties. The waiver
under Section 8.8 must be agreed to by Management, the Union and
the employees.

4. Sentence 4 mandates that Mail Handlers who sign the OTOL may
be required to vork up to twelve hours per day, seven days per
week. Obviously, the 60-hour limitation contained in the 1984
language has been removed1 that language no longer applies to Mail
Handlers, even though management may be scheduling other craft
employees in ~ccordance with a 60-hour limit.

)

3

S. Finally, the fifth sentence in Section e.sc establishes a
1ystem for Mail Handlers on the OTDL to volunteer for vork beyond
...,welve hours in a day. Selection of these volunteers is at the
~scretion of mana9ement, but such selection must be made on a
,{on-discriminatory basis. No second OTDL will be established:
selection will be -made on a ease-by-case basis. Once again, Mail
Handlers who volunteer and are selected for work beyond twelve
hours will not be considered to have exercised another opportunity
within the CTOL rotation.
Several changes have been made in Section a.so to address
selection for overtime work once the OTDL has been exhausted.

Cl)

In the first sentence, •available• is directed to what may be
termed the •operational window• concept. For example, if
management determines that the need exists for twenty Mail
Handlers to work two hours overtime and only ten are available from the OTOL, management may assign other Mail Handlers
as required to meet the two-hour operational requirement.

(2)

The remainder of the first sentence outlines management's
right to assign •other employees• to meet its needs in these
circumstances. Other employees include part-time flexibles,
casuals and regulars not on the OTOL. While the selection is
at the discretion of management, the parties have agreed that
every effort should be made to schedule part-time flexibles
or casuals for· such overtime work before scheduling regulars
not on the OTOL.
In accordance with the second sentence, when management
determines that regulars not on the OTOL must work overtime,
their scheduling will continue to be based on juniority
·
rotation. This rotation will also be established on a
quarterly basis, parallel with the use of the OTDL.

The provisions of Section 8.SE remain unchanged.
In Section 8.SF, the protections for non-OTDL regulars found in
the 1981 National Agreement have been reinstituted and clarified.
These protections are meant to assure that overtime is limited for
non-OTDL regular Mail Handlers. The use of part-time flexibles
and casuals prior to non-OTDL full-time regulars has been
previously discussed.
Section a."'sG notes that these provisions begin with the fourth
calendar quarter of l987J i.e., September 26. Solicitations for
regulars wishing to sign the OTDL should-be made in keeping with
past practice and in consideration of this date.

)

4

The Memorandum of Understanding on Improper By-pass Overtime
(found after the general articles of the 1987 National Agreement)
in Part 2, now includes part-time flexibles and casuals under the
category •another employee.•

...-:c-)

/.,.· ·l.

........ -

The Memorandum of Understanding on Penalty overtime Pay is deleted
in its entirety.

we

hope that these explanations will assist both parties in
understanding the new language in Article 8. It must be
understood that this document represents the National Level
interpretation of this new language and is not subject to
alteration by parties other than those at the National Level.

homas J. F
Assistant
s aster General
Labor Relat· ns Department
U.S. Postal Service
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UNITED ST ATES POSTAL SERVICE
475 L'£"tan1 Plua. SW
Wuhlnetol'I, oc 20260

JUL 1-1 1986
Mr. Joseph H. Johnson, Jr.
Director, City Delivery
National Association of
Letter Carriers, AFL-CIO
100 Indiana Avenue, N.W.
Washington, o.c. 20001-2197
Re:

L. Eacret

Inglevood, CA 90311-9998
H4N-SB-C 9731

Dear Mr. Johnson:

)

On July 2, 1986, we met to discuss the above-captioned
grievance at the fourth step of our contractual grievance
procedure.
The issue in this grievance is whether employees on light
duty.or limited duty may sign the •overtime Desired• list.

After reviewing this matter, we mutually agreed that no
national interpretive issue is fairly presented in this case.
We agreed that employees on light duty and limited duty
may sign the •overtime Desired• list. We further agreed the
parties at Step 3 are to apply Article 13, Section 3.8., and
Part 546 of the Employee and Labor Relations Manual to the
specific fact circumstances involved in this case. Also
whether or not the 9rievant'a physical condition and status
was such that he could work overtime ia a question that can
only be answered based OQ the facts involved.
Accordingly, we agreed to remand this case to the parties at
Step 3 for further processing including arbitration if
necessary~

)

Kr. Joseph H. Johnson, Jr.

Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as
your ackno~ledgment of agreement to remand this case.
Time limits were

e~tended by

mutual cohsent.

This supersedes my jetter dated May 30, 1986 •

-·

.

Oep.1rtment

J~seph ~ J~l'lson, Jr.
Direct~r,

Ci.ty Delivery
National Association of Letter
Carriers, AFL-CIO

)
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Mr. Brian o. Farria
Director, City Delivery
National Assoei'at:.ion of Lette~
Ca:riera, A?L-CIO
100 Indiana Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20001-2197

'APR- I -

o. Ciruzzi
Nashua, NB 03061
H4N•lJt--C 41588

Re:

)

Dear Mr. Parris:
On February 9, 1988, we met to diseuaa the above-captioned
grievance at the fourth atep of our contraceual grievance
procedure.

The issue in this grievance is wnether an employee who has
been on military leave should be peI"lllitted to aign the
overti•e desired list after the stal:'t of the quarter.
After reviewing this matter, we mutually agreed that a letter
carrier on military leave at the time when full-time
employees place their na.aes on the overtime desired list may
place his/her ~wne on the overtime degired list upon return
eo work.

Please sign and return the enclosed oopy of this letter aa
your ~eknowledglllent of agreement to close thia caae.
Time

li~ita

vere

e~tended

.

Gu~

Grievance & Arbitration
Diviaion

·

;.·
I
;

i

by mutual consent.

l\S:n~ere;~~ t:- ~ J
\~
>UC.hael J.

i

I

~

Brfa::hiiS

-

•

::IBMb

Director, City Delivery

National Association of Letter

Carriers, AfL-CIO
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ROBERT J. CONNERTON

Goneral Couneel

CONTRACT
ADMINISTRATION
DEPARTMENT

'ORERS' INTERNATIONAL UNION
V1 NORTH AMERICA
Mail Handlers Division
Headquarters: 905 16th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20()()6-1765

Louis 0. Elesie, Liaison
Joseph N. Amma. Jr., Director

(202) 783--0573

May 30, 1989

William J. Downes
Director of the Office of Contract

Administration
Labor Relations Department

U. s. Postal Service
475 L'Enfant Plaza, s.w.
Washington, D.C. 20260-4126

Dear Mr. Downes:

Durin;f our Joint Contract Training Meeting in :Rri.ladelphia, PA following

the 1987 negotiations, a question arose concern:in:J e.rrployees removing their
names from the O.T.D.L. during the course of a quarter.

It was our expressed understandirq at that time that an e.rrployee' s request
to remove his or her nane from the list would be honored provided that:
(a) 'Ihe req_uest .is made prior to the date on
which sdleduling occurs; am·
(b) 'lhe employee could not place his or her :name

back oo the list for the re:main::1er of that
quarter.

Given the length of time that has elapsed since that meeting, this
question has arisen with increasing frequency.
(next page please)

. ')~-~
•.

WIILrAMJ.

~

MAY 30, 1989
PAGE 'DD

Please o:mfinn whether your urrl.erstan:li.n::J of this matter is as
above.
'!hank you for your ~tion in this matter.

Fraternally yours,

J

~ N A,·- ~--:J_

Josep:i N. Arnma, Jr.
Director, Contract Admin.
JNA:WJS:ggb:c

cc: L. D. Elesie, LiaisonjSUpervisor
NCAC

stated

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
L.abof ReiatlOnS oepanment
475 CEnfant Plaza, &N
W&ahlngton, 00 20260-4100

J'une 20, 1999

Mr. Joseph N. Amma, Jr.
Director, Contract Administration
Laborers' International Union
of North America, AFL-CIO,
Mail Handlers Division
One Thomas Circle, NW, Suite 525
Washington, DC

20005-5802

Dear Joe:
This is in response to your May 30 letter requesting
the U.S. Postal Service's underst~nding of the circumstances
under which an employee.is allowed to remove his/her name
from the· overtime desired list during the course of a
quarter.
The .u.s. Postal Service is in agreement that a mailhandler•s
request to have his/her name removed from the overtime
desired list should be honored provided that the following
conditions exist:
l. The request is made prior to the date on which
scheduling occurs.
2. The mailhandler cannot subsequently place his/her
name back on the overtime desired list for the
remainder of that quarter.
It you have any questions,
my staff at 268-3824.

_)

please contact Peter A. Sgro of

v:sWilli ·
Off ic

Labor

•

Downe~,

Director

Contract Administration
ationa Department
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVlCE
LaborA~~

475 L'Enfant Pl&:a. SN
WUl\I~.

0C 202fl0.4\00

SEP t 3 -

Kr. Lawrence G. Hutchins
Vice President
National Association of
Letter Carriers, AFL-CIO
100 Indiana Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20001-2197
Re:

B4N-5E-C 4489

Cl a as
Las Ve9&a, NV

89114

Dear Kr. Hutchins:
On Septeaber 12, 1988~ ve held a pre-arbitration
discussion of the above-captioned cas~.

Durinq our di1c:u1nion ve mutually agreed that 111ana9eaent
nay not unilaterally reaove an eaployee's naae froa the
overtiae Desired List if the employee refuses to work
overtiae when requested. Bovever, eaployeea on the
overtiae desired list are required to vork overtiaa
except as provided for in Art~cle 8, Section S.E.
This represents a full and eoaplete settleaent of all
issues in the above referenced ease. Accordingly, this
case will be renoved froa the pending national
arbitration liat.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter
acknowledging your agreement with this settleaent and

.,

.,,\

.

,.,,•

Mr. Lavrenee G. Hutchins

2

Yithdravinq B-4N-SK-C 4489 from the pendin9 national
arbitration list.
Sincerely,

~

~"""K-,.._<
a#~
Lavrence G. Bute Iii
Ge
Gr evance and Arbitration

Division
DATE

'1.jta {K
1

Enclosure

)

Vice President

National Association of

Letter carriers, AFL-CIO

DATE
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
Labor Relations Department

475 t:Enfant Plaza, SW
Washington, DC 20260-4100

December 4, 1987

Mr. Louis D. Elesie
International Trustee
National Post Office Mail Handlers,
Watchmen, Messengers and Group
Leaders, AFL-CIO
suite 525
1 Thomas Circle, N.W.
Washington, DC 20005-5802
Re:

L. Elesie
Washington, DC
H4M-NA-C 75

Dear Mr. Elesie:
On November 12, 1987, Howard Kaufman met with your
representative, Joseph N. Aroma, Jr., in a prearbitration
discussion.. That discussion resulted in the following full
and final settlement of the above referenced grievance.
1.

Pursuant to Article 8.5.B. and Article 30.2.L of the
Mail Handlers National Agreement, during local
implementation the parties may agree to one of the
three following alternatives in establishing an
Overtime Desired List:
a.)
b.)
c.)

by section within a tour; or
by tour; or
by section within a tour, and tour.

If alternative C is agreed to prior to selecting
from the tour list, local management may prefer to
select from the section list those employees who
have volunteered to work beyond 12 hours in a work
day.
2.

This settlement agreement will apply to future local
implementations.
In addition, it will also apply to
the 1987 local implementations, but only to issues
under Article 30.2.L that relate to this settlement
agreement and are currently at impasse.

)

Louis D. Elesie

3.

2

This agreement is not meant to amend or supercede
the recently negotiated Article 8 language set forth
in the 1987 Mail Handlers National Agreement.

Please sigri and return the enclosed copy of this decision as
your acknowledgment of agreement to settle this case and
remove it from the national arbitration listing.
Time limits were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely,

Stephe
Acting eneral Manager
Grievance & Arbitration
Division
\

}

./

)

Louis D. Elesie
International Trustee
National Post Offjce Mail
Handlers, Watchmen, Messengers
and Group Leaders, AFL-CIO

TO ALL AFFECTED REPRESENTATIVES:
:;.,,_

.)
,'

~uring the course of the 1987 Negotiations, the parties aQreed to

make sweeping changes in the provisions of Article 8 of the
National A~re~ment between the USPS and the Mail Handlers Division
of the Laborers' International Union of North America, AFL-CIO.
Min~ful of the confusion and the need to resort to interpretive
arbitration that occurred when the 1984 language was put into
effect, the parties further aQreed to generate a joint letter of
interpretation outlining the intent of the changes that were made
in Article 8. This letter is precedent-setting in its attempts to
resolve potential disputes prior to the date upon which the new
language becomes effective. As you are aware, the changes in
Article 8 are effective September 26, 1987, the beginning of the
fourth calendar quarter for overtime purposes.
:
We will walk through the provisions of Article 8, Sections 8.4 and
8.5, and outline .the parties• joint interpretation of the new
contract language that appears.
The provisions of Section 8.4 have been altered to eliminate all
reference to penalty overtime. As of September 26, 1987, penalty
overtime will not be payable for any hours worked under Article 8
of the Mail Handlers National Agreement.

'Ihe

opening sentence of Section S.S has been reworded, stressing
·/hat the first opportunity for all overtime goes to full-time
· regular Mail Handlers who have signed the overtime desired list
(OTOI:..) subject to t;he •operational window• concept set forth in
Section e.so. This represents & major change in the scheduling
process and provides that management must under the 1987 contract
assign overtime to available, qualified employees on the OTDL
prior to using part-time flexibles or casuals on overtime.
Section 8.SA now clearly specifies that only full-time regular
Mail Handlecs are eli9ible to sign the OTOL. The rest of the
language in this ~ection remains unchanged.
The provisions of Section 8.58 remain unchanged.
Several changes appear ln Section 8.SC.
l. The first sentence of the section once again stresses that
overtime is to be first assigned to available, qualified full-time
regular Mail Handlers who have signed t.h·e OTDL. Althou9h not all
inclusiveu the following examples may be useful in understanding
the intent of the pa~tie5~

2

(a)

(bl

Twenty Mail Handlers are needed for two hours overtime, from
3 ~.m. to S p.m., at.the end of Tour II at the BMC. Only ten
Hail Handlers have signed the OTDL and all are available and
qualified for the instant work. Under this circumstance,
management mu-st assign the ten Mail Handlers on the OTDL and
then may assign ten Mail Handlers not an the list.
If
management determines that an additional two hours of
overtime is needed, from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m., for ten Mail
Handlers, the .ten Mail Handlers from the OTDL who are working
must be assigned that additional overtime. This will not be
considered ~n additional overtime opportunity within the
rotation outlined in Section e.sc.

(.""''.';'.\

. ·J
•..;;..:.»·:

The GMF has multiple endin~ times on Tour II: e.9., 3 p.m.
and 4 p.m. Twenty Mail Handlers are needed for two hours
overtime at 3 p.m. Again, ten available and qualified Mail
Handlers are on the OTDL and management selects an additional
ten Mail Handlers not on the list. At 4 p.m., ten more
qualified Mail Handlers on the OTOL become available at the
end of their tour. These ten OTOL Mail Handlers would be
kept for one hour of overtime, 4 p.m. to S p.m., and the ten
Mail Handlers not on the OTDL will be released.

As the language in Section 8.SC indicates, employees assi9n~d
overtime under this provision still must possess the necessary
skills.

2. The second· sentence of this section notes the elimination of
previous language requiring that Mail Handlers on li~ht duty be
passed over. Under the 1987 Agreement, Mail Handlers on light
duty may sign the OTDL and be selected for overtime work within
the normal rotation as lon9 as the work needed falls within their
medical restrictions. For example, light duty employees with
restrictions of •no work beyo~d eight hours• would not be eligible
for overtime before or after the tour: light dtity employees with
restrictions of •no liftinQ over five pounds• would normally not
be eligible for overtime work on the outbound docks.
3. The new language captured in sentence 3 of this section
reemphasizes the current practice of scheduling. The example
given adequately expresses the intent of the parties. The waiver
under Section 8.8 must be agreed to by Management, the Union and
the employees.
4. Sentence 4 mandates that Mail Handlers vho sign the OTOL may
be required to vork up to twelve hours per day~ seven days per
week. Obviously, the 60-hour limitation contained in the 1984
langua~e has been rernoved1 that l&ngu&Qe no lon~er ap~lles to M~il
Handler~ 6 ~ven thOuQh management may be scheduling other craft
employees in ~ccordanee with a 60-hour limit~

/ ,,_)
\ ~

3

Sa Finally, the fifth sentence in Section 8.SC establishes a
lystem for Ha~l Handlers on th: OTDL to volunteer for vork beyond
'Welve hours in a day. Selection of these volunteers is at the
·· }scretion of management, but such selection must be made on a
.<on-c:Hscriminatory basis. No second OTOL will be established;
selection will be-made on a case-by-case basis. Once again, Mail
Handlers who volunteer and are selected for work beyond twelve
hours will not be considered to have exercised another opportunity
within the OTDL rotation.
Several changes have been made in Section 8.SD to address
selection for overtime work once the OTOL has been exhausted.

Cl)

In the first sentence, •available• is directed to what may be
termed the •operational window• concepto For example, if
management determines that the need exists for twenty Mail
Handlers to work two hours overtime and only ten are available from the OTDL, management may assiQn other: Hail Handlers
as required to meet the two-hour operational requirement.

(2)

The remainder of the first sentence outlines management's
right to assign •other employees• to meet its needs in these
circumstances. Other employees include part-time flexibles,
casuals and regulars not on the OTDL. While the selection is
at the discretion of management, the parties have agreed that
every effort should be made to schedule part-time flexibles
or casuals for· such overtime work before scheduling regulars
not on the OTDt..
In accordance with the second sentence, when management
determines that regulars not on the OTDL must work overtime,
their scheduling will continue to be based on juniority
·
rotation. This rotation will also be established on a
quarterly basis, parallel with the use of the OTDL.

The provisions of Section 8.SE remain unchanged.
In Section 8.SF, the protections for non-OTDL regulars found in
the 1981 National Agreement have been reinstituted and clarified.
These protections are meant to assure that overtime is limited for
non-OTDL regular Hail Handlers. The use of part-time fleKibles
and casuals prior to non-OTDL full-time regulars has been
previously discussed.

Section 8 ...SG notes that these provisions begin with the fourth
calendar quarter of l987i i.e., September 26. Solicitations for
regulars wishing to sign the OTOL ahould-be made in keeping with
past practice and in consideration of this date.

The Memorandum of Understanding on Improper By-pass Overtime
(found after the general articles of the 1987 National Agreement)
in Part 2, now includes part-time flexibles and casuals under the
category •another employee.•
The Memorandum of Understanding on Penalty overtime Pay is deleted

in its entirety.

We hope that these explanations will assist both parties in
understanding the new langua9e in Article e. It must be
understood that this document represents the National Level
interpretation of this new language and is not subject to
alteration by parties other than those at the National Level.

homas J .. F
Assistant
s aster General
tabor· Relat· ns Department
U.S. Postal Service
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RELATIONS

UNITEDSTATES

l!!iif/, POSTAL SERVICE
Mr. William H. Quinn
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union, AFL-CIO
1101 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20036-4304
Re: 890M-18-C 95062381
(MH # 664)
Niejadlik S
Springfield, MA 01101-9995
Dear Bill:
Recently, I met with your representative Richard Collins to discuss the aforementioned
grievance at the fourth step of the contractual grievance procedure.
The issue in this grievance is whether management violated Article 8, Section 5, of the
National Agreement when it failed to offer overtime to an employee on his scheduled day
off while on annual leave.
During our discussion, it was mutually agreed that the following would represent a full
settlement of this case.
After reviewing this matter it was determined that there is no violation of the National
Agreement. Normally, employees who are absent are not required nor considered available
to work overtime. However, if an employee on the Overtime Desired List (OTDL) so
desires, the employee may advise his/her supervisor in writing of his/her availability to work
a nonscheduled day that is in conjunction with or part of approved annual leave.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of
agreement to settle this case.
Time Limits as this level were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely,
~

Thomas J. Valenti
Labor Relations Specialist
Contract Administration
(APWU/NPMHU)
Labor Relations

a ..

~
Na:n::e::
William H. Quinn

National Postal Mail Handlers Union,
AFL-CIO

Date:
475 l'ENFN<T PLAZA SW
WAS><1"'3TON

DC 20260-4 100

TO ALL AFFECTED REPRESENTATIVES:
.

:"': )
.

-~uring the course of the 1987 Negotiations, the parties a9reed to
make sweeping chaftges in the provisions of Article 8 of the
National A~re~ment between the USPS and the Mail Handlers Division
of the Laborers' International Union of North America, AFL-CIO.
Min~·ful of the confusion and the need to resort to interpretive
arbitration that.occurred when the 1984 language was put into.
effect, the parties further agreed to generate a joint letter of
interpretation outlining the intent of the changes that were made
in Article 8. This letter is precedent-setting in its attempts to
resolve potential disputes prior to the date upon which the new
language becorn~s effective. As you are aware, the changes in
Article 8 are effective September 26v !987, the beginning of the
fourth calendar quarter for overtime purposes.
:
We will walk through the provisions of Article Sv Sections 8.4 and
8.5, and outline .the parti~s' joint interpretation of the new
contract language that appears.
The provisions of Section 8.4 have been altered to eliminate all
reference to penalty overtime. As of September 26, 19870 penalty
overtime will not be payable for any hours worked under Article 8
of the Mail Handlers National Agreement.
·:·-..Ihe opening sentence of Section .S.5 .has been re'dorded, stressing
·/hat the first opportunity for all overtime goes to full-time
regular Mail Handlers who have·signed the overtime desired list
COTOL) subject to the •operational window• concept set forth in
Section a.so. This represents s major change in the scheduling
process and provides that management must under the 1987 contract
assign overtime to available, qualified employees on the OTDL
prior to using part-time flexibles or casuals on overtimeo
Section 8.SA now clearly specifies that only full-time regular
Mail Handlers are eligible to sign the OTDL. The rest of the
lan9uage in this ~ection remains unchangedo
The provisions of section 8.SB remain unchanQed.

Several changes appear in Section

s.sc.

L
The first sentence of the section onee'< again stresses that
overtime is to be first assigned to &vailable, qualifi~d full-time
i:'e9ulai: Mail Handlers who have ~igncd t.h·0 OTDL. Al thou~h not all
inclusive, the following examples may be useful in under~tanding
the int~nt of the p~~ti~~~

. \\

. I
..

...,

.;;.•
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( tt.)

(b}

Twenty Mail Handlers are needed for two hours overtime, from
3 ~.m. to 5 p.m., at.the end of Tour II ~t the BMC. Only ten
Ma1l Handlers h~ve s1gned the OTDL and all are av~ilable and
qualified for the instant work. Under this circumstance,
management mu-st assign the ten Mail Handlers on the OTDL and
then m&y assign ten Mail Handlers not on the list. If
management determines that an additional two hours of
overtime is needed,. from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m., for ten Mail
Handlers, t;.he .ten Mail Handlers from the CTOL who are working
must be assigned th~t additional overtime. This will· not be
considered ~n additional overtime ·Opportunity within the
rotation outlined in s~ction e.sc.
The GMF has multiple ending times on Tour II: e.g., 3 p.m.
and 4 p.m. T;.renty Mail Handlers are needed for two hours
overtime ~t 3.p.rn. Againu ten available and qualified Mail
Handlers are on the OTDL and management selects an additional
ten Mail Handlers not on the list. At 4 p.m. 0 ten more
qualified Mail Handlers on the OTDL become available at the
end of their tour. These ten OTDL Mail Handlers would be
kept for one hour of overtime, 4 p.m~ to S p.m., and the ten
Mail Handlers not on the OTDL will be released.

As the language in Section a.SC indicateso employees assign~d
overtime under this provision still mu.st possess the necessary
skills.
2. The second· sentence of this sec~ion notes the elimination of
previous language requiring that·Mail Handlers on li9ht duty be
passed over~ Under the 1987 AQreement, Mail Handlers on light
duty may sign the OTDL and be selected for overtime work within
the normal rotation as lon9 as the work needed falls within ~heir
medical restrictions. For •xample, lighf duty employees with
restrictions of •no work beyo~d eight hoursw would not be eligible
for overtime before or after the tour: light dtity employees with
restrictions of •no lifting over five pounds• would normally not
be eligible. for overtime work on the outbound docks.

J. The new language captured in sentence l of this section
reemphasizes the current practice of schedulinge The example
given adequately expresses the intent of t~e parties., The waiver
under Section 8e8 must be &greed to by Man~gement, the Union and
the employee~.,
4. sentence 4 rn~nd~t~s that M&il Handler~ who ~ign the OTOL may
be required to vork up to twelve hour:a per d~yo $GVtHl days p@r:
weeke Ob~iously 0 the 50~hou~ limitation contained in the 198~
l~nguage·h~s been removed~ that l~ngu~gG na longer· ap~ll~~ ta Mail
Handler~ 0 ~v~n though manag~rnent rn~y be ~chedulinQ oth@~ cr4ft
ernploy~e~

in

~cco~d&nce ~ith

a GO=hour limite

..
.~
./

..·,~·\

/
\

.
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SQ Finally, the fifth sentence in Section e.sc establishes a
lystem for Ma~l Handlers on th: OTDL to volunteer for ~ork beyond
_:~elve ~ours in a day.
Selection of these volunteers is at the
}scret1on of management, but such selection must be made on a
.•1~n=discriminatory basis. No second OTDL will be established;
selection will be -made on a ease=by~case basis. Once again, Mail
Handlers who volunteer ~nd are selected for work beyond t~elve
hours will not be considered to have exercised another opportunity
within the OTDt rotation.
Several changes have been made in Section 8.SD to address
selection for overtime work once the OTDL has been exhausted.
.

.

(l )

In the first sentence, ~availablew is directed to what may be
termed the ~operational window• concept. For example, if
management determines that the need exists for twenty Mail
Handlers to work two hour~ overtime and only ten are avail·able from the OTDLo management may assiQn other M&il Handlers
as required to meet the two-hour operational requirement.

(2)

The remainder of the first sentence outlines manaQement's
right to assign ~other employees• to meet its needs in these
circumstances. Other employees include part-time flexibles,
casuals and regulars not on the OTDL. While the selection is
at the discretion of management, the parties have &greed that
every effort should be made to schedule part-time flexibles
or casuals for· such overtime work before scheduling regulars
not on the OTOL.
In accordance with the second sentence, when management
determines thst regulars not on the OTDL must work overtime,
their scheduling will continue to be based on juniority
·
rotation. This rotation will &lso be established on a
quarterly basis, parallel with the use of the OTDL.

The provisions of Section 8.SE remain unchanged.
In Section 8.SF, the protections for non-OTDL regulars found in
the 1981 National Agreement have been reinstituted and clarified.
These protections are meant to assure that overtime is limited for
non-OTDL regular Mail Handler~. The use of part-time flexibles
and casuals prior to non-OTDL full-time regulars has been
previously discussede
Section 8 ."'sG not~s that these provisions begin with the fourth
calendar quartGr of 1987~ ieCeo Septemb~r 26. Solicitations for
regulars wishing to mign thcs OTDL ~hould-be made in keeping with
past practice and in con~ideration of thim datee

'\

}

-~

4

The Memorandum of Understanding on Improper By-pass Overtime
(found after the general articles o~ the 1987 National A~reement)
in Part 2, now includes part-time flexibles and casuals under the
category manother
employeeo~
.
.
The Memot"andum of Understanding on Peniillty overtime Pay is deleted
in its entirety.

We hope that these explanations will assist both parties in
understanding the new langua~e in Article a. It must be
understood that this document represents the National Level

interpretation of this new language and is not subject to
by parties other than those at the National Level.

~lteration

homas J .. F
Assistant
s aster General
Labor· Relat· ns Department
U.Se fostal Service·
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
Labor Relations Department
475 t.:Enfant Plaza, SN

Washington, DC 2.0260-4100

Mr. Joseph N. Am.ma, Jr.
Director of Contract Administration
Laborers' International Union
of North America, Mail Handlers
Division, AFL-CIO
905 16th Street N.W.
Washington, DC 20006-1765
Re: H7M-1F-C 20892
o. Green
Buzzards Bay, MA

02532

Dear Mr. Am.ma:
On January 17, 1990, we met with your representative, Bill
Shields, to discuss the above-captioned grievance at the
fourth step of our contractual grievance procedure.

)

The issue in this grievance is whether management properly
scheduled the grievant ~or an overtime opportunity.
During our discussion, w.e mucually agreed that no national
interpretive issue is fairly presented in this case. We
further agreed that the scheduling of overtime beyond twelve
hours as outlined in Article 8.5.C should be administered in
accordance with the seniority principles as outlined in said
article"
Accordingly, we agreed to remand this case to the parties at
step 3 for. further processing, including arbitration if
necessary •.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as
your acknowledgment of agreement to remand this case.
Time limits were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely,

~U-4:--d~
William Scott
Grievance & Arbitration
Division

=. -

f'J
~--Am.ma, Jr.
Director of Contract
Administi:-ation
Laborers' International Union
of North America, Mail
Handlers Division, AFL-CIO

-._j

:v-e..Q

Joseph~N.

Date:

-1-.\
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June 30, 1998
Mr. William Flynn, Jr.
Manager, Contract Administration
National Postal Mail Handlers Union,
AFL-CIO
1101 Connecticut Avenue, N.W .• Suite. 500
Washington, DC 20036-4303
RE: B90M-1 B-C 95006557
Murphy, M.
Springfield, MA 01101-9995
Dear Bill:
Recently, Joseph Amma and myself held pre-arbitration discussions with you, Samuel
D'Ambrosia, and Arthur Vallone concerning the above-referenced grievance, currently
pending National level arbitration.
The issue in this grievance is whether management violated Article 8.SC of the National
Agreement when it bypassed the grievant, who was on the Overtime Desired List, for
overtime after the employee had worked twelve (12) hours in a day.
After reviewing the fact circumstances in this case and additional information provided
by the union, it was mutually agreed to settle this case in accordance with the following
understanding. The principles contained in the letter "To All Affected Representatives"
of September, 1987, and in the settlement in Case H7M-1F-C 20892 (copies attached)
continue to apply and should be used to resolve disputes such as that presented in the
instant case. Grievant M. Murphy will be granted a four (4) hour make-up opportunity
within thirty (30) days of receipt of this decision.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of
agreement to settle this case and withdraw it from the list of cases pending National
Arbitration.
Sincerely,

Thomas J. Valenti
Labor Relations Specialist
Contract Administration
(APWU/NPMHU)

Attachment

475 l"ENFANT Pv-v. SW
WASHINGTON

DC 20250-4100
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ARBITRATION AWARD

April 15, 1983

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
-and-

AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION

Subject:

Case No. HSC-SD-C-14577
(AB-W-1641)

Holiday Schedule - Use of "Overtime Desired List"

Rather than Volunteers

\I
/

Statement of the Issue:
Whether the Postal Service 1 s action in selecting employees from the
"overtime desired list" rather than voll.lnteers
to work on November 10, 1980, a designated holiday
for the volunteers, was a violation of the National
Agreement?
Contract Provisions Involved:
Article VIII, Section 5
and Article XI, Sections 5 and 6 of the July 21,
1978 National Agreement and Article XI, Section 6
of the Local Memorandum of Understanding.
Grievance Data:

Grievance Filed:
Step 2 Answer:
Step 3 Answer:
Step 4 Answer:
Appeal to Arbitration:
Case Heard:
Transcript Received:
Briefs Submitted:

Statement of the Award:

Date

November 25, 1980
December 5, 1980
March 13, 1981
April 27, 1981
May 1, 1981
November 16, 1982
December 1, 1982
March 22, 1983 and
April 9 , 1983

The grievance is

denied~

..

BACKGROUND
This ·grievance protests the Postal Service's action in
sel.ecting employees from the "overtime desired list" to work

overtime on November 10, 1980. The APWU says others for whom
November 10 was a holiday and who had volunteered to work
that day had a superior claim to this work. It believes the
Postal Service's failure to allow them to work was a violation of Article XI, Section 6 of the National Agreement. The
Postal Service disagrees.
The essential facts are not in dispute. M. Avery,
M. Bettman and D. Lane are full-time regular Distribution
C1erks in the Bell.view, Washington Post Office. They are

scheduled off on Tuesdays and Wednesdays. The Veterans·Day:
ho1iday fell. on Tuesday, November 11, 1980. Pursuant to
Article XI, Section 5-B, Monday, November 10 was considered
a designated holiday for these three Clerks.
That provision states: "When an employee's scheduled non-work day
falls on a day observed as a holiday, the employee's scheduled
workday preceding the holiday, shall be designated as that
employee's holiday."
The holiday schedule was posted on Wednesday, November 5.
Avery, Bettman and Lane h<J).c;l, prior to this posting, volunteered to work on Monday, November 10, their designated
ho1iday. Management did not list them on the schedule to
work that day. It apparently had no need of their services
at the time of the posting. The parties stipulated at the
arbitration hearing that the posted schedule, as of Wednesday,
November 5, was "proper."

The· problem arose when Management, sometime after
Wednesday, November 5 but before Monday, November 10, decided
it would need additional full-time regular Distribution
Clerks on M9nday, November 10. It chose seven.such Clerks
from the "overtime desired list." They worked at the time
and one-half rate on Monday, November 10.* Their use is
covered by Article VIII, Section 5 which reads in part:
"Overtime Assignments. When needed, overtime
work for regular full-time employees shall be
scheduled among qualified employees doing similar
work in the work location where the employees regularly work in accordance with the following:
~

Monday, November 10 was not a designated holiday for any
of these seven employees.

-2-

)

'·

.

··'\
)

A.

Two weeks prior to the start of each

calendar quarter, full-time regular employees
desiring to work overtime during that quarter
shall place their names on an 'Overtime Desired'

list.
B. Lists will be established by craft,
section
tour in accordance with Article XXX,
Local Implementation.

or

C.

1 •••• when during the quarter the need

for overtime arises, employees with the necessary
skills having listed their names will be selected
in order of their seniority on a rotating basis ••• "

Avery, Bettman and Lane did not work on Monday, November
10. They grieved, alleging that their right to work on their
designated holiday was superior to the rights of other Clerks
on the "overtime desired list." They maintain that because
they had volunteered to work this holiday, they should have
been chosen. Their claim rests largely on Article XI, Section 6:
"Holiday Schedule.
\
/

The Emploter will determine

the number and cate cries of em

o ees needed for

ext he

A few remaining points should be noted. No employee
for whom Monday, Nov-ember 10 was a designated holiday was required to work that.day against his wishes. The grievants
worked on Tuesday, November 11, the Veterans Day holiday,
and ·were paid time and one-half for their work. The Local

)
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Memorandum of Understanding in effect in November 1980 .had
the following provision~ Article XI, Section 6, with. respect
to holiday schedules:
"A.
agement
holiday
ployees

order:

After determination has been made by Manas to the number of employees needed on a
or designated holiday, scheduling of emwill be accomplished in the following

1.

Full or part-time regular employees
who have volunteered to work the holiday.

2.

Part-time flexible employees who
have volunteered to work the holiday.

3.

Casual employees.

4.

Part-time flexible employees.

5.

Full or part-time regulars who have
not volunteered to work on the holiday
by inverse seniority."
DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS

This grievance concerns the Postal Service's obligation
regarding additional Clerk jobs which had to be filled on
November 10, 1980. The APWU says the Clerks for whom
November 10 was a designated holiday and who had volunteered
to work that day should have been chosen pursuant to Article
XI, Section 6.
The Postal Service states that it had no such
contract obligation and that it was within its rights in
choosing Clerks from the "overtime desired list" pursuant to
Article VIII, Section 5. The question here is which of
these contract provisions~ if either, Management was required to apply under the facts of this case.
The Postal Service's position at the arbitration hearing is a helpful starting point in this analysis.
It
acknowledges that had i t known at the time the schedule was
posted on Wednesday, November 5 that additional Clerks would
be needed on Monday~ November 10, it would have placed the
aggrieved Clerks on the schedule. It concedes that their
claim to the extra Clerk work on November 10 would, in these
circumstances~ be superior to the claim of anyone on the

-4-

"overtime c:Iesired list." This concession derives, it seems
to me, from the Local Memorandum of Understanding.
Article
XI, Section 6A of this Memorandum describes the "order" in
which people wi11 be "scheduled" after Management determines
"the number of employees needed on a holiday or designated
holiday ••• " First: priorit::y on such a schedule is given to
"full or part-time regularl s] ••• who have volunteered to work
the holiday."
However~

the Posta1 Service insists that its obligation

to regular-volunteers ceases with the posting of the schedule.
It stresses th·a·t Management did not become aware of the need
for additional C1erks until after the November 5 posting.
It
believes it was then no longer bound by the Local Memorandum
of Understanding.
It urges that it was free~ after November 5,
to resort to the "overtime desired listn to satisfy its needs
on November 10.
·

The APWU ·maintains that Management's obligation to prefer regular-volunteers did not end with the posting of the
holiday schedule.
It states that this obligation continued
to exist after the posting.
It: relies not on the Local Memorandum of Understanding but rather Article XI, Section 6 of
the National Agreement.
A close reading of this provision does not support the
APWU's case. Artic1e XI, Section 6 consists of four sentences. Only the second and third have any possible application to this dispute.
But: the pur~ose of these sentences
is to require, where possible, that ull-time (or part-time)
regulars be given their holiday off.* The second sentence
calls for Management to 11 exc~se 11 --rTom holiday work "as many
full-time and part-time regulars as can .be spared ..• " The
third sentence recognizes that these regulars may be required
to work on their holiday.
But it provides that this cannot
happen "unless all casuals and part-time flexibles are
utilized to the maximum extent possible" and "unless all ·
full-time and part-time regulars ... who wish to work on the
hol.iday have been afforded an opportunity to do so. 11 All
regular-volunteers, in other words, must be used for holiday
work before Management can compel regular, non-volunteers to
perform such work.
That is the oSly preference granted to
regular-volunteers. Article XI, ection 6 allows them to
exercise this right o~ly in relation to regular, non-volunteers.
Or, to express the point in terms of the present grievance,
Article XI, Section 6 does not give regular-volunteers any
right in relation to employees on the ''overtime desired list."
~~

Throughout this discussion, the word "holiday" should be
taken to mean the actual holiday or the designated holiday ..

)
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-._or
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·For these reasons, the APWU's reliance on Article XI,
Section 6 seems misplaced. It attempts to bring this case
within the ambit of this provision by arguing that the
grievants "deserved to work rather than require employees
from the overtime desired list." But, to repeat, regul.arvolunteers in the situation presented here do not have a
preference over employees on the "overtime desired list;'.'··
Their preference is limited in the manner set forth in Article XI, Section 6. The APWU seeks to enlarge this preference.
That cannot be done without modifying or adding to the terms
of the National Agreement.
None of the documents referred to by the APWU warrant
a different conclusion in this case. The March 1974 Holiday
Settlement Agreement relates almost entirely to holiday pay
questions.
It has no bearing on the issue raised by the instant grievance. The pre-arbitration settlement in Case
No. AB-N-2476 was concerned with employees on the "overtime
desired list" who were "improperly passed mrer by Management
in the selection for overtime work assignments." That is not
the situation here. Other grievance settlements contain

statements that "the overtime desired list ••• is not applicable
to holiday scheduling." But that appears to refer to the
initial posted holiday schedule, not to later additions to
the schedule due to changed circumstances.*
There has been no violation of the National. Agreement.

AWARD
The grievance is denied.

~~l

rca:rn:tenthal, Arbitrator

This would be true too of the Postal Service Northeast
Region's internal memorandum concerning "holiday scheduling
procedure vs. overtime desired list."

''i
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U.S.. POSTAl SERVICE

L.AaOR REL.A TJONS REPORTER

~·

SUBJECT:

WORK ASSIGNMENT WHEN CALLEO IN TO WOJU(

ON A NON-SCHEDULED DAY

In a settlement reached at Step 4 between the Pogtal Service &nd
the APWU in conneetion with a Clerk Craft grievance, the parties
mutually agreed • ••• that employ~es called in to work overtime on
· heir non-scheduled day are not contractually guaranteed that
uch assi9nment will be to their bid position.•

The terms and conditions of the 197.8 ·National Agreement do not
require that employees be placed in their bid assignments vh~n
called in to work on a non-seheduled·day. An employee's bid
assignment consists of duties and responsibilities to be
performed on five-eight hour days within the service week.
Pertinent contract language provides that •Normally the
successful bidd~r shall work the duty assignment as posted •••• •
, Therefore, there is no entitlement on the part of an employee,
) who occupies an assignment, .to work in that assignaaent on ,. csay

which is not one of the five regular work days specified for that
particular assignment.
1'.lthough th.is was a Clerk. Craft grievance, th~ same principle

vould apply to other crafts of the APWU, the Mail Handlers and
the Letter Carriers inasmuch as .p~rtinent language in those eraft
articles is either identical or very similar to the lanqua9e·in
t~1e Clerk Craft Article.
It should be noted, however, that. in
~he Letter Carrier .Craft, local memoranda of understanding may
contain special.provisions for coverage of routes particularly
where .T/6 and utility assignments ar~ involved.
Ref~rence

Material:

No. AS-N-0003
National Agreement Articles XXXVII,
XXXVIII, XXXIX, XL, XLI, XLII
Gr~evance

)
/

~c1.0.us.~~

l
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TO ALL AFFECTED REPRESENTATIVES:
·'""-

:-)

·buring the course of the 1987 Negotiations, the parties aQreed to
make sweeping chaftges in the provisions of Article 8 of the
National A~re~ment between the USPS and the Mail Handlers Division
of the Laborers' International Union of North America, AFL-CIO.
Min~·ful of the confusion and the need to resort to interpretive
arbitration that.occurred when the 1984 language was put into.
effect, the parties further agreed to generate a joint letter of
interpretation outlining the intent of the changes that were made
in Article 8. This letter is precedent-setting in its attempts to
resolve potential disputes prior to the date upon which the new
language becom~s effectiveo As you are aware, the changes in
Article 8 are effective September 26p 1987, the beginning of the
fourth calendar quarter for overtime purposes.
:
We will walk through the provisions of Article Sv Sections 8.4 and
So5o and outline .the parties' joint interpretation of the new
contract language that appears.
The provisions of Section 8.4 have been altered to eliminate all
reference to penalty overtime. As of September 26, 1987, penalty
overtime will not be payable for any hours worked under Article 8
of the Mail Handlers National Agreement.

>Ihe opening sentence of Section .8 .2_ _has been reworded, stressing
·/hat the first opportunity for allovertime goes to full-time
·regular Mail Handlers who have·signed the overtime desired list
(CTOL) subject to the •operational window• concept set forth in
Section a.so. This represents a major change in the scheduling
process and provides that management must under the 1987 contract
assign overtime to available, qualified employ~es on the OTDL
prior to using part-time flexibles or casual~ on overtimeo
Section 8.SA now clearly specifies that only full-time re9ular
Mail Handle~s are eligible to sign the OTDLe The rest of the
lan9uage in this ~ection remains unchangedo
The provisions of Section 8058 remain unchanQed.
Several chan9es appear in Section 8c5Cc

le The first sentence of the section c:met?I again stresses t.h&t
overtime ls to.be fi~st assigned to &v~ilableo qualified full-time
re<;.iular Mail Handlers who have ~ign@d th·0 OTDLe AlthouQh not all
lnclusiv~u the following examples may b~ useful in under~tanding
the int~nt of the pA~tie~~

2

(a)

(b)

Twenty Mail Handlers are needed for two hours overtime, from
3 ~.m. to S p.m., at.the end of Tour II at the SMC. Only ten
Ma1l Handlers have s1gned the OTDL and all are av~ilable and
qualified for the instant work. Under this circumstance,
management mu-st assign the ten Mail Handlers on the OTOL and
then may assign ten Mail Handlers not on the list. If
management determines that an additional two hours of
overtime is nee~ed,. from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m., for ten Mail
Handlers, t;he .ten Mail Handlers from the OTDL who are working
must be assigned th~t additional overtime. This will not be
considered 3n additional overtime ·Opportunity within the
rotation outlined in s~ction e.sc.
The GMF has multiple endinQ times on Tour II~ e.g., 3 p.m.
and 4 p.m. Twenty Mail Handlers are needed for two hours
overtime at 3 p.m. Again, ten available and qualified Mail
Handlers are on the OTDL ~nd management selects an additional·
ten Mail Handlers not on the list. At 4 p.m.u ten more
qualified Mail Handlers on the OTDL become available at the
end of their tour. These ten OTOL Mail Handlers would be
kept for one hour of overtime, 4 p.m. to 5 p.m.g and the ten
Mail Handlers not on the OTOL will be relemsed.

As the language in section a.SC indicates, employees assign~d
overtime under this provision still must possess the necessary
skills.,

2. The second· sentence of this section notes the elimination of
previous language requiring that·Mail Handlers on li9ht duty be
passed over~ Under the 1987 Agr~ementu Mail Handlers on light
duty may sign the OTDL and be selected for overtime work within
the normal rotation as long as the work needed falls within ~heir
medical restrictions. For •xample, lighf duty employees with
restrictions of •no work beyo~d eight hours~ would not be eligible
for overtime before or after the tour: light dtity employees with
restrictions of •no lifting over five poundsm would normally not
be eligible for overtime work on the outbound docks.
3. The new language captured in sentence l of this sec~ion
reemphasizes the current practice of schedulin~. The example
given adequately e~presses the intent of t~e parties. The waiver
under Section 8e8 must be agreed to by Managementu the Union and
the employeeii.,
4e sentene~ 4 rn~nd~tes th&t Mail H&ndler~ who mi~n the OTOL may
be required to vo~k up to twelve hours per d~yo $ev~n day~ p~~
weeke Obviou~ly 0 the 50-hour limitation cont&ined in the 198~
langua~e.ha~ been removed~ th~t l~n~uage na longer· ~p~ll~~ ta M~il
Handle~~o ~v~n thouQh man~g~mGnt may be sch~duling oth~r er4ft
employ~~~ in ~cco~d~nce ~ith a GO=hou~ limite

~:~
\ .

•""''\.,.~

./

3

SQ Finally, the fifth sentence in Section 8.SC establishes a
lystem for Mail Handlers on the OTDL to volunteer for vork beyond
?'¥elve t:ou.rs in a day. Selection of these volunteers is at the
·1scret1on of management, but such selection must be made on a
.•lf>n=d i scrimina tory bas is o No second OTDL wi 11 be est~bl ished;
selection will be -made on a ease-by~case basis. Once again, Hail
Handlers who volunteer ~nd are selected for work beyond twelve
hours will not be considered to have exercised another opportunity
within the OTDL rotationo
Several changes have been made in Section 8.SD to address
selection for overtime work once the OTDt has been exhausted.
.

.

( l)

In the first sentence, Qavailablem is directed to what may be
termed the ~operational window• concept. For example, if
management determines that the need exists for twenty Mail
Handlers to work two hours overtime and only ten are avail·able from the OTDLo management may assign other Mail Handlers
as required to meet the two-hour operational requirement.

(2)

The remainder of the first sentence outlines management's
right to assign ~other employees• to meet its needs in these
circumstances~
Other employees include part-time flexibles,
casuals and regulars not on the OTDL. While the selection is
at the discretion of management, the parties have agreed that
every effort should be made to schedule part-time flexibles
or casuals for· such overtime work before scheduling regulars
not on the OTDL.
In accordance with the second sentence, when management
determines thst regulars not on the CTOL must work overtime,
their scheduling will continue to be based on juniority
·
rotation. This rotation will &lso be established on a
quarterly basis, parallel with the use of the OTDL.

The provisions of Section 8.SE remain unchanged.
rn Section a.SF, the protections for non-OTDL regulars found in
the 1981 National Agreement nave been reinstituted and clarified.
These protections are me4nt to assure that overtime is limited for
non-OTDL re9ular Hail Handlers. The use of part-time flexibles
and casuals prior to non-CTOL full-time regulars has been
previously discussede

Section 8 ...SG notes that these provisions begin wi t.h the fourth
calendar quartGr of 1987~ ieeec September 26. Solicitations for

regulars wishinQ to &ign the OTDL fihould-be made in keeping with
thi~ datee

past practice and in consideration of

\

--

)

,The Memorandum of Understanding on Improper By-pass Overtime
(found after the general articles o~ the 1987 National Agreement)
in Part 2v now includes part-time fle~ibles and casuals under the
category aano~her emp~oyeeo~
The Memorandum of Understanding on Penalty overtime Pay is deleted

in its entiretye
We hope that these explanations will assist both parties in
understanding the new langua9e in Article Se It must be

understood that this documen.t represents the National Level
interpretation of this new language and is not subject to
alter&tion by parties other than those at the National Levelo

homas J .. F

Assistant
s aster General
Labor· Relat· ns Department
UoS .. Postal Service·

UNITED STATES POST AL SERVICE
HS L ENFANT PLAZA SW
WASHINGTON DC 20260-4100
LABOR RELATIONS DEPARTMENT

.--:')

Mr. Glenn Berrien
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers
union, AFL·-cro
one Thomas Circle, N.W., suite 525
Washington, DC 20005-5802
Re: See Attachment
Dear Mr. Berrien:
On February 25, 1992, we met with your representative, Jewell
Reed, to discuss the above-captioned grievances ~t the fourth
step of our contractual grievance procedure.
The issue in these grievances is whether Management violated
Article 8.Sd by scheduling employees not on the overtime desired
list for overtime prior to requi~ing other employees to work
overtime.
After reviewing this matter, we mutually agreed that no national
interpretive issue is fairly presented in these cases. Whethe' · )·.·
overt.ime was properly scheduled is a fact circumstance best
.·•
suited for regional determination. We.further agreed that when_.
the Employer requires a certain number of employees for overtime
but the list does not provide sufficient qualified people, the
Employer may assign "other employees". The "other employees"
should be casuals and part-time flexible Mail Handler employees
who are available and qualified prior to full-time regular
employees not on the list.
Accordingly, we agreed to remand these cases to the parties at
Step 3 for further processing, including arbitration if
necessary •.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as your
acknowledgment of agreement to remand these cases.
Time limits were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely,

Melissa . Doniger
Grievan e and Arbitration
Division

~Jirb~

enn Berri
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers
Union, AFL-CIO
Date:

-b-/-f~
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVlCE
475 L'Enfant Plaza. SW
Washington. DC 20200

August 14, 1985

Mr. Lonnie L. Johnson
National President
National Post Office Mail Handlers,
Watchmen, Messengers and Group
Leaders, AFL-CIO
suite 450
1225 19th Street, N.W.
Washington, DoC.
20036-2411

Dear Mr. Johnson:
on August 14 Sherry Barber met with Karen Seavey in a
prearbitration discussion of Case No. HlM-2F-C 18272,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. The issue in this grievance is
whether employees who are not on the overtime desired list
should begin a new rotation quarterly as do employees on the
list.

-)
~

In full settlement of this case, the parties agree to the
following interpretation of Article 8, Section 8.5.D of the
1984 National Agreement.
At the beginning of each quarter, concurrent with revisions
to the overtime desired list, qualified full-time regular
employees not on .the list may be required to work overtime on
a rotating basis with the first opportunity assigned to the
then junior employee.
Pleas~ sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter
acknowledging your agreement with this settlement and
withdrawing HlM-2F-C 18272 from national arbitration.

·Sincerely""

Director
Off ice of Grievance
and Arbitration
Labor Relations Department

~#¥5)_
National President·
National Post Off ice Mail
Handlers, Watchmen, Messengers
and Group Leaders, AFL-CIO

_.-

In the Matt-er of the Arbitration Between:
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
AND

Case No. HlM-3W-C-29228/
MH4-S-l05l

NATIONAL POST OrFICE M~ILHANDLERS,
WATCHMEN, MESSENGERS AND GROUP
LEADERS DIVISION OF THE LABORERS'
INTERNATIONAL UNION CF NORTH
AMERICA, AFL-CIO

Hearing held February 20, 1985

.

Before Richard I. Bloch, Arbitrator
APPEARANCES

For the Union

)

William B. Peer, Esq.

For the Postal Service.
John s. Ingram
Manager, Arbitration Branch·
Southern Regional Off ice
OPINION

Facts

At. the Jacksonville, Florida bulk mail center, employees
desiring to be excused from overtime are required to fill out
a PS Form 3971.

{The form is attached as Appendix •A•.]

Union protests that

requirement,

improperly used as an
contrary

)

./

\

to

agreement.

the

sayfng

the

form

is

The
being

indirect type of disciplinary action,

requirements

of

the

collective

bargaining

page 2

Issue
Is

it a

violation for

the Postal Service to use Form

3971 in t:he case of individuals wishing to be excused from
overtime assignments.
Union Position
The Union claims the use of the form may lead to management's taking disciplinary action against the employee for an.
otherwise approved absence.

This, it mays, is contrary to a

1978 Postal Service policy.
Management Position
Management

denies

any

contractual

prob ibi tion against

the use of such.a form for record keeping purposes.

If disc-

ipline is imposed, the propriety of such action may be tested

-

in the individual cases, it is claimed.
Relevant

Provisions

of

the

Contract

and

the

E'mployee

)

.!!nd

Labor.Relations Manual
Section

s.s

overtime

Assignme~~s

When needed, overtime work for regular full-time employees shall be scheduled among qualified employees doing
similar work in the work location where the employees
regularly work in accordance with the following:
A

Two weeks prior to the start of each calendar
quarter, full-time regular e~ployees desiring to
vork overtime ·during that quarter shall place t·heir
names on an •overti~e Desired• list. Every employee
shall bave t.be opportunity to put bis/her name on
the •overtiae Desired• list, even though he/she nay
be on leave durin9 t.he signing-up period for that
quart.er.

.)
/

B

Lists will be established by section and/or tour· in
accordance vith Article 30, Local Implementation.

C

When during the quarter the . need for overtime
arises, employees with the necessary skills having
listed their names will be selected in order of
their seniority on a rotating basis. Those absent,
on leave or on light duty shall be passed over.

D

If the voluntary "Overti.me Desired• list does not
provide sufficient qualified people, qualified fulltiJne regular employees not on the list Jnay be required to vork overtime on a rotating basis with the
first opportunity assigned to the junior employee.

E

Exceptions to .sc and .SD above if requested by the
employee~ may
be approved · by local management in
exceptional cases based· on equity (e .9., anni versar i es, birthdays, illness, deaths).

F

Excluding December, only in an emergency situation
will a full-time regular employee be required to·
work over ten (10) ~ours in a day or six (6) days in
a week.
Employee & Labor Relations Manual

.33 Application for Sick Leave
.331 General

Except

for unexpected illness/injury situations, sick
must be requested on Form 3971 and approved in
advance by the appropriate supervisor •

leave

• 332

Unexpected Illness/Injury

An exception to the advance approval requirement is made
for
unexpected
illness/injuries;
however,
in these
situations the employee must notify appropriate postal
:~~horities
as
soon
as
possible
as
to
their
illness/injury and expected duration of absence. As soon
as possible after return to duty, employees must submit a
r~quest for sick leave on Form 3971.
Employees may be
required to submit acceptable .evidence of incapacity to
work as outlined in the provisions of 513.36, Document
Requirements. The supervisor approves or disapproves the
leave request.
When the request is disapproved, the
absence may be recorded as annual leave, if appropriate,

)

page 4

as LWOP, or AWOL, at the discretion of the supervisor as
513.342.

outli~ed

Analy_sis
Article
overtime

8, Section S of

the Labor Agreement deals with

assignments -and· stipulates,

Section

S(C),

the

method

of

list.

Section S(D) sets forth a mechanism whereby additional

select.ing

~ay

individuals

employees

in

be

voluntary list fails

section E

deals

with

required

to

the

work

•overtime

in

the

desired•

event

to provide sufficient personnel.l
methods· of

assignments made under Section

on equity.•

from

·s (C)

requesting
or

(D)

c:xeeptions

the
sub-

to

for cases •based

The Form 3971 is not specifically mentioned in

that provision.
(

Section

513.33

of

the . Employee

and

Labor

Relations

\;,_

the subject of application for

Manual deals

generally with

sick leave.

Section 513.331 speaks to the necessity of re-

questing s.uch leave in advance.

An .exception is established

in Section .332 in the case of unexpected illness or injury,

in which case the employee must submit the· request for sick
leave on Form 3971 as soon as possible after his or her return to vork.

l

There vas some extensive discussion during the ·hearing on the
question of whether individuals may, in fact, be assigned involuntarily--forced--to work overtime. The parties agree,
however, that this case does not involve any auch question.

. ,~.·)·
.·.

page S

·,')

The

use

of

the

form

in

quest ion

in

these

particular

circumstances -does not fall squarely within the purpose for

whleh the form was designed.
•

~- . . . . . hi!?·

she

From a purely technical stand-

employee is not requesting sick leave when he or

leaves, unexpectedly, from an overtime assignment.

employee is simply requesting permission to leave early.
neither may it be
keeping purposes

The
But

said that the use of the form for record

is either unreasonable or prohibited by the

labor agreement •• The form is generally designed to provide
answers to quest ions ·that may· as reasonably be asked in the
context of this •early out' request as in the case of a sick
leave request.
Nothing

in

this

Opinion,

however,

should

be

read

as

somehow suggesting that .the forms

necessarily stand as evi-

dence

That

supportive

this arbitrator

disciplinary

of .. discipline.
and,

action

in general,
must

be

.

issue

is not· before

the propriety of any such

evaluated

on

a

case

by

case

basis.
For

the

reasons

stated

herein,

the

9rievance

will

AWARD

The grievance is denied.

Richard I. B+oeh, Esq.
!

)

j

September 5, 1985

.

be

Case No. HlM-JW-C-29228/
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APPENDIX A

\~ SECUflllTY NO.
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
475 L'Enfant Plaza. SW
Washington. DC 20260

Mr. Louis o. Elesie
International Trustee
National Post Office Mail Handlers,
Watchmen, Messengers and Group
Leaders, AFL-CIO
Suite 525
l Thomas Circle, N.W.
Washington, O.~.
20005-5802
Re:

MAY 3 J 1986

K. Brawley
Austin, TX 78710
H4M-3U-C 6982

Dear Mr. Elesie:
On May 18, 1986, we met with your representative, Marion
Wright, to discuss the above-captioned grievance at the
fourth step of our contractual grievance procedure.
The issue in this grievance is whether non-overtime desired
list employees can be required to work over ten hours in a
day.
During our discussio~, we mutually agreed to settle this case
based on our understanding that the limits set forth in
Article 8.5.F apply to the scheduling of overtime for
full-time regular employees who are not on the overtime
desired list.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as
of agreement to settle this case.

your·~cknowledgrnent

Time limits were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely,

)

L[Y)~'"'I/~

Margar t H. Oliver
Labo:;elations Department

Lou is D. El es ie
International Trustee
National Post Office Mail
_Handlers, Watchmen, Messengers
and Group Leaders, AFL-CIO

,

..
~="\
~

.

_.,,-

Mr. James I. Adams
Assistant Director
Haintenan.ce Division
American Postal Workers
Union, AFL-CIO
817 14th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.

20005

Dear Mr .. Adams:
Recently you met with Frank Dyer in pre-arbitration
discussion BSC-48-C 22242, Flint, Michigan. The question in
this grievance is whether ·employees are being properly
compensated for Sunday premium when they take leave for a
portion-of the scheduled work day.
It is ~utually agreed to full settlement of the case as
follows:
1.

)

An employee who is scheduled to work

where a portion of the work hours overlaps
to Sunday will be paid Sunday premium for
actual work hours.
2.

In the same circumstance, an employee who
takes leave for that portion of the work
day that is actually Sunday will receive
Sunday premium for actual hours worked.

3.

An employee will not receive Sunday premium
for those hours which leave has been taken.

Please siqn the enclosed copy of this letter acknowledging

your agree~ent with this settlement, withdrawing
R8C-4B-C 22242 from the pending national arbitration

listing.
Since.rely,
{Original signed);
William E. He

.J arnee I . Adams

Director

Assistant Director
Maintenance Division
American Postal Workers
Union, AFL-CIO

Off ice of Grievance and
Arbitration

Labor Relations Department

Enclosure

JAN 2 '7 1983
Date

-~-:----=

r~

.1~1
.

........

~:

UNITED STATES POSTAL SeRVICi
415 L'Infant "ua. SW

~toft. DC 202IO

Jan~ary

17. 1983

Mr. Kenneth 'O. Wilson

Assistant Director
Clerk Division

American Post~l Workers
onion, A.Ft.-CIO
817 - t4t.h Str~et, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005
·.
\

~

....

/

Dear Kr. Wil seq:

we aet to discuss the at>o•a-captioned
grieva.nce at the fourth step of o\n:.' contractual grievance
procctdm:-e. The grievance had been 4iscuas.d previowaly.

Ort January 24, 1983,

The question raised in this grictvance is whether or not the
grievant is enti~led to Sunday premiwi:a payme~t for hours
'fl!Orked on the date. with 111hict\ this c:au is concern.a.
In the inst&nt c:aae, the grievant worked a pcrtio11 of bis
scheduled tou:, vbich called for bi.a t.o woz:k into Sunday, and
took annual leave for the rttmainder of the scheduled tow:.
'ftle.por~ion of the togr for whicb the 9rievant rec•ived

annual leave vas that part which actually fell on Sunday.

The parti•s a9re.t that under the definition of Sund~y
p~emium. an employee ~ho has a schllll:d~led tou~, any pa~t of
whic:h includes Sunday, is entitled to •sun~41 premium• for

~

I

the hours tllctually 1o10rked in that schedule. This is true
even thou9h an eMploye~ ~ay not work th•t portion of ~~e tour
which f~lls on the ealendar day of S~nday, as was ~~e case in

)

.·

this instance.
~e furth@r agr~1!'3 to remand this
fur~her processing in acco~dance

int.erpret.ation ..

c;;i=ieqance to Step J
with the foregoing

fo~

Kr. tenneth D. Wilson

. 2

Please si9n and return ehe enclosed copy of this letter as
your ~eknowledgment of agrCHtmen~ to remand this grievance for
the reasons indicated herein.

'?be time
consent.

li~its

were extended in t.his instanc:it by mutual

Sirteere.ly,

~~~~.~~+:-!/_·- ~t
~~~
Oirectoi:

Clerk Division

American Postal Workers
Onion, APL-CIO

--

LABOR R8.AllQNS

~UNITED STJJTES

..

°U POST/JLSERVICE .

.ML JohnF. ·Hegarty
National President'
. · National Postal Mail Handlers Union ·
.
. 1101 Conne9ticut Avenue; N.VV., Suitt; 500
Washington~ DC 20036-4304
·
. . ..

~

Re: ·Q98M-4Q-C00103887
Washingtcm, DC

Dear John:·

~Recently, Donna Gill !'TI et with Bill Flynn to discuss the above-reference9 case which is.
pending
. national-level
.
.arbitration: . ·.
This case involves changes to Sections432.63, 432 ..464b, '434:3·1, 434.33, 434.34 and
. 434.8 of the Employee arid Labor Relations Manual {EL~). which preduded the payment of
Sunday premium for hours not actually.worked, iilcluding·pay~ent of Sunday premium to
employee;:s in a continuation of pay (COP) status; or on 9ourt or military leave.
After discussing. this matter, ·the parties ·agfeed to the follb"'Ying mutual. understanding. cind
settlemenf cif this ·qispute:
1. · Without prejudice to either party's position regard.lng.-changes pu.rsuant to.Article 19, the· ·
Postal Service sh~ll rescind the Febri.J.ary 2000 arid: April 2000 chc;iryges to Section •·
432.63;A32;464b, 434;31, 434.33, 434.34 and 434.8 :of lhe ELM which eliminated the
payment .of Sunday premium :for hours not actually worked; including for empioye?s in a .
.continuation of pay (COP) stat1,1s cir on court·or military· leav~, The Intent of the Chang.es .
was to elirninc~te the payment of Sunday premium for hours not actually worked for those
.employees in. a continuation of pay statu~». on court leave, and miiitary le~ve. The Postal
Service shall restore·the provisions and administrative pr.actices·relative ~o these
sections of the E.I;M previously in· effect prior fothe 2000 changes .

..

.2: Pursuant to Article 8,.Section 6 of the National Agreement, employees whose regular
. . work schedules include a period of s·erv.ice, any part of which is within the .period
.
_cornmencing at midnight Saturday and ending at mi¢inight Sunday, shall be paid Su.nd~y
·premium for eac.h hour of work peiformed during that period of ser\iice. As specified in
the language be restored to ELM 434.33, if ;;m einpioyee is on ..leave .for any part of the
tour, normally he or she is not entitled to Sunday"premlum for leave hours. However, ·
. Sund_ay premium t.o which th~ ~mployee is norrnClllY entitled is continued.while the

to

475 L'.ENFANT PlAzA SW
WASHJNGWN DC 202\30·4100 .
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employee is in a continuation of pay (COP) status, on military 1¢avEi, or on cotfrtJeave.
An eligible employee also continues to receive the Slinday:prem.iuni. nomially entitled to
when h~
she is rescheduled due to a .compensable disabifity in lieu of placement in a ..
· COP status:· (The partie~·al~o continue to have a p~mding :dispute, at the national level;
. With r~gclrd. t() the paymeht'ofSunday p·remium whiJe.an. employee is on administrative
· le~ve.) .
:
· ·
·

or

3. Any ernploy~e whose reg(jl~cschedule.included a period of servi~e. any part of which .

was Within tll:B period between midnight.Saturday and· inidriight Sunday, fncluding.those
employ'ees cm COP, military leave, or on court leave, who Was not paid Sunday-premium
. . for each hour of CbP, military leave, and court leave during those periods of service
. from February.·2000 thr6ugh the present due to the 2060 changes; shall receive payment
at the then-current
·
·
.
.. . rate for the" Sµnday premium not paid.·

4. Additi~rial!y, where a·n arbitration award or settlement specified that an employee was
. . entitled to: back pay in a_·case involving disciplinary suspension brr:eniova(, those
- . erJ1ploye~s ine~ting the above criteriq Shelli be. P(3id for any unpaid. Sunday premium.
·Where th~ back pay includ~s i11terest, the unpaid Surida.y premium shall be paid with
interest at the then-currentinterest rate. ·

)

: 5. The Postal Service will develop and. supply the NPMHt..i.loc~I president and-NPMHU

of

-regional director with a iist
affected employees. Individual employees should contact
their. locai NPMHU representative :if they believe they are entitled, but do not appear on -

the fist.

·

·

·

·

·

. 6. l!l the event there is a dispute over whet~er an employee i$ eligible for payment in
ac:;cdrdan.ce with paragraphs 3 and 4 above, the dispute wi!Fbe referr.eo to. the parties at
·the nation~l levei, under the National Administrative Committee (NAC). In addition,
griev~nce~ currently pending 611 this specific subject will be resolved in accord~nce with
Items 3 a1_1d 4·apove . .lfthe part!es are unable to reach agreem~nt;.such grievance(s)
· will be removed from the· gfievance/arbitration procedure and forwarded to NAG.
Ple~se sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of ..
agreem¢nt to settle case number Q98M-4Q-C.00103887 and to remove it from the pending
nation.~I arbitra~i~n listing.
·.
.
A-~··••

\

• T•

k/1%~.
·.·.

Se6tt Morgan ·
'.
Acting Manager
Contract Administration

·(blW)btJor-#f:Heg~rty

.
National President
.
National Postal Mail Handlers Union
Date:
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Article 8.6
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1981-1990

Type of Grievance:

Contract Interpretation

Award Swmnary
An eligible employee who is scheduled by
management to work and does work on a
nonovertime basis on a Sunday, even if the
employee was scheduled on Sunday pursuant to
a request for a temporary schedule change
for personal convenience, is entitled to
Sunday premium pay under Article 8.6 of the
National Agreement.

Shyam Das, Arbitrator

BACKGROUND
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The issue in this case is whether an employee who
works on a Sunday pursuant to the employee's request for a
temporary schedule change for personal convenience is entitled
to Sunday premium pay under Article 8.6 of the National
Agreement.

The underlying grievance in this case arose under the
1987-1990 National Agreement.

The relevant portion of Article

8.6, which has not changed since the first National Agreement in
1971, states:

Section 6.

Sunday Premium Payment

Each employee whose regular work schedule
includes a period of service, any part of
which is within the period commencing at
midnight Saturday and ending at midnight
Sunday, shall be paid extra compensation at
the rate of 25.percent of the employee's
base hourly rate of compensation for each
hour of work performed during that period of
service ....
The underlying grievance was filed at the
Minneapolis/St. Paul Bulk Mail Center in response to an August
20, 1990 posting by the Acting Manager of the BMC, which reads:

It has been brought to my attention that
section 434.3 of the Employee & Labor
Relations Manual (ELM) is not always being
adhered to with regard to Sunday premium
pay.
Below is an excerpt from the ELM.
will adhere to this language.

The BMC

2
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Sunday Premium

434.31 Policy Sunday premium is paid
to eligible employees for all work and
paid training or travel time performed
during a scheduled tour that includes
any part of a Sunday. Note that:
a. An employee entitled to Sunday
premium may also be entitled to other
premiums for the same tour {see 432.55).
h. An employee may not be credited
with Sunday premium in excess of the
hours worked per tour, of 8.00 hours per
tour, or of 16 hours per service week.
c. Sunday premium does not apply if
Sunday time is due only to late clocking
out or early clocking in (see
432.464.b), to a temporary schedule
change at the employee's request, or to
a temporary schedule initiated by
management if the employer receives outof-schedule premium or nonbargaining
rescheduling premium for the Sunday
time.
d. Eligible exempt employees
receive Sunday premium when those hours
that are normally worked in a service
day fall within the specified parameters
of this premium.
{Emphasis added.)
In its Step 2. response to the grievance, management stated, in
part:

3
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Prior to August 20, 1990 the policy at the
MSP BMC had been to pay employees on a
temporary schedule change for personal
convenience Sunday premium pay. As of
August 20, 1990 the BMC no longer pays
employees Sunday premium pay when they have
requested to work a different schedule for
personal reasons.
(Those employees who do
not normally have Sunday as a regularly
scheduled workday.)

*

*

*

It is management's position that the
language of the ELM is clear in that Sunday
premium pay is not paid to employees working
a Sunday on a schedule change at their own
request.
In the instant grievance
management was erroneously paying Sunday
premium pay to employees on a temporary
schedule change. It is our position that
the remedy for administrative error is to
rectify the error ....
The ELM 431.31(c) language quoted in the August 20,
1990 notice posted in the MSP BMC and referred to in
management's Step 2 response was included in ELM Issue 11, dated
October 7, 1988 and ELM Issue 12.

In prior Issues, ELM

434.3l(c) stated only:

c. Sunday premium does not apply if
Sunday- time .. is due -only to- late clocking out
or early clocking in (see 432.464.b).
The language added to ELM 434.31(c) in Issue 11 later
was removed and not included in Issue 13, pursuant to settlement
of Article 19 grievances protesting ELM changes in Issues 11 and

4
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In its Step 4 response in the present case, which is dated

September 29, 1993, the Postal Service asserted:

The Union contends that since the language
in question was removed from the Employee
and Labor Relations Manual via Postal
Bulletin #21849 the Sunday Premium Pay
should be paid to employees on a temporary
schedule change which the employee had
requested.
It is the position of the Postal Service
that the language in question was in fact
removed from the Employee and Labor
Relations Manual at the Union's request
because it had been added to the ELM without
complying with the provisions of Article 19.
The language change in the Employee and
Labor Relations Manual was made as a matter
of clarification, and was not intended to
change existing policy.
In agreeing to
delete the language which had been added to
the 11th edition of the Employee and Labor
Relations Manual, management did not concede
any change in it's interpretation of the
section.
At arbitration, the Postal Service presented testimony to the
same effect. 1

Section 242.1 of Handbook F-21 (Time and Attendance)
states that Sunday premium "is paid to eligible employees for
all hours worked during a scheduled tour that includes any part
of a Sunday".
1

This tracks the language in ELM 434.31.

Section

It is unnecessary to consider subsequent ELM editions in
resolving the present dispute.
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242.21 of Handbook F-21, which tracks the language in ELM
434.32, goes on to state:

•.• It is important to note_ that only those
employees who have been scheduled to work on
a Sunday are eligible to receive the
premium.
If the employee has not been
scheduled, then he is not eligible for
fl Sunday premium. fl
Handbook F-21 also states that there are no special timecard
procedures for Sunday premium hours, and that:

"Supervisors are

not required to approve Sunday premium hours."

The parties agree that full-time regular, part-time
regular, full-time flexible and part-time flexible bargaining
unit employees are eligible for Sunday premium under the terms
provided in Article 8.6.

The APWU and the NPMHU, which

intervened in this case, contend that an eligible employee who
is scheduled and actually works during a Sunday is entitled to
Sunday premium -- if not working overtime or otherwise receiving
premium pay -- regardless of the reason the employee is
scheduled for that Sunday work.

The Postal Service insists,

however, that an employee is not entitled to Sunday premium if
working on a Sunday only as a result of a temporary schedule
change for personal convenience, because that Sunday work -- in
the Postal Service's view -- is not part of the employee's
"regular work schedule".

The APWU presented evidence that an employee
requesting a temporary schedule change for personal convenience
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must complete a Form 3189 on which the employee acknowledges
that if the request is granted the employee will not be entitled
to out-of-schedule premium. 2

The Form 3189 request also has to

be agreed to and signed by a Union representative.

The APWU

stresses that Form 3189 only waives out-of-schedule pay, it
makes no reference to Sunday premium pay.

The Postal Service

points out there is no need for a waiver of Sunday premium,
because an employee only is entitled to Sunday premium if the
Sunday work is part of the employee's "regular work schedule".

Louis Picciano, now a headquarters Payroll Accountant,
testified that from 1984 to 1992 he had substantial
responsibility as a PSDS (Postal Service Data System) Technician
and Supervisor for ensuring proper administration in his
district of time and attendance issues, including Sunday
premium.

His understanding always has been that employees are

eligible for Sunday premium only if they work on a Sunday within
their assigned schedule, that is, their official job or bid
assignment.

He added that "regular work schedule", for purposes

of Article 8.6, also would include a temporary assignment
dictated by management, and, in the case of a part-time flexible
employee, the weekly schedule posted by management.

He stated

that in his entire tenure with the Postal Service since 1977 he
has not been. aware of any policy that would have allowed an
employee to be paid Sunday premium for hours worked pursuant to
a temporary schedule change for personal convenience.

2

As he

Only full-time regular employees are eligible for out-ofschedule premium.
(See Handbook F-21, Sections 232.11 and
232.21.)

7
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"There is no penalty for accommodating an

employee."

Cheryl Hubbard, another Payroll Accountant, testified
that from 1976 to 1983, before she came to headquarters, she
served as an Accounting Officer and General Accounting Officer
in Milwaukee.

Her opinion and understanding always have been

that an employee is not eligible for Sunday premium for working
on a Sunday on a temporary schedule change for personal
convenience.

On many occasions, Hubbard testified, she has

stated that opinion in response to questions from other postal
employees.

When asked for her understanding of the phrase

"regular work schedule" in Article 8.6, she testified:

The regular work schedule, in my
understanding and my application in the
years I've worked in payroll, is i t depends
on the type of employee.
If you have a full
time regular employee, that is their bid
schedule.
If you have a regular flexible
employee, it is the schedule that they are
given at the beginning of the week.
If i t
is a part time flexible employee, it is
their hours per day that they are given to
work.
APWU POSITION

The APWU contends that the only interpretation of
Article 8.6 that is consistent with the National Agreement, the
parties' application of Sunday premium, and the history of the
provision itself does not allow for an exception to the Sunday
premium entitlement simply because an employee works during a
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Sunday as the result of the Postal Service approving an
employee's schedule change request.

As the Postal Service

itself has reiterated numerous times and over dozens of years
through its application of Article 8.6, the National Agreement
entitles an employee to Sunday premium if two factors occur:
the Postal Service schedules the employee to work and the
employee actually works during a Sunday.

Nowhere has the

exception to these Sunday premium requirements for employeerequested schedule changes been expressed that binds the Union
or the Postal Service.

In a situation where both Sunday premium

factors are satisfied, i t is immaterial to the Sunday premium
entitlement that management's exercise of its discretion to
schedule an employee to work during a Sunday originated with a
request from the employee.

The APWU, like the NPMHU, maintains that the term
"regular work schedule" in Article B.6, when read in context,
refers to the nonovertime hours in an employee's schedule that
fall during a Sunday.

As the NPMHU has demonstrated, ·this is

supported by the legislative history of the provision in the
Federal Employees Salary Act of 1965, which is the obvious
source of the language in Article 8.6.

Moreover, the Postal

Service's contention that this phrase limits Sunday premium to
only those employees who work on Sunday as part of the fixed
work schedule of their bid assignment is inconsistent with the
National Agreement and the parties' practice -- reflected in
Handbook F-21 -- that flexible employees, who do not have
regular or fixed work schedules, are eligible for Sunday
premium.

9
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The APWU stresses that prior to the issuance of ELM 11
in 1988, there was no written policy that employees who request
a temporary schedule change for personal convenience are not
entitled to Sunday premium if they actually work their scheduled
hours on Sunday.

The exclusionary language added to ELM

434.3(c} in ELM 11 later was withdrawn and never has been agreed
to or accepted by the Union.

That language was not derived from

the National Agreement, nor did it reflect the existing practice
and policy recognized and followed by the parties since the
first National Agreement, which has been that employees are paid
Sunday premium if

th~y

are scheduled to work and actually work

during a Sunday, notwithstanding their having put in a request
for a temporary schedule change.
underlying grievance.

This is demonstrated in the

The Postal Service offered no evidence

that the understanding of its two Payroll Accounting witnesses
that Sunday premium does not apply to employees who request a
temporary schedule change for personal convenience was followed
in the field, particularly prior to issuance of ELM 11.

The APWU also argues that the equities of the
situation favor the Unions' interpretation of Article 8.6.

As

reiterated in numerous places, Sunday premium is available to
employees only if th,.ey are scheduled by-management to work
during a Sunday.

Although the request to work during a Sunday

may initially emanate from the employee, it is nonetheless
management's decision whether to approve the request.

Thus,

management ultimately decides whether to pay Sunday premium by
how it schedules employees.

If the Postal Service enjoys the
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fruits of its employees' Sunday labor, the APWU asserts, there
is no equitable explanation why it should not pay them Sunday
premium.

NPMHU POSITION

The NPMHU argues that the term "regular" in Article
8.6 is ambiguous.

It cannot be read simply to mean "recurrent",

because flexible employees are eligible for Sunday premium and
they do not have fixed or recurring schedules.

Moreover, it is

undisputed that over the years the practice of paying Sunday
premium when an employee requests a temporary schedule change
for personal convenience has been mixed.

There is no evidence regarding the bargaining history
of the relevant language in Article 8.6, which has been part of
the National Agreement since 1971.

The record does show,

however, that this language is virtually identical to that in
the Federal Employees Salary Act of 1965, 29 U.S.C. §3573(3),
which governed the payment of Sunday premium pay (25%)
employees prior to 1971.

to postal

The NPMHU argues that, given the

identical relevant language and lack of any contrary bargaining
history, the only reasonable assumption is that the parties in
1971 intended the term "regular work· schedule 11 in Article 8.6 to
have the same meaning as that term had in the statute that
governed postal pay prior to collective bargaining.

The NPMHU maintains that careful review of the
legislative history of the Sunday premium pay provision in the
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Federal Employees Salary Act of 1965, as well as the
corresponding provision in the Federal Salary and Fringe
Benefits Act of 1966 -- which was intended to provide the same
Sunday premium pay entitlement to other federal employees
supports the conclusion that this was understood to cover all
Sunday work that was not subject to an overtime or 150% rate of
pay.

The NPMHU cites a 1969 decision of the Comptroller General

of the United States, construing the 1965 Act, and a 1973
decision, construing the 1966 Act, as providing additional
support for this interpretation.

Like the APWU, the NPMHU contends that the Unions'
interpretation of Article 8.6 leads to an equitable result.

The

employee who is granted a temporary schedule change to a Sunday
shift presumably is replacing another Sunday shift employee who
is not working that day.

This replaced employee would have been

paid either an additional 25% for Sunday premium or an
additional 50% for overtime or out-of-schedule pay.

Paying the

25% premium to the employee who requests a temporary schedule
change, therefore, does not cost the Postal Service anything
beyond what it ordinarily would pay to staff its Sunday shifts,
and, in many cases, saves the Postal Service money because the
Postal Service otherwise would have to order more expensive
overtime or ·out-of-schedule work to-covfrr for the replaced
employee.

12
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EMPLOYER POSITION

The Postal Service contends that the words "regular
work schedule" in Article 8.6 are assumed to be included in the
contract for reasons intended by the parties and should be given
their plain meaning.

An employee's regular work schedule is a

term of art which has particular meaning in the National
Agreement.

It refers to an employee's hid schedule.

If the

Unions• interpretation of these words were to he accepted, an
employee's regular work schedule could be changed by the mere
submission of a Form 3189 requesting a temporary schedule change
for personal convenience.

The Postal Service argues this result

simply would be untenable and would result in literal chaos
amongst the bargaining unit.

If, in the Unions•, submission of

a Form 3189 does not cause the Sunday work hours to become part
of the employee's regular work schedule, then their position in
this case ignores the plain language of the contract.

The Postal Service asserts that just as mere service
on a temporary relief assignment does not supplant one's
"regular schedule" as determined by one's bid schedule, neither
can the mere execution of a Form 3189 supplant one's regular
schedule.

An employee's regular work schedule, the Postal

Service insists, ·is- the schedule established· by managi=roent.
is the bid schedule.
schedule.

It

It is the posted part-time flexible

It is the assigned temporary detail schedule.

All of

these schedules are work schedules assigned by management.
Sunday hours do not become part of one's regular work schedule,
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however, when they are approved as a temporary schedule change
for personal convenience.

To the extent that there is any ambiguity in the
language of Article 8.6, and the Postal Service maintains there
is none, i t is completely dispelled by the express language of
Handbook F-21 and the applicable provisions of the ELM, one or
both of which have been in effect for the past 30 years.

Both

directives prohibit payment of Sunday premiums for employees
unless they actually work the Sunday hours (with a few narrow
exceptions) and they do so as part of their regular work
schedule.
The Postal Service argues that since the contract
language is clear and unambiguous, there is no basis for resort
to extrinsic evidence to determine the meaning or intent of the
parties in agreeing to the language of Article 8.6.

The Postal Service concedes that a fair reading of the
legislative history presented by the NPMHU could lead one to
conclude that the 1965 statute that governed Postal Service pay
prior to 1971 used the term "regular work schedule" in the
manner the Unions assert, although that is not the only possible
conclusion. ·Nonetheless, -there is-no need to· sort through what
is at best obscure and conflicting legislative history to decide
this case.

There is nothing in the record to indicate that the

parties intended to incorporate the federal statute and its
legislative history into their collective bargaining agreement
when they adopted the language in Article 8.6 in 1971.

As
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Arbitrator Garrett pointed out in an early Postal Service case
involving a different issue relating to Sunday premium, the
Postal Service was attempting to avoid paying Sunday premium
wherever possible.

Insofar as past practice is concerned, the evidence at
best shows that there were some local aberrations from the
policy set forth in Article 8.6 and incorporated in postal
handbooks and directives.

There simply is no evidence of a

national past practice of paying Sunday premium to employees who
work a Sunday pursuant to a temporary schedule change for
personal convenience.

FINDINGS

If the only employees eligible for Sunday premium pay
under Article 8.6 were employees with fixed bid schedules, the
Postal Service's argument that this is the clear or plain
meaning of the words "regular work schedule", as used in that
provision, might have considerable appeal. 3

But ever since this

Sunday premium provision was included in the parties' first
National Agreement in 1971, it also has applied to part-time
flexible employees, who clearly do not have- a fixed or bid

3

As Arbitrator Snow, citing the Restatement (Second) of
Contracts, pointed out, however:
"It is not necessary to prove
an ambiguity in the contractual language of the parties before
evaluating the totality of circumstances that created the
language. The language of the parties is understood only in
context." APWU v. USPS, Case No. H4C-3W-C 8590 (1993), at 11.
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Moreover, as Payroll Accountant Picciano testified,

the Postal Service also considers "regular work schedule" in
Article 8.6 to encompass a temporary assignment directed by
management.

In other words, even the Postal Service acknowledges
that the term "regular work schedule" in Article 8.6 does not
necessarily mean recurring or fixed or bid -- as the term
"regular schedule" evidently does on Form 3189 on which out-ofschedule premium is waived by full-time regular employees -- but
rather it encompasses a variety of schedules directed by
management.

Indeed, it appears that the only nonovertime

scheduled work that the Postal Service maintains should be
excluded from "regular work schedule" is a temporary schedule
change made at the request of an employee.

This may be an

arguable interpretation of Article 8.6, hut it is not an
interpretation that can be sustained simply on the basis of the
plain meaning of the words "regular work schedule".

Moreover,

it should be pointed out that the schedule of an employee who
successfully requests a temporary schedule change for personal
convenience (using Form 3189) is the schedule assigned by
management to that employee for that week.

Thus, -it is-necessary to look-beyond the wording of
Article 8.6 to resolve this dispute.

There is no evidence regarding the bargaining history
of the relevant portion of Article 8.6, which was included in
the first National Agreement in 1971.

The NPMHU has made a
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persuasive case that the pertinent language, including the term
"regular work schedule" simply was carried over from the 1965
federal statute that governed postal pay prior to Postal
Reorganization.

The detailed legislative history presented by

the NPMHU also shows, in my opinion, that Congress most likely
used the term "regular work schedule" to refer to the basic
five-day, forty-hour work week, as distinguished from overtime.
The Postal Service does not concede the point, but does not
dispute that this is as reasonable a reading of the legislative
history as any.

It does not necessarily follow, however, that the 1971
negotiators meant the term "regular work schedule" to have that
meaning.

There is no evidence they were aware of the

legislative history.

It is reasonable to presume that in

continuing to use the same entitlement language, they intended
that language to he applied as it had been applied before Postal
.
t.ion.
Reorganiza

4

There is, however, no relevant evidence of how

the statutory provision was applied prior to Postal
Reorganization.

4

The 1969 Postal Manual and F-21 Handbook, which

In APWU v. USPS, Case No. AB-C-10 {1975), at 2, Arbitrator
Garrett noted that following enactment of the 1965 Act the Post
Office Department "launched a program to revise all affected
work schedules so. as to reduce the. impact of the required Sunday
premium to the greatest extent possible".
(Believing this to be
still ongoing, the Unions in 1973 succeeded in adding new
language to Article 8.6 to limit that program.}
The Postal
Service's goal of avoiding Sunday premium where possible,
however, does not shed any light on the parties' mutual intent
when they adopted the prior statutory language on entitlement to
Sunday premium in 1971.
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are in evidence, do not provide any more detail on how the 1965
statute was applied in cases where an employee's schedule was
temporarily changed at his or her request, assuming that
occurred on occasion.

The meaning of the term "regular work week" that
Congress most likely intended when it enacted the 1965 statute,
at the very least, however, provides a solid basis on which to
conclude that the parties quite possibly used it in that sense,
rather than as referring to a fixed or bid schedule, when they
carried forward the statutory language in Article 8.6 in 1971.
That conclusion is strengthened by the fact that part-time
flexible employees, who do not have fixed or bid schedules,
became eligible in 1971 for Sunday premium.

The evidence as to past practice since Article 8.6 was
agreed to in 1971 is mixed and far from conclusive.

There was

testimony from two Postal Service witnesses with responsibility
for time and attendance matters regarding their knowledge and
understanding of postal policy on this matter, which they said
they had passed on to other management personnel in the
districts where they served as supervisors before coming to
headquarters.

There also was evidence that top management at

headquarters.considered the specific·exclusionary language added
to ELM 434.3(c) in Issue 11 in 1988 to reflect existing policy.
But whatever official policy may have been, ·it was not
specifically set forth in any manual, handbook or directive
prior to ELM 11, and it evidently was not always followed in the
field.

The underlying grievance record in this case, for
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example, reveals that prior to ELM 11, the

11

policy 11 at the MSP

BMC was to pay Sunday premium to employees on a temporary
schedule change for personal convenience.

There simply is no

way on this record to determine the extent to which the contrary
postal policy described by management witnesses was applied in
other offices. 5

As previously noted, there is no indication in the
record of any postal manual, handbook or directive that
specifically addressed this issue in the period after Postal
Reorganization in 1971 until Issue 11 of the ELM was promulgated
in 1988.

Significantly, however, neither the relevant

provisions in the ELM, nor those in Handbook F-21, required more
than that the work on Sunday be scheduled work.

ELM 434.31 and

Section 242.1 of Handbook F-21 both stated (and continue to
state) that Sunday premium "is paid to eligible employees for
all hours worked during a scheduled tour that includes any part
of a Sunday".

In addition, ELM 434.32 and Section 242.21 of

Handbook F-21 state:

5

If, as the NPMHU has indicated, temporary schedule changes for
personal convenience frequently involve employees swapping days
off, local management quite possibly would not consider payment
of Sunday premium to be a 11 penalty 11 for approving the change,
because the premium would have been paid anyway. Only when
management otherwise would not have scheduled an employee on
Sunday would the payment of Sunday premium constitute an "extra"
cost to the Postal Service for acconunodating an employee's
request, and management is not obliged to grant the request.
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..• It is important to note that only those
employees who have been scheduled to work on
a Sunday are eligible to receive the
premium. If the employee has not been
scheduled, then he is not eligible for
"Sunday premium."
Particularly in light of this stress on the employee having to
be "scheduled" to work on a Sunday, without other qualification,
the absence of any reference in the ELM or Handbook F-21 to
"regular" schedule -- in the sense of fixed or bid -- or to
employees not being entitled to Sunday premium if scheduled on
Sunday pursuant to a request for a temporary schedule change is
striking.

This absence also is in marked contrast to ELM

434.611, relating to out-of-schedule premium -- which only fulltime regular employees are eligible for -- which specifically
refers to "regularly scheduled workday or workweek". 6

In these circumstances, the absence

prior to the

disputed issuance of ELM 11 in 1988 -- of any specific language
in the ELM or Handbook F-21 or any other policy directive or
document stating that employees who request a temporary schedule
change are not entitled to Sunday premium does not seem an
oversight.

This is not to say that at least some postal

officials, including witnesses in this case, read the language
6

ELM 434.611 provides:
Out-of-schedule premium is paid to eligible full-time
bargaining unit employees for time worked outside of and
instead of their regularly scheduled workday or workweek
when employees work on a temporary schedule at the request
of management •

20
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in Article 8.6 to have that meaning prior to 1988, but I am not
persuaded

th~t

was the intent when the parties agreed to Article

8.6 in 1971, and the record doe~ not establish that was an
established past practice when the underlying grievance in this
case arose in 1990.

For these reasons, I conclude that an eligible
employee who is scheduled by management to work and does work on
a nonovertime basis on a Sunday, even if the employee was
scheduled on Sunday pursuant to a request for a temporary
schedule change for personal convenience, is entitled to Sunday
premium pay under Article 8.6 of the National Agreement.

AWARD

An eligible employee who is scheduled by management to
work and does work on a nonovertime basis on a Sunday, even if
the employee was scheduled on Sunday pursuant to a request for a
temporary schedule change for personal convenience, is entitled
to Sunday premium pay under Article 8.6 of the National
Agreement.

Shyam Das, Arbitrator
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NATIONAL ARBITRATION PANEL
IN THE MATTER OF THE ARBITRATION.
between
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
And

CASE NO.: Q06C-4Q-C 08058827
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Leave
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For the NPMHU:

Kathleen M. Keller

Place of Hearing:

Washington, D.C.

Date of Hearing:

May 11, 2010

Post-Hearing Briefs:

June 30, 2010
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Award Summary
Pursuant to Article 8.6, Sunday premium is paid for work
performed during the period commencing at midnight Saturday
and ending at midnight Sunday. Section 434.33 of the ELM
prohibits Sunday premium pay to an employee who is on leave
including administrative leave but for the exceptions listed
in the provision. Section 519.1 of the ELM is not
interpreted to override Article 8.6 of the National Agreement
and Section 434.33 of the ELM. Neither the August 6, 1985
settlement agreement between the Postal Service and the NPMHU
nor the December 8, 2000 decision of Arbitrator Philip W.
Parkinson controls in this case. Therefore, the Grievance is
denied.

2

BACKGROUND
By letter dated December 20, 2007, the APWU initiated a
dispute at Step 4 of the grievance procedure concerning the
following interpretive issue:
Whether an employee who is on administrative leave
is entitled to Sunday Premium pay for hours he/she
would have otherwise worked on Sunday.
[Joint
Exhibit No. 1, p. 9.)
Following discussions at the fourth step of the
i

grievance/arbitration procedures and by letter dated August
13, 2009, the Postal Service set out its understanding of the
issues involved and its response to those issues.

Also, by

letter dated August 13, 2009, the APWU set out its
understanding of the issues to be decided and the facts
giving rise to the interpretive dispute and appealed the
dispute to arbitration.
By letter dated April 19, 2010, the parties scheduled
Case Number Q06C-4Q-C 08058827 for hearing, and the dispute
came before the Arbitrator at hearing on May 11, 2010 in
Washington, D.C.

The National Postal Mail Handlers Union

(NPMHU) intervened.

The record remained open for receipt of

transcript and post-hearing briefs.

The parties jointly

submit the following statement of issue.

3

STATEMENT OF ISSUE
Whether an employee who is on administrative leave is
entitled to Sunday premium pay for hours he or she would have
otherwise worked on a Sunday.

[Transcript pp. 9 and 14.]

OPINION
The Postal Service relies on Article 8, Section 6 of the
National Agreement, which defines Sunday Premium Payment as
follows:
Each employee whose regular work schedule includes
a period of service, any part of which is within
the period commencing at midnight Saturday and
ending at midnight Sunday, shall be paid extra
compensation at the rate of 25 percent of the
employee's base hourly rate of compensation for
each hour of work performed during that period of
service. An employee's regularly scheduled
reporting time shall not be changed on Saturday or
Sunday solely to avoid the payment of Sunday
premium payment.
[Joint Exhibit No. 2, p. 28.]
The Postal Service also relies on Section 434.33 of the
Employee and Labor Relations Manual (ELM) which states as
follows:
If an employee is on leave for any part of the
tour, he or she is not entitled to Sunday premium
for the leave hours.
The exception·is that Sunday premium will be
continued while an eligible employee is in
continuation of pay (COP) status, or is on military
or court leave. An eligible employee also
continues to receive the Sunday premium when the
employee is rescheduled due to compensable
4

disability in lieu of placement into COP status.
[USPS Exhibit No. 3.]
The Unions rely on Article 10, Section 2, which states
the following in Paragraph A:
The leave regulations in Subchapter 510 of the
Employee and Labor Relations Manual, insofar as
such regulations establish wages, hours and working
conditions of employees covered by this Agreement,
shall remain in effect for the life of this
Agreement.
[Joint Exhibit No. 2, p. 45.]
Section 519.1 of Subchapter 510 of the Employee and Labor
Relations Manual provides the following definition of
administrative leave:
Administrative leave is absence from duty
authorized by appropriate postal officials without
charge to annual or sick leave and without loss of
pay.
[APWU Exhibit No. 3A and USPS Exhibit 4G.]
The Unions maintain that, unlike other provisions
incorporated in the National Agreement only through Article
19, Subchapter 510 of the ELM cannot be changed without
formal negotiation with the APWU.

Therefore, the Unions

maintain that, given this special status of ELM Subchapter
510, any conflict between ELM Section 434.33 and ELM Section
519.1 must be resolved in favor of ELM Section 519.1.
The Unions rely heavily on a national level opinion
issued on December 8, 2000 by Arbitrator Philip W. Parkinson,
deciding a grievance filed by the NPMHU and addressing the
issue of night differential pay while an employee is on
5

administrative leave. 1
No. 9, p. 11.]

[APWU Exhibit No. 5 and USPS Exhibit

Arbitrator Parkinson granted the grievance

and awarded night differential to employees who would have
otherwise been eligible/entitled to such differential had
they not been placed on administrative leave.
No. 5 and USPS Exhibit No. 9, p. 15.)

[APWU Exhibit

Contrary to the APWU's

argument, however, the issue here is not nearly identical to
the issue before Arbitrator Parkinson.

Arbitrator Parkinson

interpreted the meaning of Section 434.2 of the ELM in
concert with Section 519.1 of the ELM, and that
interpretation is res judicata. 2
As the APWU points out, the language in Section 434.2 of
the ELM, before Arbitrator Parkinson, is similar to the
contractual language relevant to the instant case.
Arbitrator Parkinson found significant that there are
instances enumerated in Section 430 of the ELM that include
Court Leave, Military Leave, Continuation of Pay {COP) status
and the rescheduling of an employee to day work as a result
of an on-the-job injury or compensable training where night
differential is paid to employees.

1

[APWU Exhibit No. 5, p.

Although the grievance before Arbitrator Parkinson originally included
the issue of Sunday premium for administrative leave, the issue at
arbitration was confined to night differential pay to an employee on
administrative leave.
2
The application of Arbitrator Parkinson's opinion to the circumstances
outlined in a regional level case decided by Arbitrator R. Gudenberg is
not persuasive on the broader issue in the instant case.

6

13.)

He reasoned that, despite the language in Section 434.2

of the ELM defining night differential as paid for all work
performed during the designated hours, there are instances
where it is paid for hours not performed during the
designated hours.

[APWU Exhibit No. 5, p. 13.] Arbitrator

Parkinson reasoned that although administrative leave is not
one of the enumerated instances at Section 430 of the ELM
where night differential is paid to employees, it is
"likewise not excluded."
No. 9, p. 13.]

[APWU Exhibit No. 5, USPS Exhibit

However, as the Postal Service points out,

the contractual language it relies on in the instant case,
Section 434.33 of the ELM, is significantly different from
that relied on by Arbitrator Parkinson. 3
Section 434.33 of the ELM begins with a clear statement:
"If an employee is on leave for any part of the tour, he or
she is not entitled to Sunday premium for the leave hours."
This clear statement of Sunday premium exclusion for leave
hours is significantly different from the contractual
language considered by Arbitrator Parkinson in the night
differential case.

Also, unlike the provision with respect

to night differential, Section 434.33 provides exceptions
ref erred to as "The" exceptions to the general statement
3

Contrary to the position of the NPMHU, Arbitrator Parkinson's decision
is based on the language of both Section 519.1 and Section 434.2 of the

ELM.

7

prohibiting Sunday premium to employees on leave.
Administrative leave is not one of "The" exceptions listed.
As the Unions maintain, Arbitrator Parkinson rejected
the Postal Service's reliance on the language in Article 8.7
and in Section 434.2 of the ELM as controlling and reasoned
that there was not a clear exclusion for the payment of night
differential to employees on administrative leave.
Exhibit No. 5 ,· p. 13 . ]

[APWU

However, the language of Section

434.33 of the ELM, prohibiting Sunday premium pay to
employees on leave except as specified, precludes similar
reasoning in the instant case.
Unlike the case before Arbitrator Parkinson, it is not
reasonable to conclude from the record in this case that the
parties have understood and applied the "without loss of pay"
language in Section 519.1 as overriding the specific
prohibition in Section 434.33 of the ELM.

As the Postal

Service maintains, because the Sunday premium and night
differential regulations were written differently, the
analysis for one does not apply to the analysis for the
other.
The APWU also relies on the parties' Joint Contract
Interpretation Manual (JCIM 2007) as reflecting the parties'
understanding of ELM Section 434.33.
part:
8

It states in relevant

As specified in the Employee and Labor Relations
manual, Section 434.33, if an employee is on leave
for any part of the tour, normally he or she is not
entitled to Sunday premium for leave hours.
However, Sunday premium to which the employee is
normally entitled is continued while the employee
is on a continuation of pay (COP) status, on
military leave, or on court leave. An eligible
employee also continues to receive the Sunday
premium normally entitled to when he or she is
rescheduled due to a compensable disability in lieu
of placement in a COP status.
[USPS Exhibit No.
12, p. 48.]

The parties jointly recognize Section 434.33 of the ELM in
the above JCIM provision, and conspicuously absent from the
exceptions to paying Sunday premium pay while an employee is
on leave is when an employee is on administrative leave.

The

Unions' position requires the addition of administrative
leave to the exceptions in Section 434.33 of the ELM.
The Unions do not assert a past practice supporting
their interpretation.

They maintain that the Postal Service

is obligated to prove its assertion of a past practice of not
paying Sunday premium to employees on administrative leave.
However, as the Postal Service maintains, it is significant
that the APWU offered no evidence to demonstrate that the
parties' mutual understanding is reflected in a past practice
supporting the Unions' interpretation. 4
4

Neither the APWU,

The evidence presented during the arbitration before Arbitrator
Parkinson, although not considered because he found it was submitted in
support of a new argument, demonstrated a past practice of not paying
premium pay to employees on administrative leave.

9

nor the NPMHU, asserts, or offers evidence to show, that
Sunday premium has been paid to employees on administrative
leave, except for the one exception outlined in the August 6,
1985 settlement agreement between the Postal Service and the
NPMHU. 5
The Unions do not maintain that Sunday premium is paid
for leave other than those delineated in Section 434.33 of
the ELM and for administrative leave.

However, regulations

governing other leave contain similar language to the ELM
Section 519.1 relied on by the Unions.

Section 513.11 of the

ELM, states: "Sick leave insures employees against loss of
pay if they are incapacitated for the performance of duties

because of illness, injury, pregnancy and confinement, and
medical (including dental or optical) examination or
treatment." [Postal Service Exhibit No. 4B, emphasis
supplied.)

Both Sections 519.1 and 513.11 of the ELM use the

term, "pay," which the Unions maintain includes premium pay.
Despite such language, the Unions do not assert that
employees are paid Sunday premium when they are on sick
leave. Section 513.11 of the ELM is interpreted as a general
statement with respect to sick leave, and, as the Postal
Service maintains, it is reasonable to interpret Section
5

The application of Arbitrator Parkinson's award in a regional case
[Case No. BOOT-lB-C 04181768] is not evidence of a past practice to
support the Unions' position.
10

519.1 of the ELM as a general statement with respect to pay
for administrative leave.

To interpret it otherwise, would

require the addition of another exception to those delineated
in Section 434.33 of the ELM.
The APWU maintains that the Postal Service's disparate
application of night and Sunday premium pay to employees on
administrative leave is contrary to Section 511.1 of the ELM
as well as a national level decision by Arbitrator Shyam Das.
However, as the Postal Service maintains, treating one type
of premium differently than another type because the
regulations governing those premiums are different is not a
violation of Section 511.1 of the ELM.

If the application is

consistent among employees, it is compliant with the stated
commitment of Section 511.1 of the ELM, i.e., to administer
the leave program on an equitable basis for all employees.
Moreover, it is distinguishable from Case No. Q90C-6Q-C
94042619 in which Arbitrator Shyam Das found that the Postal
Service provided administrative leave to some employees
covered by the leave provisions in the ELM, but not to
others.
The NPMHU maintains that employees working on Sunday
have accepted an inconvenient schedule in order to allow the
Postal Service to meet its business needs and that employees
depend on the additional income provided by this schedule.
11

However, the employee benefit provided for accepting a
schedule that includes Sunday is for Sunday premium pay while
the employee is working, not normally while he/she is on
leave.

Employees depend on the additional income whether

they are on administrative leave or other leave, such as sick
leave, but they are entitled to the additional income only if
they are working or when they are not working due to one of
the exceptions delineated in ELM Section 434.33.
The Unions also distinguish administrative leave from
other leave by maintaining that it is not within the control
of the employee but generally is-within the discretion of the
Postal Service.

Although the Postal Service may order

administrative leave during a disciplinary investigation,
which may reasonably be construed as within management's
discretion, there are other circumstances where management
grants administrative leave based on circumstances outside of
its control.

Moreover, employees are denied Sunday premium

pay when they take leave that is outside of their control,
such as sick leave.
The Unions also point to an August 6, 1985 prearbitration settlement agreement between the Postal Service
and the NPMHU as reflecting a mutual understanding concerning
the payment of Sunday premium to employees on administrative
leave.

The settlement agreement includes the definition of
12

administrative leave found in Section 519.1 of the ELM, which
applies to bargaining unit employees represented by the NPMHU
and the APWU, and includes the statement: "Therefore, those
employees who would have normally received Sunday premium on
the day in question will be appropriately compensated at the
rate of pay in effect at the time of the incident."

[APWU

Exhibit No. 4, USPS Exhibit No. 11.]
As the Unions submit, and Arbitrator Daniel Collins
opined in the national level case.before him, the settlement
of a contract grievance at the national level constitutes
important evidence of the parties' mutual interpretation of
their Agreement. [APWU Exhibit No.

6, p. 8.] However, the

August 6, 1985 settlement agreement includes a statement of
the issue in that grievance, i.e., "whether employees are
entitled to Sunday premium pay for the time they received
administrative leave, after being released from duty before
the normal completion of their tour of duty due to an 'Act of
God.'"

[APWU Exhibit No. 4, USPS Exhibit No. 11.]

The

specified issue in the August 6, 1985 settlement agreement
precludes considering it as a statement by the parties of the
general issue and mutual understanding to be decided in the
instant case.

As the Postal Service maintains and the record

demonstrates, issues concerning the precedential value of the

13

1985 settlement will be decided under the USPS-NPMHU
grievance/arbitration process.

AWARD
An

employee who is on administrative leave is not

entitled to Sunday Premium pay for hours he or she would have
otherwise worked on a Sunday.

DATE:

The Grievance is denied.

August 24, 2010
a tor
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Mr. John F. Hegarty
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union,
1101 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20036-4304
Re: Q98M-4Q-C 00274228
Class Action
Washington. DC 20260 4100
Dear John:
Based on our Step 4 discussions concerning the payment of Sunday Premium pay to
mail handlers on administrative leave, the parties agree to the following:
Case Q98M-4Q-C 00274228 is settled based on the June 30, 2010 Byars Award, in
case #Q06C-4Q-C 08058827. which concluded that an ernployee on administrative
leave. except for the exceptions delineated in ELM section 434.33, is not entitled to
Sunday Premium pay for hours he or she would have otherwise worked on a Sunday.
However, employees who are released on administrative leave before the normal
completion of their tour of duty due to an ·A.'ct of God" shall receive Sunday Premium pay
for the time that they receive administrative leave.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of
agreement

Vicki Benson
Labor Relations Specialist
Contract Administration (NPMHU)

National President
National Postal Mail Handlers
Union. AFL-CIO
Date:

AGREEMENT BETWEEN MAIL HANDLERS AND USPS
ON SUNDAY PREMIUM PAY
The following disposition of pending grievances relating to
Sunday Premium as provided by Article VIII, 6, is agreed to
by the National Post Office Mail Handlers, Watchmen,
Messengers and Group Leaders Division of the Laborers'
International Union of North America, AFL-CIO and the United
States Postal Service.
l.

The USPS will issue instructions to the effect

that all work schedules established or posted since July 21,
1973, which were arranged solely to avoid the payment of
Sunday Premium payment, and for which no operatonal justification existed, should be reviewed and adjusted so as to
provide Sunday Premium payment.

The instructions will

provide that the schedules so affected shall be altered
within 45 days of the date of this agreement, and no such
schedules shall be established or posted in the future
solely to avoid the payment of Sunday Premium.

Failure to

adjust the schedules accordingly will be subject to the
grievance procedure.
2.

For those individuals whose schedules are pro-

hibited by paragraph one who have timely grievances on file
as of December 1, 1974, the USPS will, on a case by case

basis, not only adjust the schedules as set forth in par_agraph one, but also pay retroactive compensation at a rate

'
of 25% of the applicable
straight time hourly rate for any
Sunday Premium missed since July 21, 1973, as a result of
the improper schedules whether or not the schedules were
established or posted prior to or after July 21, 1973.

On

all these grievances·, the parties will meet and consider
each case, provided that ariy unsettled cases will be scheduled for arbitration with the parties bearing the burden of
proof usual in arbitration cases, and provided further that
the USPS will make available to the Mail Handlers any existing documents, records or other evidentiary matter relevant
to a determination of the case.

3.

Schedules prohibited by paragraph 1, which were

established or posted after June 13, 1973, but before
July 21, 1973, will be adjusted as if they had been created
after July 21, 1973, and will be

trea~ed

as if paragraphs 1

and 2 were applicable.

Dated

For the United States
Postal Service

March 12, 1975

AFL-CIO

434.8

Pay Administration
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Pyramiding of Premiums
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To be paid at the applicable Postal or FLSA overtime rate or EAS additional pay.
EAS-23 and below nonbargaining employees receive Sunday premium for hours actually worked on Sunday provided the
time is part of their regular schedule or the time is eligible for additional pay or overtime pay.
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NATIONAL ARBITRATION PANEL

In the Matter of the Arbitration
between
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

(
)

Grievant:

Doug Wright

(
)

Post Office:

Kalamazoo, MI

(

Case Nos: J90M-1J-C 95047374
951001

)
(

and

)
NATIONAL POSTAL MAIL
HANDLERS UNION

BEFORE:

(
)

Philip W. Parkinson, Arbitrator

APPEARANCES:
For the U.S. Postal Service: Jonathan Saperstein, Esq.
For the Union:

Bruce R. Lerner, Esq.
Robert Alexander, Esq.

APWU as Intervenor:

Melinda Holmes, Esq.

Place of Hearing:

Washington, D.C.

Dates of Hearing:

May 31, June 19 and July 6, 2000

Record Closed:

October 20, 2000

AWARD
The grievance is gianted. The grievant shall be paid night differential for the period be was on
administrative leave. Furthermore, in the future, employees placed on administrative leave shall
be paid night differential if they would have otherwise been eligible/entitled to such differential
had they not been placed on administrative leave.

Date of Award:

)

December 8, 2000

NATIONAL ARBITRATION PANEL
)

In the Matter of the Arbitration

)

Case No.: J90M-1J-C 95047374

)

between

)
)

)
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE )
)
and
)
)
)
NATIONAL POSTAL MAIL
)
HANDLERS UNION, AFL-CIO
)

NPMIID NO: 951001
Date of Hearing: May 31, June 19,
July 6, 2000
Record Closed: October 20, 2000

Date of Award: December 8, 2000

BEFORE
PIDLIP W. PARKINSON, ESQ.
ARBITRATOR

Representing the Postal Service - Jonathan Saperstein, Esq.
Representing the Union - Bruce R Lerner, Esq.
Robert Alexander, Esq.
Representing the Intervenor, APWU - Melinda Holmes, Esq.

I.

BACKGROUND
This grievance was presented on or about April 5, 1995 on behalf of Mr. Doug Wright, a

Mail Handler employed at the Kalamazoo, Michigan Postal Facility of the United States Postal
Service (hereafter referred to as the "Postal Service" or sometimes as the ''USPS" or
"Management").

The grievance was presented by Local 307 of the National Postal Mail

Handlers Union (hereafter referred to as the "Union"). Subsequent to a denial of the grievance at
Step One of the grievance procedure, the Union appealed it to Step Two on April 7, 1995. The
Union set forth its reason for the appeal on the Standard Grievance Fonn as follows:
On above date (3/24/95) the grievant received his paycheck and was not paid for
his night differential or Sunday premium.
The grievant was placed on
administrative leave on 3/6/95, but has yet to be given disciplinary action. The
grievant is losing 70 hours of night differential and 32 hours of Sunday premium
per pay period. This is a significant loss of pay."

)

As a result, it was alleged that the Postal Service violated Articles 5 & 16 of the parties'
collective bargaining agreement1 and Section 519.1 of the Employee and Labor Relations
Manual ("ELM"). The Union requests, as a remedy, that the Postal Service cease and desist this
violation as well as "pay and make whole at appropriate rates for night differential and Sunday
premium from 316195 until grievant's return to work." Thereafter, the parties met and discussed
the Step Two Appeal on April 18, 1995. In it's response denying the grievance, the Postal
Service representative set forth its position thusly:
The grievant was placed on administrative leave on 3/6/96(sic) for his involvement in a
possible altercation. The placement in Administrative Leave is continuing due to an
ongoing investigation into the 3/6/95 incident.

·)

.j

1

Agreement between National Postal Mailhandlers Union and United States Postal Service, November 20, J990 Novernber20, 1993, as supplemented by the '93 extension, (Hereafter referred to as "The Agreement.")

The grievant is not entitled to the night differential Sunday premium pay as
outlined in Section 241 and 242 of the F-21, Time and Attendance handbook.
Management is in compliance with the F-21 wherein it states:
The regulations pertaining to the "Definition of Premium Hours,"(241.1) as well as the
"Definition of Sunday Premium" (242. t) were then set forth. The Union submitted Additions
and Corrections to the Step Two denial on April 24, 1995 and noted, among other things in its
response. that "As of 4/21/95, the MDO had not even spoken to the grievant personally to hear
his testimony or to let him explain his side of the story. Management is causing the grievant
financial loss by not having the investigation in a timely manner." Thereafter, the grievance was
appealed to Step Three by the Union on April 26, 1995 using the same rationale, and, on the
same basis as it did at Step Two. The grievance was next discussed at Step Three by the parties
and the Postal Service denied the grievance for the .reason that the grievant "is only entitled to
night differential and Sunday premium for work hours." The Step Three decision goes on to

)

state that inasmuch as the grievant "was in a non-duty status, he is not entitled to the premium
hours requested."

Thereafter, the Union initially appealed the matter to regular regional

arbitration, but subsequently, by letter dated June 27, 1996, notified tl1e Postal Service that it was
withdrawing the grievance from regional arbitration and referred it to Step Four of the grievance
procedure. The Union defined the nature of the interpretive issue as "should an employee who is
on Administrative Leave and in a non-duty status be entitled to night differential and Sunday
premium pay?" Thereafter, the parties met and discussed the grievance at the Fourth Step of
their grievance procedure and the Postal Service representative agreed to remand the case to Step
Three "for further processing or to be scheduled for arbitration, as appropriate." However, by
letter dated October 15, 1998, the Union representative advised the :Postal Service of a national
settlement that required the Postal Service to pay Sunday premium to employees placed on

.)
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administrative leave. A Fourth Step discussion was held on October 22, 1998, and the Postal
Service on November 5, 1998 denied the request relative to night differential while on
administrative leave. This Step Four denial, however, did not address the payment of Sunday
premium. The case was then appealed to National level arbitration pursuant to the provisions of

15.2 "Step Four" of the parties' Agreement on November 24, 1998.

Subsequently, the

undersigned arbitrator was appointed to hear and decide the matter. Accordingly, a hearing was
held on May 31, June 9, and July 6, 2000 in Washington, DC. On the initial hearing day, the

American Postal Workers Union (APWU) requested and was granted permission to intervene in
this matter.

The parties, including the APWU, were afforded full opportunity to present

evidence, both oral and written, to cross-examine the witnesses who were sworn, and to argue
their respective position.S. Following the July 6, 2000'hearing, the parties elected to file post-

)

hearing briefs.

A stenographic transcript of the hearings was taken and provided to the

arbitrator. Thereafter, briefs were received from the parties and the APWU, on or before October
20, 2000, at which time the record was deemed closed.

II.

POSTION OF THE PARTIES
A. Postal Service
The Postal Service contends that employees are not entitled to night shift differential

while on administrative leave.

They refer to the Agreement and the ELM noting that they

contain specific provisions defining entitlement to night shift differential. They allude to Section
8.7.A of the Agreement and point out that it states, "between the hours of 6:00 p.m. and 6:00

a.m. empioyees shall be paid additional compensation at the rate oftm percent (10%) of the base
hourly straight time-rate for time worked." They accentuate the words "time worked" in this

)
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clause and also allude to Section 434.21 of the ELM noting that it states, ''night differential is a

-~·)

premium which is paid to eligible employees for all work and paid· training or travel tlme
performed between 6:00 p.m. and 6:00

a.m.,'~

emphasizing the words, "all work" and

"performed." They stress that this language has, except for minor modifications, remained
unchanged since the issuance of the ELM in 1978 as well as predating the first ELM.
Furthermore, any exceptions to the rule that night shift differential is to be paid for work
performed are expressly contained in Chapter 430 of the ELM. These include five situations, i.e.
court leave, military leave, continuation of pay ("COP") status, as well as the rescheduling of an
employee to day work as a result of an on-the-job duty or compensable training where
employees who are regularly scheduled to the night shift will receive "an equivalent amount of
night time differential" even though they do not work. However, administrative leave is not
mentioned in any of the provisions as an exception to the general policy of having to perform
work during the night shift in order to be entitled to night shift differential.

)

Secondly, the Postal Service contends that the Payroll Department practice over the years
supports the Postal Service's decision. The parties' Time and Attendance Manuals state what
night differential is and when it is to be paid and this includes the words, "all work perfonned
between 6:00 p.m. and 6:00 am." The Postal Service referred to regional arbitration awards in
..

support of its position and point out that regional arbitrators "have consistently recognized that
employees are not entitled to night shift differential while on administrative leave."
The Postal Service alleges that the Union arguments are without merit and its
interpretation of the ELM in Section 519.1 "is mistaken." They ciairn that the reference at
Section 519.l, as interpreted by the Union regarding "without loss of pay," is erroneous
inasmuch as the Postal Service argues that "pay" refers to the employee's daily or hourly basic

)
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rate of pay and not to any additional premiums that an employee might have otherwise earned
while· working.

Notably, they point out that the night shift differential is additional

compensation that is paid at a percentage of an employee's base hourly straight time rate,
referring to 8.7 .A of the Agreement The Postal Service emphasizes that reference to base pay is
consistent to the compensation afforded employees who are on other types of leave, such as
annual or sick leave, inasmuch as they do not receive night differential while on sick leave, but,
rather, receive their basic rate of pay. They allude to a decision by a regional arbitrator who
rejected the Union's interpretation of "without loss of pay with respect to night differential.',i
'That arbitrator concluded that night differential is not a part of the employee's regular pay and
that Section 519.1 of the ELM guarantees an employee's regular pay and not its total
compensation. The Postal Service furthermore contends that the pre-settlement agreement in
Case No. HIM-4K-C25503 in 1985 in which the Postal Service agreed to give Sunday premium
pay to a group of employees who had been on administrative leave is misplaced. They contend
that said settlement was only for that case inasmuch as the agreement was a pre-arbitration
settlement and provided in part that it was "in full settlement of this case." Additionally, their
argument is that this pre-arbitration settlement was only to resolve the individual grievance at
issue, referring to the testimony of the Senior Labor Relations official, Mr. Frank Dyer, who
drafted and executed the agreement for the Postal Service. They point out that the Union failed
to cite this settlement in a subsequent Step Four grievance that raised the identical issue that the
Union now claims the 1985 pre-arbitration settlement controls. They contend that by not so
raising it would suggest that the Union itself did not believe the 1985 pre-arbitration settlement
agreement provided guidance in interpreting the ELM. The Postal Service also argues that the
1985 settlement is distinguishable from the instant case on the basis of the facts inasmuch as it

)
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USPS and APWU, Case No. W7C-5M-C20848, Claude D. Ames, 3/5/93.
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involved an act of God since employees were forced to leave their facility in the middle of their
work shift. However, in this case, the grievant was placed on leave while an investigation was
conducted into his alleged misconduct. The Postal Service concludes that the grievance should

be denied inasmuch as the record evidence strongly supports the conclusion that neither the ELM
in Section 519 .1 or any other section of the ELM provides a basis for providing night shift
differential to employees on administrative leave.

B. Union
The Union emphasizes that night shift differential must be paid during the periods of
administrative leave inasmuch as such leave is defined in Section 519 .1 as "absence from duty"
authorized by appropriate Postal officials without annual or sick leave and without loss of pay.
Thus, the Union argues that the ELM plainly protects employees from suffering a loss of pay
while in such administrative leave and this would include night differntial pay if, in the .event the
employee would have been entitled to such pay had he or she continued to work on his or her
regularly scheduled tour.

The ELM at Section 511.1 specifically requires that the Postal

Service's leave policy be applied in a fair and equitable manner. They point out that if there
exists a dispute involving any interpretive ambiguity in the language of the ELM then it must be
resolved in an equitable manner such as National Arbitrator, Shayam Das concluded in a
decision of his. 3 The employee involved in the instant case lost approximately $150.00 per pay
period and this had a potentially punitive dimension because of such loss of pay. The Union
notes that employees on military leave, court leave, as well as others, are entitled to night
differential under the ELM at Section 434.222.

3

However, by denying employees on

USPS and APWU and NPMHU (Intervenor) Q90C-6-Q-C94042619, 4n/98.
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administrative leave the night differential, it gives rise to inherent inequities. The Union alluded
to the 1985 settlement of a grievance in which the employees on administrative leave were given
Sunday premium and, therefore, contends that this clearly demonstrates the parties' mutual
understanding that the phrase "without loss of pay'' requires the Postal Service to include Sunday
premium as part of administrative leave. Moreover, they argue that the settlement of such a
grievance at the National level, without any disclaimer of precedential effect, would constitute
important evidence of the parties' mutual interpretation of their Agreement. They allude to a
decision by National Arbitrator Collins for this contention.4 The Union argues that this
settlement does not contain any disclaimer or any indication that it was intended to be nonprecedential and cites examples of Step Four agreements indicating how other National
settlements state, in explicit terms, when they are intended not to be precedential. The Union
)

also alluded to "quality of life" "quality of work life" coordinators who may be rescheduled to a
different tour to serve in this position and note that a 1985 National level agreement provided
them with night shift differential and/or Sunday pay if they would otherwise be entitled to it.
Therefore, the parties' mutual understanding is that night differential is necessary to ensure that
administrative leave is truly leave "without loss of pay."
The Union contends that the Postal Service's position simply does not withstand scrutiny
with regard to their argument that night differential should be paid only for time worked or work
performed except in certain circumstances that are enumerated in the ELM. They counter that
night differential gets paid in a variety of circumstances where an employee is not on duty,
including various circumstances that are not included in its own list of "exceptional
circumstances." Section 434.222 which lists the circumstances does not, however, treat this list
of exceptions as exclusive, nor does it specifically preclude or state that night differentials should

)
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USPS and APWU, Case No. HlC-36-3, 4/4/86.
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not be paid during an administrative leave. They reason that all of the circumstances share a
fundamental similarity, i.e. that "the absence .from work is based on the decision by a Postal
Service official or is otherwise due to some circumstance outside the employee's own control."
Furthermore the Union notes that there are times that night differential is paid to employees in
circumstances not specifically described in the ELM such as pay for ..guaranteed time," as well
as a component of back pay, pursuant to the ELM at Section 436.11. As to the Postal Service's
contention of a practice, they note that the practice in the Federal government, both before and
after passage of the Postal Reorganization Act is contrary to the Postal Service's position in this
case. Thus, the Union concludes that the Postal Service never has limited the payment of night
differential to the handful of circumstances specifically enumerated in the ELM at Section
434.222 or in the companion provisions of the F-21 Time and Attendance handbook. They argue
that even if the arbitrator were to accept this management proposition, the administrative leave
provision found in the ELM at Section 519. I dictates such leave is without loss of pay and
should be read to require payment of night differential while on administrative leave. The Postal
Service easily could have drafted the ELM by including the terms leave without loss of base or
basic pay rather than "without loss of pay." Thus, using the general term "pay" it can and should
be read to include night differential.
As a final argument, the Union points out that for the first time during the arbitration
hearing the Postal Service took the position that because it denied a grievance in 1986 on this
issue at Step Four and the Union did not appeal it to arbitration that the Union then agreed to this
decision.

They contend this argument is totally without merit and allude to a decision by

National Arbitrator Shayam Das, as well as Benjamin Aaron, for the proposition that a party in
National arbitration is barred from introducing new arguments that are fundamentally different

8
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from its position in prior steps of the grievance procedure. s This was never raised in the earlier
stage of the grievance process and, therefore, the Postal Service is barred from relying on such an
argument at this late stage of the proceedings. However, more importantly, this Step Four
decision does not preclude the Union from challenging management's position in this arbitration.
The failure to appeal a grievance is not, per se, acquiescence to the disposition of the issue on the
basis of management's final answer so as to bar the issue from arbitration in a subsequent case.
Elkouri & Elkouri, How Arbitration Works, p. 293. (5th. Ed. 1997). Finally, they argue that the
Postal Service cannot demonstrate that the Union acquiesced in the Postal Service's position,
thus concluding that there was

a binding past practice.

Here the practice has not been clear and

consistent in accordance with the rules for constituting such a binding past practice, nor has it

been long-standing and repeated. The Union concludes that the employee who is placed on
administrative leave is entitled to receive a night differential pay that he or she would otherwise

)

have received had be remained on duty and, therefore, the grievance tiled by the Union should be
sustained.

C. Intervenor- American Postal Workers Union (APWU)
The APWU supports the Union's position in this matter. The APWU, as Intervenor,
points out that it wishes to make clear the point that this case does not concern Article 16 or
general arbitrable make-whole remedies with regard to the successful challenges to discipline
and/or administrative leave. In those cases, the parties do not dispute that a make whole remedy
includes night differential pay, as well as other payments and premiums including, but not
limited, to Sunday premium pay and overtime. They assert, for clarification purposes, that the
issue before the arbitrator is what the grievant should have been paid while on administrative
leave irrespective of the Postal Service's justification or lack thereof for placing the grievant on
\

.)

s Case No. H4-NA-C72, 12/31/97 (Das), Case No. NC-E-113-59 (Aaron).
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administrative leave initially. To this extent they argue that because the standard that employees

}

do not suffer a loss of pay while on administrative leave, as well as the Postal Service's past
grievance to pay differentials and premiums to employees on administrative leave, in addition to
fairness and equity to employees who are kept on administrative leave for long periods of time
and/or indefinitely, that this contemplates a requirement that the Postal Service pay night
differential while an employee is on administrative leave. They ask that the Union's grievance
be sustained by the arbitrator and that the Postal Service be directed to pay night differential to
employees on administrative leave.

VI.

RELEVANT CONTRACTUAL PROVISIONS

Article 8 Hours of Work

Section 8.7

Night Shift Differential

A. For time worked between the hours of 6:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. employees shall be paid
additional compensation at the rate of ten percent (10%) of the base hourly straight time rate.

Article 19 Handbooks and Manuals

Section 19.1
Those parts of all handbooks, manuals and published regulations of the Postal Service, that
directly relate to wages, hours of working conditions, as they apply to· employees covered by this
Agreement, shall

c~ntain

nothing that conflicts

w;.th this Agreement, and shall be continued in

effect except. that the Employer shall have the right to make changes that are not inconsistent
with this Agreement and that are fair, reasonable, and equitable. This includes, but is not limited
to, the Postal Service Manual and the F-21 Timekeeper's Instructions.

Employee and Labor Relations Manual (ELM)
430

Basic and Special Pay Provisions

432.2 Rates of Pay

10
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432.21 Basic Rate
The basic rate is the amount of annual, daily, or hourly salary provided by the applicable
salary schedule for an employee's assigned position- excluding TCOLA, overtime, outof-schedule overtime, Sunday premium, holiday-worked pay, and night differential.
Basic daily and hourly rates are determined by dividing the basic annual rate (BAR) as
shown in the table below. See also 432.24.

434.2 Night Differential
434.21 Policy

Night differential is a premium which is paid to eligible employees for all work and paid
training or travel performed between 6:00 p:m. and 6:00 a.m. The following applies:

a.

Night differential is paid in addition to any other premiums earned by the
employee (see 432.55).

b.

In no case can the total night differential hours exceed the total hours for the tour.

c.

Night differential does not apply if time between 6:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. is due
only ·to late clocking out or early clocking in (see 432.464).

)

· 519
519.l

ADMINISTRATIVE LEAVE
Deimition

Administrative leave is the absence from duty authorized by appropriate postal
officials without charge to annual or sick leave and without loss of pay.

VI.

OPINION
The issue to be decided in this matter is whether an employee placed on administrative

leave is entitled to receive night differential that the employee would have otherwise received
had he(she) been on duty. The facts in this grievance are essentially not in dispute.

The

grievant, a full time regular mail handler employed at the Kalamazoo, Michigan Processing and
Distribution Center was placed on administrative leave pending an investigation concerning
alleged misconduct on his part. Upon receiving his first paycheck he noticed that he had not
received night shift differential or Sunday premium pay, but rather, he received his basic hourly
·.)
_,,,/

rate of pay. As a result, a grievance was presented on his behalf by the Union on the.basis that

11

the Postal Service violated the Agreement because the grievant was not being paid the night shift
differential and Sunday premium. Thereafter, the question of night differential payment as
contested in the instant grievance was ultimately appealed by the Union to National Arbitration.
(See part I supra.) Both parties, as well _as the APWU, submitted detailed arguments in their
written briefs. arguing that the Agreement, including the ELM provisions, support their
respective positions. The Union and the intervening party, the APWU, allege that an employee
placed on administrative leave, in accordance with Section 519 of the ELM is entitled to this
leave without loss of pay; therefore, inasmuch as the grievant would have been on duty during
the hours included as night differential, he should have received this entitlement. On the other
hand, the USPS contends that an employee must work in order to receive night shift differential
unless it is otherwise specifically excepted in the ELM. They point out that the exceptions, as set
forth in the ELM, do not include night differential payment while on administrative leave. These
positions constitute the basic foundation of the multiple and detailed arguments presented.
At the outset it is a generally accepted principle that the raison d'etre for including "shift
differential pay" as part of a collective bargaining agreement is predicated on the basis of the
particular hours of the shift (tour). Generally speaking, at ·least in the American labor climate
and culture, most employees prefer a "day shift and/or tour" as their hours of work. However,
many employers, including the Postal Service can not efficiently or effectively function solely
during these ''daylight" hours, which normally encompass a shift such as 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.,
7 to 3, 9 to 5 or 6:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. Many industries, including service industries and some
governmental agencies find it necessary to operate 24 hours a day. Thus, because hours of work
after 6:00 p.m. are generally less desirable then the aforementioned "daylight hours", employers
have often times agreed to pay differentials and/or additional compensation for those employees
working these night shift hours. The Postal Service is no exception and, its Policy/Rules, as set
forth in the ELM, provides that "night differential is a premium which is paid to eligible
employees for all work and paid training or travel time performed between 6:00 p.m. and 6:00
a.m."

Thus, the USPS reference for this additional compensation includes a twelve-hour
-

window of time, which arguably generally entails the hours least desired by employees.
However, be that as it may, and as the Union points out, employees often times bid into jobs that
include scheduled shifts encompassing these scheduled hours because of the additional pay.

)
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Also, this arbitrator is cognizant of the fact that some employees desire these "night" hours for

personal and/or familial reasons.
In addressing the issue herein, suffice it to say that arbitrators are held to the direction
and guidance of the parties' collective bargaining agreement. Thus, the primary authority for the
Postal Service's position stems from Article 8.7, which provides that ten percent (100/o) of the
base hourly straight time rate shall be paid '·'For time worked between the hours of 6:00 p.m. and
6:00 a.m." Additionally, they allude to the ELM, which is incorporated into the agreement via
Article 19, at Section 434.2 which, in defining night differential, states that it is to be paid for all
work performed during the designated hours. Despite this, however, there are instances that are
enumerated at Section 430 of the ELM that include Court Leave, Military Leave, Continuation of
Pay (COP) status and the rescheduling of an employee to day work as a result of an on the job
injury or compensable training, in which night differential is paid to employees. It is, however,
significant that the aforesaid specifically enumerated situations are such that they are not within
the control of supervision/management. It is likewise notable that payment of night differential
for administrative leave, although not listed, is likewise not excluded. The ELM provides for
)

certain "Events and Procedures for Granting Administrative Leave" by postal officials. These

!

are set forth at Section 519 of the ELM and include Acts of God, Chil Disorder, State and Local
Civil Defense Programs, Voting or Registering to Vote, Blood Donations, Funeral Services
relative to veterans or relatives who died in a combat zone, Postmacrter Organizations, Physical
Exams for Entry Into the Armed Forces, Relocation Leave and First Aid Examination and
Treatment for On the Job Injury or Illness. If any of these scenarios occur and, for example, a
Postmaster authorizes administrative leave for an "Act of God" then the ELM requires that this

be "without charge to annual or sick leave and without loss of pay." Therefore, because an
employee who may fall into one of the above categories or, who may be placed on administrative
leave for another reason, such as in the instant case, and has not actually performed work, the
question/issue surfaces as to whether he should be paid the rate of pay that he or she would
normally receive had the employee been on duty. It is my opinion that the intent of Section 519
of the ELM is clear in this regard, i.e., that an employee should be paid whatever the rate of pay
he would have otherwise been paid had the employee not been placed on administrative leave.
fo read anything other than this into this clause so as to preclude an employee the rate of pay he

)

would normally be paid on his regular tour of duty would mean that the clear and concise
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language of this clause would be disregarded. It would. in effect, also mean that when an
employee is placed on administrative leave and in the event his tour of duty falls or fell within
the designated night differential window of hours, then he would be on administrative leave with
loss of pay.
Section 519 .1 does not state that the employee shall be paid without loss of his base
and/or regular pay, nor does it state without loss of his premium pay, but rather simply "without
loss of pay.,, Thus, whatever his "pay,. would have otherwise been had he been on duty must be
considered his "pay" for purposes of this provision. It is interesting to note that a person who is
scheduled for a tour of duty during night differential hours would most likely not be
taking/afforded administrative leave within such hours in a number of those instances falling
within the umbrella of reasons for authorizing such leave. These would include, for example,
leave for registering to vote, attending a veteran's funeral or to donate blood, situations which
normally occur or take place prior to 6:00 p.m. or after 6:00 a.m. In the instant case, the
Postmaster took the initiative to place the grievant on administrative leave pending an
investigation of his misconduct. Had the Postmaster instead issued disciplinary action at the
outset and, if this action would have been ultimately overturned and the employee ordered to be
made whole, it is undisputed that the employee would have received his night shift differential.
However. by placing the employee on administrative leave would, if the Postal Service's
position is to be accepted, be a method by which the investigation could be prolonged prior to the
issuing of di~cipline, thereby precluding the payment of night shift differential during the
prolonged investigation in the event the discipline was ultimately overturned.
The Po~ Service's argument that the use of the phrase "for all work" and the word,
"perfonned" strengthens their position, is well intentioned but misplaced. It is simply good
grammatical structural phrasing of the sentence and/or writing of a basic contract clause to define
a differential payment between certain hours of the day as being "for all work perfonned," rather
than stating, "for all work". Secondly, the words could be included to preclude, in addition to
further clarification set forth in the ELM, night differential payment for work perfonned that
may be a part of an employee's daily tour but that does not fall within the designated hours. For
example, an employee could conceivably work only a portion of his tour after 6:00 p.m. Thus,
the parties may have intended by this choice of words that this employee would receive the night
differential only for those hours worked after 6:00 p.m. A more compelling reason why this

14
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argument is misplaced, however, is as heretofore noted, that the administrative leave provisions
mandate that an employee placed on such leave be placed there without loss of pay. The clear
language, as well as equitable interpretation of this clause is that the employee must be paid the
amount of pay that he otherwise would have received had he been on his regular scheduled tour
of duty.
Finally, the Postal Service has argued that it has implemented the Administration Leave
provision in this fashion for a number of years and it therefore constitutes a binding past practice
and thus is illustrative of the intent of the parties. They point to a 1986 grievance in which they
denied a grievance on this same issue at Step Four and emphasize that the Union did not appeal it
further.

However, in reviewing the grievance file, this type of argument was never included

and/or raised in the Postal Service's arguments during the Steps of the grievance procedure prior
to arbitration. A new argument presented for the initial time at this stage of the proceedings must
be precluded. Such may perhaps appear harsh and/or unconventional, but nevertheless it is a
standard evidentiary rule that has been upheld via National Postal Arbitration Awards and in
numerous regional postal arbitration decisions. At any rate, this showing of an instance of denial
of a night differential payment while on administrative leave is not, ~ albeit rendered at

)
J

Step Four, sufficient to establish what is generally considered necessary to qualify as a binding
past practice. The latter entails a consistent administration of a matter or a work method that can
be shown to have been well known by both parties, and accepted by both parties for a long
period of time. Such was not evidenced here.

AWARD
The grievance is granted. The grievant shall be paid night differential for the period he
was on administrative leave. Furthermore, in the future, employees placed on administrative
leave shall be paid night differential if they would have otherwise been eligible/entitled to such
differential had they not been placed on administrative leave.

A~£,..; s;..__
PHILIP W. PARKINSON
December 8, 2000
Washington, Pennsylvania
\
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EMPLOYEE ANO LABOR RELATIONS GROUP

.

~DC 20*

Kr. Themas D. Riley
Assistant Secretary-Treasurer

National Association of Letter
e&rrie rs, APL-CIO
·
100 Indiana A"Venue, N. w.
Washington, D. c. 20001
Re:

B. Sanson
Gurney, IL
N<:-C-12644/SCBI-2346

oaar Mr. Riley:

w•

on O<:tober 12, 1978,
met with you to diacuas the
abo~-captioned grievance at the fourth step of our
contractual grievance procedure.

'l'he matters presented by you as well as the applicable
..
cont.ra~tual provisions have been reviewed and 9i van careful
consideration.
Based on the evidence presented in this grievance, the
carrier did not work_& full day due to the carrier taking
off to take care of personal business. work vas available
for this carrier to perform for a full eight hours, but the
carrier chose to be off. The file failed to substantiate
that thia or any other re9ular carrier baa been told to
report for part of the day when a rC19ular carrier was to be
called in on their non-scheduled day. We did agree during
our Step 4 meeting that manageDKtnt would not solicit
!J!PlOy!ea to work 1&8$ than.their luaran~eea rather than
,soliciting employcu1s who voUld. wor their !iill guarantees.
We agreed to consider this gri•vance closed with this
underatandi119 ..

Sincerely,

r-:

-~ y
I
~ "~ ~· ..· I Uf.r~r._

..._--c..4 • -c...:.~ t.

oani&l A. Kahn
Labor Relations Department
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EMPLOYEE ANO LABOR RELATIONS GROUP
WUftlng1on. CC

20280

KO'l 20 '978

Mr. Thomas D. Riley
Assistant Secretary-Treasurer
Hational A3soc1ation ot Letter carriers, AFL-CIO
100 Indiana Avenue, mt
Wa.sh1ngtoa, DC 20001
Re:

L. McDaniel

Carroll ton, TX
MC-S·l2640/H5-ET-208l?

Dear Mr. Riley:
On HoYember 9, 1978, ve met with you to discuss tbe
aboYe-captioned grievance at tbe fourth step or our
contractual grievance pr~cedure •

.the matters presented bJ you a.:s-vell as the applicablecontractual provisions have been reviewed a.ad given careful
consideration.
During our Step 4 me~ting, we mutually agr~ed to conaider
th1.s grievance resolved based on the following: Management
ritCOID1zes it.a obligation to follow the provisions or· ·.Artie-le- - · VIII, Section 8 of the National Agreement. Although ao
sp•c1f1c substantiation was proTided Which would demonstrate
that aanagement bad attempted to circumvent th• Rational
Agreement, ve agreed that management would not solicit
employees to vork less than their guarantees.
Sincerely,

fdec nJ Cl

,r;Ji'-'

Daniel A. tahn
~abor Relations Department
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Mr. Halline Overby
Assisean~ Secretary Treasurer
National Association of Letter
Carriere, .u"L-CIO

too Indiana Avenue, N. w.
washinqton, D. c. 20001

RAB:

R. Dreeh•el
Ru.t.herford,
BSN-Ul-C-23559

Dear Mr.

Over~y:

.This .lett~r super£edes our decision dated January 25, 1982 •
•

you

. On Dece•ber 9r 1981, we met with
to discuss the
above-captioned g~fevance at the fourth step of our
contractual grievance procedure. ·

.,

)

.The matters presented by·you aa well AS the apP,licable
contractual provisions have been revi@wed and given careful
consideration.

·-

"It vas mutually agree4 that· t:he following would represent
full settlement of this case:

·

•

·

1. When a part-time.flexible employee is nqtified prior
to clocking out that he should return within 2 .
-hours, this will be considered as a split shift and
f'.'O new guarantee applies. · ·
· ·
2. When a part-time flexible employee, prior to
clockin9 out, is told to return after 2 hours, that
ezaployee must ~ given ano~her miniaum guarantee of
2 hours work or pay.
3.. All part-time flexible employecas who complete'· their
assignment, clock out and leave the· premises
regardless of interval between ahif ts, are
guaranteed 4 hours_ of work or pay if called ba~k to
~ork.
This guarantee is applicable to any size
office.

,)

-~)

4. Using this criteria, the qrievant is not entitled to
any back pay.
P-lease sign the attached copy of· this decision as your

acknowledgment of agreement to resolve this case.

Sincere1y,

~£~~\·~·~~~-

Howard R.. Carter

·

HallJ.ne Overby

Labor Relations Department

Assistant Secretary Treasur r
National Associa~ion of Letter
Carriers, AFL-CXO

·.

)
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TO ALL AFFECTED REPRESENTATIVES:
.:~

-~uring the course of the 1987 Negotiations, the parties aQreed to

make s~eeping chaftges in the provisions of Article 8 of the
National A~re~ment between the USPS and the Mail Handlers Division
of the Laborers' International Union of North America, AFL-CIO.
Min~·ful of the confusion and the need to resort to interpretive
arbitration that.occurred when the 1984 language was put into.
effect, the parties further agreed to generate a joint letter of
interpretation outlining the intent of the changes that were made
in Article 8. This letter is precedent-setting in its attempts to
resolve potential disputes prior to the date upon which the new
language becom~s effectiveo As you are aware, the changes in
Article 8 are effective September 26, 1987, the beginning of the
fourth calendar quarter for overtime purposes.
:
We will walk through the provisions of Article 8, Sections 8.4 and
8.5 0 and outline .the partiesD joint interpretation of the new
contract language that appears.
The provisions of Section 8.4 have been altered to eliminate all
reference to penalty overtime. As of September 26, 19870 penalty
overtime wi.11 not be pay&ble for any hours worked under Article 8
of the Mail Handlers National Agreement.

·:--"Ihe openin9 sentence of Section .8. S _has been re\r.forded, stressing
·/hat the first opportunity for all overtime goes to full-time
·regular Mail Handlers who have·signed the overtime desired list
(CTOL) subject to the •operational window• concept set forth in
Section a.so. This represents & major change in the scheduling
process and provides that management must under the 1987 contract
· assign overtime to available, qualified employees on the OTDL
prior to using part-time f lexibles or casuals
overtimeo

on

Section 8.SA now clearly specifies that only full-time regular
Mail Handlers are eligible to sign the OTOLe The rest of the
language in this ~ection remains unchanged.
The provisions of Section 8058 remain unchangede
Several chan9es appear in Section 8.5C.
L
The first sentence of the sectiofi'l one<! again l!ltresses that
overtime ls to be fi~st as~lgned to &vailablee qualified full-time
t"e9ular Mall Handlers who ha\!'~ sign@d th«~ OTDL.
Althou~h not. all
lnclusiv~

0 the following examples may b~ useful in under~tand1ng

the intent of the

p~gtie~~

2

(a)

Twenty Mail Handlers are needed for two hours overtime, from
3 ~·mo to 5 p.m., at.the end of Tour II at the BMC. Only ten
Mail Handlers have signed the OTDL and all are available and

qualified for the instant work. Under this circumstance,
management mu-st assign the ten Mail Handlers on the OTDL and
then m•y assign ten Mail Handlers not on the list. If
management determines that an additional two hours of
overtime is needed,. from 5 p.m. to 7 p .. m., for ten Mail
Handlers, t;.he .ten Mail Handlers from the OTDL who are '<:!Ork ing
must be assigned that additional overtime. This will· not be
considered ~n &dditional overtime -opportunity within the
rotation outlined in s~ction a.sc.
(b)

The GMF has multiple endinQ times on Tour II; e.g., 3 p.m.
and 4 p .. m. Twenty Hail Handlers a.re needed for two hours
overtime at 3 p.m. Again, ten available and qualified M&il
Handlers ~re on the OTDL and management selects an additional
ten Mail Handlers not on the list. At 4 p.m.u ten more
qualified Mail Handlers on the OTDL become available at the
end of their tour. These ten OTDL M~il Handlers would be
kept for one hour of overtime, 4 p .. mo to S p.m., and the ten
Mail Handlers not on the OTDL will be rele~sed.

As the language in Section 8.SC ±ndicateso employees

assign~d

overtime under this provision still must possess the necessary
skills.
.-.,~

2. The second· sentence of this section notes the elimination of
previous language requiring that·Mail Handlers on light duty be
passed over~ Under the 1987 Agreementv M~il Handlers on light
duty may sign the OTDL and be selected for overtime work within
the normal rotation as long as the work needed fmlls within ~heir
medical restrictions. For •xample, light duty employees with
restrictions of •no work beyopd eight hours~ would not be eligible
for overtime before or after the tour: light duty employees with
restrictions of •no lifting over five poundsm would normally not
be eligible for overtime work on the outbound docks.

J.

The new langu~ge captured in sentence 3 of this section
reemphasizes the current practice of scheduling. The example
given adequately expresses the intent of t~e parties. The waiver
under Section 8.,8 must be agreed to by Mana~ementu the Union and
the employees.,
4. Sentene~ 4 m~nd~tes that M~il Handler~ ~ho si~n th@ OTOL may
be required to ~ork up to t~~lve hourm pe~ d~Yo seven days p@~
weeke Obviouslyu the 60~hour limitation contain~d in the 198~
l~nguage-h~s been ~emoved1 th~t langu~gG na longer· ~p~li~~ ta M~11
Handle~~ 0 ~v~n though man~Q~ment rnay be 5Ch~dulinQ oth@r cr4ft
employ~e~ in ~ccor~&nce ~ith a 60=hour limit.,

,}

.\

~

\ ....J/"

3

So

Finally, the fifth sentence in Section 8.SC establishes a

~ystem for Ma~l Handlers on th~ OTDL to volunteer for vork beyond
'"'.'\w~lve hours ln a day.
Select1on of these volunteers is at the

·· }scretion of management, but such selection must be made on a
. ,1'on-discriminatory basis. No second OTDL will be estllblished;
selection will be -made on a ease-by=case basis. Once again, Mail
Handlers who volunteer ~nd are selected for work beyond twelve
hours will not be considered to have exercised another opportunity
within the OTDL rotation.
Several changes have been made in Section a.so to address
selection for overtime work once the OTDL has been exhausted.
.
.
( 1)
In the first sentence, ~av&ilablew is directed to what may be
termed the ~operational window• concept.
For example, if
management determines that the need exists for twenty Mail
Handlers to work two hours overtime and only ten are avail·able from the -OTDLo management may ~ssi9n other Mail Handlers
as required to meet the two-hour operational requiremento
{2)

The remainder of the first sentence outlines management's
right to assign ~other employees• to meet its needs in these
circumstances~
Other employees include part-time flexiblesu
casuals and regulars not on the OTDL. While the selection is
at the discretion of management, the parties have agreed that
every effort should be made to schedule part-time flexibles
or casuals for· such overtime work before scheduling regulars
not on the OTDLo
In accordance with the second sentence, when management
determines that regulars not on the CTOL must work overtime,
their scheduling will continue to be based on juniority
·
rotation. This rotation will also be established on a
quarterly basis, parallel with the use of the OTDL.

The provisions of Section 8.SE remain unchanged.
In Section 8.SFQ the protections for non-OTDL regulars found in
the 1981 National Agreement have been reinstituted &nd clarified.
These protections are meant to assure that overtime is limited for
non-OTOL re9ular Hail Handler~. The use of part-time flexibles
and casuals prior to non-OTDL full-time regulars has been
previously discussede
Section 8.SG notes that these provisions begin with the fourth
calendar quarter of 1987~ ie~eo Septemb~r 26e Solicitations for
regulars wishin~ to mign the OTDL ~hould.ba made in keeping ~ith
past practice and in consideration of thi~ datee

The Memorandum of Understanding on Improper By=pass overtime
(found after the general articles o~ the 1987 National A9reementl
in Part 2, now includes part-time fle~ibles and casuals under the
category aano~her emp~oyeeo~
The Memorandum of Understanding on
in its entirety.

P~nalty

Overtime Pay is deleted

We hope that these explanations will assist both parties in
understanding the new langua~e in Article 8. It must be
understood that this documen.t represents the National Level
interpretation of this new language and is not subject to
~lteration by parties other than those at the National Level.

homas J .. F
Assistant
s aster General
Labor· Relae· ns Department
U.. s.,

~osta·l

Servicer

LABOR RELAT:ONS

~

UNITEDSTllTES

/Eiiij POSTllL SERVICE

August 28, 1998

Mr. William J. Flynn Jr.
Manager Contract Administration
National Postal Mail Handlers
Union, AFL-CIO
1101 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Suite 500
Washington, DC 20036-4304
Dear Bill:
This letter responds to your inquiry concerning the language of Step four grievanc;:e
settlement Case Number J8M-4J-C 87037586. Specifically, you have asked whether
this language allqws an employee who is either nonscheduled Friday/Saturday, or on
approved scheduled leave on Friday, to obtain his/her check at the end of their tour on
Thursday.
An employee may obtain his/her check on at the end of their tour on Thursday provided
that the employee makes arrangements to pick up their check as described in Handbook
F-1, section 822.1.
Should there be any questions regarding the forgoing, please contact me at (202) 2683831.
Sincerely,

£:::-°-. 6~-

Thama0 Valenti
Labor Relations Specialist
Contract Administration
(APWU/NPMHU), Labor Relations

)
./

475 l'E.,•.>.NT F_;;:,. SW
W.o.sH1Nm:JN

DC

20260·~
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23-1.1

Field Accounting Procedures

c.

Postal Service employees who have access to employee payroll
information must not disclose employee's earnings except to carry out
official duties.

d.

Postmasters must not release checks to employees who were not in a
pay status during the pay period for which the check is issued.

e.

Postmasters must keep salary checks and earning statements in a
secured place.

Mailed or transmitted salary checks and the payroll register should reach
PRUs by the Thursday immediately following the close of each pay period.
Upon receipt, immediately verify the contents of salary check shipments.
If the shipment ...

Then ...

Includes checks for another
installation.

call the intended installation and the
disbursing officer at Accounting
Services and send the checks to the
correct installation by the fastest
method. The telephone number of the
disbursing officer is 651-406-1354.

Has not arrived by noon on the day
before the designated pay day.

notify the disbursing officer, Accounting
Services.

Is missing 100 or more checks.

Accounting Services will initiate the stop
payment procedure for the original
checks.

Is missing fewer than 100 checks.

see section 23-3.2.3, Emergency Salary
Issued for Nonreceipt of a Salary Check.

Distribute payroll checks on a date other than the salary check date under
the following conditions:
a.

After the local banks close on Thursday, distribute checks to employees
whose regular tour of duty ends after local banks close on Friday.

b.

If checks are available at the employee's pay location, and the
employee is not scheduled for duty on payday, or is scheduled for
leave on payday, the employee can do the following:
(1)

Make arrangements to receive his or her check at the end of the
tour on Thursday.

(2)

Complete, sign, and submit PS Form 3077, Request to Forward
Salary Check, to the custodian of the salary checks.

(3)

Establish direct deposit for forwarding salaries to employee's
account at a financial organization.

When Friday is a national holiday, Thursday is payday, and checks are
available at the employee's pay location, distribute the salary checks at the
end of an employee's tour on Wednesday.
Note: The "Check Mail" finance number in the Finance Number Control
Master system defines the mailing address used for payroll check
distribution. To request a payroll check mailing address change, see
Appendix Q, Exhibit C-12.
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Payroll
23-1.2

Payroll Register Distribution
Managers at field units must use the Payroll Register to reference issued
checks and net to bank payments.
A copy of the Payroll Register will print on the district Finance printer each
pay period and is to be distributed to the appropriate locations by district
Finance personnel.

23-1.3

Direct Deposits and Allotments
The Postal Service honors employee requests to forward all or part of their
salaries for credit to their accounts at financial organizations.
An employee may add, cancel, or make changes to allotments or net to bank
via the following methods:

23-1.4

a.

Posta/EASE. To log in, employees need their Postal Service employee
identification number and personal identification number (PIN).

b.

Posta/EASE Interactive Voice Response. Employees must call the
Human Resources Shared Service Center (HRSDC) at 877-477-3273,
menu option 5.

Checks Mailed to a Designated Address
Employees may request that their salary check be forwarded under the
following conditions:
a.

Employee is on leave.

b.

Employee is on temporary detail to another duty station.

The procedure for forwarding salary checks at the request of the employee is
as follows:
a.

The employee completes, signs, and submits PS Form 3077 to the
custodian of the salary checks.

b.

The custodian forwards the salary check to the employee's designated
address in a penalty envelope.

Note: Management must deny requests for continuous mailing of salary
checks.
Do not use PS Form 3077 for terminated employees unless all Postal Service
property charged to the employee is accounted for and all known
indebtedness is liquidated.
23-1.5

Payroll Checks Mailed to Terminated Employees
The last payroll check for terminated employees must be a commercial
Postal Service check even if the individual has direct deposit.
The procedure for mailing a payroll check to a terminated employee is as
follows:
a.

The manager is responsible for mailing the check to the employee's
address of record.

b.

Before sending the check, the postmaster must ensure that the
employee has no unresolved employee items (e.g., stamp or cash
credit shortages, travel advances, or emergency salary authorizations).

Handbook F-101, October 2013
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Finance
REVISION

Handbook F-15, Travel and Relocation, and Handbook F-12, Relocation Policy
Effective February 22, 2001, Handbook F-15, Travel and
Relocation, and Handbook F-12, Relocation Policy, are revised as follows to reflect changes in the reimbursement
rates for travel and relocation.
This revision will be incorporated into the next printed edition of Handbook F-15 and the online version on
the corporate intranet at http://blue.usps.gov/cpim/ftpl
hand/ft 5.pdf.

Handbook F-15, Travel and Relocation

*
Appendix A -

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Appendix B - Reimbursement Rates
I.

Mileage Rates

A.

Standard mileage rates
Cents per mile
(Including Alaska)

Vehicle
Privately owned automobile
Privately owned motorcycle
Privately owned airplane

34.5
27.5
96.5

Rates

A-1

Standard Mileage Rates

A-1.1

Mileage Rates

8.

Relocation-Related Advance Round-Trip
and/or Enroute to New Duty Station

The allowable rate is 34.5 cents per mile.

*

Cents per mile
(Including Alaska)

Vehicle
Privately owned automobile
Privately owned motorcycle
Privately owned airplane

A-1.2

*

Handbook F-12, Relocation Policy

34.5
27.5

*
-

*

*

*

Corporate Accounting, Finance, 2-22-01

96.5

Reimbursement for Postal Supervisors

Postal supervisors (see 5-5.2.1.2) will be reimbursed at the
rate of $6.00 per day or 34.5 cents per mile, whichever is
greater, when a privately owned vehicle is used.

*

*

*

*

*

NOTICE

Mailing Earnings Statements
Effective pay period (PP) 06-2001, the earnings statement (PS Form 1223-B, Earnings Statement - Net to
Bank) for those employees who have direct deposit (net to
bank) will be mailed to the employee's address of record.
For those employees who do not have net to bank, payroll
checks with attached earnings statements will continue to
be distributed at each employee's work location.

It is the responsibility of each employee to ensure that
his or her address of record information is correct. Undeliverable net to bank earnings statements will be returned to
the employee's finance office for disbursement. Employees
who need to update their current mailing address must
complete a PS Form 1216, Employee's Current Mailing Address (including ZIP+4®), and submit it to their Human
Resources office for processing.

-

Corporate Accounting, Finance, 2-22-01

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
ROLE OF THE INSPECTION SERVICE IN LABOR
RELATIONS MATTERS
The parties recognize the role of the Postal Inspection Service in the operation of the Postal Service and its responsibihty to provide protection to
our employees, security to the mail and service to our customers.
Postal Inspection Service policy does not condone disrespect by Inspectors
in dealing with an individual. The Postal Inspection Service has an obligation to comply fully with the letter and spirit of the National Agreement
oetween the United States Postal Service and the National Postal Mail
Handlers Union, and will not interfere in the dispute resolution process as
it relates to Articles 15 and 16.
The parties further acknowledge the necessity of an independent review of
the facts by management i:mor to the issuance of disciplinary action,
emergency procedures, indefinite suspensions, enforced leave or administrative actions. Inspectors will not make recommendations, provide opinions1 or attempt to influence management personnel regarding a particular
disciplinary action, as defined above.
Nothing in this document is meant to preclude or limit Postal Service
management from reviewing Inspection Service documents in deciding to
issue C:liscipline.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
STEP INCREASE, UNSATISFACTORY PERFORMANCE
The Parties agree that periodic step increases will not be withheld for reason of unsatisfactory performance and that all other aspects of the current
step increase procedures remain unchanged, unless otherwise provided for
by the 2016 National Agreement.

193

Pay Administration

422.133

422.132

Creditable Service

The following provisions apply:
a.

422.133

Postal Service. Except as provided in this section, credit for
advancement for step increases may be earned only by career
employees in pay status on the rolls of the Postal Service. For
computing creditable service, the following applies:

(1)

Service Week. In computing the required waiting period, each full
service week beginning at 12:01 a.m. Saturday and ending at
12 midnight the following Friday is creditable.

(2)

Leave Without Pay (LWOP). Periods of LWOP of less than
13 weeks for which no step deferment is made are included with
paid service in computing the waiting period of service
(see 422.133).

(3)

Prior Service. Employees reinstated or reemployed to a career
position within 52 weeks of separation are allowed credit (not in
excess of 52 weeks) for prior service provided:

(a)

An equivalent increase was not received at the time of
reinstatement or reemployment.

(b)

The prior service was not under a casual or temporary
appointment.

b.

Military Duty. An employee who returns to postal duty following a
separation or leave for military duty receives credit for the period of
military duty as if duty with the Postal Service had been continuous
(see §11).

c.

Injury Compensation. An employee on official absence due to an injury
compensable under rules of the Office of Workers' Compensation
Programs (OWCP) receives credit for the period of absence as if duty
with the Postal Service had been continuous.

d.

Union Officials. Employees on LWOP to devote full or part-time to a
union signatory to a collective bargaining agreement with the Postal
Service are to be credited with step increases as if they had been in a
pay status (see fil.1).

Leave Without Pay

The following provisions apply:
a.

March 2017

When an employee has been on LWOP for 13 weeks or more during
the waiting period for receipt of a periodic step increase and has not
been on military furlough, on the rolls of the Office of Workers'

127

422.134

Pay Administration
Compensation Programs, or on official union business, the scheduled
date for the employee's next step increase is deferred as follows:
Total Weeks LWOP

Pay Periods Deferred

0 to less than 13
13 to less than 26
26 to less than 40
40 to less than 52
52

No deferment
7
13
20
26
One pay period for each 2 weeks of LWOP

More than 52
b.

422.134

For periods of LWOP that encompass an entire pay period, the full
charge of 80 hours is applied. For partial pay periods, absence from
scheduled service on a day is counted as 1 calendar day. Only whole
days of LWOP are counted. Fractional days on which the employee
has work hours or paid leave and takes LWOP are not counted in
calculating the total LWOP.

Simultaneous Personnel Actions
If an employee is eligible for a step increase in the assigned position and is
being reassigned or promoted to another position on the same date:

422.14
422.141

a.

The actions are effected simultaneously in a manner that provides
maximum benefit to the employee.

b.

If the assignment change involves an increase in compensation that is
greater than the increase an employee could obtain by a step increase
in the former position, the employee is given the step increase before
compensation is adjusted to the appropriate step in the new position.

Higher Level Assignments
Definitions
A higher level assignment is a temporary assignment to a ranked higher
grade position, whether or not such position has been authorized at the
installation. The subcategories of such an assignment are:

128

a.

Short-term temporary assignment - an assignment in which an
employee has been on a temporary assignment to a higher level
position for a period of 29 consecutive workdays or less at the time he
or she takes any annual or sick leave. The temporary assignment must
be resumed upon return to work. All short-term assignments are
automatically canceled if replacements are required for employees
temporarily assigned to higher level positions.

b.

Long-term temporary assignment - an assignment in which an
employee has been on temporary assignment to the higher level
position for a period of 30 consecutive workdays or longer before he or
she takes any annual or sick leave. The temporary assignment must be
resumed upon return to work.
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Re4mt0n.1 OeQ.artment

415 t.:Entant Plaza. SwY
Wun1ngton. DC

2Q2e0-4100

Mr. Jim Lingberg
National Re?resentative-at-Large
~aintenance Craft Division
American Postal Workers
Onion, AFt-CIO
!.300 !:. St::-eet., ~.w·.
Washington, DC 20005-4107
Re:

Dear

~r.

OCT 23 19137
H. Finley
Orlando, FL 32862
B4C-3W-C .37256

Lingberg:

On October 14, 1987, ~e met to discuss the above-captioned
grievance at the fourth step of our contractual grievance
procedure.

The issue in this grievance is vhether "there is a requirement
for advance notice to employees whose step increases are
withheld because of leave vithout pay usage.
Cueing our discussion, ~e mutually agreed that current
inst=uctions require ~ritten advance notice when an
employee's step increase is to be ~ithheld~
Inasrn~ch as no
acvance notice was given in this instance, the grievant's
s~e? inc::-ease ~s ~~ ~e reins~atec retroactively ~~ ~~e =~e
Ca t:.e.
Accord~~gly, t~is case
:or irnplemen~ation of

s:;~ and ~e~u=~
ackno~led~~ent of

?lease
you=

is remanded to
the above.

t~e

parties at Ste? 3

t~e enc~ose~ c=9y o: th:s :e~:e: as
ag:eement to =effiand a~d set~:: :~:s

::ase.
7i~e

:i~its've=e

extendec

~y

mut~a:

consent.

Sincerely,

\Vvx~o-1~ L
\

)

Kl chae l J. GJ-i zo ,. Jr. 'Grievance & A=~~~:at:on
Division

¥n Li!\c-Oe

;i

/

· tional Re_resentative-at-~a=;~
Maintenance C=a=t Division
American Postal Workers
Union, ~FL-C!O

LABOR RELATIONS

UNITED STIJ.TES

POSTAL SERVICE=----~--------

John F. Hegarty, National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union
1101 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Suite 500
Washington, DC 20036-4304
Re: AOOM-1A-C 05085524
Class Action
Teterboro, NJ 07608-1005
Dear John:
Our representatives met, to discuss the above-captioned grievance at the fourth step
of our contractual grievance procedure.
The issue in this grievance is whether a Level 4, Step 0 employee, who was detailed
to a Level 5, Step N duty assignment was entitled to be advanced to Level 5, Step 0
after spending the requisite waiting period (24 weeks) at Step N.
The parties agree that once an employee who was detailed to Level 5, Step N spent
24 continuous weeks in the higher level assignment; the employee was entitled to be
advanced to Level 5, Step 0.
Accordingly, we agree to remand this grievance to Step 3 for further processing and/or
regional arbitration if necessary.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of
agreement to remand this grievance to Step 3 of the grievance procedure.
Time limits at this level were extended by mutual consent.

Allen Mohl
Labor Relations Specialist
Contract Administration (NPMHU)

Date:

I - 2. l

475 CENFt·.NT PLAZA SW
WASHINGTON DC 20260-4100
Vl'WW.IJSPS.COM

- 1\

John F Hegarty, National President
National Postal Mail Handlers
Union, AFL-CIO

LABOR RELATIONS

d

UNITED STIJ.TES
POSTJJ.L SERVICE

John F. Hegarty, National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union
1101 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Suite 500
Washington, DC 20036-4304
Re: COOM-1C-C 04147342
Larry Binz
Warrendale, PA 15095-1000
Dear John:
Recently, I met with Bill Flynn and Sam D'Ambrosio to discuss the above captioned
case at the fourth step of our contractual grievance procedure.
The issue in this grievance is whether a mail handler who was promoted to a higher
level duty assignment (Level 5), and who had attained step 0 in that higher level, then
bid to a lower level duty assignment (Level 4), should subsequently be paid level 5,
Step 0 when he/she is temporarily detailed to a higher level duty assignment.
The parties agree that when an employee bids from Level 4, to Level 5 and attains
Step 0, then bids back to Level 4, and is subsequently detailed to a level 5
assignment, he/she must be paid at the level 5 Step 0 pay rate.
Accordingly, we agree to remand this grievance to Step 3 for further processing and/or
regional arbitration if necessary.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of
agreement to remand this case to Step 3 of the grievance procedure.
Time limits at this level were extended by mutual consent.

·a miff

Allen Mohl
Labor Relations Specialist
Contract Administration (NPMHU)

Date:

_5--4-/_J-'-7.,...,.U_o_ __
I

475 L'ENFANT PLAZA SW
WASHINGTON

DC 20260-4100

WWW.USPS.COM

I

John F. ega ,
tional President
National Postal Mail Handlers
Union, AFL-CIO

-;

---

;

•••••••
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UNITEO ST ATES POSTAL SERVICE
475 1. 'tJ,ta.nc Jil'laza. SW
0C 2C260

WaSh1t19tOft.

AUG 4. 1983

.-

Mr. Michael Senner
Oirector, SOM Oivision
.:...merican Postal Workers
Onion, AFL-CIO
817 14th Street, N.W.
Washington, o.c. 20005-3399
Oear Mr. Senner:
On August 2 you met with Sherry Barber in prearbitration
discussion of a1c-so-c 8540, Tacoma, Washington. The
question is whether· or not the grievant forfeited salary rate
protection provided under ELM 421.51 w~en she bid on a nev
assignment.

It· was mutually agreed to full settlement of this case as
follows:
If an. employee, while assigned to the low~r g't'ade
position and still in the protected rate period,
QOluntarily bids on a position in that same grade,
such a bid is not considered a voluntary reduction
to a lower salary standing at the employee's
cequest.

Please sign the enclosed copy of this letter acknowledging
your agreemen~ with this settlement, withdrawing it from the
?ending national arbitration listing.

.

... ---

-;·..,c ....... i:aly ,

;:,

;.; ~ 11 ._ am E: • He r7, J r •

Director
of Grievance and

Off ice

~elations

. ·.::nclcsure

·.

D~pact~ent

Benner

01rect't:>r
SDM Division
~~e~ican

.:.. : : i t r a t ion
Sa~or

!1[11~~

).(~ch~l

Postal Workers
Onion, AFL-CIO

f

r·~

i~I.
•.........•
UNfTEO STATES POSTAL 5aFMCS
475 L'En1ant P1.t.za. SW
WuhlngScn, 0C

Mr• Francia J. Conners
APR
Vice President
National Association of
Letter Carriers, APL-CIO
100 Indiana Avenue, N.W.
Washington, o.c. 20001-2197

~

4 lSSS

Dear Mr. co·nners:
Recently you and oave Noble met with George McOougald and
myself in prearbitration discussion of HlN-lJ-C 18920,
Enfield, Connecticut. The question in this ·grievance is
whether the grievant should receive salary protection because
he lost his T-6 assignment due to insection bidding required
by Article 41, Section 3.0.
It was mutually agreed to full settlement of this case as
follows:
1.

If an employee, while assigned to the lower grade
position and still in the protected rate ·period,
voluntarily bids on a position tn that same grade,
such a bid is not considered a voluntary reduction
to a lover salary standing at the employee's
request.

2.

The grievant is to

~

appropriately compensated.

Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter
acknowledging your agreement to settle this case, withdrawing
BlN-lJ-C 18920 from the pending national arbitration listing.
Sincerely,

William
Director
Office of Grievance and
Arbitration
·
Labor Relations Department
Enclosure

ancis J.
Vice Pres ent
Nat.ional Association of
Letter Carriers, AFL-CIO

Mr. John F. Hegarty
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union,
1101 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20036-4304
Re:

QOOM-6Q-C 06280834
CLASS ACTION
Washington DC 20260-4100

I recently met with your representative, T.J. Branch, to discuss the above captioned grievance
currently pending national arbitration.
The issue in the above referenced grievances is whether certain revisions of Employee and Labor
Relations Manual (ELM) Section 420, Wage Administration Policy for Bargaining Unit
Employees are fair, reasonable and equitable.
After reviewing this matter, we agree to resolve this grievance based on the following:

422.325 Reductions in Grade
a~ ***
b. Step and Next Step Date Assignment for Bargaining Unit to Bargaining Unit Reductions in
Grade within or into the mail handler rate schedule (RSC M). Assignments are made as
follows:

1. To Former Lower Grade. The employee is assigned to the step and next step date as if
2.

service had been uninterrupted in the lower grade since the last time held.
To New Lower Grade. The employee is assigned to the step and next step date in the
lower grade as if all postal service had been in the lower grade.

The Postal Service will modify the ELM, Section 422.325 to incorporate the above principle in
accordance with Article 19 of the collective bargaining agreement.
Any disputes on this issue will be referred to the National Administrative Committee.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of agreement to
resolve this case thereby removing it from the national arbitration list.
Time limits at this level were extended by mutual consent.

Manager,
Contract Administration (NPMHU)
And Employee Workplace Programs
,;
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OF UNO£?.S!AND!NG

BETWEEN THE:

UNITED STATES POSTAL

SERVIC~

ANO THE:

NATIONAL ?OSTAL MA!L nANDtERS ON!ON,

..

A D!VISION OF tABORERS' !NTERNATIONAL

U~!ON

OF

NORTH AMERICA, AFL-CIO

The United States Postal Service (US?S) and the National Postal
Mail Handlers Union, a Division of Laborers'
of North

A.~er!ca,

.and binding

AFL-CIO

resol~tion

(Onio~)

·!nte:natio~al

Union

hereby agree to a full, final

of national level grievance H7M-2F-C 45511

as well as any and all pending grievance matters in the dispute
resolution system which specifically challenge the step placement
or

cornper.sa:i~~

levels of employees

pro~o~ed

fro~

steps A, B, and

C of the Mail :andler Salary Schedule (referred to herein as
waffected

e~pl~yees•)

be~ween Jan~ary

this Memorandu: of Understanding.

19, 1985 and the date of

Separate issues in any of

these other pending grievances are not within the scope of this
Memorandum and are to be handled in accordanee with the usual
grievance-arbi~ration

US?S and the

~nion

be placed in

t~e

contractual

agree that

~rocedures.

prc~oeed

employees will continue to

grade level and step assigned in accordanee with

1<...J

with

aecor~ance

c~rrent

prac:ice.

t-'.l.Jb

As a consequence of tha

current promotion practice, sorne affected employees in some pay

periods receive less

compensati~n

...

than if they had not been

promoted and had remained in the former grade.

To address this

pay anomaly, USPS and the Union agree to the following

pro~otion

principle:
No employee will, as a consequence of a
promotion, at any time be compensated less
than that e~ployee ~ould have earned i: the.
employee had not been promoted but had,
instead, merely advanced in step incre~ents in
that employee's grade as a result of
fulfilling the waiting time requirements
necessary for step increases. This includes
affected eoployees who are or were pro~oted to
a higher grade and subse~uently reassigned to
their former grade.
Affec~ed e~;lcyees

will be paic

i~ acco~dance ~ith

the

following principle:
For each pay period f oll~~ing the pro=otion
the employee's basic salary will be cot:?a:ed
to the basic salary the employee would have
received for that pay ·period if the ~~?loyee
had not been promoted. For those periods when
the latter amount is higher the difference
will be paid to the employee in a one-time
lur:p sum payment.
Affected employees,

~ho

are in the Mail Eandler bargaining

unit as of the date of this Memorandum and experienced a
promotion pay anomaly during the 1984-67 or 1987-90 National
A9~eements

shall be paid a lun::p aum payment as soon as

practicable after administrative payroll audits are conducted
on an individual basis.

The Union will be kept advised of the

progress of this work and any disagreements over individual
lump sum payments will be worked through at the national level
outside regular grievance channels unless the parties hereto
agree differently.

It is intended that these one-time lump

sum payments will satisfy all employee entitlements which
arise out of the employment relationship, including the 1984
and 1987 National Agreements due to the effects of the anomaly
and this Memorandum of Settlement, as well as any possible
FLSA payments; however, this document shall not be construed
as constituting any waiver of possible individual rights under
that statute.
I

Effective November 21, 1990, employees who have been prci.<oted
from Steps A, B, or C and who have been reassigned to their
former grade will be placed in the step they would have been
in, with credit toward their next step increase, as if all
..,

service had been in theGrigii:..~:1 grade.
employees who are

However, such

subseque~tly repromoted will be placed in

the steps they would

h~attained,

fo,..tr-

with credit toward their

~ext

step increase, a$ if they had remained continuously

i~

the higher grade since the original promotiono

Oa~ed ~t W~shington,

this

£

J~.. ~

o.c.

Day of Febr.:ta:y, 199 l. •

,J ~JJ, A~

.::J._

For the United States

For the National Postal

Postal Service

Mail Handlers Union, A
Division of Laborers'
International Onion of
North America, AFL-C!O

NATIONAL ARBITRATION PANEL

In the Matter of the Arbitration
between
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
and
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
LETTER CARRIERS, AFL-CIO

Case No. 011 N-40-C 14239951

and
AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS
UNION, AFL-CIO - INTERVENOR
and
NATIONAL POSTAL MAIL HANDLERS
UNION, AFL-CIO - INTERVENOR

BEFORE: Shyam Das

APPEARANCES:
For the Postal Service:

Syeda H. Maghrabi, Esq.
Alexander MacDonald, Esq.

For the NALC:

Keith E. Secular, Esquire

For the APWU:

Melinda K. Holmes, Esq.

For the NPMHU:

Matthew Clash-Draxler, Esq.

Place of Hearing:

Washington, D.C.

Date of Hearing:

December 19, 2014

Date of Award:

July 2, 2015
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Relevant Contract Provisions:

Article 10.2, Article 19 and Appendix B

Contract Year:

2011-2016

Type of Grievance:

Contract Interpretation

Award Summary:
The grievance is resolved on the basis of the following
determination:
Section 512.313 of the ELM requires that former City Carrier
Assistants who have completed ninety days of continuous
employment without a break in service must complete a 90-day
qualifying period following their conversion to career status before
they may be credited with or may take annual leave.

Shyam Das, Arbitrator

BACKGROUND

011 N-40-C 14239951

This grievance was filed by the NALC on February 14, 2014. This national level
interpretive dispute originated in the Portland, Oregon Post Office, and involves the right of
former City Carrier Assistants (CCAs) to use annual leave following their conversion to full-time
career status. The grievants all were former CCAs who requested scheduled annual leave after
they were converted to full-time career positions. The leave initially was approved by local
management, but subsequently was converted to leave without pay. The Postal Service based
its decision on Section 512.313(b)(1) of the Employee and Labor Relations Manual (ELM),
which states that: "New employees are not credited with and may not take annual leave until
they complete 90 days continuous employment under one or more appointments without a
break in service." The parties settled the underlying grievance and agreed that the facts of the
underlying grievance are not at issue in this arbitration. The question presented to the Arbitrator
here is an interpretive one involving only the 90-day qualifying period requirement in ELM
section 512.313.

Both the APWU and the NPMHU intervened in this arbitration. Each has a
similar classification to CCAs, and their respective National Agreements include similar
applicable provisions.

The CCA classification was created by the 2013 Interest Arbitration Award and
replaced the previous noncareer work force in the letter carrier bargaining unit known as
transitional employees (TEs). The Interest Arbitration Award explained that the CCA workforce
"is comprised of noncareer, city letter carrier bargaining unit employees" who "shall be hired for
terms of 360 calendar days and will have a break in service of five days between appointments."
The Award also provided that the "phasing out of the transitional employee category will occur
within 90 days of the effective date of this Agreement." The Award represented a significant
benefit to the Postal Service, but also provided a path to career appointment for members of the
new noncareer complement and converts the career letter carrier workforce to essentially one
hundred percent full-time status.

NALC Vice President Lew Drass testified all career hiring before the Award was
based on competitive examination and appointment from a hiring register, but that procedure
has fundamentally changed since the Award. The Postal Service still administers a test for
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applicants, but the test is used to construct hiring registers for CCA positions. After the CCAs
are appointed, they are given "relative standing" which is determined by original CCA
appointment to the installation, adding time served as a city letter carrier transitional employee
for appointments made after September 29, 2007 in any installation. The CCAs relative
standing is then used to convert CCAs to available career positions. Drass described the
conversion process from the employee's perspective as follows: "[Y]ou're a CCA on Friday, you
go home as a noncareer. On Saturday you come back, and you're a full-time career."

Relevant Provisions of the applicable 2011-2016 National Agreement include the
following:

ARTICLE 10
LEAVE
*

*

*

Section 2. Leave Regulations
The leave regulations in Subchapter 51 O of the Employee and
Labor Relations Manual, insofar as such regulations establish
wages, hours and working conditions of employees covered by
this Agreement, shall remain in effect for the life of this
Agreement.
*

*

*

ARTICLE 19
HANDBOOKS AND MANUALS
Those parts of all handbooks, manuals and published regulations
of the Postal Service, that directly relate to wages, hours or
working conditions, as they apply to employees covered by this
Agreement, shall contain nothing that conflicts with this
Agreement, and shall be continued in effect except that the
Employer shall have the right to make changes that are not
inconsistent with this Agreement and that are fair, reasonable, and
equitable. This includes, but is not limited to, the Postal Service
Manual and the F-21, Timekeeper's Instructions.
*

*

*
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Article 19 shall apply in that those parts of all handbooks, manuals
and published regulations of the Postal Service, which directly
relate to wages, hours or working conditions shall apply to CCA
employees only to the extent consistent with other rights and
characteristics of CCA employees provided for in this Agreement.
The Employer shall have the right to make changes to handbooks,
manuals and published regulations as they relate to CCA
employees pursuant to the same standards and procedures found
in Article 19 of the National Agreement.
Relevant Provisions of the ELM include the following:

363
363.1

Conversions
Definition
Conversion refers to the process of changing a noncareer
employee's status to a career appointment in one
personnel action. The selected noncareer employee
should not be separated and then given a career
appointment unless the employee's appointment expires
before the employee can be converted to career status ....

*

510

Leave

511

General

511.1

*

*

Administration Policy
The Postal Service policy is to administer the leave
program on an equitable basis for all employees,
considering (a) the needs of the Postal Service and (b) the
welfare of the individual employee.
*

512

*

Annual Leave
*

512.3

*

Accrual and Crediting

*

*

4
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Employee Categories

512.311

Full-Time Employees
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The following provisions concern full-time employees:
*

b.

*

Credit at Beginning of Leave Year. Full-time career
employees are credited at the beginning of the
leave year with the total number of annual leave
hours that they will earn for that leave year.
*

512.313

*

*

*

Appointees
The following provisions concern appointees:
a.

Rate of Leave Accrual. The rate of leave accrual
for a new career employee (whether appointed,
reinstated, or transferred) is determined promptly
as soon as related facts are verified. It is based on
creditable service, both civilian and military (see
512.2).

b.

Ninety-Day Qualifying Period.

(1)

Requirement. New employees are not
credited with and may not take annual leave
until they complete 90 days of continuous
employment under one or more
appointments without a break in service.
Exception: This requirement does not apply
to (a) career (or career conditional)
employees who have had a minimum of 90
days of continuous federal service prior to
transferring, without a break in service, to a
Postal Service career position (see 512.812
and 512.91) or (b) substitute rural carriers or
RCAs who are in a leave-earning status and
convert to a Postal Service career position
without a break in service.

(2)

Break in Service. A break in service of 1 or
more workdays breaks the continuity of
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employment. Any further employment
requires beginning a new 90-day period.
(For substitute rural carriers and RCAs, see
512.552.)
*

*

*

The parties stipulated to the issue: Whether Section 512.313 of the ELM
requires that former City Carrier Assistants who have completed ninety days of continuous
employment without a break in service must complete a 90-day qualifying period following their
conversion to career status before they may be credited with or may take annual leave?

NALC POSITION

The NALC argues that ELM 512.313 does not prohibit recently converted career
employees from taking annual leave where they have completed 90-days of continuous service
as CCAs. The wording of ELM 512.313 indicates an exception that fits the old hiring system for
career employees. Before the 2013 Interest Award, individuals appointed from a hiring register
based on a test score clearly were "new employees" and thus could not be credited with or use
their annual leave until they had completed 90 days of service. However, the wording of ELM
512.313 does not fit former CCAs converted to career status under the current National
Agreement. The NALC contends that these converted CCAs are not new employees and that
they have all been continuously employed by the Postal Service at the time of their conversion.
Moreover, the plain language of paragraph (b)(1) allows the employees' service as CCAs to
count toward the 90-day requirement and does not limit qualifying service to service under the
employee's current appointment; the 90 days may be satisfied by service under one or more
appointments, so long as there is no break in service.

The NALC stresses that ELM 512.313(b)(1) does not include the word "career."
The NALC argues that there is no evidence that the original purpose of the 90-day qualifying
period requires that the present ELM language be read as if it refers exclusively to career
appointments. The present ELM provision derives from regulations first promulgated by the old
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Post Office Department to implement the Annual and Sick Leave Act of 1951. The pertinent
regulation in the 1952 edition of the Post Office Manual says:

New appointee.-Section 203(i) of the Annual and Sick Leave Act
of 1951 provides that employees, including temporary rural
carriers, shall be entitled to annual leave only after having been
employed currently for a continuous period of 90 days under one
or more appointments without a break in service.
The NALC maintains that the statement in the Manual that the term "employees" includes
"temporary rural carriers" plainly shows that the 90-day qualifying period in its original
incarnation applied equally to noncareer as well as career appointments. Additionally, the
NALC contends that its exhibits show that the regulation was carried forward by the Postal
Service and eventually incorporated into the ELM without any substantive revisions. Therefore,
there is no reason to read the present ELM language as incorporating a different meaning than
that of the original 1952 version which did not differentiate the application of the 90-day
requirement between career and noncareer appointments.

The NALC points out that Section 512.313(b)(1) does not refer to 90 days of
continuous career employment under one or more career appointments, but rather it requires 90
days of continuous employment so long as there is no break in service. The NALC asserts that
since there is no break in service when a CCA is converted to career status, the employee's
service before and after the conversion is continuous and should satisfy the literal language of
the ELM provision.

Furthermore, the NALC argues that ELM language is typically precise, thus

the absence of the modifier "career' in Section 512.313(b)(1) signals that any postal
employment will satisfy the 90-day requirement. The rule's original incarnation did not
differentiate between career and noncareer, nor has the Postal Service sought to revise the
language in succeeding editions of the ELM.

The NALC also disputes the Postal Service's argument under the doctrine of

expressio unius est exclusio alterius. The language of ELM 512.313 was drafted long before
the CCA classification and the contractual right to conversion was created in the 2013 Interest
Award. Thus, the absence of any reference to former CCAs in the exceptions enumerated in
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the ELM is irrelevant to the interpretive question in this case. In fact, the NALC suggests that
the ELM's reference to the two exceptions supports its position because it shows that there is no
practical or other reason for requiring employees who have been employed by the Postal
Service or the federal government for more than 90 days in a leave earning capacity to satisfy a
new, arbitrary 90-day qualifying period in order to use annual leave.

Finally, the NALC stresses that the Postal Service failed to prove its claim that
the previous category of noncareer employees in the letter craft, TEs, were also required to
serve a 90-day qualifying period following their appointment to career positions. In any event,
the comparison is of no significance because, unlike CCAs, TEs did not have a path to career
employment. A TE seeking career employment was required to take an exam like any other
member of the public at large. TEs could only be hired off a register, as new employees, based
on their test score. The NALC contends that this process is not analogous to a CCA who is
converted to career status during an uninterrupted course of postal employment. Moreover, a
former TE hired as a career letter carrier typically would have been assigned to a part-time
flexible position, like any other new hire, because the previous National Agreement did not
provide for the phasing out of part-time positions in the letter carrier craft. A former TE would
not have been fronted his full year's annual leave in advance, thus there would have been no
cause for the NALC to complain about former TEs being required to satisfy a 90-day qualifying
requirement.

NPMHU POSITION

The NPMHU supports the arguments made by the NALC. It explains that there
is a bargaining unit position within the Mail Handler craft called the Mail Handler Assistant
(MHA). Like CCAs, MHAs are noncareer bargaining unit employees who are hired for terms of
360 days with a break in service of five days between appointments. MHAs replaced some
noncareer employees known as casuals (a position that did not entitle the employee to annual
leave) and some career part-time flexible employees (who did earn annual leave). Moreover,
the NPMHU points out that its National Agreement mandates, like the NALC National
Agreement, that "[w]hen the Postal Service hires new mail handler full-time career employees,
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MHAs within the installation will be converted to full-time regular career status to fill such
vacancies based on their relative standing in the installation, which is determined by their
original MHA appointment date in that installation. Accordingly, the NPMHU contends that, like
CCAs who are converted to career status, MHAs who have already worked for 90 days and who
are converted to career status are not new employees and therefore, should be permitted to
take annual leave.

The NPMHU argues that the plain language of the ELM and Section
512.313(b)(1 )'s historical antecedent, the Annual and Sick Leave Act of 1951 and the pertinent
regulation in the 1952 edition of the Postal Office Manual do not support the Postal Service's
proposed interpretation. The NPMHU urges the Arbitrator to look to the rationale he applied in
Postal Service and APWU Case No. 190C-1l-C910325156, H7C-4S-C 29885 (Das, 2005),
where he held that the historical precedent for a present term or condition of employment
"provides a solid basis on which to conclude" that the parties intended to interpret the term as it
had been. The NPMHU asserts that the same rationale if applied here would compel the
Arbitrator to determine that the plain language of the ELM cannot be interpreted as requiring
former MHAs converted to career status to wait 90 days before being credited or taking annual
leave.

The NPMHU also points out that ELM 511.1 states that Postal Service policy is to
administer the leave programs on an equitable basis for all employees. Interpreting ELM
512.313(b)(1) as not applying the 90-day qualifying period to career and noncareer employees
who already have completed 90 days of continuous employment under one or more
appointments without a break in service is compelled by this policy; the Postal Service has
offered no rational basis for the distinction it is attempting to draw. See Postal Service and
APWU Case No. 090C-60-C 94042619 (Das, 1988).

APWU POSITION

The APWU supports the NALC's position in this case. It explains that the
conversion mechanisms for the Postal Support Employees (PSEs), the CCA equivalent in the
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APWU bargaining unit, are slightly different, but the concept of the PSE career path is the same.
Similar to CCAs, the hiring of career employees in the APWU crafts is accomplished through
conversion of PSEs to career positions and gives the Postal Service a pipeline of experienced
and trained postal employees to convert directly into career positions rather than appointing
them as career hires off of a hiring register. Also, similar to CCAs, the PSE path to career is a
requirement for achieving career employment unlike the general opportunity to apply for career
vacancies that existed for casuals or TEs. Thus, CCAs and PSEs who are converted to career
are neither new postal employees nor former temporary workers who had no expectation of
career employment with the Postal Service.

The APWU argues that CCAs and PS Es are not fairly categorized as new
employees under ELM 512.313(b)(1) and that the existing exceptions in this provision of the
ELM -- former federal employees and RCAs -- illustrates the Unions' position. New career
employees who are not new to federal service or are continuing in their postal service do not
have to earn the right to use their annual leave. Additionally, the Postal Service cannot
articulate any legitimate purpose for imposing an additional 90-day requirement on CCAs, PSEs
and MHAs who already have fulfilled the 90-day requirement in the continuation of their postal
employment. The APWU asserts that, like the existing exceptions to the ELM's rule, CCAs,
PSEs, and MHAs, can acquire the requisite time during their tenure to satisfy both the
requirement of and rationale behind ELM 512.313(b)(1) upon continuing their employment
through conversion to career positions.

POSTAL SERVICE POSITION

The Postal Service argues that ELM 512.313(b) applies to new career
employees and requires a new career city carrier to complete a 90-day qualifying period before
being credited with or taking annual leave, even if the carrier previously worked as a noncareer
CCA. Although the word "career" does not appear in ELM 512.313(b), the Postal Service
stresses that it is clear that this subsection applies only to new career employees. Indeed, the
only employees to whom ELM 512.313(b) could apply are career employees. Employees in the
Postal Service fall into one of two categories: career and noncareer and only career employees
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are subject to ELM 510. According to the Postal Service, noncareer bargaining unit employees
are subject to leave rules contained in the various National Agreements, rather than ELM 510.

Additionally, the Postal Service contends that the application of the interpretive
doctrine of noscitur a soccis (a word is known by the company it keeps) shows that ELM
512.313(b) applies to career employees even though the word "career" does not appear. ELM
512.313 must be read as a whole. ELM 512.313(a), which immediately precedes the
subsection on the 90-day qualifying period requirement, explicitly addresses the "rate of leave
accrual for a new career employee." Therefore, the Postal Service argues that by reading ELM
512.313 holistically, one can reasonably infer that subsection (b), like subsection (a), is
applicable to new career employees.

The Postal Service argues that CCAs who convert to career status are new
career employees who are subject to the requirements in ELM 51 O for purposes of annual leave
usage. The NALC is conflating the distinct set of annual leave provisions that apply separately
to noncareer CCAs and those that apply to career city carriers. The annual leave rules for
career city letter carriers are found under Article 1O of the National Agreement, which
incorporates ELM 51 O into the National Agreement, while the annual leave rules for CCAs are
found in the NALC National Agreement at Appendix B.3 and make no reference to ELM 510. It
is only after a CCA is converted to a career city carrier that the annual leave rules in Article 1O
and ELM 51 O apply to these employees, making the former CCA a new employee, who is, for
the first time, subject to ELM 510.

ELM 512.313(b) contains two exceptions to the 90-day qualifying period
requirement, neither of which applies to newly converted CC As. If, as the NALC argues,
previous service as a noncareer postal employee can satisfy the 90-day qualifying period, the
Postal Service also stresses there would have been no need to include an exception for RCAs
in a leave-earning status. 1 The Postal Service further contends that another canon of contract

1

The Postal Service notes that an RCA who is in a leave earning capacity serves a 90-day
qualifying period before they begin to earn leave. The exception exempts them from having to
serve another qualifying period.
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interpretation, expressio unius est exclusio alterius (the express mention of one thing excludes
all others), provides that when a text lists exceptions to a general rule, the general rule should
be interpreted to include those items not covered by the stated exceptions.

The Postal Service maintains that its position is consistent with the parties'
established practice. TEs, the CCAs noncareer predecessors, were not subject to ELM 510,
and thus did not have to complete a 90-day qualifying period requirement during their noncareer
appointments to earn and use annual leave. Additionally, like converted CCAs, when TEs were
appointed to career status, they were required to complete the 90-day qualifying period in ELM
512.313. The Postal Service asserts that when the CCAs replaced TEs in the latest National
Agreement, the TEs were phased out and subsequently, the leave rules that now govern CCAs
mirror those that once governed TEs. Except for a few non-substantive changes, the parties
carried forward the noncareer leave rules verbatim, which explains why, like the TEs before
them, CCAs earn annual leave immediately and are eligible to take that leave as soon as they
earn it. Also, just like TEs, CCAs cannot carry annual leave over to their next CCA appointment
and are paid out their accrued annual leave upon their conversion to career status.

The Postal Service argues that the NALC has not claimed that former TEs who
later received career appointments were exempt from the 90-day qualifying period requirement,
however, it incorrectly claims that former CCAs are exempt from that same 90-day requirement.
Since the NALC cannot point to any change in the leave rules that would suggest such a policy
shift, the Postal Service urges the arbitrator to presume that the parties intended to maintain the
existing noncareer leave rules and policies. CCAs should be treated just like TEs were treated,
rather than creating a new policy, as the NALC is requesting.

Finally, the Postal Service insists that its position is equitable because its
requirements apply to all new career employees who do not qualify under one of the explicit
exceptions. It distinguishes Postal Service and APWU Case No. 090C-60-C 94042619 (Das,
1998), cited by the NPMHU in support of its argument that the Postal Service's position is
inequitable.

In that case, the Arbitrator found that the Postal Service violated ELM 511.1 when

it extended administrative leave to some employees, but not others, during a national day of
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mourning for the late President Nixon. The Postal Service points out that the Arbitrator
explained that in "the absence of any detailed provisions explicitly applying to situations such as
the Nixon day of mourning," ELM 511.1 was "particularly significant." The Postal Service
distinguishes this case because there is a detailed provision that explicitly applies-ELM
512.313(b). Additionally, the Postal Service points out that this case is purely an interpretive
case about the facial meaning of a single provision of the leave system, rather than the
application of its leave program to any particular set of facts.

FINDINGS

Under Article 1O of the NALC National Agreement, the applicable leave
provisions of Subchapter 51 O of the ELM are incorporated into the National Agreement. As
written, the applicable provisions in Section 512.313 of the ELM, which govern annual leave
entitlement for career letter carriers do not support the NALC's (and other Unions') position in
this case.

Initially, I note that while the 90-day qualifying period in Section 512.313(b)(1)
may derive from Postal regulations dating as far back as 1952, there have been changes over
the years as reflected in NALC Exhibits 5-10. The 1978 version (ELM Issue 2) is very similar to
the 1952 edition of the Postal Manual cited by the Unions. The 1982 version (Issue 7) includes
a provision similar to the current 512.313(a), except that it references "a new employee," rather
than "a new career employee." In the 1999 version (Issue 14) Section 512.313(a) does refer to
"a new career employee" and substantively is equivalent to the current provision. Section
512.313(b) of the 1999 version -- which addresses the 90-day qualifying period -- includes the
first exception now found in that provision -- which does not appear to have been included in
prior ELM versions in the record. The second exception for "substitute rural carriers or RCAs
who are in a leave-earning status and convert to a Postal Service career position without a
break in service" does not appear in the 1999 version, but is included in its present format in the
2000 version (Issue 16). Under these circumstances, I am not persuaded that the historical
antecedents provide much useful elucidation on the relatively narrow issue to be decided here.
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It is clear from 512.313(a) that this section of the current ELM applies to annual
leave for career employees. (The National Agreement includes separate provisions governing
annual leave for CCAs.) The 90-day qualifying period in 512.313(b)(1 ), like the rest of this
section, applies only to career employees. The provision that "new employees" may not use
annual leave until they complete 90 days of continuous employment without a break in service
logically applies to new career employees since they are the only "employees" whose annual
leave is subject to this provision. The wording of 512.313(b)(1) contemplates a future act -"until they complete 90 days of continuous employment." (Emphasis added.)

This conclusion is only strengthened by the express exception to the 90-day
qualifying period for "substitute rural carriers or RCAs who are in a leave-earning status [which
requires 90 days of service in that capacity] and convert to a Postal Service career position
without a break in service." Under the NALC's reading of the general rule in 512.313(b)(1 ),
there would be no need for such an exception. The analogy to a CCA who is in a leave-earning
status -- at least one who has completed 90 days of service as a CCA -- and converts to a
career position without a break in service hardly could be closer or more direct. The only
difference I discern, but it is a mighty one, is that 512.313(b)(1) makes an exception for the
substitute rural carrier or RCA, but not for the CCA. 2

This is not a case like my 1998 Nixon Day of Mourning decision cited by the
NPMHU in which I applied ELM 511.1. Here, unlike in that case, there are detailed ELM
provisions addressing the issue at hand.

On the present record, it is not evident that from a policy or equity perspective
there is any significant reason not to treat CCAs in a similar manner to substitute rural carriers
or RCAs covered by the exception in 512.313(b)(1 ), but the 2013 Interest Arbitration Award -2

While the evidentiary record is somewhat sparse in this regard, it appears that TSEs, who
were replaced by CCAs, likely did have to serve a 90-day qualifying period under this provision
upon becoming career employees. The NALC stresses that such TSEs were hired off a
registry, rather than being entitled to conversion in the same manner as are CCAs, although it is
not clear to me whether this involved a break in service. If not, their situation as "new
employees" appears similar to a converted CCA. But I only point this out, and do not base my
decision on any practice relating to TSEs.
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which includes fairly detailed provisions relating to the newly created CCA bargaining unit
position, including conversion to career status, does not provide for -- and the parties have not
subsequently agreed to -- this result. Grievance arbitration is not the appropriate process for
effecting the necessary change.

Accordingly, I conclude that the Postal Service's position in this case must prevail
under the terms of the parties' National Agreement. The same conclusion applies with respect
to MHAs and PSEs represented, respectively, by the NPMHU and the APWU.

AWARD

The grievance is resolved on the basis of the following determination:

Section 512.313 of the ELM requires that former City Carrier
Assistants who have completed ninety days of continuous
employment without a break in service must complete a 90-day
qualifying period following their conversion to career status before
they may be credited with or may take annual leave.

Shyam Das, Arbitrator

jijj1 rY~f!Fil#~~i------- ·- - ----------------·--------·----·------------·--·· ---·--·--·-----·· --··-------·· ·---·--·· ·-· --·· - . . . .

Mr. P.auJ V. 1-fog.rogian
National President

N~tionai Pp!;Jtai Mail Hanolers. Union,
1101 Connecticut Avenue, NW., Suite·.$00
Washington,, PC 20036'4·3.04
Re; E11ry1-1E-C 1401768.6
CLASS ACTION
Des M<:>ines, IA

I met rece·nt1y with your representative; .Kevlri Pletcher, to discuss the above captioned
grievance af the fourth step of our Cbntractual _grievanc~ pr¢cedure.
The issue in this grievance is whether Mail Handler Assistants (MHAs) may carry over
accumulated annual leave upon conversion to a: career position.
Aft.er full discussion oft.he i~sue, the partle~ a.gree :fhat. currentlythere are no contractual
provisions requiring the.Postal Servibe to aliow MHAs td carry over accumulated annual
leave upon conversion to. a c·!'lreer positi9li.
Piease sign ancf return the e.mc!o~ed. copy of this letter as your a.cknowledgment of
asreement to resolve this Qrievance based on the .above language.

:~:·l~re exWnd~d.byrn(]_~L--

Ditche~ ~

.-P- a-ul-v- ·_.-H~:o_g_ro_g_.i-an_ _ _ _ _ __

La.b.or R~lat!p_ns Sp~ciali$.t
Contract Admini$tration (NPMHU.)

Nqtionf!I P0sta~ail Hanqler.s .Union

M1chele

Date<

61L'6/8-010

Na.t.i9na! Presiqent

~:~~IO;} /?Do{(..

.. · · · . . · · - -

Employee Benefits

512.312
(b)
(2)

512.312

For J route carriers, the equivalent of 1 pay period is
11 days or 88 hours.

When an employee has one or more periods of LWOP during the
leave year, all hours in a nonpay status (during periods in which
the employee earned annual leave) are totaled to reduce leave
credits.

Part-Time Employees

The following provisions concern part-time employees:
a.

Accrual and Crediting Chart. Part-time career employees other than
rural carriers earn annual leave based on the number of hours in which
they are in pay status (see Exhibit 512.312).

b.

Biweekly Crediting. Leave accrues and is credited in whole hours at the
end of each biweekly pay period. All hours in pay status that cannot be
credited for leave purposes (see 512.312a) are dropped when:

(1)

The leave year ends.

(2)

The employee's status is changed from part-time to full-time.

(3)

The employee is removed from the rolls for any cause.

Exceptions: The following are exceptions to the crediting rule in
512.312b.

March 2017

(1)

Part-time regular schedule employees including A-E
Postmasters are credited with annual leave on a pro rata basis,
according to their authorized daily schedules. Employees other
than A-E Postmasters must wait until they have 1 year or more of
career service to be credited at the beginning of the leave year
with the annual leave that they will earn during the leave year. AE Postmasters are credited at the beginning of the leave year
with the annual leave that they earn during the leave year. Parttime regular employees are entitled to additional leave hours,
based on their leave category, for each (1) 20, 13, or 1O; or (2) 26,
17 .33, or 13 hours of work in excess of the schedule (see Exhibit
512.312).

(2)

Substitute rural carriers and rural carrier associates (RCAs) earn
leave for time serving (a) a vacant route or (b) a route from which
the rural carrier is on extended leave in excess of 90 days. RCAs
also earn leave based on the number of hours worked serving an
auxiliary route for a period in excess of 90 days. The leave
category for substitute rural carriers is based on creditable
service, and for RCAs it is based on category 4. The first day of
the pay period following 90 days, the substitute or RCA is
credited with accrued annual leave for the first 90 days.

(3)

Auxiliary rural carriers, including substitute rural carriers in dual
appointments, are credited with annual leave for actual service
performed in accordance with their appropriate leave category. If
auxiliary rural carriers are otherwise employed (e.g., as clerks in
the Post Office), such additional service is also used in the
computation of leave credit; otherwise, they are credited as
instructed in 512.312a.
301
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Employee Benefits

Exhibit 512.312

Accrual and Crediting Chart for Part-Time Career Employees
Table 1: Table 1 is valid only for:
1.

Part-time career bargaining employees, and

2.

Part-time career non-executive non-bargaining employees except for those listed under Table 2.

Leave
Category

Years of
Creditable
Service

Maximum Leave per Year

Rate of Accrual

Hours in
Pay Status

Hours of
Leave Earned
per Period

4

Less than
3 years

104 hours, or 13 days per
26-period leave year or
4 hours for each biweekly
pay period.

1 hour for each unit of
20 hours pay in
status.

20
40
60
80

1
2
3
4(max.)

6

3years but
less than
15 years

160 hours, or 20 days per
26-period leave year or
6 hours for each full

1 hour for each unit of
13 hours in pay
status.

13
26
39
52
65
78

1
2
3
4
5
6 (max.) 1

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 (max.)

biweekly pay period. 1

8

15 years or
more

208 hours, or 26 days per
26-period leave year or
8 hours for each full
biweekly pay period.

1 hour for each unit of
10 hours in pay
status.

Except that the accrual for the last pay period of the calendar year may be 1O hours, provided the employee has the 130
creditable hours or more in a pay status in the leave year for leave purposes.

Recording Hours for Annual and Sick Leave
a.

b.

c.
d.

Units of hours in a pay status are converted into annual leave credits at the rate of 1 hour for each unit of 20, 13, or 10 hours
in a pay status - up to a maximum of 4, 6, or 8 hours per biweekly pay period, depending on the employee's leave
category.
Hours in a pay status in excess of these whole units are accumulated and carried forward as excess workhours. These
excess (uncredited) workhours are added to hours in a pay status in the next period.
Whole units of creditable hours (20, 13, or 10) are then converted into leave hours at the unit rate - provided no more leave
is credited to a part-time employee than could be earned in the same leave year by a full-time employee.
The maximum credit allowable for a particular leave category is calculated by multiplying the period number by the number
of leave hours allowable per period.

Table 2: Table 2 is valid only for newly hired career Postmasters and supervisory or managerial non-bargaining
employees, and non-career employees converted to those positions, with a career appointment date on or after
October 6, 2012, who are without any prior federal or USPS service that was creditable at the time of that career
appointment toward the leave computation date, and only while holding a career Postmaster, supervisory, or
managerial non-bargaining position. Table 2 never applies to an employee who earned annual leave per Table 1.

Leave
Category
3.07

302

Years of
Creditable
Service
Less than 5
years

Maximum Leave per Year
80 hours or 10 days per 26period leave year or 3.07
hours for each biweekly pay
period.

Rate of Accrual
1 hour for each unit of
26 hours pay in status.

Hours of Leave
Hours in Pay Earned per
Status
Period
26
1
52
2
78
3
80
3.07 (max.) 1
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UNITED SiATES PbSTAl. SERVJCE
OS t. 'Enlant Plan. SW
Wasl\inoton, OC :0250

Mr. William J. Kac:or
ExeeutiYe Vice President, Maintenance Craft
American Postal Workers Union, AFL-CIO
817 - 14th Street, N. w.
·washinston, D. c. 20005
R.e: · Local
Fairfield, O'S
A8-C-0520/C8C4FC10815

APWO os2a"

Dear Mr. Kaczor:
;January 30, 1980, we met on the above-captioned ease at
the fourth step of the contractual grievance procedure set
forth in the 1978 National Agreement.

On
\

)

During our discussion, we concluded that at issue in this
grievance is the note contained at the .end of Exhibit E-3
of the P-ll Handbook.

·

·

·.::.::: have mutually _agreed t.hat this note is to be. interpreted

to mean that if an employee had a period of casual or
te~porary employment prior to January l, 1977, this time,
prior to ~anuary l, 1977, is credi~le tovards computation of
the leave computation date which is utilized to deterllline
whether an ecployee is to earn 4, 6 or 8 hours of annual
leave a pay period. Time ~orked as a casual or temporary
fro~ ~anuary 1, 1977 or later is not credible towards the
leave computation date.
Accordingly, this grievance is remanced to Step 3 for
application of the above agreed .to inter?retation.
Please sign the attached copy of this letter as your
acknovledg~ent of the remanding of this case.
Sineerel:y,

)
/

Daniel A. Kahn
Labor Relations

Oepar~~ent

William J. Xac20~~
·
Executive Viee ~relif_ic ent,
Maintenance Craft "American Postal Workers Union,
~
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
'7! L"Enlanl Plaza. SW
wasl'lington, oe 20260

·

.

November 10. l98J

Mr. Thomas Freeman, Jr.
Assistant Director
Maintenance Division
~erican

Postal workers
Onion, AFL-CIO

817 14th St:eet, N.W.
Washington, o. C. · 20005-3399

Re:

T. Ball

Flint, Ml

48502

BlC-48-C 17039

Dear Mr. Freeman:
On October 5, 1983, we met to discuss the above-captioned
grievance at the fourth step of our contractual grievance
procedure.
The grievance concerns whether management improperly charged
8 hours LWOP used by the grievant in the 1982 leave year to
his 1983 leave year.
According to the. file, the 9rievant used 8 hours LWOP on
January 6, 1983, which was during the last p~y period of the
1982 leave year. When the grievant received his pay check
for pay period two of 1983, his pay stub showed 8 hours LWOP
used.
We mutually' concluded that the end of a leave year· and the
beginning of the 26 pay periods does not necessarily
.
coincide (ref. 512.121, ELM}. The 9rievant cannot determine
the LWOP that will be charged to a leave year solely by
viewing his pay stub. The pay ·stub will reflect whatever
leave activity that takes place within a particular pay
period. It does not control leave use allocations during a
leave year. Therefore, leave taken by the grievant on
~anuary·6, 1982, will"be charged to the 1982 leave year.
Accordingly, we consider this grievance, to the extent
disc~ssed above, to be resolved.

·-~

·-

..
2

!-lr. Thomas Freeman, Jr.

Please sign and ·return the enclosed copy of this decision as
acknowledgmen;t of agreement to resolve this case.

Since~~ly;

a~:,ne ~abor

)

)

-~
,_:.

·-

Relations Department

~~r(?(;~.
Assistant Director
Maintenance Division
American ?ostal workers
Union, AFL-CI.0

UNtTEO STATES POSTAL SERVICE
475 L'Enfent ptaza. SW

wunin;ton, oe 202&0

JUN 15 1984

nr.

Joseph

a.

Johnson, Jr.

Director, City Delivery
National Association of Letter
Carriers, AFL-CIO
100 Indiana Avenue, N.W.
Washington, o.c. 20001-2197
Re:

c.

Wolf

Bellevue, WA

98009-9998

HlN-SD-C 19202
K.

Wagner

Bellevue, WA 98009
HlN-50-C 19204

Dear Mr. Johnson:
On April 3, 1984, we met to discuss the above-captioned
grievances at the fourth step of our contractual grievance
procedure.
The issue in these grievances is whether management violated
Article 10, Section 4.D., by refusing to honor approved leave
of the grievants who transferred from the clerk craft to the
carrier craft.
After further review of this matter, we agreed that there was
no national interpretive issue fairly presented as to the
meaning and intent of Article 10 of the National Agreement.
The parties at this level agree that employees who have
annual leave approved are entitled to such leave except in
emergency situations. Whether an emergency situation existedat the time wnen the leave would be used is a noninterpretive
question and is suitable for regional determination.
Please siqn and return the enclosed copy of this decision as
acknowledgment of our agreement to remand these grievances.

)

__

Mr. Joseph B. Johnson, Jr.

2

Time limits were extended by mutual consent.

Sincerely,

~"D~.
Iidi a

bJ Johnson, Jr •
. Djrector, City Delivery
'wational Association of Letter
Carriers, AFL-CIO

\
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UNITED STATES POSTAi. SERVICE
,7~ L·Enl&l'll
· Was.hing1on. DC
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20260-000\

MAR . 5 1985

Mr. Thomas Freeman, Jr.
Assistant Director

Clerk Craft Pivision
Am·erican Postal Woc-kers

Union, AFL-CIO
.
817 14th Street, N.W.
Washington;

o. c: ·

. .... .

.·

20005-33 99
Re:

D. Ortega.

Phoenix, AZ

85026

HlC-SK-C 24208

Dear Mr. Freeman:

On January 15, 1985, we rnet to discuss the above-captioned
grievance at the fourth step of our contractual grievance
procedure •.
The question in this 9rievance is whether the grievant's
annual leave was improperly cancel~ed.

After further review of this matter, we mutually agreed that
no national interpretive issue is fairly presented as to the
meaning and intent of Article 10 of the National Agreement.
As stated in two previously issue·d Step 4 settlements
(BlC-30-C 21492 dated September 16, 1983, and HlC-3D-C 34008
dated October-S,· 1984), we-agreed that-when a ;PTF has.been.
prev~ously granted annual leave, the annual leave will not be
unilaterally changed to an off day, solely to make the·PTF
available for an extra day of work at straight tim~.
Accordingly, as agreed, ~his case is remanded to the parties
at Step 3 for application of the above settlement to the fact
circumstances of thi$ case and appropriate resolution.

?lease sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter a s ' \
your acknowled9ment of agreement to remand this case.

.

-.
..
2

Mr. Thomas Freeman, Jr.

Time limits were extended by mutual consent.

Sincerely,

t. ff. Oliver
elations D~partment

c_~~/~u~,l

Thomas·Ereernan, Jr.
Director
Clerk Craft Division
American Postal workers
Union, AFL-CIO

Assist~nt

.·

... ,

: I

\

)

Septe~er

8, 1961

Mr. Salline Overby Assistant Secretary-Treasurer
National Association of Letter Carriers, AFL-CIO
100 Indiana Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20001
Re:

Dear

~;r.

J. Seratta
South San Franc, CA
HSH-SC-C-18666

94080

ove rby:

On August 26, 1981, we met with you to discuss the

above-captioned grievance at the fourth step of our
. ___ contractual grievance procedure.

The matters presented by you as well as tbe applicable
contractual provisions have-Deen.reviewed and given careful
consiaera tion.
· ·... · ··
·

..

The question in· this grievance is whether or not manaqement
.violated Articl.e XIX of the National. Agreement by not
allowing the emplo~e involved to cancel scheduled annual
leave. · In our opinion, this issue does not fairly present an
interpretive question.
Th~

Onion cites

a violation· of Part

516.332, Employee and
'this refer·ence addresses the
cancellation of annual leave and prov ides .for placing the
·employee on court leave for·the durati~n·of court service.
, 'l'be file reflects that this requirement was accomplished.
Labor ..Relations Manual..

Artic~e xxx, 4, s; local.agreement indicates that
management's action was proper and no eited reference
supports the relief requested by the Union. Sv'"hile not
contractually obligated to, manaqement should give reasonable
consideration to requests for annual leave cancellation.
Accordingly, as we find no violation of the National
aqreement, this grievance is denied.

Sincere.1.y,

~12.~
Howard R. carter

Labor :Relations Department

)
_j'

l.AsoR RELATIONS
~

UNITEDST.1.TES

) l!iiiif POST.1.L SERVICE
./

Mr. William H. Quinn
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union, AFL-CIO
1101 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 500
Washington. DC 20036-4304
Re: B90M-1B-C 95062381
(MH # 664)
Niejadlik S
Springfield, MA 01101-9995
Dear Bill:
Recently, I met with your representative Richard Collins to discuss the aforementioned
grievance at the fourth step of the contractual grievance procedure.
The issue in this grievance is whether management violated Article 8, Section 5, of the
National Agreement when it failed to offer overtime to an employee on his scheduled day
off while on annual leave.
During our discussion, it was mutually agre.ed that the following would represent a full
settlement of this case.
After reviewing this matter it was determined that there is no violation of the National
Agreement. Normally, employees who are absent are not required nor considered available
to work overtime. However, if an employee on the Overtime Desired List (OTDL) so
desires, the employee may advise his/her supervisor in writing of his/her availability to work
a nonscheduled day that is in conjunction with or part of approved annual leave.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of
agreement to se'ttle this case.
·
Time Limits as this level were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely,

Thomas J. Valenti
Labor Relations Specialist
Contract Administration
(APWU/NPMHU)
Labor Relations

~

tZ

William H. Quinn

Natkm:JPr::

National Postal Mail Handlers Union,
AFL-CIO

Date:
475 L"ENF.v<T PLAZA SW

wA.SHIN<l'\'OH DC 20260-4 100

.

..• ·
"''.'.',)·.,
-~·-·

Mr. William J. Flynn, Jr.
Manager Contract Administration
National Postal Mail Handlers
Union, AFL..CIO
1101 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 500.
Washington, DC 20036-4304
Re:

D90M-1 o..c ssoos2n
(MH S-1469)
Class Action
Lexington, KY 40511-9998

Dear Billy:
Recently, Joseph Amma and I met with Samuel O'Ambrosio, Arthur Vallone and
yourself in pre-arbitration discussions of the aforementioned case pending arbitration at
the National level.
The issue in this case is whether management is obligated to honor an employee's
request pursuant to Artide 10,SC for additional annual leave during the choice vacation
period after the vacation list has been posted and the employee has been approved for
the full leave entitlement outlined in Artide 10.3 01 and 02.
After full discussion of this issue, and taking into account additional infonnation
provided by the Union, the parties have agreed that the provisions of Artide 10.5 C
apply to requests .for annual leave in full week increments made by employees after the
initial sign-up period is completed and vacant weeks still exist on the vacation sign-up
list
This constitutes full and final settJement of all issues presented in this case.
Please sign and return one copy of this letter to indicate your agreement to settle this
grievance and withdraw it from the pending arbitration list

J
;
~- (./~

Sincerely,

Thomas J. Vaienti
Labor Relations Specialist
Contract Administration
(APWU/NPMHU), Labor Relations

'
-

-~

t · .. · \!},

--lz,:(,~; ~-<·

~ WilHam J. Flynn, Jr.

·)
.,. Yjx-JC. .t,.,-

·I

/;

Manager Contract Administration
National Postal Mail Handlers
Union, AFL-CIO

l
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513.42

Employee Benefits
513.42
513.421

Part-Time Employees
General

General provisions are as follows:
a.

Absences due to illness are charged as sick leave on any day that an
hourly rate employee is scheduled to work except national holidays.

Exception: If employees shown to be eligible in 434.422 elect to
receive annual leave credit in lieu of holiday leave pay (see 512.65),
sick leave may be charged to supplement work hours, up to the limit
of their regular work schedule, on the holiday worked, provided the
requirements of section 513.32 are met.
b.

c.

513.422

Except as provided in 513.82, paid sick leave may not exceed the
number of hours that the employee would have been scheduled to
work, up to:
(1)

A maximum of 8 hours in any one day.

(2)

40 hours in any one week.

(3)

80 hours in any one pay period. If a dispute arises as to the
number of hours a part-time flexible employee would have been
scheduled to work, the schedule is considered to have been
equal to the average hours worked by other part-time flexible
employees in the same work location on the day in question.

Limitations in 513 .421 b apply to paid sick leave only and not to a
combination of sick leave and workhours. However, part-time flexible
employees who have been credited with 40 hours or more of paid
service (work, leave, or a combination of work and leave) in a service
week are not granted sick leave during the remainder of that service
week. Absences, in such cases, are treated as nonduty time that is not
chargeable to paid leave of any kind. (Sick leave is not intended to be
used to supplement earnings of employees.)

Minimum Unit Charge

Minimum unit charges are as follows:

513.5
513.51
513.511

Employee Category

Minimum Unit Charge

All part-time nonexempt
employees.

One-hundredth of an hour
(0.01 hour).

Part-time exempt employees.

(See 519.7.)

Advanced Sick Leave
Policy
May Not Exceed Thirty Days

Sick leave not to exceed 30 days (240 hours) may be advanced in cases of
an employee's serious disability or illness if there is reason to believe the
employee will return to duty. Sick leave may be advanced whether or not the
employee has an annual leave or donated leave balance.
513.512

Medical Document Required

Every request for advanced sick leave must be supported by medical
documentation of the illness.
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513.65
513.52

513.521

Administration
Installation Heads' Approval

Officials in charge of installations are authorized to approve these advances
without reference to higher authority.
513.522

Forms Forwarded

PS Form 1221, Advanced Sick Leave Authorization, is completed and
forwarded to the Eagan ASC when advanced sick leave is authorized.
513.53
513.531

Additional Sick Leave
Thirty-Day Maximum

Additional sick leave may be advanced even though liquidation of a previous
advance has not been completed provided the advance at no time exceeds
30 days. Any advanced sick leave authorized is in addition to the sick leave
that has been earned by the employee at the time the advance is authorized.
513.532

Liquidating Advanced Sick Leave

The liquidation of advanced sick leave is not to be confused with the
substitution of annual leave for sick leave to avoid forfeiture of the annual
leave. Advanced sick leave may be liquidated in the following manner:

513.6
513.61

a.

Charging the sick leave against the sick leave earned by the employee
as it is earned upon return to duty.

b.

Charging the sick leave against an equivalent amount of annual leave
at the employee's request provided the annual leave charge is made
prior to the time such leave is forfeited because of the leave carryover
limit.

Leave Charge Adjustments
Insufficient Sick Leave
If sick leave is approved but the employee does not have sufficient sick leave
to cover the absence, the difference is charged to annual leave or to LWOP
at the employee's option.

513.62

Insufficient Sick and Annual Leave
If sick leave is approved for employees who have no annual or sick leave to
their credit, the absence may be charged as LWOP unless sick leave is
advanced as outlined in 513.5. LWOP so charged cannot thereafter be
converted to sick or annual leave.

513.63

Disapproved Sick Leave
If sick leave is disapproved, but the absence is nevertheless warranted, the
supervisor may approve, at the employee's option, a charge to annual leave
or a charge to LWOP.

513.64

Absence Without Leave
An absence that is disapproved is charged as LWOP and may be
administratively considered as AWOL.

513.65

Annual Leave Changed to Sick Leave
If an employee becomes ill while on annual leave and the employee has a
sick leave balance, the absence may be charged to sick leave.
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UNITEO STAT:S POSTAL.SERVICE
475 L'Enfant Plaza. SW

WUl\lngton. 0C 2051

DE'.C 1 I 1983
Mr. Balline Overby
Assistant Secretary-Treasurer
National Association of Letter
100 Indiana Avenue, N.W.
Washington, o.c. 20001-2197

C~rriers,

Re:

APL-CIO

Branch

Portland, OR 97208
BlN-50-C 14783

Branen
Portland, OR 97208
!lN-Sl:>-C 14785

)

Dear Mr. over.by:
On November 21, 1983, we met to discuss the above-captioned
eases at the fourth step of the contractual grievance
procedure set forth in the 1981 National Agreement.
The question raised in these 9rievance~ is whether local
violated Article 10 and 19 ~f the National
Agreement by implementing local tardine.ss and sick leave
policies.

managemen~

After further reviev of this matter, we mutually aqreed that
no national interpreeive issue is fairly presented in the
particulars evidenced in these cases • .This issue is a matter
of application rather than in.terpretation. A loc:al
·
Attendance Pr0<1ram cannot be inconsistent with ELM 510.
Disciplinary action vhic:h results fran a local policy must
meet the just cause provision of Article 16. Accordingly, we
aqreed that the parties at Step 3 are to once aqain review
these cases· to ascerta~n if the local policy conforms with
ELM r1!9ulations. If the parties are unable to settle this
matter, the issue should be arbitrated &t the regional level.
Accordinqly, as we further aqreed, these casea are hereby
remanded to the parties at Step 3 for further processinq, if
necessary.

)

-.
\. .

Mr. Ballin• OVerby

-)

2

Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as
your acknowledgment of a9reement to remand these cases.
Sincerely,

Department

Ba l ne Overby
Assistant Sftcretary-Treasu
National A.saociation of Le
Carriers, A!'L-CIO
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
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.1anu.iry S,

C3niel B.

Jo~dan,

1981

&sq.

At tol:'ney at. L~w

American Postal Workers Union,
AFL-CIO

817 14th Street, MW
Washington, DC 20005
Re: E. And:evs

Washington, D.

c.

ASNA-0840

Dear Mr. Jordan:

\
.. /

)

On November 14, 1980, we met to discuss the above-captioned
grievance at the fourth step of our contractual 9rievance
procedure with regard to disputes ?etween the parties £t

the

n~tional

level.

The matters presented by· you, as well as the appiicable r;!.~~·-·
tractual provisions, have been reviewed and 9i~en·careful
consideration.
At issue in this case is uhether the Cleveland, Ohio po3t
office has adopted and enforced a policy whereby e~ployees
using sick leave in excess of three percent of the~r sched-

uled

ho~:s

uill be disciplined.

our discussion, several points of agreement vere
reached. They are:

Du~in9

l.

The USPS and the APhU agree that discipline
fo~ failure to maintain a satisfactory
alLendance record or "2~cassive abs~nteeism"
1nl1~t be deten~.i iie:d on a case-by-c.?se bas L$
in light of all the relevant evid~nce and
circumstilnces.

2.

The USPS and the AP\-JU agree that any rule

setting a fixed amount or percentage of
sick leave U!'.;age after which an employee

will be, as a matter of cou~5e, automatically disciplined is inconsistent ~ith the
National Agrce~cnt and applicable handbooks
an9 manuals.

-2-

. . ·c.). .
. ..

3.

The USPS will introduce no new rules an~
policies re9ardin9 discipline for failure
to maintain a satisfactory attendance·
record or •excessive absenteeism• t~at are
inconsist~nt with the National Agreement and
applicable handbooks and manuals.

The above constitutes our national position on such matters.
tie do not agree that. a three percent policy as stated in your

grievance has been implemented in

th~

Cleveland,

O&~io

post

Of fic:e.

The Union bases its argument on several factors. First,
they feel that the content of several internal management
memos clearly indicates that a three percent rule was
implemented. In my review of the said Joc~~ents, I do not
find such clarity. Further, the authors of the documents
say they haJ no intention of establishin~ a three percent
rule Cor individual attendance. Their ccnc:ern was a three

percent reduction in the sick leave usage for the entire
off ice.
Second, the Union has presented affidavits from.several
employees who attest that they were told "by their
supervisors and/or in step one grievance proce~din9s that

-)
.~

they used more than three perc:ent sick leave they would be
disciplined. The supervisors referred to have all submitted
statements stating that they did not tell employ~es that

there was a three percent rule.
Third, the Union states that the nwnber of "disciplinary

actions taken with regard to excessive sick leave usage
~ere written.
Though numbers v~re .quotedr no doc1.11r.entation was sub:ttitted.
The Clev@land office has sub~itted substantial docu~entation
~hat certainly indicates tha: if a three percent r~le was th~
policy, it was not being en[orced. The Cleveland staff
surveyed the attendance recocds oC o~er seventeen hun~red

substantially increased after the memos

emr;loy~es.
than thr~e

Over

559

~m?lCi"(;'=" =

in th.;it number h.;\d

ti!'.:e~

;r.ore

percent of their :~ck leave d~ring the peri~d
January 1980 .-,, .July 1980, b·Jt were not ci1sciphr:r.~. '!:~~~~
statistics ~ertainly belie the extence of a three perc~nt
rule. Management acknowledges that there has been incceased
emphasis on attendance, but not based on a three percent
l:'ule ..

i\

Notwithstandin9 these listed items to which we can agree,
is our oosition that in li9ht of the fact circumstances o .. __ }.,;'·
this case, no policy to d iscipl inc etn?loyees who used mor, ...
than three percent of their sick leave existed in the
Cleveland post of.f icc.

-3-

It is further our op1n1on, that no definitive dispute eY.ists
between the parties concerning the contractual provisions

for the administration of discipline with regard to failure
to maintain satisfactory attendance.

Sp~' £f:..l--i(9bert L. Euge e
Labor

)

R_elat~

s Department

LABOR RELATIONS

,dPOST/J.L
UNITEDST/J.TES
SERVICE
Mr. John F. Hegarty, National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union
1101 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Suite 500
Washington, DC 20036-4304
Re: G06M-1G-D 11079627
Monica Cuellar
Houston, TX 77201-9997
Dear John:
I recently met with your representative, TJ Branch, to discuss the above captioned grievance at
the fourth step of our contractual grievance procedure.
The issues in this grievance are whether-local management may implement a policy whereby
employees are disciplined for using sick leave after a specified amount of absences and does
leaving on overtime constitute an unscheduled absence.
After full discussion of this issue, we agree that no national interpretive issue is fairly presented in
this case. Furthermore, the issue of whether local management may implement a policy whereby
employees are disciplined for using sick leave after a specified amount of absences has been
addressed in a step 4 decision AS-NA-0840 and is cited in the CIM Version 3 in Article 10 page
12. Provisions for an unscheduled absence are addressed in Employee Relations Manual,
Section 511.4.
Accordingly, we agree to remand this grievance to Step 3 for further processing and/or regional
arbitration if necessary.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of agreement to.
remand this grievance to Step 3 of the grievance procedure.
Time limits at this level were extended by mutual consent.

Allen Mohl, Manager
·
Contract Administration (NPMHU)
and Workplace Programs
Date:

_(}_/,,.._16_-_/3_ _ __

475 i:ENFANT PlAzA SW
WASHINGTON DC 20260--4101
WWW.USPS.COM
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UNJTEO STATES POSTA1. SERVICE
.t75 L·Er.!ant Plua. S\V
Wuhing~on,

OC
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Mr. Thomas Freeman, Jr.
Assistant Director
~aintenanee Craft Division
.AmericcD l'ostal Workers
Union, AFt.-CIO
817 14th Street, N.Wc
~ashington, D.Ca
20005-3399

Re:

Class Action
Orlando, FL 32602
H/c-:m-c 48121

Dear Mr. Freeman:
On Au;ust lS, 1985,

grievance at

procedure~

th~

~e

met to discuss the

above-c~ptioned

fourth step of our contractual grievance

The issue in this grievance involves management requiring
employees to complete PS Fonus 3971 at the Postal Souree
Pata Site prior to obtaini_ng their t.ime badges· foll~w.ing
unexpected ahsences from duty.
·
After reviewing this matter,

~e

_)

mutually agreed that no

national interpretive issue is fairly pre$ented in this case~
This is a local dispute suitable for regional determination by application of Part 513.332 of the ELM as well as
. Part 333.3 of th~ F-2l·Han~book to the fact circumstances.
The parties at this level agree that the completion of a rorlJl
3971 •upon/after return to duty• means while the employee is
on-the-clock.

Accordingly, we agreed to remand this case to the parties at
Step 3 for applicatioft of the above understanding to the fact
circumstances.

..)

2

Kr. JUchAt."d I. \·~evodau

.'

Please sign and return the enclcsed copy of this letter as

your acknowledgment of agreement to remand this ease.
Sincerely,

7!k-t.~C1<ib~
:-:uriel

7>.H~ens

La~or ~el~tions Department

c/l«~ ~ ~v.a~.l.
ThO::i\&S Fl:eeman, Jr.

Assistant Director

Maintenance C~aft Division
h."':'.eric an Postal i·:ol."kers
0

Union, AFL-CIO

)

)

I '

513.42

Employee Benefits
513.42
513.421

Part-Time Employees
General

General provisions are as follows:
a.

Absences due to illness are charged as sick leave on any day that an
hourly rate employee is scheduled to work except national holidays.

Exception: If employees shown to be eligible in 434.422 elect to
receive annual leave credit in lieu of holiday leave pay (see 512.65),
sick leave may be charged to supplement work hours, up to the limit
of their regular work schedule, on the holiday worked, provided the
requirements of section 513.32 are met.
b.

c.

513.422

Except as provided in 513.82, paid sick leave may not exceed the
number of hours that the employee would have been scheduled to
work, up to:
(1)

A maximum of 8 hours in any one day.

(2)

40 hours in any one week.

(3)

80 hours in any one pay period. If a dispute arises as to the
number of hours a part-time flexible employee would have been
scheduled to work, the schedule is considered to have been
equal to the average hours worked by other part-time flexible
employees in the same work location on the day in question.

Limitations in 513.421 b apply to paid sick leave only and not to a
combination of sick leave and workhours. However, part-time flexible
employees who have been credited with 40 hours or more of paid
service (work, leave, or a combination of work and leave) in a service
week are not granted sick leave during the remainder of that service
week. Absences, in such cases, are treated as nonduty time that is not
chargeable to paid leave of any kind. (Sick leave is not intended to be
used to supplement earnings of employees.)

Minimum Unit Charge

Minimum unit charges are as follows:

513.5
513.51
513.511

Employee Category

Minimum Unit Charge

All part-time nonexempt
employees.

One-hundredth of an hour
(0.01 hour).

Part-time exempt employees.

(See 519.7.)

Advanced Sick Leave
Policy
May Not Exceed Thirty Days

Sick leave not to exceed 30 days (240 hours) may be advanced in cases of
an employee's serious disability or illness if there is reason to believe the
employee will return to duty. Sick leave may be advanced whether or not the
employee has an annual leave or donated leave balance.
513.512

Medical Document Required

Every request for advanced sick leave must be supported by medical
documentation of the illness.
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513.65
513.52

513.521

Administration
Installation Heads' Approval

Officials in charge of installations are authorized to approve these advances
without reference to higher authority.
513.522

Forms Forwarded

PS Form 1221, Advanced Sick Leave Authorization, is completed and
forwarded to the Eagan ASC when advanced sick leave is authorized.
513.53
513.531

Additional Sick Leave
Thirty-Day Maximum

Additional sick leave may be advanced even though liquidation of a previous
advance has not been completed provided the advance at no time exceeds
30 days. Any advanced sick leave authorized is in addition to the sick leave
that has been earned by the employee at the time the advance is authorized.
513.532

Liquidating Advanced Sick Leave

The liquidation of advanced sick leave is not to be confused with the
substitution of annual leave for sick leave to avoid forfeiture of the annual
leave. Advanced sick leave may be liquidated in the following manner:

513.6
513.61

a.

Charging the sick leave against the sick leave earned by the employee
as it is earned upon return to duty.

b.

Charging the sick leave against an equivalent amount of annual leave
at the employee's request provided the annual leave charge is made
prior to the time such leave is forfeited because of the leave carryover
limit.

Leave Charge Adjustments
Insufficient Sick Leave
If sick leave is approved but the employee does not have sufficient sick leave
to cover the absence, the difference is charged to annual leave or to LWOP
at the employee's option.

513.62

Insufficient Sick and Annual Leave
If sick leave is approved for employees who have no annual or sick leave to
their credit, the absence may be charged as LWOP unless sick leave is
advanced as outlined in 513.5. LWOP so charged cannot thereafter be
converted to sick or annual leave.

513.63

Disapproved Sick Leave
If sick leave is disapproved, but the absence is nevertheless warranted, the
supervisor may approve, at the employee's option, a charge to annual leave
or a charge to LWOP.

513.64

Absence Without Leave
An absence that is disapproved is charged as LWOP and may be
administratively considered as AWOL.

513.65

Annual Leave Changed to Sick Leave
If an employee becomes ill while on annual leave and the employee has a
sick leave balance, the absence may be charged to sick leave.
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
Labor~

Oepanment
475 CEnmnl Plaza. 911

~.

DC 20290-4100

DCT 2 s

t::.ot

Hr. Lawrence G. Hutchins
Vice President
National Aasoeiation of
Letter Carriersr AFL-CIO
100 Indiana Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001-2197
Re: Class Action

Cincinnati, OB 45234
B4N-4P-C

1~641

Dear Mr. Hutchins:
on August 30, 1988, we met to discuss the above captioned
grievance.

The issue in this grievance is whether a disabled veteran can
be disciplined for using sick leave while receiving treataent
at a VA hospital.

·-)
·

After reviewinq this natter, i~ was autually agreed that no
national interpretive issue is pr~sent in this case. The
parties at thi6 level agree that Executive order 5396, dated
July 3, 1930, does apply to the Postal service and that
absences aeetin9 the requireaents of that decree cannot be

used as a basis for discipline.
we agreed to remand this case to the parties at
Step 3 for further processing, including arbitration if

Accordingly~

necessary.

Please sign and return the enclosed copy-of this letter as
your acknowledgaent of agreement to remand this case.
Tiae limits were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely,

Dovnea
ff ice of

Adainis.tration

~~~"~fr§.,
National Association ofLetter Carriers. AFL-CIO

)

•
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UNITEO STA TES POS'fAl SERVICE
«15 L'Ent:anc Pt3:~. S".V
w~:on.

oc; 20...-va

Janu~ry

Mr.

~illi~a

J.

JO. 1980

Y.~c:or

'£ !': e ; w t .i v eo V 1 c c P r c s i J c n : , :ia 1 ~ t c n a n c e Cr~ f t
A::ucr·i can Pos eal i,;ork-!t r.s Uni oa, AFL-ClO

817 - 14th t~Te~~. N~
Yashington, DC 20005
t.a :

S • Oc.~· ~ 1 in
\Jilli A?SS tovn, :;J
AS-E-0~77/£3C2BC-2061

AP9.JU -

)

bear

H~.

04 77

~ac:or:

/

On January 16, l9SO, vc met on ih~ above-c~pt~oned c~se ac
th~ fourth Step Of ~be COUtT~ctual Sricvan~e p~ocedure set
forth in che l9i8 National Agrecmcae~
Dur!~~

ou~

discussion,

~e

concluded

th~~

1ssu~

at

in this

is ~hether ~anase~cn~ ~ust pay an c~plo~~c fot a\l
ti~c s~ent to underzo ~ Fitness-for-Duty e~~Q a: tn4
employer's request; and wh.eth~r ~har~ing such time to au
~r~e~~~ce

employee's anaual leave const1tq;es such payment.
Af ~et :~vei~ing cbe 1~!o:=atio~ ?rovidQd, i : is o~t ~os!:ion
~ha~ :~~e spent by an ~~ployee in vai~i~g for ~nd rece!vi~g
sue:~ =~dic:al attent1Qn ac·~~e dire~tiou of

eonsti~ute$ hours worked.

Thus,

the c~ployer

tne grievanc 1n this case

shall be carried ia an of!icial" duty ~ay status for all
i~volved.
!n add!tiou, an~ annual leave cha:ged to the
grievaat shall be
Pleas~

~ec:rediced

co his balance.

sign the attached copy of this letter as your
of the final .d!.spos1c.!on of this ·cas.e.

ac:k:o:.rlee~:ient

)

Siz:>c:erely.

,

,I~:~; . \"-~~

~~d:~~'~~

-w-1-1-1--1_.i..._1111_..;;..A-..---._s_c-.e""""'t,_.l._______

w11.i 1~ 1111
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ci~e·

lABoR RELATIONS
~ UNITEDSTIJTES

l!iiifl POSTllL SERVICE

John F. Hegarty, National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union
1101 Connecticut Avenue, N.W:, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20036-4304
Re: AOOM-1A-C 06143989
Local Union #06-083
Jersey City, NJ 07097-9995
Dear John:
Recently, I met .with your representative, Dick Collins to discuss the above--captioned
grievance at the fourth step of our contractual grievance procedures.
·
The issue in this grievance is whether the use of the "Deems Desirable Option" in the
RMD/ERMS is in violation of the National Agreement, Chapter 51 O of the ELM and
various Step 4 agreements.
After full discussion of this issue, we mutually agreed that no national interpretive issue
.is fairly presented in this case. We further agree that if a supervisor detennines that
medical documentation or other" acceptabfe evidence of incapacitation is desirable for
the protection of the Postal Service it must be made on a case by case basis, must be
consistent with the provisions of ELM 513.361 and may not be arbitrary, capricious or
unreasonable.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of
agreement to remand this case to Step 3.
Time limits at this level were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely,

AnthOflYllro
Labor Relations Specialist
Contract Administration (NPMHU)

John Fr+r;f/.t~

National Pre·sident
National Postal Mail Handlers Union

,.,....,-_3

~·07

Date: _ _::J
__
·-------

475 l.'.ENFANr PU\ZA ~

,,

L'--=

WASHINGTON DC 20260·4100
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UNITED ST.ATES POSTAL SERVICE
.crs L'!::r.l~l\I P• 11;;.l, ;,w
W<1:>t111\glon, be .:/C260

April 19, 1982

Mr. Gerald Anderson
Executive Aide, Clerk Craft
7\.-neric.an ·post;al Workers· Union, AFL-ClO

817 - 14th

Stree~,

Washington, DC

NW

...

":':

20005

..,

:,L''

C' ;

Cl a~s Act ion
Newack, NJ 07102

Re:;

-~~,~~ ,;~:' ~d ;;~';; ~ ,' . ' ,.: ·' '"',' ~· '>'0>~f '. <~ ~~-~~:~~~::'O ~'
f>,

,

>·· .

~~

.(jtJ.). ' ' · 'c!

';'

On March 31, 1'982, we met wi.th you to discuss the
above-captioned grievance at the fourth step 0£ our

contractual grievance

procedu~ew

The matters presez:t~d-~by you as 'well as the applicable
contractual provisio~s have be~n revie~ed and given careful
considerationWe mutually agreed. that a blanket management order r~qu~ri~g
·/ medical documentation or; othe.r acc~ptable ·evidence Of· .·.· ..

incapacity

.·:. :. ··;·

·

to-~ork

from· all

employees.who

cali-in on a

particular day, regardleSS-of ind~vidual circumstances~ goes
1 ·.):>~yond :.- .the\.. intent:: .of,.'·;,J~a·.r·t;.:;.!?'1.a·,.~-'36.,.l '!o.f ;}:h·e·· ·Ernplny~e· ·:;; :-Labor :: ···
• 'Relations Manual and should not be used.
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Plea&e sign the attached copy of this decision as your
ackno~led9ment of agreement to resolve this case~

~?~
:·.~

~~~

..·

:·

Sincerely,

..

:·,i·'.:
~

~.
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. ~,..:.-;~·- 4£ ~ £(,.4,;~/ ..

· ."Get'ald Anersc:m /·· :

Depa't't::ment
.-:--,.

.\

....
-·
·....
· Executive·Aide, Clerk Craft
American Postal Workers Union,
AFL-CIO
. \
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
475 l..'Enlant P1aza.
Wasl'lington, 0C
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Mr. Halline Overby
Assistant Secretary-Treasurer
National Association of Letter
Carriers, AFL-CIO
100 Indiana Avenue, N.w.
Washington, o.c. 20001-2197
Re:

JUN 18 1985

Gnewuch
Corvallis, OR 97330
HlN-50-C 299-43

A.

Dear Mr. Overby:
On May 10, 1985, we met to discuss the above-captioned
grievance at the fourth step of our contractual grievance
procedure ..
7he question raised in this grievance is whether the grievant
properly submitted documentation to support her absence due

to illness.

After further review of this matter, we mutually agreed that
no national interpretive issue is fairly presented in the
particulars evidenced in this case. Whether the grievant
provided acceptable documentation in accordance with th&
provisions of subchapter 513.364 of the Employee and Labor
Relations Manual (ELM) is a factual dispute. Bovever, the
parties at Step 4 agree that a naturopath is considered an
•attending practitioner• under ELM 513.364.

Accordingly, as ve further agreed, this case is hereby
remanded to tho parties at Step 3 for further processing, if
necessary.

Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as
your acknowledgment of agreement to remand this case.
Sincerely,.- · ··

a O&partment

~{{~

Assistant Secreta~-Treasurer
National Association of Letter
Carriers, AFL-CIO

.,_)
__ ·_,·

---•••d••••••••"•"•··-'-••"

DEC 19 1986
Mr. Thoeu ?r•••an, Jr.

Aaalatant Director

Maintenance Craft Division
American Postal Workers
Union., A!'L-CIO
817 14th street, N.W.
Washington, D.c. 20005-3399
Rei

Clua Action

Dallas BMC, TX 75391
D4C-3A-C 15991

)

on several occasions, the •oat recent being November 6, 1986,
we met to dlacuas the above-captioned grievance at the fourth
step of o~r contractual grievan~o procedure.
The issue in this grievance is whether or not the l&nguage
contained in Part 513.364 of the ELK means the docUJllent
itself must be generated by the doctor.

During our discussion~ ve mutu41ly agreed that the following
constitutes full settlement of thie grieviU\ces

'?he t:mployee and Labor Relations Manual contains no
prohibition against the submission of a pre-printed
fora1 however, it ie understood that any aedlcal
docwaentation or other acceptable evidence
submitted must meet the requirements
forth in
Part 513.364 of the ELM.

••t

Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this lett&r as
your acknowledgment of agreement to aettl• thia case •

. .

)

..

Time limits vere extended by •utual consent.
Sincerely,

.
~Q.
Muriel Ao Al~
Grievance & Arbitration
Division

•

T oau rrenmh

r.

Assistant bir•ctor
Maintenance Craft Di•i•ion
Americam ltoatal-Workera
Onion, AFL-CIO

.,.)
'·

. -:-:"

Mr. Thomas A. Neill
Industrial Relations Director

American Postal Workers
Union, AFL-CIO

817 14th Street, N.W.
·washington, o.c. 20005-3399
Dear" Mr. Ne ill:
_, ......
. : ....
··
on· April .23 we met in prearbitration discussion. of
. ..
. HlC-!T-C.:40742~· .Oklahemi.~clt:X.i.~··oklah~a. :The question in .
· -.-:: ·:., .;.... -: . ,._~Jli'a,~~riovance. is wh.ether:··l~cA:.l«'-.mana.gement acted. aecor.diriq ly ·
··w_nen.'f~~i·~J~-~~ed -~~~er~.,-~~:~P-:9i; .~acs~mil'e ·~ig~-~t'tires ·on

.:_. : · ..
..

.

medic.a'l.~e1lrtific:at·cu1.;._ --~":'~..·-;;·:?'----·

· ·

,.. ·.

, ._"·-~;t.~~.-~-~·~ _·:. ·.-.T;:c~· ._: .. ·,:.~~:'··~~~~~:: . • -: ...

. ~t.·,.)tr~S~\~·jliµ~ual.ly a_gree~ :t~:« ~ettl~ment <;lf":this
. ...·.-.-~",.. . : .-= ....;~:;.-~·~=-·~·:.a..·, ..-::.:::.·.:. ·.

_....... i'. ·.·~~l'::-.:_=:-,··=-..

~ ~

·:·~

-:: . );. . ~:··

·

..

case

as· follO'#S:

·... -~\~'·ifusb'er' siam.p·--·and'.':f·ac.stmii~r··~igni~ure 'is acceptable,
·_-,:~ .. .subj~ct to. _verific~ti~n~.:0n ..a~·:ciufe-by-e.ase_ basis •
·:. . . . .
•. :
•

.

•

-~

- ..:·._;_

.

··::·.:···-·

~

:;_ ·.: .!

·~=··

~· ·-·~:-·:·~,.~~ ~-;:·

Please ·sign. and. retu~ . the·: e.ncloaed ··copy of this letter

.....,.ac.knowliadging your_ agraeme·n·t.'. ~o~·set.:tle. this- case, withdrawing
--_ '. H_l~~~:r~c '-«07.42 from. the na.t1·onal::~endin~ arbitration listinc;;.

si~~:;~~iy,

":. -.el . ~-'-LI
.
~.Nei
Industrial Relations

Director
American Postal Workers
Onion, AFL-CIO

Enclosure
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
475 L.'Enfant Pla:a. SW

Washington, OC 20260

Mr. Thomas A. Neill
Industrial Relations Director
American Postal Workers Union,

c:: !:';:,

w:..a

"

""'

~:: Q.4
.""'.,,,.

AFL-CIO
817 14th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005
Re: Moe Biller

Washington, D.C. 20005
BlC-NA-C 113
Oear Mr. Neill:
On July 26, 1984, we met with you to discuss the
abova-captioned grievance at the fourth step of our
contractual grievance procedure.
The subject grievance is settled based on the following
understanding concerning documentation required to
substantiate illness:
There may be situations in which an attending physician
or other attending practitioner may authorize a staff
member to sign a document on· behalf of the attending
physician or other practitioner (e.g. An attending
physician or practitione~ instructs his/her nurse to
complete and ~ign a doc~rnent for the attending physician
or practitioner). Such documentation may be subject to
ve~ification, if the need arises.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this decision as
acknowledgement of agreement to settle this case.
The time limits were extended

~y

mutual consent.

Sincerely,

Daniel A. Kahn
Labor Relations Departraent

Industrial Relaticns Di=ector
Postal Workers Union,

~~erican

.a.fL-CIO

"\
/

/

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
475 l."Enlr.nt Plaza. SW
W&Shirig1on, DC 202SO

Septe=ber 14, 1983

Mr.-Thomas Freeman, Jr.
Assistant Director
~aintenance

Oivision

American Postal Workers
Onion, AFL-CIO
8t7 l~t.h Street, N.w.
Washington, o.c. 20005-3399

Re:

Class Action
Port Myers, FL

sie-lw-e ·2221s

33906

Dear Mr. Freeman:
pn several occasions, the latest being August 22, 1983; we
met to discuss the above-captioned grievance at the fourth
step of our contractual grievance procedure.
The issue in this grievance is whether me4ieal documentation
submitted under the provisions of Section Sll.364 of the
Employee and t.abOr Relations Manual must cover the entire
~ri~

of the absence.

·

After further review of the matter, W. agreed that there was
no national interpretive issue fairly presented as to the
~eaninq and intent of Articles 10 and 19 of the National
Agt"eeraent.
The parties at this·1evel agree that-nor~ally the medical
documentation should cover the entire ~riod. However,
. supervisors may accept proof other than medical documentation·
if it supports approval of the sick leave ~pplication.
Based upon the

~bove

considerations, we agreed to close this'

case.
Please sign and return tne enclosed copy of this decisiOnJts
acknowledgment.of our a9~eement to close this grievance.

)

rtr. Thomas

Freeman. Jr.

2

Time limits were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely,

,,

Cr?""·
/;-1'.&'t./'-:·.'~
Department

/
/...

•

--;,,...,..,,/,•t

/:! ,., .

,•

Thomas Freeman, Jr.
Assistant Director
Maintenance t>iv.ision
American Postal Workers
Onion; AFL-CIO

····)~.
~

-

FMLA

Jtm.e

n.

1995

MAHAGDS, BtlHAN R.!SOORas (ALL AJU!!AS}
. MANAGD.S, llt1MJUf R.!SOURC:ZS (ALL DISn.taS) ..
s~c:a .A1'tU >W:JICAI. DIR.!atJJlS

Stm.:TZC'l':

t>ocmumtaticm Jtequireme.nts

It has raeantly come ta rt attention that there 'is scm.e·
confusion in ~th• field cancarning the subst.uu:e et m8dical .
information needed 1'y a superrisor to appreve leave punwmt
to Section Sll.36 of the !mployeua and L.l.bor bl&tioZUI Manual.
':he fallowing resuus the Post:&.l Servic:e 1 s poaiticn.
When emplCJyH9 U'& required t.o Bul::mtit llHtdic:al. d.cc:umentatl.cn to
support & raqtHtst tor approved leave, suc:h c1oe'cmut.aticn
should be fU.rllished ~ tbe employee's att.an.cU.nq physic:i&D. er
ctl:uu: &t~ending prac:t:.tion.er, vith mi ezplan&Ucn cf the
na.tura cf the aplcyee' s illness or inj~ suf fic:ient to
indicata t.b.&t the uployae vaa or vill. 1:>e tm.11.bla t.o perfoftll.
his or her narmal duties durin9 t.b.11 period ef &Dsanc11.. ..
.
Hc:rma.1ly1 statements ·such as •under. my: ..ea.re• or •received
trea.t:men1; .. a.re net acceptable evidence . .of--incapac:it.a.ticn.
In order to return to duty when medic:a.l dcc:u:i.en1:.1.tion is
required, an employee mus~ su.l:=it to tha supervisor
information from. the appropriate medical source which
.includes:
l.
2.

Evidence of incapacitation for the period of ab11u1nc:e.

Evidence cf the &l':lility to return t.o duty

vi thc:n.u: lildb.tions.

vit.l:L

or

Medical i.nf crm.ation vhich inclwies a diar;ncsis a.nd a aec:U.c:al
prcqncsis is not necessary to aperove leave. . A health care
provider can provide an uplanat1on of =edical f&c:ts
su:ff icie.nt. to indicate th.at an employee is, er will be,

incapac::it&tad for duty vithcut qivinq a

s~if ie

diaqnosis er

. medical prognosis. If mlltdica.l doc:um.entat1on is received by e
employee's supervisor th.at provides & dia.c;nosis and a medical
prognosis,· it mus1:. be forwarded to the health unit or office
cf. t.be contract medical provider and treated u1 & •restri.cted
medi~al record• under Section 21(.3 cf Sa.ndl:look EI.~806.

)
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UNITED STATES POSTAi.. SERVICE
Ulbot~~

47'5

I:~

't\fM.hll igllelfl,

Plaza. flN

DC 202l0-4\00

Mr. Jim Lingberg
National Representative-at-Large
Maintenance Craft Division
American Postal Workers
Union, AFL-CIO
1300 L Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20005-4107
Re:

.
DEC 1 G 1987

E .. Watkins

North suburban, IL

60199

B4C•4A-C 34162

B. Dandrea
North Suburban, IL
B4C-4A-C 34163

\

)

60199

On December 7, 1987, ve met to discuss the above-captioned·
grievances at the fourth step of our contractual grievance

procedure.

The issue in these grievances involves the review of medical
certificates auhmitted by employees vho returned to duty
folloving extended absences due to· illness.

-After revievin9 this matter. we mutually agreed that no
national interpretive issue is at dispute between the
parties.
We agreed to remand these cases to the parties at Step 3 for
ap~lication of a previous Step 4 settlement, Case No.
BlC-4T-C 2"4220, vhich stated:
·~e

mutually agreed to full settlement of this issue as

follows:
l. . To avoid undue delay. in returning an employee to
duty, the on-duty medical officer, contract physician, or nurse should review and make a decis'ion
based upon the presented medical information the same
day it is submitted.

-~.·.·

j

v 111:1

Lingberg .

2

Normally the employees will be returned to vork on
his/her next workday provided adequate medical
docwnentation is submitted within sufficient time for

review.

2.

The reasonableness of the Service in delaying an
em~loyee's return beyond his/her next workday shall
be a proper subject for the grievance procedures on a
case-by-case basis.•

Accordingly, as agreed, these eases are remanded to Step 3
for further processing, including arbitration if necessary by
the parties at that level.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as
your acknowledgment of agreement to remand these cases.
Ti'me limits vere extended by mutual consent.

Sincerely,

Samuel M. Pulcrano

Grievance '
Divi&ion

Ar~itration

erg
.
ation
Re esentative-at-Large
Maintenance Craft Division
.American Postal Workers
Union, AFL-CIO

__

)

LABOR RELATIONS

,d

UNITED STllTES
POST/lL SERVICE

Mr. John F. Hegarty
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union,
1101 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20036-4304
Re:

QOOM-60-C 05099748
Q06M-6Q-C 11100872
CLASS
Washington, DC 20260-4100

I recently met with T.J. Branch to discuss the above-captioned grievances which are currently
scheduled for national arbitration.
The issue in the above referenced grievances is whether certain revisions of Employee and Labor
Relations Manual (ELM) Section 515, concerning the Family and Medical Leave, and Section 865,
Return to Duty after Medical Absences are fair, reasonable and equitable.
After full discussion of this issue, we agree the Contract Interpretation Manual will be updated to
clarify current ELM 515 language.
The current ELM 865 language does not negate management's obligation under the MOU: Retum
to Duty when returning an employee to duty after an absence for medical reasons.
The reasonableness of the Service in delaying an employee's return beyond his/her next scheduled
tour of duty or the date stated in the medical documentation shall be a proper subject for the
grievance procedure on a case-by-case basis.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of agreement to
resolve these cases thereby removing them from the national arbitration list.
Time limits at this level were extended by mutual consent.

Allen Mohl
Manager,
Contract Administration (NPMHU)
And Employee Workplace Programs

JohnQiJ.~
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union
Date:

475 lCENFANr PLAZA SW
WASHINGTON DC 20260-4101
WWl'V.USPS.COM

J _,,. /0 - Jt.{

LABOR RELATIONS

UNITED STIJ.TES
POSTIJ.L SERVICE

Mr. John F. Hegarty
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union,
1101 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20036-4304
Re:

QOOM-60-C 05099748
Q06M-6Q-C 11100872
CLASS
Washington, DC 20260-4100

I recently met with T.J. Branch to discuss the above-captioned grievances which are currently
scheduled for national arbitration.
The issue in the above referenced grievances is whether certain revisions of Employee and Labor
Relations Manual (ELM) Section 515, concerning the Family and Medical Leave, and Section 865,
Return to Duty after Medical Absences are fair, reasonable and equitable.
After full discussion of this issue, we agree the Contract Interpretation Manual will be updated
clarify current ELM 515 language.

to

The current ELM 865 language does not negate management's obligation under the MOU: Return
to Duty when returning an employee to duty after an absence for medical reasons.
The reasonableness of the Service in delaying an employee's return beyond his/her next scheduled
tour of duty or the date stated in the medical documentation shall be a proper subject for the
grievance procedure on a case-by-case basis.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of agreement to
resolve these cases thereby removing them from the national arbitration list.
Time limits at this level were extended by mutual consent.

~~1~

John~Hegefi

Allen Mohl
Manager,

(l\IPl\.lll-ILJ\I
And Employee Workplace Programs

Adrninic::tratinn
vttl.t'-"V"'
1111111- •
.,.,_,
C nntr<:>,..t

"

, .. , .

1

National President
National Postal Mai! Handlers Union
Date:

475 L'ENFANr PLAZA SW
WASHINGTON DC 20260-4101
WWW.USPS.COM
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
.&15 L·;n:o.nl P!::a. SW
wu~ini1or.,

oc

~iro

JUN 3 iS85
Mr. Thomas freeman, Jr.

Assistant Director
.:..merican ?os ta l t·:orker-s
t~nion,

817

l~th

AfL-CtO

Street, N.W •

.•:,.;:,
_, __ ,_:_
t>J '- I 19
•-;') ,

DC
' •

200CS - --09
,:> ;. '

Dear Mr. freeman:
On ~ay 22 we ~et in ptearbitration discusiion of
HlC-3D-C 37622, ~tlanta, Georgia.
The question in this
grievance is ~hether mana~enent rnay create a ~c~ll-in• list
of e~~loyees re~ut:'ied to doc~~ant an unscheduled absence in
lieu of utilizing the restricted sick leave ~ethod found in'
the Employee and Lo.bor Relations Manual, Part 513.
I~ was mutually agreed to full settlement of this case as
~

follows:

The doc~mentation •call-in• list automatically
requiring medical certification for all unscheduled
absences will be abolished.

?lease sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter
acknovledging your agreement with this settlement,
withdrawing HlC-30-C 37622 from the pending national
arbitration listing.
Sincer-ely,

~nc:osi.;ra

)

...

-~.'.
~ UNITEDSTATES

.. /

J

lll!!:iiill POST.di. SERVICE

Mr. William l3Ul'NS
Executive Vac:a President
American Postal Wor1ce~

Union, AFl.-CIO
1300 L Straet, NW

Washington, DC 200()5..4128
Re:

Case No. 090C4Q..C 9SC4B663
Washington, DC - Headquarters

Recently, you met with Postal Service representatives to discuss the above·captioned
grievance. currently pending national level arbitration.
This grievanca c::incems tha effeet of the Memorandum of Understanding (MO~
concerning •Paid Leave and LWop· found on pege 312 ct the 1998 National

AgrHmenl
The parties her&by reaffirm the attac:hed Memorandum of Understanding dated
November 13, 1991, which serves as the partias' further agreement on the use of paid
leave and LWOP.

We further agree that
1. As specified in ELM 513.S1, if sick leave is approved, but the employee does not
have sufficient sick leave to cover the abHnc:.e, the difference Is Charged to annual
leave or to LWOP at the employee's option.
2. Employees may use LWOP in lleu of &ic:k or annual leave when an employee
requests and IS entitled to time off under ELM 51S, Absences for Family Care er
Serious Health Problem of Employee (policies to comply w1Ul the Famny and
Medical Leave Act).

e,

3. In aa:.ordance with Article 10, Sac:Uon when an employee's absence is approved
ln accordance with nonnal leave approval procedures, the employee may u611ze
annual and sick leave rn conjunction with leave without pa.y. As we have previously
agreed, thls would include an employee who wishes to continue eligibility for health
and life insun1nce bene~. and/or those protections for whieh the emptoyee may be
eligible under Article 6 of the National Agreement
·

•75 L°'6c•AK1 ~ SW
PC 202ll0·4 ioo

w~

)

,_

-

With the above understandings, 'Whid'I shall apply to CtJrr'Qntiy pending timely
grievances and tt'\ose tiled in the future, we agread tc settle thi$ grievance. Please sign
below as ac:.kncwledgmont of your agreement to resolve this grievanc:a. removing it
from the pending national arbitration listing.

\\\11~~

William Bum.rs
Executive Vic:a Prssidant
Americ:airi Pcstal Workers'

Union. AFL...ctO

Date: :\ Attachment

\
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514.2

Employee Benefits
514.2
514.21

Policy
Restriction
LWOP in excess of 2 years is not approved unless specifically provided for in
postal policy or regulations.

514.22

Administrative Discretion
Each request for LWOP is examined closely, and a decision is made based
on the needs of the employee, the needs of the Postal Service, and the cost
to the Postal Service. The granting of LWOP is a matter of administrative
discretion and is not granted on the employee's demand except as provided
in collective bargaining agreements or as follows:

514.23

a.

A disabled veteran is entitled to LWOP, if necessary, for medical
treatment.

b.

A Reservist or a National Guardsman is entitled to LWOP, if necessary,
to perform military training duties under the Uniformed Services
Employment and Reemployment Rights Act of 1994 (USERRA), Public
Law 103-353.

c.

An employee who requests and is entitled to time off under 515,
Absence for Family Care or Serious Health Condition of Employee,
must be allowed up to a total of 12 workweeks of absence within a
Postal Service leave year for one or more of the reasons listed in
515.41 (a) through 515.41 (e), and up to 26 workweeks of leave during a
single 12-month period to care for covered service members with a
serious injury or illness.

Condition
In granting approval for extended LWOP, the granting official should have
reasonable expectation that the employee will return at the end of the
approved period.

514.24

Leave Credit Adjustment
Employees who are on LWOP for a period, or periods, totaling 80 hours
(normal number of workhours in 1 pay period) during a leave year have their
leave credits reduced by the amount of leave earned in 1 pay period.
Exception: Employees who (1) are in leave category 6, (2) are not on
LWOP for the entire year, and (3) whose accumulated LWOP reaches
80 hours in the last pay period in a leave year have their leave balance
reduced by only 6 hours, even if they earn 10 hours during that pay
period (see 512.3). Also, no adjustment is made to the leave computation
date for periods of LWOP taken for active military service or while absent
due to an illness or injury approved by OWCP.

514.25

Other Employment
LWOP is not granted for the purpose of enabling an employee to "try out" or
to accept other employment.

514.3
514.31

Authority to Approve
Installation Head
Installation heads may approve requests for LWOP that are not in excess of 1 year.

326

ELM 41

Employee Benefits

517.42
517.3
517.31

Procedures
Approval
The employee is to complete a PS Form 3971 before the period of absence.
Sufficient notice is required for making necessary arrangements for
replacements. If the employee does not learn of the need for the absence
until later, notice is to be given as soon possible. The official responsible for
approving the attendance record also approves military leave.

517.32

Use of Mixed Leave
Normally the first days of a longer period of military duty are charged to
military leave. If circumstances warrant it, any other scheduled workdays
during the longer active duty period may be designated as military leave
instead of the days at the beginning of the military duty.

517.33

Use of Leave Intermittently
Military leave may be taken intermittently.

517.34

Return From Duty
For paid military leave approval, upon return from military duty to the Postal
Service, the employee furnishes a copy of military orders or other
documentation properly endorsed by appropriate military authority to show
the duty was actually performed.

517.4
517.41

Military Leave Allowances
General Allowance
Eligible full-time and part-time employees receive credit for paid military
leave as follows:
a.

Full-time employees other than D. C. National Guard - 15 calendar
days (120 hours) each fiscal year.

b.

Part-time employees other than D.C. National Guard - 1 hour of
military leave for each 26 hours in pay status (including military LWOP)
in the preceding fiscal year provided:

(1)

Employee was in pay status a minimum of 1,040 hours in the
preceding fiscal year.
Note: A part-time employee's time on military LWOP in one
fiscal year counts toward meeting the 1,040 hours'
requirement for the next fiscal year.

(2)
c.

Employee's pay for military leave does not exceed 80 hours.

D.C. National Guard - all days (no limit) of parade or encampment
duty ordered under Title 49, District of Columbia Code.

An employee may carry over up to 1 year's allotted but unused (not to
exceed 15 days) military leave from one fiscal year to the next.
517.42

Previous Service
Employees transferring to the Postal Service from other government
agencies are entitled to credit for paid military leave purposes for
government service performed prior to appointment as part-time employees.
Any other creditable federal civilian service rendered during the prior fiscal

March 2017
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517.132

Employee Benefits
517.132

Duty Covered for Members of the D.C. National Guard

Types of duty covered as paid military leave include:

517.133

d.

Parade or encampment activities of the D.C. National Guard.

e.

Service providing military aid for law enforcement purposes as
provided in 517.43.

Duty Not Covered

Types of duty not covered as paid military leave include:

517.2
517.21

a.

Summer training as a member of Reserve Officer Training Corps.

b.

Temporary Coast Guard Reserve.

c.

Service with the National Guard, if ordered by the State Governors
without authority of the Department of Defense, except when such
service is in connection with regular annual encampment or for law
enforcement purposes as specified in 517.43.

d.

Training with a State Guard or other state military organization that is
not a part of the National Guard or that was created to take the place of
the National Guard during an emergency.

e.

Weekly drills as member of D.C. National Guard.

f.

Civil Air Patrol, established as a civilian auxiliary of the U.S. Air Force,
and similar reserve and guard auxiliary organizations.

g.

Time taken on a workday to travel to the place where training is to
begin, unless military training orders encompass the period of travel
time required.

Eligibility
Eligible Employees
Career postal employees, i.e., full-time, part-time regular, and part-time
flexible employees who are members of the following components of the
armed forces, are eligible for paid military leave:

517.22

a.

The Army National Guard of the United States.

b.

The Army Reserve.

c.

The Naval Reserve.

d.

The Marine Corps Reserve.

e.

The Air National Guard of the United States.

f.

The Coast Guard Reserve.

g.

The Air Force Reserve.

Ineligible Employees
Permitted to be absent, but not eligible for paid military leave, are noncareer
employees such as the following:

344

a.

Casual employees.

b.

Contract workers.

c.

Noncareer rural carriers.

d.

Temporary employees.

e.

Transitional employees.
ELM 41

Employee Benefits

517.42
517.3
517.31

Procedures
Approval
The employee is to complete a PS Form 3971 before the period of absence.
Sufficient notice is required for making necessary arrangements for
replacements. If the employee does not learn of the need for the absence
until later, notice is to be given as soon possible. The official responsible for
approving the attendance record also approves military leave.

517.32

Use of Mixed Leave
Normally the first days of a longer period of military duty are charged to
military leave. If circumstances warrant it, any other scheduled workdays
during the longer active duty period may be designated as military leave
instead of the days at the beginning of the military duty.

517.33

Use of Leave Intermittently
Military leave may be taken intermittently.

517.34

Return From Duty
For paid military leave approval, upon return from military duty to the Postal
Service, the employee furnishes a copy of military orders or other
documentation properly endorsed by appropriate military authority to show
the duty was actually performed.

517.4
517.41

Military Leave Allowances
General Allowance
Eligible full-time and part-time employees receive credit for paid military
leave as follows:
a.

Fu/I-time employees other than 0. C. National Guard - 15 calendar
days (120 hours) each fiscal year.

b.

Part-time employees other than D.C. National Guard - 1 hour of
military leave for each 26 hours in pay status (including military LWOP)
in the preceding fiscal year provided:

(1)

Employee was in pay status a minimum of 1,040 hours in the
preceding fiscal year.
Note: A part-time employee's time on military LWOP in one
fiscal year counts toward meeting the 1,040 hours'
requirement for the next fiscal year.

(2)
c.

Employee's pay for military leave does not exceed 80 hours.

D.C. National Guard - all days (no limit) of parade or encampment
duty ordered under Title 49, District of Columbia Code.

An employee may carry over up to 1 year's allotted but unused (not to
exceed 15 days) military leave from one fiscal year to the next.
517.42

Previous Service
Employees transferring to the Postal Service from other government
agencies are entitled to credit for paid military leave purposes for
government service performed prior to appointment as part-time employees.
Any other creditable federal civilian service rendered during the prior fiscal

March 2017
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517.54

Employee Benefits
517.54
517.541

Absence Beyond the General Military Leave Allowance
Training Periods

Any absence beyond the general military leave allowance is charged to
annual leave or LWOP regardless of the number of training periods in the
fiscal year.
517.542

Choice of Annual Leave, Sick Leave, or LWOP

Eligible employees who volunteer or are ordered for a period of military
training or for a period of active military duty beyond the general military
leave allowance may use annual leave or LWOP, at their option. Sick leave
can be used only if the employee is hospitalized, confined to quarters as
directed by competent military medical authorities, or on convalescent leave
due to military service.
517.6
517.61

Conflict With Work Schedule
Employee Alternatives
An employee who has official duty orders or official notices signed by
appropriate military authority for weekly, biweekly, or monthly training
meetings and who has a conflict with scheduled work requirements may
choose one of four ways of meeting the military obligation:

517.62
517.621

a.

Use military leave not in excess of the general military leave allowance.

b.

Use annual leave.

c.

Use LWOP.

d.

Arrange a mutually agreeable trade of workdays and days off with
another employee who is qualified to replace the absent employee.
Such trades must be cleared with the responsible supervisor and must
be in accordance with the terms of collective bargaining agreements.

Administrative Policy
Reassignments

The following provisions concern reassignments:

517 .622

a.

Arbitrary reassignments of other employees are not made to permit
absences of employees for military duty. An employee having military
drills or military training responsibility should attempt to bid on a work
assignment (when the opportunity presents itself) that will not conflict
with military duties.

b.

Employees requesting a temporary schedule change must submit
PS Form 3189 (with PS Form 3971) to the appropriate postal official at
their installation (see Handbook F-21, 232.23).

Rescheduling

An employee desiring absences for military duty may be rescheduled if such
action can be taken without increasing costs or adversely affecting the
service to other employees. Every effort should be made to work out these
problems as satisfactorily as possible.
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Representing the Intervenor, APWU - Melinda Holmes, Esq.

I.

BACKGROUND
This grievance was presented on or about April 5, 1995 on behalf of Mr. Doug Wright, a

Mail Handler employed at the Kalamazoo, Michigan Postal Facility of the United States Postal
Service (hereafter referred to as the "Postal Service" or sometimes as the "USPS" or
"Management").

The grievance was presented by Local 307 of the National Postal Mail

Handlers Union (hereafter referred to as the "Union"). Subsequent to a denial of the grievance at
Step One of the grievance procedure, the Union appealed it to Step Two on April 7, 1995. The
Union set forth its reason for the appeal on the Standard Grievance Form as follows:
On above date (3/24/95) the grievant received his paycheck and was not paid for
his night differential or Sunday premium.
The grievant was placed on
administrative leave on 316195, but has yet to be given disciplinary action. The
grievant is losing 70 hours of night differential and 32 hours of Sunday premium
per pay period. This is a significant loss of pay."

)
.

As a result, it was alleged that the Postal Service violated Articles 5 & 16 of the parties'
collective bargaining agreement 1 and Section 519.1 of the Employee and Labor Relations
Manual ("ELM"). The Union requests, as a remedy, that the Postal Service cease and desist this
violation as well as "pay and make whole at appropriate rates for night differential and Sunday
premium from 3/6/95 until grievant's return to work." Thereafter, the parties met and discussed
the Step Two Appeal on April 18, 1995. In it's response denying the grievance, the Postal
Service representative set forth its position thusly:
The grievant was placed

on administrative leave on 3/6/96(sic) for his involvement in a

possible altercation. The placement in Administrative Leave is continuing due to an
ongoing investigation into the 3/6/95 incident.

1

Agreement between National Postal Mailhandlers Union and United States Postal Service, November 20, 1990 November 20, 1993, as supplemented by the '93 extension, (Hereafter referred to as "The Agreement.")

The grievant is not entitled to the night differential Sunday premium pay as
outlined in Section 241 and 242 of the·F-21, Time and Attendance handbook.
Management is in compliance with the F-21 wherein it states:
The regulations pertaining to the "Definition of Premium Hours,"(241.1) as well as the
"Definition of Sunday Premium,, (242. l) were then set forth. The Union submitted Additions
and Corrections to the Step Two denial on April 24, 1995 and noted, among other things in its
response, that "As of 4/21/95, the MDO had not even spoken to the grievant personally to hear
his testimony or to let him explain his side of the story. Management is causing the grievant
financial loss by not having the investigation in a timely manner." lltereafter, the grievance was
appealed to Step Three by the Union on April 26, 1995 using the same rationale, and, on the
same basis as it did at Step Two. The grievance was next discussed at Step Three by the parties
and the Postal Service denied the grievance for the .reason that the grievant "is only entitled to
.

·)

.

night differential and Sunday premium for work hours." The Step Three decision goes on to
state that inasmuch as the grievant "was in a non-duty status, he is not entitled to the premium
hours requested."

Thereafter, the Union initially appealed the matter to regular regional

arbitration, but subsequently, by letter dated June 27, 1996, notified the Postal Service that it was
withdrawing the grievance from regional arbitration and referred it to Step Four of the grievance
procedure. The Union defined the nature of the interpretive issue as "should an employee who is
on Administrative Leave and in a non-duty status be entitled to night differential and Sunday
premium pay?" Thereafter, the parties met and discussed the grievance at the Fourth Step of
their grievance procedure and the Postal Service representative agreed to remand the case to Step
1bree "for further processing or to be scheduled for arbitration, as appropriate." However, by
letter dated October I 5, 1998, the Union representative advised the Postal Service of a national
settlement that required the Postal Service to pay Sunday premium to employees placed on
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Service on November 5, 1998 denied the request relative to night differential while on
administrative leave. Tills Step Four denial, however, did not address the payment of Sunday
premium. The case was then appealed to National level arbitration pursuant to the provisions of

15.2 "Step Four" of the parties' Agreement on November 24, 1998.

Subsequently, the

undersigned arbitrator was appointed to hear and decide the matter. Accordingly, a hearing was
held on May 31, June 9, and July 6, 2000 in Washington, DC. On the initial hearing day, the
American Postal Workers Union (APWU) requested and was granted permission to intervene in
this matter.

The parties, including the APWU, were afforded full opportunity to present

evidence, both oral and written, to cross-examine the witnesses who were sworn, and to argue
their respective ·position.S. Following the July 6, 2000.hearing, the parties elected to file post-

hearing briefs.

A stenographic transcript of the hearings was taken and provided to the

arbitrator. Thereafter, briefs were received from the parties and the APWU, on or before October
20, 2000, at which time the record was deemed closed.

II.

POSTION OF THE PARTIES

A. Postal Service
The Postal Service contends that employees are not entitled to night shift differential
while on administrative leave.

They refer to the Agreement and the ELM noting that they

contain specific provisions defining entitlement to night shift differential. They allude to Section
8.7.A of the Agreement and point out that it states, "between the hours of 6:00 p.m. and 6:00
a.m. employees shall be paid additional compensation at the rate often percent (10%) of the base
hourly straight time-rate for time worked." They accentuate the words "time worked" in this
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clause and also allude to Section 434.21 of the ELM noting that it states, "night differential is a
premium which is paid to eligible employees for all work and paid· training or travel time

performed between 6:00 p.m. and 6:00

a.m.,'~

emphasizing the words, "all work" and

"performed." They stress that this language has, except for minor modifications, remained
unchanged since the issuance of the ELM in 1978 as well as predating the first ELM.
Furthermore, any exceptions to the rule that night shift differential is to be paid for work
performed are expressly contained in Chapter 430 of the ELM. These include five situations, i.e.
court leave, military leave, continuation of pay ("COP") status, as well as the rescheduling of an
employee to day work as a result of an on-the-job duty or compensable training where
employees who are regularly scheduled to the night shift will receive "an equivalent amount of
night time differential" even though they do not work. However, administrative leave is not
mentioned in

)

any of the provisions as an exception to the general policy of having to perform

work during the night shift in order to be entitled to night shift differential.
Secondly, the Postal Service contends that the Payroll Department practice over the years
supports the Postal Service's decision. The parties' Time and Atte:ndance Manuals state what
night differential is and when it is to be paid and this includes the words, "all work perfonned
between 6:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m." The Postal Service referred to regional arbitration awards in
support of its position and point out that regional arbitrators "have consistently recognized that
employees are not entitled to.night shift differential while on administrative leave."
The Postal Service alleges that the Union arguments are without merit and its
interpretation of the ELM in Section 519.l "is mistaken." They claim that the reference at
Section 519.1, as interpreted by the Union regarding "without loss of pay," is erroneous
inasmuch as the Postal Service argues that "pay" refers to the employee's daily or hourly basic

)
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rate of pay and not to any additional premiums that an employee might have otherwise earned
while working.

Notably, they point out that the night shift differential is additional

compensation that is paid at a percentage of an employee's base hourly straight time rate,
referring to 8.7.A of the Agreement. The Postal Service emphasizes that reference to base pay is
consistent to the compensation afforded employees who are on other types of leave, such as

annual or sick leave, inasmuch as they do not receive night differential while on sick leave, but,
rather, receive their basic rate of pay. They allude to a decision by a region.al arbitrator who
rejected the Union's interpretation of "without loss of pay with respect to night differential."2

That arbitrator concluded that night differential is not a part of the employee's regular pay and
that Section 519.l of the ELM guarantees an employee's regular pay and not its total
compensation. The Postal Service furthermore contends that the pre-settlement agreement in
Case No. HIM-4K-C25503 in 1985 in which the Postal Service agreed to give Sunday premium
pay to a group of employees who had been on administrative leave is misplaced. They contend
that said settlement was only for that case inasmuch as the agreement was a pre-arbitration
settlement and provided in part that it was "in full settlement of this case." Additionally, their
argument is that this pre-arbitration settlement was only to resolve the individual grievance at
issue, referring to the testimony of the Senior Labor Relations official, Mr. Frank Dyer, who
drafted and executed the agreement for the Postal Service. They po1nt out that the Union failed
to cite this settlement in a subsequent Step Four grievance that raised the identical issue that the
Union now claims the 1985 pre-arbitration settlement controls. They contend that by not so
raising it would suggest that the Union itself did not believe the 1985 pre-arbitration settlement
agreement provided guidance in interpreting the ELM. The Postal Service also argues that the

\

1985 settlement is distinguishable from the instant case on the basis of the facts inasmuch as it

}

/
2

USPS and APWU, Case No. W7C-5M-C20848, Claude D. Ames, 315193.
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involved an act of God since employees were forced to leave their facility in the middle of their
work shift. However, in this case, the grievant was placed on leave while an investigation was
conducted into his alleged misconduct. The Postal Service concludes that the grievance should·

be denied inasmuch as the record evidence strongly supports the conclusion that neither the ELM
in Section 519.1 or any other section of the ELM provides a basis for providing night shift
differential to employees on administrative leave.

B. Union
The Union emphasizes that night shift differential must be paid during the periods of
administrative leave inasmuch as such leave is defined in Section 519.1 as "absence from duty"
authorized by appropriate Postal officials without annual or sick leave and without loss of pay.
Thus, the Union argues that the ELM plainly protects employees from suffering a loss of pay
while in such administrative leave and this would include night diffemtial pay if, in the event the
employee would have been entitled to such pay had he or she continued to work on his or her
·regularly scheduled tour.

The ELM at Section 511.1 specifically requires that the Postal

Service's leave policy be applied in a fair and equitable manner. 'They point out that if there
exists a dispute involving any interpretive ambiguity in the language of the ELM then it must be
resolved in an equitable manner such as National Arbitrator, Shayam Das concluded in a
decision of his. 3 The employee involved in the instant case lost approximately $150.00 per pay
period and this h_ad a potentially punitive dimension because of such loss of pay. The Union
notes that employees on military leave, court leave, as well as others, are entitled to night
differential under the ELM at Section 434.222.

3

However, by denying employees on

USPS and APWU and NPMHU (Intervenor) Q90C-6-Q-C94042619, 4nl9&.

)
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administrative leave the night differential, it gives rise to inherent inequities. The Union alluded
to the 1985 settlement of a grievance in which the employees on administrative leave were given
Sunday premium and, therefore, contends that this clearly demonstrates the parties' mutual
unders~ding

that the phrase "without Joss of pay" requires the Postal Service to include Sunday

premium as part of administrative leave. Moreover, they argue that the settlement of such a

grievance at the National level, without any disclaimer of precedential effect, would constitute
important evidence of the parties' mutual interpretation of their Agreement. They allude to a
decision by National Arbitrator Collins for this . contention.4 The Union argues that this
settlement does not contain any disclaimer or any indication that it was intended to be nonprecedential and cites examples of Step Four agreements indicating how other National
settlements state, in explicit terms, when they are intended not to be precedential. The Union
also alluded to "quality of life" "quality of work life" coordinators who may be rescheduled to a
different tour to serve in this position and note that a t 985 National level agreement provided
them with night shift differential and/or Sunday pay if they would otherwise be entitled to it.
Therefore, the parties' mutual understanding is that night differential is necessary to enstll'e that
administrative leave is truly leave "without loss of pay."
The Union con~ends that the Postal Service's position simply does not withstand scrutiny
with regard to their argument that night differential should be paid only for time worked or work

performed except in certain

circum~ces

that are enumerated in the ELM. They counter that

night differential gets paid. in a variety of circumstances where an employee is not on duty,
including various circwnstances that are not included in its own list of "exceptional
circumstances." Section 434.222 which lists the circumstances does not, however, treat this list
of exceptions as exclusive, nor does it specifically preclude or state that night differentials should
4

USPS and APWU, Case No. HIC-36-3, 4/4/86.
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not be paid during an administrative leave. They reason that all of the circumstances share a
fundamental similarity, i.e, that "the absence from work is based on the decision by a Postal
Service official or is otherwise due to some circumstance outside the employee's own control."
Furthermore the Union notes that there are times that night differential is paid to employees in
circumstances not specifically described in the ELM such as pay for "guaranteed time," as well
as a component of back pay, pursuant to the ELM at Section 436.l l. As to the Postal Service's
contention of a practice, they note that the practice in the Federal government, both before and
after passage of the Postal Reorganization Act is contrary to the Postal Service's position in this
case. Thus, the Union concludes that the Postal Service never has limited the payment of night
differential to the handful of circumstances specifically enumerated in the ELM at Section
434.222 or in the companion provisions of the F-21 Time and Attendance handbook. They argue
that even if the arbitrator were to accept this management proposition, the administrative leave
provision found in the ELM at Section 519.1 dictates such leave is without loss of pay and
should be read to require payment of night differential while on administrative leave. The Postal
Service easily could have drafted the ELM by including the terms leave without loss of base or
basic pay rather than "without loss of pay." Thus, using the general term "pay" it can and should
be read to include night differential.
As a final argument, the Union points out that for the first time during the arbitration
hearing the Postal Service took the position that because it denied a grievance in 1986 on this
issue at Step Four and the Union did not appeal it to arbitration that the Union then agreed to this
decision.

They contend this argument is totally without merit and allude to a decision by

National Arbitrator Shayam Das, as well as Benjamin Aaron, for the proposition that a party in
National arbitration is barred from introducing new arguments that are fundamentally different

)
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from its position in prior steps of the grievance procedure. 5 This was never raised in the earlier
· stage of the grievance process and, therefore, the Postal Service is barred from relying on such an
argument at this late stage of the proceedings.

However, more importantly, this Step Four

decision does not preclude the Union from challenging management's position in this arbitration.
The failure to appeal a grievance is not, per se, acquiescence to the disposition of the issue on the
basis of management's final answer so as to bar the issue from arbitration in a subsequent case.
Elkouri & Elkouri, How Arbitration Works, p. 293. (5th. Ed. 1997). Finally, they argue that the
Postal Service cannot demonstrate that the Union acquiesced in the Postal Service's position,

thus concluding that there was a binding past practice. Here the practice has not been clear and
consistent in accordance with the rules for constituting such a binding past practice, nor has it
been long-standing and repeated. The Union concludes that the employee who is placed on
administrative leave is entitled to receive a night differential pay that he or she would otherwise

)

have received had he remained on duty and, therefore, the grievance tiled by the Union should be
sustained.
C. Intervenor - American Postal Workers Union (APWU)
The APWU supports the Union's position in this matter. The APWU, as Intervenor,
points out that it wishes to make clear the point that this case does not concern Article 16 or
general arbitrable make-whole remedies with regard to the successful challenges to discipline
and/or administrative leave. In those cases, the parties do not dispute that a make whole remedy
includes night differential pay, as well as other payments and premiums including, but not
limited, to Sunday premium pay and overtime. They assert, for clarification purposes, that the

issue before the arbitrator is what the grievant should have been paid while on administrative
leave irrespective of the Postal Service's justification or lack thereof for placing the grievant on

)
/

~Case No. H4-NA-C72, 12/31/97 (Das), Case No. NC-E-l 13-59_(Aaro11).
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administrative leave initially. To this extent they argue that because the standard that employees
do not suffer a loss of pay while on administrative leave, as well as the Postal Service's past
grievance to pay differentials and premiums to employees on administrative leave, in addition to
fairness and equity to employees who are kept on administrative leave for long periods of time
and/or indefinitely, that this contemplates a requirement that the Postal Service pay night
differential while an employee is on administrative leave. They ask that the Union's grievance
be sustained by the arbitrator and that the Postal Service be directed to pay night differential to
employees on administrative leave.

VI.

RELEVANT CONTRACTUAL PROVISIONS

Article 8 Hours of Work
Section 8. 7

Night Shift Differential

A. For time worked between the hours of 6:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.rn. employees shall be paid
additional compensation at the rate of ten percent (10%) of the base hourly straight time rate.

Article 19 Handbooks and Manuals
Section 19.1
Those parts of ·all handbooks, manuals and published regulations of the Postal Service, that
directly relate to wages, hours of working conditions, as they apply to employees covered by this
Agreement, shall contain nothing that conflicts with this Agreement, and shall be continued in
effect except that the Employer shall have the right to make changes that are not inconsistent
with this Agreement and that are fair, reasonable, and equitable. This includes, but is not limited
to, the Postal Service Manual and the F-21 Timekeeper's Instructions.

EmpJoyee and Labor Relations Manual (ELM)
430

Basic and Special Pay Provisions

432.2 Rates of Pay

10

432.21 Basic Rate
The basic rate is the amount of annual,.daily, or hourly salary provided by the applicable
salary schedule for an employee's assigned position - excluding TCOLA, overtime, out-

of-schedule overtime, Sunday premium, holiday-worked pay, and night differential.
Basic daily and hourly rates are determined by dividing the basic annual rate (BAR) as
shown in the table below. See also 432.24.

434.2 Night Differential
434.21 Policy
Night differential is a premium which is paid to eligible employees for all work and paid
training or travel performed between 6:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. The following applies:

a.

Night differential is paid in addition to any other premiums earned by the
employee (see 432.55).

b.

In no case can the total night differential hours exceed the total hours for the tour.

c.

Night differential does not apply if time between 6:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. is due
only to late clocking out or early clocking in (see 432.464).

519

ADMINISTRATIVE LEAVE

519.1

Deimition

Administrative leave is the absence from duty authorized by appropriate postal
officials without charge to annual or sick leave and without loss of pay.

VI.

OPINION
The issue to be decided in this matter is whether an employee placed on administrative

leave is entitled to receive night differential that the employee would have otherwise received
had he(she) been on duty.

The facts in this grievance are essentially not in dispute.

The

grievant, a full time regular mail handler employed at the Kalamazoo, Michigan Processing and
Distribution Center was placed on administrative leave pending an investigation concerning
alleged misconduct on his part. Upon receiving his first paycheck he noticed that he had not
received night shift differential or Sunday premium pay, but rather, he received his basic hourly

rate of pay. As a result, a grievance was presented on his behalf by the Union on the basis that

j

i
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the Postal Service violated the Agreement
differential and Sunday premium.

b~ause the grievant was not being paid the night shift

Thereafter, the question of night differential payment as

contested in the instant grievance was ultimately appealed by the Union to National Arbitration.
(See part I supra.) Both parties, as well .as the APWU, submitted detailed arguments in their
written briefs, arguing that the Agreement, including the ELM provisions, support their
respective positions. The Union and the intervening party, the AP\VU, allege that an employee
placed on administrative leave, in accordance with Section 519 of the ELM is entitled to this
leave without loss of pay; therefore, inasmuch as the grievant would have been on duty during
the hours included as night differential, he should have received this entitlement. On the other
hand, the USPS contends that an employee must work in order to receive night shift differential
unless it is otherwise specifically excepted in the ELM. They point out that the exceptions, as set

forth in the ELM, do not include night differential payment while on administrative leave. These
positions constitute the basic foundation of the multiple and detailed arguments presented.
At the outset it is a generally accepted principle that the raison d'etre for including "shift
differential pay" as part of a collective bargaining agreement is predicated on the basis of the
particular hours of the shift (tour). Generally speaking, at least in the American labor climate

and culture, most employees prefer a "day shift and/or tour" as their hours of work. However,
many employers, including the Postal Service can not efficiently or effectively :function solely
during these "daylight" hours, which nonnally encompass a shift such as 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.,
· 7 to 3, 9 to 5 or 6:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. Many industries, including service industries and some
governmental agencies find it necessary to operate 24 hours a day. Thus, because hours of work
after 6:00 p.m. are generally less desirable then the aforementioned "daylight hours", employers
have often times agreed to pay differentials and/or additional compensation for those employees
working these night shift hours. The Postal Service is no exception and, its Policy/Rules, as set

forth in the ELM, provides that "night differential is a premium which is paid to eligible
employees for all work and paid training or travel time perfonned between 6:00 p.m. and 6:00
a.m."

Thus, the USPS reference for this additional compensation includes a twelve-hour

window of time, which arguably generally entails the hours least desired by employees.
However, be that as it may, and as the Union points out, employees often times bid into jobs that
include scheduled shifts encompassing these scheduled hours because of the additional pay.
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Also, this arbitrator is cognizant of the fact that some employees desire these "night" hours for
personal and/or familial reasons.
In addressing the issue herein, suffice it to say that arbitrators are held to the direction
and guidance of the partit~s· collective bargaining agreement. Thus, the primary authority for the
Postal Service's position stems from Article 8.7, which provides that ten percent (10%) of the
base hourly straight time rate shall be paid ~'For time worked between the hours of 6:00 p.m. and
6:00 a.m." Additionally, they allude to the ELM, which is incorporated into the agreement via
Article 19, at Section 434.2 which, in defining night differential, states that it is to be paid for all
work performed during the designated hours. Despite this, however, there are instances that are
enumerated at Section 430 of the ELM that include Court Leave, Military Leave, Continuation of
Pay (COP) status and the rescheduling of an employee to day work as a result of an on the job
injury or compensable training, in which night differential is paid to employees. It is, however,
significant that the aforesaid specifically enumerated situations are such that they are not within
the control of supervision/management. It is likewise notable that payment of night differential
for administrative leave, although not listed, is likewise not excluded. The ELM provides for
certain "Events and Procedures for Granting Administrative Leave" by postal officials. These
are set forth at Section 519 of the ELM and include Acts of God, Chil Disorder, State and Local
Civil Defense Programs, Voting or Registering to Vote, Blood Donations, Funeral Services
relative to veterans or relatives who died in a combat zone, Postma'l'ter Organizations, Physical
Exams for Entry Into the Armed Forces, Relocation Leave and First Aid Examination and
Treatment for On the Job Injury or Illness. If any of these scenarios occur and, for example, a
Postmaster authorize~ administrative leave for an "Act of God" then the ELM requires that this
be "without charge to annual or sick leave and without loss of pay." Therefore, because an
employee who may fall into one of the above categories or, who may be placed on administrative
leave for another reason, such as in the instant case, and has not actually performed work, the
question/issue surfaces as to whether he should be paid the rate of pay that he or she would
normally receive had the employee been on duty. It is my opinion that the intent of Section 519
of the ELM is clear in this regard, i.e., that an employee should be paid whatever the rate of pay
he would have otherwise been paid had the employee not been placed on administrative leave.

fo read anything other than this into this clause so as to preclude an employee the rate of pay he
would normally be paid on his regular tour of duty would mean that the clear and concise
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language of this clause would be disregarded. It would, in effect, also mean that when an

·:,)

employee is placed on administr<).tive leave and in the event his tour of duty falls or fell within
the designated night differential window of hours, then he would be on administtative leave with
loss of pay.
Section 519 .1 does not state that the employee shall be paid without loss of his base
and/or regular pay, nor does it state without loss of his premium pay, but rather simply "without
loss of pay." Thus, whatever his "pay" would have otherwise been had he been on duty must be
considered his "pay" for purposes of this provision. It is interesting to note that a person who is
scheduled for a tour of duty during night differential hours would most likely not be
taking/a..f'forded administrative leave within such hours in a number of those instances falling
within the umbrella of reasons for authorizing such leave. These would include, for example,
leave for registering to vote, attending a veteran's funeral or to donate blood, situations which
normally occur or take place prior to 6:00 p.m. or after 6:00 a.m. In the instant case, the
Postmaster took the initiative to place the grievant on administrative leave pending an
investigation of his misconduct. Had the Postmaster instead issued disciplinary action at the
outset and, if this action would have been ultimately overturned and the employee ordered to be

)

made whole, it is undisputed that the employee would have received his night shift differential.
However, by placing the employee on administrative leave would, if the Postal Service's
position is to be accepted, be a method by which the investigation could be prolonged prior to the
issuing of discipline, thereby precluding the payment of night shift differential during the
prolonged investigation in the event the discipline was ultimately overturned.
The Postal Service's 8.!gu.tnent that the use of the phrase "for ali work" and the word,
"performed" strengthens their position, is well intentioned but misplaced. It is simply good
grammatical structural phrasing of the sentence and/or writing of a basic contract clause to define
a differential payment between certain hours of the day as being "for all work performed," rather
than stating, "for all work". Secondly, the words could be included to preclude, in addition to
further clarification set forth in the ELM, night differential payment for work performed that
may be a part of an employee's daily tour but that does not fall withln the designated hours. For
example, an employee could conceivably work only a portion of his tour after 6:00 p.m. Thus,
the parties may have intended by this choice of words that this employee v10uld receive the night
differential only for those hours worked after 6:00 p.m. A more compelling reason why this

)
../
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argument is misplaced, however, is as heretofore noted, that the administrative leave provisions
mandate that an employee placed on such leave be placed there without loss of pay. The clear
language, as well as equitable interpretation of this clause is that the employee must be paid the
amount of pay that he otherwise would have received had he been on his regular scheduled tour
of duty.
Finally, the Postal Service has argued that it has implemented the Administration Leave
provision in this fashion for a number of years and it therefore constitutes a binding past practice
and thus is illustrative of the intent of the parties. They point to a 1986 grievance in which they
denied a grievance on this same issue at Step Four and emphasize that the Union did not appeal it
further.

However, in reviewing the grievance file, this type of argument was never included

and/or raised in the Postal Service's arguments during the Steps of the grievance procedure prior
to arbitration. A new argument presented for th.e initial time at this stage of the proceedings must

be precluded. Such may perhaps appear harsh and/or unconventional, but nevertheless it is a
standard evidentiary rule that has been upheld via National Postal Arbitration Awards and in
numerous regional postal arbitration decisions. At any rate, this showing of an instance of denial
of a night differential payment while on administrative leave is not, ~ albeit rendered at·
Step Four, sufficient to establish what is generally considered necessary to qualify as a binding
past practice. The latter entails a consistent administration of a matter or a work method that can
be shown to have been well known by both parties, and accepted by both parties for a long
period of time. Such was not evidenced here.

AWARD
The grievance is granted. The grievant shall be paid night differential for the period he
was on administrative leave. Furthermore, in the future, employees placed on administrative

leave shall be paid night differential if they would have otherwise been eligible/entitled to such
differential had they not been placed on administrative leave.

A4l~~~
PHILIP W. PARKINSON·
December 8, 2000
Washington, Pennsylvania
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Employee Benefits

519.214
519.2
519.21

519.211

Special Conditions
Acts of God
General

Acts of God involve community disasters such as fire, flood, or storms. The
disaster situation must be general rather than personal in scope and impact.
It must prevent groups of employees from working or reporting to work.
519.212

Authorizing Administrative Leave for Acts of God

The following provisions concern administrative leave for acts of God:

519.213

a.

Postmasters and other installation heads have authority to approve
administrative leave for up to 1 day.

b.

District managers and Postal Career Executive Service (PCES) plant
managers may authorize administrative leave beyond 1 day, but not to
exceed a total of 3 days, for their installation and those reporting to it.

c.

District managers and senior or lead plant managers may approve
administrative leave for periods up to and in excess of 3 days for their
installation and those reporting to it.

Determining the Cause of Absence

Postmasters and other appropriate postal officials determine whether
absences from duty allegedly due to "acts of God" were, in fact, due to such
cause or whether the employee or employees in question could, with
reasonable diligence, have reported for duty.
519.214

Early Dismissal Due to Acts of God

When employees are dismissed from duty before the normal completion of
their duty due to an act of God, the following applies:

March 2017

a.

Full-time employees are entitled to credit for hours worked plus
enough administrative leave to complete their tour of duty. This
combination of work and leave is not to exceed 8 hours in any one day.

b.

Part-time regular employees are entitled to credit for hours worked
plus enough administrative leave to complete their scheduled hours of
duty. This combination of work and leave is not to exceed 8 hours in
any one day.

c.

Part-time flexible employees are entitled to credit for hours worked
plus enough administrative leave to complete their scheduled tour. The
combination of straight time worked and administrative leave may not
exceed 8 hours in a service day. If there is a question as to the
scheduled workhours, the part-time flexible employee is entitled to the
greater of the following:
(1)

The number of hours the part-time flexible worked on the same
service day in the previous service week.

(2)

The number of hours the part-time flexible was scheduled to
work.

(3)

The guaranteed hours as provided in the applicable national
agreement.
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519.215

Employee Benefits
519.215

Employees Prevented From Reporting

Employees scheduled to report who are prevented from reporting or, who
after reporting, are prevented from working by an act of God may be
excused as follows:

519.216

a.

Full-time and part-time regular employees receive administrative leave
to cover their scheduled tour of duty not to exceed 8 hours.

b.

Part-time flexible employees receive administrative leave, subject to
the 8-hour limitation, for their scheduled workhours, as provided in
519.214c.

Employees on Annual Leave, Sick Leave, or LWOP

Employees on annual leave, sick leave, or LWOP remain in such status. They
are not entitled to administrative leave.
519.217

Substitute Rural Carriers and Rural Carrier Associates

Substitute rural carriers and RCAs in a leave-earning status are treated the
same as rural carriers:

519.22
519.221

a.

If they are scheduled for duty and are unable to report to the postal
installation, administrative leave is granted for the full day that the
employees are scheduled to serve their routes. No equipment
maintenance allowance is paid.

b.

If employees are scheduled for duty and report to the postal installation
but are unable to serve all or part of their routes through no fault of their
own, they may be granted administrative leave for the remainder of the
normal tour of duty for that day. Payment for equipment maintenance
allowance is made, if appropriate, because employees are considered
to be in duty status.

Civil Disorders
Decision to Curtail or Terminate Postal Operations

During times of civil disorders in communities, the postmaster or installation
head determines whether conditions are such that postal operations are
curtailed or terminated, taking into account the needs of the service, local
conditions, and the welfare of postal employees.
519.222

Civil Disorder Extends Beyond Three Days

When civil disorder extends beyond 3 days and administrative leave is
indicated as being necessary, prior approval is obtained through the district
manager or senior or lead plant manager.
519.223

Early Dismissal

Employees dismissed early because of civil disorder are treated the same as
for early dismissals for acts of God (see 519.214).
519.224

Employees Prevented From Reporting

Postmasters and installation heads are authorized to grant up to 3 days of
administrative leave on a day-to-day basis to those employees who, through
no fault of their own, are prevented from reporting to work. The following
applies:

a.
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Full-time and part-time regular employees prevented from reporting in
civil disorder situations are treated the same as employees in the act of
God situation (see 519.214a and 519.214b).
ELM 41

515.8

Employee Benefits
project, then there is no further reinstatement obligation under this section if
the employment term or project is over and the employment would not have
otherwise continued.
515.8

Benefits
All benefits accrue to employees during an FMLA absence pursuant to the
applicable provision of the ELM.

515.9

Family Leave Poster
All postal facilities, including stations and branches, are required to
conspicuously display WHO Publication 1420, Employee Rights and
Responsibilities Under the Family and Medical Leave Act. It must be posted,
and remain posted, on bulletin boards where it can be seen readily by
employees and applicants for employment.

516
516.1
516.11

Absences for Court-Related Service
General
Determining Nature of Court-Related Service
Installation heads ascertain the exact nature of court service and determine if
the employee (a) is entitled to paid court leave, (b) must take annual leave or
LWOP, or (c) is to serve in an official duty status. If a summons to witness
service is not specific or clear, the installation head contacts appropriate
authorities to determine the party on whose behalf the witness service is to
be rendered. When the exact nature of court service is determined, records
are annotated accordingly. (See Exhibit 516.11 for a summary of leave to be
taken according to nature of service.)
Exhibit 516.11

Absences for Court-Related Service
Court
Leave

Annual
Leave or
LWOP

a. U.S. or D.C. court.

x

-

-

b. State or local court.

x

-

-

-

-

x

Nature of Service

Official
Duty

1. Jury Service:

2. Witness Service:
a. On behalf of U.S. or D.C.
government.
b. On behalf of state or local
government:

(1)

In official capacity.

-

(2)

Not in official capacity.

x

-

-

-

-

x

x

c. On behalf of private party:

338

(1)

In official capacity.

(2)

Not in official capacity:

(a)

Postal Service a party.

x

-

-

(b)

Postal Service not a
party.

-

x

-

ELM 41

516.42

Employee Benefits
516.42

Court Service Outside of Regular Working Hours or Regular
Working Days
Employees who perform court service outside of their basic workweek (on
scheduled days off) or outside of their scheduled tour of duty, for which no
court leave is granted, may accept and retain the jury or witness fees or
payment received incidental to such court service.

516.43

Holidays
Fees received for court service falling on a holiday within an employee's
basic workweek may be retained by the employee provided the employee
would have been excused from regular postal duties on the holiday.

516.44

Annual Leave or LWOP
Employees who are on annual leave and do not change, or are not eligible to
change, the annual leave to court leave or who are on LWOP for court
service may retain fees or payment received incidental to such service.

516.45

Recording and Reporting of Fees
Postmasters record and report fees in accordance with instructions in
Handbook F-1, 793. Other installation heads forward collections of jury or
witness fees to the disbursing officer, Eagan ASC. If court service is to be
performed in a state court, the installation head determines the exact amount
of compensation received from the state.

516.5
516.51

Official Duty
Definition
An employee is in an official duty status (as distinguished from a leave status
and without regard to any entitlement to court leave) if assigned by the Postal
Service or summoned by proper authority to:
a.

Testify in a judicial proceeding or produce official postal records on
behalf of the United States or the District of Columbia. (Such testimony
may be in an official or nonofficial capacity.)

b.

Testify in a judicial proceeding in an official capacity or produce official
postal records on behalf of a party other than the United States or the
District of Columbia.

Note: Official duty means that the testimony the witness provides
concerns the witness's specialized knowledge of Postal Service facts,
procedures, or methods gained by performing his or her job. For
example, a postal supervisor would be in an official capacity if called to
explain how the Postal Service processes a particular class of mail. A
carrier would be in an official capacity if called to confirm a delivery he or
she made. On the other hand, a carrier would not be in an official
capacity as a witness to a car accident, even if a postal vehicle were
involved, because observing car accidents is not part of a carrier's job.
516.52

Compensation
Employees who perform witness service in an official duty status are paid
their regular salaries as Postal Service employees, including any applicable
night differential and overtime pay. In addition, such employees collect the
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Mr. William J. Kaezor
Executive Vice President, Maintenance Craft
American ?osta.l Worke=s union, AFL-C!O
8l7 - l4th Street, ~
Washin9 <:on, DC 20005
Re :
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Denver, co
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On July 25, 197 9 , we met on
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t.~e

0046

.

a~

a.bove-cai;:it.=.oned case

contractual 9rievance proceaure set

-;.'"le
~orth

in the 1978 National. Aqreement.

)

During our cisc~ssion, we concluded that at issue .in t~is
;riev.rice is ~nether Postal Service er.\ployees are per!or:ni~g
o:fieial duty when subpoenaed by the National Labor Relations
Board to testify as witnesses in a.r.y compacity.
A!ter reviewi~e ~he i~!or:uation available, it is cur oosition
that by .virtue. of P. L •.9.J,-:.563 amended 5 t1 .s. C. 0322,
:'lot.:
acdressed in -i;he E:mployee and Relations Manual S:o .41, St.!C!°l
e!Uployees ar-: ~er!orming official duty during <;.'":e ?erioc ~::. :::
res?ec~ 't:.O wtic~ t~ey are swnmoned t~ testi£y er ~=~due~
o!:!icia! ::-eco::-:s on beha.!.! of the Unit:ed S::.a:es. ::l t..":!~

anc

case ~ne Na~i~nal ~abor Relations Soa:-C. is c~ns:.~~=ed ~~
agency of o::i.e t:nited States, t.hus whether· t:..."le ees:::.:.:nony
is favorable t~ tte Pos~al Service, acverse to the ?osca:
Service, or ~related to t..~e Postal Service, sue~ :estimo~y
is ccns.:.ce~ed as ?erfor:':ling offici.3..1 d~ty.
ay CO;>y of this !et:t.er,

the necessary.pay
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inst::uc~,;-..:

~"'

:na:::.e:

adjust.m~nt.s.

Please sign
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In the Matter of the Arbitration between

NA.TIONU. ASSOCIATION OF LETTER CARRIERS.
AFL-CIO

·.· .·.tim~UNITED STAT.ES POSTAL SERVICE

..
..
..
.:

OPINION ~ 8AWal\R.Diiimiiill

:

CASE NO.

N8-NE-0QBB

A PPEA.RANCES:

For the USPS - Wyneva Johnson, Esq.

Sherryl A. Casn.oli, Esq.

For the NALC - Cohen, Weiss & Simon
by: Keith E. Secu.la.r, ·Esq •.
BACKGROO!m:
On May 14, l.979, the Pt-esident o£ the Philadelphia Local o~ (. ··)the NALC filed a grievance in which he alleged that the Management of \.: . . /
Philadelphia Post Off~c~ had changed thct method of allowing employees to
drop days in order to conform thair work schedulea to the days on whiQh
they were scheduled foz:- jury duty. The Local Union alleged that the provisions of Section 515.'334 of the Emp1oyee & Labor .Relations Manual upon
which the Employer relied to authnrize such a chAnse in practice had been
misinterpreted and misapplied.
·

The grievance was processed through the requisites s·teps as
provided for in the Ju.ly 21, l97a-Ju1y 20, l98l,· collective agreement
and came on for arbitration before the Undersigned in Washington,. DC.
The parties were represented as indicated above. At the conclusion of
the hearing, they decided to submit post-hearing briefs. These were
received in time1y fashion and the arguments contained therein fully
considered.

·

·

"THE ISSUE:

These parties were unabl.e to agree upon a .de£intion of the
matter to be decided in this proceeding. However, from the contentions
raised it can be ascertained that the issue could be stated as follows:
Shall a. postal employee who is called to serve on
jury duty or make a court appearance, covered by the
·provisions of.Chapter 516 of the Employee & Labor
Relations Manual, be permitted to chan~ his or her
work schedule to conform to the days on which this
empioyee is required to so serve or appear. If so,

_)

....

what shall be the appropriate remedy for the
unilateral termination of this practice by
off.icials of the Philadelphia. Post Office on ·
or al>out July 8, 1978?

CONTENTIONS OF THE PARTIES:
The Union argued that t~e provisions of the Employee & Labor
Rel.ations Manual dealing with this subject, speci:fiaally Section Sl6.
334-a-(2) and c, as well as .342 of this Manual, very explicitly grant
employees the right to temporar.ily change their schedule so that their
scheduled days of work conformed to the days that the employee miist report in court. The Union a1so argued that the practice had existed, ·.in
the Philadelphia Post Office for many years·, to all.aw such changes in
an empl.oyee' s work schedule, and the Employer could not unilaterally
change this past practice w~thout union consent purswrnt to t:he :t'equirements of Article V of the Agreement as well as Section S (d) of the

National Labor Relations Act as Amended.
The Postal. Service also relied upon the provisions of
Section Sl6.33ll--c of the Employee & Labor Rel.ations Manual. It

)

contended that this provision only allows an employee to change
his or her hours of wot'k. to conform to the hours required for court
service, and an employee may not change non-scheduled days to coincide
with those that such employee must be present in court so that such
days are treated as scheduled days of work. The Service al.so contended that the court leave provisions·of the Manual and prov:isiona for
such leave in an earlier Manual, as well. as USPS rules and regu:Lations
which were based upaa provisions of the Federal Persorme1 Manua1, which
applied to all government empJ.oyees, have never provided for such an
accomodation of the emp-l.oyees' work schedules and to so provide would
be to contradict the entire concept of court leave and the purpose for
which it was intended.
OPINION:
Because, as will. be discussed below, the determination of
the critical. issue raised in this case may be made on the basis of
the initiai·contentions of the Union, reference need onJ.y be made to
the following provisions ·of the 1978 Agreement and the Manual:
Article VIII provides, in pertirien t part :
A.RTICLE VIII

HOURS OP

.J

WORK

Sect'ion l. Work Week. The work week for fullt.irne regulars sha1l he forty (l+O) hours per week,
eight (8) hours per· day within ten (10) consecutive hours, provided, however, that in al.l offices
with more than 100 ful.l-time employees in the bargaining units the normal work week for ful.1..-timc
regular employees will. be forty hours per week,

-2-

...

.·.:~·'
j
.

~

;.,.;

eight hours per day within nine (9) consecutive hours. Shorter work weeks, will, however.
exist as needed for pert-t.ime regulars.

Section 2.

Work Schedules

A. · The employee's service week shall be a calendar week beginning at 12:01 a.m. Saturday and
endin; at 12 rnidniG}1t the following Friday.
B. The employee' a service day is 'the calendar
day on which the maj or.ity of work is scheduled.
Where the work schedule is distributed evenly

over two calendar days, the service day :ts the
calen~r

day on which such work schedule besins.

C. The employee's normal work week :ta :five (5)
service days, each consisting of eight (8) hours,
within ten (10) consecutive hours, except as provided in Section l of this Article. A.a far as
practicable the five da.ya shall'be consecutive
days within the service week.

c

.•:\
Article XIX provides:..

AllICLE XIX
HANDBOOKS AND MANUALS

Those parts cf all ha.nabooks, manual.& and published reiUJ.ations of the Postal Service, that
directly relate to wases, h()Uru, or working conditions, as they apply to employees covered by
this Agreement, shall contain nothing that confl:f.cts with this Agreement, and shali be continued in effect except that the Employer shall·
have the right to make change$ that are not inconsistent with this Agreement and that are
fair, reasonable· and equitable. This includes,
but is not l~ited to, the Pos1:al Service Manual
and the ~-21 Timekeeper's Instruct1.ons.
·Notice of such proposed changes that directly relate to wages, hours or working conditions wil1
be furnished to the Unions at the national level
at least thirty (30) days prior to issuance. At
· the request of the Unions, the parties shall meet
concerning sueh changes. If the Unions, after the
meeting, believe that the proposed changes violate
the National. Agreement {including thi.s Article) ,
they may then submit the issue to arbitration in
accordance with the arbitration p?'Qcedure within
thirty (30) days after receipt of the notice.cf
proposed change. Copies of those parts of al1

j

··....
new handbooks, manu.als and regulations that'
directly relate to wages,,hours or working
conditions, as they apply to employees covered by this Ag:-eemertt, shall be furnished
to the Unions upon issuance.
1'he rele.vant Manual provisions, as contained in Subchapter

51.;, r;ml as 'they apply in pertinent part, read as follows:

.Sl6 Court Leave

516.3 General
.31 Definition. Court leave is the authorized ~aence (without loas of or reduction
in, pay, leave to which otherwise entj.tled.,
eredit for time or service, or performance
rating) of an employee from work atatus for
jury duty or for attending ~udic:lal proceedings in non-official capacity as a wi1:ness on
behalf of a state or local government •••

)(_

• 33

Granting Court Leave

.331 Pay Status Requirement. Court .leave
is granted only to eligible employees who, except for jury duty or service as a witness in
a non-official capacity on behalf of a &'bite
or ·,local government would be :f.n work status or
on annual leave. An employee on LWOP when
called for such court service, althouih otherwise e1ig.1ble for court leave, is not granted

court 1eave, but may retain any fees or compensation received incident to court service •

• 33~ Accomodation of Employees Cal.l.ed for
Court Serd.ce
a.

Emplcyee Options.

Employees who are eli-

gible for court leave and who have a eonilict with
court duty and work schedules have the following
options:
(1) Work their postal tours of duty ~
addition to perfonning court service.
(2) Have their work schedules changed
tempaarily to conform to the hours of court ser-

vice. (Employees who do not choose this option
may not have their work schedule chansed and
are expected to report for postal duty upon com-

pletion of thftir court aerviceJ
..

-~-

..

·.

·'"'\
,_

....

)

*
c.

Temporary Change in Schedule.

Employees who .:

choose to have their work schedules changed temporarily
to conform to court service hours submit, as soon as
possib1e, a request for such schedule change in writing
to the appropriate postal official at their installation.
Such request states that the schedule change is for the
employee's personal convenience and is agreed to by the
local. union. :Employees who exercise this option receive
:full compensation for the period of· court service, including any applicable night diferenti&.l •

• 3~2 Court.Service Outside of Regular Working Hours or
Regp.l.ar Working Days. EmployeE.s who perfom court service Qutside of their basic work week (on scheduled days
off) or outside of their scheduled t:our of duty, fer which
no court leave is granted. may accept .and retain the jury
or witness fees. (If the employee's basic work week is
Monday through Friday, the employee !a placed on court
leave for any absence while serving as a juror er witness
in a non-official capacity on behalf of a state or local
~overnment during th~s period.
The employee is entitled
to retain fees received for court Eervice on Saturday and/•
or Sunday. The same rule applJ.es 'to employees aSGigned
to other basic work weeks. whether the scheduled non-work
days are fixed or rotating.) •••

·.

nte testimony adduced during the course of this hearing
substantiated the Union's contention that ior some twenty two years.
if not longer. at the Philadelphia Post Office. employees were permitted, when serving as a juror or otherwise entitled·to court 1eave
under the then current provisions of a postal manual, regulations or
the Federal Personnel Manual, to change thei:c.work schedules ao that
their scheduled days of work coincided with their scheduled days of
c'ourt service. For ~xample. a carrier who normall.y worked a scheduled
which required him to work on Saturday and to be off on a Wednesday
could file a a Ps Form 3189, or its predecessor form, requesting a
temporary a~hedule chanse for persona1 convenience. Such a request:
would be.granted and permit the employee to have a work schedule from
Monday through Friday for the length of time the employee was off on
~ourt leave.
Such Ill request was routinely and consistently granted
by postal supervisors. Thus, the emplo:yee would be paid for five days
during the week, without working at his postal service job, and that
employee would turn over to the postal service the amount he received
as a fee for being present at court as a juror or a witness. The Saturday
that the employee would no:nnally have worked was regarded temporarily as
a non-scheduled day.

·-s-

.)

In late April. of 1979, the President of the Philadelphia
Local of the Letter Carriers, NALC Branch 157, learned fran an employee, who had requested a temporary change in work schedule to ·con-:
form to. his days requred to attend at court, that management had refused the request that lUs schedule he so changed. 'l'he President
of the Local protested this alleged. unilateral. change in policy without
consulting with the Union. Management, according to the unrebutted
testimony, conceded that there had been a change in policy in this
regard at the Philadelphia Poat Office.

)

The Manual uses the tems "work schedule" and "hours of servi.ce"
to define the scope· of the empl.oyee' s right. Referring to how those ~ermm
are utilized in Article VIII, as quoted above, it should be noted that
in Article VIII utilizes the term "hours of service" as a general heacli.ng
below which are set forth separate subsections on days and hours of serco
vice over the course of a week and hours of work within individual. claya.
Article VIII, Secti.on Z specifically utilizes the term "work schedule"
so as to include both the conaept of an employee'• "service week in
Subsection A, as well as the employee' 11 ."service day" which is referred
to in Subsection B.
As the Union pointed out, in earlier agreements,
the contractual antecedents of Article VIII, deal.ink with Hours of Work,
the term "work schedUJ.e" ia defined so as to include both the employee's
hours of work on .a serV'.tce day and his servii:e days within a basic wQrk
week.
·

·.

I1: should Llso be noted that the Form 3189, on which an employee

in Philadelphia requested a chani1R :ln schedule for personal convenience,
when assigned ccurt duties ma.kins that employee eligible for court leave,
utilizes the concept of a change in an employee's "regular work schedule"
so as to include both changes in begUming and end.ing times on a specified
day as well as changes in sche~ed days off.

The USPS argued that the use of the te~ "work schedul.e" in
the current E&r.R Manual as well as the one previously published clearly
indicated that the parties were referring to the hours of work on a specific
duty day. 'The Postal. Service contended that an employee was entitled to
change duty hours so as to avoid the need to serve ei.ght hours in court and
then spend additional hours on a postal duty tour, i£ those latter hours
happned to fall outside the hours the employee was scheduled to be in court ..

If one were to argue thatr the language of the Manual, as it
was drafted and prcxnu.lgated by the Postal. Service, may have been ambiguous
on this point, ahd management's intention had to be to restri.ct changes
to hours in each service day on which an employee was scheduled to work
as well as be present in court, then such ambiguity must be resolved.
in the Unionrs favor and support its position on tht appropriate inter,ret:ation of intent. In the first place, management drafted the language
-6-

··-·:·)
employed in the Manual, and under accepted rules for the interpretation
_/
of WJ"itten .documents any ambiguity must be resolved against the wr.it:_!!r.
More imports ntly, the unrebutted testimony ·in this record, as noted .
earlie~ and a management concession on the record established that with
such language or very similar language in former Mamual provisions, postal
eesuJ.ations, and the·Federal Pe:t'sonnel Manual. when applicable to postal
employees,the Postal Service 1n Phil.adelphia at least interpreted that
language to permit employees to change their weekly work days to conform
to the days in court. Such a consistent application and interpretation
of the provisiona·dealing wi~~ the accomodation of employees called for
court service indicated most clearly that the Phil.adelphia Post Office,
at least, was in accord with the Union's position as to the intent of
tha language with which we are here concemad.

Havini found that these parties in l?h:iladal.phia had qreed
that the language in the E&LR Manual permitted employees to change
their days off so as to have their tempon.l'Y work schedule coincide
with theil.' days in court and their non-echedul.ed daya co1Dc:ide with
the clays in the week' on which they were not requ;f.red tD be in court,

'Che

Undersigned must concl.ude that the provisions 0£ Article XIX are

applicable to this situation.

Management wa11 bound. to continue in e:ffect

the implementation of.the language of Subcha.pter 516.3311-a-(2} of the
S&I.R Mariua.l than in effect. Management did not ha" the risfit to make
any unilateral change in the consistent past practice giving evidence
of the accepted interpretation of those provu:1one of the Manual without
following the procedure outlined in the second para.graph of Article XIX
in order to effectuate such a chanp.
·
Although Management did argue that the Local Union 1n Philade.lphia ·waa furnished with notice of such an .intended change in practice,
in a,cld:lti.on to the fact that the UiU.on cl.aimed not to having -received.
sucm notice or having 1tt called to its atten:t:.ion· when this grievance was
bei?Q" processed, it obviously was not the type of notice served upon the
National. Union as provided. for, under appropriate circumstances, in Articl.e
XIX.

For the reasoM set forth above, it must he ultima.tel.y concluded,

~a.sed upon the record made in t'h.is proceeding,

that the postal empl0yees

in the Ph.iladelph:f.a 1.'osi: Office were p~ously entitled. and ccnt·inu.ed to
·be entitled to make a temporary change in their weekly work schedul.e

to coincide their duty days with the days they were a_ssigned to be on
court leave. The Union sough't to broaden such a conclusion to make .it
appl.icahle to al.l enployees of the Postal Service wherever they happened
to be located. Evidcmce to demonstrate a consistent past practice of so
inte:rpretating the provisions of the E&LR Manual and the similar provisions
covering court leave in earlier manuals, regulations and the F.edera.l Personnel. Manual. was not su£ficiently conclusive, as it was presented by
the Uni.on~ to support the Union's position in th.is regard. The substantia-.
tion of the Union' 9 claims m this. regard rrust be established .i.n other
proceedings initiated at appropriate postal inst&.l.l.a.tions.
As to the remedy sought by the Union at the Philadelphia
Post Office, it must be found that since Local Management unilaterally
-7-

)

and .improperly al.tered its previous practice, it mu:st be directed th.at
the Philadelphia. Post Office. return to its former practice of permit:!:ing
employees to change their work schedules to coincide with the days they
are required to be in court where court leave is to be granted l.inder
the provisions of the E&LR Manual..
·
'lberefore, after due deilil>era ticin, the Undersigned makes
the following

AWARD
Th• Philadelphia Pest Office must revert to
its previous practice of pe?mitting employees to

J..

make temporary changes in their work schedules so

their days o:ff shall coincide with the days of the
week 1:hat such employees are not required to be in
coUrt under such circumstances which make them eligible for court leave pursuant to the provis.ions of
Chapter 516 of the Employee & Labor Rel.a:tions Manual
curren1:ly in e£~ec:t.
2. As to other. postal. ins~al.lations, where it is
established in an app:r:Opr~te proceeding that the
~t· of. the installation consistently interpretated the· provisions 0£ the E&!.R Manual. and the
rel.ated ·provisions of any earlier manual., regulation,
or the Federal Persormel. Manual, in the same manner
as did management :ln Philadelphia, 'then, in, that
everrt:1 management must cond.nue such practice or revert
to such practice until and unless a change in the provisions bf the E&!.R Ma.nua.l. is made pursuant to the
procedure outlined in Article XlX 0£ the National. Agreement.
·

HOWARD G. GAMSER, NATIONAL ARB ITRA.TOR

Washington, DC
October 3, l.980

\

)

-8-

Employee Benefits

516.22
516.12

Explanation of Terms
The following definitions apply for the purposes of 516.

516.2
516.21

a.

Judicial proceedings - any actions, suits, or other proceedings of a
judicial nature but not including administrative proceedings such as
National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) hearings and hearings
conducted in accordance with 650, Nonbargaining Disciplinary,
Grievance, and Appeal Procedures.

b.

Summons - an official request, invitation, or call, evidenced by an
official writing from the court or authority responsible for the conduct of
the judicial proceeding.

Court Leave
Definition
Court leave is the authorized absence from work status (without loss of or
reduction in pay, leave to which otherwise entitled, credit for time or service,
or performance rating) of an employee who is summoned in connection with
a judicial proceeding, by a court or authority responsible for the conduct of
that proceeding, to serve as a juror, as a witness in a nonofficial capacity on
behalf of a state or local government, or as a witness in a nonofficial capacity
on behalf of a private party in a judicial proceeding to which the Postal
Service is a party or the real party in interest. The court or judicial proceeding
may be located in the District of Columbia, a state, territory, or possession of
the United States, including the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, or the Trust
Territory of the Pacific Islands.

516.22

Eligibility
Court leave is granted to full-time and part-time regular employees. Certain
part-time flexible employees are granted court leave as provided and
governed by applicable collective bargaining agreements. Other employees
are ineligible for court leave and must use either annual leave or LWOP to
cover the period of absence from postal duties for court service but may
retain any fees or compensation received incident to such court service.
Court leave is granted only to eligible employees who would be in work
status or on annual leave except for jury duty or service as a witness in a
nonofficial capacity on behalf of a state or local government, or service as a
witness in a nonofficial capacity on behalf of a private party in a judicial
proceeding to which the Postal Service is a party or the real party in interest.
An employee on LWOP, when called for such court service, although
otherwise eligible for court leave, is not granted court leave but may retain
any fees or compensation received incident to court service.
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July 10, 2013

Mr. John Hegarty
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers' Union
1101 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036-4304
OearJohn:
As you know, on June 26 the Supreme Court ruled that Section 3 of the Defense of Marriage Act
(DOMA) is unconstitutional.
As a result of that ruling, the Office of Personnel Management (OPM} has decided

to extend

marriage"based federal benefits under its supervision and control to federal employees,
annuitants, and their same.sex spouses who have legally marlied in a jurisdiction that permitted
same-sex marriages, regardless of where they currently live or work. l'his change In OPM policy
is deemed a qualifying life event which allows employees and annuitants 60 days, from June 26
through August 20, 2013, to make changes to their benefits.
Regarding internal regulations, the Postal Service will recogni;i;;e same-sex spouses who have
legally married in a jurisdiction that permitted sarne~sex mamages, regardless of where they
currently live or work, for purposes of family member definitions under our relocation and leave
programs.
For the purposes of applying the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA), all legally married samesex couples who are otherwise eligible for FMLA protected raave can now take such leave for a
qualifying FMLA reason, regardless of where they live or work. With regard to a same-sex
spouse who resides in a State that does not recognize same-sex mi;irriage, the right to this leave
is on an interim basis only, pending guidance from the Department of Labor.
We have enclosed a document that provides a more detailed explanation and processing
requirements related to this ruling.

Enclosure
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~FMLA

:

Mr~ .William~ .
Ex=itivl· Vlce P:uU.m.

.

-:~PoulW~
.·. Uni~ AFL#t?O
·1lOO.L.S~~ .
_ W~on,. I>C 2QOOS-4.121

·.
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·This.ts in~ tO ywrN~-22 ~s.e ~I whether ~ew:vd~a
·duty time sbOWd tM-~ u ~ WOtbd ~wwd the 1~ ~ e!iCP.Dili:y
re~ !orFMLA. .

.. Met J.d4itiona.l -re~ wv a;ro.e with y~ interprC".uiou thzt ~.i.ud u~ ·t!m.e.
·~· · di.iring th·c c:Qu:w of a.~ ~c. ia ~tc:d te'Mrth ~ required l ~O hotin far.
~~~ility~
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.·. · .. : .!.f.· y®-have ~ qµisticns e.cnen.ins this nwur, pie.ue i=i:u.c: Corlu T. bdrigua at

. :. ..
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. .

.

. .

. .

. .

.

.

.. .

Sinaniy,

P:age 65 ..
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D~~~x~:::~r&
Mr. Wiiiiam H. Quinn
··Nationaf President

National Postal Mail Handlers Union,
1101 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 500
Washington, DC .. 20036-4304
Re: C98M-1 C-C 99211556 · .

Mihelcic, D

·

.

Pittsburgh, PA t5290-9511.

Local Uniqn .#. 99116DGGMF
Dear Billy:
I recentiymet with your representative, T.J. Branch,·to discuss the above-captioned
grievance at the fourth step of our cor:itractual grievance procedure.
The issue in this grievance is.whether_ an employee's eligibility for intermittent FMLA leave
· for' the same underlying covered condition need be establishE!d only the occasion of the first
.
absence. in each leave year or OR the occasion of each $Ubsequent absen~.
.
After full discussion of this issue, we mutually agre~d that_ no natibilal 1nterpretive issue is .
fairly presented in this.case. Determination :of this issue is based on the facf circumstances ·
··involved and the provision of Publication 71, Section II as discussed in the correspondence
to the Managers, Human Resour¢es (Area) dated Novembe'r 14; 2000 (copy attached);
Accordingly, we agreed to remand .this case.to regional level arbitration.in keeping with tfle
prqvisions of the_.Memoram:f.um ofUnde!"$tanding, .Step 4 Procedures.
· · ·

-

Please sign and. re tum the enclosed cqpy of-this letter as your acknowledgrnent -~f
~greement to. rema~d -this case to regional_ level arbitration •
. :Time limits at this level were extended- by mutual consent·

Sin_cerely, ·
.

.·~~~~

: · · ,·_:- :contract Administration

(NRLCA/NPfy1HU}
,·

...

,

Wiliiam H~ Quinn
National President
National P.6stal· Mail Handlers

Union, AF.L~CIO

...

Date:
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November 14, 2000

MANAGER$, HUMAN RESOURCES {AREA}" ·
SUBJECT: Famiiy Medical Leave Act - El;9ibiHly

Based .on ~e ~;;tty issued; Department of labQf (OOL) Opinion l:.~tt~: the USPS is· -.amendirig its PQS1tJon. on_ FML.A eliglbllfty. -The DOI. Opinion Letter addr.e$s.es: the
..question of eligibility for intermittent or redticed s~edule leave for· a seriotJs. health ·
~nditiQn.

.. .,

- -

- -

-

_

. Farst. DOL ha~ nc~t en¢or.>ed lifetime. eligibility. -lnste~;-there is a one.,year. limitation
-placed uppn efigibillty for- a given condition. ·The. 125Q.Work,flour eligibalfy test iS aPPlied
. Poly Once. at the beg!nning of aserle:s ¢ lntelmlltant. a~i if aJf
ar& ·(Of
...the Saine FMLA-qµa!ifying:~~ition during'lhe.~8~ 12~it.He~ </Ur: .ih~: ·
·
employee remain$ eliglpie. throughout _thatleave. yea,. eyen ii :~ubsequent absei:ices brtng
the employee below the 12~rk. ~ requ~l
·
·

aosences

The employer defines th~ FMLA leave )tear. In the.Postal Service, FMLA !eave is
calculated on the basis -of the postal leave year.
·
·

·-

Example: if ~n employee meets the 1250 ·'NOf1< hour requirement for Multlple Sderosis
(MS). in May _2000, the employee fs eligible fOf:'FMLA prdt~ far absences due to the
· Ms· throughout the remainder ortn~ ZOO()· postaUeave year. The employee woufd .not
have to estabnSh eflgJbi11ty ·~ for absences due to the MS oondit,ion in the 2000 leave·
· year, ewn ifthe. employte fat1s belo\.v the .1~ ~ h()ur reqtJirement Jn Deeember .- ;
.. .2000~ However. In Jamiat)' 20()1. v.tlef'.\ the n:aw ~I JG~ y~ar ~ins•. the empjoyee .
-. WiP have to meet the 1250 work botK requit~nient ~be ~ibis FMlA protection of
,MS relate.d a~s which oa:ur A1 the 200J-~ave Year.·

·rar

ls

· It iml)Oitanl to note that if this µme. emp~yee has a different serious health. ~ndition
:(e.g •• ~izat!On for and ~from :a·hysterectomy) dt.lring-the 2000· lea'ie .year.·
the emp~ must' meet the· 1250 WQrl( hour erigibity l~\ al 1h& comrrnmcement·Of the
leavefor·.t11e second condition. If the employee c!Oesso. 1My are erigsble for'FMt.A ,pfot~ctlon of absence5 for bcith c:onditJom. ·Con~equeolly. the leave· for hospltamtloo is

protected·~ leave for the MS . condltion ~tinue3 to bt!I protected for the remainder of
. ' the 2000 leave.year. Of untif the 12 week entitlement.has ~n exhaust.~~ .-

•75 l '&i!;..,,,p..-.zj. SW
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·HoY?ever, ii the emplo)iee is ·unable-to meet the 1250 work hciur' r~uitement. for ·the
second condl~ion in tbe·2000-Jeave year. tt'le employ.~ is NOT entitJe:Gt·to·FMLA
protection for their haSj:iitalizatiOn and racov.ery. bl.!labsences in the zooo leave year for
the M$ conqi6on continue to be protected. Th&refore. it _is possible for this erriployee. to
.be eligible fer F'Ml.Aprotection:of one-quarifying condition (MS}. but~ fOf tne sec;.Ornf
and d.ifferent condition. The t~SO
e!igi.bi!Uy requirement must be r.e:-caicutated
at the c0mmencement of ~ch subsequent and sepai:ate condition fotwhich the
· employee nee<Ss ·1eave, in order to detefmine eligibility for each co(idition in each leave· .
year.
·
·
.

)

wane hour

lhe United States Postal ·~f\lice is in the process ot revisifl9 Publica~ 71 to reflect .
this change•. Onca· we have met ow-Article 19 obllgations with the unions, the revised
Publicatii:>n 71 will be issued..

·

Cases pending adjudication on thb. issue that do not reflect this amended pOSition .
. should be: reselved.
.
.
.
.
.
1fyoo .have any q.uestions contact Charles Baker at 20"2·268:-3.832 o( Sa~ Savoie at
.202.:25a..3a23.

Sincerely.·

~
.Doug~

Tulino
.Manager

·

Labor Relations Politjes and Programs

'

.

·:

..

_)
.:··. .·
·-·;

.

:

..·.

198·

·Mr,:Willi~m Burrua

Exa.cutive Vies Prnrae·nt
American Pcista:I Workerg

· · .. .Vnfon •.. ~~10
. . 1300. L..Strftt; N.W~ ..

. -. .. _ wnhtngton~ cc ~0005-412s
· oeer ~nt.. ·
This i& in response to yoor January 12, 2qoo r8ttor rag~g the tr\far.prmUon of. PO$tal
i>o!fcy. c:oncemlng RK;ertiflcation of FMlA conditions.
..
..

\

)

. ~- reque~- arfse.s. because, You have-bffo 1niomi·d~ "t®'r·managers-are
· lnterp~rtg·ttnr FemUy -~ Medii:liJl Leava· Ad to .raqtiife that~emf)JQyua ·mq1t ~rtify
FMLA-eQnaitions ·each,FMLA le!Ml year. Tbll me1mrtti~·,empf0y• who cartitkitd
during ·ta18ttder ·year 1999 who a\iffer from th• aama aariQua health eendlflon are boing
r8q,uirefrJ ~o re~rtlfy in the year 2000. •

-

.Punua~toPubllc Law 103--3, 29U.S;C. 2613(3), SUBSEQUENTRECeRnFICATION•
. -'1'he.employQr may requlre.thatthcicHigible omplO)'ef! Qbtain aub$oqUent

recertfflcaUO"nat·on a rqsonable t>Mls: .

.

·

·

, .

- ~refer&. we. llfO fn liQl'EUit~nt. lhmt: employees should ·not be required t9 aut~aticilly
.· pro'4d• rec:ertifl~on for a Hridua.h•~ oo~o~ alrn~t)t bec;au•-the 1iat1f1 ye'1r hn .

.

. ended .and a· new teaV. y.eir-~ begun. Managel'I ahould l'Bfer to 29»~FR. P.art 825.308
'for the ci~anen:and the time.frame und•r wh~ ~on. may be raq~lrad.

.

· Sincorety,

·.

ua··

·
.. .

.T"1no·

. : ·Manager

.

tabor·R~!lnlcns

Polldn and P~rama

:~

·..n.t.'?v""' ,~aw
.w~oc

zli:zoo..l10G

)

. l:AfioFi REtATIONS

;~ UNITEDSTllTES

~ POST!lLSERVICE

.

Mr. William H. Quinn
· National President
National Postal Mail HandJers.
· Union, AFL-C~O
1101 Connecticut Avenue, Nw Suite qOO
-.Washington, QC 20036-4304
.;

.

Re: 198M-1H~0008990~
Burris .
.Kansa:s City,·_KS 6~106-9995
Dear Billy:
.Recently, I met with your representative, Dalla~ Jone~ to discuss the above:.captioned
. :g~ev?ncie _at the fourth step of.our corilracfuaf grievance procedure. ·
· .··.rhe issue in this grievance is whether LWOP hours converted to· paid tiours as a result of a
grievance settlement or arbitration decision returning an employee to duty are counted·
,- . towards the 1250 hours eligibJlio/ criteria for Family Medical Leave ~ct (FMLA). .
,After discussing this issue~ the parties agree that When an employee is awarded back pay .
accompanied by·equitable remedies )Le. full back.pay witl} s~niority and benefit$, or a ·
.!'make whole~ remedy), the· hours an-emplqyee would have worked if not for the action which
r.e.sufted in back pay period, are CO.Uf1teq
Worl(hours for the 1-250 WOrk hour eligibility
-·". _>requirement under the Family Medical Leave'Act (FMLA). .

·-

as

....

·- ·

.. · _Aceordingly, we agree to remand th.is case to the parties and Step 3 for application of th_is
··· -.Principle in this case.
·
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this
:agreem!;!nt to remand this c::ase, -

l~tter as your ackno~edge~ent of

-Time llmits at this revel were extended by mutual consent.
. : .- ,_ -Sirid~rely; ·

. .J
Date:

g -1.'S -O ~
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UNITED STIJTES
POSTIJL SERVICE

Mr. John F. Hegarty
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union,
1101 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20036-4304
QOOM-6Q-C 05099748
Q06M-6Q-C 11100872
CLASS
Washington, DC 20260-4100

Re:

I recently met with T.J. Branch to discuss the above-captioned grievances which are currently
scheduled for national arbitration.
The issue in the above referenced grievances is whether certain revisions of Employee and Labor
Relations Manual (ELM) Section 515, concerning the Family and Medical Leave, and Section 865,
Return to Duty after Medical Absences are fair, reasonable and equitable.
After full discussion of this issue, we agree the Contract Interpretation Manual will be updated to
clarify current ELM 515 language.
The current ELM 865 language does not negate management's obligation under the MOU: Return
to Duty when returning an employee to duty after an absence for medical reasons.
The reasonableness of the Service in delaying an employee's return beyond his/her next scheduled
tour of duty or the date stated in the medical documentation shall be a proper subject for the
grievance procedure on a case-by-case basis.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of agreement to
resolve these cases thereby removing them from the national arbitration list.
Time limits at this level were extended by mutual consent.

O:;F~1J~
Allen Mohl
Manager,
Contract Administration (NPMHU)
And Employee Workplace Programs

John if. He_gl?rtp='
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union
Date:
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UN/TEDSTIJTES
POS1llL SERVICE

Mr. John F. Hegarty
President
.
- NationarPostal Mail Handlers Union.

'1101 Connecticut Avenue
_.Washington, DC 20036-4~03

Oear Mr. Hegarty:

.

-

--

:~:.

Re:

Q_98N:..:lQ-C 01090839
CLASS ACTION ·
Washington:oc 20001'."999$

.

We receotly met ln pre-arbitrationdiscussio~ concerning the above referenced grievan¢e.
.
The issue is whether Publication 71, "NoUce for Employees Requesting Leaye for .
· ·
.Conditions-Covered by the Family and Medical Leave Act'\ violates the National Agreement .
PY requiring "supporting documentation" for ·an absence. of three days· or less in order for an
. -·.·· -· · ::,employee·~ absence fo be··protected under tne Family an·d Medieal Leav~ Act (FMLA).
After re.viewing this matt~i-. we agree that no national interptetive issue is presented. The·
parti~s agree ~'? resolve the issue presented based on the following understanding: ·

the

Postal Service may require an employee's leave to be supported· · The parties agree that
by an FMLA medical certification, unles.s waiv~d by management, in orde·r for the· absence
to be pr9tected. When an erl)ployee uses leave due to a eonditiqri already supported by
FMLA certification-, the employee is not required to provide another certification in order for.
· th.e abs~nce to be FMLA pt~tected. ·
·

an

.

-

We further agree that the documentation requirements for leave for an ab~enee of three
days or less.are found in Section 513.361 of the Employee and labor .Relations Manual
:which states in. pe~inent part that:
·
·

F=or periods of absence of 3 days ofJess, sup_ervisors inay acc,ept the employee's
.. . .
.' statement explaining the abse~ce. Medical documentation or other acceptable evidenc_e· ·
of incapacity for Work or need to care for a· family mef.nb.eris required_ only When ·the
employee is on-re~tricted s_ickleavfJ (see·513.;39) or when the Sf!peryisord_eems
··docume(?tation desirablf! for th!! pf!Jtection of the interests .of the Postar Service~ ·

- ·..

· Plea~e ~ign and return th~ enclosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of
agreement to settle this case and remove it"from ~~ pending national qrbitr~tion listing.

~.
.: . ·-:~d·V~
·

Andrea· B: Wilson
_: .:Manager ·
Contract Administra~ion

.

.

.

~·

~7~
,•':.?I.I~
..· . . . . . . .

Mr.J.o"~kt;; :~

Pres1den . .
.
.
National Po~tal Mail· Handlers. Union
Intervener .
.
.

!. -11-: () >.

Date: _.x:..~------'---'--· 475:t:ENr,.m P.lnASW
. WASHINGTC»l DC io2®-4100

·..
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865.1

Safety, Health, and Environment

assessment. Both applicants and employees may be required to participate
in a focused physical examination addressing particular physical
requirements.
864.2

Determination of Suitability
See Handbook EL-312, chapter 5.

864.3
864.31

Fitness for Duty
Reference
See Management Instruction EL-860-2000-7, Fitness for Duty Examinations,
for the specific procedures for fitness-for-duty examinations.

864.32

Purpose
The purpose of the Postal Service fitness-for-duty examination is to
ascertain whether or not the employee is medically capable of meeting the
requirements of his or her job.

864.33

Requesting Examination
Management can order fitness-for-duty examinations at any time and repeat
them, as necessary, to safeguard the employee or coworker. Specific
reasons for the fitness-for-duty should be stated by the requesting official.
In cases of occupational injury or illness, the district injury compensation
control office may request an examination in the course of monitoring an
injury compensation case (see 545.44).

864.34

Tests and Consultation
A specific medical test or consultation may be required in the judgment of
the examining physician before rendering a decision on fitness for duty. The
indications are documented as part of the report.

865
865.1

Return to Duty After Absence for Medical Reasons
Clearance Required: All Bargaining Unit Employees and
Those Non-bargaining Unit Employees Returning From
Non-FMLA Absences
The decision to clear an employee to return to work rests with management.
Management can require employees who have been absent due to an illness,
injury, outpatient medical procedure (surgical), or hospitalization to submit
documentation (as set forth in 865.3) in order to clear their return to work
when management has a reasonable belief, based upon reliable and
objective information, that:

March 2017

a.

The employee may not be able to perform the essential functions of
his/her position; or

b.

The employee may pose a direct threat to the health or safety of him/
herself or others due to that medical condition.

791

865.2

Safety, Health, and Environment
In making the decision whether to require documentation in order to clear the
employee's return to work, management must consider the following in order
to make an individualized assessment:
a.

The essential functions of the employee's job,

b.

The nature of the medical condition or procedure involved, and

c.

Any other reliable and objective information.

When management is considering requesting return-to-work documentation,
management should also seek guidance from the following regarding the
return-to-work decision:
a.

Occupational health nurse administrator,

b.

Occupational health nurse, and/or

c.

Postal Service physician.

After consideration of the medical information, the employee's working
conditions, and any other pertinent information, management is to make the
decision to clear the employee's return. Medical personnel consult with
management but do not have authority to clear the employee to return to
duty.
In cases of occupational illness or injury, the employee will be returned to
work upon certification from the treating physician, and the medical report
will be reviewed by a Postal Service physician as soon as possible thereafter.
865.2

Non-bargaining Unit Employees Returning After FMLA
Absence
To return to work from an FMLA-covered absence because of their own
incapacitation, non-bargaining unit employees must provide a statement
from their health care provider that they are able to return to work.This
statement should also address the employee's ability to perform the
essential functions of his or her position, with or without limitations (see
515.54). When employees take intermittent or reduced schedule leave,
management can request a return-to-work clearance for such absences up
to once every 30 days if reasonable safety concerns exist regarding the
employee's ability to perform his or her duties due to the medical condition in
issue.

865.3

Documentation Required
Medical clearances pursuant to 865.1 must be detailed medical
documentation and not simply a statement that an employee may return to
work.
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a.

There must be sufficient information to make a determination that the
employee can perform the essential functions of his/her job, and do so
without posing a significant risk of substantial harm to oneself or
others.

b.

The documentation must note whether there are any medical
restrictions or limi~ations on the employee's ability to perform his/her
job, and any symptoms that could create a job hazard for the employee
or other employees.

ELM 41

II.

C)

If at the end of the six (6) month period, the employee is
still unable to perform the duties of the bid-for position,
management may request that the employee provide new
medical certification mdicating that the employee will be
able to perform the duties of the bid-for position within the
second six (6) months after the bid. If the employee fails to
provide such new certification, the bid shall be disallowed
and the assignment shall be reposted for bidding. Under
such circumstances, the employee shall not be eligible to
rebid the next posting of that assignment.

D)

If at the end of one ( 1) year from the submission of the bid
the employee has not been able to perform the duties of the
bid-for position, the employee must relinquish the assignment, and shall not be eligible to re-bid the next posting of
that assignment.

E)

It is still incumbent upon the employee to follow procedures in Article 12.3.C to request notices to be sent to a
specific location when absent. All other provisions relevant to the bidding process will also apply.

Higher Level Pay

Employees who bid to a higher level assignment pursuant to the procedures described in the preamble and Part I, Bidding, above, will not receive higher level pay until they are physically able to, and actually perform work in the bid-for higher level position.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
RETURN TO DUTY
The parties affirm their understanding concerning the review of medical
certificates submitted by employees who return to duty following extended absences due to illness.
We mutually agree to the following:
1.

To avoid undue delay in returning an employee to duty, the onduty medical officer, contract physician, or nurse should review
and make a decision based upon the presented medical information the same day it is submitted.

2.

Normally, the employee will be returned to work on his/her next
schedulea tour of duty or the date stated in the medical documentation, provided that adequate medical documentation is
submitted within sufficient time for review and that a decision is
made to return the employee to duty.
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3.

The reasonableness of the Service in dela)'ing an employee's return beyond his/her next scheduled tour of duty or tlie date stated in the medical documentation shall be a proper subject for the
grievance procedure on a case-by-case basis.

LETTER OF INTENT
LETTER ON ARTICLE 15 ISSUES
John F. Hegarty
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union, AFL-CIO
l 101 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20036-4304
Dear Mr. Hegarty:
During negotiations over the terms of the 2006 National Agreement between the National Postal Mail Handlers Union and the U.S. Postal Service, the parties reached the following understandings with regard to the
changes made to Article 15.3D and Article 15.4D2.
1.

Any dispute initiated by the EmJJloyer at the National level under Article 15.3D shall not incluae any issue that previously has
been appealed by the Union to the Nat10nal arbitration docket.

2.

If the parties are unable to resolve a dispute initiated by the Employer at the National level under Article 15.3D, then the Union
has the option to accept the Employer's position on that issue or
appeal the issue to National aroitration within existing contractual time limits. The Employer has no right to appeal any dispute or issue to National arbitration.

3.

If either the Employer or the Union, or both, do not opt to elect
priority schedulmg to the top of the National arbitration docket
for up to two cases in any given calendar year, then those available arbitration hearing dates will revert to the dates subject to
the preexisting scheduling standards - i.e., cases on the docket
will be scheduled for arbitration in the order in which appealed,
unless otherwise agreed to by the parties.

4.

Cases on the National arbitration docket will be scheduled for
arbitration with no less than one hundred and fifty (150) days
notice to both J?arties measured from the date of scheduling to
the date of the mitial arbitration hearing, unless the parties mutually agree to expedite a particular hearmg date.

5.

Any local grievances filed on the specific interpretive issues
pending on the National arbitration docket shall, upon mutual
179
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Mr. John F. Hegarty
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union,
1101 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20036-4304
QOOM-6Q-C 05099748
Q06M-6Q-C 11100872
CLASS
Washington, DC 20260-4100

Re:

I recently met with T.J. Branch to discuss the above-captioned grievances which are currently
scheduled for national arbitration.
The issue in the above referenced grievances is whether certain revisions of Employee and Labor
Relations Manual (ELM) Section 515, concerning the Family and Medical Leave, and Section 865,
Return to Duty after Medical Absences are fair, reasonable and equitable.
After full discussion of this issue, we agree the Contract Interpretation Manual will be updated to
clarify current ELM 515 language.
The current ELM 865 language does not negate management's obligation under the MOU: Return
to Duty when returning an employee to duty after an absence for medical reasons.
The reasonableness of the Service in delaying an employee's return beyond his/her next scheduled
tour of duty or the date stated in the medical documentation shall be a proper subject for the
grievance procedure on a case-by-case basis.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of agreement to
resolve these cases thereby removing them from the national arbitration list.
Time limits at this level were extended by mutual consent.

Allen Mohl
Manager,
Contract Administration (NPMHU)
And Employee Workplace Programs

4751..'.ENFANT PLAZA SW
W,'\SHINGTON

DC 20260-4101

WW\\/, USPS.COM

ll~l.~

John ti=. Hegefrtjl
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union
Date:

j .,, /0 - J11·

CW-

~ d-~1°-11
The following questions and answers dealing with the Employee and Labor Relations Manual
(ELM), Section 515, Absence for Family Care or Illness of Employee, will be incorporated into
the next version of the Contract Interpretation Manual and, if relevant, should be used
immediately as guidance.

Clarifications for the Contract Interpretation Manual
Question: Is it mandatory for an employee to provide FMLA documentation within 15 days of the
receipt of the request?
Answer: Yes, unless it is not practicable under the particular facts and circumstances.
Question: In order to qualify as a serious health condition, under the provisions of ELM
515.2.i.(2)(a), does the employee have to have treatment two or more times by a health care
provider within 30 days of the first day of incapacity?
Answer: Yes, unless extenuating circumstances prevent the employee from a follow-up visit
occurring within 30 days of the first day of incapacity.
Question: Are employees always required to submit complete and sufficient medical certification
to establish a serious health condition as defined under the FMLA?
Answer: Yes, but this responsibility is not triggered until the employee receives a request for
certification from the Postal Service.
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Mr. William H~ Young
Vice President
National Assoeiation of
Letter Carriers, AFL-CIO
100 Indiana Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20001-2197

Re:

.F90N-4F-D 95043198
M~Wencke

West Sacramento, CA 95799-0050
Dear Mr. Young:
Recently, we met to discuss the above-referenced case, currently pending national
arbitration.

After revieWing this matter, it was mutually agreed that no national interpretive issue is
presented in this case, We further agreed that the provisions of ELM Section 515,
"Al:>sence for Family Care Serious Health Condition of Employee" are enforceable
through the grievance arbitration procedure. Whether or not the provisions of ELM 515
are applicable and timely raised in this case _is a fact question suitable for regional
resolution or arbitration.
·

or

.!

to

the parties at Step 3 for further
Accordingly, it was agreed to remanc:i this case
.processing or to be rescheduled for .~rbitration, as appropriate.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this decision as your acknowledgment of
agreement to r~m,and thi_s case, rt;Jmoving it from the national arbitration listing.
Sineerely,

Pete~/??

Manager
Grievance and Arbitration
Labor Relations

:"·

')·.
·~

)

475 L'&#AHT P!.AZ4 SW
W.U..NOTOH

DC 20260-4100

.

Mr. \Niiliam Sufrus

.

E.xeeut1ve Vice President · ·
Amencan P:ostal Wo~ers.
. Union. AFL·CiO
1300 L Stre:et~ NW

wasnrnS)ton.. DC 20005....4126
.
.Qear .Bill:
This is in response to your July ~o ~orr11!spondence c:o~eaming a· system to adcfres.s
qisputas an sing out of ttie Family ~nd· Mediea~ Leave A<::t and the PrtV21c:y Act.. After
"our last d_iscussion •
:agrfMd to. ser:id you. ·a. written summary of our unders~n~i!"g.
regarding your eon«:ems.
··
·
·

.w•

:Youindi~~ed that there is a problem in·the ffeld with.ml11nmgen11wno insist on
retantion _and review 9f records containing a pro9nosi& or diagnosis. The National
Medical Oir&c:i:?r for- th• Postal· Sorvice; Or. David· Reid. !fl, addressed
dci:um•n·
tation requirements for apr::tr·9vaf· of loave in ~- memonlndum dat&d June 22." 1995. ~
noted by Or. Reid, mcdic;al il'.'form.ation r11c:;aive0 by an ei'npfoy.q•s supervisor that
pro.111des a diagnosis and medic;:al prog,,oaia must b• fo~rdttd to the health· unit or
.otffce Of the. cO.ntnJct miit¢ic:a~ ptQVi(l~_and treated Ha ··ruttjc:tG:d rn&diczal reeon:t•
under S-e<::tJQn 2t4.3 o.f Hzn~book:eL-SQEt This apr:;lf~on is c:onsiStent with the
a~<:lJmentatio.n requir~ments l.!nder tlie FMLA. Thenttor1111. to ac;Stiress your coneems
we c.21n re.issue the memor.andum .and review scec:flc· compliunts on a case by ~s~

the

a

oasis.

· ·

·

In· resconse to youl' Questions n!g~rding those issues. nee<:ting a9.reement or dis-

. agre~ment a-s to tne basic principle. we submit the- following as our understanding of
our fina1 diseus.s1on:

·

·

·

Issue: Whether O(" not supervisors/postmaisters/managGr.s may mta!nta1n·files
cont~in_ing !'flttdical (a<:Ol'.dS incJuding prc)gnosUI or diagn~SIS. · ,
.

Answer:' Management may. mainµain .VIJH3·ao.

union FMLO.·forms, or other

.eert1ficahons from health care providers that do n~t contatti re=itrtcted m.•dical
;~formation. OoC:Uments eonuuning'diaqnosis 6r ::lro9·nos1s m!Jst tie retµmed
. :o tt:e employu. des.tt'Oy41id. cir fQrwatd~d ·to the mctdic:al 1Jn1t.
·
·

you

s·h~uld
ha'1e ariy further questions
·C.::::-:ne- Rod)'iguez at (~02.) 2ESS•382·3.

co.ni:em1n~

:r.ese issues. you

m~y call

· _s;ncerely.
··~·
.... ·

.

·A

Ma nag or

· :·gii.ante . . .

·

C~ntr;iet Admim$tratlo(l (APWU/NPMHU)

P:agc 69
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CERTIFIED MAIL:
7099 3400 0009 0831 4056
· June 28, 2000

Mr. William H; Quinn
President
National Postal Mail Handlers
Unioh
1101 Connecticut Ave., NW, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20036-4303
Dear Billy:
As a matter of general information, enclosed is a final draft copy of Notice of New
System of Records, USPS 170.020, for publication in the Federal Register as
required by the Office of Management and Budget. The new system contains
information about the usage of leave including, but not limited to, continuation of pay,
sick, annual, leave without pay, leave used as a result of the Family Medical Leave
Act (FMLA), sick leave for dependent care, military leave, etc., by an employee.

·Sincerely,

~

Doug A.. Tulino
Manager
Labor Relations Policies and Programs

Enclosure

475 L•ENFAITT PLAZA SW
WASHINGTON

DC 20260-4100

POSTAL SERVICE

Privacy Act of 1974, System of Records

AGENCY: Postal Service.

ACTION: Notice of new system of records.

SUMMARY: The purposes of this document are to publish notice of a change in title to grouping

of records 170.000 Operations Data Collection System to read "170.000 Resource
Management/Productivity Records" and to publish notice of a new Privacy Act system of records,
USPS 170.020, Resource Management/Productivity Records-Resource Management Database. ·
The new system contains information about the usage of leave including, but not limited to,
continuation of pay, sick, annual, leave without pay, leave used as a result of the Family Medical
Leave Act (FMLA), sick leave for dependent care, military leave, etc., by an employee.
Additionally, employee work hours by operation are contained in this system. The system also
contains information supporting the use of certain leave information concerning absence-related.
corrective actions and appeal information related to those actions. This information will be used
by management to insure accurate leave data collection, to monitor leave usage, to reduce
administrative redundancy, and to monitor the health and wellness of employees.

DATES: Any interested party may submit written comments on the pr?posed new system of

records. This proposal will become effective without further notice on [40 days from date of
notice], unless comments received on or before that date result in a contrary determination.

ADDRESSES: Written comments on this proposal should be mailed or delivered to Finance

Administration/FOIA, United States Postal Service, 475 L'Enfant Plaza SW, Room 8141,

Washington, DC 20260-5202. Copies of all written comments will be available at the above
address for public inspection and photocopying between 8 a.m. and 4:45 p.m., Monday through
Friday.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Rubenia Carter (202) 268-4872.

~UPPLEMENTARY

INFORMATION: To more effectively manage leave, the Postal Ser-Vice will

collect and maintain leave type and attendance information in a fashion that will make this
information readily accessible to first-line supervisors and managers when needed to make
informed decisions which affect their employees. This information will be used by management to
insure accurate leave data collection, to monitor leave usage, to reduce administrative
redundancy, and to monitor the health and wellness of employees.

Maintenance of these records is not expected to have a significant effect on individual privacy
rights. The information will be kept in a secured environment, with automated data processing
(ADP), physical, and administrative security, and technical software applied to information on
computer media. Computers and hard copy records are maintained in a secured environment.

Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(e)(11 ), interested persons are invited to submit written data, views, or
arguments on this proposal. A report on the following proposed system has been sent to
Congress and to the Office of Management and Budget for thei,r evaluation.
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USPS 170.020

SYSTEM NAME:

Resource Management/Productivity Records--Resource Management Database, USPS
170.020

SYSTEM LOCATION:

Human Resources and Operations, Headquarters; and other postal facilities as determined by
management.

CATEGORIES OF INDIVIDUALS COVERED BY THE SYSTEM:

Postal employees.

CATEGORIES OF RECORDS COVERED BY THE SYSTEM:

Records contain, but are not limited to, the employee's name, home address, telephone, pay
location, work hours, overtime status, lunch time, leave- balance and usage-sick and annual
leave, continuation of pay, sick leave for dependent care, family medical leave and supporting
documentation-leave without pay, limited medical information, and information concerning
corrective action and grievance outcomes as they relate to leave usage.

AUTHORITY FOR MAINTENANCE OF THE SYSTEM:

39 U.S.C. 401, 1001, 1003, 1005, and 5 USC 8339.

PURPOSE{S):

Use to establish effective leave administration, analyze employee absences of all types,
identify potential attendance problems, and identify employees eligible for attendance related
awards.

3

ROUTINE USES OF RECORDS MAINTAINED IN THE SYSTEM, INCLUDING CATEGORIES
OF USERS AND THE PURPOSE OF SUCH USES:
General routine use statements a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, j, k, I, and m listed in the prefatory statement
at the beginning of the Postal Service's published system notices apply to this system.

POLICIES AND PRACTICES FOR STORING, RETRIEVING, ACCESSING, RETAINING, AND
DISPOSING OF RECORDS IN THE SYSTEM:

STORAGE: Paper records are maintained in locked file cabinets and computer fifes on magnetic
tape or disk in automated office equipment.

RETRIEVABILITY: By the employee's name or social security number.

SAFEGUARDS:
Access to information in computer files is limited to personnel having an authorized computer
password with hierarchical security clearance privileges. Hard copy records are maintained within
locked file cabinets under the general scrutiny of designated postal personnel who have

-'

jurisdiction over the information. Supporting Family Medical Leave documentation containing
restricted medical information will be maintained separately in a locked file cabinet by the FMLA
coordinator, and supporting injury compensation documentation will be maintained separately in a
locked file cabinet by the Injury Compensation Control Office.

RETENTION AND DISPOSAL:
(a) Hard copy records, including leave slips, leave analysis records are maintained for 2 years
from date of cut off.
(b) Automated information including absence related corrective action and disciplinary
information is maintained as provided for in the National Agreement.
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SYSTEM MANAGER{S) AND ADDRESS:
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
OPERATIONS
US POSTAL SERVICE
475 L'ENFANT PLZ SW
WASHINGTON DC 20260-2700
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
HUMAN RESOURCES
US POSTAL SERVICE
475 L'ENFANT PLZ SW
WASHINGTON DC 20260-4200

NOTIFICATION PROCEDURE:
Individuals wanting to know whether information about them is maintained in this system of
records must address inquiries to the department or facility head where employed at the time of
reporting. Inquiries should contain full name and social security number.

RECORD ACCESS PROCEDURES:
Requests for access must be made in accordance with notification procedure above and the
Postal Service Privacy Act regulations regarding access to records and verification of identity
under 39 CFR 266.6.

CONTESTING RECORD PROCEDURES:
See Notification and Record Access Procedures above.

5
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RECORD SOURCE CATEGORIES:
Information is provided primarily by the record subject; however, some data may be obtained
from personnel, leave, and timekeeping and other postal data systems of records.

Stanley F. Mires
Chief Counsel, Legislative

·,
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In the Matter of Arbitration
between
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
and
AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS
UNION, AFL-CIO
and
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LETTER
CARRIERS, AFL-CIO - INTERVENOR
and
NATIONAL POSTAL MAIL HANDLERS
UNION, AFL-CIO - INTERVENOR
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For the Postal Service:

Brian M. Reimer, Esquire

For the APWU:

Darryl J. Anderson, Esquire

For the NALC:

Keith E. Secular, Esquire

For the NPMHU:

Matthew Clash-Drexler, Esquire
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Washington, D.C.
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July 28, 2011

Date of Award:

April 18, 2012
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Q06C-4Q-C 11001666
Q06C-4Q-C 11008239

Relevant Contract Provisions:

Articles 5, 10.2, 15 and 19, and Joint
Contract Interpretation Manual

Contract Year:

2006-2010

Type of Grievance:

Contract Interpretation

Award Summary:
The issues raised in these two cases are resolved as set forth in
the above Findings.

Shyam Das, Arbitrator

BACKGROUND

Q06C-4Q-C 11001666
Q06C-4Q-C 11008239

On July 6, 201 O the Postal Service sent an Article 19 notice to its unions informing
them that it intended to revise certain regulations in Section 510 of the Employee and Labor
Relations Manual (ELM} concerning the Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993 (FMLA), as
amended. Among those revisions was a new requirement in ELM 515.52 that employees use
only the Department of Labor (DOL) WH-380 forms when they seek to have their absences
protected by the FMLA.

On October 4, 2010 the APWU filed an Article 19 appeal to arbitration protesting, in
part, the proposed change to ELM 515.52. The Union submitted its 15-day statement of issues
and facts on October 19, 2010. The Postal Service submitted its 15-day statement on October
18, 2010. As an initial matter, the Postal Service asserted that the Union's Article 19 appeal
was procedurally defective because the Union had not first requested and attended a meeting
concerning the proposed ELM changes.

On October 27, 2010, the APWU initiated a Step 4 national dispute under Article 15, in
which it stated:

It is the APWU's position, consistent with the Collective Bargaining
Agreement, applicable Department of Labor (DOL) regulations,
the parties' established accepted past practice (for over 15 years),
and the mutual understanding and agreement between the parties
at the national level, that: (1) employees are not required to use a
specific format or form for FMLA certification; (2) employees may
use APWU forms for FMLA certification, or any other format or
forms that contain the information required under 29 CFR
"825.306; and (3) the submission of FMLA certification using DOL
WH-380 forms is optional.
The Postal Service and the APWU agreed to combine the Union's Article 19 appeal
and its Article 15 grievance in a single arbitration proceeding. The NALC and the NPMHU are
intervenors in this proceeding.

At arbitration, the Postal Service argued that the Article 19 appeal should be dismissed
based on the APWU's failure to follow the requirement of Article 19. The Postal Service further
maintained that the APWU cannot escape its failure to follow Article 19 by filing a subsequent

111
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Article 15 grievance, and that grievance, accordingly, should be denied. On the merits, the
Postal Service insisted that the challenged change to the ELM did not violate Article 19 or any
other provision of the National Agreement. The Postal Service agreed not to seek bifurcation,
with the understanding that the Arbitrator initially would rule on the arbitrability issue.

The FMLA first was enacted in 1993. Section 103(b), 29 USC §2613(b), sets forth the
following certification provision:

(b)

SUFFICIENT CERTIFICATION.--Certification provided
under subsection (a) shall be sufficient if it states
(1) the date on which the serious health condition
commenced;
(2) the probable duration of the condition;
(3) the appropriate medical facts within the knowledge of the
health care provider regarding the condition;
(4)(A) for purposes of leave under section 102(a)(1)(C), a
statement that the eligible employee is needed to care for
the son, daughter, spouse, or parent and an estimate of the
amount of time that such employee is needed to care for the
son, daughter, spouse, or parent; and
(B) for purposes of leave under section 102(a)(1))(D), a
statement that the employee is unable to perform the
function? of the position of the employee;
(5) in the case of certification for intermittent leave, or leave
on a reduced leave schedule, for planned medical
treatment, the dates on which such treatment is expected to
be given and the duration of such treatment;
(6) in the case of certification for intermittent leave, or leave
on a reduced leave schedule, under section 102(a)(1 )(D), a
statement of the medical necessity for the intermittent leave
or leave on a reduced leave schedule, and the expected
duration of the intermittent leave or reduced leave schedule;
and
(7) in the case of certification for intermittent leave, or leave
on a reduced leave schedule, under section 102(a)(1)(C), a

I . '
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statement that the employee's intermittent leave or leave on
a reduced leave schedule is necessary for the care of the
son, daughter, parent, or spouse who has a serious health
condition, or will assist in their recovery, and the expected
duration and schedule of the intermittent leave or reduced
leave schedule.
Current DOL regulations include the following, 29 CFR §825.306 (b):

(b) DOL has developed two optional forms (Form WH-380E and
Form WH-380F, as revised) for use in obtaining medical
certification, including second and third opinions, from health care
providers that meets FMLA's certification requirements .... These
optional forms reflect certification requirements so as to permit the
health care provider to furnish appropriate medical information.
Form WH-380E and WH-380F, as revised, or another form
containing the same basic information, may be used by the
employer; however, no information may be required beyond that
specified in §§825.306, 825.307, and 825.308. In all instances the
information on the form must relate only to the serious health
condition for which the current need for leave exists.
The DOL Preamble to §825.306 (73 Fed. Reg. No. 222 [Nov. 17, 2008], at 68013) states:

Current §825.306 addresses how much information an employer
can obtain in the medical certification to substantiate the existence
of a serious health condition (of the employee or a family member)
and the employee's need for leave due to the condition. This
section also explains that the Department provides an optional
form (Form WH-380) for use in the medical certification process;
other forms may be used, but they may only seek information
related to the condition for which leave is sought, and no
additional information beyond that contained in the WH-380 may
be required ....
In 1995, Headquarters Labor Relations managers sent memos to Human Resources
Area Managers regarding documentation for FMLA requests. In one memo, Manager Anthony
Vegliante stated:

I ; ;
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The attached APWU Forms 1 through 5, dated June 26, 1995
provide supporting documentation for leave requests covered by
the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA). These forms have
been reviewed by the appropriate Headquarters functional areas
and are acceptable for usage by managers to approve or
disapprove FML leave requests.
The Postal Service does not require a specific format for FML
documentation. Information provided by the employee is
acceptable as long as it is in compliance with Publication 71,
Notice for Employees Requesting Leave for Conditions Covered
by the Family and Medical Leave Act IV, Section IV.
In another memo, Acting Manager Patricia Heath stated:

The DOL WH-380 form does not require medical information that
directly violates the employee's right to privacy. However, we
realize health care providers may give more detail than requested
on the form (i.e., prognosis and diagnosis) and that employees
may not want to provide this information to their immediate
supervisors. Therefore, to address the union's concern, the Postal
Service reviewed and approved APWU and NALC FMLA forms
that, when properly filled out by the health care providers, provide
enough information is provided [sic] to certify that the absence
qualifies as a covered condition under the FMLA.
Employees do not need to use the WH-380 or the union forms,
they only need to provide the required information as listed on
Publication 71 ....
In 2000, the APWU initiated a Step 4 dispute over the implementation of Resource
Management Database (RMD) software. In that case, the APWU asserted: 'We believe that
the Postal Service has implemented a new policy of requiring employees to only use a WH-380
form, a policy that is also contrary to an agreement between the parties concerning the use of
such forms." The parties entered into a pre-arbitration settlement of that case on March 28,
2003, which states in part:

Optional FMLA Forms: There is no required form or format for
information submitted by an employee in support of an absence
for a condition which may be protected under the Family and

I , .
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Medical Leave Act. Although the Postal Service sends employees
the Department of Labor Form, WH-380, the APWU forms or any
form or format which contains the required information (i.e.
information such as that required on a current WH-380) is
acceptable.
In June 2007, the parties included the RMD pre-arbitration settlement in the provisions
of the USPS-APWU Joint Contract Interpretation Manual (JCIM) relating to Article 10, as well as
the following statement:

Documentation to substantiate FMLA is acceptable in any format,
including a form created by the union, as long as it provides the
information as required by the FMLA.
The October 2004 USPS-NPMHU Contract Interpretation Manual (CIM) also includes an
equivalent provision to that in the 2003 USPS-APWU RMD settlement, citing that settlement as
the source.

In revised regulations that took effect in January 2009, the DOL changed some of the
FMLA certification requirements and modified its WH-380 forms. The APWU updated its FMLA
certification forms and provided them to the Postal Service. The parties then engaged in a
series.of correspondence, in which the Postal Service raised concerns regarding the APWU's
revised forms and expressed its view that they were not equivalent to the revised WH-380. The
Postal Service did not, however, state that it would not accept certifications on APWU forms. Its
position at that time was expressed as follows in a July 8, 2009 email from a Headquarters
Labor Relations manager to Area managers:

DOL Forms WH-380E and WH-380F are the preferred
"Certification(s) of Health Care Provider." When properly
completed, these forms provide all information necessary to
determine if leave qualifies for FMLA. However, if you receive
certification in any other form including forms provided by the
unions, you cannot refuse the form. Accepting the union form
does not indicate you accept the certification as complete. You
must carefully examine the form received to ensure that it
provides complete infonnation, sufficient to establish a serious
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health condition. If one or more necessary entries are missing or
incomplete, or if the certification is insufficient, you must notify the
employee that the certification is incomplete or insufficient and
give them the opportunity to cure the deficiency. You must specify
in writing the additional information that is needed to make the
certification complete and sufficient (WH-382, Designation Notice).
On July 6, 2010, the Postal Service issued its Article 19 notice that triggered the
present disputes. The ELM change requiring that employees use only the WH-380 forms
subsequently went into effect after the 60-day period provided for in Article 19.

Linda Decarlo, Director of Health and Safety for the Postal Service, testified that it
receives close to 250,000 leave requests for FMLA protection per year. After enactment of the
FMLA in 1993, initially decisions as to whether to designate leave as FMLA protected leave
were made by employee supervisors. That responsibility later was transferred to FMLA
coordinators assigned at each Postal Service district office. Decarlo said the Postal Service
currently is in the process of centralizing decision making at a single location.

Decarlo explained that the main reason for the ELM change in dispute was that
mandatory use of the WH-380 was better for the employee. In addition, use of a uniform form
allows the Postal Service to streamline its operation, which enhances its ability to issue timely
decisions.

On cross-examination, Decarlo said that if an employee brought in a statement from
their physician that contained all the information required by the FMLA but not on a WH-380, the
employee would be required to return to the doctor to have the information copied onto the WH380. If that required additional payment, the employee would be responsible for it.

Margaret Adams, a Resource Management Specialist for the Postal Service, testified
regarding a survey she conducted in late November 2010. She asked all the FMLA
Coordinators to pull from their files any 50 FMLA certifications submitted on union forms and to
determine the number of these forms which resulted in a cure or clarification request because
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the information provided on the form either was incomplete or insufficient. This survey revealed
that 57 .14 percent of the total 3262 union fonTls reviewed were required cure or clarification.

Adams acknowledged that no equivalent survey was conducted regarding FMLA
certifications submitted on WH-380 forms. Based on her visits to various District FMLA offices,
quarterly telecons and other discussions with individual FMLA coordinators, she believed that
use of the WH-380, especially in its new format (since 2009) has made a big difference. She
estimated that less than 20 percent, and possibly many fewer, of the WH-380 forms result in a
cure or clarification request.

Greg Bell, Executive Vice President of the APWU since November 2010, previously
served as the Union's Director of Industrial Relations and oversaw FMLA issues. After the
DOL's revised regulations took effect in 2009, he had discussions and corresponded with Postal
Service Labor Relations managers regarding the APWU's revised FMLA certification fonTls. He
testified that when that dialogue ended at the end of March 2010, the Postal Service had not
asserted that the APWU forms would not be accepted or that the Postal Service would only
accept WH-380s. In the ongoing correspondence, he added, he typically reiterated the Union's
position regarding the optional aspect of the WH-380 and the Postal Service's obligation to
specify any deficiencies in the information submitted by an employee on whatever form they
used. He also noted that whenever the APWU headquarters heard from the field that an FMLA
coordinator was not accepting APWU fonTls, the Union contacted the Postal Service and those
issues were resolved.

Bell also testified that if the Union receives an Article 19 notice of an ELM change that
it determines is a clear violation of the National Agreement, it typically exercises its discretion to
file a Step 4 grievance under Article 15. He cited, as one of many such examples, a Step 4
dispute initiated in 2000 protesting a revision to ELM 510 as a violation of Article 10.

Relevant provisions of the National Agreement include the following:

I
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ARTICLE 5
PROHIBITION OF UNILATERAL ACTION
The Employer will not take any actions affecting wages, hours and
other terms and conditions of employment as defined in Section
8(d) of the National Labor Relations Act which violate the terms of
this Agreement or are otherwise inconsistent with its obligations
under law.
*

*

*

ARTICLE 10
LEAVE

*

*

*

Section 2. Leave Regulations

A. The leave regulations in Subchapter 510 of the Employee
and Labor Relations Manual, insofar as such regulations establish
wages, hours and working conditions of employees covered by
this Agreement, shall remain in effect for the life of this
Agreement.
*

*

*

ARTICLE 15
GRIEVANCE-ARBITRATION PROCEDURE
Section 1. Definition
A grievance is defined as a dispute, difference, disagreement or
complaint between the parties related to wages, hours, and
conditions of employment. A grievance shall include, but is not
limited to, the complaint of an employee or of the Union which
involves the interpretation, application of, or compliance with the
provisions of this Agreement or any local Memorandum of
Understanding not in conflict with this Agreement.

*

*

*

Section 4. Grievance Procedure-General
*

*

*
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D. It is agreed that in the event of dispute between the Union
and the Employer as to the interpretation of this Agreement, such
dispute may be initiated at the Step 4 level by either party. Such a
dispute shall be initiated in writing and must specify in detail the
facts giving rise to the dispute, the precise interpretive issues to
be decided and the contention of either party....

*

*

*

ARTICLE 19
HANDBOOKS AND MANUALS
Those parts of all handbooks, manuals and published regulations
of the Postal Service, that directly relate to wages, hours or
working conditions, as they apply to employees covered by this
Agreement, shall contain nothing that conflicts with this
Agreement, and shall be continued in effect except that the
Employer shall have the right to make changes that are not
inconsistent with this Agreement and that are fair, reasonable, and
equitable ....
Notice of such proposed changes that directly relate to wages,
hours, or working conditions will be furnished to the Union at the
national level at least sixty (60) days prior to issuance. The
Employer shall furnish the Union with the following information
about each proposed change: a narrative explanation of the
purpose and impact on employees and any documentation
concerning the proposed change from the manager(s) ~ho
requested the change addressing its purpose and effect.
Proposed changes will be furnished to the Union by hard copy or,
if available, by electronic file. At the request of the Union, the
parties shall meet concerning such changes. If the Union
requests a meeting concerning proposed changes, the meeting
will be attended by manager(s) who are knowledgeable about the
purpose of the proposed change and its impact on employees. If
the Union, after the meeting, believes the proposed changes
violate the National Agreement (including this Article), it may then
submit the issue to arbitration in accordance with the arbitration
procedure within ninety (90) days after receipt of the notice of
proposed change. Within fifteen (15) days after the issue has
been submitted to arbitration, each party shall provide the other
with a statement in writing of its understanding of the precise
issues involved, and the facts giving rise to such issues ....
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An MOU regarding the JCIM, included at page 328 of the National Agreement, states,
in part: "The parties will be bound by these joint interpretations and grievances will not be filed
asserting a position contrary to a joint interpretation." The preamble to the 2007 JClM states:

The 2007 APWU/USPS Joint Contract Interpretation Manual
(JCIM) update is provided as a resource for the administration of
the National Agreement. Jointly prepared by the American Postal
Workers Union, AFL-CIO, and the United States Postal Service,
this manual provides a mutually agreed to explanation on how to
apply the contract to the issues addressed.
When a dispute arises, the parties should first go to the JCIM to
determine if the issue in dispute is addressed. If it is, the parties
are required to resolve the dispute in accordance with this manual.
The JCIM will continue to be updated with additional material as
we continue to narrow our differences and expand our joint
understanding of the National Agreement. We encourage you to
use the JCIM to ensure contract compliance and to foster more
professional working relationships.

EMPLOYER POSITION
Arbitrabilitv

The Postal Service initially contends that the Union's Article 19 appeal should be
dismissed because the Union did not request, much less attend, an Article 19 meeting before
filing the appeal. Under Article 19, the Postal Service maintains, the Union can only file an
appeal to arbitration after it has requested a meeting, attended a meeting and determined that it
is not satisfied with the result of the meeting.

The Postal Service insists that an Article 19 meeting is not a mere technicality. It
points out that it was the APWU that insisted on the language that requires "manager(s) who are
knowledgeable about the purpose of the proposed change" to attend the meeting. In this case,
the Postal Service asserts, an Article 19 meeting would have given the APWU the opportunity to
discuss an argument it first raised at the arbitration hearing that the Postal Service violated
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Article 10 when it made the protested change to the ELM. The Postal Service had never heard
this argument before, and this is the very type of harm that an Article 19 meeting should
prevent. The Postal Service cites Case No. H7C-NA-C 1O (Snow, 1989) in support of its
position.

The Postal Service further argues that the APWU should not be allowed to escape its
failure to follow Article 19 by raising a new dispute under Article 15. Otherwise, the
requirements of Article 19 would be rendered meaningless because a union could always take
such action. The Postal Service acknowledges that in Case No. HOC-3N-C 416 (1994)
Arbitrator Snow allowed the Union to raise an argument in an Article 15 case that the Postal
Service's interpretation of an ELM regulation violated language in the National Agreement, even
though the ELM language had never been challenged. In the instant case, however, the
National Agreement does not address requests for FMLA certification. That is a matter entirely
dealt with by the Postal Service in its manuals and handbooks.

The Postal Service contends that the ELM change does not violate Article 19 or any
other part of the National Agreement.

The Postal Service asserts that the APWU's claim, that the new policy requiring use of
only the WH-380 forms violated Article 10.2.A, should be dismissed because it was raised for
the first time at arbitration. The APWU's brief passing reference to violation of Article 1O in its
Article 15 15-day statement of issues and facts did not reference what part of Article 10
allegedly had been violated or why Article 1O had been violated and was insufficient to put the
Postal Service on notice that it was raising this issue.

Even assuming, however, that the APWU had properly raised this argument, the
Postal Service maintains that Article 10.2.A does not apply to all changes in ELM Subchapter
510, but only those that relate directly to wages, hours and working conditions. The new policy
requiring employees to use only the WH-380 was not a change directly relating to wages, hours

,,, .
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or working conditions, even though it was contained in a larger Article 19 notice that included
some changes to wages, hours and working conditions. The new policy had no effect on wages
paid to employees or hours that they worked. In addition, it had no effect on working conditions,
as a WH-380 is filled out by the treating physician. The new policy does not change the
burdens on the employee who seeks FMLA protection. Prior to the new policy, employees
submitting an APWU form had to do just as much.

The Postal Service also rejects the APWU's argument that the change violates Article
5 because it allegedly violates the FMLA. To the contrary, the FMLA and its implementing
regulations allow such a requirement. The DOL's regulations specifically empower employers,
not employees, to decide what forms employees must use when they seek FMLA protection for
their leave, so long as those forms do not ask for more information than what is printed on the
WH-380. By choosing to require use of the WH-380, the Postal Service clearly is complying
with the law. The Postal Service cites a federal district court decision in Miedema v. Facilit'l
Concession Services, 2011 WL 1363793 {S.D. Texas, April 11, 2001 ). It further asserts that
federal courts have held that employers have the right to institute rules to carry out their
responsibilities under the FMLA, so long as those rules do not infringe upon substantive rights
or discourage use of the FMLA.

The Postal Service contends that the March 28, 2003 RMD pre-arbitration settlement
relied on by the Union merely recited the then-current policy of allowing use of the APWU's
forms and other forms deemed by the Postal Service to be equivalent to the DOL forms. The
settlement did not give the APWU anything new, and the Postal Service did not waive its rights
to make future changes that are fair, reasonable, and equitable under Article 19. See: Case
No. Q98C-4Q-C 02013900 (Das, 2006). Likewise, the JCIM language also cited by the Union
gave an accurate interpretation of the policy as it existed in June 2007, when this part of the
JCIM was published. Obviously, the JCIM will need to be updated to reflect the new policy.

Finally, the Postal Service contends that the new policy requiring employees to use
only the WH-380 form when they seek for their leave to be protected by the FMLA easily meets
the test of being fair, reasonable, and equitable.
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The WH-380 form is generated not by the Postal Service, but by the agency (DOL)
entrusted with administering FMLA. As postal witness Adams testified, WH-380 forms require
cure or clarification less than 20 percent of the time, whereas the Postal Service's survey
indicates that union forms require cure or clarification more than 50 percent of the time.
Decreasing the frequency of occasions when it is necessary to return forms to employees for
cure or clarification should benefit employees, as they should have less need to spend time and
money returning to their physicians, and will not have their FMLA entitlements delayed as often.

Mandatory use of the WH-380 also should save processing time for the Postal
Service. As it moves to centralize its FMLA function, there are obvious benefits in using one
standard form to cover the approximately 250,000 leave requests for FMLA protection that
come in per year. Moreover, as Arbitrator Dennis Nolan pointed out, in a case where the same
postal unions were challenging form letters that the Postal Service was using in FMLA-covered
situations, the WH-380 is a "safe harbor" for employers. See: NALC Case No. Q98N-4Q-C
01167325 (2008).

UNION POSITION
Abitrability

The Union insists its Article 19 grievance is arbitrable. Under Article 19, only the
Union, not the employer, has a right to request an Article 19 meeting. This is because the
purpose of the meeting is to require the employer to inform the Union of the purpose and
intended effect of the proposed change so the Union can determine whether there is a dispute
and make an informed decision about whether to appeal to arbitration. It would be anomalous
to give preclusive effect to the lack of a meeting when the employer has no right to request,
much less to demand, a meeting, particularly when the parties - as in this case - have been
engaged in an ongoing dialogue about the subject of the protested ELM change.

The Union notes that under Article 19 if it delays in requesting a meeting or does not
request a meeting the Article 19 process is not slowed down. The employer has a right to

i,
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implement the proposed ELM change 60 days after notice has been provided and the Union
must appeal within 90 days of receiving such notice. Moreover, even if there was a requirement
that the Union request a meeting, the employer should be required to show that it has been
prejudiced by the lack of a meeting, which it has not done in this case.

The Union argues that it would be particularly anomalous to find a strict requirement
for an Article 19 meeting under the circumstances of this case. The parties' discussions and
agreements about the use of the WH-380 began soon after the passage of the FMLA in 1993.
Those discussions led to the 2003 RMD pre-arbitration settlement that required the employer to
continue to accept and process FMLA certifications that did not use the WH-380. That
settlement was then made part of the parties' JCIM. Moreover, as testified to by Union witness
Bell, the requirement that the Postal Service accept and process forms other than WH-380 was
routinely enforced by the Union and complied with by the Postal Service. After publication of
the amended WH-380 forms in January 2009, the APWU amended its forms as well, and a
lengthy correspondence then ensued in which the Postal Service and the Union debated
whether the APWU forms were "equivalent" to the WH-380 forms. In each of the Union's letters
in this correspondence the Union reminded the Postal Service that it could not require
employees to use the WH-380 form.

In other words, the Union stresses, the Postal Service was perfectly well aware of the
APWU's position on the issue, and a meeting to "discuss" the matter further would have been a
mere formality that would not have served the purpose of Article 19 meetings or expediting the
Article 19 process.

To the extent the Postal Service relies on Arbitrator Snow's decision in Case No. H7CNA-C 10, the Union disagrees with his dictum that the failure of the Union to demand a meeting
as if an Article 19 notice had been provided is material to the arbitrability of the Union's appeal
to arbitration in that case.

The Union insists that the Postal Service was not prejudiced by a lack of an Article 19
meeting in this case. In its 15-day statement under Article 19, the Union argued that the

1 •• l
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proposed changes were not fair, reasonable, and equitable and that they violated Articles 5, 10
and 19 of the National Agreement. In light of the long history of the parties on this issue it
simply is not credible that Postal Service representatives were unaware of the fact that the
APWU regularly files Article 10.2 grievances when the employer attempts to amend part 510 of
the ELM. The JCIM provisions that specify that the employer will not require use of the WH-380
form both reference Article 10.

The Union also asserts that its Article 15 grievance is arbitrable. The employer seems
to be arguing that because the Union also has the right to challenge the employer's new policy
under Article 19, the Union's Article 15 grievance and arbitration rights are cut off. This
contention is contrary to the language of Article 15 and completely unsupported by the language
of Article 19. The purpose of Article 19 is not to permit the employer to change the contract.
The fundamental purpose of Article 19 is to permit the employer to modify its handbooks and
manuals and to permit the Union to challenge those modifications on the ground that they are
not fair, reasonable, and equitable. The authors of Article 19 also provided, that the manuals
"shall contain nothing that conflicts with this Agreement." This oblique statement gives the
Union the right to challenge proposed handbook and manual provisions under Article 19 on the
ground that they conflict with the National Agreement. But it says nothing about cutting off the
right of the Union to file an Article 15 grievance challenging the violation of the National
Agreement.

Article 10.2, the Union argues, unequivocally prohibits the employer from making
changes in ELM subpart 510 that affect wages, hours, or working conditions. Thus a prohibited
amendment of Subchapter 51 O is not just "inconsistent" with the National Agreement, it is not
permitted to be made part of the ELM. Article 10.2 can only be given its intended meaning if,
when prohibited amendments of Subchapter 51 O are attempted, the Union has a right to
challenge those amendments, not just using Article 19 procedures, but also by filing an Article
15 grievance to enforce Article 10.2. As Bell testified, this is the Union's regular practice.
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The Union contends that its Article 15 grievance must be sustained because the
Postal Service has violated the 2003 RMD pre-arbitration settlement agreement, the JCIM, the
parties' MOU concerning the JCIM, and Articles 5 and 10 of the National Agreement.

The Union notes that although the RMD settlement agreement, like the MS-47
settlement agreement at issue in Case No. Q98C-4Q-C 02013900 (Das, 2006), does not
provide that the employer never can change its FMLA handbook on the subject of the WH-380,
the parties' agreement did not stop with the settlement. They also placed that settlement in the
JCIM, which is binding and permanent unless changed. By placing the RMD settlement in the
JCIM, the parties also placed it under the aegis of the MOU on the effect of the JCIM.

The JCIM makes clear, the Union asserts, that documentation to substantiate FMLA is
acceptable in any format, including a form created by the Union, as long as it provides the
information required by the FMLA. Under the preamble to the JCIM and the parties' MOU, the
provisions of the JCIM are binding on both parties.

The Union asserts that the FMLA and related DOL regulations make clear that the use
of form WH-380 is intended to provide a "safe harbor" for employers that permits them to
enforce the certification requirements of the law without violating FMLA and HIPAA provisions
that prohibit the employer from demanding too much information or irrelevant information. The
FMLA, however, does not permit the employer to require use of the WH-380 forms. Both the
law and the DOL's explanatory information accompanying its regulations make clear that the
Postal Service's requirement that employees use the WH-380 forms is inconsistent with the
FMLA. Accordingly, the Postal Service's actions violated Article 5 of the National Agreement.

The Union also contends that the requirement that FMLA leave certifications be
provided on a WH-380 form imposes a change in working conditions through a modifa:;ation of
ELM Subchapter 510 in violation of Article 10.2. Before July 6, 2010, the ELM permitted
employees to use a WH-380 form or equivalent documentation. The consequence of failing to
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use the WH-380 form since the protested ELM change is that FMLA protection for the leave in
question is lost. At a minimum, this permits the employer to impose discipline for absences that
are not the employee's fault and that would, but for the requirement that this specific form be
used, be protected by the FMLA. It also hardly could be said that the right to submit FMLA
qualifying information to the employer in a non-standard format is protected by federal law and
regulations, but is not a significant working condition. At a minimum, many employees will
suffer inconvenience and may incur substantial expense, if they do not have a WH-380 form for
their medical provider to complete.

The Union contends that the disputed ELM change deprives employees of rights
protected under the FMLA and its regulations, rescinds a settlement agreement that is
incorporated into the JCIM, and violates the proscription of Article 10.2. As such, the change is
· not fair, reasonable, and equitable. In addition, required use of WH-380 forms means that
employees who use any other form or who use no form, but provide all the necessary
information for certification under the FMLA, nonetheless will have their request for FMLA leave
rejected. To correct that problem they will have to spend their time and likely incur additional
expense to obtain the protection of the statute. The required use of the WH-380 provides
employees less choice and therefore less protection. The Union also stresses that the
employer's evidence in support of its contention that the APWU's form too often must be
. returned for cure or clarification does not address the critical question "more often than what?"
because the employer did not bother to "survey" the experience in using the WH-380, the
revised APWU form, or a medical provider's narrative.

As remedy, the Union seeks an order directing the Postal Service to cease and desist
from requiring employees to submit FMLA medical certifications using only the WH-380 forms.

I
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FINDINGS
Arbitrability

After receiving notice of the proposed changes to ELM 510, the APWU filed a timely
appeal to arbitration and subsequently provided a timely 15-day statement. The Union did not,
however, request a meeting - and no meeting was held - prior to its arbitration appeal.

The wording of Article 19 does contemplate that such a meeting will take place. It
states: "If the Union, after the meeting, believes the proposed changes violate the National
Agreement..., it may then submit the issue to arbitration .... " Moreover, the requirement that
each party provide a statement of the "precise issues involved and the facts giving rise to such
issues" strongly suggests that the parties assumed there would have been some prior
discussion of those issues. There is no requirement, however, that the Union present its
position at this meeting - to be attended by manager(s) who are knowledgeable about "the
purpose of the proposed change and its impact on employees" -- in advance of its decision to
appeal to arbitration and submission of its 15-day statement.

In this particular case, the record leaves little doubt that the Union's position in
opposition to the mandatory use of the WH-380 forms, including its reliance on Article 1O, was
or should have been known to the Postal Service at the time the Union submitted its Article 19
appeal to arbitration. Article 1O was cited by the Union in its 15-day statement in the RMD

grievance which led to the 2003 pre-arbitration settlement that later formed the basis for the
provisions in the 2007 JCIM which are identified as relating to Article 10. The Union's position
regarding optional use of the WH-380 also was reiterated in the correspondence that preceded
the Postal Service's Article 19 notice. Thus, it is difficult to see how the Postal Service was
prejudiced by the lack of a meeting in this case. (Article 10 also is cited in the Union's 15-day
statement in its Article 19 appeal.) 1

1

This Article 19 15-day statement is mistakenly captioned "Article 15-15 Day Statement of
Issues and Facts."
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Ultimately, however, it is not necessary to rule on the issue of whether the Union's
failure to request or attend a meeting precluded it from filing an Article 19 appeal challenging the
ELM change in dispute. The Union also filed an Article 15 grievance asserting that the ELM
change violated the National Agreement, including Articles 5, 10 and 19, and that it "is contrary
to applicable regulations and law, and mutual understanding between the parties."

The Postal Service argues that if the Union's Article 19 appeal is precluded by its
failure to properly follow the procedures in Article 19, then the Union should not be permitted to
avoid the consequences of its failure by raising a new dispute under Article 15. In the Postal
Service's view that would render the requirements of Article 19 meaningless. The Postal
Service has cited no arbitral authority in support of this position. In Case No. HOC-3N-C 418
(Snow, 1994), the Postal Service argued that as a result of the Union's failure to object to rules
promulgated under Article 19 fourteen years earlier, the Union forfeited its right to challenge the
rules through "rights" arbitration. Arbitrator Snow noted: "It is not certain whether the parties
ever intended Article 19 to have the sort of preclusive effect now asserted by the Employer."
But he concluded there was no need in that case to resolve that "difficult question." In an earlier
1980 decision, Case No. NB-NA-0003, Arbitrator Gamser denied a grievance filed more than a
year after the Postal Service gave Article XIX notice of changes in certain Handbooks. In the
interim the parties had negotiated a new contract which readopted Article XIX without change,
and Gamser concluded that by doing so the Unions agreed under Article XIX to continue in
effect the terms of those Handbooks. In dictum he stated:

If the Unions believed that the changes in the payroll computation
contemplated by this Section [of the F-22 and F-21 Handbooks]
were in conflict with the terms of the then existing National
Agreement, particularly Article Vlll-4-8, then a grievance should
have been raised and processed to a resolution. If the contention
of the Unions was that this change was neither fair, reasonable,
nor equitable, a right to grieve also existed under the terms of
Article XIX.
No broad pronouncements on the issue raised by the Postal Service are needed here.
Even if the Union's Article 19 appeal in this case was deemed faulty, there can be no
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reasonable claim that the APWU acquiesced in the protested ELM change. Its timely Article 19
appeal, even if defective, certainly put the Postal Service on notice as to the Union's position
that the change violated the National Agreement, and the Union filed its Article 15 grievance
within days after the Postal Service asserted its claim that the Union's Article 19 appeal was
procedurally defective. On these particular facts, I am not persuaded that the Union should be
barred from pursuing its Article 15 grievance, at least with respect to allegations that the change
violated Articles 5 and 10 of the National Agreement. There is no necessity in this case to
determine whether the Union - having been given proper notice of the change -- could only
raise a challenge that the change violates Article 19 because it is not fair, reasonable, and
equitable in an Article 19 appeal, and not an Article 15 grievance.

Merits (Article 15 Grievance)

The issue here is not whether any of the Unions' forms -- which the Postal Service
previously accepted if they contained the required information -- are valid, but whether the
Postal Service may exclude any certification that is not on a WH-380, even if it satisfies the
certification requirements set forth in Section 103(b) of the FMLA.

Article 10.2.A of the National Agreement provides that:

A The leave regulations in Subchapter 510 of the Employee
and Labor Relations Manual, insofar as such regulations establish
wages, hours and working conditions of employees covered by
this Agreement, shall remain in effect for the life of this
Agreement.
The Postal Service maintains that the Union's Article 1O claim should be dismissed
because it was raised for the first time at arbitration. The Postal Service, however, agreed to
waive "any arguments it may have had regarding the lack of a Step 4 meeting, exchange of 15day statements .... " Moreover, as previously noted, the Union's reliance on Article 10 was or
should have been known to the Postal Service at the time the Union submitted its Article 19
appeal to arbitration, and was included in its Article 19 15-day statement.
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The Postal Service further argues that Article 10.2.A does not apply because the
provisions of Subchapter 510 of the ELM that were changed do not "establish wages, hours and
working conditions." That argument is not persuasive.

In its 15-day statement in the RMD grievance, the Union asserted the applicability of
the provision in Article 10.2.A as part of its contentions. In the 2003 pre-arbitration settlement of
that grievance the parties agreed that: "There is no required form or format for information
submitted by an employee in support of an [FMLA protected] absence .... " The parties
subsequently included this agreement in the provisions of their JCIM relating to Article 1O. As
the JCIM Preamble makes clear: "this manual provides a mutually agreed to explanation on
how to apply the contract to the issues addressed." (Emphasis added.) The Postal Service
stresses that the form submitted by an employee is filled out by the health care provider, and
argues that the new policy does not change the burdens on the employee who seeks FMLA
protection. But, as a Headquarters Labor Relations manager recognized in 1995 -- shortly after
the FMLA was enacted - employees and their Unions have privacy concerns that may influence
an employee's choice of form on which to submit an FMLA certification. Although the WH-380
provides the Postal Service a "safe harbor" -- so it cannot legally be challenged for privacy
violation -- that does not negate an employee's interest in what information is provided by their
health care provider, and, hence, what form is used. Moreover, the Postal Service's insistence
that only WH-380 forms be used could have a negative effect on when, if not whether, FMLA
leave is approved, cause additional inconvenience and expense to the employee, and possibly
subject an employee to discipline for an unauthorized absence, even if the employee submits
certification that meets the statutory requirements. In short, the ELM 510 provision that was
changed established a working condition and, hence, was not subject to unilateral change by
the Postal Service under Article 10.2.A.

Significantly, there has been no change in the FMLA or the related DOL regulations
that would necessitate mandatory use of the WH-380. On the contrary, under current DOL
regulations, use of the WH-380 by an employer is optional. Because unilaterally changing ELM
510 to mandate use of previously optional WH-380 forms violated Article 10.2.A of the National

~ ' '

'
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Agreement and the JCIM, there is no need here to decide whether the Postal Service's action in
requiring use of the WH-380 also violated the FMLA, as the Union contends. 2

Accordingly, the Postal Service is directed to cease and desist from requiring
employees to submit FMLA medical certifications using only the WH-380 forms.

AWARD

The issues raised in these two cases are resolved as set forth in the above Findings.

Shyam Das, Arbitrator

2

The federal district court decision cited by the Postal Service does not, in my reading of that
opinion, address this issue.

·')
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Class Action
Washington, DC 20260-41 oo .
· bear John:
On several occasions our representatives inet to discuss whether the Resource. Manclgemerit
Database (RMD) or its web-based counterpart, enterprise Resource Management System ..
· (eRMS) violat~s the Nationat Agreer:nent
·

:As a result of these discussions the parties. have rtil!tually agreed thatno natior:tal interpretive· .
issue is presented. Additionally,· the parties mutually agree to the following understanding:
::) The eRt..:tS will be the web-bas~d version of_ R~~· located o~ _the Postai Se~ice intranet. The
, eRMS will have the same functional charactef!stics as RMD.
·
.
·The RMD/eRMS is a eompliter program. It do:e~ not COIJStitu.te a ne\V rule, regulation ~r policy;
nor does it change or modify existing. leave and attencjance rules ·and regulations. .Loca.1
. policies, developed pursuant. to these·programs, shall not be implem~nted if they are in conflict
. with-the National AgreemenforWith applicable manuals and handbooks.

-'JI/hen requested.in acco_rdance '«ithArticle17:3 an¢ 31.3, relevant RMD/eRMS.records will be
provide<:J to the Union Representative.

..

.·

.· ·

·

•·

· .

·•

· ·

·

·

··

·The RMD/eRMS was developed ~o automate leave management, pro~ide a centralized " .
d<!Jtabase for leave. related data.and ensure compliance with various ieave-.ru1es. and .regulations,
·indllding the FMLA, the Sick Leave for Dependant Care Memorandum of. Understanding and·
the American with Disabilities Act. The RMD/eRMS records may be used by both parties to
supp.art/dispute contentions raised in attendance-related actions. .

When requested, the.locally·set business rule, whieh triggers a supervis0r's review of an:
· · employ~e·s _l.f3av~ record, will be shared with the NPMHU LocalPresJdent.or his/her desigriee.

. It remains rnanagemenl's "responsibility to consider only those e!~m~rits of past reeord in

...
:disciplinary actions th~t camply ~ith Article 16.10 of tf)e N~tional Agreeme_nt. The RMD/eRMS
_may track al!·:current discipline;· however, it must reflect the final .settlement/de_cision reached in
· .the· Article 15 -' G.rievance-Arbitratjon Procedure.·

.•

. 47s t:~~·sw
WASHNGf(M QC. 20260-4100
WWW-USPS.co..!

·,.

•); An employee's ~tten req~est ~o have discipHne removed from their record, pursucintto Article
· 16.1 O of the Natrona! Agreement:, shall-also serve as the request to remove the record of
. discipline from RMD~eRMS.
.

.

.

Supervisor notes of discussions pursuant.to Article .16.2. ar~ not to be. ent.ered in the
."supervisor's notes" section of RMD/eHMS.
RMD/eRMS users ·must comply with the· Privacy Act, as well as handbooks,. manuals and
published regulatfo~s relating to leave and attendance. ·
RMp/eRMS security· meet~ or ex~eeds security requirements mandated by AS-818.
· lt is understood that no function perf9rmed by RMD/eRMS now or in the future. may violat.e the ,
· NPMHU National Agreement
·
·
·

· Piease sign and return.the enclosed copy ofthis letter as your acknowledgement of agreement
. . to settle this case.
.
.
.

ll.ndrea B. Wiison · ·
Manager
Contract Administration NRLCA/NPMHU
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Relevant Contract Provisions:

.Article 10;
E~ subohapter s10

Contract Year:

2000-2003

fype of Grievance;

Contra.et :tnterpreta.t.i.on
Award Smm:nary

The three issues ~aised in this oa~~ axe
resol~ed

as follows:

Nature of

:nl~ei!s

?n applying ELM. 513.332 i~ the context of
the Rl(D p:r:o~ess, ACS's may ~ak questio~s
~ecessary to make FMLA detetminations and to
d~te:nnine whethe~ the absence is due to an
0;11 ... ehe~job injury or ~Qt' a condition wh!l..c:ib.
require& ELM 865 retu~n-to-W'Ork prooedurea~
in a manner consistent with tAe Findings in
·this d~c:is.ion, but may not otherwise rfllqui:i:-a
em.pl()'Yees to desoriba the natu~e of their

illness/injury.
J'MLA Se.eond and !l:hird Opinion Process

Tha

Service's c~~tent process for
?"ML.A review bY ~ third health
~
Qare provider, at i~sue in thi~ ~ase, is not
consistent with.the FMLA or with ELM 515.l
and 515.5~, and implementation of that
process violates Articles 5 and 10.2.A of
·the lil'ational Agreement. ~he Postal Servioe
is diraated to rescind that process.
Poa~al
initiati~g

QOOC-4Q-C 03126482

3

FMLA Paid

Lea~e

·nocumentation

The unions' dont~tion that the protested
Postal Service paid leave ·doeumentation
poliey is improper and i111permi~~ible under
the National Ag~eement.is ~~jected.

..' .

.:·;,,u~u1~. :,·~H1:: •
.

..

~·:

.

·:·:-.· . : .

·. -,~~~~:-'.~'-~;?.=.:·;~~m•::i:

oooc~4c-~ ~312s4a2

BAClCGROUlm

In September 2000, the APWU
dispute
Postal

rega~d:ing i~ple111.e~tati0X1.
se~vice 1 s

~Qt

were

all, of the

~g'X'"eement,

ce~tain

a national· level

aspects of tbe

Resource Management nataba$e (RMD) and itQ web-

based counta:t=part, eRMS. 1

the· parties

of

initiat~d

rn an agreem~t dated Marah 28, 2003

able to resolva their disputes over some, but

~s~ues

in relevant

raised by the APWU..
~a~~,

~bis

settlament

~tatea;

Thia dispute i~vo1v~s the implementation of
the Postal service Resource Ma.nagexnent
Database (RMD), ~ta web-based e:t'lte:rprise
Reii;ont-ce Management System {eRMS), and the
application of current lea~e-relate~rulea
w:ic!l policies, indludi.ng the Fmnily and
Medicial .teave Aot •.

discuasing this matte~, the pa~ties
Qgreed to the fQllowing mutual understand.in~
and settlement of this case:

Afte~

•

Pu..rsuan.t to Artiole 10 of thet Ni;itional
Agreement, leave ~egulations in
Suboh~pt.l'!l:r 510 of the ~loyee Labor
Relations Manu~l (ELM)~ which establieh

wages, hours and working ~o~ditions of
covered ettiployae~, shall ~emain in
effect fo~ the life of th~ N&tional
Agreement. ~he fo:rmulatio~ of local
leave progra.t.0.$ a~e subject ho local
im~l~entation prod~dures,

in

aoaordanae with Arbicle 30 of th¢

Nation~l Ag:z:eem:ent.
•

i

T~e p~:e-pose of RMD/.e:RMS is to provide a
u.nifQrm autQ:tllated proaess for ~eco~ding
data ~alative to e~isting leave rulea
and :regul.s,tions. RMO/eRMS (or similar
sy~tem of re¢ords} may not alter or

Referenoes i~ thi$ opinion to

um.mn

i~clude both :lifb1D

and aRMS.
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oha.nge existing rules, regulations, .the
N~tional Agreement, law, local
memorandums or understauding liUlQ.
agr~~ente, or g:ri~vanaa . . arbitra..tion
aett1ei:nenta and awards.
'i'r

*
•

Pursuant to part 513.332 of the ELM,
employees must notify appropriate
poatal authorities cf. their illnes$ or
injury and expected duration of ~b$enc~
a~

~

.

soon as possible ••••

to part Sl3.l61 of the ELM1
when an ~ployee requests sick leave
fo~ abGQndes
3 day$ O~ less,
~ur~uant

nmedica1

of

dooum.ent~tion

or other

evidence Qf inoa.paoity fo•
work o~ need to care for a family
meJ.llber is only r~quired wh.en an
~loyGa i~ on xostriot~d sidk leave
(see 513.39).or when the supa~v1sor
ae~eptable

deems dodumentation des~rab1e for the
protection .of the inte~esta· of the
Postal Service. 0 A supervisor's
detez;;m.i~~tion that madi~al
docum~ntation

or oth~r acceptable
evidence of incapaaitation is desirable
fQ~ th~ p~obection

ehe
oa~e

Pos~al

of the interest. of
be made on a

S~:t;Vioe niust

by ea~e basis and ~ay not be

arbit~ary,

capricious, or unreasonable.

• t>ursuant to ps.rt 513.• 362 of the ELM,
·when an employee :requests sick leave
for absences in excess of 3 d~ya
(scheduled work days), employees are
required.to sub:mit mediaal
or other acceptable
evidence of incapacity for work for

document~tion

themselves or of ~eed
family.member~

to

da~e

for a

and if r&quested,

.3
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s'Ubst~ntiatiQn of the flll'.mily
relationehip. Medical doeumenta~ion
from the employe·e 1 s ·attending physiaian
or other attending praetitioner should
provide an explanation of the nature of
the employee's illness o~ inju~
sufficient to indicate to management
that the employee was (or will be)
unable to pe:irform his or her normal
duties for t~e period of absence.

S~pervisors may accept aubatantiation

other than medical·aocumentation if
they believe it supports approval of
the eick leave request,

*

*

The parties agreed to continue disdussions
r~lated to manag~ent ~equ.~~t~ng tba nature
of the !ilna~s ~hen an employee calls in;
YMliA seoond/tbi~d opinion prooedures;
medical documentation requi~e:m.e~ta to
·substitute paid lea~e for unpaid
intermittent FMLA le~ve. In tha avent no
~~reement is reached within fifteen. (lS)
days f~om th~ d~ta 0£ i:hi~ settl~ent, the
U'n.ion may initiate a dispute at the national

level ••••
By letter dated April 23, 2003,

present national level
Thi~

di~pute

on the three

N~Mml'

intervened in

i$$U$s.

AFW'O' initiated the

over the thrQQ rarnaininu issues. :

dispute subsequently was appealed to

. N'ALC and tbe

th~

~upport

~~bitrati~n, ~h$~e ~ha

cf

the APWU 1 s position·

4
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Nature of Illness

~a

ELM 17, July 200a, provides
unexpected

Illne~s

fQllows in ELM 513.332;.

or Injury

An exception to tbe advance approval

.
requirement is made- for. unexpected illness
or injuries; however, in these.situations
the employee must notify ap~~opriate postal
authorities of thei~ illness or injury and
~sated duration. of absence as soon as
possible. When sufficient information
provided to the ~uparvisor to dete:rmi~e that
the@so.nc:a i..s to· be cove:i::-ed by FMLA,- the
supervisor completes Boxm 3·5171 and xnails it
to the eJ:!!.Ployee ',s -address of record along
with a Pub1ication 11.

is

When the :supervisor is not J?royide4 enough
inf onnation in advance to de~e~i~e wh$bhe~
or not the abeende is covered by FMLA, the
employee must sUb~it a request fo~ aick
leava on PQ:i:in 3971 and applieable medical o~
other e~rtif iaation upon returning to duty
and explain the re~so~ for the emergency to
his or he~ i:iupervisor. Employees JD.aLy be
·reqlli~ed to submit a~ce,P~able eYidence of
incapacity to work a$ out~~u~d in the
p~ovisious of 513.3&, Poaum.entation ·
Re<;tU.irem.ents, or noted on the .re~erse of
Form 3971 or Publjaat!on 71, as_appliaable~
The supervisor approves or disapproves the
leave request •••••
Prior to RMI>, call-in$
empl~yaets

Qometi~es we~e

supervisor and sometimes by

including bargaining l.1Dit employees.

otbe~

c~~

by the

individuala,

Nith the implementation of

QOOC·4Q-O 0312G482
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RMD fat most faoilit!as)r the call-ins are taken by designated
wAtt~ndall.ee

Supe:ririso~s~

CQntrol

(ACB's), who input information

previously handwritten on Fo.rm 3971 (Request for or
of Absence) into a comi;>Ut.e:r ~y-stem..
S~:rviee

Notificatio~

Moat recently,· the Postal

·

ha$ begun to implement an ?nteraotive Voiae Reoognition

(l:'Va} sy.sttem
.

a.Ii'

part of the RMD program.

:t11R :is a computerized. .

speech application system that is ~eplacing ACS~s taking

employeas' aalls for

ab~~nQes

due to non.job-related

ill~ess

and

In late 2003, the Al?WO' was provided with the pr.oposed

,injury.

lVR aoript {APWU :axhibit 23).
Th~ Po~t~l
.·~upeirvisors

~aintairis

Service

:r:out.i;n.ely

a·sk~d

that prio~ to :RMD,

employee$ the

n~t111.re

illness/~nju:ry when they called in abaent.
testb:non~

of their

It p~eaent~d

'by headquarters Labor Relations Specialist Sandra

Savoie in support of this contention.

She testified to

h~~

in Dayton, Ohio both a.s a clerk and looal APWU

~erie~~a·

official from 1978 ·to 1988, ®d as a Postal aervice labor
rel&tio~s

~b ~arious

official

AllWU' ~aieed thi~ i~sue

Savoie

te~bified,

~onsS.d.ers

able to geb

tb~$

nf

Qreve:i::-· 11

conne~tio~

Afte~

with implementation of RMD,

it very intportant and _:necesea:r;y that it be

information, and also that it

ha~

been ask$d

•

Although the IVR script
dssc~~be t~e natu~~

of their

doe~

not ask employees to

ill~e8B/injury

in so

~any

words,

Savoie /$aid, it asks a series of questions . ., ... ·capable of a.

yes/no reaponoe -- designed to ~rovide .supervision with
'.

the··

she 'ilUeried the field ~nd ff~$ told that

supervisi.on

fo•

in

locations sinaa·19aa •.

QOOC~4Q-C
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She pointed out that a computer can be
to ask the aama question~ e~e;t;y ti~e i~ receives a

equivalent iuformation.
p~ogrammed

call-in, while it

.to do that.

i~ ~ore

difficult to

At the end of the

"p~og~am"

IV~ ~e~aage,

$h~

a live paraon

noted, employees

"'O'poh you;r; return t·o work; you may be :required to

are told;

eKpl~in you.r;-

unscheduled absence.a

.JU'WT.T Direotor of Xndustrial Relations Greg Bell

testified that when the.Post.al Se:t"Vice not:ifieQ. the TJ:nion of it:a
no~ing

plans to implement RMD,
~~king

employees to

when they call in
b~e~

describ~ .~he natu~e

~ssnt~

a problem, but the

ooJJq>laints

f~om

was said a..bQut

thi~

of their illness/injury

Bell said this had not

Ullio~ ~ubs~quently

the field that

thi~

indluding

p~~io~$1Y.

began to

rec~ive

many

now was being done.

ae1l stated tb.at during his employment as a clerk and
1ocal APWU official. in the l?hiladelphia offiae sta:r.-ting in 1·970,
employeea

we~m

illne~~/injury

n¢t

~equired

to describe

when thay called in

p~ov.ided, pur~uant

th~

nature of their

~sent.

to ELM 513.364, only when

dooumenta.tion 'wall!_ required.

S~oh

info:r:mation wae

~edical

~hia px-accice was. refl'eated iti

the

minutes of a 9anuary 2003 Philadelphia SMC labor-management

meeting which
illner;i~

~tates:

RThe ~arties agreed the n~tur~ of tha

.should not be reques·ted when employee calls in.."

Exhibit 20.)

(APlrn

Bell also presented an April 2000 Step 3

mett1ement of a San Antonio office
(APWf.T EXhif.bit: 21,)

l10

g~ievance

to the

BaII\6

effect.

added that, contrary to the Postal

se_rvice '11 c:laim that:. the J?olicy always has been to rec;mest

information about the nature of en employee~s illness/i~jury

7

..,rhan they c=all in absent,

11
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J: 1 m aware of that not being a policy

1:1.n many, if not most facilitiea nationwide.ra
: :gp:lon Positio:r:i
The. unions con1tend that asking ~l.oyees to dellil;?X"~he

tha

natur~

of the

illness/i~juxy fo~

whioh they are

~alling

in.

absent. ~:l.ola.tes the National Agreement beca.ua·e it is nQither

permitted ht, no~ oonsiotent with the leave ~rovis~ons of tbe
BLH. Article 10.2 of the National Agreamen~ requires that those
lea"ll'e

r.e.gul~t·iOn1!'1

Agx-eement

r

Since
req\\i~~d

.:t::'emain :i.:n effect for the life of the National

~e~ore

implementation of RMD, SLM 513.332 has

'employees who have an unexpected illness/injury to·call

in and .. not::f.fy appt:"op;1:;iata postal,· authori tie a

i';l.S

aoon as

pooaib1e as to their illness. or injury and expected.duration of ,
abll!eneen .~ As explained by APWO' witneaa Ba.ll. the supervisor or·
~lark who racei~ed the call prio~ to RMD manually completed
app~cp~~aee parts of a Form 3971 (Request for or Notifieation 0£
2

'l'he APWO' cites.SLM 15, Deeember 199.9., which was :1.n· effect whan

the AP1'lIT initiated a national level dispute over certain aspects
of the

R.MD.

The ~o-~~1 ~e~vioe aites ELM 17,

July 2002, in

when the APWU initiated the present dispute over the
three r.ema!ning i~sues fram the earliar dispute ~hiob the
patties war$ unable to settie. There is a slight difference in
wording between the two versions of ELM 513.332. In ELM 15
employees are requ.ired to pro~ide n~tioe "as to their illne~s o~
injury 0 , ~hile ELM 17 states -•of their illness or injury". .~he
pa~ties a~ee thae this difference in wording does not signify
. any substantive dif ferenc.e. unless othe:r:wise stated., refe:r:en.oes
to the ~~M-in this opinion ~re to ELM 17.
'
ef~eat

8

Absetloe) •

Upon

~atul:'ll

~oxm

additional parts.of

abaenoe.

to duty, the emp1oyee complatsd
3971# thereby requesting leave for the

A supervisor then completed the fo:rm hy

~isapproving th~

app~o~ing

or

leave request.

for certain types of absences, auch a.11 t;b.oae in excess

of

0~

three days

those taken Qy

employe~a QD ~estricted

Siok

.leave, .the Poa tal Service :e-equires the employee to Bl,lpply

mediaal documentatiob, typically upon the
~~ovide ~

'ELM

retu.rD to

ELM $13.364 state$ that thia documentation "should

wotk.

or

~loyeeta

e:itplanation of tha nature of the employee•G illness

in~ueyn.

The U'Xlic:>ns stress thi13 ie tha only provision in the

that refe~s to a req-uireinent that ·~ .de~oription of tha

nature of an employ6.tJ'l'iit illness/injury be p:r::ovide.d. :rhe Unions
conte~d that if the intent had bean to require Qll employee to
explai~

the nature of the illiless/inj~ry when calling in to

~e~u~t a.ti

absence, it would have baen simple to write suoh a·

requ.iramant into ELM
~he

call for
to be

as

~as

dona in BLM

513.364.

Unions point out tbat P'o:r;m .3971 not only does no·t ·

info:r::"IM\~ion ~egardin9

~ec:oJtdGid

nRemarksu

S13.~l2,

the

~ature

ot the illnees/injury

when a, ca·ll-in is received, but i:st.atea in the

~$Ction:

nno not enter medical

information.A

The

union,;: also point out- that when ·the Pos·ual . serV'ide implemented
.R.MO, i t did :oc:>t ~pressly :i:-ectllira the .ACS who ta.kea Che call. and·

inputs information r&garding the abaenae. into the RMD
i~qui,;-e

abouc the nature o;f'the illnes$/in.ju:r;y.

ay$~e:in

to

'.!'.he R1>m system

continues to use a computerized version of Foxm 3971, and
wa~ no written re(;iuirement that AOS 1 a ~sk for o~ employa~s

th~re

QOOC-4Q-C

pro~ide

such ·an

~x;pla,nation.

tA~

NonabheleS$, with

:lxoplementation of lWD, the APWO' began to recieive

uomp1aints that
nature of their

0312G4S~

-n1.1ll'le~ou-s

employ~aa

ware being asked to describe t:he_
illness/inj~:ry.
Wheri the APWU rai$ed thig

issue, the Postal Service defended its

~olioy

of BUt.king such an..

inquicy.

Tbe T).c.ions ass$~t eh~t the Postal servide has pr~~ided

polioy exaept to suggest it ~eflects past
practice. The uni~ns insistt howav~r; that the reco~d does not
support the existenoe o~ sudh a past prac~ioe, and that, in any
no basio

. ~v~nh,

~o~ this

a purported

p~~t

praetioe oannot reverse

'

.

.

··language :I.Ji Che EirM and otbe:i: Postal ·ser.vide

. clea~ly do not auhhorize the
nature

of

Pos~al S*~ice

. alear

th~

dooUIP.ent~

tbat

to inqµire about the

an amploye~·a ili~e~s/injury when an ~loyee o~lls in·

abaant.
The Unio%).e also dispute the J?ostal service 1-s

as~e:rtion

tb.at it il!il nece.l!lsa.ry to make sueh an intrusive inquiry at the

time an ~ployee aalls in absent.

determinations abo~t
whethe~ an absence is FMLA-prQtected, nor the need for a return~
toMduty exam oan or should· be m~~e based on what employees
report When they ea.11 in absent.
~9

th~

·

flag an e.inployee to

reca~VG

Neith~~

Inataad, the aya.tem needs only

further follow-up info:r=ation on

trMLA or an inatruotion to be elaared by the employee's

dootor to

retu~n

-~equiring

elllpioyees to

to work.

illnesa/~njury. by

Both outcomes are

desc~ibe

~~h~eved,

witAout

the nature of their

asking whether tbe abacnce falls within tha

general categories prompting FMLA info:rmation or return-to-duty

10
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exam.a pursuant co ELM 865.2. The Po$tal Servioe-implfoitly has
acknowledged that 1~$$ intrusive questions can serve th$BQ ~eeds·
in

~~D implem~tation

provided

of the IVR

sy~~e:m.

and in

Angela~

Pete~i~~tio~a ~s

fitneas-f~r-duty

to whather a

employee is back at work.
know or make
aJJ.

&

The

~ostal

wh~oh

office {APWU Exhibic 8).

with gLM 513.38 typically

acco~danee

script it

by.the ACS's operating the RMD syateia:,_

~~r u~a

the APWU obtained from the Los

in·

eb~

exam. is required

~re ~ade

when the

Se:r:viae doap not need to

deoiaio~ donca:r:ning a fitxi.e~s~fo~-duty exam wben

employ$e calls in ab§lent,

Notably, -the :t:VA $YStU\

:m.a~aa

no ·

s.u.1;1h. :i..;nqu.iry.
Intervenor NA.LC
meaning of whiah is

e;awloy!ile' s

~h~

oblig~tion

~tressee

th~t

crux of this

is to "notify

the

gLM 513.332

cas~ Y•

provides

tha~

the

.a~:t:opriate ;eos~a.l

autnorities of their illnes~ or inj~~····" (Empha~is added.)
'Unlike· an employee's immediate Pupervisor, Acs•s tak~~g aali-ins
uµder the RMD eyatem oan:a.ot be characterize~ ao •approp~iate
post~l

authoritie$ 11 for purpo$es of receiving information as to

the na.ti;i.ra oE an employee ls

illn.~ss.

They have no a;1,i.thority to

xna.ke decisions.for whioh the natu:i:e of illness info:r:mation may
be relevant, such as wheth~r the ~1oyae is entitled to ~iQk
le~ve,

whetha~

a fitnesawfor-duty exam is warranted

tbe employee's.oondition i~ covered b~.~.
Ifite:rveno~.NPMBU

o~

whether

Moraoverr

points out, tha info:rmation provided by the

abat'lnt·employee; without

th~

underlying mediaal

diagno$~~. ~ould

be insufficient to perm:tt the ACS to make such dete?;minations,
and asking the nature of the. illness

d~';i.n.g

the initial call to

an ACS impermiasibJ.y intru.c:1e1P on 9Illployee privacy.

11

~ostal se~ioa

'-'he

QOOC~4Q-C 031~6492

contends

th~t

it is necessary and

appropriata for the Postal Serviee ~o inquire as to the n~ture
of~ employee•~ illnes~ or inju:ry during call-ins ~sporting~·

unexpected abPene1a.

Such inquiry is .neciee~a~ to ex:i.fo;l;"(t~ent C?f

Postal sa:rvice policies,
dete~inationa

inaludi~g

FMLA, which require Qertain

to be tnade prior to the employee's return to

,,o:i;;-k.
~$ Po~tal ~ervice

iG

~equired

to make a dete:r:mination

a1.e to whether the c:o:u(Jit.:i.9n is covered under the FMLA, for which··
it .needs
to ltnoW. the reasons for the
..

.

a.b~ence,

as

~he.APWO'

.

has.

.acknowledged in· item 21. of th~ Joint A~W'O' and USPS Family and

. ''

Mad~cal ~eave

al~o

Aat Questions and Answers.

cites the Februa;cy 2003

Adm.in~stration ~~ual

Ths
.ill~ess/injury

schedule

aJ:l.

on this

Pos~al.

Serviae

Joint Contract

PQi~t.

Service m.aintaina that the nature of the

inqui:r:y i- crucial to its ability to

employee for a

513.38; and to

-

~ostal

(Jc.AM)

UBPS~:NALC

The

enfo~~e th~

tim.~ly

fitne~s~fo~-duty exattainatio~¥

return to

wo~k

ELM

provisions in ELI«' 865 •.

EiiM.513.38 vrovides:

When the reason for an einployee•o siok leave
is· of suoh a nature ~s to ~aise justifiable
doubt cona~:r:ning the am.ployae•s $ility to
satisf·ac.t.orily ~nd/or safely perf.o~ duties,
a £itness-£or-duey medical examination is
requested through aPJ,lropriat~ autho~ity. A

QOOC-4Q-C 0312G482

1.2

oomp~eta

report of the facts 1 medi~al and
should ~upport the request.

oth~:i::wise,·

ELM 865.2 providea;
Employee.a re.b'l.l::t:'ning to duty afta:r.:: an absence
for o~icable or contagious di=ea~e~,

mental and nervous co~ditions; diabetes,
eardiovaaoular diseases, or seizure
diso:r:de:rtS, or Eollowi:ri,g hospitalization must
submit a phymician 1 s statement d~ing one of
the followings
a.

·St~ting une~ivocally

b.

Indieating the ~~striations that aho~ld
for aecominodation before
.t"etul:n to duty.

that the employee
is fit for full duties without haza~d
eo him- or he:r:.self 'o:r: otbe:i::-·s.

~a oonside~ed

*
Th~ Memo~andum

of Unde~standing on Sick.Leav$ £Qr

Dependent Care, included in Appendix B.of the National
~eem.ent,

states:

The parties ag~ee that, during the term of
the ;?.O(H) National Agreement, s:l.ok leave may
be used by -an e=plo;yee to give oare or·
Qtbarwiae attend to a fami.ly member having

an illness, injury or.~tber conditipn which,
if an a:mployee had such uondition, would
justify tho U$~ of sick leave by that

employee .....
~o$tal

st~eases

that without knowing ehe nature of
the condition for wh!oh $iek leave is ret;tne~ted, it has no basis

'1'be

Service

13

det~;i:;mination.

for ma.king a

falis within this

MOU•~·

as

~Q

whether the ·employae's request ..

coverage.

The Postal Serviee
iDtplemallt~tion

'QOOC-4Q-C 0312648Z

auBert~

that with

th~

of the I'V'a system, it

aonti~u~s

to obtain the

saute information. previousiy·obtaiQed by asking employees about
t:he nature of

thei~

ill'rleaa/injury, albeit in a different

format.

"l'b.e

Postal service argues tha.t the plain language of

ELM 513.332

sup~~·~B i~a

p~tted.

That

position that

p~ovision ~tates

~uch

that aul m:nploya$

.
'
appropriat~ posea~ authori~ies •••• of thei~

W:hich the
~

Utere

Postal.sarvi~e

stat~ent

an inquiry is

reasonably

K~ust

not1fy

illness of ·injury, a

~nte:r:p~ets

to mean more tba:tl

that an employee is ill or injux-ed.

While l!fLM

·

513 .364 specifies
tha·t
when miiid:l.eal documentation is . requ.$,red. t.o:.
.
.
bG submitted to the Postal Sertrice it 0 should p~ovide an

e:ii:planation of the nature of the employes•s iilness or
"tb~t QQ~a

~njury 0 ,

not mea.v. that sueh an inquiry may not be made during

the call-in.

~

the contrary, if the

~oetal

Service was

p:r;ecl'1,1ded
from making such . an :lnqu;i.ry, a supervisor would not
.

have the information needed .to apply that
.wb.iQh ~tatesi:

111 SuperYiso~~

~ay

·medical documentation if they

ehe siok leave

~e~ast.n

·more information than
i.s

11

bel~eV-e

it supp?rts

clea~ly

appro~al

than.

of

a. simple statement t:hat the emp·loyee
mad~cal

docmnentation for abpences of three days or less

of.the Postal

'at.he~

a supel."Visor needs

illa in order to decide whether to :r;equire

p~Qteotion

of ELM 513.364 .

accept subs.tantts.tion

Li~ewise,

jua~

porti~n

Se.z"Vice~

8

for the·

pursu.ant to ELM 513.361.

14
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The Postal Service st:r::es:lle.s
~quir-ing
e:id~ted

.t~at

t:he praoti0.e of

as to the ·nature of ·.a..n employee 1 s .illnes.a/i.ujuz-y b.aa

for dedadea and was not initiated in epe context of RMD.

This wa·a e1;.1tablishe.d hy the testimony of Po.111tal Service witness : .

$avoie, ·and is aQnf i:.c:me~ by

nume~oua

regional arb1tration awards:

which show ~hat the Poetal Service routinely
~~ked
for and was
.
.
often p~ovided with ~nature. of illness/inju:rye ~n~o~tion.
tr.Dion evidence of agreements in two off ices (P~ilade1phia and
San AntoniQ) that·c:nployaes would not be aak~d t~~ n~ture of
·th~ir illne~s when they call in doea nQt ~ontradict the
&X:i.Sten1;H;l ~:£ the pradtice, but rather confi:t:ma thai.t it e~iEJted

.

'

at those offices

befo~e

the local partie$ agreed other-wise.

FMUA. Second and !rhird Qpinion Process

The Family and Medical Leave Agt {FMLA) includes the

following provisioDSr at 29 use S26l3(a} and

{d}~

(c) Seoond opinion

(l)

J:n

general

In any case. in whiah the
has

employe~

~~a~on

to doubt the validity of the
certification provided [by the

employee 1 s health

ea~e

provider to

sup;port a request fo:t' .Fla.A leave) ...• the
liill;>loyer may require, at th~ expense of

the employer~ ~bat the eligible employee
obtain the opinion of a second health
care provider designated o~ approved·h¥
the ~loye:r •.•.

QOOC-40-C 03126492
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(d) Resolution of confli.ot!ng opin:lcll.a
{1.) In general

ln any ea~e in whidh the ~eoond
opinion described in subsection (c) o~
thi~ section differa·from the opinion in
the origipal ce~tific~tion ••• , the
~loyer ;may require, at the expens~ of
the emplQyar, that the employ*e obtain
th~ opinion of a third health aa~e
provider designated or approved jointly
by t~e fi!l.Uli)loyer ~nd th~ employee~··•

rn>· ii"inality
The opinion of the third health aa~a
provider •.• shall be con$ide~ed to be
final and shall be bindi,ng on the
em,p1oye~ Zl.lld the employee.
~egulations is~~ad by t~e

'United Stat~a Pep~~b:tl.CJJ.t of

Labor {DOL} 'Wl.dar 'the FMLA further provide, at 29 CFR
1a:as. 307

<c> ;
~ •• The third health care provider must be
designated o~ app~oved jointly by the

employer and the employee. ".t'he employer and
the employee must each act in good faith tQ
attemp~ to raaah agre~ent on whom to select
for the thi~d opinion provider. If the
employe:i:- does not att~t in good faith to
~each agraemont, the employer will be bound
by the first ce~tification. If the employee
does not attempt in.good faith to ~eaoh
agraemant, th$ ~ployee will ba bound by the
sad~tta eereifiaation.
For ~~l~, an
employee who refuses to agree to see a
doctQr in the

~peoialty

in

qu~atio~

may be

16
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to act in SoQd ~aith. o~ t:he other
haDd, an employer that refuses to agre$ tQ.
a:ny dodtax ?n a list of sp~cialiet~ i~ the
appropriate field provided by the employee
and whom tne ~ployee has not p~$Viou~ly
oon~ulted may be f~iling to act in good ·
fa:tth.
faili~g

!n oonjungtion

with implementation of

RMI>,

tb~

Postal

service dev$loped a ~eries of sample or form lett~rs to be
utilized in the field to faailitate
w~th

the FMiiA na~ionwide.

gonsi~tency

and aomplianca

(These letters were diSdU$Sed w~th

the APWO and revisions were ma.de based on .1\J?WU input, hut they

are not

negoti~ted lette~$.)

One of these letters1 which are.to

be used even where RMD is not iJxwlexnented, is a
~employee afee~

lette~ $en,t tO·

the Posta1 Sex:vioQ has obtained a.seQond

medical opinion which differs from eh.Q initial certification
provided b:Y the employee IQ heal th ?a:re prOVidQJ:'..
letter reads, in

~elevant

part,

a~

rue

follows;

In ref arenoe to your request for FMLA Leave
proteotio~,

the

uaPS

~edical

unit has

re~ultA of the 2nd opinion
medio~l evaluation !~Clll\ Dr. «Name».

reoeived the

As explained in

~he atta~bed

latter· from· the
USPS medioal u.nit,'Dr. «NBin~~ has dete:rmined
that the condition for which leave is
r~qussted doea not ~arrant PMLA protected
leave. If you ~eeept the 4esult of this 2nd
opinio~ evaluation, then this decision will
stand.

If you do not aoo*pt t.h,ese result·s, you must
nob!fy me «name» @ «PhQnu Number» within 5
calendar d~ye of receiving this l~tter# and
a 3rd opinion appointment ~ill be scheduled.

Sit2l\ple

17
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You ehould leave a :mesaage, if,«name» is not
in the offiae, to att6Ute that you ha.?e made
contact -within

$

A health oar~·

days_.

provider f ~~ the third opini~~ ~i11 be
jointly ~greed upon by you and the Postal
Service.
If the _employee has not eontad~ad me within
the 5.days,. ehe 2n.'Cl' opinion will. go on re~ord
as tha final deeision •.

The Poatal Se:rviae notes

th~t

some offices have eleoted to

prQ"Vida employees more than five 4~ys to respond; a.nd that,. in
any event, employees aan

:re~e.st

additional time in whioh ·to do

so.

The Union- contend

t~at

by placing the responsibility

on the e;inpl_oyee t.o demand a third docto:t: 1 111 opinion, the. Postal
Servica has abrogated the responsibilities the FMLA
·· p1aces on- the
docto~'s

the

em:p~oyer

and

opinion option.·

~ployar

n~llified

The FMLA

the purpose of

exp~essly
th~ thi~d

~rea~l;y p~ovides

oa.n require a tbird·dootor•s opinion.

that.only

The Unions•

objeotion to. the prooess e~~ablished by the Postal Service !$

that it no~ only puts the reai;>onsibility' for't;leciding whether to:.
~et a· third dootor•a opinion on the employee, but it or@atee a
new default ru1e under which

a."Q.

employee who does not take the

to request a third doctor'~. Qpinion is deew.ed to have~ftirmati~ely aecepted the Postal Service's second doctor'$
opinion as final. This is not only inconsistent with ~he FMLA,
th~ Unions stress, it is patently unfair.
initia~1ve

""\

lS

~he Union~

re<;{U~~ed

QOOC~4Q-C 03126da~

point out that while the employer is not
thi~d

under the FMLA to raqu.eat a

is.the employer's o~tion whether to

medical

so.

do

opi~~on,

it

If·hhe einployer

~hoo~ea not. to seek a third opinio~, the employee is not bound

The employer in that 1dtuation tti.ay not

·by the second ·opi:aion.

be legally requirad to accept tbe employee's request for
FMLA leave 1

~s

a number

o~

dOUrts have held, but, if the

employer does not do so, the

c;ri.:r.e~t!Qn

of

'

absence :was

whethe~ th~

~~aovered

falls to tha ultimate faatfinder,· either in
arbitracion or litigation.
X:o. prac~ioe,

Intervenor

tbe ball. in the employer•$

o~urt

NPMBU

to

asaerta"'.

weigh

t~e

puts

the li'MLA

potential

diffioulties of disproving tbe employee•s ~edica~ certification

in arbitration
doo~or•s

o~

i'he Postal Sex:vioe,

)?ot.h ways by avoicHag t:he rialk
fo~adlo2ing

~oa~al

hCMe~~~;
~d

the eJ11.ployee 1 s

Intervenor NPMBU ooDtends that

expense of a third

opp~~~u.nity

Agl:'OG'm\ent

the.Po~tal

FMLA ~ights

The

in violation of

t.h'lion~ al~Q ~eject

EJ:iM

th~

atte41\pting to have it.

to
o~

op.in:!.~.

ob~llenge

a

the

la~suit.

This

contemplate •.

Servioe•s poliay is

in violation of ELk 5ll.1, and i?.u.pe:t:'nlissibly

e.mployea$ 1

~hat

i~

Service•s denial through arbitration

·is :aot what., tha FMLA or. National
un~a1~t

thi~d

of the

exam and the risk tha third doctol;' will side with

employee.

while

e~ense

at trial ag&inat both the

515.l an4

the Postal Se:r:-vice•s

li~its

ths li_'MLA.

asserti~n

its process i$_oon$iStent with the FMLA because the Postal

Servioe considers an employee•s

£ail~re

to demalld a third

doctor 1 s opinion within a certain ti.ma period to bG an aot of

19
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binding the employee bo the second opinion.

~he

F'MLA regulations $tate that if-an employee fails to attempt in.
·goo~· faith to

reach agreein~nt on whom to seleet·£or the th~rd

op;nion p~ov~de~, the employee ·will he bQuna by the fi~~t
cert:;ifieation. Thope ::c-egulationra make no refe:r:i3nce to an
e.nwlpyee 1 s failura to cooperate in.initiating the third.doator 1

s

opinion proces~ beaauae the law and ~egulations do not give
employ@es a responsibility·or duty to make that daai$ion. 3
~h~

unions contend thae

A~tiole

5 of the National

Agreem.ent·prohipttn hhe Postal Service f~om taki~q any action
~~fedt:in·g t;e:rms and conditions of ean.2;1lo;yment that would vio.late.

-

·the National

Ag~eement

o~ otharwi~e-be

Postal Ser-Vice's obJ.:i.ga.tions w:tdcu·: law.

.

inconsistent

vi~h

the

Beciause the third

dootor s opinion process concerns the aonditiona under which a
1

· p,Qstal employee is granted
the propriety of ·that
a_!!ltahll.sh~d by

Arbitrator.
eln-powe~ed

o~

p~ocess~

·denied the protection of the
~hioh

was unilaterally

the Pe>ll!tal Service, iii properly reviewable by. the

'l'he Uniona insist that the Arbitrator is fully

to interpret the li'MLA a.n.d its regulations in

addressing this issue, oiting the decision of
i·n

USPS

F~,

and

3

NALC

and NPMHU,.

Case

Arhitrato~

No. Q98N-4Q-C 010190839

Nolan'
(~002).

lntervenor NPMKO' ;urthe;- argues that the l:>ostal sarv.iae • s
that an, emp1oyee ~er:pond in· five days is .
~nconsistent with the much more lenient ~good faith negotiation"
:requirement "W'hich is all tha.t f ede.:r:al law allows.

·~equirement

=

20

.!D'Plore~

Position
The Postal Service oontends that neither VMLA

·~egulations,

nor the ELM ~rovision5 implem~nting the FMLA,
contain a Qlew::'1y deli~eated proaess regarding how the ·third
opihion health aare provider is to be seleeted.

se::i:vioe
~!th

in$is~s

the· lU.ID

that

proce~s

th~ prod~~s

The Postal

it estillblished in aoDj\l.Uation

is fair, reasonable and consistent with tbe

~' specifically~ wi~h Section 025.30·7 of the appl~aable DOL
~~gul~ti~ns.

~~t.provision Tequi~es

~~qu~~es~t~e_employe~

-to

ob~ain

that if the eniployer

a third medioal

opin~on,

•the

~~!rd-health' ~are provide~ ~~st b~ de~!guat~~ o~ a~~~Qved
.

employ~~

jointly by the

.

-

'

th~ ~loyeen.

and

The regulatiou doea.

n9t speeify ~he process whiah will b~in~ the p&rti~s together to

seleet a thi~d opinion health aare provider.
under the.proQeS$ established
.~Ployeea a~e
o~ oa~ ~all

peri~d'.

-

within the specified
doe~

the Postal Service

to forego.the third
opinion.

o~i~ion

tbne-f~a:me

p~ovid~~

health care

If the employee
-

~econd

the

~~stal

·service,

infQ:t".Dled that they ea», accept the eecond

?oi~tly agreed·u~on

epinion.

by

a~~euige

for a

to prov±de a third

not call within the designated

infer~

.and

~~~ ano~~~~

to

opinio~

that the·employee has eieoted

agre~$ inst~ad

way, the

Po~t~l

to abide by

th~

Servioa asserts,

the Em\ployee 1 s election no~ to c~ll is oonside~ed a failure to
aooperata, pursuant to Section S25.301(c) of the DOL
J

-

-

regti.lations, and the second opinion becomes biuding.

to the unions' allegation that the
responaibility

£0~

demanding

~

procea~ ~mpro~erly

third

oF~nion f~om

the

Cont~a~

shifts
~loye~

21
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to· the employee, this p~oees$ gives an e:mploy~e the option of
~sk~ng for a third opinion or accepting the second opinion.

a~serts·that i~ ~stablishin~

The Postal Serviee.
prooeu~ ~t

thia

togk into.aoaount that a thir.d medical exaun intrudes

on _employees• time (ae: it is off the alook} and necessarily
.fotoe:i

th~

to relinquish some privacy

intereat·~

by. i;rubje.eting

thexo. to a:ic:Qdna.tion by.. an additioDal health ca.re provider.

Al1owing employees
op~nion,

~o

elaat whether

the Postal Service argues,

employees still aan

g~t t~e b~~fit

·--.the right to a third a.iid final

o~

not they want a third

i~

a good oompromise beoauee

of what the

tiebreake~

~t~t~te

but they

get the right ho say "no" to a third exam if they
live with the results of the second

opinion~

may not be ve-ry. different from the first
The
laok~

the

to decide the

. ·third· opinions be"Cause 4t.';

a~e

al~o

willing to

which in many eases

opi~ion.

al"o maintains that t:h$ arbitrator

Po~tal Se~ice

autho~ity

intended

;it~

dis~ute

concerning aeaond and

essen(:\e it is a

d~spute

abo'1t the

meaning and int:e.nt of PMLA provieions and DOL regulations and
not the collective

ba~gai~ing

position, it

decisions

~ederation of

~ite$

agreement.

b~

In·.suppo~t

of this

Az:bitrator Bloch in USPS v

Postal Police OffiQ$~O, Caaa No. FPSP-Nat-Bl-006

(19S3h Arbitrator Nolan -in. USl?S and

~LC

and NPMHU,

cas~ No~

Q9SN-4Q-C010190839 (2002), and A%bitrator Allen in USPS v. Amro,

Case No.

B98C·4B~C

00235731 (2003).
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lfML.A. Paid L@ave Dooumentation

Buboha.pter 513 of the ELM covera sick

ELM

lea~~.

513.362 provides a~ follows;
ab~ences in exd~$e of 3 d&ys1 e~ployees
are requi~ed to·submit mediaal documentation
o~ other aceeptable e~idenoe of i~capaoity
fo~ work o~ of ne~d to car~ for a f emily
melllber and, if reque~ted, s"l.1.bstantiation of
the family ~alationship.

For

At issus

i~

the Poatal Se.tvide 1 s polioy of
i~

1nedioal documentation· under- ELM_5l3.362
~loyee,

requ~ring

situations where an

who has previou~~Y provided ~ oerti~iaation of a

Pe•iou~ healt:.h. oondition indicating· the ~eed fo~ in~er.m.ittant
b.~t:ween

leave, requests paid leave f'o:r:an absenae which falls
the oertificu.ition and a rec;:e;i:tif.ication.
.c:tirc:sUil.\atanees, · i:r:l.o1uding fre.qu'inoy,.
:r~qu.ire

The

howevH~t

Sex-vice(

which the empJ,.oyer can

~

protaoted l_aa'\"e.

reg;uires an employee to

medical documentation £or all
~f

unde~

X'$Oertif;i,cation for PU:t'Iloses of

Po~tal

The FMLA limits the

absa~~~~

in

e~ce~s

of

provi~e
th~ea

days,

the '1.mployee requests paid leave, evan if no suah

doe'UlO.entation could
·The

~

b~

required for

~MI.A

leave. ·

claims i t was not A\olare of this poliay until

aft;er the Postal S~:rviae began ·to ilnplexa.~t:. RMD, APWU
Indust~ial Relations Direato~ Bell stated that, to his
reoolleotion, this

wa~

n<:it an issue in contention in i99·3 when

the J?MlJA went into effeot.

d.oa'l.tlnentation

re~i~ements

H~ also·poi~ted

in

out that the

aL~·s13.362 ap~ly

not only to

~n

Q00C-4Q-C 03126482
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~loye~ ~equasting pa~d aick leave, but also to an. employee
reqUeati~g axmual leave or lea~e without pay under the
~pplicable

the

St.!!· provision~ governing auoh leaves.

do~u:m.ent~ti~n,· ~e stres~ed,

employee's incapacity

.

~j~stif i~d

FMr.A.

.

in dasas

for·w~~k.

w~ere

~he.purpose

is to sli.bsta.ntiate
The APWO' inaiets

the eni.ployae already

of

th~
thi~

ia

h~~ pro~ided

oertific~tio~ ot the need for ;nte;gnittet\t leave,. which

neces.Sa~;lly

eatabi:i.shea the employee 1 ·s inoapaeity for work.

Postal Serv:iae Labor Relations Speoialist Savoie
in$iated that the

docume~ta~!o~

requiremeints

fo~

paid

lo~ve

~ick

l*ave or annuai leave in lieu of siak lea~• ~- haYe no~
.
ehanged, and a~e the saun~ au before the ~Ml.A. The Postal
.

·S!l:c-vic;:e., .howevei:-, doe.Ill' :t:i.ot reqUire doou:mentation for laa.ve
without: pay if -tha laave is

p:c:o~ec::1eed

undex-

·~&

tr.tii.on Position
'
~

-rb,~

trnions

~on~end

the Postal

~ervioe•s·

policy of

..

. x:-e~ir.ing· medical· dooum.entation, in add.it.ion to an aJ?j}roved FMLA

medical oa~tification identifying a need for !~te~ittt:nt leave,
when an emploY4?e seeks to substihute paid sick
-~

~eave

leave for an absence of fou:r days or :more is

tor uz:ipaid

in:i.prop~;r

and

impermissible.under the Nat!onal Ag~eement.

The J?ostal Service ·asserts that paid leave i·s beyond

the mandate of tha

FMLA,

~nd

that thQ statute and DOL

.

:
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-~egula~ions
~$:I.cl

make clear that an e?nployee seeking to

leave for

~ioyer 1 s

u~aid

normal

$uh~titute

protaate_d FMLA leave must meet the

~~quirements

for paid leave.

'l'he Postal Service acknowledges that information
may also meet the·
l?osta1 Servic~ 1 "Q paid sic·k: 1ea:"'1'e documen.t!at.d.on · r~quirement~.

contained on a FMUA medical
'l'hi~ o~ourd,

certificatio~

however, only with regArd to the

.triggering certification

partioul•~

o~ ~ea~rtifioation·that

abs$nce

contains

· i~forma.ti.011 a.b01;1~ inaapao:itY during the oµrrent:. absence
, ·_. suf f.ioi~t: ~o ·. :fustify ptr.id leave.
.

~eqUeSt·

.

ma¥

.

For absences not ·trig'ge~i:llg a

for certifi~ation or r~~e~~ification 1 ·the Postal Service .
.

sepa~ately

.request sick leave dooumentation

con~ist~t

with

its regula:ticna.
. .i'IlmINGS

NatU!r:e of Illnea~

The term nnature of tha
a~pears

are

employee•~ ill~e$$

only in ELM 513.3G4, which

requi~ad

to subm.it

~enieal

p~o~ides

documentation:

managainent that the em.plC>Yf.\'H;1 \Va.JS (or will
pe~fo:cn

his or.her norn1al

dl,ltie.$ for the period. o.f abaence ••

injux-y~

that when employees

The documentation should p~o~ide an
$:icp~anation of the nature of the eil!Pioy~eis
illne~s or injury suf f ioient to !ndicate to

be) u.ua.ble to

or

4

•
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In eases where eJnPloyees have called in absent due to
.ilJ,.nass.or

inju~

dQ~wn.entation

't:he

(o~

em,plOY,~e ~ s

(E~

513.332), tha pu:rpoae 9f

Qther-accepta.ble

evide~ce)

unexpec~ed

this medical
subst~ti~te

is to

_,

ittoapaoi ty to work when that is requi:t-ed pursu&nt ·

'to ELM 613.361 (tbxee·days or less),_ 5136362 {over three days)
o~

513:363· {extended.p~riods).
ELM 513.332, whioh is the key

p~ovi~ion

in this

.'d,isputa, provides that, in caee of unexpected illnaaa or inju:ryz
· _)l.t~_;·em.~loye~ mµ.st not:lfY a.ppropriate postal a.ut.ho-rl:ties of
·:their_· i1l~es:i cir· 'iri:fury and. expeat::Qd d~ration o·£· abaen~e aJil .aoOll
.

. a~-possible.u'

.

The"wordliJ

Dgf

their illness or injury 11 are.
It !$ reasonable, however,

ambiguous, when read by themselves.
to oonclude

tha:~

they.do not mean the same thing aa

. or . inj\l;ry

bf; .th~ ~loyee' f3 illness
.
..

wth~

nature

1
'

;i;o\Uld. in ELM 513 ..364.
did, presumably
the same
wc::>rding
would have been 'Ul!:u~d
.they
- .
.
..
'di.stb.iction, m.Oreovar, ia not. lilliiterl to wo;r;ding, th~

.

If
A

The

.

info:r;znation to be p:t"ov.ii.ded by llil
. employee calling in abisent
~~ua.nt

to ELM·513.33'2 Jile;t:Ves diffe:eemt pw;poses than the

information prov'ided pur.15uan.t tQ EIJM 513 .364.

made to
substau.itiate inda.paeity to work d\1%.'ing t.he abse:.noe·. '!'he .r..cs
taki~g the.employae•s call as part 0£ tha RMD process is no~
CallMins

making a

~u~auant

detem.uinati~n

fpr the absence.

No~

o~

~LM

513.332 are not

disapprove of leave
who ~ltimately will make·

whether.to app•ove

is the

t~t determinat~on goi~g

employee may

to

SUJ?~i;-viuQ~

to do

~o

o~

on the basis of whatever the

may not have told the ACS

rega~ding

the nature

QOOC·4Q-C 03126482
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of·her

or

.l~ave;

E'LM S13 .l32 is quite. c.lea.rt

~linees/inju=-Y;

his

Le~ving

aside for the_ moment FMLA

••• the employee must submit a requ.e~t for
siek leave on ro:rm 3971 ahd applicable·
med~~al o~ ot~~~ ~~rtifieation upon
returning to duty and GXplain the ~eason .for·
tbfi\ emergency to his or ber supe.t"Vi.so:t".
·
E:m.ploy~~s may be required to submit
aQ~~p~llbla evidenoe of incapacity to work as
outlined. in the provision$ of 513.36,
Doo1.lli'lentation Requi~ements, or noted
the

..

on

reverse of Form 3971

o~

Pu:blication 71,

~s

appliaabl~.

The i:rup~rvisor aJ?l?roves or
leave requ.e$t ••••

The

p~il'Dary

~osta1 Se~vi9a

be absent.

purpose of the

dall~in.ia

to notify tbe

as aoon as po~~ible that tbe ~ployee is going to

For that, a simpla

siok/injur~d"

di~approves.the

nr am

stat«Jll$~t th~t

might pe auffioient.

But the

oall~i~,

as the

Union~ acknowl~dge,

serves other purposes, and thQ Post&l

Service is entitled

to·mo~e

tban that.

This case is

whether the employee le only raq;\lired to say

0

~ot

about

I am

siok/in:jure.d".
Anoth~~

major

purpo~e

of tha call-in is to determine

whether th~· absence is (or may be} cov0red
case

bY

FMLA, in whi~h·

as stated in BLM 513.332 -- the supervisor completes

I.lo:r;m 3971 an¢1. .mails it (or PMLA Ce.:t:'t.:tficat:l.on qf liea.lth Ca;r:a
f~ovid$~ ~oxm WH-380)

to the eJnployee along.with Publi¢ation 71;

~hie~ e:icpla.ini;J an· empl.oy1iH1~' a FMtiA

righ.t:.e and obligatJ.ons.

appliee whether the abaenae. is due to

the.ccn~ition

of the

{Thii;

27

amployee

Q:t'

As stated in item 21 of the Joint:~·

a. family member,)

APWl'J and USPS Yf.{LA

QOOC-4Q-C 03126482

and As;

QS

••• an employee =ust

~lain·

the

rea~ons

for

the absence and give enough information to
allow tha en\ployer tQ dete~i~e that t~~

leaye qualifie~ fo~ FMLA protection. If the
employee fails t~ explain tl;i.e ~~asons, the
leave :may not be·protect~d under the.FMLA..
Similarly, the USPS-:rou..C

~CAM"

states Cat paga 10-15):

Management is within it~ rig~ts to ~~k
employees a.bout th~ oiraumstano$s of their
condition.·in ·o:rtder to det:.a;pnine whether
ah$enaas·may be p~ot~~ted under tha FMLA

..

.. and/o:i; -whetha:i: absences are for a c:olld3.tion
whiah. ·x-eq,Ui:res the :i:n:.M 865 ret:i.u:n to work
~roc.:adures.

In orde~

to make the necessary FMli1l

~et~:r:mination,

th$. ·

· .AC!S need. not ask the e:ni.ployee to describe his or .b.ex-. lilymptoma or·,
I'

'

. t.o otherwif1e deacribe the specific nature of the. illness.
I~~eed,

as also

p:regnauoy 1 the
9ondition is
-

in the

ci~c:umJ:Stand~r:l

$~ious 1

que~tiona

.employee
~wh~t·s

atat~d

US~S·NALC

.Jc.AM: 0 0ther than
dete.rmin• whether a [he~lt.h]

not the diasnosis."

like

11

so, asking the

.

What'a t.he natura of your illneBs1 11 or ·

'W'Z'Ong with you?• does not really faoilitate a FMLA
e

dete:anination.

•

1fbet.her the leave :r:equ.a::si: is for a ·2?-ew or

con<'.J.ition
ob~aine~

-H

~

•

In addition ·to· asking the employee directly

0~· 11 Is

e~isti.ng

FMLA

this leave FMLA?*" (see ACS/iu.m saript

by APWU"from the Los Angeles office)

~ft

which the

«rnployee may well be able to anmter, the ACS can ask Qthar

Q00C-4Q·C 03126492
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C;cu.es·tions. that tie d;;l.;g-eetly into t.be. nn:.A.

tha iVR seript,.where the lVlt

·~oice"

A

good example ia in·

asks:

aay yea if you~ ieave is be~auae you or youx
family m.~®r has o~e of tbe_following FMLA
conditions: preliJ3lancy, birth or plao~ent
of ~ child, ovarnight hospitalization,
in~apacity over three days with visits to ~
heal.th oare provider, a condition that
without treatment would incapacitate over
three day~ or incapacity from a lo~ te~
cond!°tiou with :mu.lti:t>le treatments. Ia your
lea~e ~elated

to one -Of

the~e

cond.itiona,

Yes or No?

..
BtO.Ployees

who·answe~ ~ffi:r:matively,

~iled fublioation 71
. to ba a·ompleted,. by

are then told tb$Y will be

and

~heir

the necessa:r:y ~ certification fo'Illl
heal tb. c:a.:a:e p:rovider.

Inf o~tion obtained when an ~loyee calls in absent

One i~

due to illness/injury is n=eded for two other pu:t-;poses.

to deter.mine

wq~ther

which oan be

a~kad di~ectly.

the'US~S-NALC

~ond!tion

ass.

the ab$ence is due to a.n
Ano~b~r,

on~the-job.

which is

Jc.AM, is to determine whether the

which

injut:y,

recogni~ad
~aenae

requ.i~es zeturn-to~wo~k aertific~~ion

in

is for a.

under ELM

Thia ~lao can be done with~ut asking employee~ to

specifiaally describe the

natu~a

tbe following portion of the IVR

of

thei~

condition,

~e~ipt~

All right oue last qu~stion. Is you~
a.bse~ea ~ue to ho~pitalization, ~ental or
~e:i:vous condition, diabetes or seizure
disorders, oardiovasoular d~aease~,

communioable or oontagious diseaae, or for

a~

shown by;

29

than 21 dayD?

mor~

Q00C-4Q-C 031264S2

Please say

0 y~su

o~

"no".
YES:

In· ord'er to ratv.;g:;i, to work, yc:iu
detailed medioal reportJ
atif fioient to make a. detai:minati-on that
you o~ return to W"Ork witbou~ ha~ard t~
self o~ othe~~, and.indiaating.any·
restrictions pe:r lo(!~l procedures.

:i:nu~t pro~ide ;t

NO:

all of these legitimate purposea1 the Postal ·

~or

Se.:r:v..i.cu~ ,ll:Bya !lt obtains equivalent iufom;nation thr:.ough the :tVR
~ystem

as when

the~~ illn•~$

more

empl_oyee~ a1:'&

·to an

ACS~

asked to .deser.:l.b(\ the

Actually,

pertinent.info~a.tion.

Th.a

t~e

~at;u.:i-e

IVR $eript may

~script,.

of

·

~rovide

in any event, showa

thAt the ~O$t&1 Sorvi~e'$ needs oan be meb less ~nt:i:u~ively

without asking for the nature 0£
~CS/RMD

sdrivt

f~om

th~

ill;n.elil.e:.· so does the

the Los Angeles offia0, whioh does not

include asking the nature of the

employee'~ illnaos/i~jury.~

'lhis conclusion. is further supported'hy looal agreements
Philadelphia
.~he

a:nd San

~n

AfttQ~!o that employees ~hould not be.asked

natura of their illness when they call in.~

.

~ '!'ha record does not indicate whethe:r. t:b.:l.s. ACS/RMD s.cr.ipt was

·,

promulgated locally or by Postal Service headc;tv.art~rs. Postal
testified ehat in implem:~nbing RMt>
headquarters did not ~~oll out anything that said ask the nature
~f the illne$s,•
·

·~at'ViO~ Witnea·s Savoie

5

:r do no·t ag:r:ee with the Postal Service that the e~:;.st~nc:ta ot

the~e ag~eements oonfir:m,s that a contrary practice pre~iousl~

existed

at

those locations.

QOOC-4Q•C 03126482
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The Postal Service ciaims it ne.eda to aatk axnpl9yees

fo!L" ~he natu~e of their· illneea/injury when. they c::~l;t. ~n to be··_..

able to

tim~ly

schedule an employee for a

fitneas-fo~-~"ty

exam

under SLM 513.38, which ~tates;
When t~e reason for an em.plQye~·~ sick leave
is of suah a nature as to raise juatifia:a.ble
doubt concerning the eraployee•~ ability to
sat.~sfs.etorily ;md/or safely perform duties,.
a £i tness-:for-du-ty m~d:Laa1 exam.:1.nat::Lon i.5
reqUe~ted'through appropriate authority. A
comp1eta report of the facts,

ot~el:'Wiae,

h~rt

and

$hQuld support the req\ieat.

The Postal Servic:e ga.ve as an
m:i.d. sa.ys _he

~ed.idal

e.x~le

an employee 'who calla :ln

For Ba.fat:y

h.i:s baok.

.

pw:i:ics~!i'1

i t says,· it
.

t;eeds to know- the :employee is fit fo~ duty
before.
'
. his.· :r;eturn to:
"Work. Yet, keeping i~ mind.that.erp.ployees off work for more
than ehrau day$ have to

p~ovide ~~dieal

return to work (or have an FMLA

doo'Ulllentation upon

~e~t~fioation),

ie seems

doubtful, and there is no e'Videnoe·, t;hat supervisors· :request

fitness•fQr-duty exam.a based on what
when. he or she

o~lls

tbe.emplQye~

tell$ an ACS

in, rather than on the ba$is of medical

docum1tmtation, hh~ explanation provided by tha.employee on.
~eturn

to work or other

~ou.roe~

of

!nfo:ou~tion.

J

The Postal se:evice ~lso claims that, if it is

precluded
I

fr~~ ~a~ing

have the

.in£o:rma.ti~n

which stataa:
~edl.eal

suoh an inq;uiry, a aupe:t:visor would·not

~

'

•

needed to apply

•su~e:t"Visora

t~at

portion of ELM 513.364

mat aooept subatantiation other than

doaumentation if they believe it· supports approval of

the· sick leave [in

~~ess

of

th~ee

days] request.u

Yet, there

QOOC~4Q-C
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is·· nothing in the. :li:fl<co:r:d t::o ~hl;)W that: sueh determinations a.re

made on the basis· of what
·~~gard1ng

tell an ACS on a

oall~in

the nature of their illness/injury4
Furth~:rmore,

~o~ta:l

~loyees

as already noted, the ability of the

Service· to satisfaatorily admini$t~r the ieave·p~ovision~

O.f
· the ELM in offices suoh
'.

as-~hiladelphia

:tVR system, without asking

tJ.Si:Qg tth~

.

and San Antonio, Qr
of their

th~ natu~e

.

· :i.lln'eas/inju:ry when employee.a .c::alJ. in absent, is t~lling with
·r.c~pe~t ~o

.·

~ha.~qst~l

.se:rv1oes! claimed

n~ed~

to

reqµ~~t th~t

Finally,· the Postal Service main:ta.in$ that it: needs to

~~~ employee~ de~d~!ba the natu•~ ~f their illneas/injury in

. .·. o:r:dc;,r to.. d~cida: wheth~;i:;:· to ';requ-ire ~ed.i'os.1 doe~enta..t':i.on fo,.;•• • f

.

•

••

••

•

•

'

. ~senoes of th~~e days or les·s ~~az; ··~w 513. 3·61; ~hioh

ror periods of absenge of 3 days or less,
auperviso:i:-s w.ay accept· the· employe;'~ 'o
stateJnent explaining the al:>~enae. Madiaa1

doamnen,tat.:l.1;1~ O;t:"" other aooapi;:able. evi·dence
·of incapacity for wo~k o~ need to oare for a
f~ily m:embe:r is . ~equired oi:ily when "the
~loyee is ¢ti :z::estricted sick leave' (aoe
513.39) o~ when ~he auperviaor deems
documentation desirable fOX" the protection
of the int.a.rests of the Postal serv:!.<re.
S.'Ubstantiation of the family relationship
must be ~rovided if requ.ested.

under this provision, mediaal

required for

~sen~es

of

thr$~

dQ<:n~entation

c.a.n be

daya or less only when the

''
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:em_pl()!yee ia . on :r;estr.idt~d s:lc::k lraave or t;o ,P:t'Cit:ect the .irit:.@~sts': .
~~ .the Postal· Sezviee.

:·.tb.ii? c:!ase

show~,. applies where the suparviaor who is to·

~pprove/disapprove
·till.l~peot
'

The latter1 iDsofa• a$ the re~ord in

the

the reqliested leave

employe~

ha~

:

some reason .to·

ia not really incapacitated from working,

r

'

· as· where tbe employee
p~tbe:rn ~f

.

'W'a.S

•

den:i.ed :re:queated annual leave or ·has {:\ ·

asking for sick leave on. the days

~fte~

holidays-

Xn

.their Ma:eoh 28, 2003 settlement agreement,. the APWU and .the

-Post.al S~rViO~ agreed that a.~upervisor's 4Goia~OD to r$quira
: ·: .d.oewxi~ntation. or other evidence pursuant to ELM 51;3 .361· 11must· be.

-~de on a Qas.~ ~y .o~ae ba~ia and may not be. arbit:rary,
a'.al?r':i.oiO?ll oi; WU';CM:t.at:inable 1•

•

It is rar from
elear on thia
.

reao~d

that
. . any

aescription Of the natu~e Of i11ne$~/~~jUJ:y p~ovided·by
~Io~~e

the

to an-ACS· in the RMO

p~oaess

all

actually is passed

o~

to

'supervisor who makes determ:Lnat:ions unde:t" ELM 513. 361.r let

~lone used.

as

t'he: basis fo~ requestiti.g m=dical doo:unumtation.

fo~ 3971 •peei.fi~ally directs ·that medical in:fo:rmation :c.ot be
entered thereon.

In the

mm p:ce>eeJ:Ji:i, the ACS

the amna informatipn that previously

eesen·ti~lly ent~rs

wa~ ha:r.t.dwx-itt~n

on a For.m.

397.1 int:o a computer data system, which generates a Form 39?1·
,.

be dQlnPleted by the.employee
disapp~o~e~

a~d

the requested leave

to· .

the supervisor who approves or

o~

the employea•a return to

Wo:t-k. 6

While this ·c::ase is not about wb.iah Rsupervisor 11 ean make a
decision to -rec;ru.ire madioal·dQ0\.1.\'nenta~ion undar ELM $1$.361, ~he
~videno& i'xi this reoord does- not indicate that any i;:u.pervisor is .
~oing· so on the basis of employees' descriptions of the nature
of· their ~llneas/in:J.ury 'When they aall in. tC) an ACS as part- of
~
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a$ to ~·~·RMD applination of ELM 513.332

'consists of teatim.ony by Po1Jtal Service witness Savoie and APWC.T
witn~ss B~l1 and a dosen·or so

regional ~rbitration awa~d~,
which the Postal Servioe a$~exts support.its P,ooit~Q~ that a

.~ons:latant

pracit<J.c:e of inquiring .into the nature of

.an

_employee• s· illneas/injury on a call-in baa existed for deaacletr.
.

.

Not only is thia ev;l.denae limited in.

s~ope,

it is far from

At best, it shows that in some offices employ~e~

".QO!!Cluaive.

'either.volunteered or were asked to deseribe the naturo
~~l.ness/inju:r;y, 9~~~ieulQ~ly w~can the oall was taken_by
direot supervisor.
~biladelphia,

o~

thetr

the~r

In some othe:r:- looc;i.tions auoh as

thi" waa not done. 7

~h~ nm p~qce~s.

Whether the sup_e:rviso:r who does ~e _that

~eciaion. ~de:r· -Eti~ .?_13-:361 o:an queait!lon abs~t ·Qmployees ab.out

t.he."nature of their ill:nass/in:j'l,lty in appropriatQ airoumst:.ano_es,
no~ a.n issu~ within the

as.part of .that deoi~iox:i. making, ia
soopa of this dase.

r Qn~ Qf the arpitration d$CiSiQn~ Qited hy the Postal. SerY'ioe,
USPS and·APWt.T,· Caae No. I-90-lX-C 95039549 (Fletcher, 1996),

qu.Qt$s

l~92

"Ca~l·In

Procedure" instructions

p~evio~sly

in

· effect in the D~s Moines Post Office, that tha grievance sought ·
-~o have re.iZJ.stated. Wholly unrelated to .t:he issue in that· case,
.those i:cuatruction13 statedi- · 11 1'.n caiH~a where the em.ploy~e oalls·
i:n.··cla.:l.m:lng iil:nEn;i!;1, nor.oially t!he general na.tw:e of the il·lness
ie provided if r~quested by the supervisor." The Po'stal. Service

.. cited another d~a~;sion, USPS and APWU.1 Ca:::~- No • .9501.904_ ab al
·(~t:tAilist.er1 1996) ~ f!,or' ·its detetJninati9n that leave regulations
·issued by the Pittsburgh Post Office in 1996 appropria~ely

rec;ru~red 4etailed information on a call~in. A paragraph, 9n
reporting iJ!baenoea in those regulations stated(· 8 Additiori.ally,

you.will be asked if the absence is in any way ~elated to an on•
the-job injury o~ if you believe the a.baence is covered in
..fay.by the Fainily Medical Leave Act.h
Notably,, the regulat1ons

auy

quote~

in

~he

decision do not

otha:r:w.i.a~

app·ear to provide for

askins e.Tnployees the nature of their illness/injury •.

·34
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into acao"l,Ult ·tAe oubstantial eJ:IJIPlQyee privaoy

-i~tereet$ stressed by the uni~s ;uid th~ ~lear ~istinction

~etwe.en th!i! wclirdlng· of ELM 513.332 and 513.354·, the inforlJ.\at:.ion

.

:r~ga~din9 ~ emplo~ea•s .illness/injury which the Po$tal Servie~

properly ~~n regui~e an_employaa to provide when calling in

absent -- beyond "I am ill/injuradw -- should not
establi~hed

e~~eed

the

adm:l.nistra.tive needs 0£ the .Postal Service,, as

'1iseussed al:>Qve.

Aacordingly, r conclude that in applying ELM 513.332:
in the

oo~text

~e.oassary to

of the RMIJ prooess, ACS 1 s may·aBk questiQne

make FMLA detenid:nat::lon$ and.· to determine

~hethe;

con~tion

the. absence is due· to an on-the-job injury or for a

iih~oh-requires E~ 865 return-to-wo~k prQde~u~esr i~ a mQU;Qer

:ao~sistent w~tb these F~n~ings, b~t may not' obhe;r;":Wi~e require
employees to' describe the nature of their illness/injury.
l!'MLA· Seeond. ~~...'l'hird Opinion Proaeas

Artiale 10.2.A of the National Agreement

pro~ides

fo1lOW'1t

The

J..~a."IJ"e regulations in _Subclll\pt~iKi".510 of
the :Employee and Labor Relatio:o.s Manual,.

. insofar as such regulations establish ~ges,
hours_ and wo~king oo~ditions of em.P1o~ees
cove~ed by this Agreement, shall remain in
effeat fo~ the li!e of this Agreeme~t.
~tiole

5 of the

~~tional

Agreement states;

as
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The Employer will nQC take any actions
affecsting wages, hours and other.. term.a. an.d

conditions 0£ emplQy;t\\ent as defined in
,St\c.t:ion . 8 {d) of the National Ll:ibor Relations
Aat which violate the.terms of this
·
Agreemllntt or are o~herwise inoonsistexlt with
ice obligQtions 1.Ulde~ law.
BLM $15. l state,: r

"Section 515 p:rovidea policJ.es· to

c.t~ly wit~ the Family and Medi_cal Leave Act

of

l.9~3 {FML.l) .. 11

··. ·: ~.I_.M· 515.54 ~dW:eases "Addit:iona1· Medica.l Op~nions",. i:tt ;relevant
, . ·- ··~!J-ort r 13.~ f:o~1~a °'
Addi ti:ona:l' Me.dical Op;inio:n.a

A seoond me;,.;teal o;i?inion by l\l . he.al th oare
provider Who is designa.ted and paid fo:i: by'
tbe P~$tal Service may-be required. A
h~;i~t~- .qare·_ p1;:-ovi.der selected :Eo~ the. seeond.
op~nio~ ~ay not he employ~d by the .Postal ;
-. Se:rv:ra.e on ·a: regular basis. In oa·ee of a
·di~ferenc~.~aew.~en the o~iginal aud ~eoond
opinion,. a thi~4 opinion by a hl!_~!th cQia
i:rovi.de:r. :r;p,ay b~ x-ew=ired. · ~hl'll third 'beal th
.ea+a·provide~ is jointly designated or
app;t"c;:ived by manage:ment and the employee, and
the thixd opinion is final ••••

(Emphasis addsd.)
~n aonjun~tion.with i~lem.entation

of RMP,, but

sepa.rate and ~p~~t from. that p:i:oc"<aisa, t;h~ Post~! ·serv.:Lc:e
~stablished its eu~~e~e policy and process with re~pect to third
'I,

2!1edical opinic>n.s·.-

There is no _evidenda

•

t~at

p:t:'ior to

develop.ntent of the ~a:m;ple letter (r,cuot~d earlier in this
opinio~), the Po$tal Service- had any so~t of policy xequ.i~ing
~loyees

to notify the Postal Service if they ·do not aceept the

36
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B'econd op~nion ill1:d ·wat1t ·a third opinion.

Postal· Se~iee .wi·tneas-;

Savoie testified that headquarters was tryin9 to e~tablish. aaine
0

·sort of process,
-~&ni,n~strat~rs

...

wh~re

'

comply with

:tn these

existin~

oi:r:cui;n~tap.ces, I

A~bitrator
.
. ~de~ the

"

none had existed before, to help its· J'MMA· ·

FMLA

ragulab~Qns.

conclude

National Agreement,
.

I

t~at,·

as

-~

have the authority to..

.dete:rmine
whether the reoently adopted Postal
Se:t'V'ice. process. !$·'..
...
.
.
·consistent with applieable ELM leave provisione, and, in doing ...
~o~ to oonside~ applicable provisionm of t~e }!"Jd'LA.

wniob tbe SLM :

prO'V'.isions. a:r:e _e:ltpressly i:ntend.ed to dQI!).ply .w.:i..th~ 0 -

BLM S15.o4

of

sp0oifi~ally.~~ovides

tbat:

0

·.

In the case

a.. difference·. bet~een the original and sac.end. opinion, , at. thir~:'.:

.~. ~s Ju:b:Ltrator ·l,q'o1an stated in a r.ec:e:a.t decision ·ci tad: by both ..
· :tho :Pe:>$ tal 'S(,u;·V'iee and the Unions, USPS and NALC and NPMR'O'1 Cal\te
No~ Q9BN-4Q .. c 010lj0839 {~0~·2):

One· obvious exoeption to the gene~al rule [th~t tba
a~bit~ator•s function is to interpret and.apply the
. aontraot a=.c:l :not the lawJ is that parti~·s who inc:::orpo:r:ate ·
external.1aw in th~i~·aontraot, either expressly or QY
pa:r::aphra.se, neaea.sarily. ~ect th~:i.r arbit;r:atora to
in.te:tpret. ~il apply the iilQQ:i;porated· law. That mei.y
sometimes requi~e ¢~1'nll~~ation of i?:npiementing r.~gul~tions .
and relevant judiaial p~aoedent"
·
•

'ft

*

*

-The Postal. Sez;yiee 1 s gallwback position,_ that an arbi tiX"atc>il:'. ·.
may 0 apply 11• l:iut: ma.y not ":J.nt~rpret 11 a law, >:e·l.i.Gs on an
impossible distinction·& Mo:t"e of ten th~ l).Ot, it is
neces~ary to interpret the law preo~sely in order to apply

it; to put it aim.ply, before one ean apply a law, one must
know whah ~ha law :means.
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· .:op~p.ion ma~ be F.~~ix-ed.

only,

a~sible

11

reading of

(Emphasis added.)
the~e

The

words -· even without

..to. the FMLA ... "·is that the Postal Ba;"\rioe may

9pinion.
with the

·most, if -not

r~quire

~efarenda

a tbi:r;-d

·Moraover, this provi~ion clearly is meant to oomply
proviaion~

Qf

~ha

FMLA1 as stated in ELM 515.l. ·

While the FMLA doea not spell out a specific process.
,

fo~ s~l~dting

the third opinion provider, it

·resp0neibi1ity
on the employer to deter:mina
.
. .

e~~~~aly ~laoea

wheth~~

to require

. ·that
the.· e:mplgyee
obtain ~ third opinion. l:f the employer
.
.
..
.
eh~oses to do so, the thi~a opinion is controlling~

·The Postal Sez;viQe 1 s current

bha

aamP.,l~. ie~te~ p~o~idad

proc~ss,

for use in the

as

f~el4,

~efle~ted

ole~~ly depa~es

;frO:ln. and is incons~stent with tb~ sha.t:utory scheme.
·the.em.plqy~e~ ·~~~4er

in

It requires:·,.

than the emP,~oyer1 to m~ke the dee~sion

Whftthar to obtain a third opinion.

'the Postal Serviae•g current process

~kes

the

»~dond

'opinion the final ~ec;t;i.s:l.on 'if. the employee :e.a.ils within a set
.time period to notify the l?o:Gtal servioe that he or she does .not
~eoept

the second opinion.

The

~o~t~l

Service

ol~i~~

this id

consistent witb Section 825.307(c) of the DOL.regulation~~ 9
·.

~·.i\.$ ~art of its arbitra.b!lity argument, the P¢stat Se:t:Vice
ottb bhat SQm$ DO~ regulations hav& ~ome under fire as
invalid extensions
the FMLA. But it does not assert that
thi~ part of th~ regulationQ' ha~ ~•en challenged. in°d~U~t; and
in this ineta.noe
it is the
.
. Postal Service whi~h i~ a~ti~g the
~eg1.ll~tions in support of its a0.tion.

points

of
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There is no )ustifiable baaia, however, for equating an
affi:rxn~tively

employee's failure to

reject a

£~:1.·1ure by the _employee. _tg ttac::t in good faith
.

reaoh agraemex;t.f; on

~hom

se~ond opiniQtt a~

to

th:i~(l

to select for the

a.ttemt;.>t to.

.

opinion

a.
· ···

:. .

·provider", wbich is . the
on1y basis
under· the noL·
regulatioiis
.£.or.
.
.
:

aak::i.ng"the seeond opinion binding on the emplQyee.
Aaoo~dingly, I ooD~luae that the Postal Service•~

-_Qurrent prodess.for
care

provi~er ~~

not

initiati~g ~review
aonsi~tent

by a thi~d health

with the mittA

o~

with ELM S15.1

·and 515.54, .and that imf)lementaeion of that process yiolat:e$

io.2.A of

Articles 5 and

FMLA

the National Ag~eew.ent.

Leave Documentation

Pa~d

P:t<ior to the FM.LA, ELM 513 ·.362- requ:lrad tha.t _employees_. :

requesting paid

days su'.µmit

11

sic~ le~ve

medioal

pf .incapacity

for an

ab~~~c~

doa~entation

~o~ wo~k".

in exces$

of

three

or other aeceptable evidenoe

This r~t;;IUirement also applied, under

applicable ELM. l?:t:OV:lsions_, if an &®ploye.e requested annual
i~ lie~ o~

aiok leave or leaYe without pay {LWOP} •

dQf,;n:nne:a.~at:.:Lon had to

The

reo'U.r~ing oondi~ion.

The Elm! provisions

app~!oa.ble.

to paid and

unp~~d

l:ea.ve,. other th~ unpaid FMLA l~ave, have not·~~~ged.
~-' .~oweve~,

l~ave

coveJ: t!.he :specifio period of· absence,

'whether or not due tQ a

. .

provides for m.edieal

o~rtifiQat!on

Tlle

of a serioua

health condi.tion. indicating the need fo:i;- intannittent:. l=ia.ve .in

·the future, and this peilnits an eligible em.ployee to use FMLA

.
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.leave wh,en1 and if, that occurs.

~he ~A

0~1264B2

limits the

c.:l..rcumstunc=es1 inc_lud:l:ng frequency, und.~r whic~ the employer can
·:.;request recertif'ioat:i.o:o..
.

-

exce$S of

thre~

Thus,. if an amployee who is l:J.bsent in· . ·

days.attributea the a.baenae to the

~eviously

·:Cer~ified._oo:o.dition,.the.:lio~tal Be.rvic.e may not (~ubjeet: to

certain e~ceptions} require additional dooumantation as a
c:oqdit;i·On to gr:anting UXl.l?aid ilMLA leave. ::i.o

bas
'such

The J?ostal Service

confoxined to the ~equ,~z~~ents of the li'MtiA by not requi~ing
'do~~nta-tion

~he

for LWOP that is protected under the FMl'.JA.

Postal Service aontinuea,

howe~er,

to

requi~e

compiiance with· the doe1lltlantat1on requirement~ in gLM 513.352 if.
. the empl'oye.e s~eks to substitute paid si~k,. leave (or ~1.Ut.l
I

'
This is ni;it:::

l,:sav.a in. lieu of sic=k leave) fo:r ~paiQ. :JfMLA le~ve.
i11f'Qn&:J:ts_tent wi.th the FMLA.

S~ation

-825 .20·1 o~ t.he DOL

~egu.lat~ona p~Qvides;

{a) .... Subliltitution of paid s:l.ak/medical

l~a~e may be elected to the e~tent the
oi~aU:msta:D.~e$ ~et the ·employer's usual

·

~&quirem.enes·far

the use of.sick/medical
An ~:Loy~~ is not ~equ:L:r:~d. to- allow
substitution of paid si~k o~ medical leava
fQX unpaid~ leave •in any.a!tuation~
where the employer 1 s uniform policy would
not.normally allow suab paid leave.

leave.

(h) When an e:m.ployee or employer elects
tQ substitute paid l~ave (of any type} fo~
~o for puXJJoses of thi.s section of the lrindings, i t is {l1;1aumed
that the certif ieat±on meets the requirements of the FMLA and
~Dtitles the ~l~yee to use ~A.laa~e~
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unpaid· FMLA leave 1.Ulde~ ei~o1.1ln~tanoea
pe:tmitted by these regulations, and the
empioye~*s procedural requirements for
-taking .that kind of lea'V'e are 1-esi:i stringent

than the requirements of"FMLA'(e.g., notice
or certifio~tion requirem~~t$}, only t~c .
lesiil tit:r:ing~nt requir~nts may be ;bnposed.
An employee who co:n,w11e~ with an employer'a
less ~~~ingent- l~ave plan_ requirements ~Q
suoh ·cas~s may not hav$ leave for an FMLA
purpose delayed Qr de~ied on th~ grQunds
that the.employ~e h-m not cQXO.Pliod with
stricte:it :t:equ.irementef of J'MLA. aowe'V'e:r,
'Where aecrued paid v~cation or personal
1aave is substituted for unpaid ·FMLA leav~
fo~ a serious health condition, an employee
may ba ·requix-fi!!d. t¢ com.ply with any l.e:tnll
$tringent :me.dical oertifica.ti<;>n requirements
of th~ ·empioyer • s· sick lea.ova p:t'ogi:-am.
The Unions ars;ue that:
aonced~2
. that

(i} .the Postal Service

g~~tifiaations ~aquire mora· information thWl.

FMLA.

·t'h~

Pomta1 Serv~oe requirea 'W.'l.der ELM 513.362, PQ tb.at the
former m.u&t satisfy tb.tll J,atte::r:; (ii) the Postal serv:i.-oe has

artie~1ated

no reason

~by

the FMLA certification.does not

suffice to eatisfy-ELM 513.362; (iii} the postal serviae cannot

require both FMLA c~r~ifieation ~nd ELM documentation fo~
~~~ndcs.

~olioy

.

is

in excess of three
inequit~le

.

-

z-_equiremants on: twc;:>

day~1

in impos!ng

employ~es

with

eno (iv} the Postal Se:r".rige•s
diffa~ent

id.~ntiaal

docmn.entation
conditions and

approved rML.l\. cei:tifioations j.ust because the length

OX' p~y

status o·f leave they use is differe).).t.
Cont~ary

·to the Unions•·positiQA, the roatal Sex-vice

.has a~ticulated a reason for ~equ~~ing documentation i,:i.;nder ELM

41
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··5.13. 362 even ·where ~zi empioyee has :£?.:rovided an approv:e<J, FMLA

~ertifiea~ion indicating a n~ed fo~ intermi~tent leave~

If tb~

··~senee ~coeds three days, the Postal Stil:rvitie ~eek$ medical
. ·....do~umentation
that t.:he employee actu~lly wat:l :lnaapac:itated from
.
.Worki~g

on
thoee·specific
day~.
Even if the ear~ier FMLA
.
.··
.
certification inaludaa more info~ation aboub the employee~s
~o:ndition and"it:s incapa.aitat:l:ng effect, it esta.l:>lishes only a

need fo:r: inte:tmittent leave in the future;
0~9t; ~Y

itself certify that

~Y

It does not, .and

partioular

su.baequen~

absence.

!!iPtual~y ilill'. attributa.hlt. to ·that cond.:lt:.!o:n, rather t~an to some ,: -.

Other

~eaeon

whioh may

The·F-'MLA
/

~ot ~uatify g~~ting

~equi~ea

the employer,

tbe

requ~sted

~ubj~ot

to

leave. .

~ertain

-~ception~, to ~oaept ~ertific~tion of the need for inta:onitt~t.·;
l.9ave
as .. JS'U;ffi~i.ent doaum.ent.abion for unpaid FMlJA le~ve. The · · >
.
~ostal· Servica has ooml;>lied with the l!1JtmA ~ ~b~t re$peot.

The

FMLA, howev~~, doe~ not requ.i~~· the employer to ~OQ~pt that
c~rtifi~~tion

for

p~id

leave, if -- as is the case

he~e

-- the

~loy6r's unifo~ pQlidY requires differen~ dooumentatio~ .fo~

pa.!d leave.
AQ X

~ead

.··fa.ct tha·t an el-nP1oy0a already may have. p:rovicied. acceptable
o&~tifidation
. .
~

~eave doaa·n~t

~e

Section 825.207 of the DOL regulations,

rMLA

that
would entitle the employee.to unpaid FMLA
..
preclude the

employe~ f~om ~~quiring

an employe$

·.who
eleats-to sul:>stitute paid leave to oomply
with the
.
.
~ployer~i s own.
a.j:~

more

o~

medioa1 c~;i;-tificsation· :r-eqi.iireme11t~, whether they·

less stringent than the l!'MLA

raqui~em.ents.
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1101 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20036-4304
Re: C06M-1C-C 10158799
Dennis Ayers
Warrendale, Pa 15095-1000
Dear John:
1 recently met with your representative, T J Branch, to discuss the above captioned
grievance at the fourth step of our contractual grievance procedure.

The issue in this grievance is whether arbitrators have the authority to interpret and
apply statutory law, including the Family and Medical Leave Act.
·
After full discussion the parties agree to remand the grievance to Step 3 for further
discussion to include Arbitrator Nolan's award in grievance Q98N-4Q-C 01090839 dated
April 28, 2002. If the parties are unable to resolve the grievance the provisions of the
Memorandum of Understanding, Step 4 Procedures will apply.
Accordingly, we agree to remand this grievance to Step 3 for further processing and/or
regional arbitration if necessary.
Time limits at this level were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely,

...-----;.

-

~l~~
Michele Ditchey
Labor Relations Specialist
Contract Administration (NPMHU)
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DC 20260-4101
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John F. eg rt , N tional President
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)
)
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Publication 71
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UNION (Intervenor}
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Dennis R. Nolan, Arbitrator, USC Law School, Columbia, SC 29208-0001.
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Larissa Omelchenko Taran, Attorney, USPS, Washington, DC.
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Thomas N. Ciantra, Cohen, Weiss and Simon, LLP, New York,
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Page Kennedy, Bredhoff &Kaiser, P.L.L.C., Washington, DC.
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Articles 3, 5, 10 (Section 5), and 19

Contract Year:
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Type of Grievance:

Contract Interpretation

Award Summary:

The dispute is arbitrable.

Dennis R. Nolan, Arbitrator

OPINION

I.

Statement of the Case

The NALC filed this Article 19 appeal on February 8, 2001 to challenge certain revisions
made by USPS to Publication 71. The parties could not resolve the dispute in the grievance
process, so the NALC demanded arbitration. The National Postal Mail Handlers Union
(NPMHU) eventually intervened. The first scheduled hearing date, in Washington, DC on
October 5, 2001, was devoted to arguments about arbitrability. All parties appeared and had full
opportunity to testify, to examine and cross-examine witnesses, and to present all pertinent
evidence. Because the arguments on the arbitrability dispute were too complex to resolve from
the bench, all parties filed lengthy post-hearing briefs, the last of which arrived on April 10, 2002.
The Postal Service claimed that the NALC had not raised the issue of whether the revisions
conflicted with ELM 513.36 in the earlier steps of the grievance procedure. It therefore argued
that the NALC could not do so at the arbitration hearing. The NALC disputed that assertion.
Unlike the other arbitrability objections, which are purely interpretive matters, this raised a factual
dispute. After some discussion on how best to proceed, the parties agreed that the Postal Service,
as the objecting party, could request a second hearing to receive evidence about the arguments
raised below (Tr. 99). In due course, the Postal Service notified me that there would be no
hearing but neither the Employer nor NALC explained why. Each now blames the other and
seeks to profit from the lack of evidence in the record. The Postal Service's brief asserts (at page
16) that the NALC "canceled the hearing" and concludes that the Employer's objection is
therefore unrebutted and "establishes a procedural defect in the Union's Article 19 appeal." The
NALC's brief asserts (page 2) that the Postal Service "abandoned its claim that the NALC failed
to raise"' the alleged conflict.

II.

Statement of the Facts

Late in 2000, the Postal Service informed postal unions and others that it proposed to
revise Publication 71, Notice for Employees Requesting leave for Conditions Covered by the
Family and Medical Leave Act. After some discussions with unions and the Department of
Labor's Wage and Hour Division, it issued the final version on February 6, 2001. Two days
later, the NALC filed this Article 19 appeal. That appeal concisely states the NALC's objections
by alleging that Publication 71 revisions dealing with an employee's documentation of the reason
for an absence conflict with Articles 5 and 19 of the National Agreement, with EL-311, Personnel
Operations, and with the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) itself.
Because this phase of the arbitration deals only with arbitrability, it is unnecessary to
discuss the NALC's objections in detail. Briefly, though, the NALC alleges that the new version
of Publication 71 could result in denial of leave when an employee fails to provide specified
documentation while ELM 513.36 requires documentation for short-term absences "only when
the employee is on restricted sick leave or when the supervisor deems documentation desirable for
the protection of the interests of the Postal Service." In practice, it argues, that provision has long
allowed employees to take leave of three days or less for a medical condition without having to
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provide documentation unless the Postal Service has a reasonable factual basis for questioning the
employee's absence. It proffers that evidence in a hearing on the merits would show that the
Postal Service has reversed that practice since it issued the revised Publication 71 and now
requires documentation for short-term absences even where there is no reason to doubt the
employee's reason for requesting leave.

III.

The Issue
Is this Article 19 appeal arbitrable?

IV.

Pertinent Authorities
1998-2001 AGREEMENf

ARTICLE3
MANAGEMENT RIGHTS
The Employer shall have the exclusive right, subject to the provisions of this Agreement and
consistent with applicable laws and regulations: ....

ARTICLES
PROHIBITION OF UNILATERAL ACTION
The Employer will not take any actions affecting wages, hours and other terms and conditions of
employment as defined in Section 8(d) of the National Labor Relations Act which violate the terms
of this Agreement or aie otherwise inconsistent with its obligations under law.

ARTICLE 10.
LEAVE
Section 5.

Sick Leave

The Employer agrees to continue the administration of the present sick leave program, which shall
include the following specific items:
A.

Credit employees with sick leave as earned.

B.
Charge to annual leave or leave without pay (at employee's option) approved
absence for which employee has insufficient sick leave.
C.
Employee becoming ill while on annual leave may have leave charged to sick leave
upon request.
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D.
For periods of absence of three (3) days or less, a supervisor may accept an
employee's certification as reason for an absence.
ARTICLE 19
HANDBOOKS AND MANUALS
Those parts of all handbooks, manuals and published regulations of the Postal Service, that
directly relate to wages, hours or working conditions, as they apply to employees covered by this
Agreement, shall contain nothing that conflicts with this Agreement, and shall be continued in
effect except that the Employer shall have the right to make changes that are not inconsistent with
this Agreement and that are fair, reasonable, and equitable ....
Notice of such proposed changes that directly relate to wages, hours or working conditions will
be furnished to the Union at the national level at least sixty (60) days prior to issuance. At the
request of the Union, the parties shall meet concerning such changes. If the Union, after the
meeting, believes the proposed changes violate the National Agreement (including this Article),
it may then submit the issue to arbitration in accordance with the arbitration procedure within sixty
(60) days after receipt of the notice of proposed change ....
·EMPLOYEE AND LABOR RELATIONS MAN'UAL (2000)

513.36

Sick Leave Documentation Requirements

513.361

Three Days or Less
For periods of absence of 3 days or less, supervisors may accept the employee's
statement explaining the absence. Medical documentation or other acceptable
evidence of incapacity for work or need to care for a family member is required
only when the employee is on restricted sick leave (see 513.39) or when the
supervisor deems documentation desirable for the protection of the interests of the
Postal Service. Substantiation of the family relationship must be provided if
requested.

513.362

Over Three Days
For absences in excess of 3 days, employees are required to submit medical
documentation or other acceptable evidence of incapacity for work or of need to
care for a family member and, if requested, substantiation of the family
relationship.

515

Absence for Family Care or Serious Health Condition of Employee

515.1 Purpose of 515. This section provides policies to comply with the Family and Medical
Leave Act of 1993. Nothing in this section is intended to limit employees' rights or benefits
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available under other current policies (see 511, 512, 513, 514), or collective bargaining
agreements ....

515.55
Employee Incapacitation. An employee requesting time off under this section
because of his or her own incapacitation must satisfy the documentation requirements for sick
leave in 513.31through513.38 or for leave without pay in 514.4. If absence exceeds 21 calendar
days, evidence of ability to return to work with or without limitations must be submitted. If
additional medical opinions are required, they are administered as described in 515.54.
PUBUCATION 71 (2001

IV.

Revision)

Documentation on Request for Absence
Supporting documentation is required for your absence request to receive final approval.
Documentation requirements may be waived in specific cases by your supervisor.
However, failure to provide requested docwnentation could result in a denial of FMLA-

protected leave.
V.

The Parties' Positions on Arbitrability

A.

The Postal Service

1.
The Postal Service's first argument against arbitrability is that the Article
19 appeal is procedurally flawed.
(a)
According to the Employer, Publication 71 is not a handbook,
manual, or regulation as Article 19 uses those terms. It is, rather, only a document required by
the FMLA to provide individual notice to employees of the FMLA's provisions. It is, in other
words, part of the FMLA statutory framework, not of the collective bargaining framework. The
Postal Service relies an award by Arbitrator Howard Gamser, H8C-NA-C 61 (December 27,
1982). In that decisions, the arbitrator found that a document issued by the Postal Service (EL501) was not a handbook, manual, or regulation because it did not attempt to alter the ELM's
leave regulations. Publication 71 stands in the same situation.
(b)
The Postal Service made no substantive "change" to Publication 71
2001. It simply reorganized and repeated certain language. To support an Article 19 appeal there
must be a significant change in one of the listed types of documents. Contrary to the Unions'
assertions, an alleged change in Postal Service practice is insufficient to justify an Article 19
appeal.

(c)
The main issue raised at the hearing by the NALC, an alleged
conflict between Publication 71 and ELM 513.361, was not raised in previous proceedings. The
NALC's cancellation of a planned hearing to receive evidence of prior discussions demonstrates
its inability to prove that the parties had discussed the issue below.
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(d)
Finally, the appeal is time barred. Article 19 allows a union to
demand arbitration within 60 days of receiving notice of a proposed changed. Here, both
Publication 71 and the ELM provisions had been in effect at least since 1994, yet the Union did
not file its appeal until early in 2001.
2.
The Postal Service's second argument is that the core of the Union's case
would require interpretation of the FMLA and its implementing regulations. That, it claims, is
beyond the authority of an arbitrator. Relying on a 1983 decision by Arbitrator Richard Bloch,
the Postal Service asserts that an arbitrator may only interpret collective bargaining agreements.
Responding to the Unions' anticipated arguments that the Agreement's provisions are closely
related to those of the statutes and that arbitrators routinely resolve FMLA disputes, it draws a
distinction between interpreting a statute and applying it. Arbitrators may do the latter but not
the former. Another p0stal union, the APWU, has sued the Postal Service over its changes in
Publication 71. That suit demonstrates that the dispute is a legal one that belongs in court.

B.

TheNALC

1.
The NALC begins by addressing the Postal Service's argument that an
arbitrator may not interpret statutes and regulations. Even if this case turned on construction of
the FMLA, it argues, it would still be arbitrable. The Agreement itself (Article 5) obliges the
Employer not to take any actions affecting terms or employment that are "inconsistent with its
obligations under law." Similarly, Article 3 on management rights limits the Employer to actions
that are "consistent with applicable laws and regulations." Postal Service arbitrators have
consistently interpreted laws, including the FMLA, when necessary to resolve grievances.
Moreover, the Postal Service itself admitted that authority in settling at the national level Case No.
F94N-4F-C 96032816 (P. Whitley). A settlement agreement in May of 1998 provided that
"pursuant to Article 3, grievances are properly brought when management's actions are
inconsistent with applicable laws and regulations."
The NALC then turns to the argument that Publication 71 is not a handbook,
2.
manual, or regulation within the meaning of Article 19. Even by a simple dictionary definition
it is a "regulation" because it is "an authoritative rule dealing with details or procedure." The
"details or procedures" at issue govern documentation requirements under ELM 515. ELM 515
does not itself set out documentation requirements; rather, it refers the employee back to the
notice that is Publication 71. Form letters later issued by the Postal Service make this clear. They
expressly direct the employee seeking leave to provide documentation pursuant to Section IV of
Publication 71. ·
3.
Third, the NALC argues that the changes in the 2001 version of Publication
71 were material modifications. In particular, the earlier version of the publication simply said
that documentation was required before a leave request could receive final approval; the revision
emphasizes that leave requests are governed by Publication 71 's documentation requirements
rather than by those of the ELM. That shift in emphasis is confirmed by the Postal Services' new
practice of distributing Publication 71 as the official statement concerning necessary
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documentation and by the Employer's new insistence on documentation even for short-term
absences.

C.

The NP.MHU

ManyoftheNPMHU'sarguments trackthoseoftheNALC and thus need not be repeated.
It emphasizes the regulatory nature of Publication 71 's documentation section by noting that it
includes repeated mandates - that is, it requires employees to provide certain carefully detailed
information. The publication is not merely a "derivative" document because no other Postal
Service document contains those requirements. As a "rule or order that directs employee
behavior," Publication 71 is a "regulation" under any reasonable meaning of that word. In the
case decided by Arbitrator Gamser on which the Postal Service relies, the Employer disclaimed
any intent to alter existing regulations or to change employee behavior. Here, in contrast, the
Postal Service declined to make such a statement.
The NPMHU's other main point is that Postal Service arbitrators may interpret laws and
regulations when necessary to resolve grievances. It notes that the issue in this case is not whether
Publication 71 violates the FMLA but whether it conflicts with the ELM. Even if interpretation
of the FMLA were required, an arbitrator can do so because the Agreement incorporates statutory
or decisional law.

VI.

Discussion

Although the issue in this proceeding is extremely narrow, the parties take it very
seriously. Their submissions on arbitrability alone occupy 100 pages of a hearing transcript, three
and a half inches worth of exhibits, 62 pages of briefs, plus assorted attached arbitration awards.
Careful digestion of this mass of material reveals five disputed questions, which I will address in

turn.
A.

Is Publication 71 a handbook, manual, or regulation?

Article 19 permits the NALC to challenge changes in "handbooks, manuals and published
regulations of the Postal Service." Both Unions rely on the last of those terms, asserting that
Publication 71 's documentation section is a "reguiation." The Agreement does not define that
term, so we have to assume the parties intended it to have its normal meaning as a general rule
intended to direct behavior.
The Postal Service describes Publication 71 as simply "a document required by the FMLA
to satisfy the individual notice requirements of that statute." It may indeed be that, but a
notification required by a statute can also function as a general rule to direct employee behavior.
The two , in short , are not mutually exclusive. .Whether a notice serves that second function
obviously depends on the facts of the case.
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In this regard, the Employer's reliance on the Gamser award is misplaced. The EL-501
at issue in that case was simply a guide for supervisors, not for bargaining unit employees. Even
though it looked like a handbook, was submitted to the Union as if it were a handbook, bore a
handbook number, and was referred to by the Employer as a handbook, the Postal Service's cover
letter specifically disclaimed any attempt to "alter existing Postal Service regulations." After
noting the Postal Service'-s ambiguity as to whether EL-501 was an "authority" for interpreting
the Agreement, Arbitrator Gamser said that the Employer could not have it both ways. Either EL501 was an "internal management communication 'to supervisory and managerial personnel,
outside the bargaining unit" or it was a separate "authority" on which management could rely.
He relied on the Employer's disclaimer and directed it to "promulgate an official document"
stating that EL-501 was not to be regarded "as a handbook having the force and effect of such a
document issued pursuant to Article .19."
Publication 71, in contrast, did not come with a disclaimer of regulator force. In fact, the
Postal Service expressly declined at the arbitration hearing to stipulate that the document was not
intended to change existing rules. Moreover, Publication 71 goes to employees rather than just
to their supervisors. It thus cannot be a simple "internal management communication." Finally,
Publication 71 contains specific directions that employees must follow in order to obtain FMLA
leave.
In sum, Publication 71 clearly meets the normal definition of a regulation and is therefore
subject to an Article 19 appeal.

B.

Did the 2001 Revision of Publication 71 Amount to a Material Change in that
Document?

Article 19 permits appeals of "proposed changes that directly relate to wages, hours or
working conditions." In the absence of any special contractual definition, "changes" must be
given its normal meaning. We can safely assume that the parties used that word to apply to
marerial changes; reissuance of an old document with a new typeface, correction of typographical
errors, or changes in organization that have no practical effect would not give the Union an
occasion for revisitj.ng dormant complaints.
As to whether the 2001 revision constituted a material change, the evidence is limited.
There were some wording changes but none of them flagrantly modifies an existing rule. To some
extent, however, the Postal Service's objection begs the critical question. Even a small change
in wording might have large practical consequences. If the union challenging a revision makes
a plausible argument that the new words affect terms of employment, then the question of whether
it is correct goes to the merits of the dispute, not to its arbitrability. To put it differently, the
"change" hurdle in Article 19 is a very low one.
The heart of the NALC's objection involves one sentence the Postal Service added in 2001
to the beginning of Section IV of Publication 71: "However, failure to provide requested
documentation could result in a denial of FMLA-protected leave" (emphasis in the original). On
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one hand, that sentence is extremely similar to language contained in both the 1997 and 2001
introductory paragraphs: "Failure to provide such notice or documentation could result in denial
of leave or other protections afforded under the Act." Putting old language in a different place
or repeating it in two or more places normally would not amount to a material change. On the
other hand, in rare cases location or frequency of wording may matter especially if (as here) the
new words differ from the old ones.
The 2001 changes in Publication 71 initially seem minor and may well have no practical
effect. Nevertheless, they are just important enough that the Unions should have the opportunity
to demonstrate their impact in a hearing on the merits.

C.

Is the Grievance Timely?

The Postal Service's timeliness objection piggybac~ on its assertion that the 2001 version
of Publication 71 merely carried forward the changes made in 1994 and 1997. If it did so, then
obviously an appeal in 2001 would be far too late. Having found that the Unions cleared the
"change" hurdle, I must also find that the challenge to the changes is timely. That the Unions
may not have shown daylight when clearing that hurdle does not affect the timeliness of their
jump.

D.

Did the NALC Raise the Claim of a Conflict Between the Revised Publication
71 and ELM 513.36 Earlier in the Grievance Procedure?

I assume simply for the sake of argument that a union processing an Article 19 appeal must
raise all issues before reaching the arbitration step. The next question is which party bears the
burden of proof on that point once the Empfoyer raises an arbitrability objection. Must the Postal
Service must prove the Union's failure to raise the issue earlier, or must the Union prove that it
did so? That somewhat abstract question is critical here because the record contains no evidence
on either side of the issue. The allocation of the burden of proof will therefore decide the matter.
An arbitrability objection is a form of affirmative defense. Accordingly, the party raising
the objection must prove its assertfon. That is true whether the arbitrability dispute is substantive
or (as here) procedural. A party claiming that the Agreement does not apply to the grievance must
show that it does not. A party claiming that the grievance is untimely must show that it was filed
after the appropriate deadline. Similarly, a party claiming that a particular issue had not been
raised earlier must show that was the case. The Postal Service failed to do so. The record
contains only a bare assertion contained in its counsel's opening statement.
By failing to present any evidence on the parties' earlier discussions, the Postal Service
waived its opportunity to prevail on this basis. Whether or not the Union previously discussed
the alleged conflict with ELM 513.36, it is not barred from doing so now.
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E.

May an Arbitrator Interpret a Statute and Its Implementing Regulations?

Before the middle 1960s, it was rare for a party to raise a legal ·issue in labor arbitration.
Parties understandably assumed that the purpose of arbitration was solely to interpret or apply the
collective bargaining agreement. Certain language in Supreme Court opinions seemed to support
that understanding. Once Congress began to regulate employment relationships more carefully,
though, the separation of "legal" and "contractual" questions became harder to maintain.
Scholars, arbitrators, and advocates began a· long-lasting debate about whether labor arbitrators
could or should apply external law when resolving contractual grievances. 1
..

To the extent that those debates produced a consensus, it was that arbitrators could not rely
solely on the dictates of external law. More generally, most arbitrators shied away from legal
questions if they .could solve the case at hand in some other way. Many added comments to the
effect that an arbitrator's proper role was simply to interpret the applicable contract. Usually,
though, they reserved the possibility that external law might be applicable in an appropriate case.
Writing while those debates were fresh in mind, distinguished Postal Service irbitrators
(who were, not incidentally, often leading members of the National Academy of Arbitrators)
followed that pattern. In ·a 1982 APWU case (H8C-4A-C-11834), Arbitrator Beo Aaron wrote
that "the arbitrator's function is to interpret and apply the Agreement." In "the circumstances of
this case," he said, "there is not necessity to look to the external law." The clear implication of
his last statement was that in some other cases there might be such a necessity. Similarly, in a
1983 Federation of Postal Police Officers case (FPSP-NA T-81-006), Arbitrator Richard Bloch
held that "a claim premised solely upon the Fair Labor Standards Act would be outside the
Arbitrator's jurisdiction." His addition of the adverb "solely" indicates that an arbitrator might
have jurisdiction over a "mixed" case involving both statutory and contractual issues.
As the years passed and arbitrators more frequently faced legal issues, it became apparent
that there were some undeniable holes in the wall of separation between "law" and "contract."
One obvious exception to the general rule is that parties who incorporate external law in their
contract, either expressly or by paraphrase, necessarily expect their arbitrators to interpret and
apply the incorporated law. That may sometimes require examination of implementing regulations
and relevant judicial precedent.

See, for example, Bernard Meltzer, Ruminations About ldeolog.y, Law, and Labor Arbitration,
20 PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF ARBITRATORS 1 (1967}; Robert G. Howlett, The Arbitrator,
the NLRB, and the Courts, 20 PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF ARBITRATORS 67 (1967}; Richard
Mittenthal, The Role Of Law in Arbitration, 21 PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF ARBITRATORS 42
(1968); Michael I. Sovern, When Should Arbitrators Follow Federal Law?, 23 PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL
ACADEMY OF ARBITRATORS 29 (1970); and Theodore J. SL Antoine, Judicial Review of Labor Arbitration
Awards: A Second Look at Enterprise VWieel and Its Progeny, 30 PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL ACADEMY
OF ARBITRATORS 29 (1977}.
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A second exception may be less obvious but is firmly established as a canon of contract
interpretation. It is reasonable to assume that parties intend their agreements to be legal and
legally enforceable. Given two interpretations of a disputed term, then, an arbitrator should adopt
the one that is consistent with applicable law rather than the one that would be illegal. That
exercise, too, might require examination of implementing regulations and relevant judicial
precedent. A good example is a 1987 APWU case (HlC-NA-C 101) cited by the Postal Service
on a different point. Arbitrator Dan Collins carefully examined the Rehabilitation Act, cases
interpreting that Act, and the position of the EEOC regarding its meaning when deciding an
Article 19 challenge. He concluded that the Postal Service did not violate Article 19, but reached
that conclusion only after interpreting and applying external legal authority.
All of this is a roundabout way of reaching the Postal Service's objection that, because one
NALC argument might require interpretation of the FMLA, the grievance is not arbitrable. In
fact, neither Union's brief advanced the argument anticipated by the Postal Service. The mere
possibility that the Unions might raise legal issue in a hearing on "the merits hardly suffices to
bar them from arbitration. Nor does a pending suit on Publication 71 brought by the APWU
demonstrate that court is the only place in which the FMLA may be of use. As the Supreme
Court once held, it is quite possible to use the same legal arguments in different forums, arbitral
and judicial. Alexander V. Gardner-Denver Co., 415 U.S. 36 (1974).

a

The Postal Service's fall-back position, that an arbitrator may "apply" but may not
"interpret" a law, relies on an impossible distinction. More often than not, it is necessary to
interpret the law precisely in order to apply it; to put it simply, before one can apply a law, one
must know what the law means.
I find that the presence or possibility of an argument involving external law does not make
a Ca.se inarbitrable.

\WARD

For the reasons stated, none of the Postal Service's arbitrability objections is meritorious.
The dispute is therefore arbitrable.
·

Dennis R. Nolan, Arbitrator and Mediator

April 28, 2002
Date
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UNITED STATES

PosrAL SERVICE

Labor~~

475 l"Enfant ~ &II
Wuhlngton. DC 20290-4100

Mr. William Burrus
Executive Vice President
American Postal Workers
Union., AFL-CIO
1300 L Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20005-4107
Mr. Lawrence G. Hutchins

Vice President
National Asaociation of Letter
Carriers, APL-CIO
100 Indiana Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20001-2197
Rei

B7C-NA-C 9
M. Biller
Washington, DC 20005

Gentlemen:
On Pebruar'lr 9, 1988, David Cybulski and Charles Dudek met
with you to discuss the above-captioned grievance at the
fourth step of our contractual grievance procedure.
The issue in this grievance is whether an employee who is on
extended absence and wishes to continue eligibility for
health and life.insurance benefits, and those protectiona for
which •n employee may be eligible under Article 6 of the
National Agremnent may use aick leave and/or annual leave in
conjunction with leave without pay (LWOP) prior to exhausting
his/her leave balance.

During our discussions, we mutually agreed that an employee
in the above circumstances may use sick leave and/or annual
leave in conjunction with LWOP prior to exhausting his/her
respective leave balance. In addition, this settlement does
not lbliit management•a prerogative to grant leave requests at
ita diacretion according to normal leav~ approval procedures.
Furtheraore, the Eaployer ia not obligated to approve such
leave for the last hour of the employee's scheduled workday
prior to and/or the first hour of the e11ployee'a scheduled
workday after a holiday.
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Please sign and return the enclosed .copy of this decision as
your acknowledgment of agreement to aettle this case.
Time limits were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely,

um. Burrus
ecutive Vice President
American Postal Workers
Onion, AFL-CIO

Lawrence

G.~iCiiS

Vice Preaident.
National Association of Letter
Carriers, APL-CIO
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN THE
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
AND THE

NATIONAL POSTAL MAIL HANDLERS_ UNION
A DIVISION OF
LABORERS' INTERNATIONAL UNION OF NORTH AMERICA, AFL-CIO
The undersigned parties negotiated a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) entitled "LWOP In Lieu of SL/AL" that
allows an employee to request Leave Without Pay (LWOP) prior
to exhausting annual or sick leave. The following serves as
a guide for administering these newly negotiated MOU
provisions.
The basic intent in this HOU is that an employee need net
exhaust annual or sick leave prior to requesting LWOP. One
example of the term "need not exhaust" is where an employee
.:requests:·maternity or paternity leave-:and.•-was- .previously
·required by local management to exhaust_their sick or.annual
leave ·prior to receiving LWOP. AD employee·· now has the
option of requesting LWOP in lieu of sick or annual leave
when they reach the point where they may "exhaust" their
leave benefits.
It was not the intent of this MOU to increase leave usage
(i.e., approved time off). Moreover, it was not the intent
that every or all instances of approved leave be changed to
LWOP thus allowing the employee to accumulate a leave balance
which would create a "use or lose" situation. Furthermore,
the employer is not obligated to approve such leave for the
last hour of the employee's scheduled workday prior t.o and/or
the first hour of the employee's scheduled workday after a
holiday.
This MOU does·not impact Local Memoranda of Understanding
regarding procedures for prescheduling annual leave for
choice or nonchoice vacation periods. It also was not
intended to provide employees·-the·oppoLtnnity t~ preschedule
LWOP in lieu of an4ual leave for choice or nonchoice periods
or increase leave usage. AD employee may at a later date
request to change the prescheduled annual leave to LWOP,
subject to supervisor approval in accordance with normal
leave approval procedures. However, this option is available
to an employee only if they are at the point of exhausting
their annual leave balance and the employee must provide
evidence of such to their supervisor at the time of the leave
request (e.g., pay stub).
There is no priority between incidental requests for annual
leave or LWOP when several employees are simultaneously
requesting such leave. The normal established local practice
prevails, i.e., whether leave requests are approved in order
of seniority or on a first come first serve basis or other
local procedure. This memorandum of understanding has
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no effect on any existing leave approval policies or any
other leave provisions contained in the Employee and Labor
Relations Manual or other applicable manuals and handbooks.

W.:i..ll.iam

Glenn Berrien

Director, ffice of Contract
Administration

President
National Postal Mail Handlers'

U.S. Postal Service

Union, AFL-CIO

August 1., 1991
{Dace)

)

(
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NATIONAL ARBITRATION PANEL

In the Matter of the Arbitration
between
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

Case No. B06M-1B-11135186

and
NATIONAL POSTAL MAIL HANDLERS
UNION, AFL-CIO

BEFORE: Shyam Das

APPEARANCES:
For the Postal Service:

Morgan E. Rehrig, Esq.
Lucia R. Miras, Esq.

For the NPMHU:

Bruce R. Lerner, Esq.
Tanaz Moghadam, Esq.

Place of Hearing:

Washington, D.C.

Dates of Hearing:

March 1O, 2014

Date of Award:

September 26, 2014

Relevant Contract Provisions:

ELM Section 519.42 and
Administrative Leave for Bone Marrow,
Stem Cell, Blood Platelet and Organ
Donations MOU

Contract Year:

2006 - 2011

Type of Grievance:

Contract Interpretation
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Award Summary:

The grievance is denied as set forth in the above Findings.

Shyam Das, Arbitrator

BACKGROUND

B06M-1B-11135186

The issue in this case is whether full-time regular mailer handler employees have
the right to receive administrative leave in minimum 8-hour increments while donating blood
platelets. The grievance was initially filed in 201 O on behalf of a mail handler in North Reading,
Massachusetts where a supervisor refused to grant Grievant a full, 8-hour day of leave to
donate blood platelets.

The Postal Service first began providing paid leave for whole blood donations in
1953. The blood donation policy was memorialized in the Employee and Labor Relations
Manual (ELM) in 1978 and remained unchanged in subsequent editions. In July 2002, the
Postal Service included a separate provision, Section 519.42, in the seventeenth edition of the
ELM. This provision authorizes management to grant administrative leave to employees who
donate bone marrow, stem cells, blood platelets, and organs.

The relevant provision of ELM Section 519.42 (hereinafter sometimes referred to
as "the platelet provision") states:

The maximum administrative leave that can be granted per leave
year to cover qualification and donation is limited to the following:
a.

To a full-time career employee:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

For bone marrow, 3 days.
For stem cells, 3 days.
For blood platelets, 3 days.
For organs, 14 days.

In 2006, during bargaining for their successor National Agreement, the APWU
and the Postal Service negotiated a Memorandum of Understanding to increase the maximum
leave from "3 days" to "7 days" for bone marrow, stem cell, and blood platelet donations and
from "14 days" to "30 days" for organ donations. Later in 2006, the NPMHU asked for "the
AWPU agreement" and the parties added a Memorandum of Understanding (the platelet MOU)
concerning bone marrow, stem cell, blood platelet, and organ donation to the collective
bargaining agreement. This platelet MOU states, in relevant part:
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The parties agree the maximum administrative leave that can be
granted per leave year to cover qualification and donation is
limited to the following:
a.

A full-time or part-time career employee is limited to:
(1)
for bone marrow, up to 7 days;
(2)
for stem cells, up to 7 days;
(3)
for blood platelets, up to 7 days;
(4)
for organs, up to 30 days.

The whole blood donation provision in ELM Section 510.25, which dates from
1978, reads as follows:

.25 Blood Donations
.251 Policy. All postal employees are urged to cooperate fully with
the public blood donation programs for the health and security of
their community. The time necessary includes the time required
for travel and the time required by the medical facility to process
the blood donation .
.252 Time Allowed
a.

General Allowance. Postal employees may be excused for
that period of time deemed reasonably necessary to cover
any absence from regular tours of duty to make voluntary
blood donations, without remuneration to the Red Cross, or
the community, or other nonprofit blood bank. This regulation
does not apply to those employees who participate in this
program on their own time, off duty.

b.

Additional Time. In the case of employees in occupations for
which the blood bank recommends additional time off
following the blood donation, the time necessary includes the
additional time recommended by the blood bank. Every effort
should be made to have blood donations for such employees
scheduled near the end of their tour of duty.

.253 Restrictions.
The following provisions concern restrictions on time allowed for
blood donations:
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a.

The time allowed may in no instance exceed 8 hours. A full
day's administrative leave may only be granted when there
are unusual circumstances such as in rural areas where
considerable travel may be involved. It is not intended that a
full day's administrative leave be granted any employee for
donating blood when the blood bank or facility is nearby.

b.

Administrative leave for blood donation may be granted
during a regular tour of the employee's basic work week, but
only on the date of the blood donation. It is not granted to
employees on suspension or in any nonpay status.

UNION POSITION

The Union argues that the way the Postal Service incorporated donation of blood
platelets into a new provision of the ELM, rather than adding it to the existing whole blood
provision, shows that administrative leave for blood platelets was not intended to be treated the
same as administrative leave for whole blood. The Union cites to the language in ELM Section
519.42 where leave time for donation is expressed in "days", not hourly increments, and argues
that paid leave should be granted in days.

The Union points out that the federal government has a long history of
encouraging federal employees to make medical donations by providing some kind of paid
leave to cover donation time. The Union cites the discretion federal agencies have to set rules
and regulations for providing paid leave for employees. For example, Army regulations provide
authorized leave time for the time it takes to travel to and from blood donation centers and to
give blood, as well as four hours of excused absence on the day of donation for recuperation
purposes. Additionally, the Union contends that by amending Title 5 of the U.S. Code, which
governs the terms and conditions of federal employment, in 1994 to provide paid leave for bone
marrow and organ donations, and by passing the Organ Donor Leave Act in 1999, the federal
government recognized that a key factor when encouraging medical donations was to ensure
that employees had a sufficient amount of time to cover donation and recovery. 1

1
The Union notes that 5 U.S.C. §6327 provides for a specified number of "days" of leave for the
covered medical donations, and 5 U.S.C. §6129 defines "day" as 8 hours.
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The Union contends that despite the federal government's steps to encourage
medical donations, the Postal Service initially explicitly prohibited administrative leave for bone
marrow, stem cell, blood platelet, and organ donation. However, soon after this prohibition was
included in the ELM, the Postal Service reversed its stance and decided to permit leave for such
donations.

The Union argues that although the platelet provision, as augmented by the
platelet MOU, provides for up to 7 days of leave for the donation of blood platelets, the Postal
Service has refused to grant Grievant a full, 8-hour day of leave. The Union stresses that this
practice serves to curtail the amount of leave provided to employees and limits their ability to
give medical donations. The Union asks the arbitrator to include in his decision the Postal
Service admission at the hearing that each day of the 7 days of leave referred to in the blood
platelet donation MOU represents an 8-hour day, resulting in a 56-hour annual maximum of
administrative leave for such donations. The Union explains that this admission is significant
because some managers have been misapplying the provision to limit a day of leave to one
donation, even where the amount of leave granted for the donation is less than 8 hours, which
has reduced 7 days of leave to less than the 56-hour equivalent.

The Union argues that incorporating blood platelet donations in the creation of a
new ELM provision with bone marrow, stem cell and organ donations -- all of which require at
least one day -- shows that the Postal Service intended to treat blood platelet donations
differently than donations of whole blood. The Postal Service notably did not add blood
platelets to the already existing provision regarding whole blood donations. The Union contends
that this shows that the Postal Service did not intend to limit each blood platelet donation to
hourly increments of administrative leave, like it does with whole blood donations.

The Union interprets the plain language of the blood platelet provision to mean
that the Postal Service took a completely different approach to blood platelet donations than to
whole blood donations. For example, the Postal Service enumerated no discretionary
standards or other factors, like it has in the whole blood provision, concerning the grant of
administrative leave for blood platelet donation. The only unit of measure for blood platelets is a
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certain number of days per leave· year. The Union argues that the new donation policy was
intended to provide for leave in days which is reflected in the types of medical procedures
included in the policy, all of which it maintains require at least one day of leave.

The Union asserts that the Postal Service's arguments are unpersuasive and do
not prove that it intended administrative leave for blood platelet donations to be granted only in
hour-long increments. The Union questions the credibility of Postal Service witness Phillis
Walden because she incorrectly said that blood platelets can be donated several times a week,
while -- as the Postal Service acknowledges -- documents submitted from Memorial Sloan
Kettering Cancer Center state that you can donate platelets only once a week. The Union
argues that if the Postal Service actually intended to establish discretionary, hour-long
increments for the donation of platelets, then it could have placed blood platelets in the whole
blood donation section.

The Union also insists that even if the language of the platelet MOU is based on
an identically worded MOU between the APWU and the Postal Service, it does not follow that
the APWU's understanding of those terms control their meaning for the NPMHU. The Union
argues that there is well-established precedent that identical language in two National
Agreements may have different meanings. 2 The Union asserts that there is no evidence in the
current dispute that the Union had a similar understanding of the blood platelet provision as the
Postal Service purports that it had with the APWU. Additionally, bargaining unit members in the
NPMHU and the APWU perform distinctly different job duties and the contexts in which
employees from each union operate are vastly different. The Union stresses that mail handler
craft work involves lifting heavy loads, operating heavy machinery, and engaging in other
strenuous activities.

2

The Union cites Arbitrator Byars' 2008 award in an APWU case, No. Q98C-4Q-C 00062970,
interpreting the APWU's agreement regarding the annual leave exchange option for PTF
employees. The Union relies upon Byars' decision that even when contract language is
identical, it does not necessarily follow that the unions were aware of or agreed to the identical
application under their contract. Although one union and the Postal Service may have
negotiated with a certain understanding, the contractual language may not convey such an
understanding. As a consequence, the Union argues that the contract language controls and
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The Union also argues that the practical realities of blood platelet donations
necessitate that administrative leave be provided in one-day increments. Employees working in
the mail handler craft require one day to make a blood platelet donation because of the time it
takes to make the donation, to recuperate from the procedure and to travel to and from the
donation center.

The apheresis process used for blood platelet donation, which is the same
procedure used for stem cell donations, takes 2 to 2 1/2 hours to complete. The donation
procedure for whole blood only takes 8 to 1O minutes, yet 4 hours is a common amount of leave
time granted for blood donations. The Union points out that recuperation time for whole blood
and blood platelet donation also is different. The Union asserts that whole blood donors are
advised to drink fluids and limit exercise after making the donation, while blood platelet donors
are advised to avoid heavy lifting or strenuous exercise that day. The Union argues that blood
platelet donations necessitate at least one day of administrative leave for NPMHU members due
to the strenuous nature of their work.

The Union notes that giving employees sufficient time for recuperation is a
necessary part of a sound medical donation procedure and encourages employees to make a
donation for the public good, which the platelet provision and MOU were intended to do.
Limiting the amount of leave for blood platelet donors discourages, rather than encourages
employee donations.

The Union also points out that blood platelet donation facilities are not as
numerous as whole blood facilities. Therefore, employees donating blood platelets require a full
day of administrative leave because they will, on average, have to travel a greater distance to
the donation site.

not the undisclosed intent of the other union during separate negotiations over a separate
contract.
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EMPLOYER POSITION

The Postal Service asserts that the platelet MOU language is clear that a
supervisor is not required to grant 8 hours of administrative leave to an employee for each leave
request. The Postal Service points out that the MOU language does not state a minimum
amount of leave that a supervisor must grant. The Postal Service argues that the MOU
contains clear, restrictive language that establishes a maximum amount of leave an employee
may take during a leave year. More importantly, the Postal Service points out that the MOU
does not contain any language that explicitly establishes a minimum amount of administrative

leave that a supervisor must grant.
The Postal Service contends that its interpretation is consistent with the tenets of
contract construction. The use of words establishing a maximum, and the absence of words
establishing a minimum, is significant because the terms of the agreement are chosen in an
effort to indicate intent. Essentially, the Postal Service argues that if the parties had intended to
establish an 8-hour minimum, they would have included specific language to that effect in the
MOU.

The Postal Service offered examples of employees who requested and were
granted less than 8 hours of administrative leave for platelet donation as support for its
argument that it has a past practice of granting less than 8 hours for donating platelets.
Conversely, the Postal Service asserts that the Union offered no evidence or argument that
there is a practice of granting a minimum of 8 hours for platelet donation.

The Postal Service argues that when it added the platelet provision to the ELM in
2002 it did not intend for leave to be taken in 8-hour increments for blood platelet donations.
The Postal Service intended to grant employees' administrative leave consistent with the ELM's
provision in which it states that administrative leave is a paid "absence from duty." Therefore,
employees may receive paid leave for the number of hours that they are donating blood
platelets, whether it is 3 hours or 6 hours. The Postal Service states that the process for
donating blood platelets typically takes 1 % to 3 hours. The Postal Service disagrees with the
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Union position that employees should get an automatic 8 hours of paid leave because that
would give most employees additional hours beyond time needed to donate.

Phillis Walden, then a compensation specialist for the Postal Service, drafted the
blood platelet ELM provision and was involved in taking steps to comply with Article 19 of the
CBA. 3 Walden testified that the original 3-day maximum of administrative leave for platelet
donations indicated a twenty-four hour aggregate maximum of leave per year. The blood
platelet provision intentionally did not provide a minimum amount of time that must be granted.

The Postal Service argues that the updated platelet MOU that was signed in
2006 increased the maximum days from 3 to 7, but does not state a minimum amount of leave
that supervisors must grant employees for donating platelets. The Postal Service points out that
the NPMHU asked for the APWU agreement regarding blood platelets, accordingly, the parties
did not negotiate over the MOU. The Postal Service asserts that supervisors currently grant
administrative leave for blood platelet donations for the amount of time an employee needs to
donate, which historically has ranged from approximately 1 V2 to 4 hours.

Allen Mohl, Manager of NPMHU Contract Administration for the Postal Service,
testified that during the grievance process the parties reached out to the APWU to determine
how it interprets its own MOU. A representative from APWU explained that the APWU
understood the intent of the leave was to cover whatever time was necessary for the donation,
rather than a guaranteed minimum. Although the Postal Service recognizes that the APWU's
interpretation of its MOU is not controlling, it argues that it is highly persuasive and important
because the MOUs are almost identical. Additionally, the NMPHU had the opportunity to clarify
the meaning of the word "days" within its MOU in 2006.

The Postal Service points out that even the Union concedes that§§ 6129 and
6327 of Title 5 of the U.S. Code, cited by the Union, do not apply to the Postal Service. The

3

Article 19 of the CBA states that the Postal Service must give the Union notice of any changes
to handbooks, manuals, and published regulations that directly relate to wages, hours, or
working conditions sixty days prior to issuance.
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Postal Service argues that those provisions are irrelevant to this dispute.
Furthermore, even if the statutes were controlling, the sections, read together, do not show that
a reference to "days" means that leave must be taken and granted in 8-hour increments. There
is no evidence that either section of the Code referenced by the Union was aimed at or intended
to create an 8-hour minimum for granted leave. Accordingly, the Union's argument should be
rejected.

The Postal Service contends that the Union incorrectly argues that because the
administrative leave maximum of 7 days for donating blood platelets and stem cells appear in
the same ELM provision, the intent of the provision was to grant a minimum of a full day of
administrative leave for donating platelets. Additionally, the Union incorrectly asserts that
because both stem cells and blood platelets are donated using the apheresis process, the
procedures are similar. The Postal Service argues that the Union's assertions are incorrect
because the total time necessary to donate stem cells is much greater than the time required to
donate platelets. Therefore, the Postal Service argues that it is reasonable to expect
employees to take leave for donating platelets in any increment of 0.01 hours, as employees do
for whole blood donations, and not in one eight-hour increment.

The Postal Service has authorized paid leave for whole blood donations for over
sixty years and the ELM provision related to blood donation has appeared virtually unchanged
in every edition of the ELM for over thirty-five years. The Postal Service argues that its decision
to add four additional types of donations -- bone marrow, stem cell, blood platelet, and organ
-- in a separate provision of the ELM in 2002 did not signify the sort of difference the Union is
alleging with respect to how administrative leave was to be granted. Additionally, the Postal
Service asserts that its interpretation of the platelet MOU encourages employees to donate
blood platelets more often than if leave was required to be granted in minimum 8-hour
increments.
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FINDINGS

The wording of ELM Section 519.42, the platelet provision, differs from that in
ELM Section 510.25 which covers whole blood donations. The latter does not specify the
maximum administrative leave that can be granted per year, but does state that leave for a
particular blood donation may not exceed 8 hours and that a full day of leave is to be granted
only in unusual circumstances. The blood donation provision also specifically states that the
allowed time should include the time needed to complete the donation procedure and to travel
to and from the donation site. It also provides for inclusion of any recommended recuperation
period based on occupation, but adds that: "Every effort should be made to have blood
donations for such employees scheduled near the end of their tour of duty." These provisions in
ELM 510.25 date back to 1978, and predecessor blood donation provisions had been included
in postal regulations since the 1950s. When leave for additional types of medical donations was
added in Section 519.42 of the ELM in 2002 -- sometime after provisions for granting leave to
federal employees who made bone marrow and organ donations were included in Title 5 of the
U.S. Code -- the Postal Service included such leave in a separate provision of the ELM. The
platelet provision added in 2002 did not spell out the various components to be factored into the
leave time to be granted for these donations as in ELM Section 510.25, but imposed annual
maximums.

There is no question that some of the donations covered by the platelet provision
in ELM Section 519.42, unlike whole blood donations, may require a minimum of one or more
days of leave, but that has not been shown to be the case for donation of blood platelets. 4 The
meaning of ELM Section 519.42 must be determined on the basis of the language used therein.
I am not persuaded that by expressing the maximum amount of administrative leave to be
granted for various donations in terms of "days" this provision of the ELM was intended by the
Postal Service to establish that leave thereunder was to be granted in minimum 8-hour

4

Information on blood platelet donation published on the website of the American Red Cross
states that the donation takes "approximately 1.5 to 2 hours." It further states: "After the
donation you can resume your normal activities, avoiding heavy lifting or strenuous exercise that
day." As the Postal Service points out, the American Red Cross likewise advises whole blood
donors: "Do not do any heavy lifting or vigorous exercise for the rest of the day."
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segments.5 There also is no reason to believe that the wording of ELM Section 519.42, which
applies across the Postal Service, was influenced by the strenuous nature of mail handler work
-- which is not to say that a particular mail handler could not justifiably request leave that
reflects the need for greater recuperative time than if that employee was performing more
sedentary work, as also might be done for donating whole blood.

The Postal Service does not dispute that the maximum number of days of leave
provided for in ELM 519.42, and subsequently in the platelet MOU, corresponds to the specified
number of days multiplied by 8 hours. The expansion of the number of days of maximum
annual administrative leave provided for in the platelet MOU does not change the meaning of
"days" as established in the original 2002 ELM platelet provision. The parties simply agreed to
adopt "the APWU agreement" increasing the number of days without further discussion. While
the meaning of the NPMHU's platelet MOU is not necessarily controlled by how the APWU
provisions have been interpreted or applied, the latter does not provide support for the Union's
position in this case.

There is limited evidence in the record regarding how leave for blood platelet
donations has been administered in the mail handler craft. The record in the underlying
grievance includes an acknowledgement by the plant manager that: "Requests for blood
platelet donations for the most part have been previously approved for eight (8) hours of
administrative leave .... " He added that he had reconsidered the matter in light of the position
taken by the Postal Service at the National level. The Postal Service introduced evidence of

5

The parties agree that the provisions of 5 U.S.C. § 6129 and 6327, which preceded the Postal
Service's adoption of the platelet provision in the ELM, do not apply to the Postal Service. Even
if the use of "days" in ELM Section 519.42 may have been influenced by the wording of the
statute, the definition of "day" as 8 hours in § 6129 does not equate to a minimum
8-hour requirement. The statute, like ELM Section 519.42, establishes maximum leave limits in
terms of "days", and its definition of a "day" as being 8 hours, as the Union acknowledges,
simply may reflect the fact that there are different federal work schedules -- some people work
more or less hours or alternate schedules. It has not been shown to establish an 8-hour
minimum for administrative leave for federal employees.
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several mail handlers at other locations requesting and being granted leave of four hours or
less. At best, the record shows a mixed practice and is of no real assistance in deciding the
interpretive issue in this case.

If the Postal Service had wanted to designate a minimum amount of
administrative leave it presumably would have specified that in ELM 519.42 in 2002 or the
parties could have done so in the 2006 platelet MOU. Both clearly specify a maximum amount
of administrative leave for the covered medical donations. Notably absent from the ELM
provision and the platelet MOU is any reference to a minimum amount of administrative leave
for such donations.

In sum, the Union has not established that the provisions in ELM Section 519.42
or the platelet MOU grant employees the right to a minimum 8 hours of administrative leave for
each occasion on which they donate blood platelets, where that is not reasonably necessary in
order to cover, in any particular case, the time needed to travel to and from the donation site,
complete the donation procedure, and provide any necessary recuperative time.

AWARD

The grievance is denied as set forth in the above Findings.

Shyam Das, Arbitrator

LABOR RELATIONS
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UNITEDSTIJTES
POSTIJL SERVICE

Mr. John F. Hegarty
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union,
1101 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20036-4304
Re:

QOOM-6Q-C 05099748
Q06M-6Q-C 11100872
CLASS
Washington, DC 20260-4100

I recently met with T.J. Branch to discuss the above-captioned grievances which are currently
scheduled for national arbitration.
The issue in the above referenced grievances is whether certain revisions of Employee and Labor
Relations Manual (ELM) Section 515, concerning the Family and Medical Leave, and Section 865,
Return to Duty after Medical Absences are fair, reasonable and equitable.
After full discussion of this issue, we agree the Contract Interpretation Manual will be updated to
clarify current ELM 515 language.
The current ELM 865 language does not negate management's obligation under the MOU: Retum
to Duty when returning an employee to duty after an absence for medical reasons.
The reasonableness of the Service in delaying an employee's return beyond his/her next scheduled
tour of duty or the date stated in the medical documentation shall be a proper subject for the
grievance procedure on a case-by-case basis.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of agreement to
resolve these cases thereby removing them from the national arbitration list.
Time limits at this level were extended by mutual consent.

Allen Mohl
Manager,
Contract Administration (NPMHU)
And Employee Workplace Programs

JohnW~
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union
Date:

475 L'ENFANf PLAZA SW
WASHINGTON DC 20260-4101
WWW.USPS.COM
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Relevant Contract Provisions:

Articles 5, 10.2, 15 and 19, and Joint
Contract Interpretation Manual

Contract Year:

2006-2010

Type of Grievance:

Contract Interpretation

Award Summary:
The issues raised in these two cases are resolved as set forth in
the above Findings.

Shyam Das, Arbitrator

BACKGROUND
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On July 6, 2010 the Postal Service sent an Article 19 notice to its unions informing
them that it intended to revise certain regulations in Section 510 of the Employee and Labor
Relations Manual (ELM) concerning the Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993 (FMLA), as
amended. Among those revisions was a new requirement in ELM 515.52 that employees use
only the Department of Labor (DOL) WH-380 forms when they seek to have their absences
protected by the FMLA.

On October 4, 2010 the APWU filed an Article 19 appeal to arbitration protesting, in
part, the proposed change to ELM 515.52. The Union submitted its 15-day statement of issues
and facts on October 19, 2010. The Postal Service submitted its 15-day statement on October
18, 2010. As an initial matter, the Postal Service asserted that the Union's Article 19 appeal
was procedurally defective because the Union had not first requested and attended a meeting
concerning the proposed ELM changes.

On October 27, 2010, the APWU initiated a Step 4 national dispute under Article 15, in
which it stated:

It is the APWU's position, consistent with the Collective Bargaining
Agreement, applicable Department of Labor (DOL) regulations,
the parties' established accepted past practice (for over 15 years),
and the mutual understanding and agreement between the parties
at the national level, that: (1) employees are not required to use a
specific format or form for FMLA certification; (2) employees may
use APWU forms for FMLA certification, or any other format or
forms that contain the information required under 29 CFR
"825.306; and (3) the submission of FMLA certification using DOL
WH-380 forms is optional.
The Postal Service and the APWU agreed to combine the Union's Article 19 appeal
and its Article 15 grievance in a single arbitration proceeding. The NALC and the NPMHU are
intervenors in this proceeding.

At arbitration, the Postal Service argued that the Article 19 appeal should be dismissed
based on the APWU's failure to follow the requirement of Article 19. The Postal Service further
maintained that the APWU cannot escape its failure to follow Article 19 by filing a subsequent
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Article 15 grievance, and that grievance, accordingly, should be denied. On the merits, the
Postal Service insisted that the challenged change to the ELM did not violate Article 19 or any
other provision of the National Agreement. The Postal Service agreed not to seek bifurcation,
with the understanding that the Arbitrator initially would rule on the arbitrability issue.

The FMLA first was enacted in 1993. Section 103(b), 29 USC §2613{b), sets forth the
following certification provision:

(b)

SUFFICIENT CERTIFICATION.--Certification provided
under subsection (a) shall be sufficient if it states
(1) the date on which the serious health condition
commenced;
(2) the probable duration of the condition;
(3) the appropriate medical facts within the knowledge of the
health care provider regarding the condition;
(4)(A) for purposes of leave under section 102(a)(1){C), a
statement that the eligible employee is needed to care for
the son, daughter, spouse, or parent and an estimate of the
amount of time that such employee is needed to care for the
son, daughter, spouse, or parent; and
(B} for purposes of leave under section 102(a)(1))(D), a
statement that the employee is unable to perform the
function$ of the position of the employee;
(5) in the case of certification for intermittent leave, or leave
on a reduced leave schedule, for planned medical
treatment, the dates on which such treatment is expected to
be given and the duration of such treatment;
(6) in the case of certification for intermittent leave, or leave
on a reduced leave schedule, under section 102(a)(1)(D), a
statement of the medical necessity for the intermittent leave
or leave on a reduced leave schedule, and the expected
duration of the intermittent leave or reduced leave schedule;
and
(7) in the case of certification for intermittent leave, or leave
on a reduced leave schedule, under section 102(a)(1 )(C), a
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statement that the employee's intermittent leave or leave on
a reduced leave schedule is necessary for the care of the
son, daughter, parent, or spouse who has a serious health
condition, or will assist in their recovery, and the expected
duration and schedule of the intermittent leave or reduced
leave schedule.
Current DOL regulations include the following, 29 CFR §825.306 (b):

(b) DOL has developed two optional forms (Form WH-380E and
Form WH-380F, as revised) for use in obtaining medical
certification, including second and third opinions, from health care
providers that meets FMLA's certification requirements.... These
optional forms reflect certification requirements so as to permit the
health care provider to furnish appropriate medical information.
Form WH-380E and WH-380F, as revised, or another form
containing the same basic information, may be used by the
employer; however, no information may be required beyond that
specified in §§825.306, 825.307, and 825.308. In all instances the
information on the form must relate only to the serious health
condition for which the current need for leave exists.
The DOL Preamble to §825.306 (73 Fed. Reg. No. 222 [Nov. 17, 2008], at 68013) states:

Current §825.306 addresses how much information an employer
can obtain in the medical certification to substantiate the existence
of a serious health condition (of the employee or a family member)
and the employee's need for leave due to the condition. This
section also explains that the Department provides an optional
form (Form WH-380) for use in the medical certification process;
other forms may be used, but they may only seek information
related to the condition for which leave is sought, and no
additional information beyond that contained in the WH-380 may
be required ....
In 1995, Headquarters Labor Relations managers sent memos to Human Resources
Area Managers regarding documentation for FMLA requests. In one memo, Manager Anthony
Vegliante stated:

I ''
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The attached APWU Forms 1 through 5, dated June 26, 1995
provide supporting documentation for leave requests covered by
the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA). These forms have
been reviewed by the appropriate Headquarters functional areas
and are acceptable for usage by managers to approve or
disapprove FML leave requests.
The Postal Service does not require a specific format for FML
documentation. Information provided by the employee is
acceptable as long as it is in compliance with Publication 71,
Notice for Employees Requesting Leave for Conditions Covered
by the Family and Medical Leave Act IV, Section IV.
In another memo, Acting Manager Patricia Heath stated:

/

The DOL WH-380 form does not require medical information that
directly violates the employee's right to privacy. However, we
realize health care providers may give more detail than requested
on the form (i.e., prognosis and diagnosis) and that employees
may not want to provide this information to their immediate
supervisors. Therefore, to address the union's concern, the Postal
Service reviewed and approved APWU and NALC FMLA forms
that, when properly filled out by the health care providers, provide
enough information is provided [sic] to certify that the absence
qualifies as a covered condition under the FMLA.
Employees do not need to use the WH-380 or the union forms,
they only need to provide the required information as listed on
Publication 71 ....
In 2000, the APWU initiated a Step 4 dispute over the implementation of Resource
Management Database (RMD) software. In that case, the APWU asserted: "We believe that
the Postal Service has implemented a new policy of requiring employees to only use a WH-380
form, a policy that is also contrary to an agreement between the parties concerning the use of
such forms." The parties entered into a pre-arbitration settlement of that case on March 28,
2003, which states in part:

Optional FMLA Forms: There is no required form or format for
information submitted by an employee in support of an absence
for a condition which may be protected under the Family and
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Medical Leave Act. Although the Postal Service sends employees
the Department of Labor Form, WH-380, the APWU forms or any
form or format which contains the required information (i.e.
information such as that required on a current WH-380) is
acceptable.
In June 2007, the parties included the RMD pre-arbitration settlement in the provisions
of the USPS-APWU Joint Contract Interpretation Manual (JCIM) relating to Article 10, as well as
the following statement:

Documentation to substantiate FMLA is acceptable in any format,
including a form created by the union, as long as it provides the
information as required by the FMLA.
The October 2004 USPS-NPMHU Contract Interpretation Manual (CIM) also includes an
equivalent provision to that in the 2003 USPS-APWU RMD settlement, citing that settlement as
the source.

In revised regulations that took effect in January 2009, the DOL changed some of the
FMLA certification requirements and modified its WH-380 forms. The APWU updated its FMLA
certification forms and provided them to the Postal Service. The parties then engaged in a
series.of correspondence, in which the Postal Service raised concerns regarding the APWU's
revised forms and expressed its view that they were not equivalent to the revised WH-380. The
Postal Service did not, however, state that it would not accept certifications on APWU forms. Its
position at that time was expressed as follows in a July 8, 2009 email from a Headquarters
Labor Relations manager to Area managers:

OOL Forms WH-380E and WH-380F are the preferred
"Certification(s) of Health Care Provider." When properly
completed, these forms provide all information necessary to
determine if leave qualifies for FMLA. However, if you receive
certification in any other form including forms provided by the
unions, you cannot refuse the form. Accepting the union form
does not indicate you accept the certification as complete. You
must carefully examine the form received to ensure that it
provides complete information, sufficient to establish a serious
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health condition. If one or more necessary entries are missing or
incomplete, or if the certification is insufficient, you must notify the
employee that the certification is incomplete or insufficient and
give them the opportunity to cure the deficiency. You must specify
in writing the additional information that is needed to make the
certification complete and sufficient (WH-382, Designation Notice).
On July 6, 2010, the Postal Service issued its Article 19 notice that triggered the
present disputes. The ELM change requiring that employees use only the WH-380 forms
subsequently went into effect after the 60-day period provided for in Article 19.

Linda Decarlo, Director of Health and Safety for the Postal Service, testified that it
receives close to 250,000 leave requests for FMLA protection per year. After enactment of the
FMLA in 1993, initially decisions as to whether to designate leave as FMLA protected leave
were made by employee supervisors. That responsibility later was transferred to FMLA
coordinators assigned at each Postal Service district office. Decarlo said the Postal Service
currently is in the process of centralizing decision making at a single location.

Decarlo explained that the main reason for the ELM change in dispute was that
mandatory use of the WH-380 was better for the employee. In addition, use of a uniform form
allows the Postal Service to streamline its operation, which enhances its ability to issue timely
decisions.

On cross-examination, Decarlo said that if an employee brought in a statement from
their physician that contained all the information required by the FMLA but not on a WH-380, the
employee would be required to return to the doctor to have the information copied onto the WH380. If that required additional payment, the employee would be responsible for it.

Margaret Adams, a Resource Management Specialist for the Postal Service, testified
regarding a survey she conducted in late November 2010. She asked all the FMLA
Coordinators to pull from their files any 50 FMLA certifications submitted on union forms and to
determine the number of these forms which resulted in a cure or clarification request because
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the information provided on the form either was incomplete or insufficient. This survey revealed
that 57 .14 percent of the total 3262 union forms reviewed were required cure or clarification.

Adams acknowledged that no equivalent survey was conducted regarding FMLA
certifications submitted on WH-380 forms. Based on her visits to various District FMLA offices,
quarterly telecons and other discussions with individual FMLA coordinators, she believed that
use of the WH-380, especially in its new format (since 2009) has made a big difference. She
estimated that less than 20 percent, and possibly many fewer, of the WH-380 forms result in a
cure or clarification request.

Greg Bell, Executive Vice President of the APWU since November 2010, previously
served as the Union's Director of Industrial Relations and oversaw FMLA issues. After the
DOL's revised regulations took effect in 2009, he had discussions and corresponded with Postal
Service Labor Relations managers regarding the APWU's revised FMLA certification forms. He
testified that when that dialogue ended at the end of March 2010, the Postal Service had not
asserted that the APWU forms would not be accepted or that the Postal Service would only
accept WH-380s. In the ongoing correspondence, he added, he typically reiterated the Union's
position regarding the optional aspect of the WH-380 and the Postal Service's obligation to
specify any deficiencies in the information submitted by an employee on whatever form they
used. He also noted that whenever the APWU headquarters heard from the field that an FMLA
coordinator was not accepting APWU forms, the Union contacted the Postal Service and those
issues were resolved.

Bell also testified that if the Union receives an Article 19 notice of an ELM change that
it determines is a clear violation of the National Agreement, it typically exercises its discretion to
fife a Step 4 grievance under Article 15. He cited, as one of many such examples, a Step 4
dispute initiated in 2000 protesting a revision to ELM 510 as a violation of Article 10.

Relevant provisions of the National Agreement include the following:
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ARTICLES
PROHIBITION OF UNILATERAL ACTION
The Employer will not take any actions affecting wages, hours and
other terms and conditions of employment as defined in Section
B(d) of the National Labor Relations Act which violate the terms of
this Agreement or are otherwise inconsistent with its obligations
under law.

*

*

*

ARTICLE 10
LEAVE

*

*

*

Section 2. Leave Regulations
A. The leave regulations in Subchapter 510 of the Employee
and Labor Relations Manual, insofar as such regulations establish
wages, hours and working conditions of employees covered by
this Agreement, shall remain in effect for the life of this
Agreement.

*

*

*

ARTICLE 15
GRIEVANCE-ARBITRATION PROCEDURE
Section 1. Definition
A grievance is defined as a dispute, difference, disagreement or
complaint between the parties related to wages, hours, and
conditions of employment. A grievance shall include, but is not
limited to, the complaint of an employee or of the Union which
involves the interpretation, application of, or compliance with the
provisions of this Agreement or any local Memorandum of
Understanding not in conflict with this Agreement.

*

*

*

Section 4. Grievance Procedure-General
*

*

*
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D. It is agreed that in the event of dispute between the Union
and the Employer as to the interpretation of this Agreement, such
dispute may be initiated at the Step 4 level by either party. Such a
dispute shall be initiated in writing and must specify in detail the
facts giving rise to the dispute, the precise interpretive issues to
be decided and the contention of either party....

*

*

*

ARTICLE 19
HANDBOOKS AND MANUALS
Those parts of all handbooks, manuals and published regulations
of the Postal Service, that directly relate to wages, hours or
working conditions, as they apply to employees covered by this
Agreement, shall contain nothing that conflicts with this
Agreement, and shall be continued in effect except that the
Employer shall have the right to make changes that are not
inconsistent with this Agreement and that are fair, reasonable, and
equitable ....
Notice of such proposed changes that directly relate to wages,
hours, or working conditions will be furnished to the Union at the
national level at least sixty (60) days prior to issuance. The
Employer shall furnish the Union with the following information
about each proposed change: a narrative explanation of the
purpose and impact on employees and any documentation
concerning the proposed change from the manager(s) ~ho
requested the change addressing its purpose and effect.
Proposed changes will be furnished to the Union by hard copy or,
if available, by electronic file. At the request of the Union, the
parties shall meet concerning such changes. If the Union
requests a meeting concerning proposed changes, the meeting
will be attended by manager(s) who are knowledgeable about the
purpose of the proposed change and its impact on employees. If
the Union, after the meeting, believes the proposed changes
violate the National Agreement (including this Article). it may then
submit the issue to arbitration in accordance with the arbitration
procedure within ninety (90) days after receipt of the notice of
proposed change. Within fifteen ( 15) days after the issue has
been submitted to arbitration, each party shall provide the other
with a statement in writing of its understanding of the precise
issues involved, and the facts giving rise to such issues....
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An MOU regarding the JCIM, included at page 328 of the National Agreement, states,
in part: "The parties will be bound by these joint interpretations and grievances will not be filed
asserting a position contrary to a joint interpretation." The preamble to the 2007 JCIM states:

The 2007 APWU/USPS Joint Contract Interpretation Manual
(JCIM) update is provided as a resource for the administration of
the National Agreement. Jointly prepared by the American Postal
Workers Union, AFL-CIO, and the United States Postal Service,
this manual provides a mutually agreed to explanation on how to
apply the contract to the issues addressed.
When a dispute arises, the parties should first go to the JCIM to
determine if the issue in dispute is addressed. If it is, the parties
are required to resolve the dispute in accordance with this manual.
The JCIM will continue to be updated with additional material as
we continue to narrow our differences and expand our joint
understanding of the National Agreement. We encourage you to
use the JCIM to ensure contract compliance and to foster more
professional working relationships.

EMPLOYER POSITION
Arbitrability

The Postal Service initially contends that the Union's Article 19 appeal should be
dismissed because the Union did not request, much less attend, an Article 19 meeting before
filing the appeal. Under Article 19, the Postal Service maintains, the Union can only file an
appeal to arbitration after it has requested a meeting, attended a meeting and determined that it
is not satisfied with the result of the meeting.

The Postal Service insists that an Article 19 meeting is not a mere technicality. It
points out that it was the APWU that insisted on the language that requires "manager(s) who are
knowledgeable about the purpose of the proposed change" to attend the meeting. In this case,
the Postal Service asserts, an Article 19 meeting would have given the APWU the opportunity to
discuss an argument it first raised at the arbitration hearing that the Postal Service violated
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Article 1O when it made the protested change to the ELM. The Postal Service had never heard
this argument before, and this is the very type of harm that an Article 19 meeting should
prevent. The Postal Service cites Case No. H7C-NA-C 1O (Snow, 1989) in support of its
position.

The Postal Service further argues that the APWU should not be allowed to escape its
failure to follow Article 19 by raising a new dispute under Article 15. Otherwise, the
requirements of Article 19 would be rendered meaningless because a union could always take
such action. The Postal Service acknowledges that in Case No. HOC-3N-C 416 (1994)
Arbitrator Snow allowed the Union to raise an argument in an Article 15 case that the Postal
Service's interpretation of an ELM regulation violated language in the National Agreement, even
though the ELM language had never been challenged. In the instant case, however, the
National Agreement does not address requests for FMLA certification. That is a matter entirely
dealt with by the Postal Service in its manuals and handbooks.

The Postal Service contends that the ELM change does not violate Article 19 or any
other part of the National Agreement.

The Postal Service asserts that the APWU's claim, that the new policy requiring use of
only the WH-380 forms violated Article 10.2.A, should be dismissed because it was raised for
the first time at arbitration. The APWU's brief passing reference to violation of Article 1O in its
Article 15 15-day statement of issues and facts did not reference what part of Article 10
allegedly had been violated or why Article 10 had been violated and was insufficient to put the
Postal Service on notice that it was raising this issue.

Even assuming, however, that the APWU had properly raised this argument, the
Postal Service maintains that Article 10.2.A does not apply to all changes in ELM Subchapter
510, but only those that relate directly to wages, hours and working conditions. The new policy
requiring employees to use only the WH-380 was not a change directly relating to wages, hours
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or working conditions, even though it was contained in a larger Article 19 notice that included
some changes to wages, hours and working conditions. The new policy had no effect on wages
paid to employees or hours that they worked. In addition, it had no effect on working conditions,
as a WH-380 is filled out by the treating physician. The new policy does not change the
burdens on the employee who seeks FMLA protection. Prior to the new policy, employees
submitting an APWU form had to do just as much.

The Postal Service also rejects the APWU's argument that the change violates Article
5 because it allegedly violates the FMLA. To the contrary, the FMLA and its implementing
regulations allow such a requirement. The DOL's regulations specifically empower employers,
not employees, to decide what forms employees must use when they seek FMLA protection for
their leave, so long as those forms do not ask for more information than what is printed on the
WH-380. By choosing to require use of the WH-380, the Postal Service clearly is complying
with the law. The Postal Service cites a federal district court decision in Miedema v. Facilitit
Concession Services, 2011 WL 1363793 (S.D. Texas, April 11, 2001). It further asserts that
federal courts have held that employers have the right to institute rules to carry out their
responsibilities under the FMLA, so long as those rules do not infringe upon substantive rights
or discourage use of the FMLA.

The Postal Service contends that the March 28, 2003 RMD pre-arbitration settlement
relied on by the Union merely recited the then-current policy of allowing use of the APWU's
forms and other forms deemed by the Postal Service to be equivalent to the DOL forms. The
settlement did not give the APWU anything new, and the Postal Service did not waive its rights
to make future changes that are fair, reasonable, and equitable under Article 19. See: Case
No. Q98C-4Q-C 02013900 (Das, 2006). Likewise, the JCIM language also cited by the Union
gave an accurate interpretation of the policy as it existed in June 2007, when this part of the
JCIM was published. Obviously, the JCIM will need to be updated to reflect the new policy.

Finally, the Postal Service contends that the new policy requiring employees to use
only the WH-380 form when they seek for their leave to be protected by the FMLA easily meets
the test of being fair, reasonable, and equitable.
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The WH-380 form is generated not by the Postal Service, but by the agency (DOL)
entrusted with administering FMLA. As postal witness Adams testified, WH-380 forms require
cure or clarification less than 20 percent of the time, whereas the Postal Service's survey
indicates that union forms require cure or clarification more than 50 percent of the time.
Decreasing the frequency of occasions when it is necessary to return forms to employees for
cure or clarification should benefit employees, as they should have less need to spend time and
money returning to their physicians, and will not have their FMLA entitlements delayed as often.

Mandatory use of the WH-380 also should save processing time for the Postal
Service. As it moves to centralize its FMLA function, there are obvious benefits in using one
standard form to cover the approximately 250,000 leave requests for FMLA protection that
come in per year. Moreover, as Arbitrator Dennis Nolan pointed out, in a case where the same
postal unions were challenging form letters that the Postal Service was using in FMLA-covered
situations, the WH-380 is a "safe harbor" for employers. See: NALC Case No. Q98N-4Q-C
01167325 (2008).

UNION POSITION
Abitrability

The Union insists its Article 19 grievance is arbitrable. Under Article 19, only the
Union, not the employer, has a right to request an Article 19 meeting. This is because the
purpose of the meeting is to require the employer to inform the Union of the purpose and
intended effect of the proposed change so the Union can determine whether there is a dispute
and make an informed decision about whether to appeal to arbitration. It would be anomalous
to give preclusive effect to the lack of a meeting when the employer has no right to request,
much less to demand, a meeting, particularly when the parties - as in this case -- have been
engaged in an ongoing dialogue about the subject of the protested ELM change.

The Union notes that under Article 19 if it delays in requesting a meeting or does not
request a meeting the Article 19 process is not slowed down. The employer has a right to
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implement the proposed ELM change 60 days after notice has been provided and the Union
must appeal within 90 days of receiving such notice. Moreover, even if there was a requirement
that the Union request a meeting, the employer should be required to show that it has been
prejudiced by the lack of a meeting, which it has not done in this case.

The Union argues that it would be particularly anomalous to find a strict requirement
for an Article 19 meeting under the circumstances of this case. The parties' discussions and
agreements about the use of the WH-380 began soon after the passage of the FMLA in 1993.
Those discussions led to the 2003 RMD pre-arbitration settlement that required the employer to
continue to accept and process FMLA certifications that did not use the WH-380. That
settlement was then made part of the parties' JCIM. Moreover, as testified to by Union witness
Bell, the requirement that the Postal Service accept and process forms other than WH-380 was
routinely enforced by the Union and complied with by the Postal Service. After publication of
the amended WH-380 forms in January 2009, the APWU amended its forms as well, and a
lengthy correspondence then ensued in which the Postal Service and the Union debated
whether the APWU forms were "equivalent" to the WH-380 forms. In each of the Union's letters
in this correspondence the Union reminded the Postal Service that it could not require
employees to use the WH-380 form.

In other words, the Union stresses, the Postal Service was perfectly well aware of the
APWU's position on the issue, and a meeting to "discuss" the matter further would have been a
mere formality that would not have served the purpose of Article 19 meetings or expediting the
Article 19 process.

To the extent the Postal Service relies on Arbitrator Snow's decision in Case No. H7CNA-C 1O, the Union disagrees with his dictum that the failure of the Union to demand a meeting
as if an Article 19 notice had been provided is material to the arbitrability of the Union's appeal
to arbitration in that case.

The Union insists that the Postal Service was not prejudiced by a lack of an Article 19
meeting in this case. In its 15-day statement under Article 19, the Union argued that the
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proposed changes were not fair, reasonable, and equitable and that they violated Articles 5, 1O
and 19 of the National Agreement. In light of the long history of the parties on this issue it
simply is not credible that Postal Service representatives were unaware of the fact that the
APWU regularly files Article 10.2 grievances when the employer attempts to amend part 510 of
the ELM. The JCIM provisions that specify that the employer will not require use of the WH-380
form both reference Article 10.

The Union also asserts that its Article 15 grievance is arbitrable. The employer seems
to be arguing that because the Union also has the right to challenge the employer's new policy
under Article 19, the Union's Article 15 grievance and arbitration rights are cut off. This
contention is contrary to the language of Article 15 and completely unsupported by the language
of Article 19. The purpose of Article 19 is not to permit the employer to change the contract.
The fundamental purpose of Article 19 is to permit the employer to modify it$ handbooks and
manuals and to permit the Union to challenge those modifications on the ground that they are
not fair, reasonable, and equitable. The authors of Article 19 also provided, that the manuals
"shall contain nothing that conflicts with this Agreement." This oblique statement gives the
Union the right to challenge proposed handbook and manual provisions under Article 19 on the
ground that they conflict with the National Agreement. But it says nothing about cutting off the
right of the Union to file an Article 15 grievance challenging the violation of the National
Agreement.

Article 10.2, the Union argues, unequivocally prohibits the employer from making
changes in ELM subpart 510 that affect wages, hours, or working conditions. Thus a prohibited
amendment of Subchapter 510 is not just "inconsistent" with the National Agreement, it is not
permitted to be made part of the ELM. Article 10.2 can only be given its intended meaning if,
when prohibited amendments of Subchapter 510 are attempted, the Union has a right to
challenge those amendments, not just using Article 19 procedures, but also by filing an Article
15 grievance to enforce Article 10.2. As Bell testified, this is the Union's regular practice.
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The Union contends that its Article 15 grievance must be sustained because the
Postal Service has violated the 2003 RMD pre-arbitration settlement agreement, the JCIM, the
parties' MOU concerning the JCIM, and Articles 5 and 10 of the National Agreement.

The Union notes that although the RMD settlement agreement, like the MS-47
settlement agreement at issue in Case No. Q98C-4Q-C 02013900 (Das, 2006), does not
provide that the employer never can change its FMLA handbook on the subject of the WH-380,
the parties' agreement did not stop with the settlement. They also placed that settlement in the
JCIM, which is binding and permanent unless changed. By placing the RMD settlement in the
JCIM, the parties also placed it under the aegis of the MOU on the effect of the JCIM.

The JCIM makes clear, the Union asserts, that documentation to substantiate FMLA is
acceptable in any format, including a form created by the Union, as long as it provides the
information required by the FMLA. Under the preamble to the JCIM and the parties' MOU, the
provisions of the JCIM are binding on both parties.

The Union asserts that the FMLA and related DOL regulations make clear that the use
of form WH-380 is intended to provide a "safe harbor" for employers that permits them to
enforce the certification requirements of the law without violating FMLA and HIPAA provisions
that prohibit the employer from demanding too much information or irrelevant information. The
FMLA, however, does not permit the employer to require use of the WH-380 forms. Both the
law and the DOL's explanatory information accompanying its regulations make clear that the
Postal Service's requirement that employees use the WH-380 forms is inconsistent with the
FMLA. Accordingly, the Postal Service's actions violated Article 5 of the National Agreement.

The Union also contends that the requirement that FMLA leave certifications be
provided on a WH-380 form imposes a change in working conditions through a modification of
ELM Subchapter 510 in violation of Article 10.2. Before July 6, 2010, the ELM permitted
employees to use a WH-380 form or equivalent documentation. The consequence of failing to
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use the WH-380 form since the protested ELM change is that FMLA protection for the leave in
question is lost. At a minimum, this permits the employer to impose discipline for absences that
are not the employee's fault and that would, but for the requirement that this specific form be
used, be protected by the FMLA. It also hardly could be said that the right to submit FMLA
qualifying information to the employer in a non-standard format is protected by federal law and
regulations, but is not a significant working condition. At a minimum, many employees will
suffer inconvenience and may incur substantial expense, if they do not have a WH-380 form for
their medical provider to complete.

The Union contends that the disputed ELM change deprives employees of rights
protected under the FMLA and its regulations, rescinds a settlement agreement that is
incorporated into the JCIM, and violates the proscription of Article 10.2. As such, the change is
· not fair, reasonable, and equitable. In addition, required use of WH-380 forms means that
employees who use any other form or who use no form, but provide all the necessary
information for certification under the FMLA, nonetheless will have their request for FMLA leave
rejected. To correct that problem they will have to spend their time and likely incur additional
expense to obtain the protection of the statute. The required use of the WH-380 provides
employees less choice and therefore less protection. The Union also stresses that the
employer's evidence in support of its contention that the APWU's form too often must be
. returned for cure or clarification does not address the critical question "more often than what?"
because the employer did not bother to "survey" the experience in using the WH-380, the
revised APWU form, or a medical provider's narrative.

As remedy, the Union seeks an order directing the Postal Service to cease and desist
from requiring employees to submit FMLA medical certifications using only the WH-380 forms.

I

.i
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FINDINGS
Arbitrability

After receiving notice of the proposed changes to ELM 510, the APWU filed a timely
appeal to arbitration and subsequently provided a timely 15-day statement. The Union did not,
however, request a meeting - and no meeting was held - prior to its arbitration appeal.

The wording of Article 19 does contemplate that such a meeting will take place. It
states: "If the Union, after the meeting, believes the proposed changes violate the National
Agreement..., it may then submit the issue to arbitration .... " Moreover, the requirement that
each party provide a statement of the "precise issues involved and the facts giving rise to such
issues" strongly suggests that the parties assumed there would have been some prior
discussion of those issues. There is no requirement, however, that the Union present its
position at this meeting - to be attended by manager(s) who are knowledgeable about "the
purpose of the proposed change and its impact on employees" -- in advance of its decision to
appeal to arbitration and submission of its 15-day statement.

In this particular case, the record leaves little doubt that the Union's position in
opposition to the mandatory use of the WH-380 forms, including its reliance on Article 10, was
or should have been known to the Postal Service at the time the Union submitted its Article 19
appeal to arbitration. Article 1O was cited by the Union in its 15-day statement in the RMD
grievance which led to the 2003 pre-arbitration settlement that later formed the basis for the
provisions in the 2007 JCIM which are identified as relating to Article 10. The Union's position
regarding optional use of the WH-380 also was reiterated in the correspondence that preceded
the Postal Service's Article 19 notice. Thus, it is difficult to see how the Postal Service was
prejudiced by the lack of a meeting in this case. (Article 10 also is cited in the Union's 15-day
statement in its Article 19 appeal.) 1

1

This Article 19 15-day statement is mistakenly captioned "Article 15-15 Day Statement of
Issues and Facts."
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Ultimately, however, it is not necessary to rule on the issue of whether the Union's
failure to request or attend a meeting precluded it from filing an Article 19 appeal challenging the
ELM change in dispute. The Union also filed an Article 15 grievance asserting that the ELM
change violated the National Agreement, including Articles 5, 10 and 19, and that it "is contrary
to applicable regulations and law, and mutual understanding between the parties."

The Postal Service argues that if the Union's Article 19 appeal is precluded by its
failure to properly follow the procedures in Article 19, then the Union should not be permitted to
avoid the consequences of its failure by raising a new dispute under Article 15. In the Postal
Service's view that would render the requirements of Article 19 meaningless. The Postal
Service has cited no arbitral authority in support of this position. In Case No. HOC-3N-C 418
(Snow, 1994), the Postal Service argued that as a result of the Union's failure to object to rules
promulgated under Article 19 fourteen years earlier, the Union forfeited its right to challenge the
rules through "rights" arbitration. Arbitrator Snow noted: "It is not certain whether the parties
ever intended Article 19 to have the sort of preclusive effect now asserted by the Employer."
But he concluded there was n·o need in that case to resolve that "difficult question." In an earlier
1980 decision, Case No. NB-NA-0003, Arbitrator Gamser denied a grievance filed more than a
year after the Postal Service gave Article XIX notice of changes in certain Handbooks. In the
interim the parties had negotiated a new contract which readopted Article XIX without change,
and Gamser concluded that by doing so the Unions agreed under Article XIX to continue in
effect the terms of those Handbooks. In dictum he stated:

If the Unions believed that the changes in the payroll computation
contemplated by this Section [of the F-22 and F-21 Handbooks]
were in conflict with the terms of the then existing National
Agreement, particularly Article Vlll-4-B, then a grievance should
have been raised and processed to a resolution. If the contention
of the Unions was that this change was neither fair, reasonable,
nor equitable, a right to grieve also existed under the terms of
Article XIX.
No broad pronouncements on the issue raised by the Postal Service are needed here.
Even if the Union's Article 19 appeal in this case was deemed faulty, there can be no
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reasonable claim that the APWU acquiesced in the protested ELM change. Its timely Article 19
appeal, even if defective, certainly put the Postal Service on notice as to the Union's position
that the change violated the National Agreement, and the Union filed its Article 15 grievance
within days after the Postal Service asserted its claim that the Union's Article 19 appeal was
procedurally defective. On these particular facts, I am not persuaded that the Union should be
barred from pursuing its Article 15 grievance, at least with respect to allegations that the change
violated Articles 5 and 1O of the National Agreement. There is no necessity in this case to
determine whether the Union -- having been given proper notice of the change -- could only
raise a challenge that the change violates Article 19 because it is not fair, reasonable, and
equitable in an Article 19 appeal, and not an Article 15 grievance.

Merits (Article 15 Grievance)

The issue here is not whether any of the Unions' forms -- which the Postal Service
previously accepted if they contained the required information -- are valid, but whether the
Postal Service may exclude any certification that is not on a WH-380, even if it satisfies the
certification requirements set forth in Section 103(b) of the FMLA.

Article 10.2.A of the National Agreement provides that:

A The leave regulations in Subchapter 510 of the Employee
and Labor Relations Manual, insofar as such regulations establish
wages, hours and working conditions of employees covered by
this Agreement, shall remain in effect for the life of this
Agreement.
The Postal Service maintains that the Union's Article 10 claim should be dismissed
because it was raised for the first time at arbitration. The Postal Service, however, agreed to
waive "any arguments it may have had regarding the lack of a Step 4 meeting, exchange of 15day statements.... " Moreover, as previously noted, the Union's reliance on Article 10 was or
should have been known to the Postal Service at the time the Union submitted its Article 19
appeal to arbitration, and was included in its Article 19 15-day statement.
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The Postal Service further argues that Article 10.2.A does not apply because the
provisions of Subchapter 510 of the ELM that were changed do not "establish wages, hours and
working conditions." That argument is not persuasive.

In its 15-day statement in the RMD grievance, the Union asserted the applicability of
the provision in Article 10.2.A as part of its contentions. In the 2003 pre-arbitration settlement of
that grievance the parties agreed that: ''There is no required form or format for information
submitted by an employee in support of an [FMLA protected] absence .... " The parties
subsequently included this agreement in the provisions of their JCIM relating to Article 1O. As
the JCIM Preamble makes clear: "this manual provides a mutually agreed to explanation on
how to apply the contract to the issues addressed." (Emphasis added.) The Postal Service
stresses that the form submitted by an employee is filled out by the health care provider, and
argues that the new policy does not change the burdens on the employee who seeks FMLA
protection. But, as a Headquarters Labor Relations manager recognized in 1995 -- shortly after
the FMLA was enacted -- employees and their Unions have privacy concerns that may influence
an employee's choice of form on which to submit an FMLA certification. Although the WH-380
provides the Postal Service a "safe harbor" -- so it cannot legally be challenged for privacy
violation -- that does not negate an employee's interest in what information is provided by their
health care provider, and, hence, what form is used. Moreover, the Postal Service's insistence
that only WH-380 forms be used could have a negative effect on when, if not whether, FMLA
leave is approved, cause additional inconvenience and expense to the employee, and possibly
subject an employee to discipline for an unauthorized absence, even if the employee submits
certification that meets the statutory requirements. In short, the ELM 510 provision that was
changed established a working condition and, hence, was not subject to unilateral change by
the Postal Service under Article 10.2.A.

Significantly, there has been no change in the FMLA or the related DOL regulations
that would necessitate mandatory use of the WH-380. On the contrary, under current DOL
regulations, use of the WH-380 by an employer is optional. Because unilaterally changing ELM
510 to mandate use of previously optional WH-380 forms violated Article 10.2.A of the National

~
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Agreement and the JCIM, there is no need here to decide whether the Postal Service's action in
requiring use of the WH-380 also violated the FMLA, as the Union contends. 2

Accordingly, the Postal Service is directed to cease and desist from requiring
employees to submit FMLA medical certifications using only the WH-380 forms.

AWARD

The issues raised in these two cases are resolved as set forth in the above Findings.

Shyam Das, Arbitrator

2

The federal district court decision cited by the Postal Service does not, in my reading of that
opinion, address this issue.
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Subpart A-Coverage Under the Family and Medical Leave Act
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§825.100 The Family and Medical Leave Act.

(a) The Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993, as amended, (FMLA or Act) allows eligible employees of a covered
employer to take job-protected, unpaid leave, or to substitute appropriate paid leave if the employee has earned or
accrued it, for up to a total of 12 workweeks in any 12 months (see §825.200(b)) because of the birth of a child and to care
for the newborn child, because of the placement of a child with the employee for adoption or foster care, because the
employee is needed to care for a family member (child, spouse, or parent) with a serious health condition, because the
employee's own serious health condition makes the employee unable to perform the functions of his or her job, or because
of any qualifying exigency arising out of the fact that the employee's spouse, son, daughter, or parent is a military member
on active duty or call to covered active duty status (or has been notified of an impending call or order to covered active
duty). In addition, eligible employees of a covered employer may take job-protected, unpaid leave, or substitute
appropriate paid leave if the employee has earned or accrued it, for up to a total of 26 workweeks in a single 12-month
period to care for a covered servicemember with a serious injury or illness. In certain cases, FMLA leave may be taken on
an intermittent basis rather than all at once, or the employee may work a part-time schedule.
(b) An employee on FMLA leave is also entitled to have health benefits maintained while on leave as if the employee
had continued to work instead of taking the leave. If an employee was paying all or part of the premium payments prior to
leave, the employee would continue to pay his or her share during the leave period. The employer may recover its share
only if the employee does not return to work for a reason other than the serious health condition of the employee or the
employee's covered family member, the serious injury or illness of a covered servicemember, or another reason beyond
the employee's control.
(c) An employee generally has a right to return to the same position or an equivalent position with equivalent pay,
benefits, and working conditions at the conclusion of the leave. The taking of FMLA leave cannot result in the loss of any
benefit that accrued prior to the start of the leave.
(d) The employer generally has a right to advance notice from the employee. In addition, the employer may require an
employee to submit certification to substantiate that the leave is due to the serious health condition of the employee or the
employee's covered family member, due to the serious injury or illness of a covered servicemember, or because of a
qualifying exigency. Failure to comply with these requirements may result in a delay in the start of FMLA leave. Pursuant
to a uniformly applied policy, the employer may also require that an employee present a certification of fitness to return to
work when the absence was caused by the employee's serious health condition (see §§825.312 and 825.313). The
employer may delay restoring the employee to employment without such certificate relating to the health condition which
caused the employee's absence.
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§825.101

Purpose of the Act.

(a) FMLA is intended to allow employees to balance their work and family life by taking reasonable unpaid leave for
medical reasons, for the birth or adoption of a child, for the care of a child, spouse, or parent who has a serious health
condition, for the care of a covered servicemember with a serious injury or illness, or because of a qualifying exigency
arising out of the fact that the employee's spouse, son, daughter, or parent is a military member on covered active duty or
call to covered active duty status. The Act is intended to balance the demands of the workplace with the needs of families,
to promote the stability and economic security of families, and to promote national interests in preserving family integrity. It
was intended that the Act accomplish these purposes in a manner that accommodates the legitimate interests of
employers, and in a manner consistent with the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment in minimizing the
potential for employment discrimination on the basis of sex, while promoting equal employment opportunity for men and
women.
(b) The FMLA was predicated on two fundamental concerns-the needs of the American workforce, and the
development of high-performance organizations. Increasingly, America's children and elderly are dependent upon family
members who must spend long hours at work. When a family emergency arises, requiring workers to attend to seriously-ill
children or parents, or to newly-born or adopted infants, or even to their own serious illness, workers need reassurance
that they will not be asked to choose between continuing their employment, and meeting their personal and family
obligations or tending to vital needs at home.
(c) The FMLA is both intended and expected to benefit employers as well as their employees. A direct correlation
exists between stability in the family and productivity in the workplace. FMLA will encourage the development of highperformance organizations. When workers can count on durable links to their workplace they are able to make their own
full commitments to their jobs. The record of hearings on family and medical leave indicate the powerful productive
advantages of stable workplace relationships, and the comparatively small costs of guaranteeing that those relationships
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will not be dissolved while workers attend to pressing family health obligations or their own serious illness.
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§825.102 Definitions.
For purposes of this part:
Act or FMLA means the Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993, Public Law 103-3 (February 5, 1993), 107 Stat. 6 (29
U.S.C. 2601 et seq., as amended).
ADA means the Americans With Disabilities Act (42 U.S.C. 12101 et seq., as amended).
Administrator means the Administrator of the Wage and Hour Division, U.S. Department of Labor, and includes any
official of the Wage and Hour Division authorized to perform any of the functions of the Administrator under this part.
Airline flight crew employee means an airline flight crewmember or flight attendant as those terms are defined in
regulations of the Federal Aviation Administration. See also §825.800(a).
Applicable monthly guarantee means:
(1) For an airline flight crew employee who is not on reserve status (line holder), the minimum number of hours for
which an employer has agreed to schedule such employee for any given month; and
(2) For an airline flight crew employee who is on reserve status, the number of hours for which an employer has
agreed to pay the employee for any given month. See also §825.801 (b)(1 ).
COBRA means the continuation coverage requirements of Title X of the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation
Act of 1986, as amended (Pub. L. 99-272, title X, section 10002; 100 Stat 227; 29 U.S.C. 1161-1168).
Commerce and industry or activity affecting commerce mean any activity, business, or industry in commerce or in
which a labor dispute would hinder or obstruct commerce or the free flow of commerce, and include "commerce" and any
"industry affecting commerce" as defined in sections 501 (1) and 501 (3) of the Labor Management Relations Act of 1947,
29 U.S.C. 142(1) and (3).
Contingency operation means a military operation that:
(1) Is designated by the Secretary of Defense as an operation in which members of the Armed Forces are or may
become involved in military actions, operations, or hostilities against an enemy of the United States or against an opposing
military force; or
(2) Results in the call or order to, or retention on, active duty of members of the uniformed services under section 688,
12301(a), 12302, 12304, 12305, or 12406 ofTitle 10 of the United States Code, chapter 15 ofTitle 10 of the United States
Code, or any other provision of law during a war or during a national emergency declared by the President or Congress.
See also §825.126(a)(2).
Continuing treatment by a health care provider means any one of the following:
(1) Incapacity and treatment. A period of incapacity of more than three consecutive, full calendar days, and any
subsequent treatment or period of incapacity relating to the same condition, that also involves:
(i) Treatment two or more times, within 30 days of the first day of incapacity, unless extenuating circumstances exist,
by a health care provider, by a nurse under direct supervision of a health care provider, or by a provider of health care
services (e.g., physical therapist) under orders of, or on referral by, a health care provider; or
(ii) Treatment by a health care provider on at least one occasion, which results in a regimen of continuing treatment
under the supervision of the health care provider.
(iii) The requirement in paragraphs (i) and (ii) of this definition for treatment by a health care provider means an inperson visit to a health care provider. The first in-person treatment visit must take place within seven days of the first day
of incapacity.
(iv) Whether additional treatment visits or a regimen of continuing treatment is necessary within the 30-day period
shall be determined by the health care provider.
(v) The term "extenuating circumstances" in paragraph (i) means circumstances beyond the employee's control that
prevent the follow-up visit from occurring as planned by the health care provider. Whether a given set of circumstances are
extenuating depends on the facts. See also §825.115(a)(5).
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(2) Pregnancy or prenatal care. Any period of incapacity due to pregnancy, or for prenatal care. See also §825.120.
(3) Chronic conditions. Any period of incapacity or treatment for such incapacity due to a chronic serious health
condition. A chronic serious health condition is one which:
(i) Requires periodic visits (defined as at least twice a year) for treatment by a health care provider, or by a nurse
under direct supervision of a health care provider;
(ii) Continues over an extended period of time (including recurring episodes of a single underlying condition); and
(iii) May cause episodic rather than a continuing period of incapacity (e.g., asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, etc.).
(4) Permanent or long-term conditions. A period of incapacity which is permanent or long-term due to a condition for
which treatment may not be effective. The employee or family member must be under the continuing supervision of, but
need not be receiving active treatment by, a health care provider. Examples include Alzheimer's, a severe stroke, or the
terminal stages of a disease.
(5) Conditions requiring multiple treatments. Any period of absence to receive multiple treatments (including any
period of recovery therefrom) by a health care provider or by a provider of health care services under orders of, or on
referral by, a health care provider, for:
(i) Restorative surgery after an accident or other injury; or
(ii) A condition that would likely result in a period of incapacity of more than three consecutive full calendar days in the
absence of medical intervention or treatment, such as cancer (chemotherapy, radiation, etc.), severe arthritis (physical
therapy), kidney disease (dialysis).
(6) Absences attributable to incapacity under paragraphs (2) or (3) of this definition qualify for FMLA leave even
though the employee or the covered family member does not receive treatment from a health care provider during the
absence, and even if the absence does not last more than three consecutive full calendar days. For example, an
employee with asthma may be unable to report for work due to the onset of an asthma attack or because the employee's
health care provider has advised the employee to stay home when the pollen count exceeds a certain level. An employee
who is pregnant may be unable to report to work because of severe morning sickness.

Covered active duty or call to covered active duty status means:
(1) In the case of a member of the Regular Armed Forces, duty during the deployment of the member with the Armed
Forces to a foreign country; and,
(2) In the case of a member of the Reserve components of the Armed Forces, duty during the deployment of the
member with the Armed Forces to a foreign country under a Federal call or order to active duty in support of a contingency
operation pursuant to: Section 688 of Title 10 of the United States Code, which authorizes ordering to active duty retired
members of the Regular Armed Forces and members of the retired Reserve who retired after completing at least 20 years
of active service; Section 12301 (a) of Title 10 of the United States Code, which authorizes ordering all reserve component
members to active duty in the case of war or national emergency; Section 12302 of Title 10 of the United States Code,
which authorizes ordering any unit or unassigned member of the Ready Reserve to active duty; Section 12304 of Title 10
of the United States Code, which authorizes ordering any unit or unassigned member of the Selected Reserve and certain
members of the Individual Ready Reserve to active duty; Section 12305 ofTitle 10 of the United States Code, which
authorizes the suspension of promotion, retirement or separation rules for certain Reserve components; Section 12406 of
Title 10 of the United States Code, which authorizes calling the National Guard into Federal service in certain
circumstances; chapter 15 of Title 10 of the United States Code, which authorizes calling the National Guard and state
military into Federal service in the case of insurrections and national emergencies; or any other provision of law during a
war or during a national emergency declared by the President or Congress so long as it is in support of a contingency
operation. See 10 U.S.C. 101(a)(13)(B). See also §825.126(a).

Covered servicemember means:
(1) A current member of the Armed Forces, including a member of the National Guard or Reserves, who is
undergoing medical treatment, recuperation, or therapy, is otherwise in outpatient status, or is otherwise on the temporary
disability retired list, for a serious injury or illness, or
(2) A covered veteran who is undergoing medical treatment, recuperation, or therapy for a serious injury or illness.

Covered veteran means an individual who was a member of the Armed Forces (including a member of the National
Guard or Reserves), and was discharged or released under conditions other than dishonorable at any time during the fiveyear period prior to the first date the eligible employee takes FMLA leave to care for the covered veteran. See
§825.127(b)(2).
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Eligible employee means:
(1) An employee who has been employed for a total of at least 12 months by the employer on the date on which any
FMLA leave is to commence, except that an employer need not consider any period of previous employment that occurred
more than seven years before the date of the most recent hiring of the employee, unless:
(i) The break in service is occasioned by the fulfillment of the employee's Uniformed Services Employment and
Reemployment Rights Act (USERRA), 38 U.S.C. 4301, et seq., covered service obligation (the period of absence from
work due to or necessitated by USERRA-covered service must be also counted in determining whether the employee has
been employed for at least 12 months by the employer, but this section does not provide any greater entitlement to the
employee than would be available under the USERRA; or
(ii) A written agreement, including a collective bargaining agreement, exists concerning the employer's intention to
rehire the employee after the break in service (e.g., for purposes of the employee furthering his or her education or for
childrearing purposes); and
(2) Who, on the date on which any FMLA leave is to commence, has met the hours of service requirement by having
been employed for at least 1,250 hours of service with such employer during the previous 12-month period, or for an
airline flight crew employee, in the previous 12 months, having worked or been paid for not less than 60 percent of the
applicable total monthly guarantee and having worked or been paid for not less than 504 hours, not counting personal
commute time, or vacation, medical or sick leave (see §825.801 (b)), except that:
(i) An employee returning from fulfilling his or her USERRA-covered service obligation shall be credited with the hours
of service that would have been performed but for the period of absence from work due to or necessitated by USERRAcovered service in determining whether the employee met the hours of service requirement (accordingly, a person
reemployed following absence from work due to or necessitated by USERRA-covered service has the hours that would
have been worked for the employer (or, for an airline flight crew employee, would have been worked for or paid by the
employer) added to any hours actually worked (or, for an airline flight crew employee, actually worked or paid) during the
previous 12-month period to meet the hours of service requirement); and
(ii) To determine the hours that would have been worked (or, for an airline flight crew employee, would have been
worked or paid) during the period of absence from work due to or necessitated by USERRA-covered service, the
employee's pre-service work schedule can generally be used for calculations; and
(3) Who is employed in any State of the United States, the District of Columbia or any Territories or possession of the
United States.
(4) Excludes any Federal officer or employee covered under subchapter V of chapter 63 of title 5, United States Code.
(5) Excludes any employee of the United States House of Representatives or the United States Senate covered by
the Congressional Accountability Act of 1995, 2 U.S.C. 1301.
(6) Excludes any employee who is employed at a worksite at which the employer employs fewer than 50 employees if
the total number of employees employed by that employer within 75 miles of that worksite is also fewer than 50.
(7) Excludes any employee employed in any country other than the United States or any Territory or possession of the
United States.
Employ means to suffer or permit to work.
Employee has the meaning given the same term as defined in section 3(e) of the Fair Labor Standards Act, 29 U.S.C.
203(e), as follows:
(1) The term employee means any individual employed by an employer;
(2) In the case of an individual employed by a public agency, employee means(i) Any individual employed by the Government of the United States(A) As a civilian in the military departments (as defined in section 102 ofTitle 5, United States Code),
(B) In any executive agency (as defined in section 105 of Title 5, United States Code), excluding any Federal officer or
employee covered under subchapter V of chapter 63 of Title 5, United States Code,
(C) In any unit of the legislative or judicial branch of the Government which has positions in the competitive service,
excluding any employee of the United States House of Representatives or the United States Senate who is covered by the
Congressional Accountability Act of 1995,
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(D) In a nonappropriated fund instrumentality under the jurisdiction of the Armed Forces, or
(ii) Any individual employed by the United States Postal Service or the Postal Regulatory Commission; and
(iii) Any individual employed by a State, political subdivision of a State, or an interstate governmental agency, other
than such an individual(A) Who is not subject to the civil service laws of the State, political subdivision, or agency which employs the
employee; and
(B) Who(1) Holds a public elective office of that State, political subdivision, or agency,
(2) Is selected by the holder of such an office to be a member of his personal staff,
(3) Is appointed by such an officeholder to serve on a policymaking level,
(4) Is an immediate adviser to such an officeholder with respect to the constitutional or legal powers of the office of
such officeholder, or
(5) Is an employee in the legislative branch or legislative body of that State, political subdivision, or agency and is not
employed by the legislative library of such State, political subdivision, or agency.
Employee employed in an instructional capacity. See the definition of Teacher in this section.
Employer means any person engaged in commerce or in an industry or activity affecting commerce who employs 50
or more employees for each working day during each of 20 or more calendar workweeks in the current or preceding
calendar year, and includes(1) Any person who acts, directly or indirectly, in the interest of an employer to any of the employees of such
employer;
(2) Any successor in interest of an employer; and
(3) Any public agency.
Employment benefits means all benefits provided or made available to employees by an employer, including group life
insurance, health insurance, disability insurance, sick leave, annual leave, educational benefits, and pensions, regardless
of whether such benefits are provided by a practice or written policy of an employer or through an employee benefit plan
as defined in section 3(3) of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, 29 U.S.C. 1002(3). The term does not
include non-employment related obligations paid by employees through voluntary deductions such as supplemental
insurance coverage. See a/so §825.209(a).
FLSA means the Fair Labor Standards Act (29 U.S.C. 201 et seq.).
Group health plan means any plan of, or contributed to by, an employer (including a self-insured plan) to provide
health care (directly or otherwise) to the employer's employees, former employees, or the families of such employees or
former employees. For purposes of FMLA the term group health plan shall not include an insurance program providing
health coverage under which employees purchase individual policies from insurers provided that:
(1) No contributions are made by the employer;
(2) Participation in the program is completely voluntary for employees;
(3) The sole functions of the employer with respect to the program are, without endorsing the program, to permit the
insurer to publicize the program to employees, to collect premiums through payroll deductions and to remit them to the
insurer;
(4) The employer receives no consideration in the form of cash or otherwise in connection with the program, other
than reasonable compensation, excluding any profit, for administrative services actually rendered in connection with
payroll deduction; and,
(5) The premium charged with respect to such coverage does not increase in the event the employment relationship
terminates.
Health care provider means:
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(1) The Act defines health care provider as:
(i) A doctor of medicine or osteopathy who is authorized to practice medicine or surgery (as appropriate) by the State
in which the doctor practices; or
(ii) Any other person determined by the Secretary to be capable of providing health care services.
(2) Others "capable of providing health care services" include only:
(i) Podiatrists, dentists, clinical psychologists, optometrists, and chiropractors (limited to treatment consisting of
manual manipulation of the spine to correct a subluxation as demonstrated by X-ray to exist) authorized to practice in the
State and performing within the scope of their practice as defined under State law;
(ii) Nurse practitioners, nurse-midwives, clinical social workers and physician assistants who are authorized to
practice under State law and who are performing within the scope of their practice as defined under State law;
(iii) Christian Science Practitioners listed with the First Church of Christ, Scientist in Boston, Massachusetts. Where an
employee or family member is receiving treatment from a Christian Science practitioner, an employee may not object to
any requirement from an employer that the employee or family member submit to examination (though not treatment) to
obtain a second or third certification from a health care provider other than a Christian Science practitioner except as
otherwise provided under applicable State or local law or collective bargaining agreement.
(iv) Any health care provider from whom an employer or the employer's group health plan's benefits manager will
accept certification of the existence of a serious health condition to substantiate a claim for benefits; and
(v) A health care provider listed above who practices in a country other than the United States, who is authorized to
practice in accordance with the law of that country, and who is performing within the scope of his or her practice as defined
under such law.
(3) The phrase "authorized to practice in the State" as used in this section means that the provider must be authorized
to diagnose and treat physical or mental health conditions.

Incapable of self-care means that the individual requires active assistance or supervision to provide daily self-care in
several of the "activities of daily living" (AD Ls) or "instrumental activities of daily living" (IADLs). Activities of daily living
include adaptive activities such as caring appropriately for one's grooming and hygiene, bathing, dressing and eating.
Instrumental activities of daily living include cooking, cleaning, shopping, taking public transportation, paying bills,
maintaining a residence, using telephones and directories, using a post office, etc.
Instructional employee: See the definition of Teacher in this section.
Intermittent leave means leave taken in separate periods of time due to a single illness or injury, rather than for one
continuous period of time, and may include leave of periods from an hour or more to several weeks. Examples of
intermittent leave would include leave taken on an occasional basis for medical appointments, or leave taken several days
at a time spread over a period of six months, such as for chemotherapy.
Invitational travel authorization (ITA) or Invitational travel order (ITO) are orders issued by the Armed Forces to a
family member to join an injured or ill servicemember at his or her bedside. See also §825.310(e).
Key employee means a salaried FM LA-eligible employee who is among the highest paid 10 percent of all the
employees employed by the employer within 75 miles of the employee's worksite. See also §825.217.
Mental disability: See the definition of Physical or mental disability in this section.
Military caregiver leave means leave taken to care for a covered servicemember with a serious injury or illness under
the Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993. See also §825.127.
Next of kin of a covered servicemember means the nearest blood relative other than the covered servicemember's
spouse, parent, son, or daughter, in the following order of priority: blood relatives who have been granted legal custody of
the covered servicemember by court decree or statutory provisions, brothers and sisters, grandparents, aunts and uncles,
and first cousins, unless the covered servicemember has specifically designated in writing another blood relative as his or
her nearest blood relative for purposes of military caregiver leave under the FMLA. When no such designation is made,
and there are multiple family members with the same level of relationship to the covered servicemember, all such family
members shall be considered the covered servicemember's next of kin and may take FMLA leave to provide care to the
covered servicemember, either consecutively or simultaneously. When such designation has been made, the designated
individual shall be deemed to be the covered servicemember's only next of kin. See also §825.127(d)(3).
Outpatient status means, with respect to a covered servicemember who is a current member of the Armed Forces, the
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status of a member of the Armed Forces assigned to either a military medical treatment facility as an outpatient; or a unit
established for the purpose of providing command and control of members of the Armed Forces receiving medical care as
outpatients. See also §825.127(b)(1 ).

Parent means a biological, adoptive, step or foster father or mother, or any other individual who stood in loco parentis
to the employee when the employee was a son or daughter as defined below. This term does not include parents "in law."
Parent of a covered servicemember means a covered servicemember's biological, adoptive, step or foster father or
mother, or any other individual who stood in loco parentis to the covered servicemember. This term does not include
parents "in law." See also §825.127(d)(2).
Person means an individual, partnership, association, corporation, business trust, legal representative, or any
organized group of persons, and includes a public agency for purposes of this part.
Physical or mental disability means a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more of the major
life activities of an individual. Regulations at 29 CFR part 1630, issued by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), 42 U.S.C. 12101 et seq., as amended, define these terms.
Public agency means the government of the United States; the government of a State or political subdivision thereof;
any agency of the United States (including the United States Postal Service and Postal Regulatory Commission), a State,
or a political subdivision of a State, or any interstate governmental agency. Under section 101 (5)(8) of the Act, a public
agency is considered to be a "person" engaged in commerce or in an industry or activity affecting commerce within the
meaning of the Act.
Reduced leave schedule means a leave schedule that reduces the usual number of hours per workweek, or hours per
workday, of an employee.
Reserve components of the Armed Forces, for purposes of qualifying exigency leave, include the Army National
Guard of the United States, Army Reserve, Navy Reserve, Marine Corps Reserve, Air National Guard of the United
States, Air Force Reserve, and Coast Guard Reserve, and retired members of the Regular Armed Forces or Reserves
who are called up in support of a contingency operation. See also §825.126(a)(2)(i).
Secretary means the Secretary of Labor or authorized representative.
Serious health condition means an illness, injury, impairment or physical or mental condition that involves inpatient
care as defined in §825.114 or continuing treatment by a health care provider as defined in §825.115. Conditions for which
cosmetic treatments are administered (such as most treatments for acne or plastic surgery) are not serious health
conditions unless inpatient hospital care is required or unless complications develop. Restorative dental or plastic surgery
after an injury or removal of cancerous growths are serious health conditions provided all the other conditions of this
regulation are met. Mental illness or allergies may be serious health conditions, but only if all the conditions of §825.113
are met.
Serious injury or illness means: (1) In the case of a current member of the Armed Forces, including a member of the
National Guard or Reserves, an injury or illness that was incurred by the covered servicemember in the line of duty on
active duty in the Armed Forces or that existed before the beginning of the member's active duty and was aggravated by
service in the line of duty on active duty in the Armed Forces and that may render the servicemember medically unfit to
perform the duties of the member's office, grade, rank, or rating; and
(2) In the case of a covered veteran, an injury or illness that was incurred by the member in the line of duty on active
duty in the Armed Forces (or existed before the beginning of the member's active duty and was aggravated by service in
the line of duty on active duty in the Armed Forces) and manifested itself before or after the member became a veteran,
and is:
(i) A continuation of a serious injury or illness that was incurred or aggravated when the covered veteran was a
member of the Armed Forces and rendered the servicemember unable to perform the duties of the servicemember's
office, grade, rank, or rating; or
(ii) A physical or mental condition for which the covered veteran has received a U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs
Service-Related Disability Rating (VAS RD) of 50 percent or greater, and such VAS RD rating is based, in whole or in part,
on the condition precipitating the need for military caregiver leave; or
(iii) A physical or mental condition that substantially impairs the covered veteran's ability to secure or follow a
substantially gainful occupation by reason of a disability or disabilities related to military service, or would do so absent
treatment; or
(iv) An injury, including a psychological injury, on the basis of which the covered veteran has been enrolled in the
Department of Veterans Affairs Program of Comprehensive Assistance for Family Caregivers. See also §825.127(c).
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Son or daughter means a biological, adopted, or foster child, a stepchild, a legal ward, or a child of a person standing
in loco parentis, who is either under age 18, or age 18 or older and "incapable of self-care because of a mental or physical
disability" at the time that FMLA leave is to commence.
Son or daughter of a covered servicemember means a covered servicemember's biological, adopted, or foster child,
stepchild, legal ward, or a child for whom the covered servicemember stood in loco parentis, and who is of any age. See
a/so §825.127(d)(1).
Son or daughter on covered active duty or call to covered active duty status means the employee's biological,
adopted, or foster child, stepchild, legal ward, or a child for whom the employee stood in loco parentis, who is on covered
active duty or call to covered active duty status, and who is of any age. See a/so §825.126(a)(5).
Spouse, as defined in the statute, means a husband or wife. For purposes of this definition, husband or wife refers to
the other person with whom an individual entered into marriage as defined or recognized under state law for purposes of
marriage in the State in which the marriage was entered into or, in the case of a marriage entered into outside of any
State, if the marriage is valid in the place where entered into and could have been entered into in at least one State. This
definition includes an individual in a same-sex or common law marriage that either:

(1) Was entered into in a State that recognizes such marriages; or
(2) If entered into outside of any State, is valid in the place where entered into and could have been entered into in at
least one State.
State means any State of the United States or the District of Columbia or any Territory or possession of the United
States.
Teacher (or employee employed in an instructional capacity, or instructional employee) means an employee employed
principally in an instructional capacity by an educational agency or school whose principal function is to teach and instruct
students in a class, a small group, or an individual setting, and includes athletic coaches, driving instructors, and special
education assistants such as signers for the hearing impaired. The term does not include teacher assistants or aides who
do not have as their principal function actual teaching or instructing, nor auxiliary personnel such as counselors,
psychologists, curriculum specialists, cafeteria workers, maintenance workers, bus drivers, or other primarily
noninstructional employees.
TR/CARE is the health care program serving active duty servicemembers, National Guard and Reserve members,
retirees, their families, survivors, and certain former spouses worldwide.

[78 FR 8902, Feb. 6, 2013, as amended at 80 FR 10000, Feb. 25, 2015]
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§825.103 [Reserved]
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§825.104 Covered employer.

(a) An employer covered by FMLA is any person engaged in commerce or in any industry or activity affecting
commerce, who employs 50 or more employees for each working day during each of 20 or more calendar workweeks in
the current or preceding calendar year. Employers covered by FMLA also include any person acting, directly or indirectly,
in the interest of a covered employer to any of the employees of the employer, any successor in interest of a covered
employer, and any public agency. Public agencies are covered employers without regard to the number of employees
employed. Public as well as private elementary and secondary schools are also covered employers without regard to the
number of employees employed. See §825.600.
(b) The terms commerce and industry affecting commerce are defined in accordance with section 501 (1) and (3) of
the Labor Management Relations Act of 1947 (LMRA) (29 U.S.C. 142(1) and (3)), as set forth in the definitions at
§825.102 of this part. For purposes of the FMLA, employers who meet the 50-employee coverage test are deemed to be
engaged in commerce or in an industry or activity affecting commerce.
(c) Normally the legal entity which employs the employee is the employer under FMLA. Applying this principle, a
corporation is a single employer rather than its separate establishments or divisions.
(1) Where one corporation has an ownership interest in another corporation, it is a separate employer unless it meets
the joint employment test discussed in §825.106, or the integrated employer test contained in paragraph (c)(2) of this
section.
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(2) Separate entities will be deemed to be parts of a single employer for purposes of FMLA if they meet the integrated
employer test. Where this test is met, the employees of all entities making up the integrated employer will be counted in
determining employer coverage and employee eligibility. A determination of whether or not separate entities are an
integrated employer is not determined by the application of any single criterion, but rather the entire relationship is to be
reviewed in its totality. Factors considered in determining whether two or more entities are an integrated employer include:
(i) Common management;
(ii) Interrelation between operations;
(iii) Centralized control of labor relations; and
(iv) Degree of common ownership/financial control.
(d) An employer includes any person who acts directly or indirectly in the interest of an employer to any of the
employer's employees. The definition of employer in section 3(d) of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), 29 U.S.C.
203(d), similarly includes any person acting directly or indirectly in the interest of an employer in relation to an employee.
As under the FLSA, individuals such as corporate officers "acting in the interest of an employer'' are individually liable for
any violations of the requirements of FMLA.
[78 FR 8902, Feb. 6, 2013, as amended at 82 FR 2230, Jan. 9, 2017]
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§825.105 Counting employees for determining coverage.
(a) The definition of employ for purposes of FMLA is taken from the Fair Labor Standards Act, §3(g), 29 U.S.C.
203(g). The courts have made it clear that the employment relationship under the FLSA is broader than the traditional
common law concept of master and servant. The difference between the employment relationship under the FLSA and
that under the common law arises from the fact that the term "employ" as defined in the Act includes "to suffer or permit to
work." The courts have indicated that, while "to permit" requires a more positive action than "to suffer," both terms imply
much less positive action than required by the common law. Mere knowledge by an employer of work done for the
employer by another is sufficient to create the employment relationship under the Act. The courts have said that there is
no definition that solves all problems as to the limitations of the employer-employee relationship under the Act; and that
determination of the relation cannot be based on isolated factors or upon a single characteristic or technical concepts, but
depends "upon the circumstances of the whole activity" including the underlying "economic reality." In general an
employee, as distinguished from an independent contractor who is engaged in a business of his/her own, is one who
"follows the usual path of an employee" and is dependent on the business which he/she serves.
(b) Any employee whose name appears on the employer's payroll will be considered employed each working day of
the calendar week, and must be counted whether or not any compensation is received for the week. However, the FMLA
applies only to employees who are employed within any State of the United States, the District of Columbia or any Territory
or possession of the United States. Employees who are employed outside these areas are not counted for purposes of
determining employer coverage or employee eligibility.
(c) Employees on paid or unpaid leave, including FMLA leave, leaves of absence, disciplinary suspension, etc., are
counted as long as the employer has a reasonable expectation that the employee will later return to active employment. If
there is no employer/employee relationship (as when an employee is laid off, whether temporarily or permanently) such
individual is not counted. Part-time employees, like full-time employees, are considered to be employed each working day
of the calendar week, as long as they are maintained on the payroll.
(d) An employee who does not begin to work for an employer until after the first working day of a calendar week, or
who terminates employment before the last working day of a calendar week, is not considered employed on each working
day of that calendar week.
(e) A private employer is covered if it maintained 50 or more employees on the payroll during 20 or more calendar
workweeks (not necessarily consecutive workweeks) in either the current or the preceding calendar year.

(f) Once a private employer meets the 50 employees/20 workweeks threshold, the employer remains covered until it
reaches a future point where it no longer has employed 50 employees for 20 (nonconsecutive) workweeks in the current
and preceding calendar year. For example, if an employer who met the 50 employees/20 workweeks test in the calendar
year as of September 1, 2008, subsequently dropped below 50 employees before the end of 2008 and continued to
employ fewer than 50 employees in all workweeks throughout calendar year 2009, the employer would continue to be
covered throughout calendar year 2009 because it met the coverage criteria for 20 workweeks of the preceding (i.e., 2008)
calendar year.
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§825.106 Joint employer coverage.
(a) Where two or more businesses exercise some control over the work or working conditions of the employee, the
businesses may be joint employers under FMLA. Joint employers may be separate and distinct entities with separate
owners, managers, and facilities. Where the employee performs work which simultaneously benefits two or more
employers, or works for two or more employers at different times during the workweek, a joint employment relationship
generally will be considered to exist in situations such as:
(1) Where there is an arrangement between employers to share an employee's services or to interchange employees;
(2) Where one employer acts directly or indirectly in the interest of the other employer in relation to the employee; or,
(3) Where the employers are not completely disassociated with respect to the employee's employment and may be
deemed to share control of the employee, directly or indirectly, because one employer controls, is controlled by, or is under
common control with the other employer.
(b)(1) A determination of whether or not a joint employment relationship exists is not determined by the application of
any single criterion, but rather the entire relationship is to be viewed in its totality. For example, joint employment will
ordinarily be found to exist when a temporary placement agency supplies employees to a second employer.
(2) A type of company that is often called a Professional Employer Organization (PEO) contracts with client employers
to perform administrative functions such as payroll, benefits, regulatory paperwork, and updating employment policies. The
determination of whether a PEO is a joint employer also turns on the economic realities of the situation and must be based
upon all the facts and circumstances. A PEO does not enter into a joint employment relationship with the employees of its
client companies when it merely performs such administrative functions. On the other hand, if in a particular fact situation,
a PEO has the right to hire, fire, assign, or direct and control the client's employees, or benefits from the work that the
employees perform, such rights may lead to a determination that the PEO would be a joint employer with the client
employer, depending upon all the facts and circumstances.
(c) In joint employment relationships, only the primary employer is responsible for giving required notices to its
employees, providing FMLA leave, and maintenance of health benefits. Factors considered in determining which is the
primary employer include authority/responsibility to hire and fire, assign/place the employee, make payroll, and provide
employment benefits. For employees of temporary placement agencies, for example, the placement agency most
commonly would be the primary employer. Where a PEO is a joint employer, the client employer most commonly would be
the primary employer.
(d) Employees jointly employed by two employers must be counted by both employers, whether or not maintained on
one of the employer's payroll, in determining employer coverage and employee eligibility. For example, an employer who
jointly employs 15 workers from a temporary placement agency and 40 permanent workers is covered by FMLA. (A
special rule applies to employees jointly employed who physically work at a facility of the secondary employer for a period
of at least one year. See §825.111 (a)(3).) An employee on leave who is working for a secondary employer is considered
employed by the secondary employer, and must be counted for coverage and eligibility purposes, as long as the employer
has a reasonable expectation that that employee will return to employment with that employer. In those cases in which a
PEO is determined to be a joint employer of a client employer's employees, the client employer would only be required to
count employees of the PEO (or employees of other clients of the PEO) if the client employer jointly employed those
employees.
(e) Job restoration is the primary responsibility of the primary employer. The secondary employer is responsible for
accepting the employee returning from FMLA leave in place of the replacement employee if the secondary employer
continues to utilize an employee from the temporary placement agency, and the agency chooses to place the employee
with the secondary employer. A secondary employer is also responsible for compliance with the prohibited acts provisions
with respect to its jointly employed employees, whether or not the secondary employer is covered by FMLA. See
§825.220(a). The prohibited acts include prohibitions against interfering with an employee's attempt to exercise rights
under the Act, or discharging or discriminating against an employee for opposing a practice which is unlawful under FMLA.
A covered secondary employer will be responsible for compliance with all the provisions of the FMLA with respect to its
regular, permanent workforce.
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§825.107 Successor in interest coverage.
(a) For purposes of FMLA, in determining whether an employer is covered because it is a "successor in interest" to a
covered employer, the factors used under Title VI I of the Civil Rights Act and the Vietnam Era Veterans' Adjustment Act
will be considered. However, unlike Title VII, whether the successor has notice of the employee's claim is not a
consideration. Notice may be relevant, however, in determining successor liability for violations of the predecessor. The
factors to be considered include:
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(1) Substantial continuity of the same business operations;
(2) Use of the same plant;
(3) Continuity of the work force;
(4) Similarity of jobs and working conditions;
(5) Similarity of supervisory personnel;
(6) Similarity in machinery, equipment, and production methods;
(7) Similarity of products or services; and
(8) The ability of the predecessor to provide relief.
(b) A determination of whether or not a successor in interest exists is not determined by the application of any single
criterion, but rather the entire circumstances are to be viewed in their totality.
(c) When an employer is a successor in interest, employees' entitlements are the same as if the employment by the
predecessor and successor were continuous employment by a single employer. For example, the successor, whether or
not it meets FMLA coverage criteria, must grant leave for eligible employees who had provided appropriate notice to the
predecessor, or continue leave begun while employed by the predecessor, including maintenance of group health benefits
during the leave and job restoration at the conclusion of the leave. A successor which meets FMLA's coverage criteria
must count periods of employment and hours of service with the predecessor for purposes of determining employee
eligibility for FMLA leave.
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§825.108 Public agency coverage.
(a) An employer under FMLA includes any public agency, as defined in section 3(x) of the Fair Labor Standards Act,
29 U.S.C. 203(x). Section 3(x) of the FLSA defines public agency as the government of the United States; the government
of a State or political subdivision of a State; or an agency of the United States, a State, or a political subdivision of a State,
or any interstate governmental agency. State is further defined in Section 3(c) of the FLSA to include any State of the
United States, the District of Columbia, or any Territory or possession of the United States.
(b) The determination of whether an entity is a public agency, as distinguished from a private employer, is determined
by whether the agency has taxing authority, or whether the chief administrative officer or board, etc., is elected by the
voters-at-large or their appointment is subject to approval by an elected official.
(c)(1) A State or a political subdivision of a State constitutes a single public agency and, therefore, a single employer
for purposes of determining employee eligibility. For example, a State is a single employer; a county is a single employer;
a city or town is a single employer. Whether two agencies of the same State or local government constitute the same
public agency can only be determined on a case-by-case basis. One factor that would support a conclusion that two
agencies are separate is whether they are treated separately for statistical purposes in the Census of Governments issued
by the Bureau of the Census, U.S. Department of Commerce.
(2) The Census Bureau takes a census of governments at five-year intervals. Volume I, Government Organization,
contains the official counts of the number of State and local governments. It includes tabulations of governments by State,
type of government, size, and county location. Also produced is a universe list of governmental units, classified according
to type of government. Copies of Volume I, Government Organization, and subsequent volumes are available from the
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402, U.S. Department of Commerce
District Offices, or can be found in Regional and selective depository libraries, or online at http://www.census.gov
/govslwww/index.html. For a list of all depository libraries, write to the Government Printing Office, 710 N. Capitol St. NW,
Washington, DC 20402.
(d) All public agencies are covered by the FMLA regardless of the number of employees; they are not subject to the
coverage threshold of 50 employees carried on the payroll each day for 20 or more weeks in a year. However, employees
of public agencies must meet all of the requirements of eligibility, including the requirement that the employer (e.g., State)
employ 50 employees at the worksite or within 75 miles.
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§825.109 Federal agency coverage.
(a) Most employees of the government of the United States, if they are covered by the FMLA, are covered under Title
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II of the FMLA (incorporated in Title V, Chapter 63, Subchapter 5 of the United States Code) which is administered by the
U.S. Office of Personnel Management (OPM). OPM has separate regulations at 5 CFR Part 630, Subpart L. Employees of
the Government Printing Office are covered by Title II. While employees of the Government Accountability Office and the
Library of Congress are covered by Title I of the FMLA, the Comptroller General of the United States and the Librarian of
Congress, respectively, have responsibility for the administration of the FMLA with respect to these employees. Other
legislative branch employees, such as employees of the Senate and House of Representatives, are covered by the
Congressional Accountability Act of 1995, 2 U.S.C. 1301.
(b) The Federal Executive Branch employees within the jurisdiction of these regulations include:
(1) Employees of the Postal Service;
(2) Employees of the Postal Regulatory Commission;
(3) A part-time employee who does not have an established regular tour of duty during the administrative workweek;
and,
(4) An employee serving under an intermittent appointment or temporary appointment with a time limitation of one
year or less.
(c) Employees of other Federal executive agencies are also covered by these regulations if they are not covered by
Title II of FMLA.
(d) Employees of the judicial branch of the United States are covered by these regulations only if they are employed in
a unit which has employees in the competitive service. For example, employees of the U.S. Tax Court are covered by
these regulations.
(e) For employees covered by these regulations, the U.S. Government constitutes a single employer for purposes of
determining employee eligibility. These employees must meet all of the requirements for eligibility, including the
requirement that the Federal Government employ 50 employees at the worksite or within 75 miles.
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§825.110 Eligible employee.

(a) An eligible employee is an employee of a covered employer who:
(1) Has been employed by the employer for at least 12 months, and
(2) Has been employed for at least 1,250 hours of service during the 12-month period immediately preceding the
commencement of the leave (see §825.801 for special hours of service requirements for airline flight crew employees),
and
(3) Is employed at a worksite where 50 or more employees are employed by the employer within 75 miles of that
worksite. See §825.105(b) regarding employees who work outside the U.S.
(b) The 12 months an employee must have been employed by the employer need not be consecutive months,
provided
(1) Subject to the exceptions provided in paragraph (b)(2) of this section, employment periods prior to a break in
service of seven years or more need not be counted in determining whether the employee has been employed by the
employer for at least 12 months.
(2) Employment periods preceding a break in service of more than seven years must be counted in determining
whether the employee has been employed by the employer for at least 12 months where:
(i) The employee's break in service is occasioned by the fulfillment of his or her Uniformed Services Employment and
Reemployment Rights Act (USERRA), 38 U.S.C. 4301, et seq., covered service obligation. The period of absence from
work due to or necessitated by USERRA-covered service must be also counted in determining whether the employee has
been employed for at least 12 months by the employer. However, this section does not provide any greater entitlement to
the employee than would be available under the USER RA; or
(ii) A written agreement, including a collective bargaining agreement, exists concerning the employer's intention to
rehire the employee after the break in service (e.g., for purposes of the employee furthering his or her education or for
childrearing purposes).
(3) If an employee is maintained on the payroll for any part of a week, including any periods of paid or unpaid leave
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(sick, vacation) during which other benefits or compensation are provided by the employer (e.g., workers' compensation,
group health plan benefits, etc.), the week counts as a week of employment. For purposes of determining whether
intermittent/occasional/casual employment qualifies as at least 12 months, 52 weeks is deemed to be equal to 12 months.
(4) Nothing in this section prevents employers from considering employment prior to a continuous break in service of
more than seven years when determining whether an employee has met the 12-month employment requirement.
However, if an employer chooses to recognize such prior employment, the employer must do so uniformly, with respect to
all employees with similar breaks in service.
(c)(1) Except as provided in paragraph (c)(2) of this section and in §825.801 containing the special hours of service
requirement for airline flight crew employees, whether an employee has worked the minimum 1 ,250 hours of service is
determined according to the principles established under the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) for determining
compensable hours of work. See 29 CFR part 785. The determining factor is the number of hours an employee has
worked for the employer within the meaning of the FLSA. The determination is not limited by methods of recordkeeping, or
by compensation agreements that do not accurately reflect all of the hours an employee has worked for or been in service
to the employer. Any accurate accounting of actual hours worked under FLSA's principles may be used.
(2) An employee returning from USERRA-covered service shall be credited with the hours of service that would have
been performed but for the period of absence from work due to or necessitated by USERRA-covered service in
determining the employee's eligibility for FMLA-qualifying leave. Accordingly, a person reemployed following USERRAcovered service has the hours that would have been worked for the employer added to any hours actually worked during
the previous 12-month period to meet the hours of service requirement. In order to determine the hours that would have
been worked during the period of absence from work due to or necessitated by USERRA-covered service, the employee's
pre-service work schedule can generally be used for calculations. See §825.801 (c) for special rules applicable to airline
flight crew employees.
(3) In the event an employer does not maintain an accurate record of hours worked by an employee, including for
employees who are exempt from FLSA's requirement that a record be kept of their hours worked (e.g., bona fide
executive, administrative, and professional employees as defined in FLSA Regulations, 29 CFR part 541), the employer
has the burden of showing that the employee has not worked the requisite hours. An employer must be able to clearly
demonstrate, for example, that full-time teachers (see §825.102 for definition) of an elementary or secondary school
system, or institution of higher education, or other educational establishment or institution (who often work outside the
classroom or at their homes) did not work 1,250 hours during the previous 12 months in order to claim that the teachers
are not eligible for FMLA leave. See §825.801 (d) for special rules applicable to airline flight crew employees.
(d) The determination of whether an employee meets the hours of service requirement and has been employed by the
employer for a total of at least 12 months must be made as of the date the FMLA leave is to start. An employee may be on
non-FM LA leave at the time he or she meets the 12-month eligibility requirement, and in that event, any portion of the
leave taken for an FMLA-qualifying reason after the employee meets the eligibility requirement would be FMLA leave. See
§825.300(b) for rules governing the content of the eligibility notice given to employees.
(e) Whether 50 employees are employed within 75 miles to ascertain an employee's eligibility for FMLA benefits is
determined when the employee gives notice of the need for leave. Whether the leave is to be taken at one time or on an
intermittent or reduced leave schedule basis, once an employee is determined eligible in response to that notice of the
need for leave, the employee's eligibility is not affected by any subsequent change in the number of employees employed
at or within 75 miles of the employee's worksite, for that specific notice of the need for leave. Similarly, an employer may
not terminate employee leave that has already started if the employee count drops below 50. For example, if an employer
employs 60 employees in August, but expects that the number of employees will drop to 40 in December, the employer
must grant FMLA benefits to an otherwise eligible employee who gives notice of the need for leave in August for a period
of leave to begin in December.
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§825.111

Determining whether 50 employees are employed within 75 miles.

(a) Generally, a worksite can refer to either a single location or a group of contiguous locations. Structures which form
a campus or industrial park, or separate facilities in proximity with one another, may be considered a single site of
employment. On the other hand, there may be several single sites of employment within a single building, such as an
office building, if separate employers conduct activities within the building. For example, an office building with 50 different
businesses as tenants will contain 50 sites of employment. The offices of each employer will be considered separate sites
of employment for purposes of FMLA. An employee's worksite under FMLA will ordinarily be the site the employee reports
to or, if none, from which the employee's work is assigned.
(1) Separate buildings or areas which are not directly connected or in immediate proximity are a single worksite if they
are in reasonable geographic proximity, are used for the same purpose, and share the same staff and equipment. For
example, if an employer manages a number of warehouses in a metropolitan area but regularly shifts or rotates the same
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employees from one building to another, the multiple warehouses would be a single worksite.
(2) For employees with no fixed worksite, e.g., construction workers, transportation workers (e.g., truck drivers,
seamen, pilots), salespersons, etc., the worksite is the site to which they are assigned as their home base, from which
their work is assigned, or to which they report. For example, if a construction company headquartered in New Jersey
opened a construction site in Ohio, and set up a mobile trailer on the construction site as the company's on-site office, the
construction site in Ohio would be the worksite for any employees hired locally who report to the mobile trailer/company
office daily for work assignments, etc. If that construction company also sent personnel such as job superintendents,
foremen, engineers, an office manager, etc., from New Jersey to the job site in Ohio, those workers sent from New Jersey
continue to have the headquarters in New Jersey as their worksite. The workers who have New Jersey as their worksite
would not be counted in determining eligibility of employees whose home base is the Ohio worksite, but would be counted
in determining eligibility of employees whose home base is New Jersey. For transportation employees, their worksite is the
terminal to which they are assigned, report for work, depart, and return after completion of a work assignment. For
example, an airline pilot may work for an airline with headquarters in New York, but the pilot regularly reports for duty and
originates or begins flights from the company's facilities located in an airport in Chicago and returns to Chicago at the
completion of one or more flights to go off duty. The pilot's worksite is the facility in Chicago. An employee's personal
residence is not a worksite in the case of employees, such as salespersons, who travel a sales territory and who generally
leave to work and return from work to their personal residence, or employees who work at home, as under the concept of
flexiplace or telecommuting. Rather, their worksite is the office to which they report and from which assignments are made.
(3) For purposes of determining that employee's eligibility, when an employee is jointly employed by two or more
employers (see §825.106), the employee's worksite is the primary employer's office from which the employee is assigned
or reports, unless the employee has physically worked for at least one year at a facility of a secondary employer, in which
case the employee's worksite is that location. The employee is also counted by the secondary employer to determine
eligibility for the secondary employer's full-time or permanent employees.
(b) The 75-mile distance is measured by surface miles, using surface transportation over public streets, roads,
highways and waterways, by the shortest route from the facility where the employee needing leave is employed. Absent
available surface transportation between worksites, the distance is measured by using the most frequently utilized mode of
transportation (e.g., airline miles).
(c) The determination of how many employees are employed within 75 miles of the worksite of an employee is based
on the number of employees maintained on the payroll. Employees of educational institutions who are employed
permanently or who are under contract are maintained on the payroll during any portion of the year when school is not in
session. See §825.105(c).
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§825.112 Qualifying reasons for leave, general rule.
(a) Circumstances qualifying for leave. Employers covered by FMLA are required to grant leave to eligible employees:
(1) For birth of a son or daughter, and to care for the newborn child (see §825.120);
(2) For placement with the employee of a son or daughter for adoption or foster care (see §825.121);
(3) To care for the employee's spouse, son, daughter, or parent with a serious health condition (see §§825.113 and
825.122);
(4) Because of a serious health condition that makes the employee unable to perform the functions of the employee's
job (see §§825.113 and 825.123);
(5) Because of any qualifying exigency arising out of the fact that the employee's spouse, son, daughter, or parent is a
military member on covered active duty (or has been notified of an impending call or order to covered active duty status
(see §§825.122 and 825.126); and
(6) To care for a covered servicemember with a serious injury or illness if the employee is the spouse, son, daughter,
parent, or next of kin of the covered servicemember. See §§825.122 and 825.127.
(b) Equal application. The right to take leave under FMLA applies equally to male and female employees. A father, as
well as a mother, can take family leave for the birth, placement for adoption, or foster care of a child.
(c) Active employee. In situations where the employer/employee relationship has been interrupted, such as an
employee who has been on layoff, the employee must be recalled or otherwise be re-employed before being eligible for
FMLA leave. Under such circumstances, an eligible employee is immediately entitled to further FMLA leave for a qualifying
reason.
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§825.113 Serious health condition.
(a) For purposes of FMLA, serious health condition entitling an employee to FMLA leave means an illness, injury,
impairment or physical or mental condition that involves inpatient care as defined in §825.114 or continuing treatment by a
health care provider as defined in §825.115.
(b) The term incapacity means inability to work, attend school or perform other regular daily activities due to the
serious health condition, treatment therefore, or recovery therefrom.
(c) The term treatment includes (but is not limited to) examinations to determine if a serious health condition exists
and evaluations of the condition. Treatment does not include routine physical examinations, eye examinations, or dental
examinations. A regimen of continuing treatment includes, for example, a course of prescription medication (e.g., an
antibiotic) or therapy requiring special equipment to resolve or alleviate the health condition (e.g., oxygen). A regimen of
continuing treatment that includes the taking of over-the-counter medications such as aspirin, antihistamines, or salves; or
bed-rest, drinking fluids, exercise, and other similar activities that can be initiated without a visit to a health care provider, is
not, by itself, sufficient to constitute a regimen of continuing treatment for purposes of FMLA leave.
(d) Conditions for which cosmetic treatments are administered (such as most treatments for acne or plastic surgery)
are not serious health conditions unless inpatient hospital care is required or unless complications develop. Ordinarily,
unless complications arise, the common cold, the flu, ear aches, upset stomach, minor ulcers, headaches other than
migraine, routine dental or orthodontia problems, periodontal disease, etc., are examples of conditions that do not meet
the definition of a serious health condition and do not qualify for FMLA leave. Restorative dental or plastic surgery after an
injury or removal of cancerous growths are serious health conditions provided all the other conditions of this regulation are
met. Mental illness or allergies may be serious health conditions, but only if all the conditions of this section are met.
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§825.114 Inpatient care.
Inpatient care means an overnight stay in a hospital, hospice, or residential medical care facility, including any period
of incapacity as defined in §825.113(b), or any subsequent treatment in connection with such inpatient care.
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§825.115 Continuing treatment.
A serious health condition involving continuing treatment by a health care provider includes any one or more of the
following:
(a) Incapacity and treatment. A period of incapacity of more than three consecutive, full calendar days, and any
subsequent treatment or period of incapacity relating to the same condition, that also involves:
(1) Treatment two or more times, within 30 days of the first day of incapacity, unless extenuating circumstances exist,
by a health care provider, by a nurse under direct supervision of a health care provider, or by a provider of health care
services (e.g., physical therapist) under orders of, or on referral by, a health care provider; or
(2) Treatment by a health care provider on at least one occasion, which results in a regimen of continuing treatment
under the supervision of the health care provider.
(3) The requirement in paragraphs (a)(1) and (2) of this section for treatment by a health care provider means an inperson visit to a health care provider. The first (or only) in-person treatment visit must take place within seven days of the
first day of incapacity.
(4) Whether additional treatment visits or a regimen of continuing treatment is necessary within the 30-day period
shall be determined by the health care provider.
(5) The term extenuating circumstances in paragraph (a)(1) of this section means circumstances beyond the
employee's control that prevent the follow-up visit from occurring as planned by the health care provider. Whether a given
set of circumstances are extenuating depends on the facts. For example, extenuating circumstances exist if a health care
provider determines that a second in-person visit is needed within the 30-day period, but the health care provider does not
have any available appointments during that time period.
(b) Pregnancy or prenatal care. Any period of incapacity due to pregnancy, or for prenatal care. See a/so §825.120.
(c) Chronic conditions. Any period of incapacity or treatment for such incapacity due to a chronic serious health
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condition. A chronic serious health condition is one which:
(1) Requires periodic visits (defined as at least twice a year) for treatment by a health care provider, or by a nurse
under direct supervision of a health care provider;
(2) Continues over an extended period of time (including recurring episodes of a single underlying condition); and
(3) May cause episodic rather than a continuing period of incapacity (e.g., asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, etc.).
(d) Permanent or long-term conditions. A period of incapacity which is permanent or long-term due to a condition for
which treatment may not be effective. The employee or family member must be under the continuing supervision of, but
need not be receiving active treatment by, a health care provider. Examples include Alzheimer's, a severe stroke, or the
terminal stages of a disease.
(e) Conditions requiring multiple treatments. Any period of absence to receive multiple treatments (including any
period of recovery therefrom) by a health care provider or by a provider of health care services under orders of, or on
referral by, a health care provider, for:
(1) Restorative surgery after an accident or other injury; or
(2) A condition that would likely result in a period of incapacity of more than three consecutive, full calendar days in
the absence of medical intervention or treatment, such as cancer (chemotherapy, radiation, etc.), severe arthritis (physical
therapy), or kidney disease (dialysis).

(f) Absences attributable to incapacity under paragraph (b) or (c) of this section qualify for FMLA leave even though
the employee or the covered family member does not receive treatment from a health care provider during the absence,
and even if the absence does not last more than three consecutive, full calendar days. For example, an employee with
asthma may be unable to report for work due to the onset of an asthma attack or because the employee's health care
provider has advised the employee to stay home when the pollen count exceeds a certain level. An employee who is
pregnant may be unable to report to work because of severe morning sickness.
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§§825.116-825.118 [Reserved]
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§825.119 Leave for treatment of substance abuse.
(a) Substance abuse may be a serious health condition if the conditions of §§825.113 through 825.115 are met.
However, FMLA leave may only be taken for treatment for substance abuse by a health care provider or by a provider of
health care services on referral by a health care provider. On the other hand, absence because of the employee's use of
the substance, rather than for treatment, does not qualify for FMLA leave.
(b) Treatment for substance abuse does not prevent an employer from taking employment action against an
employee. The employer may not take action against the employee because the employee has exercised his or her right
to take FMLA leave for treatment. However, if the employer has an established policy, applied in a non-discriminatory
manner that has been communicated to all employees, that provides under certain circumstances an employee may be
terminated for substance abuse, pursuant to that policy the employee may be terminated whether or not the employee is
presently taking FMLA leave. An employee may also take FMLA leave to care for a covered family member who is
receiving treatment for substance abuse. The employer may not take action against an employee who is providing care for
a covered family member receiving treatment for substance abuse.
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§825.120 Leave for pregnancy or birth.
(a) General rules. Eligible employees are entitled to FMLA leave for pregnancy or birth of a child as follows:
(1) Both parents are entitled to FMLA leave for the birth of their child.
(2) Both parents are entitled to FMLA leave to be with the healthy newborn child (i.e., bonding time) during the 12month period beginning on the date of birth. An employee's entitlement to FMLA leave for a birth expires at the end of the
12-month period beginning on the date of the birth. If state law allows, or the employer permits, bonding leave to be taken
beyond this period, such leave will not qualify as FMLA leave. See §825.701 regarding non-FMLA leave which may be
available under applicable State laws. Under this section, both parents are entitled to FMLA leave even if the newborn
does not have a serious health condition.
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(3) Spouses who are eligible for FMLA leave and are employed by the same covered employer may be limited to a
combined total of 12 weeks of leave during any 12-month period if the leave is taken for birth of the employee's son or
daughter or to care for the child after birth, for placement of a son or daughter with the employee for adoption or foster
care or to care for the child after placement, or to care for the employee's parent with a serious health condition. This
limitation on the total weeks of leave applies to leave taken for the reasons specified as long as the spouses are employed
by the same employer. It would apply, for example, even though the spouses are employed at two different worksites of an
employer located more than 75 miles from each other, or by two different operating divisions of the same company. On the
other hand, if one spouse is ineligible for FMLA leave, the other spouse would be entitled to a full 12 weeks of FMLA
leave. Where spouses both use a portion of the total 12-week FMLA leave entitlement for either the birth of a child, for
placement for adoption or foster care, or to care for a parent, the spouses would each be entitled to the difference between
the amount he or she has taken individually and 12 weeks for FMLA leave for other purposes. For example, if each
spouse took six weeks of leave to care for a healthy, newborn child, each could use an additional six weeks due to his or
her own serious health condition or to care for a child with a serious health condition. Note, too, that many state pregnancy
disability laws specify a period of disability either before or after the birth of a child; such periods would also be considered
FMLA leave for a serious health condition of the birth mother, and would not be subject to the combined limit.
(4) The expectant mother is entitled to FMLA leave for incapacity due to pregnancy, for prenatal care, or for her own
serious health condition following the birth of the child. An expectant mother may take FMLA leave before the birth of the
child for prenatal care or if her condition makes her unable to work. The mother is entitled to leave for incapacity due to
pregnancy even though she does not receive treatment from a health care provider during the absence, and even if the
absence does not last for more than three consecutive calendar days. The expectant mother is entitled to leave for
incapacity due to pregnancy even though she does not receive treatment from a health care provider during the absence,
and even if the absence does not last for more than three consecutive calendar days.
(5) A spouse is entitled to FMLA leave if needed to care for a pregnant spouse who is incapacitated or if needed to
care for her during her prenatal care, or if needed to care for her following the birth of a child if she has a serious health
condition. See §825.124.
(6) Both parents are entitled to FMLA leave if needed to care for a child with a serious health condition if the
requirements of §§825.113 through 825.115 and 825.122(d) are met. Thus, spouses may each take 12 weeks of FMLA
leave if needed to care for their newborn child with a serious health condition, even if both are employed by the same
employer, provided they have not exhausted their entitlements during the applicable 12-month FMLA leave period.
(b) Intermittent and reduced schedule leave. An eligible employee may use intermittent or reduced schedule leave
after the birth to be with a healthy newborn child only if the employer agrees. For example, an employer and employee
may agree to a part-time work schedule after the birth. If the employer agrees to permit intermittent or reduced schedule
leave for the birth of a child, the employer may require the employee to transfer temporarily, during the period the
intermittent or reduced leave schedule is required, to an available alternative position for which the employee is qualified
and which better accommodates recurring periods of leave than does the employee's regular position. Transfer to an
alternative position may require compliance with any applicable collective bargaining agreement, Federal law (such as the
Americans with Disabilities Act), and State law. Transfer to an alternative position may include altering an existing job to
better accommodate the employee's need for intermittent or reduced leave. The employer's agreement is not required for
intermittent leave required by the serious health condition of the expectant mother or newborn child. See §§825.202
-825.205 for general rules governing the use of intermittent and reduced schedule leave. See §825.121 for rules
governing leave for adoption or foster care. See §825.601 for special rules applicable to instructional employees of
schools. See §825.802 for special rules applicable to airline flight crew employees.
[78 FR 8902, Feb. 6, 2013, as amended at 80 FR 10000, Feb. 25, 2015]
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§825.121

Leave for adoption or foster care.

(a) General rules. Eligible employees are entitled to FMLA leave for placement with the employee of a son or
daughter for adoption or foster care as follows:
(1) Employees may take FMLA leave before the actual placement or adoption of a child if an absence from work is
required for the placement for adoption or foster care to proceed. For example, the employee may be required to attend
counseling sessions, appear in court, consult with his or her attorney or the doctor(s) representing the birth parent, submit
to a physical examination, or travel to another country to complete an adoption. The source of an adopted child (e.g.,
whether from a licensed placement agency or otherwise) is not a factor in determining eligibility for leave for this purpose.
(2) An employee's entitlement to leave for adoption or foster care expires at the end of the 12-month period beginning
on the date of the placement. If state law allows, or the employer permits, leave for adoption or foster care to be taken
beyond this period, such leave will not qualify as FMLA leave. See §825.701 regarding non-FMLA leave which may be
available under applicable State laws. Under this section, the employee is entitled to FMLA leave even if the adopted or
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foster child does not have a serious health condition.
(3) Spouses who are eligible for FMLA leave and are employed by the same covered employer may be limited to a
combined total of 12 weeks of leave during any 12-month period if the leave is taken for the placement of the employee's
son or daughter or to care for the child after placement, for the birth of the employee's son or daughter or to care for the
child after birth, or to care for the employee's parent with a serious health condition. This limitation on the total weeks of
leave applies to leave taken for the reasons specified as long as the spouses are employed by the same employer. It
would apply, for example, even though the spouses are employed at two different worksites of an employer located more
than 75 miles from each other, or by two different operating divisions of the same company. On the other hand, if one
spouse is ineligible for FMLA leave, the other spouse would be entitled to a full 12 weeks of FMLA leave. Where spouses
both use a portion of the total 12-week FMLA leave entitlement for either the birth of a child, for placement for adoption or
foster care, or to care for a parent, the spouses would each be entitled to the difference between the amount he or she has
taken individually and 12 weeks for FMLA leave for other purposes. For example, if each spouse took six weeks of leave
to care for a healthy, newly placed child, each could use an additional six weeks due to his or her own serious health
condition or to care for a child with a serious health condition.
(4) An eligible employee is entitled to FMLA leave in order to care for an adopted or foster child with a serious health
condition if the requirements of §§825.113 through 825.115 and 825.122{d) are met. Thus, spouses may each take 12
weeks of FMLA leave if needed to care for an adopted or foster child with a serious health condition, even if both are
employed by the same employer, provided they have not exhausted their entitlements during the applicable 12-month
FMLA leave period.
{b) Use of intermittent and reduced schedule leave. An eligible employee may use intermittent or reduced schedule
leave after the placement of a healthy child for adoption or foster care only if the employer agrees. Thus, for example, the
employer and employee may agree to a part-time work schedule after the placement for bonding purposes. If the employer
agrees to permit intermittent or reduced schedule leave for the placement for adoption or foster care, the employer may
require the employee to transfer temporarily, during the period the intermittent or reduced leave schedule is required, to an
available alternative position for which the employee is qualified and which better accommodates recurring periods of
leave than does the employee's regular position. Transfer to an alternative position may require compliance with any
applicable collective bargaining agreement, federal law (such as the Americans with Disabilities Act), and State law.
Transfer to an alternative position may include altering an existing job to better accommodate the employee's need for
intermittent or reduced leave. The employer's agreement is not required for intermittent leave required by the serious
health condition of the adopted or foster child. See §§825.202-825.205 for general rules governing the use of intermittent
and reduced schedule leave. See §825.120 for general rules governing leave for pregnancy and birth of a child. See
§825.601 for special rules applicable to instructional employees of schools. See §825.802 for special rules applicable to
airline flight crew employees.
[78 FR 8902, Feb. 6, 2013, as amended at 80 FR 10000, Feb. 25, 2015]
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§825.122 Definitions of covered servicemember, spouse, parent, son or daughter, next of kin of a covered
servicemember, adoption, foster care, son or daughter on covered active duty or call to covered active duty
status, son or daughter of a covered servicemember, and parent of a covered servicemember.
(a) Covered servicemember means: (1) A current member of the Armed Forces, including a member of the National
Guard or Reserves, who is undergoing medical treatment, recuperation or therapy, is otherwise in outpatient status, or is
otherwise on the temporary disability retired list, for a serious injury or illness; or
(2) A covered veteran who is undergoing medical treatment, recuperation, or therapy for a serious injury or illness.
Covered veteran means an individual who was a member of the Armed Forces (including a member of the National Guard
or Reserves), and was discharged or released under conditions other than dishonorable at any time during the five-year
period prior to the first date the eligible employee takes FMLA leave to care for the covered veteran. See §825.127(b){2).
{b) Spouse, as defined in the statute, means a husband or wife. For purposes of this definition, husband or wife refers
to the other person with whom an individual entered into marriage as defined or recognized under state law for purposes
of marriage in the State in which the marriage was entered into or, in the case of a marriage entered into outside of any
State, if the marriage is valid in the place where entered into and could have been entered into in at least one State. This
definition includes an individual in a same-sex or common law marriage that either:
(1) Was entered into in a State that recognizes such marriages; or
(2) If entered into outside of any State, is valid in the place where entered into and could have been entered into in at
least one State.
(c) Parent. Parent means a biological, adoptive, step or foster father or mother, or any other individual who stood in
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loco parentis to the employee when the employee was a son or daughter as defined in paragraph (d) of this section. This
term does not include parents "in law."
(d) Son or daughter. For purposes of FMLA leave taken for birth or adoption, or to care for a family member with a
serious health condition, son or daughter means a biological, adopted, or foster child, a stepchild, a legal ward, or a child
of a person standing in loco parentis, who is either under age 18, or age 18 or older and "incapable of self-care because of
a mental or physical disability" at the time that FMLA leave is to commence.
(1) Incapable of self-care means that the individual requires active assistance or supervision to provide daily self-care
in three or more of the activities of daily living (ADLs) or instrumental activities of daily living (IADLs). Activities of daily
living include adaptive activities such as caring appropriately for one's grooming and hygiene, bathing, dressing and
eating. Instrumental activities of daily living include cooking, cleaning, shopping, taking public transportation, paying bills,
maintaining a residence, using telephones and directories, using a post office, etc.
(2) Physical or mental disability means a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more of the
major life activities of an individual. Regulations at 29 CFR 1630.2(h), (i), and U), issued by the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), 42 U.S.C. 12101 et seq., define these terms.
(3) Persons who are "in loco parentis" include those with day-to-day responsibilities to care for and financially support
a child, or, in the case of an employee, who had such responsibility for the employee when the employee was a child. A
biological or legal relationship is not necessary.
(e) Next of kin of a covered servicemember means the nearest blood relative other than the covered servicemember's
spouse, parent, son, or daughter, in the following order of priority: blood relatives who have been granted legal custody of
the covered servicemember by court decree or statutory provisions, brothers and sisters, grandparents, aunts and uncles,
and first cousins, unless the covered servicemember has specifically designated in writing another blood relative as his or
her nearest blood relative for purposes of military caregiver leave under the FMLA. When no such designation is made,
and there are multiple family members with the same level of relationship to the covered servicemember, all such family
members shall be considered the covered servicemember's next of kin and may take FMLA leave to provide care to the
covered servicemember, either consecutively or simultaneously. When such designation has been made, the designated
individual shall be deemed to be the covered servicemember's only next of kin. See §825.127(d)(3).

(f) Adoption means legally and permanently assuming the responsibility of raising a child as one's own. The source of
an adopted child (e.g., whether from a licensed placement agency or otherwise) is not a factor in determining eligibility for
FMLA leave. See §825.121 for rules governing leave for adoption.
(g) Foster care means 24-hour care for children in substitution for, and away from, their parents or guardian. Such
placement is made by or with the agreement of the State as a result of a voluntary agreement between the parent or
guardian that the child be removed from the home, or pursuant to a judicial determination of the necessity for foster care,
and involves agreement between the State and foster family that the foster family will take care of the child. Although
foster care may be with relatives of the child, State action is involved in the removal of the child from parental custody. See
§825.121 for rules governing leave for foster care.
(h) Son or daughter on covered active duty or call to covered active duty status means the employee's biological,
adopted, or foster child, stepchild, legal ward, or a child for whom the employee stood in loco parentis, who is on covered
active duty or call to covered active duty status, and who is of any age. See §825.126(a)(5).
(i) Son or daughter of a covered servicemember means the covered servicemember's biological, adopted, or foster
child, stepchild, legal ward, or a child for whom the covered servicemember stood in loco parentis, and who is of any age.
See §825.127(d)(1).

U) Parent of a covered servicemember means a covered servicemember's biological, adoptive, step or foster father or
mother, or any other individual who stood in loco parentis to the covered servicemember. This term does not include
parents "in law." See §825.127(d)(2).
(k) Documenting relationships. For purposes of confirmation of family relationship, the employer may require the
employee giving notice of the need for leave to provide reasonable documentation or statement offamily relationship. This
documentation may take the form of a simple statement from the employee, or a child's birth certificate, a court document,
etc. The employer is entitled to examine documentation such as a birth certificate, etc., but the employee is entitled to the
return of the official document submitted for this purpose.
[78 FR 8902, Feb. 6, 2013, as amended at 80 FR 10001, Feb. 25, 2015]
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§825.123 Unable to perform the functions of the position.
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(a) Definition. An employee is unable to perform the functions of the position where the health care provider finds that
the employee is unable to work at all or is unable to perform any one of the essential functions of the employee's position
within the meaning of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), as amended, 42 U.S.C. 12101 et seq., and the
regulations at 29 CFR 1630.2(n). An employee who must be absent from work to receive medical treatment for a serious
health condition is considered to be unable to perform the essential functions of the position during the absence for
treatment.
(b) Statement of functions. An employer has the option, in requiring certification from a health care provider, to provide
a statement of the essential functions of the employee's position for the health care provider to review. A sufficient medical
certification must specify what functions of the employee's position the employee is unable to perform so that the employer
can then determine whether the employee is unable to perform one or more essential functions of the employee's position.
For purposes of FMLA, the essential functions of the employee's position are to be determined with reference to the
position the employee held at the time notice is given or leave commenced, whichever is earlier. See §825.306.
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§825.124 Needed to care for a family member or covered servicemember.
(a) The medical certification provision that an employee is needed to care for a family member or covered
servicemember encompasses both physical and psychological care. It includes situations where, for example, because of
a serious health condition, the family member is unable to care for his or her own basic medical, hygienic, or nutritional
needs or safety, or is unable to transport himself or herself to the doctor. The term also includes providing psychological
comfort and reassurance which would be beneficial to a child, spouse or parent with a serious health condition who is
receiving inpatient or home care.
(b) The term also includes situations where the employee may be needed to substitute for others who normally care
for the family member or covered servicemember, or to make arrangements for changes in care, such as transfer to a
nursing home. The employee need not be the only individual or family member available to care for the family member or
covered servicemember.
(c) An employee's intermittent leave or a reduced leave schedule necessary to care for a family member or covered
servicemember includes not only a situation where the condition of the family member or covered servicemember itself is
intermittent, but also where the employee is only needed intermittently-such as where other care is normally available, or
care responsibilities are shared with another member of the family or a third party. See §§825.202-825.205 for rules
governing the use of intermittent or reduced schedule leave.
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§825.125 Definition of health care provider.
(a) The Act defines health care provider as:
(1) A doctor of medicine or osteopathy who is authorized to practice medicine or surgery (as appropriate) by the State
in which the doctor practices; or
(2) Any other person determined by the Secretary to be capable of providing health care services.
(b) Others capable of providing health care services include only:
(1) Podiatrists, dentists, clinical psychologists, optometrists, and chiropractors (limited to treatment consisting of
manual manipulation of the spine to correct a subluxation as demonstrated by X-ray to exist) authorized to practice in the
State and performing within the scope of their practice as defined under State law;
(2) Nurse practitioners, nurse-midwives, clinical social workers and physician assistants who are authorized to
practice under State law and who are performing within the scope of their practice as defined under State law;
(3) Christian Science Practitioners listed with the First Church of Christ, Scientist in Boston, Massachusetts. Where an
employee or family member is receiving treatment from a Christian Science practitioner, an employee may not object to
any requirement from an employer that the employee or family member submit to examination (though not treatment) to
obtain a second or third certification from a health care provider other than a Christian Science practitioner except as
otherwise provided under applicable State or local law or collective bargaining agreement;
(4) Any health care provider from whom an employer or the employer's group health plan's benefits manager will
accept certification of the existence of a serious health condition to substantiate a claim for benefits; and
(5) A health care provider listed above who practices in a country other than the United States, who is authorized to
practice in accordance with the law of that country, and who is performing within the scope of his or her practice as defined
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under such law.
(c) The phrase authorized to practice in the State as used in this section means that the provider must be authorized
to diagnose and treat physical or mental health conditions.
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§825.126 Leave because of a qualifying exigency.
(a) Eligible employees may take FMLA leave for a qualifying exigency while the employee's spouse, son, daughter, or
parent (the military member or member) is on covered active duty or call to covered active duty status (or has been
notified of an impending call or order to covered active duty).
(1) Covered active duty or call to covered active duty status in the case of a member of the Regular Armed Forces
means duty during the deployment of the member with the Armed Forces to a foreign country. The active duty orders of a
member of the Regular components of the Armed Forces will generally specify if the member is deployed to a foreign
country.
(2) Covered active duty or call to covered active duty status in the case of a member of the Reserve components of
the Armed Forces means duty during the deployment of the member with the Armed Forces to a foreign country under a
Federal call or order to active duty in support of a contingency operation pursuant to: Section 688 of Title 1O of the United
States Code, which authorizes ordering to active duty retired members of the Regular Armed Forces and members of the
retired Reserve who retired after completing at least 20 years of active service; Section 12301 (a) of Title 1O of the United
States Code, which authorizes ordering all reserve component members to active duty in the case of war or national
emergency; Section 12302 of Title 10 of the United States Code, which authorizes ordering any unit or unassigned
member of the Ready Reserve to active duty; Section 12304 of Title 10 of the United States Code, which authorizes
ordering any unit or unassigned member of the Selected Reserve and certain members of the Individual Ready Reserve to
active duty; Section 12305 of Title 10 of the United States Code, which authorizes the suspension of promotion, retirement
or separation rules for certain Reserve components; Section 12406 of Title 10 of the United States Code, which authorizes
calling the National Guard into Federal service in certain circumstances; chapter 15 of Title 10 of the United States Code,
which authorizes calling the National Guard and state military into Federal service in the case of insurrections and national
emergencies; or any other provision of law during a war or during a national emergency declared by the President or
Congress so long as it is in support of a contingency operation. See 10 U.S.C. 101 (a)(13)(B).
(i) For purposes of covered active duty or call to covered active duty status, the Reserve components of the Armed
Forces include the Army National Guard of the United States, Army Reserve, Navy Reserve, Marine Corps Reserve, Air
National Guard of the United States, Air Force Reserve and Coast Guard Reserve, and retired members of the Regular
Armed Forces or Reserves who are called up in support of a contingency operation pursuant to one of the provisions of
law identified in paragraph (a)(2).
(ii) The active duty orders of a member of the Reserve components will generally specify if the military member is
serving in support of a contingency operation by citation to the relevant section of Title 1O of the United States Code
and/or by reference to the specific name of the contingency operation and will specify that the deployment is to a foreign
country.
(3) Deployment of the member with the Armed Forces to a foreign country means deployment to areas outside of the
United States, the District of Columbia, or any Territory or possession of the United States, including international waters.
(4) A call to covered active duty for purposes of leave taken because of a qualifying exigency refers to a Federal call
to active duty. State calls to active duty are not covered unless under order of the President of the United States pursuant
to one of the provisions of law identified in paragraph (a)(2) of this section.
(5) Son or daughter on covered active duty or call to covered active duty status means the employee's biological,
adopted, or foster child, stepchild, legal ward, or a child for whom the .employee stood in loco parentis, who is on covered
active duty or call to covered active duty status, and who is of any age.
(b) An eligible employee may take FMLA leave for one or more of the following qualifying exigencies:
(1) Short-notice deployment. (i) To address any issue that arises from the fact that the military member is notified of an
impending call or order to covered active duty seven or less calendar days prior to the date of deployment;
(ii) Leave taken for this purpose can be used for a period of seven calendar days beginning on the date the military
member is notified of an impending call or order to covered active duty;
(2) Military events and related activities. (i) To attend any official ceremony, program, or event sponsored by the
military that is related to the covered active duty or call to covered active duty status of the military member; and
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(ii) To attend family support or assistance programs and informational briefings sponsored or promoted by the military,
military service organizations, or the American Red Cross that are related to the covered active duty or call to covered
active duty status of the military member;
(3) Childcare and school activities. For the purposes of leave for childcare and school activities listed in (i) through (iv)
of this paragraph, a child of the military member must be the military member's biological, adopted, or foster child,
stepchild, legal ward, or child for whom the military member stands in loco parentis, who is either under 18 years of age or
18 years of age or older and incapable of self-care because of a mental or physical disability at the time that FMLA leave
is to commence. As with all instances of qualifying exigency leave, the military member must be the spouse, son,
daughter, or parent of the employee requesting qualifying exigency leave.
(i) To arrange for alternative childcare for a child of the military member when the covered active duty or call to
covered active duty status of the military member necessitates a change in the existing childcare arrangement;
(ii) To provide childcare for a child of the military member on an urgent, immediate need basis (but not on a routine,
regular, or everyday basis) when the need to provide such care arises from the covered active duty or call to covered
active duty status of the military member;
(iii) To enroll in or transfer to a new school or day care facility a child of the military member when enrollment or
transfer is necessitated by the covered active duty or call to covered active duty status of the military member; and
(iv) To attend meetings with staff at a school or a daycare facility, such as meetings with school officials regarding
disciplinary measures, parent-teacher conferences, or meetings with school counselors, for a child of the military member,
when such meetings are necessary due to circumstances arising from the covered active duty or call to covered active
duty status of the military member;
(4) Financial and legal arrangements. (i) To make or update financial or legal arrangements to address the military
member's absence while on covered active duty or call to covered active duty status, such as preparing and executing
financial and healthcare powers of attorney, transferring bank account signature authority, enrolling in the Defense
Enrollment Eligibility Reporting System (DEERS), obtaining military identification cards, or preparing or updating a will or
living trust; and
(ii) To act as the military member's representative before a federal, state, or local agency for purposes of obtaining,
arranging, or appealing military service benefits while the military member is on covered active duty or call to covered
active duty status, and for a period of 90 days following the termination of the military member's covered active duty
status;
(5) Counseling. To attend counseling provided by someone other than a health care provider, for oneself, for the
military member, or for the biological, adopted, or foster child, a stepchild, or a legal ward of the military member, or a child
for whom the military member stands in loco parentis, who is either under age 18, or age 18 or older and incapable of selfcare because of a mental or physical disability at the time that FMLA leave is to commence, provided that the need for
counseling arises from the covered active duty or call to covered active duty status of the military member;
(6) Rest and Recuperation. (i) To spend time with the military member who is on short-term, temporary, Rest and
Recuperation leave during the period of deployment;
(ii) Leave taken for this purpose can be used for a period of 15 calendar days beginning on the date the military
member commences each instance of Rest and Recuperation leave;
(7) Post-deployment activities. (i) To attend arrival ceremonies, reintegration briefings and events, and any other
official ceremony or program sponsored by the military for a period of 90 days following the termination of the military
member's covered active duty status; and
(ii) To address issues that arise from the death of the military member while on covered active duty status, such as
meeting and recovering the body of the military member, making funeral arrangements, and attending funeral services;
(8) Parental care. For purposes of leave for parental care listed in (i) through (iv) of this paragraph, the parent of the
military member must be incapable of self-care and must be the military member's biological, adoptive, step, or foster
father or mother, or any other individual who stood in loco parentis to the military member when the member was under 18
years of age. A parent who is incapable of self-care means that the parent requires active assistance or supervision to
provide daily self-care in three or more of the activities of daily living or instrumental activities of daily living. Activities of
daily living include adaptive activities such as caring appropriately for one's grooming and hygiene, bathing, dressing, and
eating. Instrumental activities of daily living include cooking, cleaning, shopping, taking public transportation, paying bills,
maintaining a residence, using telephones and directories, using a post office, etc. As with all instances of qualifying
exigency leave, the military member must be the spouse, son, daughter, or parent of the employee requesting qualifying
exigency leave.
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(i) To arrange for alternative care for a parent of the military member when the parent is incapable of self-care and the
covered active duty or call to covered active duty status of the military member necessitates a change in the existing care
arrangement for the parent;
(ii) To provide care for a parent of the military member on an urgent, immediate need basis (but not on a routine,
regular, or everyday basis) when the parent is incapable of self-care and the need to provide such care arises from the
covered active duty or call to covered active duty status of the military member;
(iii) To admit to or transfer to a care facility a parent of the military member when admittance or transfer is
necessitated by the covered active duty or call to covered active duty status of the military member; and
(iv) To attend meetings with staff at a care facility, such as meetings with hospice or social service providers for a
parent of the military member, when such meetings are necessary due to circumstances arising from the covered active
duty or call to covered active duty status of the military member but not for routine or regular meetings;
(9) Additional activities. To address other events which arise out of the military member's covered active duty or call to
covered active duty status provided that the employer and employee agree that such leave shall qualify as an exigency,
and agree to both the timing and duration of such leave.
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§825.127 Leave to care for a covered servicemember with a serious injury or illness (military caregiver leave).
(a) Eligible employees are entitled to FMLA leave to care for a covered servicemember with a serious illness or injury.
(b) Covered servicemember means:
(1) A current member of the Armed Forces, including a member of the National Guard or Reserves, who is
undergoing medical treatment, recuperation, or therapy, is otherwise in outpatient status; or is otherwise on the temporary
disability retired list, for a serious injury or illness. Outpatient status means the status of a member of the Armed Forces
assigned to either a military medical treatment facility as an outpatient or a unit established for the purpose of providing
command and control of members of the Armed Forces receiving medical care as outpatients.
(2) A covered veteran who is undergoing medical treatment, recuperation or therapy for a serious injury or illness.
Covered veteran means an individual who was a member of the Armed Forces (including a member of the National Guard
or Reserves), and was discharged or released under conditions other than dishonorable at any time during the five-year
period prior to the first date the eligible employee takes FMLA leave to care for the covered veteran. An eligible employee
must commence leave to care for a covered veteran within five years of the veteran's active duty service, but the single
12-month period described in paragraph (e)(1) of this section may extend beyond the five-year period.
(i) For an individual who was a member of the Armed Forces (including a member of the National Guard or Reserves)
and who was discharged or released under conditions other than dishonorable prior to the effective date of this Final Rule,
the period between October 28, 2009 and the effective date of this Final Rule shall not count towards the determination of
the five-year period for covered veteran status.
(c) A serious injury or illness means:
(1) In the case of a current member of the Armed Forces, including a member of the National Guard or Reserves,
means an injury or illness that was incurred by the covered servicemember in the line of duty on active duty in the Armed
Forces or that existed before the beginning of the member's active duty and was aggravated by service in the line of duty
on active duty in the Armed Forces, and that may render the member medically unfit to perform the duties of the member's
office, grade, rank or rating; and,
(2) In the case of a covered veteran, means an injury or illness that was incurred by the member in the line of duty on
active duty in the Armed Forces (or existed before the beginning of the member's active duty and was aggravated by
service in the line of duty on active duty in the Armed Forces) and manifested itself before or after the member became a
veteran, and is:
(i) a continuation of a serious injury or illness that was incurred or aggravated when the covered veteran was a
member of the Armed Forces and rendered the servicemember unable to perform the duties of the servicemember's
office, grade, rank, or rating; or
(ii) a physical or mental condition for which the covered veteran has received a U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs
Service-Related Disability Rating (VAS RD) of 50 percent or greater, and such VAS RD rating is based, in whole or in part,
on the condition precipitating the need for military caregiver leave; or
(iii) a physical or mental condition that substantially impairs the covered veteran's ability to secure or follow a
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substantially gainful occupation by reason of a disability or disabilities related to military service, or would do so absent
treatment; or
(iv) an injury, including a psychological injury, on the basis of which the covered veteran has been enrolled in the
Department of Veterans Affairs Program of Comprehensive Assistance for Family Caregivers.
(d) In order to care for a covered servicemember, an eligible employee must be the spouse, son, daughter, or parent,
or next of kin of a covered servicemember.
(1) Son or daughter of a covered servicemember means the covered servicemember's biological, adopted, or foster
child, stepchild, legal ward, or a child for whom the covered servicemember stood in loco parentis, and who is of any age.
(2) Parent of a covered servicemember means a covered servicemember's biological, adoptive, step or foster father
or mother, or any other individual who stood in loco parentis to the covered servicemember. This term does not include
parents "in law."
(3) Next of kin of a covered servicemember means the nearest blood relative, other than the covered
servicemember's spouse, parent, son, or daughter, in the following order of priority: blood relatives who have been granted
legal custody of the service member by court decree or statutory provisions, brothers and sisters, grandparents, aunts and
uncles, and first cousins, unless the covered servicemember has specifically designated in writing another blood relative
as his or her nearest blood relative for purposes of military caregiver leave under the FMLA. When no such designation is
made, and there are multiple family members with the same level of relationship to the covered servicemember, all such
family members shall be considered the covered servicemember's next of kin and may take FMLA leave to provide care to
the covered servicemember, either consecutively or simultaneously. When such designation has been made, the
designated individual shall be deemed to be the covered servicemember's only next of kin. For example, if a covered
servicemember has three siblings and has not designated a blood relative to provide care, all three siblings would be
considered the covered servicemember's next of kin. Alternatively, where a covered servicemember has a sibling(s) and
designates a cousin as his or her next of kin for FMLA purposes, then only the designated cousin is eligible as the covered
servicemember's next of kin. An employer is permitted to require an employee to provide confirmation of covered family
relationship to the covered servicemember pursuant to §825.122(k).
(e) An eligible employee is entitled to 26 workweeks of leave to care for a covered servicemember with a serious
injury or illness during a single 12-month period.
(1) The single 12-month period described in paragraph (e) of this section begins on the first day the eligible employee
takes FMLA leave to care for a covered servicemember and ends 12 months after that date, regardless of the method
used by the employer to determine the employee's 12 workweeks of leave entitlement for other FM LA-qualifying reasons.
If an eligible employee does not take all of his or her 26 workweeks of leave entitlement to care for a covered
servicemember during this single 12-month period, the remaining part of his or her 26 workweeks of leave entitlement to
care for the covered servicemember is forfeited.
(2) The leave entitlement described in paragraph (e) of this section is to be applied on a per-covered-servicemember,
per-injury basis such that an eligible employee may be entitled to take more than one period of 26 workweeks of leave if
the leave is to care for different covered servicemembers or to care for the same servicemember with a subsequent
serious injury or illness, except that no more than 26 workweeks of leave may be taken within any single 12-month period.
An eligible employee may take more than one period of 26 workweeks of leave to care for a covered servicemember with
more than one serious injury or illness only when the serious injury or illness is a subsequent serious injury or illness.
When an eligible employee takes leave to care for more than one covered servicemember or for a subsequent serious
injury or illness of the same covered servicemember, and the single 12-month periods corresponding to the different
military caregiver leave entitlements overlap, the employee is limited to taking no more than 26 workweeks of leave in
each single 12-month period.
(3) An eligible employee is entitled to a combined total of 26 workweeks of leave for any FMLA-qualifying reason
during the single 12-month period described in paragraph (e) of this section, provided that the employee is entitled to no
more than 12 workweeks of leave for one or more of the following: because of the birth of a son or daughter of the
employee and in order to care for such son or daughter; because of the placement of a son or daughter with the employee
for adoption or foster care; in order to care for the spouse, son, daughter, or parent with a serious health condition;
because of the employee's own serious health condition; or because of a qualifying exigency. Thus, for example, an
eligible employee may, during the single 12-month period, take 16 workweeks of FMLA leave to care for a covered
servicemember and 10 workweeks of FMLA leave to care for a newborn child. However, the employee may not take more
than 12 weeks of FMLA leave to care for the newborn child during the single 12-month period, even if the employee takes
fewer than 14 workweeks of FMLA leave to care for a covered servicemember.
(4) In all circumstances, including for leave taken to care for a covered servicemember, the employer is responsible
for designating leave, paid or unpaid, as FM LA-qualifying, and for giving notice of the designation to the employee as
provided in §825.300. In the case of leave that qualifies as both leave to care for a covered servicemember and leave to
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care for a family member with a serious health condition during the single 12-month period described in paragraph (e) of
this section, the employer must designate such leave as leave to care for a covered servicemember in the first instance.
Leave that qualifies as both leave to care for a covered servicemember and leave taken to care for a family member with a
serious health condition during the single 12-month period described in paragraph (e) of this section must not be
designated and counted as both leave to care for a covered servicemember and leave to care for a family member with a
serious health condition. As is the case with leave taken for other qualifying reasons, employers may retroactively
designate leave as leave to care for a covered servicemember pursuant to §825.301 (d).

(f) Spouses who are eligible for FMLA leave and are employed by the same covered employer may be limited to a
combined total of 26 workweeks of leave during the single 12-month period described in paragraph (e) of this section if the
leave is taken for birth of the employee's son or daughter or to care for the child after birth, for placement of a son or
daughter with the employee for adoption or foster care, or to care for the child after placement, to care for the employee's
parent with a serious health condition, or to care for a covered servicemember with a serious injury or illness. This
limitation on the total weeks of leave applies to leave taken for the reasons specified as long as the spouses are employed
by the same employer. It would apply, for example, even though the spouses are employed at two different worksites of an
employer located more than 75 miles from each other, or by two different operating divisions of the same company. On the
other hand, if one spouse is ineligible for FMLA leave, the other spouse would be entitled to a full 26 workweeks of FMLA
leave.
[78 FR 8902, Feb. 6, 2013, as amended at 80 FR 10001, Feb. 25, 2015]
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§825.200 Amount of leave.

(a) Except in the case of leave to care for a covered servicemember with a serious injury or illness, an eligible
employee's FMLA leave entitlement is limited to a total of 12 workweeks of leave during any 12-month period for any one,
or more, of the following reasons:
(1) The birth of the employee's son or daughter, and to care for the newborn child;
(2) The placement with the employee of a son or daughter for adoption or foster care, and to care for the newly placed
child;
(3) To care for the employee's spouse, son, daughter, or parent with a serious health condition;
(4) Because of a serious health condition that makes the employee unable to perform one or more of the essential
functions of his or her job; and,
(5) Because of any qualifying exigency arising out of the fact that the employee's spouse, son, daughter, or parent is a
military member on covered active duty status (or has been notified of an impending call or order to covered active duty).
(b) An employer is permitted to choose any one of the following methods for determining the 12-month period in which
the 12 weeks of leave entitlement described in paragraph (a) of this section occurs:
( 1) The calendar year;
(2) Any fixed 12-month leave year, such as a fiscal year, a year required by State law, or a year starting on an
employee's anniversary date;
(3) The 12-month period measured forward from the date any employee's first FMLA leave under paragraph (a)
begins; or,
(4) A "rolling" 12-month period measured backward from the date an employee uses any FMLA leave as described in
paragraph (a).
(c) Under methods in paragraphs (b)(1) and (b)(2) of this section an employee would be entitled to up to 12 weeks of
FMLA leave at any time in the fixed 12-month period selected. An employee could, therefore, take 12 weeks of leave at
the end of the year and 12 weeks at the beginning of the following year. Under the method in paragraph (b)(3) of this
section, an employee would be entitled to 12 weeks of leave during the year beginning on the first date FMLA leave is
taken; the next 12-month period would begin the first time FMLA leave is taken after completion of any previous 12-month
period. Under the method in paragraph (b)(4) of this section, the "rolling" 12-month period, each time an employee takes
FMLA leave the remaining leave entitlement would be any balance of the 12 weeks which has not been used during the
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immediately preceding 12 months. For example, if an employee has taken eight weeks of leave during the past 12 months,
an additional four weeks of leave could be taken. If an employee used four weeks beginning February 1, 2008, four weeks
beginning June 1, 2008, and four weeks beginning December 1, 2008, the employee would not be entitled to any
additional leave until February 1, 2009. However, beginning on February 1, 2009, the employee would again be eligible to
take FMLA leave, recouping the right to take the leave in the same manner and amounts in which it was used in the
previous year. Thus, the employee would recoup (and be entitled to use) one additional day of FMLA leave each day for
four weeks, commencing February 1, 2009. The employee would also begin to recoup additional days beginning on June
1, 2009, and additional days beginning on December 1, 2009. Accordingly, employers using the rolling 12-month period
may need to calculate whether the employee is entitled to take FMLA leave each time that leave is requested, and
employees taking FMLA leave on such a basis may fall in and out of FMLA protection based on their FMLA usage in the
prior 12 months. For example, in the example above, if the employee needs six weeks of leave for a serious health
condition commencing February 1, 2009, only the first four weeks of the leave would be FMLA protected.
(d)(1) Employers will be allowed to choose any one of the alternatives in paragraph (b) of this section for the leave
entitlements described in paragraph (a) of this section provided the alternative chosen is applied consistently and
uniformly to all employees. An employer wishing to change to another alternative is required to give at least 60 days notice
to all employees, and the transition must take place in such a way that the employees retain the full benefit of 12 weeks of
leave under whichever method affords the greatest benefit to the employee. Under no circumstances may a new method
be implemented in order to avoid the Act's leave requirements.
(2) An exception to this required uniformity would apply in the case of a multi-State employer who has eligible
employees in a State which has a family and medical leave statute. The State may require a single method of determining
the period during which use of the leave entitlement is measured. This method may conflict with the method chosen by the
employer to determine any 12 months for purposes of the Federal statute. The employer may comply with the State
provision for all employees employed within that State, and uniformly use another method provided by this regulation for
the leave entitlements described in paragraph (a) for all other employees.
(e) If an employer fails to select one of the options in paragraph (b) of this section for measuring the 12-month period
for the leave entitlements described in paragraph (a), the option that provides the most beneficial outcome for the
employee will be used. The employer may subsequently select an option only by providing the 60-day notice to all
employees of the option the employer intends to implement. During the running of the 60-day period any other employee
who needs FMLA leave may use the option providing the most beneficial outcome to that employee. At the conclusion of
the 60-day period the employer may implement the selected option.
(f) An eligible employee's FMLA leave entitlement is limited to a total of 26 workweeks of leave during a single 12month period to care for a covered servicemember with a serious injury or illness. An employer shall determine the single
12-month period in which the 26-weeks-of-leave-entitlement described in this paragraph occurs using the 12-month period
measured forward from the date an employee's first FMLA leave to care for the covered servicemember begins. See
§825.127(e)(1 ).
(g) During the single 12-month period described in paragraph (f), an eligible employee's FMLA leave entitlement is
limited to a combined total of 26 workweeks of FMLA leave for any qualifying reason. See §825.127(e)(3).
(h) For purposes of determining the amount of leave used by an employee, the fact that a holiday may occur within
the week taken as FMLA leave has no effect; the week is counted as a week of FMLA leave. However, if an employee is
using FMLA leave in increments of less than one week, the holiday will not count against the employee's FMLA
entitlement unless the employee was otherwise scheduled and expected to work during the holiday. Similarly, iffor some
reason the employer's business activity has temporarily ceased and employees generally are not expected to report for
work for one or more weeks (e.g., a school closing two weeks for the Christmas/New Year holiday or the summer vacation
or an employer closing the plant for retooling or repairs), the days the employer's activities have ceased do not count
against the employee's FMLA leave entitlement. Methods for determining an employee's 12-week leave entitlement are
also described in §825.205. See §825.802 for special calculation of leave rules applicable to airline flight crew employees.
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§825.201

Leave to care for a parent.

(a) General rule. An eligible employee is entitled to FMLA leave if needed to care for the employee's parent with a
serious health condition. Care for parents-in-law is not covered by the FMLA. See §825.122(c) for definition of parent.
(b) Same employer limitation. Spouses who are eligible for FMLA leave and are employed by the same covered
employer may be limited to a combined total of 12 weeks of leave during any 12-month period if the leave is taken to care
for the employee's parent with a serious health condition, for the birth of the employee's son or daughter or to care for the
child after the birth, or for placement of a son or daughter with the employee for adoption or foster care or to care for the
child after placement. This limitation on the total weeks of leave applies to leave taken for the reasons specified as long as
the spouses are employed by the same employer. It would apply, for example, even though the spouses are employed at
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two different worksites of an employer located more than 75 miles from each other, or by two different operating divisions
of the same company. On the other hand, if one spouse is ineligible for FMLA leave, the other spouse would be entitled to
a full 12 weeks of FMLA leave. Where the spouses both use a portion of the total 12-week FMLA leave entitlement for
either the birth of a child, for placement for adoption or foster care, or to care for a parent, the spouses would each be
entitled to the difference between the amount he or she has taken individually and 12 weeks for FMLA leave for other
purposes. For example, if each spouse took six weeks of leave to care for a parent, each could use an additional six
weeks due to his or her own serious health condition or to care for a child with a serious health condition. See also
§825.127(d).
[78 FR 8902, Feb. 6, 2013, as amended at 80 FR 10001, Feb. 25, 2015]
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§825.202 Intermittent leave or reduced leave schedule.
(a) Definition. FMLA leave may be taken intermittently or on a reduced leave schedule under certain circumstances.
Intermittent leave is FMLA leave taken in separate blocks of time due to a single qualifying reason. A reduced leave
schedule is a leave schedule that reduces an employee's usual number of working hours per workweek, or hours per
workday. A reduced leave schedule is a change in the employee's schedule for a period of time, normally from full-time to
part-time.
(b) Medical necessity For intermittent leave or leave on a reduced leave schedule taken because of one's own
serious health condition, to care for a spouse, parent, son, or daughter with a serious health condition, or to care for a
covered servicemember with a serious injury or illness, there must be a medical need for leave and it must be that such
medical need can be best accommodated through an intermittent or reduced leave schedule. The treatment regimen and
other information described in the certification of a serious health condition and in the certification of a serious injury or
illness, if required by the employer, addresses the medical necessity of intermittent leave or leave on a reduced leave
schedule. See §§825.306, 825.310. Leave may be taken intermittently or on a reduced leave schedule when medically
necessary for planned and/or unanticipated medical treatment of a serious health condition or of a covered
servicemember's serious injury or illness, or for recovery from treatment or recovery from a serious health condition or a
covered servicemember's serious injury or illness. It may also be taken to provide care or psychological comfort to a
covered family member with a serious health condition or a covered servicemember with a serious injury or illness.
(1) Intermittent leave may be taken for a serious health condition of a spouse, parent, son, or daughter, for the
employee's own serious health condition, or a serious injury or illness of a covered servicemember which requires
treatment by a health care provider periodically, rather than for one continuous period of time, and may include leave of
periods from an hour or more to several weeks. Examples of intermittent leave would include leave taken on an occasional
basis for medical appointments, or leave taken several days at a time spread over a period of six months, such as for
chemotherapy. A pregnant employee may take leave intermittently for prenatal examinations or for her own condition, such
as for periods of severe morning sickness. An example of an employee taking leave on a reduced leave schedule is an
employee who is recovering from a serious health condition and is not strong enough to work a full-time schedule.
(2) Intermittent or reduced schedule leave may be taken for absences where the employee or family member is
incapacitated or unable to perform the essential functions of the position because of a chronic serious health condition or a
serious injury or illness of a covered servicemember, even if he or she does not receive treatment by a health care
provider. See §§825.113 and 825.127.
(c) Birth or placement. When leave is taken after the birth of a healthy child or placement of a healthy child for
adoption or foster care, an employee may take leave intermittently or on a reduced leave schedule only if the employer
agrees. Such a schedule reduction might occur, for example, where an employee, with the employer's agreeme11t, works
part-time after the birth of a child, or takes leave in several segments. The employer's agreement is not required, however,
for leave during which the expectant mother has a serious health condition in connection with the birth of her child or if the
newborn child has a serious health condition. See §825.204 for rules governing transfer to an alternative position that
better accommodates intermittent leave. See also §825.120 (pregnancy) and §825.121 (adoption and foster care).
(d) Qualifying exigency Leave due to a qualifying exigency may be taken on an intermittent or reduced leave
schedule basis.
[78 FR 8902, Feb. 6, 2013, as amended at 80 FR 10001, Feb. 25, 2015]
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§825.203 Scheduling of intermittent or reduced schedule leave.
Eligible employees may take FMLA leave on an intermittent or reduced schedule basis when medically necessary due
to the serious health condition of a covered family member or the employee or the serious injury or illness of a covered
servicemember. See §825.202. Eligible employees may also take FMLA leave on an intermittent or reduced schedule
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basis when necessary because of a qualifying exigency. If an employee needs leave intermittently or on a reduced leave
schedule for planned medical treatment, then the employee must make a reasonable effort to schedule the treatment so
as not to disrupt unduly the employer's operations.
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§825.204 Transfer of an employee to an alternative position during intermittent leave or reduced schedule leave.
(a) Transfer or reassignment. If an employee needs intermittent leave or leave on a reduced leave schedule that is
foreseeable based on planned medical treatment for the employee, a family member, or a covered servicemember,
including during a period of recovery from one's own serious health condition, a serious health condition of a spouse,
parent, son, or daughter, or a serious injury or illness of a covered servicemember, or if the employer agrees to permit
intermittent or reduced schedule leave for the birth of a child or for placement of a child for adoption or foster care, the
employer may require the employee to transfer temporarily, during the period that the intermittent or reduced leave
schedule is required, to an available alternative position for which the employee is qualified and which better
accommodates recurring periods of leave than does the employee's regular position. See §825.601 for special rules
applicable to instructional employees of schools.
(b) Compliance. Transfer to an alternative position may require compliance with any applicable collective bargaining
agreement, Federal law (such as the Americans with Disabilities Act), and State law. Transfer to an alternative position
may include altering an existing job to better accommodate the employee's need for intermittent or reduced schedule
leave.
(c) Equivalent pay and benefits. The alternative position must have equivalent pay and benefits. An alternative
position for these purposes does not have to have equivalent duties. The employer may increase the pay and benefits of
an existing alternative position, so as to make them equivalent to the pay and benefits of the employee's regular job. The
employer may also transfer the employee to a part-time job with the same hourly rate of pay and benefits, provided the
employee is not required to take more leave than is medically necessary. For example, an employee desiring to take leave
in increments of four hours per day could be transferred to a half-time job, or could remain in the employee's same job on
a part-time schedule, paying the same hourly rate as the employee's previous job and enjoying the same benefits. The
employer may not eliminate benefits which otherwise would not be provided to part-time employees; however, an
employer may proportionately reduce benefits such as vacation leave where an employer's normal practice is to base
such benefits on the number of hours worked.
(d) Employer limitations. An employer may not transfer the employee to an alternative position in order to discourage
the employee from taking leave or otherwise work a hardship on the employee. For example, a white collar employee may
not be assigned to perform laborer's work; an employee working the day shift may not be reassigned to the graveyard
shift; an employee working in the headquarters facility may not be reassigned to a branch a significant distance away from
the employee's normal job location. Any such attempt on the part of the employer to make such a transfer will be held to
be contrary to the prohibited acts of the FMLA.
(e) Reinstatement of employee. When an employee who is taking leave intermittently or on a reduced leave schedule
and has been transferred to an alternative position no longer needs to continue on leave and is able to return to full-time
work, the employee must be placed in the same or equivalent job as the job he or she left when the leave commenced. An
employee may not be required to take more leave than necessary to address the circumstance that precipitated the need
for leave.
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§825.205 Increments of FMLA leave for intermittent or reduced schedule leave.
(a) Minimum increment. (1) When an employee takes FMLA leave on an intermittent or reduced leave schedule basis,
the employer must account for the leave using an increment no greater than the shortest period of time that the employer
uses to account for use of other forms of leave provided that it is not greater than one hour and provided further that an
employee's FMLA leave entitlement may not be reduced by more than the amount of leave actually taken. An employer
may not require an employee to take more leave than is necessary to address the circumstances that precipitated the
need for the leave, provided that the leave is counted using the shortest increment of leave used to account for any other
type of leave. See also §825.205(a)(2) for the physical impossibility exception, §§825.600 and 825.601 for special rules
applicable to employees of schools, and §825.802 for special rules applicable to airline flight crew employees. If an
employer uses different increments to account for different types of leave, the employer must account for FMLA leave in
the smallest increment used to account for any other type of leave. For example, if an employer accounts for the use of
annual leave in increments of one hour and the use of sick leave in increments of one-half hour, then FMLA leave use
must be accounted for using increments no larger than one-half hour. If an employer accounts for use of leave in varying
increments at different times of the day or shift, the employer may also account for FMLA leave in varying increments,
provided that the increment used for FMLA leave is no greater than the smallest increment used for any other type of
leave during the period in which the FMLA leave is taken. If an employer accounts for other forms of leave use in
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increments greater than one hour, the employer must account for FMLA leave use in increments no greater than one hour.
An employer may account for FMLA leave in shorter increments than used for other forms of leave. For example, an
employer that accounts for other forms of leave in one hour increments may account for FMLA leave in a shorter
increment when the employee arrives at work several minutes late, and the employer wants the employee to begin work
immediately. Such accounting for FMLA leave will not alter the increment considered to be the shortest period used to
account for other forms of leave or the use of FMLA leave in other circumstances. In all cases, employees may not be
charged FMLA leave for periods during which they are working.
(2) Where it is physically impossible for an employee using intermittent leave or working a reduced leave schedule to
commence or end work mid-way through a shift, such as where a flight attendant or a railroad conductor is scheduled to
work aboard an airplane or train, or a laboratory employee is unable to enter or leave a sealed "clean room" during a
certain period of time and no equivalent position is available, the entire period that the employee is forced to be absent is
designated as FMLA leave and counts against the employee's FMLA entitlement. The period of the physical impossibility
is limited to the period during which the employer is unable to permit the employee to work prior to a period of FMLA leave
or return the employee to the same or equivalent position due to the physical impossibility after a period of FMLA leave.
See §825.214.
(b) Calculation of leave. (1) When an employee takes leave on an intermittent or reduced leave schedule, only the
amount of leave actually taken may be counted toward the employee's leave entitlement. The actual workweek is the
basis of leave entitlement. Therefore, if an employee who would otherwise work 40 hours a week takes off eight hours, the
employee would use one-fifth ( Ys) of a week of FMLA leave. Similarly, if a full-time employee who would otherwise work
eight hour days works four-hour days under a reduced leave schedule, the employee would use one-half ( Y2 ) week of
FMLA leave. Where an employee works a part-time schedule or variable hours, the amount of FMLA leave that an
employee uses is determined on a pro rata or proportional basis. If an employee who would otherwise work 30 hours per
week, but works only 20 hours a week under a reduced leave schedule, the employee's 10 hours of leave would constitute
one-third ( Y, ) of a week of FMLA leave for each week the employee works the reduced leave schedule. An employer may
convert these fractions to their hourly equivalent so long as the conversion equitably reflects the employee's total normally
scheduled hours. An employee does not accrue FMLA-protected leave at any particular hourly rate. An eligible employee
is entitled to up to a total of 12 workweeks of leave, or 26 workweeks in the case of military caregiver leave, and the total
number of hours contained in those workweeks is necessarily dependent on the specific hours the employee would have
worked but for the use of leave. See a/so §§825.601 and 825.602, special rules for schools and §825.802, special rules for
airline flight crew employees.
(2) If an employer has made a permanent or long-term change in the employee's schedule (for reasons other than
FMLA, and prior to the notice of need for FMLA leave), the hours worked under the new schedule are to be used for
making this calculation.
(3) If an employee's schedule varies from week to week to such an extent that an employer is unable to determine
with any certainty how many hours the employee would otherwise have worked (but for the taking of FMLA leave), a
weekly average of the hours scheduled over the 12 months prior to the beginning of the leave period (including any hours
for which the employee took leave of any type) would be used for calculating the employee's leave entitlement.
(c) Overtime. If an employee would normally be required to work overtime, but is unable to do so because of a FMLAqualifying reason that limits the employee's ability to work overtime, the hours which the employee would have been
required to work may be counted against the employee's FMLA entitlement. In such a case, the employee is using
intermittent or reduced schedule leave. For example, if an employee would normally be required to work for 48 hours in a
particular week, but due to a serious health condition the employee is unable to work more than 40 hours that week, the
employee would utilize eight hours of FMLA-protected leave out of the 48-hour workweek, or one-sixth ( Vs) of a week of
FMLA leave. Voluntary overtime hours that an employee does not work due to an FM LA-qualifying reason may not be
counted against the employee's FMLA leave entitlement.
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§825.206 Interaction with the FLSA.

(a) Leave taken under FMLA may be unpaid. If an employee is otherwise exempt from minimum wage and overtime
requirements of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) as a salaried executive, administrative, professional, or computer
employee (under regulations issued by the Secretary, 29 CFR part 541 ), providing unpaid FM LA-qualifying leave to such
an employee will not cause the employee to lose the FLSA exemption. See 29 CFR 541.602(b)(7). This means that under
regulations currently in effect, where an employee meets the specified duties test, is paid on a salary basis, and is paid a
salary of at least the amount specified in the regulations, the employer may make deductions from the employee's salary
for any hours taken as intermittent or reduced FMLA leave within a workweek, without affecting the exempt status of the
employee. The fact that an employer provides FMLA leave, whether paid or unpaid, and maintains records required by this
part regarding FMLA leave, will not be relevant to the determination whether an employee is exempt within the meaning of
29 CFR part 541.
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(b) For an employee paid in accordance with the fluctuating workweek method of payment for overtime (see 29 CFR
778.114), the employer, during the period in which intermittent or reduced schedule FMLA leave is scheduled to be taken,
may compensate an employee on an hourly basis and pay only for the hours the employee works, including time and onehalf the employee's regular rate for overtime hours. The change to payment on an hourly basis would include the entire
period during which the employee is taking intermittent leave, including weeks in which no leave is taken. The hourly rate
shall be determined by dividing the employee's weekly salary by the employee's normal or average schedule of hours
worked during weeks in which FMLA leave is not being taken. If an employer chooses to follow this exception from the
fluctuating workweek method of payment, the employer must do so uniformly, with respect to all employees paid on a
fluctuating workweek basis for whom FMLA leave is taken on an intermittent or reduced leave schedule basis. If an
employer does not elect to convert the employee's compensation to hourly pay, no deduction may be taken for FMLA
leave absences. Once the need for intermittent or reduced scheduled leave is over, the employee may be restored to
payment on a fluctuating workweek basis.
(c) This special exception to the salary basis requirements of the FLSA exemption or fluctuating workweek payment
requirements applies only to employees of covered employers who are eligible for FMLA leave, and to leave which
qualifies as FMLA leave. Hourly or other deductions which are not in accordance with 29 CFR part 541 or 29 CFR 778.114
may not be taken, for example, from the salary of an employee who works for an employer with fewer than 50 employees,
or where the employee has not worked long enough to be eligible for FMLA leave without potentially affecting the
employee's eligibility for exemption. Nor may deductions which are not permitted by 29 CFR part 541 or 29 CFR 778.114
be taken from such an employee's salary for any leave which does not qualify as FMLA leave, for example, deductions
from an employee's pay for leave required under State law or under an employer's policy or practice for a reason which
does not qualify as FMLA leave, e.g., leave to care for a grandparent or for a medical condition which does not qualify as a
serious health condition or serious injury or illness; or for leave which is more generous than provided by FMLA.
Employers may comply with State law or the employer's own policy/practice under these circumstances and maintain the
employee's eligibility for exemption or for the fluctuating workweek method of pay by not taking hourly deductions from the
employee's pay, in accordance with FLSA requirements, or may take such deductions, treating the employee as an hourly
employee and pay overtime premium pay for hours worked over 40 in a workweek.
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§825.207 Substitution of paid leave.
(a) Generally, FMLA leave is unpaid leave. However, under the circumstances described in this section, FMLA permits
an eligible employee to choose to substitute accrued paid leave for FMLA leave. If an employee does not choose to
substitute accrued paid leave, the employer may require the employee to substitute accrued paid leave for unpaid FMLA
leave. The term substitute means that the paid leave provided by the employer, and accrued pursuant to established
policies of the employer, will run concurrently with the unpaid FMLA leave. Accordingly, the employee receives pay
pursuant to the employer's applicable paid leave policy during the period of otherwise unpaid FMLA leave. An employee's
ability to substitute accrued paid leave is determined by the terms and conditions of the employer's normal leave policy.
When an employee chooses, or an employer requires, substitution of accrued paid leave, the employer must inform the
employee that the employee must satisfy any procedural requirements of the paid leave policy only in connection with the
receipt of such payment. See §825.300(c). If an employee does not comply with the additional requirements in an
employer's paid leave policy, the employee is not entitled to substitute accrued paid leave, but the employee remains
entitled to take unpaid FMLA leave. Employers may not discriminate against employees on FMLA leave in the
administration of their paid leave policies.
(b) If neither the employee nor the employer elects to substitute paid leave for unpaid FMLA leave under the above
conditions and circumstances, the employee will remain entitled to all the paid leave which is earned or accrued under the
terms of the employer's plan.
(c) If an employee uses paid leave under circumstances which do not qualify as FMLA leave, the leave will not count
against the employee's FMLA leave entitlement. For example, paid sick leave used for a medical condition which is not a
serious health condition or serious injury or illness does not count against the employee's FMLA leave entitlement.
(d) Leave taken pursuant to a disability leave plan would be considered FMLA leave for a serious health condition and
counted in the leave entitlement permitted under FMLA if it meets the criteria set forth above in §§825.112 through
825.115. In such cases, the employer may designate the leave as FMLA leave and count the leave against the employee's
FMLA leave entitlement. Because leave pursuant to a disability benefit plan is not unpaid, the provision for substitution of
the employee's accrued paid leave is inapplicable, and neither the employee nor the employer may require the substitution
of paid leave. However, employers and employees may agree, where state law permits, to have paid leave supplement the
disability plan benefits, such as in the case where a plan only provides replacement income for two-thirds of an
employee's salary.
(e) The Act provides that a serious health condition may result from injury to the employee on or off the job. If the
employer designates the leave as FMLA leave in accordance with §825.300(d), the leave counts against the employee's
FMLA leave entitlement. Because the workers' compensation absence is not unpaid, the provision for substitution of the
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employee's accrued paid leave is not applicable, and neither the employee nor the employer may require the substitution
of paid leave. However, employers and employees may agree, where state law permits, to have paid leave supplement
workers' compensation benefits, such as in the case where workers' compensation only provides replacement income for
two-thirds of an employee's salary. If the health care provider treating the employee for the workers' compensation injury
certifies the employee is able to return to a light duty job but is unable to return to the same or equivalent job, the
employee may decline the employer's offer of a light duty job. As a result the employee may lose workers' compensation
payments, but is entitled to remain on unpaid FMLA leave until the employee's FMLA leave entitlement is exhausted. As of
the date workers' compensation benefits cease, the substitution provision becomes applicable and either the employee
may elect or the employer may require the use of accrued paid leave. See also §§825.21 O{f), 825.216(d), 825.220(d),
825.307(a) and 825.702(d)(1) and (2) regarding the relationship between workers' compensation absences and FMLA
leave.
(f) Section 7(o) of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) permits public employers under prescribed circumstances to
substitute compensatory time off accrued at one and one-half hours for each overtime hour worked in lieu of paying cash
to an employee when the employee works overtime hours as prescribed by the Act. This section of the FLSA limits the
number of hours of compensatory time an employee may accumulate depending upon whether the employee works in fire
protection or law enforcement (480 hours) or elsewhere for a public agency (240 hours). In addition, under the FLSA, an
employer always has the right to cash out an employee's compensatory time or to require the employee to use the time.
Therefore, if an employee requests and is permitted to use accrued compensatory time to receive pay for time taken off for
an FMLA reason, or ifthe employer requires such use pursuant to the FLSA, the time taken may be counted against the
employee's FMLA leave entitlement.

t Back to Top
§825.208 [Reserved]
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§825.209 Maintenance of employee benefits.

(a) During any FMLA leave, an employer must maintain the employee's coverage under any group health plan (as
defined in the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 at 26 U.S.C. 5000(b)(1) on the same conditions as coverage would have
been provided ifthe employee had been continuously employed during the entire leave period. All employers covered by
FMLA, including public agencies, are subject to the Act's requirements to maintain health coverage. The definition of group
health plan is set forth in §825.102. For purposes of FMLA, the term group health plan shall not include an insurance
program providing health coverage under which employees purchase individual policies from insurers provided that:
(1) No contributions are made by the employer;
(2) Participation in the program is completely voluntary for employees;
(3) The sole functions of the employer with respect to the program are, without endorsing the program, to permit the
insurer to publicize the program to employees, to collect premiums through payroll deductions and to remit them to the
insurer;
(4) The employer receives no consideration in the form of cash or otherwise in connection with the program, other
than reasonable compensation, excluding any profit, for administrative services actually rendered in connection with
payroll deduction; and,
(5) The premium charged with respect to such coverage does not increase in the event the employment relationship
terminates.
{b) The same group health plan benefits provided to an employee prior to taking FMLA leave must be maintained
during the FMLA leave. For example, if family member coverage is provided to an employee, family member coverage
must be maintained during the FMLA leave. Similarly, benefit coverage during FMLA leave for medical care, surgical care,
hospital care, dental care, eye care, mental health counseling, substance abuse treatment, etc., must be maintained
during leave if provided in an employer's group health plan, including a supplement to a group health plan, whether or not
provided through a flexible spending account or other component of a cafeteria plan.
(c) If an employer provides a new health plan or benefits or changes health benefits or plans while an employee is on
FMLA leave, the employee is entitled to the new or changed plan/benefits to the same extent as if the employee were not
on leave. For example, if an employer changes a group health plan so that dental care becomes covered under the plan,
an employee on FMLA leave must be given the same opportunity as other employees to receive (or obtain) the dental care
coverage. Any other plan changes (e.g., in coverage, premiums, deductibles, etc.) which apply to all employees of the
workforce would also apply to an employee on FMLA leave.
(d) Notice of any opportunity to change plans or benefits must also be given to an employee on FMLA leave. If the
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group health plan permits an employee to change from single to family coverage upon the birth of a child or otherwise add
new family members, such a change in benefits must be made available while an employee is on FMLA leave. If the
employee requests the changed coverage it must be provided by the employer.
(e) An employee may choose not to retain group health plan coverage during FMLA leave. However, when an
employee returns from leave, the employee is entitled to be reinstated on the same terms as prior to taking the leave,
including family or dependent coverages, without any qualifying period, physical examination, exclusion of pre-existing
conditions, etc. See §825.212(c).
(f) Except as required by the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1986 (COBRA) and for key
employees (as discussed below), an employer's obligation to maintain health benefits during leave (and to restore the
employee to the same or equivalent employment) under FMLA ceases if and when the employment relationship would
have terminated if the employee had not taken FMLA leave (e.g., if the employee's position is eliminated as part of a
nondiscriminatory reduction in force and the employee would not have been transferred to another position); an employee
informs the employer of his or her intent not to return from leave (including before starting the leave if the employer is so
informed before the leave starts); or the employee fails to return from leave or continues on leave after exhausting his or
her FMLA leave entitlement in the 12-month period.
(g) If a key employee (see §825.218) does not return from leave when notified by the employer that substantial or
grievous economic injury will result from his or her reinstatement, the employee's entitlement to group health plan benefits
continues unless and until the employee advises the employer that the employee does not desire restoration to
employment at the end of the leave period, or the FMLA leave entitlement is exhausted, or reinstatement is actually
denied.
(h) An employee's entitlement to benefits other than group health benefits during a period of FMLA leave (e.g., holiday
pay) is to be determined by the employer's established policy for providing such benefits when the employee is on other
forms of leave (paid or unpaid, as appropriate).
[78 FR 8902, Feb. 6, 2013, as amended at 82 FR 2230, Jan. 9, 2017]
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§825.210 Employee payment of group health benefit premiums.
(a) Group health plan benefits must be maintained on the same basis as coverage would have been provided if the
employee had been continuously employed during the FMLA leave period. Therefore, any share of group health plan
premiums which had been paid by the employee prior to FMLA leave must continue to be paid by the employee during the
FMLA leave period. If premiums are raised or lowered, the employee would be required to pay the new premium rates.
Maintenance of health insurance policies which are not a part of the employer's group health plan, as described in
§825.209(a), are the sole responsibility of the employee. The employee and the insurer should make necessary
arrangements for payment of premiums during periods of unpaid FMLA leave.
(b) If the FMLA leave is substituted paid leave, the employee's share of premiums must be paid by the method
normally used during any paid leave, presumably as a payroll deduction.
(c) If FMLA leave is unpaid, the employer has a number of options for obtaining payment from the employee. The
employer may require that payment be made to the employer or to the insurance carrier, but no additional charge may be
added to the employee's premium payment for administrative expenses. The employer may require employees to pay their
share of premium payments in any of the following ways:
(1) Payment would be due at the same time as it would be made if by payroll deduction;
(2) Payment would be due on the same schedule as payments are made under COBRA;
(3) Payment would be prepaid pursuant to a cafeteria plan at the employee's option;
(4) The employer's existing rules for payment by employees on leave without pay would be followed, provided that
such rules do not require prepayment (i.e., prior to the commencement of the leave) of the premiums that will become due
during a period of unpaid FMLA leave or payment of higher premiums than if the employee had continued to work instead
of taking leave; or,
(5) Another system voluntarily agreed to between the employer and the employee, which may include prepayment of
premiums (e.g., through increased payroll deductions when the need for the FMLA leave is foreseeable).
(d) The employer must provide the employee with advance written notice of the terms and conditions under which
these payments must be made. See §825.300(c).

! .
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(e) An employer may not require more of an employee using unpaid FMLA leave than the employer requires of other
employees on leave without pay.
(f) An employee who is receiving payments as a result of a workers' compensation injury must make arrangements
with the employer for payment of group health plan benefits when simultaneously taking FMLA leave. See §825.207(e).
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§825.211

Maintenance of benefits under multi-employer health plans.

(a) A multi-employer health plan is a plan to which more than one employer is required to contribute, and which is
maintained pursuant to one or more collective bargaining agreements between employee organization(s) and the
employers.
(b) An employer under a multi-employer plan must continue to make contributions on behalf of an employee using
FMLA leave as though the employee had been continuously employed, unless the plan contains an explicit FMLA
provision for maintaining coverage such as through pooled contributions by all employers party to the plan.
(c) During the duration of an employee's FMLA leave, coverage by the group health plan, and benefits provided
pursuant to the plan, must be maintained at the level of coverage and benefits which were applicable to the employee at
the time FMLA leave commenced.
(d) An employee using FMLA leave cannot be required to use banked hours or pay a greater premium than the
employee would have been required to pay if the employee had been continuously employed.
(e) As provided in §825.209(f) of this part, group health plan coverage must be maintained for an employee on FMLA
leave until:
(1) The employee's FMLA leave entitlement is exhausted;
(2) The employer can show that the employee would have been laid off and the employment relationship terminated;
or,
(3) The employee provides unequivocal notice of intent not to return to work.
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§825.212 Employee failure to pay health plan premium payments.
(a)(1) In the absence of an established employer policy providing a longer grace period, an employer's obligations to
maintain health insurance coverage cease under FMLA if an employee's premium payment is more than 30 days late. In
order to drop the coverage for an employee whose premium payment is late, the employer must provide written notice to
the employee that the payment has not been received. Such notice must be mailed to the employee at least 15 days
before coverage is to cease, advising that coverage will be dropped on a specified date at least 15 days after the date of
the letter unless the payment has been received by that date. If the employer has established policies regarding other
forms of unpaid leave that provide for the employer to cease coverage retroactively to the date the unpaid premium
payment was due, the employer may drop the employee from coverage retroactively in accordance with that policy,
provided the 15-day notice was given. In the absence of such a policy, coverage for the employee may be terminated at
the end of the 30-day grace period, where the required 15-day notice has been provided.
(2) An employer has no obligation regarding the maintenance of a health insurance policy which is not a group health
plan. See §825.209(a).
(3) All other obligations of an employer under FMLA would continue; for example, the employer continues to have an
obligation to reinstate an employee upon return from leave.
(b) The employer may recover the employee's share of any premium payments missed by the employee for any
FMLA leave period during which the employer maintains health coverage by paying the employee's share after the
premium payment is missed.
(c) If coverage lapses because an employee has not made required premium payments, upon the employee's return
from FMLA leave the employer must still restore the employee to coverage/benefits equivalent to those the employee
would have had if leave had not been taken and the premium payment(s) had not been missed, including family or
dependent coverage. See §825.215(d)(1 )-(5). In such case, an employee may not be required to meet any qualification
requirements imposed by the plan, including any new preexisting condition waiting period, to wait for an open season, or
to pass a medical examination to obtain reinstatement of coverage. If an employer terminates an employee's insurance in
accordance with this section and fails to restore the employee's health insurance as required by this section upon the
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employee's return, the employer may be liable for benefits lost by reason of the violation, for other actual monetary losses
sustained as a direct result of the violation, and for appropriate equitable relief tailored to the harm suffered.
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§825.213 Employer recovery of benefit costs.
(a) In addition to the circumstances discussed in §825.212(b), an employer may recover its share of health plan
premiums during a period of unpaid FMLA leave from an employee if the employee fails to return to work after the
employee's FMLA leave entitlement has been exhausted or expires, unless the reason the employee does not return is
due to:
(1) The continuation, recurrence, or onset of either a serious health condition of the employee or the employee's
family member, or a serious injury or illness of a covered servicemember, which would otherwise entitle the employee to
leave under FMLA; or
(2) Other circumstances beyond the employee's control. Examples of other circumstances beyond the employee's
control are necessarily broad. They include such situations as where a parent chooses to stay home with a newborn child
who has a serious health condition; an employee's spouse is unexpectedly transferred to a job location more than 75 miles
from the employee's worksite; a relative or individual other than a covered family member has a serious health condition
and the employee is needed to provide care; the employee is laid off while on leave; or, the employee is a key employee
who decides not to return to work upon being notified of the employer's intention to deny restoration because of substantial
and grievous economic injury to the employer's operations and is not reinstated by the employer. Other circumstances
beyond the employee's control would not include a situation where an employee desires to remain with a parent in a
distant city even though the parent no longer requires the employee's care, or a parent chooses not to return to work to
stay home with a well, newborn child.
(3) When an employee fails to return to work because of the continuation, recurrence, or onset of either a serious
health condition of the employee or employee's family member, or a serious injury or illness of a covered servicemember,
thereby precluding the employer from recovering its (share of) health benefit premium payments made on the employee's
behalf during a period of unpaid FMLA leave, the employer may require medical certification of the employee's or the
family member's serious health condition or the covered servicemember's serious injury or illness. Such certification is not
required unless requested by the employer. The cost of the certification shall be borne by the employee, and the employee
is not entitled to be paid for the time or travel costs spent in acquiring the certification. The employee is required to provide
medical certification in a timely manner which, for purposes of this section, is within 30 days from the date of the
employer's request. For purposes of medical certification, the employee may use the optional DOL forms developed for
these purposes. See §§825.306(b), 825.310(c)-(d). If the employer requests medical certification and the employee does
not provide such certification in a timely manner (within 30 days), or the reason for not returning to work does not meet the
test of other circumstances beyond the employee's control, the employer may recover 100 percent of the health benefit
premiums it paid during the period of unpaid FMLA leave.
(b) Under some circumstances an employer may elect to maintain other benefits, e.g., life insurance, disability
insurance, etc., by paying the employee's (share of) premiums during periods of unpaid FMLA leave. For example, to
ensure the employer can meet its responsibilities to provide equivalent benefits to the employee upon return from unpaid
FMLA leave, it may be necessary that premiums be paid continuously to avoid a lapse of coverage. If the employer elects
to maintain such benefits during the leave, at the conclusion of leave, the employer is entitled to recover only the costs
incurred for paying the employee's share of any premiums whether or not the employee returns to work.
(c) An employee who returns to work for at least 30 calendar days is considered to have returned to work. An
employee who transfers directly from taking FMLA leave to retirement, or who retires during the first 30 days after the
employee returns to work, is deemed to have returned to work.
(d) When an employee elects or an employer requires paid leave to be substituted for FMLA leave, the employer may
not recover its (share of) health insurance or other non-health benefit premiums for any period of FMLA leave covered by
paid leave. Because paid leave provided under a plan covering temporary disabilities (including workers' compensation) is
not unpaid, recovery of health insurance premiums does not apply to such paid leave.
(e) The amount that self-insured employers may recover is limited to only the employer's share of allowable premiums
as would be calculated under COBRA, excluding the two percent fee for administrative costs.
(f) When an employee fails to return to work, any health and non-health benefit premiums which this section of the
regulations permits an employer to recover are a debt owed by the non-returning employee to the employer. The existence
of this debt caused by the employee's failure to return to work does not alter the employer's responsibilities for health
benefit coverage and, under a self-insurance plan, payment of claims incurred during the period of FMLA leave. To the
extent recovery is allowed, the employer may recover the costs through deduction from any sums due to the employee
(e.g., unpaid wages, vacation pay, profit sharing, etc.), provided such deductions do not otherwise violate applicable
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Federal or State wage payment or other laws. Alternatively, the employer may initiate legal action against the employee to
recover such costs.

t Back to Top
§825.214 Employee right to reinstatement.
General rule. On return from FMLA leave, an employee is entitled to be returned to the same position the employee
held when leave commenced, or to an equivalent position with equivalent benefits, pay, and other terms and conditions of
employment. An employee is entitled to such reinstatement even if the employee has been replaced or his or her position
has been restructured to accommodate the employee's absence. See also §825.106(e) for the obligations of joint
employers.
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§825.215 Equivalent position.
(a) Equivalent position. An equivalent position is one that is virtually identical to the employee's former position in
terms of pay, benefits and working conditions, including privileges, perquisites and status. It must involve the same or
substantially similar duties and responsibilities, which must entail substantially equivalent skill, effort, responsibility, and
authority.
(b) Conditions to qualify If an employee is no longer qualified for the position because of the employee's inability to
attend a necessary course, renew a license, fly a minimum number of hours, etc., as a result of the leave, the employee
shall be given a reasonable opportunity to fulfill those conditions upon return to work.
(c) Equivalent pay (1) An employee is entitled to any unconditional pay increases which may have occurred during
the FMLA leave period, such as cost of living increases. Pay increases conditioned upon seniority, length of service, or
work performed must be granted in accordance with the employer's policy or practice with respect to other employees on
an equivalent leave status for a reason that does not qualify as FMLA leave. An employee is entitled to be restored to a
position with the same or equivalent pay premiums, such as a shift differential. If an employee departed from a position
averaging ten hours of overtime (and corresponding overtime pay) each week, an employee is ordinarily entitled to such a
position on return from FMLA leave.
(2) Equivalent pay includes any bonus or payment, whether it is discretionary or non-discretionary, made to
employees consistent with the provisions of paragraph (c)(1) of this section. However, if a bonus or other payment is
based on the achievement of a specified goal such as hours worked, products sold or perfect attendance, and the
employee has not met the goal due to FMLA leave, then the payment may be denied, unless otherwise paid to employees
on an equivalent leave status for a reason that does not qualify as FMLA leave. For example, if an employee who used
paid vacation leave for a non-FM LA purpose would receive the payment, then the employee who used paid vacation leave
for an FM LA-protected purpose also must receive the payment.
(d) Equivalent benefits. Benefits include all benefits provided or made available to employees by an employer,
including group life insurance, health insurance, disability insurance, sick leave, annual leave, educational benefits, and
pensions, regardless of whether such benefits are provided by a practice or written policy of an employer through an
employee benefit plan as defined in Section 3(3) of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, 29 U.S.C.
1002(3).
(1) At the end of an employee's FMLA leave, benefits must be resumed in the same manner and at the same levels
as provided when the leave began, and subject to any changes in benefit levels that may have taken place during the
period of FMLA leave affecting the entire workforce, unless otherwise elected by the employee. Upon return from FMLA
leave, an employee cannot be required to requalify for any benefits the employee enjoyed before FMLA leave began
(including family or dependent coverages). For example, if an employee was covered by a life insurance policy before
taking leave but is not covered or coverage lapses during the period of unpaid FMLA leave, the employee cannot be
required to meet any qualifications, such as taking a physical examination, in order to requalify for life insurance upon
return from leave. Accordingly, some employers may find it necessary to modify life insurance and other benefits programs
in order to restore employees to equivalent benefits upon return from FMLA leave, make arrangements for continued
payment of costs to maintain such benefits during unpaid FMLA leave, or pay these costs subject to recovery from the
employee on return from leave. See §825.213(b).
(2) An employee may, but is not entitled to, accrue any additional benefits or seniority during unpaid FMLA leave.
Benefits accrued at the time leave began, however, (e.g., paid vacation, sick or personal leave to the extent not substituted
for FMLA leave) must be available to an employee upon return from leave.
(3) If, while on unpaid FMLA leave, an employee desires to continue life insurance, disability insurance, or other types
of benefits for which he or she typically pays, the employer is required to follow established policies or practices for
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continuing such benefits for other instances of leave without pay. If the employer has no established policy, the employee
and the employer are encouraged to agree upon arrangements before FMLA leave begins.
(4) With respect to pension and other retirement plans, any period of unpaid FMLA leave shall not be treated as or
counted toward a break in service for purposes of vesting and eligibility to participate. Also, if the plan requires an
employee to be employed on a specific date in order to be credited with a year of service for vesting, contributions or
participation purposes, an employee on unpaid FMLA leave on that date shall be deemed to have been employed on that
date. However, unpaid FMLA leave periods need not be treated as credited service for purposes of benefit accrual, vesting
and eligibility to participate.
(5) Employees on unpaid FMLA leave are to be treated as if they continued to work for purposes of changes to benefit
plans. They are entitled to changes in benefits plans, except those which may be dependent upon seniority or accrual
during the leave period, immediately upon return from leave or to the same extent they would have qualified if no leave
had been taken. For example, if the benefit plan is predicated on a pre-established number of hours worked each year and
the employee does not have sufficient hours as a result of taking unpaid FMLA leave, the benefit is lost. (In this regard,
§825.209 addresses health benefits.)
(e) Equivalent terms and conditions of employment. An equivalent position must have substantially similar duties,
conditions, responsibilities, privileges and status as the employee's original position.
(1) The employee must be reinstated to the same or a geographically proximate worksite (i.e., one that does not
involve a significant increase in commuting time or distance) from where the employee had previously been employed. If
the employee's original worksite has been closed, the employee is entitled to the same rights as if the employee had not
been on leave when the worksite closed. For example, if an employer transfers all employees from a closed worksite to a
new worksite in a different city, the employee on leave is also entitled to transfer under the same conditions as if he or she
had continued to be employed.
(2) The employee is ordinarily entitled to return to the same shift or the same or an equivalent work schedule.
(3) The employee must have the same or an equivalent opportunity for bonuses, profit-sharing, and other similar
discretionary and non-discretionary payments.
(4) FMLA does not prohibit an employer from accommodating an employee's request to be restored to a different shift,
schedule, or position which better suits the employee's personal needs on return from leave, or to offer a promotion to a
better position. However, an employee cannot be induced by the employer to accept a different position against the
employee's wishes.
(f) De minimis exception. The requirement that an employee be restored to the same or equivalent job with the same
or equivalent pay, benefits, and terms and conditions of employment does not extend to de minimis, intangible, or
unmeasurable aspects of the job.
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§825.216 Limitations on an employee's right to reinstatement.
(a) An employee has no greater right to reinstatement or to other benefits and conditions of employment than if the
employee had been continuously employed during the FMLA leave period. An employer must be able to show that an
employee would not otherwise have been employed at the time reinstatement is requested in order to deny restoration to
employment. For example:
(1) If an employee is laid off during the course of taking FMLA leave and employment is terminated, the employer's
responsibility to continue FMLA leave, maintain group health plan benefits and restore the employee cease at the time the
employee is laid off, provided the employer has no continuing obligations under a collective bargaining agreement or
otherwise. An employer would have the burden of proving that an employee would have been laid off during the FMLA
leave period and, therefore, would not be entitled to restoration. Restoration to a job slated for lay-off when the employee's
original position is not would not meet the requirements of an equivalent position.
(2) If a shift has been eliminated, or overtime has been decreased, an employee would not be entitled to return to
work that shift or the original overtime hours upon restoration. However, if a position on, for example, a night shift has been
filled by another employee, the employee is entitled to return to the same shift on which employed before taking FMLA
leave.
(3) If an employee was hired for a specific term or only to perform work on a discrete project, the employer has no
obligation to restore the employee if the employment term or project is over and the employer would not otherwise have
continued to employ the employee. On the other hand, if an employee was hired to perform work on a contract, and after
that contract period the contract was awarded to another contractor, the successor contractor may be required to restore
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the employee if it is a successor employer. See §825.107.
(b) In addition to the circumstances explained above, an employer may deny job restoration to salaried eligible
employees (key employees, as defined in §825.217(c)), if such denial is necessary to prevent substantial and grievous
economic injury to the operations of the employer; or may delay restoration to an employee who fails to provide a fitnessfor-duty certificate to return to work under the conditions described in §825.312.
(c) If the employee is unable to perform an essential function of the position because of a physical or mental condition,
including the continuation of a serious health condition or an injury or illness also covered by workers' compensation, the
employee has no right to restoration to another position under the FMLA. The employer's obligations may, however, be
governed by the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), as amended. See §825. 702, state leave laws, or workers'
compensation laws.
(d) An employee who fraudulently obtains FMLA leave from an employer is not protected by FMLA's job restoration or
maintenance of health benefits provisions.
(e) If the employer has a uniformly-applied policy governing outside or supplemental employment, such a policy may
continue to apply to an employee while on FMLA leave. An employer which does not have such a policy may not deny
benefits to which an employee is entitled under FMLA on this basis unless the FMLA leave was fraudulently obtained as in
paragraph (d) of this section.
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§825.217 Key employee, general rule.
(a) A key employee is a salaried FMLA-eligible employee who is among the highest paid 10 percent of all the
employees employed by the employer within 75 miles of the employee's worksite.
(b) The term salaried means paid on a salary basis, as defined in 29 CFR 541.602. This is the Department of Labor
regulation defining employees who may qualify as exempt from the minimum wage and overtime requirements of the
FLSA as executive, administrative, professional, and computer employees.
(c) A key employee must be among the highest paid 10 percent of all the employees-both salaried and non-salaried,
eligible and ineligible-who are employed by the employer within 75 miles of the worksite.
(1) In determining which employees are among the highest paid 10 percent, year-to-date earnings are divided by
weeks worked by the employee (including weeks in which paid leave was taken). Earnings include wages, premium pay,
incentive pay, and non-discretionary and discretionary bonuses. Earnings do not include incentives whose value is
determined at some future date, e.g., stock options, or benefits or perquisites.
(2) The determination of whether a salaried employee is among the highest paid 10 percent shall be made at the time
the employee gives notice of the need for leave. No more than 10 percent of the employer's employees within 75 miles of
the worksite may be key employees.
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§825.218 Substantial and grievous economic injury.
(a) In order to deny restoration to a key employee, an employer must determine that the restoration of the employee
to employment will cause substantial and grievous economic injury to the operations of the employer, not whether the
absence of the employee will cause such substantial and grievous injury.
(b) An employer may take into account its ability to replace on a temporary basis (or temporarily do without) the
employee on FMLA leave. If permanent replacement is unavoidable, the cost of then reinstating the employee can be
considered in evaluating whether substantial and grievous economic injury will occur from restoration; in other words, the
effect on the operations of the company of reinstating the employee in an equivalent position.
(c) A precise test cannot be set for the level of hardship or injury to the employer which must be sustained. If the
reinstatement of a key employee threatens the economic viability of the firm, that would constitute substantial and grievous
economic injury. A lesser injury which causes substantial, long-term economic injury would also be sufficient. Minor
inconveniences and costs that the employer would experience in the normal course of doing business would certainly not
constitute substantial and grievous economic injury.
(d) FMLA's substantial and grievous economic injury standard is different from and more stringent than the undue
hardship test under the ADA. See a/so §825.702.
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§825.219 Rights of a key employee.
(a) An employer who believes that reinstatement may be denied to a key employee, must give written notice to the
employee at the time the employee gives notice of the need for FMLA leave (or when FMLA leave commences, if earlier)
that he or she qualifies as a key employee. At the same time, the employer must also fully inform the employee of the
potential consequences with respect to reinstatement and maintenance of health benefits if the employer should determine
that substantial and grievous economic injury to the employer's operations will result if the employee is reinstated from
FMLA leave. If such notice cannot be given immediately because of the need to determine whether the employee is a key
employee, it shall be given as soon as practicable after being notified of a need for leave (or the commencement of leave,
if earlier). It is expected that in most circumstances there will be no desire that an employee be denied restoration after
FMLA leave and, therefore, there would be no need to provide such notice. However, an employer who fails to provide
such timely notice will lose its right to deny restoration even if substantial and grievous economic injury will result from
reinstatement.
(b) As soon as an employer makes a good faith determination, based on the facts available, that substantial and
grievous economic injury to its operations will result if a key employee who has given notice of the need for FMLA leave or
is using FMLA leave is reinstated, the employer shall notify the employee in writing of its determination, that it cannot deny
FMLA leave, and that it intends to deny restoration to employment on completion of the FMLA leave. It is anticipated that
an employer will ordinarily be able to give such notice prior to the employee starting leave. The employer must serve this
notice either in person or by certified mail. This notice must explain the basis for the employer's finding that substantial and
grievous economic injury will result, and, if leave has commenced, must provide the employee a reasonable time in which
to return to work, taking into account the circumstances, such as the length of the leave and the urgency of the need for
the employee to return.
(c) If an employee on leave does not return to work in response to the employer's notification of intent to deny
restoration, the employee continues to be entitled to maintenance of health benefits and the employer may not recover its
cost of health benefit premiums. A key employee's rights under FMLA continue unless and until the employee either gives
notice that he or she no longer wishes to return to work, or the employer actually denies reinstatement at the conclusion of
the leave period.
(d) After notice to an employee has been given that substantial and grievous economic injury will result if the
employee is reinstated to employment, an employee is still entitled to request reinstatement at the end of the leave period
even ifthe employee did not return to work in response to the employer's notice. The employer must then again determine
whether there will be substantial and grievous economic injury from reinstatement, based on the facts at that time. If it is
determined that substantial and grievous economic injury will result, the employer shall notify the employee in writing (in
person or by certified mail) of the denial of restoration.
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§825.220 Protection for employees who request leave or otherwise assert FMLA rights.
(a) The FMLA prohibits interference with an employee's rights under the law, and with legal proceedings or inquiries
relating to an employee's rights. More specifically, the law contains the following employee protections:
(1) An employer is prohibited from interfering with, restraining, or denying the exercise of (or attempts to exercise) any
rights provided by the Act.
(2) An employer is prohibited from discharging or in any other way discriminating against any person (whether or not
an employee) for opposing or complaining about any unlawful practice under the Act.
(3) All persons (whether or not employers) are prohibited from discharging or in any other way discriminating against
any person (whether or not an employee) because that person has(i) Filed any charge, or has instituted (or caused to be instituted) any proceeding under or related to this Act;
(ii) Given, or is about to give, any information in connection with an inquiry or proceeding relating to a right under this
Act;
(iii) Testified, or is about to testify, in any inquiry or proceeding relating to a right under this Act.
(b) Any violations of the Act or of these regulations constitute interfering with, restraining, or denying the exercise of
rights provided by the Act. An employer may be liable for compensation and benefits lost by reason of the violation, for
other actual monetary losses sustained as a direct result of the violation, and for appropriate equitable or other relief,
including employment, reinstatement, promotion, or any other relief tailored to the harm suffered. See §825.400(c).
Interfering with the exercise of an employee's rights would include, for example, not only refusing to authorize FMLA leave,
but discouraging an employee from using such leave. It would also include manipulation by a covered employer to avoid
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responsibilities under FMLA, for example:
(1) Transferring employees from one worksite to another for the purpose of reducing worksites, or to keep worksites,
below the 50-employee threshold for employee eligibility under the Act;
(2) Changing the essential functions of the job in order to preclude the taking of leave;
(3) Reducing hours available to work in order to avoid employee eligibility.
(c) The Act's prohibition against interference prohibits an employer from discriminating or retaliating against an
employee or prospective employee for having exercised or attempted to exercise FMLA rights. For example, if an
employee on leave without pay would otherwise be entitled to full benefits (other than health benefits), the same benefits
would be required to be provided to an employee on unpaid FMLA leave. By the same token, employers cannot use the
taking of FMLA leave as a negative factor in employment actions, such as hiring, promotions or disciplinary actions; nor
can FMLA leave be counted under no fault attendance policies. See §825.215.
(d) Employees cannot waive, nor may employers induce employees to waive, their prospective rights under FMLA.
For example, employees (or their collective bargaining representatives) cannot trade off the right to take FMLA leave
against some other benefit offered by the employer. This does not prevent the settlement or release of FMLA claims by
employees based on past employer conduct without the approval of the Department of Labor or a court. Nor does it
prevent an employee's voluntary and uncoerced acceptance (not as a condition of employment) of a light duty assignment
while recovering from a serious health condition. See §825.702(d). An employee's acceptance of such light duty
assignment does not constitute a waiver of the employee's prospective rights, including the right to be restored to the
same position the employee held at the time the employee's FMLA leave commenced or to an equivalent position. The
employee's right to restoration, however, ceases at the end of the applicable 12-month FMLA leave year.
(e) Individuals, and not merely employees, are protected from retaliation for opposing (e.g., filing a complaint about)
any practice which is unlawful under the Act. They are similarly protected if they oppose any practice which they
reasonably believe to be a violation of the Act or regulations.
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Subpart C-Employee and Employer Rights and Obligations Under the Act
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§825.300 Employer notice requirements.
(a) General notice. (1) Every employer covered by the FMLA is required to post and keep posted on its premises, in
conspicuous places where employees are employed, a notice explaining the Act's provisions and providing information
concerning the procedures for filing complaints of violations of the Act with the Wage and Hour Division. The notice must
be posted prominently where it can be readily seen by employees and applicants for employment. The poster and the text
must be large enough to be easily read and contain fully legible text. Electronic posting is sufficient to meet this posting
requirement as long as it otherwise meets the requirements of this section. An employer that willfully violates the posting
requirement may be assessed a civil money penalty by the Wage and Hour Division not to exceed $166 for each separate
offense.
(2) Covered employers must post this general notice even if no employees are eligible for FMLA leave.
(3) If an FM LA-covered employer has any eligible employees, it shall also provide this general notice to each
employee by including the notice in employee handbooks or other written guidance to employees concerning employee
benefits or leave rights, if such written materials exist, or by distributing a copy of the general notice to each new employee
upon hiring. In either case, distribution may be accomplished electronically.
(4) To meet the requirements of paragraph (a)(3) of this section, employers may duplicate the text of the Department's
prototype notice (WHD Publication 1420) or may use another format so long as the information provided includes, at a
minimum, all of the information contained in that notice. Where an employer's workforce is comprised of a significant
portion of workers who are not literate in English, the employer shall provide the general notice in a language in which the
employees are literate. Prototypes are available from the nearest office of the Wage and Hour Division or on the Internet at
www.dol.gov/whd. Employers furnishing FMLA notices to sensory-impaired individuals must also comply with all applicable
requirements under Federal or State law.
(b) Eligibility notice. (1) When an employee requests FMLA leave, or when the employer acquires knowledge that an
employee's leave may be for an FMLA-qualifying reason, the employer must notify the employee of the employee's
eligibility to take FMLA leave within five business days, absent extenuating circumstances. See §825.110 for definition of
an eligible employee and §825.801 for special hours of service eligibility requirements for airline flight crews. Employee
eligibility is determined (and notice must be provided) at the commencement of the first instance of leave for each FMLA-
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qualifying reason in the applicable 12-month period. See §§825.127(c) and 825.200(b). All FMLA absences for the same
qualifying reason are considered a single leave and employee eligibility as to that reason for leave does not change during
the applicable 12-month period.
(2) The eligibility notice must state whether the employee is eligible for FMLA leave as defined in §825.110. If the
employee is not eligible for FMLA leave, the notice must state at least one reason why the employee is not eligible,
including as applicable the number of months the employee has been employed by the employer, the hours of service with
the employer during the 12-month period, and whether the employee is employed at a worksite where 50 or more
employees are employed by the employer within 75 miles of that worksite. Notification of eligibility may be oral or in
writing; employers may use optional Form WH-381 (Notice of Eligibility and Rights and Responsibility) to provide such
notification to employees. Prototypes are available from the nearest office of the Wage and Hour Division or on the Internet
at www.dol.gov/whd. The employer is obligated to translate this notice in any situation in which it is obligated to do so in
§825.300(a)(4).
(3) If, at the time an employee provides notice of a subsequent need for FMLA leave during the applicable 12-month
period due to a different FMLA-qualifying reason, and the employee's eligibility status has not changed, no additional
eligibility notice is required. If, however, the employee's eligibility status has changed (e.g., if the employee has not met the
hours of service requirement in the 12 months preceding the commencement of leave for the subsequent qualifying
reason or the size of the workforce at the worksite has dropped below 50 employees), the employer must notify the
employee of the change in eligibility status within five business days, absent extenuating circumstances.
(c) Rights and responsibilities notice. (1) Employers shall provide written notice detailing the specific expectations and
obligations of the employee and explaining any consequences of a failure to meet these obligations. The employer is
obligated to translate this notice in any situation in which it is obligated to do so in §825.300(a)(4). This notice shall be
provided to the employee each time the eligibility notice is provided pursuant to paragraph (b) of this section. If leave has
already begun, the notice should be mailed to the employee's address of record. Such specific notice must include, as
appropriate:
(i) That the leave may be designated and counted against the employee's annual FMLA leave entitlement if qualifying
(see §§825.300(c) and 825.301) and the applicable 12-month period for FMLA entitlement (see §§825.127(c), 825.200(b),
(f), and (g));
(ii) Any requirements for the employee to furnish certification of a serious health condition, serious injury or illness, or
qualifying exigency arising out of covered active duty or call to covered active duty status, and the consequences of failing
to do so (see §§825.305, 825.309, 825.310, 825.313);
(iii) The employee's right to substitute paid leave, whether the employer will require the substitution of paid leave, the
conditions related to any substitution, and the employee's entitlement to take unpaid FMLA leave if the employee does not
meet the conditions for paid leave (see §825.207);
(iv) Any requirement for the employee to make any premium payments to maintain health benefits and the
arrangements for making such payments (see §825.210), and the possible consequences of failure to make such
payments on a timely basis (i.e., the circumstances under which coverage may lapse);
(v) The employee's status as a key employee and the potential consequence that restoration may be denied following
FMLA leave, explaining the conditions required for such denial (see §825.218);
(vi) The employee's rights to maintenance of benefits during the FMLA leave and restoration to the same or an
equivalent job upon return from FMLA leave (see §§825.214 and 825.604); and
(vii) The employee's potential liability for payment of health insurance premiums paid by the employer during the
employee's unpaid FMLA leave if the employee fails to return to work after taking FMLA leave (see §825.213).
(2) The notice of rights and responsibilities may include other information-e.g., whether the employer will require
periodic reports of the employee's status and intent to return to work-but is not required to do so.
(3) The notice of rights and responsibilities may be accompanied by any required certification form.
(4) If the specific information provided by the notice of rights and responsibilities changes, the employer shall, within
five business days of receipt of the employee's first notice of need for leave subsequent to any change, provide written
notice referencing the prior notice and setting forth any of the information in the notice of rights and responsibilities that
has changed. For example, if the initial leave period was paid leave and the subsequent leave period would be unpaid
leave, the employer may need to give notice of the arrangements for making premium payments.
(5) Employers are also expected to responsively answer questions from employees concerning their rights and
responsibilities under the FMLA.
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(6) A prototype notice of rights and responsibilities may be obtained from local offices of the Wage and Hour Division
or from the Internet at www.dol.gov/whd. Employers may adapt the prototype notice as appropriate to meet these notice
requirements. The notice of rights and responsibilities may be distributed electronically so long as it otherwise meets the
requirements of this section.
(d) Designation notice. (1) The employer is responsible in all circumstances for designating leave as FMLA-qualifying,
and for giving notice of the designation to the employee as provided in this section. When the employer has enough
information to determine whether the leave is being taken for a FMLA-qualifying reason (e.g., after receiving a
certification), the employer must notify the employee whether the leave will be designated and will be counted as FMLA
leave within five business days absent extenuating circumstances. Only one notice of designation is required for each
FMLA-qualifying reason per applicable 12-month period, regardless of whether the leave taken due to the qualifying
reason will be a continuous block of leave or intermittent or reduced schedule leave. If the employer determines that the
leave will not be designated as FM LA-qualifying (e.g., if the leave is not for a reason covered by FMLA or the FMLA leave
entitlement has been exhausted), the employer must notify the employee of that determination. If the employer requires
paid leave to be substituted for unpaid FMLA leave, or that paid leave taken under an existing leave plan be counted as
FMLA leave, the employer must inform the employee of this designation at the time of designating the FMLA leave.
(2) If the employer has sufficient information to designate the leave as FMLA leave immediately after receiving notice
of the employee's need for leave, the employer may provide the employee with the designation notice at that time.
(3) If the employer will require the employee to present a fitness-for-duty certification to be restored to employment,
the employer must provide notice of such requirement with the designation notice. If the employer will require that the
fitness-for-duty certification address the employee's ability to perform the essential functions of the employee's position,
the employer must so indicate in the designation notice, and must include a list of the essential functions of the employee's
position. See §825.312. If the employer handbook or other written documents (if any) describing the employer's leave
policies clearly provide that a fitness-for-duty certification will be required in specific circumstances (e.g., by stating that
fitness-for-duty certification will be required in all cases of back injuries for employees in a certain occupation), the
employer is not required to provide written notice of the requirement with the designation notice, but must provide oral
notice no later than with the designation notice.
(4) The designation notice must be in writing. A prototype designation notice may be obtained from local offices of the
Wage and Hour Division or from the Internet at www.dol.gov/whd. If the leave is not designated as FMLA leave because it
does not meet the requirements of the Act, the notice to the employee that the leave is not designated as FMLA leave may
be in the form of a simple written statement.
(5) If the information provided by the employer to the employee in the designation notice changes (e.g., the employee
exhausts the FMLA leave entitlement), the employer shall provide, within five business days of receipt of the employee's
first notice of need for leave subsequent to any change, written notice of the change.
(6) The employer must notify the employee of the amount of leave counted against the employee's FMLA leave
entitlement. If the amount of leave needed is known at the time the employer designates the leave as FM LA-qualifying, the
employer must notify the employee of the number of hours, days, or weeks that will be counted against the employee's
FMLA leave entitlement in the designation notice. If it is not possible to provide the hours, days, or weeks that will be
counted against the employee's FMLA leave entitlement (such as in the case of unforeseeable intermittent leave), then the
employer must provide notice of the amount of leave counted against the employee's FMLA leave entitlement upon the
request by the employee, but no more often than once in a 30-day period and only if leave was taken in that period. The
notice of the amount of leave counted against the employee's FMLA entitlement may be oral or in writing. If such notice is
oral, it shall be confirmed in writing, no later than the following payday (unless the payday is Jess than one week after the
oral notice, in which case the notice must be no later than the subsequent payday). Such written notice may be in any
form, including a notation on the employee's pay stub.
(e) Consequences of failing to provide notice. Failure to follow the notice requirements set forth in this section may
constitute an interference with, restraint, or denial of the exercise of an employee's FMLA rights. An employer may be
liable for compensation and benefits lost by reason of the violation, for other actual monetary losses sustained as a direct
result of the violation, and for appropriate equitable or other relief, including employment, reinstatement, promotion, or any
other relief tailored to the harm suffered See §825.400(c).
[78 FR 8902, Feb. 6, 2013, as amended at at 81 FR 43452, July 1, 2016; 82 FR 5382, Jan. 18, 2017]
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§825.301

Designation of FMLA leave.

(a) Employer responsibilities. The employer's decision to designate leave as FM LA-qualifying must be based only on
information received from the employee or the employee's spokesperson (e.g., if the employee is incapacitated, the
employee's spouse, adult child, parent, doctor, etc., may provide notice to the employer of the need to take FMLA leave).
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In any circumstance where the employer does not have sufficient information about the reason for an employee's use of
leave, the employer should inquire further of the employee or the spokesperson to ascertain whether leave is potentially
FMLA-qualifying. Once the employer has acquired knowledge that the leave is being taken for a FMLA-qualifying reason,
the employer must notify the employee as provided in §825.300{d).
(b) Employee responsibilities. An employee giving notice of the need for FMLA leave does not need to expressly
assert rights under the Act or even mention the FMLA to meet his or her obligation to provide notice, though the employee
would need to state a qualifying reason for the needed leave and otherwise satisfy the notice requirements set forth in
§825.302 or §825.303 depending on whether the need for leave is foreseeable or unforeseeable. An employee giving
notice of the need for FMLA leave must explain the reasons for the needed leave so as to allow the employer to determine
whether the leave qualifies under the Act. If the employee fails to explain the reasons, leave may be denied. In many
cases, in explaining the reasons for a request to use leave, especially when the need for the leave was unexpected or
unforeseen, an employee will provide sufficient information for the employer to designate the leave as FMLA leave. An
employee using accrued paid leave may in some cases not spontaneously explain the reasons or their plans for using
their accrued leave. However, if an employee requesting to use paid leave for a FM LA-qualifying reason does not explain
the reason for the leave and the employer denies the employee's request, the employee will need to provide sufficient
information to establish a FM LA-qualifying reason for the needed leave so that the employer is aware that the leave may
not be denied and may designate that the paid leave be appropriately counted against (substituted for) the employee's
FMLA leave entitlement. Similarly, an employee using accrued paid vacation leave who seeks an extension of unpaid
leave for a FM LA-qualifying reason will need to state the reason. If this is due to an event which occurred during the period
of paid leave, the employer may count the leave used after the FM LA-qualifying reason against the employee's FMLA
leave entitlement.
(c) Disputes. If there is a dispute between an employer and an employee as to whether leave qualifies as FMLA
leave, it should be resolved through discussions between the employee and the employer. Such discussions and the
decision must be documented.
(d) Retroactive designation. If an employer does not designate leave as required by §825.300, the employer may
retroactively designate leave as FMLA leave with appropriate notice to the employee as required by §825.300 provided
that the employer's failure to timely designate leave does not cause harm or injury to the employee. In all cases where
leave would qualify for FMLA protections, an employer and an employee can mutually agree that leave be retroactively
designated as FMLA leave.
(e) Remedies. If an employer's failure to timely designate leave in accordance with §825.300 causes the employee to
suffer harm, it may constitute an interference with, restraint of, or denial of the exercise of an employee's FMLA rights. An
employer may be liable for compensation and benefits lost by reason of the violation, for other actual monetary losses
sustained as a direct result of the violation, and for appropriate equitable or other relief, including employment,
reinstatement, promotion, or any other relief tailored to the harm suffered. See §825.400(c). For example, if an employer
that was put on notice that an employee needed FMLA leave failed to designate the leave properly, but the employee's
own serious health condition prevented him or her from returning to work during that time period regardless of the
designation, an employee may not be able to show that the employee suffered harm as a result of the employer's actions.
However, if an employee took leave to provide care for a son or daughter with a serious health condition believing it would
not count toward his or her FMLA entitlement, and the employee planned to later use that FMLA leave to provide care for
a spouse who would need assistance when recovering from surgery planned for a later date, the employee may be able to
show that harm has occurred as a result of the employer's failure to designate properly. The employee might establish this
by showing that he or she would have arranged for an alternative caregiver for the seriously ill son or daughter if the leave
had been designated timely.
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§825.302 Employee notice requirements for foreseeable FMLA leave.
(a) Timing of notice. An employee must provide the employer at least 30 days advance notice before FMLA leave is to
begin if the need for the leave is foreseeable based on an expected birth, placement for adoption or foster care, planned
medical treatment for a serious health condition of the employee or of a family member, or the planned medical treatment
for a serious injury or illness of a covered servicemember. If 30 days notice is not practicable, such as because of a lack of
knowledge of approximately when leave will be required to begin, a change in circumstances, or a medical emergency,
notice must be given as soon as practicable. For example, an employee's health condition may require leave to
commence earlier than anticipated before the birth of a child. Similarly, little opportunity for notice may be given before
placement for adoption. For foreseeable leave due to a qualifying exigency notice must be provided as soon as
practicable, regardless of how far in advance such leave is foreseeable. Whether FMLA leave is to be continuous or is to
be taken intermittently or on a reduced schedule basis, notice need only be given one time, but the employee shall advise
the employer as soon as practicable if dates of scheduled leave change or are extended, or were initially unknown. In
those cases where the employee is required to provide at least 30 days notice of foreseeable leave and does not do so,
the employee shall explain the reasons why such notice was not practicable upon a request from the employer for such
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information.
(b) As soon as practicable means as soon as both possible and practical, taking into account all of the facts and
circumstances in the individual case. When an employee becomes aware of a need for FMLA leave less than 30 days in
advance, it should be practicable for the employee to provide notice of the need for leave either the same day or the next
business day. In all cases, however, the determination of when an employee could practicably provide notice must take
into account the individual facts and circumstances.
(c) Content of notice. An employee shall provide at least verbal notice sufficient to make the employer aware that the
employee needs FMLA-qualifying leave, and the anticipated timing and duration of the leave. Depending on the situation,
such information may include that a condition renders the employee unable to perform the functions of the job; that the
employee is pregnant or has been hospitalized overnight; whether the employee or the employee's family member is
under the continuing care of a health care provider; if the leave is due to a qualifying exigency, that a military member is on
covered active duty or call to covered active duty status (or has been notified of an impending call or order to covered
active duty), and that the requested leave is for one of the reasons listed in §825.126(b); if the leave is for a family
member, that the condition renders the family member unable to perform daily activities, or that the family member is a
covered servicemember with a serious injury or illness; and the anticipated duration of the absence, if known. When an
employee seeks leave for the first time for a FM LA-qualifying reason, the employee need not expressly assert rights under
the FMLA or even mention the FMLA. When an employee seeks leave due to a FMLA-qualifying reason, for which the
employer has previously provided FMLA-protected leave, the employee must specifically reference the qualifying reason
for leave or the need for FMLA leave. In all cases, the employer should inquire further of the employee if it is necessary to
have more information about whether FMLA leave is being sought by the employee, and obtain the necessary details of
the leave to be taken. In the case of medical conditions, the employer may find it necessary to inquire further to determine
if the leave is because of a serious health condition and may request medical certification to support the need for such
leave. See §825.305. An employer may also request certification to support the need for leave for a qualifying exigency or
for military caregiver leave. See §§825.309, 825.310). When an employee has been previously certified for leave due to
more than one FMLA-qualifying reason, the employer may need to inquire further to determine for which qualifying reason
the leave is needed. An employee has an obligation to respond to an employer's questions designed to determine whether
an absence is potentially FMLA-qualifying. Failure to respond to reasonable employer inquiries regarding the leave
request may result in denial of FMLA protection if the employer is unable to determine whether the leave is FMLAqualifying.
(d) Complying with employer policy An employer may require an employee to comply with the employer's usual and
customary notice and procedural requirements for requesting leave, absent unusual circumstances. For example, an
employer may require that written notice set forth the reasons for the requested leave, the anticipated duration of the
leave, and the anticipated start of the leave. An employee also may be required by an employer's policy to contact a
specific individual. Unusual circumstances would include situations such as when an employee is unable to comply with
the employer's policy that requests for leave should be made by contacting a specific number because on the day the
employee needs to provide notice of his or her need for FMLA leave there is no one to answer the call-in number and the
voice mail box is full. Where an employee does not comply with the employer's usual notice and procedural requirements,
and no unusual circumstances justify the failure to comply, FM LA-protected leave may be delayed or denied. However,
FM LA-protected leave may not be delayed or denied where the employer's policy requires notice to be given sooner than
set forth in paragraph (a) of this section and the employee provides timely notice as set forth in paragraph (a) of this
section.
(e) Scheduling planned medical treatment. When planning medical treatment, the employee must consult with the
employer and make a reasonable effort to schedule the treatment so as not to disrupt unduly the employer's operations,
subject to the approval of the health care provider. Employees are ordinarily expected to consult with their employers prior
to the scheduling of treatment in order to work out a treatment schedule which best suits the needs of both the employer
and the employee. For example, if an employee who provides notice of the need to take FMLA leave on an intermittent
basis for planned medical treatment neglects to consult with the employer to make a reasonable effort to arrange the
schedule of treatments so as not to unduly disrupt the employer's operations, the employer may initiate discussions with
the employee and require the employee to attempt to make such arrangements, subject to the approval of the health care
provider. See §§825.203 and 825.205.
(f) Intermittent leave or leave on a reduced leave schedule must be medically necessary due to a serious health
condition or a serious injury or illness. An employee shall advise the employer, upon request, of the reasons why the
intermittent/reduced leave schedule is necessary and of the schedule for treatment, if applicable. The employee and
employer shall attempt to work out a schedule for such leave that meets the employee's needs without unduly disrupting
the employer's operations, subject to the approval of the health care provider.
(g) An employer may waive employees' FMLA notice requirements. See §825.304.
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§825.303 Employee notice requirements for unforeseeable FMLA leave.
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(a) Timing of notice. When the approximate timing of the need for leave is not foreseeable, an employee must provide
notice to the employer as soon as practicable under the facts and circumstances of the particular case. It generally should
be practicable for the employee to provide notice of leave that is unforeseeable within the time prescribed by the
employer's usual and customary notice requirements applicable to such leave. See §825.303(c). Notice may be given by
the employee's spokesperson (e.g., spouse, adult family member, or other responsible party) if the employee is unable to
do so personally. For example, if an employee's child has a severe asthma attack and the employee takes the child to the
emergency room, the employee would not be required to leave his or her child in order to report the absence while the
child is receiving emergency treatment. However, if the child's asthma attack required only the use of an inhaler at home
followed by a period of rest, the employee would be expected to call the employer promptly after ensuring the child has
used the inhaler.
(b) Content of notice. An employee shall provide sufficient information for an employer to reasonably determine
whether the FMLA may apply to the leave request. Depending on the situation, such information may include that a
condition renders the employee unable to perform the functions of the job; that the employee is pregnant or has been
hospitalized overnight; whether the employee or the employee's family member is under the continuing care of a health
care provider; if the leave is due to a qualifying exigency, that a military member is on covered active duty or call to
covered active duty status (or has been notified of an impending call or order to covered active duty), that the requested
leave is for one of the reasons listed in §825.126(b), and the anticipated duration of the absence; or if the leave is for a
family member that the condition renders the family member unable to perform daily activities or that the family member is
a covered servicemember with a serious injury or illness; and the anticipated duration of the absence, if known. When an
employee seeks leave for the first time for a FM LA-qualifying reason, the employee need not expressly assert rights under
the FMLA or even mention the FMLA. When an employee seeks leave due to a qualifying reason, for which the employer
has previously provided the employee FM LA-protected leave, the employee must specifically reference either the
qualifying reason for leave or the need for FMLA leave. Calling in "sick" without providing more information will not be
considered sufficient notice to trigger an employer's obligations under the Act. The employer will be expected to obtain any
additional required information through informal means. An employee has an obligation to respond to an employer's
questions designed to determine whether an absence is potentially FMLA-qualifying. Failure to respond to reasonable
employer inquiries regarding the leave request may result in denial of FMLA protection if the employer is unable to
determine whether the leave is FM LA-qualifying.
(c) Complying with employer policy. When the need for leave is not foreseeable, an employee must comply with the
employer's usual and customary notice and procedural requirements for requesting leave, absent unusual circumstances.
For example, an employer may require employees to call a designated number or a specific individual to request leave.
However, if an employee requires emergency medical treatment, he or she would not be required to follow the call-in
procedure until his or her condition is stabilized and he or she has access to, and is able to use, a phone. Similarly, in the
case of an emergency requiring leave because of a FMLA-qualifying reason, written advance notice pursuant to an
employer's internal rules and procedures may not be required when FMLA leave is involved. If an employee does not
comply with the employer's usual notice and procedural requirements, and no unusual circumstances justify the failure to
comply, FMLA-protected leave may be delayed or denied.
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§825.304 Employee failure to provide notice.

(a) Proper notice required. In all cases, in order for the onset of an employee's FMLA leave to be delayed due to lack
of required notice, it must be clear that the employee had actual notice of the FMLA notice requirements. This condition
would be satisfied by the employer's proper posting of the required notice at the worksite where the employee is employed
and the employer's provision of the required notice in either an employee handbook or employee distribution, as required
by §825.300.
(b) Foreseeable leave-30 days. When the need for FMLA leave is foreseeable at least 30 days in advance and an
employee fails to give timely advance notice with no reasonable excuse, the employer may delay FMLA coverage until 30
days after the date the employee provides notice. The need for leave and the approximate date leave would be taken must
have been clearly foreseeable to the employee 30 days in advance of the leave. For example, knowledge that an
employee would receive a telephone call about the availability of a child for adoption at some unknown point in the future
would not be sufficient to establish the leave was clearly foreseeable 30 days in advance.
(c) Foreseeable leave-less than 30 days. When the need for FMLA leave is foreseeable fewer than 30 days in
advance and an employee fails to give notice as soon as practicable under the particular facts and circumstances, the
extent to which an employer may delay FMLA coverage for leave depends on the facts of the particular case. For
example, if an employee reasonably should have given the employer two weeks notice but instead only provided one
week notice, then the employer may delay FM LA-protected leave for one week (thus, if the employer elects to delay FMLA
coverage and the employee nonetheless takes leave one week after providing the notice (i.e., a week before the two week
notice period has been met) the leave will not be FMLA-protected).
(d) Unforeseeable leave. When the need for FMLA leave is unforeseeable and an employee fails to give notice in
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accordance with §825.303, the extent to which an employer may delay FMLA coverage for leave depends on the facts of
the particular case. For example, if it would have been practicable for an employee to have given the employer notice of
the need for leave very soon after the need arises consistent with the employer's policy, but instead the employee provided
notice two days after the leave began, then the employer may delay FMLA coverage of the leave by two days.
(e) Waiver of notice. An employer may waive employees' FMLA notice obligations or the employer's own internal rules
on leave notice requirements. If an employer does not waive the employee's obligations under its internal leave rules, the
employer may take appropriate action under its internal rules and procedures for failure to follow its usual and customary
notification rules, absent unusual circumstances, as long as the actions are taken in a manner that does not discriminate
against employees taking FMLA leave and the rules are not inconsistent with §825.303(a).
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§825.305 Certification, general rule.
(a) General. An employer may require that an employee's leave to care for the employee's covered family member
with a serious health condition, or due to the employee's own serious health condition that makes the employee unable to
perform one or more of the essential functions of the employee's position, be supported by a certification issued by the
health care provider of the employee or the employee's family member. An employer may also require that an employee's
leave because of a qualifying exigency or to care for a covered servicemember with a serious injury or illness be
supported by a certification, as described in §§825.309 and 825.310, respectively. An employer must give notice of a
requirement for certification each time a certification is required; such notice must be written notice whenever required by
§825.300(c). An employer's oral request to an employee to furnish any subsequent certification is sufficient.
(b) Timing. In most cases, the employer should request that an employee furnish certification at the time the employee
gives notice of the need for leave or within five business days thereafter, or, in the case of unforeseen leave, within five
business days after the leave commences. The employer may request certification at some later date if the employer later
has reason to question the appropriateness of the leave or its duration. The employee must provide the requested
certification to the employer within 15 calendar days after the employer's request, unless it is not practicable under the
particular circumstances to do so despite the employee's diligent, good faith efforts or the employer provides more than 15
calendar days to return the requested certification.
(c) Complete and sufficient certification. The employee must provide a complete and sufficient certification to the
employer if required by the employer in accordance with §§825.306, 825.309, and 825.310. The employer shall advise an
employee whenever the employer finds a certification incomplete or insufficient, and shall state in writing what additional
information is necessary to make the certification complete and sufficient. A certification is considered incomplete if the
employer receives a certification, but one or more of the applicable entries have not been completed. A certification is
considered insufficient if the employer receives a complete certification, but the information provided is vague, ambiguous,
or non-responsive. The employer must provide the employee with seven calendar days (unless not practicable under the
particular circumstances despite the employee's diligent good faith efforts) to cure any such deficiency. If the deficiencies
specified by the employer are not cured in the resubmitted certification, the employer may deny the taking of FMLA leave,
in accordance with §825.313. A certification that is not returned to the employer is not considered incomplete or
insufficient, but constitutes a failure to provide certification.
(d) Consequences. At the time the employer requests certification, the employer must also advise an employee of the
anticipated consequences of an employee's failure to provide adequate certification. If the employee fails to provide the
employer with a complete and sufficient certification, despite the opportunity to cure the certification as provided in
paragraph (c) of this section, or fails to provide any certification, the employer may deny the taking of FMLA leave, in
accordance with §825.313. It is the employee's responsibility either to furnish a complete and sufficient certification or to
furnish the health care provider providing the certification with any necessary authorization from the employee or the
employee's family member in order for the health care provider to release a complete and sufficient certification to the
employer to support the employee's FMLA request. This provision will apply in any case where an employer requests a
certification permitted by these regulations, whether it is the initial certification, a recertification, a second or third opinion,
or fitness for duty certificate, including any clarifications necessary to determine if such certifications are authentic and
sufficient. See §§825.306, 825.307, 825.308, and 825.312.

a

(e) Annual medical certification. Where the employee's need for leave due to the employee's own serious health
condition, or the serious health condition of the employee's covered family member, lasts beyond a single leave year (as
defined in §825.200), the employer may require the employee to provide a new medical certification in each subsequent
leave year. Such new medical certifications are subject to the provisions for authentication and clarification set forth in
§825.307, including second and third opinions.
t:. Back to Top

§825.306 Content of medical certification for leave taken because of an employee's own serious health condition
or the serious health condition of a family member.
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(a) Required information. When leave is taken because of an employee's own serious health condition, or the serious
health condition of a family member, an employer may require an employee to obtain a medical certification from a health
care provider that sets forth the following information:
(1) The name, address, telephone number, and fax number of the health care provider and type of medical
practice/specialization;
(2) The approximate date on which the serious health condition commenced, and its probable duration;
(3) A statement or description of appropriate medical facts regarding the patient's health condition for which FMLA
leave is requested. The medical facts must be sufficient to support the need for leave. Such medical facts may include
information on symptoms, diagnosis, hospitalization, doctor visits, whether medication has been prescribed, any referrals
for evaluation or treatment (physical therapy, for example), or any other regimen of continuing treatment;
(4) If the employee is the patient, information sufficient to establish that the employee cannot perform the essential
functions of the employee's job as well as the nature of any other work restrictions, and the likely duration of such inability
(see §825.123(b) and (c));
(5) If the patient is a covered family member with a serious health condition, information sufficient to establish that the
family member is in need of care, as described in §825.124, and an estimate of the frequency and duration of the leave
required to care for the family member;
(6) If an employee requests leave on an intermittent or reduced schedule basis for planned medical treatment of the
employee's or a covered family member's serious health condition, information sufficient to establish the medical necessity
for such intermittent or reduced schedule leave and an estimate of the dates and duration of such treatments and any
periods of recovery;
(7) If an employee requests leave on an intermittent or reduced schedule basis for the employee's serious health
condition, including pregnancy, that may result in unforeseeable episodes of incapacity, information sufficient to establish
the medical necessity for such intermittent or reduced schedule leave and an estimate of the frequency and duration of the
episodes of incapacity; and
(8) If an employee requests leave on an intermittent or reduced schedule basis to care for a covered family member
with a serious health condition, a statement that such leave is medically necessary to care for the family member, as
described in §§825.124 and 825.203(b), which can include assisting in the family member's recovery, and an estimate of
the frequency and duration of the required leave.
(b) DOL has developed two optional forms (Form WH-380E and Form WH-380F, as revised) for use in obtaining
medical certification, including second and third opinions, from health care providers that meets FMLA's certification
requirements. Optional form WH-380E is for use when the employee's need for leave is due to the employee's own
serious health condition. Optional form WH-380F is for use when the employee needs leave to care for a family member
with a serious health condition. These optional forms reflect certification requirements so as to permit the health care
provider to furnish appropriate medical information. Form WH-380-E and WH-380-F, as revised, or another form containing
the same basic information, may be used by the employer; however, no information may be required beyond that specified
in §§825.306, 825.307, and 825.308. In all instances the information on the form must relate only to the serious health
condition for which the current need for leave exists. Prototype forms WH-380-E and WH-380-F may be obtained from
local offices of the Wage and Hour Division or from the Internet at www.dol.gov/whd.
(c) If an employee is on FMLA leave running concurrently with a workers' compensation absence, and the provisions
of the workers' compensation statute permit the employer or the employer's representative to request additional
information from the employee's workers' compensation health care provider, the FMLA does not prevent the employer
from following the workers' compensation provisions and information received under those provisions may be considered
in determining the employee's entitlement to FMLA-protected leave. Similarly, an employer may request additional
information in accordance with a paid leave policy or disability plan that requires greater information to qualify for
payments or benefits, provided that the employer informs the employee that the additional information only needs to be
provided in connection with receipt of such payments or benefits. Any information received pursuant to such policy or plan
may be considered in determining the employee's entitlement to FM LA-protected leave. If the employee fails to provide the
information required for receipt of such payments or benefits, such failure will not affect the employee's entitlement to take
unpaid FMLA leave. See §825.207(a).
(d) If an employee's serious health condition may also be a disability within the meaning of the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA), as amended, the FMLA does not prevent the employer from following the procedures for requesting
medical information under the ADA. Any information received pursuant to these procedures may be considered in
determining the employee's entitlement to FM LA-protected leave.
(e) While an employee may choose to comply with the certification requirement by providing the employer with an
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authorization, release, or waiver allowing the employer to communicate directly with the health care provider of the
employee or his or her covered family member, the employee may not be required to provide such an authorization,
release, or waiver. In all instances in which certification is requested, it is the employee's responsibility to provide the
employer with complete and sufficient certification and failure to do so may result in the denial of FMLA leave. See
§825.305(d).
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§825.307 Authentication and clarification of medical certification for leave taken because of an employee's own
serious health condition or the serious health condition of a family member; second and third opinions.
(a) Clarification and authentication. If an employee submits a complete and sufficient certification signed by the health
care provider, the employer may not request additional information from the health care provider. However, the employer
may contact the health care provider for purposes of clarification and authentication of the medical certification (whether
initial certification or recertification) after the employer has given the employee an opportunity to cure any deficiencies as
set forth in §825.305(c). To make such contact, the employer must use a health care provider, a human resources
professional, a leave administrator, or a management official. Under no circumstances, however, may the employee's
direct supervisor contact the employee's health care provider. For purposes of these regulations, authentication means
providing the health care provider with a copy of the certification and requesting verification that the information contained
on the certification form was completed and/or authorized by the health care provider who signed the document; no
additional medical information may be requested. Clarification means contacting the health care provider to understand
the handwriting on the medical certification or to understand the meaning of a response. Employers may not ask health
care providers for additional information beyond that required by the certification form. The requirements of the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) Privacy Rule (see 45 CFR parts 160 and 164), which governs the
privacy of individually-identifiable health information created or held by HI PAA-covered entities, must be satisfied when
individually-identifiable health information of an employee is shared with an employer by a HIPAA-covered health care
provider. If an employee chooses not to provide the employer with authorization allowing the employer to clarify the
certification with the health care provider, and does not otherwise clarify the certification, the employer may deny the taking
of FMLA leave if the certification is unclear. See §825.305(d). It is the employee's responsibility to provide the employer
with a complete and sufficient certification and to clarify the certification if necessary.
(b) Second opinion. (1) An employer who has reason to doubt the validity of a medical certification may require the
employee to obtain a second opinion at the employer's expense. Pending receipt of the second (or third) medical opinion,
the employee is provisionally entitled to the benefits of the Act, including maintenance of group health benefits. If the
certifications do not ultimately establish the employee's entitlement to FMLA leave, the leave shall not be designated as
FMLA leave and may be treated as paid or unpaid leave under the employer's established leave policies. In addition, the
consequences set forth in §825.305(d) will apply if the employee or the employee's family member fails to authorize his or
her health care provider to release all relevant medical information pertaining to the serious health condition at issue if
requested by the health care provider designated to provide a second opinion in order to render a sufficient and complete
second opinion.
(2) The employer is permitted to designate the health care provider to furnish the second opinion, but the selected
health care provider may not be employed on a regular basis by the employer. The employer may not regularly contract
with or otherwise regularly utilize the services of the health care provider furnishing the second opinion unless the
employer is located in an area where access to health care is extremely limited (e.g., a rural area where no more than one
or two doctors practice in the relevant specialty in the vicinity).
(c) Third opinion. If the opinions of the employee's and the employer's designated health care providers differ, the
employer may require the employee to obtain certification from a third health care provider, again at the employer's
expense. This third opinion shall be final and binding. The third health care provider must be designated or approved
jointly by the employer and the employee. The employer and the employee must each act in good faith to attempt to reach
agreement on whom to select for the third opinion provider. If the employer does not attempt in good faith to reach
agreement, the employer will be bound by the first certification. If the employee does not attempt in good faith to reach
agreement, the employee will be bound by the second certification. For example, an employee who refuses to agree to
see a doctor in the specialty in question may be failing to act in good faith. On the other hand, an employer that refuses to
agree to any doctor on a list of specialists in the appropriate field provided by the employee and whom the employee has
not previously consulted may be failing to act in good faith. In addition, the consequences set forth in §825.305(d) will
apply if the employee or the employee's family member fails to authorize his or her health care provider to release all
relevant medical information pertaining to the serious health condition at issue if requested by the health care provider
designated to provide a third opinion in order to render a sufficient and complete third opinion.
(d) Copies of opinions. The employer is required to provide the employee with a copy of the second and third medical
opinions, where applicable, upon request by the employee. Requested copies are to be provided within five business days
unless extenuating circumstances prevent such action.
(e) Travel expenses. If the employer requires the employee to obtain either a second or third opinion the employer
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must reimburse an employee or family member for any reasonable "out of pocket" travel expenses incurred to obtain the
second and third medical opinions. The employer may not require the employee or family member to travel outside normal
commuting distance for purposes of obtaining the second or third medical opinions except in very unusual circumstances.
(f) Medical certification abroad. In circumstances in which the employee or a family member is visiting in another
country, or a family member resides in another country, and a serious health condition develops, the employer shall accept
a medical certification as well as second and third opinions from a health care provider who practices in that country.
Where a certification by a foreign health care provider is in a language other than English, the employee must provide the
employer with a written translation of the certification upon request.

t. Back to Top
§825.308 Recertifications for leave taken because of an employee's own serious health condition or the serious
health condition of a family member.
(a) 30-day rule. An employer may request recertification no more often than every 30 days and only in connection with
an absence by the employee, unless paragraphs {b) or (c) of this section apply.
(b) More than 30 days. If the medical certification indicates that the minimum duration of the condition is more than 30
days, an employer must wait until that minimum duration expires before requesting a recertification, unless paragraph (c)
of this section applies. For example, if the medical certification states that an employee will be unable to work, whether
continuously or on an intermittent basis, for 40 days, the employer must wait 40 days before requesting a recertification. In
all cases, an employer may request a recertification of a medical condition every six months in connection with an absence
by the employee. Accordingly, even if the medical certification indicates that the employee will need intermittent or reduced
schedule leave for a period in excess of six months (e.g., for a lifetime condition), the employer would be permitted to
request recertification every six months in connection with an absence.
(c) Less than 30 days. An employer may request recertification in less than 30 days if:
(1) The employee requests an extension of leave;
(2) Circumstances described by the previous certification have changed significantly (e.g., the duration or frequency of
the absence, the nature or severity of the illness, complications). For example, if a medical certification stated that an
employee would need leave for one to two days when the employee suffered a migraine headache and the employee's
absences for his or her last two migraines lasted four days each, then the increased duration of absence might constitute a
significant change in circumstances allowing the employer to request a recertification in less than 30 days. Likewise, if an
employee had a pattern of using unscheduled FMLA leave for migraines in conjunction with his or her scheduled days off,
then the timing of the absences also might constitute a significant change in circumstances sufficient for an employer to
request a recertification more frequently than every 30 days; or
(3) The employer receives information that casts doubt upon the employee's stated reason for the absence or the
continuing validity of the certification. For example, if an employee is on FMLA leave for four weeks due to the employee's
knee surgery, including recuperation, and the employee plays in company softball league games during the employee's
third week of FMLA leave, such information might be sufficient to cast doubt upon the continuing validity of the certification
allowing the employer to request a recertification in less than 30 days.
(d) Timing. The employee must provide the requested recertification to the employer within the time frame requested
by the employer (which must allow at least 15 calendar days after the employer's request), unless it is not practicable
under the particular circumstances to do so despite the employee's diligent, good faith efforts.
(e) Content. The employer may ask for the same information when obtaining recertification as that permitted for the
original certification as set forth in §825.306. The employee has the same obligations to participate and cooperate
(including providing a complete and sufficient certification or adequate authorization to the health care provider) in the
recertification process as in. the initial certification process. See §825.305(d). As part of the information allowed to be
obtained on recertification for leave taken because of a serious health condition, the employer may provide the health care
provider with a record of the employee's absence pattern and ask the health care provider if the serious health condition
and need for leave is consistent with such a pattern.
(f) Any recertification requested by the employer shall be at the employee's expense unless the employer provides
otherwise. No second or third opinion on recertification may be required.
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§825.309 Certification for leave taken because of a qualifying exigency.
(a) Active Duty Orders. The first time an employee requests leave because of a qualifying exigency arising out of the
covered active duty or call to covered active duty status (or notification of an impending call or order to covered active
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duty)of a military member (see §825.126(a)), an employer may require the employee to provide a copy of the military
member's active duty orders or other documentation issued by the military which indicates that the military member is on
covered active duty or call to covered active duty status, and the dates of the military member's covered active duty
service. This information need only be provided to the employer once. A copy of new active duty orders or other
documentation issued by the military may be required by the employer if the need for leave because of a qualifying
exigency arises out of a different covered active duty or call to covered active duty status (or notification of an impending
call or order to covered active duty) of the same or a different military member;
(b) Required information. An employer may require that leave for any qualifying exigency specified in §825.126 be
supported by a certification from the employee that sets forth the following information:
(1) A statement or description, signed by the employee, of appropriate facts regarding the qualifying exigency for
which FMLA leave is requested. The facts must be sufficient to support the need for leave. Such facts should include
information on the type of qualifying exigency for which leave is requested and any available written documentation which
supports the request for leave; such documentation, for example, may include a copy of a meeting announcement for
informational briefings sponsored by the military, a document confirming an appointment with a counselor or school official,
or a copy of a bill for services for the handling of legal or financial affairs;
(2) The approximate date on which the qualifying exigency commenced or will commence;
(3) If an employee requests leave because of a qualifying exigency for a single, continuous period of time, the
beginning and end dates for such absence;
(4) If an employee requests leave because of a qualifying exigency on an intermittent or reduced schedule basis, an
estimate of the frequency and duration of the qualifying exigency;
(5) If the qualifying exigency involves meeting with a third party, appropriate contact information for the individual or
entity with whom the employee is meeting (such as the name, title, organization, address, telephone number, fax number,
and email address) and a brief description of the purpose of the meeting; and
(6) If the qualifying exigency involves Rest and Recuperation leave, a copy of the military member's Rest and
Recuperation orders, or other documentation issued by the military which indicates that the military member has been
granted Rest and Recuperation leave, and the dates of the military member's Rest and Recuperation leave.
(c) DOL has developed an optional form (Form WH-384) for employees' use in obtaining a certification that meets
FMLA's certification requirements. Form WH-384 may be obtained from local offices of the Wage and Hour Division or
from the Internet at www.dol.gov/whd. This optional form reflects certification requirements so as to permit the employee to
furnish appropriate information to support his or her request for leave because of a qualifying exigency. Form WH-384, or
another form containing the same basic information, may be used by the employer; however, no information may be
required beyond that specified in this section.
(d) Verification. If an employee submits a complete and sufficient certification to support his or her request for leave
because of a qualifying exigency, the employer may not request additional information from the employee. However, ifthe
qualifying exigency involves meeting with a third party, the employer may contact the individual or entity with whom the
employee is meeting for purposes of verifying a meeting or appointment schedule and the nature of the meeting between
the employee and the specified individual or entity. The employee's permission is not required in order to verify meetings
or appointments with third parties, but no additional information may be requested by the employer. An employer also may
contact an appropriate unit of the Department of Defense to request verification that a military member is on covered
active duty or call to covered active duty status (or has been notified of an impending call or order to covered active duty);
no additional information may be requested and the employee's permission is not required.
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§825.310 Certification for leave taken to care for a covered servicemember (military caregiver leave).
(a) Required information from health care provider. When leave is taken to care for a covered servicemember with a
serious injury or illness, an employer may require an employee to obtain a certification completed by an authorized health
care provider of the covered servicemember. For purposes of leave taken to care for a covered servicemember, any one of
the following health care providers may complete such a certification:
(1) A United States Department of Defense ("DOD") health care provider;
(2) A United States Department of Veterans Affairs ("VA") health care provider;
(3) A DOD TRICARE network authorized private health care provider;
(4) A DOD non-network TRICARE authorized private health care provider; or
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(5) Any health care provider as defined in §825.125.
(b) If the authorized health care provider is unable to make certain military-related determinations outlined below, the
authorized health care provider may rely on determinations from an authorized DOD representative (such as a DOD
Recovery Care Coordinator) or an authorized VA representative. An employer may request that the health care provider
provide the following information:
(1) The name, address, and appropriate contact information (telephone number, fax number, and/or email address) of
the health care provider, the type of medical practice, the medical specialty, and whether the health care provider is one of
the following:
(i) A DOD health care provider;
(ii) A VA health care provider;
(iii) A DOD TRICARE network authorized private health care provider;
(iv) A DOD non-network TRI CARE authorized private health care provider; or
(v) A health care provider as defined in §825.125.
(2) Whether the covered servicemember's injury or illness was incurred in the line of duty on active duty or, if not,
whether the covered servicemember's injury or illness existed before the beginning of the service member's active duty and
was aggravated by service in the line of duty on active duty;
(3) The approximate date on which the serious injury or illness commenced, or was aggravated, and its probable
duration;
(4) A statement or description of appropriate medical facts regarding the covered servicemember's health condition
for which FMLA leave is requested. The medical facts must be sufficient to support the need for leave.
(i) In the case of a current member of the Armed Forces, such medical facts must include information on whether the
injury or illness may render the covered servicemember medically unfit to perform the duties of the servicemember's office,
grade, rank, or rating and whether the member is receiving medical treatment, recuperation, or therapy.
(ii) In the case of a covered veteran, such medical facts must include:
(A) Information on whether the veteran is receiving medical treatment, recuperation, or therapy for an injury or illness
that is the continuation of an injury or illness that was incurred or aggravated when the covered veteran was a member of
the Armed Forces and rendered the servicemember medically unfit to perform the duties of the servicemember's office,
grade, rank, or rating; or
(B) Information on whether the veteran is receiving medical treatment, recuperation, or therapy for an injury or illness
that is a physical or mental condition for which the covered veteran has received a U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs
Service-Related Disability Rating (VASRD) of 50 percent or greater, and that such VASRD rating is based, in whole or in
part, on the condition precipitating the need for military caregiver leave; or
(C) Information on whether the veteran is receiving medical treatment, recuperation, or therapy for an injury or illness
that is a physical or mental condition that substantially impairs the covered veteran's ability to secure or follow a
substantially gainful occupation by reason of a disability or disabilities related to military service, or would do so absent
treatment; or
(D) Documentation of enrollment in the Department of Veterans Affairs Program of Comprehensive Assistance for
Family Caregivers.
(5) Information sufficient to establish that the covered servicemember is in need of care, as described in §825.124,
and whether the covered servicemember will need care for a single continuous period of time, including any time for
treatment and recovery, and an estimate as to the beginning and ending dates for this period of time;
(6) If an employee requests leave on an intermittent or reduced schedule basis for planned medical treatment
appointments for the covered servicemember, whether there is a medical necessity for the covered servicemember to
have such periodic care and an estimate of the treatment schedule of such appointments;
(7) If an employee requests leave on an intermittent or reduced schedule basis to care for a covered servicemember
other than for planned medical treatment (e.g., episodic flare-ups of a medical condition), whether there is a medical
necessity for the covered servicemember to have such periodic care, which can include assisting in the covered
servicemember's recovery, and an estimate of the frequency and duration of the periodic care.
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(c) Required information from employee and/or covered servicemember. In addition to the information that may be
requested under §825.31 O(b), an employer may also request that such certification set forth the following information
provided by an employee and/or covered servicemember:
(1) The name and address of the employer of the employee requesting leave to care for a covered servicemember,
the name of the employee requesting such leave, and the name of the covered servicemember for whom the employee is
requesting leave to care;
(2) The relationship of the employee to the covered servicemember for whom the employee is requesting leave to
care;
(3) Whether the covered servicemember is a current member of the Armed Forces, the National Guard or Reserves,
and the covered servicemember's military branch, rank, and current unit assignment;
(4) Whether the covered servicemember is assigned to a military medical facility as an outpatient or to a unit
established for the purpose of providing command and control of members of the Armed Forces receiving medical care as
outpatients (such as a medical hold or warrior transition unit), and the name of the medical treatment facility or unit;
(5) Whether the covered servicemember is on the temporary disability retired list;
(6) Whether the covered servicemember is a veteran, the date of separation from military service, and whether the
separation was other than dishonorable. The employer may require the employee to provide documentation issued by the
military which indicates that the covered servicemember is a veteran, the date of separation, and that the separation is
other than dishonorable. Where an employer requires such documentation, an employee may provide a copy of the
veteran's Certificate of Release or Discharge from Active Duty issued by the U.S. Department of Defense (DD Form 214)
or other proof of veteran status. See §825.127(c)(2).
(7) A description of the care to be provided to the covered servicemember and an estimate of the leave needed to
provide the care.
(d) DOL has developed optional forms (WH-385, WH-385-V) for employees' use in obtaining certification that meets
FMLA's certification requirements, which may be obtained from local offices of the Wage and Hour Division or on the
Internet at www.dol.gov/whd. These optional forms reflect certification requirements so as to permit the employee to
furnish appropriate information to support his or her request for leave to care for a covered servicemember with a serious
injury or illness. WH-385, WH-385-V, or another form containing the same basic information, may be used by the
employer; however, no information may be required beyond that specified in this section. In all instances the information
on the certification must relate only to the serious injury or illness for which the current need for leave exists. An employer
may seek authentication and/or clarification of the certification under §825.307. Second and third opinions under §825.307
are not permitted for leave to care for a covered servicemember when the certification has been completed by one of the
types of health care providers identified in §825.31 O(a)(1 )-(4). However, second and third opinions under §825.307 are
permitted when the certification has been completed by a health care provider as defined in §825.125 that is not one of the
types identified in §825.310(a)(1)-(4). Additionally, recertifications under §825.308 are not permitted for leave to care for a
covered servicemember. An employer may require an employee to provide confirmation of covered family relationship to
the seriously injured or ill servicemember pursuant to §825.122(k) of the FMLA.
(e) An employer requiring an employee to submit a certification for leave to care for a covered servicemember must
accept as sufficient certification, in lieu of the Department's optional certification forms (WH-385) or an employer's own
certification form, invitational travel orders (ITOs) or invitational travel authorizations (ITAs) issued to any family member to
join an injured or ill servicemember at his or her bedside. An ITO or ITA is sufficient certification for the duration of time
specified in the ITO or ITA. During that time period, an eligible employee may take leave to care for the covered
servicemember in a continuous block of time or on an intermittent basis. An eligible employee who provides an ITO or ITA
to support his or her request for leave may not be required to provide any additional or separate certification that leave
taken on an intermittent basis during the period of time specified in the ITO or ITA is medically necessary. An ITO or ITA is
sufficient certification for an employee entitled to take FMLA leave to care for a covered servicemember regardless of
whether the employee is named in the order or authorization.
(1) If an employee will need leave to care for a covered servicemember beyond the expiration date specified in an ITO
or ITA, an employer may request that the employee have one of the authorized health care providers listed under
§825.310(a) complete the DOL optional certification form (WH-385) or an employer's own form, as requisite certification
for the remainder of the employee's necessary leave period.
(2) An employer may seek authentication and clarification of the ITO or ITA under §825.307. An employer may not
utilize the second or third opinion process outlined in §825.307 or the recertification process under §825.308 during the
period of time in which leave is supported by an ITO or ITA.
(3) An employer may require an employee to provide confirmation of covered family relationship to the seriously
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injured or ill servicemember pursuant to §825.122(k) when an employee supports his or her request for FMLA leave with a
copy of an ITO or ITA.

(f) An employer requiring an employee to submit a certification for leave to care for a covered servicemember must
accept as sufficient certification of the servicemember's serious injury or illness documentation indicating the
servicemember's enrollment in the Department of Veterans Affairs Program of Comprehensive Assistance for Family
Caregivers. Such documentation is sufficient certification of the servicemember's serious injury or illness to support the
employee's request for military caregiver leave regardless of whether the employee is the named caregiver in the
enrollment documentation.
(1) An employer may seek authentication and clarification of the documentation indicating the servicemember's
enrollment in the Department of Veterans Affairs Program of Comprehensive Assistance for Family Caregivers under
§825.307. An employer may not utilize the second or third opinion process outlined in §825.307 or the recertification
process under §825.308 when the servicemember's serious injury or illness is shown by documentation of enrollment in
this program.
(2) An employer may require an employee to provide confirmation of covered family relationship to the seriously
injured or ill servicemember pursuant to §825.122(k) when an employee supports his or her request for FMLA leave with a
copy of such enrollment documentation. An employer may also require an employee to provide documentation, such as a
veteran's Form DD-214, showing that the discharge was other than dishonorable and the date of the veteran's discharge.
(g) Where medical certification is requested by an employer, an employee may not be held liable for administrative
delays in the issuance of military documents, despite the employee's diligent, good-faith efforts to obtain such documents.
See §825.305(b). In all instances in which certification is requested, it is the employee's responsibility to provide the
employer with complete and sufficient certification and failure to do so may result in the denial of FMLA leave. See
§825.305(d).

t. Back to Top
§825.311

Intent to return to work.

(a) An employer may require an employee on FMLA leave to report periodically on the employee's status and intent to
return to work. The employer's policy regarding such reports may not be discriminatory and must take into account all of
the relevant facts and circumstances related to the individual employee's leave situation.
(b) If an employee gives unequivocal notice of intent not to return to work, the employer's obligations under FMLA to
maintain health benefits (subject to COBRA requirements) and to restore the employee cease. However, these obligations
continue if an employee indicates he or she may be unable to return to work but expresses a continuing desire to do so.
(c) It may be necessary for an employee to take more leave than originally anticipated. Conversely, an employee may
discover after beginning leave that the circumstances have changed and the amount of leave originally anticipated is no
longer necessary. An employee may not be required to take more FMLA leave than necessary to resolve the circumstance
that precipitated the need for leave. In both of these situations, the employer may require that the employee provide the
employer reasonable notice (i.e., within two business days) of the changed circumstances where foreseeable. The
employer may also obtain information on such changed circumstances through requested status reports.

t. Back to Top
§825.312 Fitness-for-duty certification.

(a) As a condition of restoring an employee whose FMLA leave was occasioned by the employee's own serious health
condition that made the employee unable to perform the employee's job, an employer may have a uniformly-applied policy
or practice that requires all similarly-situated employees (i.e., same occupation, same serious health condition) who take
leave for such conditions to obtain and present certification from the employee's health care provider that the employee is
able to resume work. The employee has the same obligations to participate and cooperate (including providing a complete
and sufficient certification or providing sufficient authorization to the health care provider to provide the information directly
to the employer) in the fitness-for-duty certification process as in the initial certification process. See §825.305(d).
(b) An employer may seek a fitness-for-duty certification only with regard to the particular health condition that caused
the employee's need for FMLA leave. The certification from the employee's health care provider must certify that the
employee is able to resume work. Additionally, an employer may require that the certification specifically address the
employee's ability to perform the essential functions of the employee's job. In order to require such a certification, an
employer must provide an employee with a list of the essential functions of the employee's job no later than with the
designation notice required by §825.300(d), and must indicate in the designation notice that the certification must address
the employee's ability to perform those essential functions. If the employer satisfies these requirements, the employee's
health care provider must certify that the employee can perform the identified essential functions of his or her job.
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Following the procedures set forth in §825.307(a}, the employer may contact the employee's health care provider for
purposes of clarifying and authenticating the fitness-for-duty certification. Clarification may be requested only for the
serious health condition for which FMLA leave was taken. The employer may not delay the employee's return to work
while contact with the health care provider is being made. No second or third opinions on a fitness-for-duty certification
may be required.
(c) The cost of the certification shall be borne by the employee, and the employee is not entitled to be paid for the time
or travel costs spent in acquiring the certification.
(d) The designation notice required in §825.300(d) shall advise the employee if the employer will require a fitness-forduty certification to return to work and whether that fitness-for-duty certification must address the employee's ability to
perform the essential functions of the employee's job.
(e) An employer may delay restoration to employment until an employee submits a required fitness-for-duty
certification unless the employer has failed to provide the notice required in paragraph (d) of this section. If an employer
provides the notice required, an employee who does not provide a fitness-for-duty certification or request additional FMLA
leave is no longer entitled to reinstatement under the FMLA. See §825.313(d).
(f) An employer is not entitled to a certification of fitness to return to duty for each absence taken on an intermittent or
reduced leave schedule. However, an employer is entitled to a certification of fitness to return to duty for such absences up
to once every 30 days if reasonable safety concerns exist regarding the employee's ability to perform his or her duties,
based on the serious health condition for which the employee took such leave. If an employer chooses to require a fitnessfor-duty certification under such circumstances, the employer shall inform the employee at the same time it issues the
designation notice that for each subsequent instance of intermittent or reduced schedule leave, the employee will be
required to submit a fitness-for-duty certification unless one has already been submitted within the past 30 days.
Alternatively, an employer can set a different interval for requiring a fitness-for-duty certification as long as it does not
exceed once every 30 days and as long as the employer advises the employee of the requirement in advance of the
employee taking the intermittent or reduced schedule leave. The employer may not terminate the employment of the
employee while awaiting such a certification of fitness to return to duty for an intermittent or reduced schedule leave
absence. Reasonable safety concerns means a reasonable belief of significant risk of harm to the individual employee or
others. In determining whether reasonable safety concerns exist, an employer should consider the nature and severity of
the potential harm and the likelihood that potential harm will occur.
(g) If State or local law or the terms of a collective bargaining agreement govern an employee's return to work, those
provisions shall be applied.
(h) Requirements under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), as amended, apply. After an employee returns
from FMLA leave, the ADA requires any medical examination at an employer's expense by the employer's health care
provider be job-related and consistent with business necessity. For example, an attorney could not be required to submit to
a medical examination or inquiry just because her leg had been amputated. The essential functions of an attorney's job do
not require use of both legs; therefore such an inquiry would not be job related. An employer may require a warehouse
laborer, whose back impairment affects the ability to lift, to be examined by an orthopedist, but may not require this
employee to submit to an HIV test where the test is not related to either the essential functions of his or her job or to
his/her impairment. If an employee's serious health condition may also be a disability within the meaning of the ADA, the
FMLA does not prevent the employer from following the procedures for requesting medical information under the ADA.
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§825.313 Failure to provide certification.
(a) Foreseeable leave. In the case of foreseeable leave, if an employee fails to provide certification in a timely manner
as required by §825.305, then an employer may deny FMLA coverage until the required certification is provided. For
example, if an employee has 15 days to provide a certification and does not provide the certification for 45 days without
sufficient reason for the delay, the employer can deny FMLA protections for the 30-day period following the expiration of
the 15-day time period, if the employee takes leave during such period.
(b) Unforeseeable leave. In the case of unforeseeable leave, an employer may deny FMLA coverage for the
requested leave if the employee fails to provide a certification within 15 calendar days from receipt of the request for
certification unless not practicable due to extenuating circumstances. For example, in the case of a medical emergency, it
may not be practicable for an employee to provide the required certification within 15 calendar days. Absent such
extenuating circumstances, if the employee fails to timely return the certification, the employer can deny FMLA protections
for the leave following the expiration of the 15-day time period until a sufficient certification is provided. If the employee
never produces the certification, the leave is not FMLA leave.
(c) Recertification. An employee must provide recertification within the time requested by the employer (which must
allow at least 15 calendar days after the request) or as soon as practicable under the particular facts and circumstances. If
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an employee fails to provide a recertification within a reasonable time under the particular facts and circumstances, then
the employer may deny continuation of the FMLA leave protections until the employee produces a sufficient recertification.
If the employee never produces the recertification, the leave is not FMLA leave. Recertification does not apply to leave
taken for a qualifying exigency or to care for a covered servicemember.
(d) Fitness-for-duty certification. When requested by the employer pursuant to a uniformly applied policy for similarlysituated employees, the employee must provide medical certification, at the time the employee seeks reinstatement at the
end of FMLA leave taken for the employee's serious health condition, that the employee is fit for duty and able to return to
work (see §825.312(a)) ifthe employer has provided the required notice (see §825.300(e)); the employer may delay
restoration until the certification is provided. Unless the employee provides either a fitness-for-duty certification or a new
medical certification for a serious health condition at the time FMLA leave is concluded, the employee may be terminated.
See also §825.213(a)(3).

t. Back to Top
Subpart D-Enforcement Mechanisms
t. Back to Top
§825.400 Enforcement, general rules.
(a) The employee has the choice of:
(1) Filing, or having another person file on his or her behalf, a complaint with the Secretary of Labor, or
(2) Filing a private lawsuit pursuant to section 107 of FMLA.
(b) If the employee files a private lawsuit, it must be filed within two years after the last action which the employee
contends was in violation of the Act, or three years if the violation was willful.
(c) If an employer has violated one or more provisions of FMLA, and if justified by the facts of a particular case, an
employee may receive one or more of the following: wages, employment benefits, or other compensation denied or lost to
such employee by reason of the violation; or, where no such tangible loss has occurred, such as when FMLA leave was
unlawfully denied, any actual monetary loss sustained by the employee as a direct result of the violation, such as the cost
of providing care, up to a sum equal to 26 weeks of wages for the employee in a case involving leave to care for a covered
servicemember or 12 weeks of wages for the employee in a case involving leave for any other FMLA qualifying reason. In
addition, the employee may be entitled to interest on such sum, calculated at the prevailing rate. An amount equaling the
preceding sums may also be awarded as liquidated damages unless such amount is reduced by the court because the
violation was in good faith and the employer had reasonable grounds for believing the employer had not violated the Act.
When appropriate, the employee may also obtain appropriate equitable relief, such as employment, reinstatement and
promotion. When the employer is found in violation, the employee may recover a reasonable attorney's fee, reasonable
expert witness fees, and other costs of the action from the employer in addition to any judgment awarded by the court.
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§825.401

Filing a complaint with the Federal Government.

(a) A complaint may be filed in person, by mail or by telephone, with the Wage and Hour Division, U.S. Department of
Labor. A complaint may be filed at any local office of the Wage and Hour Division; the address and telephone number of
local offices may be found in telephone directories or on the Department's Web site.
(b) A complaint filed with the Secretary of Labor should be filed within a reasonable time of when the employee
discovers that his or her FMLA rights have been violated. In no event may a complaint be filed more than two years after
the action which is alleged to be a violation of FMLA occurred, or three years in the case of a willful violation.
(c) No particular form of complaint is required, except that a complaint must be reduced to writing and should include
a full statement of the acts and/or omissions, with pertinent dates, which are believed to constitute the violation.
[78 FR 8902, Feb. 6, 2013, as amended at 82 FR 2230, Jan. 9, 2017]

t Back to Top
§825.402 Violations of the posting requirement.
Section 825.300 describes the requirements for covered employers to post a notice for employees that explains the
Act's provisions. If a representative of the Department of Labor determines that an employer has committed a willful
violation of this posting requirement, and that the imposition of a civil money penalty for such violation is appropriate, the
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representative may issue and serve a notice of penalty on such employer in person or by certified mail. Where service by
certified mail is not accepted, notice shall be deemed received on the date of attempted delivery. Where service is not
accepted, the notice may be served by regular mail.
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§825.403 Appealing the assessment of a penalty for willful violation of the posting requirement.
(a) An employer may obtain a review of the assessment of penalty from the Wage and Hour Regional Administrator
for the region in which the alleged violation(s) occurred. If the employer does not seek such a review or fails to do so in a
timely manner, the notice of the penalty constitutes the final ruling of the Secretary of Labor.
(b) To obtain review, an employer may file a petition with the Wage and Hour Regional Administrator for the region in
which the alleged violations occurred. No particular form of petition for review is required, except that the petition must be
in writing, should contain the legal and factual bases for the petition, and must be mailed to the Regional Administrator
within 15 days of receipt of the notice of penalty. The employer may request an oral hearing which may be conducted by
telephone.
(c) The decision of the Regional Administrator constitutes the final order of the Secretary.

t Back to Top
§825.404 Consequences for an employer when not paying the penalty assessment after a final order is issued.
The Regional Administrator may seek to recover the unpaid penalty pursuant to the Debt Collection Act (DCA), 31
U.S.C. 3711 et seq., and, in addition to seeking recovery of the unpaid final order, may seek interest and penalties as
provided under the DCA. The final order may also be referred to the Solicitor of Labor for collection. The Secretary may file
suit in any court of competent jurisdiction to recover the monies due as a result of the unpaid final order, interest, and
penalties.
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Subpart E-Recordkeeping Requirements
t Back to Top

§825.500 Recordkeeping requirements.
(a) FMLA provides that covered employers shall make, keep, and preserve records pertaining to their obligations
under the Act in accordance with the recordkeeping requirements of section 11 (c) of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA)
and in accordance with these regulations. FMLA also restricts the authority of the Department of Labor to require any
employer or plan, fund, or program to submit books or records more than once during any 12-month period unless the
Department has reasonable cause to believe a violation of FMLA exists or the Department is investigating a complaint.
These regulations establish no requirement for the submission of any records unless specifically requested by a
Departmental official.
(b) No particular order or form of records is required. These regulations establish no requirement that any employer
revise its computerized payroll or personnel records systems to comply. However, employers must keep the records
specified by these regulations for no less than three years and make them available for inspection, copying, and
transcription by representatives of the Department of Labor upon request. The records may be maintained and preserved
on microfilm or other basic source document of an automated data processing memory provided that adequate projection
or viewing equipment is available, that the reproductions are clear and identifiable by date or pay period, and that
extensions or transcriptions of the information required herein can be and are made available upon request. Records kept
in computer form must be made available for transcription or copying.
(c) Covered employers who have eligible employees must maintain records that must disclose the following:
(1) Basic payroll and identifying employee data, including name, address, and occupation; rate or basis of pay and
terms of compensation; daily and weekly hours worked per pay period; additions to or deductions from wages; and total
compensation paid.
(2) Dates FMLA leave is taken by FMLA eligible employees (e.g., available from time records, requests for leave, etc.,
if so designated). Leave must be designated in records as FMLA leave; leave so designated may not include leave
required under State law or an employer plan which is not also covered by FMLA.
(3) If FMLA leave is taken by eligible employees in increments of less than one full day, the hours of the leave.
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(4) Copies of employee notices of leave furnished to the employer under FMLA, if in writing, and copies of all written
notices given to employees as required under FMLA and these regulations See §825.300(b)-(c). Copies may be
maintained in employee personnel files.
(5) Any documents (including written and electronic records) describing employee benefits or employer policies and
practices regarding the taking of paid and unpaid leaves.
(6) Premium payments of employee benefits.
(7) Records of any dispute between the employer and an eligible employee regarding designation of leave as FMLA
leave, including any written statement from the employer or employee of the reasons for the designation and for the
disagreement.
(d) Covered employers with no eligible employees must maintain the records set forth in paragraph (c)(1) of this
section.
(e) Covered employers in a joint employment situation (see §825.106) must keep all the records required by
paragraph (c) of this section with respect to any primary employees, and must keep the records required by paragraph
(c)(1) with respect to any secondary employees.

(f) If FM LA-eligible employees are not subject to FLSA's recordkeeping regulations for purposes of minimum wage or
overtime compliance (i.e., not covered by or exempt from FLSA), an employer need not keep a record of actual hours
worked (as otherwise required under FLSA, 29 CFR 516.2(a)(7)), provided that:
(1) Eligibility for FMLA leave is presumed for any employee who has been employed for at least 12 months; and
(2) With respect to employees who take FMLA leave intermittently or on a reduced leave schedule, the employer and
employee agree on the employee's normal schedule or average hours worked each week and reduce their agreement to a
written record maintained in accordance with paragraph (b) of this section.
(g) Records and documents relating to certifications, recertifications or medical histories of employees or employees'
family members, created for purposes of FMLA, shall be maintained as confidential medical records in separate
files/records from the usual personnel files. If the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2008 (GINA) is applicable,
records and documents created for purposes of FMLA containing family medical history or genetic information as defined
in GINA shall be maintained in accordance with the confidentiality requirements ofTitle II of GINA (see 29 CFR 1635.9),
which permit such information to be disclosed consistent with the requirements of FMLA. If the ADA, as amended, is also
applicable, such records shall be maintained in conformance with ADA confidentiality requirements (see 29 CFR
1630.14(c)(1 )), except that:
(1) Supervisors and managers may be informed regarding necessary restrictions on the work or duties of an
employee and necessary accommodations;
(2) First aid and safety personnel may be informed (when appropriate) if the employee's physical or medical condition
might require emergency treatment; and
(3) Government officials investigating compliance with FMLA (or other pertinent law) shall be provided relevant
information upon request.
(h) Special rules regarding recordkeeping apply to employers of airline flight crew employees. See §825.803.
t Back to Top

Subpart F-Special Rules Applicable to Employees of Schools
t Back to Top
§825.600 Special rules for school employees, definitions.

(a) Certain special rules apply to employees of local educational agencies, including public school boards and
elementary and secondary schools under their jurisdiction, and private elementary and secondary schools. The special
rules do not apply to other kinds of educational institutions, such as colleges and universities, trade schools, and
preschools.
(b) Educational institutions are covered by FMLA (and these special rules) and the Act's 50-employee coverage test
does not apply. The usual requirements for employees to be eligible do apply, however, including employment at a
worksite where at least 50 employees are employed within 75 miles. For example, employees of a rural school would not
be eligible for FMLA leave if the school has fewer than 50 employees and there are no other schools under the jurisdiction
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of the same employer (usually, a school board) within 75 miles.
(c) The special rules affect the taking of intermittent leave or leave on a reduced leave schedule, or leave near the
end of an academic term (semester), by instructional employees. Instructional employees are those whose principal
function is to teach and instruct students in a class, a small group, or an individual setting. This term includes not only
teachers, but also athletic coaches, driving instructors, and special education assistants such as signers for the hearing
impaired. It does not include, and the special rules do not apply to, teacher assistants or aides who do not have as their
principal job actual teaching or instructing, nor does it include auxiliary personnel such as counselors, psychologists, or
curriculum specialists. It also does not include cafeteria workers, maintenance workers, or bus drivers.
(d) Special rules which apply to restoration to an equivalent position apply to all employees of local educational
agencies.
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§825.601

Special rules for school employees, limitations on intermittent leave.

(a) Leave taken for a period that ends with the school year and begins the next semester is leave taken consecutively
rather than intermittently. The period during the summer vacation when the employee would not have been required to
report for duty is not counted against the employee's FMLA leave entitlement. An instructional employee who is on FMLA
leave at the end of the school year must be provided with any benefits over the summer vacation that employees would
normally receive if they had been working at the end of the school year.
(1) If an eligible instructional employee needs intermittent leave or leave on a reduced leave schedule to care for a
family member with a serious health condition, to care for a covered servicemember, or for the employee's own serious
health condition, which is foreseeable based on planned medical treatment, and the employee would be on leave for more
than 20 percent of the total number of working days over the period the leave would extend, the employer may require the
employee to choose either to:
(i) Take leave for a period or periods of a particular duration, not greater than the duration of the planned treatment; or
(ii) Transfer temporarily to an available alternative position for which the employee is qualified, which has equivalent
pay and benefits and which better accommodates recurring periods of leave than does the employee's regular position.
(2) These rules apply only to a leave involving more than 20 percent of the working days during the period over which
the leave extends. For example, if an instructional employee who normally works five days each week needs to take two
days of FMLA leave per week over a period of several weeks, the special rules would apply. Employees taking leave
which constitutes 20 percent or less of the working days during the leave period would not be subject to transfer to an
alternative position. Periods of a particular duration means a block, or blocks, of time beginning no earlier than the first day
for which leave is needed and ending no later than the last day on which leave is needed, and may include one
uninterrupted period of leave.
(b) If an instructional employee does not give required notice of foreseeable FMLA leave (see §825.302) to be taken
intermittently or on a reduced leave schedule, the employer may require the employee to take leave of a particular
duration, or to transfer temporarily to an alternative position. Alternatively, the employer may require the employee to delay
the taking of leave until the notice provision is met.
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§825.602 Special rules for school employees, limitations on leave near the end of an academic term.
(a) There are also different rules for instructional employees who begin leave more than five weeks before the end of
a term, less than five weeks before the end of a term, and less than three weeks before the end of a term. Regular rules
apply except in circumstances when:
(1) An instructional employee begins leave more than five weeks before the end of a term. The employer may require
the employee to continue taking leave until the end of the term if (i) The leave will last at least three weeks, and
(ii) The employee would return to work during the three-week period before the end of the term.
(2) The employee begins leave during the five-week period before the end of a term because of the birth of a son or
daughter; the placement of a son or daughter for adoption or foster care; to care for a spouse, son, daughter, or parent
with a serious health condition; or to care for a covered servicemember. The employer may require the employee to
continue taking leave until the end of the term if-
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(i) The leave will last more than two weeks, and
(ii) The employee would return to work during the two-week period before the end of the term.
(3) The employee begins leave during the three-week period before the end of a term because of the birth of a son or
daughter; the placement of a son or daughter for adoption or foster care; to care for a spouse, son, daughter, or parent
with a serious health condition; or to care for a covered servicemember. The employer may require the employee to
continue taking leave until the end of the term if the leave will last more than five working days.
(b) For purposes of these provisions, academic term means the school semester, which typically ends near the end of
the calendar year and the end of spring each school year. In no case may a school have more than two academic terms or
semesters each year for purposes of FMLA. An example of leave falling within these provisions would be where an
employee plans two weeks of leave to care for a family member which will begin three weeks before the end of the term.
In that situation, the employer could require the employee to stay out on leave until the end of the term.
t Back to Top

§825.603 Special rules for school employees, duration of FMLA leave.
(a) If an employee chooses to take leave for periods of a particular duration in the case of intermittent or reduced
schedule leave, the entire period of leave taken will count as FMLA leave.
(b) In the case of an employee who is required to take leave until the end of an academic term, only the period of
leave until the employee is ready and able to return to work shall be charged against the employee's FMLA leave
entitlement. The employer has the option not to require the employee to stay on leave until the end of the school term.
Therefore, any additional leave required by the employer to the end of the school term is not counted as FMLA leave;
however, the employer shall be required to maintain the employee's group health insurance and restore the employee to
the same or equivalent job including other benefits at the conclusion of the leave.
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§825.604 Special rules for school employees, restoration to an equivalent position.
The determination of how an employee is to be restored to an equivalent position upon return from FMLA leave will be
made on the basis of "established school board policies and practices, private school policies and practices, and collective
bargaining agreements." The "established policies" and collective bargaining agreements used as a basis for restoration
must be in writing, must be made known to the employee prior to the taking of FMLA leave, and must clearly explain the
employee's restoration rights upon return from leave. Any established policy which is used as the basis for restoration of
an employee to an equivalent position must provide substantially the same protections as provided in the Act for reinstated
employees. See §825.215. In other words, the policy or collective bargaining agreement must provide for restoration to an
equivalent position with equivalent employment benefits, pay, and other terms and conditions of employment. For
example, an employee may not be restored to a position requiring additional licensure or certification.
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Subpart G-Effect of Other Laws, Employer Practices, and Collective Bargaining
Agreements on Employee Rights Under FMLA
t Back to Top
§825.700 Interaction with employer's policies.
(a) An employer must observe any employment benefit program or plan that provides greater family or medical leave
rights to employees than the rights established by the FMLA. Conversely, the rights established by the Act may not be
diminished by any employment benefit program or plan. For example, a provision of a CBA which provides for
reinstatement to a position that is not equivalent because of seniority (e.g., provides lesser pay) is superseded by FMLA. If
an employer provides greater unpaid family leave rights than are afforded by FMLA, the employer is not required to extend
additional rights afforded by FMLA, such as maintenance of health benefits (other than through COBRA), to the additional
leave period not covered by FMLA.
(b) Nothing in this Act prevents an employer from amending existing leave and employee benefit programs, provided
they comply with FMLA. However, nothing in the Act is intended to discourage employers from adopting or retaining more
generous leave policies.
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§825.701

Interaction with State laws.

M
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(a) Nothing in FMLA supersedes any provision of State or local law that provides greater family or medical leave rights
than those provided by FMLA. The Department of Labor will not, however, enforce State family or medical leave laws, and
States may not enforce the FMLA. Employees are not required to designate whether the leave they are taking is FMLA
leave or leave under State law, and an employer must comply with the appropriate (applicable) provisions of both. An
employer covered by one law and not the other has to comply only with the law under which it is covered. Similarly, an
employee eligible under only one law must receive benefits in accordance with that law. If leave qualifies for FMLA leave
and leave under State law, the leave used counts against the employee's entitlement under both Jaws. Examples of the
interaction between FMLA and State laws include:
(1) If State law provides 16 weeks of leave entitlement over two years, an employee needing leave due to his or her
own serious health condition would be entitled to take 16 weeks one year under State law and 12 weeks the next year
under FMLA. Health benefits maintenance under FMLA would be applicable only to the first 12 weeks of leave entitlement
each year. If the employee took 12 weeks the first year, the employee would be entitled to a maximum of 12 weeks the
second year under FMLA (not 16 weeks). An employee would not be entitled to 28 weeks in one year.
(2) If State law provides half-pay for employees temporarily disabled because of pregnancy for six weeks, the
employee would be entitled to an additional six weeks of unpaid FMLA leave (or accrued paid leave).
(3) If State law provides six weeks of leave, which may include leave to care for a seriously-ill grandparent or a
"spouse equivalent," and leave was used for that purpose, the employee is still entitled to his or her full FMLA leave
entitlement, as the leave used was provided for a purpose not covered by FMLA. If FMLA leave is used first for a purpose
also provided under State law, and State leave has thereby been exhausted, the employer would not be required to
provide additional leave to care for the grandparent or "spouse equivalent."
(4) If State law prohibits mandatory leave beyond the actual period of pregnancy disability, an instructional employee
of an educational agency subject to special FMLA rules may not be required to remain on leave until the end of the
academic term, as permitted by FMLA under certain circumstances. See Subpart F of this part.
(b) [Reserved]

t. Back to Top
§825.702 Interaction with Federal and State anti-discrimination laws.
(a) Nothing in FMLA modifies or affects any Federal or State Jaw prohibiting discrimination on the basis of race,
religion, color, national origin, sex, age, or disability (e.g., Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended by the
Pregnancy Discrimination Act). FMLA's legislative history explains that FMLA is "not intended to modify or affect the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, the regulations concerning employment which have been promulgated pursuant
to that statute, or the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 [as amended] or the regulations issued under that act. Thus,
the leave provisions of the [FMLA] are wholly distinct from the reasonable accommodation obligations of employers
covered under the [ADA], employers who receive Federal financial assistance, employers who contract with the Federal
government, or the Federal government itself. The purpose of the FMLA is to make leave available to eligible employees
and employers within its coverage, and not to limit already existing rights and protection." S. Rep. No. 103-3, at 38 (1993).
An employer must therefore provide leave under whichever statutory provision provides the greater rights to employees.
When an employer violates both FMLA and a discrimination law, an employee may be able to recover under either or both
statutes (double relief may not be awarded for the same loss; when remedies coincide a claimant may be allowed to utilize
whichever avenue of relief is desired. Laffey v. Northwest Airlines, Inc., 567 F.2d 429, 445 (D.C. Cir. 1976), cert. denied,
434 U.S. 1086 (1978).
(b) If an employee is a qualified individual with a disability within the meaning of the ADA, the employer must make
reasonable accommodations, etc., barring undue hardship, in accordance with the ADA. At the same time, the employer
must afford an employee his or her FMLA rights. ADA's "disability" and FMLA's "serious health condition" are different
concepts, and must be analyzed separately. FMLA entitles eligible employees to 12 weeks of leave in any 12-month
period due to their own serious health condition, whereas the ADA allows an indeterminate amount of leave, barring undue
hardship, as a reasonable accommodation. FMLA requires employers to maintain employees' group health plan coverage
during FMLA leave on the same conditions as coverage would have been provided if the employee had been continuously
employed during the leave period, whereas ADA does not require maintenance of health insurance unless other
employees receive health insurance during leave under the same circumstances.
(c)(1) A reasonable accommodation under the ADA might be accomplished by providing an individual with a disability
with a part-time job with no health benefits, assuming the employer did not ordinarily provide health insurance for part-time
employees. However, FMLA would permit an employee to work a reduced leave schedule until the equivalent of 12
workweeks of leave were used, with group health benefits maintained during this period. FMLA permits an employer to
temporarily transfer an employee who is taking leave intermittently or on a reduced leave schedule for planned medical
treatment to an alternative position, whereas the ADA allows an accommodation of reassignment to an equivalent, vacant
position only if the employee cannot perform the essential functions of the employee's present position and an
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accommodation is not possible in the employee's present position, or an accommodation in the employee's present
position would cause an undue hardship. The examples in the following paragraphs of this section demonstrate how the
two laws would interact with respect to a qualified individual with a disability.
(2) A qualified individual with a disability who is also an eligible employee entitled to FMLA leave requests 10 weeks of
medical leave as a reasonable accommodation, which the employer grants because it is not an undue hardship. The
employer advises the employee that the 10 weeks of leave is also being designated as FMLA leave and will count towards
the employee's FMLA leave entitlement. This designation does not prevent the parties from also treating the leave as a
reasonable accommodation and reinstating the employee into the same job, as required by the ADA, rather than an
equivalent position under FMLA, if that is the greater right available to the employee. At the same time, the employee
would be entitled under FMLA to have the employer maintain group health plan coverage during the leave, as that
requirement provides the greater right to the employee.
(3) If the same employee needed to work part-time (a reduced leave schedule) after returning to his or her same job,
the employee would still be entitled under FMLA to have group health plan coverage maintained for the remainder of the
two-week equivalent of FMLA leave entitlement, notwithstanding an employer policy that part-time employees do not
receive health insurance. This employee would be entitled under the ADA to reasonable accommodations to enable the
employee to perform the essential functions of the part-time position. In addition, because the employee is working a parttime schedule as a reasonable accommodation, the FMLA's provision for temporary assignment to a different alternative
position would not apply. Once the employee has exhausted his or her remaining FMLA leave entitlement while working
the reduced (part-time) schedule, if the employee is a qualified individual with a disability, and if the employee is unable to
return to the same full-time position at that time, the employee might continue to work part-time as a reasonable
accommodation, barring undue hardship; the employee would then be entitled to only those employment benefits
ordinarily provided by the employer to part-time employees.
(4) At the end of the FMLA leave entitlement, an employer is required under FMLA to reinstate the employee in the
same or an equivalent position, with equivalent pay and benefits, to that which the employee held when leave
commenced. The employer's FMLA obligations would be satisfied if the employer offered the employee an equivalent fulltime position. If the employee were unable to perform the essential functions of that equivalent position even with
reasonable accommodation, because of a disability, the ADA may require the employer to make a reasonable
accommodation at that time by allowing the employee to work part-time or by reassigning the employee to a vacant
position, barring undue hardship.
(d)(1) If FMLA entitles an employee to leave, an employer may not, in lieu of FMLA leave entitlement, require an
employee to take a job with a reasonable accommodation. However, ADA may require that an employer offer an employee
the opportunity to take such a position. An employer may not change the essential functions of the job in order to deny
FMLA leave. See §825.220(b).
(2) An employee may be on a workers' compensation absence due to an on-the-job injury or illness which also
qualifies as a serious health condition under FMLA. The workers' compensation absence and FMLA leave may run
concurrently (subject to proper notice and designation by the employer). At some point the health care provider providing
medical care pursuant to the workers' compensation injury may certify the employee is able to return to work in a light duty
position. If the employer offers such a position, the employee is permitted but not required to accept the position. See
§825.220(d). As a result, the employee may no longer qualify for payments from the workers' compensation benefit plan,
but the employee is entitled to continue on unpaid FMLA leave either until the employee is able to return to the same or
equivalent job the employee left or until the 12-week FMLA leave entitlement is exhausted. See §825.207(e). If the
employee returning from the workers' compensation injury is a qualified individual with a disability, he or she will have
rights under the ADA.
(e) If an employer requires certifications of an employee's fitness for duty to return to work, as permitted by FMLA
under a uniform policy, it must comply with the ADA requirement that a fitness for duty physical be job-related and
consistent with business necessity.
(f) Under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended by the Pregnancy Discrimination Act, an employer
should provide the same benefits for women who are pregnant as the employer provides to other employees with shortterm disabilities. Because Title VII does not require employees to be employed for a certain period of time to be protected,
an employee employed for less than 12 months by the employer (and, therefore, not an eligible employee under FMLA)
may not be denied maternity leave if the employer normally provides short-term disability benefits to employees with the
same tenure who are experiencing other short-term disabilities.
(g) Under the Uniformed Services Employment and Reemployment Rights Act (USERRA), 38 U.S.C. 4301, et seq.,
veterans are entitled to receive all rights and benefits of employment that they would have obtained if they had been
continuously employed. Therefore, under USERRA, a returning servicemember would be eligible for FMLA leave if the
months and hours that he or she would have worked (or, for airline flight crew employees, would have worked or been
paid) for the civilian employer during the period of absence due to or necessitated by USERRA-covered service, combined
with the months employed and the hours actually worked (or, for airline flight crew employees, actually worked or paid),
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515.3

Eligibility
For an absence to be covered by the FMLA, the employee must have been
employed by the Postal Service for an accumulated total of 12 months and
must have worked a minimum of 1,250 hours during the 12-month period
before the date leave begins.

515.4
515.41

leave Requirements
Conditions
Eligible employees must be allowed a total of up to 12 workweeks of leave
within a Postal Service leave year for one or more of the following:
a.

For incapacity due to pregnancy, prenatal medical care or child birth.

b.

To care for the employee's child after birth, or placement for adoption
or foster care.

c.

To care for the employee's spouse, son or daughter, or parent who has
a serious health condition.

d.

For a serious health condition that makes the employee unable to
perform the employee's job.

e.

Because of a qualifying exigency arising out of the fact that the
employee's spouse, son, daughter, or parent is a military member on
covered active duty (or has been notified of an impending call or order
to covered active duty) in the Armed Forces.

Eligible employees who are the spouse, son, daughter, parent, or next of kin
of a covered service member must be allowed up to 26 workweeks of leave
during a single 12-month period to care for a covered service member with a
serious injury or illness (as defined in 515.2(j)). The single 12-month period
begins the first day the employee takes FMLA leave for this purpose and
ends 12 months after that date. During this single 12-month period, the
employee's entitlement is limited to a combined total of 26 workweeks of
FMLA leave for any qualifying reason.
515.42

Leave Type
Absences that qualify as FMLA leave may be charged as annual leave, sick
leave, continuation of pay, or leave without pay, or a combination of these.
Leave is charged consistent with current leave policies and applicable
collective bargaining agreements.

515.43

Authorized Hours
Eligible employees, including eligible non-career employees, are entitled to
12 workweeks of FMLA-protected absences per leave year for conditions in
515.41 (a) through 515.41 (e). Eligible employees who take FMLA-protected
leave to care for a covered service member who has incurred a serious injury
or illness as defined in 515.2 are entitled to a total of 26 workweeks during a
single 12-month period.
This amount is 12 (or 26) times the hours normally, or regularly, scheduled in
the employee's workweek. Thus:

a.

March 2017

Regular full-time employees who normally work 40 hours per week are
entitled to up to 480 hours of FMLA-covered absences within a leave
year for all qualifying reasons except for covered service member care.
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~UNITED STJJ.TES
· ~ POSTJJ.LSERVICE

September 25, 2002_ ·

"MANAGERS, HUMAN RESOURCES (AREA}
SUBJECT: M.iliiary Leave - Family Medical Leave Act-. Eligibility ·

Based on a.recently i?SUed Department of Labor (DOL} Memorandum, the -USPS i$ amending its position
on how an authorized .absence· to pei:form military service is counted when determining eligibility-for leave
.under the Farnily·and Medical Leave Act (FMLA). The DOL memorandum clarifies its position on the
rights of returning uniformed service members to family _and medical leave under the Uniformed Services
Employment arid Reemploxment Rights Act (USERRA).
Under the FMLA, employees must have worked for the employer for· at least 12 mpnths and must have
worked at least 1250 hours.for that employer during the 12 month period prior to the start of th~ leave.
·Under USERRA, employees who are reemployed are entitled to certain rights and benefits that they
would have attained had they been continuously employed. DOL has det~rmined that the months and
hours that employees would ha\feworked, but for their 11_1ilitary service, should be cqmbined with the
months employed and the hours actually worked to determine if th!"Y meet the. FMLA 12 month
employment ~nd 1250work·hour e!igibility requirement.
Therefore,-the Postc;il Service will credit the period of military service as follows:

.

.

I)

Each month served performing military service counts as a month actively employed by-the_ employer
for the purpose of determining the 1,2 months of employment requirement. The 12 months of
employment do not have to be consecutive to meet this FMLA requirem_ent.

. 2) ·The hours that would have be~n worked for the employer, oased on the employees work schedule
prior to the military service, are added to any hours actually worked during tl)e previous 12 month
period to determine-ifthe employee meets the 1250 work hour requirement: the hours the employee
would have worked will be calculated in the same manner as back p_ay calculation, found in Se~tion
436 of the Employee an9 Labor Relations Manual (ELM):
·
.

.

As a reminder, once· an.employee meets the 1250 work hqur eligibility test, ihe employee remains eligible
Jor all absen_ces that are for th~ same FMLA qualifying condition during the same postal le_ave year. ·

:1f you have a_ny questions co:icerning this matter, contact Sandra Savoie of my staff at 202-268-3823 .

.

·~

Doug A. Tulino· .
Manager
.
.
Labor Relations policies and Programs

475 l'ENFANT P!."4A SW
_WASl-'JNGTON DC 20260-4"1"00
Vl/WW..USPS.COM
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515.3

Eligibility
For an absence to be covered by the FMLA, the employee must have been
employed by the Postal Service for an accumulated total of 12 months and
must have worked a minimum of 1,250 hours during the 12-month period
before the date leave begins.

515.4
515.41

Leave Requirements
Conditions
Eligible employees must be allowed a total of up to 12 workweeks of leave
within a Postal Service leave year for one or more of the following:
a.

For incapacity due to pregnancy, prenatal medical care or child birth.

b.

To care for the employee's child after birth, or placement for adoption
or foster care.

c.

To care for the employee's spouse, son or daughter, or parent who has
a serious health condition.

d.

For a serious health condition that makes the employee unable to
perform the employee's job.

e.

Because of a qualifying exigency arising out of the fact that the
employee's spouse, son, daughter, or parent is a military member on
covered active duty (or has been notified of an impending call or order
to covered active duty) in the Armed Forces.

Eligible employees who are the spouse, son, daughter, parent, or next of kin
of a covered service member must be allowed up to 26 workweeks of leave
during a single 12-month period to care for a covered service member with a
serious injury or illness (as defined in 515.2(j)). The single 12-month period
begins the first day the employee takes FMLA leave for this purpose and
ends 12 months after that date. During this single 12-month period, the
employee's entitlement is limited to a combined total of 26 workweeks of
FMLA leave for any qualifying reason.
515.42

Leave Type
Absences that qualify as FMLA leave may be charged as annual leave, sick
leave, continuation of pay, or leave without pay, or a combination of these.
Leave is charged consistent with current leave policies and applicable
collective bargaining agreements.

515.43

Authorized Hours
Eligible employees, including eligible non-career employees, are entitled to
12 workweeks of FM LA-protected absences per leave year for conditions in
515.41 (a) through 515.41 (e). Eligible employees who take FM LA-protected
leave to care for a covered service member who has incurred a serious injury
or illness as defined in 515.2 are entitled to a total of 26 workweeks during a
single 12-month period.
This amount is 12 (or 26) times the hours normally, or regularly, scheduled in
the employee's workweek. Thus:

a.

March 2017

Regular full-time employees who normally work 40 hours per week are
entitled to up to 480 hours of FMLA-covered absences within a leave
year for all qualifying reasons except for covered service member care.
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3.

Employees may use L WOP in lieu of sick or annual leave when
an employee requests and is entitled to time off under ELM 515,
Absences for Family Care or Serious Health Problem of Employees (policies to comply with the Family and Medical Leave
Act).

4.

In accordance with Aiiicle 10, Section 6, when an employee's
absence is approved in accordance with normal leave approval
procedures, tlie employee may utilize annual and sick leave in
conjunction with leave without pay. We further agree that this
would include an employee who wishes to continue eligibility
for health and life insurance benefits, and/or those protections
for which the employee may be eligible under Article 6 of the
National Agreement.

(The preceding MOU, LWOP in Lieu of SL/AL, shall apply to Mail
Handler Assistant employees.)

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
SICK LEAVE FOR DEPENDENT CARE

During the term of the 2016 National Agreement, sick leave may be used
by an employee to give care or otherwise attend to a family member having an illness, injury or other condition which, if an employee had such
condition, would justify the use of sick leave by the employee. Family
members shall include son or daughter, parent and spouse as defined in
ELM Section 515.2. Up to 80 hours of sick leave may be used for dependent care in any leave year. Approval of sick leave for dependent care
will be subject to nonnal procedures for leave approval.

MEMORADUM OF UNDERSTANDING
TASK FORCE ON SICK LEAVE
The parties agree to establish at the National Level a "Task Force on
Sick Leave - Incentives." The Task Force will explore available opportunities for the parties to determine if there are alternative options
available to employees with regard to the utilization of sick leave.
Nothing in this memorandum is intended to negate or alter the applicable requirements of this National Agreement or be inconsistent with
obligations under law.
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515.1

Acceptable Reasons
for LWOP

Instructions

g.

Military duty for
scheduled drills or for
periods of training.

An employee enlisted under the Reserve Forces Act of 1955 who has completed the initial
period of active duty training of not less than 3 months or more than 6 months may be granted
LWOP for scheduled drills or periods of training.

h.

Military duty for any
purpose, training or
otherwise.

Eligible members of the National Guard or reserve components of the Armed Forces who are
ordered to active duty for training or for any other purposes, for a specified period of time not to
exceed 1 year, but in excess of the total time allowable under military leave and annual leave are
granted LWOP.

i.

Employee elected to
devote full-time service
as a national president
to an organization of
supervisory or other
managerial personnel
(see 416.3).

1.
2.

3.
4.

LWOP normally does not exceed 2 consecutive years coinciding with the elected term of
office.
The employee requests in writing, through the appropriate management structure, that the
vice president of Labor Relations grant the employee LWOP during tenure of presidency for
the purpose of serving as resident president of an employee organization in Washington,
O.C., in a full-time capacity.
If LWOP is granted, the employee continues to be eligible for appropriate fringe benefits
during that period.
The vice president of Labor Relations reserves the right to deny the request for LWOP if it is
determined that the position must be filled on a permanent basis, unencumbered by an
individual on prolonged leave.

j.

Union business.

See applicable provisions of current collective bargaining agreement.

k.

Postmaster elected as
an organization officer,
other than the president.

An employee holding a national office in one of the postmaster organizations must use annual
leave or LWOP for absences to conduct business for the organization.

I.

Absence on worked
holiday.

If an employee shown to be eligible in 434.422 elects to receive annual leave credit in lieu of
holiday leave pay (see 512.65), LWOP may be granted to supplement work hours, up to the limit
of the employee's regular work schedule, on the holiday worked.

514.5
514.51

Forms Required
PS Form 3971
A request for LWOP is submitted by the employee on PS Form 3971. If the
request for leave indicates that the LWOP will extend over 30 days, a written
justification and statement of reason for the desired absence is required.

514.52

PS Form 50
PS Form 50, Notification of Personnel Action, is prepared when LWOP is in
excess of 30 days (see Handbook EL-301, Guidelines tor Processing
Personnel Actions).

515
515.1

Absence for Family Care or Illness of Employee
Purpose
Section 515 provides policies to comply with the Family and Medical Leave
Act of 1993 (FMLA), as amended. Nothing in this section is intended to limit
employees' rights or benefits available under other current policies (see 511,
512, 513, 514) or collective bargaining agreements. Likewise, nothing
increases the amount of paid leave beyond what is provided for under
current leave policies or in any collective bargaining agreement.

March 2017
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Definitions
The following definitions apply for the purposes of Absence for Family Care
or Illness of Employee:
Subparts (a) through (c) apply to leave for one's own or a family member's
serious health condition.
a.

Son or daughter - biological, adopted, or foster child, stepchild, legal
ward, or child who stands in the position of a son or daughter to the
employee, who is under 18 years of age or who is 18 or older and
incapable of self-care because of mental or physical disability.

b.

Parent - biological, adoptive, step or foster parent or any other
individual who stood in that position to the employee when the
employee was a child.

c.

Spouse - husband or wife.

Subparts (d) through (h) apply to leave to care for a covered service member
or for qualifying exigency leave related to a covered military member's call to
duty.
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d.

Son or daughter of a covered service member - the employee is the
service member's biological, adopted, foster child, stepchild, legal
ward or child for whom the service member stood in the position of a
parent and who is of any age.

e.

Parent of a covered service member - the employee is the service
member's biological, adoptive, step or foster parent or any other
individual who stood in the position of a parent to the service member.

f.

Covered service member - a current member of the Armed Forces,
including a member of the National Guard or Reserves, who is
undergoing medical treatment, recuperation, or therapy, is otherwise in
outpatient status, or is otherwise on the temporary disability retired list,
for a serious injury or illness. This definition also includes a veteran
undergoing medical treatment, recuperation, or therapy for a serious
injury or illness who served in the Armed Forces and was discharged or
released under conditions other than dishonorable at any time during
the five-year period prior to the first date the eligible employee takes
FMLA leave to care for the veteran.

g.

Military member - in the case of a member of the Regular Armed
Forces, duty during the deployment of the member to a foreign country
under a call or order to active duty. In the case of a member of the
Reserve components of the Armed Forces (which includes the National
Guard), duty during the deployment of the member to a foreign country
under a Federal call or order to active duty in support of a contingency
operation.

h.

Next of kin of a covered service member (applies only to leave to care
for a covered service member) - the nearest blood relative other than
the covered service member's spouse, parent, son or daughter in the
following order of priority: blood relatives who have been granted legal
custody of the covered service member; siblings; grandparents, aunts
and uncles and first cousins, unless the covered service member has

ELM 41
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515.2
specifically designated in writing another blood relative as his or her
next of kin for purposes of FMLA military caregiver leave.
i.

March 2017

Serious health condition - illness, injury, impairment, or physical or
mental condition that involves any of the following:

(1)

Hospital care - inpatient care (i.e., an overnight stay) in a
hospital or residential medical care facility, including any period
of incapacity or subsequent treatment in connection with or
subsequent to such inpatient care.

(2)

Absence plus treatment - a period of incapacity of more than 3
consecutive full calendar days (including any subsequent
treatment or period of incapacity relating to the same condition)
that also involves either one of the following:

(a)

Treatment two or more times by a health care provider
within 30 days of the first day of incapacity.

(b)

Treatment by a health care provider on at least one
occasion within 7 days of the first day of incapacity that
results in a regimen of continuing treatment under the
supervision of the health care provider.

(3)

Pregnancy - any period of incapacity due to pregnancy or for
prenatal care.

(4)

Chronic condition requiring treatments - a chronic condition
that meets all of the three following conditions:

(a)

Requires periodic visits (i.e., at least twice a year) for
treatment by a health care provider or by a nurse or
physician's assistant under direct supervision of a health
care provider.

(b)

Continues over an extended period of time (including
recurring episodes of a single underlying condition).

(c)

May cause episodic, rather than a continuing period of,
incapacity. Examples of such conditions include diabetes,
asthma, and epilepsy.

(5)

Permanent or long-term condition requiring supervision - a
period of incapacity that is permanent or long-term due to a
condition for which treatment may not be effective. The
employee or family member must be under the continuing
supervision of, but need not be receiving active treatment by, a
health care provider. Examples of such conditions include
Alzheimer's, a severe stroke, and the terminal stages of a
disease.

(6)

Condition requiring multiple treatments (nonchronic condition) any period of absence to receive multiple treatments (including
any period of recovery there from) by a health care provider or by
a provider of health care services under orders of, or on referral
by, a health care provider, either for restorative surgery after an
accident or other injury, or for a condition that would likely result
in a period of incapacity of more than 3 consecutive full calendar
days in the absence of medical intervention or treatment.
331
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Examples of such conditions include cancer (which may require
chemotherapy, radiation, etc.), severe arthritis (which may require
physical therapy), and kidney disease (which may require
dialysis).
Note: Cosmetic treatments (such as most treatments for
orthodontia or acne) are not "serious health conditions" unless
complications occur. Restorative dental surgery after an accident
or removal of cancerous growths is a serious health condition
provided all other conditions are met. Allergies, substance abuse,
and mental illness may be protected if all conditions are met.
Routine preventative physical examinations are excluded. Also
excluded, as a regimen of continuing treatments, are treatments
that involve only over-the-counter medicine or activities such as
bed rest that can be initiated without a visit to a health care
provider. For example, treatment for substance abuse may be
protected if provided by a health care provider or by a provider of
health care services on referral by a health care provider.
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j.

Serious injury or illness - In the case of a member of the Armed
Forces, including a member of the National Guard or Reserves, means
an injury or illness incurred by the member in the line of duty on active
duty in the Armed Forces (or existed before the beginning of the
member's active duty and was aggravated by service in the line of duty
on active duty) and that may render the member medically unfit to
perform the duties of the member's office, grade, rank, or rating. In the
case of a veteran (as defined in subpart f), an injury or illness incurred in
the line of duty on active duty in the Armed Forces (or existed before
the beginning of the member's active duty and was aggravated by
service in the line of duty on active duty) and that manifested itself
before or after the member became a veteran, and is (1) a continuation
of a serious injury or illness that was incurred or aggravated when the
veteran was a member of the Armed Forces and rendered the
servicemember unable to perform the duties of the servicemember's
office, grade, rank or rating; or (2) a physical or mental condition for
which the veteran has received a VA Service Related Disability Rating
(VASRD) of 50% or greater and such VASRD rating is based in whole or
in part, on the condition precipitating the need for caregiver leave; or (3)
a physical or mental condition that substantially impairs the veteran's
ability to secure or follow a substantially gainful occupation by reason
of a disability or disabilities related to military service or would do so
absent treatment; or (4) an injury, including a psychological injury, on
the basis of which the veteran has been enrolled in the Department of
Veterans Affairs Program of Comprehensive Assistance for Family
Caregivers.

k.

Health care provider - A doctor of medicine or osteopathy; Christian
Science practitioner listed with the First Church of Christ, Scientist, in
Boston, MA; Physician's Assistant or other attending practitioners as
defined by Department of Labor FMLA regulations who are performing
within the scope of their practice.
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John F. Hegarty, National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union
1101 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Suite 500
Washington, DC 20036-4304
Re: BOOM-1 B-C06008265
Robert Johnson Jr.
Manchester, NH 03103-9997
Local Union #05246
Dear John:
Qur representatives met, to discuss the above-captioned grievance at the fourth step of
our contractual grievance procedure.
The issue in this grievance is whether an employee who works his holiday but did not
work the last hour of the employee's scheduled workday prior to or the first hour of the
. employee's scheduled workday after the holiday is entitled to holiday pay.
After full discussion of this issue, we mutually agreed that no national interpretive issue
is fairly presented in this case. Section 11.2 states, "To be eligible for holiday pay, an ·
employee must be in a pay status the last hour of the employee's scheduled workday
prior to or the first hour of the employee's scheduled workday after the holiday."
Therefore, determination of this issue is based on the fact circumstances involved.
Accordingly, Wf3 agreed to remand this case to regional level arbitration in keeping with
the provisions of the Memorandum of Understanding, Step 4 Procedures.
Piease sigh and return the enclosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of
agreement to remand this case to regional level arbitration.
·
Time limits at this level were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely, ·

Allen Mohl
Labor Relations Specialist
Ccmtract Administration (NPMHU)

Date:

//-

J-u _.. 0 °/

475 L'ENFANT PLAZA SW
DC 20260·4100

WASHINGTON

WWW.USPS.COM

UNITED STATES POSTAL St:FMC.E
Llbclr~~

4715 L'Enf&N Plaza. 9N

Wunln;trJn. DC 20260-4100

Mr. William Burrus
Executive Vice President
American Postal workers
Un.ion, APL-C!O
1300 L Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20005-4107

Mr. Lawrence G. Hutchins
Vice President
National Asaociation of Letter

Carriers. APL-CIO

100 Indiana Avenue, N.W.
Washington, PC 20001-2197
Rsz

B7C-NA-C 9
M. Biller
Washington, DC 20005

Centlcmeni
On February 9, 1988, David Cybulaki and Charles Dudek met
vith you to discuss the above-captioned grievance at the
fourth step of our contractual grievance procedure.
The issue in this grievance is whether an employee who is on
extended abaence and wishes to continue eligibility for
health and life insurance ben.fitz, and those protections for
which •n employee may be eligible.under Article 6 of the
Rational Agreement ll&Y uae aick leave and/or annual leave in
conjunction -ith leave without pay (LWOP) prior to exhausting
hia/her leav• balance.
During our discussions, we mutually agreed that an employee
in the above circumstances may use sick leave and/or annual
leave in conjunction with LWOP prior to exhausting his/her
respective leave balance. In addition, this settlement does
not 11.ait

~anagement•a

prerogative to grant 1eave requests at

ita discretion according to nornal leav~ approval procedures.
F'urtheraore, th• Eapl.oyer ia not obligated to approve auch
leave for the la.at hour of the maployee's scheduled workday
prior to and/or the first hour of the e11tployee's ucheduled
workday after a holiday.

-. ·.
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Please siqn and return the enclosed copy of this decision as
your acknowledgment of agreement to settle this case.
Time limits were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely,

Dav d P. Cy u s
Acting General Ma ager
Grievance & Arbitration
Division

ua Burrus
xecutive Vice President
American Postal workers
Union·, AFL-CIO

Laurence G. Butc I i i
Vice President.
Rational Association of Letter
Carrie.rs, APL-CIO

•

)

U-11>5'r•!U ""'1.aL SI ...a
~ta1.t

....... Pl.Au&w

W.....c•a..OC~

Kr. 'l'bo11uu1 A. Reill

rn~strlal ~lat1ons Director
Amerioan 'Peate.l Work.er&
Union. AtL-C:tO
1JOo L street, N.w.
Wasbinc;ton, DC 20005-4128

Re:

87C-NA-C 83

W. Burrus
Wambinqton, DC

Daa.r Mr. Naill:

iteQently, Bobby ~annedy and Randy suttcm 11tat in a prearbitration
aiscusslon Of the aboVG•referenoed ~asa.
'rhe issue in this grievance concerng the utilization or paid leave
raquestad in conjunction with holidays, when tb• request
oriqinates from an employee in an elCtended leave without pay
(LWOP) status.
·
'l'he

mutually agree it 1• inappropriate for emplolae$ in an
l!UU1ipu~ate the u~ilization or pa d ioave
tor the purpose 0£ obtaining paid holidays. Th• parti$.S further
ag~ee management chould not deny paid 1eave ~equests frOJlll
employees in an extended LWOP status solely because it provides an
entitlement to a paid holiday.
·
partie~

e~tended

LWOP status to

Please si9~ and. ratu:r:n th• encloaed COpY of thia latter as your
acknowledqment of aqraement to settle this case and re.move it frOlt
the pend.ih9 national

a~bit~ation

listin9.

Sincarely#

.

~(/,~
~
_ Anthony J. Veq;a~ ·
_.c;:>- Manager
Grievance and Arbitration
Labor Relations

Datae:

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
ANNUAL LEAVE EXCHANGE OPTION

The parties agree that mail handler career employees will be allowed to
sell back a maximum of forty (40) hours of annual leave prior to the beginning of the leave year provided the following two criteria are met:
1) The employee must be at the maximum leave carry over ceiling at the
start of the leave year, and

2) The employee must have used fewer than 75 sick leave hours in the
leave year immediately preceding the year for which the leave is being
exchanged.
This Memorandum ofUnderstanding expires May 20, 2016.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
LEA VE SHARING

The Postal Service will continue a Leave Sharing Program during the tenn
of the 2011 National Agreement under which career postal employees are
able to donate annual leave from their earned annual leave account to another career postal employee. Single donations must be of 8 or more
whole hours and may not exceed half of the amount of annual leave
earned each year based on the leave earnings category of the donor at the
time of donation. Sick leave, unearned annual leave, and annual leave
hours subject to forfeiture (leave in excess of the maximum carryover
which the employee would not be pennitted to use before the end of the
leave year), may not be donated, and emP.loyees may not donate leave to
their immediate supervisors. To be eligible to receive donated leave a
career employee (a) must be incapacitated for available postal duties due
to serious personal health conditions including pregnancy and (b) must be
known or expected to miss at least 40 more hours from work than his or
her own annual leave and/or sick leave balance(s), as applicable, will cover, and (c) must have his or her absence approved pursuant to standard
attendance policies. Donated leave may be used to cover the 40 hours of
L WOP required to be eligible for leave sharing.
For purposes other than pay and legally required payroll deductions, employees using donated leave will be subject to regulations applicable to
employees in LWOP status and will not earn any type of leave while using
donated leave.
Donated leave may be carried over from one leave year to the next without
limitation. Donated leave not actually used remains in the recipient's ac138

count (i.e., is not restored to donors). Such residual donated leave at any
time may be applied against negative leave balances caused by a medical
exigency. At separat10n, any remaining donated leave balance will be
paid in a lump sum.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
NPMHU represented employees may use a total of up to three workdays
of annual leave, sick leave or leave without pay, to make arrangements
necessitated by the death of a family member or attend the funeral of a
family member. Authorization of leave beyond three workdays is subject
to the conditions and requirements of Article 10 of the National Agreement, Subsection 510 of the Employee and Labor Relations Manual and
the applicable local memorandum of understanding provisions.
Definition of Family Member. "Family member" is defined as a:
(a)

Son or Daughter - a biological or adopted child, stepchild,
daughter-in-law or son-in-law;

(b) Spouse;
(c)

Parent;

(d) Sibling- brother, sister, brother-in-law, or sister-in-law; or
( e) Grandparent.
Use of Sick Leave. The use of sick leave for bereavement purposes will
be charged to sick leave for dependent care.
Documentation. Documentation evidencing the death of the employee's
family member is required only when the supervisor deems documentation
desirable for the protection of the interest ofthe Postal Service.
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434.412
434.4
434.41

434.411

Holiday Leave Pay
Policy
Holidays Observed

Provisions for holiday observance are as follows:
a.

b.

434.412

The following 10 days are observed as holidays:
(1)

New Year's Day.

(2)

Martin Luther King Jr.'s Birthday.

(3)

Washington's Birthday (Presidents' Day).

(4)

Memorial Day.

(5)

Independence Day.

(6)

Labor Day.

(7)

Columbus Day.

(8)

Veterans' Day.

(9)

Thanksgiving Day.

(10)

Christmas Day.

Variations in schedule for holiday observance are as follows:
(1)

If a holiday falls on an eligible employee's regular scheduled
workday, including Saturday or Sunday, the employee observes
the holiday on that day.

(2)

If a holiday falls on an eligible employee's scheduled
nonworkday, the first scheduled day preceding the holiday is
designated as the employee's holiday except as provided in
434.411 b3 and 434.421.

(3)

If a holiday falls on a Sunday that is a nonscheduled workday for
an eligible employee, Monday is designated as the employee's
holiday. However, if Monday is also a nonscheduled workday,
then Saturday is designated as the employee's holiday. For
postal police officers, see the USPS-PPO Agreement.

(4)

For all full-time postmasters, if a holiday falls on a Saturday that
is a nonscheduled workday, the preceding Friday is designated
as the postmaster's holiday. Additional workhour allowances are
authorized for those Post Offices without a senior supervisor to
provide relief coverage during the postmaster's absence on
holiday leave, where necessary.

Application

On these holidays, eligible employees receive holiday leave pay for the
number of hours equal to their regular daily work schedule, not to exceed
8 hours (see 434.421). This holiday pay is instead of other paid leave to
which employees might otherwise be entitled on their holiday.
Eligible employees who work their holiday, at their option, may elect to have
their annual leave balance credited with up to 8 hours of annual leave in lieu
of holiday leave pay (see 434.422). When this option is chosen, the deferred
holiday leave pay is subject to all applicable rules for requesting and

March 2017
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Pay Administration
scheduling annual leave and is combined with annual leave and counted as
annual leave for purposes of annual leave carryover (see 512 .32).
Note: Holiday leave pay should not be confused with holiday-worked
pay, holiday scheduling premium, or Christmas-worked pay (see 434.5).
434.42
434.421

Eligibility
Eligibility for Holiday Leave Pay

Eligibility is shown by category on the following chart:
Employee Category

Eligible

Full-time

Yes

Part-time regular, including A-E postmasters,
regularly scheduled to work

Minimum of 5 days
(per service week)

Yes

Less than 5 days
(per service week)

No 1

Part-time flexible

No2

Casual

No

Temporary

No

Transitional

No

1.

Unless the holiday falls on their scheduled workday.

2.

Holiday pay is included in the hourly rate.

To receive holiday leave pay, employees must be in a pay status either the
last scheduled hour before or the first scheduled hour after the holiday or
designated holiday.
However, for an employee on any form of extended LWOP, paid leave for the
last scheduled hour before or the first scheduled hour after the holiday or
designated holiday is not approved for the purpose of qualifying the
employee for holiday pay.
434.422

Eligibility for Annual Leave in Lieu of Holiday Leave Pay

Categories of employees eligible for annual leave in lieu of holiday leave pay
are shown on the following chart:
Salary
Schedule
Acronym

Rate
Schedule
Code (RSC)

Information Technology/Accounting Service
Centers

IT/ASC

N

Postal Service Schedules 1 and 2 (salary tables
P and P9)

PS-1
PS-2

p

Mail Equipment Shops/Material Distribution
Center (salary tables C and C9)

MESC-1
MESC-2

c

Operating Services Division

OSD

K

Salary Schedule

PB
CB

Mail Handlers

MH

M

Executive and Administrative Schedule*

EAS

E

Applies to FLSA-nonexempt employees. Also applies to EAS-23 and below
FLSA-exempt employees who receive additional pay (i.e., special exempt) and also
choose to substitute an entire B hours of holiday leave pay for annual leave.
Excludes EAS postmasters, officers in charge, postal inspectors, and employees in
management development programs.
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Exhibit 434.52

Holiday-Worked Pay Eligibility Table
Employee Classification
Full-time
Regular

Part-time
Regular

Part-time
Flexible

Casual,*Temporary,
and PM Relief

-

-

No3

No3

Yes 4

Yes

No3

-

Yes 1 •2

Yes •

No3

-

Yes 2

-

No3

G - Nurses

Yes

-

No3

No 3

K - HQ Op. Services Div.

Yes

-

-

-

-

-

M - Mail Handlers

Yes 4

Yes

No3

N - Data Center

Yes 4

-

No3

P- PS

Yes 4

Yes

No3

-

Q - City Carriers

Yes 4

Yes

No3

-

R - Rural Carriers

Yes

No3

S - PCES

No

No3
No3

-

Rate Schedule
B - Rural Auxiliary
C- MESC
E- EAS
F - Postmasters (A-E)

L - Postmaster Replacement

12

T - Tool and Die

Yes 4

-

Y - Postal Police

Yes 4

-

1.
2.
3.
4.

-

No3

Casual employees are covered in RS-E regardless of the bargaining unit they supplement.
FLSA-nonexempt employees only, including nonexempt postmasters and officers in charge, except some exempt
supervisors, may be eligible for "additional pay" for working on a holiday (see 434. 143).
Postmasters, officers in charge, and FLSA-exempt employees are not eligible for Christmas-Worked Pay (see 434.53).
Hours worked on a holiday are charged to Workhours, except that part-time flexible employees are eligible for
Christmas-Worked Pay on December 25 only (See 434.52).
Under certain conditions, eligible employees may qualify for Holiday Scheduling Premium (See 434.53}.

434.53

Pay Computation
Provisions concerning pay computation are as follows:

186

a.

Eligible employees who are required to work on their holiday or
designated holiday are paid (in addition to any pay for holiday leave to
which they may be entitled) their basic hourly straight time rate for each
hour worked up to 8. Eligible FLSA special exempt employees are paid
EAS additional pay for each authorized hour worked on their holiday or
designated holiday.

b.

Eligible employees, excluding postmasters and officers in charge, who
are required to work on Christmas day or their designated Christmas
holiday are paid, in addition to authorized holiday leave pay (434.4) and
holiday-worked pay, Christmas-worked pay at 50 percent of their basic
hourly straight-time rate. Work performed beyond 8 hours is treated as
overtime for bargaining unit employees. The Christmas-worked
premium is not paid for overtime hours. Also Christmas-worked pay is
not authorized during hours of overnight travel on a nonscheduled
day (438.133).

ELM 41
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UN/TEDST!lTES

llifd POST/J.L SERVICE
Mr. John F. Hegarty
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union
1101 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20036-4304
Re:

EOOM-1 E-C07087183
Class Action
Des Moines, IA 50318-9997

Dear John:
Our representatives met, to discuss the above-captioned grievance at the fourth step of
our contractual grievance procedure.
The issue in this grievance is whether part-time flexible (PTF) employees are entitled to
Christmas worked-pay for hours worked on December 24 or December 26.
After full discussion of this issue, we mutually agreed that no national interpretive issue
is fairly presented in this case. PTF employees am eligible for Christmas-worked pay
for hours worked on December 25 only. Therefore, determination of this issue is based
on the fact circumstances involved.
Accordingly, we agree to remand this grievance to Step 3 for further processing and/or
regional arbitration, if necessary.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of
agreement to remand this case to regional level arbitration.
Time limits at this level were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely,

Enclosure

475 t:ENFMIT PLAZA SW
WASHINGTON DC 20260-4100
WWW.USPS.COM
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434.52
434.43

Pay Computation for Holiday Leave Pay
Provisions concerning pay computation are as follows:

434.5
434.51

a.

Eligible employees are paid for the holiday at their basic hourly rate for
those hours equal to their regular daily working schedule, not to
exceed 8 hours. Eligible employees may elect to receive annual leave
in lieu of holiday leave pay (see 434.412).

b.

Holiday leave pay is in lieu of other paid leave to which an employee
might otherwise be entitled on the designated holiday.

c.

Holiday leave pay is payable in addition to compensation for hours
actually worked on a designated holiday (see 434.5).

d.

Eligible full-time and part-time regular employees require no specific
authorization to be absent from work on a holiday or a designated
holiday, unless scheduled to work.

e.

A full-time or part-time regular employee who is scheduled to actually
work on a holiday or on a designated holiday, but does not work, is
placed in LWOP status and does not receive holiday leave pay, unless
the absence is based on an extreme emergency situation and the
absence is excused by the employee's supervisor.

f.

Holiday leave paid to an employee who is on a COP status should be
recorded as holiday leave and is counted as one of the 45 calendar
days of COP for OWCP purposes.

g.

When a full-time employee has partially overcome a compensable
disability and is working a partial schedule under the rehabilitation
program, holiday leave is payable up to the number of hours in the
partial schedule. The remainder of the holiday leave pay is received
from OWCP.

Holiday-Worked Pay
Policy
Holiday-worked pay is paid to eligible employees for the hours worked on a
recognized holiday or for the hours worked on the employee's designated
holiday, except Christmas. (See 434.4 for recognized holidays.)
Christmas-worked pay is paid to eligible employees for the hours worked on
Christmas day or the day designated as the employee's Christmas holiday.

434.52

Eligibility
Exhibit 434.52 indicates that employees are eligible to receive
holiday-worked pay and Christmas-worked pay.
Part-time flexible employees receive Christmas-worked pay for up to 8
straight-time hours only if they work on December 25 (see 432.21 c).
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Exhibit 434.52
Holiday-Worked Pay Eligibility Table
Employee Classification
Full-time
Regular

Part-time
Regular

Part-time
Flexible

Casual,* Temporary,
and PM Relief

-

-

No3

No3

Yes 4

Yes
Yes 1•2

No3
-

-

Yes 1 •2

No3

-

Yes 2

-

No3

Yes

No3

-

-

-

-

No3

M - Mail Handlers

Yes 4

Yes

No3

N - Data Center

Yes 4

-

No3

P- PS

Yes 4

Yes

No3

Q - City Carriers

Yes 4
Yes

Yes

No3
No3
No 3

-

No3

-

Rate Schedule

8 - Rural Auxiliary
C - MESC
E- EAS
F - Postmasters (A-E)
G-

Nurses

K - HQ Op. Services Div.

Yes

L - Postmaster Replacement

T - Tool and Die

Yes 4

-

Y - Postal Police

Yes 4

-

R - Rural Carriers
S - PCES

1.
2.
3.
4.

No

-

No3

Casual employees are covered in RS-E regardless of the bargaining unit they supplement.
FLSA-nonexempt employees only, including nonexempt postmasters and officers in charge, except some exempt
supervisors, may be eligible for "additional pay" for working on a holiday (see 434. 143).
Postmasters, officers in charge, and FLSA-exempt employees are not eligible for Christmas-Worked Pay (see 434.53).
Hours worked on a holiday are charged to Workhours, except that part-time flexible employees are eligible for
Christmas-Worked Pay on December 25 only (See 434.52).
Under certain conditions, eligible employees may qualify for Holiday Scheduling Premium (See 434.53).

434.53

Pay Computation
Provisions concerning pay computation are as follows:

186

a.

Eligible employees who are required to work on their holiday or
designated holiday are paid (in addition to any pay for holiday leave to
which they may be entitled) their basic hourly straight time rate for each
hour worked up to 8. Eligible FLSA special exempt employees are paid
EAS additional pay for each authorized hour worked on their holiday or
designated holiday.

b.

Eligible employees, excluding postmasters and officers in charge, who
are required to work on Christmas day or their designated Christmas
holiday are paid, in addition to authorized holiday leave pay (434.4) and
holiday-worked pay, Christmas-worked pay at 50 percent of their basic
hourly straight-time rate. Work performed beyond 8 hours is treated as
overtime for bargaining unit employees. The Christmas-worked
premium is not paid for overtime hours. Also Christmas-worked pay is
not authorized during hours of overnight travel on a nonscheduled
day (438.133).
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UNITED STA TES POSTAL. SSVICc
47! L'Entant Pha.:a.. SW
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cc 202sa

July 2, 1982

Mr.. Gerald Anderson
Executive Aide, Clerk Craft
American Postal Workers Onion, AFL-<:IO
817 - 14th Street, NW

Washington, CC

20005

Re:

R. Rivenbar.k
Orlando, PL 32802
HlC-JW-C-4572

Dear Mr. Anderson:
On June 2, 1982, we met to discuss the above-captioned
grievance at the fourth step of the cont~actua.l grievance
procedure •
.1e question in this grievance is whether tlie grievant is
·itled to Christmas Worked Pay_for time worked from 2030
c._;,rrs to 2400 hours on Oecember 25, 1981.
The matters presented by you as well as the applicable
contractual provisions have been reviewed and given careful
consideration.
The Onion contends that since the hours cited were on the
calendar day of December 25, then the grievant is entitled to
Christmas Worked Pay.
It. is the f)osftion of the Postal-. Service that under
circumstances present in.this case that th~·grievant is not
entitled to Christmas Worked Pay. Article ll, Section 4.a,
set.s forth the provisionsi for receivin9 Christmas Worked Pay.
This secti~n a~thorizes Chistmas Worked Pay only on the
?moloyee's holiday. Specifically, • ••• in addition to the
1oliday pa~ which the employee is entitled ••• • The
1rievant, in this case, was non-scheduled on his Christmas
Ioliday which ~as the service day, December 25, 1981. When
:he 9rievant reported to work at 2030 ~ours on December ~S,
1~ was reporting for the service day,· December 26.
re.fore, the grievant.' s work was not in c;onjunction with
·aay Leave and does noc qualify for the Christmas Worked

-2-

.ased upon the above considerations, this grievance is hereby
--)"!nied.
'l'i.me limits were extended by mutual consent:.

Sincerely,

Oepart..-nent
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As

arra.n1emeftt w11

a reau1t of tho•• 4iacna11£on1, aa tnfol'faal, oral
~·

to e1t91or!1• tho

Th• arru911wiu\t w11 11.1.4

.-.

'fh.11

'° M

1r!eva~~•1

and

di•J"".'~·

•

at fo11ow11l 1

eu·ra.n91111211111u'lt 1ppu1ntl)' re1ata4 only

to full•U.ae ro;ular

•vol\&.ftt«HDrs• un'8r the 11aon4 eate9ory in·A.rtlele XX, Section '·
Zt appears that l.84111Waher and Chart.ere applied it until
OCtol>er, 19'71 when

partie1
on t.h•

a11id1i10u1l~
~a!1

Cb&r~ra

U'6UUtft1rred to the Cent.cal

lt.l'HHI

rrfU\9eaant with li'Aduaohar.

that

8\Htb M

non•precede~~1a1.

approach w&a part of t.he

&>49UU.a of the nature and n\nber ot

111ettlCU1MBnt• ue, ther•tor1, Mt anU.a.ble.
.. \

The

avoided ar9uint 4eta111 of 1n4!v14ual oettltm\ent1

&hat each oettl811111ent vaa non•citabl• and

:.'\e Pent.al hrv1oe

~cu; ion.

#

•

Ivan thou;h Chiu:tera wa11

s.

NC•C•608S

no lon9er avail&l:>le to aeet with Jt.ad•aeher .t.n regard

to

the

arr1.n9eimant, his 1uoo111or iaaue4 the tollowin; mcnor&n4\Ull in
3\ll)'' 19'7'.

MA.LC loli4&~

CAftt '126/16
Orievanoe l•t~lan•n~•

hneral Kana9•u·1, Labor blatic:uu11
All b9ion1

in Apri1, 1171, a eettlement 11reeaant was
r•ached vit~ the ICAtC relative'° tba-rC1medy
for ·~akint order• violation• rec;ardl~t the
&che4u1int of full ttlMt maploy1a1 to "°rt on
holidays pugauant t.o t.he provlaiona of Ar~i·
ale XI of the latioM1 Atr•••nt.. n.1a

trievenoa1 have prev£01ia1lr oalr l:lilan aettlect
et lt•P • oa- a.a pre•arh1tratJ.on deoieion1.

Authorisation ia now bliftl vrant.~ to 1ettl1
holid•r 1ol'Mtd\11Lftt vtolation1 at It.IP J re•
91u1Un1 llALC fl'inanoe ••••• ill 1oocu:danoe
v£~ the £n1tnnion1 Pl'OYided Mlow.

The a9ree4 r~f, vhioh ia proYi4od on a
non•preoec.tent ani non•oita~1• ~111, i1 that
the 111rieved 1111p10f•• who ahou14 nave been
ae1eet.4 to wo:~ ~ ho114&J pur1uant to ~he
Mat£ona1 AGr....n' or 10Cla1 af!...aen\ will ti.
ooapenaate.l at·t.h• 1t:.ra£9ht t
rat• for

cuie•M.lf of th• hoYrl involwc1. thia r•edy
ctocu noc &PJ11' to an a19r1evad •p101e1 vho

ao,wal1f worJir.ode

.

Kr. kdaaohar h&1 4ele9at.e4 &\lt.hority t.o the
Union offioiala ai tbl re9iona1 level t~
~1•

trievanoe aaeea ••

o~tltnod

above.

••t·

~!'6 b. Rltonei1, 6Ireot:Or
Offioe of artevanoa and Ar~itration
L&bor a&1at1one Dep&rt:IMa~
00 I

,.

.

'·
There i i ·no reaaon

to

do'W3t that this atn0randW1

aec~rately

retleota t.h• arr&ng•ent developed vith JaadOfll,lcher. -.Varthele11,
there Aa no ev!denoe that a.td...aoher s~aequentlf dele9ated •~eh
authority ~ Union ofliolala as ape11ed oyt in th4I acuno nor ia
thar1 evidence that u1 tJnion llllapr1ee.ntat&w, ot.hu• than Jt.ednaehor,

aotu.aUy dealt w!~ euab a 1r£.nuoe. Zn a.nr event., !noOll\in9 HA.t.C
Pre1idant, 301eph Yaoo&, laoed vi\!\~ l&nl&I eitr 9r1evance,
refuaed to sett.1• it on t.be b&alt o! t.ht 1&4111116o~•r•ChArter1
cu·ranveunt..

':he Po1ta1 11rvioe, in t.he present oas• a9re11 that ~ft• ··--••
City Poi& Off&oe did no\ follow the etr•flll4 eequenoe e1ta~li1hed

xz,

\der Artiole

l4a1U.06

a vi~ln

t.he oat.e9011 of 411ap1oreaa• volun·

1~er.i.l\f for holi41f work.

COJSDlr£101!1

'the Union
arr~9-.ent..

&l'flMI

n.on•oi~le,

"'°' aeoe11ar11f

%n re9aa·d to
•peo~in9

'7f tM a&4uaaeher•C:hart.an

Zt 8&)'1 that th• &l'l'&n9aen' vaa u1e4 br the two tften to

settle 9rievanoe1 on a
ran;~nt 11

t.M.t &t i i no• bo\U\4

non•preoedent1#l

and the a:•

b&111

~1n41nt

on tJwt Union.
the r-.ar, the Union aainuina t.Nlt, no

JHtt.er

.._he

order• eetabliah-4 b)' 1ooa1 &tr•asent vit.h1n th• volunteer

ca t.e9orr, an emp10)'•• ha1 t.M al ear ritht to vol.untAuu· for ho Ud.ay

work 81\d, &11 ot:.h•r t.hin9s beint fM3\J&l, ha thereby baoom.ea entitled
.D

be a1d9nad t.o work on t.hllt holiday in the proper order.
)
J

When

a.not.Mr •ploraa Le tuu11i9ne4 to work th• holiday in favor of the
•P10ffHt vi.th a prior :i9ht.,

~

haul lervioe £• !n v!olation of

t:.he MetLoM1 A;renwuat an4 ahou14 uk• up·'° th• •plor•• t.hat

vhtoh be 101t1 i.e., t!Mll &441t£ona1 par be

wo~14

have reoeived

for workiftf tbe ho1£4•1 bad be been tAYGU\ hie proper
t.o work.
The Union

111111

that an aap1oyee volunteer•

~

oppcrt~nity

"°rk a hcliday

tor th• p&f involved &n4, t.o t.M extant t.hat he •• .U.properlr denied
that hio114ay &1si1naent, he 1uffer1 a 1o11 ot ~ P•1 which he

vc1unt.eere4, and t.herab)r 1a!ud a rifht, to earn.
tn. to1u1 l•u•vloe u&ntaLn1 U..t the IA4Maoher•C:hart.cu·1 ar•
.a.n9aent, even t.tw.nath unvr!•t.ta, i i a b£ndint •tr•••nt and when
th• p&rtle1 entered ia\O tll• 11reaaent tll\91 eonump1ete4 that ·it
VOUld OOYlr ftOt Oftlr O~l'f9ftt but &110 'l"OIPeOtive holidlf work
Zi IA)'I \.hat

fJ.".hrV&nOlla

IUOh Ul'UifWftU UI

t.l!ftf troupe of 1rievuoe1 vJ.th
the

11:1

A&d111111aahlr•Chl.r~r• &fr~•

M.nt.a to h&r.411 1ril'Y&noe

%n regard to the

pro~l••

r-•4r,

oowenplace in let•

r :n el••nte &NS tJuu. 1ua9at.Ln9

vou14.Y.ft4•l"Bine fYtQre arraft9e•
•

Poat.al lervioe ~ropoaea ~~at, if
it 11 det.ualned that no bln41nt a9re-.nt 1u·o11ua Mtwtien ~deraaeh•r
\hoe

and C':Mrur1, \M p.&1'\l.ea aho\&14 be iftlU\Ht\84 to work each 9rievane1

out on a
beren~ly

0

&fid\111 lol) un4•r1t.&n4iftf I ej/

v

•tJMll••

aa..111 a!nae,
aattera are aattera in•
1n Which a ritbt. ar!1e1, if a\ all, onlr \Lnder a 1oc4l memo·

oa11·~·oa1e

~•.ruunipt.

P• ll.

-•

••
'·:)
· it 1ay1 further that, !f the A11oei&te ?&partial Chainaah re,eet1

that &pproaoh, it vou14 be appropriate that no peftalty be •••••••d
and the otfend!nt Poat Off toe be S.nfomed that 1t should not
violate

Al'~l.ale

xi,

purpo1e of Art!o1•
11~11,

xz,

a.

!M Poet.al le.rvio• ola.uu that t.h•

l•otion • ia to provide, to the extent poa•

fu11•ti.lle and part•t.f.ae ra9u1ar 9111p1oy••• v!th the holiday

off vork.

t.eered

1eouon

to

Jt ••)'• that.,

u

the eu1t.ent th.at. an aplO)'•• vho volun•

work tJ'8 ho1l411 arwl

•u• to toatal lezvioe error d!d not

work the ~1£•ar, he va1 nr1arghele11 1iven '-he :~11 ••••~ra of
the 0 da7 off= pr1noip1e eet out. in the lat!Oft&l A9reeaent.
'the
~ltd&~

41!1,laiu
.
~~\

aervs.oe den!ecl that anr ritht

be pa14 for the a!11ed
a11!9Naent aooruea to a properly aeq~enoed ¥01\&nteer. 1e

t.M',

to

at Nit, Mi ehould M otf•rM u

11U1ltMen\ to

vork a

lt.v.re taolid1r ainoe, in the firn Anet.anoa, be .•naUered no loas.

ror thta propo1lt!on

~

Mat.ioft.11 A9reliillent ••'

dealt w.t.tJ\ the

lerv!oe

•~t

C!atr1~tion

~•1111

Oft the la.ftfua9e ot the

vzzz,

leot1on 1,ec2> whtch
of ovartLae lllOl\f Cit)' Litt.tar earr!•r•

in Art!ole

on a lftil&rterlr a.a111.

£tppucq1
'fha

tirat i11ue bare le ra11ad b)' 1t£pulation, and no elabora-·

t.ion is necuuuu•.rr oonoemiat the faota 1urroW\41NJ tho Jtanaas C1tf ·
".

:tiole X%, leotJ.on 4 ooau.rre4 when hol14&f work vaa 9iven to another

t.
~4

employee when the Or!ev&nt

NC•C•608$

e1tl.bliahad a prior right to that

work.
%n dealing with auoh 1rievanoa1, a&deaaoher ana Charters f aahioned

a formula wn1oh

reeta4 on t.hetr re1peetive evaluations cf

apparen~1~

the lan9va;e of Artiole XJ, l•ot!on f.

Their oral arran9ement ob-

v!ou1ly refl•oted a ooapcoa!e• (4e1L9ne4
hand) beoauae Article

xx,

to

•tapoae of 9rievanee1 1n

leot!on G doe1 not

prea~1ely

1pell out a

for auoh an tnlraotion. the vtew of ~· PAo\&1 aerviee th4t
1ueh an or&!~ Lnfo:m~l ar~1nt111111ent auet IN obeerved in perpetuity 11
not eound. The oral arran9111i1n• waa 'uat that •• an arr&.n9ament. It
r•~•dy

an••

froa • ''"~;.::.;

.r
:tion 6, but 'ho appl!oattoa of \ha ooaproat11 was on 1 •non•precedent

repre1ent.6d a tran11 tol')' OOl!f&'Otd1e that

l.. •. .:.

..nd non•o1'4b11 bl1Aa.•

The Poat.al 1erv£oe'1 &r9WMn,, th&\ ' ' • ritht ex11t1 !t aria••
only under \be 1ooa1 a~rl..fid\11 of u.nde11t&n41nt1 11 not valid.
A.:'tiele xxx, %tlll 1> retera only to the aethod of selaotin9 •~ployeea
to vorl.on a bol1d&f within tht three aa\G9orie1 alearly astabli1he4
in Art1ale
authority

i:,
to

.

leetioft G ainoe

t.he

looal partial obvioualy have no

oh&nt• t.he •at1ona1 A9reement.

Thoer~

Item 12 to 1u99a1t the ne-4 for 1ooa1 a9reeaent

of Article xi, leotJ.on G.

'°

~.

ncthtnq

in

rGmedy v1elation1

The partiea a.ade a toed faith effort to

provide certAin righi1 to a holi4ay volW\teer when t.hey ne9etiated

Article XI, leotion I,
·,rded the

o~ortunity

To aa1nta1n that the lafttua9•, •ohall be at•

to

.• th.at 9oocS la.At..h effort.

1hee

~.r ~

wor~.·

-.

11 11M&nin9loa1 11 to fly in th• fae•

fbe Loo&l Kuioranthm of A9re&ment ea tab•

•pacJd.1\9 or4ar• UOftf •ployae1 to whOll\ t.hat r ic;ht.

/ )

NC•C•608S

10.

aoorYe1.

Certainly, thar• would h&v• l:Jeen no rea&oft tor

and Charters to enter Lftt;O tho •non•preoedential,

l\Ada~&cher

non•cit&~le•

com•

prc:aiae Lt t.he 1ocra1 put.i•• had availele to th• U.o 1ac11chani1111 cf

Article xxx to reao1ve auoh i11uo1.
remand eaeh 9r!evanoe

Under these cirCW'ftatancea,

to ~ rev1ewad in

r al\dUA of Un4eretan41ftf vou14

~

the li9ht of

~he

to

Local Mamo-

pointle11.

The ne9otiato:e in t.be 19'1 ft&fot&atlone vare avare of the preb·
lm but aadt M Oh&n9e !ft ktio1e X% 1 ·11otf.Oft i
c~au;=~f'"'waii

o011proaJ.1e.

~~

reflect the informal

Certainlr, a pena.nent urangement. accept&})le

to prinoipala tor laoth partial vho were on the 1oene durin9 the n190•

tiat.ion1 VO\a14 have rttoe!ve4 ooru11£4e1'1tion for ino1ua1on .;..-.
·vlt.iona1 A1rcae11.ent.

t.~ •..:

Pea:h&pl the Ml\ bpoiatant f&ot.or that made the

~rran9G11111ont

exolusiv11f tJ\ag of l.&48Sl&Oher and Chart.era vaa the metho

by vh!ch it

va1 applied.

au1•• for

oat.,ori•int overlooked helid1y

volunteer 1riwuoe1 ue not in GYidaM•·
apparen~ly re114•4

%f there vere any, they

wii.h ladeaaober a.n4 Charter•·

an4 non•preoe4ential

Moreover, the p1rtia1

l\&t~r•

of the individual

r11peet.ed the

ftOn•oi~~l•

1ettlG11Dent1.

lo l£9ht i i mhed on thct orit1ri1 tb&t 1'.Ademach•r ueed

t.o det.enaiM vhether • tri.evanoe fell WiWn t.h•

. ran91ment..

~·JrV!P"'.:- ~f

the ar•

Giver. the "oral Md intoraa1 nature of the 1u·ran9tul'lent and

it.1 oa1e•bf•o1•• application of a non•oitab1e, non•preoedantial baa11,
.f.t oaMot.

'l"h•

now

~

held to 001ust.it.ut.e a bin4!nt a9r«1H1••nt..

aeoon4 qve1t.ion, un4er the 1t.ipulation, 11

to determine t~~
#.

ppropriate reaedy for violation of Artio1e xi, aection I.
'oaul l•rv.ioe
\
__)

&1WfgH1ta ~t t.M

Th•

af feeted employee be 9iven tt.e next

NC·C-6085

l.l. •

opportun.1 tr to work a hOlidey w.1 thin t.h• quarter aYch aa the di 1 tri ..
~utLon

of overtiJN tor City Letter Carri•r• 11 hancUed.

work proh181UJ are not aiailar •o overt!IM problems.
vorked ta 101t forever.

overt.tee

1it~at£ona

aut hOlJ.day

A holiday

no~

occur freqyently and

thoae on the •overtJ.ae desirea• list b&ve an opportunity, over tht

course of a

oale~&r

overtiN hour•.

q\l&rtar,

to

work a relatively equ&l

n~r

of

Mor•ovar, u aiurapl01eo aay d11ire to vork on

&Mmorial Day but not Oft Zndapendenoe hf or eou ot.hor holiday.

'f'ha lel'Y!oe 1u99eat1

~at

the

evGrl9ek~d

holiday v=lur.toer i•

no wore• off than .other •P10)'MI who do not work on t.he hcl !day sine•
....._ .

......

1ployeea who are oft on the ho1£4•1•

fh.11 ar;waent is not per1ua1ive

when !t ·11 001u11Ld1rod that the overlooJuul holiday vol"'ntetr elected

D.21 to

~

oft Oft

vaa oova1·ed

~

th• ho1!4ar &nd the ll!lploy••

\he 1a.

&zt\MIGftt

no\

),)ft

~h•

xi,

the part of that section ptrtinent

~•rit•

leat1on 6 would affeetually ne9ate
t.o

this oa1e ano any local a9r••-

ment worked out tn aooord&Me wit.h Art.ial• XXJC, CIUlJ.
~1iday

1te1d

holiday and ahould,

entitled to PA)'alnt for such houri, hae no

lueh a oonmtzuction of J..rtiole

overlooked

~11

that the overlook•d holiday

volW\teer loat. not.hint 1inoe be did not vork
therefore

worked in

1an1~•1••

the larvloe'1

A44itioft&1l~,

~ho

Clearly, th•

volunteer auftered the 1011 of pey for the

hou:~

t..hat ha wou14 have worked except tor Poet.al larvioe error.
The

~hru1t

of Artiole XX, l•otion G is t.o penai t: th• 11\uc.iinWI\ .. ·

.1W'Aber of fliall•t1JM and part•U,ae re9\ll&ra t.o an,oy holiday& oft wcrk

\!

t..h•)' do not de1ire to vorJt.

:t.

&lao aucu1 clear t.hat amploycies

NC·C:-608!>

who are not _1ohedu1e4 for the holiday (or are echeduled off) have

one• a volunteer 11

a right to volunteer to vork on that hol!day.

reaot..4 (in whatever order thcl partie1 aay have avreed locally> ,
ha i i entitled to

~

ae1i9ned to work the holiday if hi• services

a.re required.

l•r• the ,01~al larv1oe adaits that it violated
ArtiGla xz, aeotion G ~ ta11Ln9 to work tJ\41 trievin; Cllll\\ployee on
a ho1i4ay aoeor4ing to h!1 r&nk Ln t.he volW\t••r eatetory.
There 11 no Jnal'PO•• t.o M oervu. ~ £n11uuotin9 tho parties

Cai the larvioe 1u9911t1) to deal with eaoh ino~~@nt on = ~&••·by•
oaeo ba1i1 ainoe t.h£1 would 1.l.laplf ev&4e the £11ue raiaed by the
parti11• 1tipulation. Th~• tl\1 onlf reaaonablf appropriat• ··~•dy
available, !n the lifht of th• plain lanv~•t• of Ar~iele xi,
.) 1c:ttion I, ie to· req\a!re that. t.ha overlooka4
ooapenaated tor UK tot.&1 n\UU>er

hoU~4af

volunteer be

ot hcnar1 loat.
w~o

Th• oral, £.nfonul, oaet·~r·cuuo, non•preee4ent t1e:~a~f·~~1•d
t.o r1111nedy

1ncU.vidua1

9riavano~u

lt7l M1tiol\&l Atre1SM1nt £1 not
actually 1ett1•4 ther1un41:.

\&Mer ArU.al.e X%, leet.ion 6 of
~11\din;

U°••

tor ca1e1 other than tho••

The approp:iata

•~

•dy

~

11 to

eotnpenaatA tbs overlooked holiday volW\teer tor t.he total nwn.t>er ct
boura of work 1oet.
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ARBITRATION CASE SUMMARY

Reference No.
Arbitrator:
Articles:

0326 - MAIL HANDLER
Richard Mittenthal

8 11 and 30

Region:

Northeastern

Union:

APWU

----------~---------

Article 16: ------------~-----------
Article9:

Agrreement ___1_9_78__~--------

Case No: HSC-50-C-14577

Decision:

Date of Decision

4-15-83

Denied

--------~--------

BACKGROUND
The USPS selected employees from the "overtime desired list" to work overtime
November 10, 1980. The Union claims that other employees for whom November
10th was a holiday and who had volunteered to work that day had a superior
claim to this work. It contends that the Postal Service's failure to allow
them to work was a violation of Article XI, Section 6 of the National Agreement.
The three full-time regular employees who worked are scheduled off on Tuesdays
and Wednesdays. The Veteranrs day holiday fell orI Tuesday November 11, 19$(3.
Pursuant to Article XI, Section 5-B, Monday, November 10th was considered "
a designated holiday for these three employees. The holiday schedule was
posted on Wednesday, November 5th. Prior to the posting, the three employees
volunteered to work on on day November 10th, their designated holiday. Managenment
did not ~ist them on the schedule to work that day. The problem arose when
the Service, sometime after Wednesday, November 5th but before Monday November
10 th decided it would need additional full-time regulars on Monday November
10th. It choose seven, from the "overtime desired list." They worked at
the time and one-half rate on Monday November 10th of which was not a desi~
nated holiday for any of the seven. The three employees not on the list did
not work and filed a grievance contending that their right to work on the
designated holiday violated the provisions of Article XI, Section 6.
UNION'S POSITION
Management's obligation to prefer regular volunteers did not end with the
posting of the holiday schedule. The obligation continued to exist after
the posting.
USPS POSITION
Its obligation to regular volunteers ceases with the posting of the schedule.
The Service did not become aware of the need for additional employees until
after the November 5th posting. Had it known at the time the schedule was
posted that additional employees would be needed on Monday, November 10th
it would have placed the &rieued employees on the schedule. The Service
concedes that their claim to extra work being available on November 10th
would, in these circumstances negate utilizing the three volunteers,
rather then those on the overtime desired list. Therefore, it was free to
resort to the overtime des~~ed list to satisfy the needs on November 10th.
I

•

I

Case No: H8C-5D-C-14577
ARBITRATORrS OPINION
A close reading does not support the Union's claim. Only the applicable
provisions of Article XI, Section 6 specifically the second and third
sentences apply to this case. Article XI, Section 6 does not give
regular volunteers any right in relation to employees on the overtime
desired list,
None of the documents submitted by the Union warrant a different conclusion. This includes the arbitration settlement in Case No. AB-N-2746
where employees on the overtime desired list were improperly passed
over. That is not the situation here. The other grievance settlement contain statements that "the overtime desired list . . . is not
applicable to holiday scheduling." That appears to refer to initial
posted holiday schedule, not to later additions to the schedule due
to changed circumstances.
AWARD
Grievance denied.
MTW:

brk

-2-
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ARBITRATION AWARD

l=tECEIVEO
April 15, 1983

APR 19 tse.3

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
-and-

Case No. H8C-5D-C-14577

AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION

Subject:

Holiday Schedule - Use of "Overtime Desired List"
Rather than Volunteers

Whether the Postal SerStatement of the Issue:
vicels action in selecting employees from the
"overtime desired list' t rather than volunteers
to work an November 10, 1980, a designated holiday
for the volunteers, was a violation of the National
Agreement?
Article VIII, Section 5
Contract Provisions Involved·
and Arti~le XI, Sections 5 and 6 of the July 21,
1978 National Agreement and Article XI, Section 6
of the Local Memorandum of Understanding.
Grievance Data:
Grievance Filed:
Step 2 Answer:
Step 3 Answer:
Seep 4 Answer:
Appeal to Arbitration:
Case Heard:
Transcript Received:
Briefs Submitted:

Statementof--the Award:

Date
November 25, 1980
December 5, 1980
March 13, 1981
April 27, 1981
May 1, 1981
Novernber 16, 1982
December l, 1982
March 22, 1983 and
April
9, 1983
The grievance is denied.

BACKGROUND
This grievance protests the Pascal Service's action in
selecting employees from the "overtime desired list" to work
overtime on November 10, 1980. The APWU says others for wham
November 10 was a holiday and who had volunteered to work
that day had a superior claim to this work.
It believes the
Postal Service's failure to allow them to work was a violation of Article XI, Section 6 of the National Agreement. The
Postal Service disagrees.
The essential facts are not in dispute. M. Avery,
M. Bettman and D, Lane are full-time regular Distribution
Clerks in the Bellview, Washington Post Office.
They are
scheduled off on Tuesdays and Wednesdays.
The Veterans Day
holiday fell on Tuesday, November 11, 1980.
Pursuant to
Article XI, Section 5-B, Monday, November 10 was considered
a designated holiday for these three Clerks.
That provision states:
"When an employee's scheduled non-work day
falls on a day observed as a holiday, the employee's scheduled
workday preceding the holiday- shall be designated as that
employee's holiday."
l
The holiday schedule was posted on Wednesday, November S.
Avery, Bettman and Lane had, prior to-this posting, volunteered to work on Monday, November 10, their designated
holiday. Management did not list them on the schedule to
work that day.
It apparently had no need of their services
at the time of the posting. The parties stipulated at the
arbitration hearing that the posted schedule, as of Wednesday%
November 5, was "proper."
The problem arose when Management, sometime after
Wednesday, November 5 but before Monday, November 10, decided
it would need additional full-time regular Distribution
Clerks on Monday, November 10.
It chose seven such Clerks
from the "overtime desired list." They worked at the time
and one-half rate on Monday, November 10.* Their use is
covered by Article VIII, Section 5 which reads in part:
"Overtime Assignments. when needed, overtime
work for regular full-time employees shall be
scheduled among qualified employees doing similar
work in the work" location where the employees regularly work in accordance with the following:
Monday, November 10 was not a designated holiday for any
of these seven employees .

...
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A. Two weeks _prior to the start of each
calendar quarter, full-time regular employees
desiring to work overtime during that quarter
shall place their names on an 'Overtime Desired'
list.
B. Lists will be established by craft,
section or tour in accordance with Article XXX,
Local Implementation.
c. 1 . . . . when during the ql}.arter the need
for overtime arises, employees with the necessary
skills having listed their names will be selected
in order of their seniority on a rotating basis ...
Avery, Bettman and Lane did not work on Monday November
10. They grieved, alleging that their rtght to work on
ilesiGrna~,E;il ho l.iCJav, was supe;rior to the rights, of other Clerks
~n cne
o\reTc~m~-uesired list.'
'They maintain that because
they had voluntee~ed to work this holiday, they should have
been chosen. Their claim rests largely on Article XI, Section 6:
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orandum of Understanding in effect in November 1980 had
&he following provision, Article XIxSection 6, with respect
to holiday schedules:

M.emc

After determination has been made by Man"A.
agement as to the number of employees needed on a
holiday or designated holiday, scheduling of employees will be accomplished in the following
order:
1.

Full or part-time regular employees
who have volunteered to work the holiday.

2.

Part-time flexible employees who
have volunteered to work the holiday.

3*

Casual employees.

4.

Part-time flexible employees.

5.

Full or part-time regular's who have
not volunteered to work on the holiday
by inverse seniority."_
DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS

This grievance concerns the Postal Service's obligation
regarding additional Clerk jobs which had to be filled on
November 10, 1980. The APWU says the Clerks fur whom
November 10 was a designated holiday and who had volunteered
to work that day should have been chosen pursuant to Article
XI, Section 6. The Postal Service states that it had no such
contract obligation and that it was within its rights in
choosing Clerks from the "overtime desired list" pursuant to
Article VIII, Section 5. The question here is which of
these contract provisions, if either, Management was required to apply under the facts of this case.
The Postal Service's position at the arbitration hearing is a helpful starting point in this analysis. It
acknowledges that had it known at the time the schedule was
posted on Wednesday, November 5 that additional Clerks would
be needed on Monday, November 10, it would have placed the
aggrieved Clerks on the schedule.
It concedes that their
claim to the extra Clerk work on November 10 would, in these
circumstances, be superior to the claim of anyone m the
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, vertime desired list.

This concession derives, it seems
from the Local Memorandum of Understanding.
Article
vr
swt-i-On 6A of this Memorandum de scribes the "order in
which people will be "scheduled" after Management determines
"the number or employees needed on a holiday or designated
holiday ...
First priority on such a schedule is given to
"full or part-time regular [ s] . . . who have volunteered to work
the holiday.
11

~~me

11

11

11

However, the Postal Service insists that its obligation
to regular-volunteers ceases with the posting of the schedule.
It stresses that Management did not become aware of the need
for additional Clerks until after the NoJieillber 5 posting. It
believes it was then no longer bound by t e Local Memorandum
of Understanding.
It urges that it was free, after November 5,
to resort to the "overtime desired list to satisfy its needs
on November 10.
11

The APWU maintains that Management's obligation to prefer regular-volunteers did not end with the posting of the
holiday schedule.
It states that this obligation continued
to exist after the posting.
It relies not on the Local Memorandum of Understanding but rather Article .Xl, Section 6 of
the National Agreement.
A close reading of this provision-does not support the
APWU'S case. Article XI, Section 6 consists of four sentences. only the second and third have any possible application to this dispute.
But the purpose of-these sentences
is to require, where possible, that full-time (or part-time)
regulars be given their holiday off.* The second sentence
calls for Management to "excuse''from holiday work "as many
full-time and part-time regulars as can be spared .. . The
third sentence recognizes+ that these regulars may be required
to work on their holiday. But it provides that this cannot
happen "unless all casuals and part-time f lexibles are
utilized to the maximum extent possible and "unless all
full-time and part-time regulars . . . who wish to work on the
holiday have been afforded an opportunity to do so. All
regular-volunteers, in other words, must be used for holiday
work before Management can compel regular, non-volunteers to
perform such work. That is the ~ preference granted to
regular-volunteers.
section 6 allows them to
exercise this right o~ly in relation to regular, non-volunteers.
Or, to express the point in terms of the present grievance,
Article XI, Section 6 does not give regular-volunteers any
.
right in relation to employees on the "overtime desired list. '"
11

11

11

* Throughout this discussion, the word "holiday" should be
taken to mean the actual holiday or the designated holiday.
-5-

For these reasons, the APWU' S reliance on Article X1 9
section 6 seems misplaced.
It attempts to bring this case
withim the ambit of this provision by arguing that the
grievants "deserved to work rather than require employees
from the overtime desired list." But, to repeat, regularvolunteers in the situation presented here do not have a
preference ever employees on the "overtime desired list.?'
Their preference is limited in the manner set forth in Article XI, Section 6. The APWU seeks to enlarge this preference.
That cannot be done without modifying or adding to the terms
of the National Agreement.
None of the documents ref erred to by the APWU warrant
a differen& conclusion in this case. The March 1974 Holiday
Settlement Agreement relates almost entirely to holiday pay
questions.
It has no bearing on the issue raised by the instant grievance. The pre-arbitration settlement in Case
No. AB-N-24, 76 was concerned with employees on the "overtime
desired list" who were "improperly passed over by Management
in the selection for overtime work assignments." That is not
the situation here. Other grievance settlements contain
statements that "the overtime desired list ... is riot applicable
to holiday scheduling." But that appears ,to refer to the
initial posted holiday schedule, not to later additions to
the schedule due to changed circumstances.*
There has been no violation of the National Agreement.
AWARD
The grievance is denied.

~~.(

iCaiittenthal, Arbitrator

This would be true too of the Postal Service Northeast
Region's internal memorandum concerning "holiday scheduling
procedure vs. overtime desired list."
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MCl5SiJ9C'!R•
On Wednesday, December 17, 1980, the Christmas Holiday
schedule was posted at the Salem, Oregon Post Off ice pursuant to
the provisions of Article XI, Section 6 of the then current 19781981 National Agreement. On December 21, 1980, the schedule was
revised by Managment for Tour III and Tour I employees. Because
of this revision, seven (7) full-time regular employees, who had
been scheduled to work the holiday, were no longer required to
work on that holiday. For them it was a designed holiday, and
they were paid their regular holiday pay.

The Union took the position that once the schedule was
posted, pursuant to the provisions of Article XI, Section 6, and
the terns of a settlement agreement between the USPS and the APWU
NALC and the Mailhandlers, made on March 4, 1974, the employees on
the posted schedule were "guaranteed" those holiday hours and they
should be paid as if they had worked the holdiay.

\
)

The USPS argued that subsequent to the signing of the
March 4, 1974 settlement agreement, referred to in the paragraph
above, the Employer issued several provisions of the the F-21
Time and Attendance, Handbook as well as the Employee and Labor
Relations Manual which related to the times when employees were
guaranteed hours under the terms of Article VIII of the National
Agreement. Guarantees, according to these provisions, are only
provided for hours actually worked.
If the APWU deisred to con-

.. c.\
'
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test the provisions of the F-21 Handbook and the E&LR Manual, it
should have done so as provided for in Article XIX of the National
Agreement or those provisions become part of the terms of the National
Agreement.
Additionally, the Postal Service claimed that
the March 4, 1974 settlement agreement did not create any "guarante
According to the Service, the terms of that agreement did not provi
a payment compensation requirement when the Postal Service changed
the posted schedule for that holiday. In fact, the USPS asserted,
Article XI, Section 6 indicated a clear desire not to use regular or
part-time regular employees whenever possible on holidays, and this
is what the Postal Service did on this occasion by deleting the
names of these seven regular employees after the indicated mail volume showed that they could be spared.
The Union referred to a decision issued by a Regional
Arbitrator in Case No. AC-C-1397 /S-Min.44 on November 12, 1979,
wherein the Union claimed that the Arbitrator determined that
scheduled employees had a right to work the hours they were scheduled to work on the notice posted pursuant to Articls XX, Section
6 . The Postal Service said that the case referred to by the Union
could be distinguished because those employees had their ported
hours of work changed on the very dry they were scheduled to work,
and they were then called upon to work hours· other than those which
had been initially posted.

THE ISSQE;
Based upon the undisputed statement of operative facts
which triggered this grievance,
and the contentions of the Parties,
as set out above, the issue befonn the Arbitrator can be stated.
as follows:
Are. the seven regular employees of the Sal.em,
Oregon Post Office entitled to be paid as if they
had workrd the Christmas Holiday in 1980? If so,
what shall the appropriate remedy be?

OPINION OF THE ARBITRATOR;
In this case, the Union made a point of emphasizing that
Management has an obligation to manage. Under the terms of the
Agreement and the settlement agreement made in 1974, the Union
alleged that once a management decision was made to notify these
employees they were to work the holiday, Management could not
change its mind and be relieved of the obligation to pay these
grievants as if they had worked.
Section 6 of Article XI read as follows:
-2-

Section 6. Holiday Schedule. The Employer will
determine the number and categories of employees
needed for holiday .work and a schedule shall be
posted as of the Wednesday preceding the service
week in which the holiday falls.
As many fulltime and part-time regular schedule errployees as
can be spared will be excused from duty on a holiday or day designated as their holiday.
such employees will nut be required to work on a holiday
or day designated as their holiday unless all casuals and part-time flexibleB are utilized to the
maximum extent possible, even if the payment of
overtime is required, and unless all full-time
and part-time regulars with the needed skills who
wish to work on the holiday have been afforded an
opportunity to do so.
An employee scheduled to
work on a holiday who does not work shall not receive holiday pay, unless such absence is based
upon an extreme emergency situation and is excused
by the Employee.
Obviously, Section 6,. quoted above, does not address
the subject of employees initially scheduled to work whose work
assignment is later revoked. For this reason, the APWJ referred
to the settlement agreement made in 1974 to "flesh out" the understanding on this issue which they claimed had been reached.
Referring to this settlement, the Union claimed that
Section 3 (b) and (c) of that agreement spelled out the Postal Ser. · • vice 1 s only right to replace an employee on the posted schedule.
Those provisions read:
3)

a .

b.
In the event that, subsequent to the
Article XI, Section 6 posting period, an emergency situation attributable to an "Act (s) of
God" arises which requires the use of manpower
on that holiday in excess of that posted pursuant to Article XI, Section 6, full time regular errployees required to work in this circumstance (s} shall only be paid for such holiday
in accordance with Article XI, Sections 2, 3,
and 4.

)

C.
When a full time regular employee scfieduled to work on a holiday in accordance with the
provisions of Article XI, Section 6, is unable
to or fails to work on the holiday, the Employer
may require another full time regular employee
to work such schedule and such replacement employee shall only be paif for such holiday in accordance with Article XI , Sections 2, 3 and 4 . The
selection of such replacement employees shall be
made in accordance with any applicable local agreement consisent with the tenns of the 1973 National Agreement .
Once again, the specific provisions relied upon in this
settlement agreement do not address any rights or guaranteres accruing to a scheduled regular employees whose name is later deleted
from the posted holiday work schedule.
Only Section 5 of that
1974 agreement deals with a guarantee and that is concerned with
the guarantee of eight hours "of work or pay in lieu thereof, in
addition to the holiday pay to which he is entitled under Article
XI, Sections 2 and 3. ",
for an employee who does work on his holiday. No guarantee to an employee who does not work is provided
by the terms of this 19 7 4 settlement.
Since that is so, the Union pointed to the instructions
issued to the field shortly after the 1974 .settlement was reached.
In tha first of these documents, identified as Union Exhibit 2,
and dated April 17, 1974, all Postmasters were advised as follows:
"No manager should attempt to 'play it safe'
by adopting a policy of scheduling everybody
to work on a holiday and then later releasing
those employee not required. Such a tactic
absolutely will not be tolerated since it would
completely subvert our obligation under Article
XI, Section 6, of the National Agreement.
That obligation undertaken by the Postal Service in
Article XI, Section 6 was to use as few regular and part-time regulate employee as possible on a holiday and to allow them to be
off fron work on their regularly scheduled holidays. Clearly, if
all employees were scheduled and then regulars and part time regulars
were later released, that would improperly avoid the commitment
the Postal Service had made to allow as many of such employeess as
possible to enjoy the holiday with advance knowledge that this would
be their earned right under the contract. Once again, however, no
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conmitment to vest a right to be paid or to guarantee that
employee would· be paid in lieu of working, if the schedule
later amended to delete their names, is expressed in these
structions or guidance issued to the field with regard to
plication and interpretation of Section 6 of Article XI .

the
were
inthe ap-

The Union, with knowledge that an express guarantee was
not to be found in the documents referred to above, also submitted
as Union Exhbit 3, a Postal Bulletin dated May 16, 1974, and more
specifically instructions contained therein dealing with "Timely
Posting of Holiday Work Schedules." After repeating the requirement
of Section 6 and the previous instructions which had been published
this Postal Bulleting provision went on to advise:
"The holiday for full time employeses will be
treated as any other day in terms of the callin.
A full-time employee will be entitled to
eight hours work or pay in lieu thereof. The
same provision will be applicable on the holiday or the day designated as the employee 1 s
holiday. You must take this into consideration in scheduling employees, so that you
don't schedule manpower in excess of that which
your workload is likely to require. 11
An examination of the thrust an actual language used in
this instruction indicates quite clearly that it is concerned with
the USPS obligation when employees are actually called in who are
not needed and who may be sent home, on their holiday, before having eight hours of work to complete.

The Union also called attention to other instructions
issued in Labor Relations Reporter No. 20, in July of 1974, dealing
with the March 4, 1974 settlement.
Most specifically, the Union made reference to the guidance
provided starting on page 2 of that document. That particular. provision reads as follows:
1.

That the obligations set forth in the entire
settlement agreement pertain only to fulltime regular employees.

2.

That if the postmaster complies with the Wednesday posting provision found in Article XI,

Section 6,
and works the employee in accordance with that schedule that was posted the
Wednesday preceding the service week in which
the holiday falls,
the employee will ·be entitled to payment only in accordance with the
terms of the National Agreement. There will
be no penalty pay provision upon management
for this employee.
3 • That an employee

haB no right to work his
normal schedule on a holiday--his schedule
is that which is posted for him in accordance with Article XI, Section 6.

4.That an employee does, howwer, have a fight
to work the schedule which management posts
for him on the Wednesday preceding the service week in which the holiday falls. *

s ... n
As can be seen, the instructions referred to above only
provide that an employee who has been scheduled to work can expect
to work and can be required to work the scheduled time for him or
her that has been posted and not his or her regular schedule ·or
some hour.s other than those which were posted for that employee to
work on the holiday. No guarantee or inference of a guarantee or
penalty for not working an employee at all on the holiday is to be
f oU.nd in the -language quoted above.

\

)

This same item in the Labor Relations Reporter goes on
to state there is only. one guarantee contained in Article XI and
that is a provision for penalty pay for an employee who is not time
scheduled to work and is then called in or volunteers to come in to
meet manpower needs on his holiday.
It is axiomatic that if guarantees or vested rights are
to be created by the application of the provisions of an agreement,
it is incumbent upon the beneficiary of such rights or guarantees
to see to it that these are clearly apalled out in the agreement
and not to be discerned by inference or innuendo. For this reason,
merit must be found in the argumemt of the Employer that specific
provisions were written into the F-21 Time and Attendance Handbook
and to the E&LR Manual, subsequent to the making of the March 4,
1974. settlement and well after Section 6 of Article XI first appeal
in National Agreements, which clearly define when payment is to

,,
j
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* This is the provision relied upon in the Regional Award cited by
Union.

made for time not worked aa well as when guarantees and penalties
are imposed for time waked which was not properly scheduled.
Certain obligations are imposed upon management by virtue
of the specific language of Section 6 and the instructions contained
in the documents placed in evidence by both Parties. With regard to
the factual situation which gave rise to this case, Management certainly would not have had the right to schedule all regulars and
part-time regulars just to be sure that sufficient manpower was on
hand on the holiday and then to delete all such names and only require casuals to work the holiday. If that were the case present
the Union clearly would have been entitled to have the arbitrator direct that Management cease and desist from scheduling in that manner.
That would have been an abuse of the obligation which Management had
undertaken.
Management admitted such in its advice to the field.
Such a situation did not occur in the case at hand or we must assure
that it did not occur or it would have been made part of the record
in the processing of this grievance.
What must have happened was that Panaqement did overestimate the volume of mail or duties to be performed during the
two tours in question on the holiday.
When that became apparent,
a few days after the Wednesday schedule had been posted, but prior
to the holiday itself, the schedule was revised to delete seven name
No evidence is to be found in this record that Management 11 played it
safe" and schedule well above any rationally estimated manpower requirements for the holiday and alerted regular full-time emplovees
unnecessarily that they ware required to work and in that fashion
disrupted their holiday plans. Section 6 of Article XI was specific
ally designed to minimize the possibility that would occur and to
require that Management schedule accordingly.
That Management
knowingly ignored such an obligation is not the case presented in
this proceeding.
Once a· schedule is posted and an employee is called in to
work, that employee can rely upon the fact that he or she will only
work the hours on the posted schedule and not his or her regular hours
or some other hours without the Employer suffering an additional penalty.
That, too, was not ·the case presented in this proceeding.
Such a case is more skin to the case ref erred to by the Union and
decided as Case No. AC-C- 1397 /5-MIN-44.
the

)

For the reasons set forth above, the Undersigned makes
following

_,_

AW A
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This grievance is denied. The seven grievants are
not entitled to be paid as if they worked the Christmas Holiday in 1980.

\\,..,.p •. ,l'I~
HOWARD G.

Washington, DC
October 25,
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Rather than Volunteers

Statement of the Issue:
Whether the Postal Service 1 s· action in selecting employees from the
"overtime desired list" rather than volunteers
to work on No11ember 10, 19'80, a designated hol.iday
for the volunteers, was a violation of the National
Agreement?
Contract Provisions Involved:
Article VIII, Section 5
and Article XI, Sections 5 and 6 of the July 21,
1978 National Agreement and Article XI, Section 6
of the Local Memorandum of Understanding.
Grievance Data:
Grievance Filed:
Step 2 Answer:
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Step 4 Answer:
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Transcript Received:
Briefs Submitted:

Statement of the Award:

)

Date
November 25, 1980
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March 13, 1981
April 27, 1981
May 1, 1981
November 16~ 1982
December 1, 1982
March 22, 1983 and
April 9 , 1983
The grievance is denied.

BACKGROUND
This grievance protests the Postal Service's actLon in
se1ecti.ng employees from the "overtime desired list:" t:o work
overtime on November 10~ 1980. The APWU says others for whom
November 10 was a holiday and who had volunteered to work
that day had a superior claim to this work.
It believes the
Postal Service's failure to allow them to work was a violation of Article XI, Section 6 of the National Agreement. The
Postal Service disagrees.
The essential facts are not in dispute. M. Avery,
M. Bettman and D. Lane are full-time regular Distribution
Clerks in the Eel.lview~ Washington Post Office. They are
scheduled off on Tuesdays and Wednesdays. The Veterans· Day·:holiday fell on Tuesday, November 11, 1980. Pursuant to
Article XI, Section 5-B, Monday, November 10. was considered
a designated holiday for these three Clerks.
That provision states: "When an employee's scheduled non-work day
falls on a day observed as a holiday, the employee's scheduled
workday preceding the holiday, shall be designated as that
employee's holiday."
The holiday schedule was posted on Wednesday, November 5.
Avery, Bettman and Lane had, prior to this posting, volunteered to work on M9nday, November 10, their designated
holiday. Management did not list them on the schedule to
work that day.
It apparently had no need of their services
at the time of the posting. The parties stipulated at the
arbitration hearing that the posted schedule, as of Wednesday,
November S, was "proper. 11
The problem arose when Management~ sometime after
Wednesday, November 5 but before Monday~ November 10, decided
it would need additional full-time regular Distribution
Clerks on Monday, November 10.
It chose seven such Clerks
from the "overtime desired list." They worked at the time
and one-half rate on Monday, November 10.* Their use is
covered by Article VIII, Section 5 which reads in part:
"Overtime Assignments. When needed, overtime
work for regular full-time employees shall be
scheduled among qualified employees doing similar
work in the.work location where the employees regularly work in accordance with the following:

*

Monday, November 10 was not a designated holiday for any
of these seven employees.
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A.

Two weeks prior to the start of each

calendar quarter, full-time regular employees
desiring to work overtime during that quarter
shall place their names on an 'Overtime Desired'

list.
B. Lists will be established by craft,
section
tour in accordance with Article XXX,
Local Implementation.

or

C. 1 •••• when during the quarter the need
for overtime arises, employees with the necessary
skills having listed their names will be selected
in order of their seniority on a rotating basis •.. 11
Avery, Bettman and Lane did not work on Monday, November

10. They grieved, alleging that their right to work on their
designated holiday was superior to the rights of other Clerks
on the "overtime desired list." They maintain that because
they had volunteered to work this holiday, they should have
been chosen. Their claim rests largely on Article XI, Section 6:

A few remaining points should be noted.

No employee

for whom Monday, No'ilember 10 was a designated holiday was required to work that day against his wishes. The grievants

worked on Tuesday, November 11, the Veterans Day holiday,
and were paid time and one-half for their work. The Local
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Memorandum of Understanding in effect in November 1980 had
the following provision, Article XI, Section 6, with respect
to holiday schedules:
After determination has been made by Man"A.
agement as to the number of employees needed on a
holiday or designated holiday, scheduling of employees will be accomplished in the following
order:

1.

Full or part-time regular employees
who have volunteered to work the holiday.

2.

Part-time flexible employees who
have volunteered to work the holiday.

3.

Casual employees.

4.

Part-time flexible employees.

5.

Full or part-time regulars who have
not volunteered to work on the holiday
by inverse seniority."

DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS
This grievance concerns the Postal Servicets obligation
regarding additional Clerk jobs which had to be filled on
November 10, 1980.
The APWU says the Clerks for whom
November 10 was a designated holiday and who had volunteered
to work that day should have been chosen pursuant to Article
XI, Sect1on 6. The Postal Service states that i t had no such
contract obligation and that i t was within its rights in
choosing Clerks from the "overtime desired list" pursuant to
Article VIII, Section 5. The question here is which of
these contract provisions, if either, Management was required to apply under the facts of this case.
The Postal Service's position at the arbitration hearing
a helpful starting point in this analysis.
It
acknowledges that had i t known at the time the schedule ~as
posted on Wednesday, November 5 that additional Clerks would
be needed on Monday, November 10, i t would have placed the
aggrieved Clerks on the schedule.
It. concedes that their
claim to the extra Clerk work on November 10 would, in these
circumstances> be superior to the claim of anyone on the

is
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nov-ertime desired list." This concession deri.ves, it seems
to me, from the Local Memorandum of Understanding.
Article
XI, Section 6A of this Memorandum describes the "order" in
which people wi1-1 be "scheduled" after Management determines
"the number of employees needed on a holiday or designated
holiday .•• " First priorit:y on such a schedul.e is given to
"full or part-time regularLs] .•. who have volunteered to work
the holiday. 11
However~ the Postai Service insists that its obligation
to regular-volunteers ceases with the posting of the schedule.
It stresses th·a·.t: Management did not become aware of the need
for additional Clerks until after the November 5 posting.
It
believes i t was then no longer bound by the Local Memorandum
of Understanding.
It urges that it was free, after November 5,
to resort to the "overtime desired list" to satisfy its needs

on November 10.

The APWU ·maintains that Management's obligation to prefer regular-volunteers did not end with the posting of the
holiday schedule.
It states that this ob1i.gation continued
to exist after the posting.
It relies not on the Local Memorandum ·0£ Understanding but rather Article XI, Section 6 of
the National Agreement.
A close reading of this provision does not support the
APWU's case.
Article XI, Section 6 consists of four sentences.
Only the second and third have.any possible-application to this dispute.
But the pur~ose of these sentences
is to require, where possible, thatull~time (or part-time)
regulars be given their holiday off.* The second sentence
calls for Management to 11 excuse"rrom holiday work "as many
full-time.and part-time regulars as can be spared ... "
The
third sentence recognizes that these regulars may be required
to work on their holiday.
But it provides that this cannot
happen "unless all casuals and part-time flexibles are
utilized to the maximum extent possible" and "unless all
full-time and part-time regulars .•• who wish to work on the
holiday have been afforded an opportunity to do so." All
regular-volunteers, in other words, must be used for holiday
work before Management can compel regular, non-volunteers to
perform such work.
That is the oSly preference granted to
regular-volunteers.
Article XI,
ection 6 allows them to
exercise this right o~ly in relation to regular, non-volunteers.
Or, to express the point in terms of the present: grievance,
Article XI, Section 6 does not give regular-volunteers any
right in relation to employees on the "overtime desired list. 11
,~

Throughout this discussion, the word "holiday" should be
taken to mean the actual holiday or the designated holiday.

)
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For these reasons, .the APWU' s reliance on Article XI,
Section 6 seems misplaced.
It attempts to bring this case
within the ambit of this provision by arguing that the
grievants "deserved to work rather than require employees
from the overtime desired list." But, to repeat, regularvolunteers in the situation presented here do not have a
preference over empl.oyees on the "mrertime desired list·;'!''
Their preference is limited in the manner set forth in Article XI, Section 6. The APWU seeks to enlarge this preference.
That cannot be done without modifying or adding to the terms
of the National Agreement.
None of the documents ref erred to by the APWU warrant
The March 1974 Holiday
Settlement Agreement relates al.most entirely to holiday pay
questions.
It has no bearing on the issue raised by the ·instant grievance. The pre-arbitration settlement in Case
No. AB-N-2476 was concerned with employees on the 11 overtime
desired list" who were "improperly passed over by Management
in the selection for overtime work assignments." That is not
the situation here. Other grievance settlements contain
statements that "the ov-ertime desired list ••• is not applicable
to holiday scheduling.n But that appears to refer to the
initial posted holiday schedule, not to later. additions to
the schedule due to changed circumstances.*

a different conclusion in this case.

There has been no

~iolation

of the National Agreement.

AWARD
The grievance is denied.

~~l
iCaiittenthal~

Arbitrator

*

This would be true too of the Postal Service Northeast
Region's internal memorandum concerning "holiday scheduling
procedure vs. overtime desired list."

-)
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ARBITRATION AWARD

January 19, 1987

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
-and-

AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION

Case Nos.

H4N-NA-C-21 (2nd Issue)

-and-

H4C-NA-C-23

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LETTER
CARRIERS

Subject:
\

Effect of Penalty Overtime Pay on Holiday Scheduling

)

Statement of the Issues:
Whether Management may
ignore the "pecking order" in holiday period
scheduling, as established by Article 11, Section
6B or a Local Memorandum of Understanding, in
order to avoid payment of penalty overtime pay
under Article 8?

Whether Management may
treat regular employees who have volunteered for
holiday period work, pursuant to the holiday
scheduling process, as having volunteered for up
to twelve hours on whatever day(s} they are
asked to work?
Contract Provisions Involved:
Article 8, Sections 4
and 5; Article 11, Sections 1 through 6; and
Article 30· of the July 21, 1984 National Agreement.

)

Appearances:

For the Postal Service,

J. K. Hellquist, General Manager, Labor Relations
Division, Central Region; for APWU, Darryl J.
Anderson, Attorney (O'Donnell Schwartz & Anderson);
for NALC, Keith E. Secular, Attorney (Cohen Weiss
& Simon) and Devon Lee Miller, Staff Attorney.

Statement of the Award:
The grievances are granted.
Management may not ignore the "pecking order" in
holiday period scheduling under Article 11, Section 6 in order to avoid penalty overtime pay
under Article 8.
Management may not treat regular
volunteers for holiday period work as having
volunteered for up to twelve hours on whatever
day{s) they are asked to work. The remedy for
this violation, the question of who is entitled
to back pay for Management's failure to honor
rights under Articles 8 and 11, is remanded to
the parties for their consideration. Should
they be unable to resolve this matter, the back
pay issue may be returned to the appropriate arbitration forum for a final decision.
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BACKGROUND
These grievances involve interpretive questions with respect to Article 11, the holiday work and holiday scheduling
language of the 1984 National Agreement. Article 11, Section GB estab1.ishes a "pecking order" for scheduling employees during a holiday period. The Postal Service insists that if compliance with the "pecking order" would result in some employee receiving penalty overtime pay, Management is free to bypass that employee to avoid the penalty
overtime pay. The Unions disagree. They urge that any
failure to follow the "pecking order" is a violation of Section GB.
Article 11 is the "holidaysn clause. It states the
holidays to which the employees are entitled (Section 1), the
eligibility conditions for holiday pay (Section 2), and the
payment made for a holiday (Section 3)a It notes that when
a holiday falls on an employee's scheduled non-workday, he
takes his holiday on his "scheduled workday preceding the
holiday" (Section SB). That is referred to as his designated holiday. Because of this contract provision, a single
holiday may embrace a two- or three-day period. For example,
if the official holiday occurs on a Monday~ anyone regularly
scheduled that day will have Monday as a holiday. An employee
whose scheduled off days are Sunday and Monday will have his
designated holiday on Saturday; an employee whose off days
were Monday and some later day would have his designated
holiday on Sunday. These latter employees receive holiday
pay for their designated holiday, npt for the official holiday (Monday).
Article 11 also explains how employees are to be paid
when they work on their holiday (Section 4) and how employees
are to be scheduled· for such holiday work (Section 6). In
order to understand this dispute, these two provisions should
be quoted at length:
"Section 4.

Hol.iday Work

A. An employee requ±red to work on a holiday other than Christmas shall be pai~ the base
hourly straight time rate for each hour worked
up to eight (8) hours in addition to the holiday to which the employee is entitled as above
described.

)
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B. An employee required to work Christmas
shall be paid one and one-half (1~) times the
base hourly straight time rate for each hour
worked in addition to the holiday pay to which
the employee is entitled as above described."
"Section 6.

Holiday Schedule

A. The Employer will determine the number
and categories of employees needed for holiday
work and a schedule shall be posted as of the
Wednesday preceding the service week in which
the holiday falls.
B. As many full-time and part-time regular
employees as can be spared will be excused from
duty on a holiday or day designated as their
holiday. Such employees will not be required to work
on a holiday or day designated as their holiday
unless all casuals and part-time flexibles are
utilized to the maximum extent possible, even
if the payment of overtime is required, and unless all full-time and part-time regulars with
the needed skills who wish to work on the holiday
have been afforded an opportunity to do so."
Some elaboration on the meaning of this contract language is necessary. Section 6A demands that a holiday work
schedule be posted by a certain time. Section 6B establishes.
rules as to how the schedule is to be prepared. Its main
purpose is to require that "full-time and part-time regulars"
be given holidays.off to the extent possible.
It calls upon
Management to "excuse" from holiday.work "as many ... " of
them "as can be spared." It nevertheless recognizes that
these regulars may sometimes be required to work on their
holidays. But i t ·says this cannot happen "unless all
casuals and part-time flexibles are utilized to the maximum
extent possible" including overtime and "unless all fulltime and part-time regulars ••• who wish to work on the holiday
have been afforded an opportunity to do so. 11 Thus, all
casuals, part-time flexibles and regular volunteers must be
used for holiday work before Management can compel regular,
non-volunteers to perform such work.
The precise order of choosing employees for holiday
work, commonly referred to as the "pecking order", is left
to the local parties. Article 30B, item 13 provides for
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local implementation with respect to "the method of selecting employees to work on a holiday." Of course,· should the
local parties fail to agree on a "pecking order", they would
be ~ound by the terms of Article 11, Section 6B.
Section 4 deals with the applicable rate of pay for the
employee who works his holiday (or designated holiday) pursuant to the 11 pecking order." Ordinarily, he receives
straight time for such holiday work (Section 4A) in addition
to holiday pay. But if he works on Christmas Day, he receives time and one-half for such holiday work (Section 4B)
in addition to holiday pay.
Because holiday scheduling involves more than the calendar holiday, employees are sometimes called upon to work
during the holiday period on one or two of their regularly
scheduled off days. Suppose, for instance, that the calendar
holiday falls on Monday and that a regular.volunteer has his
off days on Sunday and Monday and hence his designated holiday on Saturday.
If he is asked to work on Sunday Cor Monday), he receives time and one-half for such work. 1 The
parties ·appear to disagree on the basis for this payment.
The Unions insist this overtime premium is required by Article 8~ Section 4B. The Postal Service insists that pay for
work performed because of the holiday scheduling provision
has nothing to do with Article 8 but rather is based on the
terms of Article 11 and the March 4, 1974 Settlement Agreement.
Paragraph 3d of this Settlement Agreement state~:

"d. A full time regular employee required to
work on a holiday which falls on his regularly
scheduled non-work day shall be paid at the
normal overtime rate of one and one-half (1~)
times his basic hourly straigh12 time rate for
work performed on such day ..• 11
1 If he is asked to work on Saturday> his designated holiday,
he receives straight time for such work pursuant to Article
11, Section 4A.
2 This clause plainly does not refer to Saturdat in the hypothetical example above. For Saturday, being t e employee's
designated holiday, is by definition a scheduled workday.
Rather, it must refer to the official holiday on Monday which
was a "scheduled non-work day" for this employee.
In any
event, this clause does not concern his pay for work performed on Sunday pursuant to the holiday schedule. For Sunday was neither a calendar holiday nor his designated holiday.

)
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Article 8 is a critical part of this dispute as well.
Prior to the 1984 National ·Agreement, it provided overtime
pay for work performed "after eight (8) hours on duty in
any one service day or forty (40) hours in any one service
week" (Section 4B). It provided further for overtime pay
fpr work outside the regularly scheduled work week, i.e.,
for work on the employee's non-scheduled days (Section 4B).
It referred to a single overtime rate, time and one-half (Section 4A).
The 1984 national negotiations led to significant changes
in Article 8. The most important one, for purposes of this
case, was the establishment of "penalty overtime pay" of "two
(2) times the base hourly straight time rate" (Section 4C).
The manner in which this penalty premium was to be applied
is set forth in Sections 4 and .5 of the 1984 National Agreement:
"Section 4 ••• D. ·Effective January 19, 198?,
penalty overtime pay will be paid to full-time
· · .. regular employees for any .overtime work ·in. cont:.i:avention of the restrictions in Section 5.F.
"Section 5 ••• F. Effective January 19, 1985,
excluding December, no full-time regular employee
will be required to work overtime on more than
four (4) of the employee's five (5) scheduled
days in a service week or wo+k over ten (10) hours
on a regularly scheduled day, over eight (8)
hours on a non-scheduled day, or over six (6)
days in a service week."
In short~ employees who work beyond these Section SF restrictions are entitled to penalty overtime pay.
In the 1984 national negotiations, the Unions proposed
several changes in Article 11. One was to "correct Article
11 to re:flect the Martin Luther King, Jr. holiday." Another
was to "increase ••. the premium paid for work on a holiday or
designated holiday." The former proposal was submitted to
the Kerr interest arbitration panel which held that the King
birthday should be an additional holiday beginning in 1986.
The latter proposal was evidently an attempt to raise any
existing "premium" for holiday work. It was dropped by the
Unions during negotiations and was never placed before the
Kerr panel.
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The Postal Service advised the Unions of its interpretation of Article 11 in mid-April 1985. It asserted that
volunteering for holiday period work would be considered
by Management as indicating a willingness to work up to
twelve hours per day. It asserted further that a holiday
schedule would continue to be based on the "pecking order"
created by Article 11, Section 6B and local implementation
but that Management was not obligated to follow the "pecking
order" if, by doing so, it incurred penalty. overtime pay.
Both Unions objected to this interpretation. NALC grieve4,
alleging that "pecking orders, however established, must be
followed by the Postal Service. 11 Its position was that the
"pecking order" could not be disregarded because of penalty
overtime pay considerations. APWU grieved, taking the same
position as NALC on the "pecking order" question. It urged
that an employee's right to holi.day period work pursuant to
Article 11, Section 6B and local implementation could not be
affected by any Article 8 changes in overtime compensation.
It added too that employees scheduled for holiday work "are
available to work the number of hours [eight] they would normally be available for if it were not a holiday schedule."
The original arbitration hearing was held in Washington,
D.C. on December 19, 1985. The parties submitted only the
question of whether the Unions' complaint was arbitrable
under the terms of the 1984 National Agreement. I ruled on
May 5_, 1986, that "the.grievances in this case are arbitrable."
A hearing was held on the merits of the dispute on October 8,
1986. Post-hearing briefs we~e received by the arbitrator
on December 6, 1986.
DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS
Article 11, Section 6B is the key provision in this case.
It deals with the holiday schedule for the holiday period,
namely., the day on which the official holiday falls and the
preceding day(s) on which·many employees have their designated holiday. Its purpose was to insure, insofar as possible,
that regulars would enjoy the holiday (or designated holiday}
and be off work that day. It accomplished this purpose by
cr;iating a "pecking order." Thus, in preparing a holiday
schedule, ·Management must use (1) "all casuals and part-time
flexibles •.. " and (2) "all full-time and part-time regulars
••• who wish to work on the holiday ... " before turning to any
regular who does not wish to work. The parties gave the regular non-volunteer a right, vis-a-vis others, to time off on
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his holiday (or designated holiday). That right can be disregarded, according to Section 6B, only if Management has
scheduled all qualified people in groups (1) and (2) and requires still more manpower for the holiday (or designated
holiday).
·
More important, the "pecking order" descrfbed here is a
mandatory procedure. Management must use non-protected
employees (i.e., casuals, part-time flexibles, and regular
volunteers) ·before protected employees (i.e. , regular nonvolunteers) during the holiday period. There are no exceptions. Failure to honor these priorities (i.e., scheduling
a regular non-volunteer while other qualified non-protected
people are available) would plainly be a violation of Article 11, Section 6B.
The Postal Service nevertheless insists that the "pecking order" is not always mandatory under the 1984 National
Agreement.
It stresses that part of Article 11, Sectton 6B
which says the priorities set forth in the "pecking order"
are to be followed "even if the payment of overtime is required." It believes these words mean that the parties anticipated the "pecking order" would cost Management no more
than the "overtime" rate in effect (i.e., time and one-half)
at the time Section GB was first written into the National
Agreement.
It urges that the parties negotiated a new
"penalty overtime" rate {i.e., double time) in the 1984
National Agreement, that this was not the "overtime" rate
contemplated by Article 11, Section 6, and that Management
may therefore ignore the upecking order" when necessary to
avoid the payment of anything beyond such "overtime" rate.
Its position is that the parties agreed the Section 6B
scheduling procedure could result in " .•• the payment of overtime" but not " •.• the payment of penalty overtime. 11
This argument fails for several reasons. The object of
the phrase in question ("even if the payment of overtime· is
required") ·obviously was to make clear that Management could
not escape the mandatory scheduling procedure in Article 11,
Section 6B on the ground that strict application of this procedure would call for "overtime" pay. The "pecking order"
had to be followed even though i t caused employees to be
paid time and one-half. The "pecking order" had to be
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followed without regard. to labor cost considerations. 3
Reali~tically viewed, this phrase simply serves to emphasize
the unconditional nature of the Section 6B scheduling obligation. The Postal Service has never had an option in this
matter. It had to honor the "pecking order" whenever it
made up a holiday schedule. It presumably did so between
1973, when Section 6B came into being, and 1984. Now Management contends that this phrase, absent any change in the
language of Section 6B, somehow places a new condition on
what had always been an unconditional obligation. This claim
is unconvincing, not only because it would alter the longstanding interpretation of Section 6B but also because i t
would expand the meaning of this phrase far beyond what the
parties could possibly have intended.
To repeat, the phrase in question precludes any deviation from the "pecking order" because of "overtime." It
is true that when Article 11, Section 6B was initially
written, there was just one kind of "overtime" pay, namely,
time and one-half. The parties established another kind of
"overtime" pay, namely, double time, in the 1984 National
Agreement and described it as "penalty overtime." Neither
of these circumstances command a different conclusion in
this case. For "penalty overtime" is still a form of "overtime" and double time is simply a new type of "overtime" rate.
Moreover, these new arrangements have been included in the
"overtime work" provisions of Article 8, Section 4. The parties' intent to make "overtime" (i.e., labor cost) considerations irrelevant in preparing a holiday schedule under Article 11, Section 6B strongly suggests that Management may not
deviate from the "pecking order" because of "penalty overtime."
Neither party seems to have anticipated in the 1984
negotiations that the creation of "penalty overtime" in Article 8, Section 4 might have an impact on holiday scheduling
under Article 11, Section 6B. There is no evidence that the
negotiators discussed this interrelationship. The Postal
Service maintains the Unions never advised Management at the
time that the "pecking order" would have to be applied without regard to "penalty overtime" as well as "overtime." Had
3 The Postal Service can, of course, choose from among the
part-time flexibles {or from among the regular volunteers,
etc.) in order to limit its labor cost. That kind of choice
would not conflict with the "pecking order."

)
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i t been so advised, it says it would have insisted on renegotiating Article 11, Section 6B. But the Unions can make
the very same type of argument. They could properly assert
the Postal Service never advised them at the time that deviation from the "pecking order" was prohibited with respect
to "overtime" but not "penalty overtime." Had they been so
advised, they presumably would also have insisted on renegotiating Article 11, Section 6B.
The difficulty here is the parties' silence on this issue in the 1984 negotiations. That silence, however, does
not work to the Unions' disadvantage. For the holiday
schedul.ing in Article 11, Section 6B, the "pecking order",
has always been an unconditional obligation. Nothing in the
Postal Service's argument convinces me that a sound basis
exists for modifying that unconditional obligation.
The Postal Service resists these findings on other
grounds as well. First, it states that pay for work performed pursuant to a holiday schedule is based not on Article
8 but rather on Article 11 and the March 4, 1974 Settlement
Agreement. It seems to be asserting that there is no interrelationship between Articles 8 and 11. Second, it states
that the Unions are seeking through this arbitration what
they failed to achieve in the 1984 negotiations. It refers
to the Unions' withdrawal in thpse negotiations of a proposal for "increasing the premium paid for work on a holiday
or designated holiday" under Article 11.
The fLrst claim has no merit whatever. It is true that
pay for work on a hoiiday (or designated holiday) is governed
by Article 11, Section 4. But the holiday schedule typically
encompasses a two- or three-day period and calls for employees to work on a day(s} outside their regular schedule3
a day(s) other than their holiday (or designated holiday).
Payment for these days is not covered by Article 11. Payment
for these days is covered by Article 8 and to a limited extent by the Settl..ement Agreement.4
~

See footnote 2 which explains that Paragraph 3d of the
Settlement Agreement has a limited application to a holiday
schedule. Note too that the purpose of Paragraph 3d, according to a lengthy April 1974 memorandum issued by Postal Service
headquarters, was to show that an employee who "works on a
calendar holiday" which is in fact "his sixth work day ••• is entitled onlx to the normal overtime rate for service performed
that day •••11 (Emphasis added).
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The Postal Service has recognized the applicability of
the overtime pay provisions of Article 8 in these circumstances. An August 1973 telegraphic message was sent to facilities throughout the country by the then Senior Assistant
Postmaster General for Employee & Labor Relations. The message dealt with misunderstandings as to the proper interpretation of Article 11, Section 6B. It described the priorities
or "pecking order" for a holiday schedule and noted the
fourth and fifth priorities in these words:
.. "4. All other full time and part time regular volunteers. In the case of such full time
volunteers, if they are scheduled to work and
it is what would otherwise be their non-scheduled
work day, they will be guaranteed 8 hours at the
overtime rate in accordance with Article VIII-,-Sections 1 and 4.
·
"5. Full time and part time regulars who have
not volunteered and who will be working on what
would otherwise be their non-scheduled work day.
In the case of such full time employees, they will
be guaranteed 8 hours at the overtime rate in
a.ccordance with Article VIII, Sections 1 and 4 "
<Emphasis added)

Equally important, the Postal Service issued a January
1985 special postal bulletin (21495} which dealt with pay is-

sues arising from the new "penalty overtime" provision. The
bulletin addressed the situation where an "employee worked
all seven days of the week which included a holiday." The
calendar holiday fell on a Monday; the employee's regularly scheduled off days were Saturday and Sunday; the holiday schedule called for him to work these off days. The
bulletin stated that "penalty overtime is paid for the 2nd
non-scheduled workday, for hours worked on a _7th day (Sunday}" (Emphasis added). That was obviously a reference to
Article 8, Section 4.
The Postal Service expressly acknowledged the applicability of "penalty overtime" to holiday scheduling in an
April 1985 letter to the Unions. It stated its "position"
in these words:
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"For holiday scheduling purposes work hP\l't'_
limitations for the holiday period; i.e., the
holiday and designated holidays, would be as
follows:

*

*

Penalty ¥ay would be due for work in
excess o 10 hours per day.
Penalty pay would be due for overtime
work on more than 4 of the employees 5
scheduled days.
Penalty pay would be paid for work
over 8 hours on a nonscheduled day.
Penalty pay would be paid for work
over 6 days in a service week."
{Emphasis added)
These statements show that employees on a holiday schedule
can, where appropriate, qualify for "penalty overtime" under
Article 8, Sections 4 and 5. Indeed, the present dispute is
before the arbitrator because the Postal Service has admittedly deviated from the "pecking order" of Article 11,
Section 6B to avoid the payment of "penalty overtime." That
action plainly implies that were Man?gement required to follow the "pecking order" in such situations, it would have
to pay "penalty overtime."
All of this illustrates, beyond question, that Article 8
does apply to certain portions of the Article 11, Section 6B
holiday schedule. Articles 8 and 11 are interrelated.
The second claim is also not persuasive. In the 1984
negotiations, the Unions noted that "most employees are required to work on holidays" and proposed amending Article 11
so as to "increase ••. the premium paid for work on a holiday·
or designated holiday." This proposal was later withdrawn.
The parties disagree on the significance, if any, to be attributed to this withdrawal.
The Unions' proposal had a narrow target. It was aimed
at work performed by employees on their holiday (or designated holiday). It sought something more than the straight

\
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time pay authorized by Article 11, Section 4 for such work. 5
The present dispute, however, does not concern work on the
employee's holiday (or designated holiday). The Unions do
not challenge the pay formulation in Article 11, Section 4.
Rather, their concern ~s with the employee required to work
on a non-scheduled day pursuant to the holiday scheduling
procedure of Article 11, Section 6B. Their concern is with
Management's obligation to follow the "pecking order" of Section GB without regard to the "overtime" consequences. Such
concerns were obviously not part of the Unions' negotiating
proposal. Therefore, it cannot be said that the Unions 1 position in this case is an attempt to secure through arbitration
what it failed to achieve through negotiations.
The final issue in this case concerns the Postal Service's view that any regular employee who volunteers for
holiday period work may be treated as having volunteered for
up to twelve hours on whatever day{s) he is asked to work.
The Unions do not agree. They believe that such a regular
volunteer is limited to just eight hours and that should Management need more than this eight hours' work, it must use
the overtime desired list (ODL).
Article 11 does not address this is sue. It deals with
the scheduling of holiday period work but it says nothing
of the number of hours for which a regular volunteer may be
scheduled. However, Article 8, Section 5 offers some significant clues. It describes the procedures to be followed
in scheduling "overtime work" for employees. Its general
provisibns must give way to the specific provisions for holiday scheduling in Article 11, Section 6. Hence, a regular
volunteer may be scheduled for an eight-hour shift in the
holiday period even though these hours constitute "overtime
work1t for him and even though he is not on the ODL. But because Article 11 does not speak of the length of a holiday
period assignment and because anything beyond the initial
eight hours must amount to "overtime work", it is appropriate
to look at Article 8, Section 5.
Assume, for instance, that a regular full-time volunteer
is working eight hours on a non-scheduled day pursuant to the
5 Time and one-half pay is authorized for work on the
Christmas holiday.
6 This non-scheduled day would, by definition, be a day
other than his holiday (or designated holiday).

)
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holiday schedule. That would be "overtime work." But Article 8, Section 5F says "no full-time regular will. be required
to work .•• over eight ... hours on a non-scheduled day •.. 11 Assume further that this regular volunteer is also working
eight hours on his holiday {or designated holiday}, one of
his regularly scheduled days. He ~eceives straight time for
such holiday work in addition to his holiday pay.
Only if he
is asked to work beyond eight hours would overtime pay be applicable. But Article 8, Section 5G says "full-time employees
not on the (ODL] •.• may be required to work overtime only if
all available employees on the [ODL] ••• have worked up to
7
twelve ••. hours in a day or sixty •.• hours in a service week •.• "
In short, the regular volunteer cannot work beyond the eight
hours without supervision first exhausting the ODL.
These
Article 8 provisions, when read together with Article 11,
strongly suggest that regular volunteers are contractually
expected to work eight hours, nothing more. And it appears
that regular volunteers were ordinarily scheduled for holiday
period work in eight-hour blocks prior to the 1984 National
Agreement.

I find, accordingly, that the regular volunteer is volunteering for eight hours' work as urged by the Unions.
That
evidently was the accepted construction of Article 11, Section 6 prior to the 1984 National Agreement. There is no
sound reason why the new "penalty overtime" provisions of
Article 8 should prompt a different construction.

·v
~

)

7 If the regular volunteer is also on the ODL, a different
situation might well be presented.

'.I
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AWARD
The grievances are granted. Management may not ignore
the "pecking order" in holiday period scheduling under Article 11, Section 6 in order to avoid penalty overtime pay
under Article 8. Management may not treat regular volunteers
for holiday period work as having volunteered for up to twelve
hours on whatever day(s) they are asked to work. The remedy
for this violation, the question of who is entitled to back
pay for Management's failure to honor rights under Articles
8 and 11, is remanded to the parties for their consideration.
Should they be unable to resolve this matter, the back pay
issue may be returned to the appropriate arbitration forum
for a final decision.

)
./
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EMPLOYEE AND LABOR RELATIONS GROUP
Waar~DC

2Q2IO

July 16, 1974

~ny R. Huerta
Assistant Secretary Treaaurer
National Asaociaticm of
Letter carrier11, AFL-CIO
100 Indiana Avenue, NW
wu~qton, DC
2000J.

Mr.

Re:

Daniel Wella

West Palm .Beach, PL

NB-S-1739(N-26)3SR-1212
.. ~

Mr~- Huerta:

June 24, 1974, we met to discuss the above-captioned
grievance at the fourth step of our contractual grievance
procedure.
· · ··

On

presented by you as well u the applicable·
contractual provisions have been reviewe~ ·a.ncJ ._9iven ·
careful. consideration..
· .:.~ ·-:· :·
.

~matters

'!'ha record evidence abowa that eJDp1oyees whose designated
holiday was February 16, 1974 were required to work on that
Clay U1d that non-au:be4ul.ed ful.l-t:..ime employees were not
given-the opportunity to work if they wished to do so. To
this extent, we find that the_ grievance is sustained.

It i• our position that·an employee classified as a letter
ca.:a:ier possesses the "needed aki.1111", as provided in Article
XX Section 6 the l.973 Aqreement, t:o perform carrier
duties on a holiday, provided he meets the necessary qualifications unique to a particular route, such as possession of
a valid SF-46, etc. There is no provision in this section
which provides for the assiqnment of "best qualified• employees
to perform carrier work on a holiday.
In the absence of any
local memorandum of understanding providing to the contrai:y,
ful.1-time and part-time re<3ular letter carriers who wish to
work on a holiday must be afforded an opportunity to do so

before arbitrarily assignin9 employees to work on their designated holiday.

By copy of thia letter the Poatmuter is instructed. to comply
with the provision se~ forth in ~icle XI Section 6 of the
Rational AgrttfmlA!lnt with reapcct to af:ford.ing the opportunity
to work cm • holiday to all ful.1-time and part-time regulc
aployeu vho wish to do so.
·

Sincerely Yo

al· ;F.
William B. B

r.=:

bla.t:iaaa

, Jr.

De~t

)
/

·.

)

...........

l.iS I

... "''"'\l
.
j

Hr. Kenneth Wilson
Apr~ lO., 1' 82
Adainist.ra~ive Aide, Clerk Craft
i.zle~ieaiui ~astal. Wo~k•rs Onioa,,
Alt.o:<IO

117 - 14th Str•et., W. W.
Washington,, D. C. 20005

Ke:

Class Aetioa
Ci~c:iz:m&ti, CS 45234
RlC-4'-C-2041.

Oear Mr. Wil.scnu
On Han:c.b 3,, 1'82. •• lliflt to discuss the abcve-c:ap~ioned
9rievanee ·~ the fOQ~i::.A -~~p of ou:a; eQatraetual g~i~Tane•
procedure as sui11t. f ort:.l:l 1u. Art.ic:l• 15, Sec:tiou 2 of the
National Ag:ee11eut..
fte question b t!IJ.11 grift'IF&aev ii' wbet.hcn:: ~ge1111•es1t. viola~ed
11, Seetiora fl cf the 11&tlenal 1.9"e"111Gat.,, vhea ligbt.
duty employees were precluded f1:CB the holiday acbedule.

A~ic:le

ou:in.9 oqr· ·1nv11st.i9at.ioa,, lacall management indicated that the
. only re&lfCQ the thrM (3) ·1igbt duty employees named i:a the.
grievance ve:e pr~eladed fro• t.be holiday schedule,, waa
because they were aot l'11Hded fot: 'four 3.
Furthermore, it is our position that &ll full-ti•e

'

)

~d

rt9ular.s, including t.hoso vbo are oa li~bt duty,
vbo pos3esa ne1rded s~ills and wish to vork on tbe holiday be
af fol:'ded an opportui:ai t7 to Clo so.. Bovever ,_ .vbea local
·11Yna9ement is determinin9 the number .and .cat419orie• of
•mployecs n.eeded to vol:'k, & facto'C' to 'be cansid~n:ed iii
p~-tim.e

scheduling a ligbt duty employee, vbo wishes- to vorll:: the

holiday, is the medical restrictions imposed l:Jy the employees
•ediea.l p~actitioaer and whether that employ-• could i~ fac:t
be utili:Clld to do ~e vorx that would be a~ailable Qn the
holiday .. ·.

Sinc:erttly,

. ·.

)

.

:=~~=
~·
•3

_...,
- __

:'S

...... .•

•

..,

UNITEO STA."t'!S P"OSTAl SERVJCE
475 L'intMI llltua. SW

Washi"iJ&cm. 0C: 2a21G

·

Mr •• teors

Scpi:•a'b•r 21, 198% -

w.. Sopeon

Ad~inistrative

Vice President,
:.'fotor Vehic:le Craft

Americ;an Posta.1. Workers Onion,. .AFX.-C:IO
817 - 14th St::.raet, NW
Wa5hington, DC 20005

Re:

Class Action
Cincinnati, OB
Bl.C-4F-C-2430

Class Action
Cincinnati, OB

45234

45234

BlC-4!'-C-lt37
, .. ar Mr. S?ptozu
I

I

.•

On September 9, 1982, we met to discuss the above-captioned
sriev&nces at the fourth step oe our contractual grievance

p-rocedure.
The question in these grievances is whether management
violated Article 11 of thct National Agreement. by not
scheduling light duty e.mplo~••• for holiday "K>rk.
During our discussion, we agreed to r~solve.the grievances
ba$ed on our agreement to the tollowing:
A.11 full-time.and part-time re~ul&rs, including those
who are on light duty, who pos$ess needed skills and
wish t:.o work .on the holiday may be affo·rded an o~por
tunitl to do so. so~ever, when local management is
detemining the number and categories cf employees needed

to work, a factor to be consid•red in schedu1ing a light

duty.. employee,, who wishes to '\#ork the holida7, is the
medical restrictions imposed by the employees medical' , ·
p~actitioner and whether· that employee c:ould in fact be
utilizad to do the ..do~k that vould be available on the

holiday.
\

)_

.

..
"c.~)'
.

~ign tbe •ttached copy ~f this decisiac as ygur
•cknewl~gment of a9r•@ment to resolve these ~ases.

Please

Sinc:trely,

Leen Boptou

,...

Adlrcinistrativ~ Vice President
American Postal. Workers Onion,

A!"L-C:O

')
--~··/
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SUSTAINED: APWU
H8C-5[)..C 15429/AS-W-1517

In the Matter of the Arbitration
between

I

Re: Case No. H8C-SD-C-15429
Salem Oregon (A8-W-1517)

I

I

AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION

a
a·

and

I

OPINION AND AWARD

I

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

I

a

APPEARANCES:

For the USPS - J. K. Hellquist, Mgr., Arb. , Branch
Central Region
For the APWU - Gerald "Andy" Anderson, Executive
Aide, Clerk Craft

On Wednesday, December 17, 1980, the Christmas Holiday
schedule was posted at the Salem, Oregon Post Off ice pursuant to
the provisions of Article XI, Section 6 of the then current 19781981 National Agreement. On December 21, 1980, the schedule was
revised by Managrnent for Tour III and Tour I employees. Because
of this revision, seven (7) full-time regular employees, who had
been scheduled to work the holiday, were no longer required to
work on that holiday. For them it was a designed holiday, and
they were paid their regular holiday pay.
The Union took the position that once the schedule was
posted, pursuant to the provisions of Article XI, Section 6, and
the terns of a settlement agreement between the USPS and the APWU
NALC and the Mailhandlers, made on March 4, 1974, the employees on
the posted schedule were "guaranteed" those holiday hours and they
should be paid as if they had worked the holdiay.
The USPS argued that subsequent to the signing of the
March 4, 1974 settlement agreement, referred to in the paragraph
above, the Employer issued several provisions of the the F-21
Time and Attendance, Handbook as well as the Employee and Labor
Relations Manual which related to the times when employees were
guaranteed hours under the terms of Article VIII of the National
Agreement. Guarantees, according to these provisions, are only
provided for hours actually worked.
If the APWU deisred to con-

test the provisions of the F-21 Handbook and the E&LR Manual, it
should have done so as provided for in Article XIX of the National
Agreement or those provisions become part of the terms of the National Agreement.
Additionally, the Postal Service claimed that
the March 4, 1974 settlement agreement did not create any "guarante
According to the Service, the terms of that agreement did not provi
a payment compensation requirement when the Postal Service changed
the posted schedule for that holiday.
In fact, the USPS asserted,
Article XI, Section 6 indicated a clear desire not to use regular or
part-time regular employees whenever possible on holidays, and this
is what the Postal Service did on this occasion by deleting the
names of these seven regular employees after the indicated mail volume showed that they could be spared.
The Union referred to a decision issued by a Regional
Arbitrator in Case No. AC-C-1397/S-Min.44 on November 12, 1979,
wherein the Union claimed that the Arbitrator determined that
scheduled employees had a right to work the hours they were scheduled to work on the notice posted pursuant to Articls XX, Section
6. The Postal Service said that the case referred to by the Union
could be distinguished because those employees had their ported
hours of work changed on the very dry they were scheduled to work,
and they were then called upon to work hours other than those which
had been initially posted.
THE

ISSUE:

Based upon the undisputed statement of operative facts
which triggered this grievance, and the contentions of the Parties,
as set out above, the issue beform the Arbitrator can be stated
as follows:
Are the seven regular employees of the Salem,
Oregon Post Office entitled to be paid as if they
had workrd the Christmas Holiday in 1980? If so,
what shall the appropriate remedy be?

OPINION OF THE ARBITRATOR:
In this case, the Union made a point of emphasizing that
Management has an obligation to manage. Under the terms of the
Agreement and the settlement agreement made in 197 4, the Union
alleged that once a management decision was made to notify these
employees they were to work the holiday, Management could not
change its mind and be relieved of the obligation to pay these
grievants as if they had worked.
Section 6 of Article XI read as follows:
-2-

Section 6. Holiday Schedule. The Employer will
determine the number and categories of employees
needed for holiday work and a schedule shall be
posted as of the Wednesday preceding the service
week in which the holiday falls.
As many fulltime and part-time regular schedule employees as
can be spared will be excused from duty on a holiday or day designated as their holiday.
Such employees will nut be required to work on a holiday
or day designated as their holiday unless all casuals and part-time flexible8 are utilized to the
maximum extent possible, even if the payment of
overtime is required, and unless all full-time
and part-time regulars with the needed skills who
wish to work on the holiday have been afforded an
opportunity to do so.
An employee scheduled to
work on a holiday who does not work shall not receive holiday pay, unless such absence is based
upon an extreme emergency situation and is excused
by the Employee.
Obviously, Section 6, quoted above, does not address
the subject of employees initially scheduled to work whose work
assignment is later revoked. For this reason, the APWJ referred
to the settlement agreement made in 1974 to "flesh out" the understanding on this issue which they claimed had been reached.
Referring to this settlement, the Union claimed that
Section 3 (b) and (c) of that agreement spelled out the Postal Service's only right to replace an employee on the posted schedule.
Those provisions read:
3)

a

b.
In the event that, subsequent to the
Article XI, Section 6 posting period, an emergency situation attributable to an "Act ( s) of
God" arises which requires the use of manpower
on that holiday in excess of that posted pursuant to Article XI, Section 6, full time regular employees required to work in this circumstance (s) shall only be paid for such holiday
in accordance with Article XI, Sections 2, 3,

and 4.

-3-

C.
When a full time regular employee scfieduled to work on a holiday in accordance with the
provisions of Article XI, Section 6, is unable
to or fails to work on the holiday, the Employer
may require another full time regular employee
to work such schedule and such replacement employee shall only be paif for such holiday in accordance with Article XI, Sections 2, 3 and 4. The
selection of such replacement employees shall be
made in accordance with any applicable local aqreement consisent with the terms of the 1973 National Agreement. ment.
Once again, the specific prov1s1ons relied upon in this
settlement agreement do not address any rights or guaranteres accruing to a scheduled regular employees whose name is later deleted
from the posted holiday work schedule.
Only Section 5 of that
1974 agreement deals with a guarantee and that is concerned with
the guarantee of eight hours "of work or pay in lieu thereof, in
addition to the holiday pay to which he is entitled under Article
XI, Sections
2 and 3. ",
for an employee who does work on his holiday. No guarantee to an employee who does not work is provided
by the terms of this 19 7 4 settlement.
Since that is so, the Union pointed to the instructions
issued to the field shortly aftor the 1974 settlement was reached.
In tha first of these documents, identified as Union Exhibit 2,
and dated April 17, 1974, all Postmasters were advised as follows:
"No manager should attempt to 'play it safe'
by adopting a policy of scheduling everybody
to work on a holiday and then later releasing
those employee not required. Such a tactic
absolutely will not be tolerated since it would
completely subvert our obligation under Article
XI, Section 6, of the National Agreement.
That obligation undertaken by the Postal Service in
Article XI, Section 6 was to use as few regular and part-time regulate employee as possible on a holiday and to allow them to be
off fron work on their regularly scheduled holidays. Clearly, if
all employees were scheduled and then regulars and part time regulars
were later released, that would improperly avoid the commitment
the Postal Service had made to allow as many of such employeess as
possible to enjoy the holiday with advance knowledge that this would
be their earned right under the contract.
Once again, however, no

commitment to vest a right to be paid or to guarantee that
employee would be paid in lieu of working, if the schedule
later amended to delete their names, is expressed in these
structions or guidance issued to the field with regard to
plication and interpretation of Section 6 of Article XI.

the
were
inthe ap-

The Union, with knowledge that an express guarantee was
not to be found in the documents referred to above, also submitted
as Union Exhbit 3, a Postal Bulletin dated May 16, 1974, and more
specifically instructions contained therein dealing with "Timely
Posting of Holiday Work Schedules. 11 After repeating the requirement
of Section 6 and the previous instructions which had been published
this Postal Bulleting provision went on to advise:
"The holiday for full time employeses will be
treated as any other day in terms of the calli n.
A full-time employee will be entitled to
eight hours work or pay in lieu thereof. The
same provision will be applicable on the holi day or the day designated as the employee's
holiday. You must take this into consideration in scheduling employees, so that you
don't schedule manpower in excess of that which
your workload is likely to require. 11
An examination of the thrust an actual language used in
this instruction indicates quite clearly that it is concerned with
the USPS obligation when employees are actually called in who are
not needed and who may be sent home, on their holiday, before having eight hours of work to complete.
The Union also called attention to other instructions
issued in Labor Relations Reporter No. 20, in July of 197 4, dealing
with the March 4, 197 4 settlement.
Most specifically, the Union made reference to the guidance
provided starting on page 2 of that document. That particular. provision reads as follows:

1.

That the obligations set forth in the entire
settlement agreement pertain only to fulltime regular employees.

2.

That if the postmaster complies with the Wednesday posting provision found in Article XI,

Section 6,
and works the employee in accordance with that schedule that was posted the
Wednesday preceding the service week in which
the holiday falls,
the employee will be entitled to payment only in accordance with the
terms of the National Agreement. There will
be no penalty pay provision upon management
for this employee.

.
I

t

3.That an employee haB no right to work his
normal schedule on a holiday--his schedule
is that which is posted for him in accordance with Article XI, Section 6.
4.That an employee does, howwer, have a fight
to work the schedule which management posts
for him on the Wednesday preceding the service week in which the holiday falls. *
5 ... n

As can be seen, the instructions referred to above only
provide that an employee who has been scheduled to work can expect
to work and can be required to work the scheduled time for him or
her that has been posted and not his or her regular schedule or
some hours other than those which were posted for that employee to
work on the holiday. No guarantee or inference of a guarantee or
penalty for not working an employee at all on the holiday is to be
found in the language quoted above.
This same i tern in the Labor Relations Reporter goes on
to state there is only one guarantee contained in Article XI and
that is a provision for penalty pay for an employee who is not time
scheduled to work and is then called in or volunteers to come in to
meet manpower needs on his holiday.
It is axiomatic that if guarantees or vested rights are
to be created by the application of the provisions of an agreement,
it is incumbent upon the beneficiary of such rights or guarantees
to see to it that these are clearly apalled out in the agreement
and not to be discerned by inference or innuendo. For this reason,
rneri t must be found in the argurnernt of the Ernployor that specific
provisions were written into the F-21 Time and Attendance Handbook
and to the E&LR Manual, subsequent to the making of the March 4,
197 4 settlement and well after Section 6 of Article XI first appeal
in National Agreements, which clearly define when payment is to

*

-6This is the provision relied upon in the Regional Award cited by
Union.

made for time not worked aa well as when guarantees and penalties
are imposed for time woked which was not properly scheduled.
Certain obligations are imposed upon management by virtue
of the specific language of Section 6 and the instructions contained
in the documents placed in evidence by both Parties. With regard to
the factual situation which gave rise to this case, Management certainly would not have had the right to schedule all regulars and
part-time regulars just to be sure that sufficient manpower was on
hand on the holiday and then to delete all such names and only require casuals to work the holiday. If that were the case present
the Union clearly would have been entitled to have the arbitrator direct that Management cease and desist from scheduling in that manner.
That would have been an abuse of the obligation which Management had
undertaken.
Management admitted such in its advice to the field.
Such a situation did not occur in the case at hand or we must assure
that it did not occur or it would have been made part of the record
in the processing of this grievance.
What must have happened was that Panaqement did overestimate the volume of mail or duties to be performed during the
two tours in question on the holiday.
When that became apparent,
a few days after the Wednesday schedule had been posted, but prior
to the holiday itself, the schedule was revised to delete seven name
No evidence is to be found in this record that Management "played it
safe" and schedule well above any rationally estimated manpower requirements for the holiday and alerted regular full-time emplovees
unnecessarily that they ware required to work and in that fashion
disrupted their holiday plans. Section 6 of Article XI was specific
ally designed to minimize the possibility that would occur and to
require that Management schedule accordingly.
That Management
knowingly ignored such an obligation is not the case presented in
this proceeding.
Once a schedule is posted and an employee is called in to
work, that employee can rely upon the fact that he or she will only
work the hours on the posted schedule and not his or her regular hours
or some other hours without the Employer suffering an additional penalty.
That, too, was not the case presented in this proceeding.
Such a case is more skin to the case referred to by the Union and
decided as Case No. AC-C- 1397 /5-MIN-44.
the

For the reasons set forth above, the Undersigned makes
following

_,_

AW A

R

D

This grievance is denied. The seven grievants are
not entitled to be paid as if they worked the Christmas Holiday in 1980.

Washington, DC
October 25, 1982
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IMP\.OYEE AND LAIOA IW..ATIOHS GROUP

!

~ .. oclilllllllllo

APR \4 \gT
Mr. Thoma• D. lliley

Alsaiatant Secretary-Treasurer
National Association of Letter
Carriers, Al'.L-CIO
100 Indiana Avenue, NW
Waahin9ton, DC 2000~
bi

If.

Wilsen

lteubenville, oi
uc-c-,322/5-ct.E-572

Dear Kr. Riley:
supe~•@~e and rcpl~ce the •~~P 4 decision imaued
above~c&ptioned grievance under date of March 25,

ThiB will

on the
1977 •

.

On the ba11i• of our further diacuasion on this e1u1e, vca have
recon11idered the matter in di1put• in the light of t.he ·
particular lanquac;e aet forth in item. (3)c. of t.he •set-

tlement Agreement• of March 4, 1974, eoneernin9 t.he achedulinq of employees for holiday work under Article XI,
Section 6 of the National Ag'reGJ:1Uant..

The particular language in the referenced agre4111\lel'lt pertains
only to those situations where it im necauUH\ry to replace a
properly scheduled full•time employee with another full-time
employee. Thia l&n9ua9e de>el not apply to replaciD9 properly scheduled p&rt-time'flexible employees with a full•time
regular employee.
In the particulars presented in thi1 case, it i• clear that
a properly scheduled part-time flexible employee was re•
placed on the schedule by a full-ti.IMI regular employee aft.er
the part-ti.De flexible adv1aed of· being i l l and of hi•
inability to report •• 11chedu1·ea. Under auch eirCW1Uta.nces,
the full-time reqular amployee ia entitled to be CC11111Penaated
an additional fifty percent (SO•> of his J:>aaic hourly atrai9ht·
time rate of pay for aach hour wrked cm th• holiday achedu~~
up· to eight houri.

)

.

".

NC-C-4322

~9l.'! , bJ eon cf thi• letter, the poatauu1t"er i•
·inatrueted to pay tho 9rievant an additional-fifty percent
(50\) of hiu ba~ie hourly atrai9ht•t.iln4t rate of pay for the
vork performed on hiu designated holiday, July J, 1976.

linoerely,

.-

)

-------=---------------In

,
the Matter cf Arbitration Jictwcco )

OPINION AHO AWARD

Nicholas H. Zwnoa, Arbitr&tor

)

UNITEO STATES. POSTAL SERVICe

)
Crievantr

)

And

)

Numbers

J

AMERICAN POS'l'AJ. WOJtxtRS UNlON, .

and

)

AFL-CIO

Victoria Comstock
HlC•4C•C 27352

)

RobartH Rand

G~ievantt

)

~~--~~-~----------------~-->

Numb&ri

HlC•4C..C

273~1

Baekqr~j

Thi.• i11 a Step 4 appeal to NaUoncl la''1al -'l'bitration,
pu~•uant

to th•

p~ov!~ionm o~

Article

~~

of the National

Agree!l'lent between United Statea Poatal service (hereinafter
)

"Service"') and

AJnedcan Postal

inafter "Union•).

Wor~ars

Union .. AF?.t-CIO (here-

Hearing was held in

January 19, 1985, •t Which

~i~a

Waeh~ngton,

D.c. _on

exhibits were of 91rea snd

made part of thf> reco~d. llllnd ar9ument

wa•

heard.

Poat-

hearing brief& were rateeived on February 25, l98!c
?g:,leeannce
:ror the services

o.

Fo:r: the Unioni

Darryl

Statemenc of

~he

J~mu

ShiP,.

~.

Anderion, Eaq.

Came

The Union, on behalf of two

tertninat~d

probationary em-

ployee•, 1eeka r8ll'IE!dy alle9in9 that the Servico

)

violat~d

Art.icl& 1 (whic:h prohibit.a diau::ri111iMtion on tho ba11h of

handicap}, and Artiele ll lwhi~ requir~s tho Sorvice tQ
abide cy the Federal Employees

retaliatory

compr~a.stion

against employee•

•ctic~

workera' eompeneation.).

~ho

Act prQbibitin9

file claimu for

'rhe Service contend• 'that the••

employees W11r• teraii1'14ted durin9

~heir ~robationa~

period

and th•~ 9ri.,,ance8 alle~in9 diuerlminatory ana retaliatory
acts &re not arhitrable •

.Iaaue
'rhe queution

to

be naQlvea h

W.tltcu:·

&

p:i:obationauy

employee wbo la terminated duri!\q t.he prob•tion perioc! b

entitled acc:aaa
relation to t:.hat

or

~ticle

21

tbe

tG

•~•

gri~vance•erbi~ation

te~ticn

)

pzociedure Ul

where dolaticms of An.tctlo 2

a11,9&4.

statement of ?acta
Grievants herein wer•
pn>~tionary

period.

te~nated du~tn9

their 90•4ay

It ia agroed tha.t the natificaticnu of

sepillll:'atioa "4t:a l•a'Mld and raeeived within the 90-day
period.

Griov.nt Roberta Rand
Novcri:x:~,

~as

hired en

O~tobar

I, 1983.

.she began 1uf!erin9 !ro:: a pain in hc:r o:.:::.G

hands, which was lat.er db9no.1od a1 Carpal Tunnel

In

a.n.~

S~·ndrom<?.

.··'.\)
an occu.p1t1ona1 disease.

On Doaember 2, l98l, CrievaM:. Raf'ld

filed a n9tica·o! occupational diseaa• and a Claim for
compensation for work injuries under Article 21, Section 4

of the Agreement.

On

~uceftlbar l~,

that she would be 8eparatad.

1913, tihe was notifiod

Three dalya later, ah• waa

teminatad.

Grievant Victoria Comstock waa hired
l983.

Oft

OCtobar lS,

In ea.dy Novcur1ber, ahe beqan to uuffer fl'cm

1unnel Syndrome.
oc~upationel

On oecel!\ber

s.

~arpal

1913, ah• filed a notice of

d18ettlMll attLt a Cl&l• for compenaation.

O.calDbar 27, 191.l,
would be separated.

Grievan~

On

comete<:k. was not.ified that: ahe

ThrM days later ea. wu ter'Jl\inmtec?I.

'l'he Uni en fUed a .9ri1111v~• en behalf cf Cdevant bnd

on 0eaemJ:Jer

zg,

1983, and on behalf' of

January 10, 1384.
had

~n

Gd•van~··cC1Utock Dft

The grievance111 allft'la-4 that tb8 cnevant:111·

ret:aliatd ap.tnat fer f'UiDCJ

uoaen' co:ape.;•aticm

claims, in vioUt:f.ou of Article 21J ·aid had bnn the

vlc~ima

of handicap cUa=iltf.at:lcn .f.n violat'.:f.a of Article 2 •

the S..riice denied the 9rieYa.neea at MCh Step of the
g:ievaru:e proc.d.u::tl oontendin9 that these Gr1evanta did not

have •acaaa to tho

CJ%'ievance-arbi~&tiOA

conttuJt a probaticll&l'y aepa_raticm.

procedure to

~eleYan~ Contrac~

Proviaiona

i
ARTIC°t.S 2

NON-nIBCRlMJNATION AND.c:rvtL Rtcwrs
Sect.ion l.

Statement of Principle

The .Employer &nd the Union• a9re• that

there shall be no disorinination by the
Employer or the union1 against eniployeem
~eoaume

of race, colo:,

~reed,

reliqion,

national ori9ia, l!JelC, age, or marital
11ta.tua or because of a physical handicap
wlth respect to a pOtsition th• duties of
which c~ ba performed off icieDtly ~ an
individual wttb anch • physical handicap
without dan;er to the health or safety of
the pbygicmlly

others.
Section 3.

:MncU,('.fap~"4 11!9!'1!1M

or to

Grievance•

C1rlevanr:e11 ar111in9 under thU Articil•

•v

be

filed at Step 2 o! the ;d•nnce proeedui:a
wiUin fourta•n uo aaya of When the ompl°'"
or

~

union bas fir•t. leurwcl or may

reaeOIWrlr ha,,. Meri
~

~t111'4 to

ban learned

a11apd dS.nirbdnaUcm, t.mlnra tiled·
a:tiiectlr a-t the natioul lewl, ln Which cue th• provi11icu of this ~ tor initiating
gl:'~ED at: t:M~ laval ea11 apply.

of

P~ucxnu

A.ftla.B 12

OP .sa:xoun.

POI~

NIDRDU%~-

Seetion l.

~robatio~y

A.

Paric4

'J.'he probat£onary pctriod for & new
employee aha~l be ninety (901 calandar

aye. '?be Employer ahall have that rii'lht
to sepuate fr= lta employ &J\f probationary

oployee at any UM duril'l9 .the prob&Uonary
per!Od and these probationt1ry eaployee1
1ball not be permitted access to the
grlova~ce procc6ur& in re1atian ther~t~.
If tho Employer intends to a.p&rata an
.-ploy•• durin9 the probationary period
!or acheJ!\O f•iluro, th~ Cfl!J)loyee shall
be 9iven at l~aat s~ven (7) dAys advane~
-~-

..

)

\

)
noti~~

of auch intent to

employeo,

If

B&parat~

the

th~ o~ployoe qualities
within.tho notic~ ~riod,

the mcherne
the empl~& will~not
prior &cheme fai_ure..

b~

on

aeporatee !or

c. When un •111>1oyo COfflpl.Gt:ea the prcb&tiOD41.ry
period, Hni.or11:y will bo co19putad in aeec:danc• with thia hqree1DOnt •• ·of the
initial day of full•t:ime or par~-time employNJ\t..

AR'l'lC~

Dl8ClPLIMZ

Section. 1.

l6

PftOCEDUR~

Pr1no1ple111

In the •amtnia~£t1on et this Article, a
basic p:o1DC!Pl• ab11U be that dbc:iplin.e
al\ou1cl be correotive J.n M1tur11, rather
tb&A puntt!.q. Ko eployee uy be 418•

oipltned OE cU.scluarged except for just
cawio 111udl as, but .not United to, !n•
auborCl:t.nation, pilfer.aip, 1nto8Ciaat1ora
(drugs,~ aleohe»lJ,. WCl!llpeteac:GI, faUm:a
to partcmia work u requauBt:ed, violation•
of th& ~ of thim A9r•esaent, or failure
to

Mfety ralu an4 f'QUl&domt. J\ny
atscipU.ne or diocmarge abaU. be aubjact

obHr98

·111VC1h

to the grtevanee-&n.itr&Ucnl procedure p?:Ov-ic!ct4 tor in th.ill· Ac]ree1111Ut, Wbich cculd
A&ult iA rei1u11ta~ ud re-1'tU:ution,
inoludt~

saetioft 4.

back PAY•

Injury Compens•tion
Empleyee11 c:overed by thb A9fOliHMnt ahall be
~red

s,

and

bl' eu!x:hapter 1 of CJ\&pter 81 of Title

any

•-ndnanta thereto,
'\o:e~k

:~el1t.i119

to

inj'Jrior.. "!''!it· ll."':if:'lC·Y·n·
will pro1111u19ate '11lppropriate r1!9ulationa whic:h
cO:llply with applicable re~ul.ationa of tho

co...""lpansation f:;,1"

O!tieo of Worker• CatftpOnsation Pro9rams anrl
uny arr.cnd~ants thereto.

..
.

~-

)

th~ Sorvic~

Position or

The

Servi<1e.con~ends

ia aeparated aurlAi

have ac:ceaa to the
support or its

Tbe Service

proba~iona-ry

~rievanee-arbitration

the Service

Ka~ionel

&sae~t•

~

omployee who

90•day prob&tJonary period doos not

J>C•l~lon,

Section lA of t'be
caption to tha

th~

that a

prccedura.

r~liea

on Article ll,

Agreement.

tt\at Article 13 ie a apocif ic ex•

pro"1aions of Article 16 which

hiblt& the Service froa dtllllchar9ift9 an employeo
henaiv111a. Article 12 bars ace••

t;-.

eKce~t.

for

the tp'ieva.nee-ari>J.t:z:ation
emplCJClltUS DO l'llllttar

O~ 88p&~a~e4 prob&~onary

what. the :•ua~,

separation

p~o

Since the provisions of Article 12 are -CCl'IPr11-

just c&Wllfh

proceaurfl f

%~

•Va.a \fM:e. · aa

~1e,.

th• Union

reaaoa of retaliation for f1lin9

~

111111~11111

work•~•'

eorapamntiOA ol.4iQ or di&crimin&tian.
'.t'h• hn'i.CI point& out
~nllisteJ\t:ly...Jwlcl ~t

4eceae to the
aepai-ation.

thaa~

JU119.t0Ml arb:S.tratMti ?us.ve

a pft>bA+.!cmary GRlllPlCYM doaa

gricv&nce•arb1tr&t1~

~

nav.

prOOG!dure to cent.mt a

'?hit Servic:e dces aolcnowledge,. hovewr, tM..1< -

probation•ry .sployee dC•• haw acc.s11

t:o

&..

the 9devanc:e-

a.rbitration procedure tor dlspute11 otl'u111r tbal'll tho•• iftvclving
the employee'• tenr..t.nation._ As an eXA'lllple, the service
point& out that a probationary employee who ia not. pa:l.d the

proper waves '4ol0Qld have the

r19n~ ~o

qri•Ye

t.ha~

diupute.

Pc•it!on of the Union

The Onioh v19oroualy

ass~~ts

that probationary am•

ployees, despite th&ir prcbatlonary at&tum, Are omployeea

with eontractual riihta eatabllahed under the
They &re, for emuapl•r

ontitl~d

Agreeme~t.

to be paid in aeeordanee

vith Article 91 am4 entitled to a maf'e and h••lthy work
place under Art:lele U.
in the

pt'cU1nit11.t.

Probationary .employees are

111110,

u

dispute, e:it.it.le4 eo the protect.tons afforded

by Article• 2 and 21 which 9uar&11tM tMt they vUl be

frae from ditcrbliMUcn on

handic&p, &a4

~-

bada, !lJ!!£.

[roil\ re.talia~i~ fo~

filil\9

!.!!!,

"lllC%~era'

of
ee1np411~1ation

While the Unioft concedes that Article 12 prohibits a
probai:ion&ry fUllP103fU fl'OZB filing a 9devanee for npaantion

c!u:ia9 the p:cbatlomn:y per!°"', it U'9UM that this prohibit.I.on

u only a mu:rev

noept101& to i:ha ri9ht of a p1'0hationaBY

employee or the Unioft to file • 9riH&JlCS allt1t9in9 that 1uoh
~loyea

was

=~·

wrid..natftcl for "1wst

0111u1u~

111

as requirec! by

the previsions ot Art.lale 16.
Article 12, tlut Union UHrt&, vae not intended to
~lude

probationary e:aployeea

te(lt.ion.

f~Cfll

all contractual prc-

Rather:, aacordiisg to the U1\io1oa, "the Artietl1!! h

inten<Sea to provide a period of ttae durinq which Management
can observe, evaluat•
bAtiQnary employees
stondard

)

~~d de~~rt'l\lne w!\~~h~~ ~c r~~ai~ ~T~·

witho~t

articul~ted

reference to the •ju5t causo'

in Article 16"

_., -

To accept the po1ition ot} the Serviea, the Union

argues,

woul~

90 far beyond donying prot.iationary employoos

the b•nefit of tho •just cause- standard.

It would lead

to the conclueton that probationary oJnployeea have no
enforoeablo contraetY•l

ri9h~s,

ana thia would

~·

eontrai:y

to the plain lan9ua9e of contractual provisions such am
Ar~icle

2 prohiblting 41acrimin&t1on a9a1nst employ•••

because of, as in thi1 came, phY•ical
points out

~hat

tl'Ht

handi~ap.

'l'he Union

contractual language ib Art!clea 2 and

21 is unr ilif£a4 ~ zeference to' probationary or non-

prob&tionary atatua -- the prov1eione.ZNtrely refer to
• ~11:11ployaea •
~he

Union next ar9uea that vhile it haa traditionally

agre-4 not to pw:aue •juet cat•• ca.a• involving thGt
perfoma.nce of p:obatl.onti'y •IRS»lOlf•••, th* union ha• certain
ri9ht.11

un~

tha agneunt. in aii:uticmm, note •• hctre,

where the ler"4tica was motivated to tS!ach&r;e Crieventa
far

df.1u:iriid.~~ry

brief, the

or unlwtul reaDOn111.

In its po•t-be•rif'IJ

Union.•~•t•••

[ 1J n thia •i.tuat.icm, the fuaiUar
ad.a.9e tt\at. H employee Wily be
fi.racl for & qccd caucua, or no caUH,
but not for a wron9fut cause f inda
appU.eatlon. Where u emplayee
lUila l:>Hn 41ac:haqed f'or tuch wrong-

f111, even unlawful cause, then the
intereet.ot the woi-k forc:e ••a
whole ue at suke and it ahculd not

matter tbat the pa~tlcular victim•
are probationarr erntilor~~s.
-9-

··:~,)
/

~n

further

auppor~

of it•

i

~ontention

that the poaition

of the Service i• unjuee and illo;ical, tho Union
t.hat:

the

a~~uos

cov1a, t.hrough. diacharqe or baraaament of

Serv~c:e

prnbationary •lftl>lOY&e•• 4evelop a

wo~

force ccn•i•tin9 of

"wbit:e, able•bodied nalcua•. and that tl\e Unlon •would have

no reco1u·rHJ un41ar· t!l• A9reel'llftnt•.

While inatvidual probationary

employees mi;ht hava recourse to other forUlll8
d1a~~iminat.ion,

be

p~~ty ~o

t~ ~dy

such

the union contenda that 1t wovld not neceasarily

au.ch

ll~19•~1onJ

an4·

th&~

tbe ava1l&bllity of

other farW1m wou.t4 la no way •iti;ate a9a!n•t the Union's
ifllpoz:tant !.nstitutionel intftre•t. in resolYin«J tmtao Ntters
through arbitrlltton.
'1'ba union further eontefldm tlltt it .I.ts po11itj,-cn. were

uphatd.

i~

would not ba & loophol•

tba~

"ll&OU16 allDW any

separated probationary etnployao falling vichin a
prote~tacS

by the

cl•••

anti-411crind.natJoa p&'UV'i&ions of Article

2 to c;riewa •ju~ c.uaaa• c&1Hu11 lmlktr the 9l31B•

11inaU.on oz reuUat:icm.

of diacri-

'fM VrU.aB at.atus

muare the 'f"1Gv.an~ c~ all~
apecJ.f!c taot11 to aupport a flndln9
of d.iacr.blinaticm, wt •rely aU419e11
· ~erllhlp 111 a prouotad cp:oup. the
caM would be! n&dUy tirnusaed. Under

ci~UlllSUnc:u, t.M 111\ioa 'Will. not.
:repeatedly v111u11te J.-u l'lll)nq and re•0"9rcew by aakil\9 unfo~ alle9ationa.
in a case wbe~• evida~e. ot discrimination
or. ;r:etali&tion Wlllltlh hOWIWU, euel\
1&111
thi• can, facta t11ufUc:lent. to
state a <:llW!Hlt of 111cticn rill !:MP alleqed
and ~ua~ ~-tried befo:c tho r-bitrater.

tha

in

Thia l"ffUlt give• pr.act!C'a.l efi:ect to

Article ia.1 upon which t.be

)

Employ.~

ao boavily ra1ios, but -l•o

pre•a~vo•

the inportant. contraetuol prot~ct!~na un•
quivocally providcld to pr~tionary
employees by Artie) e".i 2 and 21, and

elsewher• in the A9rae111ent.
Finally. iR

~eaponse

to th•

h~r01.:s

eited by the $a:vic• which, directly or

its position. the
force

a~ ef!ec~

tration

~nion

indir•~tly,

~•f•rr•d

to

support
~tven

no

~gional •~bi

&.ipulation that no Qinterpretative issu.

unde~ ~he

A~rcemant

was involved".

Uni.on no:- th• &az:vice sought an

of tho

~~arda

irnpliea that they shOuld be

lihce they were

under the Rational

to•

Jteglonal

Natio~al i\li~•Olllllnt

autho~ita.t.ive

at the Natiel'41

asserts that t:hia is a case of

fire~

Sine& n•ith&r

la~el,

interpretation

the URion

impr•asion.

Pindinqs aftd conelustqne
The Unicm &&Arts that theme

Q~iev&nt11,

&a terminated

probat.iona1"7 eaployM81 vere entitled to enfozoe r1CJbt• an!!
protaotiona vranted m\der AJ:'tici. z And 21 through the

qr!•vanc...arb1t:ra~on

prol:Nd~.

Central to the reaolvtion of this di:spvte is the aeopa
an4

effec~

plication
ment,

of Article 12.1 of the AgreeJSMtnt,
~o·the

·~~

it• ap•

other contraetual proviaiorug of the Agree-

Article, Section 1A stat•• in pertinent part:
~- probaticn11ry pttdod !or a new employee Shall be ninet~ (90) calendar

day.a.

!he employer

1 ..ell

have the.

r.tmt to 11f;arate from Lta empioy
any probatonary Eli!lployeo at any tim.e-

-:o-

A• the union •gree•, this epecitic l4n9uage ia clearly
an

e~cepticn

to the 9e.n.eral lan9ua9e of

to terminations for juat cause.

Ar~iclw

l&

rela~iv&

Critical inquiry ia

aa tbe untan contends, tho lan9u.aq• of

A~ttcle

~hetber,

12.lA ia

applieabl• ocly •• •n exception to the Mju»t e&uaa• pro--

vision• of

A~icle

16.

'l"hi• Arb!tl:'etor cbJ.nks not.

Al:t1c1e ld.lJ\• 1n clear,

unqu.al~flea, unr~1tr1cted, &nd

au. ttnecmpeuu11£09 lai\IPV•• ~nitu11 pl'Obat..&cnuy •ployns

ace••• to tbo

9l'ie'V•nce-a~bit~aticc p~ocesa

if they are

tarnd.nate4 fgr 111191 11a.•on durin9 the prob&tlcna:r:)" period ..

.There ie l!iJ!PlY no contractal bflsie t:Nt vould wirrant a
con.c1U11Jicm tbat 1:M

~rt.icle

12.lA nc:eption 1'&11 application

only t.o '°:iua~ ciaQBa" t&mlnat:iona~
OV.r the lut& deoedcl. ftUIDU'OWI JlleqiOM1 awards (With
one CDXCeption

~hat.

Will be cU.souaM4 below) have conlliatently

held ~at a p:ob&t.ionuy eniployM, tenduted durtn9 the
prcba~lo~

period, baa no %i9he to th•

9rt.v~~-:-•rbitration

procedure. !I
Even thou9h probationary nrploy••• are noc bart'ed fr0rt
the qriavance procedure tor 111 P\l~les, it is clear that

!/

)

While Reqicrtal wards, as the Union aa11u!trt11, may ha'Ve

no bi"ding preeedenticl e!!e~t at the National level.
tho~ do# non8theleas, in~erp~et the National Aqroement
and a.n enti Ued t.() be- givc--n ve19ht •

.·····°\.·~.-.

j

probationary ernployeaa do not havo access to the

9ri~vanc~

i

procedure i:n 1ftatters r..:J4tinCJ,' to a JC?parntion.

Th& one devL6tion. noted abqve,
~e9ional

!To~

the long line of

a:bitrab1e authoiity on thi• isaue 1&

Cl'f-4H .. c 3218 (Art:iitrat.or Roumel.l).

effect, held

~Ull'l&U

No.

aWArd, in

2 ot the National Aqraementv which

th&~_Art1cle

bar• diaerimin.atlon. ha•

'1he

~waTd

~ppJiea~icn

including probationary et11ployeos.

to all

~loyeea,

Arbitrator ROWD8ll

re11:sona1

• • • [wlhen tbe pait!ea Agreed to
Saetion l of the Af~••ment 1n4 ref erre-4

to 'employee•, w.tt!laut referonc:e to
Whether those ld!Qployeea vere probatiena~
.or ~lH GJ'IPloyHIBe that every el'lplcyllNlt·
o~ the postal 11e:rv.1oe covered by thilt Agne•
men~

W0\114 be CGft::-e4 by Ard.Cle 2 0£

t.h9 Acp.-.nt. 11: ' Artte1• 2 also provtd4as i.1' Section 1 tt·•~ 9r!evancc111 ari•i"9

••:r

W\dei: Arti.c:le Z
1u1 filed u4 does not;
refer \o tbe ol•• o:f -.101• aHecta'5.
tbo amiuator mast &HUl'lle that •U eM•
pl0f$H 1n the IN!t1"9aini1l9 untt wre to

be

p~otect:ed

by

the

A~ticle

)

2 &nti•dis•

. · ar!JU.natJ.oa proseription ancl. tho righ't.
to grl11wi tben\andor.

Rllir11.omll ub.i:tntora have :r:efuH4 to fol.low 1'.M ltctlfMU

award.

J:n c:ue no. SlC•lM•C 6735. Art:Jt.t.rator CIU'&wa.y autech

Articl• 12.lA in Vvtlf. clear •nd ~~·
14ngua9a, etat4HI t.h&t • probationary employee is not_entitle4 to invoke the
~.rievtnce and .arbi~ntlon praaedure in
the event. of bill tcn:m.nation. '1'bet parties
upeclfi~-&111 1Se9otiated on this ditmc~
.s~bjac~ matterv n1111e1y, the rl9ht of .a
· pNbationary eq>loyee 'who 1• teminated
prior to hh 90-day probation r:y pcin:·icd.
Ht- has ne> right to the ar1cvar. :e a.nd
a:rbit~ation proeedur•. ·Th• prohibition

aqreed t~ by the partiom was all encurt\passing. They did not exclude teroinaticns which are bas~d on a char90 ~f
discrimination. The conclusion rn~Bt
·12-

)

be th4t the partiea intended when they
negotiated the Na~ional ~groemont that
any termination of p probationary
employee, re9ardlc'B of the reason,
was not •ubj eet t.o· · the grievance and

arbitration

proced'ur~~

In caae no. NlT•lE•D 29164, Arbitrator Levift heldt
Articl• 2 clearly atatoa the position of
the p&rtio• with ro9ard to non-discrimination and Civil Riqh~a. But to en•
force such rivhte through the grievance
procedure,. 11m nplo'" ft\U't have paaaed
the probatioNLry period. No exception
ia ~ade for p~obationary tmployDOS and
there 1• no baeia to imply the txiat•nce

of auoh an

exception~

Thi• Arbitrator, in Avara ik>.
the

·

Kl~·ls-D

27195, ?M>l4 that

of • probationary •Rtployee was

~rievance

~et

arbitrable.

where the basia of the qrievance was diacrtinination.
This ArbitrLcor re~acte~ the reaaonlng of the Rournell awar4

eve~

'

)

•beea~ 1~

contra~

11Jllply

iq.norea th• Wliv.raa11y accept.Gd axiom in

interpretation that all the

tract mu1: ba

l.ft~ed

employee

~

of a eon•

with reference to all ot"her parts

ao aa to give effect to tta entire

In C4Bfl rw.

provioio~•

~lC•lB•D

~ral

purpose•.

27210, invc1vift9 a probationary

wa• physically

!wln~icapped,

this

Arbitrato~

statedi
(S]i11\1.larly, 9rievant'• charge of beiin9

diacrilldnated aqainet by reason of his

phy•ioal 4iaability being violative
of tb• Civil Ri9ht• Act of 1964, 11\111.y re

p~eaanted

for reaolution to the Equal

E:mploymeftt. Oppo:tunity Comnisaion.
'?here ia .10 reoour111a to the grievance
pro~edura undar tho Nation6l i9:~~~c~t
in order to seek

red~e1a

!or th• Alleged

violations which may or .:1ay not have
resulted in hiM ter~ination. A1 a

\

)

prcbationary employ~, 9rievant hmm na
claim of entitlo:nan~. ~nd~r the tei:'11\8
of the N&t1ona1 Agreement, muffici•n~ to
create any property int.er~at. .tn hi•
tinued empl~yment:.

=n-

The

~unrell

.-w11rd. is palal:>ly orronecua, and .h to

be 9{ven no weiqht.

Pinallr, the

un~on

&r9w.• that it has a

A~ticle l~. ~o

pursue a gri•vance

emplQyee wher.e

11~1\

Oft

~i9nt. ~nder

behalf of

1

probationary

an amployft h11u1 been .teminate4 fol'

wronv~ul o~

unlawful reaaone.

In Award tao. AC•l•ll,99S•D,

A:bttratc~

ual'iiaan persu.aaivo1y rejected·thJ.a contention as

fol ll::)IWJlll '" .
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Award Summary
l. Article 12.l.A denies a probationary employee
access to the grievance procedure to challenge his or her
separation on the grounds of alleged noncompliance with the
procedures in Section 365.32 of the ELM.
2. A dispute as to whether or not the Postal Service's
action separating the employee occurred during his or her
probationary period is arbitrable because that is a precondition
to the applicability of Article 12.1.A.

Shyam Das, Arbitrator

)
/

··.
,-)
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BACKGROUND
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This case arises under the 1998-2000 National
Agreement between the American Postal Workers Union (APWU) and

the Postal Service.

The National Association of Letter carriers

(NALC) has intervened in support of the position taken by the
APWU.

The dispute involves the interpretation of Artic1e 12.l.A

of the National Agreement, which provides as followss

The probationary period for a new employee
shall be ninety (90) oalendar days. The
Employer shall have the right to separate
from its employ any probationary employee at
any time during the probationary period and
these probationary employees shall not be
permitted access to the grievance procedure
in relation thereto.
If the Employer
intends to separate an employee during the
probationary period for scheme failure, the
employee shall be given at least seven (7)
days advance notice of such intent to
separate the employee.
If the employee
qualifies on the scheme within the notice
period, the employee will not be separated
for prior scheme failure.

)

The Unions assert that a grievance over whether the
Postal Service has actually effectuated a separation of an
employee during his or her probationary period is subject to the
grievance-arbitration procedure.

More particularly, the Unions

maintain that Section 365,32 of the Employee and Labor Relations
Manual (ELM) sets forth four procedural requirements for
effectuating the separation of a probationary employee, and that
the Union may file a grievance that challenges whether those

separation procedures were followed.

.)

·~
J
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The Postal Service maintains that Artic1e 12.l clear1y
denies a probationary employee access to the grievance procedure

to challenge his or her separation on any grounds, including

alleged noncompliance with Section 365.32 of the ELM.
The principle provisions of Section 365.32 of the ELM
cited by the Unions provide as

365.3

foll~wsi

Separations - Involuntary

*
365.32
365.321

*

Separation-Disqualification
{S-Disqual)
Applicability

This type of separation applies only to
employees who have not completed their
probationary period, except where the
separation is caused by a finding that
employees who have completed the
probationary period have failed to meet
certain conditions attached to their
appointment.

*
365.323

*

Probationary Period

Separation-disqualification must be effected
during the probationary period except as
provided in 365.321. Action is initiated at
any time in the probationary period when i t
becomes apparent that the employee is
lacking in fitness and capacity for
efficient service. Any separation based on
diaqualificatiofi not effected during the
probationary period, as provided in 365.321,

3
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even though the aotion is based on
unsatisfactory performance during the
probationary period, must be effected as a
removal.

365.325

Who Initiates Action

Supervisors may recommend separationdisqualification, but such recommendations
must be referred for deoision to the
official having authority to take the
action.

365.326

Procedure in Separating

If an appointing official decides to
terminate an employee who is serving a
probationary period due to conditions
arising prior to appointment, or because
work performance or conduct during this
period fails to demonstrate.fitness or
qualification for continued postal
employment, the employee's services are
terminated by notifying the employee in
writing why she or he is being terminated
and the effective date of the action. The

information in the notice regarding the
termination must, at a minimum, consist of
the appointing official's oonolusions as to
the inadequacies of performance or conduct.
~

365.327

Effective Date

Th.e effective date of separation by
disqualification must be before the end of
the probationary period but may not be
retroactively effective. The notice of
separation must be given to the employee
before the end of the probationary or trial
period.

)
)
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Article 19 of the National Agreement provides that:

Those parts of all handbooks, manuals and
published regulations of the Postal Service,
that directly relate to wages, hours, or
working conditions, as they apply to
employees covered by this Agreement, shall

contain nothing that conflicts with this
Agreement, and shall be continued in effect
except th~t the Employer sha.ll have the
right to make changes that are not
inconsistent with this Agreement and that
are fair, reasonable, and equitable. This
includes, but is not limited to, the Postal
Service Manual and the F-21, Timekeeper's
Instructions.
Notice of such proposed changes that
directly relate to wages, hours, or working
conditions will be furnished to the Union at
the national level at least sixty (60) days
prior to issuance •••• At the request of the
Union, the parties shall meet ooncerning
such changes. If the Union, after the
meeting, believes the proposed changes
violate the National Agreement (including
this Article), it may then submit the issue
to arbitration ••••

The issue in this case has not been addressed in a
National Arbitration decision.

Evidently, the only National

Arbitration decision dealing with Article 12.l.A is the 1985
decision of Arbitrator Zumas in Case No. HlC-4C-C 27351/2.

In

that case, the APWU challenged the separation of two
probationary employees.

The Union alleged that the grievants

had been retaliated against for filing workers compensation
claims, in violation of Article 21, and had been the victims of
)
./~·

handicap discrimination in violation of Article 2.

Arbitrator

.

5
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Zumas rejected the Union's contentions that the grievants were
entitled to enforce their rights under Articles 2 and 21 through
the grievance-arbitration procedure, and that the language of
Article 12.l.A applies only as an exception to the njuat cause•
provision of Article 16 •·

J:n h:l.s decision, Arbitrator Zumas

stated1

Article 12.lA, in clear, Un.qualified,
unrestricted, and ~ll encompaseing language,
denies probationary employees access to the
grievance-arbitration process if they are
terminated for any reason during the
probationary period. There is simply no
contractual basis that would warrant a
conclusion that the Article 12.lA exception
has application only to "just cause•
terminations.

There have been a considerable number of regional
arbitration cases in which the Unions challenged the purported
separation of a probationary employee on various grounds,
including that the separation was not properly effectuated in
accordance with one or more of the requirements of Section
365.32 of the ELM.

Prior to 1999, a large majority of the

regional arbitrators who were presented with a claim that a
purported separation did not comply with the cited ELM
provisions applied those provisions, even in cases where the
Postal Service insisted the grievance was not arbitrable under
Article 12.1.A.

Prior to 1998, the Postal Service never

challenged any of the decisions which ruled in the Unions• favor

on that issue in a court of law.

_)
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Regional Arbitrator Miles issued a decision in Case

No. K94C-4K-D 97080929 on June

16~

1998.

The APWU had filed a

grievance challenging the separation of the grievant on the
grounds that the Postal Service violated the procedures in

Section 365.32 of the ELM.

More particularly, aa articulated by

Arbitrator Miles, the Union claimed that the Postal Service
failed to provide a specific statement that the grievant was
being terminated for a particular reason and that the notice of
separation was not issued by the appointing official.

The

Postal Service asserted that the grievance was not arbitrable
under Article 12.1.A.

The case was bifurcated, and Arbitrator

Miles issued a decision holding that the question of whether the
Postal Service adhered to the proper ELM procedures was an
arbitrable matter.

Arbitrator Miles stated:

There is no question that Article 12,
Section 1 of the Agreement entit1ee the
Postal Service to terminate probationary
employees prior to the eXpiration of their
probationary period. However, Article 12
does not stand alone, rather it must be
considered in conjunction with all other
provisions of the Agreement. Thus, when
taking action to separate a probationary
employee, the Postal Service must do so in
accordance with the provisions of the
Agreement and the applicable provisions
which are contained in Section 365.32 of the
ELM. This provision is every bit a part of
the Agreement, pursuant to Article 19, as is
Article 12, Section l.
The Postal Service brought an action to vacate the

) Miles award in the United States District Court for the Eastern
/

7

District of Virginia.
of the award.
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The APWtJ counterclaimed for enforcement

The district court vacated the Miles award,

ruling that the arbitrator had exceeded his authority by issuing
an award that was directly contrary to the language of Article
12.1 of the parties• co1lective bargaining agreement.

Thereafter, the APWU appealed that decision to the United states
Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit.

It also initiated this

Step 4 interpretive dispute.
The Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals issued its ruling

on February 25, 2000 (USPS v. APWU, 204 F.3d 523.)

By a 2 to l

majority, the court affirmed the district court's judgment
·vacating the Miles award.

The court rejected the APWU's

argument that the Miles award does not violate Article 12.1.A
because nothing in that provision precludes an arbitrator from
detennining whether a probationary employee was actually
separated in the first place.

The Court stated:

••• The arbitrator's decision that procedural
attacks on the separation of a probationary
employee are arbitrable contravenes the
unambiguous language of Article 12.l.A. The
terms of this provision are worth repeating:
"The Employer shall have the·right to
separate from its employ any probationary
employee at any time during the probationary
period and these probationary employees
shall not he permitted access to the
grievance procedure i.n relation thereto"
(emphasis added). This language is
unqualified and admits of no exception. The
provision makes no distinction whatsoever
between procedural attacks on separations
and substantive challenges. The sweeping

)

..'\
\

)
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phrase nin relation thereto" brings any

separation-related grievance by a
probationary employee within the ambit of

the prohibition. In other words, so long as
the matter involves probationary employees
and the question of separation, no grievance
may be brought. In fact,. i t is difficult to
see how the parties could have been any
clearer in prohibiting every kind of
separation-related grievance by a

probationary employee.
The arbitrator ruled that notwithstanding
the clear language of Article 12, Article 19
somehow renders this matter grievable. He

)
.l

claimed that Article 19 incorporates Postal
Service handbooks and manuals into the
·
National _Agreement, and that ELM violations
are grievable by probationary employees
because ELM violations are also violations
of the National Agreement.
This argument, however, has no basis
whatsoever in the National Agreement.
Even
assuming, arguendo, that Article 19
incorporates the ELM into the National
Agreement, there is no language either in
the ELM or in Article 19 that even suggests
ELM violations are grievable by probationary
employees. Further, even if there were any
hint in the ELM that probationary employees
could grieve ELM violations, this hint would
run smack into Article 12. And Article 19
unequivocally states that Postal Service
handbooks and manuals "shall contain nothing
that conflicts with this Agreement. 11
In addition to the action it filed to vacate the Miles
award, the Postal Service has since filed similar actions to
vacate other regi?nal arbitration awards holding that a

,)

grievance that protests that a purported separation violates

.

J.•~o)
..
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Section 365.32 of the ELM is arbitrable.
counterclaimed to enforce those awards.
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The Union has
These actions in

various United States District Courts have been stayed (or a
motion to stay has been filed), pending issuance of this
National Arbitration decision.

UNION POSITION
Initially, the Unions point out that Article 15.5.A.9
of the National Agreement provides that:

"Any dispute as to

arbitrability may be submitted to the arbitrator and be

)

determined by such arbitrator" •
.The Unions contend that Article 12.1.A must be
interpreted in the context of the separation procedures set
forth in Postal Service Manuals and Regulations.

Since at least

the 1950 's the Postal Service had regulations set for.th in its
Post Office Manuals governing the separation of probationary
employees.

Although the language changed slightly over the

years, the core requirements for the Postal Service to
effectuate a probationary separation always have been:
written notice; (2) by the appointing official;
a minimum, the reasons for the termination;

{l)

{3) stating,

at

{4} provided to the

employee prior to the end of the probationary period.

These

regulations also provide that if an employee is not separated
during the probationary period, that employee can only be
removed by following the procedures for permanent employees,

10
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even if the action is based on unsatisfactory performance during
the probationary period.
The Unions stress that prior to adoption of Article 12

in 1971, the Postal Service had to satisfy all the requirements
for separating a probationary employee in order to effectuate

such a separation.

The Unions argue that it was in this context

that they entered into negotiations with tha Postal Service for

the first National Agreement in 1971, and that the language in
the Post Office Manual provided the basis for the parties
agreeing to Article 12.

The language in Article 12 was intended

to operate in tandem with the separation procedures in the Post

Office Manual, which remained in effect.

)

Thus, there was no

reason to inc1ude any language defining probationary separations
in the National Agreement.

The Postal Service would effectuate

a probationary separation by following the procedures in the
Post Office Manual.

Once there was a separation, the language

of Article 12 would bar challenges to that separation, which was
the Postal Service's central concern.

For decades after the

first National Agreement, the Unions assert, the Postal Service
continued to apply the probationary separation procedures and

arbitrators continued to review whether the Postal Service had
complied with those procedures.

The Unions point out that the Postal Service could
hardly have negotiated Article 12 with the belief that Articie

19 would eliminate the separation procedures as contradictory
language, because Article 19 did not come into existence until
\

)

the second National Agreement was negotiated in

19~;.

Moreover,

'\
/'~.,.
,
•'

j'
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the Postal Service's claim that the ELM provisions are in
conflict with Article 12 is controverted by its promulgation of
the ELM in 1978, which reincorporated the separation procedures

previously set forth in the Postal Manual.

The Unions also

emphasize that the prov1sions of the ELM are part of the
official regulations governing the Postal Service, as provided
in 39 C.P'.R. §211.2 (a) (1).

The Unions contend that the contract language supports
its interpretation.
clear.

The language of Article 12 is far from

It speaks of the right to the Postal Service to separate

employees and the prohibition on the right to file

~rievanoes

in

relation to that separation, but there is no guidance as to when
a separation has occurred.
incorporated into the

Absent language elsewhere

N~tional

Agreement or past practice, i t

reasonably could be argued that common sense or industrial
common law could ba used to determine the threshold issue of

whether an employee was separated during the probationary
period.

Here, however, the language of the ELM and the past

practice of the parties spells out exactly what it means to
"separate" a probationary employee.

The unions assert that ELM provisions in Section
365.32 clearly and specifically define when a separation of a

probationary employee occurs.

These provisions have been

specifically incorporated into the National Agreement by Article
19 and have been in effect for at least a half century.

There

is no conflict p:tween these provisions and Article 12, and they
should be followed in applying that provision.

)
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The Unions adamantly reject the Postal Service's claim
that the Unions• position wil1 deprive the Postal Service of the
benefit of its bargain.

Nothing in the Unions' argument

diminishes the Postal Service's right to separate probationary
employees during the probationary period without adhering to the

just cause standard.

All the Unions are seeking here is a

decision requiring the Postal Service to adhere to its own
almost SO-year-old regulation when effecting the separation.
The benefit of the bargain argument also cuts both ways.

The

Unions have negotiated just cause protection for all employees
who have not been properly separated before th& end of their 9oth

•

)

day of employment.

A ruling which·undermines the standards for

effectuating separations diminishes this

p~otection.

The Unions maintain that the 2000 Fourth Circuit Court
of Appeals decision upholding the vacating of the Miles award
misinterpreted the National Agreement.

Moreover, that court did

not have the benefit of the parties' negotiating history and the
foundation of the Post Office Manual serving as a

gove~ning

document when the parties first negotiated Article 12.

The

Unions also assert that the Zwnas National Arbitration Award and
two

ear~ier

Federal Court of Appeal decisions cited by the

Postal Service are not on point.

Those cases merely held that

once a separation is effected during the probationary period,
the basis for the separation cannot be challenged through the
grievance procedure even if the Union alleges that the basis for
the separation violated another provision of the National
)

Agreement.
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The Unions also insist that the post-1971 bargaining
history cited by the Postal Service does not support the Postal
Service's claim that the Unions are trying to achieve by
arbitration what they failed to gain in negotiations.

The

Unions never sought to include into the National Agreement the
right to challenge whether a separation occurred during the
probationary period, always believing it had that right by way

of the ELM.

The bargaining proposals the Unions submitted

sought to shorten the probationary period and to include just
cause dismissai rights enforceable in the grievance procedure,
for probationary employees.

The just cause proposals went to

..

the reasons for separation, not whether a separation occurred.

POSTAL SERVICE POSITION

The Postal Service contends that the language of
Article 12.l.A is as clear and unequivocal as contract
can be.

langu~ge

The pr·obationary period is intended to be a trial

period designed to determine if the initial decision to employ a
person was appropriate.

The purpose of Article 12.l.A is to

allow the. Postal Service

to

make such evaluations and, if

necessary, to separate a probationary employee without becoming
entangled in the complicated and time-consuming procedures

afforded to permanent employees by Article 15 (GrievanceArbitration Procedure) and Article 16

The Postal Service asserts that this

(Discipline Procedure) •
rig~t

is especially

important in an organization as large as the Postal Service,

and

-)

l.4:
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becomes increasingly important as the Postal Service moves away
from the notion of a traditional personnel office, and toward a
system where the supervisor has increased autonomy and uses
shared web-based applications to process personnel actions
directly.
The Postal Service maintains that in the negotiation
of the first National Agreement in 1971, its negotiators

insisted that management have the unequivocal right to dismiss
an employee during the probationary period without having the
decision challenged through the grievance-arbitration procedure.
This was the quid pro quo for its agreement to shorten the
probationary period, which had been one year under the Postal

)

Manual, to 90 days.

The parties unambiguously agreed that a

certain class of disputes is not subject to the grievancearhitration procedure.

Only the parties, by mutual agreement,

may change that.

Over the years, the Postal Service asserts, the Unions
have unsuccessfully sought to amend Article 12.1.A to secure
probationary employees access to the grievance procedure.

They

cannot gain through arbitration what they could not gain through
negotiation.
The Postal Service states that the provisions of the

Postal Manual relating to probationary separations were in large
part continued in Section 365.32 of the ELM in 1970, despite the
negotiated language of Article 12, because they continue to
\

·.._j

apply to non-bargaining unit emp_loyees.
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The Postal Service insists that Article 12.1.A does
not differentiate between substantive and procedural challenges
to a probationary employee's separation -- both are precluded by
the blanket prohibition contained in that provision.

It asserts

that the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals recognized the Unions'
argument for what it is -- a "back door" attempt to obtain
access for probationary employees to the grievance-arbitration
procedure.

To allow probationary employees access to the

grievance procedure to challenge alleged "procedural" violations
of Section 365.32 of the ELM would open the f1ood gates to
grievances alleging violation of that and other ELM provisions.
Apart from eviscerating the Postal Service's bargain, permitting

)

probationary employees to challenge the manner in which their
separ·ations were effectuated would r_ender the language of

Article 12.l.A meaningless.

As the Fourth Circuit noted, the

Unions• distinction between procedural and substantive
challenges is a "false dichotomyR, and substantive challenges to
probationary employee separations can often be formulated as
procedural ones.
The Postal Service maintains that the Unions' argument

that EtM violations are grievable violations of the National
Agreement hecause Article 19 incorporates the ELM into the

Agreement is fundamentally flawed and blatantly ignores the
plain meaning of Article 12.l.A.

This argtiment was flatly

rej acted by the .Fourth Circuit' a decision.

Under Article 19,

ELM provisions cannot supersede the clear and unequivocal
language of Article 12.1.A.

)
/
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The Postal Service cites USPS v. APWIJ, 922 F 2d.256
(5tn

Cir. 1991), a case in which the Union grieved the separation

of a probationary employee on the ground that the Postal Servioe
separated the employee due to compensable work-related injury in

violation of the

Federa~

Employees Compensation Aat {FECA) and

postal regulations implementing FECA.

A regional arbitrator

found the grievance was arbitrable and that the Postal Service
violated Articles 19 and 21.

The Court of Appeals affirmed the

district court's ruling that the arbitrator exceeded his
authority under Article 15.4.A.6, because Article 12.1.A denies
probationary employees "any right to resort to grievance and

arbitration proceduresn. 1
Arbitrator Zu.xnas in his 1985 National Arbitration
decision likewise rejected a similar attempt by ·the Union to
challenge the separation of.a probationary.employee on the
grounds that it violated Articles 2 and 21.

declared:

As Arbitrator·Zutnas

"Article 12.1.A, in clear, unqualified, unrestricted,

and all-encompassing language, denies probationary employees
access to the grievance-arbitration process if they are

terminated for any reason during the probationary period."
Finally, the Postal Service explains that the reason
it does not dispute that notice of separation must be provided
to a probationary employee within a 90-day period is that
1

The Postal Service also cites APWU v. USPS, 940 F.2d 704 {D.C.
Cir. 1991). Although the court in that case relied on Artic1e
12.1.A to dismiss the Union's breach of contract claim, access

)
·--'

/

to the grievance-arbitration procedureJwas not an issue in that
case.
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Article 12.1.A defines the probationary period as 90 days.

That

is an enforceable contract provision, unlike the remaining
elements in Section 365.32 of the ELM cited by the Unions that
are superseded by Article 12.1.A.

FINDINGS
The 2000 decision of the Court of Appeals for the
Fourth Circuit serves at the very least as a sharp reminder that

an arbitrator must focus first and foremost on the language of
the parties' agreement.

As explicitly stated in Article

15.5.A.6 of the National Agreementi

Al1 decisions of arbitrators shall be
limited to the.terms and provisions of this
Agreement, and in no event may the terms and
provisions of this Agreement be altered,
amended, or modified by ~n arbitrator.
Article 12.1.A grants the Postal Service the
unqualified right

11

to separate from. its employ any probationa.ry

employee at any time during the probationary periodn and

mandates that

11

these probationary employees sha1l. not be

permitted access to the grievance procedure in relation

thereto".

Looking solely to the language of Article 12.A.l,

have to agree with the finding of the Fourth Circuit that:

This language is unqualified and admits of
no exception. The provision makes no

distinction whatsoever between procedural
attacks on separations and substantive

~
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challenges. The sweeping phrase nin
relation thereto• brings any separationrelated grievance by a probationary employee
within the ambit of the prohibition.

The Unions, of course, are correct in asserting that
there must have been a separation before the end of the
employee 1 s probationary period in order for Article 12.1.A to
apply.

Absent such a separation, the probationary employee

becomes a permanent employee and can only be discharged or
removed for just cause in accordance with Article 16.

The

discharge of a permanent employee, in contrast to the separation
of a probationary employee, is subject to the grievance)

arbitration procedure.

/

The Unions also are correct in pointing out that
Article 12 does not define whst constitutes a separation.

That

definition is provided, however, in Seotion 365.11 of the ELM
which states:

Separations are personnel actions that
result in employees' being removed from the
rolls of the Postal Service.
Section 365.32 then goes on to provide the procedures to be
followed in involuntarily separating a probationary employee.
agree with the Unions that these provisions of the ELM, in
effect, are incorporated in the National Agreement pursuant to
Article 19.

There is nothing in the National Agreement or the

ELM to suggest. that these provisions do not apply to bargaining
unit probationary employees.

These provisions are not in any

I

~~)·.·.·.
•
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By the same token,

however, these ELM provisions do not address or govern access to
the grievance-arbitration procedure.

The issue, in my view, is not whether the ELM
provisions the Unions rely on "conflict" with Article 12.l.A.
They do not.

The issue, however, is whether Article 12.1.A

nonetheless precludes a probationary employee and the Union from
grieving that the employee's separation did not comply in one or
more respects with those ELM provisions.

Or put a different

way, whether Article 12.1.A permits a probationary employee and
the Union to grieve that a separation action taken by the Postal
Service was not a

11

separationn, for purposes of Article 12.1.A,

because the Postal Service did not comply in one or more
respects with the ELM provisions.
The 1985 National Arbitration decision by Arbitrator

Zu.mas is instructive in answering this question.

It holds, as

did the 1991 Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals decision, that a
probationary employee and the Union cannot resort to the
grievance procedure to challenge a separation on the grounds

that the separation violated some other valid provision of the

National Agreement.

Thus, even if Article 19 incorporates the

provisions of Section 365.32 of the ELM into the National

Agreement, and even if those provisions do not conflict with
Article 12.1.A, that does not provide a contractually valid
basis on which to disregard Article 12.1.A'a broad prohibition
on access to the

grievanc~

procedure.

0
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Similarly, even accepting the Union's contention that
the parties negotiated Article 12.1.A in 1971 with the implicit
understanding that the separation procedures in the Post Office
Manual (later included in the ELM) would continue to apply to
the separation of probationary employees, it does not follow
that they intended to perJnit probationary emp1oyees to grieve
alleged violations of tho$e procedures.

The broad sweep of

~he

language they agreed to, in my opinion, compels a finding that
the prohibition on access to the grievance procedure applies
equally to such procedural challenges.

Not permitting a probationary employee to grieve a
\

procedural defect in the processing of his or her separation is

!

·'

fully consistent with the evident purpose of Article 12.l.A,
which is to permit the Postal

Servic~

to elect to separate a

probationary employee before that employee attains permanent
employee status without having to defend its action in the
grievance procedure.

The Unions have not established a

convincing contractual .basis on which to conclude that,

notwithstanding the broad language in Article 12.1.A, the

parties agreed to permit procedural attacks on such separations
in the grievance procedure.
I recognize that, starting in the late 1970 1 s, many
regional arbitrators have applied the ELM provisions and, when
they have found violations, have upheld grievances challenging
the separation of probationary employees.

Since Arbitrator

Zumas' 1985 National Arbitration decision, however, there have
\

)

.

,,

/
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been a number of regional decisions that have found suoh
grievances not to be arbitrable.

My review of the cases indicates that, like the
recently vacated Miles 4ward, many of the regional decisions
that ruled in the Unions• favor on arbitrability did so on the

basis that, as Arbitrator Miles put it, the ELM provisions are
"every bit a part of the AgreeJD.ent, pursuant to Article 19, as
is Article 12, Section 1".

What is missing in these decisions

is a convincing analysis that gets around the prohibition on
access to the grievance procedure set forth in Article 12.1.A.

Even assuming that the National Agreement requires the Postal
Service to comply with the ELM provisions

--

just as

it

requires

)

the Postal Service not to discriminate on the basis of handicap
{Article 2) and not to retaliate against employees for filing
workers compensation claims {Article 21) -- Article 12.l.A bars

access to the grievance procedure

11

in relation" to the

separation of a probationary employee. 2
In all these cases, the individual on whose behalf the
Union has filed a grievance has been removed from the rolls,
that is, separated by an action taken by the Postal Service.
Otherwise, there would have been no reason to file a grievance.

The one issue that legitimately can be raised in a case where

the Postal Service claims that a grievance is barred by Article

2

Arbitrator Zumas' 1985 National Arbitration decision held that
Article 12.1.A denies probationary employees access to th~
grievance procedure to protest that their separations violated
Articles 2 and 21.

)
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12.l.A, is that the separation action did not occur during the
probationary period. 3

The Postal Service acknowledges this, as

it must, because Article 12.1.A has no application if the
separation action does not occur during the probationary period.
That is a fundamentally-different issue, however, from whether

or not the separation action complied with all the particular
requirements set forth in Section 365.32 of the ELM.

A

challenge to the validity of the procedures followed in
effecting a separation is barred by the broad prohibitory
language of Article 12.l.A.

For the reasons set forth in this

de~ision,

I conclude

that Article 12.1.A denies a probationary employee access to the
grievance procedure to challenge his or her separation on the
grounds of alleged noncompliance with the procedures· in Section
365.32 of the ELM.

A dispute as to whether or not the Postal

Service•s action separating the employee occurred during his or
her probationary period is arbitrable because that is a
precondition to the applicahi1ity of Article 12.1.A.

)

3

This was an issue in a significant number of the regional
arbitration cases involving Article 12.l.A.
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AWARD
The grievance is resolved on the following basis:

1. Article 12.1.A denies a probationary employee
access to the grievance procedure to

~hallenge

his or her

separation on the grounds of alleged· noncompliance with the
procadures in Section 365.32 of the ELM.

2. A dispute as to whether or not the Postal Service's
action

sepa~ating

the employee occurred during his or her

probationary period is arbitrable because that is

a

precondition

to the applicability of Article 12.l.A.

)

, Arbitrator

)

Assignment, Reassignment, and Promotion
775

775.2

Reemployment Positions
Returnees from the uniformed services are to be reemployed promptly based
on their length of military service as defined in sections 775.1 through 775.3.

775.1

Length of Service
The following length of service time periods are used to establish
reemployment priorities for returnees from military service:
a.

b.

c.

775.2

One to ninety days of service. Without exercising any other options, the
returnee will be restored in accordance with the following priority:
(1)

The returnee will be restored to the seniority, step, and position
he or she would have held if he or she had remained continuously
employed. This is known as the escalator position. This means
that bargaining employees progress in accordance with the
provisions of the appropriate contract as if they had been active
with the Postal Service during the period of military service.

(2)

If the employee is unable to qualify for a position in (1), then the
employee is assigned to the position prior to entry in the service
with full seniority.

(3)

If not qualified after reasonable effort, then to a position of lesser
status and pay, with full seniority, that the returnee is qualified to
perform.

Ninety-one days and more service. Without exercising any other option,
the returnee will be restored according to the following priority:
(1)

To the escalator position with full seniority, or position of like
seniority, status, and pay.

(2)

If not qualified after reasonable effort, then to a position of like
seniority, status, and pay.

(3)

If not qualified after reasonable effort, then to the position held
prior to entry in the uniformed service, with full seniority, status,
and pay, or position of like seniority, status, and pay.

(4)

If not qualified after reasonable effort, then to any position of
lesser status, and pay that most closely approximates the
positions in (1), (2), or (3) above that the returnee is qualified to
perform, with full seniority.

Probationary period. Employees who were serving their probationary
period at the time of entry into active duty and who met the
probationary time period while serving on active duty are considered
as having met the probationary time.

Returnees With a Service-Connected Disability
The following is the priority for reemploying individuals who return from the
uniformed service with a service-connected disability:

November 2016

a.

Restore the returnee to the escalator position with reasonable
accommodation.

b.

If not qualified for the position after a reasonable effort to
accommodate the disability, then employ the individual in any other
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
475 L'Enfsnt P1a111, SW
Washington,

l'_pril

tC

20260

J_s; 1981

Mr. Lonnie L. Johnson
National Director
National Post Office Mail Handlers,
Watchmen, Messengers and Group Leaders,
AFL-CIO
1225 19th Street, NW
'Suite 450
Washington, DC 20036
Re~

Szolusha, M.
Worcester, MA 01600
HSlrl-lE-C-15324

Dear Mr. Johnson:
On April 10, 1981, we met on the above-captioned case at the
fourth step of the contractual grievance procedure set forth
in the 1978 National Agreement.
discu~sion, we mutually _agreed that there is no
interpretive dispute between the parties at the National
level as to the. meaning and intent of the language set forth
in Article XLII, Section l.P.4., of the National Agreement as
that language relates to the assignment given the employee on
behalf of whom this grievance was filed.

During our

Based upon information contained in the file, an agreement
was reached between local union and management officials
relative to the operation of the 010/020 culling area. We
recognize the responsibility of the parties to adhere to the
provisions of that agreement. We also recognize, however.that it~was not the intent of the parties who negotiated the
National Ag~eement to have the referenced contract language
serve as a basis for allowing employees to select particular
preferred duties (or tasks they would like to perform) from
among the duties in the preferred duty assignments which they
are awarded through the bidding procedure. With this understanding, we ·can consider the case closed.

)·

-2Please sign a copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of
agr•ement to close this case.
Sincerely,
-

-

j

,

/

\

, __ .. ,.

ii--fc{£l1hJ!/ -:~~~e '~. -~~n~~~~
Labor Relations Department

L-~

i , -

National Director
Office Mail Handlers,
Watchmen, Messengers and Group
Nat~onal ~ost

Leaders, AFL-CIO

\

)
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<
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
475 L'Enlant Plaza, SW
Washington, OC 20260

,Decembfr 30, 1982

Mr. Lonnie L. Johnson
National Director
National Post Office Mail Handlers,
Watchmen, Messengers and Group
Leaders, AFL-CIO

Suite 450
1225 - 19th street, N.w.
Washington,

o.c •. 20036

Re:.. Mail Handlers
Local
Salt Lake City, UT 84119

HlM-SL-C-6488

Dear Mr. Johnson:
On November 22, 1982, we met with your representat1ve to
iiscuss the above-:.captioned grievance at the fourth step of
)our contractual grievance procedure.·
The matters presented by your representative as well as the
applicable contractual provisions have been reviewed and
given careful consideration.
·
The question in this grievance is whether or not management
violates Article 12 of the National Agreement when full-time
regular employees are not.given their preference of
·· assignments within their bids •. ·
'

.

there i

-

Please sign and.return the enclosed copy of this decision as

acknowledgment of agreement tb close this grievance.
'Time limits· were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely,

/)
/

)f}o~af~

oa·niel A. Kahn

Labor Relations Depart

,,/
•.

,,,.

..... .,,,,.

.

, ~ t ·/·rt,,.·U :
onnie L. Johnson
National Director
National Post Off ice Mail
Handlers, Watchmen,
Maeaeneie~R

s.nt! ~'.t"n11D

ANGELO FOSCO

R08RR1".J.CONNERTON
a.n.a
Counnl
.
.

~ Pnoelclent

,. o.o)

LABORERS' INTERNATIONAL UNION
of NORTH AMERICA
Mail Handlers Division
Head~: 905 18th

CONTRACT
ADMINISTRATION

DEPARTMENT
t.ouaa D. Eleale. Uaiaon
Joseph N. Arnma. Jr., Olrec:!Or

9trMt. N.W., W11ahfngton, D.C. 2000&-1768

September 25 I l99Q

William J. D::Jwnes
Director of Office of
Contract Adm.ini.stration
I.abor .Relations Department

u.s.

Postal service.
475 L'Enfant Plaza, SW

Washin;Jton, DC

20260

Dear Mr. Iklwnes:

I am. writ.in:; to you. in regaJ:ds to the anticipated llpact Of
reassignments made to the Mail Hamler craft um.er Article 12. 6CS of the
Agl:eemeut dua to new-anti advan:ed autanatian.
A rnnnber of q)leStions have a.ril;;en re;ai:di.n;J the status arxi seniority
starxiin;J of eIIployees wile zray be involuntarily reassigned to the Mail hari::Ue.r
craft urrler the aforementioned ~iCJ:lS.

Specifical.l:y, the· provisions of Article U. 2G3, pr:tNide that When an
employee d1aIX.:JeS frCm one craft to another (involuntarily) the employee begins
a nEM pericd. of seniority. 'llla Union contems that the erployee so effected
would have seniority in the Mail Handler craft established as of the date
he/she enters the Mail Han:llers craft.
For exanple:

A full-time cl.er::k. craft enpl.oyee is
involuntari.ly reassigned to the Mail

Handler craft effective octaber 1, 1990.
It is the Union's position in the e.xanple cited that the employee wc:W.d
be placed. in the Mail Hamler craft with a seniority date. of October l., 1990.

Please advise as'. to whether ycu ccn::ur with the Union's p::sition in this
re;arci.

.

~'

' ..
•

WUliamJ. ~
September 25, 1990
Paga 'Do

'!bank you for your attentioo. to

Sincerely,

..._J

~ N. A

r - -.::::J ---

Jose{il N. Allina, Jr.
Director Of Contract Adm.ini.stratic:n

Jm..:WJS:dah:c

)

)

dis matter.

UNITED STATES POSTAL SEfMC:C
ROOM 9014
475 L'ENFANT'P!..AZA SN
WASHINGTON DC 2026(M10Q
TE. (202) 2!58-3818
FAX (202) 288-3074

·..
I•

-).·
.}

OFRCEOFTHE
ASSISTANT POST'MASTER GENe:M.,
LABOR RELATIONS DEPARTMENT"

October 16. 1990

Hr. Joseph N. Amlllla, Jr.
Director of Contract Administration
Laborers• International Union
of North Aaerica, .Mail Handlers
Division, A!'L-CIO
. ·.;
.
905 16th Street N.W.
·.. ·· ...
Washington, DC 20006-1765
Dear Hr. Ami.a:
This is in response to your o~ letter of September 25
regardtnq the anticipated iapact of r11H1USlililigrment111 iad•
the the Hail Handler Craft under Article 12.,CS of th•
National Agreement due to new and advuc:H autoutioa.

to

Your concerns centered around the statua and seniority
standing of employees who may be involuntarily raaaaigned

to the Kail Handler Craft under Article 12.6CS.

)

You raised as a example a full-tiae clerk Cfa~t eaployee
who was involuntarily reassigned to the Rail Handler Craft,
effective October 1.

It is the Union's position in the ex:nple cited above that
the affected employee would be placed in the Hail Handler

Craft.with a seniority date of October 1.
The Postal Service concurs with the Union'& position that

the affected eaployee who was involuntarily reassigned f roa
the Clerk Craft to the l!&il Sandler craft under Articl.e
12.6C5 would beqin a nev period of seniority.
Should there be any·queationa on this lliUltter, pleaao
contact William Scott of my staff at 268-3141.
sincerely,

~Y.Q~c
David P.

Cym:l~i

Acting Di rector

Office of Contract Adainiatration

-),
..,·.·.

Mr. John r. rle9a1iy
N~t'onal p,,~~klle·"lt

Na.ronal P-ost~! Mall Handle.re Union,
1101 ConnectlautAvenu~. NW, Suite 500
Washington, DO 2003fl-<l3Q4
Re:

~-1Ni·1E~C

13256828
Lopsz, Thomas
Colorado Spring$, CO 80910-973-i

Recently, l met with Tim Dwy_er to discuss the above. captioned case at the fourth step of our
contractual grievance procedure.
The issue ir. this s;rievanoo is whether the $enior volunteer in lieu of takes the seniority of the
senior full-time em;iloyee sublect to involuntary reassignment

After full di$CUS.sion ofth's issue, we agre~ that .no national 1nte~;:::-etive islilue is f~ir!y presented
in this oase. Per Article 12.6.C.:5.8.9 of the Ns:bnal Agreef!"erit, "Any senior £"'-;plO'.'e"' in the
same cccupational group !r, the same instafhz1>on may elect to be Fea$Signed to the gaining
installQition and ta.i<e ~r·i seniorft1 of the $enlor full·time employee subject to invo'untai)'
reassigntne:it. $1.-ch ~21ior em~!oy'."-:>s who accept- raasslgnment to the gaining installation do
not have rat:eat ri~ht$". Article .i2.2.6.6 does not apply to st;;nior in lieu of volun~eers.
1:i 1 ~<:ise

sign and :aturn the. ancksed copy Qf thi~ letter a~ your acknowledgment of
case, tli$(eby remqvin9 it from the pe'1ding Step 4 lh~tln~1.

e~~--?mant tc ~ttie: ·~,:s

Ti·ne limits. at this

l~vel

were ext~ndE!d by mt,1t1Jal

Vk·:i Benson
Labor Relations Specialist

Contract Adminlst:~tibn (NG>!V1HlJ}

oat~: ~~····-·'--·-·=~
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~oneent.

ARBITRATION AWARD
April 23, ·1981

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
-and-

Case No. NS-NA-0383

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LETIER.

CARRIERS
Subject:

I

)

Temporary Supervisors ~ Accumulation of Seniority
within the Letter Carrier Craft

Stateme-nt of the Issue:
Whether ·the Postal Service 1 s practice o.£ permitting employees t:o accumulate seniority within the letter carrier craft
during such time as they serve as t_emporary supervisors is a violation of the National Agreement:?

.

.

Contract Provisions Involved:
Article XII, Section 2A
and Art:ic!e XL!, Sections 2A and 2F of the July 21i
1978 National Agreement:.
Grievance Data:
Grievance ·Filed:
Step 4 Answer:
Appeal to Arbitration:
Case Heard:
Transcript Received:
Briefs Submitted:
Statemenc of the Award:

)

Date

July \, 1980
September 26, 1980
October 8, 1980
February 26, 1981
March 13, 1981
April 10 & 13, 1981
The grievance is denied.

BACKGROUND

.._,

.

This dispuce raises the question of whether an employee accu."nUla~es senior~ty wichin the lecter carrier
craft: during such time as he .serves as a temporary supervisor. The Postal Service say~ he does; NALC says he
1
does not~-

.

.CC".1·.·
.
. -'"'~

Supervisors are absenc for a variety of reasons. They
may miss a day or two because of illness; they may be gone
a week or more because of vacation; Chey may be away even
longer because of a special detail. Management oTdinaTily
replaces them with crafc empl~yees. The latter become temporary supe't'Visors.* While working in thac.capacicy, they
have the authority to adjust: grievances on behalf of Managemen~ and t:o discipline employees.
Appointment ~o such a
temporary supervisor's position is serictly voluntary on.the
paTt of the employee.
·

Employees have always accumulated seniority within the
leteeT carrier craft for time spent as temp.orary supervisors.
Their OTiginal dates of hire weTe unaffected by such a supervisory stint:.
However, this subject has been a source of conflict be-

.cween Che parties in recent: years. NALC amend. ed the membership eligibilicy pTovisions of_ \Cs constitution at an August
19i6 convention. Its consticution therea.ft:er provided thac
"··~any regular member of the NALC who is temporarily .•• promoted co a supevisory position ••• ~ill not: be eligible to continue t:heir membership in the NALC. 11 NALC subsequently interpreced this pTovision to mean that: anyone accepting a
temporaTy supeTvisor's position wculd noc be eligible to
participate in the NALC health benefits plan. These actions
prompted a Postal Service charge that: NALC was engagi.ng in
.,unfair labor pra<:tices." The cha-rge led to extensive NLRB
litigation.

Also, du~ing the negotiation of the 1978 National Agree~
ment, NALC pt:'oposed the following clause!· "Seniority does

~

!hey are also ~nown as·204(b) superv~so~s, a reference
to Section 204Cb) of the Postal Field Service Compensation
Act of 1955.
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·
)
j

not continue to accrue during

)

se~vi~a

in

cempo~ar:

(Z04b!.~.

supervisory positions. 11

The ?ost:al Se-rvice reject:ed this
proposal on two grounds.. First:, it: believed adoption cf such

w~uld ?OSe severe adminis~rative problems in mainsenicricy rcste~s. Second, tt beltaved adopc!~~
of such a clause would significantly reduce che poo~ of craft
emplcyees w~lling to ~ccept temporary supei:viso-ry positions.
Bargaining C3 this issue led ~A~C c~ dro? its pro9osal in retu-rn fo-r a Postal Se-=vice concession on a related. sa·niority.

a clause
~ainir.g

matter.*

The instant gr~evance was fil~d in July 1980, two yea-rs
afcer the execution of the ~97B ~acional Agreemenc.
re protests Nanagement:'s ace.ion j.n continuing to ?e.Tmi.t. emplcyees
to ace"t"Ue seniority in the lec~er carrier cr~ft during :he
peTicd they are working as tempoTary supeTVis~rs. It was
prompced by a Nov~mb~r 8, 1979 Post~l Service ~eno~gndum .
signed by Senior Assiscant Postrnas~er General Ulsake~ ~~ich
scat:ed in part:
·

s ons o=, noT ent1t~e
oy 1 sucn ~greemenes.

"Our.
out:si e o

.suc!:t ass i crrunent: s

argain1ng urn.ts ~
oe t:.o ~-:-eat;.
t:hem as non-oar ainin uni.I: em ro ees anci c:o
granc ene i.ts <::onsl.stenc:. Wl.t: ·c: ose provided fo-r:
other employees in the non-bargaining unit salaTy
schedules to which assigned. 1hus such employees
will not be entltled to Ou~ of Schedule Overtime,

Guaranteed Time',. PDC On-Call "Time and Hol::.d.ay

Scheduling

*

4h~

P~emiurn.

conCe$sion involved employees who moved inco pei:manent

sc~ervisor positi~~s a~d ~ere lq=~r inv~luntari~l ret~rned.

to ::he let.ter car':'ie-r craft:. They ~ec-ei.ve~ s-e:i:..o"t"'ity c-rad:i.t:
within the crafc for cheir supervisory time p~rsuan= to Arcicle XLI Section 2G2 of the 1975 National Agreement. 1'he
oarties'elimina~ed thac seniority credit in Article XL!j Section 2F of the 1978 National Agreemenc.

)
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11

Such employees will .assume t:he schedule :c:-

~he no~-bargaining uni~

position co

~htch ass~~ned

buc wili not be eligible for Ou~ of Schedule o~~=
~ime. or Non-Bargaining Rescheduling ?Ternium due
to a schedule change upon accepting che cernpo~ary
assignment. They will, of c.ours.e, be eligible fer
overttrne -and other special ,.pay provi.s"ions applicable
to their .assigned

phasis added)

non-bargain~ng

posi.t:ior'- •. ''

~::m

DISCUSSION AND r!ND!NGS
NALC relies on Article XLI,
Agreemenc:

Se~tion

Natio~al

2A2 of the 1978

nsenio-rity is computed f'rcm dat:e of appointment
in the lette-r carrie·r craft: and c:ont::inues t:o accrue so long as service is uninte-r-rupted in the
lettar carrier crafe in thE sa1:11e inst:alLa~ion. except: as othe't'wise .spec:ific:ally provided. t•
·

.

.
It claims the Postal Se~vice had for y~ars considered tempoTary supe-rvisoTs to be ba~gaining unit employees. IC believes it necessa:r:ily follo"'7ed that: their "service" in the
lette't" ca-rrier c.raf t: was nunintet."'tuptedtt and th.at the.y hence
·were enc:i.C:led to accrue craet: seniority while .filli:ig a supe":"-

visory assignment.

It believes all of chis was changed by

1979 memorandu:n, by the Postal Service stet~
ment that temporary supervisoTs would thereafcer be treaced
as non-unit employees.
argues that such non-uni~ status
means their 11 s~r,rice" in t.he. let::t:::!-:' carTier craft: has been
" ... inter-::upted. 1• and t:hat they ·:lence cannot accn:.e S~'t"'.iority
while wo~king as a supe-rvisoT. Its position, in sho~t~ is
the

Novembe~

re

that che p~oper application of Article XL!, Section 2A2 has
been substancially altered by the Postal Se~ice memorandum.

Any analysis of ~his· argument must begin with che cerms
of the National AgTeement itself. A~~icle XL1, SecCion 2A2
addresses the issue in dispu~e. It says an employee's seniority ace-rues only "so long as sel:"Vice is uninterrupted in
the 1.ett:e:r- carrier craft ••• " Nowhere in the National -Agreement did the parties explain ho~ this clause was ta be applied.
:hey did noc descri.:,.e situa.t:ic·ns f.n ~-h!.ch "service" would
be ::onsiciered to h.ave been " .• ~ incoer:upt.ed" o-:- "uni':'\i:.erTUpted. 11
These words weTe simply left undefined.

-4-

There are, noc~it~scanding chis silence, several ways
oE deceTmining whac che par~ies intended. Tne ?ostal Service has, from the inception of this colleccive bargaining
~elacionsh~p,

given employees seniority credit wichin the
leccer carrier crafc· for time spenc working as a temporary
supervisor. This seniority acc~al has occurTed routinely
in most, if noc all) posCal in~tallations. ~ALC accepted
these arrangements· for years. It did not challenge this
seniority accrual through the grievance procedure until July
1980. !his long-standing practice indicates the parcies
_fully understood that employees accumulate craft seniority
during those periods in which they serve as :ernporary suparvisors. The parties never deemed an employee's "se:rvice 11 to
have been n ••• interrupt:.ed" by reason of such supervisory
status.
T~e language of Article XLit Seccion 2A2 has remaineq
the same for years.~ The practice of employees acc~uing: ~~n
iority within ~he let.cer carTieT craft while working as temporary supervisors has been in effecc for years. Hence, the
general cont:Tac.t: language wit.h i:espect to "~ervice~' being
11
0
• • • interrupted" or "uninterrupt:ed
should be construed in
light: of this p~accice. The established way of doing things
is usually the concractuatly correct way of doing th~ngs.

\

)

These vieVls a":'e -reinfo-rced by the parties_.' ba-rgaining
histc;-y. NALC proposed c:he follo~ing clausa in c:he 1973
negotiations: "Seniority does noe continue to ace-rue duri~g.
service in temporary (204b} ••• supervisory positions.lt rt
thus sought to eliminate the practice described in the previous paragTaphs. Bu~ lts proposal was unaccepc:able to the
Poscal Service. AfteT fuTther discussion, NALC dropped this
proposal in return for some other seniority concession.
Under these circumstances, it seems obvious that NALC knew
at the time the 1978 National Agreement was executed thac
Article XLl-, Section 2A2 did not contemplate an employee's
"se?:vice" being " ••• interrupted" by his working as a temporary supervisor.

*

Only the article and section numbeTs may have changed.

·. ~:)

y
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In ~eaching these conclusions, I have consideLed
the memorandum issued by the Postal .Service in November
1979. .That memorandum~ c:o -repeat:, says employ·e-es ~ill.
·not be Tegard~d as part of the bargaining unit while
Eunctioning as tempo-rary supervisors. It says too that.
these tempora-ry supervisors will no tonger be encitled
to certain benefits under the National Agreement. None
of this aiteTs my interpTetati~n of A-rticle XLI, Section
2.AZ. That contract clause has' been given it:s ow-n special
meaning c:hrough long-standing practice. The memorandum,
a unilate-ral statemenc by the Postal Se-rvice, cannot
ch4nge the meaning cf this clause. Only a revision of
tne ccntracc language itself o~ a mutual understanding
to ~odify (or nullify) ehe practice could effect such a

. ,.

'

.,.,

,

./

.-'

change.

It is commonplace in American industry to make
some provision in collective bargaining contracts for
,
seniority accrual for employees promoted to supervision •..
Tha~ accrual takes place even ehough the employee, ciu-ring
his superviso!:'y stint, is not covered by.the collective
bargaining contract. This is essentially ~hat the parties did in Article XL!, Section 2A2. !hat provis"ion·
was designed to deal with the seniority accTUal issue.
The only difference is that i~ does not expressly mention
employee assignments to· tempo't'ary supervisor. Instead,
it: relac:es s.:niori::::y accr..:al to 11 se-rvice 11 in the :atc:er
carrier craft. being 11 uninc.errupced. 11 These words cannoc:
be read in a vacuum. ~hey have been construed for many
years to provide for·senioTiCy accrual during che cime
employees a-re working as temporary supervisors. ~he
employees' non-unit scatus, during this period, in no
way detracts fro~ this seniority accnial.*
Accordingly 1 the Postal Service memorandum offers
no sound ·basis for upsetting a well-established interpretation of Article XLI, Seccion 2A2. Past practice
must prevail in chis case. It follows that employees
are pToperly permitted to accrue seniority during the
time they serve as temporary supervisors. There has
been no violation of the National Agreement.
'n'.

tnis entire discussion assumes that the Postal Service

is correct in declaring ternpora~y supervisors to be out-

side the ba't'gaining unit. ?er~aps that assumption is
supported by a NLRB decision but there is no arbicrac~on

award which holds that cemoo~ary superviso~s are outs~de
the unit for purposes of senio~ity acc'!'Ual under Article

XLI, Section 2A2.
-6-
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AWARD

)

The grievance is denied.

/

\

l

./
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
475 L'Enfant Plaza, SW
Washington. DC 20260

Mr. Louis D. Elesie
International Trustee
National Post Office Mail Handlers,
Watchmen, Messengers and Group
Leaders, AFL-CIO
Suite 525
l Thomas Circle, N.W.
Washington, D. C.
20005-580 2
Re:

Local
San Francisco BMC, CA
H4M-SC-C 17168··

Dear Mr. Elesie:
On July 31, 1986, we met with your.representative, Marcellus
Wilson, to discuss the above-captioned grievance at the
fourth step of our contractual grievance procedure.
The issue in this grievance is whether management properly
reassigned a former supervisor to a full-time mail handler
position.
After reviewing this matter, we mutually agreed that the case
is to be remanded for application of the following:
An employee reassigned from another craft to the
mail handler craft on or after January 7, 1985,
would.be subject to the provisions of Article
12.2.F.lb of the 1984 National Agreement.
We
agreed that the meaning and intent of that section
is that reassignments from another craft to the
mail handler craft are to part-time flexible
positions.
Employees reassigned from another craft
prior to January 7, 1985, would be subject to the
provisions of the 1981 National Agreement which did
not limit such reassignments to part-time flexible
positions.

_)

Mr. Louis D. Elesie

2

Accordingly, we agreed to remand this case to the parties at
Step 3 for further processing, including arbitration if
necessary.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as
your acknowledgment of agreement to remand this case.
Time limits were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely,

Daniel A. Kahn
Labor Relations Department

Louis D. Elesie
International Trustee
National Post Off ice Mail
Handlers, Watchmen, Messengers
and Group Leaders,: AFL-CIO

NATIONAL ARBITRATION PANEL

In the Matter of Arbitration
between
AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION

and

)
)
)

)

Case Nos.:

)
)
)
)
)

H7N-4U-C
H7N-2A-C
H7N-2U-C
H7N-SK-C
H4N-5N-C

)

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
LETTER CARRIERS

3766

4340
4618
10423
41526

)

)
)

and
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

)
)
)
)
)

BEFORE:

Professor Carlton J. Snow

APPEARANCES:

Mr. L. G.

Handy

Mr. Thomas Neill
Mr. Keith Secular
PLACE OF HEARING:

Washington, D. C.

DATES OF HEARING:

August 11, 1989, November 28, 1989,
December 7,

1989, March 20, 19qe

)

Having carefully considered all evidence submitted by
the parties _concerning this maqter, the arbitrator concludes
that the grievances should be sustained in a manner consistent with this report, recognizing the need to remand Case
No. H4N-5N-C 41526 for a factual determination and ultimate
decision consistent with this award.

It is so ordered and

awarded.

Carlton J. Snow
Professor of La~
\

)

)

\
ii

.

-~

IN THE MATTER OF ARBITRATION )

BETWEEN
AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION
AND

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
LETTER CARRIERS
AND

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE.
{Case Nos. H7N-4U-C 3766,
H7N-2A-C 4340 I H7N-2U-C 4618,
H7N-5K-C 10423, and
H4N-SN-C 41526)

I.

)
)
)
)J
)!
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ANALYSIS AND AWARD

Carlton J. Snow
Arbitrator

)
)
)
)

)

INTRODUCTION

This matter came for hearing pursuant to a collective
bargaining agreement between the parties effective from July
21,

1987 to November 21, 1990.

Case No. H4N-5N-C 41526 arose

under the 1984-87 National Agreement, but relevant portions
of the agreement are the same in both labor contracts.
This was a three party hearing, and the American. Postal
Workers Union intervened in a dispute involving the United
States Postal Service and the National Association of Letter
Carriers.
Arbitration hearings occurred on August 11, November 28,
and December 7,

1989, as well as on March 20, 1990.

All

hearings took place in a conference room of the USPS

headquarters

at 475 L'Enfant Plaza

located in Washington,

D.C.

Mr. L. G. Handy, Manager of Labor Relations, represented

the United States Postal Service. Mr. Keith Secular of the
Cohen,

Weiss and Simon law firm in New York City represented

the National- Association of Letter Carriers.
Industrial Relations Director,

Mr. Thomas Neill,

initially represented the

American Postal Workers Union, but Mr. Richard Wevodau,
Director of the Maintenance Division, assumed Mr. Neill's
position at the hearing when he had to leave in order to see
a doctor.

In subsequent hearings, Mr. Phillip Tabbita,

Special Assistant to the President,

represented the American

Postal Workers Union.
The hearings proceeded in an orderly manner.

There was

a full opportunity for the parties to submit evidence, to
\!

examine and cross-examine witnesses, and to argue the matter.
All witnesses testified under oath as administered by
arbitrator.

th~

The advocates fully and fairly represented their

respective parties.
Services, Inc.,

A representative of Diversified Reporting

recorded the proceedings and submitted a

transcript of 572 pages.
There were no challenges to the jurisdiction of the
arbitrator.
briefs,

The parties elected to submit post-hearing

and the arbitrator officially closed the hearing on

June 11, 1990 after receipt of the final brief in the matter.

)
/

II.

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE

The parties stipulated that the issues before the arbitrator are as follows:
(1)

In Case Nos. H7N-2A-C .4340 (St. George, Utah};

No. H7N-2U-C 4618 (Clifton Heights, Pennsylvania);
No. H7N-5K-C 10423 (Fairfax, Virginia}; and No.
H4N-5N-C 41526 {Santa Clara, California), the issue is
whether the Employer violated the National Agreement
by assigning a former supervisor to a full-time position
in the Letter Carrier craft.

If so, what should the

remedy be?
(2)

In Case No. H7N-4U-C 3766 (Laramie, Wyoming), the

issue is whether the Employer violated the National
Agreement by assigning a former supervisor to a parttime flexible position in the Letter Carrier craft. If
so, what should the remedy be?

III. RELEVANT CQNTRA.CTUAL PROVISIONS
ARTICLE 12 - PRINCIPLES OF SENIORITY, POSTING
AND REASSIGNMENTS

section 2.

Principles of Seniority

A. Except as specifically provided in this
Article, the principles of seniority are established in the craft Articles of this Agreement.
B. An employee who left the bargaining unit
on or after July 21, 1973 and returns to the same
craft:
t.

will begin a new period o.f seniority if
3

)

if the employee returns from a position
outside the Postal Service, or

)
2.

will begin a new period of seniority if
the employee returns from a non-bargaining
_ unit position wiqhin the Postal Service,
unless the employee returns within 2 years
from the date the employee left the unit.

ARTICLE 41 - LETI'ER CARRIER CRAFT
Section 1.

Posting

A.
In the Letter Carrier Craft, vacant craft
duty assignments shall be posted as follows:
1.

A vacant or newly established duty assignment not under consideration for reversion
shall be posted within five working days
of the day it becomes vacant or is established.
All city letter carrier craft full-time duty
assignments other than letter routes,
utility or T-6 swings,m parcel post routes,
collection routes, combination routes,
official mail messenger service,· special
carrier assignments and night routers,
shall be known as full-time Reserve Letter
Carrier duty assignments. The term "unassigned regular" is to .be used only in those
instances where full-time letter carriers
are excess to the needs of the delivery
unit and not holding a valid bid assignment.

2.

Letter carriers temporarily detailed to a
supervisory position {204b) may not bid
on vacant Letter Carrier Craft duty assignments while so detailed. However, nothing
contained herein shall be construed to
preclude such temporarily detailed employees
from voluntarily terminating a 204b detail
and returning to their craft position. Upon
return to the craft position, such employees
may exercise their right to bid on vacant
Letter Carrier Craft duty assignments.
The duty assignment of a full-time carrier detailed to a supervisory position,
including a supervisory training program
in excess of four months shall be declared
vacant and shall be posted for bid in accordance with this Article. Upon return to
the craft the carrier will become an
·-4

unassigned regular. A letter carrier temporarily detailed to a supervisory position
will not be returned to the craft solely
to circumvent the provisions of Section
l.A.2.
•

•

•

•

f

C.

Successful Bidder

1.

The senior bidder meeting the qualification standards established for that position shall be designated the 11 successful
bidder."

2.

Within ten (10} days after the closing
date of the posting, the Employer shall
post a notice indicating the successful
bidder, seniority date and number.

3.

The successful bidder must be placed in
the new assignment within 15 days except
in the month of December.

4.

The successful bidder shall work the duty
assignment as posted. Unanticipated circumstances may require a temporary cha·nge in
assignment. This same rule shall apply to
T-6 and utility assignments, unless the
local agreement provides otherwise.

Section 2.

)

Seniority

A.

Coverage

1.

This seniority section applies to all regular work force Letter Carrier Craft employees when a guide is necessary for
filling assignments ·and for other purposes
and will be so used to the maximum extent
possible.

2.

Seniority is computed from date of appointment in the Letter Carrier Craft
and continues to accrue so long as service is uninterrupted in the Letter Carrier Craft in the same installation,
except as otherwise specifically provided.

B.

Definitions

6.

···-,,_

(b)

Part- t:ime flexible letter carriers
shallbe converted to full-time positions of the same designation and
PS salary level in the order of their
standing on the part-time flexible roll.
5

)

G.

Changes in Which a New Period of
Seniority is Begun

1.

When an employee from another agency transfers
to the Letter Carrier Craft.
J

IV.

2.

Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement
when an employee from another USPS craft is
reassigned voluntarily or involuntarily to
the Letter Carrier Craft.

3.

When a letter carrier transfers from one postal installation to another at the carrier's
own request (except as provided in subsection
E of this Article) .

4.

Any former employee of the U.S. Postal Servixce
entering the Letter Carrier Craft by reemployment or reinstatement shall begin a new period
of seniority, except as provided in subsections D.l and 0.4 above.

5.

Any surplus employees from non-processing
non-mail delivery installations, regional
fices or the United States Postal Service
quarters, begin a new period of seniority
tive the date of reassignment.

and
ofHeadeffec-

STATEMENT OF FACTS

In this case, the Union has challenged management's
reassignment of supervisors to the employment status of fulltime, regular or part-time,
Carrier craft.

flexible ernployes in the Letter

In four of the five grievances in this dispute,

the Employer reassigned supervisors to the National Association
of Letter Carriers bargaining unit as full-time regular
employes; and the NALC has challenged those assignments.
1

/

The

fifth grievance involves a supervisor who was returned to the

/

Letter Carrier craft as a part- time
6

flexible employe, and

the Union has maintained that he should have been returned
with full-time, regular status.

Supervisors in all five

grievances had their paygrade lowered when they returned to
the bargaining unit.
One of the cases appealed to the national level arose in
Laramie, Wyoming.

The grievant left the Letter Carrier craft

for less than two years while he worked as a full-time supervisor.

He requested a return to the craft, and management

reassigned him as a part-time, flexible employe.

The grievant

argued that the grievant should have been entitled to retain
his seniority and that management should have reassigned him
to a full-time,

regular position.

He seeks restoration of

his seniority and reassignment to a full-time position as
well as a make whole monetary remedy.
No.

(See, Joint Exhibit

2) •

Another of the cases arose in St. George, Utah. Mr.
Jerry Turnbeaugh left the Letter Carrier craft and worked as
a supervisor for over two years before he requested a reassignment to the craft.
time,

The Employer created an unassigned full-

regular craft position and assigned it to Mr. Turnbeaugh,

giving him a new seniority date.
the unassigned,

The Union contended that

regular position should have been made avail-

able for bid and that Mr. Turnbeaugh should have been placed
on the part-time,
date.

flexible seniority list with a new seniority

(See Joint Exhibit No. 3.
A third case arose in Clifton Heights, Pennsylvania. A

former letter carrier became a supervisor, but the Employer
7

.--::::)
""'

demoted him for disciplinary reasons pursuant to a Merit Systems Protection Board order.

Management transferred him to a

different postal facility and gave him a full-time, regular
~

carrier position.

The Union contended that the Employer

should have promoted a part-time,

flexible employe from the

office of transfer to the regular position in that facility.
The requested remedy is that the demoted supervisor be reassigned to the part-time,

flexible list in order of seniority.

(See, Joint Exhibit No. 4) .
A fourth case arose in Fairfax, Virginia and involved a
letter carrier in Fairfax who received a promotion to the rank
of supervisor in July of 1987 and transferred to a different
office.

After three months he requested a return to the

Letter Carrier craft in Fairfax, Virginia.

The Employer

reassigned him there as a full-time letter carrier, and his
"letter carrier" seniority was restoreed.

It is the conten-

tion of the Union that the former supervisor should not have
received his previous seniority because he had left Fairfax,
Virginia and transferred back to the facility from another
office.

It is the belief

of the Union that the farmer super-

visor should be reassigned as a junior, part-time, flexible
employe.

(See, Joint Exhibit No. 5) .

The final case arose in Santa Clara, California. It
involved a letter carrier who became a supervisor of another
office in July of 1985.
\

)

In November of 1986, he submitted

his resignation to the Employer.

There is a factual dispute

between the parties with respect to whether or not management
8

ever accepted the resignation.

In January of 1987, the

Employer demoted the supervisor and·reassigned him as a fulltirne letter carrier in a different office, giving him credit
for his previous seniority in the craft.

The Union contended

that the former supervisor was not entitled to his prior
seniority because he had transferred from another office
where he had served as a supervisor and also because he had
resigned from the U.S. Postal Service and, subsequently, had
been rehired in Santa Clara, California.

It is the belief

of the Union that the former supervisor should be reassigned
to the position of a part-time flexible employe and that any
full-time assignment for which he had successfully bid should
be reposted.,

(See, Joint Exhibit No. 6}.

)
V.

POSITION OF THE PARTIES

A.

The National Association of Letter Carriers

The National Association of Letter Carriers takes the
position that·management must make assignments to full-time
positions in the Letter Carrier craft strictly in compliance
with seniority provisions in the National Agreement.

A former

letter carrier reassigned to that craft from a supervisory
position, thus, would be eligible for reassignment as a fulltirne, regular employe only if the supervisor retains greater
craft seniority than any other full-time or part-time flexible
carrier who, otherwise, would be entitled to the assignment,
9

)

... ..-'

J

according to the NALC's theory of the case.

. ~")
.

The National

Association of Letter Carriers argues that management fails

I

to honor the seniority provisions in the parties' agreement

-

-

)

when it asserts that it has complete discretion to reassign
supervisors as either full-time, regular or part-time, flexible
ernployes.

B.

The American Postal Workers Union

The American Postal Workers Union intervened in this
arbitration proceeding in order to dispute management's position that it has unilateral authority to return supervisory
personnel to any craft at

any installations iri any status.

It is the position of the American Postal Workers Union that
the full-time or part-time flexible status of a returning
supervisor is determined by numerous contractual and manual
provisions, which vary from craft to craft.

Accordingly,

the

APWU takes the position that the results of this arbitration
proceeding may well determine how returning letter carriers
are reassigned but that it does not necessarily decide how
members of other crafts are to be reassigned.

)
10

C.

The Employer

The Employer's first line of argument is that the issues
in this case are governed by the concept of res judicata (the
}

matter previously has been decided) because the parties to
this proceeding allegedly settled the issue at Step 4 of
several grievances in national pre-arbitration settlements.
Those settlements, according to management's theory of the

case,

confirmed the right of management to place supervisors

returning to the Letter Carrier craft in any status it sees
fit.
Alternatively,

it is the position of the Employer that

there is no contractual provision restricting its right to
determine the status of a supervisor reassigned to the Letter
Carrier craft.

Management maintains that Article 3 of the

National Agreement gives it the exclusive right to

~eterrnine

the "craft" status of a reassigned employe, and the Employer
contends that nothing in the agreement has restricted this
managerial prerogative.
past practice,

Moreover, management maintains that

supported by the parties' mutual agreement as

manifested in negotiated settlements,

establishes the Employer's

right to determine the "craft" status of a reassigned employe,
according to management's theory of the case.
The Employer contends that the Union has attempted to
broaden the issue in the arbitration proceeding so that it
includes seniority and not merely "status. 11
Employer,

According to the

the only issue before the arbitrator is whether or

not management has a right to determine whether a supervisor
II

returning to the craft will be returned as a part-time flexible
or as a full-time regular employe.
the Employer,

VI.

Seniority,

in the view of

is a separate issue ..

ANALYSIS

A.

Nature of the Issue

The parties disagreed strongly about whether or not the
dispute is about employment status or seniority.

There are

three types of ernployes in the bargaining unit, namely,
(1) full-time regular employes, who are assigned five eighthour days a week;

(2) full-time flexible

employes.~

who work

flexible hours while they wait for conversion to full-time

\
)

regular status; and (3) part-time regular employes, who per-

/

manently work less than forty

hou~s

a week.

Part-time regular

employes are governed by different seniority and assignment
provisions than the other two types of employes and are not
part of this dispute.

Of concern in this case is the status

of part-time flexible employes (hired for future full-time
regular work} and full-time regular employes.

References to

employment "status 11 in the case have been to part-time flexible
employes and full-time regular employes, and not to

part-

time regular employes.
Seniority,

on the other hand, is concerned with "the

length of service an individual employee has in a unit. "
)

...~/'

(See, Robert's Dictionary of Industrial Relations, 657 (1986)) .
12

Seniority determines the relative priority of full-time regu-

.··-:)··
~

lar employes and part-time flexible employes with respect to
a variety of privileges,

such as the right to bid on certain

positions -for full-time regular_:~ employes, the order of selection for qualified bidders, and the order of conversion of
part-time flexible employes to full-time regular employes.
For purposes of this arbitration proceeding, the most important seniority right is concerned with the conversion of
part-time flexible employes to full-time regular status.

The

Employer has not argued that it. has a right to disturb provisions on seniority in the parties• National Agreement.

Manage-

ment, however, has contended that its reassignment of supervisors to full-time regular or part-time flexible, status has
nothing to do with the concept of seniority.

of the Employer that it has a reserved right in Article 3 of
the National Agreement to make such reassignments.

The con-

tractual provision states:
The Employer shall have the exclusive right, subject to the provisions of this Agreement and consistent. with applicable laws and regulat~ons:
(b) to hire, promote, transfer, assign and retain
employes in positions within the Postal Service
and to suspend, demote, discharge or take other
disciplinary action against such employees.

13
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It is the belief
~

l

.-·

B.

Some General Guidelines

The parties have balanced their interests in the way
they designed their collective bargaining agreement, and one
manifestation of the balancing

~echanism

is to be found in

the way the parties described their rights and obligations in
the management's rights clause and the seniority provisions.
The importance of disputes implicating such provisionscannot
be underestimated.

The role of an arbitrator in such cases

is to review the language of the parties• agreement in order
to construe the way they have ordered their relationship with
regard to management rights and seniority.
The parties• agreement is an arbitrator's touchstone,
and an arbitration award is "legitimate only so long as it

)

draws its essence from the collective bargaining agreement. "
(See, United Steelworkers of America v. Enterprise Wheel and
Car Corp .. ,

363 U.S. 593

{1960)).

The point is that a source

of seniority rights is to be found in the parties' collective
bargaining agreement.

As one arbitrator has observed:

employee's ~eniority as such does not by itself
confer any right upon him. Seniority, without more,
is merely the service status of a particular employee in relation to the service status of other
emp oyees.
(See, General Electric Co., 54 LA 351,

An

352

(1970)) .

In other words, the meaning of seniority must find its
explanation in the collective bargaining relationship between
the parties.

An arbitrator's assumption must be that the

parties have decided seniority rights encourage loyalty and stability
in the work force and have balanced those values against any
lost flexibility as a result of using seniority as a basis
14

for making employment decisions.
to interpret and, then,

An arbitrator is obligated

to apply such contractual terms in a

.·,)
_,."

given case,

recognizin~

almost never neutral.

that an application of seniority is
As the eminent
Ralph Seward observed
j>

almost four decades ago:
In seniority matters, the advantage of one employe
is the disadvantage of another. To "stretch" the
agreement to be 11 fair 11 to Smith is to stretch it
to be 11 unf air" to Jones.
Fairness, then, exists
when each employe has the relative seniority right
he is entitled to under the Agreement--no more and
no less.
(See, Bethlehem Steel Co., 23 LA 538,
541-42 {1954)}.
It is an arbitrator's obligation to understand and
implement the bargain of the parties, no more and no less.
This is accomplished by interpreting the language of the
parties ' agreement .

If the language of the collective bar-

gaining agreement fails to be clear and unambiguous, it
becomes necessary for an arbitrator to seek other sources of
Settlement agreements between

the parties' negotiated intent.

the parties provide one source of such information.

Past

practices of the parties also may make clear their contractual
intent.

If the parties have been silent throughout their

relationship with regard to the issue in dispute, it is reasonable for an arbitrator to assume that they expected their
agreement to be interpreted in light of established arbitral
principles.

As

one scholar has observed, "there is a whole

set of implicit relationships not spelled out in the agreement and not confined to any particular employer, which an
arbitrator assumes to exist."
104 (1977)).

(See,

2 Ind. Rel. L.J. 97,

As Professor Archibald Cox has noted,
15

'these

)
..../

arbitral principles are

11

drawn out of the institutions of

labor relations and shaped by their needs."

(See,

69

Harv.

L. Rev. 601, 605 (1956}}.
It is- not uncommon for colrective bargaining agreements
to be specific about the effect of work outside a bargaining
unit on an employe's accumulation of seniority.

(See,

e.g.,

Firestone Tire &Rubber Co., 61 LA 136 (1973}; and National
Cash Register Co., 48 LA 743 (1967)).
and unambiguous language,

In the absence of clear

arbitrators often have scrutinized

the practices of the parties to understand their mutual
intent.

(See,

U.S. Steel Corp., 28 LA 740 {1957}; and

Mississippi Lime Co.,

31 LA 869 (1969)).

Numerous arbitration

decisions have concluded that employes who return to a bargaining

un~t

seniority.

should be permitted to exercise their retained
(See,

e.g., Folger Coffee Co., 60 LA 353 (1953);

Alpha Portland Cement Co., 40 LA 495 (1962}; Pannier Corp
41 LA 1228 (1964); and Leesona Corp., 56 LA 668 (1971)).

C.

The Impact of Settlement Agreements

The Employer presented a number of negotiated settlement
agreements and argued that they constituted binding precedents
between the parties, precedents that already had resolved the
disputed issue.

{See, Exhibit Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5, and 8). The

Employer argued that those

11

Step 4" decisions supported its

position in the case and established that management's conduct

)

is consistent with its rights under Article 3 of the parties'
16

agreement.

In other words,

the Union allegedly had agreed

to settle grievances involving the same set of issues because
it recognized the rights of management in Article .3.
-

-

The

t

Employer argued that those settlement.agreements disposed of
the issue in this case because they reflect uncoerced,consensual
agreements by national representatives of the parties and
show management's rights to determine the status of former
supervisors who are placed in the crafts by a demotion. As
binding precedent, the Employer argued that they must determine the parties'

interpretation of their agreement and be

dispositive in this dispute.

Alternatively, the Employer

argued that even if the Step 4 settlement agreements are not
automatically dispositive,

they at least show how-the parties'

view their agreement and how it should be interpreted.

(See,

Tr. I, pp. 20, 85, 100; and Tr. II, p. 62).
In.one of the settlement agreements, a grievance had
been filed by the National Association of Letter Carriers
after management reassigned a former carrier who had served
as a supervisor for ·eight years.
No. 1).

. {See, Employer's Exhibit

The employe received the lowest seniority in the

postal authority, but management awarded him a position as a
full-time regular letter carrier.

The Union took the posi-

tion in the dispute that the former supervisor should have
been reassigned to the bargaining unit as the last part-time
flexible employe and should have started a new period of
seniority,

in accordance with Articles 12. 2 and. 41. 2 of the

National Agreement.

Although this settlement agreement
17

presented a similar issue as the grievance before the arbitrator in this case,

the parties signed an actual agreement

which stated:
After reviewing this mattet, we mutually agree that
no national interpretive issue is fairly presented
in this case. There is no dispute between the
parties ·at Step 4 relative to the meaning and intent of Article 12.2 of the National Agreement.
We find no agreement to return an employe to a parttime flexible position under the circumstances
described. (See, Employer's Exhibit No. 1, emphasis added}.
The parties remanded the grievance
cessing.

to Step 3 for further pro-

By the parties' explicit intent not to provide an

interpretation of the National Agreement, they made this
negotiat~d

settlement agreement nonbinding on the arbitrator

in this case.

While it is not necessary to decide the effect

of the settlement agrement on postal managers and union representatives,

it is clear that the parties did not make it

binding on the arbitrator.
The same analysis must be applied in another one of the
settlement agreements submitted by the Employer.
Employer's Exhibit No. 8).
been demoted

~o

(See,

In that case, a supervisor had

the position of a full-time regular clerk and

had been assigned to a different office.

Management created

a full-time regular position for the supervisor, and the
Union grieved the fact that a part-time flexible clerk should
have been converted prior to making such an assignment.
parties again "mutually

The

agreed that no national interpre-

tive issue is fairly presented in this case" and remanded it
to the regional level.
Accordingly,

(See, Employer's Exhibit No. 8).

that decision is not binding on the arbitrator
18

in this case.

The settlement agreement is not binding for

..··''"'\_J
..

another reason as well.

It involves the American Postal

.

·

'_.-)·

Workers union, and the National Association of Letter Carriers
~

was not a party to it.

Likewise,

anotper of the settlement

agreements did not involve the National Association of Letter
Carriers.

(See, Employer's Exhibit No.5).

It would not be

rational to impose a binding interpretation of a contractual
provision on a party when it had no opportunity to represent
itself at the negotiated settlement.

Yet another settlement

agreement involved the National Association of Letter Carriers,
but again it was an agreement to remand the dispute to Step 3
because the parties "mutually agreed that no national interpretive issue was fairly presented in this case. 11 ·

(See,

_)

Employer' s Exhibit No. 3) .
Only one of the negotiated settlement agreements might
have precedential value in this dispute.
Exhibit No. 2) .

(See, Employer's

In that case, the Union protested when a

supervisor was transferred from another office and given a
vacant,

full-time position in the Letter Carrier craft,

despite the availability of a part-time flexible letter carrier
for conversion to a full-time regular position.

The settle-

ment agreement at Step 4 incorporated a memorandum on transfers .prepared during Postmaster General Bolger's adrninistration.

(See, Tr. I I, p. 3 9. re:

April 6, 1979).

The Bolger Memorandum of

The arbitrator received evidence to the

effect that the Bolger memorandum was devised to provide
guidelines for voluntary reassignments and transfers.
19

The

)
./

parties incorporated the following verbiage into the agreement:
Full-time nonbargaining unit employees will be reassigned into full-time positions unless the
reassignment is to a vacant bargaining unit position.
All employes reassigned td positions in the bargaining unit will have their seniority established
in accordance with the applicable collective bargaining agreement.
(See, Employer's Exhibit No. 2).
The Bolger Memorandum gave support to the Union's contention that seniority for reassigned employes is to be determined in accordance with the National Agreement and that such
reassignments are to respect the. contractual seniority provisions.

While the Bolger Memorandum purported only to furnish

guidelines,

its incorporation into the Settlement Agreement

gave it the potential force of a binding precedent.

The

Settlement Agreement gave the grievant, a part-time flexible
employe, the status of a full-time regular employe and placed
him in the bid position that previously had been awarded to
the reassigned supervisor.

The supervisor was not reassigned

as a part-time flexible employe, however, but as an "unassigned
regular."
The remedial portion of the grievance in this settlement
agreement has not been read as permitting reassignment of
super.;risory personnel in an "unassigned regular" status in all
cases.

In this grievance, the Union did not ask that the

former supervisor be reclassified as a part-time flexible
employe in its request for corrective action.

More impor-

tantly, the record showed that, when the Step 4 negotiated
)

settlement agreement was reached by the parties, the postal
facility in question had no part-time flexible employes at
20

that particular work site.
Tr .

IV, p . 61} .

{See, Union's Exhibit

No.

13 and

In other words, no employe•s seniority

rights were implicated in the decision to classify the former
-

-

~

supervisor as an unassigned regµlar.

The point is that the

only aspect of this settlement agreement binding in this case
is the statement of principle from the Bolger Memorandum.
The remedial section, because it failed adequately to address
the same issues as those before the arbitrator in this case,
is limited to its own facts and does not decide the issues of
whether and under what circumstances a reassigned supervisor
may be given full-time regular status when there are parttirne flexible ernployes awaiting conversion.

None of the

settlement agreements submitted to the arbitrator"

proved

to be instructive in this regard.

I

.:
I

i
i
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D.

The Matter of Past Practice

The Employer argued that the precedential value of the
negotiated settlement agreements it submitted to the arbitrator,
should determine the outcome of this proceeding.

There

however, was nothing in.the settlement agreements that indicated

i

a mutual intent of the parties to supersede the language of
their agreement or the Handbook with respect to seniority.
{See, Case

No.

H4C-3W-C 28547, p. 32).

Alternatively,

the

Employer argued that past practice between the parties modified
or interpreted the language of the National Agreement to
21

permit the Employer to reassign former craft members to the
craft in a status designated by management.

Almost three

decades ago, the parties' own Richard Mittenthal set forth
}

the preeminent instruction on the topic of past practice, and
nothing since has surpassed its insightfulness and wisdom,
although others have borrowed heavily from it.

(See, e.g.,

NYU Fifteenth Annual Conference on Labor, 311 (1962)).
Arbitrator Mittenthal set forth the virtually universally
accepted tests of a past practice when he asked if it has
(1) clarity and consistency;

(2) longevity and repetition;

(3) acceptability; and {4} mutuality.

(See, Mittenthal,

"Past Practice and the Administration of Collective Bargaining
Agreements, 11 Proceedings of the Fourteenth Annual ·Meeting,
)

National Academv of Arbitrators, 30, 32-3

(1961)).

Evidence

submitted by the Employer with respect to the past practice
of the parties failed to establish that management's decisions
to reassign supervisors to bargaining unit positions met
these well-established criteria, and it is clear that the
Employer has the burden of establishing the past practice
whose existence it has asserted.

(See, Case No.

WlN-SC-C

23 743,

p. 11) .

Evidence submitted to the arbitrator failed to establish
a clear pattern of reassigning former supervisors to fulltime regular status.

Nor did the evidence clearly establish
Instead, the data showed that

an enunciated policy to do so.

management has acted at its discretion, sometime assigning
returning supervisors to full-time regular status and sometimes
22

to part-time flexible status.
9) .

(See, Employer's Exhibit No.

Nationwide data on reassignment of supervisors from

1981 to 1989 showed that approximately thirty percent of
}

cr~ft

supervisors returning to the

in a different installation

were reassigned as full-time regular employes.

But eighty-

seven percent of those returning to the same off ice were
reassigned as full-time regular employes.

Other data for

fourteen selected cities showed that, except in Richmond,
Virginia,

returning supervisors were overwhelmingly reassigned

as full-time regular employes.

(See,

Employer' s Exhibit Nos.

10-20, 42, 43, 44, and 45{A)).
The problem with these data is that they fail consistently to show whether the returning supervisor was out of
the craft for more or less than two years.

A supervisor who

returns to the same installation in the Letter Carrier craft
after an absence of less than two years does not forfeit
accumulated seniority under Article 41.2 of the parties'
agreement.

In other words,

reassignment of a full-time regular

employe would be consistent with the seniority provisions of
the agreement.

Nor have the data indicated the underpinning

for decisions to reassign some supervisors as part-time

.

flexible employes.

Moreover,

some of the personnel actions

on data submitted to the arbitrator might later have been
modified.

(See, Tr. II, 17}. Finally, not all supervisors

involved were returned to the Letter Carrier craft.

The

Maintenance Craft does not have part-time flexible employes,
so a return to full-time regular status in that craft would
23

.

:)

not indicate a practice of reassigning supervisors as fulltime regulars at the expense of eligible part-time bargaining
unit employes.
In summary, the data are

n~t

clear, consistent evidence

of management's past practice of reassigning supervisors to
full-time regular status in the Letter Carrier craft.

Some

of the data are consistent with the National Agreement.
appear to violate it.

Some

Some are irrelevant to this dispute.

The point is that management failed to show a clear and consistent practice of reassignment contrary to seniority provisions in the parties' National Agreement.

Nor has it shown

that such a practice, even if it existed, enjoyed mutual
agreement.
)

The existence of a number of grievances from a

variety of geographical areas argue against such a position.

f

The evidence failed to establish that the parties modified
their agreement by past practice.

E.

The Teaching of the Agreement

It is the teaching of the parties' agreement which is
paramount in guiding an arbitrator.

Although other sources

such as negotiated settlement agreements or past practices
of the parties might be instructive in the absence of clear
contractual guidance,
always preeminent.

)

it is the negotiated agreement which is

Article 41. 2 (D) (6) (b) of the parties'

agreement states:
24

Part-time flexible letter carriers shall be converted to full-time positions of the same designation and PS salary level in the order of their
standing on the part-time flexible roll.
(See,
Joint- Exhibit
1
(B), p. 109) .
t
Part-time flexible employes have been expressly covered in
the seniority clause of the parties' agreement.

One of their

important seniority rights is the order of conversion to fulltirne regular status.

To argue that status and seniority are

separable issues overlooks the fact that reassignment of a
supervisor into full-time regular status may cost a part-time
flexible employe his or her advancement to full-time regular
status.

But for the reassigned supervisor, a part-time

flexible employe could have converted to a more secure position.

Accordingly,

the reassignment of a supervisor who has

not retained his or her seniority to full-time regular status
violates the seniority right of part-time flexible employes
waiting to convert.

It should be noted that this contractual

right is consistent with presumptions applied by arbitrators
in the absence· of contractual language about the seniority
status of individuals returning to a bargaining unit.
arbitrator has observed,

As one

"the great weight of arbitral autho-

rity11 supports the proposition that an employe who leaves the
bargaining unit and returns should not be preferred over an
employe with the same or equal seniority who remains in the
unit.

(See, Folger Coffee Co.,

60 LA 353, 355 (1973)).

At the arbitration hearing, Mr. William Henry, Special
Assistant to the Assistant Postmaster General for Labor
Relations,

testified about his understanding of the difference
25

)

between status and seniority rights.
ANSWER:

He stated:

When [a former supervisor] . would go back to
the craft, he went back at full-time status,
but-we 1 re obligated by contract to maintain
the seniority provisipns, which put this individual at the one date junior to the junior
part-time.flexible employee or substitute employee
at that time.

QUESTION: Was there and is there a difference between
seniority and status?
ANSWER:

Well, yes, there is a difference.
If a person is returned to craft as a full-time individual, he has the right to bid. Whereas, a
part-time flexible doesn't.
Seniority places
him in the appropriate order for bidding
among full-time employees, if you will. Now,
this individual who is placed one day junior
to the junior part-time flexible, as each
part-time flexible who is on the list above
him becomes full-time, he goes ahead of him
on the seniority register.
So that any·· given
point in time when they're converted to fulltime status, they have bidding rights by virtue of their senioritr which is senior to
this individual. Until that happens, he has
a right to bid. But his seniority, not just
for bidding but for other purposes under the
Agreement, is one day junior to the junior
part-time flexible.
(See, Tr. II, p. 28}.

Management's explanation of the difference between status and
seniority, however, did not take into account the impact of
part-time flexible seniority for conversion to full-time
regular status.

Inevitably,

reassigning a former supervisor

to full-time regular status impedes the advancement a parttime flexible employe could, otherwise, have expected to
occur.
The Employer's position, in effect, has been that conversion to full-time regular status is not an automatic right
for part-time flexible employes.

The National Agreement

determines the order in which part-time flexible employes are
26

converted, but it does not guarantee that they will automatically be converted to the first full-time regular vacancy.
Although. this is a potentially valid construction of the
agreement,

Section

~

522 of the P-11 Handbook narrow this pos-

sible construction of the agreement.

It states:

Promotions to positions where full time employees
and part-time flexible employees are authorized
are usually to part-time flexible positions. A
full-time regular position is not normally filled
BI, promotion, reinstatement, reassignment, transfer or appointment if gualif ied part-time flexible
employees of the same designation or occupational
code are available for conversion to the position.
Part-time flexible employees ·must be changed to
full-time regular positions within the installation in the order specified by any applicable collective bargaining agreement.
(See Employer's
Exhibit No. 33, emphasis added.)
In other words, the parties' agreement, pursuant to
Article 19, makes clear that the norm is to fill full-time
regular vacancies from the ranks of part-time flexible
employes.

This provision does not· preclude filling vacancies

from other than the ranks of part-time flexible employes. It,
however, does establish that the Employer

does not have

unfettered discretion to determine the status bf a reassigned
supervisor.

The point is that this language in the P-11

Handbook, which has been incorporated into the agreement
through Article 19, places the burden on management to establish why it is reassigning a supervisor to full-time regular
status,

if such reassignment impairs seniority rights of

part-time flexible employes.

This construction is consistent

with the overall contractual framework of protecting important
rights of seniority for bargaining unit members.
27

As the

)

United States Supreme Court has recognized,"more than any
')

other provision of the collection agreement •.. seniority
affects the economic security of the individual employee
covered by its terms. "

(See,

Franks v. Bowman Transportation

Co., Inc., 424.U.S. 747, 766 (1976)).
In view of this interpretation of the parties' agreement
and P-11 Handbook,

the Employer has failed to justify its

decisions to place former supervisors

into

full-time regular

positions in Case Nos. H7N-2A-C 4340 (St. George, Utah);
H7N-2U-C 4618 (Clifton Heights, Pennsylvania); H7N-5K-C 10423
(Fairfax, Virginia) ; and H4N-5N-C 41526 {Santa Clara,
California).

In the case from St. George,

Utah, management

reassigned a former carrier who had been a supervisor for
more than two years as a full-time regular employe, even though
he was placed at the bottom of the seniority list so that
converted part-time flexible employes would have senior bidding rights to his after their conversion.

In that case, the

former supervisor should have been placed on part-time flexible
status, and the unassigned regular position created for him
should have been filled as a reserve position.
In the Clifton Heights,

Pennsylvania case, the former

carrier who was demoted to a junior carrier at a different
installation was given full-time regular status.
41 of the National Agreement,

Under Article

transferring to a different

installations obliterates accumulated seniority rights regardless of how long the supervisor has been out of the craft.
)

The agreement states that:
28

Seniority is computed from date of appointment in
the Letter Carrier Craft and continues to accrue
so long as service is uninterrupted in the Letter
Carrier Craft in the same installation. except as
otherwise specifically provided.
(See, Joint ·
Exhioit-l(D}, p. 108, emp~asis added).

/:~-'\

.
'

..

)

~-''

In other words, the reassigned supervisor should have been
reassigned to a different off ice, and the senior part-time
flexible employe at the Clifton Heights facility should have
been promoted to fill the vacancy.
In the Fairfax, Virginia case, Article 41.2{A) (2) also
applied.

The former carrier should have lost his seniority

because he transferred to a different office as a supervisor.
He should have been reassigned as a junior part-time flexible
employe.
The case from Santa Clara, California presented an unresolved fact.

Did the reassigned supervisor's Letter of

Resignat1on ever go into effect, and, consequently, should he
have been considered a

11

rehire? 11

That particular case needs

to be remanded to the parties for consideration of this f actual issue, and a determination cqnsistent with this decision
should be reached.
In the case from Laramie, Wyoming, the grievant served
as a supervisor for less than two years.
to the craft.
tion.

Then, he returned

All the time was spent at the same installa-

The Employer reassigned him as a part-time flexible

employe, but he had not lost his seniority rights and should
have been reassigned as a full-time regular worker.
be made whole for any losses.

29

He must

)

AWARD
\

)

Having carefully considered all evidence submitted by
the parties concerning this matter,

the arbitrator concludes

that the-grievances should be tustained in a manner consistent
with this report, recognizing the need to remand Case No.
H4N-SN-C 41526 for a factual determination and ultimate deci-

sion consistent with this award.

It is so ordered and awarded.

Respectfully submitted, ...

. {Jr,f6, 1U J;'){{Lll
<

Carlton J. Snow

;
oyt-aw

Professor

Date:

)

.. /

()ac;zt1T 1~, 1crc.-()
/

./

)
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Mr. John F. Hegarty
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers
Union

.,

Suite 500
1101 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 200364303
ee·ar\A.·11~6

00222155: · · ·

WEIGER JR.:.\; · ·.. :; ..' · .
TRAVERSE
CITY, Ml 49686·9997
.
1·•· ...... •:.,..·· . . .

Dear John:
Reoentfy, I met with your representative Dallas Jones to dlscisss fhE! above-captioned
grievance at the fourth step of our contractual grievance procedure. ,• ,--: · .: . : · ·
':

.

The issue in this grievance is Whether milftsry service ·trme ·~uhtS
the purpose'of a tie breaker.
·
·
· · ··

...

.•

~

as ~~~I" se~i~ for.·

.

·

·

After reviewing this matter we mutually agreed that the leave eom~uta~on d~tej,. ci:irrently
box 14 of.!=>$ Form 50, is used to detennlna "total federal seNiee" for the purposes of
applying ~cle 12.2.GS {f).

.

•

•

•

•

> •.I

•• • ••

• ;,. • :0.,..lf,"i

••

'

•

~

•

Accordingly, we agreed to remarid this c:ase to ths parties at Step 3 for appllcation of the
·above settlement.
·
·
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter acknowledging YoUr agreement
remand this case Step 3 of th~ grievance process.
·
Time limi

..!/'

t this level were extended by mutual consent

475 t:&liWJr Pl.>.7.A '!NI

.

WA!ll'KmlN DC 200S0-4100

to

LAaorl Aa>.i10NS

iii=!!f!!I UNITED snlTES
1!!!iiilll POS1l!l. SERVICE

Mr. William H. Quinn
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union,
1101 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20036-4304
Re:

898M-18wC 00022520

Class Action
Syracuse, NY 13220-9504
Loeal Union # 9944SYR
· Dear Billy:
)
I

I recently met with your representative, Richard Collins, to discuss the abovecaptioned grievance at the fqurth step of.our contractual grievance procedure.
The Issue in this grievance is whether or not .management violated Article 12.2.12
of the 1998 National Agreement when it f~iled to automatically place Dan
Elllthorpe, a Mailhandler MH-4 into the newly established assignment of Mail
Handler Equipment Operator MH-5.
After full discussion of this issue, we mutually agreed tha.t no national interpretive
issue is falny presented in this case. Determination of this Issue is based on the
fact circumstances involved. Wa further agreed that the provisions of Article
12.2.12 apply to those situations where an established position (see Article
12.2.H) Is upgraded by appropriate authority. It does not apply to the
replacement or aqdltlon of an assignment when the new assignment requires an
established position that Is ranked at a higher grade. Such newly established
as$ignmerit$ shall be posted for bid pursuant to Article 12.283..
Accordingly, we agreed to remand this

case to regional level arbitration in

keeping with the pro'l(isions of the Memorandum of Understanding, Step 4

Procedures.

·

Please sign and retum the enclosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgment
of agreement to remand this case to· regional level arbitration.

)
475 ~~.wr Pt..AZA SW
WASHtnroo DC 20260"'1~00

-

-;~)---.
:·,

·--"'

Time limits at this level were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely, -

2-.u.-~

Frank x. Jacqu ttel
Labor Relations Specialist
Contract Administration
(NRLCAINPMHU)

William H. Quinn
Naticmal President
National Postal Mail Handlers
Union, AFL-CIO
Date:

.-

9Af@

...

Mr. ThotU.a A. Neill
tndwstrial lelationa
Allllll~ican Poatal

Di~•ctor

Wo'l:fce:•
Union, AIPL-Cto

81~ 14th S~@@t~
wasbl.ngton~

c.c.

le1fe

20005-3399
k:

w.

t.ucam

Columbia. SC

29201

tUC-31'-C 36448

.

On Sept.ember 20, lt85, we at. to discw.Js th-e a..bov•-e.apt.ionod

q~iev.ance

p1;oc:edu.re.

at the fourth step of

ou~ cont~actual

grievance

the issue- ift thi• ariev&Jte• 1$ wh•t.h•~

thtt bidding exceptions
in Article 12, Section lA.- an applied frcn the first. bid or
wheeh•r the exc~ptiona are applied only after th~ employee is

bidding

fo~

the sixth time.

In~~ a1tt.t1,e~of this grievance, the parties agr&e that
the subject pcovisioa is to ~ &~lied in the following

UMer1

The biddinq exception.e listed 1n Articie 12,

Section 3, are to be applied froa tjie first
bid.

Pleas& sign and 1:0turn· the enclosed copy of this letter as
your ~cknowledgJ!lent of agreement to suseain tbia Qase.
Time limits were exeended by

~ut1.1al

consent.

SinceMly •
.r-·

~~:-t.·t,~~
~.tel

A. B:ahft

~ Relat!ono l)ep&rtaeftt;

~s

A. Neill

·

tmlumt.rial Rela~iona Department
Ase~ican POstal Wo~kora

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
EMPLOYEE BIDDING
The following conditions have been agreed to in the implementation of the
telephone bidding system:
1.

There will be a one hundred and twenty (120) day transition period following the implementation of telephone bidding at an installation, during which employees may submit bids either by
telephone or in writing. The one hundred and twenty (120) days
will run from the first day on which telephone biddmg is implemented at an installation.

2.

There will be a toll-free telephone number available from any
telephone, as well as TDD.

3.

Telephone bidding shall be available during the following days
and hours (including holidays): Monday through Friday, 6:00
a.m. to Midnight (Central Time), and Saturday, 6:00 a.m. to 6:00
p.m. (Central Time).

4.

All bids shall close at midnight (Central Time) on a weekday on
which the telephone bidding system is availabfe until midnight.

5.

Employees can enter, withdraw and/or review the status of their
bids.

6.

Employees will need their Employee Identification Number
(EIN) and Personal Identification Number (PIN) to access the
telephone bidding system.

7.

When an employee has reached his/her successful bid limit, as
set forth in Article 12.3A of the National Agreement, the system
will still allow bids to be entered, but the bid will be flagged by
the system as "ineligible". A system message will notify the
employee to contact management. The personnel office will
routinely review job bidding repmis prior to awarding the bid to
investigate ineligible bids, and to determine if there are situations as provided for in A1iicle 12.3A for which the employee's
bid count must be manually adjusted to make the bid(s) eligible.
It is the responsibility of the employee to notify management if a
bid flagged as ineligible is proper under Article 12.3A3 because
the employee is bidding on an assignment that is "closer to the
employee's place of residence." It is the responsibility of management to identify and rectify all other situations in which eligible bids are erroneously flagged by the system as ineligible.
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

.)
wasn1n9ton, PC 2oaso

,·

LRlOO:JSPalmcr;m=b;20260-4llO
Pa~t-tbie Regula~

TO:

Mail

Handle~~

Field Directors, Human aesou~ces

Recenely, the join~ National study c~m:mitt~e on Part•time
Regular Mail Handlers met. Durin~ that meeting, it was·
ag~eed that a need_e~ists to :eemphasize the proced~re$ on

bidding r~qhts and scheduling
·handlers..
·

~a~t-time ~egula~

nmil

0

Arti~l~ l2 of the Mail aandlars National Agreement provide$

that part4 Cim~ fixed schedul~ employeos shall be ~fforded
an qp,ortunh.f to bid or\ 'lfaeal'\·t dut:.y aasignmen~s. Ac:eci:dinglyi:, all part-time regular·mail h~ndle~$ sh0.uld be p~a
vided an opportunity to bid. This opportuni~y is limited

. to thosa vacaneies having

p~rt-~ime fi~ed sched~les.

As an aside, full-time regular mail handlers.may apply for
residual vacancies having a pa~t-eime fixed ~chedule •.

Article 12.J.a.2 pt"Qvides ehat: the 'seniot" full-t:.ime regula:r:

employee who meeta th~ qualification stand~~d will be
selected. Tha~ employee's s~nio~ity would b~ comput~d in
acc:ordanee. with Article 12.2.0.2.b". whic:h provides. that

sentority ba9ins on the date of appointment as a part~tim&
fixed schedule empl~yee and continues. t:o accrue a.s long as
se:r:vic:e izi the c::r:af.t, ~he· part•time f i:ited !i<:hedule
.·
c:ategc~y, and the installation ~s unintertupted. ·
With regard to scheduling, pa~t-time regular mail handlers
are to be regula~ly scheduled during specific hours of
duty. The praetice of rou~inely changing ~hei~ starting
times or alt:e:-ing thei.t' hours of work (e.g., day-to-day or
we~k-to-week aa may b~ the case with part-time flexible
employees) sh¢uld n~t oeeur.
Please assure thi:St this information ia disseminated to
you~ division.

off ices within

If you have any questions concerning this matter, please
eentact o
almer of my staff on (P~N or 202) 268-3841.

w~:._.
William

• :oownes,

Direeto~

. Office. o
ontrac;;t Administ.::ation
Labor Relations Depa~tmenc

et::

Regional Managers, tabor

R~lations

·).::

·· ....

.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN
THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
AND

THE LABORERS' INTERNATIONAL UNION
OF NORTH AMERICA, MAIL HANDLERS
DIVISION

The parties to the Joint National Study Committee on
Par.t-time Regular· Mail Handlers mutually agree to the
following:
1.

2.

That the United States Postai Service will not
hire or assign part-time regular Mail Handlers
in lieu of or to the detr-imeilt of full-time .
regular or part-time flexible Mail Handlers.
With regard to scheduling, part-time regular
Mail Handlers are to be regularly scheduled
during specific hours of duty. Only in
. emergency or unanticipated circumstances_.will
part-time regular Mail Handler work hours be
expanded beyond their fixed schedules·.

-

~

3.

-

When it is necessary that fixed scheduled
day( s) of work or sta.rting times in the basic
work week for a part-time regular craft
assignment be permanently changed, the
provisions of Article 12, Sections 3.B4 and
3·.B6 will be followed .

William -~Downes
Director
Office o
ontract
Administration
Labor Relations Department

.___J

~}I.·. f\c-··......,_:::L.

Josep N. A.mma, Jr.
Director of Contract
Administration
Laborers' International Union
of North America, AFL-CIO.
Mail Handlers D~vision,

DATE ,,42.\ fg

··)
j

.

LABOR RELATIONS · ·

iii/i::!J!!f UNITED STIJTES
IEaPOSTIJLSERVICE

John i=. Hegarty, Natioh~I. Presid~nt
·National Postal Maii Handlers Union
.1101 Connecticut Avenue, N. w., Suite 500
WashinQton, DC 200364304
·Re: COOM-1C-C05179842
Moore, Aldonette
Philadelphia PA 1~1.16~9751
COOM-1 C-C06002195
Class Action
·
Philadelphia PA 19116-9751
KOOM-1 K-C05016441

Class Action
Richmond VA. 23232-9997
Dear John:

.. ·

;

;

.:

1recently met with your repre$ehtative, T.J. Branch, .to discuss the above captioned cases at the
fourth step of our contractual grievance procedure .

/

The issLie(s) in these grievances are whether a light/limited duty empldyee can be assigned to a
·residliC!I vacancy that they cannot physically perform.

'·.

After tun discu·~sion ot this issue, we mutually agreed that no nationa1 Jnterpreuve issue is fairly
·presented in this case, ·The parties agree that an unassigned employee cannot be assigned to a
residual vacancy unless tfte employee is able to perform the core functions of the position, with or
without reasonable accommodation.
·
. Accordingly, w~·agree to remand these grievances to Step 3 for further processing and/or regional
· arbitration. if nec~ssary. :
·
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of agreement to
·remand these cases to Step 3 ofthe grievar:ice procedure.
Tillie limits at this level were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely,

· Allen·Mohl
.Labor Relations Specialist
Contract Admini!?tration (NPMHU) and WEI ·
Date: ______l_~_-._1_6_-_l_I_ _ __
\
/

475 .~ENFANT PwA SW
WASHINGTON DC 20260-4100
WWW.USl'S.COM

National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union, AFL-CIO

.
)

d

UNffEDST_4TES·.
. POSTALSERVICE

Certified P 862 744 440

Jan~ary 28; 199~

Mr. William H. Quinn
National Preskfer'!t: · .
National PO$tal Mail Ha11dlers
-Union, AFL..CIO
One Thomas Circie, N.W., ~uite 525
Washington, DC· 20005-5802
Re:

C94-4C-C 97008282
(MH4-E409)
Class Action
. Erie, PA 16515-9998

Dear Mr: Quinn:
Recently, I met with your representative, T.J. Branch, to discuss the aforementioned.grievance
·
at the fourth step· of the contractual-grievance procedure.

·The issue in thiS ca5e· is .whether the Postal. Service violated Artlcie 12.2.B.12 of the National
Agreement When it assig_ned· mail handler, Al Smith, to. a vacant residual assignment while he

was temporally detailed. to a suj:)ervisory. position.

After revlewing thiS matter; we mutually agreed that no national interpretive isSues were fairfy
presented in this case. The parti~ agree:that pursuant to Artici~ 12.2.8.12 •[u]pon _return to the
·craft the mail handler-will ~me an unassigned fulf..time mail handler with a f!xed schedule·,
therefore, employees wor1drig in a 20+.B a5signment may not be assigned to vacant residual
assignments whit~ so detailed.
·
·
Based on the aforementjoned--analysis, Mr. Smith may not be.placeq into. the vacant residual
assignment until· he returns the· craft and becomes an unassign~ mail ·handler employee.

to.

· AcCordingly, we agreed to remand this case to the parties at Step 3 for furtner processing or to
···be rescheduled for arbitration, as appropriate.
Please sign and return the enclosed· copy of this letter as your acknowl~gment of agreement toremand this case•

.time limits at this level were. extended by mutual consent

_ .~-.:~rfu~
-·

Thomas' J. Valenti
labor Relations Specialist
Contract Administration
. · (APWUINPMHU)
labor Relations .·

Wiilia·m H. Quinn
National Presid~nt .
National Postal Mail .Handlers
Union:,. AFL-CIO

Date:

415 L·&Fmr Pt.oz.\ SW
. WASHNGTON DC 20260.-4100

.
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.

~

\I
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.

.

·~······

.

Mr. Halline. Overby ,

Assistant. seci:etary-'rreasurer
National Association of
Letter Cart"ien r

AFL~IO

100 tndiema· Avenue, .. N. w....
Washington, DC '. 20001-2197

.·

Ciass ~..ction
. r.aramie, WY 82070
H4N;.;4U•C 26041
Dear Mr. overby;
On April 23r 1987, we met to·discuss the above-captioned
grievance at the fourth step of our tJ(jntrac;itual grievance

procedure ..

)

The

qu~stion

.
in this grievance is- whether management ..must

provide copies of Form l72l to the local union in
the detail it r~flects.

~vance

.

.. :"")···-.-.·

of

.
.
Our:ing the discussion, we mutl,J.al].y agreed that the following

would represent a full settlement

of

this case.

In accordance w.ith Article 41, Section 1.A.2., of the National
Agreement, "!om 1723 .. shall be pro.vided to the union at the ·

local

level

&howing:the-~ginning·andending

th\es of the

detail• II SUCh COpieS Of• ·voJ:"m. l 72.3 Should _be. provided .tO the
union in advance of the detail or modification .thereto.

Please sign and return the enclosed

copy

of this letter as

your acknowledgment of agreement to settle this case.
'rime limits were extended by mutual consent.

s·incerely,

;~~
·

\

. ./

.

;n£p;;.:
Grievance & Arbitration
DiVi$iOn

~~·

..

.Assistant Secr~tary·'lr~~urer
National Association of Lette~
. Carriers, AF'L-CIO

\

I

·!

UNIT~O STATES POSTAL SEFtVICE

41S L.'entanl Plata. ew
W~hlngton. DC'20200

uE.C 311985

Joseph H. Johnson, J~.
Director, City Delivery

Ml:'.

National Association of Letter
Carriersr AFL-CIO
100 Indiana Aven~$, N.w.
Washington,

D.C~

20001-2197

Re;
t>ear

M~.

see Attached List

Johnson=

On

oe~ember 10, l9SS, we
g~ievances at the fourth

met to discuss the above-captioned
step of our contractual grievance

p,rocedt.lFe,.

The issue in these g~ievances is whethe~ employees on 204B
assignments are required to wo~k in tne a$$ignmenta
ex:clu:sh·ely ~or th.e dut·ation of time periods shown on Forms
1723.

.

During our disou$Sion, we mutually agreed that when an
is detailed to a higher level (204B} by executing a
FOl':.m l7il, the beginning and ending dates of the assignment
are ~ffaotive unles$ oth~r~ise amended by a pr~mature
ter:mination of the higher lev~l assignment.
employ~e

cases are

Acco~dingly, the
Step 3 for ~pplication

he~eby remanded to the parties at
of the above and for the purpose of

fashioning as appropriate remedy.

Plaase sign and reeurn the ehclosed copy 0£ this decision as
your acknowledgment of agreement to settle these cases.

Time limits

we~e

extended by mutual consent.

Sincerely,

H.. Oliver
lations nepartment

Josenh H. Johnson. Jr.

Director, City Delivery
National Association of
Car~ie~s,

AFt-cro.

tette~

nr. r..avreace G. autehins

Vic~

ureaident

National

·

As~ociation

of

L~tter Car~ie~a, Ar.L-CIO
100 India~a Avenue.

washi09to~,

DC

N.W.
20001-2197

Ile: S1M-SS-C 2·6031

Lodi, CA

Dear Mr.

Butch~ns=

on January 12, 1989, we ~et to discuss the above-captioned
grievAnce ~u~rently pending national level a~bitration. in fvll and complete
1.

set~lement

of thi& ca&e, lt is egreed:

An ~llPloyee servinq as a teapo~ary supervisor (2048}
is prohibited from p&rfo~ain9 bar9ainin9 unit wot~,

except to the extent otherwise provided in Article 1.
Therefore, a
t.eJaporary supervisor is 1tteligibl• to work overtiae
in the b~rgainin9 unit while d~tailed, eve~ if the
overtiae occurs on a ngnscheduled day~

Section G. of the National Agreement.

2.

PorJll 1723, which shmrrs th& tiaea and date~ Qf ~ 2048
detail. is the eontrollin9 do~•cnt for dete~ainin~
whether an eaployee is in. 204B a-tat.us-.

3.

aay prematurely terminate a 2049 detail by
furniuhing an amended tor• 1723 to the appropriate
union representative~ In such eases. the a•ended
Fora 1123 ehQUld be provided in advance. if the union
·representative is availablE. If the un.ion
rep~~sentative i& not ava;lable. the Form shall be
Planaq~aent

p1:ovided to the union re-pr:esent.at.ive as soon

practicabl~

4.

after h& or she becomes

a&
a~ailahle.

9rievant in this case, Willia• Kocehousef will be ·
paid ei9ht (SJ hour~ ~t the overtlne ~ate.

'?he

· _._),

..·

:

Plea&e sitJn and return the enclo$ed copy of this l-tter a&

your

ackno~ledg11aat

of a9reement to settle case no. B1N-5H-C

26031 and r:eaaove it from tho pending national .iu.bitl'ation

listing ..

Sineetely,

• l'Ul:'geson

General

~~ievanee

auger

and

Division

A~bi~ra~i@n

Vice President

Natioaal Asaoeiatien
Letter

DATE

'\
/

I

)

Carrie~&~

t):;/f7

I

af

AFL-CIO

~n ·the

?latter of' Arbi t1•ation

::t)? \/v:'-\l·C ~ l.o \ S'l &>b
Case No. HlN-4J-C8187
(Bidding on VOMA Vacan----cies by 204(b) Super- ..
visor)

between
'QNITED STATES POSTAL

Sl~RVICE

and

?JATIONAL ASSOCIATION OP LETTER CARRIERS
,.4.PP:EARANCES1

:L• G. Handy for the Postal Service; CoP.l!nr
'Weiss and Simon. by Keith E. Secular, Esq.,
for the Union

DECISION
This grievance arose under and is governed by the 1981-

1984 National ;Agreement (JX-1) between the above-named parties.
~he

undersigned having been jointly chosen by the parties to

$erve as sole arbitrator, a hearing was held on 22 September
1983, in Washington, D. C.

Both parties appeared and pre-

$ented evidence and argument on the following issue (Tr. 15)c

Did the Postal Service violate Article 41
of the (-1981-1984] National Agreement by accepting the bid of' a regular city letter carrier
temporar~ly detailed to a supervisory position
_{204(b)} :for a vacant Vehicle Operations ~..ain
tenance Assistant (VON.A)?
A verbatim transcript was made of the arbitration pro¢eeding, and each side filed a post-hearing brief.
~eceipt

Upon

of the briefs on 18 January 1984. the record in the

*ase was closed.

\I
/

- 2 -

On the
makE!S

ba~is

of the entire record, the arbitrator

the following

AWARD
. The Po~tal Service did not violate Article
41 of the.Ll98l-1984] National Agreement by
accepting the bid of a regular city letter carrier temporarily detailed to a supervisory position (204{b)) for a vacant Vehical Operations
Maintenance Assi tant {VOl\1A).

The grievance is denied,

Benjamin Aaron
Arbitrator

·.

)

/

·~os

Angeles. Cali.f ornia

19 March 1985

Iin 1;he Matter of Arbitration
Case No. HlN-4J-C818?
(Bidding on VO~.A Vacancies by 204(b) Supervisor)

between
UlNI~~ED

STATES POSTAL SERVICE
and

NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION
OF LETTER CARRIERS
i
.

OPINION
I

This grieyance originated in the Brookfield, Wisconsin,
~os·t
~n

Office.

Cn 27 May 1982t a bid was posted :for a vacancy

the position o! Vehicle Operations Maintenance Assistant

CVOI~iA)

-- Leve~ 6.

It is undisputed that full-time regular

l:lidciers .from the clerk craft, special delivery craft,

)

~otor

'\feh:icle craft and carrier craft were eligible to bid :for this

'\tacancy.
dat1~

The successful bidder, Paul Whettam, whose seniority

was 4 Oct~ber 1969, was a member of the carrier craft

"fho, at the time he· subrni tted his _bid, was serving as a tempor~Y

supervisory position, known as a .. 204'b position."

Con-

iemHng that Whettam was ineligible to bid for the vmr.A vacan-

ay, the Union riled

~his

grievance.

The following provisions of the 19Bl-1984 National Agreerlient have been cited by the parties in support o! their re$pective positions sr

)

- 2 -

Article
~

l~

(UNION RECOGNITION), Section 2-1, provides

part that "managerial and Supervisory.personnel" are not

d.ovored by the:National Agreement.
Article

J~ (MANAGE~'lENT

RIGHTS) provides in part that the

i

i!os·~al

Service: "shall have the exclusive right, subject to the

~ro,1isions o'f this

Agreement • • • B.

'l'o • • • promote • • ,,

4anc1] assign • ' • • employees in positions within the Postal
~er·1rice • • • ·:. "

Article 4P (SPECIAL

DELIVE.~Y

MESSENGER CRAFT), Section

t-D·-J-c, provilies in part thnt "Full-time regular special

qelivery

messe~gers

are entitled to bid on the positions of

• • • Vehicle :Operations-Maintenance Assistant spz .. 195."

(LETTER CARRIER CRAFT) reads in part as
Posting
A. In the letter carrier craft, vacant craft
duty ass~gnments shall be posted as followsi
1.

4 vacant or newly established duty

not under consideration
reversion shall be posted within
.$ working days of the day it becomes vacant or is established • • • •
~ssignment

~or

Positions currently designated in the
+etter carrier crafts
.

lCP 11 City Carrier, PS-5

(incl~des

the

4,uty assignment of Official Mail frie.s-

$enger Service in the Washingtont D. C.
~ost Office)

KP 11 Special Carrier, PS-5
SP 2-261 Carrier Technician, PS-6 • • • •
\

)

.'

·.
- 3 2.

-D.

carriers temporarily detailed
tq_a supervisory position (204b) may
nQt bid on vacant letter carrier craft
.duty assignments while so detailed.
· However, nothing contained herein shall
b~ construed to preclude such temporarily
d~tailed employees from voluntarily terminating a 204b detail and returning to
tbeir craft position. Upon return to
the craft position, such employees may
exercise their right to bid on vacant
letter carrier craft duty assignments • • • •
L~tter

Other.positions

City lett~r carriers shall continue to be entitled to:bid or apply for all other positions
in the u.:s. Postal Service for which they have,
in the past, been per~itted to bid or apply,
including:the positions listed below and any
new positions added to the listi
SP 2-+88 Examination Specialist
SP 2-195 Vehicle

Operations-~'laintenance

Assistant.

The parties agreed to the following stipulations {Tr. 18)s
First • • • a letter carrier who serves
as a VOMA'.continues·to be represented • • •
by NALC.
Secon~, he continues to accrue ~eniority
in the letter carrier craft • • • •

Third; while serving as a VOMA, the employee may bid for letter carrier assignments."'
The Union makes two pasic arguments.
that inasmuch as a let1;er carrier, once he

First, it contends
h~s

successfully

l:tid for a VoMA·vacancy, will continue to be treated as a
ljet"ter carrier~ the assignment should be considered as a
Jiet·~er
~n

carrier' duty assignment that is covered by the language

Article 41,.Section

l~A-2,

which states:

"Letter carriers

)

..

\
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)
t~m1iorarily

~id

detailed to a supervisory position (204b) may not

on vacant letter carrier craft duty assignments while so

dlet~tiled."

Second. the Union-maintains that under the National Agreenieni; 204b supervisors have no bidding rights of any kind.
~upport

In

of that position it cites a 1977 award by arbitrator

i:taul Fasser that a city carrier in a Fort Lauderdale, Florida,
P,os·t Office. who had been detailed as a 204b supervisor, could
not bid on a
~ee1:i

c~rier

route other than that to which he had

assigned prior to the detail.

The Postal Service points out that the

VOY~

position is

rtot one o.f the: specified letter carrier craft positions, but

,)

is

open to bidding by eligible members of the special delivery

/

messenger, motor vehicle, and clerk crafts.
In respor.,;se to the Union's argument based on the language
~~

Article 41. Section l-A-2. the Postai Service asserted during

~he hearing and in its post-hearing brief that "there is a long

history of' all'owing cra:f't employees {while acting as 204B)

to

bid on open positions" (USPS Br., p. 4).

No evidence to

that effect, however, was ·introduced at the hearing.
In acdition, the Postal Service emphasizes that Article 41,
.

.

?e·ction l-A-2 prohibits letter carriers temporarily detailed
~o

a 204b position from bidding on "vacant letter carrier

br2:ft duty assignments while so detailed."
added)

')
/

{Underscoring

It argues that ~is provisiop is not applicable in

.-,~.·

- 5 -

.. ··

_J

this case becarse the VOMA position is not exclusively a

letter carrier! duty assignment.
II

The Unio •s first argument is unconvincing.

That a

$uccessful let er carrier bidder for a VOMA vacancy continues
to be represe

ed by NALC and to accrue seniority in the clerk

carrier craft oes not alter the fact that members of three
crafts

~ther

$i bili ty

or

y also bid for the same job and have the posbeing the successful.bidder,

de~ending

upon their

seniority.
The Unio 's second argument is also unconvincing.
~ostal
~04b

Servic

As the

points out, Article 41, Section l-A-2, prohibits

.

supervis rs from bidding on vacant letter carrier craft

positions.
vacancy

the case considered by arbitrator Fasser, the
ed was a carrier route -- indisputably a letter

~arrier

control this

assignment.

His decision, therefore, cannot

ase.

The Unio •s inferential argument that 204b supervisors
cannot bid on
~ents

VO~iA

(or any other) bargaining unit duty assign-

because of the language of Article l, Section 2. is not

persuasive; t & National Agreement does give 204b supervisors
some rights,

ncluding the right voluntarily to terminate a

204b detail

d to return to their craft position.

~

Moreover,

204b super isors had no rights under the National Agreement,

it would not

been necessary to specify that they cannot
~

r

)

,J
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b,id on a vacant letter carrier craft duty assignment.

For the ~~regoing reasons, I conclude that the grievance
n}us~t

be

denied~

Benjamin Aaron
Arbitrator

-= u

1985
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l2bcr R:!~U~s C~:-·. :.;:~n~

NATIONAL ARBITRATION PANEL

)

In the Matter of Arbitration )

GRIEVANT:

C. Hernandez

)

· between

)

")

AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION )

POST OFFICE:

Phoenix, AZ

)

and

}
)

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE )
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~>

CASE NO. H1C-5K-C 24·191

;BEFORE:

Professor Carlton J. Snow

;APPEARANCES:

Mr. Martin I. Rothbaum
Mr. C. J .. "Cliffn Guffey

:PLACE OF HEARING:

Washington, D.C.

'DATE OF HEARING:

December 11, 1990

:POST-HEARING
BRIEFS:

March 4, 1991

)

•AWARD:
Having carefully considered all evidence submitted by
;the parties concerning this matter, the arbitrator concludes
~that

the Employer violated Article 37 of the National Agree-

:ment when, on approximately March 28, 1984, management denied
;the grievant a bid assignment due to her inability to work
;overtime.

Because the grievant was the senior bidder for the

:open position and met all published qualification standards,
she should have been awarded the position. An inability to
1
:work overtime does not necessarily prohibit an employe from

:Performing his or her normal assignment.

Accordingly, such

·an individual working with such a restriction is not neces-

;sarily on "light duty. 11
\

)

Employes restricted

fro~

working

:overtime may bid on and receive assignments for which they
·can perform a regular eight hour assignment.

The parties .

'did not intend the 1987 Memorandum of Understanding to control

'individuals who are unable to work overtime but have no
:other medical restrictions.
The parties shall have sixty days from the date of

:this report to negotiate a remedy for the specific grievant
'involved in the case.

If: they are unable to accomplish

,this objective, they, by mutual agreement, may activate the

arbitrator's jurisdiction any time during the ninety days
period following the date of this report or by the request
of either

pa~ty

after sixty days have passed from the date

pf this report but expiring ninety days after the date of this

)

report.

Further evidentiary hearings might be necessary

·----- -· ·-· -- ·-- --- ·---- -- ... -- ... ·- - ·- -- --·--····· ·- ...... -·-·--·-·. ·--- ·-·. - .. ··-·· .... ······- ................ --- --- ····----·-········

···-·-··-·--···~

···········-·· ...... _________ ·-~··-····-· ····--·-

"·in order for the arbitrator to fashion an appropriate

remedy.

It is so ordered and awarded.

Carlton J. Snow
Professor of Law

)

j

)

IN THE MATTER OF ARBITRATION )

(Case No. H1C-SK-C 24191)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

(C. Hernandez Grievance)

)

BETWEEN
AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION
AND

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

:I.

ANALYSIS AND AWARD

Carlton J. Snow
Arbitrator

INTRODUCTION
This matter came .for ·hearing pursuant to an ·appeal to

~arbitration

from the American Postal Workers Union on

:January 18, 1985.
\

1

The matter came to arbitration pursuant

ito Article 15, Sections 2 and 4·of the National Agreement.
'.A hearing occurred on December 11, 1990 in a conference room
:of the United States Postal Service

~eadquarters

·475 L'Enfant Plaza, S.W., in Washington, D.C.

located at

Mr. Martin I.

iRothbaum, Labor Relations Program Analyst, represented the

.,

-United States Postal Service.

Mr.

·c.J.

"Cliff" Guffey,

;Assistant Director of the Clerk Division, represented the
American Postal Workers Union •
.The hearing proceeded in an orderly manner.

There

was a full opportunity for the parties to submit evidence,
'to examine and cross-examine witnesses, and to argue the
,matter.

All witnesses testified under oath as administered

:by .the arbitrator.

The advocates fully and fairly

:represented their respective parties.

Ms. Ashorethea

\

:·--~).'
...

Cleveland of the Diversified Reporting Services, Inc.,

_____ ,

b:ecorded the proceeding for the parties and submitted a
;tra~script

of 91 pages.

At the hearing, the·Employer challenged the substantive
:arbitrability of the dispute.

The parties agreed, however,

:that the issue of arbitrability was so enmeshed in the
merits of the case that the arbitrator should hear all
'relevant evidence and .proceed to an award on the merits of
:the case only if the matter proved to be substantively
arbitrable.

The parties elected to submit post-hearing

briefs, and the arbitrator officially closed the hearing on
March 4, 1991 after receipt of the final brief in the matter.

II.

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE

The parties failed to agree at the arbitration hearing
regarding a statemerit of the issue before the arbitrator.
~he

Employer maintained that the issue is"

11

Was there a

violation of Articles 13 and 37 of .the National Agreeme:rit
when an employe was denied a bid
M~rch

a~signment

on or about

28, 1984 due to her inability to work the full duties

of the assignment?"

According to the Union, the correct

issue before the arbitrator is:

"Did the Postal Service

violate Article 37 when the Service denied the grievant,
who

wa~

the senior qualified bidder, bid Assignment 3711?"

The primary differenG::e between the issues presented by
the parties is whether Article 13 of the National Agreement

.

~.)

2

. -·----·--·- ·-···--· --------·------·--·-· ·-·
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,'

was violated by management.

Vnion _alleged that

o~ly

J;lad· been violated.

At the arbitration hearing, the

Article 37 of the National Agreement

According to Mr. Guffey, the Union· "never

c;tlleged that they [management] violated Article 13."
'-t'r., 6).

(See,

According to Mr. Rothbaum, management believed "it

was the Union's position all

alo~g

that Articles 13 and 37

were the issue, and there are Union documents that substan-

( See , Tr • , 9 ) •

tiate that. "
A careful
supports

a

revie~

of evidence submitted to the arbitrator

conclusion that the Union is claiming only a

violation of Article 37

of

the National Agreement.

At Step

2, documents in the grievance procedure refer to a possible
Violation Of Article 19 of the National Agreementi but
·)
/

no

<;me has argued to the arbitrator that Article 19 is a focal
~oint

of this dispute.

Based on authority from the parties,

the arbitrator states the issues as follows!

1.

Is the grievance substantively arbitrable?

2.

If so, did the Employer violate.Article 37 of
the National Agreement when, on approximately
March 28, 1984, the Employer denied the grievan..t ·
a bid assignment due to her inability to work
overtime?

If so, what is the appropriate remedy?

3

.·

-·~
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III. RELEVANT CONTRACTUAL PROVISIONS

J

ARTICLE 37 - CLERK CRAFT
Section 1.

Definitions

B. Duty Assignment. A set of duties and.
responsibilities within recognized positions
regularly scheduled during specific hours of duty.
Section 3.

Posting and Bidding
All newly established craft duty
assignments shall be posted for
full-time regular craft employees
eligible to bid within 10 days.
All vacant duty assignments, except
those positions excluded by the
provisions of Article 1, section
2, shall be posted within 21 days
unless such Vqcant duty assignments are reverted or where such
vacancy is being held pursuant to
Article 12.

A.

1•

E.

Information on Notices

-

")··
..

Information shall be as shown below and
shall be specifically stated:

F.

1.

The duty assignment by position,
title and number .(e.g., key or
standard position)

4.

Hours of duty (beginning and ending)
and tour.

6.

Qualification standards.

Results of Posting
1.

The
the
the
the

senior qualified bidder meeting
qualification standards for
position shall be designated
successful bidder.

4

/

)

~ \

·.)

-

/

.
IV.

STATEMENT OF FACTS
In this case, the Employer has challenged the

~rbitrator's

subject matter jurisdiction.

.

On the merits,

.

'frhe Union has challenged the decision of management to deny

a work
!

assignment based on an employe's inability to work
.

overtime.

Although the meaning of the facts is in dispute,

there is substantial agreement on the underlying context of
The grievant became an employe of the U.S.

the dispute.

Postal Service some time prior to October of 1980.

On

October 4, 1980, she suffered an injury· which resulted in

her subsequent inability to perform certain normal work
duties.

From October of 1980 until January of 1984, the

gr~evant

underwent various medical treatments and was classi-

fied during this timewith either a "limited duty" or a "light
duty" status.

At one point, the grievant's doctor limited

her to answering the telephone at work.
On January 31, 1984, the grievant's doctor signed a

'.'work limitation" slip which indicated that the grievant
'.'may return to regular duties with no limitations on January

31 ·, 1984."

The doctor also indicated that the grievant·-•;nay

work eight hours per day."

(See, Union Is Exhibit No. 5, p •. 2).

On
January 31, 1984, a medical doctor for the Employer
.
~

concurred with the report of .the grievant 1 s personal physiAccording to the Employer's doctor, the grievant "is

cian.

~edically

day."

)

approved for regular duty, eight hours only, per

(See, Union's Exhibit No. 5, p. l).

·On approximately February 17, 1984, management posted

job No. 3711, a job entitled "Mark-up Clerk--Automated. 11
5

'\

The job involved operating an electro-:-mechanical operator
:paced machine used to process mail that was undeliverable
.as addressed.

On March 9, 1984, the Employer announced that

:the grievant was the senior bidder and that job No. 3711 had
been

awarde~

.to the grievant • . (See, Union's Exhibit No. 7).

On March 16, 1984, management notified the grievant

!that she did not meet

requirements for the job

phy~ical

because of her "limited duty restrictions."
Exhibit No. 3(R)).

(See, Employer's

The Employer asked the grievant to pro-

.vide medical documentation of her ability to meet physical
;requirements of the pos~tion, or she would risk losing the
bid.

The grievant responded by re-submitting the form

:completed by her doctor on January 31, 1984 which allowed
her to return to regular duties but limited her to no more
than eight hours of work a day.

On March 28,

198,4, the

:Employer acknowledged receipt of the doctor's statement and
;added that

The documentation provided states that you may
work 8 hours per day.
Your job duty requirements
may require· you to work more than 8 hours per day.
Please provide us with a current evaluation of
your abili_ty to meet the physigal _requirement of
this position prior to April 4, 1984.
Failure to provide the required documentation will
result in your bid ·being disallowed, and you will
not be awarded the position •. (See, Employer's
Exhibit No. 3(8)).
On Apri·l 11, 1984, the grievant submitted a Step 1
·complaint in the matter.

_Subsequently, -she submitted a work

:limitation slip prepared.by her doctor on April 12# 1984
·which referred to notes of April 3, 1984.
6

(See, Employer's

,<
I·

Exhibit No •. 3{T) and (U).· The grievant's doctor recommended
the following:
The patient is apparently be·ing asked to work a
50 hour a week shift. That is, 10 hours a day,
5 days a week. She's. willing to work an 8 hour
shift, a regular 40 hour work week, ~nd I think
it is reasonable to try this~ I'm concerned,
however, with the fact th~t, in time, that still
she may not be able t~ handle this repetitive type
of activity; and although I.will give her medical
clearance to try this on a 40 hour work week
schedule, I would wish to indicate to her administrators . • • that it may become necessary fo~
her to be considered for a job transfer to a
job that does not include this kind of repetitive
activity.
(See, Employer's Exhibit No. 3{U}.

On receiving this medical documentation, management
concluded that the employe was not able to perform all
~equirements

of the position and that she could not be awarded

j.ob No. 3711.

The grievance was denied at each step of the

procedure, and the Union appealed i t to arbitration on
January 18, 1985.

When the parties were unable to resolve

their differences, the matter came for hearing on December

11, 1990 with no challenge on the basis of procedural
arbitrability.

)

7

;.

..-,_._

v.

)

POSITION OF THE PARTIES
A.

Employ~r

The

~ccording

to the Employer, the arbitrator is without

subject matter jurisdiction in this case because "the parties
resolved any national interpretive issue discussed in the
grievance procedure in September of 1987 with the signing of

a Memorandum

of Understanding. 11

Brief, p. 11).

(See, Employer's Post·-hearing

The Employer has offered two distinct

arguments for its theory of the case that the grievance is
pot arbitrable.

First, the Employer maintains that the

parties consistently considered the grievant to be in a
~'light

duty" status during all relevant times, including the

time period ·immediately before she bid on job No. 3711.
~econd,

the Employer maintains _that changes in language of

the Local Memorandum of Understanding highlight a Union
~greement

to the effect that an inability to work overtime

amounts to."light duty" status.

In either case, the Employer

believes that "light duty" status is a condition which the
·parties fully addressed and is controlled by the 1987
.Memorandum of Understanding between the parties and that- no
.national interpretive issue remains for resolution by the
arbi.tra tor.
Mr. George

s.

McDougald, General Manager of the Grievance

and Arbitration D.ivision for the Employer, and Mr. William
:Burrus, Execu17i ve Vice-president for .the Union, signed the
·Memorandum of Understanding on September 1, 1987.

This

Memorandum established procedures to be followed when "an
8
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~mployee,

as a result of· illness or injury or pregnancy, is

'.temporarily· unable to work all of the duties of his or her
normal assignment.

Instead, such an employee is working·on

:(1) light duty; or (2)

limited duty. 0

(See, Employer's

:Exhibit No. 1).

The Employer contends that the grievant was on. "light
duty" during the time period when she bid on job No. 3711.

Accordingly, it .is the belief of the Ernploye~ that the

·grievance which arose out of management's denial of her bid
:must be resolved in accordance with the 1987 Memorandum of

.Understanding.

Hence, it is the belief of management that

:no issue remains for the arbitrator to consider.- The Union,
:iikewise, has considered the grievant to be in a "light duty"

)

istatus throughout the grievance process, according to the
Employer.

(See, Employer's Post-hearing Brief, p. 11 ).

As evidence of this proposition, the Employer has
:pointed to Union statements during the grievance procedure.
At Step 3, the Union argued that "the Local Memoranda of

:understanding [sic] reads 'Employees with a light duty status
must be allowed to bid and be awarded a position provideo
~e/she

can perform the duties of the new assignment.'"

(See, Joint Exhibit No. 2, p. 5).

In addition to this docu-

·ment, the Employer maintains that the medical documentation
confirms the fact that the grievant was never removed from

"light duty" status.

According to the Employer, notes of

.the grievant's doctor indicate that he was not certain the

·\I
/

grievant could perrorm even a 40 hour work week schedule.
9

.According to the Employer, the doctor gave the grievant
;.permission. to "try" to work.

He was not saying she could

'

·perform the work even for an eight hour day, according to
:the Employer's interpretation of the doctor's statements.
{See, Employer's Post-hearing Brief, p. 12).

The Employer has acknowledged that there was some
'discussion with the Union during the grievance procedure
.which suggested that the Union believed the grievant was
able to perform the assignment for eight hours a day and

;that she should not be denied the job because she could not

;work beyond this time period.
:Brief, p. 12).

(See, Employer's Post-hearing

It is the positi~n of the Employer, however.,

ithat this discussion failed to amount to a disagreement about
,the fact that the employe was on "light duty" status.

;According to management, the grievant's status was precisely
:the status which the parties had covered in their 1987
:Memorandum of Understanding.

The ·Employer described its

position as follows:
It is our position that a person being unable
to work more than eight hours, being considered
on light duty, is no different than a person with-~
a sit-down job and unable to walk being considered
on light duty.
(See,. Employer's Post-hearing
Brief, p. 12).
Alternatively, the Employer argues that the grievant
was never rernoved·frorn "light duty" status because she was
: under the control of a

II

Disability Reassignment Board .estab.J:ished.

by the Local Memorandum of Understanding for the Phoenix

:Post Office.

The Local Memorandum of Understanding had a

.provision which stated that "if the employee being qualified
1.0

\\

..)

/

for permanent light duty })ids off that assignment (with the
approval of the Disability Reassignment Review Board, and

supported by medical evidence), he will not be able to have
his new assignment tailored to light duty."
Exhibit No. 2).

{See, Employer's

According to.the Employer, this contractual

provision "required the approval' ·of the Committee to bid

off.

She could not arbitrarily leave the control of the

Commit:tee."

(See, Employer's Post-hearing Brief, p. 13).

M.citnagement argues that, because the grievant was still under
the control of the Committee, her circumstances were covered

by the 1987 Memorandum of Understanding between the parties.
It is also the position of the Employer that bargaining
history for the Local Memorandum of Understanding shows that
i~

)

was the intent of the parties to cover the present case

with the 1987 Memorandum of Understanding at the national
1.evel.

The parties submitted a portion of the 1982 Local

Memorandum of Understanding to the arbitrator.

It states

that:
Light duty is defined as a restriction on the type
of duties that can be performed by the clerk during
the tour. Limited hours is defined as a restric- ·- ·
tion on the number of hours that may be worked on
any tour and shall not be construed as light duty.
(See, Employer's Exhibit No. 2, p. 8).

Management argues that this provision was marked by an
asterisk in the 1982 agreement between the parties.

The

marking allegedly indicates that management considered the
provision

to

be inconsistent or in conflict with the

~ational Agreement.

)
- --·-·-·-·

---~-·-·

(See, Tr., p. 72).

According to the

Employer, the provision was one of a number of provisions
11
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discussed at impasse in May or June, 1982; and the provision
quoted by the arbitrator allegedly was negotiated out of the
.~greement

prior to 1983.

(See, Tr., 72}.

· It is the belief of the Employer that "the Union in
~greeing to

remove the existing language considered work

beyond eight hours to be part of the light duty provisions."
(See,_ Employer's Post-hearing Brief, p. 13).

In other words,

management argues that, when the parties agreed to remove
the provision which stated "limited hours is defined as a
'
~estriction

on the number of hours
that
on
.
.. may be. worked
-

~ny tour and shall not be construed ·as light duty," this

meant that a "limited hours" restriction for an employe would

l?e construed as a "light duty" assignment for that employe.

B.

The. Union

The Union maintains that the grievance is substantively
It acknowledges that the 1987 Memorandum of

arbitrable.

qnderstanding established a procedure to resolve situations
in ..which an employe, "as a result of illness or injury or
pregnancy, is temporarily unable to work all the duties of
his or her normal assignment."
Brief, p. 2).

(See, Union's Post-hearing·

It is the belief of the Union, however,. that there

remains a legitimate dispute regarding the meaning of the

\<!Ords "normal assignment" in the 1987 Memorandum of Understanding.

According to the Union,. "whether a restriction to
12

...

)

;

~·
not work overtime modifies the employee's normal assignment
is not just the threshold issue, but is the core of the case"
in dispute before the arbitrator.
Brief, p. 3).

(See, Union's

Post-hea~ing

The Union maintains that the dispute in this

case concerns whether the ability to work overtime is included
within the duties of a "normal assignment."
To resolve the dispute, the Union focuses on language
in the National Agreement in an effort to help define the
verbiage of the 1987 Memorandum of Understanding.

That

~emorandum applies to all employes "temporarily unable to

work all the duties of his or her normal assignment."
:According to the Union, "regular" or "normal" assignments
are identified in all contracts and manuals of the parties
~s

eight hour work days.

From this fact, ·the Union concludes

;that ·overtime is not part of a "normal duty ·assignment" and
·that, therefore, the 1987 Memorandum of Understanding does
not apply to employes who are capable of working the normal
eight hour work day.
pp. 13-14}.

(See, Union's Post-hearing Brief,

Further, the Union maintains that a limitation

to work no more than eight hours a day does not necessarily
:constitute "light duty."

According to the Union, Arti.cle · 13

describes light duty as a'reassignment to other duties
because ernployes are 'unable to perform their regularly

assigned duties.

111

(See, Union's Post-hearing Brief, p. 14).

It is the position

of

the Union that, regardless of

what the grievant's restrictions were at other times, her

)

doctor had released her to full duty at the time of her bid
13

on job No. 3711, with only a restriction that she not work
overtime.

A~cordingly,

the Union argues that the grievant,

in fact, was able to perform her "normal assignment" and

that, therefore, the circumstances of her case and·others
like hers do. not fall within and are not covered by the 1987
Memorandum of Understanding.

As a consequence, it is the

conclusion of the Union that the dispute before the arbi~rater

is substantively arbitrable.

It is the belief of the Union that no weight should be
accorded testimony and evidence which management introduced
with regard to .the 1982 Local Memorandum of Understanding.
The Union argued that such evidence involved a new argument
which had not been raised at prior steps of the grievance
procedure.

(See, Tr.·, 34-35)

o

Furthermore, the Union argues

that the 1982 Local Memorandum of Understanding included
language which stated "limited hours is defined as a
restriction on the number of hours that may be worked on any
tour and shall not be constr.ued as light duty. 11
to the Union,

manage~ent's

According

witness on the matter acknowledged

that the local agreement which_included this language was
"the local memo we were being guided by at that time."
Tr. 61).

{See,

The Union acknowledges that this language subse-

guently was deleted from the Local Memorandum of Understanding.
It, nevertheless, .is the Union's position that this subsequent
deletion of local language "cannot add an 'overtime limitation'
to the National Agreement's definition of light duty. 11
"Union's Post-hearing Brief, p. 17}.

(See,
'\

I
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VI.

ANALYSIS
A.

The Matter of Substantive Arbitrability
1.

Did the Union acknowledge that the Grievant
Was on .. Light Duty"?

The Employer has argued the Union conceded in the
grievance procedure that the grievant was on "light duty"
status at the time she bid for the disputed job.

As a

consequence, it is management's conclusion that the present
case is governed by the 1987 Memorandum of Understanding
signed by Messrs. McDougald and Burrus on September 1, 1987.
Hence, the parties already would have negotiated principles
covering this dispute, and it would not present a justiciable
issue for the arbitrator, according to management.
It is correct that the Step 3·appeal included a state-

ment which said "employees with light duty status must be
allowed to bid and be awarded a position provided he/she

can perform the duties of the new assignment."
Exhibit No. 2, p. 5).

(See, Joint

The Employer did not submit the status

report at the appeal to Step 2 into evidence,although both
were cited during the hearing.

When management was attempting

to demonstrate that the Union had acknowledged the grievant•s
"light duty" status, Mr. Rothbaum had Mr. Guffey read a portion of the Step 4 appeal.

There occurred the following

exchange:

)

Mr. Rothbaum:

Go on.

Mr. Guffey:

There is no dispute the employee can
perform the job eight hours a day and
forty hours a·week. The problem is,
management takes the position, because

Read it.

15
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;

the employee cannot work overtime,
she is not entitled to the position.
The Union takes the position, the
employee is entitled to bid while on
permanent light duty as long as it
is within the medical restrictions.

Mr. Rothbaum:

Acknowledgement that the person is
on permanent light duty, Mr. Arbitrator,

Mr. Guffey:

That is not an acknowledgement. Produce a document that put her on
permanent light duty~ Did she have
five years in at the time? She couldn't
be on permanent light duty.
(See,
Tr. , 14).

Tpe point is the Union took issue with management's contention
that the grievant .was always on

"l~ght

duty" status.

It is

reasonable to understand earlier arguments of the Union
w~thin

the context of concurrent arguments of management.

In other words, it is clear that management has found an
admission against interest or an

a~knowledgernent

where none

)

existed.
From early stages of the

grievanc~

procedure, the

;

~player

asserted that overtime is a requirement of regular

positions in the bargaining unit.

In its Step 2 response to

tl;le grievance on May 2, 1984·, the Employer noted that
grievant

h~d

·hours a day.

the

been restricted from working more than eight
Despite this observation, the Employer reached

the following conclusion:
It is management's position.that overtime, as
needed, is a requirement of regular positions in
the Postal Service, and therefore the failure to
award her this position was in compliance with
the agreement.
(See, Joint Exhibit No.· 2, p. 6).
Later-, in the Step 4 response of January 4, 1985, the
16

,_)

Employer stated that:
The question in this grievance is whether the
grievant was improperly denied a bid because of
her physical inability to work overtime.

It is the position of the Postal Service that
the ability to work overtime is a bona fide physical requirement which must ·be met in order to
qualify for the position involved.
(See, Joint
Exhibit No. 2, p. 2).

Throughout the grievance procedure, the Employer has
maintained that the ability to work overtime is a part of an
~mploye's

"normal assignment."

It is precisely this inter-

pretation which the Union challenged, and the question of
whether that interpretation.is correct has not been answered
by the 1987 Memorandum of Understanding between the parties.
~Y

)

focusing on whether or not the grievant was under "light

(iuty status," the Employer failed to interact completely with
the fundamental question in dispute between the parties.

The

1987 Memorandum of Understanding established procedur.es to

be used when an employe is "temporarily unable to work all
of the duties of his or her normal assignment."

This

agreement between the parties failed to answer the question
pursued by the Union into this arbitration proceeding.

The

1987 Memorandum of Understanding did not answer the fundamental
question regarding wh~ther or not 'the ability to work overtime
is part of the ability to work "all of the duties of his or
her normal assignment."
Evidence submitted to the arbitrator makes it reasonable
to conclude that the Union's past references to employes on

)

light duties failed to constitute an admission against
17

'

.
.: interest that the grievant in this case was, in fact,

·;"light duty" status.

in a

Union references to •ilight duty" status

·in various fields has not conclusively demonstrated that the
'

·Union considered the ·grievant in this case to· be in a "light
.duty" status.

The prior grievance procedure, including

:statements by the

~ployer

which the arbitrator previously

·has discussed,support a conclusion that the continuing dispute

.has been about whether the ability to work overtime is a
;Part of a "normal assignment."

Management has acknowledged

that "there was some· discussion by the Union during the
,grievance procedure alleging that the employe was able to
,work the assignment for eight hours per day and should not
:be denied the job because she could not work beyond the eight
hours.u

(See, Employer's Post-hearing Brief, p. 12).

Although

management considered this statement to be an insignificant
concession~

it acknowledged the core of the present dispute.

Testimony from

Rene~

Breeden, Clerk Craft Director at

the time the Union filed the grievance, demonstrated that
the Union did not consider the grievant to be on a "light

duty" assignment·

The testimony was .as follows?

I'm saying, in this c~se, management took the position that i t was light duty. The Union was saying,
No, it is not light duty because we have this document that was dated 1/31/84 which goes to your
previous question.

She was on light duty prior to 1/31/84 by virtue
of this document being marked in the second box,
'may be returned to light duty.'
·Those documents that you•showed me said, yes, at
that point in time, she was on light duty.
18
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However, in this document that she received on
1/31/84, i t came back stating that she could return to regular duties with limitations.
(See,
Tr. , 85-86) •
~he document referred to by the witness is the form completed

py

the grievant's doctor.

(See, Union's Exhibit No. 5, p.2}.

The Union stressed the fact that the doctor did not check
the box on the form signifying that the grievant "may return
to light duty."

Instead, the doctor checked the box next to

the statement "a return to regular duties with no limitations

on 1/31/84."

(See, .Tr., 70-:-71).

The Union al.so established

that the medical doctor for the Employer, who had authority
to make the final decision with respect to the grievant's
medical status, stated that the grievant "is medically
)

approved for regular duty, 8 hours only/day."

(See, Union 1 s

Exhibit No. 5, p. 1, and Tr., 57-58).
The Employer's contention that the medical examination
conducted by the grievant's doctor after the grievant bid on
job No. 3711 confirmed her ongoing "light duty" status was

an unpersuasive contention.

The analysis and comments of

. :the grievant 1 s doctor in April of 1984 were more complete
than corrunents made in conjunction with the evaluation on
January. 31, 1984.

Yet, the evaluation and recommendation

were essentially the same.
~ated

On January 31, the doctor indi-

that the grievant "may return to regular duties with

no· limitations on January 31, 1984" and a·lso that the grievant
"may work eight hours per day."

)

While definitely voicing

a concern· about the grievant working more than a regular
forty hour a week shift, the doctor did not impose further
19
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·limitations on April 3, 1984 beyond those that existed in
his report of January 31, 1984.

The fact that the grievant

:or the grievant 's doctor may have been aware that the job
might have required overtime is not directly relevant to the
issue of arbitrability.

2.
Manage~ent

The Local ·Memorandum of Understanding
argued that the 1987 Memorandum of Under-

'standing resolved the present dispute because the grievant
·was under the control of a Local Disability Reassignment
:Review Conunittee.

The 1982 Local Agreement cited by manage-

rnent established a Disability Reassignment Board, and the
;agreement stated that, "if the employee being qualified for
:permanent light duty bids off that assignment (with the
approval of the Disability Reassignment Review Board and
supported by medical evidence), he will not be able to have
·his new assignment tailored to light duty."

Those provisions

were marked with an asterisk, indicating that management
believed the provisions were inconsistent or in conflict
_with-the

Nation~l

Agreement.

(See, Tr., 72).

While manage-

·ment argued that the grievant "could not arbitrarily leave
the control of the Committee, 11 the Employer submitted no
evidence which conviµcingly established that the grievant
was under the control of the Committee in the first place.
The closest- it came was in questioning Mr. Deapen, a Labor
20
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·Relations representative in Phoenix from 1980 through mid-1984.
rhere occurred the following exchange at the arbitration
hearing:
QUESTION: These are all restrictive documents, are
they not, Mr. Deapen?
ANSWER:

Well, the document that I'm referring to,
dated 6/21/83 is entitled, "Employee Work
Limitation Slip," but the copy I have, I
I don't see anything on it but a doctor's
statement.
I don't see any restrictions.

QUESTION: OK.
ANSWER:

But i t still says restrictions?

Yes, it does. Beyond that, I don't see
any bf them that say that she could do
the full duties of her position.

QUESTION: Would a person who has this type of medical history have been covered by that
Committee under the Local Agreement?

ANSWER:

can't say that for a certainty because
don 1 t have the documents; but certainly,
she could apply under that Committee
for an assignment.
(See, Tr., 50-51,
emphasis added).
I
I

Evidence submitted to the arbitrator failed to establish
:that the grievant,

in

fact, was under the control of the

:Disability Reassignment Review Board.
the letters

~hich

Initially, neither of

the Employer sent to the grievant on

.March 16 and March 28, 1984 made any reference to a require;ment that the Disability Reassignment Review Board approve
,her bid for a new position.

The correspondence merely asked

•for additional medical documentation.

The evideni;::e:.:.simply

never established that the grievant was under ·the control of
the Local Disability Reassignment Review Board.

Although

he speculated that the grievant might have been under the
:auspices of the Board, Mr. Deapen was unable to .answer with

)
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certainty about this matter.

(See, Tr., 52).

Nor did testimony from Renee Breeden establish that the
grievant, in fact,·had been covered by the Disability
~eassigrunent

Review committee.

Because the Employer advanced

the argument that the control of this Committee is relevant

to

the issue of substantive arbitrability, it was manage-

ment's burden to prove the matter of control.

Evidence

:submitted by the Employer simply was unpersuasive in this
regard.

Although the grievant might have been a logical

·candidate for committee review, witnesses who addressed the
issue did so within the context of many disclaimers.

Arguably,

·even if the Committee was controlling with regard to the
'grievant's status, the fact that it may not nave released
her from "light duty" status {if that had been the case)
·failed to require a conclusion that the 1987 Memorandum of
:understanding is controlling in this case.

Arguably, a

:limitation to eight hours a day did not require "tailoring"
to light duty.

It also could be argued that when an individual

·has shown an ability to perform work during the regular eight
:hour shift, he or she has established an ability to perform

:a

new assignment.

In other words, the grievant arguably

satisfied the requirements which the Committee could have
.asserted under the local agreement.

In other words, the

,u'l.timate·c.'_qu~st;ton·:..._ remained unanswered in the 1987 Memo-

randum of Understanding, namely, do "the duties of a normal
assignment include the ability to work overtime?

This is

·the unanswered question the parties have placed before the
; arbitrator.
22
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AWARD

Having carefully considered all evidence submitted by
the parties concerning this matter, the arbitrator concludes
that the grievance is substantively arbitrable and that the

'arbitrator has jurisdiction to proceed to the merits of the
case.

It is so ordered and awarded.

Respect~y submitted,

Carlton

JY.!0ff hwJ
~//j-~/C/f/

Professor of
Date:
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B.

Merits of the Case

1.

Theories of the Case

It is instructive to review the positions the parties
.

.

have taken on the merits of the dispute
·their arguments in context.

i whether
11

in

.order to place

The Union believes that,

a restriction to not work overtime modifies the

~mployee's normal assignment is not just the thr,eshold issue,

but is the core o:f the case."
Brief 1 p. 3}.

(See, Union's Post-hearing

As the senior qualified bidder for job No.

3711, the grievant should have received the bid, according
:to the Union.

Even though the grievant was unable to work

·more than eight hours a day, she, nevertheless, was able to
:perform fully the normally scheduled duties of the position

:and met all the published qualification standards for it.
;

;consequently, when management denied the grievant the bid
'assignment for the job, it allegedly violated Article 37 of
:the parties' agreement.
According to the Union's theory of the case, Article 37
of the parties' agreement has set forth a clear procedure by
·which vacant assignments are filled.

Section l(B} of

:Article 37 has defined "duty assignment" as "a set of duties

:and responsibilities within recognized positions regularly
'scheduled during specific hours off duty.
Exhibit No. 1, p. 91 ).

(See, Joint

There are clear-cut procedur.es for

;posting and bidding on vacant duty assignments.

The parties

have identified information which must be posted on notices
of vacant assignments.

Such notices must include hours of

'duty (beginning and ending} and tour as well as qualification
24
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standards.

(See, Joint Exhibit No. 1, p. 103).

The Union has argued that Article 37(3){F) requires the
~mployer

to designate the senior qualified bidder meeting

.
.
.the qualification standards as the "successful bidder. ii
Article 37{3) (F} (2) states 'that the. successful bidder "must"
be placed in the new assignment.
~·

103).

(See, Joint Exhibit No. 1,

As the successful bidder, the grievant should have

been placed in the position, according to the Union.
According to the Union, the qualification standards on
~hich

the parties have agreed do not· include the ability to

work overtime, and any insistence that an individual meet

:this unpublished qualification allegedly is a violation of
the National Agreement.

The qualification standards set

forth in the parties' agreement are specific and have been

.negotiated with precision.

It is the belief of the-Union

:that the qualification standards established for job No •
. 3711

included no requirement that the successful bidder be

;able to work overtime.

It is the position of the Union that

the "overtime" requirement of management is neither an
:element of a duty assignment nor any sort of bona fide
;requirement for the position.
'.Brief, p. 11).

(See, Union's Post-hearing

It is the contention of the Union that the

qualification standard set forth in the official handbooks
and manuals of the parties are the sole source of job quali'. fications, and management has no authority to add· to, delete,
or alter the published

)

q~alification

'of objection from the Union.

standards in the face

Accordingly, the Union believes
25
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:that management is prohibited from adding the ability to
work overtime as a qualification standard for job No. 3711
without first successfully negotiating the matter with the
:Union.

The Employer has argued just as vigorously ·that (1} the
:grievant always was in a "light duty" status; (2) that she
:did not r.equest and was not released by the Local Disability
·Reassignment Review Board to bid on a new position; and

:(3) that she at all times had

~

restriction which prevented

her from doing the work in the job for which she bid.

It is

the position of the Employer that negotiations for the 1982
Local Memorandum of Understanding and the removal of certain
Janguage from the Local Agreement demonstrated that "all
parties to the Local Agreement understood that a person who
'could not work more than eight hours was considered on light
.duty."

(See, Employer's Post-hearing Brief, p. 1 6) .

The Union has responded that, despite those negotiations,
a dispute remains between the parties with respect to whether
a person who could work no more than eight hours was confidered on light duty.

Th.e _Employer has maintained that the

µnion has asserted a new argument in arbitration which is
,inappropriate and that i t is a new position for the Union
to assert that "the ·employee was not on light duty because
~he

could work the posted schedule for the position for

which she bid."
~ccordingly,
~onsidered

(See, Employer's Post-hearing Brief, p. 16).

the Union's argument'

should

not

be

by the arbitrator, according to management.
26
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In support of its contention, the Employer has relied
on a case by Arbitrator Benjamin Aaron in- which he stated:
I am fully in agreement with Arbitrator Mittenthal
that the provisions of Article XV require that all
the facts and arguments ·relied upon by both parties
must be fully disclosed before the case is submitted to arbitration should be strictly enforced.
{See, Case No. H8N-5B-C 17682).
~he

Employer has offered the following justification for the

x:ule:
The reason for the rule is obvious; neither party
should have to deal with evidence or argument presented for the first time in an arbitration·hearing,
which i t has not previously considered and for which
i t has had no time to prepare rebuttal evidence and
argument.
(See, Employer's Post-Hearing Brief, p.17).
These principles have practical utility and should be
closely followed in appropriate cases.
)

The contention that

~he Union is raising a completely·new argument which was not

previously disclosed, however, is not persuasive.
previou~ly noted,

As

even at Step 2 of this grievance, manage-

ment took the position "that overtime, as needed,

is

a

~equirement of regular positions in the Postal Service."

(seer Join:t Exhibit No. 2).

This position of ma·nagement is

precisely what. the Union is disputing in this case.

It is

not credible to argue .that the issue previously has not been
·cc)nsidered nor that management has had no time to prepare
r~buttal
;

evidence. and argument since it articulated its

p9sition regarding the matter in 1984.
Management's position on the merits in this case is
straightforward.

)

It contends that:

Overtime. is an integral part of the job.
It need
not be placed in the job description or in the
27
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qualification standards any more than a need to
l::ereqular ±n attendance must be specified.
(See,
Employer's Post-hearing Brief, p. ·17).
In this case, management allegedly proceeded on the premise
that an employe must perform the entire job, including possible overtime.
The Employer has conceded that the published position
description and qualification standards described an eight

hour day and relev~nt physical abilities without mentioning
the need to work overtime.
apkno~ledged

Moreover, the Employer has

that relevant manuals and handbooks used by the

parties refer to a basic eight hour work day.

On the other

hand, it is the position of the Employer that a requirement
o~ an ability to work over~irne need not be expressly included

iµ the written qualification standards.

It is the belief of

the Employer t4at it retains an inherent managerial prerogative to require overtime from employes.
Since the Employer allegedly retained the right to
r~quire

overtime of employes, there was no need to include

the overtime requirement as part of a job description or as
a qualification standard for the position.

At the same time,

the Employer has recognized that some positions within the
operation require little or no

overti~e.

The Employer argues

that the difference in the amount of overtime which might be
required of any given position is the precise reason why
management needs to know the extent of an employe ··s ability
'

tp work overtime before the Employer can grant an employe a
pbsition.
28
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Managerial Right to Require Overtime

2.

It would be a daunting tas)< to argue persuasively that,
as a general.rule, management may not require employes to
work overtime.

Such an argument would fly in the face of a

deeply rooted presumption that it is a right of management
to require employes to perform overtime assignments, absent
some exceptions.

As one arbitrator has stated:

A long line of .arbitration decisions has fairly
well established the right of management to require
its employees ·to work overtime unless there is a
contractual restriction which specifically takes
away this right. This right of management, however~ requires that the overtime so assigned be of
a reasonable duration under reasonable circumstances-. There is also a requirement that management accept certain reasonable excuses advanced
by employees to be excused from such overtime.
If there is no reference to management's right
to require overtime, the provisions of the agreemnent establishing pay for overtime work certainly
imply that occasional overtime work may be mandated.
(See, Pennwalt Corp., 77 LA 626, 631 {1981)).

\

j

There is general agreement among arbitrators that management
may require overtime as long as the assignment is

11

of

reasonable duration, commensurate with employee health,
~afety

and

endur~nce,

and the direction is issued under

reasonable circumstances." (See, Texas Co., 14 LA 146, 149
. (1949)}.

·:?"he collective bargaining agreement between the parties
in this case is not silent on the issue of overtime assigni

~ents.

In Article 8 of the parties' National Agreement,

they have made. extensive provision for ·the assignment of

'overtime work by management.
)

Section 8.S(A) has codified

the parties' agreement that management will establish an
29

..
overtime Desired List.

Article 8.S(D) of the National

Agreement states:
If the voluntary "Overtime Desired" list does· not

provide sufficient qualified people, qualified
full-time regular employees not on the list may ·
be required to·work overtime on a rotating basis
with the first opportunity assigned to the junior
employee.
(~ee, Joint Exhibit No. 1, p. 16).
This contractual provision makes clear that, when
necessary, management is permitted to require overtime work
even from employes who may not wish to work overtime.
~onclusion

This

is strengthened by other negotiated restrictions

contained in the National Agreement as well as in handbooks
~nd

manual, which have been incorporated into the parties•

agreement· by Article 19.·Article 8.S(F) and Section 432.32
of the Employee and Labor Relations Manual established
maximum hours which the Employer may require of different
ernployes except in emergency circumstances.
A logical implication of including Article 8.S(F) in the
National Agreement and Section 432.32 in the Manual is that
the parties expected management occasionally to need to
require overtime of employes.

Moreover, the provisions

manifest a desire to place limitations on managerial discretion
~ith

regard to overtime reqµirernents.

_parties agreed to limit

~anagerial

The fact that the

discretion supports an

:implication that· such discretion exists in the first place.
In other words, the Employer has not negotiated away a
,Presumption that management may require overtime from its
:employes.

But this conclusion does not dispose of the

_dispute in this case.
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3.

Some

Limitations on Management's Discretion

pos~tions

in the bargaining unit may require much

qvertime, while other positions require little or none.

Even within the same type of position, some duty assignments
require much overtime, while other duty assignments require

little or none.

in

Management has argued that the differences

the amounts of overtime that might be required in any

given duty assignment constitutes a reason why the .Employer
~ust

know of any limitations on an employe's ability to work

overtime.

Consequently, the Employer has concluded that the

ability.to work overtime must be considered an inherent
qualification for any position.

Any decision with
)

~espect

to whether the ability to

'i-7ork overtime is an inherent job qualification will have.
different effects depending on the size of the operation.
In a large operation, if an employe does not want to work
overtime, the availability of other willing workers in the

same pasition would make it easy for an unwilling employe to

avoid overtime and for management to accommodate the wishes
of the unwilling employe.

In the context of a large opera-

tion with many employes working the same position, it would
pe far less important for· management to know the extent of
an employe's ability to work overtime.
The guiding principle is the rule of reasonableness.
·For almost half a century in the United States, .highly
.regarded arbitrators have maintained that an employer's
'.right to require overtime must be analyze·d ·within the context

)

\
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•.
'of a reasonable person rule.

In Connecticut River Mills,

:rnc., the eminent Saul Wallen confronted the following

contractual provision:
The eight (8) hour day and forty (40) hour week
commencing Monday, at 12:01 A.M. and ending Friday
(inclusive), shall be in effect without revision
during the term of this contract. Time and one
half shall pe paid for all work done in excess
of eight (8) hours in any day or forty (40) hours
in any one week, and overtime paid for on a daily
basis shall not be duplicated on a weekly basis.
(See, 6 LA 1017 (1947)) •

.After the employer removed an employe for refusing to work
overtime, Arbitrator Wallen overturned the discharge and
stated that "once forty hours of service has been rendered,
·the obligation imposed by the contract has been met."

.6 LA 1017 (1947)).

(See,

He found that the rule of reasonableness

·restricted the employer in scheduling overtime work.
'Numerous cases have followed the analysis used by Arbitrator
;wallen.

(See, e.g., National Electric Coil Co., 1 LA 468

(1945); Campbell Soup Co., 11 LA 715 (1948); and A.D. Julliard

:&

Co., 17 LA 606 (1951)).

The

poin~

is that, even if

i

management has the right to require overtime work, there is
'an implied condition of reasonableness which must be applied
·in each case.

Some decisions have found that the rule of

·reasonableness
permitted even a legitimate employer request
.
.to work oyertime to be.refused.

(See, e.g., Sylvania

:Electric Products, Inc., 24 LA 199 (1954.)).

The eminent

-Harry Shulman has taught that an employe has a right to
:reject overtime if there is a justified reason for doing so.
:(See, Ford Motor Co., 11 LA 158 (1948)).
32
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The important point is that no single, simple formula
can be applied to resolve all overtime problems.

ity in Phoenix, Arizona is a large one.

The facil-

The posting

containing the position sought by the grievant included bid

.invitations for five other identical positions with the same
~egular
~he

hours.

Manage~ent

bidding process.

(see,

filled all five positions through
Union's Exhibit Nos. 6 and 7}.

Theoretically, all five individuals who received identical

positions could place their names on the Overtime Desired
List and be able to handle emergency situations requiring
overtime.
It is also possible that the Overtime Desired List
~ight

)

not provide sufficient qualified people to fill all

overtime reguirements.

In such a situation, management

might be forced to consider less willing employes to work
the overtime.

This possibility would seem more likely in

smaller facilities where a single position of a certain type
might exist.

In such situations, i t could disrupt manage-

~ent 's abili~y ~o direct the work force if it could not rely
on every employe to perform overtime work.
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4.

An Express Limitation

The parties have established a precise method through

which·vacant positions are to be filled.

Article 37 of the

parties' National Agreement established a bidding process

Which requires that notices of vacant positions be posted and
that the notice include qualification standards.
37.3{F}(1) makes clear that

11

Article

the senior qualified bidder

meeting the qualification standards for the position shall

l;>e designated the 'successful bidder'."
ti!o. 1, p. 103).

(See, Joint Exhibit

Article 37.3(F){2-) makes clear that •rthe

successful bidder must be placed in the new assignment
II

(See, Joint Exhibit No. 1, p. 103).

No published qualification standard for the position

sought by the grievant included the ability to work overtime.

The EL-303 Handbook is equally clear about the fact

"')

that managem~nt may not alter posted qualification standards.
Section 171 of the Handbook states:
The qualification standard appropriate for the
particular position is included in the announcement. This Handbook shall be the source of such
qualification standards.
No additions, deletions,
or alterations will be allowed by any local, district, or regional office, except as provided in
142.
(See, Union's Exhibit No. 4~.emphasis added}.
The EL-303 Handbook is clear about

the

fact that

qualification standards are to be established on a national
·level but that pursuant to Section 142, local, district,
or regional offices may add narrowly limited exceptions to
the qualification

standard~,

for example, the ability to

type or.drive when such needs constitute a bona fide occupational qualification.

The parties, however, did not include
34
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in Section 171 a qualification standard that applicants must
be able to work overtime.

The Handbook is the source of

qualification standards, and it is inappropriate to expand
;the narrow exceptions provided for in Section 171.

This

bonclusion finds support ·in Section 174 of the EL-303 Hand-

It s~ates that:

book.
;

The senior bidders' qualifications will then be
compared to the published qualification standard,
and the senior bidder will be selected i·f qualified.
{See, Union's Exhibit No. 4, emphasis added.}

The point is that bidders are to be evaluated by express,
published qualification standards.
~anagement's

The parties have limited

presumptive discretion with regard to overtime

work, and that limitation is inconsistent with the sort of

implied qualification standard asserted by management.
~ather,

the express limitation has activated the rule of

reasonableness.

The grievant in this case was performing the full duties

of

an eight hour day.

Unrebutted testimony at the hearing

established that, at the time the grievant bid for the posi-

tion, she was working a regular eight hour

day~

Renee

Breeden, Clerk Craft Director in Phoenix, testified as
follows:
QUESTION: Could you tell us what hours and days off she
[the grievant] was working prior to the bid?

ANSWER:

)

,J

Prior to the bid Christina Hernandez had
Saturdays and Sundays as days off.
She was
working· 1450 to 23 00 hours, and she was
performing her duty assignment for eight
hours a day.

QUESTION: Has she ever had a step increase withheld?

ANSWER:

No, she has not·. --

35

QUESTION: The hours and days off she was working,
Saturday and Sunday off, 1450 to 2300, is that
identical to the·job -that she was bidding?
ANSWER:

5.

Yes, i t was.

(See, Tr., 70).

Another Potential Limitation

There is another reason for concluding that the parties

did not bargain for management to enjoy an unfettered right
to include overtime as a requirement of a~y job.

The parties

;Lntended the.ir relationship to be circumscribed by the law,

including such legislation as the Rehabilitation Act of 1973
and the ADEA.

Such implicit limitations on the parties'

relationship cannot be ignored.
The rule of

~easonableness

with regard to overtime

assignments must be construed within the context of the
?-Unericans

wit~

w~ich

Disabilities Act

into law on July 26, 1990.

President Bush signed

This legislation provides federal

protection for persons with disabilities.

It extends rights

associated with the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to private
employers, while the 1973 Act focused primarily on the
federal government.
The legislation defines a "physical impairment" as:
Any physiological disorder or condition • . • or
anatomical loss affecting one or more of the following body systems:
neurological; musculoskeletal;
•••

(See,

45 C.F.R. § 84.3{j) (2) {i)

(2989)).

If a person has sucha physical impairment, it must

substantia~ly

limit the individual in a major life activity.
The

legislation

also

makes clear that the Americans

with Disabilities Act extends to "persons who have recovered-.in whole or in part--from a handicapping condition such as
:a

mental or neurological illness, but who may nevertheless

be discriminated against on the basis of prior

medical

36
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history
10, 1974).

{See, 120 Cong. Rec. 30531, 30534 (Sept.

In other words, the definition of a disability

under ADA extends to an individual who had an impairment in
his or her life and who, then, recovered from the disability.

The new legislation prohibits discrimination against such
·individuals.
The Americans with Disabilities Act also Qovers \.individuals who are "regarded" as having an impairment.

In

other words, eyen if an individual.has a physical impairment
that does not substantially limit a significant life activity,
but the person .has been treated by the employer as though

the person had such a limitation, that person is protecfed
by the legislation.
That· is,

the

new

( see , 4 5 c . F • R • § 8 4 • 3 ( j ) { 2 )( iv ) ( 1 9 8 9 )) •
.

legislation

A

t

prohibits discrimination

against a person who has been treated by the employer as
though the individual were impaired.

(See, School Board of

Nassau County v. Arline, 480 U.S. 273 (1987)).
It is important to recognize that an impairment under

the ADA must not be of any particular duration.

In other

words, a person with a temporary impairment would be covered

by the legislation.

One need only establish an impairment

that substantially limits a major life activity.

It would

be possible to establish coverage under the legislation

without regard to the duration of the impairment.
If a worker is a qualified individual with a disability,
management has an obligation to make a reasonable accommoda-

)

tion for that person.

The legislation states that the
37
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employer commits discrimination by
not making reasonable accommodations to the known
physical or mental limitations of an otherwise -~:-.-.::.:·.:_:::'.-:. ··.
qualified individual with a disability who is an
applicant or employee unless such covered entity
can demonstrate that the accommodation would impose
an undue hardship on the operation or business
·of such covered entity.
(See, ADA § 102(b} (5) (A),
1 0 4 Stat • 3 3 2 ) •
Section 101(9} of the legislation defines "reasonable
accommodation" to include job restructuring as well as
~edifying

work schedules.

It is clear from the legislative

history for the Act that the intent of the drafters was for
~anagement

to make a determination about a specific

accommodation on the basis of particular facts for individual
cases.

31

(See, Senate Rep. 116, 101 1st Cong., 1st Sess. 26,

(1989)).

~lexible

Legislators expected that management would be

with regard to job restructuring and modifying

$Chedules.

{See, Sen. Rep. 31).

about the fact that, even if

t~e

Legislators were clear
job restructuring or modified

schedule reduced efficiency of an operation, it must be made,
unless the inefficiencies could be defined as an "undue
J:;iardship" in specific cases.
The point is that the Employer has an obligation to look
to ·1aws such as the Americans with Disabilities Act for gene.ral
guidance about the nature of the Employer's obligation to
provide reasonable accommodation for individuals who are·
impaired.

The Employer's obligation extends to all employ-

ment decisions.

Decisions must be made

on

a case-by-case

pasis looking at the facts of each specific problem.

The:.-.

legislati·on suggests that the Employer must use a problem
. 38

')

...
~olving

approach to the matter.

This means management must

identify aspects of the job that limit the person's performance; determine pote.ntial accommodations; evaluate the

reasonableness
of the alternative
accommodations in terms
.
.
of their impact on the employer; and, assuming no undue·
~ardship on the employer, implement the most_ effective

(See, e.g., Davis v. Frank, 711 Fed. Supp.

accommodation.
·447

(N.D.

I l l . 1989)).

Management's authority to assign overtime work must be

understood within the context of laws such as the Americans
with Disabilities Act.

The Employer's authority to order

overtime is not unfettered, and such overtime assignments
cannot be viewed as an implied part of every job description.
Management's right to require overtime of employes must be
understood not only within the context of the parties'
.

.

contractual agreement but also as informed by relevant
:legislation.

Those sources make clear that the ri9ht of

management to require overtime does not translate into an
~mplied

or inherent qualification for every postal position.

}
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AWARD
Having carefully considered all evidence submitted by
the parties concerning this matter, the arbitrator concludes
that the Employer violated Article 37 of the National Agreernent when on approximately March 28, 1984,management denied
the grievant a bid assignment due to her inability to work
overtime.
t~e

Because the grievant was the senior bidder for

open position and met all published qualification

standards, she should have been awarded the position.

An

inability to work overtime does not necessarily prohibit an
employe from performing his or her normal assignment.
Accordingly, such an individual working with such a restriction.
i:s not necessarily on "light duty."

Employes restricted

f"rorn working overtime. may bid on and receive assignments for
which they can perform a regular eight hour assignment.

The

?arties did not intend the 1987 Memorandum of Understanding
to control individuals who are unable to work overtime but
have no other medical

re~trictions.

The parties shall have sixty days from the date of this
report to negotiate a remedy for the specific grievant
involved· in the case.

If they are unable to. accomplish this

objective, they, by mutual agreement, may activate the
~rbitrator's jurisdiction any time during the ninety day

period following the date of this report or by the request

of

either party after sixty days has passed from the date of

this report but expiring ninety days after the date of thi.s
~eport.

Further evidentiary hearings might be necessary
40

)

in order for the arbitrator to fashion an appropriate
,remedy.

It is so ordered and awarded.

Carlton J. Snow
Professor of Law
Date:

)
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OPINION
I.

Statement of the Case

The NALC filed this grievance as a class action on November 7, 2011 to contend that the
Postal Service violated Articles 3 and 12 by improperly excessing a clerk craft employee into a full-

2
time city letter carrier position. The parties could not resolve the dispute in the grievance procedure,
so the Union demanded arbitration. The APWU and NPMHU intervened because of the potential
impact on their represented employees.
The arbitration hearings took place in Washington, DC on August 27 and October 3, 2013.
Both parties appeared and had full opportunity to testify, to examine and cross-examine witnesses,
and to present all pertinent evidence. Both parties filed lengthy post-hearing briefs with supporting
documents, and both intervenors submitted shorter briefs.

II.

Statement of the Facts

There are no significant factual disputes. The real controversy is over the interpretation of
the collective bargaining agreement, so this grievance stands as a proxy. Although the grievance
formally involves just one employee at the Westerly, Rhode Island post office, the NALC filed many
similar grievances elsewhere because the issue here could affect many other employees.

A.

Background 1

Of course there is a lot of background to that simple statement of the facts. It begins with
a 2011 MOU between the APWU and the Postal Service that provided for the use ofNon-Traditional
Full-Time (NTFT) duty assignments. The MOU allowed the Postal Service to create NTFT
assignments in the clerk and motor vehicle crafts consisting of 30-48 hours a week. The object of
those assignments was to give the Postal Service more flexibility while providing more work
opportunities for APWU employees, and thereby reduce the possibility of layoffs (termed
"excessing" in this agency). In return, the Postal Service agreed to convert clerk craft part-time
flexible (PTF) employees to full-time status. In the three-month period provided, about 9,000
employees were converted.
So far, so good. The parties differed about what those changes would mean. The APWU
thought that the converted employees would all be placed in traditional 40-hour, 5-day schedules.
Instead, the Postal Service classified them as unassigned regulars and gave them NTFT schedules
of less than 40 hours. The APWU naturally grieved. On July 29, 2012, Arbitrator Shyam Das
denied the grievance, finding that "in the unique circumstances" of the case, management's action
did not violate the agreement (NALC Exhibit 4, p. 12).
That left many of the 9 ,000 converted part-time APWU employees working NTFT schedules
for fewer than 40 hours a week. That alone would not have affected the NALC. What happened
next did. The Postal Service excessed many of those employees - an NALC witness testified
without contradiction that the number was about 700-750- into the carrier craft. At that point, of

1

The NALC's brief (pp.6-7) presents the clearest statement of the NTFT background to this case and does so
in a relatively objective way. I therefore borrow from that statement in this subsection.

3
course, NALC employees were affected. As a result, the NALC filed about 70 grievances, including
this one.
One other agreement is worth mentioning at this point. The NALC and the Postal Service
entered into an MOU, known as the "Bridge Agreement," about cross-craft transfers. The critical
portion of that MOU is this:
A.

It is understood by the parties that in applying the provisions of Articles 7, 12
and 13 of this Agreement, cross craft assignments of employees, on both a
temporary and permanent basis, shall continue as they were made among the
six crafts under the 1978 National Agreement.

The 1978 National Agreement (NALC Exhibit 7, Article 12, Sections 5.B.2., 5.C.5 and 8, and 5.D.),
which is similar in relevant respects to the current NALC agreement, provided for the transfer of fulltime employees of one craft to full-time positions in other crafts, and the transfer of part-time
employees to part-time positions in other crafts.

B.

The Leonetti Grievance

As stated concisely in the Step B Impasse decision (NALC Exhibit 2), the instant dispute
began when the Postal Service wrote Anthony Leonetti, a Level 6 PTF Clerk, on September 22,
2010. The letter informed Leonetti that he would be reassigned outside the installation due a
reduction in staffing needs. He was to be assigned to vacant PTF positions at the same or higher
wage level but that never happened. Instead, he was promoted on August 27, 2011 to an NTFT clerk
position. He was supposed to work five hours a day for six hours a week, but for some reason he
only averaged about 26 hours a week and never worked more than 30 hours. Later, however, he was
offered his choice of two vacant full-time jobs in the letter carrier craft in the Westerly facility. The
employer confirmed his choice on October 18, 2011.
This grievance followed. The thrust of the grievance was that Leonetti was a part-time clerk
employee who was assigned to a full-time carrier job. The Grievance asked that the assignment be
rescinded and that he be offered a position as a PTF letter carrier instead.
The Step B team reached impasse. The management member of the team declared that the
grievance involved an interpretive issue under the National Agreement, so the dispute advanced to
this National Level arbitration.

C.

Previous Awards

As is normal in the Postal Service, there are several previous arbitration awards that bear on
the issue in this case. While I considered all of the awards cited by the parties, three of them are
particularly important.

4
The first of these was by Arbitrator Carlton Snow in 1998 (Case 194N-4I-D 96027608). In
typically thorough and convincing fashion, Arbitrator Snow addressed the question of whether the
temporary cross-craft transfer ofan employee was controlled by the "losing" or the "gaining" union's
contract. In that case, unlike here, the NALC was the sending union; the APWU was the receiving
union. Arbitrator Snow held that the transferring employee must enter the new craft in accordance
with that craft's collective bargaining agreement, rather than in accordance with the former craft's
agreement. His rationale was clear:
A fundamental problem with the argument of the NALC is its failure to
recognize that the American Postal Workers Union is not a party to the agreement
between the NALC and the Employer and, likewise, that the NALC is not a party to
the agreement between the APWU and the Employer. In such a circumstance, the
National Association of Letter Carriers cannot determine what rights and obligations
are required under the agreement between the APWU and the Employer. It is also
true that the NALC cannot determine the meaning of language chosen by other
parties in their agreements with the Employer. Nor is the NALC in a position to
enforce the language of other agreements against the will of the parties involved in
them. These are labor contracts with other parties, and rights and obligations under
those agreements are unto themselves, unless there is proof of third party beneficiary
rights. No such theory has been asserted in this dispute.
An alternative reading, Arbitrator Snow wrote, would allow one union to affect the rights of
employees represented by another union during negotiations at which the second union was not
present:
No evidence submitted to the arbitrator established the basis for subordinating
rights and obligations of the APWU won through contract negotiations to rights of
the NALC in its agreement with the Employer. The APWU was not a party to the
NALC negotiations with the Employer or any subsequent agreements, and rights of
bargaining unit employees represented by the APWU should not be affected by a
negotiation at which it had no opportunity to protect itself. Just as the National
Association of Letter Carriers should not be faulted because the Employer promised
more than it could deliver, the American Postal Workers Union should not be
compelled to bear the burden of the Employer's lack of planning in negotiations.
Accordingly, if a Letter Carrier is to be transferred to a craft represented by the
American Postal Workers Union, such an individual must enter the craft in
compliance with the collective bargaining agreement between the American Postal
Workers Union and the Employer. Where this is not possible, a Letter Carrier is
entitled to a different remedy. 2

2

Another decision by Arbitrator Snow, Case HOC-3N-C 418 (1994), is similar in important respects.
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The second award is a 2002 decision by Arbitrator Shyam Das, Case No. E90C-4E-C
95076238. The Postal Service transferred a letter carrier injured on the job to a clerk craft position
created specifically for him. The APWU grieved on the basis that any new clerk craft position
should be subject to bidding. Relying on the Postal Service's obligations under the Federal
Employees' Compensation Act (FECA), which were incorporated in the APWU Agreement,
Arbitrator Das rejected the grievance. He held that the job in question was not created for the Postal
Service's operational needs but to fit the employee's medical restrictions. "By definition, it would
make no sense to create such a uniquely created assignment as a duty assignment that must be posted
for bid" (APWU Exhibit 1, p. 20).
The third award is also by Arbitrator Das. In cases QI 1C-4Q-C 11322481 and 11322494
(2012), he dealt with an APWU grievance over the Postal Service's placement of the PTF employees
who were converted in August 2011. The Postal Service placed the employees in unassigned regular
positions with NTFT schedules. The APWU argued that the Employer had to put all those
employees in traditional 40-hour positions. Although Article 7. l .A. l. stated that full-time employees
were to work five 8-hour days a week, the NTFT MOU modified article 7. NALC contract, in
contrast, retains the traditional definition of full-time employee with no such modification.
Arbitrator therefore denied the grievance.

III.

The Issue

The issue in dispute was originally described broadly: Whether the Postal Service may
reassign clerk craft employees in nontraditional full-time regular (NTFT) duty assignments to fulltime regular city letter carrier positions. Despite that broad phrasing, the NALC focused during the
first hearing day on the particular individual who prompted this grievance. Understandably, at the
beginning of the second hearing day the APWU representative sought clarification about whether
this decision was to be about the broad issue or about the sole grievant. The NALC's counsel
clarified by narrowing the issue:
MR. SECULAR: I'm prepared to respond. Okay. As far as we're concerned,
this case is about this one individual and this one fact patter, and to the extent you
have to interpret the contract to decide this case, that's the interpretation we're
looking for. We are not looking for a categorical statement that all NTFT employees
are ineligible for excessing at the full-time positions in the letter carrier craft.
What we do say is that depends on whether those employees meet the
definition of full-time employee in the NALC contract. I don't know how many
NTFT employees nationwide do meet that definition or don't meet that definition.
All I know for sure is that the individual in this case, Mr. Leonetti, did not.
(Tr. 10/3/13, p. 91)
Neither the Postal Service nor the intervenors objected to that phrasing of the issue, so that
is the one that I will use.
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IV.

Pertinent Contractual Provisions

To make this opinion more readable, relevant contract provisions are printed in Appendix 1.

V.

The Parties' Positions
A.

The NALC Position

The core of the NALC's position is that the Postal Service violated the NALC contract by
transferring a clerk craft employee who did not meet that contract's definition of a full-time
employee into a full-time carrier position. Article 7 defines full-time as an employee who works five
8-hour shifts in a service week. Leonetti admittedly did not come close to that. Article 12, Section
5.B.2 clearly distinguishes between full-time and part-time positions and makes clear that full-time
positions are withheld to accommodate only full-time employees. The following portions of Article
12 confirm this understanding.
The Postal Service's changes in the APWU Agreement do not justify violations of the NALC
Agreement. NTFT employees are considered full-time under the APWU Agreement, but they would
not be considered full-time under the NALC Agreement. The APWU Agreement itself does not
provide for reassignment of a 30-hour a week employee to a full-time carrier position. Even if it did
so, the two Agreements would be in conflict. In such a situation, the NALC Agreement must hen
enforced. A cross-craft assignment is impermissible if it violates the gaining union's collective
bargaining agreement. Bi-partite negotiations cannot alter the meaning of a different union's
contract.
Arbitral authority, notably the 1994 and 1998 decisions by Arbitrator Snow and the 2012
decision by Arbitrator Das, support the NALC's position. The main case relied on by the APWU,
Arbitrator Das's 2002 decision, is inapposite because it involved "unique circumstances" posed by
the need to accommodate an injured employee in a temporary position created just for him.

B.

The APWU Position

The APWU naturally relies on its own agreements with the Postal Service. The NTFT MOU
clearly defines NTFT employees as full time even if they hold a 30-hour per week job. For that
reason, they can be excessed into another craft's full-time positions just like any other full-time
employee. As the Postal Service points out, if the NALC's agreement prohibits that excessing, the
Postal Service might not be able in some cases like this one to excess employees from the clerk craft
to the carrier craft. That might lead to layoffs.
The NALC's reliance on Articles 7 and 8 of its Agreement is unpersuasive. Arbitrator Das
rejected that reasoning in his 2012 decision. He noted the "anomaly" and "inconsistency" between
the right to work five 8-hour shifts and the Postal Service's agreement with the APWU for other
arrangements, and commented that the full-time category "no longer is confined to employees
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assigned to traditional schedules as defined in Article 7 ." For the same reason, the NALC's reliance
on Article 12.5.B.11 is misplaced. Full-time cross-craft assignments must be made as they were
when all six crafts bargained together. That means that full-time carrier positions may be withheld
when necessary to accommodate excess full-time clerk craft employees, as happened here.
Similarly, the NALC's reliance on inapposite cases like the three Snow awards it cites does not
control the result here.

C.

The NPMHU Position

The Mail Handlers agree with the NALC's main point that the Postal Service may not
transfer an NTFT clerk craft employee working less than 40 hours a week to a full-time carrier craft
position. The NPMHU makes one additional point, that interpreting "full time" under the NALC
Agreement should not be based on the APWU Agreement's definition of "full time." Article
12.6.B.2. of the NPMHU's Agreement, like the corresponding provision (Sec. 12.5.B.2) of the
NALC Agreement, means that withholdings, excessing, and reassignments are to be done by job
category. The Postal Service is supposed to withhold full-time positions for those full-time
employees involuntarily reassigned from other crafts, and part-time positions for part-time
employees involuntarily reassigned :from other crafts.
The critical question is therefore whether the NALC Agreement or the APWU Agreement
controls the distinction between full-time and part-time employees. Citing a decision by Arbitrator
Carlton Snow (NALC Exhibit 10), the NPMHU argues that one union cannot control the meaning
of language used by another union in its collective bargaining agreement. To hold the contrary
would mean that one union could affect the rights of employees represented by another union during
the course of negotiations at which the second union would not even be present.

D.

The USPS Position

The Postal Service's argument partially tracks that of the APWU but adds some additional
points.
It first argues that the losing craft's contract should control in excessing situations. In this
case, that means the APWU's NTFT MOU governs rather than the NALC National Agreement. The
NTFT MOU provides that NTFT employees are full-time employees, and that means that they have
the same rights as any other full-time employees to be excessed into another craft. Following the
NALC's Bridge Memo, which provides that cross-craft assignments are to follow the 1978
agreement, would be "stilted and short-sighted." For example, if Congress directs the Postal Service
to deliver mail only four days a week, the parties would have to renegotiate the definition of fulltime.
Second, there will rarely be any effect on part-time or non-career employees when an NTFT
employee is excessed into the carrier craft. In particular, the harm identified in some of the
arbitration awards cited by the NALC would not apply in the NTFT excessing situation. If NTFT
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employees could not be excessed into a full-time carrier position, some other employee such as the
junior clerk, would be.
Third, the arbitrator should avoid a result that would prevent NTFT excessing into other
crafts. The NALC's position would paint the Postal Service into a comer. As Arbitrator Stephen
Goldberg recently wrote, an arbitrator should not readily assume that the Postal Service agreed to
terms that would create entirely foreseeable problems.

VI.

Discussion

I have described the parties' arguments in detail to make clear all the areas in dispute.
Having done so, however, it is now apparent that the only real issue is extremely narrow: which of
the two agreements, the NALC's National Agreement or the APWU's NTFT MOU, controls the
definition of full-time employee for purposes of cross-craft excessing?
The APWU is indisputably correct that its agreements, and arbitral authority under them, treat
NTFT clerks as full-time employees entitled to all the protections of that classification. The MOU
effectively amended the APWU's Article 7, as Arbitrator Das held. If the APWU agreement
controls, therefore, the Postal Service properly excessed Leonetti into a full-time carrier position.
Just as indisputably, ifthe NALC's agreement controls, then Leonetti, who had a 30-hour position
but actually worked fewer hours, was not a full-time employee because he did not work five 8-hour
shifts.
As to that fundamental question, there is only one fair answer. The problem arises only
because the Postal Service negotiates with different unions whose individual agreements contain
different provisions and different definitions. So long as the negotiated terms in a particular contract
affect only the employees in that bargaining unit, the parties can make whatever bargains they wish.
Separate contracts may provide that the Postal Service will treat clerks in one fashion, carriers in
another, and mail handlers in a third, even if the issues addressed are exactly the same in each case.
But when provisions in one contract affect employees in a different bargaining unit, the
representative of those employees has a legitimate objection.
The obvious way to avoid those difficulties is for the Postal Service not to bargain with one
union any terms that would harm members of another union unless it first receives the second
union's consent. That would, of course, limit the bargaining flexibility of the Postal Service and the
first union, but that is one of the risks of having multiple bargaining units. An employer cannot
reasonably promise contradictory things to different unions.
If the Postal Service does negotiate conflicting agreements, either intentionally or (more
likely) by accident and oversight, it is stuck with the result. The problem is of its own making. The
only alternative - the alternative argued here by the Postal Service and the APWU - would mean
that the employer and one union could change the terms of another union's agreement in negotiations
where the second union would not participate. No rationalization could make that just. Place the
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shoes on the other union's feet, and each would take the opposite side. That is why one rule has to
apply in all such cases: the Postal Service may not undercut one union's collective bargaining
agreement by negotiating with a different union.
fu short, when dealing with cross-craft assignments, the gaining bargaining unit's contract
must apply. That was exactly the conclusion reached by Arbitrator Snow in his 1998 decision.
Arbitrator Das' s 2002 decision did not contradict Arbitrator Snow. Arbitrator Das simply found that
FECA imposed an overriding legal obligation and that the Postal Service properly created a special
temporary position for injured employees pursuant to FECA. No overriding legal obligation obliged
the Postal Service to excess into a full-time carrier craft position an employee who did not meet the
requirements for full-time status under the NALC Agreement. 3

Apparently recognizing that its agreements with the APWU and NALC were likely
inconsistent, the Postal Service offered two alternative arguments. One was that reading the
contracts literally would be "stilted and short-sighted" because it might create a problem if Congress
were to change the law. A hypothetical legislative possibility provides no basis for overriding a
negotiated agreement. If Congress were to mandate four-day delivery, as the Postal Service
speculates, Congress and the Postal Service would have to deal with the consequences. Fortunately
that issue is beyond the scope of this case.
The Postal Service's other argument asserts that upholding the grievance would paint the
Postal Service into a comer and limit its ability to engage in cross-craft excessing. The metaphor
is inaccurate. The NALC did not paint the Postal Service into a comer, much less the arbitrator. If
there was any comer-painting, it was by the Postal Service itself. Had it not negotiated the NTFT
MOU with the APWU, or if it had not tried to apply it in this fashion, there would have been no
grievance. If complying with the agreement it negotiated with the NALC creates a problem in its
relations with the APWU, that is a problem for those two parties to resolve.

3

Arbitrator Das's 2012 award did not deal with conflicting bargaining units. It merely held that the APWU's
National Agreement was amended by the APWU's NTFT MOU. That MOU did not and could not have anything to do
with the NALC.
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AWARD

For the reasons stated, I sustain the grievance and find that the Postal Service may not
reassign into a full-time carrier craft position any clerk craft employee who does not meet the
definition of full-time employee specified in the Postal Service's Agreement with the NALC. The
reassignment of Anthony Leonetti must therefore be vacated.
The Postal Service's breach of the Agreement may or may not have harmed any identifiable
carriers. The record does not contain evidence on that question, so I will remand that issue to the
parties. If any identifiable carriers did suffer losses, the Postal Service must make them whole.

Dennis R. Nolan, Arbitrator

February 16, 2014
Date
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Appendix 1: Pertinent Contractual Provisions
USPS/NALC 2006-2011 National Agreement
ARTICLE 7
EMPLOYEE CLASSIFICATIONS
Section 1.

Definition and Use

A.
Regular Work Force. The regular work force shall be comprised of two categories
of employees which are as follows:
1.

Full-Time. Employees in this category shall be hired pursuant to such
procedures as the Employer may establish and shall be assigned to regular
schedules consisting of five (5) eight (8) hour days in a service week. 4

2.

Part-Time. Employees in this category shall be hired pursuant to such
procedures as the Employer may establish and shall be assigned to regular
schedules ofless than forty (50) hours in a service week, or shall be available
to work flexible hours as assigned by the Employer during the course of a
service week.
ARTICLES
HOURS OF WORK

Section 1.

Work Week

The work week for full-time regulars shall be forty (40) hours per week, eight (8) hours per day
within ten ( 10) consecutive hours, provided, however, that in all offices with more than 100 full-time
employees in the bargaining units the normal work week for full-time regular employees will be forty
hours per week, eight hours per day within nine consecutive hours. Shorter work weeks will,
however, exist as needed for part-time regulars.
ARTICLE 12
PRINCIPLES OF SENIORITY, POSTING AND REASSIGNMENTS
Section 4.

Principles of Reassignments

A.
A primary principle in effecting reassignments will be that dislocation and
inconvenience to employees in the regular work force shall be kept to a minimum, consistent with

4

The NPMHU National Agreement has the same definition of"full-time." It does not contain any provision
for modified work weeks.
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the needs of the service. Reassignments will be made in accordance with this Section and the
provisions of Section 5....
D.
In order to minimize the impact on employees in the regular work force, the Employer
agrees to separate, to the extent possible, casual employees working n the affected craft and
installation prior to excessing any regular employee in that craft out of the installation. The junior
employee who is being excessed has the option of reverting to part-time flexible status in his/her
craft, or of being reassigned to the gaining installation.

Section 5.

B.

C.

Reassignments
Principles and Requirements
2.

The Vice Presidents Area Operations shall give full consideration to
withholding sufficient full-time and part-time flexible positions within the
area for full-time and part-time flexible employees who may be involuntarily
reassigned. When positions are withheld, management will periodically
review the continuing need for withholding such positions and discuss with
the NBA the results of such review.

3.

No employee shall be allowed to displace, or "bump" another employee,
properly holding a position or duty assignment.

4.

Unions affected shall be notified in advance (as much as six (6) months
whenever possible), such notification to be at the regional level, except under
A.4 above, which shall be at the local level. ...

11.

It is understood that any employee entitled hereunder to a specific placement
may exercise such entitlement only if no other employee has a superior claim
hereunder to the same position ....

Special Provisions on Reassignments
5.

Reduction in the Number of Employees in an Installation Other Than by
Attrition
a.

Reassignments within installation. When for any reason an
installation must reduce the number of employees more rapidly than
is possible by normal attrition, that installation:

(1)

Shall determine by craft and occupational group the number
of excess employees;
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(2)

Shall, to the extent possible, minimize the impact on regular
work force employees by separation of all casuals;

(3)

Shall, to the extent possible, minimize the impact on full-time
positions by reducing part-time flexible hours;

(4)

Shall identify as excess the necessary number of junior fulltime employees in the salary level, craft, and occupational
group affected on an installation-wide basis within the
installation; make reassignments of excess full-time
employees who meet the minimum qualifications for vacant
assignments in other crafts in the same installation;
involuntarily reassign them (except as provided for letter
carriers and special delivery messengers and vehicle service
employees in Section C.5.b below) in the same or lower level
with seniority, whichever is the lesser of:
(a)

(b)

8.

One day junior to the seniority of the junior full-time
employees in the same level and craft or occupational
group in the installation to which assigned, or
The seniority the employee had in the craft from
which reassigned....

Reassignment-Part-Time Flexible Employees in Excess of Quota (Other
Than Motor Vehicle)
Where there are part-time flexible employees in excess of the part-time
flexible quota for the craft for whom work is not available, part-time flexibles
lowest on the part-time flexible roll equal in number to such excess may at
their option be reassigned to the foot of the part-time flexible roll in the same
or another craft in another installation.

D.

Part-Time Regular Employees

Part-time regular employees assigned in the craft units shall be considered to be in a separate
category. All provisions of this Section apply to part-time regular employees within their own
category.
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING ["Bridge Memo"]
BETWEEN THE
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
AND THE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LETTER CARRIERS,
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AFL-CIO
Re:

Article 7, 12 and 13 - Cross Craft and Office Size

A.

It is understood by the parties that in applying the provisions of Articles 7, 12 and 13 of this
Agreement, cross craft assignments of employees, on both a temporary and permanent basis,
shall continue as they were made among the six crafts under the 1978 National Agreement.

USPS/APWU 2010-2015 Collective Bargaining Agreement
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
AND THE
AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION, AFL-CIO
Re:

Non-Traditional Full-Time (NTFT) Duty Assignments

The parties agree to the following rules concerning Non-Traditional Full-Time (NTFT) duty
assignments: ...
8.

In Function 1, no more than 50% of all duty assignments in the facility may be NTFT
duty assignments of 30-48 hours, unless otherwise agreed to by the parties at the
local level.

9.

In Function 4, Management may create as many clerk NTFT duty assignments of3048 hours in a facility as is operationally necessary.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
Re:

Modified Work Week

The parties at the local level may negotiate the establishment and implementation of a modified work
week program for APWU bargaining unit employees in one or more Postal Service operations within
local installations ....
5.

Except as provided for in this MOU or the Modified Work Week Guidelines, no modified
work week program can be inconsistent with the National Agreement.

Case No. NC-E-16340
(Altoona, Pa.~

In the Matter of the Arbitration between
:

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LETTER CARRIERS,
AFL-CIO
-andUNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

-and-

AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION,
AFI:-CIO

BACKGROUND;
At the opening of the hearing, these Parties agreed that
the matter in issue arose during

lective Bargaining Agreement.

th~

term of the l975 National

~ol-

These Parties also agreed that the

grievance was properly processed through the steps of the grievance
procedure provided in

th~t

Agreement, and that the American Postal

Workers Union intervened and was afforded full party status in this
proceeding.
A hearing before the Undersigned, duly designated Arbitrator,
was held in Washington, DC on May 31, 1979.

At .that hearing, all the

above-captioned Parties appeared and wer.e represented by counsel.

They

were afforded full opportunity to present testimony, other evidence and
argument in support of their respective contentions.

By agreement,

post-hearing briefs were filed.

THE ISSUE:
Although these

Par~ies

did not agree upon a definition of

the matter in issue, from the contentions raised by the grieving
Union and from the arguments submitted by the USPS and"the APWU, it
could be determined that the NALC was contending that the PosJ:_a.l Service

improperly

interpr~ted

the· provisions of Article VII and Appendix A

of-the National Agreement by deciding to withhold various full-time
duty assignments in the letter carrier craft at the

~ltoona,

Pennsyl-

vania Post 0£fice, during the period from May of 1978 thrnugh until
May of 1979,
lettel:'

and~iiot

car:t~iers.

filling those positions with part-time flexible

The NALC was awarer at the time that it filed this

grievance on approximately June 28, l97B, that the Postal Service was
withholding these assignments in

ant~~ipation

of the excessing of

clerk craft employees, at the same installationJwh? the USPS intended
to employ to fill in the vacancies created by the retirement of fulltime carrier craft members of that postal installationrs labor force.
Whereas the NALC contended that the Postal Service could not withhold
these vacancies and was required to fill them with part-time flexible
Il

carrier craft employees as they arqse, the USPS and the APWU claimed
·J

that, in accordance with Appendix A of the Agreement, the Postal Service
was obligated to act in this fashion under all the circumstances present
d.ur:!.ng the period under consideration at the Altoona Post Office.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE:· .
As stated above, the grievance arose when the Postal Service
failed to promote the part-time flexible carriers employed at the
Altoona, Pennsylvania. Post Office to fill vacant full-time duty assignments in the carrier-craft.
Commencing in -the Spring of l97B, there began a series··of,·re.,..
tirements by full-time carriers.

Each of these retirements, except two

which were·· stipulated to by the parties, created vacancies_:-for
unassigned
}
reserve regular carriers who filled in for other-regular:
riers who were on their scheduled vacations.
-2-

full~~ime

car-

Between the end of April

and mid-August of that year, at least six such full-time vacancies
were created by.these resignations:.
When the Local Union officials inquired as to why part-time
flexible carriers were not being promoted to fill the vacancies, pursuant
to the provisions of Article VII, Section 3 of the Agreementp

The

Postal Service officials responded by indicating that the Altoona Post
Office was scheduled to receive a multi-position letter sorting machine.
When such a machine was in place and in operation, the Postal Service
stated that it was expected that there would be a

i~eduction

in the num-

ber of clerks required at Altoona, and that these vacant positions would
be utilized to provide full-time employment at Altoona for some of the
clerks who would have to be excessed.
The NALC thereafter brought this grievance claiming that 'the
withholding was improper and for too long a period of time.

The NALC

requested that, as an appropriate remedy, these part-time flexible carriers be promoted to full-time positions at once and be made whole for
any losses_ suffered as.a result of the alleged unwarranted withholding
of their promotions to full-time positions.when these positions had orginally become available.

During the course of the hearing, it was also sug-

gested that, in the event that the Arbitrator should find that such withholding could be undertaken under the .provisions of Appendix A, then the.
guidelines for implementing Appendix A in future disputes should be
established in this determination.··
PROVIS"IE>NS OF THE AGREEMENT REFERRED TO DURING THE HEARING:
Article VII, Section 3, states--in pertinent-part:·

)

The Employer shall maximize the nwnber of fulltime employees and minimize the nwnber of parttime employees who have no fixed work schedules
-3-

.

·'

""]·
...' '
/

in all postal installations. A part-time
flexible employee working eight (8) hours
within ten (10), on the same five (5) days
each week and the same assignment over a
six-month period will demonstrate the need
for converting the assignment to a fulltim

e position •..

Appendix A of the 1975 National Agreement, later incorporated
as part of Article XII of the 1978 Agreement, provides for both the
latter carrier craft and the clerk craft in pertinent part as follows:
APPENDIX A

A.

Basic Principles and Reassignments

When it is proposed to:

5.

B.

2.

Reduce the number of regular work force
employees of an installation other than
by attrition; .••

\
.

/

J

Principles and Requirements

The Regional Postmasters General shall give
full consideration to withholding sufficient
full-time and part-time flexible positions
within the area for full-time and part-t:ime
flexible employees who may be involuntaril.y
reassigned.

OPINION:
Although, during:the course of the arbitration hearing, the
NALC argued that-the

qu9te~

provision.of Section 3 of-Article VII im-

posed a duty or obligation upon the Postal Service to maximize the
number of full-i:ime employees and withholding the pr9motion of part-time
.. -:-

flexibies .. to fuJ..l-time duty assignments violated this :provision of· the ·:
Agreement, that provision does not provide much suppol'.'t for the ultimate
position taken by the NALC.

That ArtiQle in the Agreement, as was ac-

-1+-

)

knowle'.dged by one of the witnesses for the Letter Carriers Union, addresses the issue of how many full-time
particular installation •

assignment~

are needed in a

The point at which the Union can require that

the Postal Service convert certain part-time positions to full-time posi-

tions is detailed in this particular provision.

In this proceeding,

there was no dispute between the grieving Union and the Service that

They

full-time positions were vacant because of stipulated retirements.

had no dispu:te about the t1maximization11 of regular full-time duty assignments.

No evidence was required to establish the existence of condi-

tions which required such "maximizationn.
What really was in dispute was whether the Postal Service
could delay filling such vacant full-time positions for a period of time

)

in

a11.ticipa·tion of an obligation imposed under Appendix A to provide

employment within the area for certain full-time and part-t:i.n:ie flexibles,
where appropriate, who may be involuntarily reassigned.
In issue was the length of time that the ··Postal Service could

wait to fill such positions and keep them vacant for this purpose.

The .

N..L\.LC claimed that at the time that each regular .carr:ter reti~ed, during ... ~

the period under review at Altoona, no specific employees had been declareq
excess.and the USPS'had.not specifically.·p:roposed a reduction of the work·

force at. that_ installation·~
nation,-··a

full7-time~-va·cancy

For .these reasons, at the time of e;ach resig·was-·created· ..which should have been:filled .,_-,

with ·the'most·e1.igible part-time.·flexible in the carrier" craft;·= ..
The ··Postal· Service· took ·the position that. it did n:ot ·violate·
the National Agreement'chy withholding these positions as- they... became ·.,-.
.

'

vacant. by virtue- of .. the series of retirements which took ..piace .:between~-.:

)

May of-l978 and Hay· ·of 1979 because such action was- the reasonable- course-·
to follow under the circumstances then existing at.Altoona.
-5-

The APWU

apparently concurred with this position contending that the Service
could withhold vacancies, to meet its obligation under Appendix A
to .absopb excessed employees, as long as i t was necessary to make provision to take care of such excessed employees.

The APWU stated that

the length of time that the USPS could withhold such vacancies would
depend upon such factors as the expected rate at which such positions
would be created through retirements or otherwise and the expected number .0£ excessed employees who the Service would have to absorb.in the
area.
In l972, Arbitrator J. Fred Holly had before him the grievance
brought by the NALC on behalf of a part-time letter carrier at the
Stillwater, Oklahoma P1DSt Office.

In that grievance, the NALC con-

tended that this part-time flexee should have been promoted to cover
the full-time city route made vacant by the retirement of a full-time.

)

i

carrier •.. The Union argued that ·the failure of the Postal Service to

·j

..

promote this grievant between the date of the retirement, in October ..

of 1971, and the date o.f the grievance, February 14-, 1972, was a vi"blation
of that grievantr s contractual right to -fill that .. va.Qi3:nc~ ...
Although Arbitrator

Holl~

had before him a case which was

limited to the application of Article VII, Section 3 of the National
Agreement then in. effect,- the Arbitrator gave full .consideration _to
the inter-action of Article XII of that same

agree~ent

.with the· prope;ri ,.

appl.ication of the Article VII provision. -Article· XIL... in that .-National.
Agreement;· imposed upon·the Regional Postmaster General the same obligatiori ·to withhold· ·sufficient· full·- time regular positions

~Ji1ihin-

the area._

to take care of· full=-time regu].ars who might be· involuntarily reassigned
as was required ·by Appendix A of the 1975 Agreement- in effect when the
instant grievance was

filed~

and which is also required .of that official
-6-

)

under the present.National Agreement.
The Union, in the earlier case, contended that each full-time
. .. .. .
vacancy which al'.'ose had to be filled immediately because the existence
~:- ,

-

of such full-time vacancy created a situation in which the Postal Service
could trmaximizetr its regular full-time work force.
Office took the position that the

va~ancy

':rhe Stillwater Post

created by the retirement was

withheld because it came into being at a time when the Employer was
instituting Area Mail Processing throughout Oklahoma and it was recognized that this would result in displacement of employees in the clerk
craft who would have to be assigned to other locations.
Mr. Holly, in his Opinion, found that to follow the Unionrs
contention with regard to the requirement that the Postal Service immediately fill each vacancy as it occurred
)

the then Article XII provision meaningless.

would render the terms of
Applying the . usual .principles

of contract construction, Arbitrator Holly concluded that the parties
did desire to give·fuil·meaning·and effect to the·provision requiring
the Regional Postmaster General to withhold positions under certain conditions.

He also found that the institution of the Area Mail Processing

System was the typ.e of s·ituation which the parties had in mind when they
.

.

made provision for withholding positions to cushion the impact·of dislocation wherever possible by such action.
At that= point.··in'his :opinion Arbitrator HollY,,.addressed him-:-·.
self-to. the'

qu.~stion

'of. :for whab period of time could .the Postal: Service· '

withhold positions without .rendering its obligati.on. to ttmaxirnizen fulltime

employrnent.meaningl~ss.

As· to this issue, Arbitrator.Holly con-

eluded as·follows:

)

The National Agreement does not contain specific.
guidelines for·this determination. It.is evident
though that the parties

-7-

intende~

to.permit the

r •

.·7'\_.

·;

withholding of positions for the previously
indicated.purpose. Hence, it is apparent
that withholding positions for the purpose
of minimizing the dislocations of the AMP
progr"am was in keeping with this intent. and
was reas1Jnable. In other words, when Management knew that the AMP program wouJ.d result
in the displacement of clerks it had the right
to withhold vacated positions until the displacement occurred .••
In effect, Arbitrator Holly applied a rule of reason based upon

the facts and circwnstances then exist:ing to sustain the Postal Servicets

right, in that case, to withhold the vacated full-time carrier position
in anticipation of the need to absorb a displaced member of the full-

time clerk craft rather than immediately award the vacancy

to

the griev-

ing part-time fle:xee member o:f ·the carrier craft. Arbitrator Holly did
not find that the USPS had absolute discretion to determine in each
:instance. when or if it would
full-t~ne

promote a part-time employee to a vacant

position or withhold that position to meet some future contin-

gency_ .

The fi.rid:ings and conclusions of Arbitrator Holly are basically
sound and based upon long_ accepted principres of contract language construe-

tion and interpretation.

There is.no.question that Appendix A of the

l975 NationaLAgreement imposed upon Management an obligation to antic.i-

pate dislocations which might occur and to withhold full-time_ vacancies
for the_ purpose -of preserving as many opportunities· for regular··full- _

time employees ..:·to avo;i.d: ·the ·d·isloca-tion of·mov:ing out of the,· area-. by·:···
bidding into· such. -full-time positions .when· they were -fa.reed· otit.·of, their

regular. positions':...:. Such. a

reqii:i,rem~~t Ci;~as. ·agreed. "to by,,

the: parties '.to

several· previous· national-.:riegotiaticins,:--regardless·--of-. the:·: craft:~or-crafts.
represented. on the union ·side. of the bargaining table, because_both labor

and management recognized that full-time employees,· in this·instance, were
-8-

_)

membe~

of a

~areer

work force, with tenure and stability of employment

to be protected wherever possible, with rights which superseded those
with a less

p~otected_career

status regardless of craft.

That is obviously

why the provisions of the earlier Article XII and these of Appendix A,
pertinent to this proceeding, as well as those of the present Article

XII, did not impose a restriction upon the Al'..'ea Posbnaster General to
withhold vacant full time positions only for the benefit and protection
of employees who are members of the same craft as that in which the vacancy
exists.
Having said that, it is necessary to determine whether, in the
instant case, it was reasonable for the Postal Service to withhold such
vacant full-time positions for the period from May of 1978 until· May of
1979.
\

)

Without reviewing in detail all the evidence found in this record,

it.can.he found.that the Eastern Regional Office in Philadelphia published
its intention of providing Altoona with a MPLSM on March 23, 1978.

That

equipment was initially foreseen as being installed and operational by
August of 1978.

For that reason, the proposed training program was

explained to the clerk
1978.

c~aft

representatives as early as May or June of

The· NALC was aware in March as well that this equipment was com-

ing to Altoona; ·The Union was also aware in May.that the Local Postmaster
was going to withhold positions ·in the carrier craft because of the ../

anticipated excessing.····The~_.evidence

·. .in. this :i:':ecord also clearly._ established ·that

the installation and operation- of a LSM would . ·create ·a'. reduction. in the-_
need for members of the·· clerical craft at ·Altoona and even if positions._

on· the machine were made ·available .·to every :•clerk,. the nunlber :of memb.~rs-··""O"f" ·
i:he·craft who would or could successfuli-y complete.the required.training
would be ,:a-t- .be.S-t; half of those who entered such a training program.• ·./
-9-

•

Resultant dislocat.ion caused by the use of the MPSLM was not based upon

-

speculation but rather _upon the experience with the introduction of this
machine at many other postal faqilit.:i.es.

Calculations based upon the

experience with manning this equipment elsewhere indicated that' at
Altoona, after all the MPLSM positions were eventually filled, some 16
or 17 clerks would still have to be excessed.
The actual experience of the Postal Serv1ce at Altoona,
gained from the hindsight now available, established that it was
definitely ascertained by Pebruar-y of 1979 some 22 clerks
excessed from Altoona.

would be

By May 0£ 1979, the Local Postmaster was able

to revise that figure so only 20 clerks were to be declared excess.
Of those 20, ll were able to fill withheld carrier craft positions at
Altoona rather than be forced to move to the Pittsburgh Bulk Mail
Facility, approximately 120 miles from Altoona, or to some other
installation even a greater distance from

~ltoona.

In

this way,

in keeping with another provision of Appendix A, the Postal Service

was able to comply with the following dictate:
Dislocation and inconvenience to full-time
and part-time flexible employees shall be · ·
kept to the minimum cop.sistent with the needs
of the service.
While it was quite true;. as the NALC argued, the specific individuals who were to be excessed or the number of such clerk craft positions which were to·be:excessed were not known as early as May of 1978,
the evidence.does support the Postal Service conclusion.reached as
early of·May of

l978~that

the introduction of this equipment would

...

provide.fora sigrtifigant.reduction in clerk craft positiops and that·
.

.

~

.

withholding vacancies, .as they occurred. and in whatever craft these ..:
vacancies might occu*_', w?uld be the prudent course to follow if the
career status rights, in th.is instance of the clerk craft employees,
-lO-

•0•

••

-•N•"··~-·-·_.:_

.. ..; __ _._

_.

.-

I

:

were

to

be protected as contemplated by the provisions of Appendix A

of the National Agreement.
The automation of the operations involved in mail processing
as well as mail delivery continues apace.

The reassignment and dislo-

cation of career employees appears to he an almost daily occurrence.
Whereas in the case here under review the members of the carrier craft
who were filling part-time flexible positions were deprived of the opportunity to bid for and fill permanent·full-time positions in their
craft, under some other circumstances it might very well be that
members of the clerk craft, also occupying positions £or a good number
of years as part-time flexees, might be delayed in bidding for full-time
positions because jobs of this nature were appropriately withheld to
provide opportunities for dislocated or excessed full-time carriers

)

to fill vacant full-t.ime positions at their home installation.

We are•

all a·ware of technological innovations which may· impact-upon the present
methods of mail delivery.
Because,·as stated above, it must be foillld that, under the
circumstances existing in this case, with the :impact of the introduction
of the MPLSM definite and ascertainable and with the knowledge that· this

equipment would be installed and operated at Altoona within the foreseeable future, the Area Postmaster.. ,General acted in a· reasonable fashion
under -the discret.ion.....afforded·::pursuant".:-·tc)--..
the:
.
.
.
.
~.

ox

provisions~
. . ..
. . of . Appe.ridix: A.

the'l975 Agreement:

Aw ARD
The . grievance .. filed .in· Case No. NC-E-1634-0 - is. hereby. denied.·
~

)
Wash;ington, DC
December 7, 1979
-11-
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April 25, 1977

II

BACKGROUND

I

This is a national level ·grievance initiated by APWU
Filbey irt a March l•, 1976 ·ietter to Senior Assistant
Postmaster General Col'l.way.
The major ;ts.sue invol'1es inter-

l.

P-resid~nt:

pretation and application of Appendix A, Section II-A and -B
of· the July 21, 1975 National Agreement, as hereiuafter set
for.th.

. \

The basic facts are not seriously in dispute. Under
date of March· 1, 1976, ·Logistics Division Director Koenigs,
Central ·Regional Office, issued a directive t:o all Centr.al
Region SCF Manage.rs and Postmasters including. the following
relevant paragraphs:
·

.

.

.

. ..
.

,, . .

2
t
·~

~-

·.

.•.

Effective March 6> 1976, the distribution· of contizuous stnt:e firs'=- :·
clnss mai.i at: your office :f.s .revised as ouU.ined ,herein..
.
..

1..

Outgoing l!lo.il will be separated· on HI1LSM' s to SCP'' 9

2.

:;J;And:ird~.

.

..

:··

of contiguous states ~here volullle justifies or th!!! make-

up :is neecssa-x:y to Tnaintain serv'ica

be accomplished on.th&

w

i

I

. ·. ~
. I

..

.'

.·I

'.l'hi.s will

in~tial·sorta~ion.

Manual and SPI.SM D:Lstribution

,

...

The disP:ibution of fi~st~elass mail for contiguous .

..

..

atat:cs ll.ill. be discontinued at nll: Sectional. Centers ·

except as noted below.

:

.

1-!P:i;;sH Distri.bu.tion

..

...

.

~·--

2.

.....
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:-:••

~rigin SCF offices actuallz contiguous to another

•• {a)

state will makeup overnight ODIS coi:mitted.·SCFes
pri~?:y cnse. Other SC?' 7 s of
the cont~guous stnte may be inade up ns ~arra~ted

of that statB on the

by voluae and as space permits ·on the

hole prit".."lry cn1::1~ or

01l.

thP.l S'PLS~l..

m.!l~ual

77-

Al.U· oth.J!Z' i::ail.

for the sta~e(s) involved ~il.J. be dis~at~hed to
the appro?~iate SDC.
:

Orig.~n

(b)

sci

..

offices~ a.ctualit·cont:!&u~US· t:o ~~other

·otnte T..!'!l!. discontirhi~ contiguorJS state dist~.i!iution.
· E:cc•:!!:ptio'ns to thi:s wil!. · h~ c.aizcup of overnit?ht ODIS
cc1:unittecl si:ens en <!. ~r!tilliry sortntio"1.. ·J\!l oth:!r
~il !or ;:he states -tnvol.vl!d \.-ill be d{spo'lt.ched to
th~ tt?~ropr!a~e

)

.

SDC.

·

.. . . .

·

·,

...

. 3.

accomp:U.~ned · .
to. the same degree
as
thAt'affOrd~d J11Anua;l.J.etter.soxtati0Qp
..
.
.
. . .
.

.

'Iha distribution of first:-class flats llill. bn

Ea~h. scr offic~ will. contmufi t:o.,acco111plislr l~cal. state
di.sl:rlbut::!.on of all claasea ~f

iiulu..!>y,.General.

Schema.

·To.·co~orm. to these guideliuea. the authod.%ed.distri....
buti.on of fi-rst-cla.ss mail at your office,. destined t:o
cont:f.guous sta.t:ea,.... "Will ba a~ follows: : ·

·.

.. .. .
.

. . .•

. . ..

··.-.. ..

. ....

·.

. .

..

~r.-~~--~~~~:..,-~.....~--~~~~;_;.--~~----~~~~

":·.·.~1 J:;:: 'eontiguo~. ~tat~(s)/'fyp~ .o.e·n~~rlb~~~ri ..
.
.
.
. .
. ..

D:lstribution Method
MPLSH·

.

..

.

..

...

. . ...

·.

).

.

~

....

-

...........

:

3.
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Separati~ns·f~r SCF/City Zip Codes> i f sho"Wn for man~al distr~bution>
'must: be proyided for on th.a primai:y c:>.se..· '.this is ·in your ov~rnight
ODI$ coim:dtted area.

·

Corrections to t:he Postal Logistics Di-rectory. (PLD) and e.ffect~d schemes
and schedules should be initiated by your office. Additional Z!p Cocle ·
separations of contigl!ous st:ate.; ~1nich a~e ll!ada on i!\anual cas2s, as
provided in· paragraph 2A, should be :td~ntified on the. corr~ctcd PL'D page.

It is;expected that revised pages, aa Tiecessary. will be submitted
pror.1?tly to :i.•lSure publi.cati.on

o~

corr.act. irifon:llltion .. ·

Issuance of the above.directive was prompt~d by a
decision late in 1975 to eliminate a substantial.number of
air taxi routes used to transpoit mail in the Central Region.
Since the existing mail.distributi~n sy~tem.-~as geared to.
use of such routes, appropriate r~vision of the distribution
system ·was required.
Prior to -the. cutback· in air ta:Xi. use,.:
under the ATP program, installations.where mail originated
performed primary and secondary sortation of contiguous
state mail.. . With elimination of various ·air taxi routes,
it seemed more efficient to transfer-the secondary distribution from installations where.distribution of contiguous.·
state mail was being performed (either manually or on s·ingle
Position Letter Sorting Ma.chines) to··the ·appropriate SDC in

·the state where -mail was destined. ··The- cutback in the· ATP·
program, however, was not intended.tQ·require.any ~bange in
distribution methods where- contiguous state mail was.distributed on. Multiple Position Letter·sorting.Machines.

•.

~

3
'

:

./

4.
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APWU Vice President Williams,. who also is APWU
Regional Coordin~tor for i:he···centrai Region,. received a
number of phone calls· on or ·short~y after March·~, 1976,
from various local APWU officials. in· Q~tral Regional Post .·
Offices who had learned informally of'.·the above directive
and were concerned about its impact upon the·clerical work
.force in the offices affected..
Shortly after March 1,
indeed, Williams received a copy of th~ directive.from a
local Union official in Evansville; Indiana. -ne·had-not
been provided a copy by the Service, but telephoned contract
Administration Branch Manager Powell.(Labor Relations Di.vision,
Central !legion) to inquire and learned.'· that P.owell: also had
bee11 unaware of it:s issuance..

Williams and· P.owell

,ther~

after had several conversations> with Powell-ultitrl4tely
asserting that the directive did not· affect bargaining-unit
personnel in such manner as to hav~ requJred _.b\l~ ~iving· of · ·
notice to the Union at the ·Regio~al level:-under:·_Appendb: A,
Section II-n-4 of tile July 21. 1975 Natioq.al Agreement~. ;Ln
relevant part,· Appendix A, Section· II-A ·and· -B. reads: ·

.uSection II:
A." Basic

Clerk·Craft

Principl~

and Reassignme~ca

When it is proposed to:

1.

Discontinue an indep~den~ instal-

lation;
2.·

Consolidate an independent

insta~

lation (i.e., discontinue the.independent identity· of ·an.instal- · ·

of another

lation by ma~ing i t part
and conti~u~g independe~t

lation);

!·

instax~·

.· .
~

4

5. .
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"3. Transfer a~cla:Ssified station or
classified·branch to the jurisdiction
of another installation pr.make ari
independent-installation;
4. Reassign within· an instal1ation employees excess to the needs.of a·

·~

section of that. installatic>n; · .~
5. Reduce the number. of regular W<>rk.
. force employees of. 8n ·in·st:alla:ttion
other than by attrition; . .
6. Reduce RPO> HPO employment» including employment in mobile stations;-

. .

7. Centralized mail. processing ~.:ii.nd/ or
delivery installation (New -~d Ol:d} ;·

8. Reassignment--Part-time

£1~xibles

in ~xcess of quot~; such:·act.ions
shall be subject to the following
princi-eles and req~ir.ements. .
·
•

•

•

"'t

"B. Principles. and Requir.ements'· ·

1. Dislocation and inconvenience to;_.·

full-time or part-time flexible
enmloyees affected shall be kept .
.to the minimum consistent: with t:he
need$

of

the. service. · ·

. _ --

.... . ···.~··-··

·-:.·

6 ..
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"2. The Regional Postmasters General

shall

giv~

full·

to

conside~ation

withholding sufficient ful4-time
and part-t:ime flexible positions: •
within the area for full-time and
part-time flexible employees who
may be involunta~ily reas~~gne~·:
3. No employee shall he allowed to ·.
displace, or lbump' another em-~ ..
ployee properly holding· a position
or duty assignment.
·
.

.

4. Unions affected shall. be·notified
in advapce (as much as six months
whenever possibl'e), such natif.icl!tion to .be at the regional level;~ ..
except under A4 above, which ·shall
be at the local revel.·. ..

t

r
(

.

5. Full-time· and part-time £le~~ble
employees involuntarily detailed. :
or reassigned.from one ·instal.l~t:f.on
to another shalL be giveh.not less

than 60 daya advance· no·~ic:e~ if·:::·
possible, and sha:f,.l '.receive·movirig,-. · . ·

mileage."per dielii ..and reimbursement
for movement of household ·goods; as
appropriatet if legally··payable;,.
.,,
will be governed by the stan.~rdized
Government

set

for~h

as. ·

·t:x:ave~ regul~tiona
Me.tho~~ Handbook ~-9~

in

'Travel•.

,

.
, ...
.. ·.·.

)

.

.. ,

•·

--~)

f·
.··"'
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7.

;

"f

l

t'

"6. lmy employee· volunteering to accept.
reassignment to another craft pr
occupational group, anot~e..r bran.ell
of the Postal Service,.or another

~.

installation shall start a·new .
period of seniority beginning w:lth
such ass~gnment,.except as provided
herein. 11

(Underscorin~ added.)

_On March 3, 1976, Vice

Pres~dent.Williams

wrote

5

APWU Industrial Relations Pirecto;r Andrews stating in pa1-"t:
1

)

'°1e have been deluged with calis $ince this
bulletin hit t~e- ~ield,"· since _·the·. impact
on Outgoing Distribution- jobs :.at :various·
of"fices will be severe.
.
·· ..

"Minneapolis indicates th~t bet;iJeen ~40:-. and:
50 jobs,. "inc1uding a number
-l~vel 6" : .

of

Distribution and Dispatch-Expediter p9sitions

wi~l

be affected.

ncleveland indicates that 3.0 to·· 50 jobs ..
will be impacted;. "Indianapolis 20 positions; Rockford, IL ? positions> . Evansville, Indiana 15 t)o~'!:tions, etc.. · ·.

.\

I

.•

8.

....

~~-·
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..

nThere was no consultation, nor was Labor
Relations at the Central.Region given any
advance not:ice. 11 •
•

On March 4, 1976 President Filbey initiated this
grievance by letter, enclosing a copy of the Central Region
March l directive
noting tJ:iat it was to b'ecpme· ef;fec- ···
tive on March 6,
Filbey' s letter concluded:. · '

6

and

"It would appear that t~e Po~tal.Service
is completely ignor:4'ig the consultation
provisions of the Nat~~nal Agreement, ·
specifically those coritained'in Appendix ..
A, Section II, B, 4.
Fo~ that reason I
am hereby instituting a grie~ance at the
National leveL
W'e· shall -be prepared .._. ..
to meet for discussiQn_at.Step 4·at tJ:ie
earliest possible :date." · ·
·.

Fourth Step discussion. took· place
between Acting Director Merrill of .the

April·~.- 1976'
Off~ce of Grievance

Procedures (Labor Relations Department) and AI1WU Industrial
Relations Director And~ews.
~April 19.· 1976 Merrill
replied to the grievance as follows."in releva~t part~

)

7

.•

9.
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j
•
.,f.

"The issue in dispute···is whether or not. t:he ·.
United States Postal Service has violated
Appendix A, Section 2, B, 4, of the National
Agreement, when the Central Region i.ssued
changes in mail .processing regarding".the .

r

i

[

;I

processing of contiguous·state firse class
mail without notifying the Uaion in advance?

•

~

f.

"At the Step 4 meeting, I stated that Regional
Labor Relations officials were no~ aware ·of
the change in advance, which was of concer,n
to us particular1y in view of Mt" •. Will1~s
assessment of the ·impact on employees•
··i
stated that if Mr •. Williams' assessment was
accurate andclerk craft. emplqyees w~:r;.e .. to·:. ·
be excessed from· their .instailation, rit8nage.-ment was in violation of Appendix A:, Section
2, B, 4, of the National Agree~~t-by·not
providing advance ·notification· .to the Union •.

r

i

f

1

tt
I

;

"·

.t

"However> the information we have .received
sub~equent to our meeting discloses that BQ.
employees have beert excessed out of.the
installations nor has there been significan~ .
excessing of employees out of their sections
within the installations, as a result of the·
changes involved.
In additibn,-local management has· advised t:he local- .union officials
when jQbs were reverted due to scheme
changes which occurred.

J

.•'
l

[

f1·

t.

~'

L
>
E·

.t

I

f{.
f,

r.

l
t··

I)
t.
~

•-:

. ....._...____ ....

.·

)
10.
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"For example, in.Minneapolis. no plans are
contemplated to excess.employees:from the
section or installation as a result of .:·the
changes in question. In Cleveland 1 ·Rockford, Evansville, and Indianapolis. no
plans are contemplated to excess·employees
from those inst:al1ations due.to these
changes.
,

'.

"Therefore, the provision o·f Appendix A,

Section 2, B, 4,

reg~rding region~l

noti-

_

fication to the Union has not been vi.ol-ated ··
·since i t is· not applicabl~. However, ~he

region should have advised the Union in
advance of these cnanges as a·matter of
sound labor-manaitemen t relations .• ·
. -.
\

l

/

"I recognize that: the Regional -Labor Relations officials were not aware of the change
in question beforehand in order t:o .de~ermine
if Appendix A, Section 2 2 :S, .4, wauld- be
applicabla.
By copy ·of thii:i· letter tc:>·-atl
regions, we are advising them. to insur.e that
matte~s as described abov~ are acted upon
.
as appropriate to avoid unnece~sary griev- ~· ·

ances and to insure compliance with the
National Agreement."
..
(A~l underscoring added,
excep~

in second paragraph.)
.·
The Fourth Step answer was not satisfactory to.the.
APWU and after subsequent discussions £ailed to resolve the
parties' differences, the grievan~e.was certified to arbitration on M~y 19, 1976.

)

8
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·l. APWU

During an opening .exchange between Counsel at: the ·.
hearing, the Postal Service stressed that Appendix A,. Sec- · ·
tion II-A starts with the phrase ''When i t is proposed to:".
According to the Postal Service>. the operational changes·
flowing from the·March l, 1976 directive d~d not.result in
a "proposal" to reduce the number-·of regular work. fo"J;ce · ~
employees at any installation.
Thus> said Counselp there
was no obligation to notify the APWU under Append~ A,.
Section II.-B-4.
·

9.

The APWU elected not· .~o fi.Ie· a p~st-hearing ·brief
and summarized its arguments at ·the end of the hearing. ·
The APWU then emphasized nc:>t only a· contention that there.
was violatio11 of the notification requireJ!l~ts of Appendix
A, Section II-B-4 but also that the USPS had failed t~ ·
bargain collectively over a fundamental~change in conditions.of employment.
This~ said the·APWQ,.- no~ only vi.olated
Article V of the National Agreement, but also ignored.the
continuing duty of the Postal Service to engage in·collective ..
bargaining on such matters pursua~t to the National· Labor
Relations Act.
·

10·· ·,

.

)

.

The APWU notes that Appendix A originally·was
developed in March of ·1968> be-fore the Postal· reorganization
took place, and its. language obviously. was addressed to ·the
situation· as it then exis-ted. . This specifically did. not ·
include any obligation of the Post Office Department to engage in collecti.ve ·bargaining. under t~e." ~e.tional Labo~

/

•.

ll

(

(_.
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Given this . critical fact, i.t would be en-

tirely unrealistic to inte-rpret •the phrase "When it is
proposed t:o" as if it contemplated-a formal proposal to
initiat~ collective bargaining.
"Instead; the.intent.of
this phras~ is to requir·e the giving of notice whenever
Management action is contemplated which reasonably may be
expected to have consequences of the types delineated in
Appendix A, Section II-A.·
·

Article XII, Section 4--Principles of Reassign~ments--first wa$ embodied in.the National Agreement in 1973.
Section 4-A states:
· ·
·
"A primary principle i.n ef£ecting

reassign~·

ments will be that-dislocation and inconvenience t"o employee"s· will be kept to" a-· ..
minimum, consistent with.the.needs of· the
Service. Reassignments .wi:ll.be maqe··in·
accordance with this Article and the pro•
visic;ms of Appendix A."
Given this contractual commitment -~nd the provis"i;ons of
Appendix A. the APWU-deems it enti~ely ~lear.thac the paTties
should bargain concerning any s~tuation which falls·within
the scope of Appendix A, Section ·u-A.· Since Article V of·
the National Agreement is intended to prohibit unilateral
action· by the Service, it seems·obvious to the·.(\.PWU that
collective bargaining should take place once· not~fication
is given pursuant to -Appendix A, Section lI;.B-4.

I
!

I
)

..
•
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.

In the present case~ ·the Regional directive embodied a region-wide program, not a local program; Hence,
the APWU holds that the responsibility for giving uotice
to the Union could not be passed_ down from the Region to
the various local installa~ions where reassignments would

13

be required.

S_ince "there W'as no. notice ·gi:ven and no opportunity
for collective bargaining~ the·AFl~. urges· that_ the only.

14

meaningful remedy now would be. an order that the Postal·
Service withdraw the March
1976 ·Regional· di:rective -completely, and cancel all actions taken as· a resu~t of the
directive.
After the status .quo thus was· restored,. the
parties then could proceed to ,bargain in accordance with
the requircrnent·s of the Agreement.
·:if· .good faith bargaining did not- produce agreement, . the .APWU agrees that. the. _
Service then could implement the· program subject tQ ·.protest
thxough the grievance procedure.
·

i:·

z.

~

Initially the Ser.vice asserts that an ·obligation
to give notice-to the Union can ~rise.under Appendix A•.

Section II-B-4 only .''when Management I:ias fbrmu1ated a.
proposal" to eng~ge in any of the personnel-.act:i,oo.s_specified in Appendix A, Sect:ion II-A.·. This .is·. the only-. proper
meaning which can be attributed·.
the word "proposed, u ·
it says •. sinc.e the terms .of a collective ba:i;gaining agreement must be given "t:heir ordinary.and popularly accepted
.
meaning."
Thus i t cites Webster 1.s International Dictionary-- ·
Unabridged. (2nd Ed.) as defining "propose" as. "to offer for
consideration, discussion* accept;ance»· or adoption~ 11

to

15

\
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Even if the term 11proposed" is not ··to be given such
literal meaning here, says the Service, there is no solid
evidence. at all that the ·March 1, 197_6_ Regional directive
either contemplated, or resulted in, the -reassignment of
Clerks from one installation to another.
Thus ·-the only·
notices which might have been req~i-red as a result !'f the
directive would have been at ·the local level where reassignments within an installation may have t?een required ·as
contemplated under.Appendix A, Sectio~ 11-A-4.

16

While there is no clear ~yidence· as-.to, whether or
how actua:l notice was given· locally; the· Service emphasizes
that local APWU officials in at least . 9· cities: had become
awa:r.e of the directive locally and were :concerned about· its .
impact.
The· Service thus reasons thae.-local .notices must
have been given in these l.nstances--by·.no iater· than March .J •. '··
Its brief suggests further tha·t Juhe· 19~ 1976. ·was the earliest
date upon which any reassignment within an installation was
required under the·directive. ·Thus> the brief concludes>.
there was. adequate notice given at the local level pursuant
to Appendix ·A, Section II-B-4.

17

The Service fundamen~ally disagrees -with the APWu·
claims that the· notice· requirement~: <in -~ppendix A, Section·
II, contemplate. any "consultation'.~ With. the :Union, or any
11
bargaining 11 as -to the propriety
,·a _proposed -new program~
Nothing in the Agreement uses the -terms ~'consult 11 or
.
"consultation,," and the ·a:ctions det~iled in the directive
were fully consistent with all substantive provisions of
the· National Agreement.

18
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In addition, the' Set'vice suggests ·,t~at i t is improper to consider here any claim of violation of ··Artier!!· V
since this particular argument was not raised .specifically
in the grievance procedure or in Fourth St~p d~scussions.
As noted in its brief-- "It is an axiom of industrial: relations that matters not raised in the ~ontractual grievance
procedure may not be raised for the first: time .at arbitration .... "

19

The absence of any-duty,to bargain-about the substance of the March 1, 197~ Regi~nai dLreqtive, in·any· event>
is clear under the National Agreemep.t;:, fn th.e view ·o.f the
Service.
The use of the phrase unotified in advance 11 in

20

Appendix A, Section II·-B-4 implies no duty to bargain, ·:as is

apparent from the

man~er

in

~hich

the parties dealt ,ri.th

"major" relocations of employees under Article XII, s·ection

4-B.

This reads:

·

9

'When a major :i:'elocatio.ri of employees. is ·
planned in major metropolitan·area~ or
due to the implementation of nationai·
postal mail netWorks, the Employer will..
apply Article XII, in-. t:he dev.elopment of ·
the relocation and reassignment plan. '
At least 90 days in advance· of impfe-·
mentation of such plan·, the ··Employer wi11 ·: ·
meet with the. Unions. at the national.·
.
leyel to fully advise the Unions how it .. ·.
intends to implement the plan •. If the.
Unions believe ·su.ch·'plan violates the
National Agreement• .the matter rna:y be · ..·
.
1

g~ieved.

·

..·

.·

)

16.
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Such plar: shall inr;lud·e..J!__meeting at the

regional level in· advance

(~s

much

c~

s1x

months whenever pos.sible) of the reassign-

ments anticipated.
The Employer,will advise the Unions, based on the best estimates available at· the time of .the anticipated impact; the nµmber of employees
affected by craft; the locations to w4ich
they will be reassigned; and, in the case
of a new installation,- the anticipated ·

complement by tour and· craft; The Unions
·will be periodically updated by the Region
should· any of the information. change due. .
to more current data being available." ·
(Undersco~ing

added.)

.·

. FINDINGS

The March 1, 1976 Regional·di~ective ~a~ issued
without the knowledge of the Labo:r:·Rela"t:ions Di.vis;\:on of .
the Central Region.
It is clea;r ::·that no. consideration was
given by USFS Management to the· need ·to. coniply· l>'ith the
notification requirement tinder Appendix

A~

-Section II-B-4.

Subsequent events -~s-tablish that: t:he ·directive
actually did not result in reassi~eµt of <!Uly·'clerks. to.
other installations.
It:. also no~ i~·clear. that:· implementation of ·the ·directive did requiie .re~ss:i.grupent: of.·Clerks who
were "excess to the needs of a section," -within the meaning
of Appendix A, Section II-A-4,.in at leas~ four:~~ties.
-·.

)
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The Claimed Necessity for
-a Formal Proposal-Under.
Appendix A, Section II-A.

Given these basic facts it is appropriate to consider first the principal USPS contention that the notice ·
requirement under Appendix A, Section II-B-4 cannot apply·
because t:he Service n~ve:r "proposed," to t:ha Union, that any
action be taken which would fall under 1 of the 8 categories
of actions delineated t.tnder Appendix: A, .Section -·II-A. This.
argument rests on the assertion that t~e word· "proposed" in
the first sentence of Section II-A must be given its
"ordinary and popularly accepted· meani.11.gn as· found in
dictionary.

·

·

23

a

This argument is unpersuasive.
Words which ap~
pear in a collective agreement must be interpreted in the
context in which they were wri.tten: their "popularly
accepted" me~ning may not in fact ·reflect· the true intent
of the parties, who hardly can.be-expected to negotiate with
a dictionary in hand to be sure that the 11accepted 11 meaning
-of each important word they put in their· agreement actually
comports with their true intent;· . In the present instance

the relevant interpretive context includes the entire collective bargaining agreement, and more particularly the
framework of Appendix A",. Section ·I_I. ·. Other provisions in
Articl.e XII (and particularly -~~ctioFl. 4:-:--.J!., t;l'lereof) also are
pertinent.
Finally,. i t is significant that the phrase
11
When it is proposed to".· firs·c was· used· for ~his purpose in

1968 when·the Post Office Department obviously was not re•
quired to make any formal p_roposals to a Union~ for negotiation, on a matter of this sort:
.

24 •
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-.
The Impartial Cnafrman thus has no doubt that the
requirement to notify under Appendix A>· ~ection LI-B-4
arises whenever USPS Management decides to effec~uate·any
program which reasonably may have consequences· which fall
within any of the 8 categories listed in. Section II-A of
Appendix A..

25

To adopt a narrower interpretatit>n would be

to defeat.the stated purpose of ·Appendix,A, Section II-B
to minimize "dislocation and inconvenience" to affected

employees.

While the Service stresses .that ·there.is no hard.

evidence here that the March 1. 1976 d~t'ec;tive actually· re-·
sulted (or·will ultimately result) in reassignments of
Clerks except within an installation.. (under Sectio~ It-A-4) •
it is unrealistic and ·impractical to· determtn~ · WQ.etber
.
notic·e is required by later events. t1Notice"·-.1s- ·inea~ingless
unless given prior to the event.
.One obvious. purpo.se. of
giving notice is to provide opportunity for· ah involved

. . 26

Union to investigate the facts and.make spggestions. calculated to minimize ndislocation ·and inconv·eniefice to full- ·
ti.me or part-time flexible employee$.affected. 11 . Thus, in
any given instance Lt is possible that some (q+_~ll) of
such potential consequences o~ a propos~d M~nageinent"action
under Section ri:-A may be avoided in the end.. after· proper·
notice has been giv~n.

The present facts~ in. _any event, · 1ea~e ·no· room. .
for doubt that: a violation of Appendix A, Section II-B.:..4 .- :
occurre!l, even if it :could .be assumed that· Regional USPS
officials were absolutely certain, in adva.nce-,·that no·
reassignments of Clerks excess ~o-the needs of ·an·instal- ·
lation would.be requi~ed.
The. directive was' issued
March l, 1976, to be effective exac~ly 5 days later and

27-
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there is no way that. it could be claimed that the officials
who prepared the directive could not anticipate that it
would be necessary to reassign Clerks> in a number of localities> who were excess to the needs of a.section.
This
·precipitate action thus left no time for .. local· management:
representatives to comply with· Section II~B-4 which requires
that the notice.be given "as much as six months" in advance
"whenever possible. 11
Even a cursory r.eading of Appendix A,
Section II, leaves no doubt that proper notice is not given,
for purposes of Section II-B-4> unless it provides an affected. Union with a reasonabie tiroe period to investigate
relevant facts and to discuss the matter with appropriate
Management representatives before the proposed action
becomes effective.
2.

The Claimed Duty to Bargain
Concerning Matters Covered
by Appendix A, Section II-A

The AP\W urges that ·a duty to b~rgain. co.1lectively."
also arises in any situation where notice- ~s required under
Appendix A, Section II-B-4.
Here the Union· stresses Al;ticle
V of the National Agreement, which states:
··

t

r

)

28

"Prohibition of Unilateral Action

The-Employer will no~. take any.actions
a£f~cting wages, hours and other terms
and conditions of employment as defined
in Section 8(d) of the.Natipnal Labor
Rel~tions·Act which violate-the terms
of this Agreement or are otherwise inconsistent with its obligations under
law. 11

_)

·~
.. /
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The Service objects to any consideration of this~
argument, on the ground that it constitutes a ''matter" not
raised in the grievance.
The Impartial Chairman does not
so regard it.
It_ simply constitutes-·nnadditi~nai 'C:ontractual argt.¥nent to supporc~:c basic position advanced by
the Af'WU in· President Filbey' s letter of Ma1:ch 4, 1976,
complaining that the USPS was ncompletely ignoring. the consultation provisions of the National Agreement."
The
Service has had full opportunity to deal with this contractual argument in its post-hearing bri.ef.
Thus the APtm
aq,rument under Article V is not deemed· by the 'Iinpartial
Chairman to constitute. a "matter" not fairly raised during ·
the course of this case.

29

On the merits of this issue, however, the Service
position is correct.
The applicable pTovisions o~ the·
National Agreement, and specif~cally Appendix A~ Secrion II,
fully deal witb both the notice. requir~ent and the substantive policies which apply in the present sitliation.
Given
Management's authority under Article III and· the provisions
of Article XII and Appendix A, Section 2, the parties already
have bargained on this subject and -h~ve recognized that
Management may proceed, under Appendix A,. Section ·II, without·
any further collective bargaining. · Although it is a plain
implication of these pro~isions that once the Union is notified, it will have reasonable opportunity to present facts.
and suggestions to the.Service> there. can be no obligation
by the Service to engage in "collective bargaining" as t:o
whether or how it should.exercise: its authority under Article
I~I of the National Agreement.

30
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3. ·Remedial Action
It seems apparent that responsible officials

i~

31

Central Region Operations were unaware of the applicability

of Appendix As.Section II-B-4 of the National.Agreement
because they failed to consult with represencatives of the
Labor Relations Division.· This was a serious oversight
and demonstrates ·need for clear·instructions·to the Regions.
for future guidance in such instances.- . Since the present
case represents a national level dispute,

ther~fore~

the

Award.herein w~l1 direct the Postal Service tp send appropriate notification to all concerned.Regional. officials>
if such action has not already been taken.
The APWU further requests. however, ·.that ·the..
March 1, 1976 directive be withdrawn.in its entirety, and·
that all actions taken·thereunde~ be rescinded • . "There.is
no evidence in· this record to demonstrate need. for su~h a ·
. drastic step· at this time..
No Clerk actual],.y -\~as·. reassigned
outside his or her installation •. ·Nor·is there evidence
that any Clerk actually lost earnings, _or otherwise. was

32

deprived of· contractual rights, ·by,· ·virt~e of reassignment
within an installation..
Absent a showing that sign~ficant:
instances of this. sort actually occurred, it would seem
un~eaiistic and punitive to undo all.that was done pursuanc
to the March 1. 1976 directive.
·

Thi.s ruling. of couJ:se, rests on the uni_que facts
here.
Different remed~al action easily may
required
should similar violations of Appendix A, Sec-tion II-B-4 occur
in the future.
Nothing in tliia Opinion, mo'.reover> bars any
individual Clerk from pressing. a grievance claiming violat:-ion

be

33

of the Agree~nt because of any reassignment> adversely affecting such Clerk, as a result of the March l, 1976 directive.

,.~·-- ._,
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AWARJi

\
,I

1. The grievance is sustained to the extent that
the effectuation of the March l, 1976 Regional directive
without reasonable prior notice to the APWU, violated Appendix A, Section II-B-4 of.the N~tional Agreement.

34

2. To avoid.recurrence of such a problem, the
USPS ·shall issue appropriate instructions to all Regional
offices, unless such action already has been taken. ·

35

3. Under the particular facts here. and in the
absence of any showing that individuai employees suffered
loss or otherwise were deprived of· contractual rights, no·
further remedial action now is warranted.
·

36

4. This ruling does not affeet the rights of·.
individual employees to file grievances seeking to"be made
whole for claimed violations of the National Ag:reanent, or
any applicable local agreement, as a result of local im~

3-7"

plemc11tation 0£ the Ma1:ch 1, 197.6 Regional: directive.

5. · No violation of Article V of the· National

·.38

Agreement has been established.

j. •
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The Gr i evance
This grievance arose when the Postal Se.rvice fnvoluntal"'i Jy

reassigned 33 Mail Handlers from the .Omaha, Nebra5ka Post Office

to the Des Moines, Iowa Bulk Mall Center {BHC).

The Union claims

that the Postal Service violated the protective provisions of the
National Agreement when it ordere9 the

re~ssi9nments.

Background
In the early 70's the PostaJ Service devised a highly
aut~~tJc

centralized system for handling bulk mail. i.e., second,

third and fourth class mall.

The new system contemplated the

ccnstructjon of 21 major Bulk Marl

on a geographical basls.

Ce~ters

located strategically

The purpose of the Bulk Hail System

is stated to be to remove bulk mail processing from the individual

post offices and process lt in these highly meehanlzed centers •

.

The centers are designed to be serviced bye truck and rail system
used excluslvely f'or moving bulk mafl.

The Bull< Hail System Is

designed to effectuate economJcs of sc•te based on Its slngle
purpose and

concentratlo.~

of effort.

The System was not to

encumbered by first class and specially handled.mail.

be

And. conversely,

the post· offices were to be retreved of the necessfty of acconvnodatfng
.large vo1umas of advertSsfng mail. publications and parcel post •

--

.

(. ··-"'J
..

- 2. ·-

The first BMC. New York, was scheduled to beecine operational
in l973 with the remaining center·s to phase-ln over the next

two years.

At that time It was contemplated that the majority

of the centers would come on 1 rne rn ealendar t975 •.. In the early

planning. the Des Molnes Center was among the last schaduJed to

become operatronal.

FrancT~co.

Detroit. Sin

Philadelphia and

.

.

Des Moines were scheduled to begln operations in the surrmer of

l975.

Apparently, the orf9ina1 start-up schedule could not be
Post~f

met because on May 22, 1974 the
that the second

t975.

Cen~er, ChJc~go,

Service advised the Union$

would not open untlf January J,

Two· other centers, Greensboro. ~orth Carolina and Washington;

O. C. were now scheduled to open on the same date.
seven more centers were slated

to open

A group of

on March 15, 1975.

additional seven centers to start•up on Aprrl 30. 1975.

And an
The

Des Moines BMC was included in the April 30 group.

The Des Moines BMC opened in January 1'976 shortf y after
the Denver BHC bec.;ame ope.ratf ona\.

The 01 rector of Proces~ ing

at the Omaha Post Office testified that 20 per eent of the
ore .. January l total tr~nslt parc~l .P<>St volume of tha Omaha Post

Offrce was Jost to the Denver

BMC

on January_ 1, 1976 and an additional

40 c>er cent was lost to the. Des Moine& BMC on January 31. 1975.
According to the Postal Service's witn&S$ this amounted to 20 mi l11on
pieces of maJT,

)
J

- .3 -·
On March 9. 1976, 33 .Mallhsndlers were notrfred that
they were to be excessed and involuntarily reassigned to
Oes Moines ef-fec:tlve Aprtl 10,
President of

1976.

The Adminlstr-ative

Vice

the Mai1handlers rnltfated a·grtevanee_ In the ffr$t

step on March_20.

The grJevonce was denied and ft was appealed

to· Step 2a on March 25.

On Aprtl S the Unfon petitioned the

District Court for a temporary restrefnlng order and· a prel lmlnary
. injunction to stay the proposed f nvoh,1ntary reassignments to Des Moines.

ihe DistrJct Judge granted thfs temporary re1trarnfng order on

April 9,

Of the 33 excessed Mallhandl•rs. 23 took varfous options

offered them leaving lO who were more directly Impacted-by the
temporary restrainlng order.

Five went to Oes Moines and five

c:hose to stay in Omaha.

J

_,;/

On Apri 1 20 th-e partles entered into a stlpu·1ation that

caused the Union's complaint and motion for a prelSminary injunction

to be withdrawn.

The temporary r&straining order was also dismissed.

In brief, the strpulatfon provided ·that the five Mai lhandlers

remaining in Omaha would be guaranteed 40 hours. that the Postal
Service would undertake to maximize the hours of the other Mall-

..

handlers who opted for part•tfme flexible jobs In Omaha. and that the
original grievance as appealed to Step 2a on M&reh
be arbitrated.

25~

1976 would

It Is this series of events that led up to this

•rbltraition.

The parties have been involved with

th~.e.JCc:essfng

of

employees and the resultant necessl ty for.. &nvoluntary transfers

'

)
- 4
over the course of their bargainfng history.

Sltuatfons such

as this one are an inescapable corallary of the Postal Servlce 1 s
move toward centralization of facflitfes.

Bulk mafl

handli~g

rn depots built solely for that purpose is one of the components
of that c:entra.1 rzed effort.

In order to meet th&

prob~ems

faced by the employeas who

find that their Jobs have been moved to another·locatron. the
partfes hav& devised a system of steps to be fol towed whenever

the Postal Service embarks on a program that 1mpects on its

bargaining unit employees.

Thrs case arises rnarnly because the Union claims that the
Postal Service did not follow the cont~actuaJ procedures that had
been developed by the parttes to cover 5ituattons such as the

excessing of Mailhandlers Jn Omaha and their rnvoluntary reassign·
ment to Des

Molnes.

There ~re other questions raised at the

opening of the Arbitration Hearing.

These questions will be dealt

with later fn this Opinion.

Essentfally. the language of the labor Agreement that sets
out a procedure for the conduct of the parties involves notice to

.

the Union Officers at a11 levels--Natronal# Regionar and Loc:al
and ultimately to the rndrvlduai empJoyees who ar& excessed. At
each

or

these .levels there is provision for advance notice in order

tha·t the Unfon or the lndrvlduaJ employee can seek ways under the

Agreement to minlmJze the adverse Impact of the.move.
The uti • ity of a system o.f

)

\

notifi~atlon

fs

rel~ted

to the

• 5 partres 1 agreement that "no employees em1::floyed In the regular work
force wi l1 be lard off on an lnvolun·tary bas rs during this Agree-

The parties sought to spell out their rlg-hts and oblf9atlons

ment.11

under these circumstances.
possible

Postal

hards~ips

Servlc~

The Unfon looked to allevfatlng tke

caused by the relocatf on of Its members and the

looked to maintaining a product1ve work force.

The rlghts and obllgattons of the parties are, of course,
di strl buted throughout the

Labor Agreement.

However, the pr ;_ne f pal

provisions dealfn9 with the_excessJng of Mal1handlers at

Omah~

and the concomitant fnvoluntary reassfgnments to the Des Moines BMC are

contained in Artfcle XII and Appendlx A

or

the 1973 and 1975

National Agreements.
These pertinent provisions read as·followst

.

P~JNCIPLES

tlMT ICLE Xl 1

OF SENIORITY, POSTING AND
REASSIGNMENTS

Sectf on 4.
A.

Prf ncfples of ReassTgnments

A primary prlnciple Jn.effecting

reass r gnments wl 11 be that d 1 s loc:at ion and

inconvenience to employees in the regular
wor.k force shall be kept to a minimum,
consistent wrth the oeeds .of the Service.
Reassignments wf 11 be made in accordance wr.th
thfs Article and the provlsions of AppendFx A.

a

B. When
major relocation of employees ls
planned fn mafor metropolitan areas or due to
the implementation of national postal l'l'laf f
networks, the Employer wl ID apply Article XII
tn the development of the relocation and
reassf 9nment pr an. At least 90 day:r. rn advance
of implementation of such plan, the Employer will
~et. with the Unions at the na·t f ona I 1eve1 to

- i

- 6 •

f.u)Jy advlse the Unrons how Jt rhtends to
Implement the plan.

If the Unions believe

such plan violates the Natrona} Agreement,
the matter may be grieved.

S.uch plan sh.al I include a meetfng at the

regional level fn advance (0$ much ~s srx
months whenever possible} of the reassignments

anticipated. The Employer wlll advise the
Unions, based on the best estlmates available
at the time. cf the antJcfpated impBct; the
numbers of employees affected by crafts the
locatJons to whfch they wHJ be reassrgned:
and, in the case of a new installation~ the
anticipated complement by tour and craft, The
Unions will be perfodicaJly updated by the
Regron should any of the Information change
due to more current data being Bvei1able.
C. Wher. employees are excessed out of their
lmHai lation, the Union at the national level·

mBY request

a ecmparatlve work hour report of

the losFng installatron 60 days after the·

excessing of such employees •.

If a review of the report does not substantiate

that bu& ineu condt trons warranted the action

taken. such employees shall have their.retreat

rights activated. If the retreat right rs
denied, the e~ptovees have th& right to the

grievance-arbitration procedure.
O.

In order to mfnlmfze th& ·impact on

employees in th& regular work force, the
Employer agree5 to separate public policy

progra~ emi>loyees·. and to the eJ<tent possible,
casual empfoyees.. workrng in the affected craft

and rnstalJatlon prior to excessrng any regular
employee in that craft out of the instaf.latlon.
The junfoT full·tlme employee who is being
excessed has the option of reverting to part•
time flexible statu$ Jn his craft, or of being
reassfgned to the gaining installation.

APPENDIX A
Appendix A is an incorporation of the principles
of R&ass·rgnments as contafned Jn ArtrcJe XI I of

)
/

.. 7 the March 9, 1968, National Agreement.
The old Article Xll has been edited to
conform with the new employee classifications.
In addition, other word ~hanges have been
incorporated to bring Article ~II up·to date
wfth present termJnoJogyJhowever, there have
been no substantive changes.
X X X X X X. X X K X

A. Basic prlnefples and Reassignments
When lt ls proposed toi·

.)( x x x x x x x x ,)(

s.

Reduce the number of re9ular work force
employees of an Installation other than
by attrl tlon;

B.
l.

Principles and RoquJrementa
Dlslocatton and Jnconvenience to

.
full•time and part-time flexible employees

sha 1r be kept to the min rmum consistent

with·the needs of

th~

service.

~XXX.XXXXXXX

4.

5.

Unions 8ffected shall be notlffed rn
advance ( ~s much as she months whenever
possible). such notfficatJon to be at
the reglon•l level, except under A4 ~bove,
· which shat I be at the loca1 level.
Full-time and part·time flexible employees
rnvoluntarf ly detailed or reassigned from
one Installation to another shall be given
not less than 60 days advance notice, If
possJble, and shall reeefve moving. mfleage •.
per diem and reimbursement for movement of
household ~oods; as appropriate, If legally
payable, w111 be governed by the standardized

Government travel ·regufatfons as set forth

In Methods Handbook M•9, "Travel".

XXXK>CXXXXX

)

:'\
'/
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c.

M

Speelal Provf slon5 en Reai1l9nments

fn addition to the general principles and
·requirements above specified, the following
specific provisions are appHcable:

XXXXXXKXXX

s.

·

•

Reduction in the N~mber of Employees
in an fnsta11atJon Other Than by Attrition

XX>CXXXX.XXX

b.

Reassignments to other insta1Jatlons
after making reassignments wlthfn
the installatfon1

{l)

)

Involuntarily reassign such

excess full-tti'ne employee$ ·
starting wf th the Junior with
theJr sen1or1ty for duty
·assignmsnts to vaoancfes In
the samGt or lower tevet ln the

same craft or occupatlonal _group

rn fnsta11atlons within 100
miles.of the tosrng fnstaJlation,
or ln more dfstant rnstallatfons
if after consultation wJth tne
affected Unfon It rs determined
that ft is necessary, the Postal

,I

ServTce

\·1t

11 designate such

Installations for the reass1gnment
of excess full-time employees • • •

x.x xx x xx x x "'
(6)

Employees fnvotuntarf)y ressslgned
under b(J) and (2) above, other
than senJor employees who elect to
be reassigned In place of junior
emplore•s. shall be entitled at
the t me of such reassignment to
frte a written request to be returned
to the ftrst vacancy rn the level.
in the craft or occupatfonaJ group
in the installation from which
reassigned, and such request shall
be honored so Jong as he does not
withdraw It or decline to accept an
opJ)Ortunity to .return in accordance

with such request. 11

.,,)

-.. -·~. ..-

- 9 Discussion and Contentions

At the hearing the

U~ion

rais&d three issues involved

wJth the excessing of the 33 employees
It raised the issues of

Jurisdrc~ton.

from

Omaha to Des Moines.

sub•contrac.tfng

an~

notrce.

The Postal ·servrce·questioned the propriety of presenting issues
of jurisdiction and sub-contractfn·g since 1 t ma.lntalns that these

Items were not raised in the Grlevanc:.e Procedure. ·Managei:rient
stated that the

sub~contracting

issue was never mentioned and

the jurisdfctfonal fssue was raised oniy five days before on

Hay 17~ 1976.

The Union C~nsel had comnuolcated with

Francfs J. Ftlbey,

Pr~sident

of· the

Americ~n

Postal

Wor~rs

1

Union

advising hrm that the Union expected to make a JurJsd.Jctlonal

·argument at the Arbrtratlon Hearfng.

President Filbey dispatched

APWU Unlon Counsel to attend the hearfng.
The Arbttrator reserved judgment o~ th& two issues
newly raised and advised the partie5·tnat. in that day•s hearing,

he would hear arguments that went solely to the issue of notice.
From the appropriate clauses of ·the National

Agreem~nt

cited earl fer It writ be seen that there are essentially five

instances of notice required

o~

the Postal Service 11when a major

relocati 0n of employee§ Js.,elanned In malor metropolitan areas
or due: to the Implementation of national postal mall networks •.''

ro
These notice requirements are as fo 1 J ows·:
Nat Iona 1:

" · . , A t least 90 days in
advance of implementation of

such (relocation and reassf~n
ment) plant, the Employer will
meet with the Unions at the
n1' t i ona I I eve I

• . ."

(Article xi I, Section 4B)

Resiona l:

11

•••

Such plan shall include

a meeting at the re Jonal level

In advance as muc as six
months w enever poss1b e of ·the
11
reassignments anticipated.

(Article

Regional:

II •

•

•

~fl> Sectfon

The Un ron s

4B)

wi 11 be

periodically updated by the Region

should ·~my of the fnfofim&tion
ehange due to more current data·
being avallatile. 11 (Article XII,
Section l+S) ·
·

.)

National, Regional or Local:
reass I gn such

"Involuntarily

excess fu l r-t I me .

employees • • • for duty assignments
to vacancfes ln Installations wlthln

1 00 mi t es of th111 Ins ta J lat I on. or- f n
more distant lnstellatfons if ai~e~

consul tat Ion. wf th the affec·ted'""'liilT'On

it.is determined that it is necessary

•••

11

(Appendix A. Section I, CS. b(I))

"Ful )-time •. • • employees
detailed or reassigned
shall be glven not less than 60 days
11

Individual Employee:

..;..:.;~.-.....;;..;;;.-.:.._pl~n~vo~lu~n~tarfly

advance not Ice, If possible •
(Appendix A1 Section I, SS) ·
It is.£mportant

at

March 25. 1976 and Ftled et

this point to cite the grievance dated
Step

2s.

SOURCE(S} OF RIGHT(S) VIOLATED: 'Including but
not limited to Article VI I Appendix A of
the Natr_onal Working Agreement.
\

•j

-.
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CAUSE AND SPECIFICS OF' GRIEVANCE;

Management

has reassigned 33 employees to the Des
Moines BMC without notffying tho Nattonal
or the Region.

There was not any notice

at all.

The National Agreement said
there will be a 90 day notice when there
are a re-assfgnment or a relocation.

CORRECTIVE ACTION ~£QUESTED: That.these men
will not be relocaced untf t all of the

provrsions of the Natronal Agreement has
been completed."

For purposes of developing the

~nsuing

oplnion Jt Is

useful here to test each of the notlce requirements as if all of

the provisions of the National

Agreement·de~tlng

these circumstances were meticulously

spelle~

wt th notice under

out Jn the

S~ep

2a

)

Appea 1.

{A) Notice to the National

Un~on.-

Th&re. \·tu introduced into evidence a plan

submitted to the Natfonal Union on Hay 22, 1974.
This pla·n elaborately dee It wf th dettal Is of the
nationwide Implementation of the Bulk Mail Network.

The Labor Agreement provrded that the Union could
fl le a grievance lf .ft felt that the
Agreement was violated.
(B)

No

Nation~I

Labor

such grtavance was filed,

Notrce to the Regional Union On June

~O,

1975 a joint meeting was held In

Des Moines, Iowa.

The purpose of the m,eeting was

to dlscuss. a package presented by th& Postal Service

)
/

• 12 to the Regional Union Officers covering the
manning of. the Oes Moines Bulk Mai 1 Center.

On July 2 Mr. Frank Sias, Reglonar Vlee
President of

~ne

Union, was supp) fad wfth

-

estimated fmpact figures In connection wf th the

opening of the Des Moines BMC. Thfs f nformatfon
indicated that it was expected that

n~

Mailh&ndlers

would be excessed at the Omaha Post Office.
(C) Regional Update
On January

ts.

1976 the Omaha Post Office

Official$ met with Local Union Offlelals to

advls~

them that Mailhand1ers would be excessed from.'the

Omaha Post Off ice to the Des Mofnes SMC and to dlscuss
possible altern.;atives including moving excessed Mail-

handlers fnto the Clerk Craft.*
meeti~::f had failed

Sometime after this

to produce .an alternative to e"'c.ess i ng

and at the point of Its flnel decision to excess Mellhendlers
to Des lfoines, ·the Omaha Postal. Service aqvfsed the UnJon's
Regional Vice President.

(D) Notice to National, Regional or Local Unions There seemed to be no question that the Union was
odvfsed at all levels that any excessing would be to
Des Hoines which was approximately 145 ',!li les from Omaha.

*Such a plan was devised and proposed to the Union.

This

pl~n

move ~ certr:tin nur1ber of M<"i lnpndlers into the.." Cle.-1.: CrPrt <ind

)

obviate excessing.

would

The APWU did not agree and the plan was abandoned.

. ..~-'.)··. !
··_;;.,

..

!

-·.->

- t3

-

(E) Notice to fndivrdual £meloyees On March

9, 1976 the Omaha Postmas.ter sent

notices to the affected employees advising them that
they would be excessed from the Omaha Post Off Ice
and inyo1untar1 ly assigned to ·the Oes Mofne!> BMC

effective April 10, 1976.

Regarding notice, the Unron' contends that the notices
all through the planning and into the fmplernentation of the
excessing were deficrent and the Po$ta1 Service violated the
Lab6r Agreement throughout the entire process.
particularly stresses the hardship

cre~ted

Th~

for the

Union
~xcessed

Mailhandlers caused by the lack of notfce particularly the short

.'

;)

..

._.,....;

notice to Individual

~loyees.

The Union argues further that adequate notice would (a) allow
~

the affected employees to prepare for the Tnconveniences caused
by the involuntary transfer; (b) permrt the Union to explore

alternat.lves and (c) allow time for the Union to ehallenge any plan
for a major relocation through the Grtevanee and Arbitration Procedure.
Management says that

t~e.Union

every step of the fmplementation,

was

adequ~te1y

partle~Jarly

lnrormed at

at the Local level

where a number of meetrngs were held to inform the Union of the
excessing.

It states further that any involuntary transfer causes

problems and inconvenience for the

employe~s

involved.

:t

n~intains

that it dJd everything possible to·allevrate the hardship and
inconvenience to the excessed employees even to the extent of
offering extensions of tinie for those

emp~oyees

requestfng them.

•.,

...
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Two excessed Ma1lhendlers. KojdeckJ and Kel\y,
subml tted written requests.·:for

exte~sions ~

The requests were

received by the ·omaha Post~ster' on Aprt I 6, 19.76.

The. PostaJ·

Service maintains that tha extensfons would·hsve.been grit"nted

but b~fore f't could act> the requests were-wlthd.r~n-on Aprfl.9,.

1976.

Koj declcl stated that
11

~

.
.
wl thdrew his. reques.t because:

l was· never g lven, •ny

~ns\tft!sr

from any of.

these people and f ~-as.getting vary mad. ~
was talking to.these.people all the tfmttand
I was not gett.lng .a~~~el"e .• 11

and
.

.

mr

j was adv r sad by.
c:o'unse l,
Witnt to .respond· to.":· t .• " . ·
H

If. they 'd 1dn 1 t .
.

··

.

.

Kelly's reason for wlthdrawsl wasi
.

.

.·

Q. ''Why • • • did you . wf ~hdraw • • • your

request?"

A.

uwe I l , because: I .was· told. 11

Q.

"By wli~?" .

A.

"By tha same person ·tie wn· .''

Q.

''Who Is that?.11 •

A.

"The Counselor • 11
.

.

On Aprll 8, 1976,--the Unton pet:-rtfon~ the Urif.ted Stat~s

.. ·

Oistrfct Court for tempor3ry, ·pr-elrmtnary and permanent lnjunctlve

reJ lef.

The Union moved out

of the

grl~anee

procedure and. 1-nto

the Court for the .pu.rpose i;>f ~nJoinfog the ln.volunta'ry 'transf~r

)

..

..
f5
of Mallhandlers to Des Mofne!>.

rn Its. oetltlon to the Cou_rt,

the Union clted only the alleged notfce.vlolations end described
to the Court the hardships

confronting the trans·ferred

It pleaded, "Failure to enjotn

th~

employees •.

Involuntary transfer_

will, as a practical matter, defeat these employee and. Unlon con·
tract rJghts even If a later arbitration d_eclslon rules· in plafntl°ff's
.
..
.
..
.

favor.

In that tlme

empJoyees.re~sslgned

to Oes Motnes wfJJ be

required to secure new housing, ;b undergo Inherent dtfflcu1ttes
of reloeatfng .. to remove ehf Jdren ·from school 1"n "!'ld.:term, and
A· later -arbl trat·ron

to disrupt their famrty ant;i eommunfty ties.
award cannot repa rr these TnJ ur res • 11

In seeking a remedy the Union

~tated:

)

11
Plaintlff has no plain or -ad.equate remedy
at law to maintaln .th~ status quo pendlng
arbJtr~tion. which as e .pre~ttcal ~tter, ·

wJ11 irreparably prejudice the 33 employees
'pJaintfff reoresents. even If they pr~V~iJ in
the arbitration proeas.s."

The Union then

aske~

the Court tot

"• ... speeffl~J ly enro.re& the-)975 A.greement.
by directing the Emplo~~ .to ·ar~ltr:ate .the ·
val ldl tv of- r ts Aprl t· 10, ·19-76 Jiwotuntary
transfe~ order and ·by en]of nlng. defenden~ •••
from requiring • • • transfer· ••• ln order to
maintain the st~tus quo pending arbltratfon•

On Apr fl

9. 1976 the D lstrlc:t Judge

gra~ted .the Union•

_s

motion for a Temporary Restr.?tfnl.ng Order ·pend_l.ng a proc:esstrng of.
this matter through ~he Grlavanee and Arbi.tratfon .. Procedure.

•

lri

•• • •• ·- ·-··. <, .·.~" ......... _, ..... --~·-~·-·--,-·..:-•• -
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add I t 1on the Postal Serv Ice

Aprll

was

-~

or~re~ to 1.1ppe_er·· Fn- Court on

·.

19, 1975 to show cause why-~ .Pret-imtna-ry lnj1Jnet_fo.n shouJd

not be rssued.
The .parties entered tn1:o. fi··._stt.pu).a~fon ·M

.

providing for .arbitration

~f.

20~

Apr fl

th.e:.:gr·r-ovance
·,.~ ·:fri~
' . .
.

1976 .:

tn Step

2a·•.

The stipulation charact&rfzed ten Matflha~tert'~l·fSel~g those.
..
·... ·.... .:
. . . ....
. ..... ·
.
\..

"who were the subject of the restr1d°nf.ng order. rssued on Apr I l 9 •.

1976.,.

.
.
. : :.
Five remerned tn Oes Hofnes. :and. ffv~-retMlne~

in

The Postal Servlee agreed that the fJY.e·wrn,, remafnod fn

Omaha.

·ama~a

would. be guaranteed.40 hours·-of worK ~tnd would~ treated··as
•

unassigned regular Mai l)iandlers;

l.

'Thci
"

remalntng ln. Oma~a werei.

.five

Kelly, Kojdeckr. Grap, HTckman.~nd·;:aamps.
\I
I

The Post~f servJce"..

.

.

agreed to make al 1 reasonab1~ ~ffo~s: to meximl z_e t~o hours for
the excessing.
i nvo Ive a J l

33

emahai
. ..

affected.
~y ~
.
Both partles .. a9r~e(f·.~·ha.t t_!')G"i\rbl.i~atron would.

.

the other /Mf 1 handlers remafnfng
·ln
.
~xces sed

Wflo. WG-Te
. .: .

. emp t_oye_~s • ·

One further pof·nt requfres. df·stus·sso~ ..: .: lhf.s ..Ar.brt-rat.Jon.
. ..

.

-.

.

.

.

,

-

.

33 excessed employees
.onb'
·to ·the
:e~te.nt,. ~hat ·the or.·TgJ nal
.
.
- 11..
• .
.
.1·:.
..
.

i nv.otves

.~·.

grf evance was filed beeause the )~arch·-~,.!9l~t>f-- invol<J~tltry
. ·;. .
. .. ~ices
. .. ,
. .
.
.·
~

reassignment to Des Mornes·we.re·i~t.to·.33.·0fnaha ~llhandlers. On
~
.
""'" ...
...-·. .. -· ... ·: . .
. "'
.
March 22 • 1976 four of the HafU1an.dl-e.r-.s·_who ~ .. r~cei.v.e'd the · · ·.
excessfng

Two more

no~lce ·were

~llh&ndl~rs

.-tha·l ~-~~h··.tJot.lees(wer• :~e~cel Jed.
their\n~~i~es.
c~~~ei.led ~- -~rch 29,- t976 •
..

not ff led

had

Obviously,. this was known to tfi& Urt1ori ·as it pursued it$. cf aim in ..
Court.

4t was also knoWn to
.

·th~· :par.~~·.es
·~n·.-thet~: .
~n.te·r~d.
fnt~
- · ....
..
·-.-.~

·.

_)

~

• •

.'

..· -~

'." : ~ r: :
'

.

-:_.'~

...... •

.

..

.

. ·,. ·.· ·:··

"I .. :

.

. ·!

·1. •..
. ,..,

': ••

.. -· .

-

-: ...

the

.-,

.· J
... "' .

... 17 •

.
..
. ...
..
The parties submftted joint exhtbft~ tis.ting. e~c.h of'tha
•

•

..

..

l

33 excessed Mailhand1ers anctit· letters-detailing. t~e status_._.of

.. ·.....

each grlevant.

Each latter included the. :option
. selected
. . by .t.he

of. excessed·
.

grrevan.t • . A breakout of the opHon• and· ~he ~umber
.

~-.

emploY.ees selecting each fs as -foJJows1

OPTIOMS

...
. ": · ·

-~

Em~.1 oye·es

·

•o

~ofnes.

a.

Transfer to Oe.s

b.

Par t•tlme Flex.ibte.\Ma f .1 hand1_~rs

2

c.

Part•tlme Flexl;ble ·CTer-k

8

d.

Part-time

Flex·lbl~·.Carrrar
.
...

.

·

.

.

.

Mailht~1er-:K8nsas

FuJl•time

g.

Resigned P-rlor to1:ffectfve Date·

. :.

3

.

f.

of Notice

..

···.·.Ex~eued

1

:C1·ty

2·. ·

·

...!

h •. Exeen Notf.ce Reac.fndeif

TOTAL,

.U

The length of servfce o~ · ~"1e· einpfo,Yees ~ht> rece I~ed

.

..

.

.

~

excess not fees on March 9. 1976 ...ranged from.

.

.

' ..

.

.

iwo.. ye•rs·
.

.the_-

..

.

a.nd lour

month~ to J~ss than one year an.~ f rve".mon'ths. ··.

Etimfnatfng the sfx employees who ~ad-thefr;exces1ln9 ·
notices rescinded and the tw43·short serv.ic:e employees who-re$igned.
.
·.
prior to the effective date of the notrcit; ··there remained 25 -who".
•

--

.

~

•

. . :: -:

•

~

.

•

•

4

....

Of the:se 2~; 16 made·

co\Jfd select the avai fable optfons..
selections.

One of the 16 was not
"

9·1-ven.'hrs
.
...

opt_foh ·because Fie

.

opted .only for Custodian
and senior Ha.Jih~~dte~s-had
o1r&ady ·.
.
...

He

f i ) led the a~a nab le . Cus tod I an j Obi • •

w•_s onef. or. "t.ht!J I 0 s r.a·ted"

for involuntary transfer t9 Oes MoJnesi
.

It ls interesting·

~o

.

.

note that the 16

M~flhandl~rs

selecting optfons did so betweeri·~ne ~nd.e(ght days after t~e
posting of the notfce.

All prtor to·th&~.cou!"·t ~c:tf.on and all .prl~r

to the discussion of the grlevanc:'e In ·thc;J tf rst ·s~ep·. ·
Ffndlngs
Tt)e Union was In error when I~ cl•hned ~ack 'of· ·prop.er
not ice to the ~at i ona T Un f on and ·~-he· Reg f o~ ~
evidence to demonstrate that the Pos~a1

The re

Servt<:Et

f s-_ adequa.te

prope~ly

provided notice to the Natfor.lal· Union snd the 'Reg ton.as ·requlr-ed

by the National Agreement •..

...

·.

The Union was correct when It c~aJmea·that the individual
.· emp[oyees dld not

receive

a 6~Jlay· not_f~·· of fucc;e:;.slng,

ft also

correctly cl.alms that i t was pQnlcle
..to. :notify
t'he lndfv1dua1
.·
.
.
employees 60 days prior to the._ ~f:feet.~~O: _d~:t~ of.-·the Involuntary
re.ass lgnment.
March

The Postal Ser": fee erreid wnen J t "gave._ notlee:on

9, 1976 advising 33

~I

.

lhandte·r.s that ~~Y:Would be exc~ss~d

to the Des Hornes Bulk Hall. Center
.
.. on· Aprll 19, 1976.

The parcel

post tran·sit mail lost to the Denver and Oes Moines Bulk M·af I._·

Centers occurred on Jan.uary I,. 1976 and January 31.,· 1976, respectively.

)

....,

·.
• ....
•

·The date of the

r

workl~.d.
-. tCs.as .:tfoe1'.no.t

,;ec.•s.sa·rn
y
.

·'

estabn s·h the beg Inning dat~ ·of
not f~· perf. od.
.. -:~ny
. p~rtl~ular:
:
However, in
the.Postal.
Se~~l~e.'wheri-'.
. the face of rrr~ctf:~n
.
.
.
. .
the loss occurred, l t h not .. .app·roprf.a"tJJ for
·r.t to airgue later
.

by'

.

that the Insufficient notice

wa·~ neee~.~&l")'. for .sound ·b~·sJness

...

reasons.

In January 1976 the -~ha P.os~1-,Servlc~_~nd. the Local
.
. - ..
.. . . "

..

Un I on Officials were aetrvel y.. enga.ged:t~··.ary. ett~rnp.t· to .work ·ou·t

.

.

an arrangement that woutd·mBke the: fn~·tta.ii·Ja -exce.s.sfng of. · . ·

. ... .

,

Mailhandl~rs unnecessary.· Thts·~ctJv1tY.P~oVed-futlle bec~use
it involved
.

jurisdlctlonat.dlfff~ltfe>
wl~h· ~h&·American
P~stal.
.
.
·.. .
.

Workers Union who

refus~d

to go . aiong wf·th :the· plan.·

can find no specific vfol.at.i.on .~f~~A.rt-rc.le
·.
.
manner- of

. Union

notlfl~atlon

~Regf~n~l·

·t·o the

Whf le.

xr·l·:. ··S-~tfon

r

)

4B.,· .·the

V1ce..P:~~s-lde1:1·t:oF ·:th~

could have been . lmprov~-.so··tha~
the-.:expr.es&
..
.
. ~iJrpostt
.
. of~.

notificatlon would be futfl I leq_. ··-Had
•nd the Regfonsr Off lee .of

t~ Regtcm.a1

~ostal ~erviee

,the."-~ion de•tt ..in:"' th_) a -~re.-. a~ t~e-y·
u~•t•

. properly ·could have under the
.

'·language ..- rt ls pouible that

. i

.

a sotutron .could have been found~'
·£v"n . Jf."l-the e.:i<CD$sing
.
. . problem·
.

was not resolved. other issu~es -~· lyf'n9 ~:the pe:rlphsr:y of

this Arbi tratf on would have

·

·be~. suff(~:ro~~_ly art,<:;~1.at~d-.so ~:s

to

be dealt wlth here.·
The Union was fo~esu111j.-d. fi't::>tn. r.&ilst.n"9 other. issues at ·.

the Ar bi tratlon Hearing primarily
. baea1.tse
..

t~··
~·rbt
..
. tratlon
..

wa/ he 1

pursuant to a stipulation of the P.art·les tn.t .deal.tvessential

with notrce problems.
.

··.

...·•·

ly

d

'

)

·,
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In this connect; Ion ·B. ~e~: ~ords of clit_rJ.f I cat Jon

.

'

conee rn Jng the scope of. the "<;fe~h
1-.Qr.t "i r_i: th Js . ~f>'
seem . to ..
be
. ...·. •
.

The original gi"Jevance- ·f~rm fn.'thrs::c,.se ·clal·med·

in order.

.

.
..
. '
.
violation of the National Agreement "rneludln~.bii.t not l"imited
.. .
.·..
·.·
.
to Art:Tc1e Vil," AppandTx A • ••. • u· .fn :appeal
fng
.the
case
to·
. . ·.. .. . .

.

~

arbitration the Union ~ited· bot.h·~.A.~tit;le .vu.:.~n~(4rt1els ·~-IL.
The parties stfpulated

~n AP~. n· .2·9 .. _;1~76. t~-~ ·th~ .'.gr reva,.aee

fltec> In Step 2a should be su~lt'.~ed.:_to arbrtr~tJ~ •..

as·

rSlnee:che

bas r c: Issues _clc tua 11 y cons l deyed. ·.by. ·.th.11 .par .t{ es .. up to that tr me
had related to the adeq11aey of ;~.ne vil!r-Jous. ·n~tlces provided by.

the USPS. the ~erviee objec.~ecf et

.

.
the ...,he~ri:ng· Jn· thf s ca:se.· 1:0

any consid~ratfon ?f fuues .of..e:~IJ.bnbe w1th·Artl.cie·-v·1
\
j

claimed lmproper·sub-contraetfng; ·As
deemed

nert~er.

a·t that tfme.

such r.ssue to ..

~oted,

i

..

or

the.Arbitrator

~·..p:,.~~r._}y betf?~~· him

for hearing

The issue of 1,.Ub,.eontrac;.ting.
f.'.or '•xemple, ·.see~
·
.. , ..
.

the ·scope of ~he or i g·~J1a I . gri ~v~ nee. Th.e
. ..
situation was .dffferent as ·tp Art'tcle VU, howeve'r •. It ·cllnnot.be

en tr re J y

OU ts t.de

s~td that no·suc.h lssuewas_}nl?Hc;it·ln thfi··~se from~~
begfnnfng and. Indeed, the odgJna1 .grfevaa:ice-

to Ar·tlcle

Vr r.

in

.f~c:t did re.f~r

The fact waas. JiOwever;·
that
ther.e tiad .been
no
..
.
. . .
.

.

~

substantrve dfscussioo betw"'ri.'the parties ~· ·pr_ob1~~ ·under.

Article v ti prior to the arbl tratlon hearf.ng·.
dfscusston,"·,,ny presentation .of evrdence

Abiovtt any .su~h

as.. to such-..;n

fssua: .would

j
'

!

grie.va.o~ eroeed~~e~ ·since
·-ease .as. t.o ~dequa~r._ of no.t·ice ..

have substftuted the hearing· for _the

there ·were reat issues in the

..

.

.

.I

. I

..

..

"'"')·.·
.. ·
.. 21 ..

properly developed In the grievance

·proeed~re.

rt· would have

been Impractical, and unfair to other· interested parties, ·.~o ·
.
.
permit the Mail-handlers to develop Jt$ evfdence arid argument

.

as to Article .VI I for the fJrst tfme

~t

th.e h~sr.!ng.
...

.

;

·. ·

On the other hand, the rulfng ·to exclude-such matters
from the hearTng. herefn ~nnot ~.aiC"ly be. cons~~1:1ed as ba_rdng

the unron from proceedfng now to devel0$)
.argument under Article VI 1. coninencing
grievance

~t

it~

evrdence ~nd

the 2e ltavel- of tne

?roceedrng.

Returnin9· then. to the

lssue:·~f adeqti&t~

notlee, l

reject the Management• s eontentl·on that these em"p.loyees ha_ve -had
sufficient ·notice and that subsequent e~ents h~sre ~~e. the. ·
quest Ton of n0trce moot.

There are: ~al lhandlers who are- ~waJ,tlng

the outcome of this Arbitratlon:an'Q unt11 such

r1 av•l1abh1

)

they

are not able to take advantage of· the Japse .of thrie and eonsl_der.

that time as

~otlce.

The notices

requir~d

throughout the Agreement and

Hpe<:laJly those contafned fn ·Artfcle-·Xll •nd'Appendfx.A '!'re
substantive conc:;tl tlons.

The

un~erlytng

.?u·rpose of the. not·ice.

requ l rements is to keep the Un f on f nfol"ml!Jd. abOut· cha·nges that
affect the day.. to·day relationship of the parties. a ls Jmperatl.ve
.
that the notice requ r remenU that :are so care full v worked ou~· at

.

the

ba~gainlng

table cocrmand thtt r.espect dua them.

This ls

espec la 1I y true in sf tuatf ons such· as. the excessi.ng under consideration here.

The tr.aumatfc impeet oftthe involuntary.reassf~nment

;

)

'\)
/.

#

.

'

..

-.·22
.;

r:;>n

the lndfv.ldual and his

and ra!'l'ifications.

femlly.ernb~~c:cs·countless
. ..
~-·'. .
...

v.,rfatfons·

Th~·purpo?e ~f·no·~tce is t:C:, minimize to the·

extent possible~ that t~~umatle .. Jmpac:t·-~
The Postal Servi.ca_. .f.al.le.~ to·
.

respeti.-·the
mu~d
.

f.or the

60 day·notfc-e to the in~hildtiial .e:Jnp.loyees· trt"'th.h_ lnst-ance .and

.

:

"'

must be ·found in violation .of :"Apparid~;_c

.

:.

se;.~ion

A·

.. , a.

s~

-· ...
.lHE -AWARD...

As soon as..

pr,(:.tJca~lo
..

Award. the

Posta·i

.

.,·

.

r.

after .. ~~e. date .of. .thr·s

Se.~vice. wfll:offer

excessed Mi!!d
. Jhan<f ·iel"
.

to'esch '· ..

-(~ 'the·.;~. r.9
. Jn~ J...group .. of·.
~-

31 .the same .. opt(~~s ..:·.~hfrt
:wer.~.--~,
.'9vor:J.ab.le
. :..·
.. ·, . ". . . .
to hfm·at. the tfme·: Qf the M~~h·~9-~:·

.

•

•

•

J t.

I

.

.:_

t.&.76 not.fee.
•

.

1-,

·.'

.•

:

•

.Ea~h

of thei. 33
Ma 1lhandJe·rs.
~r ll ·be·
. . :excess~d.
..
, .
gJven the opPQrtr.inl.ty· to·. re~·te~ the ·optton··he
•

•

..

.,,

..

•

.

•

.

chose as a result ...of ·the··Har¢h 9, 1916·

and, If ·he

~o d~sl.res ..~.".:to

selection.

.

.

11 J..

'I..

•

iiotfce.

~n.ttl~·er·n:ative
... · ...

make

.

Any publ Jc :pol..lc_y ~r casua_l .~P..1.C?,y~t ·.~.fog
..
.
'
. ..
ut r llzed fn .thcl ~1"lhandiers""
.
. .craft_
. . . at ·the. oma~

ariv··:·of .l .ts

P9s t Of ff co or·.

.

..

6ren~f:tes . w~ fl ~ .:

separated to ct..·:extent··n9c~~.ary·(t·~-1n(n~mfze
··t~
.
.. .
.
.
.
.
Impact.
- · : · · ~:}·~_..; :

.

...

: .

-'':

,,.

':'

.t•

••• "

•

•h~.lf.¢cin~tlt~:t·~·.·.
··.: ..
IV. The offer date· .~f·
- {i}. above.
'
....
.
the

begi11nin·~ ~~t~.. ·~f
·.

':.

::

-

a·~ew .4$·. da~=pe:;~od o(.riotlc& •.

_._;/...
.. .'.~ ....·_ ...

..

.i
.. I

. .

. ·:::

. ."

.....

. ..

·..• •. . .
.•

.

.

.

·: ..

.

•!~.

.t;
.

; ~.• .,.· :· ..

;-.: ... · . . .

. . . .·..

.

·-">).·-

..
I

.. %3
.

V.

The date at the

set out fn

crv)

e~d

.

of .the 45 day

p~rlod

above sha11 constitute

the new excessing date.
VI.

The beginning date of the 60 day period

sot out fn

Artf~le

be the same,J:IS (V)

VII.

Xf !. Section 4, C shall

..

above.

·I

Maflhandlers from emong the group of 33 who
ere fnvoluntarfly reassf.gnad shBJ l be

..

entrtled to take advantage of the provlslons
of Appendfx A, Sectlcn 1, C,

~·

b(6).

·. :. i
I

.

V 111.

P.C?'t Qfffce wr ti
provide the Unf~:wrth ~ueh J~~ormatron as Is

The Management 11t .;~ __Oma~

necessary

~- ke•p

·•

'

")

the Unlon fnfonned concerning
·.

compltanee with thJs Award.
IX. Th• f ssues raJsed:by the UnTon

whf~h

rnvolve

the fnterpretatlori of Artfcle VII are reinstated
rn that Step
Proc;edure which
. of the
. GrJ_evanea
.

w111 provide full

dfs~ussroit.-

.

...

Approved byr

Chai rrnan

·

~

.·i":

~..

~

·.•.)·.
__

__.;/
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Relocation Benefits

23 Eligibility for Relocation Benefit_s
231

Distance Requirements

..

To qualify for relocation benefits, employees must meet the following

distance requirement:
· a.

b.

. The distance between the old residence and the new duty station must
be at least 50 miles more than the distance between the old residence
and the old duty station. This is known as the IRS ~0-mile rule. If the
distance is less than 100 miles, you must move at least half the
distance cl_oser to the new duty station.
The Postal Service also requires you to physically move your
household to the new duty station. Postal Service personnel verify
distance moved by using Internet mapping tools, and the
· determination they make is final. The illustration and formula below ·
explain how the rule works.

The 50-Mile Rule
~
~

3Miles
Fonner
residence

Former permanent
duty station

-----

- - - - - - - 58 Miles _ _ _...,.

----

38Miles
------ New permanent
Distance between former
duty station
residence and new
Distance test is ·
permanent duty station
NOT met
minus
Distance between former
38
residence and former
~
permanent duty station
35
equals
35 is iess than 50
· Miles from work
Formula

232

~~~ ~t~~~nent
Distance test

IS met
58

-3
55

55 is greater
than 50

Requirement for Spouse Employed by the Postal
·service
·
If you and your spouse are employed by the Postal Service and are both
relocating to the same area, only one of you will receive full relocation
benefits. Your spouse is eligible as a family member only if he or she is
moving to the new job location. Your spouse is eligible for advance roundtrip travel time while searching for permanent residence and en route travel
time when leaving the former residence and traveling to the new duty station.
Time spent for these trips are to be charged as work hours.

a

23s

Liabilities
If you do not meet the distance rule as required by policy, do not stay for one
year in the new location, or do not physically move your household to the
/

June 2012

...
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In the Matter of the Arbitration

between

Case No. MC-N-1386
Local 301, Springfield,MA

NATIONAL POST OFFICE MAIL HANDLERS,
WATCHMEN, MESSENGERS AND GROUP
LEADERS DIVISION OF THE LABORERS

INTERNATIONAL UNION OF NORTH AMERICA, AFL-CIO
OPINION AND AWARD

-andUNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

APPEARANCES:
For the Union - James s. Ray, Esq.
For the USPS

)

- Richard A. Levin, Esq.

BACKGROUND:
This case concerns the entitlement of certain employees
to relocation allowance upon exercise of contractual retreat rights
following an involuntary reassignment in an excessing situation.
Theparties framed the issue as follows:
Did the Postal Service violate the provisions of the 1975-1978 collective bargaining agreement in not paying a relocation reimbursement to the grievants upon exercise
of their retreat rights to the Boston Post
Office.
'he parties also agreed that the case was properly pro- "
~

)

cessed throagh the steps of the grievance procedure and was before
th.Arbitrator for a final and binding decision.

STATEMENT

OF

THE

CASE:

There is little dispute concerning the relevant facts
in this case,

The Grievants, Mail Handlers at the Boston Post

Office, were advised by a letter dated March 22, 1976, that they
were excess to the needs of the Boston Post Off ice, and were,
therefore, subject to involuntary reassignment to another duty
station pursuant to Appendix A, Section l.C.5 of the National
Agreement.

The Grievants were.given the right to complete a

preference form on which they indicated their respective choices
from among alternative duty stations which were available.

They _

were also given the right to chose to revert to part-time flexible
status.

On April 24,

1976, the Grievants, having chosen not to

)

become part-time flexibles, were involuntary reassigned to the
Bulk Mail Center in Springfield, Massachusetts.

They were re-

imbursed for expenses incurred in connection with this transfer
in accordance with the provisions of the M-9 Handbook, which
covered allowances for relocation expenses.
TheGrievants all requested that they be granted retreat
rights to the Boston Post Office pursuant to the provisions of
~ppendix

A, Section 1.C.5.b(6) of the National Agreement. On

June 24, 1977, they were advised that they were being transferred
back to Boston as Unassigned Regular Mail Handlers. In the letter
so advising them,

they were also informed that they were not eligibJ - \

for relocation allowance payments to cover the expenses involved in
-2-

)

returning to the Boston Post Office from the Springfield Bulk
Nail Center. When they did return to Boston, they were not
paid any allowance to cover the expenses which they incurred
in making this change in duty station. Thereafter, the Union
filed a grievance on their behalf in which reimbursement for
such expenses was requested.
CONTENTIONS OF THE PARTIES:
On behalf of these Grievants,

the Mail Handlers Union

argued that Appendix A, Section 1.B.5. entitles involuntarily
reassigned employees to reimbursement for relocation expenses
\

/

without regard to, and independent of,

the eligibility standards

J

set forth in the M-9 Handbook.
The Union further contended that the exercise of retreat rights by involuntarily assigned employees, to return to
their original duty station, is subsumed in the term "involuntarily
reassigned" as used in Appendix A, Section 1.B. s. For. that reason,
such employees are entitled to relocation expenses in connection
with their return under that contractual provision.
Finally, the Union also asserted that the postmaster
in Boston represented to the Grievants, at the time of their
involuntary reassignment,

that they would be reimbursed for ex-

penses incurred in exercising their retreat rights. ·For that
reason,

the Postal Service was estopped from denying such reim-

bursement to these employees.
-3"

The USPS argued that,

in order to receive reimbursement ·. -

~)

for expenses incurred in relocation, an employee would have to
relocate pursuant to an involuntray reassignment and such reimbursement must be consistent with the provisions of the M-9
Handbook.

Neither of these conditions were met when these

Grievants exercised their retreat rights in order to return to
the Boston Post Office.
The Postal Service also pointed to the provisions of a
Comptroller General decision in which it was held that reimbursement for expenses incurred in retransf erring to an original duty
station could only be allowed when such transf erwas primarily
for the benefit of the Post Office. In this case, according to

)
:--"'

the USPS,

the return to Boston was strictly for the benefit of and

at the request of the employees involved.
·The Postal Service claimed that, although employees
exercising retreat rights are treated somewhat differently from
other voluntary transferees in terms of seniority does nothing to
rectify the complete lack of contractual support for the claim for
reimbursement.
Finally, the Postal Service alleged that there was no
promise by the Postmaster tothese Grievants that they would be
reimbursed for ·expenses incurred in exercising their retreat
rights.

The Employer contended that the Union just failed to

sustain the burden of proving such an assertion.
-4-

)

OPINION OF THE ARBITRATOR:
Section 1. C.5. b(6) of Appendix A provides:
Employees involuntarily reassigned under
b(l) and (2) above, other than senior employees who elect to be reassigned in place
of junior employees, shall be entitled at
the time of such reas-signment to file a
written request to be returned to the first
vacancy in the level, in the craft or occupational group in the installation from
which reassigned, and such request shall be
honored so long as he.does not withdraw it
or decline to accept an opportunity to return in accordance with such request.
Thus, it is clear that these Grievants, having filed
a written request to he reassigned had a contractual right to
\

J

return to Boston.

The Union argued that since such right arises

because of the involuntary nature of the initial move, in .this
case to Springfield, it must be accompanied with the companion
right to be reimbursed for expenses incurred in returning to
Boston.
If there were any such right to reimbursement under
such circumstances,

that right must arise initially from the

provisions of Section l.B.5 of Appendix A, which states:
Full-time and part-time flexible employees
involuntarily detailed or reassigned from
one installation to another shall be given
not less than 60 days advance notice if
possible, and reimbursement for moving
household goods, as appropriate, if legally
payable, will be governed by the standardized Government travel regulation as set
forth in Methods Handbook M-9 "Travel 11 •

-5-

It is the provision quoted above which is the basis
for the Union's claim in this case. This is wher.th.right
to reimbursement,
reassignment,

in the event of an involuntary detail or

is specifically set out.

As the provision states,

the move must be an involuntary one, and it must also meet the
requirements of the M-9 Handbook in order to qualify for reimbursement.
These Grievants were. certainly involuntarily reassigned
from Boston to Springfield.

They went very reluctantly and they

exercised their right under Section l.C.5.b(6) of Appendix A to
request reassignment to Boston at the first available opportunity.'
Once relocated in Springfield,
remain there,

these Grievants had a right to

)

if they so desired, or to exercise the option of

returning to Boston when that choice was offered to them.

They

certainly were not required to either return to Boston or face
some adverse consequence if they elected to stay in Springfield.
The choice of returning cannot be characterized as an involuntary
one.

It cannot be tainted with any degree of compulsion because

thes.Grievants found themselves in Springfield through an in·
voluntary reassignment.
The provisions of the M-9 Handbook, which are mentioned
in Section 1.B_.5 of Appendix A, quoted above, and which are also "
incorporated into the National Agreement pursuant to Article XIX,
require payment under certain circumstances and not under others.
-6-
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\

)

TheHandbook provides for reimbursement when:
Transfer of an employee from one official station to another for permanent duty, provided
the transfer is in the interest of the Postal
Service and not primarily for the. convenience
or benefit "of the employee or at his request . .
(Section 414, 1) (emphasis in original)
That is the nub of the matter insofar as the Travel
Regulations are concerned.

The movement of the employee must

provide a benefit primarily to the Service and not to the individual employee .

It must be initiated by the Service and

not by the individual.

In this case,

the Grievants were re-

assigned to Boston not to benefit the Service.
\I

In fact, there

was some unrebutted testimony that indicated the return to Boston
was in a sense prematurely facilitated to meet the desires Of these
employees rather than to meet existing staffing requirements -in
Boston, If these Grievants had not exercised their retreat rights
at the time the Postmaster would not have had to hire any new employees in the Boston Post Off ice to meet the workload or would
he have had to convert part-time flexibles to regulars for this
purpose.
The Union introduced a decision of the Comptroller
General,

45 Comp. Gen. 674 (1966), which was issued to inter-

pret rights arising under the 1966 collective bargaining agreement.
Section BS(S) of Article

XII

of that Agreement provides for the

same retreat rights found in Appendix A of the Agreement with which
we are concerned and which is quoted in part above,
-7-

As to the retreat rights of employees, regarding reimburse· _,)
ment for relocation expenses,

the Comptroller General held:

The entitlement of an employee retransferring
to his original installation to a payment of
travel and relocation expenses would therefore
·arise only from an administrative determination
that such transfer or relocation is in the interest of theGovernment and not by virtue of
his request made pursuant to Section BS e(S) of
the National Agreement. . .
Therefore, we will interpose no objection to
theallowance of travel and relocation expenses
in such circumstances when it is expressly ad=
ministratively determined that such retransfers
are solely or predominantly in the interest of
the Government.
Here again,

the benefit to the

Governmen~

or the

Postal Service is paramount in considering entitlement to the
relocation allowance.

Nothing in the testimony in this pr.oceed-

ing established any such benefit was provided by the exercise of
such retreat rights under all the circumstances present when these
Grievants did return to Boston after some fourteen months or so
in Springfield.
Recognizing that the provisions of the Agreement, the
M-9 Handbook and the Comptroller General Decision might not conclusively establish such a right to the relocation allowances they
were requesting for these Grievants,

the Union also argued that the

Postmaster in Boston had promised these employees that such allowances
would be paid when they exercised such retreat rights.

Such a con-

tention was supported by the testimony of one Grievant who was not
sure when such assurance had been given to the employees required
-8-

to relocate and he only believed that it was the Postmaster who had
so stated,

The postmaster denied that he had made any such promise

to pay expenses to Springfield and then back to Boston,

The Postal

Service produced a letter which was sent to all the Grievants prior
to their departure from Boston to Springfield.

In that letter,

contrary to the testimony offered by the Union, the Grievants were
informed:
As you are voluntarily requesting reassignment
back to the Boston Post Office, you will not
be eligible for any travel or transportation
expenses and applicable allowances as provided
for in Chapter IV, Series M-9, Methods Handbook.
The Union offered no evidence that the receipt of this
statement, directly contradictory to the promise allegedly made
to the Grievants by the Postmaster prompted any response or

pro-

test from any of the Grievants or their Union representative when
the letter was received or thereafter if the meeting at which the
Postmaster ostensibly made such a:promise occurred after the letter
was received.
For the reasons set forth above, it cannot be found that
the Union was able to furnish sufficient evidence to credit the
argument that the Postal Service should be estopped from opposing
payments as requested in this grievance.
Since for the reasons also set forth above, I cannot

)

conclude 'hat the exercise of retreat rights under the provisions
of Section 1.C.5.b(6) of the

Nation~l

-9-

Agreement then in effect

can be considered part and parcel of an involuntary reassignment
which originally gave rise to the right to a relocation allowance,
under Section l.B.5 of Appendix A, the grievance filed in this
case must be dismissed.

AWARD
The grievance filed in Case No. MC-N-1386,
by letter dated June 23, 1977, is hereby denied.

~ "'..o"" ~/St'...Jp.....t..H.A f)x

HOWARD 'G. GAMSER, ARBITRATOR

Washington, DC
August 25, 1979
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;;;::::t!!!!I UNITEDSTIJTES

~ POs:TAI

'!:ERVICE

July 14, 2000

TO: AREA MANAGERS, LABOR RELATIONS
SUBJECT: Article 12 -·Reassignment

We-are-in au e11viro11111entwhereitis"becomi119 nt01e and m01e.necessary to 1eass!gn employees in
accordance with Article 12 due to various initiatives e.g., automatiOn and BPI. This memorandum
serves as a reminder of the USPS' position with respect to when Dght and/or llmHed duty employees
are part of the complement mfx subject to Article 12 reassignment.
As stated In a June 11, 1990, correspondene& fro1YJ Joe Mahon to the A?MJ; managemenfs

interpretaUon of Article 12 of the contract is that when excessrng occurs hJ a craft. ettherwithin the
instatiatfon or to another inst.sllatiorr, the solfl criteria for selecting the em~ 6:J be excessed is
seniority. Whe1her or not a member of the affected craft is recovering from either an on- or off-the-job
fQjui;t-WOuld..bave no beating on his/her being..excessed
In the case of other craft employees who are temporarily assigned to the craft undergoing the
excessing, they would have to be returned to their respective crafts. This is in accordance with the
provisions of Article 13, Section 4.C., which reads:

aThe reassignment of a full-time regular or part-time ffexibrS employee to a
·temporary or permanent light duty or other assignment shall not be made
to the detriment ot any fulf..tlme regular on a scheduled assignment or
give a reassigned part-time fiexibla preference over other p~ut-time
· /lexible employees.•
Also, remember that Section 546.221 of the ELM states:
·collective bargalning agreement provisions for filling job vacancies and
giving promotions and provisions refatlng to retreat rights due to
reassignment must be compDed with before an offer of reemployment or
reassignment Is made to a current or former postal employee on the
OWCP rolls for more than 1 vP.nr •
·
Please ensure that we are In compliance with the above interpretation when applying Article- 12 in
the above circumstance.
If there are any questions concerning this matter, please feel free to contact me at
(202) 268-3811.
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Mr. 'I'ho!nas Thompson

Assistant

Di~ector

Clerk craft Division
.American Pose.al Workers
D'nion, AFL-ClO
1300 I. street, N.W.
Washinqt.on. nc 200051412&
~e:

H?C-4~-C

28664
CI.l\SS ACT:tOll
CEDAR D.PlDS U

5~401

Qear Mr- Thompson:
Recent.ly, we met to discuss

th4

above-captioned. '1%'ievance at 'the

.ftna.rth step of our contraci:ual li:trie-vancct procedure.

Tbe·issue in this grievance co~cern.s the mezaninq of the· 11witllin
100 mile11 limit in Article 12.

After discussion, we agr:eed tol settle this qrievance as foll.ows:

(e:g.
12.s.c.l. f, ia.s.c.s.1:1. c11, and

'l'ha· 100 'Z!1ile. criteria identified in Artic::.le J.2,

1:a.s.c.Lb,

12.s.c.:t.d~

12.5.C.5.b.(1)Cb) is m•asured·as tlte.shortect ac::t-aa.L
drivin~ distance betw~n in~tallations..
.

I

Please sign and ~eturn th.a encfo&ed copy of th.is decision as
your acknovledgment of agraeMe~t t~ settie this casu.
I

~ime

•.

limits were extended by mutual consent.

sincex:-ely,

~s.dt:f=

Grievance and Arbitration

Labar Ra:lations

·-~--~~../
Tiiomas T~ .·,
Assistant Director

Clerk craft Divisicn
Al:Jlgrican Postal workers
Union, AFL-c.IO
Date:

.?- Z.J' _,£$

LABOR RELATIONS .

-..
~

IIi1I

UNITEDSTIJ.TES
POSTIJ.l SERVICE

John F. Hegarty, National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union
1101 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Suite 500
. Washington, DC 20036-4304
Re: BOOM-1B-C03153176
Class Action
North Reading, MA 01889-7060
Dear John:
Our representatives met, to discuss the above-captioned grievance at the fourth step of our
·contractual grievance procedure.
The issue in this grievance is whether bidding is restricted to sectional bidding as per article 12.6C4
after changing off days.·
The parties agree that when it is necessary that fixed scheduled day(s) of work in the basic work
week for a craft assignment be permanently changed, including during periods of excessing to the
needs of a section, the affected assignment(s) shall be reposted for all employees eligible to bid
within the installation.
·
After full discussion of this issue, we mutually agreed that no national interpretive issue is fairly
presented in this case. Accordingly, we agree to remand this case to Step 3 for discussion and
possible resolution as to the appropriate remedy or regional level arbitration in keeping with the
provisions of the Memorandum of Understanding, Step 4 Procedures.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this Jetter as your acknowledgment of agreement to
remand this grievance to Step 3 of the grievance procedure.
Time limits at this level were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely,

Allen Mohl
Labor Relations Specialist
Contract Administration (NPMHU}

/ - 7- /0

Date: - - . , . . - - - - - - - -

475 L:ENFANT PlAzA SW
WASHINGTON DC 20260-4100
WWW.USPS.COM

John F Hega
a onal President
National Postal Mail Handlers
Union, AFL-CIO

NATIONAL ARBITRATION PANEL

In the Matter of Arbitratfon

between
UNITED STATES POSTAL
SERVICE

)
)
)
)

)
)

Grievance: Separating Casuals

)

and

)

Case No.:

HOC-NA-C 12

)

\

/

AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS
UNJON

)
)
)

with

)
)
)
)
)

NATJONALASSOCIATION OF
LETTER CARRIERS
(as Intervenor)
BEFORE:

Carlton J. ·Snow, Professor of Law

APPEARANCES:
I

For the Postal Service: Mr. David Karro
For theAPWU:

Mr. Darryl Anderson

For the NALC: Ms. Susan Panepento
Mr. Keith Secular

PLACE OF HEARINGS:

Washington, D.C.

DATES OF HEARINGS:

March 14, 2000
June 7, 2000

POST-HEARING BRIEFS:

. February 26, 2001

..
.··"·')·.·
- .. ~·/

AWARD

Having carefully considered all evidence submitted by the panies

concerning this matter, the arbitrator contludes that the language of Article
12.5.C.5.a(2) allows the Employer discretion in separating casuals to the
extent that the discretion is exercised in a manner consistent with this report ·

and decision. Based on evidence presented to the arbitrator in this case,
the Unions are not entitled to a natic;mwide remedy. It is ordered and

awarded.

)

Carlton J. Snow
Professor of Law

.
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1.

INTRODUCTlON
This matter came for hearing pursuant to a collective

bargaining agreement between the parties effective from November 21,
1990 through November 20, 1994. Hearings took place on March 14 an4
.lune 7~ 2000 in a conference room of the North Building oftheUnited States

Postal Service Headquarters located at L 'Enfante Plaza in Washington, D.C.

)

The hearings proceeded in an orderly manner. The parties had
a full opportunity to submit evidence~ to examine and cross-examine

witnesses, and to argue the matter. All witnesses testified under oath as

administered by the arbitrator. Ms. Lisa Sirard and Mr. Peter.K. Shonerd
of Diversified Reporting Services, Inc. tape-recorded the proceedings and

submitted a transcript of 371 pages. The advocates fully and fairly
represented their respective parties.
Prior to hearings on the merits, the Employer challenged the
procedural and substantive arbitrability of the djsputes; and the arbitrator on
November 24, 1999 issued an award fmding the matter to be procedurally
and substantively arbitrable. Consequently, the matter proceeded to

)
'

hearings on the merit. The parties elected to submit the matter on the basis
of evidence presented at the hearings as welJ as post-hearing briefs, and the

arbitrator officially closed the hearing on February 26, 2001 after receipt of
the final brief in the matter.

..
·-..)
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II.

STATEMENTOFTHEISSUE

The issue before the arbitrator is

as follows:

Docs Article 12.5.C.5.a(2) of the agreement between the
American Postal Workers Union and the Employer grant the
Employer discretion in separating casuals when doing so will
minimize the impact on the regular workforce? If there has
been a contractual violation. what is an appropriate remedy?

Ill.

RELEVANTCONTRACTIJALPROVISIONS

ARTICLE 12 - PRJNCIPLES OF SENIORITY, POSTING
AND REASSJGNJvIBNT
Section 5.C.S. Reduction in the Number of Employees in an
InstalJation Other Than by Attrition
a.

Reassignments within installation. When for any reason

an installation must reduce the number of employees
more rapidly than is possible by nonnal attrition, that
installation:
(2)

)

ShaJJ, to the eXl.~nt possible, minimize the impact
on regular workforce employees by separation of
all casuals.

3

IV.

STATEJ\.ffiNT OF FACTS
In this case. the Union argued that the Employer is permitting

widespread violations of Article 12.5.C.5.a(2) to occur nationwide and that

- such continuing violations can be prevented by a national level arbitration
decision. The dispute between the parties has deep roots. 1n l991, Mr.

William Burrus, APWUExecutive Vice-president, discovered that the
APWU~s

inte.r:pretation oflanguage in Article 12.5.C.S.a(2) of the agreement

between the APWU and the Employer was not in sync with management,s

interpretation and appJication of the labor contract. Consequently, he
initiated discussions with Ms. Sherry CagnoJi, Assistant Postmaster General

in the Labor Relations Department On November 6, 1991, they began a,

correspondence about ~e matter in an effort to clarify the correct
interpretation of the disputed provision.
The dispute went through years of discussions and negotiation.

Ultimately. it became a fonnal grievance which the Employer rejected.
When the parties were unable to resolve their differences. the matter

proceeded to arbitration.

4
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V.

POSITION OF THE PARTIES
A.

The Unions

The American Postal Workers Union (and the National

Association of Letter Carrjers as Intervenor) argue that, although the
Employer now says it agrees with the Unions' interpretation of Article

12.5.C.5.a(2), widespread violations of the provision continue to occur
throughout the nation. Accordingly, the Unions maintain that they are
entitled to have the parties• stipulated understanding of the disputed
contractual provision set forth in a national level arbitration

a~ard.

Such a

decision. then, can be used as a benchmark to adju_dicate all pending

grievances as well as continuing violations and future disputes. Hence, the
Unions seek such a national award in this matter.

B.

The Employer

The Employer argues that the Unions are not entitled to an
interpretive award in this case because the parties do not disagree about the
correct interpretation of the disputed contractual provision. The Employer
argues that, when the APWU realized the Employer incorrectly understood

5

the nature

of the problem at Step 4, the Union had an obligation to clarify its

understanding of the Jabor contract. The APWU•s failure to do so allegedly

foreclosed its right to appeal to arbitration under Article 15.3.D of the labor
contract.

The Employer also argues that the arbitrator is without

authority to act in this matter because the Union is no longer seeking an
interpretation of disputed contractual language. It is the beJief of the

Employer that the APWU, with the agreement of the NALC, is asking that
the arbitrator rewrite negotiated language of the labor contract. Since such
language allegedly is not the subject of dispute and does not constitute an

interpretive issue, the parties' collective bargaining· agreement does not
authorize the arbitrator to act. Hence, the Employer urges that th~

grievance be denied.

6
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VI.

-ANALYSIS

A

Context of the Dispute
The dispute before the arbitrator centers on Article

12.5.C.5.a(2). It states:
When for any reason an installation must reduce the number of

employees more rapidly than is possible by nonnal attrition,
that installation:
(2)

Shan, to the extent possible, minimize the impact on
regular workforce employees by separation of all
casuals. (See Joint Exhibit No. 1, p. 52, emphasis
added.)

The crux of the dispute revolves around the words "to the extent possible."
The Unions argue that this language modifies the phrase "minimize the
impact on regular workforce employees." According to the Unions' theory

_ of the case, the Employer is left with no discretion when separating casual
employees if such separation minimizes the impact on the regular
workforce. On the other ban~ the Employer believes that management

retains discretion wjth regard to separating casuals if they are not separated
due to operational requirements. Such reasoning Jed the Unions to conclude
the Employer Was arguing that the language "to the extent possible'"
modified the phrase "by separation of all casuals.,,
On the initial theory that the arbitrator was without

jurisdictional authority, the Employer contested the procedural and
7

substantive arbitrability of the dispute; and hearings on this matter were held
on July 13 and September 1, 1999. On November 24, 1999, the arbitrator

concluded that there was a contractual basis for proceeding to the merits of
the case.
At hearings on the merits, the Employer stated for the first

time that it agreed with the Union's interpretation of Article 12.S.C.S.a(2) of
the APWU's National Agreement. The parties agreed the language of

Article 12.5.C.S.a(2) means:
All casuals must be removed if it will eliminate the impact on
regular workforce employees. The Employer must eliminate all
casual employees to the extent that it will minimize the impact
on the regular workforce.

_)

With the ambiguity of the disputed language clarified, the

Employer reasoned that the grievance was moot and immediately should be
dismissed on the merits by the arbitrator. The Unions, on the other hand,. -

argued that the Employer could not avoid an adverse decisjon by merely
conceding the Unions' interpretation of the issue on the merits. The
Unions continued to see a need for a decision on the merits because of the

fact that the Employer allegedly has not uniformJy applied this new
interpretation of the agreement for the last eight years. The Employer

insisted, however, that management always has applied the stipulated
interpretation in 1ts reassigmnent of excess regular workforce employees
..

8

)
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nationwide and that it merely was confused over the years about the

Unions' position in the matter.

B.

Revisiting Arbitrability

At the hearings on the merits of the case, the Employer, in

effect, once again raised issues with regard to the procedural arbitrability of
the dispute. The Employer argued once again that it had not been given

proper notice with regard to the fundamental issue in dispute an.d that,
therefore, the grievance should be dismissed. Additionally, the Employer
argued at the hearings on the merits that the Union did not comply "".ith

i~

obligation under the APWU-USPS agreement to clarify the disputed issue
and to attempt to resolve the conflict at the lowest possible level. Those
arguments constituted renewed challenges to the procedural arbitrability of

the dispute.
The parties devoted two hearings exclusively to the issue of

jurisdictional challenges to the arbitrator's authority in this matter. During

the earlier hearings, the Employer had every opportunity to present
evidence and raise arguments, and in fact did so, in an effort to forestall an
;
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examination of the dispute on the merits. After receiving considerable
evidence with regard to jurisdictional challenges and issuing an extensive

report on threshold issues, the arbitrator decided in 1999 that the matter
was both proceduraIJy and substantively arbitrabJe. The initial award
authorized the parties to proceed to the merits of the case. Since the

precise issue of procedural arbitrability has been fully addressed, arguments
now raised by the Employer with regard to jurisdictional challenges are

precluded by the doctrine of res judicata; and the earlier jurisdictional
award must be followed both because it has precedential valu~ and also ·
assures continuity .of interpretation. It is binding on this arbitrator and the .
parties in an absolute sense.

C.

A Need for a Decision on the Merits?
Alternatively~

the Empioyer asserted the concept of mootness.

According to the Employer, the dispute before the arbitrator is now moot
because there no longer exists any controversy between the parties about

the appropriate interpretation of the disputed provision in the APWU
agreement. In the Employer's view, all the parties now agree with regard to

10

the meaning of Article 12.S.C.5.a(2). The Employer reasoned that, because
management stipulated to the Unions• interpretation of the contracrual
language under review, the controversy is now moot; and the arbitrator is

without any authority to issue a decision on the merits. Such a theory of
the case, however, failed to be persuasive.
Arbitral authority under a grievance procedure devolves from a
contract between parties. All an arbitrator is empowered to do is read and

interpret words of an agreement. As Professor Theodore St. Antoine, pastpresident of the National Academy of Arbitrators, observed, "The arbitrator
is the parties· officially designated 'reader' of the contract.,, (See 30 NAA
30 (1977).) This proposition means that an arbitrator must be subservient
to no party but servant of all.
Article 15.l of the APWU-USPS agreement states that a

"grievance" is a disagreement "which involves the interpretatio~
application of or compliance with the provisions oftltis agreement. 0 (See
Joint Exlubit No. l, p. 75.) Article 15.3.D states that:

In the event of a dispute between the Union and the Employer
as to the interpretation of this Agreemen~ such dispute may be
initiated as a grievance at the Step 4 level by the President of
the Union. (See Joint Exhibit No. l, p. 81.)

·)
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Article 15.4.D further limits national level arbitration proceedings to "only
cases involving interpretive issues,. of the parties' negotiated agreement.
(See Joint Exhibit No. l, p. 87.)

The Union has pursued this dispute since 1991. During the
ensuing decade, there have been numerous attempts to reach a negotiated

settlement; but such efforts never came to fruition. Whether their inability
to reach agreement with regard to the disputed language was caused by a
misunderstanding of the issue or was due to shifts in the EmpJoyer,s·
position is unclear from the evidence. What is clear. however, is that
representatives of the parties have authority to settle disputes in accorqance
with Article 1S guidelines.

..
_)

The fact that the parties did not settle the dispute during the .

Jast ten years indicates the existence of some level of a continuing dispute, if
only abstractly. It matters little whether the parties were unable to resolve
the conflict because they do not entirely agree on the meaning of the
language, its application, or the Unions, entitlement to a remedy for alleged
violations of the agreement. The fact that the parties were unable to enter
into a settlement agreement shows the existence of a substantial dispute.
Article JS of the APWU-USPS agreement as wen as authority inherent in

NALC,s status as an intervenor empower the arbitrator to resolve

12
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contractual disputes inherent in the issues submitted to him. The point is
that the Employer's current lack of disagreement with. the Unions'
contractual interpretation does not trigger the concept of mootness because

there remain disputes regarding whether the Employer has applied the
disputed provision in accordance with the stipulated agreement

D.

A Nationwide Interpretation?
The parties agreed that Article t'2.S.C.5.a(2) mean~:

\

)

All casuals have to be removed if it will minimize the impact on
regular workforce employees. The Employer must eliminate all
the casuals to the extent that it will minimize the impact on the
regular workforce.

Despite presently agreeing on the interpretation of the disputed provision,
the parties continue to disagree with regard to whether the Employer
consistently acted in accordance with this interpretation when applying the
contractual provision. The Employer insisted that the provision has been
and is being appl~ed in acc0rdance with the parties' negotiated intent

Mr. Brian Gillespie, the ErnpJoyer's Executive Program
Director of the Pacific Area, testified about 1973 contract negotiations
when the parties first discussed excessing issues. He recalled the APWU

)
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proposed changes to the National Agreement that included language
requiring all casuals to be completely separated from the employee
complement before any regular workforce employee could ·be reassigned.

But the Union was unsuccessful in getting such a commitment codified into
the National Agreement The parties~ however, agreed to four principles
that were drafted into Section 4 of Article 12 in the agreement They

intended for the four principJes to overarch the rest of Article 12.
As someone present at the main negotiation table in 1973, Mr.
Gillespie offered the following observation about his work on Article 12:
I think the language commits the Postal Service to look at its
workforce and separate a c;:tSual if by doing that it will
eliminate the need to ref1Ssigr1 the full-time employee> because
by and large we're only talking reassignments of full-time
people. If it doesn't do that, if it doesn't eliminate it, ifit
merely defers it or doesn't really mitigate it, the PostaJ Service
is entitled to keep the casual. (See Tr.• June 7, 2000. 68.)
Later in 1975 the Employer issued a Regional Instruction on
the subject of reassigning excess craft employees. Although it went out

under the signatures of several Postmasters General, Mr. Gillespie actually
drafted the Instruction. It explained the Employer's understanding of its

obligations under Article 12.5.C.5.a(2). The Employer further codified its
understanding in a publication entitled "Reference and Training Guide for
Article 12: Reassignment Principles and Requirements," (See Employer>s .

14

)
Exhibit No. 1.) Mr. Gillespie insisted that postal officials at Headquarters
consistently required managers to follow the policy as described in his

testimony.
Mr. Robert Brenker, Headquarters Field Labor Relations

Specialist, concurred with Mr. Gillespie's description of the policy and its
application. He testified as follows:
It has been continuously the same policy [as described by
Vice-president Burrus] that if we can reduce casuals and save
someone from being excesse~ we would do it. If we can
reduce them [casuals] and create full-time assignments, eight
within nine or eight within 10 five days a wee~ we would do
it. (See Tr. March J4, 2000, pp. 78·79.)

According to Mr. Brenker, management enjoys administrative
.

~

discretion if its decisions only defer a regular workforce separation;. and,
in such circumstances, the. Employeer is not required to separate fl casual
employee. In other words, the Employer understands its obligation to be

that of separating a casual worker if doing so will _eliminate a need to
reassign a regular workforce employee. But if separation of a casual

employee wilJ only defer the reassignment of a regular workforce
employee, then the Employer maintains that it is not contractually obligated
to separate the casual worker.

Ms. Eleanor Williams, Regional Labor Relations Specialist, also
testified that managers have found no ambiguity in the meaning and

)
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application oftbe policy. She testified that the policy requires separation of
casual employees if doing so prevents a reassignment of a regular
workforce employee. She aJso stated that, before reassignments are made,

the Union is issued an Impact Statement and given an opportunity to object.
She insisted that it would be impossible> in view of the Impact Statements,
for the Employer to violate Article 12.5.C.5.a(2) without the Unfons'
immediate knowledge. The parties agreed that Mr. Paul Driscoll.,

Headquarters Labor Relations Specialist, and Ms. Linda Schumate, Regional
Labor Relations Specialist, would have testified in accordance with
testimony from Mr. Brenker and Ms. Williams had they been called to do

so.

E.

. A Dissenting Viewoint

·The Union vigorously challenged the Employer• s claim of
across-the-board· confonnity with the agreed interpretation of Article
l2.5.C.5.a(2) when excessing regular workforce employees. Mr. James

Burke, APWU Eastern Region Coordinator, testified that, as recently as
April of2000, the Employer notified the Union it would excess 144 clerks at

16

a Philadelphia, Pennsylvania installation. While the Employer's Impact
Statement demonstrated an intent to excess this large number of regular
workforce clerks, the number of clerk casuals, 182, was not being reduced.
Additionally, the Union received written notice that 38 clerk positions were
to be excessed from the South Jersey Processing and Distribution Center,

as well as 465 clerks in the Allegheny area. Management told Union
officials that there were no plans to eliminate any casuals from those
facilities.
Mr. Leo Persails, APWU Central Region Coordinator, testified
that, in April of2000; management informed him of78 clerk p.ositions. to be

excessed from the Cincinnati Processing and Distribution Center. Yet, the
Impact Statement indicated no change in the number of clerk casuals or any
reduction in the number of clerk casual work hours. Although a Marc~
2000 Impact Statement covering the Columbus Processing and Distribution
Center indicated lhat 54 clerks were to be excessed, there was no
corresponding change in the number of clerk casuals or clerk casual work
hours.

Mr. Terry Stapleton, APWU Southern Region Coordinator,

testified about an Impact Statement concerning a reduction of regular
workforce employees at the Houston Processing and Distribution Center.

)
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This Impact Statement revealed that the number of casuals on the
EmpJoyer's payroU remained the same as before management excessed
regular workforce employees. Likewise, an Impact Statement from a

Gultport, Mississippi instaliation revealed that the number of casuals or
casual hours were not being reduce~ despite the fact that 19 regular

workforce employees were scheduled to be excessed.

F.

A Need for More Evidence
Testimony from the Union stood in stark contrast to the

EmpJoyer1s confident assertion of nationwide compliance with the agreed
interpretation of Article 12.5.C.5.a(2). Yet, the Unions' evidence raised

suspicions regarding how the Employer is applying the disputed contractual
provision.

But it did no more than raise suspicions. The Unions had the

affmnative of the issue and needed to show by at least a preponderance of
the evidence that there is a direct causal connection between the conflicting
data and a violation of the parties, labor contract. Facts are stubborn things

and must provide the basis for an interpretive decision. Speculation will not

18
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suffice.

Whi1e the evidence in this case was sufficient to raise s~spicions,

the Unions did not prese.nt evidence that demonstrated a specific contractual
violation.

The arbitrator, for example, did not receive evidence that
excessed regular workforce positions could have been retained bad the

Employer eliminated casuals. The parties agreed that the Employer was
only obligated to separate casual workers 'if doing so would yield sufficient
hours for a regular workforce clerk, that is, eight hours within nine or ten

hours, five days a week. While the Union presented overwhelming evidence
suggesting that regular workforce clerks are being separated without a
corresponding reduction in casual 9Jerks, the arbitrator received no clearcut

evidence demonstrating that the retained casual hours could have resulted in
the required configuration an~ thus, would have required separation of the
casuals in accordance with· the parties' mutual iilterpretation ofArticle 12.

Such evidenee is needed not only to establish a contractual violation but also
to ascertain damages, jf a nationwide remedy were to be fashioned.

The totality of the record submitted to the arbitrator was not
sufficient to establish that. while there now is uniformity in the parties'
understanding of the disputed provisions, it was violated in this particular

case. Nor was there sufficient evidence of hann to ascertain damages.

19

These are factual issues to be addressed on a case-by-case basis. It also

must be established on a case-by-case basis whether or not the Unions
should have been on notice of any previous contract violations.

)
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AWARD
Having carefully considered all evidence submitted

by the parties

concerning this matter, the arbitrator concludes that the language of Article

12.5 .C.5.a(2) allows the Employer discretion in separating casuals to the
extent that the discretion is exercised in a manner consistent with this report

and decision. Based on evidence presented to the arbitrator in this case,

the Unions are not entitled to a nationwide remedy. It is ordered and
awaTded.

Carlton J. Snow

Professor of Law
Date:

)
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BACKGROUND

Q94N-4Q-C 99052344

At issue in this case is the meaning of the term "all
casuals" in Article 12.5.C.5.a(2) of the 1994-1998 National
Agreement between the Postal Service and the National
Association of Letter Carriers.

The National Agreements of the

American Postal Workers Union and the National Postal Mail
Handlers Union contain the same contractual provision, and both
of those Unions have intervened in this national arbitration
proceeding. 1

Sections 4 and 5 of Article 12 contain extensive
provisions relating to the involuntary reassignment of employees
for operational reasons.

Relevant to this dispute are the

following provisions:

Section 4.

Principles of Reassignments

A. A primary principle in effecting
reassignments will be that dislocation and
inconvenience to employees in the regular
work force shall be kept to a minimum,
consistent with the needs of the service.
Reassignments will be made in accordance
with this Section and the provisions of
Section 5 below.
B. When a major relocation of employees
is planned in major metropolitan areas or
due to the implementation of national postal
mail networks, the Employer will apply this
Article in the development of the relocation
and reassignment plan. At least 90 days in
1

Unless otherwise stated, all further contractual references are
to provisions of the 1994-1998 National Agreement between the
Postal Service and the NALC, which was in effect when this
grievance was initiated. Identical provisions are included in
the APWU and NPMHU National Agreements.
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advance of implementation of such p1an, the
Employer will meet with the Unions at the
national level to fully advise the Unions
how i t ~ntends to implement the plan.
If
the Unions believes such plan violates the
National Agreement, the matter may be
grieved.
Such plan shall include a meeting at the
regional level in advance (as much as six
months whenever possible) of the
reassignments anticipated. The Employer
will advise the Unions, based on the best
estimates available at the time, of the
anticipated impact; the numbers of employees
affected by craft; the 1ocations to which
they will be reassigned; and, in the case of
a new insta1lation, the anticipated
comp1ement by hour and craft. The Unions
will be periodically updated by the Region
should any of the information change due to
more current data being available.
C. When employees are excessed out of
their installation, the Union at the
national level may request a comparative
work hour report of the losing installation
60 days after the excessing of such
employees.
If a review of the report does not
substantiate that business conditions
warranted the action taken, such employees
shall have their retreat rights activated.
If the retreat right is denied, the
employees have the right to the grievancearbi tration procedure.
D. In order to minimize the impact on
employees in the regular work force, the
Employer agrees to separate, to the extent
possible, casual employees working in the
affected craft and installation prior to
excessing any regular employee in that craft

Q94N-4Q-C 99052344
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out of the installation. The junior fulltime employee who is being excessed has the
option of reverting to part-time flexible
status in his/her craft, or of being
reassigned to the gaining installation.
Section 5.
A.

Reassignments

Basic Principles and Reassignments

When it is proposed to:
1.

Discontinue an independent
installation;

2.

Consolidate an independent
installation {i.e., discontinue the
independent identity of an
installation by making it part of
another and continuing independent
installation);

3.

Transfer a classified station or
classified branch to the
jurisdiction of another installation
or make an independent installation;

4.

Reassign within an installation
employees excess to the needs of a
section of that installation;

5.

Reduce the number of regular work
force employees of an installation
other than by attrition;

6.

Centralized mail processing and/or
delivery installation {Clerk Craft
only);

7.

Reassignment

8.

Reassignment
part-time flexibles
in excess of quota; such actions

motor vehicles;

Q94N-4Q-C 99052344
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shall be subject to the following
principles and requirements.
B.

Principles and Requirements

1.

Dislocation and inconvenience to
full-time and part-time flexible
employees shall be kept to the
minimum consistent with the needs of
the service.

*
C.

*

*

Special Provisions on Reassignments

In addition to the general principles and
requirements above specified, the following
specific provisions are applicable:

*
5.

*

*

Reduction in the Number of Employees
in an Installation Other Than by
Attrition
a.

Reassignments within
installation. When for any
reason an installation must
reduce the number of employees
more rapidly than is possible by
normal attrition, that
installation:
(1) Shall determine by craft and
occupational group the
number of excess employees;
(2) Shall, to the extent
possible, minimize the
impact on regular work force
employees by separation of
all casuals;

Q94N-4Q-C 99052344
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(3) Shall, to the extent
possible, minimize the
impact on full-time
positions by reducing parttime flexible hours;
(4) Shall identify as excess the
necessary number of junior
full-time employees in the
salary level, craft, and
occupational group affected
on an installation-wide
basis within the
installation; make
reassignments of excess
full-time employees who meet
the minimum qualifications
for vacant assignments in
other crafts in the same
installation; involuntarily
reassign them (except as
provided for letter carriers
and special delivery
messengers and vehicle
service employees in Section
C.5.b below) in the same or
lower level with seniority,
whichever is the lesser of:
(a) One day junior to _the
seniority of the junior
full-time employee in
the same level and craft
or occupational group in
the installation to
which assigned, or
(b) The seniority the
employee had in the
craft from which
reassigned. The 5-year
rule does not apply.

*

*

*
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b.
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Reassignments to other
installations after making
reassignments within the
installation:
(1) Involuntarily reassign such
excess full-time employees
starting with the junior
with their seniority for
duty assignments to
vacancies in the same or
lower level in the same
craft or occupational group
in installations within 100
miles of the losing
installation, or in more
distant installations if
after consultation with the
affected Union i t is
determined that i t is
necessary, the Postal
Service will designate such
installations for the
reassignment of excess fulltime employees ....
(Emphasis added.)

As provided above, when an installation must reduce
the number of employees more rapidly than is possible by normal
attrition, Article 12.5.C.5.a(2) requires that the installation:

Shall, to the extent possible, minimize the
impact on regular work force employees by
separation of all casuals.
(Emphasis added.)
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The present grievance originally included a dispute as to the
meaning of the words "to the extent possible" in this provision.
That dispute was resolved in a national arbitration case
involving an APWU grievance, in which the NALC intervened
Case No. HOC-NA-C 12 (Snow 2001).

In that case, the parties

agreed the language of Article 12.5.C.5.a(2) means:

All casuals must be removed if i t will
eliminate the impact on regular workforce
employees. The Employer must eliminate all
casual employees to the extent that i t will
minimize the impact on the regular
workforce. 2
The remaining dispute is whether the words "all casuals 11 means
all casuals regardless of craft or Union, as the Unions
maintain, or all casuals in the affected (or losing) craft, as
the Postal Service contends.

The reassignment provisions in Section 5 of Article 12
originated in Article XII of the original collective bargaining
agreements between the Post Office Department and the then
existing postal Unions in the 1960s.

The reassignment

provisions in Article XII were set forth in two Sections.
Section 1 covered all crafts except the clerk craft, which was
covered by Section 2.

Both Sections 1 and 2 included the same

provision on separation of casuals in Paragraph C.5.a(2).
2

This

In his decision, Arbitrator Snow also stated:
"The parties
agreed that the Employer was only obligated to separate casual
workers if doing so would yield sufficient hours for a regular
workforce clerk, that is, eight hours within nine or ten hours,
five days a week."
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provision, as set forth in Article XII of the 1968-1970
Agreement -- the fourth such agreement

stated that the

installation:

Shall, to the extent possible, minimize the
impact on career employees by separation of
all temporaries; postal assistants, seasonal
assistants, etc;
In 1971, following the Postal Reorganization Act, the
Postal Service and the postal Unions agreed to a National
Working Agreement.

As part of this 1971-1973 Agreement, the

parties agreed to adopt or carry forward a number of prior
regulations and provisions of the 1968 Agreement without
substantive change, including Article XII governing
reassignments.

The NALC and APWU each printed their own version

of the 1971 Agreement, which included the language of Article
XII of the 1968 Agreement, with some modifications.

The

applicable provision in the NALC and APWU printed versions read
as follows:

Shall, to the extent possible, minimize the
impact on full-time regular or part-time
flexible employees by separation of all
casuals, postal assistants, employees doing
bargaining unit work and not in one of the
bargaining units, etc. 3
There was no agreement by the Postal Service to this particular
wording of this provision.

3

In the 1971 Agreement, casuals replaced temporaries.
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In 1973, the Postal Service and the then four national
Unions agreed to a collective bargaining agreement and jointly
agreed to a printed version of that 1973-1975 Agreement.

The

1973 Agreement contained an Appendix A whose preamble states:

Appendix A is an incorporation of the
principles of Reassignments as contained in
Article XII of the March 9, 1968, National
Agreement. The old Article XII has been
edited to conform with the new employee
classifications. In addition, other word
changes have been incorporated to bring
Article XII up to date with present
terminology; however, there have been no
substantive changes.
The applicable provision in Appendix A of the 1973 Agreement
states that the installation:

Shall, to the extent possible, minimize the
impact on regular work force employees by
separation of all casuals, postal
assistants, seasonal assistants, etc.;
Article XII of the 1973 Agreement also included an entirely new
Section 4 entitled: "Principles of Reassignments."

Appendix A

and Section 4 of Article XII of the 1973 Agreement were carried
forward -- with some modifications not relevant here -- in the
1975-1978 Agreement.

In the 1978-1981 Agreement, the parties eliminated
Appendix A and incorporated its provisions as Section 5 of

10
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The applicable provision in Section 5. C. 5. a (2)

eliminated the reference to "postal assistants, seasonal
assistants, etc.," and reads exactly as i t does in the 1994
Agreement at issue in this case.

The Postal Service presented as a witness Brian
Gillespie, who retired from postal management in 2005.
Gillespie testified that he was hired as a management intern in
the Post Office Department in 1966.

In 1969 he became a Labor

Relations Specialist at headquarters, a position he continued in
after Postal Reorganization in 1971.

He developed expertise in

seniority, posting and reassignment.

Gillespie testified that based on discussions with his
superiors he understood that the reference to separation of "all
temporaries ... " in the applicable provision in Article XII of
the 1968 Agreement was to all temporaries in the affected or
losing craft.

Gillespie stated that this was consistent with

the manner in which the provisions relating to Reduction in the
Number of Employees in an Installation Other Than by Attrition
-- now in Article 12.5.C.5 -- were and are applied:

management

calculates the reduction in a particular craft in terms of work
hours and applies 12.5.C.5.a(l) through (3) to determine the
number of positions that are to be excessed from that craft,
Article 12.5.C.5.a(4) then is applied to reassign the excess
employees into vacant positions in other crafts, which typically

4

The 1978 Agreement also eliminated Sections 1 and 2, ending the
separation of the clerk craft reassignment provisions from the
provisions covering all other crafts.
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have been withheld in anticipation of such excessing and
temporarily filled by casual employees or expanded PTF hours.

Gillespie was the Postal Service's lead negotiator on
reassignment issues in the 1973 negotiations.

He explained that

the Postal Service had embarked on a major initiative to create
Bulk Mail Centers, which would result in significant
reassignments within installations and to other installations,
including the new BMCs.

The Unions, he stated, raised concerns

regarding their role in the planning process at the national
level and as to whether some excessing might actually turn out
to have been unnecessary.

The Unions also proposed some changes

to the existing reassignment provisions in Appendix A, including
eliminating the phrase "to the extent possible" from the
provision in issue relating to separation of casuals.

Gillespie

stated that the Postal Service would not agree to the Union's
proposal, but he developed a concept paper to try to alleviate
the Union's concerns.

Gillespie said the substance of his

concept paper ultimately was incorporated as the new Section 4
(Principles of Reassignment) in Article XII of the 1973
Agreement.

Gillespie stated that the Postal Service told the

Unions that these new provisions would overarch the existing
reassignment provisions in Appendix A that had been carried over
from the 1968 Agreement.

Included in Article XII, Section 4 of the 1973
Agreement was the provision now set forth in Article 12.4.D,
which states:
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In order to minimize the impact on employees
in the regular work force, the Employer
agrees to separate, to the extent possible,
casual employees working in the affected
craft and installation prior to excessing
any regular employee in that craft out of
the installation ....
(Emphasis added.)
Referring to the corresponding provision relating to separation
of casuals in Paragraph C.5.a(2) of Sections 1 and 2 of Appendix
A, which predated Postal Reorganization, Gillespie testified:

... that language had been interpreted and
applied to be all of the temporaries or
their successors, casuals, in the affected
craft in that installation. That was the
same language that we gave the Unions, the
same concept in the concept paper, and i t
spoke to when we are excessing outside the
facility to separate casuals in the affected
craft, to the extent possible in the
affected craft and installation.
Gillespie testified that most of the BMC reassignments
occurred between 1973 and 1976.

In accordance with Section 4 of

Article XII, the Postal Service met with the Unions and provided
its reassignment plans.

Those plans, he said, specified only

the separation of casuals in the affected craft.

The Unions, he

stated, did not object or claim that all casuals, not just those
in the same craft, had to be separated pursuant to the provision
in Appendix A now found in Article 12.5.C.5.a(2).

The APWU introduced as an exhibit a set of Regional
Instructions on the reassignment of excess craft employees
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issued by postal headquarters in November 1975.

This document

refers to the contractual requirement to separate casual
employees and reduce PTF hours, to the extent possible.

The

APWU stresses that this document does not state any limitation
on which casuals are to be separated.

Gillespie testified that

he drafted this document, and that the reference to reducing
casuals was to casuals in the affected craft, based on the
provisions then found in Appendix A.

The Postal Service introduced as exhibits two letters
sent to the Mail Handlers Union at the national level.

In the

first, dated December 1976, Assistant Postmaster General Gildea
in Labor Relations responded to an inquiry from that Union
regarding the use of the term "casual" in, for example, Section
1, Paragraph C.5.a(2) of Appendix A.

Gildea stated the Postal

Service's opinion that the provisions in Paragraph C.5 of
Appendix A and Article XII, Paragraph D (presumably a reference
to Section 4.D)

... must be read, and applied, as a whole, in
determining how the employee complement will
be reduced. In our opinion, these
provisions provide that the procedures for
reducing the number of employees within an
installation will be applied on a craft by
craft basis ....
The second letter, dated September 1977, is a fourth step
grievance response by General Manager Merrill in Labor
Relations, which states:
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It is our position that the term "al1
casua1s" as the term is written in Section
1, Paragraph C.5.a(2) of Appendix A does not
infer that casuaJ.s of a11 crafts "to the
extent possible," must be separated prior to
excessing employees from a particu1ar craft.
The procedures outlined in Section 1,
Paragraph C.5.a must be read and applied as
a whole in determining how the employee
complement will be reduced. In our opinion,
these provisions provide that the procedures
for reducing the number of employees within
an installation are to be applied on a
craft-by-craft basis.
The Postal Service also presented testimony from two
witnesses, Managers Robert Branker and Michael Mlarker, in
support of its contention that historically, in applying the
reassignment provisions in Article 12.5.C.5.a, the Postal
Service, in determining the number of employees who must be
excessed, minimizes the impact on the regular workforce by
separating casuals in the affected craft.

Similarly, i t reduces

PTF hours in the affected craft, pursuant to subparagraph (3) of
that provision.

It also reduces overtime and transitional

employees in the affected craft.

These witnesses noted that

impact statements provided to the affected Unions pursuant to
Section 4 of Article 12 showed the planned reduction of casuals
only in the affected crafts.

The APWU submitted into evidence several management
documents to show that the parties understood the language of
Article 12.5.C.5.a(2) to encompass all casuals regardless of
craft.

The earliest of these documents is a summary of the

various requirements of Article 12 issued to the field by James
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Holmes, Regional Director of Human Resources for the Central
Region, in March 1988.

This document includes the following

statement:

e.

Prior to reassigning full time
employees, i t is necessary to minimize
the impact on the regular work force
employees by separating all casual
employees, regardless of designation/
activity code, to the extent possible.
(Ref: Article 12, Section 5.C.5.a.2.) 5

The other documents, all of which appear to duplicate the text
in the Holmes document, consist of:

(i) a booklet, evidently

distributed in 1989, consisting of guidelines for Article 12
which states that i t was jointly developed by Central Region
Labor Relations staff and Central Region APWU officials; {ii) an
undated Central Region Computer Program on Article 12 which
states that the APWU, NALC and NPMHU all participated_ in its
formation; and (iii) an undated document, evidently prepared by
Labor Relations in the Eastern Region, which APWU witness Greg
Bell testified was in his possession while he was President of
the Philadelphia Local from 1986 to 1995, although i t never had
to be applied.

Postal Service witness Mlarker testified that he
reported directly to Central Region Director Holmes when Mlarker
served as Regional Complement Coordinator for the Central Region
5

This document further states:
f.

Reduce part-time flexible hours to the extent
possible regardless of craft designation.
(Ref: Article 12, Section 5.C.5.a.3)
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He insisted that during that period they did

not apply Article 12.5.C.5.a(2) in the manner described in the
1988 Holmes document, but only separated casuals in the affected
craft when applying that provision.

He further stated that

Holmes never told him to follow the 1988 Holmes document, nor
did the Unions ever cite it.

In 1991, Labor Relations at headquarters issued an
Article 12 Reference and Training Guide, which states, with
respect to Article 12.5.C.5.a(2):

a(2) This requires management to
minimize the impact on the regular workforce
by separating casuals to the maximum extent
possible. This provision does not require
the automatic separation of all casuals
prior to reassigning an excess employee
across craft lines. It does require us to
minimize the impact as much as possible, but
there may be occasions when we will not be
able to do so.
(Emphasis in original.)
Postal Service witness Brenker testified that he put this
document together and that he was referring only to casuals in
the affected craft, and that is how he has explained i t in
training sessions.

Phillip Hart, Director of City Delivery at the NALC,
testified that he dealt with Article 12 issues when he served as
an NALC representative in the Western Region and, later, the
Pacific Area.

He said he never got into disputes over Article

12.5.C.5.a(2), but that as a trainer of stewards and branch
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officers, he taught that the reference to "all casuals" applied
to casuals in all crafts at the installation.

UNION POSITION

The Unions contend that the language, purpose and
structure of Article 12 compel the conclusion that Section
5.C.5.a(2) refers to all casuals.

Indeed, the Unions argue, no

other construction is compatible with the literal language at
issue.

This language was originally drafted, prior to Postal

Reorganization, in the context of a single national collective
bargaining agreement to which all Unions were parties.

Article

XII of that agreement covered all career employees regardless of
craft, and all casuals, regardless of craft (then temporaries).
The pertinent language states that the obligation to separate
casuals is triggered when "for any reason an installation must
reduce the number of employees" in the installation, without
reference to craft.

Paragraph 5.a(2), in turn, requires "that

installation" to "minimize the impact on regular work force
employees" without reference to craft.

And the language

requiring the "separation of all casuals" makes no reference to
craft.

The Unions assert that separating a casual to allow an
excess letter carrier to continue working in the same
installation in the clerk craft reflects the precise language of
Article 12.5.C.5.a(2).

It ensures that the "impact on regular

workforce employees" is "minimized" by reducing to the absolute
minimum the reduction in total number of regular workforce
employees at that installation that otherwise would be required.
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The Unions reject the interpretation of the relevant
language provided by Postal Service witness Gillespie.
Essentially, Gillespie argued that the provision in issue should
be read as one in a series of steps to be taken by management
before any employees are reassigned within the installation
across craft lines.

This approach effectively interprets

"minimizing the impact on regular workforce employees" as really
meaning "minimizing the number of employees within each craft
who must be reassigned outside the craft."
the contract says.

But that is not what

In the Unions' view, Gillespie's argument is

no mere interpretive gloss; i t is a complete rewriting of the
language.

The Unions cite a half dozen regional arbitration
awards, mostly APWU cases, all of which support their
interpretation of Article 12.5.C.5.a(2).

The Unions stress that the explicit primary principle
of the reassignment principles and procedures in Sections 4 and
5 of Article 12 is "that dislocation and inconvenience to
employees in the regular work force shall be kept to a minimum."
Consistent with this primary purpose, Section 5.C.5 establishes
that the first priority is to keep an excessed employee within
their installation, by providing a multi-step process to avoid
reassigning a regular employee out of their installation.
First, to minimize the impact on regular employees the Postal
Service must separate all casuals.
hours.

Then i t must reduce PTF

Then, in order to keep the excessed employee in their

installation, the Postal Service must reassign this employee to

Q94N-4Q-C 99052344
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vacant assignments in other crafts in the same installation.
Only after all of these steps are exhausted, can the Postal
Service reassign a regular employee out of their installation.

The contractual imperative to avoid dislocation to
regular employees, the Unions assert, reflects the significant
impact of reassigning a regular employee to a different
installation.

An employee may be reassigned to installations

within 100 miles of the losing installation or to more distant
installations.

Such an employee would have to sell their house,

purchase another house and relocate their family.

Or, in the

alternative, the employee would have to commute hundreds of
miles a day, incurring large driving expenses.

The Unions note

that the Postal Service does not reimburse dislocated employees
for many expenses associated with moving, including losses in
buying or selling real estate.

The Unions point out that their interpretation would
require the Postal Service to separate a casual regardless of
the craft in those situations where the separation would create
an opportunity for the career employee to remain in their home
installation.

The Postal Service's position, by contrast, would

necessitate the transfer of the career employee for the sole
purpose of retaining the casual.

Such a result clearly is

inconsistent with the fundamental purpose of Article 12.

The Unions maintain that management's reliance on
Section 4.D of Article 12 is unavailing.

There is no basis for

the suggestion that 4.D narrows the application of Section
5.C.5.a{2).

More likely, the Unions assert, is that this
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provision was designed to cover various excessing situations for
which there had been no contractual requirement that casuals
first be separated, such as those covered by Section 5.C.2 and
Section 5.C.6.

The Unions emphasize that Section 4.D sets forth

general principles for reassignment.

Section 5.C presents

special provisions on reassignments that are to be applied in
addition to the general principles.

The specific requirement in

Article 12.5.C.5.a(2) takes precedence over the more general
Article 12.4.D requirement.

If anything, the language of

Section 4.D establishes that the parties knew how to craft
language limiting the separation of casuals by craft.

Yet, no

such language appears in Section 12.5.C.5.a(2).

The Unions argue that Postal Service witness
Gillespie's testimony that there was an understanding in the
1960s that the relevant provision only required the separation
of casuals in the craft of the affected regular employee should
be given little weight.

His testimony was based solely on

hearsay conversations, and there is no evidence that the
asserted internal management understanding was shared with, let
alone accepted by, any Union officials.

Indeed, the Unions'

printed versions of the 1971 Agreement persuasively undercut any
argument that they accepted Gillespie's interpretation.

Those

printed versions expressly called for separation of all casuals
"not in one of the bargaining units."

The Unions also point out that the claim by management
that the Unions historically have acquiesced in its view that
only casuals in the same craft are to be separated is belied by
the various regional arbitration awards sustaining grievances
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filed by the NALC and APWU to the contrary.

In addition, the

record indicates that over the past 20 years there have been
very few instances in which letter carriers have been excessed
at all and rarely from offices where casuals were employed.
Thus any occasions on which the interpretive issue raised here
could have arisen would have been extremely rare.

Accordingly, the Unions maintain, there is no basis
for any argument that there has been a mutually agreed practice
of limiting the separation of casuals along craft lines in the
letter carrier craft, and testimony by APWU witness Greg Bell
established that the separation of casuals historically has been
a matter of dispute between the Postal Service and the APWU.
Furthermore, the record shows there has not been a consensus as
to the meaning of Article 12.5.C.5.a(2) within postal
management.

The Unions point out that reassigning an excessed
regular carrier to a temporary position created by separation of
a clerk casual can be part of a strategy to minimize dislocation
to that carrier.

For example, if the Postal Service plans to

excess a regular carrier to an installation 100 miles away, but
the carrier's installation employs a casual in the clerk craft
for eight hours a day on a temporary basis and another letter
carrier is scheduled to retire in 45 days, the installation can
separate the casual and allow the carrier to remain in his or
home installation until a regular position is available.
Alternatively, allowing the carrier to work temporarily in the
casual clerk assignment may allow time for a vacancy to open in
another installation much closer to the carrier's home.

In each
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of these situations, separating the casual minimizes the impact
of the assignment on the excessed carrier.

The Unions also note that at the time this grievance
arose the Postal Service was employing casuals on an ongoing
basis in lieu of regular employees.

In that historical context,

there have been numerous opportunities to provide employment to
career employees who otherwise would be excessed by separating
casuals.

The Unions disagree with the suggestion by the Postal
Service that separating all casuals regardless of craft will
create delays caused by the posting and bidding process.

They

point out that the fact that the reassigned employee is from
another craft does not increase whatever difficulties may arise
in the bidding process following the separation of a casual.

EMPLOYER POSITION

The Postal Service contends that its interpretation of
Article 12.5.C.5.a(2) better comports with the language of the
collective bargaining agreement.

Subsection a(l), which

. introduces the remaining subsections under 12.C.5.C.a, requires
the Postal Service to determine the number of excessed employees
"by craft."

It is more logical to assume that the purpose for

the following subsections, a(2) relating to casuals, and a(3)
relating to PTF employees, also are discussing issues involving
the same craft.

After all, the ultimate aim of sub-parts

12.5.C.5.a(l)-(4) is to determine how to place that craft's
excessed employees.

Therefore, the absence of any qualifying
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language in a(2) stating that i t applies only in the losing or
affected craft carries no particular weight.

The Postal Service also rejects the Unions' effort to
contrast the lack of reference to the losing or affected craft
in 12.5.C.5.a(2) with the reference in what is now Article
12.4.D to separation of casuals in the affected craft.

The

language in 12.4.D, as testified to by Postal Service witness
Gillespie, was borrowed from the way in which 12.5.C.5.a(2)
always had been applied over the years.

In response to the

Unions' concern that assignments outside the installation would
adversely affect their members as a result of the development of
the bulk mail network, the Postal Service agreed to a new
provision (Section 4) covering such reassignments and wrote in
the protection already used in 12.5.C.5.a(2) for reassignments
within the installation.

The purpose, the Postal Service

insists, was to treat the two situations the same.

The Postal Service also points out another anomaly in
the Unions' position.

Article 6.B.4 of the contract relating to

layoff and reductions in force, provides that before layoff and
reductions in force occur within an installation the Postal
Service will to the fullest extent possible separate all casuals
within the craft, but not casuals in every craft.

The Postal

Service contends that i t is not likely that the parties in the
same collective bargaining agreement intended to provide more
protection for regular employees within the installation in
reassignments under 12.5.C.5.a(2) than under layoff and
reductions in force covered by Article 6.B.4.
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The Postal Service stresses that its interpretation of
Article 12.5.C.5.a(2) is consistent with how that subparagraph
has been applied and viewed by the parties.

In addition to the

testimony of Postal Service witnesses Branker and Mlarker, the
Postal Service points to two documents jointly issued at the
national level by top Postal Service and APWU representatives
regarding the application of Article 12.

The Postal Service

argues these documents confirm that the separation of casuals
under Article 12.5.C.5.a(2) applies only to casuals in the
affected craft.

The Postal Service maintains that the documents

cited by the Unions, including the Holmes document, did not and
do not reflect national postal policy and do not correspond to
the manner in which the applicable provision has been applied
over the years.

The Postal Service also argues that the Unions'
interpretation of 12.5.C.5.a(2) leads to a variety of
operational and contractual absurdities.

It points to testimony

of Postal Service witness Branker regarding the untoward
consequences that would follow from adopting the Unions'
interpretation, including delays caused by the need to first bid
any position created by separating casuals in another craft in
that craft.

Finally, the Postal Service insists that the regional
arbitration awards cited by the Unions fail to support their
position in this case.

Notably, the arbitrators in those cases

did not have the factual evidence that has been presented by the
Postal Service in this arbitration.
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FINDINGS

This case poses a difficult interpretive issue.

On

its face, the wording of Article 12.5.C.5.a(2), read in
isolation, seems to support the Unions' position.
"all casuals" without limitation.

This is in contrast to

Article 12.4.D, which specifically refers to:
working in the affected craft."

It refers to

"casual employees

Moreover, the Unions have cited

several management documents, albeit from regional or area
managers, that appear to agree with their position.

At least

six regional arbitrators, based largely on these factors, have
concluded that "all casuals" means just that, without regard to
craft or Union.

Yet, the Postal Service in this national

arbitration proceeding has presented a much fuller and more
nuanced position than i t did in those cases, which, ultimately,
is more compelling than that of the Unions.

Context is important.
stated in Article 12.4.A that:

The parties have expressly
"A primary principle in

effecting reassignments will be that dislocation and
inconvenience to employees in the regular work force shall be
kept to a minimum, consistent with the needs of the service."
That provision goes on to provide that:

"Reassignments will be

made in accordance with this Section and the provisions of
Section 5 below."

Section 4.D, as noted above, specifically

provides for separation of casuals working in the affected craft
and installation, to the extent possible, prior to excessing any
regular employee in that craft out of the installation.
4 was added to the Agreement in 1973.

Section 5 -- then

Appendix A -- dates back at least to 1968 prior to Postal

Section
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Section 4 overlays the provisions of Section 5

which remain virtually unchanged from 1968.

Article 12.5.C.5.a(2), the provision in issue, is part
of a process to be applied when i t is necessary to reduce the
number of employees in an installation other than by attrition.
The initial part of this process, set forth in Section 5.C.5.a,
covers reassignments within an installation.

The first step is

to determine by craft the number of excess employees.

The

second step -- the provision in issue -- is to minimize the
impact on regular work force employees "by separation of all
casuals."

The third step is to minimize the impact on full-time

positions by reducing PTF hours.

The fourth step is to identify

as excess the necessary number of junior full-time employees in
the affected craft in the installation, and then seek to
reassign them to vacant assignments in other crafts in that
location.

Section 5.C.5.b then goes on to provide for

reassignments to other installations when necessary.

This procedure calls for separation of all casuals and
reduction in PTF hours after determining the number of excess
employees in a particular craft and prior to identifying those
employees who must be excessed from that craft.

In that

context, as the Postal Service argues, i t is more logical to
read the reference to "all casuals" in Section 5.C.5.a(2) as
covering all casuals in the affected craft because these initial
steps are designed to identify who must be excessed from that
craft to achieve the necessary reduction in that craft.

Only

after that occurs are employees reassigned to vacant positions
in other crafts in the same installation, where possible.

In
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other words, the separation of "all casuals" provided for in
Section 5.C.5.a(2) is a step to be taken to reduce the number of
regular employees to be excessed from the affected craft, not to
create a full-time position in some other craft which -presumably after being bid in that craft -- could provide a
vacant position to be filled under Section 5.C.5.a(4).

Postal Service witness Gillespie, who was the lead
negotiator for reassignment issues in 1973 negotiations,
testified that when Section 4 was added to the National
Agreement in 1973, the provision in Section 4-D relating to the
separation of casuals

which he said was based on his position

paper -- was designed to parallel the application of Section
5.C.5.a(2), set forth in Appendix A of the 1973 Agreement.

In

the context of alleviating the Unions' concerns at that time
regarding significant excessing as a result of the creation of
bulk mail centers, i t seems unlikely that the Postal Service
would have proposed, and the Unions agreed to, a more limited
separation of casuals than that already provided for in Section
5.C.5.a(2), which remained intact in Appendix A. 6

There is no

support in this record for the Unions' alternative suggestion
that Section 4-D more likely was intended to provide some, but
more limited, protection in other situations not covered by
Section 5.C.5, such as those described in Sections 5.C.2 and
5.C.6.
6

Standing alone, the wording of Paragraph C.5.a(2) included in
the NALC and APWU versions of the 1971 Agreement, which was not
agreed to by the Postal Service, does not clearly indicate, as
the Unions now argue, that in 1971 they read that provision of
the 1968 Agreement as applying to casuals in other than the
affected craft.
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As for actual practice, this issue of separation of

casuals in other crafts appears to have been essentially
theoretical.

There is no evidence of any situation in which

Section 5.C.5.a(2) actually was applied to separate casuals in a
different craft.

There also is no evidence of any specific

situation when such a separation actually would have made i t
possible to avoid excessing an employee in another craft,
consistent with the 2001 Snow Award regarding the meaning of "to
the extent possible."

Postal Service witnesses testified that in providing
impact statements pursuant to Article 12.4.B, the Postal Service
showed planned reductions of casuals only in the affected
crafts, and that there was no objection by the Unions.

The

Unions, however, have cited a number of management documents,
most notably the 1988 Holmes document, that appear to support
their position.

The Postal Service, in turn, presented

testimony that the Holmes document was not even followed in the
Central Region where i t originated.

Perhaps more significantly,

the Postal Service rightly contends that, as a regional
official, Holmes did not speak for the Postal Service at the
national level, and i t presented two national level
communications to the Mail Handlers in the 1970s which clearly
set forth the Postal Service's position that Section 5.C.5.a(2)
applies only in the affected craft.

The Unions have introduced six regional arbitration
cases, all postdating the 1988 Holmes document, in which the
Unions successfully grieved the Postal Service's failure when
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applying Artic1e 12.5.C.5 to consider separating casua1s in
other crafts.

Those cases, most of which involved excessed

employees in the Special Delivery Messenger craft, upheld
grievances alleging a violation of Section 5.C.5.a(2) -- and in
some cases a(3) -- because management did not consider
separating casuals (or reducing PTF hours) in other than the
affected craft.

As previous1y noted, those regional cases were

decided on the basis of considerably more limited records than
that in this national case.

Notably, the remedy in most of

those cases was to rescind the excessing and to reassign the
grievant(s) to the affected or losing craft, where, of course,
they were not needed.
in this record.

What happened after that is not specified

None of the decisions actually found that

excessing could have been avoided by separating casuals (and/or
reducing PTF hours) in other crafts, consistent with the Snow
Award regarding the meaning of "to the extent possible."
Arbitrator James Odom, in the most recent of these cases -- USPS
and APWU Case HOOC-lH-C 03128563 (2004) -- ordered an additional
hearing to receive

ev~dence

on that score.

But the present

record does not indicate whether such a hearing was held, and,
if so, what decision was rendered.

As the Postal Service points out, i t also seems
unlikely that the parties would have intended to provide more
protection with respect to separation of casuals for regular
employees within the installation in reassignments under Article
12.5.C.5.a(2) than under the provisions in Article 6.B.4
relating to reassignment, layoff and reduction in force, which
call for separation of all casuals within the craft to the
fullest extent possible.
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While obviously not binding on the NALC, the May 18,
2005 Article 12 Questions and Answers document jointly issued by
top Postal Service and APWU officers seem to offer some support
to the Postal Service's interpretation of Article 12.5.C.5.a(2).
It states:

Q6. Is the ~ostal Service required to
minimize impact on regular work force
employees prior to excessing?
A6. Yes. In order to minimize the impact
on employees, to the extent possible, all
casuals working in the affected craft and
installation will be separated prior to
making involuntary reassignments. Also, to
the extent possible, part-time flexible
employee work hours will be reduced. There
is an obligation to separate casual workers
if doing so would yield sufficient hours to
establish a regular full time duty
assignment; that is eight hours within nine
or ten hours, the same five days during a
service week.
Greg Bell, the APWU's Director of Industrial Relations,
testified that this Q&A #6 deals with Article 12.4.D and does
not address Article 12.5.C.5.a(2), but, as the Postal Service
points out, reducing PTF hours -- referred to in this Q&A -- is
provided for only in Article 12.5.C.5.a and not in Article
12.4.D.

Bell also explained that Q&A #6 tracks language in the
2004 Joint Contract Interpretation Manual issued by the APWU and
the Postal Service relating to Minimizing Impact, which then was
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That 2004 JCIM provision is set forth under the

heading "Article 12.5.B.5," which really does not fit, because
that contractual provision addresses advance notice and
relocation expenses relating to involuntary reassignments
outside an installation.

More recent APWU JCIM editions include

this provision under the heading "Article 12.5.B," which
provides "Principles and Requirements" for reassignments, and
precedes Section 5.C which provides additional Special
Provisions on Reassignments, including the provision in issue.
The APWU is correct, however, in pointing out that the
provisions in the JCIM under the heading "Article 12.5.C.5.a"
make no reference to separation of casuals, which Bell stated
was because of the present interpretive dispute. 7

Under all these circumstances, I conclude that the
Postal Service's position in this interpretive dispute is
sounder and more compelling than that of the Unions.

7

I did not find an indication in the record as to when the APWU
filed its pending grievance on the meaning of "all casuals" in
Article 12.5.C.5.a(2). That issue is not addressed in
Arbitrator Snow's 2001 Award, in an APWU case, on the meaning
of "to the extent possible."
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AWARD

The provision in Article 12.5.C.5.a{2) for

i1

separation

of all casuals" applies to casuals in the affected or losing
craft, and not to casuals in other crafts.

Shyam Das, Arbitrator

Mr. Paul V. Hogrogian
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union,
1101 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20036-4304

Re: C11M-1C-C 13103916
CLASS ACTION
Wilmington DE 19850-9997

I met recently with your representative, Teresa Harmon, to discuss the above captioned
grievance at the fourth step of our contractual grievance procedure.
The issue in this case is whether the National Postal Mail Handlers Union (NPMHU) has
the right to file a grievance to enforce returning an excessed clerk into a residual
vacancy in the clerk craft.
After full discussion of this issue, the parties agree the NPMHU has the right to file a
grievance to enforce the terms of Article 12.6.C5a5 of the NPMHU national agreement.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of
agreement to remand this case in accordance with the Memorandum of Understanding
on Step 4 Procedures.
Time limits at this level were extended by mutual consent.

l~~

·--'\(\/\:
Michele Ditchey
Labor Relations Specialist
Contract Administration (NPMHU)

Date:

/
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Paul V. Hogrogian,
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union
Union, AFL-CIO
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Mr. 'I'ho1nas Thompson
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Clerk craft Division
l\maric11.n Po&cal Workers.

Union, AFL-c:to
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N.w.

2000514128
:Re: ·H?c-4K-c 2e6s-t
CI.J\SS AC'l'J:mf

CEDAR RAPXDB XA 52401

Dear Mr. !I'ho:mpsan:

Recent.ly, ve llld!lt to discuss th4 above-captioned g'r'ievance at 'the
step of ou:r eohtract:ual I ~rieYBnce procedure.
·

.ftJUl.'th
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Please sign and return the
copy of this decision as
your acknowledgment:. of agreeme~t. tt> settle this case.
I
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Time limits were extended by mutual consent.
sincex-ely,

~••det:I=Grievance and

Arbit~ation

Labor Ra:lations

.
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nicmas T1iOi\iPSOii'"
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AWARD:
Having carefully considered all evidence submitted by
the parties concerning this matter, the arbitrator concludes
that the grievances should be sustained in a manner consistent with this report,

recognizing the need to remand Case

No. H4N-5N-C 41526 for a factual determination and ultimate
decision consistent with this award.

It is so ordered and

awarded.

Carlton J. Snow
Professor of Law
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IN THE MATTER OF ARBITRATION )
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AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION
AND

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
LETTER CARRIERS
AND
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)

ANALYSIS AND AWARD
Carlton J. Snow
Arbitrator

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE.
(Case Nos. H7N-4U-C 3766,
H7N-2A-C 4340, H7N-2U-C 4618, )
)
H7N-5K-C 10423, and
)
H4N-5N-C 41526)

I.

INTRODUCTION
This matter came for hearing pursuant to a collective

bargaining agreement between the parties effective from July
21 , 1987 to November 21, 1990.

Case No.

H4N-5N-C 4152 6 arose

under the 1984-87 National Agreement, but relevant portions
of the agreement are the same in both labor contracts.
This was a three party hearing, and the American Postal
Workers Union intervened in a dispute involving the United
States Postal Service and the National Association of Letter
Carriers.
Arbitration hearings occurred on August 11, November 28,
and December 7,

1989, as well as on March 20, 1990.

All

hearings took place in a conference room of the USPS
headquarters

at 4 7 5 L' Enf ant Plaza

located in Washington,

D.C.

Mr.

L. G. Handy, Manager of Labor Relations, represented

the United States Postal Service. Mr. Keith Secular of the
Cohen,

Weiss and Simon law firm in New York City represented

the National Association of Letter Carriers.
Industrial Relations Director,

Mr. Thomas Neill,

initially represented the

American Postal Workers Union, but Mr. Richard Wevodau,
Director of the Maintenance Division, assumed Mr. Neill's
position at the hearing when he had to leave in order to see
a doctor.

In subsequent hearings, Mr. Phillip Tabbita,

Special Assistant to the President,

represented the American

Postal Workers Union.
The hearings proceeded in an orderly manner.

There was

a full opportunity for the parties to submit evidence, to
examine and cross-examine witnesses,

and to argue the matter.

All witnesses testified under oath as administered by the
arbitrator.

The advocates fully and fairly represented their

respective parties.
Services, Inc.,

A representative of Diversified Reporting

recorded the proceedings and submitted a

transcript of 572 pages.
There were no challenges to the jurisdiction of the
arbitrator.
briefs,
June 11,

The parties elected to submit post-hearing

and the arbitrator officially closed the hearing on
1990 after receipt of the final brief in the matter.

II.

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE

The parties stipulated that the issues before the arbitrator are as follows:
(1) In Case Nos.

H7N-2A-C 4340 (St. George, Utah);

No.

H7N-2U-C 4618 (Clifton Heights, Pennsylvania);

No.

H7N-5K-C 10423 (Fairfax, Virginia) ; and No.

H4N-5N-C 41526 (Santa Clara, California), the issue is
whether the Employer violated the National Agreement
by assigning a former supervisor to a full-time position
in the Letter Carrier craft.

If so,

what should the

remedy be?
(2) In Case No.

H7N-4U-C 3766 (Laramie, Wyoming), the

issue is whether the Employer violated the National
Agreement by assigning a former supervisor to a parttime flexible position in the Letter Carrier craft. If
so,

what should the remedy be?

III. RELEVANT CONTRACTUAL PROVISIONS
ARTICLE 12 - PRINCIPLES OF SENIORITY,
AND REASSIGNMENTS
Section 2.

POSTING

Principles of Seniority

A.
Except as specifically provided in this
Article, the principles of seniority are established in the craft Articles of this Agreement.
B.
An employee who left the bargaining unit
on or after July 21, 1973 and returns to the same
craft:
1.

will begin a new period of seniority if
3

if the employee returns from a position
outside the Postal Service, or
2.

will begin a new period of seniority if
the employee returns from a non-bargaining
unit position within the Postal Service,
unless the employee returns within 2 years
from the date the employee left the unit.

ARTICLE 41 - LETTER CARRIER CRAFT
Section 1.

Posting

A.
In the Letter Carrier Craft, vacant craft
duty assignments shall be posted as follows:

1.

A vacant or newly established duty assignment not under consideration for reversion
shall be posted within five working days
of the day it becomes vacant or is established.
All city letter carrier craft full-time duty
assignments other than letter routes,
utility or T-6 swings,m parcel post routes,
collection routes, combination routes,
official mail messenger service, special
carrier assignments and night routers,
shall be known as full-time Reserve Letter
Carrier duty assignments.
The term "unassigned regular" is to be used only in those
instances where full-time letter carriers
are excess to the needs of the delivery
unit and not holding a valid bid assignment.

2.

Letter carriers temporarily detailed to a
supervisory position (204b) may not bid
on vacant Letter Carrier Craft duty assignments while so detailed.
However, nothing
contained herein shall be construed to
preclude such temporarily detailed employees
from voluntarily terminating a 204b detail
and returning to their craft position.
Upon
return to the craft position, such employees
may exercise their right to bid on vacant
Letter Carrier Craft duty assignments.
The duty assignment of a full-time carrier detailed to a supervisory position,
including a supervisory training program
in excess of four months shall be declared
vacant and shall be posted for bid in accordance with this Article.
Upon return to
the craft the carrier will become an

unassigned regular.
A letter carrier temporarily detailed to a supervisory position
will not be returned to the craft solely
to circumvent the provisions of Section
l.A.2.

C.

Successful Bidder

1.

The senior bidder meeting the qualif ication standards established for that position shall be designated the "successful
bidder."

2.

Within ten (10) days after the closing
date of the posting, the Employer shall
post a notice indicating the successful
bidder, seniority date and number.

3.

The successful bidder must be placed in
the new assignment within 15 days except
in the month of December.

4.

The successful bidder shall work the duty
assignment as posted.
Unanticipated circumstances may require a temporary change in
assignment.
This same rule shall apply to
T-6 and utility assignments, unless the
local agreement provides otherwise.

Section 2.

Seniority

A.

Coverage

1.

This seniority section applies to all regular work force Letter Carrier Craft employees when a guide is necessary for
filling assignments and for other purposes
and will be so used to the maximum extent
possible.

2.

Seniority is computed from date of appointment in the Letter Carrier Craft
and continues to accrue so long as service is uninterrupted in the Letter Carrier Craft in the same installation,
except as otherwise specifically provided.

B.

Definitions

6.

(b)

Part-t:im e flexible letter carriers
shallbe converted to full-time positions of the same designation and
PS salary level in the order of their
standing on the part-time flexible roll.
5

IV.

G.

Changes in Which a New Period of
Seniority is Begun

1.

When an employee from another agency transfers
to the Letter Carrier Craft.

2.

Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement
when an employee from another USPS craft is
reassigned voluntarily or involuntarily to
the Letter Carrier Craft.

3.

When a letter carrier transfers from one postal installation to another at the carrier's
own request (except as provided in subsection
E of this Article) .

4.

Any former employee of the U.S. Postal Servixce
entering the Letter Carrier Craft by reemployment or reinstatement shall begin a new period
of seniority, except as provided in subsections D.1 and 0.4 above.

5.

Any surplus employees from non-processing
non-mail delivery installations, regional
fices or the United States Postal Service
quarters, begin a new period of seniority
tive the date of reassignment.

and
ofHeadeffec-

STATEMENT OF FACTS
In this case,

the Union has challenged management's

reassignment of supervisors to the employment status of fulltirne,

regular or part-time,

Carrier craft.

flexible employes in the Letter

In four of the five grievances in this dispute,

the Employer reassigned supervisors to the National Association
of Letter Carriers bargaining unit as full-time regular
employes; and the NALC has challenged those assignments.

The

fifth grievance involves a supervisor who was returned to the
Letter Carrier craft as a part- time
6

flexible employe, and

the Union has maintained that he should have been returned
with full-time, regular status.

Supervisors in all five

grievances had their paygrade lowered when they returned to
the bargaining unit.
One of the cases appealed to the national level arose in
Laramie, Wyoming.

The grievant left the Letter Carrier craft

for less than two years while he worked as a full-time supervisor.

He requested a return to the craft, and management

reassigned him as a part-time, flexible employe.

The grievant

argued that the grievant should have been entitled to retain
his seniority and that management should have reassigned him
to a full-time,

regular position.

He seeks restoration of

his seniority and reassignment to a full-time position as
well as a make whole monetary remedy.
No.

(See,

Joint Exhibit

2) .

Another of the cases arose in St. George, Utah. Mr.
Jerry Turnbeaugh left the Letter Carrier craft and worked as
a supervisor for over two years before he requested a reassignment to the craft.
time,

The Employer created an unassigned full-

regular craft position and assigned it to Mr. Turnbeaugh,

giving him a new seniority date.
the unassigned,

regular position should have been made avail-

able for bid and that Mr.
on the part-time,
date.

The Union contended that

Turnbeaugh should have been placed

flexible seniority list with a new seniority

(See Joint Exhibit No. 3.
A third case arose in Clifton Heights, Pennsylvania. A

former letter carrier became a supervisor, but the Employer
7

demoted him for disciplinary reasons pursuant to a Merit Systems Protection Board order.

Management transferred him to a

different postal facility and gave him a full-time, regular
carrier position.

The Union contended that the Employer

should have promoted a part-time,

flexible employe from the

office of transfer to the regular position in that facility.
The requested remedy is that the demoted supervisor be reassigned to the part-time,

flexible list in order of seniority.

(See, Joint Exhibit No. 4).
A fourth case arose in Fairfax,

Virginia and involved a

letter carrier in Fairfax who received a promotion to the rank
of supervisor in July of 1987 and transferred to a different
office.

After three months he requested a return to the

Letter Carrier craft in Fairfax, Virginia.

The Employer

reassigned him there as a full-time letter carrier, and his
"letter carrier" seniority was restoreed.

It is the conten-

tion of the Union that the former supervisor should not have
received his previous seniority because he had left Fairfax,
Virginia and transferred back to the facility from another
office.

It is the belief

of the Union that the former super-

visor should be reassigned as a junior, part-time, flexible
employe.

(See, Joint Exhibit No. 5).

The final case arose in Santa Clara, California. It
involved a letter carrier who became a supervisor of another
office in July of 1985.

In November of 1986, he submitted

his resignation to the Employer.

There is a factual dispute

between the parties with respect to whether or not management
8

ever accepted the resignation.

In January of 1987, the

Employer demoted the supervisor and reassigned him as a fulltime letter carrier in a different office, giving him credit
for his previous seniority in the craft.

The Union contended

that the former supervisor was not entitled to his prior
seniority because he had transferred from another office
where he had served as a supervisor and also because he had
resigned from the U.S. Postal Service and, subsequently, had
been rehired in Santa Clara, California.

It is the belief

of the Union that the former supervisor should be reassigned
to the position of a part-time flexible employe and that any
full-time assignment for which he had successfully bid should
be reposted.,

V.

(See,

Joint Exhibit No. 6).

POSITION OF THE PARTIES

A.

The National Association of Letter Carriers

The National Association of Letter Carriers takes the
position that management must make assignments to full-time
positions in the Letter Carrier craft strictly in compliance
with seniority provisions in the National Agreement.

A former

letter carrier reassigned to that craft from a supervisory
position, thus, would be eligible for reassignment as a fulltime, regular employe only if the supervisor retains greater
craft seniority than any other full-time or part-time flexible
carrier who, otherwise, would be entitled to the assignment,
9

according to the NALC's theory of the case.

The National

Association of Letter Carriers argues that management fails
to honor the seniority provisions in the parties' agreement
when it asserts that it has complete discretion to reassign
supervisors as either full-time,

regular or part-time, flexible

employes.

B.

The American Postal Workers Union

The American Postal Workers Union intervened in this
arbitration proceeding in order to dispute management's position that it has unilateral authority to return supervisory
personnel to any craft at

any installations in any status.

It is the position of the American Postal Workers Union that
the full-time or part-time flexible status of a returning
supervisor is determined by numerous contractual and manual
provisions,

which vary from craft to craft.

Accordingly,

the

APWU takes the position that the results of this arbitration
proceeding may well determine how returning letter carriers
are reassigned but that it does not necessarily decide how
members of other crafts are to be reassigned.

10

C.

The Employer

The Employer's first line of argument is that the issues
in this case are governed by the concept of res judicata (the
matter previously has been decided) because the parties to
this proceeding allegedly settled the issue at Step 4 of
several grievances in national pre-arbitration settlements.
Those settlements,
case,

according to management's theory of the

confirmed the right of management to place supervisors

returning to the Letter Carrier craft in any status it sees
fit.
Alternatively,

it is the position of the Employer that

there is no contractual provision restricting its right to
determine the status of a supervisor reassigned to the Letter
Carrier craft.

Management maintains that Article 3 of the

National Agreement gives it the exclusive right to determine
the "craft" status of a reassigned employe, and the Employer
contends that nothing in the agreement has restricted this
managerial prerogative.
past practice,

Moreover, management maintains that

supported by the parties' mutual agreement as

manifested in negotiated settlements,

establishes the Employer's

right to determine the "craft" status of a reassigned employe,
according to management's theory of the case.
The Employer contends that the Union has attempted to
broaden the issue in the arbitration proceeding so that it
includes seniority and not merely "status."
Employer,

According to the

the only issue before the arbitrator is whether or

not management has a right to determine whether a supervisor
11

returning to the craft will be returned as a part-time flexible
or as a full-time regular employe.
the Employer,

VI.

Seniority,

in the view of

is a separate issue ..

ANALYSIS
A.

Nature of the Issue

The parties disagreed strongly about whether or not the
dispute is about employment status or seniority.

There are

three types of employes in the bargaining unit, namely,
(1) full-time regular employes,
hour days a week;

who are assigned five eight-

(2) full-time flexible employes, who work

flexible hours while they wait for conversion to full-time
regular status;

and (3) part-time regular employes, who per-

manently work less than forty hours a week.

Part-time regular

employes are governed by different seniority and assignment
provisions than the other two types of employes and are not
part of this dispute.

Of concern in this case is the status

of part-time flexible employes

(hired for future full-time

regular work) and full-time regular employes.

References to

employment "status" in the case have been to part-time flexible
employes and full-time regular employes, and not to

part-

time regular employes.
Seniority,

on the other hand, is concerned with "the

length of service an individual employee has in a unit."
(See, Robert's Dictionary of Industrial Relations, 657 ( 198 6) ) .
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Seniority determines the relative priority of full-time regular employes and part-time flexible employes with respect to
a variety of privileges,

such as the right to bid on certain

positions for full-time regular employes, the order of selection for qualified bidders, and the order of conversion of
part-time flexible employes to full-time regular employes.
For purposes of this arbitration proceeding, the most important seniority right is concerned with the conversion of
part-time flexible employes to full-time regular status.

The

Employer has not argued that it has a right to disturb provisions on seniority in the parties' National Agreement.

Manage-

ment, however, has contended that its reassignment of supervisors to full-time regular or part-time flexible status has
nothing to do with the concept of seniority.

It is the belief

of the Employer that it has a reserved right in Article 3 of
the National Agreement to make such reassignments.

The con-

tractual provision states:
The Employer shall have the exclusive right, subject to the provisions of this Agreement and consistent with applicable laws and regulations:
(b) to hire, promote, transfer, assign and retain
employes in positions within the Postal Service
and to suspend, demote, discharge or take other
disciplinary action against such employees.

13

B.

Some General Guidelines

The parties have balanced their interests in the way
they designed their collective bargaining agreement, and one
manifestation of the balancing mechanism is to be found in
the way the parties described their rights and obligations in
the management's rights clause and the seniority provisions.
The importance of disputes implicating such provisionscannot
The role of an arbitrator in such cases

be underestimated.

is to review the language of the parties' agreement in order
to construe the way they have ordered their relationship with
regard to management rights and seniority.
The parties'

agreement is an arbitrator's touchstone,

and an arbitration award is "legitimate only so long as it
draws its essence from the collective bargaining agreement."
(See, United Steelworkers of America v. Enterprise Wheel and
Car Corp., 363 U.S. 593 (1960)).

The point is that a source

of seniority rights is to be found in the parties' collective
bargaining agreement.

As one arbitrator has observed:

An employee's seniority as such does not by itself
confer any right upon him.
Seniority, without more,
is merely the service status of a particular employee, in relation to the service status of other
employees.
(See, General Electric Co., 54 LA 351,
352 (1970)).
In other words,

the meaning of seniority must find its

explanation in the collective bargaining relationship between
the parties.

An arbitrator's assumption must be that the

parties have decided seniority rights encourage loyalty and stability
in the work force and have balanced those values against any
lost flexibility as a result of using seniority as a basis

14

An arbitrator is obligated

for making employment decisions.
to interpret and, then,
given case,

to apply such contractual terms in a

recognizing that an application of seniority is

almost never neutral.

As the eminent Ralph Seward observed

almost four decades ago:
In seniority matters, the advantage of one employe
is the disadvantage of another. To "stretch" the
agreement to be "fair" to Smith is to stretch it
to be "unfair" to Jones.
Fairness, then, exists
when each employe has the relative seniority right
he is entitled to under the Agreement--no more and
no less.
(See, Bethlehem Steel Co., 23 LA 538,
541-42 (1954)).

It is an arbitrator's obligation to understand and
implement the bargain of the parties, no more and no less.
This is accomplished by interpreting the language of the
parties'

agreement.

If the language of the collective bar-

gaining agreement fails to be clear and unambiguous, it
becomes necessary for an arbitrator to seek other sources of
the parties'

Settlement agreements between

negotiated intent.

the parties provide one source of such information.

Past

practices of the parties also may make clear their contractual
intent.

If the parties have been silent throughout their

relationship with regard to the issue in dispute, it is reasonable for an arbitrator to assume that they expected their
agreement to be interpreted in light of established arbitral
principles.

As one scholar has observed, "there is a whole

set of implicit relationships not spelled out in the agreement and not confined to any particular employer, which an
arbitrator assumes to exist."
104

(1977)).

(See,

2 Ind. Rel. 1. J. 97,

As Professor Archibald Cox has noted,
15

'these

arbitral principles are "drawn out of the institutions of
labor relations and shaped by their needs."

(See,

69

Harv.

L. Rev. 601, 605 (1956)).
It is not uncommon for collective bargaining agreements
to be specific about the effect of work outside a bargaining
unit on an employe's accumulation of seniority.

(See,

e.g.,

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., 61 LA 136 (1973); and National
Cash Register Co., 48 LA 743 (1967)).
and unambiguous language,

In the absence of clear

arbitrators often have scrutinized

the practices of the parties to understand their mutual
intent.

(See,

U.S. Steel Corp., 28 LA 740 (1957); and

Mississippi Lime Co.,

31 LA 869 (1969)).

Numerous arbitration

decisions have concluded that employes who return to a bargaining unit should be permitted to exercise their retained
seniority.

(See,

e.g., Folger Coffee Co., 60 LA 353 ( 1953);

Aloha Portland Cement Co., 40 LA 495 (1962); Pannier Corp ..
41 LA 1228 (1964); and Leesona Corp., 56 LA 668 (1971)).

C.

The Impact of Settlement Agreements

The Employer presented a number of negotiated settlement
agreements and argued that they constituted binding precedents
between the parties,
disputed issue.

precedents that already had resolved the

(See,

Exhibit Nos. 1,

2, 3, 5, and 8). The

Employer argued that those "Step 4" decisions supported its
position in the case and established that management's conduct
is consistent with its rights under Article 3 of the parties'
16

In other words,

agreement.

the Union allegedly had agreed

to settle grievances involving the same set of issues because
it recognized the rights of management in Article 3.

The

Employer argued that those settlement agreements disposed of
the issue in this case because they reflect uncoerced,consensual
agreements by national representatives of the parties and
show management's rights to determine the status of former
supervisors who are placed in the crafts by a demotion. As
binding precedent,
mine the parties'

the Employer argued that they must deterinterpretation of their agreement and be

dispositive in this dispute.

Alternatively,

the Employer

argued that even if the Step 4 settlement agreements are not
automatically dispositive,

they at least show how the parties'

view their agreement and how it should be interpreted.
Tr.

(See,

I, pp. 20, 85, 100; and Tr. II, p. 62).
In one of the settlement agreements, a grievance had

been filed by the National Association of Letter Carriers
after management reassigned a former carrier who had served
as a supervisor for eight years.
No. 1) .

(See,

Employer's Exhibit

The employe received the lowest seniority in the

postal authority,

but management awarded him a position as a

full-time regular letter carrier.

The Union took the posi-

tion in the dispute that the former supervisor should have
been reassigned to the bargaining unit as the last part-time
flexible employe and should have started a new period of
seniority,

in accordance with Articles 12.2 and 41.2 of the

National Agreement.

Although this settlement agreement
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presented a similar issue as the grievance before the arbitrator in this case,

the parties signed an actual agreement

which stated:
After reviewing this matter, we mutually agree that
no national interpretive issue is fairly presented
in this case.
There is no dispute between the
parties at Step 4 relative to the meaning and intent of Article 12.2 of the National Agreement.
We find no agreement to return an employe to a parttime flexible position under the circumstances
described. (See, Employer's Exhibit No. 1, emphasis added).
The parties remanded the grievance
cessing.

By the parties'

to Step 3 for further pro-

explicit intent not to provide an

interpretation of the National Agreement, they made this
negotiated settlement agreement nonbinding on the arbitrator
in this case.

While it is not necessary to decide the effect

of the settlement agrement on postal managers and union representatives,

it is clear that the parties did not make it

binding on the arbitrator.
The same analysis must be applied in another one of the
settlement agreements submitted by the Employer.
Employer's Exhibit No. 8).

In that case,

(See,

a supervisor had

been demoted to the position of a full-time regular clerk and
had been assigned to a different office.

Management created

a full-time regular position for the supervisor, and the
Union grieved the fact that a part-time flexible clerk should
have been converted prior to making such an assignment.
parties again "mutually

The

agreed that no national interpre-

tive issue is fairly presented in this case" and remanded it
to the regional level.
Accordingly,

(See, Employer's Exhibit No. 8).

that decision is not binding on the arbitrator
18

in this case.

The settlement agreement is not binding for

another reason as well.
Workers union,

It involves the American Postal

and the National Association of Letter Carriers

was not a party to it.

Likewise,

another of the settlement

agreements did not involve the National Association of Letter
Carriers.

(See, Employer's Exhibit No. 5) .

It would not be

rational to impose a binding interpretation of a contractual
provision on a party when it had no opportunity to represent
itself at the negotiated settlement.

Yet another settlement

agreement involved the National Association of Letter Carriers,
but again it was an agreement to remand the dispute to Step 3
because the parties "mutually agreed that no national interpretive issue was fairly presented in this case."

(See,

Employer's Exhibit No. 3).
Only one of the negotiated settlement agreements might
have precedential value in this dispute.
Exhibit No. 2) .

(See,

Employer's

In that case, the Union protested when a

supervisor was transferred from another office and given a
vacant,

full-time position in the Letter Carrier craft,

despite the availability of a part-time flexible letter carrier
for conversion to a full-time regular position.

The settle-

ment agreement at Step 4 incorporated a memorandum on transfers prepared during Postmaster General Bolger's administration.

(See, Tr. II, p. 39 re:

April 6, 1979).

The Bolger Memorandum of

The arbitrator received evidence to the

effect that the Bolger memorandum was devised to provide
guidelines for voluntary reassignments and transfers.
19

The

parties incorporated the following verbiage into the agreement:
Full-time nonbargaining unit employees will be reassigned into full-time positions unless the
reassignment is to a vacant bargaining unit position.
All employes reassigned to positions in the bargaining unit will have their seniority established
in accordance with the applicable collective bargaining agreement.
(See, Employer's Exhibit No. 2) .
The Bolger Memorandum gave support to the Union's contention that seniority for reassigned employes is to be determined in accordance with the National Agreement and that such
reassignments are to respect the contractual seniority provisions.

While the Bolger Memorandum purported only to furnish

guidelines,

its incorporation into the Settlement Agreement

gave it the potential force of a binding precedent.

The

Settlement Agreement gave the grievant, a part-time flexible
employe, the status of a full-time regular employe and placed
him in the bid position that previously had been awarded to
the reassigned supervisor.

The supervisor was not reassigned

as a part-time flexible employe, however, but as an "unassigned
regular."
The remedial portion of the grievance in this settlement
agreement has not been read as permitting reassignment of
supervisory personnel in an "unassigned regular" status in all
cases.

In this grievance,

the Union did not ask that the

former supervisor be reclassified as a part-time flexible
employe in its request for corrective action.

More impor-

tantly, the record showed that, when the Step 4 negotiated
settlement agreement was reached by the parties, the postal
facility in question had no part-time flexible employes at
20

that particular work site.
Tr.

IV, p. 61).

(See,

In other words,

Union's Exhibit No. 13 and
no employe's seniority

rights were implicated in the decision to classify the former
supervisor as an unassigned regular.

The point is that the

only aspect of this settlement agreement binding in this case
is the statement of principle from the Bolger Memorandum.
The remedial section, because it failed adequately to address
the same issues as those before the arbitrator in this case,
is limited to its own facts and does not decide the issues of
whether and under what circumstances a reassigned supervisor
may be given full-time regular status when there are parttime flexible employes awaiting conversion.

None of the

settlement agreements submitted to the arbitrator

proved

to be instructive in this regard.

D.

The Matter of Past Practice

The Employer argued that the precedential value of the
negotiated settlement agreements it submitted to the arbitrator,
should determine the outcome of this proceeding.

There

however, was nothing in the settlement agreements that indicated
a mutual intent of the parties to supersede the language of
their agreement or the Handbook with respect to seniority.
(See, Case No. H4C-3W-C 28547, p. 32).

Alternatively,

the

Employer argued that past practice between the parties modified
or interpreted the language of the National Agreement to
21

permit the Employer to reassign former craft members to the
(

craft in a status designated by management.
decades ago, the parties'

Almost three

own Richard Mittenthal set forth

the preeminent instruction on the topic of past practice, and
nothing since has surpassed its insightfulness and wisdom,
although others have borrowed heavily from it.

(See, e.g.,

NYU Fifteenth Annual Conference on Labor, 311 (1962)).
Arbitrator Mittenthal set forth the virtually universally
accepted tests of a past practice when he asked if it has
(1) clarity and consistency;

(2) longevity and repetition;

(3) acceptability; and (4) mutuality.

(See,

Mittenthal,

"Past Practice and the Administration of Collective Bargaining
Agreements," Proceedings of the Fourteenth Annual Meeting,
National Academy of Arbitrators, 30, 32-3

(1961)).

Evidence

submitted by the Employer with respect to the past practice
of the parties failed to establish that management's decisions
to reassign supervisors to bargaining unit positions met
these well-established criteria, and it is clear that the
Employer has the burden of establishing the past practice
whose existence it has asserted.

(See,

Case No. W1N-5C-C 237 43,

p. 11).

Evidence submitted to the arbitrator failed to establish
a clear pattern of reassigning former supervisors to fulltime regular status.

Nor did the evidence clearly establish

an enunciated policy to do so.

Instead, the data showed that

management has acted at its discretion, sometime assigning
returning supervisors to full-time regular status and sometimes
22

to part-time flexible status.
9).

(See,

Employer's Exhibit No.

Nationwide data on reassignment of supervisors from

1981 to 1989 showed that approximately thirty percent of
supervisors returning to the craft in a different installation
were reassigned as full-time regular employes.

But eighty-

seven percent of those returning to the same office were
reassigned as full-time regular employes.

Other data for

fourteen selected cities showed that, except in Richmond,
Virginia,

returning supervisors were overwhelmingly reassigned

as full-time regular employes.

(See,

Employer's Exhibit Nos.

10-20, 42, 43, 44, and45(A)).
The problem with these data is that they fail consistently to show whether the returning supervisor was out of
the craft for more or less than two years.

A supervisor who

returns to the same installation in the Letter Carrier craft
after an absence of less than two years does not forfeit
accumulated seniority under Article 41.2 of the parties'
agreement.

In other words,

reassignment of a full-time regular

employe would be consistent with the seniority provisions of
the agreement.

Nor have the data indicated the underpinning

for decisions to reassign some supervisors as part-time
flexible employes.

Moreover,

some of the personnel actions

on data submitted to the arbitrator might later have been
modified.

(See, Tr. II, 17). Finally, not all supervisors

involved were returned to the Letter Carrier craft.

The

Maintenance Craft does not have part-time flexible employes,
so a return to full-time regular status in that craft would
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not indicate a practice of reassigning supervisors as fulltime regulars at the expense of eligible part-time bargaining
unit employes.
In summary,

the data are not clear, consistent evidence

of management's past practice of reassigning supervisors to
full-time regular status in the Letter Carrier craft.

Some

of the data are consistent with the National Agreement.
appear to violate it.

Some

Some are irrelevant to this dispute.

The point is that management failed to show a clear and consistent practice of reassignment contrary to seniority provisions in the parties' National Agreement.

Nor has it shown

that such a practice, even if it existed, enjoyed mutual
agreement.

The existence of a number of grievances from a

variety of geographical areas argue against such a position.
The evidence failed to establish that the parties modified
their agreement by past practice.

E.

The Teaching of the Agreement

It is the teaching of the parties' agreement which is
paramount in guiding an arbitrator.

Although other sources

such as negotiated settlement agreements or past practices
of the parties might be instructive in the absence of clear
contractual guidance,
always preeminent.

it is the negotiated agreement which is

Article 41.2(0) (6) (b) of the parties'

agreement states:
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Part-time flexible letter carriers shall be converted to full-time positions of the same designation and PS salary level in the order of their
standing on the part-time flexible roll.
(See,
Joint Exhibit l (B), p. 109).

J

Part-time flexible employes have been expressly covered in
the seniority clause of the parties' agreement.

One of their

important seniority rights is the order of conversion to fulltime regular status.

To argue that status and seniority are

separable issues overlooks the fact that reassignment of a
supervisor into full-time regular status may cost a part-time
flexible employe his or her advancement to full-time regular
status.

But for the reassigned supervisor, a part-time

flexible employe could have converted to a more secure position.

Accordingly,

the reassignment of a supervisor who has

not retained his or her seniority to full-time regular status
violates the seniority right of part-time flexible employes
waiting to convert.

It should be noted that this contractual

right is consistent with presumptions applied by arbitrators
in the absence of contractual language about the seniority
status of individuals returning to a bargaining unit.
arbitrator has observed,

As one

"the great weight of arbitral autho-

rity" supports the proposition that an employe who leaves the
bargaining unit and returns should not be preferred over an
employe with the same or equal seniority who remains in the
unit.

(See,

Folger Coffee Co.,

60 LA 353, 355 (1973)).

At the arbitration hearing, Mr. William Henry, Special
Assistant to the Assistant Postmaster General for Labor
Relations,

testified about his understanding of the difference
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between status and seniority rights.

He stated:

ANSWER:

When [a former supervisor] would go back to
the craft, he went back at full-time status,
but-we're obligated by contract to maintain
the seniority provisions, which put this individual at the one date junior to the junior
part-time flexible employee or substitute employee
at that time.

QUESTION:

Was there and is there a difference between
seniority and status?

ANSWER:

Well, yes, there is a difference.
If a person is returned to craft as a full-time individual, he has the right to bid.
Whereas, a
part-time flexible doesn't.
Seniority places
him in the appropriate order for bidding
among full-time employees, if you will.
Now,
this individual who is placed one day junior
to the junior part-time flexible, as each
part-time flexible who is on the list above
him becomes full-time, he goes ahead of him
So that any given
on the seniority register.
point in time when they're converted to fulltime status, they have bidding rights by virtue of their seniority which is senior to
this individual.
Until that happens, he has
a right to bid.
But his seniority, not just
for bidding but for other purposes under the
Agreement, is one day junior to the junior
part-time flexible.
(See, Tr. II, p. 28).

Management's explanation of the difference between status and
seniority, however,

did not take into account the impact of

part-time flexible seniority for conversion to full-time
regular status.

Inevitably,

reassigning a former supervisor

to full-time regular status impedes the advancement a parttime flexible employe could, otherwise, have expected to
occur.
The Employer's position, in effect, has been that conversion to full-time regular status is not an automatic right
for part-time flexible employes.

The National Agreement

determines the order in which part-time flexible employes are
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converted,

but it does not guarantee that they will auto-

matically be converted to the first full-time regular vacancy.
Although this is a potentially valid construction of the
agreement,

Section

522 of the P-11 Handbook narrow this pos-

sible construction of the agreement.

It states:

Promotions to positions where full time employees
and part-time flexible employees are authorized
are usually to part-time flexible positions. A
full-time regular position is not normally filled
!2Y. promotion, reinstatement, reassignment, transfer or appointment if gualif ied part-time flexible
employees of the same designation or occupational
code are available for conversion to the position.
Part-time flexible employees must be changed to
full-time regular positions within the installation in the order specified by any applicable collective bargaining agreement.
(See Employer's
Exhibit No. 33, emphasis added.)
In other words, the parties' agreement, pursuant to
Article 19, makes clear that the norm is to fill full-time
regular vacancies from the ranks of part-time flexible
This provision does not preclude filling vacancies

employes.

from other than the ranks of part-time flexible employes. It,
however, does establish that the Employer

does not have

unfettered discretion to determine the status of a reassigned
supervisor.
Handbook,

The point is that this language in the P-11

which has been incorporated into the agreement

through Article 19, places the burden on management to establish why it is reassigning a supervisor to full-time regular
status,

if such reassignment impairs seniority rights of

part-time flexible employes.

This construction is consistent

with the overall contractual framework of protecting important
rights of seniority for bargaining unit members.
27

As the

United States Supreme Court has recognized,"rnore than any
other provision of the collection agreement ... seniority
affects the economic security of the individual employee
covered by its terms."
Co., Inc.,

(See,

Franks v.

Bowman Transportation

424.U.S. 747, 766 (1976)).

In view of this interpretation of the parties' agreement
and P-11 Handbook,

the Employer has failed to justify its

decisions to place former supervisors
positions in Case Nos.

into

full-time regular

H7N-2A-C 4340 (St. George, Utah);

H7N-2U-C 4618 (Clifton Heights, Pennsylvania); H7N-5K-C 10423
(Fairfax,

Virginia);

California) .

and H4N-5N-C 41526 (Santa Clara,

In the case from St. George,

Utah, management

reassigned a former carrier who had been a supervisor for
more than two years as a full-time regular employe, even though
he was placed at the bottom of the seniority list so that
converted part-time flexible employes would have senior bidding rights to his after their conversion.

In that case, the

former supervisor should have been placed on part-time flexible
status, and the unassigned regular position created for him
should have been filled as a reserve position.
In the Clifton Heights,

Pennsylvania case, the former

carrier who was demoted to a junior carrier at a different
installation was given full-time regular status.
41 of the National Agreement,

Under Article

transferring to a different

installations obliterates accumulated seniority rights regardless of how long the supervisor has been out of the craft.
The agreement states that:
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Seniority is computed from date of appointment in
the Letter Carrier Craft and continues to accrue
so long as service is uninterrupted in the Letter
Carrier Craft in the same installation, except as
otherwise specifically provided.
(See, Joint
Exhibit l(D}, p. 108, emphasis added).
In other words,

the reassigned supervisor should have been

reassigned to a different office,

and the senior part-time

flexible employe at the Clifton Heights facility should have
been promoted to fill the vacancy.
In the Fairfax, Virginia case, Article 41.2(A) (2) also
applied.

The former carrier should have lost his seniority

because he transferred to a different office as a supervisor.
He should have been reassigned as a junior part-time flexible
employe.
The case from Santa Clara,

California presented an unre-

Did the reassigned supervisor's Letter of

solved fact.

Resignation ever go into effect, and, consequently, should he
have been considered a "rehire?"

That particular case needs

to be remanded to the parties for consideration of this factual issue,

and a determination consistent with this decision

should be reached.
In the case from Laramie,

Wyoming, the grievant served

as a supervisor for less than two years.
to the craft.
tion.

Then, he returned

All the time was spent at the same installa-

The Employer reassigned him as a part-time flexible

employe, but he had not lost his seniority rights and should
have been reassigned as a full-time regular worker.
be made whole for any losses.
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He must

....
AWARD
Having carefully considered all evidence submitted by
the parties concerning this matter,

the arbitrator concludes

that the grievances should be sustained in a manner consistent
with this report,

recognizing the need to remand Case No.

H4N-5N-C 41526 for a factual determination and ultimate decision consistent with this award.

It is so ordered and awarded.

Respectfully submitted,
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Q06N-4Q-C 11111196

Award Summary:
The grievance is denied.

Shyam Das, Arbitrator

BACKGROUND

Q06N-4Q-C 11111196

This grievance involves a carrier who was excessed and involuntarily reassigned
on May 21, 2010 from the North Bergen, New Jersey installation to the Elizabeth, New Jersey
installation. Ten days later a carrier in the North Bergen installation retired, thereby creating a
vacancy in that installation. Grievant sought to exercise his contractual right to retreat to North
Bergen when the carrier retired.

The NALC took the position that the excessed carrier in the Elizabeth installation
must be retreated back to the North Bergen installation so he could bid on assignments posted
at that installation. The Postal Service took the position that the excessed carrier may only be
returned to a residual vacancy. In July 2010, the NALC filed a grievance, and it was appealed
to arbitration at the regional level. In March 2011, while the case was pending at regional
arbitration, the NALC elevated the grievance to the national interpretive step. At arbitration, the
NPMHU intervened in support of the NALC's position.

The stipulated issue in this case is whether Article 12, Section 5.C.5.b.(6) of the
2006 National Agreement is violated when involuntarily reassigned city letter carriers are
required to exercise their retreat rights specifically on residual vacancies in the level from which·
they were excessed in their original installation.

There are two levels in the city carrier craft: CC1 and CC2. Generally, the CC1
carrier delivers mail on the same route five days per week and the CC2 carrier covers a string of

five routes per week. CC2 carriers earn higher pay than CC1 carriers. The term "unassigned
regular" is used in those instances where a full-time letter carrier does not hold a duty
assignment with set duties. Unassigned regular positions are level CC1 positions and have
regularly scheduled hours and days off.

Article 41 of the parties' 2006 National Agreement outlines the way in which a
vacancy is filled through the bidding process. When a CC1 or CC2 vacancy arises in an
installation, it either must be posted for bid or reverted. Subject to certain limitations, the Postal
Service determines whether a position should be posted as a vacancy for bid or should be

reverted. If the Postal Service decides not to revert a position, the vacancy must be posted
within 30 days of the date it becomes vacant. Vacant assignments not under consideration for
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reversion must be posted for bid within 14 days of creation of the duty assignment or the
vacancy, unless otherwise locally negotiated. Once a vacant duty assignment is posted for bid,
a notice inviting bids will be posted for 10 days, unless otherwise locally negotiated. The senior
qualified bidder shall be the successful bidder and once placed in the vacant position, his or her
position becomes vacant. Then that vacant duty assignment goes through the same Article 41
process (reversion or posted for bid). This continuance of the Article 41 process is referred to
as a "chain of bidding." If a vacancy is posted for bid, but no one successfully bids on it, then it
becomes a residual vacancy. When a vacancy first occurs, there are three possibilities:
reversion, a residual vacancy (if no one bids), or a chain of bidding followed by reversion or a
residual vacancy. 1

Cited provisions of Article 12 of the applicable 2006 NALC National Agreement
are as follows:

ARTICLE 12
PRINCIPLES OF SENIORITY, POSTING AND
REASSIGNMENTS
*

*

*

Section 4. Principles of Reassignments
A. A primary principle in effecting reassignments will be
that dislocation and inconvenience to employees in the regular
work force shall be kept to a minimum, consistent with the needs
of the service. Reassignments will be made in accordance with
this Section and the provisions of Section 5 below.
*

*

*

C. When employees are excessed out of their installation,
the National Business Agent of the Union may request at the Area
level a comparative work hour report of the losing installation 60
days after the excessing of such employees.

1

In a small installation the process may be completed relatively quickly, but in a larger
installation, it might take a year or longer.
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If a review of the report does not substantiate that business
conditions warranted the action taken, such employees shall have
their retreat rights activated. If the retreat right is denied, the
employees have the right to the grievance-arbitration procedure.
*

*

*

*

*

*

Section 5. Reassignments

C. Special Provisions on Reassignments
In addition to the general principles and requirements above
specified, the following specific provisions are applicable:
*

4.

*

Reassignment Within an Installation of Employees
Excess to the Needs of a Section
*

c.

*

*

Such reassigned full-time employee retains the
right to retreat to the section from which
withdrawn only upon the occurrence of the first
residual vacancy in the salary level after
employees in the section have completed bidding.
Such bidding in the section is limited to
employees in the same salary level as the
vacancy. Failure to bid for the first available
vacancy will end such retreat right. ...

*
5.

*

*

*

Reduction in the Number of Employees in an
Installation Other Than by Attrition
*

b.

*

Reassignments to other installations after making
reassignments within the installation:
*

(6)

*

*

*

Empioyees invoiuntariiy reassigned under b(1)
and (2) above, other than senior employees who
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elect to be reassigned in place of junior
employees, shall be entitled at the time of such
reassignment to file a written request to be
returned to the first vacancy in the level, in the
craft or occupational group in the installation
from which reassigned, and such request shall
be honored so long as the employee does not
withdraw it or decline to accept an opportunity to
return in accordance with such request.
In the Clerk Craft, an employee(s) involuntarily
reassigned shall be entitled at the time of such
reassignment to file a written request to return to
the first vacancy in the craft and installation from
which reassigned .... The employee(s) shall
have the right to bid for vacancies within the
former installation and the written request for
retreat rights shall serve as a bid for all
vacancies in the level from which the employee
was reassigned and for all residual vacancies in
other levels for which the employee has
expressed a desire to retreat. ...
*
8.

*

*

Reassignment -- Part-Time Flexible Employees in
Excess of Quota (Other than Motor Vehicle)
*

*

*

e.

Part-time flexibles reassigned to another craft in
the same installation shall be returned to the first
part-time flexible vacancy within the craft and
level from which reassigned.

f.

Part-time flexibles reassigned to other
installations have retreat rights to the next such
vacancy according to their standing on the parttime flexible roll in the losing installation but such
retreat right does not extend to part-time flexibles
who elect to request reassignment in place of the
junior part-time flexibles.

g.

The right to return is dependent upon a written
request made at the time of reassignment from
the iosing installation and such request shall be
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honored unless it is withdrawn or an opportunity
to return is declined.
(Underlining added.)

NALC POSITION

The NALC argues that Article 12, Section 5.C.5.b.(6) makes no reference to
"residual" vacancies; therefore, under the plain language of the provision the Postal Service
obligation to honor the employee's request to retreat is triggered as soon as the "first vacancy"
occurs in the employee's level and craft in the original installation. It explains that this does not
necessarily mean that in all cases the employee must be returned to the original installation
immediately. The precise timing of the reassignment is on a case-by-case basis and is
governed by "the primary principle" set forth in Article 12, Section 4.A, that "in effecting
reassignments ... dislocation and inconvenience to employees ... will be kept to a minimum,
consistent with the needs of the service."

The NALC points out that Section 5.C.5.b.(6) permits excessed employees to
request to return to "the first vacancy," not "the first residual vacancy." It argues that these
terms are not synonymous. A first vacancy occurs immediately and a residual vacancy will not
be established until a chain of bidding has been completed and no one bids on a posted
assignment. Section 5.C.5.b.(6) does not require that an excessed employee be placed in a
specific, permanent bid assignment. It simply requires the Postal Service to honor an
employee's request to return to the first vacancy, which is a flexible formulation that allows an
employee to be accommodated while the bidding process is underway.

The NALC contends that its interpretation of Section 5.C.5.b.(6) is reinforced by
related provisions of Article 12. It asserts that there are recurring references to retreat rights
throughout Article 12 which clearly show that retreat rights are not presumptively linked to the
completion of the bid process and the establishment of a residual vacancy. One example is
Article 12, Section 4.C, which requires the Postal Service to provide the Union, upon request, a
comparative work hour report 60 days after an excessing event. Depending on the review of
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the work hours report an employee may have his or her retreat rights activated. The NALC
explains that these retreat rights are not contingent upon the existence of residual assignments,
but on the continued existence of work hours which had been projected to decline. Another
example cited by the NALC is the provision in Article 12, Section 5.C.5.a.(5), under which an
employee reassigned to a different craft within the same installation is to be "returned at the first
opportunity to the craft from which reassigned." The retreat right in this situation, the NALC
notes, ·is made contingent on the existence of the first work opportunity, not the establishment of
a residual vacancy.

The NALC also points to Article 12, Section 8, which covers the excessing of
part-time flexible employees (PTFs) in the same installation or to other installations. The
language in paragraphs e, f, and g, providing for the exercise of retreat rights by these
employees is virtually identical to the wording of Section 5.C.5.b.(6). PTFs do not occupy
specific duty assignments and do not bid on assignments. The only PTF vacancies that can
exist are vacancies in the complement, not a residual vacant duty assignment. The NALC
argues that the fact that the retreat rights of PTFs are defined in the same contractual language
as that which appears in Section 5.C.5.b.(6) further illustrates that Section 5.C.5.b.(6) retreat
rights likewise do not depend on the existence of a residual vacancy.

The NALC stresses that one section of Article 12 does expressly restrict the
exercise of retreat rights to residual vacancies. Section 5.C.4 covers reassignments within an
installation of employees excess to the needs of a section. Paragraph c of this section allows
such reassigned full-time employees to retreat, but "only upon the occurrence of the first
residual vacancy in the salary level after employees in the section have completed bidding."
The NALC argues that this is the exception which proves the rule. It shows that the drafters of
Article 12 knew how to link retreat rights to residual vacancies when they intended to do so.

The NALC stresses that any ambiguity in the meaning of the specific
reassignment rules set forth in Article 12, Section 5.C must be resolved in accordance with the
"principles of reassignments" set forth in Section 4. The four basic "principles of reassignment"
set foru-1 in Seciion 4 were negotiated in i 973 and purposefully placed in a new section
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preceding the specific reassignment rules in Section 5 to reflect the parties' specific intent that
these principles would "overarch the rest of the provisions of Article 12," as testified to by Postal
Service witness Brian Gillespie -- one of the negotiators -- in a 2000 national arbitration hearing
in Case No. HOC-NA-C 12.

The most fundamental principle is the first, set forth in paragraph A: "[a] primary
principle in effecting reassignments will be that dislocation and inconvenience to employees in
the regular work force shall be kept to a minimum, consistent with the needs of the service."
According to the NALC, management's position in this case is in direct conflict with this primary
principle, for the following reasons. First, involuntary excessing invariably causes
inconvenience and dislocation because employees, as a minimum, will have to travel longer
distances from home to get to work and will incur additional costs. Second, the deferral of an
excessed employee's return to the original installation until a residual vacancy is available
prolongs inconvenience and dislocation to the employee. Finally, the return of an excessed
employee prior to the completion of the bidding process can be accomplished in a manner
which is consistent with the needs of the Postal Service.

The NALC argues that in a typical situation, a vacancy leaves at least 40 hours of
work to be assigned while the bidding process is underway. In these situations, the excessed
employee would simply be treated as an "unassigned regular" and assigned whatever work was
available until the bid process was completed, after which they would be permanently assigned
either by bidding or by involuntary assignment. The NALC recognizes that there may be some
situations where there is not sufficient work and advocates for a case by case approach, which
it contends is consistent with the language of Article 12, Section 4.A.

The NALC argues that the Postal Service's past practice argument falls short of
establishing a consistent, nationwide past practice accepted and followed by both parties. The
Postal Service's single witness, Manager Robert Brenker, acknowledged on cross examination
that he could recall only two instances involving the potential excessing and retreat of letter
carriers under Article 12, both occurring during his tenure as an NALC officer in Portchester,
New York in the eariy i 970s. The first instance, when ietter carrier routes were motorized, was
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in 1973 and no letter carriers were excessed in Portchester. Brenker also acknowledged that
he did not know how many carriers may have been excessed, or subsequently exercised retreat
rights, anywhere else in Westchester County, where Portchester is located. The second
instance involved the automation of central forwarding in 1974 which took work from letter
carriers that may have led to excessing. However, Brenker acknowledged that no letter carriers
were excessed out of Portchester. The Postal Service's evidence corroborates the testimony of
NALC Vice President Lew Drass that there has been very little excessing in the letter carrier
craft. Moreover, the NALC points out that Brenker also admitted that successive NALC national
officers consistently disagreed with management's approach to retreat rights during meetings of
the national Article 12 work group about which he testified.

The NALC refutes the Postal Service's argument that the NALC's position is
inconsistent with those provisions of Article 12 in the 2006 National Agreement requiring that
employees be excessed and retreat within their pay levels. 2 The NALC argues that its
interpretation of Section 5.C.5.b.(6) would not result in excessed carriers being returned to a
different pay level. The grievant in this case was a CC1 carrier when he was excessed. The
carrier who retired shortly thereafter was also a CC1. Thus, the first vacancy in North Bergen,
which grievant sought to return to, was a CCI position. Moreover, at the time the grievance
arose there was a CC2 at North Bergen who was junior to the grievant. If the grievant had been
returned in a timely manner, he would have had the right to exercise his seniority to outbid this
CC2 employee for an available CC1 vacancy. It was the deferral of the grievant's return that
created the possibility that the residual vacancy would be the CC2 position. Under the restrictive
terms of the 2006 contract, the grievant could no longer be retreated once that had occurred.
The NALC maintains that the Postal Service's arguments reflect a hypothetical scenario, not the
facts of this case. Under the NALC's approach, a CCI carrier could be retreated as a CC1
"unassigned regular." That carrier would remain a CCI while the bidding process was
underway. v\ihiie there are scenarios where the employee ultimately would obtain a CC2
assignment which becomes vacant during a bid cycle -- either by successful bid or by
2

As noted at the hearing, the NALC points out that this pay level issue is relevant only because
the present grievance arose under the 2006 Agreement. The current Agreement was modified
to eliminate pay levels as a restriction on excessing and retreat of letter carrier craft employees.
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involuntary assignment as a junior employee -- those results would follow from the operation of
other contractual provisions. 3 The NALC argues that a reassignment of a CC1 carrier to a CC2
position within the installation after his return as a CC1 does not present a conflict with Section
5.C.5.b.(6).

The NALC also stresses that under its position, Section 5.C.5.b.(6) may be
applied on a case-by-case basis so as not to conflict with the Postal Service's right to revert
carrier assignments or to lead to a "second excessing" of the same employee. For example, if
the Postal Service is in the process of reverting an assignment, delaying the return of a
previously excessed employee may be justified and the NALC's approach does not preclude
this result. Moreover, the Postal Service does not have unfettered discretion to revert letter
carrier route assignments. Reversions must be justified by current data establishing that the
route consists of less than eight hours work. If the rules are properly applied, when the first
vacancy occurs the Postal Service will have an objective basis for knowing whether the potential
retreat of an excessed carrier will conflict with the needs of the service. Similarly, if the Postal
Service reasonably predicts that returning an employee to an unassigned regular position would
obligate the Postal Service to pay out-of-schedule premium pay to the employee on a recurring
basis, management could cite the scheduling problem as a reason why honoring the employee's
request to return would not be consistent with the needs of the Postal Service.

NPMHU POSITION

Intervenor NPMHU supports the NALC's position in its post-hearing brief and
submitted a letter in lieu of its own post-hearing brief. The NPMHU argues that the plain
language of Article 12, Section 5.C.5.b.(6) does not include language restricting retreat rights to
when a position is not filled through the bidding process, nor does it include a "residual" vacancy
limitation. The provision makes it clear that the Postai Service shall allow an excessed
employee to retreat or return to his or her former installation once there exists the "first vacancy"
in the excessed employee's level at the former installation. The NPMHU contends that the
Postal Service's proposed interpretation requires the Arbitrator to read "residual" into a provision
3

See, Article 4 i, Section 1.A.7 and Section 1.C.
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in which it does not appear. This would fundamentally change the plain meaning of the contract
and would exceed the Arbitrator's authority.

The NPMHU also disputes the Postal Service's contention that the NALC's
position would require it to create an unassigned regular position. Because the returning
employee will not hold a duty assignment at the time he or she returns to the installation, the
employee temporarily will assume the status of an unassigned regular with a fixed schedule, the
schedule of the first vacancy triggering retreat rights, a status that will end at the conclusion of
the bidding process. Any potential costs to the Postal Service are minor compared to the
adverse impact on the employee who has been excessed out of the installation and are part of
the Postal Service's contractual commitment to minimize "dislocation and inconvenience to
employees" in the reassignment process. Moreover, as explained by the NALC, its proposed
interpretation is not inconsistent with the Postal Service's right to revert a position and would not
lead to additional excessing.

POSTAL SERVICE POSITION

The Postal Service contends that the 2006 National Agreement requires
excessed carriers to exercise their retreat rights on the first residual vacancy in their level in
their original installation. The contract should be read as a whole, and, if possible, every word
and every provision should be given effect. The NALC's interpretation ignores the fact that the
level of the first vacancy will be unknown until the Article 41 bidding process is complete, and it
results in a residual vacancy. When a duty assignment becomes vacant in an installation,
making it a "first vacancy," three possibilities ensue: the vacancy can be reverted, it can become
a residual vacancy, or it can be filled through the Article 41 bidding process. Only once there is
a residual vacancy will the Postal Service know whether it will be "in the level" and if the
employee is abie to exercise his or her retreat rights to the position.

The Postal Service stresses that the term "returned to the first vacancy" in
Section 5.C.5.b.(6) must be harmonized with the phrase "in the level ... in the installation from
which reassigned ... ," and this ianguage must be read in the context of the entire National
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Agreement, specifically Article 41. The only way the above phrase can be given meaning is to
wait until the Article 41 process concludes with a CC1 or CC2 residual vacancy.

The Postal Service contends that its interpretation is consistent with the intent of
Article 12.4.A, which provides: "A primary principle in effecting reassignments will be that
dislocation and inconvenience to employees in the regular work force shall be kept to a
minimum, consistent with the needs of the service." (Emphasis added.) The NALC's
interpretation would cause an increased rate of excessing and disruption. The excessed
employee could only come back into a new unassigned regular position until the Article 41
bidding process is complete. The Postal Service stresses that not only is there no contractual
obligation to create these new unassigned regular positions to accommodate retreat rights, but
this course of action is operationally inefficient for at least two reasons. First, retreating an
excessed employee prior to a residual vacancy can potentially lead to a second excessing if
Management decides to revert a vacancy during the Article 41 bidding process. Second,
unassigned regular positions do not have a set duty assignment and any change to their
schedule to meet operational needs would require out-of-schedule premium pay. Since an
unassigned regular carrier without a set duty assignment is more likely to be needed to work
outside his or her regularly scheduled hours, premium pay is more likely to be paid. This
adverse financial impact is inconsistent with the needs of the Postal Service.

The Postal Service maintains that it has a longstanding practice of retreating
employees to residual vacancies. The relevant language in Article 12.5.C.5.b.(6) has appeared
unchanged in the National Agreement since 1963. Since that time there were at least two earlier
excessing events involving NALC members -- one in 1973 relating to motorizing city carrier
routes in Westchester County, New York, and another in 1974 relating to the central forwarding
system. Robert Brenker, Manager of Strategic Complement Reassignment at Postal
Headquarters, testified that on those occasions -- when he was an NALC local official in
Portchester, New York -- the Postal Service took the position it always has taken that excessed
employees could only retreat back to a residual vacancy in their original installation. The Postal
Service points out that while the NALC tries to argue that "there's not much excessing" in the
bargaining unit, this does not preclude the establishment of a customary practice. Moreover, in
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recent years, beginning in 2008, the Postal Service met with the NALC leadership as part of
Article 12 work group meetings, and maintained its position that retreat rights can be exercised
only on residual vacancies.

The Postal Service acknowledges that it has an obligation to honor an excessed
employee's request to return to his or her original installation in a manner which minimizes
disruption to the employee consistent with the needs of the Postal Service. The NALC's
position, according to the Postal Service, could increase disruption because the operational and
staffing needs of the Postal Service cannot be known with any certainty until a vacancy goes
through the Article 41 process, and either a reversion or a residual vacancy results from the
process. The outcome of the Article 41 process could be realized right away (in the case of a
smaller installation) or up to a year later (for a larger installation).

The Postal Service argues that Article 12.4.C is irrelevant to the instant dispute
because retreat rights under that section are automatic; there is no "first vacancy" and no
"request by the employee," per se, to honor. If the Union requests a comparative work hour
report under Article 12.4.C, and the report shows that there is sufficient work in the installation
for the excessed employees to perform, then the excessed employee can be returned to his or
her original installation automatically. Since the comparative work hour report is a before-andafter snapshot of the work in the installation, and is used to substantiate Management's
excessing decision, it is assessing the "needs of the Postal Service."

The Postal Service also argues that the NALC's comparison pertaining to PTFs is
not relevant to this interpretive matter. PTF positions are not duty assignments and are not
required to be posted for bid under Article 41, and therefore, PTF residual vacancies do not, and
have never, existed.

The Postal Service insists that the most reasonable interpretation of Section
5.C.5.b.(6} is to retreat employees into a residual vacancy. The ambiguity from the omitted term
"residual" only can be resolved by adopting the most reasonable interpretation.
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The Postal Service notes that none of the parties advocates a plain language
reading of Section 5.C.5.b.(6). Such a reading would violate Article 41, which allows
management the option to revert the vacancy or to post it for bidding. Retreating an employee
to the "first" vacancy without posting it for bid also potentially could violate the seniority
provisions of the contract if a more senior carrier than the excessed carrier wanted to bid for that
vacancy.

The Postal Service asserts that the NALC does not take the literal, plain
language reading of "first vacancy," but rather contends that the Postal Service is obligated to
return the employee to the work available in the original installation -- not to a specific position.
However, the National Agreement does not impose an obligation on the Postal Service to create
a new unassigned regular position simply to effectuate retreat rights. Moreover, a newly
created unassigned regular position is not a vacancy.

In contrast, the Postal Service takes a straightforward interpretation of requiring
involuntarily assigned city letter carriers to exercise their retreat rights specifically on residual
vacancies in the level from which they were excessed in their original installation. Even the
NALC admits to the reasonableness of this interpretation in some circumstances, taking the
position that whether or not the employee would get to return prior to the establishment of a
residual vacancy would have to be determined on a case-by-case basis.

FINDINGS

The retreat right provided for in Section 5.C.5.b.(6) is "to be returned to the first
vacancy in the level, in the craft. .. in the installation from which reassigned." Not only must
there be a vacancy in the level, but the right provided for in this provision is to be returned "to
the first vacancy." Section 5.C.5.b.(6) does not state that an excessed carrier has a right to be
returned to the installation when there is a vacancy (or a vacancy occurs) -- which in effect is
what the NALC argues for in this case -- but to be returned to the vacancy. 4 Moreover, it is

4

The provision in Article 12, Section 4.C, cited by the NALC does not tie the activation of retreat
rights to a vacancy. Basically, that provision serves to undo the excessing which resulted in the
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undisputed that until returned to the installation from which the carrier was excessed, in this
case North Bergen, a carrier has no right to bid on any vacancy that occurs at that installation. 5

There is no dispute that Section 5.C.5.b.(6) does not apply so as to require that a
reassigned employee be placed in the first vacancy in the level that arises at the former
installation. For example, on the facts of this case, grievant had no right to be returned directly
to the vacancy created by the retirement of the CC1 carrier at North Bergen. The parties agree
that vacancy had to be posted -- if not reverted by the Postal Service -- and filled through the
seniority and bidding process in Article 41. The parties further agree that if the Postal Service
does not exercise its right to revert a position, all succeeding vacancies in the chain of bidding
similarly are to be filled by posting. On the basis of the record in this case, the only vacancy at
North Bergen that grievant could be returned to from Elizabeth, consistent with the National
Agreement, would be a residual vacancy. If there was some other vacancy he could be
returned to, his retreat rights under Section 5.C.5.b.(6) would be triggered by the existence of
that vacancy. The reason he only can be returned to a residual vacancy is not because the
wording of Section 5.C.5.b.(6) limits his right to return "to the first vacancy" to a residual
vacancy, to the exclusion of other vacancies, but because there is no other vacancy that he can
be returned to consistent with application of Article 41 .

The NALC contends that when the first vacancy in the CC1 level arose at North
Bergen, grievant should have been returned to North Bergen and treated as (given the status
of) an unassigned regular. But that would not be returning grievant to a vacancy. The status of
an unassigned regular does not constitute a vacancy.

employee's involuntary reassignment. Article 12.4.C does not offer a useful analogy for
purposes of resolving the issue in this case. Likewise, the provisions of Article 5.C.8 relating to
retreat rights of excessed PTFs to PTF vacancies are not analogous due to the very different
nature of PTF vacancies and how they are filled.
5

The situation would be different in the case of an excessed clerk as separately provided for in
the second paragraph of Section 5.C.5.b.(6).
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Therefore, while Section 5.C.5.b.(6) does not use the term "residual vacancy,"
that is the only vacancy to which a carrier involuntarily reassigned to another location could be
returned consistent with other provisions of the National Agreement.

The NALC points to the language in Article 12, Section 5.C.4.c which provides
that an employee involuntarily reassigned to a different section in the same installation retains
the right to retreat to the "first residual vacancy." Understandably, the NALC argues that if the
parties had intended to limit the retreat rights in Section 5.C.5.b.(6) to the "first residual
vacancy," they would have stated that as they did in Section 5.C.4.c. The language in issue in
Section 5.C.5.b.(6) dates back at least to the 1963 Agreement. While the provision in that
Agreement corresponding to the retreat rights now set forth in Section 5.C.4.c is not in
evidence, the NPMHU did introduce an excerpt from the 1964 Agreement which includes that
provision (Article 12.B.4.c) in its entirety as follows:

Such reassigned regular employee retains the right to retreat to
the section from which withdrawn only upon the occurrence of the
first vacancy. Failure to bid for the first available vacancy will end
such retreat right.
Thus, it appears that the term "first vacancy" was used in both provisions relating to retreat
rights at the time the language in Section 5.C.5.b.(6) at issue here originated. 6 More
importantly, the only way in which Section 5.C.5.b.(6) can be applied to provide for a carrier to
return from another installation to a "vacancy," consistent with the seniority provisions that both
parties agree apply, is a return to a residual vacancy.

The evidence relating to past practice adds no real support to either parties'
position. On the apparently rare occasions when carriers may have been excessed to other

6

There is no evidence as to when or under what circumstances the word "residual" was added
to the provision now found in Section 5.C.4.c, but that provision as it appears in the 2006
National Agreement shows considerable revision from how it appeared in 1964. Section 5.C.4.c
also differs from Section 5.C.5.b.(6) in that it provides for the right to retreat "upon the
occurrence of" the first vacancy (1964) or the first residual vacancy (2006), rather than "to the"
first vacancy, and refers to the excessed employee bidding on a vacancy in the section from
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installations in the past, it appears that the Postal Service has taken the position it takes in this
case regarding retreat rights. There is no evidence that the NALC agreed, and, at least in
recent years, the NALC has asserted the position it does in this case. There is no evidence of
the actual past application of Section 5.C.5.b.(6) that might be helpful in resolving the present
dispute.

While the case-by-case approach advocated by the NALC attempts to recognize
and harmonize the interests of both excessed employees and the Postal Service consistent with
the general principle in Article 12.4.A, there is nothing in the language of Section 5.C.5.b.(6) -including the words "such request shall be honored" -- that suggests such a case-by-case
approach. There also is nothing in Section 5.C.5.b.(6) to suggest that when a vacancy in the
level occurs at the carrier's former installation, the excessed carrier -- while not eligible to be
placed in the vacancy or to bid on it -- is entitled to be returned to the former installation and to
be given the status of an unassigned regular until either able to exercise seniority to bid into a
vacancy or involuntarily assigned to a residual vacancy under Article 41. That might be a viable
approach -- particularly with the case-by-case consideration proffered by the NALC -- but it is
not what Section 5.C.5.b.(6) of the 2006 National Agreement provides for.

For all these reasons, this grievance must be denied.

AWARD

The grievance is denied.

Shyam Das, Arbitrator

which the employee was reassigned. I hasten to add that Section 5.C.4.c is not at issue here,
and that I am merely pointing out other differences in the wording of the two provisions.

. - .... •

u.1o1... swu"- St""'°'
•'IS l'E- ........$jll
. w.:....,, .... oc~

Mr. 'I'hoinas 'l'hompson

Ass.ist~nt Di~ectar
Clerk cr~ft Division

l\m.aric11.n Por>cal Workers.
Union~ AFL-ClO
1300 L streetA
Washi~an.

Oc

u.w.

2000514128
:Re: .H7C-41(-C 28684
CI.J\5.S ACTJ:Oll'
CEDAR

lQF:I.Ds n

52401.

Dear Mr- Tbompsan:
Recent.ly, we :m.et to discuss th4 above-captioned cp.-ievance at t.he
.f"t:iurth step of ou:r contrac'C:wil I ~rievu.nce procedure.
·
The·.issue in this 9rieva:nce. co~c:erns the me!Ulinq of the·"witllin
lOCJ 'IDile" limit in ~rticle 12.
· ·
At"ter d.iscussion,,. we a~eed tolsettle this qrie.vance as fol.l.ows::
Tha· 100 l!lile. c.rite:cia ident.ified in Article 1Z,

12.s.c.1_b,

12.s.c.i.d~

fe:g.

12.s.c.1.f, 1i.s.c.s.b.(1J, and

12.5.C.5.b.(1)(b) is maasured·as the ~hortest actaa1
driving discance bet~ek:n 1n~tallatio~.
.

!

Please sign anQ return the enc~o~ed copy of this decision as
your acknovledgment of agraewe~~ tQ sett1e this cass.
I

•.

Time limits were extended by mutual conserit.
s:incet"ely,

~Sh4t!=:

Grievance and

~rbitration

Labor Re:latio.ns

.'themas
--??-~ .o.g ... J
Thonpaon
Assistaht Pirec::tor
clerk Craft Division
IJD.griean Postal Workers

union, AFL-CIO

Oate.:

.?-Z.$-f.l:

- .,. ,.

... ·-· - -·-···- -- ·.. ·'-·

~

-·· ..

··-~ ·-.

I

351.54

Employment and Placement

e.

f.

351.54

Information is made available to employees, upon request, about:
(1)

Promotion program requirements and procedures and the
promotion programs affecting them;

(2)

Promotion opportunities available to them;

(3)

Their eligibility in specific promotion actions; and

(4)

The identity of the person selected.

Restrictions on the promotion (or recommendation for promotion) of
immediate relatives are explained in Handbook EL-312, 513.3,
Relatives.

Exceptions to Competitive Promotion Procedures
Promotions excepted from competitive procedures are listed in Handbook
EL-312, 717.32, Exceptions to Competitive Procedures.

351.55

Temporary Promotions
See Handbook EL-312, 716.2, Temporary Promotion, for conditions when
temporary promotions are appropriate.

351.6
351.61

Mutual Exchanges
General Policy
Career employees may exchange positions (subject to the provisions of the
appropriate collective bargaining agreement) if the officials in charge at the
installations involved approve the exchange of positions. Mutual exchanges
must be made between employees in positions at the same grade levels. The
following employees are not permitted to exchange positions:

351.62

a.

Part-time flexible employees with full-time employees.

b.

Bargaining employees with nonbargaining employees.

c.

Nonsupervisory employees with supervisory employees.

Rural Letter Carrier Employees
The mutual exchange of regular rural letter carrier employees of different
Post Offices is permitted in accordance with the applicable provisions of the
USPS-NRLCA National Agreement. The following mutual exchanges are not
permitted:

352

a.

Between regular rural letter carrier employees in the same Post Office.

b.

Between rural letter carrier employees and members of other crafts.

Selection for Bargaining Positions
Procedures and requirements for filling bargaining positions are found in the
following publications:

46

a.

The appropriate collective bargaining agreement contains governing
policies and procedures affecting bidding, assignments,
reassignments, higher grade assignments, and promotions.

b.

Handbook EL-312, 72, Bargaining Positions, contains detailed
procedures and administrative requirements.

ELM 41
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SUBJJta:

Kutual swap seniority Jtules

Xt has been brought to our attention that a number of
facilities have erroneously been applying 11mutual swap•
seniority :rul~s to members of the mail handlel:' craft..
Unlike 1:he crat:ts gove:rntltd

bf

.the tJS9S-AFWllDLC

Nl!lt~anal

are noidiij'l.S ions for the ¥1'1tu!! (1P.i#s of
posit1ou :us, the USPSRatloiiil Ag-rellll:Zlte!lt. rn aci::,.
mail handlar craft empl~es ~ho voluntarily 'trata5fer ta
another installa.ti.on must be assigned as ean-time.flnibln
at t:ha new ilutallat.iOii""Nqardless of theu st.at.us at their
pre'!icni=s i1U11tallation. ft.ay must also beqil'l a nev pe:-iOd cf
seniority wbieh is set at one day junior to tbe seniority of
~tn!l8nt, . the~

1:he jU:sior part-tima fled.bla at tl:l• naw installation (Artiela
l~ .. 2.Fl)

•

fte •isapplieaticn of these seniority rules and providinv
1dsinfonaation tJ:I the affected employees can cause serious
ruif icaticns. Please ensure t.b.at SBilmbers of your perscm.ul
staff are made aware of this distinction in seniority
proYisions.
If you have any questi.01".111 rege.:rcU•.llg the

fo~oing,

please

contact rrank Jacquette (202-268-3843) at your conve.rdenc:e ..

-- --~
ACTOI
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UNtTEO STATES POSTAL SERVICE
Labor Relations Depanment .
475 L'Enfant Plaza. &N
Washington, DC 2026Q...4100

Mr. Brian Farris
Director, City Delivery
National Association of
Letter Carriers, AFL-CIO

100 Indiana Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC

20001-2197
Re:

A. Rettig
Walnut Creek, CA
fi4N-5C-C 14779

94556

Dear Mr. Farris:
On May 27, 1988; we met to rediscuss .the above-captioned
grievance at the fourth st~~ 0E our cont~actual grievance
procedure.

The issue in this

grieva~:~ ~~ whether local management
violated the National .:\.;r-:--:-:::--::. ,..rhen the -Jriavant 's
postmaster refused to =or~l~: t~e grievantts personnel
folder to another office ~:c evaluation in conjunction
with the grievantls reques:. :-:r tr:-ansfer.

During our discussion, we --.; t•..:a Lly agreed that no national
interpretive issue is ;lr-::.:-:;-:.~,! Ln this case. We also agreed
that local management ::tu;·
~- :-;:llse to forward an employee's
personnel folder to ar.c::--. - _ ··. !:.3.llation in order to pcevent
or delay the consider:.':'..·-.-.-~ e'.".:"91".)yee's request Ecr
transfer.

Accordingly, we agraai Stag 3 for

further;~:::

nec:::-ssa.ry.

-·
~!a3~a
ye~~

.

s~;~

s~:

=~:~:~

a~~~ow!ecl~~e~t

·-

- •

:.:: .: :5

-

-

.

-:2 ~: : ; : : -

-

Mr. Brian D. Farris
Time limits were

exte~ced

2
by mutual consent.

Sincerely,

~~-~t(

Br~r~

Charles J. B{ciik
........._,,
Grievance & Arbitration
Director, City Delivery
Division
National Association of Letter
Carriers, AFL-CIO

ar.

Prueia 3. Conner:•

l'~e@!.~~
•a~:i.Oaal Association

Y.f.M
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UNlTEO STATE:S ?OST.At. se~v1c;
41$ 1. '1:11ta111 lll'la.za. SW

Wa.1'1111~:,R. ~

20280

.Au;ust

S. l98j

Vi:'. <:i-!trzald r..naer son

Asaistant Oirecto~
C:le"r!: Oi vis ior:.
~::.aric:an Pos-:al workers
Onion, AFt.-CIO
S l 7 - l 4 th S e. re et , N. t: •
~ashin9tonr

O.C.

2000S-J39S

w. '80:11•

Wappingers tall,

12590

BlC:-lQ-C 14748

On July 2S, 1983, we met to di$cuss the above-captioned case
)t the fourth step of the contractual grievance ?rocedu~e s@t
forth in the National Agreentent.

this grievance involves the alleged use of -altered
ForlJls CA-li for light d~ty requests.
During our discussion, we agreed to elcse this case based on
!J..Ot'. mandatorx; the
infot'?Datioa re~uired can be submi~ted on phyS'Icfan's
lettcrrhead1 ~d .!JS> ~ti9.!l will,. be_s.ake!!,_agaj_ns~an .,=~lqyee
sql@ly_t.or ..fg_il ~ ti2... ug_ t~ Lena_._

OU't' u~erSt;andin9 that use Of the form is

Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this decdsioa as

your acknowled9ment of agree•ent

~ close

this case.

1

Sincerely;

~"'~t1d
;1.f/L., . r---££;r.«
~ ·~~'<tlk
~t a. :Oli-ver .
_Ge~
1

Labor Relations DEpartment

)

Ander50D7"
Assistant ~irector
Clerk Division
Alnerican Postal Workers
Onion, Af"L-CIO

-

LABOR RELATIONS

~ UN/TEDSTJJ.TES

l!iifll POSTAL SERVICE
John F. Hegarty, National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union
1101 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Suite 500
Washington, DC 20036-4304
Re:

E98M-1E-C 02207779
Class Action
Denver CO 80266-9701

Dear John:

I recently met with your representative Tim Dwyer to discuss the above captioned
grievance at the fourth step of our contractual grievance procedure.
The first issue in this grievance is whether management violated the National
Agreement when it sent a letter to an employee and/or the employee's physician
requesting clarification and/or information on an employee's medical progress without
sending a copy to The Office of Workers' Compensation Programs (OWCP). The
second issue is whether management violated the National Agreement when it created
locally generated letters.
The parties agree to settle both issues based on language from Handbook EL-505,
Injury Compensation dated December 1995, Section 6.3, Contacting the Treating
Physician which in part states:
11

When the USPS medical provider or OHNA is unable to do so, contact the treating
physician if additional information is needed because of inconsistencies relative to the
employee's duty status or if there are incomplete medical reports. (ELM 545.62) The
designated control point may contact the treating physician if clarification is needed
following the initial examination."
"Send copies of such correspondence to the employee and to the OWCP district office,
and forward copies of the physician's response to both, once it is received.
11

Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of
agreement to settle this case at this level thereby removing it from the pending Step 4
case listing.
Time limits at this level were extended by mutual consent.

Labor Relations Specialist
Contract Administration (NPMHU)
Date:

~ 1/:J. 8,/c:2.or J...--

475 l'ENF/INT PLAZA SW
WASHINGTON DC 20260-4101
1/1."\A/W.USPS.COM

··)

... .......
UNITED STATES POSTAL seRVlCE
475 L" £nf<Jnl

Ptaza. SW

W111111ngt.On, De; 20260

September 30, 1983

Mr. Halline overby
Tu;sistant Secretary-Treasurer
Nat:ional Association of Letter Carriers, 1.FL-CIO

100 Indiana
{ia.shington,

A~enue,

o.c.

N.W.

20001-2197
Re:

Ryrd

,Washington#

.ur...
Hllll-20-C 5870

20013

Dear Mr. OVerby:

On August 29, 19S3r we met to discuss the above-captioned

grievance at the fourth step of our contractua1 grievance

procedure.

The question in this ~rie~ance is whether the local
meJlllOrandum setting forth a policy regarding light duty
assigru\lents violates Article 13 of the National Agree~ent.
The facta in the case file indicate that the policy
specifically include& a provision that -temporary li9ht or
limited duty assignment& will be allthorh:eo • • • for a
period not to exceed 6 months • • • [~Jn exten~ion for 1-3
months-;-: ":"""may be permitted with medical certification.~
Durin9 ou-r discussion of this J\tatter, we agreed to the
following as a full settlement of this case:

The specific restrictions contained in the
local meJDO that essentially preclude the
~uthorization of a light duty assi9nment beyond
9 JnOnths is iuiproper. Tnus, any absolute
lan9uage that limits the amount of time a light

or limited duty will be autho~ized, without
qualif~cation, shall be stricken fro1n. t.he ;itemo •

.

\

)

~lr.

Hall ine 011erby

2

~lease sign and return the enclosed copy of this decision as
your c:cknowledginent of agceea1ent to settle this case.

Sincerley,

Ra
ne
Assistant 3ecretary-Trea
National Association
Carriers, APL-ClO

)

\

)

.:-~"\.

J

.->'

UNlTED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
475 L'&l•lllrM AllDI, aw
Wultlngton. DC 208

septe~ber

JO.

1~83

Hr. Halline overby
Assistant secretary-Treasurer
National Aaso~iation of Letter Carriers, AFL-CIO
100 Indiana Avenue, K.w.
Wasbingtoft, n.c. 20001-2197
Re:

Class Action
B&ltiftlO~e, fl\D

21233

KlN-20-C: 6298

Dear Hr. OV'erby:
Ort Au.gust 29, 1983, we met to discuss the above-captioned
qriavance at 'the fourth step of our contractual grievance

.PlC'OCedure.

The question in this

g~ievance

is lfhether the local

J!teJl&Ol!'andr.m setti"9 forth a policy reCJ'arding liAJht duty

assi9nments vlolateu

A~ticle

13 of the Notional A.greement.

-r.te facts in tbe ca&~ file indi~~t9 th3t t~~ ?'li~?
specifically include$ a ~ovision tnae •tempo~ary li9h~ or
li•ited duty as&ignmen~G will be authorized • • • fot a
period not to exceed 6 months • • • {~Jn extension for l-3
11110nths :-7 -:-may be penaitted vith ~edical certification.•
O\lr diacussion of this mat~e~, we agreed to the
following a& & full settleinent of this ease:

Du~inq

The specific restrictions contained in the
local aeJDO th~t essentially pre~lud& the
authori%ation of a light duty aasignaent beyond
9 months is improper:. Tbus, any e1bgol11te
la~uage that limit& the aniount ot tiBICt a light
or limited duty will be authorized, without
qualification, shal• be stricken from the 111emo.

Ir

"Ir. ffalline Ove%by

2

Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this decision as
your acknowledgment of a9reement to settle this case.
Sincerley,

easurer
of Letter

)

)

1:~J
•........•
April %! , 1!12 .

Mr. Kennet.h Wilsen
Adminiatrati•• Aide, Clerk Craft
Aln•~iead Postal Ko~~ers Onion,
Al'L-CIO
817 - 14th Stre•t, H.

Waabington,, D.

c.

w.

20005
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s.
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OD April 21,, 1S8l, ve met to dis~ss the d:!ove-eap~ioaed
gi::i••anee &t. the tou-r~ step of 011't' eoat.ractu&l gri•vMc•

proeedara.

We *2tuall1 ag~e•d that there vas no interp~eti~• dispute
tMtveen the p.arties at.· the nationilll le••l u to the •~u1ning
and i"tent ot.Ar~iel• %%1% of the Satioa&l A9r••J111ent as it
relates to t.he establish.IMat of ligbt duty asai9J\84iltnt..S.
nrougb local n9ctiations. light. dat.y usi~Dt.s &aJ' be
established b'J'iustia9 no~ aas~~~~ vithoa~ ••ri°'1$ly
effect.inCJ the p~ucticm oi the assi9w111wn:t~,, u in Sect.ion
·
c.1 • ., or 1.f.gtat duty a:isJ.gnments say be ntullsbad ft:oa

part•ti11oe hours, to
day and 40 hoan

c.2.

01:'

eonsls~
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"tr. ~~all.ace Baldwin,, Si:- •.
~d~inis~rative

Vice President
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1.merican Postal
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" )\p1:i1 I,. 1981, we met with your r~present;at.ive to cJfsc:uss
·) above-capt:ioned gy:_ievanee at the fourt.b step og 001:
'~l:'actual grievance ,,rocedure.
I

l"he matters

p~e$ented

?rovisions have

as vell as t.he applicable

~een ~eviewed

cont~actual

and giveA careful con~ideration.

.
.
.
mutually a.greed that there vas no intcn:~retive dispute
,ctt·-1eeri the parties at: the ~ational level as to the JManing
l;aJ intent. ot. Ar'-ic:le XIII o( th• National Agreement u
it.
:elates t.o the issues in· t.bi:s case. .

~•

.

.

,. t..•TI'llinatiY• in this uicavance is Whethel:' there isr l 19ht dut.I •
>ta:""thtt er:aclo e"i's Eouc. fl. sue& Ii bt dut is feasi.Sle, it. =-· .

...

.:t\c::cordingly, a$ fui:ther aqreed, this case is hereby r:emanded
back t.o Step J in the ho~• that. it c:an be resolved on the : - above by th~ parties at that level. If not, it should be
furthe~ processed ac that le~el.
'

•

Pay Administration

434.622

Eligibility

434.62
434.621

Eligibility for Out-of-Schedule Premium

Exhibit 434.621 indicates those employees who are eligible to receive
out-of-schedule premium while working a qualifying temporary schedule
within a bargaining unit or while detailed to a nonbargaining position (see
exceptions in 434.622).
Exhibit 434.621
Out-of-Schedule Premium Pay Eligibility Table
Employee Classification
Full-time
Regular

Rate Schedule

Part-time
Regular

Part-time
Flexible

Casual,*
Temporary and
PM Relief

No

-

-

No

C - MESC

Yes

No

No

-

E- EAS

No 2

No

-

No

B - Rural Auxiliary

-

No

-

No

G - Nurses

Yes

No

No

K - HQ Op. Services Div.

Yes

-

No

F - Postmasters (A-E)

-

-

M - Mail Handlers

Yes

No

No

-

N - Data Center

Yes 1

-

No

-

P- PS

Yes 3

No

No

-

Q - City Carriers

Yes 3

No

No

-

R - Rural Carriers

No

-

No

-

-

-

L - Postmaster Replacement

S - PCES

No

T - Tool and Die

No

Y - Postal Police

Yes

1.
2.
3.

No

-

No

-

Casual employees are covered in RS-E regardless of the bargaining unit they supplement.
Grades 18 and below when the change exceeds 1 hour and lasts for more than 1 week.
See 434. 7 for coverage under the Nonbargaining Rescheduling Premium.
Employees in the clerk-craft are not eligible for out-of-schedule premium when detailed to a nonbargaining position.

434.622

Exceptions

Eligible employees are not entitled to out-of-schedule premium under the
following conditions:

March 2017

a.

When detailed to a postmaster position as officer in charge.

b.

When detailed to a rural carrier position.

c.

When detailed to an ad hoc position, for which the employee applies
and is selected, when the core responsibilities of the position require
work on an irregular schedule.

d.

When detailed to either a bargaining unit or nonbargaining position in
grade 19 and above.

e.

When attending a recognized training session that is a planned,
prepared, and coordinated program or course.

189

434.63

Pay Administration

434.63

f.

When assigned to light duty according to the provisions of the
collective bargaining agreement or as required by the Federal
Employee Compensation Act, as amended.

g.

When allowed to make up time missed due to tardiness in reporting for
duty.

h.

When in accord with and permitted by the terms of a bid.

i.

When a request for a schedule change is made by the employee for
personal reasons and is agreed to by the employee's supervisor and
shop steward or other collective bargaining representative.

j.

When the collective bargaining agreement that covers the employee
states that employees detailed to nonbargaining unit positions are not
entitled to out-of-schedule premium.

k.

When the assignment is made to accommodate a request for
intermittent leave or a reduced work schedule for family care or serious
health problem of the employee (see 515.6).

Pay Computation
Provisions concerning pay computation are as follows:

434.7
434.71

a.

Out-of-schedule premium is paid to eligible personnel in addition to the
employee's hourly rate and at 50 percent of the hourly rate for
qualifying hours worked up to 8 hours in a service day or 40 hours in a
service week.

b.

For those eligible employees who receive TCOLA (439.1 ), this premium
is paid at 50 percent of the employee's rate, plus TCOLA, in those
workweeks when FLSA overtime is earned. In workweeks when FLSA
overtime is not earned, this premium is calculated in accordance
with 434.63a.

c.

All leave paid to an employee who is in an out-of-schedule status is
paid at the employee's straight time rate.

Nonbargaining Rescheduling Premium
Policy
Nonbargaining rescheduling premium is paid to eligible nonbargaining unit
employees for time actually worked outside of and instead of their regularly
scheduled workweek when less than 4 calendar days notice of the schedule
change is given. It is not paid beyond the 4th calendar day after the notice of
schedule change is given. Neither is it paid when the assignment is made to
accommodate an employee's request.

434.72

Eligibility
All nonexempt full-time nonbargaining unit employees grade 18 and below
are eligible for nonbargaining rescheduling premium. Full-time nonexempt
postmasters and officers in charge, however, are only eligible when their
schedule is changed because their relief is not available to work the sixth day
(see 432.34).
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EMPLOYEE_ ANO lA90.A RELATIONS GROUP
waal'llng'lcm. DC 202'elJ

Mr. 2:lacmaa D. lUl.ey

Assistant ~eta:y-'l!~es..sw:er
Rational. Asscciation o:t Letter Carrie:s,
A!'L-ClO
100 Indiana Avenue I

wasbiDgtcm.,

DC
Re:

n

2 0001
D. Heath
Nol:Ya.J.k, CA
SC~W-8182/W79l-77N

Dear Mr. Riley:

ll, 1977, we met "1th you to diacusa t:.he abovegrievanc:e 111: tbs fow:-tl:i step 0£ our c:ontraotual.
gxiev&ne:e Fc:ed'\lJ:'e.

On October
~iOlled

'?he matters present:ecl by you as vel.l as the appli.c:abl.e
con~

prCJ'V'iaions ·bave bean :reviewed. and gi.ven ea.reful.

ocm.a~t:i.cm..

Based on. the evideE&c::e presea:t:.ed i.n t:.h.i.s ~evazsc::e, we f.:.f.nd
·
t:hat an employee osi light d.uey may != ~ . :alea fer duty a.t
aac:l:z. ~ u the light duty 'IZ::r.k is available. 'l'he empl.oyee• a
111
normal schedule 4oea not app1y vbm:l 1:.Ut employee requests
l.ight duty .. 111 ?.«:al. IUllllalCJ~t 'td.11 =ab a J:'MIDOna.bl.e a:f~ort
to reasrdgn the employee to available light duty. in. liis own
craft: prior to schedul.~~ light du:t:y ili ma.ot:be% era.tt..

'l'herefore,, .it is our CS011e1usiDD. 'that no violation of the
Ratdoua.l Ag:reem.611t cc:c:ni:n:ed and the grievuee is denied.

· ..

)

,..

In the Matter of the Arbitration between

Arbitration Case No.
NB-NA-0003
Washington, DC

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LETTER CARRIERS,
AFL-CIO

OPINION AND AWARD

-andUNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

APPEARANCES:
Fo·r the NALC - Cohen, Wei.ss & Simon
by: Keith E. Secular, Esq •.
For the APWU - Cafferky, Powers, Jordan & Lewis
by: Daniel B. Jordan, Esq.
For the Mail Handlers - James S. Ray, Esq.
For the USPS - Richard

A~

Levin, Esq.

BACKGROUND:
This case was properly processed through the steps in the
grievance procedure found in the pertinent collective bargaining
agreement.

The Parties stipulated that it was in form

Arbitrator for final and binding detenninati?n.

befor~ the

The hearing was

held at the offices of the USPS in Washington, DC, on October 9,
1979.

At that time, the NALC~ as the grieving Union, ~as represented

1

as indicated above.

Counsels for the APWU and the Mail Handlers ap-

peared and requested leave to intervene pursuant to Article XV of the
Agreement.

The NALC and the USPS agreed that they should be afforded

status as intervenors and they were represented as also indicated
) above.
/

During the course of the hc:iring, th<! Parties were given full
opportunity to presc11t testimony, other cvidcmce nnd argument in i:;upport of their rcspr:ctive co11tl:!ntio11s.

were :filed.

Dy a~rc!cmcnt,

post-hcarin~

liriefa

These were rcccivt!d from the W\LC and the USPS on Junuary

25, 1980, and their contents were duly considered.

THE ISSUE:
As stipulated:

I
I

When the USPS involuntarily assigns an employee
to a limited duty assignment outside of his or
her regular work schedule, pursuant to tHe F-2i
and F-22 Handbook and the 1978 National Agreement, must the employee receive out-of-schedule
premium pay?

I,.

l

i

I;

l

STATEMENT OF THE CASE:

I

I

February 2, 1979, in Case No. NC-S-10828, which arose in
Tulsa, Oklahoma, the Undersigned was presented with the following
issue:
Is the USPS obligated to pay overtime compensation, under the provisions of Article
VIII, Section 4-B of the 1975 National
Agreement. to an employee who is assigned
to work hours outside his regular schedule
to perform a temporaxy limited duty assignment while partially incapacitated due to
a work related injury or illness?
Obvfously, the case presently under consideration and the
~~evious

one referred to above are closely related.

In the Tulsa

case, the NALC argued successfully that Article VIII-Section 4-B
entitled the Grievant to premium pay for the out-of-schedule limited
duty assignment.

The Un.ieft contP.ndP.d that such a result had to follow

in order to be consistent with a still earlier Award in Case No. ABC-341, issued in a Fort Wayne, Indiana Case, which was decided on
July 27, 1975.
-2-

)

The Union, in the ·Tulsa Case,

the contrary

re~rd.ing

ar~ued

that any provision to

liability for overtime payment in the F-21 and

-

F-22 Handbooks, which were issued in 1978, could not have any impact

upon the validity of the Uniont s claim which was advanced in a gricvance filed on-October 6, 1977.

Pursuant to the terms of Article XIX

of the National Agreement, concerning the applicability of ·

of all handbooks, manuals and published regulations of the USPS, the
specific requirements of these two Handbooks relating to out-of-sche-

dule limited duty assignment pay calculations could not be given retroactive force and effect.

The Award in the Tulsa Case, as indicated above, sustained the
Union's position that, purL:uant to Article VIII, Section 4-B of the

1975 Agreement, the Grievant was entitled to be paid at the overtime
rate for the hours which he worked outside his regular schedule. However, in the earlier Case it was noted that we were dealing with a

provision filed prior to the issuance of the F-21 and F-22 Handbooks
which took effect in April and early May of 1978, and which had been
under consideration from December of 1977, in the case of the F-21,
and from ·February of 1978, in the case of the F-22 Handbook.

In

this regard, the Undersigned stated:
"In this proceeding, where we are dealing with a
grievance filed prior to the issuance of either
of these Handbooks, the question of whether the
Union is bound by the tenns of such Handbooks now
possil>ly incorporated by reference into the National Agreement pursuant to the provisions of
Article XIX is not presented. Nothing in Article
XIX suggests that the tenns of such Handbooks be
given retroactive application. At the same time,
it must also be noted that in this proceeding no
finding will be made as to whether or not the
Union has placed in contention stilisequent to their

-3-
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publication under the provisions of Article
XIX, or properly challenged, the incorporation by rC?icrcnce of the above-quoted provisi. on of' these Handbooks thereaft:er:·u
The language in both Handbooks referred to above provides

that overtime pay shall not be required for an out-of-schedule assignment under the following circumstances:

"Where the employee's schedu'le is temporarily
changed because he was given a light duty assignment pursuant to Article XIII of the National Agreement or as required by the Federal
Employee Compensation Act, as amended."

In this proceeding, the Unions have challenged the contention
of the USPS that they failed to prevent the incorporation by reference
of this provision in the 1978

Agrecmcn~

and for that reason the Service

is no longer obligated to make such overtime payments.

The Unions have

also contended that, contrary to the assertion in that provision of
the Handbooks, the Federal Employee Compensation Act does not now require that the _Postal Service provide partially disabled employees, who
were so disabled by an on-the-job injury or illness, with light or
limited duty assignments when such assignments can be made available.
CONTENTIONS OF

THE PARTIES:

As indicated above, the Unions claim.that the provisions·

of Article XIX of the National Agreement are not

appl~cable

to this dispute

since the Unions had already challenged the Service's right to deny
overtime payments for limited duty assignments outside of an employee's
regular scheduled hours in

th~

Tulsa Case and even earlier.

For that

reason, a failure to process a c:1allenge to thd.s .. ":.nnounced pay practice within 30 days after receipt of the notice of proposed change cannot be regarded as acquiescence.
-4-

With regard to this 30 day time limitation in the Agreement,

the Un.ions contended that by practice the Parties had agreed that this
:•cc1u1 rement could be ignored and had been i1:71orcd without penalty.
for this rc?ason, discussions between thci parties was an open ended
process making this appeal to arbitration a tim~ly challen~e to the

lncorpora ti on of this pay practice found in the Hanclhooks into the
Na tionnl /\grccmcnt.
The Un.ions also claimed that a failure 'i:o appeal a handbook
revision to arbitration within 30 days does not pennit the USPS to
change the

spc~if ic

terms of the collective bargaining agreement.

Since thjs failure to provide overt.ime payments would be contrary to
the specific requirements of Article VIII-4-B, such provision could

be grieved umler the nonnal provisions of.Article XV of the National
Agreement.

. In addition, the Unions raised certain equitable considera-

tions which they ullcgcd warranted consideration in any deteiinination
of whct:her such overtime puyments could be. avoided.
Finally,

the Union claimed that the Federal Employee

Compensation Act does not require that the Employer put a partially
disabled employee back to work, and implementing regulations issued
by the Department of Labor and the Office of Personnel Management

also do not impose such a requirement upon the Employer.

For this

reason, Section 233.23b of the Handbooks cannot be construed to
permit the USPS to avoid its overti.inc obligation to such employees
~ho

are returned to duty in an out of schedule assignment.
The USPS made one principal argument with regard to the

applicability of the provisions of Section c33.23b of the F21
Handbook.

The Employer arb'Ued that by ratifying and signing the

-5-

1978 National Ai;recmunt, with l<nowlcuge of the provls1ons of the
F2l and F22 Handbooks denying such ovcrt.Lne payments, the Unions
accepted those provisions as being engrafted into th!? Agt".ecment
and not subject: to further challenge as to thair terms.

According

to the USPS, Article XIX of the Agreement clearly-provides for such
a result.
The Postal Service also contended that by operation of

the terms of Article XIX the specific provisions of these Handbooks
took precedence over the general provisions of Article

VIII-~-B,

which by their terms did not deal with the subject of out-Qf-schedule
assignments for employees only capable of performing limited or light
duty.

The Servica also pointed out that the FZl and F22 Handbooks
were published while the 1975 Agreement was in effect.

Before that

Agreement was superseded, the USPS served the notice that it intended

)

to ch:.rnge the tenns of the Handbooks upon the Union as required by
Article XIX.

The Union then had an additional 30 days in which to

take those proposed changes to arbitration.

Since the Union failed

to do so, it must be concluded that it regarded the

chan~es

I

I

There is

I

no question, according to the Postal Service, that the Union knew

I

inconsi~tent

with the requirements of Article VIII-4-B.

as not

I

of the change in pay practice which would result from the implementation of this pr-ovision in the Handbooks.

It was discussed on nwner-

ous occasions, and the Union contended that the dispute over its implementation would be taken to arhitration.
~

This did not happen in

timely fashion.
The Postal

Service also alleged that the fact it did

discuss the implementation of Section 233.23b with certain attorneys
-6-
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who t'cprcscntcd various plaintiffs in a Fair Ln'!Jor Standards Act
proceeding more than 30 days after the time to file a request for
arbitration under Article XIX could not be regarded as a waiver of
the right to impose such a time limit.on the Union which was the
party with

th~

right to request arbitration.

spokesman for the NA.LC, i

!

From statements made by

was ar•parcmt th11 t the Union recognized it

had to challenge the implementation of Section 233.23b in arbitration

if the Service would not reconcile the tenns of that provision with
the hrnguage in Article VIII-ll-B, and the subsequent discussions did
not relieve the Union of this obligation.

In responding to the Union's claim that the question of
the propriety of denying overtime payments t:o light duty assignees
working out-of-schedule was being controverted at the t.ime that the
F-21 and F-22 changes were transmitted to the Union and a

subse~uent

additional demand for arbitration was unnecessary, the Postal Service

)

pointed out that even as late as February of 1978, when the F-22

/

revisions were .sent to the Union, the fourth step decision in the
Tulsa Case had not been issued.

That was transmitted two months later.

For that reason, at least at the National level, pursuant to Article
XIX, the Union's objections to the changes in the Handbook should
have been made known.
Finally, the USPS asserted that it believed· it had an
obligation .imposed upon it to provide partially disabled employees
with limited duty assignments in addition to other good reasons why
it should do so.

According to the Postal Service, based upon the

authority under 5 U.S .C. Section 815 (b), when read in conjunction
with 5 C.F .R. 353. 306, which

impose~

an obligation to "make every effort"

to provide such employment, coupled with 5 C.F.R.353.f.l.Ol., an employee
-7-
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c11ul.u appeal to the Merit System Pl'utr.r.t.fon noard

if the USPS tlid not

offer such an employee a limited duty assignment.

To prove that an

employee waived his or her restoration rights, the USPS \olould be

obliged to demonstrate a job

off~r

was made and the employee did not

avail himself or herself of that opportunity.

For these and other

rC?asons, which it advanced, the Employer claimed that the Federal
Employee Compensation Act imposed a duty upon ·the Postal Service to

"imnediately and unequivocally" restore an employee who has recovered
sufficiently within one year to perfonn work 1n his or her own pay
grade.
OPINION OF THE ARBITRATOR:

As stated earlier, this Arbitra.tor has on previous occasions
required the Postal Service, pursuant to the provisions of

Artic~e

VIll-

'1-B, to pay overtime to employees for time worked outside of their

regularly scheduled work week at the request of the Employer.

In the

Tulsa Case, that duty was imposed when the employees involved were given

such out-of-schedule assignments temporarily while performing limited
duty because of a partial physical incapacity due to a work related

injury or illness.

In the Tulsa Case, the Arbitrator discussed the beneficial
results which could be achieved from the rehabilitative effects of
such assignments for the employee.

Also considered were the considerable

savings which might result from getting employees to work at jobs they
were capable of handling rather than sitting at home? and receiving compensation payments.

Regardless of the obvious advantages to the employee

and the Service, as well as adherence to the govcmment po-1:-icy stated
in the Federal Employees Compensation Act and implementing reguJ.a;.-ions of
-8-
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the Civil Service Conrn:iss:ion, now Office of Personnel Management, and
the Dcp::i.rtmcnt of T.ahor, the Umlesrigncd wus of the oplnion thut the
clear language of Article VIII-Section

•1-n prccl11dC?d eonsidcra:tion of

these other factors as then urged by the Pustctl Service.
had to take its "essence" from the tenns of the

The Award

A~rcement,

The National Agreement provides in Article XIX as follows:
HANDBOOKS AND MANUALS

Those parts of all handbooks, manuals nnd published
rcgu.1':l:tions of the Postal Service, that directly relate to wages, hours or working conditions, as they
apply to employees covered by this Agreement, shal1
contain nothing that conflicts with this Agreement,
and shall be continued in effect except that the Employer shall have the right to make changes that are
not inconsistent with this Agreement and that are
fair, reasonable, and equitable. Ibis includes, but
is not limited to, the Postal Service Manual and the
F-21 Timekeeper's Instructions.
Notice of such proposed changes that directly relate
to wages, hours, or working conditions will he furnished to the Unions at the national level at least
thirty. (30) days prior to issuance. l\:t the request
of the Un.!.ons, the pari:ies shall meet concerning
such changes. If the Unions, after the meeting, believe the proposed changes violate the National Agreement (including this Article), they m..~y then submit the issue to arbitration in accordance with the
arbitration procedure within thirty (30) days after
receipt of the notice of proposed change. Copies of
those parts of all new handbooks. manuals and regulations that directly relate to wages, hours or working conditions, as they apply to employees covered
by this Agreemen:t, shall be furnished to the Unions
upon issuance.

\

)

In the case at hand, there is no dispute that the Unions
were furnished with a copy of the proposed F-21 Hitndhook as revised,
pursuant to the requirements of Article XIX, on December 15, 1977.
The Parties met on January 13, 1978 to discuss the proposed Handbook
contents.

On February 16, 1978, the Postal Service transmitted the

proposed F-22 Handhook along with certain revisions. now proposed to the
-9-
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r-21 Jl;irnlliook.

TI1c P<irtics met un March 17, 1978 to discuss the

proposed contents of the two HnntllJOoks •

In the two llandbooks

was the following lanbruage in Section 233. 23b, excusing overtime
payment:
"Where an employee's schetlule is temporarily
changed because he was given a light duty
assignment pursuant to Article XIII of the
National Agreement or as required by the
Federal En.1ployec Compensation Act, as amended."
At that meeting, according to the testimony in this record,
the spokesman for the NALC specifically brought up the Union's objections
to nuking an exception out of involuntary out-of-schedule light duty
assignments.

He also argued that the Federal Employees Compensation

Act did not require the USPS to make l.imited duty assignments.

!n the

earlier Tulsa Case, this same witness indicated that he· believed he
told the Postal Service at the time he would arbitrate the issue and that
arbitration was subsequently demanded;.

Before testifying in the present

case, he learned that meetings had been requested but arbitration proceedings had not been invoked.

Although this witness testified that he

was of the opinion that the contentions made in the Tulsa Case covered
the Union's position in this dispute. he obviously believed that the
Postal Se_rvicc was changing something because he indicated that an implementation of the Service's proposal to comply with Section 233.23b
:.iarranted processing a grievance on such an issue to arbitration. None
of the Unions followed up their request for an Article XIX meeting with
a request for arbitration when the Postal Service would not meet the
objections to the inclusion of Section 233.23b in the

Handbooks.

If the Unions believed that the changes in the payroll
computation contemplated by this Section W?:i::e in conflict with the
terms of the then existing National

Ag~ecment,

particularly Article

VllI-4-B, than a grievance should have been raised and processed to a
-10-
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rl!::;olution.

If the contention of the Unions was that this chnngC?

wus neither fair, reasonoble, nor equitable, a right to gri1we also
r.xistcd under the tcnns of Article XIX.
Parr:mthctically, it should be noted that the F-21 JJ;rndhook
is singled out for specific mention in the provisions of Article XIX.

Examining the testimony offered at this hearing and the
record of the Tulsa Case, which was incorporated by agreement of the
Parties, the conclusion must be reached that the Postal Service did
comply with the procedural requirements found in the second paragraph
of Article XIX.

The Unions were properly placed on notice, in a timely

manner, that this limitation upon entitlement to overtime pay was going
to be 5.mplemr:mted under the terms of the Handbooks as .it had under

previous practice of the Service which the Union's had contested in

the Tulsa Case.
While the discussions with

\!

a nwnber of attorneys

representi~g

employees were underway concerning the USPS' financial obligation to
a large nm:iber of employees under a decis1on issued applying

Standards

A~t,

Fa~r

Labor

the Unions were also questioning the Service's right

to implement the payroll practice discussed in the Handbooks.

At that

very same time, in the Spring of 1978, negotiation of the new National
Agreement began looking toward the renewal of the National Agreement
due to expire on July· 20, 1978.

During. the time that those negotiations

were underway, there is no dispute about the fact that the Unions were
aware of the contested provision contained in the Handbooks.

The 30

day period provided for in Article XIX had long past before the new
Agreement was consumated.
1978.

That Agreement was made effective July 21,

It contained the identical Article XIX language which was con-

tained in the 1975 Agreement, including a specific reference to the
-11-

/

t"hc F-21

H:.i11tlliook

pro vi sio11s.

No c fftJrt was m:.ide

to

mot..lj fy that lan6'1111ge

..

..-···).·
.

at t:J1e time al thou~h the F-2J. and F-22 were by then fully j111plemcmted
nu tionwide and controlled time, attencfonce and payroll
cr.dures.

pro-

accou~ting

Tiit! ncgoti.ators for the Unions, at the Natjonal level,

thus

agreed to continue in effect the tenns of these J!nndhooks by their accepta 11ce of the unal t<?red Article XIX requirements.

It was not until

April 19. 1979, more than a· year after the transmission of thase Hand-

books, as revised, to the Unions, that the Union: filed the grievance
which led to this proceeding.

f~r rc;:isons more f~lly explored in the Tulsa Case Award,
the Unk.ersigned is of the opinion that the language of the pertinent
provisions of the Federal Employee Compensation Act as implemented
by the regulations issued by the Office of Personnel. Management and the
J,;ibor Department not only are designed to encourage employees to seek
out and accept suitable work assignments for therapeutic reasons and
to discourage malingering, hut those same directives obligate the
Postal Ser•lice to make every effort to find suitable employ111ent, within
a disabled employees physical capabilities, cir lie prepared to successfully explain why it was unable to do so.

For that reason, the provision

of Section 233.23b of the F-21 and f-22 Handbooks which indicates that
such an obligation upon the Employer is a requirements of the FECA accurately reflects the intent of the draftsmen as

~ell

as those who were

entrusted to administer the program and write the implementing regulations.
For the reasons set forth above, the Undersigned is of the
bpinion that.this record supports the contention of tne USPS that the
current language of the F-21 and F-22 Handbooks governing eligibility
for overtime payment for partially disabled employees has been engrafted
into the National Agreement by virtue of the application of the provisions
-12-

)

··-·-·-·
of /\rticlc XlX.
Having reached this concJ.usion it must finaJ.ly be dctccmined

that the grievance l:'.aised protesting the practice uf not making overt.i.mc payments for out-of-schC?dule a!>signmcmts to c111ployces who -are
partially disabled l•ecause of an on-thc-iob injury or illness must be

denied,. rHaving so concluded, it; is necessary to add that this determination does not give the USPS an unbridled right to make an. out-of-

schedule assigrunent when the disabled employee could be offered such
a work opportunity during the hours of his or her re6rular tour.
AWARD
The grievance filed in Case No. NS-N.i\-0003
nrust be and hereby is denied.

HOWARD G, GANSER,

)

Washington, DC
March 12, 1980
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UNlTEO STATES POSTAL SERVICE
475 t."'i'ntanl Ptar.:1. 5W
Wa~otofl, oc; .ilailfO

uov

2 '1S79

Mr. Ronald Hu~hes
Assiatcant Secretary Treasurer

National Associat..l:oft of Letter
Car~ie~s, AFL-ClO
100 Indiana Avenue, .N. ff.
Washington, D. c. 20001
Ro:

L. coll ior

Pasadena, CA
N8-W-0096/WeNSGC4l9'
Dear Mr.

Hughes~

)
'

On october 26v 1'79; we.~et on the above-captioned ca~e at
the feurth ate9 of the cont~aetual grievance procedu~• set
for~h

in the 1978 Naeional Agreemenc.

During ovr discuasion, we concluded that at issue in this
grievance is whether the griewaat was properly denied
out-of-schedule preataaa pa1' v.hile workinq in a light duty
as:d9nfffnt.

After reviewing tha iftfCrJDAtion provided, it ia ovr pceition
~hat the Step l decision properly concluded that the 9rievant
va• inappt"opriately req~i~od to report for the light d~ty
aasi9neent in quea-tiC11, a11 he had not requested .such an
•••ign.taent. Accordingly# ina.-uch aa be vaa directed to work
a schedule different: fron bis normal schedule and in another
craft. ~nd such aasign~t was not for his own personal
COft\19nienee and ~anctioned by the Union, the 9rievant is
entitled to receive out-oE-sche6ule premiwa pay for the
period he

~rked

in other than his normal work schedule.

AccorcUn9ly. bf c:opy of thin letter, tho Pontfl''1&tor is in-

structed to reinaburse the grievAnt at the
rate for the period in question.

~ppropriatc

p~e•iu•

Sincerely,

ttJ,r;. ir/-~.fl~
£.../viki

Jfad~~

·

~ Labor twlations oep~rtment

__

)

1~1

........

.·Ma •

Kr. Kenneth Wilson
Administraeive Aid•, Clerk Craft
Amsr1C&%2 Postal lforkel:S Gnioa,
A.n.~::to

117 - 14th.Stre•t,

Waasbingtoa, D.

c.

w. w.

20005

Ke:

Class Action
Ci~Cil1Dati, OB 45234
1nc:-u-c:-2041.

thaar Mr. Wil.sozu
On Kaarc:h 3, 1982, "" met. to discuss the &beve-c:aptioned

gri•v~e• a~ the tou~ $tep e~ ogg; eoatractu•l gri~~L~e=
proatdurv.as set. forth ill Artic:le 15, Section 2 oft.be

National Agreement.

n. question b thi• gri.,,.m:sce i• vbctll•r ~g.:meat. v.iola~ed
Article 11, Sec:t:iell 'of t.be Waticnal ~....,..nt, wee ligbt
d~ty employee• were precluded g1:09 tlx• bol.iday schedule.
During ou:" ·1nv111n1tiqatiea, local. management indic:ated that the
. only rcaaeca th• three (l) ·:tight dut7 emplcyeiits named. !a ~•.
grievance v•r• preeladed frcm the holiday scbedale, vas.
bec:.ause they ,,.n:• not.

u~ded

for '?our 3.

Furthermo~e, it is cur position that &il full-time and
part-time r~ulars, including those vbo are oa li9bt duty,
vbo possess needed skills and wish to vork on the holiday be
at forded an opportwai
t.c do so... licvever , ..vhea loc:al
·management f$ determin n9 the awaber.and .categories of·
e~loyees ru11edlltd to verlt, a faac:tor to be c:cnsidered ill
sc:bedulin9 a ligbt duty amployee, who vishes. to vork the
holiday, is th• medical restrictions imposed by the employees
medical p-rac:ti tioaer and whet.her that e1'D'ployee could in fact
be utili:ed to do t.!:l~ ¥orx that vould be a~ailable on tb•

tI

holiday.·

Siac:ere.ly,

j~;tA~

)

B~~-y~ite
Labor Relations Cepartmcac
-.
~

..=~~=
...._ :

.•••••••
- .
~.

i~ -

5

UNITED STATES Jll'OSTAl. SEf'Vrce
47S l.'lntwit

.-,ua. SW

oc: mmo
S•pten11ber Zl. l9S% WUl'lingtcm.

Mr •. tecu w. Septon
Administrative Viee President,
~otcr Vehicle Craft
Jl.meric:an Postal Workers Onion, -AFL-Cl'O
117 - 14th Street, NW
Wa$hin9ton, DC 20005
Re:

Class Actioa
Cincinnati, OH
KlC-4F-C-2430

•S234

Class Ac:tion
Cincinnati, OB

45234

111c:-~u·-e-2437

'm:'

Mr. !?pton:

On September 9~ 1982, we met to dlseuss the above-captioned
grievances at the fourth step of our contractual grievance
procedure.

The question in these grievances is whether mana9ement
violated Article ll of the National Agreement by not
schedulinq light duty employees for holiday ~ork.

During our diseussionv w~ ~greed to resolve.the grievances
base<:! on our ~g~eement to the following:
Al1 full-time.and part-time regulars, including those
who are on light duty, vbo posses~ needed skills and
vi.sh to work .on the holiday may be affo·i:ded an O!'SXJrtuni tf ~o do so. Bove~er, when local manasement is
d4ll!temi..nin9 th• number and categories of employees needed
to work, a factor to be considered in scheduling a 1ight
duty.employee, who wishes to ~ork the h~lida7, is the
medical restrictions imposed by the employees medical·'..
practitioner and whether· that employee c:ouid in fact be
utiliz•d to do the ,,.,Qrk that -WOuld be available on the

holid~y.

)

... z

~\lease

:,

s_ign tb• ilttached copy i;>f this decision as your
of agreement to resolve these e~ses.

acknovl~gment

Sincerely,

~4.rt/~~/~

LeQD Sopton

>

-

. Administrative Vice P't"esident:
American Postal. WorJcer:s Onion,
An,,-CIO

_)

)

lJN•TEO S'!'Al'l:S POSTAL SE1'VICE
~wou

.a7! L El'IF.ANT Pl.AlA SW

")

WASHINGTON OC ~100
TE. rmt 268-381•
FAX (202) 2e8-3074

Mr. Glenn Berrien
President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union,
i Thomas Circle, N.W., suite 525
Washington, DC

AFL-cro

20005-5802
Ra: B7M-lA-C 31.598

CLASS ACTION
NEW YORX, NY

10013

Dear Mr. Berrien:
on August S, 1991, we met with your representative, C1a'Qdis
Johnson, to discuss the above-captioned 9'X"ievance at: t!:.e
fourth step of our contractlJ.al grievance proeedure.
The issue in this gr.ieva.nc:e is whether employees on lic;:ht

)

duty should receive the same preference :for work as these
on lilllited duty.
After reviewing this 1J1atter, ve :mutually aqreed that: t.::Li.s
case is to.be remanded to the parties at Step 3 for
application of the follovin9:

..

In accordance with Article 13, Sac:tion 4 .A
of the National Aqreement, every effort shall
be made to assign light duty employees within
their presen~ c:ratt or occupational q.roup.
After all efforts are exbaus'ted in that: area,
consideration will be given to reassiqrunent to
other crafts or ocupational groups within the
saJIHll· installation.

Accordingly, we agreed to remand this case to the parties
~~

~~~~

~

A~~

~~~~~e~ ~~~~~s2~~q,

:~~~~~~~q a~=~~~~t~~~

~~

necessaey.
Please sig-n and return the enclosed copy of this lette::" as
your acknowledgment of agreement to remand this case.

)
/

---

R7M-u-c 3J.59a

Page 2

Time lhdts vere extcmdQd by mutual consent.
Sincerely,

(£.e;t;;~~~~
e.nn
G·
Bett
Pr8$ident

Hat.iona1 Posta1 Hail. Bancilers
union, .AP'L-c:ro
Data:

\
.J

g'-13-P/

... ......
~ POSTAL SERVICE:
Lllbof~~

UNITB)

419 I:~ Pfa:a, SN
Wulml'IQ1Dft. DC ?S:l2t04100
Mr. Joseph N. Am.ma, Jr.

Director of Contract Administration
Laborers' International onion
of North Alllerica, Mail Bandlers
Division, AFL-ClO
.
905 16th Street, NW

Washington,

nc

20006-1765
Re:

H7M-4K-C 13203

F. STP.:IMEL
WATERLOO; IA

5070L

Dear l'lr. Am.ma:

On October 23, 1969, we met with your representative,
Claudis Johnson. to discuss the above-captioned ~rievance at
the fourth step of our contractual grievance procedur~The issue in this grievance is ~hethec management
denied· the grievant·' s light duty request.

pra~erly

After reviewi.n9' this matter, we 111utually agreed that :io
national interpretive issue is fairly presented in th~s ~ase.
we further agreed thae this case is a fact eireum5tance bes~
suited for regional determination. The parties furth9r
agreed that Article 13 .. 4 does call for mana9ement to giv~
consideration to reassi9nment to another craft or
occupational group within the same installation vhen
considering light duty request, provided the pre-exis~ing
conditions of the Article are met.
Accordingly, we agreed to remand this case to the par~ies at
Step 3 for further processin9, including arbitration ~f

necessary.
Please sign and return the enclosed eopy of this leteer as
your acknowledgnent of· agreement to remand this case.
Time limits were extended by =utual consent.
Sincerely,

:;:f-~

N.

A,__:= -

Joseph\JN. Amma, Jc.

Director of Contract

Ad~:~ist~atio~

oi North Ame~ica, Mail ::i:andlers
Division, AFL-CIO
DATE

:{J..hc

~

UNITEOST.4TES

11!:iiiJ11 POSTAL SERVICE
Mr. William H. Young
Executive Vice President
National Association of Lener
Carriers. AFL-CIO
100 Indiana Avenue. NW
Washington, OC 20001-2144

SON-SC-C 8945'!.
Re: H90N-4H·C 96029235
Class Action

Saraso&a. FL 34230-9998

Dear Mr. Young:
Recently our representatives met in prearbitration discussions of 1he above-referenced
grievance.

The Issue In this grievance Is whether a local "blanket pollcy" requiring an updete of medical
information every 30 day& to continue In a light-duty aHignment Is a vlofstlon of Miele 13 of tt'W!
National Agreement.
After rmtfewlng this matter. we mutually agreed 1hzt whl&e no national interpretive iaue Is falny
presented In this case. the issue is resolved as follows:

The parties agree that the local practice of requiring an automatle update of medical informatiort
every 30 daY$ is contrary to the intent of Article 13 and, therefore. will be discontinued.
Consistent with 1he provisions of Article 13.4.F. of the NationsJ Agreement. an Installation head
may request an employee on llght..<futy to submit to a medical review at any time: The
installation head shall re\fiew each flg.ht duty r•assigntTHint at least once nch yNI'. or at any
time the in$ta/latlon head has reason to believe the Incumbent ia able to Pf1dorm satidactorlly in
other than the liglrt duty assignmMt the employee occupies. This tellit/wll ftS ro determine the
need for CDntinustion of lho employee in the light duty assignment. Such 4H11ployet1 may be
reque5ted to submit to a medical review by a physician designated by tho insts//aUon head ff the
installation head l:>elieWts such .examination tc be necentlry.
Please s;ign and retum the enclosed copy of this decision as your acknowledgmen1 of your
agreement to settle this case, removing it from the national arbitration JJstJng.

Sil"'ICerely.

ez;:Zi

Doug A. Tulino
Manager
Labor Relatjons Policies
and Programs

)

William H. Young
ExeeutJve VlCe Presi
National Association of Letter Carriers,
AFL-CIO

•

~bier

14, 1983

UNITED STATES POSTAL SE.I.VIC!

.......

N.\'flOHAL ASSOClAT10)1

CAUlDS

SubJec:t:

Caee No. Kb-51-C 12251

ov t.ma

D!s.-11f1eatlcm of Esployee f rae lid
Dtaab111ty

TCl:lllllp0~•1:'1

Concrec:t Provi111ioit1 Invol..,ed:

Aeelgnmen~

-

Arc.1ch111 J, 13, 19 and '61

of EJMi JU!y 21, 1981 Hattonel

A&~•ell98ftt.

For Che Poatel Service,
1). J4Ull\lllle lhlpun. Karwiger. A~bltret!on lranc:h
(Cefttral ae11on>; for NAU:, Rlch.a~d M. Cilberg,
Atton1111y (Cohen, We1ea 6 SlllCftl.

Ape••ranc:e1;

StaCefflent of the Award:
The 1rtevanc:e ta franted.
R. HCCOiioe should be pheed t.n the bid H& 1wnt
she held bstween lau Dec:nber 1980 and July 1981 •

••&••

Sl'Mt ahould be re1aburaed for an~
or other
beno!lts abs loat by reaaon of cnl• vLwl•tion.

5•vamce

'nala
pi'Otesta the Poec.1 Se~vlce'• action ln
dl•..-11f1
ea eapl0,1ee, tenporar!ly d11M11bled by reeson of
en oo-the-Jo tnjwr)I, fTClllllll he!' bid eaaigftlllllllftt. NALC elaiaa
chte dl~llfieaeloa allld the au~eaquient po1c1-. of her bid
cu1sl11m1mc:: aa a vHAMJ' • n 11 violac:L• cf Cbta hticmel

A.P"eMllDnt:.

The Poatal larv.l.ce dLup-eaa.

MerilJ"D L. McCGllClllllll!I vaa bf.nMI •• e pen-elm flexible

eerrle~ 1• tbe •~c:mdo Aeach1 Ca1if01"illla Poat Off lea in
DecllllllMr 1f71 •. lhl lll&ral.U Ml' llNHlk wtdle u.tu..• a heev1
baa of 111111U ~n late Jaaue'l'Y 1910. Thl• ~-nleted injury
rt1111Ul td la her bed.as toe.eilly cw psl'tlally dlubled h•• late
..J.tnuaf')' ttlO to Jul)' t•, 1912. few th1a nH.n period. the
v•• Ullll'Y~le to perfoftll ct.. full 1eope of letter carrier vork.
Sh• was ssst~, a ;;any
t@ U.mtcd duty eeftaistl!ftt with her Tesctlctlona. Sw:b asetgftlllllllmta typleally
iranlnd tb.rn or fevr houre' work per dey.

ciey

====t.==•

.
McCcllom vaa autC111111Bt1ee11y ecmvert8d f"'111/i pert-tl1111e
flexible to full•tiBe Tafular c&ty c•1Tt•r on Moveaber 29,
1910. Shel tkuu ~ a lgtble to bid on full-c&aa r•a~l•r
vaeanelaa. She bid to~ sw:h 1 vaeaN:J 1 lulng e12 relief

l"eute. She vee 41venec.t chi• bid aeatgNlllll9nt 1a Dec:eabcu· 1980
notai1ithatnrdl."1 the f•c:t tUt IM vaa then p11,111ic:•ll y un-

•bl• cc perfona tlwl full acope of the aaai&l'llllllltnt.
&till dlsabled,

She was

·

Soaicr eevvn 1111Cmth• lateS'. :'.-n.111.... nt dlequ.U! _ea .
cm aeeounc of her phy11cal ln.obilicy

frDlll ch1a b1d 11a11n11111ent
to ~rfon111. the

p.arc:

wor&.

tte letteT of July 2%, 1911 read in

'"'ntta ta off 1cial ftOtif tcatlon Chat you •~• bein5 dla~uallflllld fTce your preaenc bld •••1gftlll1"!tnt
bec11wu1 of your phydeal lnabUUy co perfora the
full dutlea of cha poe1c1on to whleh 11si1n•d~ .
'"t'he po1Bf.t1cm of ta-rrte1' ffquire1111 that: en ee~S pcNnde
_and O'INll" • noc co exeeed 70 pound&, and co n.ve

ployoe be able to perfon1 heavy 11fttn1
full pteyolcel cap.city

fo~

ttanding, reeehln& and

walking.

"!xaatnettOft of your 1'1'118tdteal d:.. . .tMtftC111tlnn •••
certifiea that you only h.8¥8 llaited eapac1ty to

..

)
/

-2·

pet:fO'nl 1C1111111e OT all of the above cited po•tt&on

requil"1llll!liililata, cheraby neeaaeltactna th1• d1s~l1ff.catf.cm aeti.cm f'l'C'lllll your currnt bid •••lpi!MftC•
ca

"!ffeetiq July 25, Ull 11 you vUl M eattied
tlilla

rolls as an Ull'l&&&lal'Wld reaul•r ••• "

v•-

MGNBl~C theft declared MeCollom 1 1 bid 1set1flllllllll:nt
cant and poutmd it fol" bide. MALC ~tly 1rleved7 caaplmining tut Meeoltoa•e bJ.d aaatanMnt •1.s not veeanc as Iona ••
&he ie oa t!Yt l'Cllls of ehe Poatal leryice ln a i.w.o.P.
[lea•• wltbaut pay) or o~her approved leave etatue."

Hc:CollGl!t vae full7 reecwond froa her isajury f.a .July 1912 •

.Kanaalllllllftt wcsul.d Ntt aUow hllln: to retun to her previ.ou111
b!d e11at3ftlMM, Sv&.111 112 nUef l'INte •. That bld •••l&NllMlnt
had been Ulled b)' HHONI •l•• i" Aua•t 1981.

The
C1cm '6H:

c~1t1eal

provieion in

c~i•

c:aae 1• Art1cl• ll. Sec-

.)
Th1Ha words, cm tM11' face. Hee to •lr'ttlY to Hc:CutT ...-.

• ... r,
"'faall-cllillil Tegvllll1'11 who hed apper11ntly been phced on
··t4u1poTH') lt1nt chaty....... She h.!ld earU.en· been •w.ardad o

win

111

bid •••tsnaeat on S~iftl #12 relief rout•• When ahe recovered,
•h• ei~ht•to be 11 ret:ul"ftdlld to ••• (thle) foT'llllltt' duty a11elgn-

11ent."

The Poatel Servlco

·

reeo1ni~••

in it• brief that the

"'re&e1"v•t1Clft of chaC)' aa81gnsmeftt" tet fof'th in cttb provision.
if. appUcablc co '4eCOllM, would aupporc her 1rle\tenee. It
erguea, hovever, th.BC hrtlele 13, Section 4H le not applicable

here. It contcrnda ch.st McCollOlll received.a 11Mlted duty••olgnaent purev.ea~ co Ch&pce.r 540 · of tM £.pl 01•• ii Li'bOr Rel et ion& Manuel <ttM). le belleveo Artlele 13 pertalft• only
t o tt\ou cm light duty.
lU po111ltlon. aeeordlngly, h th.It
becauae ~eCoJia11 vae on 11•1tad frettwar Chen light> duty,
1hc ~an aaaert no rights under A~ticle ~, end aha waa not entitled to 11 r•Hervation of (hu·) duty eHl&NHnt.."

...
-3-

ThGT• are ••••~al difficulties with this ar1U111ent.
Artlele 13 1• 1111Ueh bro41der ctwn the Postal Service 1• willing co admit. lta purpo&ut, acc:ordin& to Section 11, h to
provide ••fuU•tillle l'Ctlvler ••• .-ployees who through Hlnes1
or injury are Ul!!Ulble to i>e~fonia tbair reaula~ly eaaigned
duc1ee" a •ans of "ne11•l.111D11nt to CflDt!IPOr•ry or perunent

U11u: duty or OCblll' aesllftlllllnCa." ?ho11e word& draw no dhUnction betvatm 1Djury on or off Uta job. '!My &leo J11JHU11k
noc j~e of "Ugbt ch.at)' .. buC of "ocher •••lf111111818ta" 1u1 well.•

Indeed. Seet1c:m
231 1pee1ft.ca1iy allOa18 8i11p oyees vho
0

auffered

1.ftJury on CM job" co

ni~et

othe~ asa1gt1111Nlnte.M•
OJ'llUtl neh 1111 fke@ll•

'IJ.1aht dutr OT

ha~•

nMuu1i11'1111111ent '-O

lhua Artlc1• 1> doe• •
""°
have 'ben tajured on
Ths1r11 are portions of Arc&cle 13 uttieh eapresely etate

cover 8:flllP

0

the

job.
th.at they do not apply to cn1P101••• t.njVred cm che job."
However, no sueb axeluaic:ma'l"Y la111ua1• la found in Section 4H.
It• "r11111torauou of duty •••lgft!llNtnt'' would ••• to apply to

injured eaployeea

r•a•rdl•••

of wtwre cha ifijury oc:euTTed.

Poetal Servtee'• eone~aet analyato would produce a
le vould ;rant thcr "re11u·vacton of duty u111~nt'' _co awone 1njureCf off the job but vould deny thia
r111111rvatlcm of duty aet1g8'1111eii!" co 11J01111111tcme iftjlared on the
jcb. le other UOl'da, cha eaplo1ee wlth the 1111aear equity
The

crua aftCllllWll)'.
11

would b9 protectad wtail• tbe ll'lllplDJ•• v1ch cne 1reacer eq~1ty
'1'hlllt could tw11·cUy Nlve tiie1111n wt\at cu part1e1 ln-

W"ould not.
tanded.

Chapter 540 eetal»Uehcra .. ,.. 0 1nJvry eaapePu!:f- --.. _
graa. •• I t r111fllr11 co ''nploy11ut1 injurad cm duty•• 11nd Toq ......
that cbey oe i>lac:ed cm .. U.e.tted duty" one• Chay N"• p.n-

e•

ctally ova~cCl!lllar9 their dtsab111cy. lut ch.ea• Chapter S40
riahta eanftOt reduce the eeope of ATtlc:le 13. 'there 18
nothlftl ln the Matleftal ~rae-.nc which would ~revent an e•ployee fr• tixevehlftl rJ.ghC&, U appl t.e11ble, un."'H both
Chapter 5lo0 and Article ll. It ia true that Cl\apter S40
spcru1ke only of "U1111ted csur::y" vhUcr Article 13 apealu of
l11he: ducy." l"8t, a6leent any 41ucpl•MC1cm of che functional

0

• Seetlon 211 •Ppllee only to nquHU for "p1u•J1Mnent"'. a11
appoeed co "euporary". Tau1111i11'U!!iCnt.

•• See. for exa•ple. Section 212 end Section 4C, both of
which aca~e: '"l'beaa procedures shell not apply to cases
blhere the employee• a Ndlcal conclitton ••·oae o:.:- :Jf en occupational !Uneae or injury."

)

..J.-

cU.fference betvcen c~., tet"lllla. 1 'bcU.eve this• h · 1 d1sc1nc·
t:ion without a cU.f.fe'C'en<:O· McColloe vet rtt•C1'1cted to thi-ee
or tour hour•• ..on per
vi.th no heavy 01" 11110derat~ lUt1111. Sha Vlllll' plainly cm " f.ght duty" ovett t~h .t.t may
N!vc bNfi c:aUGd "U.atced duty'' by Managg.-nt.

"r

For the•• reaaona, tt llOUld appeaY thee MeColloa wae ent1Cl•d co tlM f)1rotacticm of Arclcla 13, Sectlon 4M end ttuit

ehe therefore had a riJhC to '*raeun ••• co ••• [her) fof'N't duty
~ •Ml uaa deeh!Ted r11eovered in JW.y 1912.

aui5Nlilll'ftt0

The Postal Service restate c~!o COfteluaicm orl ocher
sroundm •• ue11. It relies ..... vilr on A~t1cle 41, Secclon

1c~

"1. The 111&Dlor' bldclel' ••t1ftl etw quaUUeatlor.
ataftdana ••UbU.ahed fur tui= poatcion shall t»

demllft.Stad tbe 'auccaaaful bidder.•

"2. Wtch1n can no> daye aftel' the elodnf dace
of the pouU.f\&• ~he bp1oycn· ahall poet a noc ee
lndlcetina Chet 1..acceaa!ul bidder •••
''J. The aueeeuful bidda1' llUlt be placed in
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In 1989 the Postal Service added a provision to the ELM, now Section 355.14,
which states:

The light duty provisions of the various collective bargaining
agreements between the U.S. Postal Service and the postal
unions do not guarantee any employee who is on a light duty
assignment any number of hours of work per day or per week.
The parties have agreed that the issue presented in this case is:

Did the Postal Service's 1989 addition to the Employment and
Labor Relations Manual, stating that employees on light duty are
not guaranteed any number of hours per day or per week, violate
Article 19?
The following provisions of the National Agreement are relevant to the arbitration
of this dispute:

ARTICLE 13
ASSIGNMENT OF ILL OR INJURED REGULAR WORK FORCE
EMPLOYEES
Section 13.1 Introduction
*

B

*

*

The U.S. Postal Service and the Union, recognizing their
responsibility to aid and assist deserving full-time regular or
part-time flexible employees who through illness or injury are
unable to perform their regularly assigned duties, agree to the
following provisions and conditions for reassignment to
temporary or permanent light duty or other assignments. It
will be the responsibility of each installation head to
implement the provisions of this Agreement within the
installation after local negotiations.
*

*

*

Section 13.2 Employee's Request for Reassignment
*

*

*
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Installation heads shall show the greatest consideration for
full-time regular or part-time flexible employees requiring light
duty or other assignments, giving each request careful
attention, and reassign such employees to the extent possible
in the employee's office ....

Section 13.3 Local Implementation
Due to varied size installations and conditions within installations,
the following important items having a direct bearing on these
reassignment procedures (establishment of light duty
assignments) should be determined by local negotiations.
A

Through local negotiations, each office will establish the
assignments that are to be considered light duty within the
office. These negotiations should explore ways and means to
make adjustments in normal assignments, to convert them to
light duty assignments without seriously affecting the
production of the assignment.

B

Light duty assignments may be established from part-time
hours, to consist of 8 hours or less in a service day and 40
hours or less in a service week. The establishment of such
assignment does not guarantee any hours to a part-time
flexible employee.

C

Number of Light Duty Assignments. The number of
assignments within the craft that may be reserved for
temporary or permanent light duty assignments, consistent
with good business practices, shall be determined by past
experience as to the number of reassignments that can be
expected during each year, and the method used in reserving
these assignments to insure that no assigned full-time regular
employee will be adversely affected, will be defined through
local negotiations. The light duty employee's tour hours, work
location and basic work week shall be those of the light duty
assignment and the needs of the service, whether or not the
same as for the employee's previous duty assignment.

Section 13.4 General Policy Procedures
A

Every effort shall be made to reassign the concerned
employee within the employee's present craft or occupational
group, even if such assignment reduces the number of hours
of work for the supplemental work force. After all efforts are
exhausted in this area, consideration will be given to
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reassignment to another craft or occupational group within the
same installation.
*

D

*

*

The reassignment of a full-time regular or part-time flexible
employee under the provisions of this Article to an agreedupon light duty temporary or permanent or other assignment
within the office, such as type of assignment, area of
assignment, hours of duty, etc., will be the decision of the
installation head who will be guided by the examining
physician's report, employee's ability to reach the place of
employment and ability to perform the duties involved.
*

*

*

ARTICLE 19
HANDBOOKS AND MANUALS
Section 19.1
Those parts of all handbooks, manuals and published regulations
of the Postal Service, that directly relate to wages, hours or
working conditions, as they apply to employees covered by this
Agreement, shall contain nothing that conflicts with this
Agreement, and shall be continued in effect except that the
Employer shall have the right to make changes that are not
inconsistent with this Agreement and that are fair, reasonable, and
equitable. This includes, but is not limited to, the Postal Service
Manual and the F-21 Timekeeper's Instructions
*

*

*

ARTICLE 30
LOCAL IMPLEMENTATION
*

*

*

Section 30.2 Items for Local Negotiations
There shall be a 30 consecutive day period of local
implementation ... on the 20 specific items enumerated below,
provided that no local memorandum of understanding may be
inconsistent with or vary the terms of this Agreement:
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*

*

M

The number of light duty assignments to be reserved for
temporary or permanent light duty assignment.

N

The method to be used in reserving light duty assignments so
that no regularly assigned member of the regular work force
will be adversely affected.

0

The identification of assignments that are to be considered
light duty.
*

*

*

Provisions relating to light duty assignments for employees unable to perform
their regularly assigned duties due to an off-duty injury or illness date back to 1963. The current
provisions in Article 13, quoted above, are substantively identical to provisions in the 1973
National Agreement between the Postal Service and the then Joint Bargaining Committee,
comprised of the NPMHU, the APWU and the NALC.

In a letter to the NPMHU -- received on May 2, 1989 -- transmitting the text of a
proposed addition to the ELM that (after minor revision) was promulgated as what is now
Section 355.14, the Postal Service noted:

The text ... includes a "no guarantee" provision. These changes
are made to reflect the meaning of Article 13 as interpreted by
arbitrator Mittenthal in his national award in Case H1 C-4E-C
35028.
The cited decision by Arbitrator Richard Mittenthal (Mittenthal Award) is dated June 12, 1987. It
involved a grievance arbitrated between the APWU and the Postal Service. At the start of that
decision, Arbitrator Mittenthal stated:

This grievance urges that full-time regulars on light duty
assignments, resulting from off-duty injury or illness, are entitled to
no less than eight hours' pay for each scheduled tour and forty
hours' pay for each scheduled week. The APWU insists that
Management violated these employees' rights when it sent them
home before the end of their scheduled tours and refused to pay
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them for the hours they did not work. Its claim rests on the "work
week" provisions of Article 8. The Postal Service insists that there
is no work (or pay) guarantee on light duty assignments, that the
"work week" for these employees was governed by Article 13
rather than Article 8, and that Management's actions did not
violate the National Agreement.
In his Discussion and Findings, Arbitrator Mittenthal rejected the APWU's position, stating:

The APWU maintains that Article 8 guarantees full-time regulars
eight hours' work a day and forty hours' work a week. It insists
this guarantee applies to all full-time regulars, regardless of
whether they are on their normal assignment or on a light duty
assignment. It believes that nothing in Article 13 detracts from the
scope of the Article 8 guarantee. It urges, accordingly, that
Management's action in sending these employees home on
various occasions before the end of their scheduled tour, before
they completed eight hours' work, was improper under the
National Agreement.
This argument fails because of the discretion granted
Management by Article 13 in dealing with employees on light duty
assignments, because of certain guarantee language found in
Article 8 itself, because of the apparent widespread practice
supporting the Postal Service's position, because of a Step 4
concession made by a responsible APWU official at the national
level, because of the NALC interpretation of the language in
question, and because of prior arbitration awards. All of these
factors join to support the Postal Service's view that the National
Agreement does not guarantee full-time regulars on light duty
assignments eight hours a day or forty hours a week.
Addressing the last sentence of Article 13.3.C, Arbitrator Mittenthal stated as follows:

These words reveal that the "tour hours" and "basic work week" of
a light duty employee are based not just on the original "light duty
assignment" but also on the "needs of the service." The "tour
hours" and "basic work week" are not always a constant. They
can be varied with the "needs of the service." .... The "needs" in
question relate to the operating requirements, the amount of work
available, and so on. Where there is no work for a light duty
employee, the "needs of the service" may well dictate sending the
employee home. This is the kind of variance contemplated by
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Section 3C. It follows that Section 3C, like 38, allows a departure
from the eight and forty "work week" set forth in Article 8.
At the initial hearing in the present case, the parties expressed differing views on the
correctness of, and the weight (if any), to be given to the Mittenthal Award, which the Postal
Service maintains supports its position in this case. In its post-hearing brief, the NPMHU
expresses its opinion that, on closer examination, the Mittenthal Award "does nothing to
advance the inquiry" in the present case, because it addressed and answered a different issue
than that presented by the Union here.

The Postal Service presented testimony from Joseph Berezo, its Manager of
Contract Administration for the Mail Handlers. He has been employed by the Postal Service in
various capacities for some thirty years. For twenty years prior to coming to headquarters in
2007, he served as a labor relations specialist in several Florida locations and at the southeast
area level. During that time, as a technical advisor, he, in effect, negotiated numerous LMOUs
establishing light duty assignments. Berezo testified that the LMOUs would identify the
assignments by tour, but this did not mean they were eight-hour assignments. The practice
during his thirty years of experience was that, when given their assignments, light duty
employees were told where and when to report and the work they were to perform. He stressed
that the available work used to construct light duty assignments varies on a daily basis. When
that work was completed, and there was no more for them to perform, they were sent home.
Berezo acknowledged he could not speak to the practice in other parts of the country. In his
current national position, however, he has not seen the issue of guaranteed hours for light duty
employees come up, except for cases in which the Union claimed a four-hour minimum
guarantee under Article 8.8.

UNION POSITION

The Union contends that the ELM revision at issue violates Article 19 of the
National Agreement because it is inconsistent with applicable provisions of the National
Agreement. The Union rejects what it sees as the Postal Service's "absolutist" position that
under no circumstances do the light duty provisions of Article 13 guarantee any employee on a
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light duty assignment any set number of hours of work. The Union disputes the Postal Service's
position that a Local Memorandum of Understanding (LMOU) that purports to guarantee an
employee on a light duty assignment a set number of hours of work is inconsistent with Article
13 and, therefore, unenforceable pursuant to Article 30.2.

The Union maintains that, under Article 13's plain language, the issue of whether
an employee on a light duty assignment is guaranteed a set number of hours of work is
governed by the light duty provisions of the particular LMOU in effect in each postal installation,
taking into account, as appropriate, any established past practices at the local level that may
inform the proper interpretation of those provisions. The Union insists that LMOU provisions
which have been interpreted and/or implemented to guarantee certain employees on certain
light duty assignments a set number of hours of work are entirely consistent with Article 13, and,
thus, fully enforceable in accordance with their terms.

The Union asserts Article 13.3 plainly avoids setting of any kind of uniform,
national standard with regard to the establishment of light duty assignments. Subsections A to
C of Article 13.3 identify certain considerations that local negotiators are to take into account in
establishing light duty assignments, and also set certain parameters (however broad) within
which the local negotiators are free to act. It is clear from Article 13.3.B that one of the matters
that local negotiators are expected to consider and provide for in establishing light duty
assignments is the number of hours that those assignments will entail. Moreover, when local
negotiators establish one or more light duty assignments for full-time or part-time regular
employees that do consist of a set number of hours -- be it eight hours a day or less -- those
employees are guaranteed that set number of hours on their assignments and may not under
any scenario be sent home without pay before working that set number of hours. The Union
further argues that this is the clear and undeniable import of the language of Article 13.3.B
stating that the establishment of a light duty assignment that "consist(s) of" eight hours or less
"does not guarantee any hours to a part-time flexible employee." The Postal Service's
absolutist position, in the Union's view, flies in the face of this Article 13.3.B language and
should be rejected on that basis alone.
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The Union asserts that, given the language of Article 13.3.B and the fundamental
principle embodied in Article 13.3 that the establishment of light duty assignments is a matter
that should be determined by local negotiations, the only proper reading of Article 13.3.C -which states that the light duty employee's "tour hours, work location and basic work week shall
be those of the light duty assignment and the needs of the service" -- is the following: to the
extent that an LMOU provides for a certain number of light duty assignments with set
parameters, such as tour hours and work location, those contractually-provided for assignments
are controlling and local management is not free to unilaterally deviate from those set
parameters, but when the applicable LMOU leaves some or all of the parameters open, local
management is free unilaterally to establish those parameters in accordance with "the needs of
the service."

Similarly, the Union maintains, Article 13.4.D properly is read, consistent with
13.3.C, as a grant of residual authority to local management to make light duty assignments
appropriate to the circumstances pertaining in a postal facility within the parameters left open by
the "agreed-upon" light duty provisions of the applicable LMOU.

The Union adds that the plain language of Article 13 which is dispositive in this
case is confirmed by statements in the nature of admissions included in LMOU-Negotiation
training materials prepared by Postal Service headquarters which the Union presented as
exhibits in this arbitration. One set of training materials, from 1994, includes a stern warning to
local Postal Service negotiators to be "Careful!" not to "Negotiate language which would require
management to provide eight hours work to a full-time employee on light duty." The other set of
training materials, which the Union obtained a copy of in 2002, includes a statement that local
Postal Service negotiators "may" bargain light duty assignments that consist of less than eight
hours of work, which clearly reflects a reciprocal understanding on the Postal Service's part that
local management negotiators also "may" bargain light duty assignments that consist of a
guaranteed eight hours of work. These materials likewise contain a statement that Postal
Service negotiators should strive to avoid bargaining LMOU language that could be read as
establishing "an implied guarantee."
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The Union rejects the Postal Service's reliance on the 1987 Mittenthal Award, to
which the NPMHU was not a party. The Union stresses that, unlike the APWU in that case, the
NPMHU has not taken the "absolutist" position that the National Agreement provides a "broad,
all-encompassing guarantee" under which "all full-time regulars ... on a light duty assignment" are
guaranteed eight hours of work per day. The Union insists there is nothing in the Mittenthal
Award that addresses the merits of -- much less supports -- the "absolutist" position taken by
the Postal Service in this case.

Moreover, the Union insists, the Postal Service's reliance on the reference in the
Mittenthal Award to the "apparent widespread practice" of the Postal Service sending full-time
regular employees on light duty assignments home before the end of their scheduled tours
because of a lack of work also is entirely misplaced. First, the Mittenthal Award actually
identifies only five cities in which such a practice apparently had happened as of the 1987 date
of that award, and there is nothing in the current record to indicate whether and, if so, to what
extent, this "apparent widespread practice" has been adhered to "throughout the country" from
that 1987 date forward. More importantly, given that the issue of whether an employee on a
light duty assignment is guaranteed a set number of hours of work is governed by the provisions
of the LMOU in effect at an individual installation, any inquiry into how "widespread" such a
practice is would serve no useful purpose and be beyond the scope of this national arbitration.
The only potentially relevant past practices inquiry would be an inquiry into the past practices of
the local parties to that particular LMOU, which is not an issue to be resolved in national
arbitration.

EMPLOYER POSITION

The Postal Service contends that ELM 355.14 is consistent with the National
Agreement because the plain language of the National Agreement provides no guaranteed
hours or pay to employees on light duty. When an employee is injured off-duty, the employee
may request light duty work under Article 13. Article 13 does not require the Postal Service to
grant such a request. Article 13.2.C states: "Installation heads shall show the greatest
consideration for full-time regular or part-time flexible employees requiring light duty or other
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assignments .... " Even if an employee's request is granted, that employee is not guaranteed
work hours, as is made clear in various provisions of Article 13. First, as set forth in Article
13.3.C, the basic work week for light duty employees is subject to "the light duty assignment and
the needs of the service." In his 1987 award, Arbitrator Mittenthal determined that the "tour
hours" of a light duty employee are based not just on the original "light duty assignment," but
also on "the needs of the service." As he further observed, "Where there is no work for a light
duty employee, the 'needs of the service' may well dictate sending the employee home." 1
Second, Article 13.3.B plainly states that light duty assignments may be less than eight hours
per day or forty hours per week. Third, Article 13.4.D provides that the "hours of duty" for light
duty employees "will be the decision of the installation head." When reading Article 13.4.D in
conjunction with Article 13.3.C, it is clear that "the needs of the service," including the hours of
work available, are determined by the installation head. In these multiple ways Article 13
provides contractual exceptions to Article 8's "guarantees" with respect to work hours.

The Postal Service further argues that the parties have an established past
practice of sending light duty employees home without pay when no work is available. This
practice predates -- and is consistent with -- the ELM provision at issue here. As Postal Service
witness Berezo testified, "When you don't have work, you send [employees on light duty] home.
That's the way we've done it for thirty years." The Union offered no testimony to the contrary.
The Postal Service stresses the Union knew about this practice, but for decades did not raise
any dispute concerning a guarantee prior to the filing of this grievance. The Union's own
understanding is evident in the arguments it raised -- and, more importantly, did not raise -- at
regional arbitrations prior to (and contemporaneous with) the protested ELM change. Without
exception, the Union did not argue that light duty employees were guaranteed any hours.
Instead, the Union only argued that the Postal Service failed to make every effort to find more

1

The Postal Service acknowledges that the Mail Handlers were not a party to the Mittenthal
Award, but stresses that the parties, in crafting their positions, often have relied on national
arbitration awards involving other postal unions. Both parties recognize that national arbitration
awards involving other postal unions can be an excellent guide for interpreting common
contractual language. This is reflected in these parties' Contract Interpretation Manual (CIM), in
which some 62 national arbitration awards involving other postal unions are cited as authority.
(The Union stresses that those awards were cited by agreement of the NPMHU and the Postal
Service.)
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work for light duty employees -- meaning the Postal Service should have searched for more
work before sending the employee home. Thorough research by the Postal Service uncovered
no Mail Handler grievance alleging the Postal Service violated any purported guarantee for light
duty hours prior to 1989. The Union thereby acquiesced in the Postal Service's practice of
sending light duty employees home when work was not available. The Postal Service also
notes that it has maintained this same practice not only with the Mail Handlers, but also with its
other unions.

The Postal Service stresses that both the NALC and the APWU, former
bargaining partners with the Mail Handlers, agree that the National Agreement contains no light
duty guarantee and that the ELM language is consistent with the National Agreement. Despite
the same contractual language, common interests, and shared past practice with those unions,
the NPMHU is the only union that still disputes this ELM provision or claims that a guarantee to
light duty exists.

The Postal Service also insists that the ELM language in dispute is fair,
reasonable, and equitable under Article 19. The Union has not presented any argument to the
contrary. The ELM provision is reasonable because it only echoes what the National
Agreement already provides and reflects the parties' past practice -- employees on light duty do
not have guaranteed hours. The ELM provision also maintains a fair and equitable practice
among the affected unions. If the ELM language is rejected, the Mail Handlers would secure a
perceived protection its partners at the bargaining table already have acknowledged does not
exist, without any additional negotiation. Moreover, should a guarantee be found to exist it
could reasonably be expected that Mail Handlers would potentially lose -- not gain -- work
hours. An installation head might be more likely to reject a Mail Handler's light duty request if a
guarantee was attached, because sufficient work might not be available.

The Postal Service stresses that the Union's interpretation of the relevant
provisions of the National Agreement fails to acknowledge the effect "the needs of the service"
has on the employee's work week and tour hours. Even if an employee receives a light duty
assignment that provides a set number of hours at a local installation, those hours still are
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subject to "the needs of the service," as Arbitrator Mittenthal already concluded. The Postal
Service asserts that the Union's reliance on management LMOU-Negotiation guidelines -whose authenticity the Postal Service disputes -- is simply misplaced. Those "instructions"
actually are consistent with the Postal Service's understanding that light duty guarantees are not
provided in the National Agreement. If the Postal Service instructs its local managers not to
guarantee any hours to light duty employees during local negotiations, this only shows that the
Postal Service does not understand such a guarantee exists in the National Agreement.

FINDINGS

As the Postal Service stresses, employees are not guaranteed light duty
assignments if they are unable to perform their regular job due to an off-duty injury or illness.
But management is required to make every effort to seek work for such employees, and Article
13.3 provides for the establishment of light duty assignments through local negotiations.

It appears that often established light duty assignments given to full-time regular
employees basically entail having the employee report to a designated work area on a particular
tour -- much like a regular full-time duty assignment -- with the expectation that the employee (if
physically capable) generally will be gainfully employed performing light duty work for a full
eight-hour shift and 40-hour work week. 2 The present dispute at its core is about the Postal
Service's ability to send a light duty employee home before the end of an eight-hour tour (or to
work the employee for less than five service days) due to lack of work.

At the time this Article 19 dispute was appealed to arbitration by the Union in
1989, there was no requirement that the parties provide each other with a statement of their
respective positions. There is no evidence that the Union set forth the basis for its objection to
the provision now in ELM 355.14 prior to this arbitration proceeding which commenced over a
decade later in March 2011. At the initial March 2011 hearing, the Union argued that, under
2

For example, the 2009 LMOU for the Cincinnati Bulk Mail Center (Union Exhibit 12) provides
for a minimum of three "light duty assignment areas, per tour" and states that employees on
light duty "will be moved to any of the light duty areas [identified as: Rewrappings, Loose Mail
and Culled Debris belts] in an effort to achieve eight (8) hours of work."
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Article 8, just as the Postal Service could not send a non-light duty regular full-time employee
home for lack of work (without pay) before completion of an eight-hour shift, the Postal Service
could not send a light duty employee home. To permit that, the Union also argued, would
effectively eradicate LMOUs establishing light duty assignments pursuant to Article 13. At the
second day of hearing in October 2012, the Union's position had evolved to the extent it no
longer based its position in this case on Article 8. Its position then and in its post-hearing brief,
as I understand it, is that Article 13 authorizes local parties to enter into LMOUs that as
interpreted or implemented guarantee certain hours of work in a day and in a week. 3 Therefore,
the Union argues, ELM 355.14 is inconsistent with the National Agreement and, hence, Article
19, because it negates any such guarantees.

In the 1987 Mittenthal Award, the APWU argued that Article 8 guarantees all fulltime regular employees eight hours of work per day and forty hours per week even if they are on
light duty assignments. Arbitrator Mittenthal rejected that position for a number of reasons, but
most important was his determination that Article 13, not Article 8, controlled the hours of work
for employees on light duty assignments, and that Article 13 did not provide the guarantee the
APWU claimed. In doing so, Arbitrator Mittenthal carefully and, in my view, persuasively
analyzed the provisions of Article 13, and -- key for present purposes -- concluded that Article
13.3.C provides that the "tour hours" and "basic work week" of a light duty employee are based
not just on the original "light duty assignment," but also on "the needs of the service." He went
on to state:

The "needs" in question relate to the operating requirements, the
amount of work available, and so on. Where there is no work for a
light duty employee, the "needs of the service" may well dictate
sending the employee home. This is the kind of variance
contemplated by Section 3C.
The terms of Article 13, which have remained essentially unchanged since at
least 1973, may not all be as precise and harmonious as might be desired. The Union also
insists that the evidence in this record and that cited in the Mittenthal Award is not sufficiently
3

It seems that the Union may go so far as to contend that if the LMOU sets the number of hours
included in a particular light duty assignment that in itself constitutes a guarantee.
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widespread as to establish the existence of a nation-wide past practice under which the parties
have recognized that, consistent with Article 13, an employee on light duty may be sent home
for lack of work. But there is no significant evidence to the contrary. What appear to be Postal
Service training materials, put into the record by the Union, at most reflect cautionary advice to
managers negotiating LMOUs not to agree to language that expresses or might imply a
guarantee of hours of work -- which seems sensible whether or not a claim of such a guarantee
ultimately could prevail in light of the controlling terms of Article 13. More telling is the point
made by the Postal Service that in researching light duty assignment grievances processed by
the Union in regional arbitration prior to and contemporaneous with the filing of the present
national level grievance in 1989, it discovered none where the Union protested employees being
sent home as violating a guarantee. Instead, the disputes were over the Postal Service's failure
to make every effort to find more work for the employee, consistent with Articles 13.2.C and
13.4.A. 4

In any event, ultimately it is the language of Article 13 that controls. ELM 355.14
provides:
The light duty provisions of the various collective bargaining
agreements between the U.S. Postal Service and the postal
unions do not guarantee any employee who is on a light duty
assignment any number of hours of work per day or per week.
The Union does not claim that Article 13, as such, guarantees an employee on a light duty
assignment a certain number of hours of work per day or per week. Rather, as I understand its
position, it argues that Article 13 allows for, or does not prohibit, local parties' agreeing to
provide such a guarantee in an LMOU, and if an LMOU does provide such a guarantee, it is
enforceable. I am in agreement with the Mittenthal Award's reading of the language in Article
13, and conclude that Article 13.3.C, in particular, does not allow for local parties to establish

4

I suppose it may be possible that all of those cases arose at facilities where the Union would
concede the LMOU provided no type of guarantee, and that where there were LMOUs that the
Union would consider as providing a guarantee no employee ever protested being sent home
due to lack of work. But that seems unlikely.
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light duty assignments that guarantee an employee a set number of hours per day or per week
without regard to "the needs of the service." 5 Article 13.3.C states:

The light duty employee's tour hours, work location and basic work
week shall be those of the light duty assignment and the needs of
the service whether or not the same as for the employee's
previous duty assignment.
(Emphasis added.)

Under this provision, "the needs of the service" not only are relevant in establishing the "light
duty assignment" through local negotiations at the beginning of the contract period, but also in
terms of the actual hours, work location and work week an employee is assigned while
performing that assignment. That includes, as Arbitrator Mittethal found in applying identical
language in the USPS-APWU National Agreement, the right of the Postal Service to send the
employee home when there is no work for him or her to perform on the light duty assignment,
subject, of course, to management's obligation under Article 13.2.C and 13.4.A to make every
effort to find work for the employee.

Accordingly, I find that the provision now found in ELM 355.14 is not inconsistent
with the National Agreement. The Union has not otherwise contended that it is not fair,
reasonable, and equitable for purposes of Article 19.

5

Like Arbitrator Mittenthal, I am not persuaded that the provision in Article 13.3.B stating that
"the establishment" of a light duty assignment consisting of "8 hours or less in a service day and
40 hours or less in a service week" "does not guarantee any hours" to a PTF warrants a finding,
contrary to other provisions of Article 13.3, that such a guarantee exists for a full-time regular
employee.
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AWARD

The Union's appeal is denied.

Shyam Das, Arbitrator

ASSIGNMENT OF ILL OR INJURED EMPLOYEES

BACKGROUND
In almost any endeavor illness and injury occur on the
Job.

The current agreement concains several paragraphs

indicating how such employees will be administered.
Paricula~ly

the Article is applicable to those who have filed

claims under t:he Federal Employees Compensation Act:.
UNION POSITION
The Union proposes addicions to the current language

to safeguard employees who have filed claims of harassment.
The proposals include limitations on the time an employee who
has sustained on the job injury may be required to 4eporc for a

limited duty assignmenc.

prohibitions againsc supervisors

)

sta_ting that filing claims may harm employee's careers,
prohihicions from requiring employees who are on prolonged
disability from daily contact with USPS, and providing Union
notice of employees,

who are called to accident board review

meecings or other related rneecings where more than one

supervisor or safety officer is present.

Some employees who

have been injured or ill are not able to perform their
regul~rly

Such personnel are assigned to

gcheduled jobs.

limited duty tasks.

They have also been required to attend

safecy training classes.

Sometimes these safety training

sessions have been as much
conducted

a~

a~

eight hours in length, have been

places distant from normal work locacions, ha.ve

_)
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·~
.

)

,

been conducted at irregular hours and somecimes involve nothing
*more than answering a telephone.

Of ten they are nothing more

than harassment techniques co discourage the filing of claims.

There have also been times when supervisors have atated to

employees that the filing of claims may ace co the employee's
disadvantage when promotions are in order.

It also makes

little sense for the employee to be required to contact the
USPS on a daily basis when documentation has been presenced
that the employee will be absent for a period of time.

Too,

employees have been summoned for appearance before review

boards with little or no notice in advance.

Union requests for

representation at these appearances have been uniformly
denied.

The Union's proposed language in this regard will do

much to alleviate these harassing situations.
POSTAL SERVICE POSITION

Two sencertces in the Union proposal do nothing more
chan stace thac the parties are subject to the Federal
Employees Compensation

Ac~.

The proposal also restricts the

USPS in fulfilling its obligations under the Act.
presentation,

In its

the Union offered no evidence why its proposal

should be granted.

The Union even admitted chac there had been

no grievances filed to justify the proposed language.

It is

ironic that the language proposed allows Mailhandlers, who are
on limited duty,

to perform the work of other crafts, but does

not allow other crafts on lim,j.ted duty to perform Mailhandler
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The Union proposal

work.

~ould

also freeze part of the ELM

that implement$ Department of Labor regulations.

This is

foolish in that if the Department of Labor Regulations change,
then language frozen would be in conflict with those

regulations.

There has been no evidence chat any supervisor

threatened any employee for filing a claim.
conduct would be in violation of law.

Furthermore,

such

The Postal service does

not make it a practice to require employees who are on long

term absences to make daily

cont~ct

with the Se:rvice.

are times when such contact may be justified.

There

There was no

evidence presented to indicate that the Postal Service has
abused employees in this regard.

The proposal that employees

always be given 24 hour notice before being called to meetings
to review or discuss accidents is not acceptable in that this
may

no~

always be possible.

Many times accident forms

filled out within less than 24 hours after an accident..

mus~

be

Too,

i t is not always possible to delay the reporting or discussion

of accidents until a union represent:at:ive is available.

ataced,

Simply

the Union presented no justification for the adopcion

of cheir proposals and have not indicated a single instance of
Poscal

Serv~ce

abuse of the matter.

CONCI.USIONS
Contract language which would do nothing more than
state scacutory
useful purpose.

requirement~

would be

redundan~

and serve no

Employees certainly are, at times, not able to
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perform their normal duties,
If, in such cases,

yet are receiving compensation.

the affected employee is able to perform

some useful function, he should be required to do so, even if
the task is doing nothing more than answering a telephone. By
him answering a telephone,

it frees another employee to do more

strenuous tasks and increases the business of the employer - to

provide service to the public.

Injured employees sometimes are

in that category as a resulc of carelessness. inattention, or
lack of knowledge of the hazards of the job.
advantage of the employee.
employees to receive safety

It is to t.he

the Union and the Postal Service for
~raining.

The Union complains thac

sometimes this training ·is nothing more than viewing films.
There is nothing wrong with using films in training.

The use

of audio-visual aids in education and training has long been
:recognized.

Seeing a matter often leads to

grea~er

understanding than if lectures are used instead.

Even

Confuciu5: stated that: "a pict:ure is worth 10, 000 word9. ''
Certainly, Union representation might often be appropriate.
Ample notice should also be given employees to appear before
accident review boards or other meetings for discussion of

accideni:s.

lt is also realized that ac any one location the

number of employees required to observe training for safety
matters may be insufficient to justify the conduct of
at that location.

Subsequently,

~raining

employees from several

locations could be brought together for safety training at a
central location.

No evidence other than innuendo was

)
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presented to show

tha~

Based on the above,

---

there has been abuse in thi$ regard.

the Panel AWARDS that a new Subsection G

to Article XIII be added.

Subsection G would read,

"Employees

will be given at least 24 hours notice before appearance is
required before an Accident Review Board.

Union representation

will be permitced at all discussions of accidents upon request
of the employee and provided that the acquiring of such

repreaent.ation does not delay the scheduled discussion."

.)
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John F. Hegarty, Natioh~l.Presid.ent
·National Postal Mafl Handlers Union
1101 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Suite 500
Washin9ton, DC 20036-4304
·Re: COOM-1C-C05179842
Moore, Aldonette
Phlladelphia PA 19116~9751
COOM-1 C-C06002195
Class Action
Philadelphia PA 19116-9751
KOOM-1K-C05016441
Class Action
Richmond vA. 23232-9997
Dear John:

I recently met with your representative, T.J. Branch, _to discuss the above captioned cases at the
.fourth step Of our contractual grievance procedure.
.

:

.

'

The issue(s) in th·ese grievances are whether a light/limited duty empldy~e can be assigned to a
residli~i vacancy that they cannof physically perform.
.

.

After tun discu·ssion of this issue. we mutually agreed that no national .interpretive issue is fairly
·presented in this case, ·The parties agre'e that an unassigned employee cannot be assigned to a
residual va·cancy unless the employee is able to perform the core functions of the position, with or
without reasonable accof'nin9dation.
.
Accordingly, w~ ·agree to remand these grievances
arbitration. if nec~ssary. :

to Step 3 for further processing and/or regional
·

Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of agreement to
remand these cases to Step 3 ofthe grievar.ice procedure.
Time limits at this level were extended by mutual consent
Sincerely,

•Allen Mohl
.Labor Relations Specialist
Contract Admini~tration (NPMHlJ} and WEI ·
Date: _

___,;,_1_.l_-._1_6_-_l_I_ _ __

475 .l:ENF..wr PLAZA SW
WASHINGTON DC 20260-4100
WWW.USPS.C<lM

John EHega I
National President
National Postal Mail H.andlers Union, AFL-CIO
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UNITEDSTIJTES
POSTIJL SERVICE

Mr. John F. Hegarty
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union,
1101 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20036-4304
Re:

QOOM-6Q-C 05099748
Q06M-6Q-C 11100872
CLASS
Washington, DC 20260-4100

I recently met with T.J. Branch to discuss the above-captioned grievances which are currently
scheduled for national arbitration.
The issue in the above referenced grievances is whether certain revisions of Employee and Labor
Relations Manual (ELM) Section 515, concerning the Family and Medical Leave, and Section 865,
Retum to Duty after Medical Absences are fair, reasonable and equitable.
After full discussion of this issue, we agree the Contract Interpretation Manual will be updated to
clarify current ELM 515 language.
The current ELM 865 language does not negate management's obligation under the MOU: Return
to Duty when returning an employee to duty after an absence for medical reasons.
The reasonableness of the Service in delaying an employee's return beyond his/her next scheduled
tour of duty or the date stated in the medical documentation shall be a proper subject for the
grievance procedure on a case-by-case basis.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of agreement to
resolve these cases thereby removing them from the national arbitration list.
Time limits at this level were extended by mutual consent.

Allen Mohl
Manager,
Contract Administration (NPMHU)
And Employee Workplace Programs

475 l.:ENFANT PLAZA SW
WASHINGTON

DC 20260-4101

WWW.USPS.COM

National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union
Date:

:J- _,.I 0 - Jt.{
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Mt_ Vincent R-Sombrotto
?resident
Natior1al Association of Letter Caniers, AFL-CIO
100 Indiana Avenue NW
Washlngtc.n OC 20001-2197

RE:

G90N-4G..C 95026885

Kunrzewski, T.
G9liN-4G-C 95028886
Starrett. D.

G90N-4G-C 95028887
Nfewdaeh, 0.

Uttle Rock, AR 72231-9511
Dear Mr. Sombrotto:
On January 10, 1997, I met with your representative to dl.scuu the above-captioned
grievances at the fourth step of our contraetuaf grievance prcc:adur&.

The Issue in theM cases l& whether management violated ELM Section 546.14 in
moving the grievants• limited duty ·assignments.
During 1his discusslon. we mutually agreed that no national interpretive iasue was fairly
presented. Acc:ordingly, we agreed that the provisfons of E1.M 548.14 are enforceable
through the provisions of the gtievaneelarbltration process. Whether an actual vfofatJon
occurred is fad 'based and 1uitab1e for ragular arbitration if unresolved.
Please sign and retum 1he endosed copy of this decision as
agreement to remand these cases.

your a<:knowiedgment ot

STnceraly,

Labor Relation

ncentR.
if·~~~a~~
so

Paul A. Lyons

pecialist

Grievance and Arbilration

AssociaUon of Letter Carriws,

AFL-CIO

Date

.)
.t.75 L"£Hr...,. Pu.z.. SW

W-TCAI DC 20281)..&'00
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814

Safety, Health, and Environment

814
814.1

e.

Coordinating with supervisors and the district on Human Resources
Management issues.

f.

Completing training for their duties using Postal Service-approved
courses. At a minimum, all FSCs must complete the online FSC training
course (see http://nced.usps.gov/safety/course.htm).

Employee Rights and Responsibilities
Rights
Employees have the right to:
a.

Become actively involved in the Postal Service's safety and health
program and be provided a safe and healthful work environment.

b.

Report unsafe and unhealthful working conditions using PS Form 1767,
Report of Hazard, Unsafe Condition, or Practice.

c.

Consult with management through appropriate employee
representatives on safety and health matters such as program
effectiveness.

d.

Participate in inspection activities where permissible.

e.

814.2

Participate in the safety and health program without fear of:
(1)

Restraint,

(2)

Interference,

(3)

Coercion,

(4)

Discrimination, or

(5)

Reprisal.

Responsibilities
All employees are responsible for:

740

a.

Complying with all OSHA and Postal Service safety and health
regulations, procedures, and practices, including the use of approved
personal protective equipment.

b.

Keeping the work area in a safe and healthful condition through good
housekeeping and proper maintenance of property and equipment.

c.

Reporting recognized safety hazards and unsafe working conditions
immediately.

d.

Performing all duties in a safe manner.

e.

Keeping physically and mentally fit to meet the requirements of the job.

f.

Reporting to their supervisors immediately any accident or injury in
which they are involved, regardless of the extent of injury or damage.

g.

Driving defensively and professionally, extending courtesy in all
situations, and obeying all state, local, and Postal Service regulations
when driving a vehicle owned, leased, or contracted by the Postal
Service.
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Mr. Vincent Sombrotto
President
National Association of Letter
Carriers, AFL-CIO
100 Indiana Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20001-2197

Re:

D94N-4D-C 97027016
CLASS ACTION

CHAPEL HtlL, NC 27514-9998

D94N-4D-C 97027015
CLASS ACTION
ROCKY MOUNT, NC 27801-9998

D94N-4D-C 97027011
CLASS ACTION
GREENSBORO, NC 27420-9998

D94N-40-C 97027003
CLASS ACTION
ROCKY MOUNT, NC .27801-9998

Dear Mr. Sombrotto:
On May 7, 1997, J met with your representative to discuss the above-captioned
grievances at the fourth step of our grievance-arbitration procedure.

The issue in these listed grievances involves discipline issued to carriers based on
various safety infractions. Is local management in violation of the National Agreement
when it issued a local safety policy and subsequent stand-up talks?
The parties agreed ·that no national interpretive issue is fairty presented in these cases.
The parties agree that management has \he right to articulate guidelines to its
employees regarding their responsibility concerning issues relating to safety. However,
the parties also mutually agree tnat local accident policies, guidelines, or procedures
may not be inconsistent or in conflict with the National Agreement. Discipline imposed
for cited safety rule violations must meet the "just cause" provisions of Article 16 of the
National Agreement. Further, administrative action with respect to safety violations
must be consistent with Articles 14 and 29.
Accordingly, the parties agreed to remand these cases to Step 3 for application of the
above understanding and further processing, including arbitration, if necessary.
Please sign the attached copy of this decision as your acknowledgment of agreement

to remand these cases .

)

.

475 l'E•"'M PLAZA SW
QC 20260-4100

W.>.sH..GTO!t

Mr. Vincent R. Sombrotto
Re: D94N-40-C 97027016, et al
Page2

Time limits were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely,

Nora A. Becker
Grievance and Arbitration
Labor Relations

ncentR. Som
resident
ational Association of Letter
Carriers, AFL-CIO
Date:
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UNlTEO STATES POSTAL se"RVICE
475 L'Entant Plaza. SW
Waahin;IOn. CC 2C26Q

DEC 6 1982
Mr. Balline Overby
Assistant Secretary-Treasurer
National Association of Letter
Carriers, AFL-CIO
100 Indiana Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001
Dear Mr. Overby:
·On November 24, 1982, you met. with Frank Dyer in
pre-arbitration discussion of B8N-4J-C 33933. Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. The issue in this case is whether management
violated the National Agreement by reassi9nin9 the employee
to another craft due to his inability to work safely.
It was mutually aqreed to full settlement of this case as
follows: ·
·

1.

The Postal Service may disc::ass with an
employee his/her safetf record.

2.

An

employee may volunteer for reassignment
to another craft. However, the Postal
Service may not unilaterally make such a
reassit;nment.

Please sign the enclosed copy of this letter acknowledging
your agreement with this settlement, withdrawing
BSN-4J-C 33933 from the pending national. arbitration
listing.
Sincerely,

Wi~am4.~r.

Director
Off ice of Grievance and
Arbitration
Labor Relations Department

.)
../

Enclosures

BaJ.l.ine Overby
'\
Assistant SecretaryTreasurer:
National Association of
Letter Carriers, AFL-CIO

POSTAi.. BU!..!.ETIN

Page 8, 5-4-89, 21723

POSTJ

field
Many forcig1; countries now use numeric postal
codes that are similar or, in some cas<.:s, identical to
our USPS ZIP Codes. The improper placement of
these flH·eign postal codes causes sorting problems
and missen! mail. These errors occur bccau~e mailers position the foreign postal code afrer lhe cmmtry name. When mailers place the foreign postal
code on the bottom right portion of an address, it is
easy for U.S. letter-sorting machine clerks, disuibuting letters al the rate of one a ~econd, to dispatch
the letter to the U.S. ciw.
To ensure proper S(;rtation and delivery, postal
employees should advise mailers of the correct address f(mnat for international mail. The foreign address format should
only the name of the
country, typed or printed
capital letters in English, as rhc last line in the adcln:ss block area. Because abbn:viations can
rnissorts, spell
out the country name.
example, does Aus.
stand for Austrnfo1 or 1\mtria? Place
postal
codes on the line ahmw 1be coumry or destination.
preferably before the name oft he city and state.
Proper addressing formals for international mail
follow:
Line l: Name of addressee
Line 2: Street and uumber including apanmenl
ntnnber, iLmy, or po:>l office box number
Line 3: Postal code. name of city, staie, or province
Line 4: Country of dc:aination in c;1pital letters in
English
Examples:
Jaime Lopez
8th Straco #f 69
·±6800 Pucno Vallarta, Jalisco
MEXICO
Jacques Moliere
Rue de Champaign
06570 St. Paul
FRANCE
Mr. Sean Hashenii
71 Parker Avenue
London \ViP GHQ
ENGLAND

--Rates and Clrusi/im.tion Dej1t.. 5-·!-89.
(,'{arifirntion

Express Mail Military Service
Tile article, Exnrcss ;',Jail Militarv Service, in
POSTAL BULLETIN '21
·4-27-89 (lJage l ~i), included six exhibits uf Label 11-B, Express r..fail
Next Day Service, Post Office ro Addressee (pages
14-15). To clarify how window clerks should use
this label, Exhibits 1-G again appear on pages 1-l.
and 15. with instructions about which boxes to
check.
-Deiir1er-;·, Distribution.
and Tn111sjmrtation Def,1! .. 5-·l-89:

Effective Accounting Period 09, Fiscal Year
1989, field generated producls will be assigned
unique AlC codes 10 recm·d expcndirnres and n;.
ccipts.
Field generaled products include items pro-·
duced for a local markcl that generally fill a loc.al.
market need. Examples of such items include prod·
ucts developed locally for first-day-of-issue
monies (when approved by the OHice of Srnmps
and Philatelic Marketing) and products beating
copyrighted Postal Service artwork (stamp designs)
for sale in connection with local or regional prornouons.
Local offices must take all opportunities and
make every effort to sell nalionallv authorized retail
produc•s ~ml national philatelit: products before
venturing into the den:lopmenl and promotion (J['
local products. Field generated products dcvd·
oped and sold iocallv should be manufactured in
the United States and purchased from an authorized licensee oflhc Postal Service.

The expenditures for all field generated prod-.··
ucts will he made al the division and managtmenl
sectional center. The accounting entries are to AfC
·19-L Field Generated Product Costs, or General
Ledger Accoum 5'.N,18 for invoices paid at the San
Mateo Postal Data Center. These purchases will be
offaeL as a revenue reduction to Field Generated
Product Saies to leave a ncl revenue earned in.
PSFR Line Number 03, Other Operating Revenue.
Offices should record revenues from all field generated product sales in AIC 098.
Ofiices should not confosc these items with
isting AlCs for retail products (AIC 0~13, !-.failing
Related Products and Mail Preparation Items) or
national philatelic producls (AI(: 092, Commcmo·
rativc, Definitive, and Topical f..·fint scls and 01hcr
Items Produced and Distributed by Headquancrs)~ ·
-Philatelic and Retail S1:ruias Dt1>1.,
Dl!'}Jarlmml of tfu· Controllr.r, 5-·!-89."

Safety Rule Violations
vVhen sak:v rule violations occur, managers aml
Sttpervisors have several alternative corrective
measures al their di:;posal. Although discipline is
one such measure, Lhev should use it only when
other corrective measu1'.es do not apprnpri;rely lit
the circumstances.
Correction of safety rule violations, whether by
discipline or other allernatives, should not be
predicated on whether an accident happened bu(
rather on a facrnal determination that improper
conduct occurred. Where discipline is the chosen ,
alternative, the facts must support the require>·
ments ofjust causc.-Lahor Relations De/il., 5-·l-SY.
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21603, 1-22-87, Page 3

EXHIBIT A
Form 2966-E. ( Envtlopei

nm STATES POSTAL SERVICE
um1

2966-E, July 1986

1ffCH 1'0TE, ClJSTO?.tS DECL"-RATION ENCLOSF.D
.E'l1N l>' EXPEDITIO'.': DECLARAT101' E:\' JNCLUS

DISCIPLINE FOR SAFETY VIOLATIONS
•• anidt• clarifies 1hr administrJ1ion of cii.~ci1111 safo1y

violation~.

h· 16. Discipline Proct-dures. of 1he ~Il
A~ret'menl dearly makt'll disciplinar:
»i• .1ppropria1c for safctv rule violations. una< 11hlt• salc-ty performance-. and failure to pe1 1 w1•rk as ins1ructt'd. Managemenr has tht·
t;ac 1ual right IQ disc1plinc cmployC't"s for
k practin.•s, whe1her those practices rrsuh in
1 1cknt or not.
11

l

1pr1v1~ors and managcn; mus1 take necc:-ssar~-.
·11\·t• a<·rion 10 corn.•n unsafe- prac:1ice:1. Whc-n

(Ondm:tini;t :mv diS<"ussions or taking disciplinary
;iction rda1ing 10 safctr. managers and supervisor~ must ci1e the safety rules or regulations violated or 1~rformancl' failures so that ernployt'ies
<-an COIT("CI unsa(t prac1ice!;. Disciplinary action
mus1 Ix• appropria1c- 'o 1he jnfraetion. nor <.I<.··
pendent on whc-ther an accidcn1 occurr~.
Supervisors and manage,-s should abo undcr~iand. howevc-r. that po.s1al policy prohibits <lisciplina~- ;u:1ion that may discourage acdden1 repons or rhe filing of a claim for C"Ompcrusable
ir~jury with the Offic<· of Workc-rs· Compt'nsa1ion
Progr.ams.-Emplo.m Rtla1iom lJtpl., I-22-8;.

DOMESTIC ORDERS
· lt1lv Reprtsnr/ahon and U!lln'f. f.nforcf'tl by Postm:omc-n

a1

citil's lisred.
Product

fl.r1l1t~ 20814-0!100 ..•.... l.ando., ..r C.on13c1

L<'n~ <;enter,· P.O. Box I Thr !'>3lr <•I contact lrnsM.
5800.
\1:t1lo'-' Hc~hl! 20748- 1.andU\'l!T Comact L.t'ns Crnln. P.O. liox The- !>alt- ui rnntacl len1M .
.I
:
UOO .
• l'l1•o<-o1:t !l!'H>J6-i946 ........ i (;r::litab Rc><'arch CMltt'r. 2515 h>I Tho:112>...I 'f'ht' salr of Crnititb, Super S1rrngih ~nitao. P.LS
IPmi~ Enln1tt'mrn1 SvsttmJ, S.P.J::. (Suprr f>umpi1
&J;irgt'T), S.F.S. (!>pimisb 1-ly Sugn}. H.0.1' IHard011-f'i.llsJ, and l.f.O. lln~cam hnn~ OilJ. and am
Cllhrr pr oduc1 xlv<Tt1'rd as a saual uimulam Ol

.
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UNIT£0 STATES POSTAl. SERVICE
41S "-~ Plaa SW
w~ DC Zt2ll!IO
Nov~ 20, 1981

·

Mr. Kennetb o. Wilson
Administrative Aide~ Clerk Craft
American Postal Workers Onion,
A?t.-<:IO

H l? C - S" fJ - C -

817 - 14th Street, B. w.
Washington~ D. c. 20005

1 I lJ D'D

Dear Mr. Wilson.:
Ou November 19, l.981, you met: vit.b Fran.k l)yar in.

pre-arbitration discussion cf aac-so-c-11000; After &
thorough disC'Ussioc of the iasae, it vas Batuall~ agreed that
the following would repr~sent a fu~ settlement of the case.
1.. An employee may be required to report an. accident
.on the day it oec:urs1 however,. eompletioo of the
appropriate forms will be in accordance vith
applicable rules and regulations and need not be on
the day of the.accident.
·
2. Any correetiva.action that may be initiated for
f ailare to properly report &n accident will have to
stand tl:le ~est of just. cause on-a ease by c:a£e.

basis.
.

.

.

··.

• F-: ·~ .. : -.:: -:~ ~- ~:·... : ..:·:,. .. : ,J -~~- :. :

.
: ·.:.·..

_

.

;-.~~..: ~~·-.:;.;::::; ::~'.:

-:

~~

.
_. :

of. this 'letter: ac~nowledg!.nsr. ·
_your ag:reement ;vith. this s_et:tlement;·witharavin9 >. ·:..-.. •,.- ~ ·.
Please sign the attached

COP:f

. BSC-SD-C-11000 fro& .. th!! ,pending natio~~-_u:blt:ration : ·. . . -

~:::~:;~y,

.·tf;~~~t;i~F~+~'.~~f.~6~~1;~; :·~ ~~t.E·
·:.::--·....

~~:::::::::l;..;.&:.l/,..::!~==:;::::......;;··.;:··.:.:·

-.

• b~~ . • · Barb~~-~~~';i:.....~~~.;·~e~.~ ....W?-"!~on·~s:z&~~ ..>:•
•General Manager:·-~~~ ~;t;r;;.~+-:- m:;.nistr!J!tl ve.""Al?le, ·-o.erJe .:._:- ~
'Arb•'1 t"ra t-lOn D:i.v~s.i.on:".°'··.·:!:-_:.;~:_,;·
• '!' r • ~ ... -~'f>-,.r.: •.1.,;ra
..l • f'"
· ··· . -·- ...":!.: • -:.c·:"!:-.~.;··-,~~·~":,f._':'--\,:
·
- • .. · •
'- . ·
... ..;:=:~.z,;:-.:4_:.:-.
Office of Grievance·:·-- ...__~-t-~7usi.er:lean Postal :Worke.rs'" ..onion,
•· a.f'jd A:rbit't'atien ···:·~::'.t'.~=--·~P
... .._ · 7..PL~xo-··--;-·:
--~. ·-::..:.·. · ... ::· ..~: ·
..
,,_ ·-- .. .-..i:--._,..
-.
.
..
..
Labor Relations t>epartment-.;.._;.;.-:

-

·

4'#--,.

•"

. . ....

t..:r,:iLJ S'.~i? S ;·.:~~,;.~~:...==.\'!CE
,;5 LE,.-'.:.··.: ;:·.~:a. SW
\'.'.:;.s"";:r.;::n. OC

Mr

.

Ge r a

~~~oO

JUL 2 5 1SSS

l d. .=i. no e t· son

~ssistant

Dir~cto~

Clerk Craft Division
,!_-:ierican rest.al Work.:!t'S
l 1n i c n , ..; F !..-C ! 0

817 14th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005-3399

Re:

Local
Ya~

ima, K~ 95901
HlC-SD-C 30950

Dear Mr. Anderson:
On Julv 3, 1985, we met to disc~ss the ajove-ca~tioned
grieva~ce at the fourth step of the cont~actual grievance

pL""ocedure ..

......

The issue in this grievance is .•hether rr.ana~~~Gnt is· proper 1
requiring employees to use a locally developed foL·m to doc
ment unsafe p~actices.

~

)!

During our discussion, we mutually agreed that ~anagernent ~ay
document unsafe practices. - However, inasmuch as there is no
nation al requirement. for employees to ad: :i"o•·ledge that the
subj.ect infor:nati6n ...·as docu;;;ented, tl}ev. s~ou_ld nc:.~ ~P-
re~uired to sicn a local form, such as t~e one-re~e=enced· t~
i!'1- tliis grievance.
"~
·
?lease sign and return the enclosed copy of thii letter as
your ac~nowledg~ent of agr~e~ent to settle this case.
7ime limits

.

~ere

extended by mutual consent •

Sincerely,

a~----L~-==4".z;:::-;./&· ~---,,.~-2.:r!::lara Lerch

Labor

~elations

Garald .:..r.C:e::-son /

Depa~t~ent

Assistant Di::-ector
=clerk Cr:-c:f:. L)~·--~sion
.:....:::: :: ! .. : c.:::.
~ : c: : c l : : :; c ~. c- C" s
:_•;I :

C

j

t

.°·. : :... - L ~ 0

)

.
._
....-.. .....
rs~

..
··~=
...s
~

:a - - •.

.

-

UNJTCO STA TES POSTAL. SeRvrcs .
475 L"&I.ant

Jll'I~

W~IOft.

0C: 202s:r

SW

Auqust 19, 1981

Mr. Wallace Baldwin,

lAus 21 1s81 ·

S~.

Administrative Vice President
Clerk Craft
American Postal Workers Onion, AFL-CIO

817 - 14th Streec, NW
DC 20005

Washington~

Re:

R.. Wrobel
O~lando: FL
32802
aaC-3W-C-29785

Oear Mr. Baldwin:
On August 14, 1981, we met with you to discuss the
a.Oove-eapt:.ioned grievance at the fourth step of our
ccntrae~ual 9rieva.nee proeedure•
The matters presented by you as well as "the appl iea.ble
contractual provisions have been reviewed and giv~n eaceful
ccnsidera t.ion.

During otJr disctJssion, we agreed· to resolve this case based
on our unde~standing of Article XIV, Section 2 which provides
that when employees notify their supervisors of unsafe
conditions, the conditions will be investi9ated immediatelv
and corrective action taken if necessary.
We also agreed that no further action is necessary to resolve
thi.s c:ase.
Please sign a copy of this letter as your agreement to the
above resolution.

Sincet"ely,

.~arg~rec H.

Olive~

Laooc Relations r:A!9artment:

·•allace Baldwl.n
Aci~inistrative

Vice

?resicen~

American Postal Wot"kers Union,
AF!..-CIO
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;:·<->.:: . :_:.; :: .·:. ·. · :National Postal Mail Hai~dlern Uniotl
:\ ':_::.~::.; .; ·:.·,
:: ::,:.;"-:::. · .'."

· .·. 1101 ConnectlcutAvenue,N.W.,SUite500
Washington, DC 20036-43~·

Re: COOIVl:-1C-C04148466
Wa~nd~le, PA 15086-7576
. ·.

·. ··.

. Dear John:

wmi!m

.. :.. ·:: . . ·.

:

•

•

t

to

.. Recently, our representatives,
r=Ji;nn and Donna GiU: met discuss the above
,captioned grievanoo ~t the foarth step o! the grievance arbitration protess.
.. -. . ·

The issue in this grievance involves a practice requiring employees to push two hampers
at a time with one hamper leading the other held by hand grasping the lead hamper and
the trailing hamper. to one side.

.... ..

J

••

~

• ••

. : .

.. .

}<\:~.).··~·-··.... _;

'During our discussion, we mutually agreed that practice of.pushing two .hampera in the
manner describe<.l"above Will cease aoo de6ist.

Please sign and return the endose~:f copy of this Jetter as your acknowledgment of
· agreement to remand this case to Step 3.

Time limits at this level were extended by mutual consent.
·:·-

·:

Sincerely,

:.··

JohnF.
National resident
National Postat MaiJl Handlers Union

Date:
.· ..

-175 L'Ewwr Plicr. SW
WAS><!><j21~-..0C

-l!S?S.ll(l><l

20<!60-'1100
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NATIONAL ARBITRATION PANEL
)

In the Matter of Arbitration)

GRIEVANT:

)

Between

)
)

Class Action
M. Hamilton

POST OFFICE:

Torrance, CA

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVI.CE)
)

And

)

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF

>
)

LETTER CARRIERS

)

CASE NOS.:
NALC NO.:

Q90N-4F-C 94024977/
94024038
94/002

)

BEFORE:

Carlton J. snow, Professor of Law

APPEARANCES:

For the Postal Service: Mr. John W. Dockins

,;~'

For the Union:

)

PLACE OF HEARING:

Washington, D.C.

DATE OF HEARING:

April 2, 1996

POST-HEARING
REPLY BRIEFS:

July 5, 1996

Mr. Bruce H. Simon

AWARD
Having carefully considered all evidence submltted
by the parties concerning this matter, the arbitrator con-

eludes that the Joint statement on Violence and Behavior·
in the Workplace- constitutes a contractually enforceable
agreement between the parties.

Accordingly, the Union

shall have access to the negotiated grievance procedure
set forth in the parties' collective bargaining agreement
to resolve

dis.~utes

arising under the Joint Statement.

It is so ordered and awarded.

Carlton J. snow
Professor of Law

)

ii

IN THE MATTER OF ARBITRATION)
)

BETWEEN

)
)

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE)
)

AND

)

ANALYSIS AND AWARD

)

NATIONAL- ASSOCIATION OF, }
LETTER CARRIERS
)
(Class Action/M. Hamilton )
Grievance)
)
~ase Nos. Q90N-4F-C 94024977n
94024038)
(NALC NO.: 94/002)
)

I.

Carlton J. snow
Arbitrator

INTRODUCTION
This matter came for hearing pursuant to a collective

l

!

bargaining agreement between the parties effective from
June 12, 1991 through November 20, 1994.

A hearing occurred

on April 2, 1996 in a conference room of Postal Service
headquarters located at 955 L'Enfant
Washington, D.C.

Plaza S.W., in

Mr. John W. Dockins, Labor Relations

specialist, represented the United States Postal Service.
Mr. Bruce H. Simon of Cohen, Weiss, & Simon in New York City
represented the National Association of Letter Carriers.
The hearing proceeded in an orderly manner.

There was

a full opportunity for the parties to submit evidence, to
examine and cross-examine

matter.

witnesses,

and

to argue the

~

All witnesses t2stified under oath as administered

by the arbitrator.

The advocates fully and fairly .cepresented

their respective parti·es.

A cour t reporter for Diversified

Reporting Services, Inc. reported the proceeding and sub-

........,.)_

..

mitted a transcript of 180 pages.
The parties stipulated that the matter properly had
been submitted to arbitration and that there were no

iss~es

of substantive or procedural arbitrability to be resolved.
The arbitrator officially closed the hearing on July S, 1996

after receipt of the final post-hearing reply brief in the
matter.

II.

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE
The issue before the arbitrator is as follows:
Does the Joint Statement on Violence and Behavior
in the Workplace constitute an enforceable_agreement·
between the parties so that ~he Union may usa the
negotiated grievance procedure to resolve disputes
rising under the Joint Statement?

an appropriate remedy?

2

·If so, what is

)

III. RELEVANT CONTRACTUAL PROVISIONS
ARTICLE 3

MANAGEMENT RIGHTS

The Employer shall have the exclusive right,
subject to the provisions of this Agreement· and
consistent with applicable laws and regulations:

B. To hire, promote, transfer, assign, and
retain employees in positions within the Postal
Service and to suspend, demote, discharge, or
take other disciplinary action against such
employees.

IV.

STATEMENT OF FACTS
In this case, the Union

challenged the

decision

of

the Employer to treat the Joint Statement on Violence and
Behavior in the Workplace as something other than a contractual commitment between the parties.
The dispute

arose as an aftermath of several violent

incidents in the workplace and, in particular, the "Royal
Oaks" incident in which an employe killed postal supervisors
after receiving an unfavorable arbitration·award.

The two

cases before the arbitrator advanced to the national level
when two local branches of the National Association of Letter
Carriers filed individual grievances alleging harassment of
letter carriers by supervisors and requesting that the supervisors not be allowed to direct the work of letter carriers.
The parties consolidated the two grievances, and a full
hearing occurred at the regional level on April 21, 1995.
The Union contended that the Joint statement on Violence
3

and Behavior in the Workplace constituted a contrac.t between
the parties which set forth standards of behavior for supervisors.

The standards set forth in the

Join~

Violence and Behavior in the Workplace allow

Statement on

an arbitrator

to deny a supervisor managerial authority over letter carriers,
according to the Union.

The Employer responded that Article

3 of the parties' agreement established exclusive rights for
the Employer

11

to hire, promote, transfer, assign, and retain

employees," and it is the belief of the Employer that those

exclusive rights remain unaltered by any other document
about which the parties may have held discussion.

It is the

belief of the Employer that the Joint Statement on Violence
and Behavior in the Workplace constitutes a pledge by the
Employer to take action that will reduce violence in the
workplace.

The different perspectives . advanced through the

parties' grievance procedure to the national level.

When

the parties were unable to resolve their differences, the
matter proceeded to arbitration.

__

4

)

.

""'

.

\

)

v.

POSITION OF•THE PARTIES
A.

The Union

The Union states unequivocally that ·the Joint Statement

on Violence and Behavior in the Workplace constitutes a ·
contract between the parties.

The Union asserts that, because

of violent circumstances that led to drafting the Joint Statement, the parties intended to negotiate an agreement which
required both parties to give up something in a mutual effort
to obtain a safer working environment.

The Union maintains

that the Joint statement was made by the parties in an effort
to indicate a clear-cut break from past behavior.

The Union

believes that language in the Joint Statement clearly and
unambiguously represents

a contractual promise by both

sides to work relentlessly in an effort to end violent behavior
in the workplace.
The Union claims that, when its members are disciplined
for violent acts, the Joint Statement is often cited in support of the Employer's disciplinary action against workers.

In return, the Union asserts the Employer has agreed in the
Joint Statement that supervisors who use violent tactics
should also be disciplined.

The Union contends that the

giievance. arbitration procedure is the appropriate forum for
determining whether a supervisor should be disciplined for

violating the Joint statement.

5

..

B.

The Employer

~

The Employer claims that, when management signed the ·
Joint Statement, the parties never intended the document to

be contractually binding in the same way as the National·
Agreement.

Instead, the Employer argues that it made a

pledge to take more concerted action against violence in the
workplace.

Management contends that there is no evidence at

all of any intent to give away the Employer's exclusive
managerial authority under Article 3 of the parties' collective bargaining agreement.

. .··.-)··-

The Employer also contends that

there were insufficient contractual formalities present to
give rise to an enforceable obligation.· The Employer main-

tains that the Joint Statement at no point shows an intent
by the parties to be contractually bound.

Moreover, manage-

ment asserts that it received no consideration for a right of
the Union to use the grievance procedure in order to prevent
a supervisor from managing letter carriers.

Accordingly,

the Employer concludes that the grievance must be denied.

6

_;.>

)
/

VI.

ANALYSIS

A.

Altering a Right of Management

The right of management to manage is fundamental in the
collective bargaining

relationship~

Such authority is crucial

if management is to run an.efficient organization and is to
advance the agency toward a successful accomplishment of its
mission.

As

one observer commented decades ago, "in the

business organism there can be only one mind and only one

nerve center if the various parts are to be coordinated into
a harmonious whole."

(See, chamberlain, The Union Challenge

to Management Control, 134 (1948)).
to

undermine

Care must be taken not

-management's commitment to operate the organi-

zation efficiently.
The parties have codified the rights of management in
their

agreeme~t

with each other, and they specifically

recognized management's exclusive. right "to hire, promote,
transfer, assign, and retain employees in positions within
the Postal s.ervice and to suspend, demote, discharge, or
take other disciplinary action against such einployes."
Joint Exhibit No. 1, p. 5).

asserted right of the Union

(See,

The Employer argued that an
~~7-fFP~.grievance

procedure

to remove or suspend supervisors might impinge on exclusive
managerial prerogatives.

The question is whether or not the

parties have amended such managerial rights by entering into
the Joint Statement on Violence and Behavior in the workplace.

It is the position of the Union that the parties have
the power to alter their contractual obligations to each
7

other by using methods that extend beyond the traditional
negotiation process typically implemented to bring a labor
contract into existence.

Relying on U.S. Supreme Court

precedents, the Union concluded that binding contractual.
obligations need not result

on~y

from a collective bargain-

ing agreement in order to constitute an enforceable contract.
(See, e.g., Retail Clerks Int' l Ass' n v. L·ion Dry Goods, Inc.,
369 U.S. 17 (1962)).

The Employer, on the other hand,

maintained that there needed to be a specific "negotiated
change' to the parties' collective bargaining agreement in
order to modify managerial prerogatives.

(See, Employer's

Post-hearing Brief, 11).
The parties' straightforward problem implicates a
fundamental question of gargantuan proportions, namely, what
constitutes a contract?

Scholars have filled library shelves

addressing the question, and
issue for hundreds of years.

stud~nts

have puzzled over the

While circumstances and the

form of a labor contract may be different, no special set of
criteria has evolved in the common law protecting the existence of a labor contract.

The Restatement (Second) of

Contracts, a highly regarded source of guidance for underst~nding

contracts, defines a "contract" as follows:

A contract is a promise or a set of promises for
the breach of which the law gives a remedy, or
the performance of which the law in some way
recognizes as a duty.
(See,§ 1, p. 5 (1981)).
The question is whether or not the parties made binding

promises to each other in the Joint Statement and

wh~ther

or

not the parties intended to create legal duties to perform
8

promises to each other.
when a promise is broken.

If so, there are enforceable remedies
By "prornise 0 is meant "a rnanifes-

tation of intention to act or refrain from acting in a
specified way, so made as to justify a promisee in
standing that a commitment has been made. 11
(Second) of Contracts,§ 2(1) p. 8 (1981)).

under~

(See, Restatement

To test the

"manifestation of intention to act,"an objective standard is
used; and undisclosed intentions receive little or no consideration.
One ordinarily wouldexpect to

~ind

a collective bar-

gaining agreement reduced to writing and executed by both
parties.
else.

This is more an evidentiary issue than anything

(See, e.g., Georgia Purchasing, Inc., 95 LRRM 1469

(1977); and Diversified Services, Inc., 293 LRRM 1068 (1976)).

One also would expect a labor contract to contain promises
concerning economic issues or conditions of employment.

One

would expect the parties to provide guidance in·an agreement
that helps govern "their day-to-day relations" and a broad
"stability. to the bargaining relationship. 11

and Gravel Co., 91 LRRM 1187 (1976)).

(See, J .T. Sand

In evaluating an

agreement between parties, the U.S. Supreme Court concluded
that:

..\ \

)

'Contract' in labor law is a term the implications of which must be determined from the connection in which it appeared. It is enough that
this is clearly an agreement between employers
and labor organizations significant to the maintenance of labor peace between them. • • • Its
terms affect the working conditions of the
employees. . • • It resolves a controversy arising out of, and importantly and directly af·fecfi.ng,
the employment relationship. (See, Retail ClerkInt' l Ass 1 n v. Lion Dry Goods, 369 U.S. 17 (1962),
emphasis addedJ.
9

It is clear the U.S. Supreme Court believes that. the
term ·"contract" embraces not only traditional collective
bargaining agreements but also other documents negotiated
between the parties such as "statements of understanding"
drafted, for example, as a method of settling a· .strike.
While recognizing that long established definitions of
a "contract 11

apply .to a labor agreement, it also must be

recognized that the context and char·acter of a collective
bargaining agreement are different from a contract in a typical commercial transactione

The eminent Archibald Cox

observed many years ago that:

It is not unqualifiedly true that a collectivebargaining agreement is simply a document by which
the union and employees have imposed upon management limited, express restrictions of its otherwise absolute right to mana.ge the enterprise, so
that an employee's claim must fail unless he can
point to a specific contract provision upon which
the claim is founded. There are too many people,
too many problems, too many unforeseeable contin_gencies to make the words of the contract the
exclusive source of· rights and duties. One cannot reduce all the rules governing a community
like an industrial plant to fifteen or even fifty
pages. Within the sphere of collective bargaining, the institutional characteristics and the
governmental nature of the collective-bargaining
process demand a common law of the shop which
implements and furnishes the context of the
agreement. (See, 72 Harv. L. Rev. 1482, 1498
{1959), Emphasis added.
The U.S. Supreme Court later quoted these words of Professor Cbx in the

Steelworkers' Trilogy.

(See, United Steelworkers of America

v. Warrior & Gulf Navigation Co., 363 U.S. 574 (1960)).

There, of course, is an expectation that parties will
have followed conventional methods of bargaining in Qrder to
create their set of promises to each other.
10

At the same time,

there is an institutional character to a collective bargaining agreement that often makes it difficult to apply judgemade principles of the common law in the way they might be
applied to a lease contract or a contract to sell a farm.
The

nature of a collective bargaining agreement as a system

of self-government must not be forgotten, and the ongoing
nature of the relationship between the parties may cause
them loosely to draw their agreements and to add to qr modify
them more so than might be the case in a standard commercial
;

transaction.
in

Moreover, contract law itself generally has evolved

ways that makes it easier to modify agreements.

For

example, a modern approach to contract modification is set
forth in Restatement (Second) of Contracts which states:
A promise modifying a duty under a contract not
fully performed on either side is binding if the
modification is fair and equitable in view of
circumstances not anticipated by the parties when
the contract was made. (See, § 89, p. 237 (1981)).
A lack of classical formalities will not be dispositive in a

dispute about contract modifications between knowledgeable parties
engaged in an ongoing transaction.

B.

Meaning of the Joint Statement

The Employer argued that the parties did not intend the
Joint Statement on Violence and Behavior in the Workplace to
constitute an enforceable contract.
an objective theory of assent

As mentioned.previously,

to an agreement is used to

determine whether a contractually binding offer has been made
and accepted. · Through the intellectual force of Judge Learned Hand
·. \

and Professor Arthur Corbin, an objective assessment

.. J
j

11

of

the

parties' intention carried the day, and it is the intention
of the parties as judged by external or objective appearance
that is used to evaluate whether the oarties entered into an
agreement.

As Judge Hand observed,

0

a contract is an obliga-

tion attached by the mere force of law to certain acts of
the parties, usually words, which ordinarily accompany and
represent a known intent."

{See, Hotchkiss v. Nat'l City

Bank, 200 F. 287, 293 (1911)).

Judged by an objective

appearance of intentions, the question is whether parties
manifested an intent to agree.
In testing whether promises exchanged by parties constituted a binding promise, a hope, a prediction, or even a
pledge, it is appropriate to apply a standard of reasonableness and to ask whether a reasonable person, judging objec-

)
/

tively, would conclude that the parties intended their words
to constitute a binding promise.

Even if one party intended

to make a pledge and the other party intended to off er a
binding promise, a reasonable person, judging objectively,
must ask whether the party offering a binding promise had
reason to know of the other parties' undiscussed intention ·merely
to make a pledge.

In this context, a "pledge" is used as a

nonbinding expression of opinion; but it is recognized that
one definition of "pledge" is "a binding promise."

There is

a famous case in which one farmer thought he was expressing
a nonbinding opinion about selling his farm, but the other farmer
believed he made a binding promise to buy the farm, and the
Court made clear that the undiscussed intention of a
12

~y

is not

relevant under an objective theory of assent.

(See, Lucy v.

Zehmer, 196 Va. 493, 84 S.E.2d 516 (1954)).
The problem of a party making what was believed to be a

nonbinding proposal but, in reality, was a binding promise
is an old one.

{See, e.g., Embry v. Hargadine, McKittrick

Dry Goods Co., 105

s.w.

777 {1907)).

The context, of course,

cannot be ignored in determining whether or not a statement
constituted a gratuitous "pledge" or a binding promise.

As

Restatement (Second) observed:
The meaning given to words or other conduct
depends to a varying extent on the context and
the prior experience of the parties. Almost
never are all the connotations of a bargain
exactly identical for both parties; it is enough
that there is a core of common meaning sufficient
to determine their performances with reasonable
certainty or to give a reasonably cert.ain basis
for an appropriate legal remedy. {See, § 20,
comment b, p. 59 (1981), emphasis added).
As the U.S. Supreme Court has made clear, an arbitrator
is a "creature of contract;" and an arbitration award is
enforceable "only so long as it draws its essence from the
collective bargai!ling agreement."

(See, United Steelworkers

of America v. Enterprise Wheel & car Corp., 363 U.S. 593
~f;$}'. ~:·\

", ( ~ 960}).

Contractual language is· the best evidence of the

parties' promissory intent.

)

One arbitrator concluded:

It is a basic and fundamental concept in the
arbitration process that an arbitrator's function
.in interpreting and applying contract language is
to first ascertain and then enforce the intention
of the parties as reflected by the language of
the pertinent provisions involved. As a necessary
and essential corollary is the principle that if
the language being construed is clear and unambiguous, such language is it~elf the best evidence
of the intention of the parties. And when lang~age
13
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so selected by the parties leaves no doubt as to
the intention, this should end the arbitrator's
inquiry. (See, Ohio Chemical & Surgical Equipment
Company, 49 LA 377, 380-381 (1967), .emphasis added).
The Employer asserted that it intended to make a "pledge"
in the Joint Statement according to which it pledged itself
to help eliminate violent behavior in the workplace.

Manage-

ment did not intend its "pledge" to constitute an enforceable
promise because "there was no intent to alter, amend, or
modify the National. Agreement."

(See, Tr. 58).

The Union

responded that its intent was to enter into an enforceable
promise with management.
An examination of the purpose for the Joint Statement,
the actual verbiage itself, and dispute resolution processes
used by the parties provide objective manifestations of their
intent.

It is

unrebutted that the principle purpose of the

)
/

parties in publishing the Joint Statement was to lend their
mutual weight to an anti-violence campaign ·in the workplace.
Words used by the parties expressed their concern that combating violence in the workplace was such a high priority it
was necessary

to

take an unprecedented step of jointly issu-

ing a credo against violence.

To convey the intensity of

their commitment to reducing violence in the workplace, the
parties stated:
The United States Postal Service as an institution
and all of us who serve that institution must
firmly and unequivocally commit to do everything
within our power to prevent further incidents of
work-related violence.
But let there be no mistake that we mean what we
say and we will enforce our commitment to a workplace where dignity, respect! and fairness are _
14
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)

basic human rights, and where those who do not
respect those rights are not tolerated. (See,
Joint Exhibit No. 4, emphasis added).
A representative of each party signed the document. Without

regard to the unexpressed intentions of the parties, the.
document makes clear that the parties made promises to each
other to take action.

The parties addressed their statements

to every member of the postal organization.

They stated

that:
Making the numbers' is not an excuse for the
abuse of anyone. Those who do not treat others
with dignity and respect will not be rewarded or
promoted. Those whose unacceptable behavior continues will be removed from their positions.
(See, Joint Exhibit No. 4), emphasis added).
1

On one hand, the Employer argued that management was

completely serious about an intent to take action in order
to end violence in the workplace.

On the other hand, the

Employer asserted·that it lacked the requisite intent to be
contractually bound by the language of the Joint Statement.
The Employer contended that, as expressed in the Joint
Statement, the parties made a "pledge" of their efforts to
accomplish objectives set forth in the document.

The refer-

ence to the understanding. between the parties as a "pledge"
indicated to the Employer that the parties merely were communicating their disdain for violence in the workplace and
were pledging themselves to end such misconduct.

As the

Employer viewed it, the Joint statement definitely was not a
contract but, rather, an effort to "send a message to stop
the violence."

(See, Employer's Post-hearing Brief, 13).

The Employer supported its theory of the case with
15
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testimony from representatives present at discussions that
led to the.Joint Statement.

As Mr. David

c. Cybulski,

Manager of Management Association Relations, testified:
Following an exploration, again, of the circumstances leading to the tragedy [at Royal Oaks],
the thought developed at the table that we should
perhaps communicate what it is that we are doing.
We are working collegally. We are trying to
jointly approach these issues, as complex as they
are.
There has been a recognition here that there is
something about the postal culture and perhaps
something about the postal climate that we need
to address and address in a· more universal way
than management exclusively issuing a statement
or the labor union exclusively·issuing a statement.
{See, Tr. 90-91, emphasis added).
According to the Employer, it sought, in the aftermath of
the .. Royal Oaks" incident, to quell anxieties of employes by

)

reaffirming an intent to end violence.
While it might be possible to interpret thl;! word "pledge"
in the Joint Statement as a nonpromissory commitment, the
Statement must be interpreted.as a whole document in order
to assess its effect. It is a deeply rooted rule in aid of
contract interpretation that a do9ument should be interpreted so
that its provisions make sense when read together.

As

Restatement (Second) observed, "since an agreement is interpreted as a whole, it is assumed in the first instance that
no part of it is

superfluo~s."

((§

203,

comme~t

b; 93 (1981).

The objective of reading a whole document is to give
significance to each part and an interpretation is·preferred
that produces such a result.
Words in the last sentence of the Joint Statement such
16
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as "pledge" and "efforts" must be read in conjunction with
strong language throughout the prior six paragraphs which
referred to "time to take action to show that we mean what
we say," or "we will enforce our commitment," and "no tolerance
of violence.·"

such statements indicated that the parties'

past efforts had been less than successful and that the
"Royal Oaks" tragedy signalled to the parties their need to
make a drastic change in postal culture.

The Joint Statement

marked a departure from the past and pointed the way to
organizational

change~

This was a document that evidenced

an intent to take action rather than a mere statement of
opinions and predictions.

rt was a "ma:iifestation of inten-

tion to act" which justified a conclusion that a commitment
had been made.

After making strong promissory statements, the

parties signed the docrm:mt, signaling nore than a gratuitous pledge.
The parties' conduct in negotiating the Joint Agreement
added support to a justifiable conclusion that they exhibited
an objective manifestation to be contractually bound.

When

approaching management with the idea of issuing a Joint
Statement, Mr. Vincent Sombrotto, President of the National
Association of Letter Carriers, doubted that the Employer
w~uld enter into such an agreement.

(See, Tr. 69).

In

response to Mr. Sombrotto's proposal, the Employer did not ·
flinch but, instead, asserted, "Try me."

(See, Tr. 69).

Such negotiation behavior exhibited an objective intent of
the parties to make legally binding cornmitments·to each other
and, if not performed, legally enforceable promises that
17
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could be the basis of a remedy.

The language of the Joint

Statement itself as well as the objective conduct of the
parties evidenced their mutual assent to be legally bound by
the Joint Statement.

Since the turn of the· twentieth century, contract jurisprudence has recognized that an agreement can be

11

instinct

with an obligation° and, therefore, enforceable as a contract.
A

relationship between parties is "instinct with an obliga-

tion" when it is "infused 11 or "imbued" or "filled"·or "charged"
with an obligation.

{See, e.g., Wood v. Lucy, Lady Duff-

Gordon , 118 N.E. 214 (N.Y. 1917)).

The Joint Statement

committed the parties to a course of action and created
obligations for them.

Even if the expression of the parties'

intent in the Joint Statement was less than perfect, the
language they used was

)

instinct with an obligation which

overcame any asserted indefiniteness in the document.
Joint statement itself was

clea~

The

in its. manifestation of an

intent to be bound; but even if one concluded that there was'
an

imperfe~t

expression of the parties' intent, the document

was instinct with an obligation which supplied the binding
requirement of the transaction. ·Moreover, courts have found
that an agreement may be instinct with an obligation based
on principles arising from the relationship of the parties
and

th~ir

course of conduct.

(See, Toussaint v. Blue Cross

and Blue Shield of Michigan, 292 N.W.2d 880 (1980)).

A reasonable

person would have viewed the surrounding circumstances of this
transaction as contractually obligating the parties to each other.

)

18
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c.

Enforcing the Joint Statement

The Joint Statement did not specify a method concerning
how to enforce the agreement.

It is logical to presume that

the parties intended to use standard enforcement mechanisms
for disputes that might arise between the parties, namely, their
negotiated grievance procedure set forth in the collective
bargaining agreement.

Such an interpretation is consistent

with the parties' agreement.
Article 15.1 of the parties' agreement makes clear that
the negotiated grievance procedure is.not limited to disputes
under the National Agreement which has been negotiated in
the traditional way.
)

The Agreement states that:

A grievance is defined as a dispute, difference,
disagreement or complaint between the parties
related to wages, hours, and conditions of employment. A grievance shall include, but is not
limited to, the complaint of an employee or of
the Unions which involves the interpretation,
application of, or compliance.with the provisions
of this Agreement or any local Memorandum of
Understanding not in conflict with this Agreement.
(See, Joint Exhibit No. 1, p. 75, emphasis added).
The parties agreed that the grievance procedure could
be used to resolve "a dispute, difference,
related to "conditions of employment."

or complaint"

Moreover, there is an

indication in the parties' agreement that, when they intended
to make available some other dispute resolution process in
lieu of the negotiated grievance procedure, they expressly
said so in the agreement.
clear that

-,")

For example, Article 16.9 makes

dispute resolution under the Veteran's

Preference Act remains available to relevant employes.

_)
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(See, Joint Exhibit No. 1, p. 91).

In some cases, there is

access to the Merit Systems Protection Board.
Exhibit No. 1, p. 89).

(See, Joint

The parties clearly understood how

to draft language into their agreement which expressed their
intent that there would be-an election of a forum different
from the negotiated grievance procedure.

(See, e.g., Exhibit

No. 1, p. 14, Article 6(f)(1)}.

The inference is clear that the collective bargaining
agreement is presumed by the parties to be the enforcement
mechanism used to resolve their disputes, differences, disagreements, and complaints with regard to conditions of
employment.

The Joint statement did not provide an alterna-

tive means of enforcement.
of employment.

It is concerned with a condition

Accordingly, it is reasonable to conclude

)

that the Union may use the negotiated grievance procedure to
resolve disputes under the Joint Statement on Violence and
Behavior in the Workplace.
The Employer argued that using the negotiated grievance
procedure is inappropriate because there is no quid pro quo.
In other words, the Union allegedly gave up nothing to
receive this additional benefit.

In effect, the Employer

argued that, even if there were a promissory undertaking on
the part of the parties, it was an illusory promise based on
a lack of consideration.

The modern day requirement is that

consideration be bargained for.

But, except in instances not

relevant in this case, courts do not test the economic
valence of the bargain.

As one court concluded:
20
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The doing of an act by one at the request of
another, which may be a detriment or inconvenience, however slight, to the party doing it, or
may be a benefit, however slight, to the party
at whose request it is performed, is a legal
consideration for a promise by such requesting
party. The judgment of the purchaser is the best
arbiter of whether the thing is of any value, and
how great, to him.
(See, Hardesty v. Smith, 3
Irid. 39 ( 1851)).

The rule that courts do not test the economic ·equivalent of

a bargain is long standing.

As another court observed, "the

rule is almost elementary that where parties get all the
consideration they bargained for, they cannot be heard to
complain of the want or inadequacy of consideration."

(See,

Chicago and Atlantic Railways v. Derkes, 3 N.E. 239 (1885)).
If there is consideration, there is no requirement of benefit

to a party.
What constitutes consideration has bedazzled students
for generations.

The rule is that, with several exceptions

not relevant in this case, "any performance which is bargained for is consideration."

(See, Restatement (Second) of

Contracts, § 72, p. 177 (1981)).

The usual consideration is

a return promise, and even that may be an implied promise.

The question is whether there was a promise or, possibly, a
performance given in exchange for a promise.

The bargain theory of consideration supports a conclusion
that the mutual exchange of promises in this case constituted consi

deration.

The

mutual exchange of promises involved a commitment

from each party "to make the workroom floor a safer, more harmoni-

.,
)

ous, as well as a more productive workplace."

Exhibit No. 4) •

(See, Joint

Use of the· negotiated -gri·evance proced11re
21

was an incidental result of the promissory exchange between
the parties.· Moreover, there was unrebutted evidence that
the Employer, in fact, has benefited from the exchange between
the parties and has used the Joint Statement in regional
arbitrations against workers who exhibited behavior inconsistent with the Joint statement.

There, in fact, was consider-

ation in the bargained-for exchange between the parties.

The

grievance procedure of the National Agreement may be used to
enforce the parties' bargain, and arbitrators have available
to them the flexibility found in arbitral jurisprudence when
it comes to formulating remedies, including removing a supervisor from his or her administrative duties.

As the U.S.

Supreme Court instructed:
There [formulating remedies) the need is for
flexibility in meeting a wide variety of situations. The draftsmen may never have thought of
what specific remedy should be awarded to meet
a particular contingency. (See, United Steelworkers
of America v. Enterprise Wheel and Car Corp., 363
U.S. 593 (1960)).

22

AWARD

Having carefully considered all evidence submitted
by the parties concerning this matter, the arbitrator con-

cludes that the Joint Statement on Violence and Behavior .
in the Workplace constitutes a contractually enforceable
agreement between the parties.

Accordingly, the Union

shall have access to the negotiated grievance procedure
set forth in the parties' collective bargaining agreement
to resolve disputes arising under the Joint Statement.

rt is so ordered and awarded.
Respect

\

/

~~

Carlton • Snow
Professor of Law
Date : _

)

ly submitted,
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lAaOA RELATIONS

d

UNJTEDSTATES

t,,

POSTAL SERVICE

Mr. Vincent R. Sombrotto
President
National Association of Letter Carriers, AFL-CIO
100 Indiana Avenue NW
Washington DC 20001-2197
RE:

G90N-4G-C 95026885
Kurszewski, T.
G90N-4G-C 95026886
Starrett, D.
G90N--4G-C 95026887
Niewdach, D.
Little Rock, AR 72231-9511

Dear Mr. Sombrotto:
On January 10, 1997, I met with your representative to discuss the above-captioned
grievances at the fourth step of our contractual grievance procedure.
The issue in these cases is whether management violated ELM Section 546.14 in
moving the grievants' limited duty assignments.
During this discussion, we mutually agreed that no natic;mal interpretive issue was fairly
presented. Accordingly, we agreed that the provisions of ELM 546.14 are enforceable
through the provisions of the grievance/arbitration process. Whether an actual violation
occurred is fact based and suitable for regular arbitration if unresolved.
Please sign ano return the enclosed copy of this decision as your. acknowledgment ot
agreement to remand these cases.
Sincerely,

Paul A. Lyons
Labor Relation
pecialist
Grievance and Arbitration

Date

415 L.E,.,...,n PtA2A &/./
WASHINGTOH DC 20260-4100

.. : .. :...

"',
!

;;;;:t!J!J UNITED STATES

llJ!Jiill POp;;Jl. SERVICE

Mr. Witliam J. Flynn, Jr.
Manager, Contract Administration
National Postal Mail Handlers Unk:Jn,
A.FL-CIO
1101 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20038-4304
Re:

184M-41-C 87040125
(C4M-4Q.C 25e80)
Cla$sAdion

St. l..Ouis, MO 63155-6601

Dear Bill:
Recently, Joseph N. Amma. Jr. and myself hefd pre-arbitration dlscussfOnS with you,
Samuel O'Ambresio and Arthur S. Vallone concerning the above-referenced grievance
currently pending national revet arbitration.
The issue in this grievance Is whether a general superviser violated the National
Agreement when he iSSued a statement that all class action grievances filed by a shop
steward must be filecl with the stew'Srds immediate supervisor regardless of where the
grievance originated.•
During this discussion it was mutually agreed that no national interpretive issue 1s·fair1Y
presented in .ttlis case. We further aQlMd that the detennination of the immediate
supervisor is a fact circumstance beSt suited for regionaJ determination and appltcaticn
of Article 15•.2 at1d 15.3. We further agreed that in the best interest of Article 15.3.A. a
step one grievance should normally be initiated with the supervisor most likely
responsible for the action gMng rise to the dispute.

Please sign and return the endosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgment Of
agreement to settfe this case and withdraw it fu;)m the list of cases pending National

Arb~fion.

£2:-/l. 0~-

Thoma& J. Valenti
Labor'l~elaticns Specialist

Contract Administration
(APWU/NPMHU)

William J. Flyn , •
Manager. Con
Administration
National Postal Mail Handlers Union
AFL.-ClO

Date:
475 L'~r lOiAZA SW
W~DC20260

s;{iv99

UNITED SiATS:S POSTAL SERVICE
Labor RelatiOl"I& Oei:>anmon1
'75 l'Enfant Plaza, SH
W~ht~on.

Mr.

B~ian

oo

~ioo

o. Farris

Director, City Delivery
National Association of tatter

Arr..-cro
100 tndiana Avenue, N.w.

Washington, DC

Car~lers

rEB 2 6 t9BS

20001-2197
Re:

. Branch

San Anselmo, CA
H4N-SE-C 36561

94960

Dear Mr. rarris z
On Pebruary 9, 19SS, we met to discuss the above-captioned
grievance at the fo~rth step of our contractual 9rievanee
procedure.
Ouring·ou~

discussion, we mu~ually agreed that the term
immediate supervisor as written in.Article lS, Section 2,
Step l(a) of the Na~ional Agreement may be .an acting
supervisor (204b).
Plea~e $lgn and return the enclosed copy of this letter as
your acknowledgment of agreement to $ettle this case •

. Time limits were extanded by

~~
Michael J.
Grieva~ee

Division

Guz~o,

mut~al

consent.

Jr.

& Arbitration

Oireoto~, City Delivery
National Association of
Carriers, AFt-CIO

~t.te:r

)

·..

UNITED STATES POST.At. SE!1VfC!
•7S '- ~nta11t l"teu. SW

W.asl\itlflOfl. OC 2'0%60 .

August .20,

1982

Kr. Kenneth D. Wilson.
·Administ.rative Aide, Clerk craft

American Pos~al Wo~ke~• Union, Art.-C%0
117 - 14th St~ae~, RW

waah!ngt.oQ, DC
•

~ear

20005

Mr. Wilson:

On- August. 4, 1981,. ve met. to discuss the above-<:aptioneif
9.t'ievanee at. t:he fourth step of our contractual g_?:ievanc:e
"t'OC~dure.

·1 tt mattet>s p:iesent:ed by you as well as the applicable
"ritractual provisions ha.Vt: .been i::eviewed and given careful

" .. siderat:ion...

..

~he

question in this grievance is wbethe~ o~ not management
vielat.ed Az:ticle 17 ot the National Aqreement when management.

vould not allow a local ttnion st.e\ltard time to write up a

grievance en the Union's $tanda:d grievance outline wo:k
shee~.
Lo~al management•s position va:;; that no· form shcald
be completed until the employee and supervisor have diseussea
the grievance.

Section. 2, of the National A~reement entitle# an
a grievance with his· immediate :s\apervisor. It also·en~itles the employee to be aecQmpanied and
repres.ented by t.he el2lployee • :s stevard or ~ union
represen~at:ive ..
Article

is~

employee to

dis~uss.

Artie.le· ·~17, Seef:icm · 3, of the tfat.iona.1 Agree~eat ·~ti.t.J.u ·
~tawari to 'inve$t..ig;qte and adjust. grievances 01:':- to· ~ ...· _ . .
\in~e.s.~~_g~t.~
-..,
~~ifi.c(.pr;obJ.~
·.·.~: . ~~e.te~!l.~~f
4i!!~;~~-·~~ila~::_..
~ .. ·,,~-~· •.
_.. _.
.... •
.
. •
...__p __ ,. •• - _,,,,.._ ... Ii:

tbe.

··.·.

~. K~nneth

It.

ae~=s

n.

Wilson

2

·7~.·
.
. -)

leg ic:al that the O'nien would develop an int:cu:nal.

fol:'lBat te ensu~$ ccnsi,teney and ef!ieient use· of th' time
allotted fo~ a steward to interview a grievan~ o~ potential.
91;":1ovant. Rot eveey itm cu the form vowel be completed ia
-v·~· case, as it may be determined that no C:Ol:Tective ae~ion
or ·manag~ment. 'l"e.apon:se ls reqQ.iJ:"ed. further 1 the fona is .
eompleted during the interview and would ccns\lmAt co me~• time
U·af& .any other Mt.bcx1 of M>te t.alc.bg. ft1an:efor1111, th• Onion
~~4nlat:d •&'111 11b.Ue btenieving a 9'1'iriut or pot.ential
·9~i•vant:, ~lete hia trievamce «&tl!ne workshfft,.
l~

JOU 1.g~11H11 with the poa.f.t!en stated •bove, plea• sip the
at.t.ac:h@d ~PY ~! tb!s t!@~!~!o~ ~ JQ~?: ~m~led~ellt. of
•tret!!!e::t to ~~solv~ th.ls ~aG.

/./.

4~ocen

I.. lu

)

~nt:

Labor Relat:.lons Department

.....

)
/

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
475 L'ENFANT !"LAZA SW
WASHINGTON OC 202!30-6255

Mr. William H. Quinn
Naticnal ~resident
National Postal Mail Handlers
Union, AFL-CIO
o~e Thomas Circle, N.W., Suite 525
Washington, DC

20005-5802

·

Re: H7M-4S-C 22798

CLASS ACTION
MINNEAPOLIS ST PAUL BMC 55200

Dear Mr. Quinn:
on February 1, 1993, I discussed the above referenced case with
your representative, Jewell Reed.
\

I

The issue in this repre$entative grievance is whether the Union
should be qiven the opportunity to be p~esent wh~n management and
an employee aajust a step l grievance and the employee has not
asked to be accompanied and represented by a shop steward or union
representative. The parties at step 3 aqreed to hold this case
pendin~ the outcome of case number H7C-4J-C iS047.

Accordinqly, we agreed to r@mand the grievance to the parties at
Step 3 for possible application of the attacnecl resolution of case
number H7C•4J-c 18047.

Please $i9n and return the enclc::ised copy of this letter as your
acknowledgment of agreement to remand this case.

Time limits were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely,

Grievance and Ar~itration
Labor Relations

H. Quinn
National Preside t
National Postal Mail Handlers
Union, AFL-C!O

Willia~

Oate:

)

~S"L93

)

...

ar.

!homas A. Hei11
XndY&triai Belati~n& Director
Azlerican ~o&t4l work•t•
Union, J\l'L-C:to
1300 L st~eet, n.w.
Washington, DC 20005-4128
ans

B7c-4~-c 18047
Class Action
Hilw~t!ke~i WI
5340!

Neill:
Recently, tbe Postal service met with aobert TUnstall in a

Dear

lit.

prcarbitration discussian of the

above-~efecenced

case.

The i&sue in this grisvanoe is wh~tber the Union.&bould be
;iven the o~portunity to be presaht vhan aanagemant and an
~mployee adJu&t ~ &tap 1 ~~iev&nce -.nd the.e•ployee has not
asked to ba accompanied and repreGented by a shop ~teward er

union representative.

We agreed to the following as a full settlement of the
£as~es ~aised, ~ecQgni:i~g tbat the te~ms of 1:him settlement
are •pplicable only to formally decla~ed Step 1 9~ieYances.
~he partiee recQgni=m that Atticle 15 di&tinguighes between
two aspects of a Step 1 aeetin9, the discussion and the
adjust.aent. While both of tAeae aay ocCl.\r at the 5aae
aeetin9, the adjustment aay· also be issued as auch as five
daya follawin~ the di&cusaion. A settlement would be
r.~~~i~$?~~ ~~!t ~f. th~ adj~st~er.t ~hase of the ~rocedure.

We a9:eed tbat a 9riavant has the aptiQn tg e~cluue a
~teva~d froa the diacussio~ portion, ~bera the aerits of the
grievance are discussed by the grievant and mana9ement.
However, absent v~iver by the ha~~ainin9 reprssentative,
S•ctian 9 Ca) cf the National Labor Relations Act.reguires
that th~ bargaining ~•pre1entative be ·given the opportunity
to be present at the adjus'blent portion Qf the trievance
procedun. the bargaininq representa.tive need not be c;iven
•n opportunity to b• p~$sent if the .i~i~vance ie d•nied at
Step l.
finally, we agr8ed that this settlement has p~ospeetive
eff~ct b~ly, ond will not be used to invalidate any Step 1
settlements reached prior to its iasuance.

)

Indu1trial aalations

Aaerican Postal

vnion, A!'L-cxo

:&t~

Bncloaure

)

_)

.... l

7 ....

~i~ector

Wor~e~s

f e....

UNI TEO STA res POSTAL SERVICE
41$ L"!nfant F!ua, SW
WaalllngtOfl, 0C 20260
12~

August
~r.

1983

nalline Overby

ASsistant

Secreta~y·Treasurer

National Association of Letter carriers,
100 Indiana Avenue, N.~.
~fashin9ton, DtC•

~FL•CIO

20001 ... 21~7

rt\LC Rrancn

Rt!:

Pomo~a, CA
91766
nlH-SG-C 8So4

1)9ar.

Mr. ove,by:

On Karch 23, 1993, ~e met to discu$S the
grievance p~ocedure.
'?be question in this qrievance involves
par:tieil a-gree t:l'e f<?llowin')
settlement of this ease:

whethe~

the unio" is

~~ttleM&nts or a'~just1nents.
~oviaes a full and ·final

l!nt,itlen to be notified of Step l.
TilP.

aboYe-ea~tioned

'l'he local unioft ha$ a ~i~ht to be "otif ied of a
s~ttl~ment or adjustment which occurred ~t Step l of the
~rievanee p~ocedute.

Please sign and return
your acknowledgment uf
~iru~

th~ enclos~ eopy of thi~
ag,~ement to r~solve t~is

limits wer• extoneed by

~utual

deci5icn
ca$e.

consent.

ti
ne ve
. ..
A$Sistant see~eta~y~T~e~
National Association o!
Carriecs, AFL-CIO

1s

)

«~ ••
•• • Ill
••. ..._"·Iii
•

"'·· v:cia. .•

•••••••

...

.

.

.-·)

r:ov sc 1S83
M:. Cerald And•rSOG
~•ittant Dieeotor

C1ewk

C~1f\

~rie.aa

Di91aioa
Po•~l Wock•r•

hio11, Ani-C%O
311- 14~ Street.,
ruJd.Agtcm, D.c.
~u

w.:r.

2COOS-ll9t

.

R:r. bde:aocu

°'>a lo'ffm~J: 28 )"CC mGt. Vi~ h';r.Jt J)y~i' ia ~v&rb:Ltrat.f.OQ

isc~ssion of &1~-41-C 1716, Pli~t, Michigan..
The question
~~ this 9rievanee is vbether manaaement viol~ted the ~ational
~gteement. by petllli; t ti.ng a superviior to ~e an ot>serv~J:' at. a
·~ievan~• diseu$$iO~ betveea a local.steward and aa acting
Qe:viso~ (204-B).
·~s ra~':~~lly

~o

.. "vs:

agreed t.o !ttll settlement of this case as
.

Eiehe~ p~rt1 ~ay

have an obse~v•: •t i grie~ance
:sonaallf, i ' is ex~c~ed th.at tbe
pal::'ties vil·l advi:H1 each otbei: in ad111anee o! any
~ntcnt to have an obsef"'f•~·

d1se~ssioa.

:~~-~~~· ·sige and J:•t.ura -the en~lo$ed cepy of this let.toe:
700: •treeaeDt. vitll this settlaent.,

:a~Jcnovledg1.ag

·.1i-t.bdr&Vift9 81C....,41S..C 1716

arbitration

Jinces:-el]', _

lis~1n9.

fl:Qll

the pending na.ti.onal

)
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...,..ns llOO~
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.,:~-,.
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z

.
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!
•••••••

~

WI.-.
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UNITED SiATES POS1AL SERVICE
47S L'~flll\t P!aa:e, SW
Waifti119ton, OC 20260

.F.O (.8 lS&Q
Kenneth D. Wilson ·
Administrati'Je Aide, clerx craft
American Postal workers anion, Aft-CIO
817.-· 14th Street, N. W.

M~.

~ashington,

D.

c.

20005
R•H

Al?WO toe.al

Phoenix, AZ
A8-W-OS3S/W8CSKC720J
A.PW 0538
Oear Mi:-. Wilson:
'\ ..

1 rekurna.ry 19, 1980, we met with you to di&c:i.iss the
grievance at tho
grievance procedure.

above-cap~ioned
eontra~tual

~ourth

step of our

The matters pi:esented by yotJ as well as .. the ·applicable
contractual p~ovisions have been revie"'ed and given c:a:reful
consideration.

In settlement of this grievance, it is agreed that
supervisors shall discuss all grievances filed by the Onion
at Step l.
·

This deeisioft is ·not intended to pr~cluae superviso~s from
~ejecting g~ievanoes which they believe are not grievable
under the cens of the National Ac;reement.
Please sign the attached copy of this letter as your
acknowledgment of the a9~eed tQ settlement.
Since·rely,

--~~
· oa~iel A. kahri'
. · taPQr Relations Department

').

./

Clerk
Pos~al

Workers Union,

·.•:::.

/ ---
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Januart 1.9,

Mr. Tho•&I A. Neill
Induatrial K•l•tiona Director
Aaer!ca~ Poatal workers
·-Union, APL-CIO
1300 L

St~eet,

Wa1hi.n9tOrit DC

N.W.
20005-4107

Re: B4C•3W-C 27397 ·
Class Act1oft
Crystal Biver, FL
on December 23, 1988, ve aet in
of the &bov@-referenced case.

)

l.989

~

3%62,

prearbitration discussion

The issue in this grievance is vbether aanase•~nt aay refvse
to conduct Step 1 diacus1iOn$ by telephone rather than in
person.

the dlacues1on, 1t was avt~allf ag~eed that the
follovift9 would reptestnt full and c~aplete 1ettleaent of
this cases

~rln9

Th• intent o! the pfrtiea is to resolve eases at the
lovest possible level whether it la don• by
telephone og iu petaon. Rot•allf, tho parties will
aeet on Step 1 grievances !n per•on, however, tn
unusual eirc:uastaneae, to. accolUlodate the procvis a
Step 1 grievance 11ay be don~ by t•lephone.

Please 1l4J11 and r•tura the eneloaed eoPi of this letter as
your aeknovledgsent of a9reement ·to settle case no. •4C-)W-C
27397 and. ~eaove lt froa the pecding national arbitration
·ll1tin9.

Tlioaa1 i. Neill
Industrial Kelationa Director ·
Aaeri~an Postil Wotkera
Uni~n, AJ't.-CIO

.'\

/

DATJC /-~-If

..
IJNITEO STATES POSiAl SERVICE
L.aOQI RalehOl'IS. 0.p.artmont
475 I. £1\1,nt Ple..:.a. 'SH
W&SIW'"ll\Cft. 0C 20~100

Ar. Lawrence G. Sutchins
vice Pr@sident
.
~ational ~ssociation of
Letter Carriers, .ArL-CIO
100 Indiana Avenue, N.M.
waahin9ton, OC

20001-2197

Re:

Class

A~tion

Soi$e, I·D. 83707
B1N-S~-C

4965

Deat Kr. Butehins:

On Septeabec 7, 1'88, a meeting waa held with the NALC
Directot of City Delivery, Brian ractia, to diseuss the
abov••eaptioned grievance at the fou~th step of cur.
contract~al 9rievance proc~dure.
revie~ing this matter, ve aqtually agreed that no
national interpretive issue i1 fairly presented in thia .
.ca&•. W~ •9ree that where _the local parties are ift autual
aqreeaent, ;tievance d11c~s1ions say tate plac• via
telephone.
A~t~r

Accordingly, ve agreed· to re•and thia case to the pactiec at
St•p 3 for futthec pr~ces1ing, including •cbl~ration if
nece~uar7.

Pleas• aign and return the enclosed copy of this l•ttar as
your 1cknovled9aent of agreeaent to re•and this case.

t[:ely,
Ti•e

li•i~•

(.~.
n ~ •
Grievance
Division

vect

extende~ by

Seo a, Jr.
Iii

•utual

cons~nt.

La11t t enciG.BUtC:tii:
Viet Pr•uident

National Association· of lAttec
carriers, Att-CIO
(Dztte)

~;1?

<)

nr. Lonnio t,. Jotrnr.on
N~ticn~l Dir~ctnr
~'!i'\t.ior.iill I'Ost. Of.tic:e: Milil H.1nt1.1\•rs,
l'liat:t:hmcm, Mel'ln~nger:c .:ind t'.ti:ouu

LP.ador3, AFL-CIO
r.uit:o 450
1:!2!\ 19th ~tri:P.t
1•1 asll.1n~ton,

o.c.

1 l'.r"i.

21Hl:Jt1-2Hl
~c.::

J. Hicc.t
N~w »~van,

Ct OG511

HH1... 1,1-c 11111?
Oaa r ~'"" ., ohn:m.n:

")
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UNITEO STATES POSTAL. SeF\VIC~
1.aCCt R•!.elions ~
475 l.'Srdant P18A. SN
WWlinQten. QC a50-4100
,,

DEC 5 iS35
141:. RobeJ:t t.. TUns tall

Director
Clerk Craft Division
Am•~iaan Postal worke~s
Union, Aft.-CIO
817 14th Street, N.w.
.
wasbington,·o.c. 20005-3399
Assistan~

Re:

Clas• Action
Gulf Bree~~, FL
lt4C•3W-C 14959

32561

oear Mr. Tunstall:
on July 22 1 1986, and again on Nov~mber lO, 1986, we met to
· discuss the above-eapt.ioned grievance a.t the fourth step of
our contractual .g~ievanca preeedure.
The i~sue in this grievance is whethe~ management violated
the National As~eement by not $Chedulinq a Step 2 meeting on
grievance 19-85.

After reviewin9 this matter, we ~utually agreed that no
national interpre~i~e issue is fairly presented in ehis case.
This is a lo~al dispute suitable for regional determinaeion
by application of A~tiele 15, se~tion 2, of the National
Agreement to the particular cirewnstances.

the parties at this level agree tnat management has an

obligation to meet with the union at Ste~ .2 as long as the
union has met tne ~rocedures outlined in Article lS.2, Ste~s
l and 2 of the Natio~a1· A9reemen~.

AQcoraingly, we

agra~d to remand thi~ ease to the parties at
Step 3 ·for furthe;- processing, including arbit::-ation if
necessary.
·

Pl~ase ~ign and retu~n the enel0$6d copy of this letter as·
your a¢knowledg=ent of agreement eo remand this case. ·

"l

M~.

Robert L. Tunstall

Time limits

we~e ~xtended

·2

by mutual ?onaent~

sincerely,

~~I.

L-.J.U

1..

Robert L. Tunstall
Assistant Director
Cl•:k craft Diviaion
Am•~iean Pf;stal "'10rkers
Union, Ai'L-CXO

rs.11

.·

...

\
/

)~

·,··--=)·
.

·~ .,;;'~

UNITSO STATES POSTAL SERVICE
47$ 1,;enta111 Plu1,
wa~ningto",

sw

cc 204?60

DEC 3 1985
..··

Mr~ Robert Tunstall
Assistant Director
Clerk Craft Division
Ame~iean Postal Workers
Union, AFL ... CIO
Sl7 14th Street, N.W.

20005-339~

Washington, D.C.

Re:

Local
Tacoma, WA

9S41l

H4C-50-C SS30

Dear

M~4

Tunstall:

On October 31, 19SS, we met to discuss the above-~aptioned
grievance at th• fourth step of our contractual grievance
procedure•
The issue in this grievance is whether~he grievant has a
right to attend the step 2 meeting with the union
representative.
During our discuss.ion,_ we mutually agreed that the following
constitutes full settlement of thi~ case:

.

The neeess i ty of the presenee of a gri.evant
at a Step 2 meeting is dete1;1t1ined by the union.

Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as
your acknowledgment of agreement to settle this case.

)

Mr.

Robe~t

Tunstall

.Time limits

we~e

extended by mutual

co~sent.

Sincerely,

;. .

"I

'! ,

. I .. -'

.

. . r·"- ,,...,,.:.·,.....
,•

•

,~,, ••

-:!t

'Muriel.Aike~s
Labor Relations Department

)

:.. .

.\

)

Assistant Director
Clerk Craft Division
A..merican,Posta~ Workers
Onion, AFL-CIO

Plr. Thomas· A. Ke ill

Industrial Relations ~irectot
American rostal wor~ers
union, A1L·CIO
1300 L Street, N.W.
Washington, DC

October 19, 1988

20005-4107

Re:

D. Der..anter
flint, JlI 48502
. JUC-48-C 2899

Dear l'tr. Neill:

Recently, a ptearbitration discussion vas held on the above
referenced case. The issue in this ease is vhether
~ana~ement properly denied the grievant's presence at a Step
2 meeting.
In accordanee with Article 15.2. Step 2 (c) and (d) the
parties reaffirm and asr~e to these principl~s·that:
1.

2.

If a·grievant is not available to attend the
scheduled Step 2 meetin9, the parties may·
agree to reschedule th• meeting tc a date
autually convenient in order for the grievant
to be present.

There must

union, and

b~

il

adequate notice given by the
dgnifie4nt c'eascn descnstrate·d

by the union in orde: to justify rescheduling

tho Step 2 aeeting beyond the required.seven
(7) day liait.

3.

!he partie$ pay autually agree to extend
Step 2 meeting to a date ·autually ogteed
upon.

4.

All ti=e spent in the Step .z grievance
1111u~·etinq will be ·on o no gain/no loss basis in
ac~ordance with Article 17.4.

t~e

'\
)

•

Please aign and r•turn th• enclosed copy of this le~ter a1
of agreement to settle C4Se no. 84C-4a-e
28~9 and renov-e 1 t f re• t.he pending national adfi trat1on

you~ 1ckftovled9~ent

listin.9.

Sincerely,

Industrial aelation# Ditector ·
A.=erican P.ostal Wor~efi
Union, AFt.-ClO

Enclosure

)

•

Mr. William Flynn, Jr.

Manager, Conuact Administration
National Postal Mail Handlers
Uni.on, AFta-CIO
1101 Connecticut Avenue, NW. Suite 500
washing1!on, DC 20036-4303
R2: Class Action.
Columbia, SC

D84M-1D-C 87013561

Dear

~.

li'lynn;

:Rec·ently, Joseph Amma. and myself had .a pre-arbitration discussion
with you, Al:thUl:' Vallone, and. Smue.l D'Ambrosio cor..c~rninq the .
above-referenced grievance currently pendinq National l~v~l

arbitration.

After further review of this J11.atter, we a.g.:eed that· there wa.s no
national inteJ:pretive issu~ fai::ly pr~sented as to the 11).eaninq and
intent of Article l.S of the National Agreement.
.

'l'he parties at this level agree that the Nation.al ·Agreement does
not dictate the location where Step 2 discuss.ions must. be held.

)

This is a local dispute suitable for regional determination.

AC!cordi.ngl:y, we agreed. to ~emand this case to Step 3 :for further
consideration :by the parties.
P~e~~e s~gn and ret~ the· enclosed copy of this letter as your
·acknowledgment of agreement to remand this ease and withdraw it
f;-om .. the list of cases. pendinq 'National. Arbit:ration.

Sincerely,

. u:;Jt~

Thomas J. Valenti
Labor Relations Specialist.

illiam.

r

Manaqer
t Administration
Contract Administration
National Postal Mail Handlers Onion
(APWO/NPMHU),Labor·Relationa
AFL-CIO
Dates

~js-;f&

)

LABOR RELATIONS
~

UNITEDST/lTES

IEifll POST/lL SERVICE
Mr. John F. Hegarty
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers' Union
1101 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036-4304
Re: G06M-1G-C 11029012
Class Action
Savannah, GA 48174-9980
Dear John:
Recently, I met with T.J. Branch to discuss the above captioned case at the fourth step of our
contractual grievance procedure.
The issues in this grievance are: does management have the right to designate its Step 2
designees from outside the installation, unilaterally determine the location of the Step 2
discussions, and require telephonic grievance discussions.
After full discussion of this issue, we agreed that no national interpretive issue is fairly presented
in this case as the issues have previously been addressed as follows: Step 2 grievances shall be
filed with the installation head or designee. Management is responsible for notifying the union of
the proper representative to whom Step 2 appeals are to be made (CIM V3 Article 15 Page 6).
The parties agree that the National Agreement does not dictate the location where Step 2
meetings must be held. Pre-arbitration settlement D84M-1D-C 87013561, (copy attached) in part
states:
"The parties at this level agree that the National Agreement does not dictate the location
where Step 2 discussions must be held. This is a local dispute suitable for regional
'
determination. n
Individual telephonic Step 2 discussions are permitted only with agreement by both parties.
These discussions and reviews will have the same contractual force and effect as if the parties
had met in person.
Accordingly, we agree to remand this grievance to Step 3 for discussion and if necessary regional
level arbitration in keeping with the provisions of the Memorandum of Understanding, Step 4
Procedures.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of agreement to
remand this case to Step 3 of the grievance procedure.
Time limits at this level were extended by mutual consent.

Allen Mohl, Labor Relations Specialist
Contract Administration (NPMHU)
and EAP/WEI Programs

0_,_/......~_o....,_}1_1-..
_ _ __

Date: _ _

(

475 l:ENFANT PLAZA SW
WASHNGTON DC 20260-4101
WWW.USPS.COM

1

UNITCO STATiS POSTAL S!RVICe
47$ L'!n!Mt P111Do SW

.

w~oe:mso

Januuy

Hf:. Eermeth

u,

;i.ss2

n. Wilson

·AQizli~trative

Aide, ele1:':k C:af~
Ame:ic:u JO•:tal. workers Union, UL-C~O

81i'. • 14tl:l Stzeet, D.
Wash!ngt.on, DC 20005

..

,.~r..41-.;J ?,4./
APWO - toaal
San Dieqo, CA 92199

Re:

asc-sz-c-21a11

tlear t·!r. l1ilson:

-· _:.... " ...
_ .. •.

-:n tec-1 :~el:' 17, 19 ei, we "et to c!isc!Jss th.e abovi:a-c:a~tioned
at the fourth step of our contractual grievance
xv, Section 2 of the
.N'CilA1wnal
~ -~ .
.as... set . forth
..•· ·: .in::~·- ·Article
· Ac;reeme:·nt.·
-. . .:· .. · •. ''" ... · · .. ,":!: !: ·:~..-:,,.,. .'·:·:.,,,.. ...•... .._,
~~ievance
=~oeedure

....

• •............,, ·---

. ..

··- ....• •••••~

-

~

•• ··~ .. • • .. • •

•• .. .... • •

~

.,""' • •

!,·~ ·~

: •• •:. ... 1 .. :·· •••

• ......

~

:" •• ••

.. 41 •-:. '\

•• '0#

••

..."I • • • • • ..,,. "•• ..

:.

, •••

i : .. . •

••

The matte~s p~esented by you as well. as the applieable
contractual prQvisions have been ~eviewed and given careful
consideration.
The ques~ion in tbis grievance is whether mana9ement violated
Art.ic::le xv of the Nat:iQnal Agreement. oy not p-rov"iding privaey
d~ring Step 2 meetings. .
AJ.thouqh the Nati~nal Agreement dces net spe~ifically address·
this mat~e:, management is mandated aloft9 with the Onion to
have meanin9ful dialogue.in o~de~ to resolve grievances.
While complete priva~y may be diffi~ult to achieve, local
mana~ement ~houJ.d make.the effort to ensure that $tep 2
meet;i.n9s a.re a:s p?:iv-a1:ca as possible with no \JMeces.sal:y ·
inten:upt::.ions ..
'fo tlie extent di3cassed above, we cc:mside:i: this ~ievance·
:e·sol'V'ed.
·
·.·. •· - · ·· · -· ·: ·.
. . .
- .....
. -: .
• • • .. •
·, • ·!'·. .• : ... :.· ·:•
~

.
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. ···,,.·:
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..

. , .. :~~\ ,...
•

. -.... .
'

,~•.1 •• ~ ......·
~

..:1 •

...:..·-·

..

~

.

.

Please sign and ret:urn a cepy of this lettee as yot:"t"
a~knowledginen~ of ag~eemeftt tQ resolv~ t:his g~ievan~e.

Si.ac:ei:ely,

ianey lftlite
Relations

.Labo~

··;

Depa~-t:::m~a~

..

.~.--~v.·1,...._.,., -~ .. •• ... ·':l.J-:.,i~.:;...•~· ~!~"~;;.-....~~ .. ~"·..:.!1•,,1111"::••..-.i.
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UNITiO STATSS POSTAL SERVICE
4751,.'!nlallt Plaza. SW

1984

waardnawrr. DC 20260

MJ:.

~alline

overby

A.Ssistant Secreta~y-irreasu~er
National Asso~iation of te~t•r

Ca~~iers, A?L~cro

·100 Indiana Avsnue, N.W.

Washington,

o.c.

20001-2197
Re z . G. Johnson

aouston, ~x 77201
EISN-30-C 16250

On November lS, 1983, we met to discuss the above-cap~ioned
qrievance at the fQurth ~tep of our contractual grievance

pl:'o<:edure.

~he

\
:

question in this grievance is

whethe~

manaqement

improperly authorized more t!ban one represent.ative to meet
wit:..b. the desic;natecl union stoward a·t a Ste~ 2 meeting.
ourin~ ou~

disQussiQn, it was mutually agreed tbat the
represent a full settlement of· this case;

·fQ~lowing ~uld

Soth the·union and the Employer· have histo~iaally.
had pe~sons o~he~ +:.han the actual designated
representatives act&nd Step 2 meetinqs as observers.
aowever, such persons .shall attend at t:.ne mutual
ecns$n~ of ~he parties desi9nated to discuss the
grievance. .

':.

Please siga and l:'ctt.tim the enclosed

you!!' acJmovled911ent of agr-&•ent
.Time

lt.i~s

,,.,re

e~tendect

to

by mutual

~n

of this letter a.s

settle this case •
consent.

Since.z:oely~

)

Assistant Sec~eta~y-'l'reasurer
National Association of t.etter
Ca~~iers, APL•CIO

, •.·co-..•,.,....

.. . "

_,

.. In the Matter of .Arbitration
Case No. HeN-SB-C 17682

between

UNITED STATES POSTAL

~ERVICE

and
.•

N1'TIO?~AL

I

ASSOCIATION OF I.ETTER CARRIERS

..·

OPINION
. I

Article Vlll (Hours of Work), Section S

er·

the 1978-

1981 National Agreement (JX-1) provides in pertinent parts
.... :--:

Section s. Overtime Assignments. When needed;
overtime work for re~ular full-time employees
shall 'be scheduled among qualified employees
doing similar work in the work location where the
employees re~ularly work in accordance with the
!ollowingc
A. Two weeks prior to the start o~ each
calendar quarter, !ull-time re~ular employees
desiring to work overtime during that quarter
shall place their names on an •overtime Desired"
list.

B. Lists will be established by erart.
section. or tour in accordance with Article XXX,
Local Impl~mentaticn. •

c.

l ••••

2. Only in the letter carrier crart, when
during the quarter the need tor overtime arises,
em~loyees with the necess~ry skills having listed
their names will be selected !rom the list. During
the quarter every e!!ort will be made to distribute
equitably the opportunities for overtime among

. ..

..

"'-...

..

·.

2.

'

those en the list. In crder to· insure equitable opportunities tor overtime. overtime hours
worked and opportunities offered will be posted
and update.d quarterly. Recourse to the •Overtime
·Desired~ list is not necessary in the case ot a
letter carrier working on the employee's own route
in one of the employee's regularl1 scheduled days.

'·
\..

D. Ir the voluntary •Overtime Desired• list
does not provide sufficient qualified people.
qualified full-time regular employees not on the
list may be re~uirtd to work overtime on a rotating basis with the first opportunity assigned
to the ~uni or employee. .•

£. Exceptions to C and D above i ! requested

by the employee may be approved by local manage-

ment in exceptional cases based on equity <•·I• ·anniversaries. birthdays, illness, deaths).

1& Excluding Decembere only in an· emergency
situation will a !ull-time regular employee be required to work over ten (10) hours in a day or aiX (6)
days in a week.
'.rhe instant grievance arose in the Torrance, California,·
·)

Pest Office, which. employs about 220 carriers.

or

is assigned to one
separate

Over~ime

Desired liat tor each

involved in this case
short.

rive zip-code sections.
~s

Each carrier

There is a

aec~ion.

•

The section

9050), called the OJ section, £or

At the time in question. 12 carriers were on the Over-

time Desired list of the OJ section.
On the morning c! 27 february 1981, carrier Route No. 317
was vacant. and no part-time flexible or reserve carriers were
available to deliver the route as a regular eight-hour. atraighttime assignment.

Consequently, in order to have the route

delivered that day,

man~gement

had to assign it as overtime.

..

On 27 February. of the 12 earriers on the Overtime Desired

···~')

list or the O) section. one had bid out or the section. cne
was an acting supervisor. one was on sick leave, and one was

or

on annual leave.

the eight remaining, all were already

scheduled for work, and three were scheduled to work until
5s00 or SalS p. m. on their own routes.
only two optionsi (l) it
the

re~.aining

coul~.•pivot•

Management thus had
the vacant route among

five carriers, er (2) it could call in an employee

not on the Overtime Desired list to work the route

on

overtime.

•Pivoting• is defined in Section 617.2 of the Postal
Cperations

~anual

(JX-)} as followsa

.ll Pivoting is a method of utilizing the
undertime of one or several carriers to perform
duties on a ·temporarily vacant route or to cover
absences. Non-preferential mail may be curtailed
within delivery time standards on the vacant route
and/or on the routes o! the carriers being pivoted.
. .12 Pivoting is not limited to periods when •
mail volume is liBht and when absences are high but
can be utilized throughout the year for .maintaining
balanced carrier workloads~
~ana!ement

followed the second course, calling in Ronald

Summers. the carrier regularly assigned to Route No. )l?,
who had the day o!t.

Sur.imers worked eight hours.

The Union

promptly riled a class grievance (J'X-2). which was denied at
the first.step.

On

l) March l9Bl. the Union appealed to

· step 2, asking for eight hours of pay to be divided among

five carriers on the 0) Overtime Desired list.
step 2 answer, dated 27 r.a.reh. read in parts .

Msnar.ement••

)

:~

It would be a poor management practice ~o sp1it
up a route on overtime when a regular is available.
Additionally it would be a disservice to our customers to have them receive their mail in the late
afternoon\by carrier working on overtime.

J

·The Union then appealed to step j. Management's response,
dated ) June, read in parta
It is Management's position that all contractual
provisions have been met where all Carriers on the
Overtime Desired Lis~ hav~ been called into work.
Vianagement is not obligated to split up a route to
be carried by those employees en the Overtime Desired
List already at work and assigned to other duti~s.

In our judgment, the grievance involves an interpretive issue pertaining to the National Agreement
gr ~ supplement thereto which may be o! general ~P
plication, and thus may only be appealed to Step ~ in
accordance with the provisions or Article XV ct the
National Agreement.
At the step 4 meeting. Howard R. Carter.
~

)

~or

-

the Postal -

Service, and Halline Overby, !or the Union, jointly executed
a statement.

d~ted

..

10 August, that no national interpretive

iasue was presented by the grievance and that it.should therefore be remanded to step

J. On the remand, management again

denied the grievance; its answer, dated 15 September, was

identical with that given on ) June.

The case was then

appeale~

to arbitration.
·. II

Both James Hurst,
G.

Talber~. ~he

~he

Vnion•s sole witness, and

Donal~

Postal Service's sole witness. agreed that the

common practice at the Torrance Post Office

•

•

when there are

not enough part-time flexible carriers to .cover vacant routes

)

s.
Qn straiBht time has been, first. to assign carriers

~rom

the Overtime Desired list who are not scheduled on that pa.r-

ticular. day 1 second, to pivot the route among carrier: er.
the Overtime Desired list who are already acheduleds and
third. to assign carriers not on the Overtime Desir•d list.

They also agreed th•t the rule af thumb has been that

no

carrier should be scheduled on the street •after dark,•
in February would be

S•lS p.

m:.(Talbert)

wr~P~

5a)O p. m. (Hurst).
. .-

.

Finally. they agreed that although Art1c+e VllI, Section

5-F

provides that except in December. or 1n an emergency, no full·

time regular carrier will be required to work more than 10
hours in a day, carriers frequently voluntarily work in exce!s

or lO hours per day.
During the processing ct the instant grievance. the Union
argued that the overtime in question

cou~d

have been distributed

as follows (JX-2)1

J. Ryan - 2.50 hours preshift Li.e., call in early]
to case route, has normal 10 am
starting time.

D. Bowser - l.SO hours carrying
D. Arvin - l.SO hours carrying
A. Bowman - l.SO hours carrying
L. Sipe - l.OO hours carrying
As shown by the tirne cards this would have !''!!:111 b•r'I
co~pleted by 5aJO pm, not an
time for residential.routes to be comyled in

in the entire route being

unc~mmon

this city.

Had these carriers been pivoted in the manner

sug~estee

,)

6.
by the Union, they would have worked the fellowing

ct hours., respectively•

~otal

number

Ryan - lOi • Bowser-9i, Arv1n-9J,

Bowman - lOi, Sipe - 10.
The Union•s position is

th~~

management•s tallure to pivot

the vacant assignment on 27 February 1981 was a prima !acie
,
violation of Article VIII. section S-C-2 and 5-D, and that none
of the exceptions in

5-E

applied.

Reeogni:ing that 1n some
.circumstances it may be •impracticable or unreasonable to

pivot an overtime assignment,• the Union offers as a·•rair and
workable standard• ihat

mrtieulate~

by ArbitTater Neil N.

Bernstein in a regional award dated )O December 1981., in a

similar case.

The language alluded to by the Union_(Bernstelft.

award. P. S). reads as tollowse
Th@ Service does have the right in the first
instance to schedule working hours, bu~ the
scheduling that it does must be •reasonable•.
The concept or reasonableness necessarily in•
eludes some recognition and protection cf the
overtime allocation principles contained in .
Article VIII. The avoidance or compulsory
overti~e by maximum utilization cf ~he aervice
cf the employees on the "Overtime Desired" list
is a !actor that must be considered in any appropriate scheduling decision. However, that
is not to say that avoidance of' compulsory
overti~e is an overriding consi~er~ticns there
are many other !actors that also are relevant.
and they may sometimes dictate a work schedule
that involves more co.mpulsory overtime than 1s
absolutely necessary.. However, if the Service
·does adopt such a ·schedule. it mast have "good
cause• !or· doing ao.
The

Union·a~gues th~t

the Postal Service has failed to

j

satisfy the •good cause• standard.

)

It points out that \2%\der

.·

.

. .
~

·-

Article XV (Grievance-Arbitration Procedure)
A~reement,

or

the National

both parties must state all or the racts and con-

tentiotis upon which they rely during the grievance procedure•
and it

clt~s

an award by Arbitrator Richard Viittenthal. dated

21 September 19$1, refusing to consider arguments

er

the

.

Postal Service advanced
, tor the first time at the arbitration
lt emphasizes that all or the specific eircUJnStanees

hearing.

relied upon by management to prove the reasonableness and_ .. just

cause for assigning the overtime work to Summers were mentioned

!er the first time at the
they should therefore be

arbitr~tion

hearing, and urges

~hat

in~dmi~sibl~Q

In addition, the Union contends that even if those circumstances are considered, they do not sustain management's
position.
Section

Specifically, the Union argues that Article VIII,

5-F

.

does net impose a flat ban on working over 10 hours

in one day, but cnly a ban on compulsory assignment o! wbrk in

excess of lO Hours.

It also denies·management•s claim that it

would have taken more time to pivot the overtime work among
the rive carriers than it took

Sum~ers

while admitting that pivoting the

to complete it.

overti~•

would have delayed

some mail deliveries. the Union insists that this
vant.

w~s

irrele-

No business mail was involved, and there has always

been a substantial variation in times of

or

Finally.

r~sidential deliverie~

v.a.il in Torrance.
The position o! the Postal Service is that under Article

III (Management Rights) of the National

Agree~~nt.it h~s ~h~

_.-~--?).
·,-

B.
ri~ht

to resort to compulsory overtime for the purpose

.

or

minimizing overtime, using it in the most erticient maru'\tr •
.an~ avoiding delay in the mails.

•

~

~hat

It points out, further,

management had no way of knowing, in advance, whether any er

.,

all er· the five carriers on the Overtime Desired list who
were already scheduled would be willing to work in excess.of
,
lO hours or, if ao, whether ~hey would be able to finish before
dark.

Finally, it asserts that the assignment

.

route to Summers was reasonable

be~ause

or

the vacant

it was his regular

route. it could be completed in less-time than -auld have been
required if it had been pivoted, and the assignment resulted

in no delay in the mail delivery.
III

The Postal Service says that the thrust

er

the Union's

argument is that management must exhaust the Overtime Desired
list to the maximum extent possible (up to two hours overtime
£or each carrier on the list) prier to using a
the list.

I do not agree.

c~rrier

not on

As I understand the Union's position •

•

generaliting from its arguments in this case. it is th?.t
ment must

exh~ust

the Overtime nesired list before compelling

someone not on the list to work overtime. provided

on the list are willing to work up
may bt

~equired,

~anage-

~o

th~t

these

or beyond 10 hours, as

and provided that street deliveries can be

completed before dark.

I al10 in!er

th~t·the

Union weuld

.

probably agree that in some circumstances it might be unreason·

)

able to require that overtime be ottered to a carrier on the
Overtime List even if the time involved would .:e

.;::- not

in-

crease ·his total hours worked in the day to 10.

On the other hand. the position taken by the Postal
Service throughout the !our steps of the grievance procedure
was that Article VIll,. Section 5 does not require it to assign
overtime work to carriers on the Overtime Desired list 1! they
•
have already been called in to'worke and that management ~~s
no obligation •to split up a route to be carried by
~lcyees • • • already

t~ose

em-

at work and assigned to other duties.•

This interpretation is predicatede mistakenly;
.

.

~n

Article !IIj

which is expressly made •subject to the provisions o! this

.. -

Agreement.• including Article VIII.

The Postal Service advanced other,more credible arguments at the arbitration hearing to

su~port

the reasonableness

o! its decision to assign the disputed work to Summers, but .
none of these except the later delivery of mail had been raised
during earlier steps

or

the grievance procedure.

l am fully

in agreement with Arbitrator Mittenthal that the provisions

or Article XV requiring that all of the facts and arguments
re11ed upon by both parties must be fully disclosed before
the case is submitted to arbitration should be strictly enforced.

In

case, therefore, I have

~his

ation to any er

~he arg~ments advance~

~iver.

no

con~ider

by the Postal Service

ether than· those referred to •reci!ically in this and the preceding para~aph.

The interpretation of Article VIII, Section S

)
/

- 10.

"\

.. I

/

relied upon by the Postal Service in its answers at.
2 and

?

ar~ment

~rocedure

of the grievance
\

thnt by

the manner

delivery

~!voting

sug~ested ~y

or

st~ps

is plainly in error.

the vacant route

assignmen~

The

in

the Union would have delayed the

some residential mail seems to me

inconsequ~nti~1.

in the light of the evidence or past practice, and not

am~untinr

to good cause tor not doing ao •

...

.

Both parties seem to accept Arbitrator Bernstein's good
cautu~

standard..

By 1 ts very nature, however, 'this 111tandar4

must be applied en a case-by-case

b~sigs

it

not

~oes

l~nd

In this ease.the Postal

itself to embodiment in a per!.!. rule.

Service relied almost entirely en 1 ts own E!l: .l1 rule during - .
the grievance procedure, and I have concluded
-,')

l{oes too 1'ar.

~hat

-thia

rule ·

Th• Union should not interpret this decision,

however, as meaning that under any conceivable circumstances

the Postal Service is rorbidden to assign overtime work to a
carrier not on the Overtime Desired list simply

~ecause

another

carrier or carriers on that list. who have already been ached·
uled ror work. desire to perform some or all o! the overtime
involved.
Although there is some question in my mir:id that all cf the
overtime work in this case. if pivoted as the Union asserted
it should have been done,

c~uld

have been completed be!cre

dark. the Post&l Service waived its right to disrute the Vnion'•

claim by failing to challenge it directly in the grievance procedure.

Accordingly, I shall «rant the

re~edy re~uested

•

•

Benjamin Aaron

Arbitratcr

•

ARBITRATION AWARD
September

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
Helena, Montana

1981 ··

H8N-SL-C i0418

Case No.

-and-

2~

~8-W-.0406)

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
LETTER CARRIERS
Branch 220

Subject:

Assignment of Work - Enforceability of
randum of Understanding

Local.~~mo

Statement of the Issues:
Whether the Helena Memorandum of Unaerstanding with respect to the assignment of re-labeling work is enforceable or unenforceable? Whether Helena Management waived its unenforceability claim by failing to invoke the procedures set
forth in the 1978 National Memorandum of Understanding for resolution of an alleged conflict between
the Helena Memorandum and the 1978 National Agreement?

.•_.)·.·_.
_

Contract Provisions Involved:
Articles III, XIII, XV and
XXX and the Memorandum of Understanding on XXX of
the July 21, 1978 National Agreement. Article XLI,
Section 3U of the November 14, 1978 Helena Memorandum of Understanding.
G·;;ievance Data:

Date

Grievance Filed:
Step 2 Answer:
St.ep 3 Answer:
Step 4 Answer:

April 28, 1980
May 22, 1980
June 30, 1980
December 19, 1980

)

__ /
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Appeal to Arbitration:
Case Heard:
Transcript Received:
Briefs Submitted:

January 22, 1981
April 28, 1981
May 11, 1981
June 28, 1981

Statement of the Award:
The grievance is granted.
The Helena postal facility should reimburse the
Regular Carrier or T-6 for re-labeling work improperly assigned to others in April 1980.

)

-l(a)-

BACKGROUND
This grievance from Helena, Montana involves the Postal
Service's refusal to honor a clause in a Local Memorandum
of Understanding which requires cases for a particular route
to be " •.. re-labeled by the Regular Carrier or T-6 only."
NALC insists that this refusal is a violation of Article XXX
of the 1978 National Agreement. The Postal Service argues,
however> that this c1ause is unenforceable (1) because its
subject matter does not fall within the 22 items enumerated
for local negotiations in Article XXX, Section B and {2)
because its terms are inconsistent or in conflict with
Articles III and XIII. NALC disagrees with both of these
propositions.
Since the rnid-1960s, the parties have encouraged the
execution of local agreements. ·Those local agreements included a variety of clauses. Some served to implement the
general provisions of the National Agreement; others dealt
with subject matter not covered by the National Agreement.
The parties specifically contemplated local ageements which
went beyond the terms of the National Agreement. For example, Article VII, Section 13(c) of the 1968 National Agreement prohibited local clauses which "repeat, reword, paraphrase or conflict with the National Agreement ••• " but
added that "this is not to be interpreted to mean that local
negotiations shall be restricted to only those options provided in articles in the National Agreement ••• "
This history was not ignored in the 1971 National Agreement, the first contract following the Postal Reorganization
Act and the creation of the collective bargaining process
now in effect. Article XXX stated that it was "impractical
to set forth in the Agreement all detailed matters relating
to local conditions ... " and that therefore "further negotiations regarding local conditions will be required with
respect to local installations, post offices, and facili.ties." It went on to say that "any agreement reached shall
be incorporated in memoranda of understanding." It provided
that no such memoranda "shall be inconsistent or in conflict
with this Agreement ••• "; it provided for arbitration of impasses reached in local negotiations.
The 1971 local negotiations resulted in a huge number
of impasses. More than 100,000 of them were appealed to
arbitration. Obviously, the parties were unable to dispose
of this volume of disputes. This difficulty prompted
changes in the 1973 National Agreement. The parties decided
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to limit the number of impasses by restricting "local implementation" to "22 specific items enumerated below •.• " Thus>
the local negotiators could deal with any or all of these
22 items but were not required to discuss anything else.
The parties provided for arbitration of impasses where the
appeal to arbitration was timely and was authorized by the
National Union President.
The language of the 1973 National Agreement,
specifically, Article XXX, has been carried forward into the
1975 and 1978 National Agreements. It is crucial to the
resolution of this grievance and must be quoted at length:
uA. Presently effective local memoranda of
understanding not inconsistent or in conflict
with the 1978 National Agreement shall remain in
effect during the term of this Agreement unless
changed by mutual agreement pursuant to the local
implementation procedure set forth below.

"B. There shall be a 30-day period of local
implemention to commence October 1, 1978 on the
22 specific items enumerated below, provided that
no local memorandum of understanding may be inconsistent with or vary the terms of the 1978
National Agreement:
••• [Items 1 through 22]
"C. All proposals remaining in dispute may
be submitted to final and binding arbitration,
with the written authorization of the national
Union President. The request for arbitration
must be submitted within 10 days of the end of
the local implementation period. However, where
there is no agreement and the matter is not referred to arbitration, the provisions of the
former local memorandum of understanding shall
apply, unless inconsistent with or in conflict
with the 1978 National Agreement.

"D. An alleged violation of the terms of a
memorandum of understanding shall be subject to
the grievance-arbitration procedure."*

*

This quotation is taken from the 1978 National Agreement.
The language of the 1973 and 1975 National Agreements is
identical except for the year 1973 or 1975, respectively,
instead of 1978.
-3-

Given this background, the facts which prompted the instant dispute should be considered. Route cases are labeled
so as to allow a Letter Carrier to case mail in a proper delivery sequence. Re-labeling is periodically required, perhaps two hours' work on each carrier route once a year, because of route changes (e.g., new addresses). In the 1975
local negotiations in Helena" Montana, the parties agreed to
a Memorandum of Understanding which included the following
clause in Article XLI, Section 3:
"U. Routes will be re-labeled by the Regular
Carrier or T-6 only."

This clause does not fall within any of the 22 items enumerated in Article XXX-B. It was nevertheless applied by Management throughout the life of the 1975 National Agreement.
It was not mentioned during the 1978 local negotiations and
it appeared again, unchanged, in the 1978 Memorandum of Understanding. No claim was made by Management in those negotiations that the clause was inconsistent or in conflict with
the National Agreement.
Helena Management used a part-time Flexible Carrier and
a limited duty Regular Carrier to remove and replace labels
on route cases on April 14, 1980. This was contrary to the
terms of the 1978 Memorandum of Understanding. NALC Branch
220 grieved on April 28, 1980> alleging a violation of the
Memorandum and seeking back pay for the Regular Carriers who
would have performed this re-labeling had Management complied
with Article XLI, Section 3U of th.e Memorandum.

.,
)

DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS
This case concerns the enforceability of that portion
of the 1978 Helena Memorandum of Understanding which deals
with the assignment of re-labeling work. Two principal questions are before the arbitrator. The first is whether this
Helena clause is rendered unenforceable by reason of the fact
that its subject matter is outside the scope of the 22 items
enumerated for local negotiations in Article XXX-B. The second
is whether this Helena clause is inconsistent or in conflict
with the 1978 National Agreement and hence unenforceable under
Article XXX-A and ~.B. The Postal Service believes both questions call for an affirmative answer. NALC disagrees.
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I - Enforceability - Subject Matter
The Postal Service argues that Article XXX-B limits the
It insists that local
parties have the authority to negotiate only on those 22 items
enumerated in XXX-B.
It urges that they have no authority
to negotiate on other subject matter and that should they nevertheless do so, any agreement they reach would be unenforceable.
It asserts that these principles require that the Helena clause
on re-labeling be declared unenforceable inasmuch as it does
not fall within the 22 enumerated items.

permissible scope of local negotiations.

This argument rests on a single sentence in Article XXX-B,
"There shall be a 30-day period of local implementation .•• on
the 22 specific items enumerated below ••• " These words simply state that the local parties are to negotiate on these
22 items. A familiar rule of contract construction provides,
"To express one thing is to exclude another." The Postal Service apparently relies on this rule in asserting that the local parties are not to negotiate anything other than these
22 items. Its position is that the local parties in Helena
had no authority to negotiate the clause on re-labeling and
that this clause must therefore be deemed nu11 and void.
This point of view is not persuasive. To begin with,
it must be remembered that the local parties had in the past
routinely negotiated local memoranda on subject matter nowhere
mentioned in the National Agreement. No one claims these memoranda were, for that reason, invalid. However, so many local
issues were deadlocked in the 1971 negotiations that the procedure for resolving such impasses was overwhelmed and hence
unworkable. This problem prompted the introduction of XXX-B
in the 1973 National Agreement. Clearly~ the concern of the
national parties was not the subject matter of the local memoranda* but rather the number of impasses.
It is true that
XXX-B served to limit the subjects on which the local parties
were required to negotiate. But that obviously was done in
order to limit the number of potential impasses in the future.
Given this tradition of broad local memoranda and the
limited objectives of XXX-B, it would take clear contract

*

The national parties were, of course, always concerned about
local memoranda being consistent with the National Agreement.
That matter is discussed later in this opinion.
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language to prohibit the local parties from negotiating a clause
No such language,
no such prohibition, can be found in XXX-B. The Postal Service
believes this provision describes what the local parties are
authorized to negotiate. But it is equally plausible to argue,
as NALC does, that this provision describes what the local
parties are required to negotiate.* This interpretation is,
I think, more consistent with the parties' history as well
as collective bargaining reality.** The rule of construction
noted earlier, when applied to this view of XXX-B, would indicate only that the local parties are not required to negotiate on any subject outside the 22 listed items. Thus, the
local parties are free if they wish to expand their negotiating agenda to include subjects nowhere mentioned in XXX-B.
That is exactly what happened in Helena when the local parties agreed to a re-labeling clause in the 1975 negotiations.
They had the authority to negotiate such a clause.

on a subject outside the 22 listed items.

Two other points deserv'e brief mention. First, the Postal
Service concedes that any pre-1973 local memoranda on subjects
outside the 22 listed items would be valid and binding notwithstanding XXX-B.
It says only post-1973 memoranda are affected
by the XXX-B constraints.
If this distinction were correct,
then the validity of many local clauses would depend not on
their subject matter but rather on the date they happen to
have been negotiated. The same clause might be valid if executed in the 1971 negotiations but invalid if executed in
the 1973 negotiations. That would be a strange result.
Second, the Postal Service cites several awards which have
interpreted XXX-B in a manner consistent with its position.
All but one*** of those awards were impasse arbitrations.
They were not grievance arbitrations; they were not heard

*

And Article XXX-B and -C together indicate that the parties
are free to arbitrate what they are required to, but cannot
successfully negotiate.

**

Mu1ti-facility (or multi-employer) collective bargaining
contracts always permit local agreements so long as they are
not in conflict with the master contract. That phenomenon
is a result of the need for mutually acceptable arrangements
for matters not covered by the master contract.

*** The one exception, Case No. AC-N-14034, was a grievance
arbitration at the national level. But the arbitrator's opinion did not really deal with the issue before me in the present
case.
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at the national level; they do not appear to have involved
a full airing of this XXX-B issue.
In another award at the
national level (Case No. A8-N-0036), Arbitrator Aaron stated~
" ••• i t can scarcely be contended that management is precluded
by Article XXX, Section B, from agreeing to negotiate locally
about any particular matter." Under these circumstances, I
do not consider myself bound by the Postal Service citations.

For these reasons~ my conclusion is that the Helena Local
Memorandum clause on re-labeling was enforceable even though
it covered a subject outside the 22 enumerated items in XXX-B.
II - Enforceability
Memoranda

Continuity of

The Helena clause in question was initially agreed to
in the 1975 local negotiations.
It was incorporated in the
1975 Local Memorandum. No mention was made of this clause
in the 1978 negotiations and the parties carried it forward
into the 1978 Memorandum.
That clause is enforceable under Article XXX-A, "Presently
effective local memoranda of understanding ••. shall remain in
effect during the term of this [1978 National] Agreement ... "
It was in effect in April 1980 when Management ignored its
terms and assigned re-labeling work to someone other than "the
Regular Carrier or T-6 ••• " According to XXX-D, such "an alleged violation of the terms of a memorandum of understanding
shall be subject to the grievance-arbitration procedure.n
III - Enforceability - Conflict with
National Agreement
Article XXX-A provides that only those "presently effective local memoranda" which are "not inconsistent or in conflict with the 1978 National Agreement shall remain in effect
during the term of this Agreement .•. " The Postal Service asserts that the Helena clause on re-labeling is "inconsistent
or in conflict with" Articles III and XIII of the 1978 National
Agreement and is hence unenforceable. NALC disagrees.
Article III (Management Rights) states in part:
"The Employer shall have the exclusive right:> subject to the provisions of this Agreement and consistent
with applicable laws and regulations~

)
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A.

To direct employees ••• in the performance of
official duties;

B.

To ••• assign .•• employees in positions within
the Postal Service;

C.

To maintain the efficiency of the opera-

tions ••• ;
D.

To determine the methods, means and personnel
by which such operations are to be conducted •.. 11

This contract language grants the Postal Service an "exclusive right" to "direct" the work force and "assign" work.
Its broad discretion in these areas is "subject" to the provisions of the 1978 National Agreement. Neither party has
cited any portion of the National Agreement which would limit
that discretion in relation to the facts of this case. The
M-39 Manual, Part 121.21, says that one of the Carrier's off ice duties is to "relabel cases if local management so desires ••• " These words merely indicate that Carriers are to
perform re-labeling work only when Management asks them to
do so.
The Helena clause on re-labeling work is part of a Local
Memorandum of Understanding.
It is not a provision of the
1978 National Agreement.* It states, "Route ••• [cases] will
be re-labeled by the Regular Carrier or T-6 only." The i:ssue raised by the parties is whether this clause, this restriction on Helena Management's right of assignment, is "inconsistent or in conflict with" Article III of the National
Agreement.
The Postal Service's argument is not without appeal.
It correctly observes that this local clause prohibits Helena
Management from assigning re-labeling work to anyone other
than the Regular Carrier or T-6.
It insists that Management's "exclusive right" to "assign" is thereby limited, that
the broad discretion granted by Article III is reduced by the
-·Helena clause. In its opinion, therefore, the prohibition
in this local clause is "inconsistent or in conflict with"
its Article III rights. It says this inconsistency should
prevent this clause from being treated, under XXX-A, as a

*

Local memoranda are enforceable through the terms of the
National Agreement. But that surely does not make any such
memorandum a provision of the National Agreement.
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"presently.effective local memoranda ••• "
The difficulty with this argument is that it assumes
Helena Management had no "right" to agree to such a clause.
That is not true. One who holds an "exclusive rightn has a
wide variety of options. Thus, Helena Management had many
alternatives with respect to the assignment of the disputed
work. It was free to assign the re-labeling to any of its
Carriers. It was free to assign the re-labeling to a special
group of employees, the Regular Carrier or T-6 only. It was
free indeed to reduce this latter arrangement {i.e., use of
the Regular Carrier or T-6 only} to writing through a Local
Memorandum. Each of these approaches represents a legitimate
exercise of Management's "exclusive right" of assignment.
It had a right to do whatever it wished to do.
In short, the "exclusive right" in Article III did not
prevent Helena Management from contracting with the Local NALC
Branch to limit the assignment of particular work to particular employees. That was simply one of the options available
to it. Because this Helena clause was hence within Management's
powers_, it can hardly be considered "inconsistent or in conflict with" Article III rights. That being so!I this local
clause is not rendered unenforceable by XXX-A or -B. Helena
Management was bound by this clause. When it assigned re-labeling to employees other than the Regular Carrier or T-6 on
April 14!1 1980 3 it violated that clause. Such a violation
is subject to ~orrection th:rough the terms of" :xxx..:..n.
In reaching this conclusion, I have examined awards by
Arbitrators Krimsly and Balicer cited by the Postal Service.
Both appear to have been the result of impasse arbitrations.
The Balicer award involves other provisions of the National
Agreement besides Article III and seems to be distinguishable
from the present case. The Krimsly award is based, at least
in part, on the faulty premise that local parties cannot pegotiate assignment restrictions because that is not one of the
22 local implementation items in XXX-B. I have already ruled
otherwise in Part I of this opinion.

There remains the Postal Service's claim that the local
clause in question is ."inconsistent or in conflict with" Article XIII which. concerns "assignment of ill or injured regular
work force employees." The difficulty here is the lateness
of this argument. Article XV describes in great detail what
is expected of the parties in the grievance procedure. The
Postal Service's Step 2 decision must make a "full statement"
of its "understanding of ..• the contractual provisions involved." Its Step 3 decision must include "a statement of
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any additional .•• contentions not previously set forth •.• "
Its Step 4 decision must contain "an adequate explanation of
the reasons therefor." In this case!I the Postal Service made
no mention of Article XIII in Steps 2, 3 and 4. Its reliance
on this contract provision did not surface until the arbitration hearing itself. Under such circmnstances, it would be
inappropriate to consider this belated Article XIII claim.*
For these reasons, I find that the Helena clause on re-

labeling is valid and enforceable and that Helena Management
violated this clause in April 1980 by using employees other
than the Regular Carrier or T-6 to perform the re-labeling
work.

AWARD
The grievance is granted. The Helena postal facility
should reimburse the Regular Carrier or T-6 for re-labeling
work improperly assigned to others in April 1980.

~~

Richard Mittenthal, Arbitrator

*

This procedural objection to any consideration of XIII
in this case was made by NALC at the arbitration hearing and
in its post-hearing brief.
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the parties to address:
(1) The procedural question; and,
(2) the safety issues. This is done as the parties agree
at Step 4 that both the procedural and safety issues are
noninterpretive in nature.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as
your acknowledgment of agreement to remand this case.
Mr. Robert L. Tunstall

2

Time limits were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely,
Daniel A. Kahn
Robert Tunstall
Labor Relations Department Assistant Director
American Postal Workers
Union, AFL-CIO
bee:

Postmaster - Orlando, FL 328.02
Southern Region
Article Code ... 15-03-02 REMANDED

Subject, Chron, Reading, Art. File, Lerch
LR310:MHOliver:G6ht02: 1/29/86

WHETHER MANAGEMENrs REFUSAL TO HEAR THE GRIEVANCE ON ITS
MERITS AT STEP 3 VIOLATES THE NATIONAL AGREEMENT WHEN THE
UNION FAILED TO PROVIDE MANAGEMENT'S PRESENTATION AT STEP 2
WITH A COPY OF THE STEP 3 APPEAL
DOCUMENT TYPE:
UNION:
CONTRACT YEAR:
ARTICLE:
SECTION:
CREATE DATE:

STPFOUR
NATIONAL POST OFFICE MAIL HANDLERS UNION
1987
15
3
10/20/88

Mr. Joseph N. Aroma, Jr.
Director of Contract Administration
Laborers' International Union
of North America, Mail Handlers
Division, AFL-CIO
1 Thomas Circle, N.W., Suite 525
Washington, DC 20005-5802
Re:

Class Action
Jacksonville, FL
H7M-3R-C 10666
Dear Mr. Aroma:

32203

On September 12, 1988, we met with your representative,
Marcellus Wilson, to discuss the above-captioned grievance at
the fourth step of our contractual grievance procedure.

The threshold issue in this grievance is whether the National
Agreement was violated (1) when management did not issue a
Step 2 written decision in a timely manner and (2) .when
management refused to discuss the grievance at Step 3 when
the Union did not provide management at -Step 2 with a copy of
the Step 3 appeal letter.
During our discussion, we mutually agreed that no national
interpretive issue is fairly presented in the threshold of
this case. We further shared the mutual understanding that
the provisions of Article 15 of the National Agreement
obligates management to issue a written Step 2 decision in
timely manner and also, obligates the Union to provide
management's Step 2 representative with a copy of the Step 3
appeal letter.
Accordingly, we mutually agreed to remand this case to the
parties at Step 3 for consideration of the merits and further
processing, including arbitration· if necessary.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this decision as
your acknowledgment of agreement to remand this case.
Mr. Joseph N. Amma, Jr.

2

Time limits were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely,
William F. Scott, II Joseph N. Amma, Jr.
Grievance & Arbitration Director of Contract
Division
Administration
Laborers' International Union
of North America, Mail
Handlers Division, AFL-CIO
bee:

Postmaster
Southern Region
Article Code ... 15-03-01

REMANDED

Subject, Reading, Computer
LR410:SPulcrano:ht:l0/20/88:0CA Computer Input
All-in-One
Folcier:Step 4
Doc~· No. 341

whether grievants were entitled to payment as witnesses and for time spent
in an advisory capacity during an arbitration hearing

DOCUMENT TYPE:
UNION:
ARTICLE:

STPFOUR
NATIONAL RURAL LETTER CARRIERS
ASSOCIATION CONTRACT YEAR:
1988
15

)

..:~~
. ..
s
...-..... .
'!:

z
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_.:.......

~> ··-·..

~

~
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
4'1'$ l.:Enfant Plua. SW
WUl'lington, cc 2c;:tiO

UEC .1

.l97~

Mr. Kenneth D. Wilson
Administrative Aide, Clerk Craft
American Po9tal Horkers Union, AFL-CIO
l~th Street, mi

617 -

Vashington, DC

20005

Re:

APWU - Local
Jacksonville.

~L

AS-s-03091sBc3~c6145

APWU - 0309
De<.;:o M:"',

Wilson:

On Octcber 23, 1979, we met on the above-captioned case at
th• fourth .step of the "ontraotuc.l griev:a~¢e procedure
forth in the 1978 National .Agreement.

l

The matter. at issue-in "this

grievan~e

or

allo~ed a reasonable amount
Union .state~ent of corrections

is whether

~et

a 9te~ard

is

on-the-clock to write a
anc! additions to the Step 2
ti~e

decisior..
The followins represents cur rnutua: interp.retation of the
contr-act provision covering this issue and settles all
matters in dispute in thi~ case.

We mutually agree that a steward i~ allowed a reasonable
amount of time on-the-clocl< to wri.~e the Union statement o~
corrections· and additions to the St.e? 2 decision. · This is
Ct:•ns:.·1~ri?d ?C.t't of th~ Ste-;; 2 ~;~::ess.
7he Uni.or. stat~~ent
~houlo r~late ~o incowp!e~e
ti~ns s~~ forth i~ the ~tep

;~t..ea~. . ~· :.,>~n a copy

the agreed to

ot

or ;;.:==~r~te
2 ~~c!~ion.

rac~s

or

c~nt~~

.:th?.~ le~ ~l?c'" cs y-:,l!r a~J<!'.:w:~J.:.:~er:t

c.1r

interpr~aticn.

Si nee rely,

~:.ies

labor
'·,

. i

)

·~~~~

acc.i..-.!.a

Relatio~s Depart~ent

~2// __ /J .
'-7'}.f/:_·-r/a
[enncLa U.

~ilson

Ac~in~~trative
A~;-erican Pc~tal

An.-cro

I /)
)Qh'/~:c~

Aide, Clerk Craft
Workers Unior.,

-~-~-..:.; ~

!J,·.:.:Tt;f) ::'.·::~;"!":?:..:
P(~s·ojL :-~::=r: ;'>:·~.::

Mr. John F. Hegarty
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union,
1101 Connecticut Avenue. NW, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20036-4304

Re: C06M-1C-C 12277784
Class Action
Buffalo, NY 14240-9997

I recently met with your representative, Dick Collins, to discuss the above-captioned grievance at
the fourth step of our contractual grievance procedure.
The issue in this case is whether or not additions and corrections can be submitted by anyone
other than the union Step 2 representative.
After fuH discussion of this issue, the parties agree that no interpretive issue is fairly presented in
this case. Detennination of this issue is based on the fact circumstances involved. A Union
representative may submit additions and corrections to a Step 2 decision. Whether the additions
and corrections are accurate is subject to challenge, regarding accuracy, throughout the rest of
the grievance arbitration procedure.
Accordingly, we agree to remand this grievance to Step 3 for further processing andfor regional
arbitration if necessary.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of agreement to
remand this case to regional level arbitration.
Time limits at this level were extended by mutual consent.

(\..\ ,{"""'--~
J~ L o --. J\ ' \.

......)
'

(\t~ . . :1[ '.:. '-·
Vicki Benson
Labor Relations Specialist
Contract Administration (NPMHU}
'

.·-I.-·}
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John F. f.legarty. t:il?tional President
National Postal Mail Handlers
Union, AFL-CIO .
.
Date:

G /.) 7 / !
I
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UNrreD STATES POSTAl. seRVICS
47S c.·~tlfttPlua. aw

Wl$hlt!Gton. CC 20aclO
NoV1!mbe~

i7, 1981

~. BaUine Ove::by
Asaistan~ Se~~eta~reasurer

Nationatl. Asaociat:ion of Letter
Caa:iei:s, AFL-CIO
:tzKl1a.na Avenue, N. w.
wuhinciton,. .D. c .. 10001

too

Class Action
i:e.y west" f'~ 3304 CV
HBN-lW-C-33606

on wov~: s,

above-ol!IPtioned grievance at the

eontrac:t:wal

.

'

1981, we •et.with you to 41scuss the

g~1evanc;e

proced.u:r:e..

~quJ:th

:

.
l

.

step· of· our " , ..

.

.

.

~ uttei:s present~ by you as well as the applicab~e . ·

: contz:actual

have been reviewed an4 given ~a~eful
·.
·
...
.
.
and final settlement: of all iaatters relating to this
p~ov1s~ons

ccma14ent10ft.
.

.lt.s full

:gd.e.v4ftce,. we mutually agreed t.o ·settle this c!i#Spute as
f ollowe:

.

.

..

· ~i'leue si9a th•
·

.

.

.Bo~ly,. the l'ostteater 9:r: 11ana.geiu.ent Step 2 rep:t:e$ent.ative ·
will· not issue co::t:ecetons and a.4c!f. etons ta. ·the Union.
~l',. tshc:)Uld this occur, e!le appi:ogr:iat:• union·
hpesente.tlve will be all~ reasonable off!icial stewara ·~
·· · tiae to pr:egal:'fi a ww:itten response.··
·

....· :
·~tta<:hed ~of ··~ia deci:do~ a~ your·

aelcnowleclgruent: · of

a~eem4nt.

. ' ·Sincerely,. .

.·.~,e~
~
Can::ter

..

R..
· · Labor Relations Department .

to

:

.• .

resolve- this case.•

'. l

.

Ha l ne OVerby
Assi$tant secretary i:rea ut:e:a:-

National Association of
C~~iers,

Ai"Ir-CIO

l'Aet.te-1!"

)
./

ARllITitA'l't.ON f.WAllD

December 10. 1979
UNITED STATES POSTAL StmVICE

West Virginia

Parkersburg~

Case Nos. AB-E-021,
AB-E-022

-andAMERICAN l'OSTAL WORZ.:E.RS UNION

Subjecc: ·payment of. Stewards - Grieyance.
Statement of· the Issue:

Proce~ure

· "Is che ·postal S<?rv1ee. ro..-

quired t~ pay Union Stewards·for time spent in
writing appeals to Step 3 of the g~icvQnce pro•
cedure, pursuant to Article -XVII, Sec~ion 4·of the
19·78

~ational

Agreement?"

·

·,

Contraet Provisions Involved:. Article XV, Section 21 Stops 2
and 3·ana A~cicle XV!l, Sections 2 and 4 of the
3~ly 21, 1978 National A~reement.
Date

· G-rievance Data :

Grievance Filed:
Stop 2 Meeting~
Step 3 Meeting:
Seep 4 MeetiTig;

April 17p 1979

nriefa Submttted:

Nov. Z1 & 13, 1979

Case Hea't'd:
Transcript R~caivad:

\
·.

7

/

March 1979

Ma-rch 19, 1979

8~ · 1979
Sep~ember 6,

.June

1979
September 19, 1979

·.Statement of the Award:
Stewa~d Romine should be paid
fbr tt"ma spent in writing appeals ·to Steo 3 of the
grievance p~ocodure. The Postal Service's failure
to f?i;lY him for such time w~s a violation of A~tic~e
XVIl, Sectiott 4. H!a! should be compensated for thP,.e
hottr.s.

2.

A'B-E-021,022.

BACKGROUND
Thesa grievances p~otcst the Postal Scrvice*s refusal
ta pay a·stewa~d for time spent writing appc~ls from Step 2
to Step 3 of the g~ievnnca procadute. ·The Union insists the
Stcw'1rd is entitled to be paid for such ugricvance handling"
pursuant to Articl~ XVtI; Section 4 of the National Agraement.. Tb& Pose.al Se1."'V'ic~ dis~s'l:'eas •

.

T.. Romine is a Dis1;;ribution Cl~rk in the P.o:rkorsbul:'gf;
Wese Vi~ginia post officeo He is a St~~ard as wello Sometime in 1979, supervision sava him a number of adverse Stap 2
decisions qn grievances he had p~ocessed. He chose to.appea~
those grievances to Step. 3. He asked his supervi&or to be
'X'elieved'during. his tour cecnuse- "I have to appeal a couple
0£ advarse Step 2 decisions." 'rhe supervisor refused to let
hi.ni do this paper wo".!:'k "on t:he clock" J i.e.·~ on. Postal Service
time.

Romina wrote the appenls to Step 3 on his .own
urging thitlt he had a 4ight to appeal
front St:ap 2 ·to Step 3 during rGtular working· hours
he should be ,,:iid for t.hin appaal work. Bis clz:tim
on .Artie la XVIl ~ Sc.et.i.01'\ 4 which r.eads in p~rt:
1;.hen.g-rieved~

time. Ha
grievances
and' t:hat
is based

. ''Th.e. Emtlorrr will . authorize payment onl:r
undei"tnc ol o~in~ condrtfon~:

"Steps· 1 and 2 ... Tha:

steW~rd ..... f.O'.t'

nf~I~g

.

_

ag~riavnc;

and one Union

t!ffie act\1atli spent: in gt'{cvance

Efnciuding inve$~~~ation and meetings
metoxar. · · The Siiiplora'C' .wilt al.so corn-

. pen.$aC.e n stcwarii Eor Che time raasonaoly nccii.. sary fo writ~ ·a grievance. In nadltion, cfi~ £mproyer will compensaE~y witnesses for time
rtaquired to attend .a Step 2 meeting •.

. •tMeetin3s ca.11e:d by the Etnploycr for information EU;change and other conditions designated
by the Employer concerning contract application ••• 11 (Emphasis added)

. A brief summary of the p~rties' main a~guments would be
useful. The Union insists that th~ Steward's preparation of

)
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.appe~lto

fr:qrn Str.qi 2 co St.:c.•p 3 c:on~titutod a Step 2
u8rievrmc:.o h:mcll .i ni~'' 4lCCivi.ty and that: he hence ~hould
have bacm paid for hl.s llf'p<iitl worl1; untlrH· Art:icl;: XVIl,
Section 4.. 'l'h<l. l'cmt.,1 l. Sur-v.l.cn c.ofltcmds thnc pny i~ clua
only for certnin ~illt:Cl!icd 0 3ri~v~1m;:c h£1ndling.t.t lJCtivl.t:les
ancl that the. Stewilrc:P s f\f)I>~nl. wot''k was not an "investignti()n"
or a "meeting with thr~ Jtm1)loyer" or the? "wt"it[ i.ng of} a
grievance." lt all'-"l~<:s also that hi.s 4lppcol ltlork was not
a St:ep 2 ~ctivi.ty but ratha~ '"ms tho i\1.LC.ial stage of St:r?p 3 ..
! t '!leliev~s the Stow~rd 1 s claim should be rejected on- eieher

of these

gro~ndsM

l>:CSCUSSl'.ON AND FINOTNCS
'the problem in this cuse

~rises

ft'otn tbc ambiguity in

Articla .XVII :t ·S.actior1 4. 'l'hnt prcvlt:ion, to ·repeat. calls · ·
~OJ:'" payment to StC\'1.trrd~ fcrr ti.me spent in °grievanc.e handling;,
inctudil.it invest:ig~tion and ·mcet:in;s with tne Employa:r [and] . ·

.... ·"ritf ~ngJ a &"Cievnncc. 11
..

,

·

·

The l?ostal Sanice trcat·5 11 i\ichldlng0 a& a wQrd of strict
limf 1:ation. It~ por.iti.on is thnt ttgr1cvancc hnndling" cove.rs
only those. t~t!iks' egpret:i.sly "incl ml[ cd J" in Article XVIl, Sect.:1.c:>n 4 and t.:hal! the Staw:n.-d' !i .appo:'ll from Step 2 to St<ip 3 is
not one of th~m. Dictionary definitions provI.cle no answer.
For the torm ui11elurli11gn. can ba used in more than one way.
It: is not necessarily a wo1."d of stri~t limitation. lio one

would deny

tha~

tho whole is the sum of it5 parts.

When one

speilks of t:he whole. '~including" c:artnin enumerated parts~ the

re£erenca· could be to all the .pares.· But it could just as

tfC!ll be! to som~ of the-:pirt.: s. Tbus, wh~n the pll'I'ties embraced
the iden of paying for 11grievtsnea htindlin,g" which "f.ncltid[ ed)''

·cc-,:-cain anume't'ated tasks, it.is not clear whether they meant
t:o cover only those listed t;a.sks (tls thGi Post.al Service
claims) Cl"J:" wbt1thar thi:y mL?~nt co cov~r any task 1~hic::h fcl.l
Withiu the ·rub~ic of 0 g~:tcvancc: handl:f.ns" Cas the Uni cm claims).

The answer to this quastion must b~ found elsewhere.
There are several canstdernei.ons ~.;hi ch. !:ivo-r the Union's

First, if th~ Postal Servica were correct, the part~~ need only hnvc st:nt<;:d in l\t'ticla X.VIl that Stowards •would

position.

)

bc.?:paid for time spont in "investig.:i.tion nnd mcetinas wit:h.
the Employer· (omlJ ••• writ[ing} a grievance." There would be.
no. need whatevol."' !or the wo-rtls ugricvancc hanc.llins. '' Those'

··):·"°,·
.
.'
.·.
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wm·ds wo1,1ld bi:: nicl:"q .f.urr-l.u$(lf!~. ·7 !lowc:vm· ~ th<':. pn'l:"tlos do not:
idl.y writo into· thci.r Aureer.'li.mt. words inta.m(J~d to huv~ no cf..fcc:c. Thr..'! V<:?t:Y prctiC.:llCC o! rhc tt:::t•m 11 gricvnncc hum.\l' t1t;u sug-

goaL~ th.:\t Cho pnrt.i c:; h:1d Lnmc.:thlr1g marQ in ml.nd thiln ·the
·three enumer.nt.:ctl. tasks.
·

Second, it is i.silp(">~t; i bl c to ovc:-look lh~ breadth of the
term "gr.I.ovzmct: h.ttndllrig." It: is much lm:3ct" thon any of
tbQ cnumer~tcd tnzk~Jl• cmc:rimp:ua:as nJnventignl:ion"~
11
t1~eul:.ings ••• 0 , "wr-i.t[i.u::.J n g-,:.i.Qv~nccu> <:tl.'ld more • . llr.d the
part.Los inl' <mdect th('t;t? three t·:u:k::; · t:o ~•er\re ;w a· b mit: on pay-,
mants to S~OWi'l1.·d&, t:IH!Y cuuld' c:rnily h:.!Vt;: &ai<l s.o. Th$Y,
COuld have st!nted thnt pDymm1t w~s ror tima Sflent on Che!:
f(Jllowing, kh'ld~ of t 1gr3 cv«Jru:c: h~:mdlingu tltid t.hcm cnumeratocl
tbe thrGQ task~. nut tha worod.s they chosa SUG .... C!.!~t. that
"trcievance handl.inr; 11 is not c.il·cumscr.ibetl ·by th~*!? tLlsks.

Third, es$a_ntially the r.:i:nc issu~· mis &'t'bi:tr.ntod under
tlle 1971 Nij.Li.onal Agreement:..

Tho'l."C, a St~wn:rd sought pay' · ·

:for time spianc nrronHng f:rom· St"ep 1 to Sl:ep 2A, i;.e., i!or
"ti.me spent: ~:c.:d\lCing the t~i-;.l~v1:rncc:? to w-ri t:inu- 'l'ha PosJ;.nl.
Sarvica r:ippnrc.mtl.y took ch~ Mm1c posi Cio1'l ai; :J.t cloas hel;'"e.

It. \n:-r.ctl Chnt t·ho /\r,rN·m~·nt C'i'l l l r:.rl fen. . p~ymnnt f(H" 11 t;riov:incc
handling, includin!~ i.nvu:;t.jg:n.tc.•n t•ud mcciLin;;$t with t_he l!:m-.
ployel;'"" and th;;ut ,.fri.t:i 11.g a gri cvnn.cc wns nait:het" "investigation"
nor o '!mc<.!ting... A1."blt·au:o'l.· Fisha'I:' h~lcl for tha Union,

e>,_

plaining that the ter.m 11gr.ic:\la!'lcc handling" wa.s bl."oad enough
t:o encompass writing n gricv.:im::e. ** He asserted, 11 ln the

:absence of any contractual l<Jng\i.:iga stnting th.at t:he actual
writins of a gr.ie~anc.c: cloes not: const:il:ute 'handling'~ it is
held that such activity requires ru1?;ment by the Ernr>loyer. 0
.Nt>tw.1thscm1dinn thir. bt"oad vi.cw or: 'gri aw1m~c handling", the
partias have." continue-cl to \lsa tht? vr-r.y :rnmc l.angungo in their
Nat:iona.l Az;ro~mants •.

¥1

tffci"l:Jnion po:f(t::z.on, on the otr1ei· hnnd, crontas no surplusnge. For the tc.:rnt thon \o,;ould be u&ricv.nnce handling" and
the threa c:mumcr~ted tm~ks would bQ the! most prr.iminenC
examples of what tha parties meant by "griev-nnca handling. ' 1

'

*

111

t:he

Thiq, award is dated January 1973 and is referred to in

Union~s arbitration

files as

Cas~

No. 389.

,.

··,

\ .

/

s.
P'or t.ht:?:ce i:.o:.\sons, I find thot· tha word "includingn in
Article X\l!I, S~ction 11 :i.s not a term• or limit:ll::.ion. It
follOW5 that. ChQ p~:)"tnP..nl; £or "~ri~VU\\CC handling" is l'lOt!
limited to the chrc~ cmumeratQcf. c.nr.ks. Steward Romi.no ts.
11ce1nn in nppenling cnscs rrorn Stcf1 2 to St:cp 3 wns plil.in1y
11
3d.cv:mce h.nndlint;." Hl! iG therefore entitled to be paid
for th:it tlme provtded th~ nrpnoJ !.: are tr.uly Stup 2 work.
'th&it qucfltitm i~ dis~u1aa~d bf-!} vw.

In l"cnc:hinn this

conclusion~

another Po:;t.;t1. Sct;vf.cc elai.m.

sentanen whieh

)

wn~

-

I have fully considered

rt: cmphl\ci~os the foll.ewing

nddad to At:'tiolr:! XVII, Section 4-in the

;197°3· National Agn!:emen.t: ''~ha l~inployar will r:ilso ~ompensate
a. ctt?wa.'r:'d for the time· i.-ca~•onnhl.y ncc¢sn:u:y t:o Wt:'itc. a
g~J.cvanca.'*
It e1:'gucs Lhal: eY.prc!rn inc.lu5ion of ~his ~riting
as a form of compens.ubl.e "gri.ovnncc .hnndling1• indicateG t:.hilt
oth,c~ kinds of writinn (o.r.. i tha nppcal .(rom Stop. t2·. to
. Ser.I? 3) ur~ nett ~ov~r-ad •. 'fhi.s :1.ruumcnr: ·f.s not pars1,1:i4s.ive.
The fact i:; t hut· C'hin aoutr.:ncc.t r·ciprc:r.cmt,.t nothing inore than
cha parties' ndci},tl.on uf "rbil:.Tt'lt:or Fis;hot"'s awnrd..- Th~
· pa"l'ti<JS alllo c.ont:inut.~cf to use the: t~'t"Ul "grie::v:inc~ hen~11ng.,.
By .do:r..ng so, thoy ilppcnr tc1 have adopr.cd /n-bitrat:or FJ.sher 's
.-ratit::>na_lt! Lhatt:.hts t.cr1n was broa<l C'H'1aug1• to include- t:asks
othe.r than thos~ CTI\lmcruted in.Article XVII~ Section 4.

Ona othei: ct:uc::iat qucsrior, must ba resolved.

Scewa:rds
2 °grlavanca handling."
The Union niaint:ni.ns that: prcpa1:'~1t:ion o.f l:he appeal from Step 2
Co Step 3 is pnrt o.f Stt.;!p 2 nnd is hcnc.c covered by Art:ic;le.

tn:e

~id

only foi: Step 1 nml

J\."V!I, Section 4.
Step 3 ~ctivity.

The

1~ost:al

Stc.~p

Sc:rvi.ce says this appeal is a

Article XV\ $Qction 2 describes tho various steps of
the grie'\fanca nrocC!dure. The final st:oga of Seep 2 and the
~n1tiAl stage of Step 3 rend as follows:

___ /

)

SteJ)' 2. - 11 Ch) '!'he Union rnny appual an adverse
Step 2 daci.siori to Step 3. fl,.ny sm:h ilpp<»tl must
b~ made within fi!toen (15} days eftor ~eeeipt
of the Employc~•s decision unless the pn~ties' ~epre
·snntatives ngrao to Qxtend the tima for appeal.
Any appeal must includu copies of (1) the st:ttndard
,grievance ren:m, (2.) the Employer's written St1;?p 2
decision~ nnd, if filed 1 (3) Cho Union cor~ce~icns
or Eldditicms t:o th12 Step 2 dcr;:ision. 0

AD-E~021~
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St~ - '!( n)
Any opp~ol ·from an advcl"sc decia'f.Oil1:1l Seep 2 shnl1. 1.lc in w.d t..ing tu the niegiorml Di rector for Employ et!! and t.nbor Relations,
witl& a copy r:c the Emrloycr 1 s Step 2 representa-

tives &ind shall
peal .. "

.sp~cify.t:he

These pr.0.visions of!or

re:Jsons for t:ho ap-

li~tla assist~nca.

It is more use-

ful. t:o o):,;:i1ul.tte cha sr.cwl'lrd 1 s !unction .tlnd the ilCCual rnocbllni.cs
of movinB a aricv~nc~ r~-:om .Scap 2 t:o SL'ep 3. Tha Stewu rc.1
mact:s with thia l'r.>stat s~rvi <:C! l"cprcrnc:ut.nclvcq he mnl<.es · iJ
dctai1od stnt:ernent of the fnat:s ,u.ic.t eunta:-cct clause$ on
i~h,.cb he relies;
ht: inl•':roduec~s cviduuc:e 1.f 41pp~opl!'_iat:a; he
.a.r3UC!S hi.s Ct1ti0- This. i"s ol! cm.il:'SC': r.he Stt::p a mee·t:ing. tater,
h~ r0ce:i.vet; the/! l'crn t:n1 Sorv J. cc 1 t: dcc:ir, l on.
l f i ~ is ad-.
.
v\1;-se. tho Uni()n rn::iy, :c::hr5osa to ti{>pcnl t~he g~icyanec to Step 3. ·
Ira· tl'lat ~vent, tho St;cw~.,:d h:is other ·.t.:nslis co perform.. He
corrects the f!!CtR and contanti.ons h\ the Stnp 2. da:cision if•
ne~e~sary; he J?.Utt": · t.ogctl1ar tho requi:rud docu~<!nts~. nnd .
he.:. Wl"'itc$ ':'ut th'~ .,.._e~s~ns. J.m: Cho :ippt:ul. .It St.!~ms;_ t:o ·ma ..
tbat this is also 11 Sl:et'J -~ m.!tivil:y. I"ol." not until ·.the appl!al
1.& j'>arfcc't:~..1, l'lt'>t unt·i l. t:h~m: Plll>ttrs t1 l"C fi l t•d wl t:h I.he
l ..o~Cal S~rvl.c:c Hcp,.i.t1m11. }')j n:i.:l'ui.·, docii l he di.fiµut~ .-iocually
reach SCC!f\ 3. ti.ny~hiu:~ \,:ohj.r.•h f•l~uccdun t:.h;Jt b.ling itJ a
Stap 2 <H.:t;vity. Thii: view is, J thi.t1k 1 c:onsiotent \-tll:h the:
la.Tiau~ae of tba tll··luwmcu r;rn<.?cclure i t.i;clf.
'.Chua, St<2w,g,rd Rom.ine's tippci:ls rr"om St:;cp 2 t:o St:ep 3
involved St(!!p 2 11~r.i.cva.ncc hmHJ1.i.na 11 und t:hc t;irne he spenc
on this pa.pt!,_. t;ork •Wifo i::ompcnsahlc undc'.t' Arciclo XV!! 11 Section '•·
·
.
·
·
There is one firml Post:ol Scrv!c:a cli.!.i..m which dosorves
brief mention~ tt points t:o tt µnie>n p'!."()posal in tha 1978 contract negotiations which would hava cxtc:nclc::d ./.rticl·e XVII J
Se;t:iQn 4 l:o cill steps of the r;r.tC>vunca p\•oc<?dura snd ~ould
baye :rcqutre.d p-Ryincnt of St:cwnr<lti ror timt: vpcmc in "&rieva.ncc
handling,. irlcluclini invest:if~nl:iol"J, \-tricing t:hc grievnnce.
and all m~at:ings w.i.1.:h· th!!. £rop1.Clyur including .nrbit1·ation hear. ings.u It notes the p"S:"o"losal was rejected. And it: alleges
that: the tams of the proposal dcmonstrnt0: thnt the Union
it:.self ''did nor: bcliav~ that any ner.:ivit:i~,. l.u:yond those
tipecific:::illy li~tcd in Article XVII wa"t"o raimbursibl<! .... 11 l'n
rn:y opinion t it: demonstrates no such thinr... The Jn'11n tht'Ust
of the above propo::;t2l w.:is r;o hll\1C Stewards p:>id by the rost~l
S~rv.tc:,e whenever they rnet with Milr'lnt~crnent no m~tccr whot step
.qf the ·gr.ievnne~ proc:ruluro w~s involved. Th~t has nothing
to do with the f.st:uc baf"orc ma in t:h!s C.'.lfi~-

~

.
...

,•

;.

' ,,
"t.

7.
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AWAUD
St:ewa.'l:'d Romine ~hould b<! po.id £or t:imll spont in wri.t:ing
ilppetJ.ls to Stap .3 of the gr.icv:inca procedure. The Poatal

Service's failu~e to pay him for such tima was a vi.olal:f.on
!lf Article XVII~ Section li,. fie should t~e compansated fo-r

·.these hours.

/)·~~~{.

'~a, Alttcnb~Arbitrator
. "f

)

)

..

•

...:

. ')
1

the parties to address:
( 1) The procedural question; and,
(2) the safety issues. This is done as the parties agree
at Step 4 that both the procedural and safety issues are
noninterpretive in nature.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as
your acknowledgment of agreement to remand this case.
Mr. .Robert L. Tunstall

2

Time limits were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely,
Daniel A. Kahn
Robert Tunstall
Labor Relations Department Assistant Director
American Postal Workers
Union, AFL-CIO
bee:

Postmaster - Orlando, FL 328.02
Southern Region
Article Code ... 15-03-02 REMANDED

Subject, Chron, Reading, Art. File, Lerch
LR310:MHOliver:G6ht02: 1/29/86

\
..'

WHETHER MANAGEMENT'S REFUSAL TO HEAR THE GRIEVANCE ON ITS
MERITS AT STEP 3 VIOLATES THE NATIONAL AGREEMENT WHEN THE
UNION FAILED TO PROVIDE MANAGEMENT'S PRESENTATION AT STEP 2
WITH A COPY OF THE STEP 3 APPEAL.
DOCUMENT TYPE:
UNION:
CONTRACT YEAR:
ARTICLE:
SECTION:
CREA TE DATE:

STPFOUR
NATIONAL POST OFFICE MAIL HANDLERS UNION
1987
15
3
10/20/88

Mr. Joseph N. Anuna, Jr.
Director of Contract Administration
Laborers' International Union
of North America, Mail Handlers
Division, AFL-CIO
1 Thomas Circle, N.W., Suite 525
Washington, DC 20005-5802
Re:

Class Action
Jacksonville, FL
H7M-3R-C 10666
Dear Mr. Amma:

32203

On September 12, 1988, we met with your representative,
Marcellus Wilson, to discuss the above-captioned grievance at
the fourth step of our contractual grievance procedure.

The threshold issue in this grievance is whether the National
Agreement was violated (1) when management did not issue a
Step 2 written decision in a timely manner and (2) .when
management refused to discuss the grievance at Step 3 when.
the Union did not provide management at.step 2 with a copy of
the Step 3 appeal letter.

r.«):·.·
. ..
·-~~

~-.

...:

_

During our discussion, we mutually agreed that no national
interpretive issue is fairly presented in the threshold of
this case.
We further shared the mutual understanding that
the provisions of Article 15 of the National Agreement
obligates management to issue a written Step 2 decision in
timely manner and also, obligates the Union to provide
management's Step 2 representative with a copy of the Step 3
appeal letter.
Accordingly, we mutually agreed to remand this case to the
parties at Step 3 for consideration of the merits and further
processing, including arbitration· if necessary.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this decision as
your acknowledgment of agreement to remand this case.
Mr. Joseph N. Aroma, Jr.

2

Time limits were extended by mutual consent.

)

Sincerely,
William F. Scott, II Joseph N. Aroma, Jr.
Grievance & Arbitration Director of Contract
Division
Administration
Laborers' International Union
of North America, Mail
Handlers Division, AFL-CIO
bee:

Postmaster
Southern Region
Article Code ... 15-03-01

:.:···

REMANDED

Subject, Reading, Computer
LR410:SPulcrano:ht:l0/20/88:0CA Computer Input
All-in-one
Folder:Step 4
Doc:· No. 34.1

whether grievants were entitled to payment as witnesses and for time spent
in an advisory capacity during an arbitration hearing

DOCUMENT TYPE:
UNION:
ARTICLE:

STPFOUR
NATIONAL RURAL LETTER CARRIERS
ASSOCIATION CONTRACT YEAR:
1988
15

Melissa Doniger
Marion Wright
Grievance & Arbitration
Acting President
Division
National Postal Mail Handlers
Union, AFL-CIO
Date:
bee:

Postmaster
Southern Region
Article Code ... 15-02-01 REMANDED
Issue Code .. .
Subject, Reading, Computer
LR410:WScott:bm(att) :17-Jul-1990:0CA Computer Input
KM Doc. No. 5915 (473)

WHETHER A LOCAL POLICY THAT STEP 2 REPRESENTATIVES MAY NOT
GRANT EXTENSIONS OF TIME LIMITS TO APPEAL TO STEP 3 IS IN
VIOLATION OF THE NATIONAL AGREEMENT.

DOCUMENT TYPE:
UNION:
CONTRACT YEAR:
ARTICLE:
SECTION:

STPFOUR
NATIONAL POST OFFICE MAIL HANDLERS UN10N
1987
15
02

12

CREATE DATE:

09/23/91

Marion Wright
Acting President
National Postal Mail Handlers
Union, AFL-CIO
One Thomas Circle, N.W., Suite 525
Washington, DC 20005-5802
Re: H7M-4U-C 33358
Class Action
Denver BMC co

80238

Dear Mr. Wright:
On September 6, 1991, we met with your representative, Terry
Hatley, to discuss the above-captioned grievance at the fourth
step of our contractual grievance procedure.
The issue in this grievance is whether a local policy that Step
2 representatives may not grant extensions of time limits to
appeal to Step 3 is in violation of the National Agreement.
During our discussion, we mutually agreed that Article 15 does
not preclude the granting of extensions by either Step 2 or
Step 3 representatives.
However, extensions are granted only
by mutual agreement of the union and management

)

representatives.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this decision as
your acknowledgment of agreement to settle this case.
Time limits were extended by mutual consent.
Sincere:J,y,
Melissa J. Doniger
Marion Wright
Grievance and Arbitration
Acting President
Division
National Postal Mail Handlers
Union, AFL-CIO
Date:
bee:

Postmaster
Central Region
Article Code ... 15-02-12 SETTLE
Issue Code .. .
Subject, Reading, Computer
LR410:MDoniger:rb:23-Sep-1991:0CA Computer Input
DM Doc. No. 2125

GRIEVANT PARTICIPATION AT STEP 2
DOCUMENT TYPE:
UNION:
ARTICLE:
SECTION:

STPFOUR
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LETTER CARRIERS
15

02

08

CREATE DATE:

09/26/91

Mr. Vincent R. Sombrotto
President
National Association of Letter
Carriers, AFL-CIO
100 Indiana Avenue, N.W.
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Re: H7N-3W-C 37622
R DICKENS
CASSELBERRY FL

32707

Dear Mr. Sombrotto:
Recently, a meeting was held with NALC Director of City
Delivery, Brian Farris, to discuss the above-captioned
grievance at the fourth step of our contractual grievance
procedure.
The issue in this grievance is whether the grievant has a
right to attend the Step 2 meeting with the union
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In the Matter of Arbitration

Case No. H8N-5B-C 17682

between
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

and
NATIONAL ASSOCIA'I'ION OF LETTER CARRIERS

APPEARANCES1

Howard R. Carter, for the Postal Service;
Cohen, We.iss and Simon, by Keith E. Secular, Esq.,
for the Union·

DECISION
This grievance a~ose under, and is governed by, the
1978-1981 National Agreement (JX-1) between the abov~-named
parties.

The undersigned having been jointly selected by the

parties to serve as sole arbitrator, a hearing was held on
19 November 1982 1 in Washington, D. C,

Both parties a~peared

and presented evidence and argument bearing upon the following
issue (Tr .. 5-6)

i

Did the ea;pJ oyer v:l o] ate Article VIII t
Sect5on 5 of the 1978 [-1981] National Ae~ee
ment by calJine in an employee not on the overtime desired list when employees who were on the
list were on duty [?]

If so, what shall the remedy be [?]
A verbatim transcript was m2de of the arbitration proceedin~. and each side filed a post-hearing brief.

Upon receipt

'

..

2.

of both briefs on

15 February 1983. the arbitrator closed

the record.

On the basis of the entire record, the arbitrator
the following

AWARD
Under the particular facts of this case,
the employer violated Article VIII, Section 5
of the 1978-1981 National Agreement by calling
in an employee not on the Overtime Desired list
when employees who were on the list were on duty.
The employer shall reimburse the following
employees by paying them overtime pay for the
indicated number of hours, respectively;

J. Ryan - 2.50 hours
D. Bowser
.D.

-

1.50 hours

Arvin - 1.50 hours

A. Bowman
L. Sipe

-

-

1.50 hours

1.00 hour

Benjamin Aaron
Arbitrator

Los Angeles, California
12 April 1983

makes

In the Matter of Arbitration

Case No, H8N-5B-C 17682

between

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
and

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LETTER CARRIERS
OPINION
I

Article VIII (Hours of Work), Section 5 of the 1978-

1981 National Aereement (JX-1) provides in pertinent part1
Section 5. Overtime Assignments. When needed,
overtime work for regular full-time employees
shall be scheduled among qualif iod employees
doing similar work in the work location where the
employees re~ularly work in accordance with the
followings
A. Two weeks prior to the start of each
calendar quarter, full-time regular employees
desiring to work overtime during that quarter
shall place their names on an "Overtime Desired"
list.
B. Lists wjll be established by craft.
section, or tour in accordance with Article XXX,
Local Implementation.

c.

1. .. . •

2. Only in the letter carrier craft, when
during the quarter the need for overtime arises,
employees with the necessary skills having listed
their names will be selected from the list. During
the quarter every effort will be made to distribute
equitably the opportunities ~or overtime among

2.

those on the list.· In order to insure eouitable opportunities for overtime, overtime hours
worked and opportunities offered will be posted
and updated quarterly. Recourse to the "Overtime
Desired" list is not necessary in the case of a
letter carrier working on the employee's own route
in one of the employee•s regularly scheduled days.

D. If the voluntary "Overtime Desired" lis-t
does not provide sufficient qualified people,
qualified full-time regular employees not on the
list may be required to work overtime on a rota ting basis with the first opportunity assigned
to the junior employee.

E. Exceptions to C and D above if requested
by the employee may be approved by loca~ management in exceptional cases based on equity (e.g. anniversaries, birthdays•· illness, deaths).
F. Excluding December, only in an emergency
situation will a full-time regular employee be reQUired to work over ten (10) hours in a day or six (6)
days in a week.
The instant grievance arose in the Torrance, California,
Post Of]ice, which employs about 220 carriers.
is assigned to one of five zip-code sections.

Each carrier
There is a

separate Overtime Desired list for each section.

The section

involved in.this case is 90503, called the 03 section, ~or
short..

At "the time in question, .12 carriers were on the Over-

time Desired list of the 03 section.
On the morning o1 27 February 1981, carrier Route No. 317
was vacant, and no part-time flexible or reserve carriers were
available to deliver the route as a regular eight-hour, straight~ime assignment.

Consequently, in· order to have the route

deli vercd that day t rnan2ge1nent had "to assign it as overtime.

On 27 February, of the 12 carriers on the Overtime Desired
list of the OJ section, one had bid out of the section, one
was an acting supervisor, one was on sick leave, and one was
on annual leave.

Of the eight remaining, all were already

scheduled for work, and three were scheduled to work until
5~00 or 5115 p. m. on their own routes.

Management thus had

only two options; (1) it could "pivot" the vacant rpute among
the remaining five carriers; or (2) it could call in an employee
not on the Overtime Desired list to work the route on overtime.
"PivotingM is defined in Section 617.2 of the Postal
Operations Manual (JX-J) as followsi
,11 Pivoting is a method of utilizing the
undertime of one or several carr~ers to perform
duties on a temporarily vacant route or to cover

absences.

Non-preferential mail may be curtailed

within delivery time standards on the vacant ~oute
and/or on the routes of the carriers being pivoted •
. 12 Pivoting is not limited to periods when
mail volume is li~ht and when absences· are high but
can be utilized throughout the year for maintaining
balanced carrier workloads.

Management followed the second course~ calling in Ronald
Summers. the carrier r·eeul arly assigned to Route No. 317 1

who had the day off.

Sur~ers worked eight hours.

The Union

:promptly filed a class grievance (JX-2)., which was denied at
the first step.

On 13 March 1981, the Union appealed to

step 2, asking for eight hours of pay to be divided among
five carriers on the 0) Overtime Desired Jist.
step 2 answer, dated 27 March, read in part:

Manaecment's

4,

It would be a poor management practice to split
up a route on overtime when a regular is available.

Additionally it would be a disservice to our customers to have them receive their mail in the late
afternoon by carrier working on overtime~
The Union then appealed to step

J.

Management's response,

dated 3 June, read in partr
It is Management's position that all contractual
provisions have been met where all Carriers on the

Overtime Desired List have been called into work.
Management is not obligated to split up a route to
be carried by those employees on the Overtime Desired
List already at work and assigned to other duties.
In our judgment, the grievance involves an interpretive issue pertaining to the National Agre£Jrnent
or a supplement thereto which may be of general applicati on1 and thus may only be appealed to Step 4 in
accordance with the provisions of Article XV of the
National Agreement.
At the step 4 meeting, Howard R. Carter, for the Postal

Service, and Halline Overby, for the Union. jointly executed
a statement, dated 10 August, that no national interpretive
issue was presented by the grievance and that it should there~ore be remanded to step

J.

On the remand, management again

denied the grievance; its answert dated
identical with that given on 3 June.

15 September, was

The case was then appealed

to arbitration.
II

Both James Hurst, the Union's sole witness, and ponald
G. Talbert, the Postal Service's sole wi~ness, agreed ~hat the
common practice at ~he ~orrance Post O~fice

when there are

not ·enough part-time flexible carriers to cover vacant routes

on strai~ht time has been, first, to assign carriers from
the Overtime Desired list who are not scheduled on that particular day: second. to pivot the route among carriers on
the Overtime Desired list who are already scheduled; and
third, to assign carriers not on the Overtime Desired list.
They also agreed that the rule of thumb has been that no
carrier should be scheduled on the street ~after dark," which
in February would be

5:15

p. m. (Talbert)

5tJO p.

m. (Hurst).

Finally, they agreed that although Article VIII, Section

5-F

provides that except in December, or in an emergency, no full-

time regular carrier will be' required to work more than 10
hours in a day, carriers frequently voluntarily work in excess
of 10 hours per day.
During the processing of the instant grievance, the Union
argued that the overtime in question could have been distributed

as follows (JX-2)1

li.e., call in early]
to case route, has normal 10 am
starting time.

J. Ryan - 2.50 hours preshift

D. Bowser - l.50 hours carrying

n.

Arvin - 1.50 hours carrying

A,

Bowman - 1. 50 hours carrying

L. Sipe - 1.00 hours carrying
As shown by the time cards this would have resulted
in the entire route being completed by 51JO pm, not an
uncommon time for residential routes to be compled in
this city.
Had ~hese carriers been pivoted in the manner suggested

6.
by

the Union, they would have worked the following total number

of hours t res pee ti vely i

Ryan - 1ot , Bowser-9L Arvin-9!,

Bowman - lOl, Sipe - 10.
The Union's position is that management's failure to pivot
the vacant assignment on 27 February 1981 was a prima ~acie
violation of Article VIII, s~ction 5-C-2 and 5-D, and that none

of the exceptions _in 5-E applied1

Recognizing that in some

circumstances it may be "impracticable or unreasonable to
pivot an overtime assignment," the Union offers as a "fair and
workable standard" that articulated by Arbitrator Neil N.
Bernstein in a.}egional award dated }0 December 1981, in a
similar case.
award~

The language alluded to by the Union (Bernstein

P. 8), reads as followst

The Service does have the right in the first
instance to schedule working hours, but the
scheduling that it does must be "reasonable".
The concept of reasonableness necessarily in-

cludes some recognitio:n and protection of the
overtime allocation principles contained in
Article VIIl. The avoidance of compulsory
overti~e by maximum utilization of the service
of the employees on the "Overtime Desired" list
is a factor that must be considered in any appropriate scheduling decision.

However, that

is not to say that avoidance of compulsory
overtime is an overriding consideration; there
are many ~ther factors that also are relevant,
and they may sometimes dictate a work schedule
that involves more compulsory overtime than is
absolutely necessary. However, if the Service
does a.dopt such a schedule, it must have "good
cause" :for doing so.
The Union argues that ~he Postal Service has failed to
satisfy -the ~·good cause" standard.

It points out -that under

7.
Article XV {Grievance-Arbitration Procedure) of the National
Agreement, both parties must state all of the facts and contentions upon which they rely during the grievance procedure~
and it cites an award by Arbitrator Richard Mittenthal 1 dated
21 September 1981 1 refusing to consider arguments of the
Postal Service advanced for the first time at the arbitration
hearing.

It emphasizes that all of the specific circumstances

relied upon by management to prove the reasonableness and just
cause for assigning the ov~rtime work to Summers were mentioned
for the first time at the arbitration hearing, and urges that
they should therefore be inadmissible.

In addition, the Union contends that even if those.circumstances are considered, they do not sustain managementts

position.

Specifically, the Union argues that Article VIII,

Section 5-F does not impose a flat ban on working over 10 hours
in one day, but only a ban on compulsory assignment of work in
excess of 10 Hours.

It also denies management's claim that it

would have taken more time to pivot the overtime work among
the five carriers than it took Summers to complete it.

Finally,

while admit ting that pi voting the overtir;-:e would have delayed
some mail deliver5es, the Union insists that this was irrele-

vant.

No business mail was involved, and there has always

been a substantial variation in times of residential deliveries

of mail in Torrance.
The position of the Postal Service is that under Article
Ill {Management Rights) of the National Aereement,it has the

8.
right to resort to compulsory overtime for the purpose of
minimizing overtime, using it in the most efficient manner,
and avoiding delay in the mails.

It points out, further, that

management had no way of knowing, in advance, whether any or
all of the five carriers on the·Overtime Desired list who
were.already scheduled would be willing to work in excess of

10 hours.or. if so, whether they woul~ be able to finish before
dark.

Finally, it asserts that the assignment of the vacant

route to Summers was reasonable because it was his regular
route, it could be completed in less time than would have been
required if it had been pivoted, and the assignment resulted
in no delay in the mail delivery.
III

The Postal Service says that tne thrust of the Union's
argumen~ is that management must exhaust the Ove~time Desired

list to the maximum extent possible (up to two hours overtime
for each carrier on the list) prior to using a carrier not on
the list.

I do not agree.

As I understand the Union's position,

generalizing from i·ts arguments in this case, it is that management must exhaust the Overtime Desired list before compelling
someone not on the list to work overtime, provided that those
on the list are willing to work up to or beyond 10 hours, as
may be required. and provided that street deliveries can be
completed before dark.

1 also infer that the Union wculd

probably agree ~hat in some circumstances it might be unreason-

able to require that overtime be offered to a carrier on the
Overtime List even if the time involved would .57 : ;r- not increase his total hours worked in the day to 10.

On the other hand. the position taken by the Postal.
Service throughout the ~our steps of the grievance procedure
was that Article VIII. Section

5 does not require

it to assign

overtime work to carriers on the Over~ime Desired list if they
have already been called in to work. and that management has
no obligation -to split up a route to be carried by those em-

ployees • • • already at work and assigned to other duties."
This interpretation is predicated, mistakenly, on Article III,
.,...hich is expressly made

11

subj~ct to the provisions of this

Agreement." including Article VII!·
The Postal Service advanced other> more credible arguments at the arbitration hearing to support the reasonableness

ot

its decision to assign the disputed work to Summers, but

none of ~hese except the later delivery of mail had been raised
during earlier steps of the grievance procedure.

l ~rn Sully

in agreement with Arbitrator Mittenthal that the provisions
of Article XV requiring that aJl oi' the facts and areuments

relied upon by both parties

ffiUSt

be fully disclosed before

the case is subrn5tted to arbitration should be strictly enforced.

In this case, therefore, I have given no consider-

ation to any of the areuments advanced by the Postal Service
other than those referred to specifically in this and the prcc eding paragraph.

The interpretation of Article VIII, Section 5

10.

relied upon by the Postal Service in its answers at steps
2 and 3 of the grievance procedure is plainly in error.

The

argument that by pivoting the vacant route assignment in
the manner suggested by the Union would have delayed the
delivery of some residential mail seems to me inconsequential,
in the light of the evidence of past practice, and not amounting
to good cause for not doing so.

Both parties seem to accept A~bitrator Bernstein's good

cause standard.

By

its very nature, however, this s"tandard

must be applied on a case-by-case basis; it does not lend
itself to embodiment in a~ se rule.

In this case the Postal

Service relied almost entirely on its own~~ rule during

the grievance procedure, and I have concluded that this rule
goes too far.

The Union should not interpret this decision,

however, as meaning that under any conceivable circumstances
the Postal Service is forbidden to assign overtime work to a
carrier not on the Overtime Desired list simply because another
carrier or carriers on that list 1 who have already been scheduled for work, desire to perform some or all of the overtime

involved.
Although there is some question in my mind that all of the

overtime work in this case, if pivoted as the Union asserted
it should have been done, could have been completed before

dark, the Postal Service waived i~s rir,ht ~o dispute the Union's
claim by failing to challenge it directly in the grievance procedure.

Accordingly~ 1 shall grant the remedy requested.

Ben~amin

Aaron
ArbJ trator

.............•

•
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Kenneth D. Wilson
Assistant Director
Clerk Oivision
American Postal Workers Union, AFL-CIO
811 ~ l4tb Street, NW
W~shin9ton, DC
20005
Re:

Class Action
Auatin, TX 78710
HlC-30-C-6106

Dear Mr. Wilson:

On October .22, l9Sl, we met to discuss the above-captioned
9rieYance·~t the fou~th step of our contractual grievance
procedur:ew

The ~attecs presented by you as well as the ap9licabte
. eontractua1·prov1sions have been.revie~ed and given careful
con5ideration.
••
9~ievance is whethe~ the Postal Service
must grant tbe Union's requese for copies of the PS Forms
2608 and 2609 (Grievance Summaries ~ Step l and Step 2}.

The question .in this

During our discussion,·we agreed that th~ disclosure
provisions·set forth in A~ticle 17 of the National ~greement
intend that any ana all information which the parties rely on
to suppo~t their positions in a 9rievance is to be exchangea
betw&en the parties• rep~esentatives at the lowe~t possible
s.t.ep_

Th is "1ill include the PS 2608 when rnan.a-gement • s

rep~esentativ~

at Step 2 or abo~e of the 9rievance p~ocedu~e
utilizes the form to support th~ir decision. Also, this will
.fmclude the,,!'S 2609 whea utilized by management•s represen~ative at S~ep 3 or above. Since the PS 260a'sand 2609's are
not prepared until after t~e Step 1 or Step 2 meeti~gs, these
oocuments cannot be supplied until the Step 2 or Step 3
meeting, respectively.

•

)

·•
Please si9n ano return
your acknowl~d9ment of

th~

ittaehed
to

a9retm~nt

Sincerely,

...
>

•

.
...

)
:

.·

~opy

of this oeeision a.s.
this grie~anee •.

s~ttle

...

.
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John F. Hegarty, Nati,onal President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union
1101 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Suite 500
Washington, DC 20036-4304
Re: K06M-1 K-C 07261874
Class Action
Raleigh, NC 27676-9997
Dear John:
Recently, I met with Richard Collins to discuss the above captioned case at the fourth
step of our contractual grievance procedure.
Article 15.2, step 3 (d) requires the party whose representative maintains that the
grievance involves an interpretive issue shall provide the other party a written notice
specifying in detail the precise interpretive issue(s) to be decided. After a detailed
review of this appeal, the parties at Step 4 of the grievance arbitration procedure have
agreed that no national interpretive issue was identified
Accordingly, we agreed to remand this case consistent with the provisions of the
Memorandum of Understanding, Step 4 procedures.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of
agreement to remand this case at this level as indicated above.

Allen Mohl, Labor Relations Specialist
Contract Administration (NPMHU)
and EAP/WEI Programs
I~

Date:

-

7~ 1o

475 L'.BFNrr PLAZA SW
. WASHINGTON

DC 20260·4)00

WWW.USPS.COM
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ASSOCL~TION

Case No. NB-NAT-2705
Reading Time Dispute

ISSUED:

CARRIERS~

July 30, 1975

BACKGROUND
This national dispute between the above parties>
concerning interpretation of the.July 21; 1973 National Agreement, was initiated September 23, 1974 under Article X!J>
Section 2.
A hearing was held in Washington, D. C., on
.January 29 and 1-iarch 11, 1975.
Thereafter both ·partie~ submitted their principal briefs as of May 9, 1975 and their
reply b~iefs as of May 28, 1975 •
...
The background facts presenting the interpretive
issue are not seriously in dispute and relate to~as$uance of
.the new M-41 Handbook, which was transmitted on June 14, 1974
to become effective September 1, 1974.
The NALC urges that·
under the National Agreement (and the Fair Labor Standards Act)
all City Carriers should be compensated for time spent (either
heretofore or hereafter) in. the review and study of the new
M--41 Handbook.

1

The earlier M-41 Handbook had been issued in 1966
and was titled "The City Carrier Instruction Book." Primarily
this was an instructional tool for new employees, but it also

3

)

2

)

.,

.

..

2.

NB-NAT-2705

was a reference available for each Carrier to use in the normal
course of his work.
There were numerous operational changes
and.methods innovations after 1966 affecti~g the work of City
Carriers which were introduced with appropriate training (when
ne~essary) but the M-41 Handbook was not revised as these
changes occurred.
Largely for this·reason a review to update.
the old M-41 Handbook was undertaken at the same time that revision of the }!-~9 Supervisor's Handbook was. undertaken.
The first page of the new M-41 con~;ists of a "Transmittal Letter" dated June. 14, 1974 and signed by Frank M.
. Soromerkam.p, Dir.ector~ Delivery Services Department Operations
Group.
It includes the· following:

~~

-'1"<-

··.-·~

·.
1 EXPLANATION

11

·• l The title of Methods Han.r:l!\tJOk M.-41 h~.'3
been changed to CITY DE;LIVERY CARRIERS DUTIES
.AND RESPONSIBILITIES and has been updated •

.. ··

This publica~ion instructs delivery employees
on the day-to-day functions of the city delivery ser·vice, and covers office and street
duties of letter routes, collection routes,
parcel post and combination services routes)
and special delivery service •

i ..

,•,.

• 2 A separate chapter is included on mail
count and route inspection •

.-

• 3 In view of the numerous changes made) delivery service managers, regular and part-time
city carriers, and special delivery messengers
should review this handbook to become thoroughly
familiar with the changes and arrangement of
instructions.

)

'

4
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-·
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".!•

2 DISTRIBUTION
Postmasters will furnish one copy of the
handbook to:
~· l

Carrier branch or station superintendent.

92 Delivery service manager •
..··r~

. _.3 Regular city carrier.
.4·Part-time city carrier, excluding casuals.
.5 Regular specia.r-aelivery mess·enger: --- -··

.::-...

.6 Part-time special delivery'messenger,
excluding casuals.

"3 REVISIONS
;·
...........
~·

'

....
;

Changes will be published as necessary and
carriers and special delivery messengers are
responsible for keeping their copies of the
handbook current. n
(Underscoring added.)

)

.

I
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I
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.On the second page of the.new M-41> the following·
."Preface" appears:
"City carriers perform an important function
in the United States Postal Service. They
serve millions·. of families and business
firms daily.
~·

~P·
"':""'.

. .•-:.

...'·
~

....
-~·:

"City carriers are highly respected by the

American public. This respect.has been
earned by many years of dedicated service,
especially during national and local emergencies 7 including p~o~onged periods of
extreme weather conditions •

J

You are now a member· of thfs ·group -of faithfu1 and ded~catect employees.· This handbook

11

.

-:-,

..··.'.,

,.

will help you give a high quality service
that you will be proud of. Study this information catefully; ask your postmaster or
manager to explain any points that a~:e not
clear to you.

''We offer you our best wishes for a long.and
.,."":'.

f.f::
..

...
~

happy postal career."

(Undersc9ring added.)

5
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Since the new M-41 Handbook describes Carrier duties
and responsibilities in detail, and provides a reference for
duties typically performed by City Carriers, it is clear that
a competent Carrier should be. essentially familiar -cvith the
substance of those portions of the M-41 which bear upon his
particular ·work assignment. · (A Carrier may, 0£ course, acqui~e such familiarity through on-the-job training and experience.)
Thus the earlier M-41 had been used as an instructional reference in training .new Carriers and regular
Carriers used i t as a reference when n~eded.
Except during
·training no Carrier had been compensated, specifically, for
:reading or reviei;ving the earlier M-41 or the various other
Handbooks ·applicable to a Carrier 1 s work until the pre~ent
dispute arose.

6

Some time late in August or ea;rly September of 1~74
N.ALC President Rademacher suggested .to Postal Service officials
that a11 City Carriers be compensated xor time required to
study the· new Handbook.
This request was denied. Thereafter
the present grievance was initiated by a September 23, 1974
letter of President Rademacher to Senior ·Assistant Postmaster.
General Bro\vn, reading:

7

"The purpose of this letter is to ascertain
whether a dispute ex~sts between the Union
and the Smployer as to interpretation of
our National Agreement and, l:f so, to initiate
and present a grievance pertaining thereto
at the natio~al level> pursuant to the concluding paragraph of Article XV, Section 2,
of this Agreement.

;

'

t

'(

6.
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NB-NAT-2705

",'.!he guestion of interpretation is whether letter
carriers are entitled to compensation at rates
s~ecified in the National Agreement for time
spent in reading and study of the instructions
relating to work standards and job performance
contained in Management.' s new M-41. Thorough
knowledge of the aforesaid instructions is, of
~course) essential to performance of carriers'
duties, and carriers are held responsible by
Management for such knowledge.

.•

"·~.

"The question arises out of approaches, inconsistent in part, which have been taken by various
Postmasters in the field, ·which do not provide
working time for reading and study of the new
.
instructions. ·· on·-the -o·n.e-ha:rr<t,-~'.Lers in some
offices have "been told that the 'l-1-41 is tu be
· kept at all times in the carrier's route book,
which cannot' leave the prem~ses. This, of course>
precludes reading and study of the M-41 at home.
But no time during the work week is ~llotted the
carriers to read and study the instructions on
the premises.
On the other hand, other carriers

,/

have been told that they may take the M-41 home
and they are expected to read· and study the instructions on their mvn time, outside working

t.'

'

hours.
"It is the Union's position that reading and

st:udv of the new M-41 is a requirement iniposed
by Hanagement in the exercise of its powers

)
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.

..

..

,,..~

....

·-·

-~

under Article III A, of the Agreement, and that,
as·a matter of fact and of law, it constitutes
'workr for which carriers must be co;mpensated
in accordance with Article VIII of the National
Agreement. Our position is buttressed by Article IV, Section 3, which recognizes that it is
the obligation of the employer to provide
'training' for the performance Gf new or changed
.jobs and.explicitly provides that the employee
'will maintain his rate' during such trainingo
Obviously, reading and study of the new instructions constitutes ·'training' in the performance
of the carrier's job as 'changed' by Management,
and time 'on the job 1 must be provided therefore
by· Management.
"We b'e1ieve t:hat this position· is sb c-lear:ty·~..;.;·
rect that, upon having Lile ntaLLt:!.r: h.t:uu~ht tu your
attention, you will conc\lr therein. It· is im-

material to us whether carriers' regular assignments are reduced, for as long as·necessary, so
to leave a portion of the regu1a~ work week
available for reading and study of the M-41, or
whether regular assignments are maintained and
carriers are authorized _and instructed to read
and master the new M-41 at home or on the premises on overtime. Patently, the amount of time
required to master the new instructions will vary
from carrier to carrier. we· are concerned only
that as much working time as necessary be allotted
each carrier for this purpose. We shall be glad
to meet with you and discuss this aspect 0£ the
matter.

as

·-·

.

;,.;.
~?·

"".

)

i

,
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"In

view of the immediacy ·of this issue, 'tve
invite your early attention.and prompt response to this letter. If you find yourself
in disagreement with our position as above
stated, please consider this letter a request
for arbitration of the question ·stated in the
second paragraph hereof> within the meaning
..of the first paragraph of Section 3, Articie
XV, of the.National Agreement> and a certification of the aforesaid case for referral to
arbitration at the earliest possible date
within the meaning of the second paragraph. n

''"t>t.,..

~
":t~.·
.·~"';

:...

)

(Undersco~ing added •. )

>."'

On September 30, 1974 Assistant Postmaster General
Gildea replied to President Rademacher's letter, stating (in
relevant part):
"The new M-41 Handbook is essentially similar
to .the old M-41, and we do not believe i t
appropriate to provide extra compensation
for familiarization with the Handbook.

, .

"As requested in your last paragraph, I am
referring your letter to the Office of Arbitration Procedures in order to submit the
issue to arbitrat;ion."

8

,,

.
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·THE CONTRACTUAL PROVISIONS

nARTICLE III--MANAGEHENT RIGHTS

;j,:.
w.:

··'

"The Employer shall have the exclusive right,
subject to the provisions of this Agreement
"and consistent with applicable laws and
regulations:

A. To direct employees of the Employer in the
performance of official duties;

C~

To mAintain the efficiency of

the operations

entrusted to it;
method~,
operatio~s are

D. To determj..ne the

means, and personnel

by which such

to be conducted;

11

ARTICLE XIX--HANDBOOKS AND MANUALS

"Copies of all handbooks, manuals.; and regulations
of the Postal Service that contain sections that
relate to wages, hours, and work~ng conditions of
· employees covered by this Agreement shall be furnished to the Unions on or before January 20)
1974. Nothing in any such handbook, manual, or

•

t'

.\).
.'

/

10.

regulation shall conflict with this Agreement.
Those parts of any such handbook, manual, or
regulation that directly relate to wages, hours,
or working conditions, as they apply to employees covered by this Agreement, shall be
continued in effect except that the Employer
shall have the right to .make changes that are
not inconsistent with this Agreement and that
are fair, reasonable, and equitable ..

·'

Ii•~.
''·..

;::

~-

uARTICLE XLI- -LETTER CARRIER CRAFT

.·

.~\
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)·

"Section 3.

Miscellaneous Provisions

,·.

K. Supervisors shall not require, nor permit,

employees to work off the clock. n.
,"J .

.. .

In additiO!.l to Article XLI, Section

3~

K, the NALC

relies upon those provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act
(29 USCA Sections 201-209) which require payment for all
overtime work at time and one-half the regular rate of pay.
The Fair Labor Standards Act was· extended to cover Postal
Service employees as of May 1, 1974 by P.L. 93-259 (29 USCA.
Sections 203~(e)-(2)-(B).

9

>

•

{
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THE ISSUES
"
.,

While the.parties disagree in their respective views
of the issues involved here~ i t is enough for present purposes
to set forth the issues described in the Union's brief in the
f~llowing passage:

10

11

..
,·~·

.."

:
•
• The questions thus posed are (1) whether
the National Agreement, properly construed,
and/or the Fair Labor Standards Act, entitle
letter carriers to be paid. at rates specified
in the Agreement.for time spent heretofore
and hereafter in review and study of the
manual, and (2) whether the National Agreement,
properly construed, requires the Postal -Serviee
to.pTn~ide co~pensated time sufficient for each
~arrier to learn the manual before it may rely
in any way on M-41 methods or procedures as a
basis for adv.,ersely affecting any carrier's
conditions of emploYment. 11

··-·---· -

While there are additional facts, beyond those already noted, which bear upon proper disposition of this case,
they need not be detailed here but will be noted where appropriate in the balance of this Opinion.

)

11

\

)

•

:

r
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..

CONTENTIONS
1..

"

..

The principal NALC argument.stresses language in ~he
Ji.m.e 14, 1974 transmittal letter for the new M-41 Handbook
insofar as it states that city carriers "should review this
handbook to"become thoroughly familiar with the changes and

;•\;;':

-

. ;.

'·,

..
:Ji<,-:

~"

,.

!.'.
:·

\

~

NALC

I

12

arrangemen't: 0£ instructions," as well as the sentence in the
Preface ·which reads: nstudy this information carefully; ask
your postmaster or manager to explain any points that are not
clear to you. 11
Section 352.6 of the Postal Manual~ it notes,
declares that: "Employees will perform duties as outlined in
the Methods I.Iandbook, Series M-41 ••• , " and ·all Carriers are
instructed tq review Chapter 9 of the new M-41 before performing -a "dry. J;un" (whi.ch pr.ecedes .the .annual route. count_and ·-·-·--ini=::pPc~ion) =- which incl.udes completion qf a Form 1838.
Ac.cording to various Union witnesses, field management in some

locations ·interpreted their instructions in connection with the

·....

. new M-41 to mean that ~xperienced Carriers should read the new

...'~·.

Stressing that the new M-41 Handbook contains numerous provisions which are new or revised when compared with the
old M-41 and the old M-39; the·NALC asserts that study of the
new M-41, even by experienced Carriers, entails a substantial
amount of work.

M-41~

but should do so on their own time.
Even if field
management in some locations instructed Carriers to study the
new M~41 on under-time, the NALC claims that most routes are
so overburdened that Carriers seldom return to their stations
in less than 8 hours.

)

13

'

.

..

'
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Given these facts> the NALC urges that familiarization with the new M-41 Handbook must be deemed part of a

.-.....

~

...

14

Carrier's official duties, and holds that t.he Postal Service
either must authorize time 0 on the clock" for all Carriers to
study the new M-41:. or pay for any time spent -reviewing and_
studying the new M-41 outside regular working hours • · This
conclusion should apply not only.to Carriers who already may
have reviewed the new M-41, but also to any Carrier who might
review it in the future.
Moreover, any Carrier ·who has not
yet review~d the new M-41 cannot be disciplined in any way,
according to the NALC, for failure to perform duties in a~cord
ance ·with methods and procedures set forth in the new M-41.·

~·

.-·'·

.

J~ ·
:

::

The NALC also urges that negotiating history makes
clear the in~ent of Article XLI, ~ection- 3-K, to require the
Postal Service to pay for any work performed off the clock,
-- -whether or not. chara-etetlzed by it as· "required."· ~is
-

15
~-

· ·---

lii:=.t.o.cy, cs.f:I ue$c£lbt!tl by Ex~c..:uLlve Vice P.r.:e::slcleut Vacca, aml
the e}\.-press language of Article XLI, Se.ction 3-K, require a

conclusion· that the Postal Service must pay for work which it
permits Carriers to pe~form "off the clock."

.,,
l

•

Even if the language of Article XLI, Section 3-Kwel:e
1ess clear, the N.ALC holds that the Fair Labor Standards Act
plainly would require that time spent studying the new M-41
should be compensated as "work.n
Here it cites numerous
judicial holdings deemed to establish that the FLSA requires
compensation for all work performed for the benefit of the
employer.
Against the background of these precedents, and
administrative criteria developed in administering the FLSA)
the NALC has no doubt that any time devoted by Carriers to
studying the· new M-41 clearly is compensable..
The Wage Hour
Adminis~rator, indeed, has ruled specifically that training,

16

.-~)

')
14.
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outside working hours, is compensable if "designed to make the
employee handle his job more effectivelyn (29 C. F .R. Sec.

. ..

-785~27

'

and 785. 29) •.

Under.the 0 suffer or permitn standard defined in the
FLSA> work is compensable where an employer "knows or has
reason to believe" that an employee is continuing to work, and .

·.:::

.....

17

the NALC asserts that the Postal Service itself has recognized
the applicability of this standard.
Thus a Postal Bulletin
dated November 14, 1974 recites: ·

,,.
··

•.··..

"A non-exempt employee is entitled under the
FLSA to overtime pay if management suffers
.or-permits ·him to work.·more than 40 hours
.. • .. This is true whether the work has been.
requested ·or not· if ·the··man:agex m:·-supervisor
knows ·Or

ha~

rea:jvu.. t:o

b~lie.ve

it i.s being

p~rformed."

··".,
..

..- ...

•
According to the NALC three categori~s of relief are
appropriate under the evidence here: (1) all Carriers who
have studied, or hereafter study, the new M-41 should be paid
for that l·mrk, (2) the Postal Service should be barred from
disciplining.any Carrier because of a failure to comply with
procedures of standards set forth in the new M-41 until such
Carrier receives sufficient compensated time to study the new
M-41 and become familiar with changes contained therein) and
(3) the Postal Service'may not effectuate any route adjustment
which depends on a Carrier's knowledge of the new M-41. · The
NALC also suggests that the Award should require overtime payments to be made on the basis of each Carrier 1 s own statement
as to time spent studying the new M-41, provided that such
claim appears reasonable.
'

.,..\·.

~:·f:
.. ,

\

)
/
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2;

Ji;·~
·...

Postal Service

The Postal Service version of the origin, purpose
and scope of the ne\v M-41 largely appears in the following
passages in its brief:

19

·.

"By 1973, al.though numerous operational. changes
..and innovations had been intx:oduced·, with ap-

propriate training where necessary, the M-41
had never.been revised and management undertook such a review in connection \vi.th the
revision of the M-39 supervisors' handbook.
Although the title of the M-41 was slightly

,•'

·changed, its purpose ·was essentially the same;
i.e., a training tool for new carriers and a

......

':·

•·.

·- .

reference manual for incumbent carriers. The
object of the revision committee was merely
to incorporate those new programs and changes
procedure which were innovated since 1966
such as Park 4 and Loop, Centralized Markup and
other programs which were the.subject of
training· at each installation where they were
introduced. The committee additional1y sought
to incorpo~ate into the carrier handbook those
items which have always been applicable to
carriers and the subject of special training
but which were contained in other manuals and·
handbooks. Among the latter category were
various provisions relating to motor vehicle
operations which, although referr~d to in different chapters of the old M-41, were not the
subject of a sepa;rate chapter as in the new

in

·-

)

•

.

i

~~,

)
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·.
version. .An additional change· emphasized heavily
by 1:.he Union at hearing was the addition of Chapter 9 relating to route inspections~ This mate-

~--

~.

.....

·~. '?

~·:"

-·
~

·;r;.
·..

.

....

........

..

-

rial was formerly contained in the M-39 supervisors 1 handbook but because of the carriers•
zealous interest and in order to avoid the re. distribution each year of the instructions relatj.ng to the dry run prior to inspections, much of
this material was included in the new M-41.
"Consi~tent with its use ~s a training tool, the
·preface contained in the old M-41 was incorporated
in the new in almost identical form.
The new
manual also contained a transm~ttal letter relating
to its use. by other carriers and supe-rvisors which
is discussed more fully below.
"P~esurnably

under the provisions of Article Xnt, the
Union was furnished with a copy ·of the initial
draft and a meeting was held between the parties
in November.of 1973, at which the contents of the
M-41 were thoroughly discussed by the parties.
Suggestions of changes were made by the Union,
some of whi.ch were acted upon.
A further meeting
for the same purpose was he.ld in June 1974. No
question was raised at these meetings regarding
training or on the clock review. Not until the
book was already printed and distributed did the
Union raise the question of on tne clock time for
review by carriers.

.

.

17.
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trrt is undisputed that this request was unique,

.-.

and in the past, time on the clock for review
of reference manuals or instructional materials
had never been grant~d or even requested. Of
course, during the on the clock initial training program conducted for· new carriers, the
M-41 may be reviewed since it is used as a ·
training tool but this is far different from
..what the Union requests herein."

~

..

~·

.~·

..
.;,,;.
:.:-.

...

~·

.

The Postal Service does not view its issuance of a
revised M-41 Handbook as in any way obliging it to provide
on~the-job training or compensable time for study, since it
is exclusively a·Management function to determine ·what employee
training is necessary.
'Where the parties intend to provide
employees a familiarization period, they have spe1led it out,
as in Article XLI, Section 3-F, where Carriers assigned to new
routes are allowed reasonable periods for faniiliar~zation.
Nothing in.Article XIX.which deals specifically with Handbooks
and Manuals suggests that Carriers should be provided with
study time. Nor is there any practice to support the NALC
position here .•

20

The Postal Service characterizes the NALC request
£or paid time, on ·or off the clock, for all Carriers to study
the M-41, and its request that all counts (and inspections)
and disciplinary actions based on the new M-41 should be set
aside, as constituting a "class actionrr grievance based on a
claimed violation of the Agreement which allegedly occurred in
August and September of 1974, when the new M-41 was d~stri
buted.
In the Postal Serv~ce view such a class action cannot

21

·).

)
)

"

. '

'
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properly be presented as a national "interpretive issue" under
Article XV, Section 2, which states, insofar as relevant, " .••
in the event of a dispute between the Union and the Employer
as to the interpretation of this Agreement, such dispute may ·

.

'?

..
il>•A.>;,·

::·

be initiated as a grievance at the national level ..• "

-.
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If

.

any individual 'employee has a grievance, it must be discussed ·
within 14 days of the· date on which the employee learns of its
cause, according to Article XV, Section 2 (Step l) and such
discussion should be with the employee's "innnediate supervisor. 11
If any individual Carrier did not present a timely grievance in
Step 1, there could be no proper basis for the NALC later to
institute a class action grievance on such Carrier's behalf-the right to.file national interpretive grievances was not
intended to nullify the specific requirements concerning the
£iling of individual grievances.
'rh.e Postal Service stresses that in 1973 the NALC

22

. knew of the prospective distribution· of the new M-41 and discussed drafts both in ~ovember.of 1973 and again.in the Spring
of 1974.
The ~C made no suggestion in these discussions

..

'
~fJ

~

that time on the clock be allotted Carriers for study of the
It was only after:: transmittal of the new M-41
that. the NALC raised an issue as to ·whether Management was
obligated to train employees.
If this question had been raised
in timely manner) the Postal Service could have drafted the
transmittal letter more precisely to specify the Carriersr
ob1igation in respect to study of the new Manual •

;.

new Manual.

··:·

,.

·~~
-.

.... ·
..

.

On this basis, the Postal Service urges that the only
question properly before the Impartial Chairman now is whether .
or not Carriers were required or permitted to work off the
clock because of the Postal. Service written instructions regarding the new M-41.
Even if this interpretive question were

..

)

23'
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decided in favor of the NALC, says the Service, the only affirmative relief should be to employees who had filed timely
grievances and who could demonstrate in their individµal
grievances that they had acted in reliance upon Management
instructions in this regard •

. ...:
·~·"
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~
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The Postal Service also asserts that it· did not in
any way "permit., Carriers to "work off the clock" when it
transmitted the new M-41.
"While the Service does "permit"
Carriers to study the new M-41 at home, it says that the
negotiating history of Article XLI, Section 3-K, requires
that the phrase "to work" be given a very narrow interpretation •
No individual who voluntarily reviewed the new M-41 at home
thus could be deemed to have acted within the meaning of the
phrase 11 to ·work" under this provision.
The Postal Service
emphasizeS" that it made no requirement; and claims that it did
not suggest, that Carriers take the new M-41 home for study.

.....:.~:"

Indeed, it asserts that the question of whether the M-41 could

.....r

•";.

be taken home was raised initially by the NALC.
If individual
Carrie-rs asked permission to take the M..:41 home, this ·was strictly
for their own purposes.
Here the Postal Service brief elaborates:

)
"It certainly is reasonable to require. payment

for productive efforts an employee puts out
with the per~ission and knowledge of an employer, even though not specifically directed,
and this is essentially what Article XLI,
Section 3k provides.
However» it.makes no
sense 'Whatsoever to allow payment for the
purely voluntary performan~e of activities
unconnected with primary job functions,
especially when done primarily for the benefit of the employee, merely because the
employer may derive some benefit·by -way of
future improved job performance, and the
contract cannot be so interpreted·. rr·

......

~~..~ ~

~--f.~
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The Postal Service sees no poss~ble application of
the Fair Labor Standards Act here, since,· under Article J!Jl,
Section 3, of the National Agreement, this case involves only
11
interpretationtt of that Agreement.
Another portion of
Article XV, Section 3, declares that "All decisions of the
arbitrator .shall be limit~d to the terms and provisions of
this Agreement. 11 . • Even were the arbitrator to deal with
interpretive problems under the Fair Labor Standards Act,
this in no.way co~ld be a conclusive rtiling as to proper application of the FLSA..
Here the Service quotes from the
~upreme Court Opinion in the Gardner-Denver case indicating
"that an arbitrator has no general authority to invoke public
laws that .conflict with the bargain between the parties. If
the Service could be assured that decision in this case would
resolve all FLSA issues effectively, i t might be less objectionable- for the arbitrator to pass upon such matters. But,
the Service notes:- the NALC itself may be unwilling and ev1:=m
powerless to give such ~n assurance.
Finally the Service suggests that under authoritative
interpretations of the .. FLSA a one-time review of the new M-41,
off the clock, presumably would be of a upostli.minary" nature
and not compensable.
It also stresses that the minimal "st:udy11
of the new M-41 easily could be accomplished during Carriers'
uundertime, u since u.i.1dertime arises whenever the work on a
given day is below average to a significant degree.

27

)
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FINDINGS
1.

Nature of the Case

. This is a national level ·grievance.
Under the last
29
paragraph of Article XV, Section 2, such grievances include
only disputes between 11 the Union and the employer~ :!:9. ~
interpretation of this Agreement." Despite this limitation
·the NALC apparently deems the· pre.sent proc;.eedi.ng as a sort of
"class action, 11 ·in which rights of individual employees under
both the Agreement and the Fair Labor Standards Act may be
finally adjudicated.
The Postal Service rejoins that proper
disposition of a national level grievance may result only in issupnce of a "declaratory judgment," without relief to individual
employees, and that no FLSA issues properly may be considered.
\i

The efforts·· by counse-1 to de:Eine the proper scope of
,,·1.c.:--J..·u-·L·1.::c""
lL
-.L
'Lo&.-

"'J..~-v·-.,
t!...L
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-------C,.L
...a...t:VCU.&.\-e,;:,,
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action" or uc;l.eclaratory judgment" are understandable, and
-possibly even helpful in grappling with specific problems as
the scope of rulings wbich may be warra..~ted under this unique
provision in Article XV, Section 2.

to

Nonetheless the proper scope of national level disputes must be determined within the framework of the National
Agreement alone, giving due regard to the nature of the issues
and the facts in each such dispute.
The initiation of a
national level grievance in Step 4 bypasses the important first
three Steps of the grievance procedure; where all basic facts
and arguments no:i;mally should be developed --and the great bulk
of all grievances should be settled.
There thus should be no
doubt that this exception to the normal requirements of the
grievance procedure is intended to apply only to disputes

)

30

31
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concerning "interpretation" of the Agreement,, where i t is important to obtain an authoritative interpretation without
·awaiting the painstaking development of facts. and arguments in
a multitude of individual grievances.
This conclusion is reinfor.ced by the ·contrast ~etween
32
the narrow phrase "dispute ••• as to the interpretation of this
Agreement" and the broad definition of ugrievancerr in .Article
XV, Section 1, which includes any " • • • dispute, difference of
opinion or complaint between the parties related to wages,
hours, m;id .conditions of employment- n
The Impartial Chairman,
therefore, rules that the national level dispute provision in
Step 4 was not intended to provide a vehicle for considering a
mu:ltitude of individual grievances as a sort of 11 c1.ass action. n
If any grievances actually have arisen on behalf of individuals
under Step 1, advancing claims under Article XLI, Section 3-K,
··.----they should be processed through the normal Steps ·of-the-griev:m.ce procedure unt~l settled.
Noth~ng in the .Ju..~e 4, 1973
decision in Case No. NB-NAT-3233 is inconsistent with this result.
That case involved failure by the Postal Service to observe an
ob1igation under Artic).e XXXIV owed directly to the NALC as
representative of all the Carriers, and the remedial action
there was essential to eliminate direc~ ~onsequences of that

fa.ilure.-

ff'
f ..

It also seems clear that issues of compliance with
the Fair Labor Standards Act are not within the proper scope of
a national level dispute.
Indeed,, when the national level
dispute provision was written the FLSA did not apply at all to
the Postal. Se-rvice--it became applicable only in 1.974.
Even
though FLSA issues may properly be raised on behalf of individuai employees in.Step 1 of the grievance procedure under the
broad definition of "grievance" which applies there, therefore:.i
.-they cannot be treated as~ national level dispute.

33
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Application of Artic1e
XLI 2 Section 3-K
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Article XLI, Section 3-K states that "Supervisors
shall not require, nor permit, employees to work off the
clock."
While each party provides a different version of the
negotiating history to support its interpretation of this provision, no useful purpose can be served by seeking to ascertain the various motives, hopes, and expectations of the various
negotiators on either si~e.
This type of inquiry usually
proves fruitless in the end, and assuredly is unwarranted where
the controlling provisions of the Agreement are clear enough on
their face.
That is the situation here.

34

Application of Article XLI, Section 3-K, here requires consideration of (1) whether a C~ier's review of the
new M-41 might constitute "work," and if so (2) whether Carriers roay be :instructed or· permitted to perform such ·work r:off
the. clocku without being compensated for time so spent.

35
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When the new~M-41 was circulated most Carriers already
were trained adequately and reasqnably familiar with the requirements, responsibilities, and procedures applicable to their
normal work assignments.
Normally, moreover, i t is for Management alone to determine the nature and extent of training. to be
provided experienced employees under Article III, subject to
application of the other provisions of the 1973 National Agreement.
Thus the Service·now urges that. there was no real.need
for experienced Carriers to have any specific period of time at
all to study the new M-41.
This argument ·fails, however, to
face the real problems in the present case, which arose only because the Postal Service.appeared either to require or to permit

~
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the Carriers to study the new M-41 in order to become familiar
with changes and the arrangement of inst~ctions therein-

r•.

-·

~·

Study of the M-41 Handbook uri.doubtedly is "work"
when performed by new Carriers in training. . Use of the M-41
as a reference tool in performing Carrier duties also is
"work. "
.And surely revie1v- and study of the new M-41 during
a Carrier's "undert:i.meu constitutes work compensable under the
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Agreement. . ·

In.these circumstances it should.be obvious that ·
review or study 0£ the new M-41 by a Carri~r at home also constitutes ''work, n for purposes of Article XLI, Section 3-K, if
performed at the direction of Ma.~agement or with its permission.
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On this score, the NALC characterizes the june 14,
1974 Transmittal Letter as a specific direction to ail Carriers
~to study the new M.-4l·.
Such an int:.erpretat:ion of the Transmittal Lette~ is unrealistic, not only because of the language
involved but also because of.the nature of the Letter itsel~.
It surely would be unusual for a specific order--applicable
over the indefinite future--to be given. to all Carriers in· such
a broadcast letter £rom national headquarters.
The sentence
in question, moreover, is totally silent as to when or where
any such review by j_ndividual Carriers "should" .take place.
-Finally, the operative and critically important word in this
sentence is 11 should.," and not "must.·n
Given these circumstances it would not have been reason- 40
able for individual Carriers to construe the Transmittal Letter
as requiring that detailed study of-the nei:x M-41 should be
undertaken.promptly, without further clarification by his or
her immediate supervisor.
The need for such clarification,

26.
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indeed, would seem even ~ore apparent in view.of the vague
nature of the exhortati·on to become "familiar" with the ·
"changes" and "arrangement of instruction-s" in the new M-41.
Finally, there is E£ evidence in this record that
any individual Carrier actually did construe this language
as an order.
None of the NALC witnesses who were active

41

Carriers actually had studied the new M-41 as a result of

reading the Transmittal Letter.
Accordingly, the Transmittal
Letter did not embody an order to individual Carriers requiring them to review or study the new M...:41 at any particular time
or place.

)

This is not the end of the matter, however, since
the ambiguity of .the Transmit~al.Letter ~mposed upon field
Management the necessity to respond to inquiries by Carriers
and NALC representatives as to ·what actually was intended.
There is no suggestion that spe~ific instructions were sent to
the field by National Headquarters, and the following NALC
evidence as ·to events in several Post Offices has riot been
challenged for purposes of this case.

42

&

In September of 1974 the President of Branch 176 unsuccessfully asked the Baltimore Superintendent of Deiivery
Services to authorize time "on the clockn for the Carriers to
study the new-M-41.
Route inspections were scheduled to begin
in a few days in some Offices in the Baltimore area.
The same
Branch President later was· advised by several Postmasters· in
the Baltimore area that ..• 0 This office· has instructed City
·carriers to study the Handbook when they had the time on· a
light day. - Also the Carriers have been given permission to

43

take the Handbook home to study 11 (underscoring added).
When the new M-41.was handed out in several Post
Offices in the Baltimore area, all Carriers were told that they

-----.... ------........
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could take it· home to review.
In one instance a copy was sent
to the home of a Carrier who was absent bec.ause of illness
c

Local NALC officials in Tampa informally discussed
the situation with Postal Service representatives in SepteQber
of 1974 and in a grievance meeting on October 10 the Postal
Service stated that-- uNo time. will be allowed on the clock.
The Carrier is authorized to take the M-41 home so he can become
thoroughly~familiar with i t11 (underscoring added).:" -~..inutes
including this statement were posted by Management for in.formation of the Carriers.
In view of impending route inspections
the Tampa Post Office instructed all Carriers on January 8,
1974 to ''review" Chapter 9 of the new M-41 Handbook nfor de-

45

tailed instructions. 11
· In Littl.e Rock, .Arkansas.,- Carriers-~V'ho reeeived the
. ne-w .}f-·41..la.tc in 19.74 •·:c:::c required to sign a st:ateme~t.: 'ine:luding-- "I alsQ understand that I· am to study the information
contained in this Handbook so that I will be knowledgeable in
carrier duties and res~onsibilities."

46··-· )

On September 18, 1974 a grievance was filed in Clut~,
47
Texas, protesting that route inspections were being conducted ·
before Carriers had adequate ti.me to study the new M-41. Denial
of this grievance was upheld by the Clute Postmaster on October 2,
1974.
According to President Lloyd of Branch 4723, the Postmaster told him that Carriers t'didn' t need the time to read the.
M-41 because there was nothing different in it from the old one. 11 •

In a September 11, 1974 grievance from Almeda Station
(Houston, Texas) Branch 283 protested that Management had instructed Carriers to take the new M-41 home, contrary to the

48
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.·

specific statement in the M-41 that it should be kept in the
Carrier'~ route book.
The.Step 3 denial of this grievance·
asserted that-- "The carriers were not ordered to take their
11--41 Manuals home with them to review them.
There is no
agreement or provision for carriers to review this manual on
the c1ock or on overtime'' (underscoring· added).
-

-

-.
.....
.•
~·
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.
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These local instances are by no means· exhaustive but
serve to establish that field Management, in a significant
number of instances, either instructed or permitted Carriers
.to review the new M-41 at home.
In many such offices, of
course, some Carriers may have had sufficient undertim.e to
review the M-41 'tv-hile "on the clock" in the office.
But in
other instances, particularly where route inspections were
scheduled to begin at an early date, it seems ~easonable to
infer that lnany Carriers were able to review_ the. ne.w M-41, and
narticu1arlv Chanter 9 (as reQuired)~ only at home or otherwise
·11off the cl~ck. "·
. · ·
-
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In any such situation the review or study of the
M-41 at home or "off the clocku indubitably was -..v-ork within
the mea:ning of Article XLI, Section 3-K and SLLOuld be compensated as such.
This is not to suggest ·that any given Carrier
necessarily now has a right to insist, for the future, that he
or she should be given any particular amount of paid time-either in the office or at home--.to become familiar with the
M-41..
Nothing in th;i.s Opinion can bar the Postal Service from
now issuing clear instructions indicat·ing that no Carrier should
study the M-41 at home and that any necessary :revietv of the M-41
should be performed only on undertime, except as directed by a
supervi.sor on the bas.is of defined special circumstances applicabl.e to individual Carriers OJ; groups of Carriers.

50
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Remedial Action

The NALC requests an Award ·which.would require that
(1) all Carriers who have studied the new M-41, or who hereafter may study it, should be compensated for time so spent;
and that (2) the Postal Service refrain from holding any
Carrier responsible for kn.owing .the contents of the new M-41
until such Carrier in fact has devoted time to studying the
Ma.nual--with the consequence that the Postal Service could
not make {or eff~ctuate) any route adjustments or impose any
disciplines which rested upon any given Carrier's ignorance
of relevant contents of the new M-41.

....

Since Management can implement only such Manual

_

changes as are ttfair, reasonable· and equitable11 und~r Article
XIX, the NALC also urges that the Postal Service now should
be enjoined from in any way seeking to··hold- Carriers 1esponsible
~ 1 a.!: tb.e:ir peril" fo;!:" changes in the M-4! ·withoµt p~oyiQ.;'11.g time
for review· and study 0£ such changes •

51
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.
a.

Payment to Individual Carriers

Since this is a national level grievance involving a
dispute as to interpretation of the National Agreement, i t ·is
inappropriate for the present Award to ~equire payment of compensation to specific individual employees.
"Whether any individual Carrier is entitled to overtime under the interpretation of Articl.e XLI, Section 3-K set forth- in this Opinion
necessarily will depend upon the facts in each individual case.
To be entitled to overtime compensation, for example, ·an individual Carrier must establish that in fact he or she did study
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the Manua1 at home (or uoff the clock") at the directi"on of>
or with the permission of, supervision.
It also would seem
essential for each such Carrier to establish the nature of
such review, 't'7hen undertaken, and how much time actually was
required.
Such· details concerning individual grievants cannot
be deve1oped in a national level grievance, \vithqu.t eviscerat. ing the grievance procedure established in Article X:V.

'·

The present decision thu~ seeks only to establish
·criteria for determining the merits of any proper grievances
involving individuals which are pending in the grievance procedure or which may be filed hereafter.
This is not to suggest that only individuals ·who themselves have filed grievances
can be entitled to compensation under the present interpretation
of Article XLI, Section 3-K.
Grievances on behalf of indivi\
dual Carriers or groups of <:;arriers alre~.ady have been filed by
)
the NALC locally, as authorized
the Step 1 provisions of
·· Artic1e XV. · The evidence also sugges~s a possibility that,
either by express or implied local agreement, the filing or
grievance·s on behalf of individual Carriers in some instances
has been delayed pendi-ng·decision of this national level dispute.

54
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)

The parties• presentations indicate such a great differenc.e of opinion concerning the nature of an appropriate
11
reviewu of the M-41,. and the time required therefor, as to
warrant comment here.
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The time to be compensated should not ill any case
exceed that which is reasonable under the given circumstances.
Moreover, the claim of some NALC representatives that every
Carrier should be so familiar with the new M-41 as to be able
to handle every detailed or complicate~ problem which might

56
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arise in the course of a Carrier's work (without consulting a
supervisor) is unrealistic and specif~cally rejected by the
Impartial Chairman, for reasons indicated in discussion at the
hearing.

. .::··

Both parties have provided estimates of time reasonably required for an experienced Carrier to review the new
M-41, with the Postal Service suggesting no more than 15
minutes, and the NALC claiming that 10 to 12 hours or more
might be essential.
Neither estimate seems reasonable to the
Impartial "'Chairman, or even close to the mark.
No doubt an
experienced Carrier in most instances would not have needed
more than a few hours to familiarize himself or herself in a
general way with the basic information in the new M-41 and the
arrangement of instructions therein, when the Handbook initially
was circulated.
l.J'hether an experienced-Carrier, today, would
need as much time is doubtful since the Handbook now has_ been
available for use as a reference tool by all Carriers for many
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Route Adjustments
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It is impossible in this record to find any tangible
evidence that all or most Carriers were materially prejudiced
in their route inspections by not having had prior opportunity
t:o review the new M-41.
Supervisors are instructed to familiarize Carriers with necessary .detail (including Chapter 9 of
the new M-41) prior to all route inspections, and there is no
reason here to assume that this was not done in most instances.
Even if some Carriers did not review the new M-41 or at least
Chapter 9, this does not automatically establish that the inspection of their rou~e necessarily produced an unfair result.
Finally, the M-39 Handbook,, in Section 271, requires a special

5.8
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route· inspection upon request by the Carrier ·whenev·er a route
i~ so overloaded as to require consistent use of overtime or
auxiliary assistance.
Like·wise, any case of possible improper discipline
based on a Carrier's lack of familiarity with the new M-41,
~ ~~ can be dealt with adequately in the grievance procedure.
There must be proper cause for discipline in any
case, so that where discipline in fact was imposed solely for

""::..

lack of knO't·1ledge which could have been· obtained only by ·studying the new H-41, a grievance would have merit.

~··

c.
'):

\
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Injunc'tive Relief

There is no ·apparent need ·for· an order broatlly-di---·~E:i::.tin.g t.hi::. Pustal Ser.vice to r:ef.i:ai·u. £:i:oiu hol<l.ii1g, Cac:rie.£.co- ... ·-.
responsible. 11at their peril." £or changes in the M-41.
Where
Management has held or seeks to hold a Carrier responsible
£:or such knowledge and the Carrier has had no opportunity to
become familiar with relevant portions ~£ the new M-41> an
individual grievance protesting any action adverse to the
Carrier presumably would be meritorious.
Thus no useful purpose could be served by a directive here which simply would
reinforce protections provided under the National Agreement.
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AWARD

.

1.

...
'·

No opinion can be expressed concerning applica-

tion of the Fair Labor Standards Act, as urged by the NALC 2
since (1) this would not constitute a dispute as to the interpretation of the Natic;ma.l Agreement within the meani~g of

)
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..
Article XV, Section 2-Step.4, and (2} Article XLI, Section 3-K
provides adequate basis for decision here.

...·.·..

.........

7-: ..
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2. Article XLI, Section 3-K requires payment of· a
Carrier for time spent studying the new M-41 Handbook at the
direction of the Postal Service or with the permission of the
Postal Service~ but only to the extent detailed in the Opinion
in this case •

3. A11 issues as to -whether individual Carriers are
entitled to compensation under .th~ present interpretat~on of
Article XLI, ·section 3-K, shall be handled through tpe grievance procedure established under .Article XV, giving due con'.:..
sideration to the facts in each individual ~ase.
No Carrier
in any event sha11 be compensated for more study time than
reasonably r~quired for the study undertaken by that individual
Carrier ..

.
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Case No. NB-NA-0344
Timeliness of 8 cases
In the Matter of the Arbitration
between
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LETTER

.:

CARRIERS, AFL-CIO
:

OPINION =AND :::=:::=::::::=
AWARD

and
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

==:::=::::~===

:

APPEARANCES:
For the USPS - Wyneva Johnson, Esq.
Off ice of Labor Law
For the NALC - Cohen, Weiss and Simon
Keith E. Secular, Esq •

'i

.i

Pursuant to the provisions of the current collective
baigaining agreement between the above-captioned parties, this
case was duly proceese_d through to and presented in arbitration
before the Undersigned.
The hearing was held at the offices
of tbe Postal Sel.\ice in Washington, DC, on January 23, 1981.
Thereafter, post-hearing briefs were submitted and exchanged.

THE ISSUES:

1.

i~nether

Management can properly refuse to hear
Step· 4 appeals in Cases No. S8N-3P-C-ll599;
S8N-3P-C--l0877; S8N-3P-C-ll7 69; SBN-3W-C-ll 7 l;
S8N-3W-C-12007; S8N-3D-C-ll576;
S8N-3W-C-ll752;
a.nd S8N''-'3P-C-11781.
These cases being under
consideration in this proceeding? If not, what
shall the appropriate remedy be?

2.

In the event i t is found that these cases were
not filed in a timely manner, pursuant to the
Agreement, can Management refuse to discuss
these grievances before so indicating ~o the
Union its reason for·-·rej ecting same? ·If not;>
what shall the appropriate remedy be?

_::··)
STATEMENT OF THE CASE:
The eight decisions enumerated above were denied in
Step ~ and these den~ale were received by the NALC on February
29 and March 6, 1980. Prior to March 21, 1980, the Postal

Service advised the NALC's National Office that it had not received the appeals to Step 4 on these decisions. The Postal
Service, subsequently, did receive appeals to Step 4, marked
duplicate, on April 7, 1980. The Southern Region did not
receive copies of these eight appeals.

PROVISION OF THE

CON~RACT

UNDER REVIEW:

ARTICLE XV
GRIEVANCE-ARBITRATION PROCEDURE

**-!<.******;'****
Section 2. Grievance Procedure - Steps

**************
Step 3

**************
(e)
If either party's representative maintains
that the grievance involves an interpretative
issue under the National Agreement, or some supplement thereto which may be of general application,. the Union representative shall. be entitled
to appeal an adverse·decision to Step 4 (National
level) of the grievance procedure. Any such appeal must be made within twenty-one (21) days
after receipt o~ the Employer's decision and include copies of the standard grievance form, the
Step 2 and Step 3 decisions and, if filed, any
Union corrections and additions filed at Step 2
or 3. The Union shall furnish a copy of the
Union appeal to the Regional Director of Employee
and Labor Relations.

-2- .

)

·-;
CONTENTIONS OF THE PARTIES:
The Union contended that the language of the Agreement
only requires that the Union make its appeal within twenty one·
days.
It does not require that the appeal be received within
that time limit. By placing the appeal in the mail within twenty
one days, the Union claimed it had met the time requirements to
perfect its appeal. The Union also argued that its understanding
had always been that the act of depositing the appeal in the mail
within the time limits sufficed and that the USPS had never taken
a contrary position.
The Union pointed to a decision by Arbitrator Mittenthal, in Case No. N-C--4170D, wherein the date stamp on
the envelope was considered determinative of the timeliness of an
appeal.
The Union also made reference to other arbitration decisions, not issued in Postal Service cases, where the date of
mailing was regarded as the critical date and ~ot the date that
the appeal was actually received.
Finally, the Union asserted th9t
if date of receipt were con.sidered critical then each region would
have a different date when it had to mail its appeal depending upon
its distance from National Headquarters of the Post Office. Obviously,
the parties did intend to have a uniform time period apply wherever
the appeal had to be made. The Union pointed out that when National
Headquarters of the Postal Service notified the Postal Service that
the appeals had not been received, a new set of appeal papers were
mailed to th~_Postal Service within the 21 day period which still
had not expired.
The Postal Service argued that it finally received
these appeals on April 7, 1980. That was well beyond the 21
<illay period allowed under the contract.
The Service also pointed
out that at no time were. copies received by the Southern Region
although the agreement clearly and explicitly requires that this
be done as well.
The Service also asserted that in addition to
not receiving the all~gEd original documents within the time
limits, the second set of appeal papers was not received hlntil
April 7, 1980, ab9ut two weeks after it reasonably could have
bee~ anticipated that a ~uplicate set mailed within the 21 day
time limit would have been received.
The Postal Service also
contended that the testimony of the NALC witnesses confirmed the
understanding that appeals had to be received within twenty one
days in order to'· -be considered timely.

OPINION OF THE.ARBITRATOR:

)

-

In Case No. N-c-:.4170D;- decided by Arbitrator Mittenthal
on February 13, 1974, and which the Union cited in support of its
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claim, Arbitrator Mittenthal specifically held that the date
placed on an appeal could not be controlling because of the
obvious po~sibility of back dating. He stated, "Perhaps, in
appropriate ·circumstances, the date that the letter is placed
in the mailbox could be controlling ••• " The Undersigned might,
in appropriate circumstances, for the sake of uniformity and
consistency, find. that the cancelation date on an envelope
could establish the timeliness of a filing.
In the instant case,
however, there is no postmark on which to base sucj a finding.
The initial ~ailing was never received by either the National
or Regional Office of the Postal Service.
As to the second mailing, the testimony of the Union
off'ice employee in Atlanta was that she believed that she had
placed these documents in the mail on March 21, 1980. She had
no ev~dence from her office records to confirm such a statement.
In point of fact, the Union could not and did not seek to rebut
the Postal Service conetntion, verified with a time stamp, that
these second appeal forms were received in Washington some two
weeks after March 21st on April 7, 1980. Once again, the Regional
Office of the Post Office did not receive copies of the duplicate
documents at any time. Oneof the Union •.uitnesses conceded that
if the duplicates had been placed in the mail on March 21, still
within the time limits, they should have been in Washington on·
or about March 24th.
Under the facts and circumstances revealed by this record,
it cannot be found that the Postal Service received timely notice of
the appeal of these ei~ht cases to Step 4r as such notice is required
by the provisions of the Agreement.
The failure to copy in the
Regional Office cannot be regarded as a ministerial error.
The
language of the Agreement madates that the Regional Director Jf
Employee and.Labor Relations receive a copy of appeals to Step 4.
The Pos ta 1 Service is entitled to rely upon the knmvledge that
this regional official has been notified by the Union about appeals
being taken from decisions made in his region.
The Union also raised the issue of whether, despite
a failure to. comply with the contractual time limit requirements,.
the Postal Service was obliga~ed to meet with the Union and discuss these eight grievances. .Article XV, Section 2, Step 4 (a},
requires that the parties meet at the national level pro~ptly,
"In any case properly appealed to this step ••• " That word
"properly" cannot be regarded as surplusage. It has a meaning
and that meaning must encompass ·the compliance with procedural
requirements. That has not occurred in the instant cases.

-4-
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Additionally, it should be noted, in the prior arbitration decision by Arbitrator Mittenthal cited above, he_ found that:
"The parties expressly agreed that failure to appeal within the
contractual time limits would serve 'as a waiver of the grievance.'
The parties to.that stipulation are the same parties involved in
this proceeding.
The Undersigned cannot conclude from either the
language of the Agreement nor the stipulation of these parties
that the Postal Service is obliged to meet and discuss the merits
of these grievances at Step 4.
Therefore, after due deliberation, the Undersigned makes
the following
AWARD

1. Management can properly refuse to
bear i.tep 4 appeals in the cases here
under consideration.
2. Management can refuse to discuss
the merits of these grievances at Step
4~ but it must, as _it has in this case,
adv~se the Union why i t regards the grievances as not having been filed in a
timely fashion and thus considered as
waived.

~~-t~\
hJ:tA&.JV~~
HOWARD G. GAMSER, F.RBITRATOR
Washington, DC
July 10, 1981
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Cliff J.

GQ~fey

.Ua1a ~ant. J)irttct.or
Clei:Jt O:aft Divi•iaca
Aaorican PQctal Wor~ers
Union, Alt-ClO
1300 t. Street, Ill. w.
Washingt~n, DC 20005-4107

Dear llt:r:. Guffey:
g~_ie"ll'anc• ~t:.

·procedure. .
. -;

ve

ut to di$CUS5 ·the ~9e-ca.pticaed
the !ou:t.h· step ·o.e our cont.:=a<:tu.al gri.evanee

-CD Oc-t;oJ:wn: 9 ,. 1§87,

~)

·':be iaalii• ill this· g:eie"lanee i.S whet.hen: ·tho uid.cn. must
. re-appeal to· St.ep 3 a cu;• wllic:h h.a11 been. reun.ded frem
..

S~ap

4•

" .ig:re~ to i-CIUl:ld this t:ase to . t.he part.ies
at St.ep 3 for furthcu~ proc:ess!ng ineludit2g
ubitrat::.ioD
if_·
.
.

Acc::ord~ngly,

.

necessa_ey.

-

Plcaa:se =ai;n and ret.urD t.be enc:losed copy ot tlii.s lettei:- ·as
rour ac:knevledgmeat. ot! agi""uot to remaad thi.$ case. .

.Tue l 111.i ts vere · extondsd by mutual

cca~en·e.

S i:ncer-ely,

C

• GU

Assi•tant »irecto
Cl•rlt Craft Oi?ision

beri<:.an Postal Worxer:s .
'tJtiicn, Al't•ClO

.·.. ··:.-)~--
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In the Matter of Arbitration
between

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

Case No. H8T-5C-C-lll60

(A8-W-0864)

and

AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION
APPEARANCES:

David P. Cybulski, Esq., and Eric Scharf, Esq.,
for the Postal Servi.ce; James I. Adams for the Union

DECISION
This grievance arose under and is governed by the
1978-1981 National Agreement (JX-1) between the above-named

)

parties.

The undersigned having been jointly selected by the

parties to serve as the sole arbitrator, a hearing was held on
12 May 1982, in Washington, D. C.

Both parties appeared and

presented evidence and argument on the following issues:
(1)

Is the grievance arbitrable.

(2)

If so. did management at the San Rafael, CA post
office violate the 1978-1981 National Agreement
by including heavy lifting and the possession of
an SF-~6 (government driver's license) as requirements on the Notice of Intent for the position of
Maintenance Control and Stock Clerk.

It was agreed that the arbitrator should hear evidence on
both issues, but should ultimately not rule upon the second
unless he concluded that the grievance was arbitrable.

A verbatim transcript was made of the arbitration
ceeding, and each side filed a post-hearing

')
/

bY'~.e.f'-: ~·The

p~o

record

..
.'
2.

··~
../

was officially closed on JO June 1982.

On the basis of the entire record in this case. the
arbitrator makes the following

AWARD
(1)

The grievance is arbitrable.

(2)

Management at the San Rafael, CA post office
did not violate the 1978-1981 National Agreement by including heavy lifting and the possession of an SF-46 (government driver's
license) as requirements on the Notice of Intent
for the positions of Maintenance Control and
Stock Clerk.

Los Angeles. California
7 July 1982

)

In the Matter of Arbitration

between

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

Case No. H8T-5C-C-lll60

(A8-W-0864)

and

AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION
I.

Arbitrability

OPINION

A.

On 16 April 1980, the San Rafael, California MSC posted
a N.otice of Intent (Ex-1) for a newly-authorized duty assignment, Maintenance Control & Stock Clerk.
·~

The notice read in

part as follows:

MAINTENANCE CRAFT
In-accordance with Article
(1), (2) & (C), (1) of the
Notice of Intent is posted
assignment to be filled by
selection registers.

XXXVIII, Section ·2, (A),
National Agreement this
for the following duty
using the appropriate

Maintenance Control & Stock Clerk, schedules
& controls· the maintenance activities at a
postal installation & performs a variety of
clerical work involved in the requisitioning,
receiving 1 storing issuingt & accounting for
a wide variety of parts, tools, and supplies
used in the maintenance of building and postal
equipment. Heavy lifting required, must be
able to lift 70 lbs. Vehicle Operator's card,
SF 46 required.
Several maintenance craft· employees applied for this assignment, but none was deemed to be qualified.

A second Notice of

Intent (EX-2), therefore, was posted on 24 April; and this

)

... ·-

2.

time it invited bids "from all full-time career employees in

any craft within the San Rafael post office."

The description

of the job in the second notice was the same as in the first.

A third Notice of Intent (EX-3) was posted on JO April, because
the previous two notices had inadvertently omitted the following words1

"Typing required, must pass -a typing test of

30 words a minute."
Meanwhile, on or about 10 May 1980, Owen Barnett, the
Union•s National Vice President for the Maintenance Craft in
the Western Region, receiveo a telephone call from David Swaney,

an official of the San Rafael Local.

Swaney said he thought

that the posting of the new position violated the National
Agreement, but that he needed more specific information.
Barnett said that the necessary information could be f'ound in
t

Section 180 of the Personnel Handbook, Series P-12B (UX-2),
but Swaney replied that he had no access to a copy of the handbook.

Accordingly, Barnett agreed to send him a copy, and did

so the next day.

After receiving a copy of the handbook,

Swaney telephoned Barnett on or about 17 May, and told the latter
that in his (Swaney's) opinion, the posting had improperly included the requirements o:f a SF-Li.6 and heavy li:fting.

Barnett

then told Swaney to file ·a grievance.
On 29 May 1980, Swaney filed the instant grievance (JX-2,
p. 9), in which he charged in part:

Maintenance employees were denied the job
because of the Vehicle Operator's Card SF 46
_required. Also on the posting Heavy Lifting was
required. • . .

..

:··,

)

.3 •

...
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Management's response at the first step was "Denied Grievance
submitted untimely" (JX-2, p. 9).
The grievance was appealed to step two on 9 June 1980.

Management's answer, dated 20 June (JX-2, p. 10), read in part:

A.

This grievance was submitted untimely, as the
APWU had reason to know of the contents of the
posting on April 16, 1980, at lliJO a.m •• and
no later than April 24, 1980, 11:00 a.m. This
grievance was filed on behalf of the Maintenance
Craft at Step 1 on May 29, 1980, 1:25 p.m., over
thirty (JO) days after the fact.

B.

The posting of the position of Maintenance Control
and Stock Clerk met the requirements of Article
XXXVIII, Section 2 E and was in compliance with
the P-1, P-11 and P-12 B.
.

No violation has occurred, therefore, this grievance
is denied. This grievance was extended by mutual
consent.
The grievance was then appealed to step three, at whicti

time it was discussed by Barnett and qeorge E. Banks, .Acting

Regional Labor Relations Representative for the Postal Service.
In a letter dated 17 July 1980, to Raydell Moore (JX-2, p. 6),
the Union's Western Regional Coordinator, Banks stated in part:
Providing lifting·and driving requirements on
the Notice of Intent does not establish a
violation of the National Agreement. In fact,
Article XXXYIII, Section 2, E 7. provides for
such special or unusual uequirements.
In our judgment, the grievance does not involve
any interpretive issue(s) pertaining to the
National Agreement or any supplement thereto
which may be of general application. Unless
the union believes otherwise, the case may be
appealed directly to regional arbitration in·
accordance with :.the provisions of' Article XV
of the National Agreement.

4.

,

.· ·r:"\_·
...

The grievance was then appealed to step four, where it was
discu~sed

by Richard I. Wevodau, the President of the Union's

Maintenance Craft, and Margaret H. Oliver, Labor Relations
Department.

Oliver's answer (JX-2, p. 3), set forth in a letter

to Wevodau dated 18 March 1981, read in part:
The matters presented by-you as well as the applicable
contractual provisions have been reviewed and given
careful consideration.
The question in this grievance is whether or not
management at the San Rafel, CA post office violated
the Na~ional Agreement by including heavy lifting
and the possession of an SF-46 as requirements on
the Notice of Intent for the position of Maintenance
Control and Stock Clerk.

In our view t this grievance does not fairly present
a nationally interpretive question; however. our
response is required.

The position in question is assigned to the maintenance craft. Article XXXVIII, Section 2E includes
physical or other special requirements unusual
to the specific assignment as suitable information
for inclusion on a Notice of Intent.
·
Accordingly, as we find no violation of the National
Agreement, this grievance is denied.

B.
Article XV, section 2(a) of the National Agreement,
provides that a grievance initiated at step one must be
submitted "within 14 days o:f the date the employee or the

Union first learned or may reasonably have been expected to
have learned of its cause. 0
Article XV, section )(b) provides in part:
The failure of the employee or the Union in Step 1,
or the Union thereafter to meet the prescribed time

.s.
limits of the Steps of this procedure, including
arbitration, shall be considered as a waiver of the
grievance. However. if the Employer fails to raise
the issue of timeliness at Step 2, or at the step
at which the employee or Union failed to meet the prescribed time limits, whichever is later, such objection
to the processing of the_grievance is waived.

It is the position of the Postal Service that Swaney
learned, or may reasonably have been expected to have learned,
on or about 16 April 1980, when the Notice of Intent regarding
the duty assignment of Maintenance Control & Stock Clerk was
first posted, that it included the requirements of a SF-46
and the ability to lift 70 pounds.

Because the grievance was

not filed until 29 May, well beyond the 14-day limit, the Postal
Service maintains that it was untimely.

MoreoYer, the Postal

Service argues that by specifically stating in its step-two
answer that the grievance was untimely filed, it preserved
its objection and could pro·perly reassert it at the arbitration stage.
The Union•s position.is that it had not fully checked on

all the facts associated with the notice here involved until
about 17 May, and that no decision whether to file a grievance
could be made.until then.

On this theory, of course, the

filing of the grievance on

~9

period.

May would be within the 14-day

Moreover, Barne_tt testified that in his discussion

of' the grievance·with Banks at step three, Banks agreed with
him that the grievance was timely.

The record, however,

contains no written verification of any such oral understanding •

. I

,._)

6.

c.
The arguments of the Postal Service, if taken at face
value. suggest that Union representatives who investigate the
facts of situations before filing grievances do so at their
peril if such investigations take longer than 14 days, and that
the language of Article XV, section 3(b) means that once an
objection to the arbitrability of a

grievance~

on grounds of

\

untimeliness, is raised by the Postal Service at step two or

later, it retains its vitality at all subsequent stages of the
grievance-arbitration procedure, regardless of the positions
taken by the Postal Service in steps three and four.

I have

difficulty with both arguments.
On the basis of the evidence submitted, it appears that
Swaney was not sure whether or not the Notice of Intent here
in dispute violated the National Agreement,
telephoned Barnett for advice.

Accordingly, he

When, ·three or four days later,

he received the P-12B Personnel Handbook Barnett had sent him,
Swaney studied it and concluded that the notice violated the
National Agreement.

He then

telephon~d

Barnett to confirm

that conclusion, and received Barnett's approval to file the
grievance.

It may be

t~ue

that Swaney knew on or about 16 April

1980 that the duty assignment called for a SF-46 license and
the capacity to lift 70 pounds, but I am not persuaded that
he knew, or reasonably should have known, more than 14 days
prior to 29 May that the notice actually gave rise to a legitimate grievance.

.)

?.

~

)

/

Barnett's account of the alleged understanding he had with
Banks at the step-three meeting was too sketchy to be accorded
any weight.

On the other handt the Postal Service's third-step

and fourth-step answers previously quoted indicated its willingness to consider the grievance on its mer.its.
grievance on the ground that

i~

Rejection of the

was not timely filed was not

mentioned. and the grievance was denied on the merits.
to the Postal Service, I

Contrary

Article XV, section J(b),

i~terpret

as applied to the facts of this case, to mean simply that if

-

the Postal Service failed to raise the issue of timeliness at
step 2, it could not raise it at any subsequent stage of the
grievance-arbitration procedure.

That is substantially different

from the Postal Service's interpretation that, once raised at
step two, the objection of untimeliness could be reasserted
at any subsequent stage,

rega~dless

of

~nconsistent

taken by the Postal Service in the interim.

positions

I am satisfied

from my reading of the Postal Service's third-step and fourth. step answers that it did, in effect, waive its objection to
alleged untimeliness asserted at the second step.

Accordingly,

I find that the grievance is arbitrable.

II.

The Meri ts
A

Section 180 of' Qualification Standards, Bargaining Unit
Positions {Personnel Handbook, Series P-12B) (UX-l, p. 4) reads
in its entirety:

)
/

8.
180 USE OF QUALIFICATION STANDARDS IN POSTING VACANCIES
Position vacancies to be filled by bid, promotion,
transfer, or assignment are posted in accordance
with the applicable collective bargaining agreement and Handbook P-11. The qualification standard
appropriate for the particular position is included
in the announcement. This handbook shall be the source
of such qualification standards.

No additions,

deletions, or alterations will be allowed by any
local, district, or regional office.
Article XIX (Handbooks and Manuals) of the National Agreement provides in parts
Those parts of all handbooks, manuals and published
regulations of the Postal Service, that directly
relate to wages, hours or working conditions, as
they apply to employees covered by this Agreement.
shall contain nothing that conflicts with this
Agreement, and shall be continued in effect except
that the Employer shall have the right to make
changes that are not inconsistent with this Agreement and that are fair, reasonable, and equitable.

)

Both the Postal Service Qualification Standard for
/

Maintenance Control & Stock Clerk (UX-J, p. 1) and the
Standard Position Description (UX-3, p. 2) set forth the
basic function of that job as followsr

Schedules and controls the maintenance activities
at a postal installa tion and performs a variety of
clerical work involved in the requisitioning.
receiving, storing, issuing, and accounting for a
wide variety of parts, tools, and supplies used
in the maintenance of buildings and postal equip-

ment.

The position description makes no reference to driving
a motor vehicle,· possessing a SF-46 license, heavy lifting,
or typing; but paragraph N provides:

"Occasionally performs

other job related tasks in support of primary duties."

The

qualification standard also makes no reference to driving,

9.

holding a SF-46 license, or heavy lifting; it does. however,
require the demonstrated ability to type 30 words per minute
for.five minutes with no more than two errors.
Section 524.4 (Best Qualified PS Positions) of Handbook
P-11 (UX-6) states in part:

"(If a qualification standard is

published in Handbook P-12B, it must be used" Lin the posting

of such positions])."

Maintenance Control & Stock Clerk is

a "Best Qualified" position (Tr. 80-81).
Section 525.221 of the P-11 Handbook deals with evaluating
the qualifications of job applicants.

It states in part:

"The qualifications consist of the qualification standard and

any relevant selective factors that have been included in
the posting."
Article XXXVIII of the National Agreement deals exclusively
with the Maintenance Craft.
vacant duty assignments.

Section 2 concerns posting of

Section 2-E (Information on Notice of

Intent) includes the following item

7:

"Physical or other

special requirements unusual to the specific assignments."
Donald R: Noble, the maintenance superintendent at the
San Rafael MSC, testified that the storeroom for that facility

is located at Mission

Rafa~l,

about three miles away; most

custodial supplies are stored there.

He stated that the main-

tenance control and stock clerk must drive a half-ton pickup
truck from the San Rafael MSC to the Mission Rafael storage
facility about once a week to pick up supplies.

takes about an hour.

)

The round trip

The supplies consist of toilet paper,

10.
,_,
_c·o·)··~.·.

towelst cleaning bleaches, and other custodial supplies.

A

,.·.!

box of' toilet paper weighs approximately 64 pounds.

B.
The Union's basic position on the merits is that because
neither the qualification standard nor the standard position
description for Maintenance Control & Stock Clerk includes any
reference to a SF-46 or a heavy lifting requirement, and
the language of Section 180 of Personnel

~andbook

becau~e

P-12B states

that no additions, deletions, or alterations of qualification
standards will be allowed by any local. district. or regional
o£fice. the disputed Notice of Intent in this case violated the
National Agreement.

The Union points out that Article XIX

of the National Agreement sets forth a procedure that must be
followed when the Postal Service wishes to make changes in
handbooks, manuals, or published regulations.

)

It also notes

that Personnel Handbook P-12B sets forth in Part 4 (UX-2, p. 25)
the procedures that must be followed when management requests
a waiver of qualification standards.
The basic position of the Postal Service on the merits is
·that it has the right to establish "selective standards" bearing
a reasonable relation to the published requirements o;f a par·ticular position.

It argues that the parties never intended

that each postal facility in the country would operate in an
identical manner, or that the National Agreement
with the minute details of every job.

would deal

In the case of the job

in dispute, the Postal Service contends that the tasks of

)

ll.

driving and heavy lif'ting are "incidental" to the primary
function of the position and are "reasonably related" to it.
It asserts that these tasks are covered by paragraph N of the
job description, previously quoted, and that there has been no
additions, deletions, or alterations of the "core elements"
set forth in the qualification standard.

In addition. the

Postal Service claims that its Notice of Intent was covered

by

Article XXXVIII, section 2-E-7 of .the National Agreement,
previously quoted.

Finally, the Postal Service relies upon the

bargaining history of the 1978 National Agreement to support its
contention that the Union previously attempted, unsuccessfully,
to secure a provision that no maintenance employee would be
\

required to possess an SF-46 license unless that requirement
;

was embodied
(EX-6).

rn

Handbook P-12B as a condition of employment

I do not find it necessary to consider that particular

argument.

c.
On the basis

or

the evidence and arguments submitted, I

conclude that the Postal Service had the right in this case to
include the SF-46 and heavy-lifting requirements in the Notice
of Intent for the duty assignment of Maintenance Control &
Stock Clerk.

The special circumstance involved--the physical

separation of the San Ra±aet MSC and the storage facility at
Mission Rafael--fully justified the requirement of the SP-46.
Likewise, the heavy-lifting requirement was made necessary
by the nature of the materials handled.

)

Neither requirement

.•
12.

.--.·-·~)
,,
..

affected the "core elements" of' the qualification standard and
the job description.

Both were covered by Article XXXVIIIt

section 2-E-7 o:f the National

Agreement,~

Section 525 •. 221 of

the P-11 Handbook, and paragraph N of the job description.

The Union contends, however, that regardless of any other
considerations. the grievance in this case should be granted
because of an oral understanding between Wevodau and Frank Dyer,
a Postal Service representative, in connection with a pre-arbitration settlement of Case No. HST-JD-C-11020 on 23 September

1981 _(UX-7, p. 1), to.the effect that the pre-arbitration
settlement applied to every case involving the .. same issue."

The pre-arbitration settlement, which involved a typing
requirement for a Tool and Parts
1.

C~erk,

was as follows:

A typing requirement is not presently a part of
the qualification standard for the position of

a tool and parts clerk, SPl-Jl. Until such time as
a change is initiated the typing requirement will
be deleted from the posting.
2.

On the basis of the particulars surrounding
this case, the two jobs in question in this
grievance will be reposted without the typing
req u_iremen t. ·

J.

This decision is not intended to preclude
management from requiring an employee to
type.

The pre-arbitration settlement agreement was signed by
William E. Henry, Jr., Director , Office of Grievance and Arbi-

tration, Labor Relations Department, on behalf of the Postal
Service.

Henry signed the document after discussing it with

)

·.

~

lJ.

)
/

Dyer.

He testified that Dyer did not mention any oral under-

standing.with Wevodau as to the future application of the
settlement, and that Dyer had no authority to enter into any
such understanding on behalf of the Postal Service.
Wevodau's version of his discussion with Dyer was as
follows (Tr.

\

!

85):

••• Mr. ·Dyer brought this settlement directly to
my office, and I questioned Mr. Dyer about it, and my
questioning went along the line that, "Okay, this
is a pre-arbitration settlement. Are you saying
that this applies only to the instant grievance?",
and the response was, "No, this was a grievance
that was certified as an interpretive grievance, and
this pre-arbitration settlement is an interpretive
pre-arbitration settlement on that grievance and
therefore applies to every case.'' And I said~ "Well,
do you mean that if I get other cases up here dealing
with this same issue, that I'd have to certify each
one of those for arbitration?", and he said, "No,
this settlement will be applied to those."
Wevodau's account was generally corroborated by

Thoma~

Fr?eman, Jr., Executive Vice President of the Maintenance
Craft.

On cross-examination, Freeman testified in part as

follows (Tr. 128-29):
Did you state or did Mr. Wevodau state or any
of the four ind{viduals in the room state to Mr. Dyer
or converse with Mr. Dyer to the effect that this
settlement would hereafter preclude the Postal Service
from including in a notice of vacancy, in a job posting,
any duties not specifically contained in the position
description or qualification standard?
Q.

A. I don't think such a statement was made literally,
a literal statement, no.
Q.

Was that in fact your understanding?

A.

No.

My understanding, when this question was

.,

'

14.

~')·

.···,·.-- ..,...,..

: .~-

raised, was that requirements such as typing
that dealt.with this issue of placing a requirement on a posting or on a position that was not
in the P-12 Handbook would not be done, and
that was my understanding when I left the office.
Dyer was not called as a witness.
I do not doubt the Union witnesses' good faith in
offering their version of the alleged oral understanding
between Wevodau and Dyer.

In my judgment. however, whatever

that understanding may have been, it cannot be allowed to have
the effect claimed for it by the Union in this case.

The

subject of the alleged understanding was a typing requirement
in an unrelated job.

It was, at best, ambiguous.

The written

settlement agreement was signed on behalf of the Postal Service
by an authorized representative who was wholly unaware of any
oral discussion concerning its possible future application
in other circumstances.

)

The alleged oral understanding would

have_ substantially extended the scope of the written settlement agreement.

Given these _facts, I cannot allow the testi-

mony of the Union witnesses to alter the plain meaning of the
written settlement agreement by extending it to future cases
involving "the same issue." In the event that understandings
as to the subsequent application of pre-arbitration settlement agreements are reached in the future, the parties are
advised to reduce them to
\v.r·i't-ing.
~;&:;.•·.
.\
~·"""
·.
For all the fol'.".,egoing
reasops.
the grievance is denied.

Benjamin Aaron

Arbitrator

)
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Pursuant to the

provisio~n of the curr~nt coll~ctive
between the 11~0·:.!-e:iption~d p.lrtic!s, this

lJ'3.i.9ainin9 egreC!ment
case war. cluly p:ro::ee.;ed thro:J•3h to a:'\d presented in '!rbitration
'btifore the un.:lersic;ned .. The he?ari-.9 ·~·15!'1 held at the offic:::!s
of th!! P~:> ::111 .t;~r.i.ce ~n i,·ashini;ton, oc. on Jan"J"lry 23, 19:31.
Ther.!aftcr, poi;t-h~arin9 briefs WC!re ..;u\:i!lit::P.d an~ ci:.;r.:h:u9:?d •

.11.i.t

IS~UES:

1.

'·."hether l·:;,r.ag.?m-:ont can prop~rly re ..:use to h:ar
Step 4-epp!ala in Cas~s No. S3N-3P-C-ll599;
SSN-JP-C-109771 S3N-3P-C-ll7G9; se~ ;x-c-11~1:.
SBN-JW-C-12007: SON-30-C-ll57S; SON-3W-C•ll7S2:
and SSN-JP-c-11791. Ttese cDsas b~in9 under
c=n!' iCle ra ~ion in th i! pro:;iedin9? If not, ,.:hat
shall the ~ppropriate rirn~dy b•?

2.

In th! cv~nt it is !~~n5 that these eose3 ~ere
filed in a timely ~~nn~r. p~rsunnt to the
~er~em~nt, c~n M~nas=~~nt rtfusa to dl~cuss
the~~ 9ri(v~neC!s b~for~ so indicattnv to th~
Union its rc~son for reJacting snm~1 lf not
n~t

'"hat !:!"all the ..-:appro::;;>riatc:: rr;m£>i:ly ba?

. ..
ST.1\'TF.ME:NT OF TH!: CAS£:

~tep

)

The eight decisions enu~erated above w~r~ denied in
J_,and these d~nialA were received by the NALC on February

29 and z.:arch 6, 1990.

Prior to March 21, 1930, the .">ostal

Service edvisad the NALC's Nationnl Office that it hDd not received the appeals to Step 4 en these decisions. The Postal
Service, sub3equently, did rmceive appeals. to St~p 4, marked
duplicate, on April 1, 1980. The Southern Region did not
'receive copies of these eight appeals.

.
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PROVISION OF THE CONTRACT USDER

REVIZW:~

...

ARTICLE XV

..

GRIEVANce-ARBITltATION PP.OCeDUR.E
.
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..~

,.,.

..

....

.

.

~

.

Section 2. Grievance Proc.2c?ure -·-steps

,.

Step 3

·.j,;;

......................
(e) If either party's. reprttsentative m1int:a ins
that th~ 9riev~nee i~v~iv~s an interpretative
is~uc under the NatiQ~!l A;re~m~nt, or so~~ ~up
plam•?nt ther~to •.•.:hich :":".:JY bt? of seneral application, th~ Union representativ~ shali t~ entitled
to ~pp~al an adver~e de=i!ion to Step 4 (National
lQv~l) of the gricv~~ce pT~:•dure.
~ny such ~p
p..-al must be mn:iz within t-..·en~y-on!' ( 21) day11
after.rec~i~t of the E~ploy~r·s d~cision and incl•Ji:!e copi':.':: of the s:t~ncard grhvan:: f'.orm, the
St~p 2 anc Step 3 decisions 3nd, if filed, any
Union corr~ctions and ~dditicns filed at Step 2
er 3. T"~e Union shall furnish a copy of the
Union app~al to the R~sion31 Director ~f Fmploy~e

end L!'bor Relations.
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£.Q.m'ENTIO~S

OF' TUE

..:

P.~RTIES:

The Union contended that the langua9e of thQ Aqreem!nt

only requires that the Union ~ake its appeal within tw~nty one
~ays.
It do~s not require th~t the app~al be reeeiv~d within
that tim9 limit.. By placing the app~al in the mail within t~enty

)

one day.s, the Union cl~imod it bed ml'!t the time roquirem-~nts to .
pQrfeet its app~al. The Onion also argueod that its understa1'lc:Hn9
had -always bcmn that the act of depositing the appttal in the ma~l
within the time limits sufficed ond that the USPS had n~v~r taken
a eontra~y position. The Union pointed to 4 decision by Arbitrator Mitt4nt~aJ. in case ·~o. N-C-·4170~~ wberoin the date stam~ on
the envelope was coriside:ed determinative of the timeliness pf an
appeal. The Union also ·::Md·e reference to other arbitration decisions, not issued in Postal ~ervic:e cases, where the date of
mailing was re9ard~d a.1 th• critical date and not. the date t:i°'"t
the app~el was actually received. Finally, the Union assert~d that
if date of receipt were c:ond.dered critical tben each region ·•·011ld ..
havti a different date when it. had to 111ail its appi!al depending upon
its dhtJSnce from ~1tiona1 Headquarl~1!.U of the· Po:st. Offic:re •. Obvi.ously,
the ·parties did intend to have a uniform time perio:! app~ y wh_ereve~
the :appt!el had to be made •. The. tTnion ~intt?d out that wh~!'l··~~H- ... •l
t'P.l!d~uort.ers of the Postal.. Sarvic~ -notified the Po:Jtal Sarvic:e that:·
the D~J:':;als had not been rac:cived, a n:!w 11et of· app~al pap!!rs w..:re
mailed to th~ Poiital S\!rvice within the 21 day pizriod whicl1 still
h~d not expired.
The Postal Service ~r9u~c that it finally re:~iv~e
these? appeals O:'l April 7, 1980. That t,•as well ~y.:>nd the 21
c:Jy p:rio:S allo.,,,.ed un·:!er the C:O:ltr:.lr:t.
The Sarvic:~ <>ho pointi?d
out th3t at no tim2 ~~re copies r~~eiv~d by th! Ro~th~rn n~gion
z.ltllo:.19h th! a9r11e:n-!nt clearly and llx?lieitly rt!ciuires that this
ce doge as well.
The Service al£o essartad chat in addition to
:"l::>t r~c:eivin9 the alleg~d ori9in.3l :!ocuT.:?nte •..·ithin the time
li"l\its, the t:1cond set of app:ral p~,:::'?r.J -.·as iiot ree~iv:?c! i.1.itil
h~ril 7, l9JO, about t~o W!eks after it rE~~~nably could n~v~
h"?l!n anticipated that a duplicate tet :uiled wit.1 ... 1 the :a day

time limit would have ber::?n reeeiv~d.
""lie Postal Service also
contended that the testimony of the ~~!..C witnesses confirm~d the
Jn:5ertttandin9 that ap,?~ah had to l:o. rect:iv<?d within t ....·anty on'!
doys in order to •be co~sider~j ti~~ly.

-----OPINION OP THE

f

~RBITRATOR:

--.--

In Case No. N-C-411700,
1974. and "·hich

c:-: Fcb.ru.·uy 13,

d:?:::id~d

tl~~ u~iion

-J-

by Arbit"t:ator Mit;tcnthal
cit 1rc:l in i''.lpi;,ort o! its

..

...

~

~rbitrotor

claim,
placed

Mittenthal specifically hald that the d~te
not be· co~trolling b~cau~e of the

o~ ~n Dpp~al ~oul~

obvious

poP~ibility

d~ting.

of back

Ee stated,

"P~rhop~,

in

appropriate cireumstances, the date that the letter is pl~ced
in the mDilbox could b\! controllin9 ••• " The Undersigned might,
.in appropriate circumstcnces, for the sake of uniformity and
.consi~tency, find that the concelation ~ate on an envelope
could establish the tim~lin~ss of e filing. In the inntant case,
ho~ev~r, there is no postmark on which to base sucj a finding.
:.The initial moilin9 was never rec:~ived 'by oither the National
or R~gio~al Office of the Pottal service •

. . :
As to the second ~ailing, the testimony of the Union
office employee· in Atl~nta .was that she believed that she haa
placed those do~u~~nta in·the mail on March 21, 1980. She had
no ovidence frc:n her of.fice records to eonfir:n such a state:nent.
In point of fact, the Uni~n could not and did not seek to rebut
the Po!ta1·scrvice ~onetn~ion, vorified with a tim3 stamp, that
these sec:o:"ld &p!):t&l forms wore · rec:iiv:td ·in \,•athington so.Tie two
""·.nks a.ftar "11.arc'h 21.st.. 01'. ,April 7, 1930; · ·
'again, the Regional
Offiee of the Post Offic:o' did not receiv:1 co1'ies ·of the d1.21)licau
'1~·-=u•11!?nts at any ·tim.~. On'!of the t::i"i.:>:"l ·~itnisses -~on~e~~d that
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)

if th~ cJ·.iplicatl!s had bQ.~n pla~ad i:i. the JHil o:a March 21, still
within •;ho time limits, they ~ho\.11.d };.,;·:: boan in Washin~ton :::tn
~n i!t bout March 24th'.
,,

Un:1er the facts and cireu.'Tl'itanccs rev.?al<ed by this reco;:d,
Po~tal Service re=~iv~d tim~ly notice of
'the ~pp~al of tha~e eight eases to St~p 4, as sueh n~tic~ is rEquir~d
t; th! provision~ o~ the ~greem~nt. The failure t~ eopy in the
r-:sio~~l Office cannot b~ re9ard~d as a ~inisterial error.
The
it cann't be found that the

lan.;~1:>;~

of the

~•in~

and

Agr:ae.:n~nt

l'!'ladates that the

to~~n

L!b~r

Relations

R~9ion."9l

fro~ ~!cisiO~$

re~eive

m~~~

a copy of

l')irC?::tor 'lf

to Step 4.
The r;n tcil Sarviee is entitled to r!!ly upon the kn·-::>"1led'3c that
t;iil!: r~.zion:tl o~fieial ha:s ~.:!!!_n notified by the U:'lion abo.it ap~·:als
r~~l~y~e

op~aals

in his rEgion.

The. Union also r3is!:d th'? issu~ cf ·..·:i:'" .. 'l.,. ... r, dl!!!iPlte
a f.lilure to co!np1.y ·.-rith the contract~al ti:n~ limit req•.iire!Tl":!nt$,
t:a.• p.,,.:tal S~rvie~ was o~lig<Jted to m"!et with the Union 2l'id c3is-:ui:s t.ht>se eight 9rieviln.::es. Article xv, Section 2, Step 1 Ca),
rJ~uires that the partie~ m~et at the natio~al l~v4l pro~p~ly,
Pin ~ny case prop~rly app,~led lo this step ••• •
7~at word
.. prop~rly" cannot b:? =~gardad as ~urplusage. It r.as a :n.!anin9
~nd that m=-anin9 mils t ancp:np<3::u th!! co ..1,;·l i~n:::e with pro:.:dural
r~q ui~~~~nts.
That h~s not occurred in the in~t~nt c,ses.
1
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'

.

not~d.

!

Additional•y, it shoµld b•
in tho prior arbitr•lion i:lc.>c;ision b:f Ar.bit-rator-::Jittentt:al cited above.>, he: found th.:it':\

(

"Th! parties expressly llgreed that failure to ar-ip·?<il within the
contr~ctual

time limits would

sorv~

'as

D

woiver of the

9ri~v~nce.

T:.e pi:lrties to tht>t sti;,,1lation ore the !HllM p.:irtias iiwolved in
this proceeding. 'l'he Und~rsi9neid cannot conclude fro:n either the
lan9u~9e

of the

that the
of these

Po~tal

~greement nor the stipulation of the$e parties
Service is obliged to ~eet.and discuss the m~rits
9rievanc~• at Step 4.

Therefore, after due delibi!ration, the Uni:lersign'!d :n.3kes
the following
A WA R D

..

1. Management -oan properly refuse to
hear ~tep 4 op~als in the cases h~re
under consideration.

2. Management can refuse tQ discuss
the m~rits of these grievanc~s at Step
4, but it rn•JS t, ns it ha:1 in this c:ase,

:

advi,u th<! Union why it regards tl'.a grie-

vances as not having
tim(!ly fashion eno

~2en

~~·l!IJ

waiv~d.

i·:z.;hingt.;,n, DC
July 10, 19.31

-s-

filed in a

eond. ~l!r>?d a.:a.
·
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PROCEEDINGS

The United States Postal Service ("USPS", "Postal Service" or "Employer") and the National
Postal Mail Handlers Union("NPMHU", "Mailhandlers" or "Union") designated me to arbitrate
National-level disputes under Article 15. 5. D of their National Agreement. The terms of Article
15.3.C of that USPS/NPMHU National Agreement are dispositive of the matter in dispute but, in
advancing their respective positions in this case, both the USPS and the NPMHU also cited and
relied upon arbitration awards construing virtually identical language in Article 15.4.C of the
National Agreement between USPS and the American Postal Workers Union, AFL-CIO ("APWU").
After being provided with third party notice of this arbitration proceeding, the APWU elected to
participate as an Intervenor in this case by appearing and participating in the hearing and filing a
post-hearing brief. [At the arbitration hearing on June 13, 2006, Counsel for the APWU stipulated
as follows: "Since we have intervened in this case as a third party, then [the decision in this case]
interpreting that language would bind the APWU"]. See Tr. p.8 I, lines 10-12.
The USPS, the NPMHU and the APWU each were represented by Counsel and afforded full
opportunity to present documentary evidence, testimony subject to cross-examination and oral
argument at the hearing of this matter. Following receipt of the transcribed stenographic record, the
Parties deferred filing post-hearing briefs, pending the possibility of a resolution of the controversy
in connection with ongoing national-level collective bargaining negotiations.

The Parties

subsequently advised me that their discussions had not resolved the matter and eventually filed and
exchanged their respective post-hearing briefs in late March 2008. At my request, the Parties
graciously allowed me an extension of the contractual time limits for the rendition of this Opinion
and Award.
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PERTINENT CONTRACT PROVISIONS
USPS/NPMHU 2002-2004 NATIONAL AGREEMENT
ARTICLE 15 GRIEVANCE-ARBITRATION PROCEDURE
Section 15.l Definition
A grievance is defined as a dispute, difference, disagreement or complaint between the
parties related to wages, hours, and conditions of employment. A grievance shall include,
but is not limited to, the complaint of an employee or of the Union which involves the
interpretation, application of, or compliance with the provisions of this Agreement or any
local Memorandum of Understanding not in conflict with this Agreement.
Section 15 .2 Grievance Procedure-Steps

***

Step 2:
(a) The standard grievance form appealing to Step 2 shall be filed with the
installation head or designee. In any associate post office of twenty (20) or less employees,
the Employer shall designate an official outside of the installation as the Step 2 official, and
shall so notify the Union Step I representative.
(b) Any grievance initiated at Step 2, pursuant to Article 2 of this Agreement, must be filed
within fourteen (14) days of the date on which the Union or the employee first learned or
may reasonably have been expected to have learned of its cause.
(c) The installation head or designee will meet with the steward or a Union representative
as expeditiously as possible, but no later than seven (7) days following receipt of the Step
2 appeal unless the parties agree upon a later date. In all grievances appealed from Step 1
or filed at Step 2, the grievant shall be represented in Step 2 for all purposes by a steward
or a Union representative who shall have authority to settle or withdraw the grievance as a
result of discussions or compromise in this Step. The installation head or designee in Step
2 also shall have authority to grant or settle the grievance in whole or in part.
(d) At the meeting the Union representative shall make a full and detailed statement of facts
relied upon, contractual provisions involved, and remedy sought.The Union representative
may also furnish written statements from witnesses or other individuals. The Employer
representative shall also make a full and detailed statement of facts and contractual
provisions relied upon. The parties' representatives shall cooperate fully in the effort to
develop all necessary facts, including the exchange of copies of all relevant papers or
documents in accordance with Article 31. The parties' representatives may mutually agree
to jointly interview witnesses where desirable to assure full development of all facts and
contentions. In addition, in cases involving discharge either party shall have the right to
present no more than two witnesses, Such right shall not preclude the parties from jointly
agreeing to interview additional witnesses as provided above.
(e) Where grievances appealed to Step 2 involve the same, or substantially similar issues or
facts, one such grievance to be selected by the Union representative shall be designated the
"representative" grievance. If not resolved at Step 2, the "representative" grievance may be
appealed to Step 3 of the grievance procedure. All other grievances which have been
mutually agreed to as involving the same, or substantially similar issues or facts as those
involved in the "representative" grievance shall be held at Step 2 pending resolution of the
"representative" grievance, provided they were timely filed at Step I and properly appealed
to Step 2 in accordance with the grievance procedure.

(f) Following resolution of the "representative" grievance, the parties involved in that
grievance shall meet at Step 2 within seven (7) days of their receipt of that resolution, unless
the parties agree upon a later date, to identify the other pending grievances involving the
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same, or substantially similar issues or facts, and to apply the resolution to those grievances.
Disputes over the applicability of the resolution of the "representative" grievance shaJI be
resolved through the grievance arbitration procedures contained in this Article; in the event
it is decided that the resolution of the "representative" grievance is not applicable to a
particular grievance, the merits of that grievance shall also be considered.
(g) Any settlement or withdrawal of a grievance in Step 2 shall be in writing or shall be
noted on the standard grievance form and shall be furnished to the Union representative
within ten ( 10) days after the Step 2 meeting unless the parties agree to extend the ten (10)
day period. Any such settlement or withdrawal shall not be a precedent for any purpose,
unless the parties specifically so agree or develop an agreement to dispose of future similar
or related problems.
(h) Where agreement is not reached, the Employer's decision shall be furnished to the Union
representative in writing within ten ( 10) days after the Step 2 meeting unless the parties
agree to extend the ten (10) day period. The decision shall include a full statement of the
Employer's understanding of ( 1) all relevant facts, (2) the contractual provisions involved,'
and (3) the detailed reasons for denial of the grievance.
(i) If the Union representative believes that the facts or contentions set forth in the decision
are incomplete or inaccurate, such representative should, within ten (10) days of receipt of
the Step 2 decision, transmit to the Employer's representative a written statement setting
forth corrections or additions deemed necessary by the Union. Any such statement must be
included in the file as part of the grievance record in the case. The filing of such corrections
or additions shall not affect the time limits for appeal to Step 3.

U) The Union may appeal an adverse Step 2 decision to Step 3. Any such appeal must be
made within fifteen ( 15) days after receipt of the Employer's decision unless the parties'
representatives agree to extend the time for appeal. Any appeal must include copies of ( 1)
the standard grievance form, (2) the Employer's written Step 2 decision, and, if filed (3) the
Union corrections or additions to the Step 2 decision.
(a) Any appeal from an adverse decision in Step 2 shall be in writing to the
Step 3:
appropriate management official at the Grievance/Arbitration Processing Center with a copy
to the Employer's Step 2 representative, and shall specify the reasons for the appeal.
(b) The grievant shall be represented at Step 3 level by the Union's Regional representative,
or designee. The Step 3 meeting of the parties' representatives to discuss the grievance shall
be held at the respective Postal Service office (former regional headquarters) within fifteen
(15) days after it has been appealed to Step 3. Each party's representative shall be
responsible for making certain that all relevant facts and contentions have been developed
and considered. The Union representative shall have authority to settle or withdraw the
grievance in whole or in part. The Employer's representative likewise shall have authority
to grant the grievance in whole or in part. In any case where the parties' representatives
mutually conclude that relevant facts or contentions were not developed adequately in Step
2, they shall have authority to jointly return the grievance to the Step 2 level for full
development of all facts and further consideration at that level. In such event, the parties'
representatives at Step 2 shall meet within seven (7) days after the grievance is returned to
Step 2. Thereafter, the time limits and procedures applicable to Step 2 grievances shall
apply.
(c) The Employer's written Step 3 decision on the grievance shall be provided to the Union's
Step 3 representative within fifteen (15) days after the parties have met in Step 3, unless the
parties agree to extend the fifteen ( 15) day period. Such decision shall state the reasons for
the decision in detail and shall include a statement of any additional facts and contentions
not previously set forth in the record of the grievance as appealed from Step 2. Such
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decision also shall state whether the Employer's Step 3 representative believes that no
interpretive issue under this Agreement or some supplement thereto which may be of general
application is involved in the case.
(d) The Union, at the Regional level, may appeal an adverse decision directly to arbitration
at the Regional level within twenty-one (21) days after the receipt of the Employer's Step
3 decision in accordance with the procedure hereinafter set forth; provided the Employer's
Step 3 decision states that no interpretive issue under this Agreement or some supplement
thereto which may be of general application is involved in the case.
(e) Ifeither party's representative maintains that the grievance involves an interpretive issue
under this Agreement, or some supplement thereto which may be of general application, the
Union representative shall be entitled to appeal an adverse decision to Step 4 (National
level) of the grievance procedure. Any such appeal must be made within twenty-one (2 1)
days after receipt of the Employer's decision and include copies of the standard grievance
form, the Step 2 and Step 3 decisions and, if filed, any Union corrections and additions filed
at Steps 2 or 3. The Union shall furnish a copy of the Union appeal to the appropriate
management official at the Grievance/ Arbitration Processing Center.
The party whose representative maintains that the grievance involves an interpretive issue
shall provide the other party a written notice specifying in detail the precise interpretive
issues(s) to be decided. The Employer's notice shall be included in the Step 3 decision. The
Union's written notice shall be automatically included as part of the grievance record in the
case but the filing of such notice shall not affect the time limits for appeal.
[See Memos, pages 137, 138)
Step 4: (a) In any case properly appealed or referred to this Step the parties shall meet at the
National level promptly, but in no event later than thirty (30) days after filing such appeal
or referral in an attempt to resolve the grievance. The Union representative shall have
authority to settle or withdraw the grievance in whole or in part. The Employer's
representative shall have authority to grant or settle the grievance in whole or in part. The
parties' Step 4 representatives may, by mutual agreement, return any grievance to Step 3
where (a) the parties agree that no national interpretive issue is fairly presented or (b) it
appears that all relevant facts have not been developed adequately. In such event, the parties
shall meet at Step 3 within fifteen (15) days after the grievance is returned to Step 3.
Thereafter the procedures and time limits applicable to Step 3 grievances shall apply.
Following their meeting in any case not returned to Step 3; a written decision by the
Employer will be rendered within fifteen (15) days after the Step 4 meeting unless the
parties agree to extend the fifteen (15) day period. The decision shall include an adequate
explanation of the reasons therefor. In any instance where the parties have been unable to
dispose of a grievance by settlement or withdrawal, the Union shall be entitled to appeal it
to arbitration at the National level within thirty (30) days after receipt of the Employer's Step
4 decision.
Article 15.3
A.

The parties expect that good faith observance, by their respective representatives,
of the principles and procedures set forth above will result in settlement or
withdrawal of substantially all grievances initiated hereunder at the lowest possible
step and recognize their obligation to achieve that end. Every effort shall be made
to ensure timely compliance and payment of monetary grievance settlements and
arbitration awards. The Employer agrees that upon receipt of necessary paperwork,
from the grievant and/or union, concerning a grievance settlement of arbitration
award, monetary remuneration will be made. The necessary paperwork is the
documents and statements specified in Subchapter436.4 of the ELM. The Employer
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will provide the union copies of appropriate pay adjustment forms, including
confirmation that such forms were submitted to the appropriate postal officials for
compliance and that action has been taken to ensure that the affected employee(s)
receives payment and/or other benefits. In the event that an employee is not paid
within sixty (60) days after submission of all the necessary paperwork, such
employee, upon request, will be granted authorization from management to receive
a pay advance equal to seventy (70) percent of the payment owed the employee. In
the event of a dispute between the parties concerning the correct amount to be paid,
the advance required by this section will be the amount that is not in dispute.
B

The failure of the employee or the Union in Step 1, or the Union thereafter to meet
the prescribed time limits of the Steps of this procedure, including arbitration, shall
be considered as a waiver of the grievance. However, if the Employer fails to raise
the issue of timeliness at Step 2, or at the step at which the employee or Union
failed to meet the prescribed time limits, whichever is later, such objection to the
processing of the grievance is waived.

C

Failure by the Employer to schedule a meeting or render a decision in any of the
Steps of this procedure within the time herein provided (including mutually agreed
to extension periods) shall be deemed to move the grievance to the next Step of the
grievance-arbitration procedure.

D

It is agreed that in the event of a dispute between the Union and the Employer as to
the interpretation of this Agreement, such dispute may be initiated as a grievance
at the Step 4 level by the Union. Such a grievance shall be initiated in writing and
must specify in detail the facts giving rise to the dispute, the precise interpretive
issues to he decided and the contention of the Union. Thereafter the parties shal I
meet in Step 4 within thirty (30) days in an effort to define the precise issues
involved, develop all necessary facts, and reach agreement. Should they fail to
agree, then, within fifteen ( 15) days of such meeting, each party shall provide the
other with a statement in writing ofits understanding of the issues involved, and the
facts giving rise to such issues. In the event the parties have failed to reach
agreement within sixty (60) days of the initiation of the grievance in Step 4, the
Union then may appeal it to arbitration, within thirty (30) days thereafter,

E

The parties have agreed to jointly develop and implement a Contract Interpretation
Manual (CIM) within six (6) months after the effective date of the 1998 National
Agreement. The CIM will set forth the parties' mutual understanding regarding the
proper interpretation and/or application of the provisions of this Agreement. It is not
intended to add to, modify, or replace, in any respect, the language in the current
Agreement; nor is it intended to modify in any way the rights, responsibilities, or
benefits of the parties under the Agreement. However, production of the CJM
demonstrates the mutual intent of the parties at the National level to encourage their
representatives at all levels to reach resolution regarding issues about which the
parties are in agreement and to encourage consistency in the application of the terms
of the Agreement. For these reasons, the positions of the parties as set forth in the
CIM shall be binding on the representatives of both parties in the resolution of
disputes at the Local and Regional levels, and in the processing of grievances
through Steps 1, 2 and 3 of the grievance-arbitration procedure. In addition, the
positions of the parties as set forth in the CIM are binding on the arbitrator, in
accordance with the provisions of Article l 5AA6, in any Regional level arbitration
case in which the CIM is introduced. The CIM will be updated periodically to
reflect any modifications to the parties' positions which may result from National
level arbitration awards, Step 4 decisions, or other sources. The parties'
representatives are encouraged to utilize the most recent version of the CIM at all
times.
(See Memos, pages 140, 141, Letters, pages 141, 143, 156]
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ARTICLE 16 DISCIPLINE PROCEDURE
Article I 6.5
In the case of discipline involving suspensions of fourteen ( 14) days , the employee against
whom disciplinary action is sought to be initiated shall be served with a written notice of the
charges against the employee and shall be further informed that he/she will be suspended
after fourteen ( 14) calendar days during which ten day period the employee shall remain on
the job or on the clock (in pay status) at the option of the Employer. However, if the Union
or the employee initiates a timely grievance prior to the effective date of the action and if
the grievance is timely appealed to Step 2, the grievant shall not begin to serve the
suspension until after the Step 2 decision has been rendered.
In the case of suspensions of more than fourteen ( 14) days, or discharge, any employee shall,
unless otherwise provided herein, be entitled to an advance written notice of the charges
against him/her and shall remain either on the job or on the clock at the option of the
Employer for a period of thirty (30) days. Thereafter, the employee shall remain on the rolls
(non-pay status) until disposition of the case has been had either by settlement with the
Union or through exhaustion of the grievance arbitration procedure. However, if the Union
or the employee initiates a timely grievance prior to the effective date of the action and if
the grievance is timely appealed to Step 2, the grievant shall not begin to serve the
suspension until after the Step 2 decision has been rendered.
USPS/APWU 2002-2004 NATIONAL AGREEMENT
Article l 5.2

***

(c) The installation head or designee will meet with the steward or a Union representative
as expeditiously as possible, but no later than seven (7) days following receipt of the Step
2 appeal unless the parties agree upon a later date ...

***

(t) Where agreement is not reached, the Employer's decision shall be furnished to the Union
representative in writing within ten (10) days after the Step 2 meeting unless the parties
agree to extend the ten (I 0) day period ...
Article 15 .4

***
***

C. Failure by the Employer to schedule a meeting or render a decision in any of the Steps
of this procedure within the time herein provided (including mutually agreed to extension
periods) shall be deemed to move the grievance to the next Step of the grievance-arbitration
procedure.

******
BACKGROUND
The decade-old facts giving rise to this National-level grievance are fairly straightforward
and not much in material dispute. On December 30, 1997, Lewis J. Rothman, III was notified by
Management of a propose·d 14-day disciplinary suspension, for alleged attendance irregularity and
excessive absenteeism from his job in the Des Moines, Iowa BMC. The timely filed Step 1
grievance challenge by NPMHU, claiming lack of just cause for that discipline, (Grievance No. 22333-00698) was denied by Management on January 16, 1998 and appealed to Step 2 by the Union
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on January 23, 1998. When the Employer thereafter failed to schedule any Step 2 meeting within
the time limits set forth in Article 15.2 Step 2 (c), the NPMHU, on February4, 1998, simultaneously
invoked the "deemed to move" provision of Article 15.3.C and also filed a formal appeal of
Grievance No. 22-333-00698 to Step 3. 1 After the Union declined a request by Management to
"remand" the case back to a Step 2 meeting, Management responded with the following document,
dated February 19, 1998, labeled "Step 2 Denial":
The subject Step 2 grievance was not discussed with your representative, Tony Irvin
in accordance with Article 15, Section 2 of the National Agreement. The Union
appealed wi.th out the benefit of a meeting; respectfully request the grievance be
remanded to step 2.
The union contends the grievant was issued a 14 day suspension and allege violation
of article 16 of the National Agreement and ELM 5 15. The union requests the
discipline be expunged from all files and records.
The facts in this case are the grievant received a 14 day suspension for failing to meet
the attendance requirements, after receiving a 5 day suspension and a letter of
warning for failing to meet the attendance requirements of his position. There was
a settlement on the five day suspension. One date cited on the notice of suspension,
was outside of the review period, however there were a sufficient number ofabsences
to establish just cause. Information provided by the union in their written appeal did
not establish a violation of article 16 or ELM 15.
Inasmuch as the union has failed to establish a contractual violation, a contractual
basis for the requested remedy, or that just cause did not exist, this grievance is
denied.
The Union thereafter perfected its appeal of Grievance No. 22-333-00698, which eventually
resulted in a regional arbitration award, on October 26, 1998, by Arbitrator Roger L. Goldman, infra.
In the meantime, after Management had directed Mr. Rathman to begin serving the 14-day
suspension on February 21, 1998, the NPMHU also filed Grievance No. 98072898; invoking Article
15.3.C and claiming violations of Articles 3,5,and 16.4 of the National Agreement. The string of
successive Management denials of that grievance leading to this arbitration read as follows:

As noted in my discussion of the Issue, infra, no opinion is expressed or implied in thi~
decision on the countervailing positions of the Parties regarding whether filing a formal Step~ appeal is
a contractual necessity when a Step 2 grievance is"deemed to move" to the next Step of the gnevancearbitration procedure under the provisions of Article 15 .3 .C.
1
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Step 2 Denial of March 30, 1998
The subject Step 2 grievance was discussed ... on March 16, 1998, in accordance
with Article 15, Section 2 of the National Agreement.
The union contends the grievant was placed on suspension and allege a violation of
articles 3, 5,' and 16, of the National Agreement. The union did not explain the
relevance of articles 3 and or how they were violated. The union requests the
grievant be made whole and the subject discipline be expunged from all files and
records.
As claimed by the union, this grievance was appealed to step 3 without the benefit
of a step 2 meeting. Management attempted to meet with the union at step 2 after
their appeal, but the union refused.
In accordance with Article 16.4 of the National Agreement, the grievant did not begin
his suspension until a step 2 decision had been issued prior.
In as much as the union has failed to establish a contractual violation, a contractual
basis for the requested remedy or that just cause did not exist, this grievance is
denied.
Step 3 Denial of June 2, 1998
Pursuant to the terms and obligations as set forth in Article 15 of the 1994 National
Agreement, management and union designees met at Step 3 of the grievance
procedure. The result of that meeting on the above referenced case is as follows:
The issue is whether management violated Articles 3, 5 and 16 of the National
Agreement when the grievant was allegedly placed on suspension prior to
management rendering its step two decision.
The record establishes that the grievant initiated a grievance concerning a notice of
suspension received on January 6, I 998. The parties did not discuss that grievance
at step two within the prescribed time limits. On February 4, 1998 the union appealed
that grievance to step three without holding a step two meeting. On February 19
management provided the local union with its written step two decision for the
grievance at issue. On February 21 the grievant began serving the suspension period.
The local union's claim that management was prohibited from (ever) requiring the
grievant to serve his suspension is totally baseless. The union has failed to present
any evidence to support their a11egation that management is barred from ever
requiring an employee to serve a suspension when the grievance (protesting the
suspension) is appealed to step three due to the failure to meet at step two in a timely
manner. Indeed, the union's assertion would change the clear intent of the
requirement to "delay" a suspension outlined In Article 16.4 of the Agreement. In
any event, the step two decision n this case was "rendered" and provided to the union
prior to the grievant beginning his suspension.
The union's attempt to disavow the step two decision is groundless as is their entire
"position" in this matter. The union has failed to demonstrate a violation or the
relevance of the cited Articles of the Agreement. Absent the union meetit?-g their
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burden in this contractual matter and absent the union providing a foundation for
their requested remedy, this grievance is denied.
Step 4 Denial of November 9, 1998
On November 2. 1998, I met with your representative Dallas Jones to discuss the
above-captioned grievance at the fourth step of our contractual grievance procedure.
The issue in this grievance is whether management violated the National Agreement
when management issued a Step 2 Decision without meeting with the Union at the
Step 2 level of the grievance process.
The Union contends that this is an issue of due process in that management had to
meet with the union before it could issue a Step 2 decision. The Union contends that
if management failed to meet at Step 2, then it could not rightfully issue a Step 2
decision. The union further contends that if there is no Stop 2 decision, then
management would be in violation of Article 16.4 of the National Agreement by
forcing the Grievant to serve the fourteen (14) day suspension.
It is the position of the Postal Service that no interpretive issue involving the terms
and conditions of the National Agreement is fairly presented in this case. This is a
local dispute suitable for regional determination by application of Article 16, Section
2 of the National Agreement to the particular circumstances. However, inasmuch as
the Union did not agree, the following represents the decision of the Postal Service.

Article 15.2 Step 2: (c) of the National Postal Mail Handlers Union (NPMHU)
National Agreement states in part;' The installation head or designee will meet with
the steward or a Union representative as expeditiously as possible, but no later than
seven (7) days following receipt of the Step 2 appeal unless the parties agree upon
a later date ...
Article 15.3. C. off the National Agreement further states, in part; "Failure by the
Employer to scheduled a meeting or render a decision in any of the Steps of this
procedure within the time herein provided (including mutually agreed to extension
periods) shall be deemed to move the grievance to the next Step of the grievance
arbitration procedure.
Management contends that the terms and conditions of Article 15 compel
management to meet with the union as soon as possible after receipt of a timely Step
2 Appeal; likewise, Article 15 provides for the union to proceed to the next stop in
the grievance process if management fails to meet within the required time period.
The evidence of record indicates that management did not to meet within the seven
(7) day period after a grievance was initiated by the union. Although the seven (7)
day time period had elapsed, the record indicates that management made good faith
attempts to meet with the union to discuss the grievance. However, the terms of
Article 15 state that the both parties have agree to any extension to meet beyond the
seven (7) day period. The union's Step 2 Representative in this case did not agree
to an extension; therefore, the union exercised its contractual rights and appealed the
grievance to the Stop 3 level of the grievance process.
It is management's position that the grievance procedures outlined in Article 15
include provisions for the parties to take if the steps of the grievance process ~re not
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properly adhered to. Management argues that the union did in fact exercise its
contractual rights by forwarding the grievance to Step 3 which was the appropriate
resolve if the parties did not meet at Step 2.
Furthermore, Article 15.2 Step 2: (h) of the National Agreement states in part:
"Where agreement is not reached, the Employees decision shall be furnished to the
Union representative in writing within ten (10) days after the Step 2 meeting unless
the parties agree to extend the ten (10) day period ... "
In accordance with Article 16 of the National Agreement regarding suspensions of
14 Days or less, Section 16.4 states in part: " ... the grievant shall not begin to serve
the suspension until after the Step 2 decision has been rendered." This provision
outlined in the discipline procedure requires management to render a decision prior
to a grievant serving the suspension. This provision does not dictate that
managements decision hinges on whether or not a Step 2 meeting took place.
It is the Service's position that this is not a dispute for national interpretation. The
terms and conditions of Article 15 dearly identify and plainly articulate the steps to
process a grievance. There are no provisions at any level of the grievance process
that prohibits management from issuing a Step 2 decision letter.

After careful review of the facts surrounding this grievance, it is managements
position that this dispute does not rise to application for interpretive determination.
In view of the above considerations, this grievance is denied.
When that matter remained unresolved, NPMHU made a timely appeal for final and binding
determination of the confronting procedural issue in Case No. 194M-l 1-C-98072898 to Nationallevel arbitration, under Article 15.4.D of the Mail Handlers National Agreement between NPMHU
and USPS. While the appeals of that case were progressing to this National Arbitration, however,
the underlying grievance protesting the merits of the 14 day suspension (No. 22-333-00698) was
decided long ago, in expedited arbitration by Arbitrator Roger L. Goldman, whose Award of October
26, 1998 reads, in pertinent part, as follows:
FACTS: Grievant, Lewis J. Rothman III, was issued a Notice of Fourteen Day Suspension
for being irregular in attendance. Grievant had previously received a Letter of Warning,
dated December 31, 1996, and a five day suspension, dated May 27, 1997, both for failure
To Maintain Regular Attendance.
UNION'S POSITION: Union contends that the Suspension was punitive, rather than
corrective action and therefore lacked just cause; that it was procedurally defective; and that
it should be rescinded and Grievant made whole.
MANAGEMENT'S POSITION: Management contends that there was just cause to issue
the.,Notice of Suspension to Grievant; that the procedure was not defective; and therefore
the grievance should be denied.

***
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A.

Jurisdiction of the Arbitrator

There is a serious question whether the Arbitrator has jurisdiction of the case since Union
referred the case to Step 4 of the grievance procedure on August 12, 1998, Management
Exhibit 5. Pursuant to Article 15, Sec. 15.4(b)51 either party may remove a case from
regional arbitration and refer the case to Step 4 of the grievance procedure. In that event, the
referring party pays the entire cost of the regional arbitrator, unless another scheduled case
is heard on that date. No other case was heard. Although t1'e August 12, 1998 referral by
Union to Step 4 did state the case was withdrawn from regional arbitration, neither party
renewed the request that the case be withdrawn from regional arbitration on October 20,
1998, the date of the arbitration. Management sought a decision on the merits while Union
sought a decision on both the procedural issue and the merits.
No provision in the Agreement was cited to Arbitrator that directly addressed the question:
Can an Arbitrator proceed to decide an issue (in this case, the merits) while another issue
is pending at Step 4 (in this case, the procedural issue)?
Since both parties were willing to have the arbitrator proceed on the merits and since the
Arbitrator did hear evidence on the merits, it would seem inconsistent with the purposes of
arbitration to be expeditious and inexpensive for the Arbitrator to dismiss the entire
grievance on jurisdictional grounds. Accordingly, the Arbitrator will render a decision on
the merits but will stay implementation of the decision until completion of the Step 4
proceeding and its possible appeal to National Arbitration.
B.

Issues to be Decided

The parties differ on the jurisdiction of the Arbitrator to render a decision-on the procedural
matter which is now pending at Step 4 of the grievance procedure.
The procedural matter arises from the failure of the parties to meet within 7 days of the
receipt of the Step 2 appeal. Union claims that such a failure to meet prohibits a Step 2
decision from being validly rendered, and without a Step 2 decision, there can be no
discipline. (Management contends that there was a valid Step 2 decision rendered, and that
a Step 2 meeting is not necessary to make the Step 2 decision valid).
The Arbitrator agrees with Management that he cannot decide this procedural issue which
is now pending at Step 4 as an interpretative issue under the National Agreement. Article
15, Section 15.4(b)5, does not contemplate a regional arbitrator resolving the very same
issue, in the same case, that is pending at Step 4.
Therefore, the Arbitrator will not address the procedural issue but will only decide the
merits.

***
A WARD:
Grievance denied but the 14 day suspension is not to take effect until after
the Step IV decision and appeal to Arbitration, if any, in the case involving this same
Grievant, Regional# I 94M-II-C-98072898, dated August 12, 1998 (sic). Ifthe ruling in that
case sustains the Grievance concerning the lack of a Step 2 meeting, the suspension upheld
in this case is not to take effect and shall be expunged from all records. If the ruling in that
case denies the Grievance, the 14 day suspension in the.case before this Arbitrator shall take
effect and may be cited in later discipline. 2

2
The record shows that Mr. Rathman left the employment of the Postal Service sometime
during the 8-year hiatus between the November 1998 Step 4 denial of Grievance# l 94M- l l-C-98072898
and the June 2006 hearing of that grievance in this National-level arbitration.
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POSITIONS OF THE PARTIES
The following statements of position have been extrapolated and edited from the respective
post hearing briefs:

NPMHU
Once a grievance properly has been "deemed ... move[d]" to Step 3 of the grievance
arbitration process pursuant to Article 15.3C, Step 2 of that process has, by definition,
ended. By agreement of the parties, ''jurisdiction" (as it were) has passed from Step 2 of the
grievance-arbitration process to Step 3, and from that point forward the grievance is to be
handled and ultimately resolved exclusively in accordance with the various provisions of
Article 15 governing those steps of the grievance-arbitration process beyond Step 2. This
being so, there is no basis whatsoever in the National Agreement or in common sense for
the Postal Service's assertion of a contractual right belatedly to issue a Step 2 decision in
these circumstances for any purpose-whether for the purpose of resurrecting a timeliness
objection to the Union's processing of the grievance that has been "waived" under Article
15.3B of the National Agreement, see infra pp. 21-24, or for the purpose of requiring the
grievant to serve a fourteen-day suspension that has been tolled pending a Step 2 decision
under Article 16.5 of the National Agreement. Recognition of such a contractual right
belatedly to issue a Step 2 decision in these circumstances would in effect excuse the Postal
Service's "[f]ailure ... to schedule a [timely Step 2) meeting," and there is no warrant in
Article 15.3C or in any other provision of the National Agreement for excusing such a
failure on the Postal Service's part.
The premise of that Postal Service response is that where a collective bargaining agreement
does not set out the parties' agreement on a particular issue in express language, it is never
appropriate for an arbitrator to imply an agreement between the parties on that issue. But
that premise is a false one, as every experienced labor arbitrator knows. Given the realities
of collective bargaining, labor arbitrators regularly are called upon-and properly so--to
resolve interpretative disputes over the consequences that flow from an agreed-upon
contractual provision that does not state those consequences in express language. And, a
labor arbitrator who answers that call by reasonably concluding that the wording of
contractual provision "X" necessarily implies consequence "Y" does not thereby commit
the cardinal sin of "re-writing" the parties' agreement for them.
For the foregoing reasons, the NPMHU respectfully requests that the Arbitrator to find that
when a grievance properly is "deemed ... move[d]" to Step 3 of the grievance-arbitration
process under Article l 5.3C of the National Agreement, based on a "[f]ailure by the [Postal
Service] to schedule a [timely Step 2) meeting," the Postal Service may not thereafter issue
a Step 2 decision with respect to that grievance for any purpose, including specifically (i)
for the purpose of resurrecting a timeliness objection to the Union's processing of the
grievance that has been "waived" under Article 15.3B of the National Agreement; and(ii) for
the purpose ofrequiring the grievant to serve a fourteen-day suspension that has been tolled
pending a Step 2 decision under Article 16.5 of the National Agreement.

U.S.P.S. ·
The NPMHU has failed to meet its burden of demonstrating that the Postal Service violated
the contract by issuing a Step 2 decision after the NPMHU had appealed the grievance to
Step 3. The clear and unambiguous language of the parties' agreement does not prohibit the
Postal Service from issuing a Step 2 decision if there has been no Step 2 meeting. Rather,
the agreement specifies the single consequence resulting from a failure to schedule a step
2 meeting or issue a timely step 2 decision-the only consequence of not scheduling or
having a meeting is that the Union may, after the relevant time periods have expired, move
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the grievance to the next step of the process. See Postal Service and APWU, No. Q94C-4QC 98117564 (National Award, April 29, 2003:Snow, Arb.)
There was no prejudice to the grievant or Union as a result of the issuance of the Step 2
decision after the NPMHU's appeal to Step 3. Indeed, the Union here had a double
opportunity to evaluate and respond to the Postal Service's position, as it filed two related
grievances. Therefore, the NPMHU has no plausible argument that any prejudice
whatsoever was caused by the "belated" Step 2 decision. And notably, it is due to the
NPMHU's own refusal to cooperate in remanding the grievance to Step 2 that this
"interpretive" issue even arose.
The cases also do not support the proposition that if a Step 2 decision is issued after an
appeal has been taken under Article 15.3C, the union is entitled to an automatic victory, as
it is effectively seeking here. The NPMHU's invitation to add new consequences on top of
negotiated contract language must be declined, for what it seeks is improper and contrary
to both the CBA, which prohibits the arbitrator from legislating for the parties, and to
customary rules of contract interpretation, which prohibit decision-makers from - under
the guise of contract interpretation - rewriting or modifying the parties' negotiated
agreement. In addition to the fact that adding these negative consequences would be
tantamount to rewriting the parties' contract, it would also encourage games of "gotcha".
In short, there would be less incentive to cooperate, which both the NPMHU and the APWU
agree is an important part of the grievance-arbitration process. The proposal of the NPMHU
to find that additional consequences outside the contract flow from the absence of a Step 2
decision prior to an appeal to Step 3 would therefore not only conflict with the contract
itself, but would also be a disservice to the truth and to the mutual cooperation that underlies
successful collective bargaining relationships.
In addition, to accept the NPMHU's proposal would be tantamount to granting the Union
a default judgment in all discipline cases involving 14-day suspensions-a result the Union
has attempted but failed to achieve in bargaining. By seeking in arbitration what it failed
to achieve in bargaining, the NPMHU hopes to chip ts way closer to its unachieved
bargaining demands from 1993 and 1998. This is improper. See Elkouri at 454 ("[A] party
may not obtain 'through arbitration what it could not acquire through negotiation"' (quoting
Postal Service v. APWU, 204 F.3d 523, 530 (4th Cir. 2000)). Accordingly, the NPMHU's
improper, unjustified and contra-contractual request should be denied.
The NPMHU's due process claims are disingenuous and without merit, as the Grievant
suffered no harm. Further, no due process violation arises in cases where no Step 2 meeting
is held or timely Step 2 decision is issued. The parties anticipated that Step 2 may be
bypassed in drafting their agreement and, therefore, the parties provided for a full
opportunity to explain their versions of the facts and arguments-including new arguments
not raised previously-at Step 3. Although Article l 5.3C begins with the phrase, "[f]ailure
by the Employer to schedule a meeting," many instances exist where, due to one intervening
event or another, it is virtually impossible for the Postal Service to schedule a Step 2
meeting within seven days or for the parties to meet at Step 2 within seven days as required
by Article 15 .2.Step 2( c ). And common experience teaches that from time to time events
happen that hinder the scheduling of a Step 2 meeting or someone's attendance at a Step 2
meeting, and one party is unwilling to agree to an extension agreement. To namejust a few
examples, the parties' scheduled days off, sick, personal, or annual leave usage, natural or
human-caused disasters, traffic problems, business travel, grievance processing, and/or
arbitration hearings may make scheduling, or attaining an extension, within seven days
difficult, if not impossible. Although the NPMHU is under an obligation to act in good
faith, sometimes the Union plays games, as it admittedly did here in refusing to remand the
grievance to Step 2.
The NPMHU urges that the opportunity to issue a Step 2 decision is extinguished once the
Union has taken an appeal to Step 3 in accordance with Article l 5.3C. The NPMHU reasons
that once such an appeal has been taken, "jurisdiction" over the grievance resides solely at
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Step 3 and no longer resides at Step 2. This artful and hyper-technical argument may make
sense in the context of a district court opinion that has been appealed under clearly written
jurisdictional statutes and judicial precedent. But it is specious in this context where no
provision of the CBA discusses the Union's concept of''jurisdiction," or whether a Step 2
decision can be rendered after an appeal to Step 3 has been taken. Since the parties are
expressly permitted to present new facts and arguments at Step 3, it follows that the Postal
Service may issue a Step 2 decision after an appeal to Step 3 as a way to provide additional
facts and arguments. The NPMHU's ''jurisdictional" view, however, would effectively
create a forfeiture where no "timely" Step 2 decision is issued. This nonsensical result
could not possibly have been what the parties intended and, indeed, the Postal Service
rejected such views during the 1993 and 1998 negotiations. Moreover, because "the law
abhors a forfeiture," Elkouri at 482, the Postal Service's interpretation, which avoids one,
is preferable. See id. ("If any agreement is susceptible of two constructions, one of which
would work a forfeiture and one of which would not, the arbitrator will be inclined to adopt
the interpretation that will prevent the forfeiture").

APWU
The APWU supports the NALC's position that the contractual language is clear in providing
that the only instance in which the Postal Service may issue a Step 2 decision is where the
parties have mutually agreed to an extension of the contractual time limits set forth in
Article 15.2 of the collective bargaining agreements. It makes little sense to ignore the
parties' mutual agreement that the only instance in which the Postal Service may hold
a Step 2 meeting or issue a Step 2 decision beyond the contractual time requirements is
where the parties have mutually agreed to an extension oftime. Absent such agreement
to extend the time limits, if the Postal Service fails to timely respond, it has forfeited its
opportunity to issue a decision on the grievance at Step 2.
The Postal Service claims that the contractual language permits it to issue an untimely Step
2 decision, even where there has been no Step 2 meeting, because the contract is silent
regarding the result of the Postal Service's failure to schedule a Step 2 meeting. This
argument stretches the imagination and ignores the plain language of Article 15. The
contract is not at all silent about the required steps of the grievance procedure, which
requires the Postal Service to meet with the Union representative within seven days of
receiving the Step 2 appeal. The Step 2 decision does not exist independent of the Step 2
meeting, but must be issued within ten days of the Step 2 meeting. Ifthe Postal Servi<::e fails
to meet either time limit, then absent an agreement to extend the time limits, Step 2 is over
and the grievance is "deemed to move ... to the next Step of the grievance-arbitration
procedure."
According to the Postal Service, however, this particular consequence apparently does not
preclude it from continuing to treat the grievance as if it remained at Step 2 and the
applicable time limits no longer apply. This reading of the contract defies logic and renders
the relevant contractual provisions meaningless. If the grievance has moved to the next step
of the grievance procedure, then the Postal Service may not continue to treat the grievance
as if it remained at Step 2 by issuing an untimely Step 2 decision.
There is no silence or ambiguity regarding the impact of the Postal Service's failure to
comply with the contractual time lines. Absent agreement to extend those time lines, the
Postal Service may not schedule an untimely Step 2 meeting or issue an untimely Step 2
decision. IV. Accordingly, for the reasons set forth above and at the hearing in this matter,
the Arbitrator should sustain NPMHU's grievance and find that, in the absence of a
mutually agreed upon extension of time, the Postal Service may not issue a Step 2 decision
beyond the time limits prescribed in the parties' collective bargaining agreement.
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OPINION OF THE NATIONAL ARBITRATOR
ISSUE

The Parties did not present a joint submission of the issue(s) to be determined in this
National-level arbitration case of Case No. 194M-l l-C 98072898. In Steps 2, 3 and 4 handling,
supra, both Parties had framed the issue presented by Grievance No. 194M-l l-C 98072898 in

straight forward factual terms whether a "Step 2 denial" dated February 19, 1998, of a grievance
"deemed moved" to Step 3 on February 4, 1998 because no Step 2 meeting had been timely
scheduled by the Employer, was effective to initiate a 14-day suspension on February 21, 1998,
under the last sentence of~2 of Article 16.5 (f01:merly Article 16.4) of the USPS/NPMHU National
Agreement. However, during the hearing on June 13, 2006, and later in their respective posthearing
briefs, Counsel advanced various revisions of the issue formulations customized by artful pleading
to better fit preferred theories of the case. At the June 13, 2006 arbitration hearing, the NPMHU
proposed the following alternative formulation of the issue: Jfthe Postal Service fails to schedule
a Step 2 meeting on a grievance within the time provided by Article 15.2 of the NPMHU/USPS
Agreement (including mutually agreed to extension periods) --thus triggering Article 15. JC, which
states that such afailure "shall be deemed to move the grievance to the next Step [i.e., Step J} of
the grievance-arbitration procedure" -- can the Postal Service thereafter issue a Step 2 decision
with respect to that grievance?

In its March 21, 2008, post-hearing brief, NPMHU again

reformulated its statement of the issue, as follows: When a grievance properly is "deemed . .
.move[d}" to Step J of the grievance-arbitration process under Article 15. JC of the National
Agreement, based on a "[/]ailure by the [Postal Service} to schedule a [timely Step 2} meeting,"
may the Postal Service thereafter issue a Step 2 decision with respect to that grievance?

For its part, the Postal Service initially re-framed its suggested issue as follows: Does the
Collective Bargaining Agreement prohibit the Postal Service from issuing a Step 2 decision ifthere
has been no Step 2 meeting? In its post-hearing brief, dated March 21, 2008, the Postal Service

again reformulated its earlier suggested statements of the issue, as follows: Does the Collective
Bargaining Agreement ("CEA") between the NP MHU and Postal Service prohibit the Postal Service
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from issuing a Step 2 decision

if there has been no Step 2 meeting and the NPMHU has appealed

the grievance to Step 3 in accordance with Article 15.JC ofthe CBA?

As the Intervenor, APWU suggested that the following articulation best describes its
perspective on the issue presented for determination in this case: In the absence of a mutually
agreed upon extension oftime, may the Postal Service issue a Step 2 decision beyond the time limits
prescribed in Article 15, Section 2, Step 2.fofthe National Agreement between the APWU and the
Postal Service?

After carefully considering the facts and circumstances of this record and the competing
formulations, I conclude that none of the foregoing formulations accurately sets forth the only issue
fairly presented by the factual record of this case. In that regard, it begs the question to ask whether
the Agreement "prohibits" issuing or whether the Postal Service "can" or "may" issue a Step 2
decision after the grievance has already moved on to Step 3, by dint of Article 15.3.C. Rather, the
real (and only) question presented by the facts of this particular is case is whether such a belatedly
issued Step 2 decision has any contractual validity, force or effect for purposes of the last sentence
of ~2 of Article 16.5. Moreover, the various revised issue formulations proposed by Counsel all
openly invite dicta and/or arbitral determination of related disputed issues which might or could arise
under a different set of facts but which are not adequately presented for determination in this record.
Finally, it must also be noted that the record in the present case squarely presents for arbitral
determination only the limited issue of contractual interplay between Articles 15.2 Step 2(c), 15.3.C
and the last sentence of 16.5 (16.4 in the previous contract). This case does not properly present any
issue concerning the last sentence of Article 15.3.B-- a matter raised de novo by the NPMHU at the
arbitration hearing. In the present case, the Postal Service asserted no timeliness objections below
and the NPMHU never raised any Article 15.3.B waiver argument in any of the moving papers.
Black letter law in labor arbitration holds that when written grievances and grievance procedure
discussions clearly limit the issues in dispute, arbitrators should foreclose introduction of new claims
at the time of the hearing (other than fundamental jurisdictional challenges). See, International
Paper, 105 LA 970, 974(Duda,1996); Mason & Dixon Tank Lines, 94 LA 1225, 1228 (Byars, 1990);
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City of Cadillac, 88 LA 924, 925 (Huston, 1987); NLRB Union, 76 LA 450, 456 (Gentile, 1981);
Ralston Purina Co., 71 LA 519, 523-24 (Andrews, 1978). Were the rule otherwise, the most basic
purpose of the Parties' grievance resolution mechanism--prompt discussion and consideration of
issues at informal and earlier stages of the grievance procedure with the goal ofresolution short of
arbitration--would be frustrated.
Accordingly, I find that the only interpretive issue fairly presented by Case No. l 94M-l 1-C98072898 for determination in this National-level arbitration case is objectively framed as follows:
Does a Step 2 decision issued by the Postal Service after the grievance has been
progressed properly to Step 3 in accordance with the "deemed to move" provisions
of Article 15.3.C, because of failure by the Employer to schedule a Step 2 meeting
within the time provided in Article 15 .2 Step 2 (c) (including mutually agreed to
extension periods), have any validity, force or effect under the last sentence of Article
·
16.5 (formerly 16.4) of the USPS/NPMHUNational Agreement? 3

DECISION
The Postal Service quite correctly points out that the NPMHU bears the burden of proving
its grievance claim in this case by a persuasive preponderance of record evidence. See Postal Service
and Nat'l Rural Ltr. Carrier's Assoc., Case No. E95R-4E-C 99099528, at 19 (Nat'l Arb., Jan. 12,
2003: Eischen, Arb.) ("The charging party in a grievance over interpretation and application of a
contract bears the burden of proving, by a preponderance of the record evidence, that the responding
party violated the agreement in some fashion"; see also Postal Service andNat'l Rural Ltr. Carrier's
Assoc., No. Q95R-4Q-C 02101253 (National Arb., May 15, 2006: Eischen, Arb.): "[I]t is wellestablished that the charging party in a nondisciplinary grievance bears the burden of proof, by a

3
My use of the emphasized conjunctive phrase "because offailure by the Employer to
schedule a Step 2 meeting" tracks the literal language of Article 15.3.C and posits the undisputed fact
that in this particular case no intervening event and no delay, default or dereliction by the employee or
the Union caused or contributed in any way to the Employer's failure to schedule a Step 2 meeting within
the time required by the Agreement. Similarly, my use of the emphasized adverb in ''progressed
properly to Step 3 in accordance with the 'deemed to move' provisions ofArticle I 5.3.C" serves to skirt
the significant dispute between the Parties (not fairly presented by the facts of this particular case) of
how a grievance progresses contractually from Step 2 to Step 3 under the "deemed to move" provision of
Article 15.3C ("automatically", as the NPMHU would have it, or only through the filing of "aformal
appeal", as the Postal Service would have it). Thus, determination of the of the issue set forth in the
foregoing formulation resolves the specific controversy presented in this case but preserves for possible
arbitral resolution at a later date, hopefully in an appropriate case with an adequately informed record,
the respective positions of the Parties on these various other potential but currently inchoate issues.
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preponderance of the record evidence, that the responding party violated the parties' agreement as
alleged in the grievance(s)" (citing cases).
The arbitrator's primary goal must be to effectuate the intent of the parties, which ordinarily
is best ascertained from the plain words used in their collective bargaining agreement to express their
bargain. Even when the parties to an agreement disagree on what was intended by disputed contract
language, an arbitrator who finds the language to be unambiguous will enforce its plain meaning.
See Safeway Stores, 85 LA 472, 476 (1985) (Thorp); Metropolitan Warehouse, 76 LA 14, 17-18
( 1981) (Darrow). Arbitrators and courts alike presume that understandable language means what
it says, despite the contentions of one of the parties that something other than the apparent meaning
was intended. Independent School Dist. No. 47, 86 LA 97, 103 (1985) (Gallagher). Thus, it is a
maxim of contract construction that an arbitrator cannot properly eviscerate the contract by ignoring
clear-cut contractual language nor usurp the role of the labor organization and employer by
legislating new language under the guise of interpretation. Clean Coverall Supply Company, 4 7 LA
272, 277 (Fred Witney, 1966). See also, Continental Oil Company, 69 LA 399, 404 (A. J. Wann,
1977) and Andrew Williams Meat Company, 8 LA 518, 524 (A. J. Chaney, 1947).
The following language of Article 15.3.C first appeared in the 1978 National Agreement and
has appeared in haec verba in every National Agreement since that time:
Failure by the Employer to schedule a meeting or render a decision in any of the
Steps of this procedure within the time herein provided (including mutually agreed
to extension periods) shall be deemed to move the grievance to the next Step of the
grievance-arbitration procedure.

In a National Arbitration award issued shortly after that contractual provision (in its current form)
appeared in 1978, Arbitrator Richard Mittenthal construed the language of Article 15.3C, as follows
(USPS and NALC Case N8-NAT-0006, p.7):
[T]he parties wrote into the present grievance procedure that a grievance will automatically
move to the next step where there is a "failure by the Employer to schedule a meeting ...
in any of the Steps ... within the time herein provided ... " The Postal Service has an
oblii:ation to schedule a Step 3 meetini: once a proper appeal has been taken from a
Step 2 decision. But that obligation pertains strictly to time constraints.(emphasis
added).
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The use of the disjunctive "or" in the grammatical construction of Article 15.3.C makes it
clear that a procedural failure by the Employer to schedule a [timely Step 2] meeting carries the same
consequence as a failure of the Employer to render a [timely Step 2] decision-- i.e., a timeliness
failure by the Postal Service Of either specified kind "shall be deemed to move the grievance to [Step
3] of the grievance-arbitration procedure."4 Further, under that express wording, it is also clear that
the catalyst for an Article 15 .3. C "deemed to move" progression of a grievance from the current step
to the next step of the grievance-arbitration procedure is a "[f]ailure by the Employer" to fulfill its
contractual obligation to initiate one or the other of those two specified procedural actions in a timely
manner at the current step. 5
The bottom line question presented by this grievance and this factual record is whether the
Parties mutually intended that a Step 2 decision "rendered" belatedly by the Employer, some two
weeks after the grievance was "deemed to move" properly from Step 2 to Step 3 under Article
15.3.C, because the Employer had failed to timely schedule the Step 2 meeting, has any validity,
force or effect for the purpose of requiring the Grievant to begin serving a fourteen-day disciplinary
suspension that had been tolled, pending rendition of the Step 2 decision, by the following express
language in the last sentence

of~2

Article 16.5 of the National Agreement:" [I]fthe Union or the

employee initiates a timely grievance prior to the effective date of the action and if the grievance is
timely appealed to Step 2, the grievant shall not begin to serve the suspension until after the Step 2
decision has been rendered". The undisputed facts of record and the plain words of the Agreement
language persuade me that the Union carried its initial burden of making out aprimafacie showing
that the contracting Parties mutually intended no such thing.

At the risk of redundancy, I reiterate previous disclaimers that no opinion is expressed or
implied in this decision on the countervailing positions of the Parties regarding whether filing a formal
Step 3 appeal is a contractual necessity when a Step 2 grievance is"deemed to move" to the next Step of
the grievance-arbitration procedure under the provisions of Article 15.3.C.
5
See also page 5, footnote 4 of the NPMHU brief, viz., "the NPMHU readily
acknowledges that 'if there has been no Step 2 meeting' on a grievance owing to a failure of some kind
on the NPMHU's part-for example, the failure by a Union representative to attend a Step 2 n:ieeting
timely scheduled by the Postal Service-the Service would not on account of that NPMHU failure be
precluded from issuing a Step 2 decision on the grievance". (Emphasis in original).
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Those undisputed facts of record in this case show. that the Union or employee timely
initiated the grievance and timely appealed the grievance to Step 2, that the Employer failed to timely
schedule the Step 2 meeting and that the Employer "rendered" the Step 2 decision Jong after the
grievance had been properly progressed to Step 3. The Postal Service responds that an untimely
Step 2 decision issued in the absence of a Step 2 meeting and after the grievance is at Step 3 has the
same force and effect under Article 16.5 as a timely issued Step 2 decision rendered after a timely
Step 2 meeting because neither Article 15 .2 nor 15 .3 expressly state that a Step 2 decision belatedly
rendered after the grievance has been progressed to Step 3 has no force and effect under the last
sentence of if2 of Article 16.5 and because the last sentence of if2 of Article 16.5 does not expressly
state that to have force and effect for the purpose of that sentence the Step 2 decision referenced
therein must have been timely rendered before the grievance was progressed to Step 3. The
Employer's "lack of express language" theory is misplaced and unpersuasive because it stands logic,
reason and the so-called "plain-meaning rule" on its head.
The lack of such express disclaimer(s) is not fatal to the Union's grievance because the
necessary implication of the cited Agreement provisions is that a Step 2 decision must be timely
rendered while the grievance is still at Step 2 to have contractual validity, force and effect for the
purpose of the last sentence ofif2 of Article 16.5. Courts and arbitrators routinely recognize that it
is proper and fitting to give effect to the manifest intent of contracting parties plainly evidenced in
the "necessary implications" of their express contract language. 6 Such judicious inference of mutual
intent founded in. the logical, reasonable, natural and necessary implications of express contract
language is readily distinguishable from improper arbitral rewriting of the Agreement. 7

6

Indeed, discernment of mutual intent through necessary implication is particularly
appropriate in the interpretation and application of a collective bargaining agreement, which is"more than
a contract; it is a generalized code to govern the myriad of cases which the draftsmen cannot wholly
anticipate ... The collective agreement covers the whole employment relationship." United Steelworkers
of America v. Warrior & Gulf Navigation Co., 363 U.S. 574, 578-82, 80 S.Ct. 1347, 46 LRRM 2416
1960, citing, at 363 U.S. 579 n.6, Cox, "Reflections Upon Labor Arbitration'', 72 Harvard. L. Rev. 1482,.
1498-99 ( 1959).

See USPS and NALC/APWU (Intervenor) Case H4N-3U-C-58637/H4N-3A-C-595 l 8,
National Award, (Mittenthal, Arb., August 3, 1990) and USPS and NALC Case G90N-4G-D93040395,
National Award, (M ittenthal, Arb., August 18, 1994 ).
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Experienced practitioners and arbitrators understand that a collective bargaining agreement
is not (and cannot reasonably be expected to function as), an ersatz "Napoleonic Code"; addressing
in express language every consequence and contingency that flows logically from agreed-upon
contractual provisions. For example, it would be odd indeed if the parties to this collective
bargaining agreement had found it necessary to specify expressly in Articles 15 .3 .C. or 16.5 that they
did not mutually intend that the Employer could circle back unilaterally to Step 2, after the grievance
was properly progressed to Step 3, to issue a belated Step 2 decision it had failed to render in a
timely manner when the grievance was at Step 2 for the purpose of requiring a grievant to start
serving a 14-day disciplinary suspension which had been tolled pending rendition of the Step 2
decision. To the contrary, the reasonable, logical and necessary implication of the plain language
of Artic.les 15 .3. C and 16.5 is that a Step 2 decision must be rendered in a timely manner and before
the grievance is progressed properly to Step 3 to have any validity and contractual force or effect
under the last sentence of ~2 of Article 16.5.
Although obviously not binding in this National Arbitration, the decision ofthe United States
Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit in Eastman Kodak Co. v. STWB, Inc., 452 F.3d 215 (2d Cir.
2006), which was rendered shortly after the hearing in this case, lends strong support to this common
sense reading of Articles 15.3C and 16.5. The Eastman Kodak decision involved an ERISA
regulation adopted by the United States Department of Labor ("DOL")-dubbed the "deemed
exhausted" provision/regulation by the Second Circuit-which provides in full:
In the case of the failure of a[n] [ERISA] plan to establish or follow claims procedures
consistent with the requirements of this section, a claimant shall be deemed to have
exhausted the administrative remedies available under the plan and shall be entitled to
pursue any available remedies under section 502(a) of the Act on the basis that the plan has
failed to provide a reasonable claims procedure that would yield a decision on the merits of
the claim.

[See id at 221(quoting29 C.F.R. § 2560.503-l(l)).]
The Second Circuit agreed with the DOL that the "deemed exhausted" regulation properly
was interpreted to foreclose the defendant ERISA plan from "effectively 'undeem[ing]' exhaustion
by enacting, for the first time, procedures that complied with the claims regulation after [plaintiff]
filed suit and after failing to offer an appropriate procedure in the many months preceding
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[plaintiffs] lawsuit." Id. at 222 (emphasis added). As the appellate court succinctly put it, "[g]iving
retroactive effect to a plan amendment in these circumstances ... plainly conflicts with the 'deemed

exhausted' regulation." Id. (emphasis added). And, as the appellate court added: "The 'deemed
exhausted' provision was plainly designed to give claimants faced with inadequate claims procedures
a fast track into court-an end not compatible with allowing a 'do-over' to plans that failed to get
it right the first time." Id. (emphasis added). Applying that reasoning to the facts of this case, to

allow the Postal Service a unilateral "do-over" of Step 2, after a grievance properly has been
progressed to Step 3 under the "deemed to move" provision of Article 15.3C of the National
Agreement, because of the Postal Service's failure to get the contractually-required Step 2
procedures right the first time, would plainly conflict with the mutual intent of the Parties, as
manifested in the plain language and the logical, reasonable and necessary implications of Articles
15.2, Step 2 (c),_ 15.3.C and the last sentence of iJ2 of Article 16.5 (formerly 16.4) of the
USPS/NPMHU National Agreement.
In my considered judgement, the Union carried its ultimate burden of persuasion in this case
that a Step 2 decision issued after the grievance has been "deemed to move" properly to Step 3, by
dint of Article 15.3.C, lacks contractual validity, force or effect to implement a 14-day suspension
under the last sentence ofiJ2 of Article 16.5 (formerly 16.4) of the National Agreement.
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USPS/NPMHU NATIONAL ARBITRATION PROCEEDINGS
Case No.194M-11-C-98072898

AWARD OF THE IMPARTIAL ARBITRATOR
l)

A Step 2 decision issued by the Postal Service after the grievance has been
progressed properly to Step 3 in accordance with the "deemed to move"
provisions of Article 15.3 .C, because of failure by the Employer to schedule
a Step 2 meeting within the time provided in Article 15.2 Step 2 (c)
(including mutually agreed to extension periods), has no validity, force or
effect under the last sentence of, 2 of Article 16.5 (formerly 16.4) of the
USPS/NPMHU National Agreement.

2)

Jurisdiction is retained for the sole purpose ofresolving any disputes which
may arise between the Parties regarding the meaning, application or
implementation of this Award.

Signed at Spencer, New York on January 9, 2009
STATE OF NEW YORK }
COUNTY OF TOMPKINS SS:
On this 9th day of January 2009, I, DANAE. EISCHEN, hereby affirm and certify, upon my oath as Arbitrator, that I am the
individual described herein, that I executed the foregoing instrument as my A ward in this matter and acknowledge that I executed
the same.

06/09/2003

16:04
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UNITED ST.ll.TE.S
POSTIJL S~RVICE

----------------- - - - · --·-----·

Mr. John F. Hegarty
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union
1101 Connecticut Avenue, NW. Suite 500
Washington, DC 20036-4304

Re:

C98M-1C-C 01146875
Dykes
Lexington, KY 40511-9998
Local Union# DW41001A

Dear John:
I recently met with your representative, William Flynn, to discuss the above-captioned
grievance at the fourth step of our contractual grievance procedure.
The issue in this grievance at Step 4 rs whether management violated Article 15 of the 1998
National Agreement when it presented its case before an arbitrator after the Union
unilaterally notified the arbitrator that It was canceling the hearing for that date.
After full discussion of this issue, we mutually agreed that no national interpretive issue is
fairly presented in this case. We further agreed that neither party has the right to unilaterallv.
cancel an arbitration hearing once i.t has been scheduled pursuant to Article 15.4. If either
party maintains that unforeseen circumstances prevent them from presenting their case.
they may appear before the arbitrator to request a continuance and the arbitrator shall have
the authority to grant or deny the request on its merits. If such.a continuance is granted, the
requesting party shall be responsible for all costs of the arbitrator for that date.
Accordingry, we agreed to remand this case to regional level arbitration
of the Arbitrator from whom it was withdrawn.

to be placed in front ·

For purposes of this specific case, we further agree that the only issue before the Arbitrator

will be the merits of the case.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of
agreement to remand this case to regional level arbitration.
Time limits at this level were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely,

2~.//~:--Frank X. Jacc(uetfe Ill
Labor Relations Specialist
Contract Administration
(NRLCNNPMHU)

115 l!E..,ANT PlJ\211 SW
W•S111Nc1100 DC 20260-1100

.

~~v
JohnF~~
~

National President
·
National Postal Mail Handlers Union
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· UNITED STA.TES POSTAL SERVICE

Case No. HiN:...NA-C-7

-and-·

· ~ATIONAL ASSOCIATION

CARRIER!S

OF LETTER

-and-

AMERtCAN POSTAL WORKE!tS UNION
Ihtervenm:

Subject:

·. .,

Payment of Uoiqn ·\Htness~s. :- Tr~vel
Time· For Arbitration Hear.i~gs

and

Waiting

.. Statement: .~i: .t:he issue:
Whether the Postal $ervice
is required by the. National Agreement to· pay·· Union ;.,
witnesses .for t:ime spent traveling ·to. and erom a:rbi..:...
t:bitiol) hearings and ~or time s:pent watt::irig to
t~stLfy ~t ar"bitraticin hearing.s?
•.

Contract.Prov'isi:on.s involved: .
/\t'tie!.e 5; ·Article 15,
.··Section 4A(5) ~ Article 17, Section ·4; ·and Artiele 19
of· the July 21 > 1981 National Agr~ement.
1•;ppearances:
. .
.
.
for the Postal Service,
Eric. J. Scharf, Attorney, Office of L~·bor La'\'l; for
NALC., Richard. N. Gtlberg, Attorney CCohe·n., W.el:ss &. ·
Simon}; for APWU, Ariton· Hajja,r and Philip T.abbit:a,
At~orneys (O.' Donnell· & Schwartz).
·Stat£:u,~11t of the..Award~
With r~spec_t to· travel ·
ti~e, ·the grtevance is denied! ·With respect to
waiting time at the hearing_, the grievance is ~is
posed of in the manner set .forth in the. foregoing

. _,.

)'

opinlon.

··)
'.

BACKGROUND
This

..·

grie~ance

concerns Union witriesses who att~nd ~n
their r2gular working hou~s. Such··
are paid for tlme spent te~tifying and reason~ble

~~bitrrition .hea~ing during
w~tnesses

waiting time at the hear.log.. :rhe quest:i.on. in this case is
whether· they are also e~titled to pay ~or time spent travel. f.:ng to and: from. the heat:"ing and all time waiting .at .the hear,ing. · NALC and APWU cla'im that payment for such time is re:qui red by· l\rticle 15 >.Section 4Al 5.) of the Nation~l Agree-·.
ment.· The Postal Service disag·rees.
.

Because t.his i.s an interpretive question lnttlated ·by ·
·NA-LC at Step .4. of the grievance procedure-, t;h~.re is no specif le
~et

rt·would be helpful th~refore to deshandle Union _wit'nesses. · ·
-Ordinarily a Business· Agent inform:S Manag~ment in adv'ance_ of
-the names of the ·employees he intends. to call as witnesses
at a ·_pending arbitration. He may confer wlth Management ·to·
determine when the witnesses should be rel~ased from work .•.
But Management usually is in. the b:est po·sitlon to predict.·· .
when w.itnesses will be needed.
For most arbitrations involve
dtscipt~inary a.ct ton and. henc-e requite . the -Post"a)." S.~rvice: to~
. present its case Ei rst. · Man3-gement. estimates the length of;
of

Ea~ts

before me.

. cribe in gene~al

terms

ho~ the p_a-rtie:s

its. pr~sentat{,of1 and plan~ fol?"--Union witnesses ·accordingly.:.·
It htel~hs supervision to releas.e the witness ·at a c ertain ti me
alt. o;ig -0c;casionally the. witness may. request to 1 eave e'~r 1 i~r.•

_)

lf the· ·hearing is held in_ the same. facility wh_ere the ·witness" is working, no travel tlme issue i~ likely to ari$e.
But if ·the _hear~.rig. is somewhere e·lse, the· witness must· often
take a_ ·car, bus or train to the .hearing stte. ~f.ter he {lrrives,, he -may have to watt a period of time before he is .
called- upon fo testify. This tra~el ti.me. to and from the
hearing and_waitif;lg time .q.t the hea~ing are the·crux of this
:dispute.
·
. Article 15, Sec.t:ion 4A( 5) of. the N"ational Agreement .ad:~ress~~ this.subject:

"Arbitration hearings

-2-

)
/.

. NA.LC· stre·sses the phrase "tlme spent ·as a wltnes's" an'd
.contends that ,''wttness" statvs be.gins when an employee is re-leased from wor~· to attend the arbitratinn ahd ends ~hen the
en,iployee returns to regular work •. I.t '.believes t ;accordingly,
that. "time spent as a wi·tness" includes travel anc;i ·.all. wait
:t1me~. l't furthe"t. maint;;1ins that Arti_cle 15 7 Sectiqn 4A( 5)'
· ·should be· construed in the Union's favor because ·of pa~n: ·
;practice ...·. rt .a"lleges that 'the practice na~ionally has be~n
·to comp-en.s~te Union wit:nesses .for trav~l and "all. wait time .
.It- claims that· the Po:StC1l Service unilaterally. discC?ntinued·
. this practice after the· award in Case N:o. N8-N.,;.0221 which·
· h(;?1d that Art1cle .17, Sf?ction 4 did not entitle grlevants
to pay for ·time· spent: tr.av-ei lngi to. iind f.rom S_tep Z meetings.;
. The: Postal ~:;'ervic·~ asserts· that ·the _phrase -"time speri~ .·
as·. a wltness 1.• cannot be· read in isolation but rather must be
_relat'ed.
the fat:' more s:i,gnificant phrase, "when: a·ppearing
at the hearing.'' It l1rges that: the latter words plainly reveal· the part Les' intention to pay only -for such ti.me as t.lit-·.
nesses ar·e actually .'pres enc 1 'at .·che hearingn, i.e., tim·e. spent_,. ·.
testifying and 'i:~asoriable waiti~g time.· It deqies that. there,
. has ·been a pract.ice. of paying wic;.~sses in: the m~rtne.r: cl~imed
by NA.LC.. ·11::. contends that Management policy. na·t·ional:ly ha~
been to pay: v'Iitriesses only for ttm~ spent tes~tifying at:id. rea'-·.
sonabl~ wai.ttng time·.
It mai.ntaihs that any instances of .pay-. ·'
men:t fo:r travel time or a,ll W!l~t- :time would be_ deviations
from its. hmg-standin_g· policy and practice.

to

· It should be noted that altoough this case only involves
witnesses at an arbitration hearing, the parties agree that
· ·grievant:s should be treat:ed. the ~ame as witrn~sses for pay

< purpos~s.

orscuSSION AND FINDiNGS
S~c:ti.on. 4~( 5) deals with employee.s whose
tyitnesses".is "requtred11 a.t.a.n arbitration .
hea):ing "durii:>g their regular working hours. u It' provides
th~t such w-itnesses ''shall be on Employer time· when apeear-.
ing a.t t}le hear'i,.ng,• provided··cfie tfme spent a·S a W£tnes$· is·
·part of the employee.' s regular working hours." The_ und.erscored _langua.ge is the primary test: for detex-miri~ng .when an
:empl()ye~-wit.ness is ''on Employer tiµle~" , He is paid only_·
. '.'when appi:rnring at the heiir:ing. 11 These wo-rds cl~at'ly reh~r :
·. to physical pt"es.ence at· the hearl_ng. When-an .employee. witness is tr~ve.ling. from his work locat'ion to. the hearing
.. s,it:e 01:" vice-versa~ he is certainly. not:- 0 ·• • • at the hearing." .
· ·Thus, travel time is ·not compens~ble.
··

.

Att~cl:e·

"attendance

..·.

is,

as

-3-

·

NALC see.ks·. to avoid th ls ccincluston by stressing the ton·. tract phrase,' "time spent as a witne·ss." lt.~sset"ts that· when
an employee is traveling to the hearing to testify or re-·
. turning to his work place. after: t_estl~yi.ng, all of that is
"time. sp~nt as· a witness .•i · ·.1 t urges. he should the·r~fore ·be
·considered "on Employer time" and be paid w.hen trav~ling.
• The difficulty wlth this argum~nt -is. that: it; ign~res . ·
the rel_at:ionship between princ:i.ple· ati.q proviso in.. th~· ~en-:-

\

·'

. tence in question. The principle 'ls that the. emplQyee....;wi.tness
· be paid "when· appearing· .at t.he hearing."-· The pr<:>V'iso i.s si'm,<PlY a. m~aris of insut:ing that the eniptoyee-witness be paid
for 11 appearing at the hearing" only to t.he ext;ent ~hat _such
appearc:mce time occurs "during regular working hours." ·.This
proviso serves ·to nart"ow the. principle upon whi«;:h it: re_sts-1:, ·
t<J Lim.it the. appli_c.at:ion of Section 41\.( 5).,; It ls a secondary
test for.determining \./hen an ~mployee-witness is "on EmpLoye-r
t ime • u But NA.LC ·her,~ seeks t,o make the · proyiso a. primary . ·
test~ to .·allow the proviso to enla-rg·e t.he appl ic;:ition--o.f S~c~. ·
tion 4Al5L That certa+nly i.s: nqt .what the t>a-rties Jntended. ·
tnqee9 i if NALC were correct.~ ,~here wc,uld hatie been. no n!:?ed
."for th~ .parties. to say anythJng other. t:ha~ that.· the employee: .
·shall be. 11 on Employ~r tim~." fo~ all "time· spent· as a. w1t_ness ·" ·
That would in effect :treat. the. princlple and t;he· crttl..cal
words in Secti,on 4A(-5.), "~h~t;.l appearing at the hearing~',. as
mere surplusage. Such .a reading· of Section. 4A(5J conflicts.
with the plain meaning of its terms.
These' finclings ar~. s-upported by my earlier award ln Case
No. HBN-lA-C-7812 {also ·-referred to as Case No. N8--N-022U.
Tllet"e·, . t;he. issue· ~as whethet' g-ri,evants: are. entitled t:o pay for
travel time to and from Step ·2 meetings. · Article -17, Section 4·
:c.alled for grievant~ to be paid in Step 2 "for time af:,t:ualli:
:-spent in grievi:(nce handll.ng, including investigations and.
meetings with the Employer." The· rultag was that this.contract langu<!ge does· not encompass travet t.ime. I stated;

. · n •.•• While the grievant is on· a bus or b . . ~ln ·en
route to the [Step 2} meeting, he ts not engaged·.
in the 'a:ctual ••• handling ••• • of a grievance. He
is tra-.r~iing, nothing more._ l:l:ts ~grie.vance
handling.' begi·ns only when he arrives at the meeting~

*·

.• ~

·

·

That: .i:s die normal· fa1nction of a proviso.

-4-

Si.milarly," "time spent as a witness" tn the Article 1~ ~ Section 4M.5 l pt:ovisti begins when the empl-o:iee arrives ·at the
arbitration heari~g and· ends ~h~n he leaves. these pords do
riot. encompass travel time. they apparently were meant to be
syoonomous with time spent "appearing at t_he ·hearing. u

Mor~~ver; the.parl;:ies were w~ll

aware

of how tC, ·express.

a pay formula :..:i terms· which w.oul.:l embr:-ace travel- time. They
sta:t.ed in AL'ticle 17, . Section 4 :.hat " ... the Employer will
compensate any witnesses for th~ ttme· required to.a~tend a,
Step 2 meeting." Clearly, tt>e 11 time required to attend.- ... n
_includes travel time~ The arbitra~ion wt~ness.clau~e .speaks
of paying the· employee nwhen appearf.ng .at. the· hearing" <:>t" .for
ntime. spent· as a witness.'' l t says. nothing_;what:eve'r about
"t.ime ,requ.ired to attend ••. " the _arbitration hearing. I.t can
, hardly be.interpreted to mean the same thing as the Step 2
wittiess pay~ent·clause. ·
·

NALC re-sisi:s~~ th~se c.onclusian·s· i.n the belie£ that Arti-,
c·1e 15, Seed.on 4A( 5) must be interpreted lri light of past;
.
·practt.ce. It maint;:ains 'tha~ Management, ha.s -customarily paid .
. t-rave:l tir:ie to employees requtr~d a·s "Wi.tne~.ses at arbitration·
hearl~gs.
[ t •urges -~h~-t this long-standing, pr.acti<:e h~ .be,...;
~o~e an ·accepted part. of the postal bargalning relationship .
and should he' ·a controlling consideration in t;he! disposition
of th.is gt:ieva.nce. ;.
- •
·
· 7 :. .'
·

.·

This. argument is· not persuasive.

To begin vitb, the·

principle. set.forth in Article 15, Section 4A(5) seems -reasonabty·clear. I nave alt"~ady expl:ained why this languag~:'
pl~inly. supports t~e· Postal Servir;e• s view.
Gl.v.en TIJY reading.
of ?ection 4A(5), .it would require thestrot1gest pi"oc:>f of .·.
past practice .to interpre_t · th:is clause in a manne1"' ~ontrary
to its appal:'ent lntent: > that is·, to i.nte-rp-ret this. clause as
auehorizing pay for travel time. NALG and APWU. have not. met
_that· test. They have introducecl ev'idenc.e ·that: trave.1 ti.me
.
was paid· to arbitr~ticn witnesses on. many occaslo.ns; · But· ·the
Postal Service has lntroduced-evidence that tJ;avel ti.me was ·
.·riot paid on .o.ther occasions am:i,. min::e impo:rl:antly> that its.
policy has for years· always been to deny payment: f~r travel
time. The most that can be said t on die present: state of
the record, is that there has been. a mixed pra<:;t:ice. 'It is.
clear, how.e\l'er '· -that the- management' group responsible for
negotiating Sectlon 4A(5) never acquiesced in an_y payment·
df travel time ~o ~rbitration ~itnesses. · ·
·

I

_/ · ...

--5-

)

[ t would ~erve no useful pu~pose to review all of the
. e~idence introduced by the parties~ But ~~rtain. points made·
by the Postal Service ~hould be noted. For _tho~e points to-

gether. preclbde a finding that

th~.parties

had in

effect~

· tlirou.gh past pract.ice, agreed that Sec·tton 4A(5) calls _for·
the payment of travel time to arbitration wttnes~es.

. . Ftrst., there are s~veral .grievance answe«rs. in. which 'th~
Postal Service. unequi v.ocall y rejected the payment of t;:rav~l
'time for arbitration witnesses. A NALC grievance CV-74-6217}.
requested .payment for travel t"ime. to and from arblt.~ation for
a -grievant....,i..f~triess ~ That· grievance was <len.ied ln S~ep 3 ·in
l. 974 , th.e. Postal Service asserting that 11 there is no re- ·
:quirement for: the .employer to pay for th~ .witness' travel
.time. ' 1 t\nothe.r ·N.ALC grievance CNC-N-4440). requested payment
·for such travel time for ~ grievant;..;..witness·. That: grievanc.e
·:was deni.ed in Step 4 in 197J t the Postal Service. asserting
·.that ''there .Ls no. contractuai "provts.ion ·which allows for the
payment of travel to a.od from the he.aring slte .. tt 1.'he mat:~.er
,~as appealep. to arhi.tra.tion ·but· later withdrawn in t980.
T~? . '
withdrawal· 1ett·er*, signed by the parties, . stated t:R'el!osi:at - ;.
.Service• s · po~ition that; "only time at th~ arbitration hearh!g: ·
is :compens~b_l'e." ·
·
· -•
.
- !
..
-.
- :: -!·····

1i

· APWu _se~i.is to. have cQriceded ·the practice .question in f,ts~
o·f ·'a recent grteyance {HiC-SF.-.C-20272). That
'·,
gl:'i~vance ··wa:s settled in s·tep 4 in ~984; the part·te.s~ agree- - r~esolut·ion

ing that the Postal Service ,,is not contractually obligated <:
to pay employees for the time spent traveling to and from .. the "h~aring rocatlon nor has. such a rolicy been establlsh~d
by the Po$tal Service." Although th s .sett~ement was- later
repudiatea. by AP}#U ·on t:he. ground tha_t it had .been misl,ed by
Managem~nt; the fact remains that an informed \!tiiorl. rep-resentat:i l/e acknowledged that the. Post.al Service had never es-: · . ·
tabl ished a policy of . paying travel time to· arbitratlon wit"'."

nesses.

·.
.
Al~ of thj.s was cont:irmed by-the testimony of-varioqs
Post:al Service Regional Managers.. They ins~ructed their

" loc~l management people not tq pay .travel time to a-rbi.tration
·: witnesses. ·Some of them communicated that· message to Union

·*

·This wfthdrawa I was "without precedent."

However, I refer

· .to it 1"1ere not to pr9ve .NA.l.C conceded. an.ything· but rat: her to
. ·show the Posta~ Service was still asserting ~ts vi.aw that Sect.ion 4A(.5} diq .not authorize pay for travel time •

.-6-

")

repr~sent~tiv~~Th~ Northctist Man*ger of Atbltration ricalled. a. 1975 conyersacion wt th a·. NA.LC Business Agent who objected to the Postal .Service's refusal. to pay t·ravel time _
and suggested that travel -be minimized by s.cheduling _arbi-:.trations at local sites. An E<istern Manager tecalled a NALC
Loca~ President complaining about the Postal Service being
.
· ·:•~ch~ap" for not . paying travel tiqte. - [ t may well be t.ha·t - Man.;..
.a-g~ment 's instructio_ns were sometimes Cor often) mi sunder. stood_ or ·ignored. But the resultant payment~ for travel

time were certainly not made wtth the knowledgi? or approval
of ·those responsible for Postal Se~vice policy on Section ·
4A(5).
. ·
·
..

Ma-retiver, -.the barga·tning hi~·to·ry -i:s highiy suggestive •.
-NALC proposed in .the .1978 negotiat.i<:ms* that the arbit:ration
.witness clause be changed to read., 11 • • • Employees ·whose at ten. dance :ts ·require,~ at l arbitration l hearings during thei. r regu.-:
_ lar hours shatl be on Employer time~ 11 These words would have
granted pay for tr-avel time for- witnes~es • . The Postal_ Servic~
rejec.ted the·. pro.posa~-. If t'he NALC p-roposa:l simply reflected
a loog...:established. national practice·; a~ NALC claims-, there would ha.ve. been no -reas·on for the Pos-tal- Service to object 'to
this chani;'e._-in contract ·language. Its objection suggests ..
the "practice was quite different. Eitl1er the practice was to
derty tr.avel tirile or 't:here was a· rnlxed practice •. The- -~ostal •. .
Service: was· obviously attemp-ting. to prevent the introduction
of a new contractual rule, paid travel' time for witnesses •

. None of this is meant -to detract from the fo't"Ce of the·
. Urtion' s evidence. Rather, t.he purpose is to illust-rate my
- conviction that there was a mixed pr;ictlce.- To. p-revail he-re,
· ·the Unions. would have ·to show a· practice so :uniform and so
wide.ly accepted. as to .warrant finding· that the higher echelons
of la_bor-nianagetnent authol:'i ty had agreed- to· apply. Section
·
·4A( 5-) in the mariner urged by NALC ancl · APWU ~
No such showing
:has been .made. · Therefore, .p-rac.tice cannot alter my· earlie,:
interpretation of $ection 4AC5).
·

*

f rely. on 6a~gab1ing hlstory nqt to prove the meaning of
.:Section 4A(5) but rather to help determine the nature of the
disputed

,)

pra~tice.
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.· The remaLntng i.ssue ·Ls. whether arbltt"a!:lon wit.nesses
are entitled t.o pay Eor all Y.aiting time at t:he hearing a~
the Unions claim .or only reasonable .wait tng time. as the Postal
·Service clait11s·.

)

. The answer ca:n be found > once again, ln ·the laJ!gti~ge .
of $ection. 4A.( 5). the arbi,:trat iori witness 1.s ~'" ••. on Employer .
· _!:ime when appearing at the hearing." 1'.hes~ ~ords suggest
that all time· spent at .the hearitjg -is compe!lsable. There ls,
. however, one importa'nt qualification. . The benefit lit. Section
.. 4A~5J applies .only to .those· "-whose attendance is required
.·
at the· .he·ariQg •• ·.,. StJppos~·; for instance, a witness _appears
. at· the. very sta'rt of the hearing __ some. hours before ~e is ex.:... .
.'. ':pected to testify. Hi.s. presenc~ then· may or· m~y not.be:·''re- ·
· . quired." .The reason for. hi~ being ·there may_ be cr.itical • . • .
· .If his .knowledge of. the cas~ ls. vital and the Union ~dvo<;ate
;needs .him by h~s· side, surely his pres·ence i~ '.'required. u
He
··would.be entitled to pay for ~Ht· waltlng t:i.me. But .. i£' he ts
: called to corr.obora;te what ·others wJl:l be .testifying to apd _
·.. ·.he. is merely. an obs.erver }. his early presen~e :ls hacdly irte"quired .!' He wou~Q _not l?e entitled to pay for. ·alt ~altii:ig .
~ime., The poin~_.aj:· which sorn.eone's att.~_ndat:l~e ~s_ ':required"
is a question of:: fa~.~ •.: The .relevant con·sider.a~~ons ·ate the
. judg?l~nt of: the _pa-rt1.es 1 advoc?l:(.~s, ::~ti~.. n;i:ture;_ of the case,
··. t'~1e _rel~tionshipi c:>f t:he wl:trie~s : to th~ cas.e, the testimony .
be is ~xp.ec,ted_ t;o ,give, and so on.. Th.is ruling is not ahtered in any way:: by past .pra<:tice •.
.l

AWARD .

.:With. respect . to ·travel. time,· the grievan~~ J.s denied.
, With respect to waiting· time, at tn~ hearing.;· the grievance .
Ls dis.pos·e<f ·of in the manner set forth·. in the. fo~egoing opin-·
..lpri.

l:vlJL-t&--rt;.:t ,•

'Richard Mlttertthal, Arbitrator
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SEP 2 o t976·

Mr. Alfred J:<. May
Assist.ant Secretary-Treasurer
National. Aseocia.tion of
Letter·carrieris, AFL-Cl:O
l.00 l.ndiana Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20001

Re:

William Dennehy

Yonkers, NY
NC-N-2064(NC-72)V76-5616
Dear Mr. May:

-,

\

/

On September 8, l.976, we roet with you to discuss the abovecaptioned grievance at the fourth step of our contractual
grievance procedure.

'l'he matte.rs presented by you as ·Well as the applicable
.
contractual provisions ha.ve been reviewed and given careful.
con.side.ration .. ·

The issue raised in this grievance questions whether the·
Employer_ is required to compensate an e.m.ployee for attendance
at an arbitration hearing when no relevant testimony is
given.
Articl~

'\
)

_.,/

XV, Section 3 of the National J\.greement requires
that employee witnesses shall be on Eclployer time when appearing
at the arbitration hearing, provided the ti.Ine is during the
employee's regular working hours. There in no distinction
mad~ in this section as to whether testiicony is given or
whether such testimony is relevant. The intent of the
language in this pa.rt is that i t be a "no 1oss-no gain"
situation. It is implicit in this section that a person
requested to appear at an arbitration hearing as a witness,
is necessary to the orderly process of the hearing and is
knowledgeable about the i~sues in the_case being arbitrated.
This section does not intend that a parson is on official

1

..
"""')·
'
.•. ..

-,~-

· . NC-N-2064 (NC-72)
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.ti.m.a for appearing at an arbitration hearing as an "observer•

who cannot furnish information which has a. arubstantive or
probative value in relation to the case being heard.

..:

Available in:formation involvi.J)g the particulars presented in
thiB case indicates that the grievant_•a appearnnc::e at the
arbitration hearings in question was within tho opirit and
intent of Article xv, Section 3 of. th1' National Agree:nent.
It ie indicated that he appeared for the purpose of attesting
,to the validity and·accuracy of route data forms utilized
during the count and inspection of routes, wpich were
presented into the record in this case. Such testimony can
reasonably be viewed as c9;itributin9 to the orderly pr~assing
of' the case in arbitration.

of

1\ccord.ingly, by copy
this.letter, the Postmaster is
·instructed to take the necessary Jlleasures to assure thnt the
time in question in this case is charged to off'icial.·time
and that the grievant is rei..'tlbu.rsed accordingly~
Sincerely,
~\~d)j

William E.. Henry, Jr.
~r

Relations Department

..

)

lAsoR RELATIONS

. · ·· ~ UNITEDST/J.TES
POsT/J.lSERVICf=

.. lfiitil·

Mr. John F. Hegarty
National President
National P9stal Mail Handlers Union
.1101 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Suite 500
1«ashington. DC 20036-4304
RE:

A98M-1A-C 012'19270 Brob~lyn, NY
A98M-1A-C 01186587 Brooklyn; NY
A9.8M-1A-C 99192695 Brookly~.'NY
A98M-1A-C 01234558 Brooklyn, NY

Dear John:

· t 're~ntiy met with your representative; Dick Collins, to disCU"ss the 'abqve captioned grievances at .
the fourth step of our contractual grievance procedure.

·

The issue in these grievances is the manner in which management in Brooklyn,.New York,
selects employees work overtime, once Manageriienf has det~rminecl that overtime is
. nec;e~ary·to meet ope~tional needs.

to

After full discussion of this issue, we mutually agree that no national. interpretive issue is fairly
prese11ted in this case. The facts and circumstances presented in the above referenced
.
grjevances are resolved by arbitration award number A94M-1A-G 98082567, arising from this
same Brooklyn, New York post office; and decided by Arbitrator Sarah Cannon Holden qn
August 12, 1999, as· a member of the regular regional arbitraqon panel. That case aros·e-fiom a
substantively similar dispute between 'the local parties over the right of mail handlers on the
overtime desired· list to be assigned the opportunity to work overtime assignmE:ints prlor-to'
employees whcis.e names were not on the overtime desired list. ·
The parties agrSE:l that Article 15.4, Section A6 of the National Agreement clearly. provides
.. that ~All dedsions of an arbitrator will be final and. binding.p The parties further agree that this
exclusion of further contractual avenues includes appeals to Step 4 of the grievance ~rbitration
procedure. The parties further agreed that a regional arbitration award is binding precedent
·
·In ttie facility in which a ca~e was heard. when a subsequent grievance involves. the same material
.facts as those presented in the arbitratE)d case. (See Step 4 grievance. decisions
.
: H7M-3W-C 20857; and H7M-3W-C 19636) Such is the case in.the above.referenced grievances.
Acc9rdingly, we agreed to remand these cases to,the parties atthe area/regional level to be
settled in accordance with the language contained in Arbifr8:tor Holden's award_~
Piease sign and return the enclosed copy of this ·letter as your acknowledgement of agreement to.
~ema_nd this case to the parties at the regional level for settlement

Time limits.at this level were extended by mut!-.lal con~ent.

Donna M. Gill, L bor Relations Specialist
Contract Administration (NRLCNNPMHU)
. Labor Relations

475 l'ENFANr PtAZA SW .
WASHINGTON DC 20'260-4100
WWW.IJS?S.COM

·
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LABOR RELATIONS

~UNITED STJJTES

l!fiiil POSTJJL SERVICE

John F. Hegarty, National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union
1101 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Suite 500
Washington, DC 20036-4304
Re: E06M-4E-C08288303
Class Action
Saint Joseph, MO 64501-9998
Dear John:

I recently met with your representative, Dallas Jones, to discuss the above captioned
grievance at the fourth step of our contractual grievance procedure.
The issue in this grievance is whether the arbitrator failed to give weight to a previous
settlement on the same issue.
After full discussion of this issue, we mutually agreed that no national interpretive issue
is fairly presented in this case. Arbitration is the last step of the grievance-arbitration
procedure. There are no further contractual avenues for management or the union to
challenge or appeal an arbitration award, although judicial relief or enforcement of an
arbitration award may be available (source: National Level Agreement dated October 3,
1975).
Accordingly, we agree to remand this grievance to Step 3 to discuss and/or adjudicate
any remaining issues or proceed to regional arbitration if necessary.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of
agreement to settle this case at this level as indicated above.
Time limits at this level were extended by mutual consent.

AllenE:MOhl:Labor Relations Specialist
Contract Administration (NPMHU)
and EAP/WEI Programs

3 /;?-j.;1

Date:

475

l'ENFANT

WASHINGTON

Pl.Al'A SW

DC 20260-4100

~"I.USPS.COM

egattY

.

John F.
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union

ARBITRATION AWARD
July 7, 1980-.
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
Case No. NS-NA-0141

-and-

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LETTER CARRIERS

Subject:

Authority of the Arbitrator - Maximization of
Full-Time Assignments - Remedy

Statement of the Issues:

Whether the arbitrator has

the authority under the National Agreement to

remedy the failure of the parties, through a
Joint Committee, to agree on maximization criteria? If so, what is the appropriate remedy?

Contract Provisions Involved: Article VI; Article VII~
Section 3; Article XV,. Sections 2 and 4; and
the Memorandums of Understanding on Maximization
and on Jurisdictional Disputes of the July 21,
1978 National Agreement.
Grievance Data:
Grievance Filed:
Case Heard:
Transcript Received:
Briefs Submitted:

Date
September 21, 1979
April 16, 1980
April 30, 1980
June 10, 1980

Statement of the Award:
The arbitrator has the authority
to remedy the Joint Committee's failure to ~gree on
maximization criteria under the pertinent Memorandum
of Understanding. The parties are directed to take
the steps described in Part III (Remedy).

)

BACKGROUND
This case arises from the parties' failure to develop
criteria for the establishment of additional full-time duty
assignments pursuant to the Memorandum of Understanding on
Maximization. The dispute concerns the arbitrator's
authority to remedy this failure. NALC_urges that the
arbitrator has this authority and should exercise it;
the Postal Service claims the arbitrator has no such
authority.

\

i

.i

The regular work force in a postal installation consists of full-time employees and part-time employees. The
size of these groups> in relation to one another~ has been
a continuing source of disagreement between the parties.
The National Agreement has provisions which govern this
relationship. Article VII~ Section 3 requires that any
installation with 200 or more man-years of employment be
staffed with "90% full-time employees." It states also
that the Postal Service "shall maximize the number of fulltime employees and minimize the number of part-time employees who have no fixed work schedules ••• 11 It contains
the following conversion formula: 0 A part-time flexible
employee working eight (8) hours within ten (10)> on the
same five (5) days each week and the same assignment over
a six-month period will demonstrate the need for converting the assignment to a full-time position."
NALC has apparently been dissatisfied with both this
90% figure and the conversion formula. It believed that
full-time employees should constitute even more than 90%
of the work force and that many part-time employees should
be converted to full-time status. It pressed for such
changes. The question of maximizing the number of fulltime employees was discussed in the 1978 negotiations.
Those discussions resulted in the following Memorandum
of Understanding which is incorporated in the 1978 National
Agreement::
·
"The parties hereby commit: themselves to the
maximization of full-time employees in all insta1lations. Therfore~ they agree to establish
a National Joint Committee on Maximization.
·That Committee shall, during the first year of
the 1978 National Agreement, develop criteria
applicable by craft for the establishment of
additional full-time duty as~i"ignments with
either regular or flexible schedules. To this

)
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end, the Committee shall develop both an approach to combining part-time flexible work
hours into full-time duty assignments and a
method for determining scheduling needs compatible with the creation of the maximum
possible number of such assignments."*
NALC wrote to the Postal Service on February 28,
1979, requesting a meeting of the National Joint Committee.
The first meeting was held on March 9. It was attended
not just by NALC but by APWU and LIUNA as well, the other
tmions covered by the National Agreement. The parties
agreed to exchange proposals with respect to maximization
criteria. NALC. submitted its proposal on March 19; the
Postal S~rvice sent its ideas to NALC on March 21, outlining_ the points to be pursued in developing the necessary

criteria.

·

The second meeting was held on March 23.

The ideas
exchanged earlier, were discussed. NALC
requested data relating to auxiliary assignments. It
was agreed that separate discussions would thereafter take
place between the Postal Service and each of the unions.
The initial meeting with NALC alone occurred on April 17.
The Postal Service suggested "criteria for establishing a
data base to determine the need to maximize the number
of full-time duty assignments." The next meeting with
NALC took place on May 10. NALC presented a list 0£ pending maximization grievances, alleged violations of Article
VII, Section 3. It asked that these grievances be
handled in a more expeditious manner. It suggested a new
set of criteria for the conversion of part-time hours
into full-time assignments.
It reduced this suggestion
to writing~ a letter proposal, and sent it to the Postal
Service on May 11. In that letter, it also withdrew its
previous request for data on auxiliary assignments.
and

proposals~

The next meeting on September 12 involved all the
l.lllions. However, separate discussions between the Postal
Service and NALC were resumed later that day. NALC initiated
a Step 4 grievance on September 21, complaining of the
failure of the Joint Committee to develop maximization
criteria. It nonetheless was willing to engage in further
discussion ·of the problem. The Postal Service replied by
letter on October 26, proposing new maximization criteria.

*

This Memorandum is dated September 15, 1978.
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That proposal was discussed at another meeting on December 3.
NALC was apparently prepared to accept such criteria if
it was understood that coverage of scheduled and unscneduled
absences by part-time employees could qualify the latter
for conversion to full-time status. That condition was
unacceptable to the Postal Service. The parties thus were
unable to reach agreement. They tried once more, on
January 4, 1980, but were again unsuccessful. NALC appealed the matter to arbitration on January 9.
It should be noted that the negotiations between the
Postal Service and APWU and between the Postal Service and
LIUNA were successful. Those negotiations led to written
agreements on "experimental" maximization criteria.. NALC
was unwilling to accept the terms of those agreements.

POSITIONS OF THE PARTIES
NALC argues that the Memorandum 0£ Understanding
"mandated" the parties to develop maximization criteria,
that the Postal ServLce and NALC failed to do so, and that
this failure means the "Memorandum ••• has been violated."
It believes this is a "breach of contract", the Memorandum
being part of the National Agreement, for which the arbitrator should issue an appropriate remedy. It asserts
that "a general unrestricted arbitration clause, such as
Article XV, confers broad remedial powers on the arbitrator so as to deal with a wide variety of situations."
It insists it is not asking that the National Agreement be "altered, amended or modified" in any way. Rather,
its position is that the arbitrator should do what the .
parties have improperly failed to do in violation of their
contractual responsibilities. It claims adoption of the
Postal Service view would mean that the Memorandum of
Understanding was "a nullity -- an 'agreement' without
any practical effect ••• which Management could violate
with impunity." It alleges that the failure to carry
out the Memorandum's mandate was "attributable solely to
Management's bad faith."
It asks the arbitrator to remedy the claimed violation by either (1) issuing maximization criteria which
would adopt NALC's last proposal in the December 1979January 1980 Joint Committee meetings or (2) ordering the
parties to resume negotiations on thisliiatter, setting
ground rules (including a deadline) for those negotiations~
and reserving the power to formulate criteria in the event
the parties are unable to do so.
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The Postal Service contends that the arbitrator "lacks
authority to remedy the parties' inability to develop
maximization criteria." It urges that the arbitrator
has only that authority which the parties have granted
him under the National Agreement. It notes that the
Memorandum of Understanding says nothing whatever about
arbitration. It insists the parties nowhere gave the
arbitrator the authority to resolve maximization issues
which the Joint Committee was unable to resolve. It maintains that "had the parties intended [such] interest arbitration in the event agreement could not be reached, they
would have ·included an arbitration clause in the Memorandum
of Understanding."
It emphasizes the presence in the National Agreement
of arbitration clauses to deal with the resolution of jurisdictional disputes not disposed of by the Committee on
Jurisdiction* and to deal with the resolution of lay-off
rules disputes not disposed of by the parties through Article VI negotiations. It believes the absence of such an
arbitration clause in the Memorandum on Maximization indicates that the parties did not contemplate arbitration
of any Joint Connnittee impasse.

It relies on Article XV, Section 4D{1) which says
"only cases involving interpretive issues under this Agreement or supplements thereto ••• will be arbitrated at the
national level." It asserts that this case, absent an
arbitration clause in the Memorandum of Understanding,
raises no "interpretive issue" and hence is not arbitrable.
It states that NALC's desired remedies would modify the
National Agreement contrary to the arbitral limitations
in Article XV, Section 4A(6). Finally, it flatly denies
that Management members of the Joint Committee were guilty
of bad faith in negotiating maximization criteria.

)

For these reasons, the Postal Service says that this
grievance is not a proper subject for arbitration and
that the arbitrator has no authority to provide a remedy
for the parties' failure to agree on maximization criteria.

*

These arrangements are spelled out in the Memorandtim
on Jurisdictional Disputes.
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DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS
The arbitrator's authority is derived from the
National Agreement. He is "limited" by Article XV~ Section 4A(6) "to the terms and provisions of this Agreement."
He is expressly prohibited by this same section from
altering,, amending or modifying such terms and provisions.
He is,, when serving on the "national panel",, restricted
by Article XV,, Section 4D(1) to "interpretive issues under
this Agreement or supplements thereto of general application ••• " His function,, in short,, is the interpretation and
application of these various contractual commitments.
The Memorandum of Understanding on Maximization is
either a "term" or "provision" of the National Agreement
or a "supplement thereto of general application." NALC
reads the Memorandum as establishing a firm and fixed obligation; the Postal Service reads the same words quite
differently. Thus,, the NALC grievance does raise "interpretive issuesn with respect to the Memorandum. It follows
that the dispute is arbitrable and that I have authority
to consider the NALC allegation that the Memorandum has
been violated.

)

The crux of this case is the meaning of the Memorandum> the significance of the failure of the Joint Committee created by the Memorandum to agree on maximization
criteria. NALC insists that this failure is a violation
of the Memorandum and that the arbitrator must therefore
provide a remedy for this violation. The Postal Service
disagrees,, asserting that the Joint ·committee simply deadlocked and that the parties failed to make provision in the
Memorandum for resolution of such a deadlock. Its position
seems to be that the Memorandum has not been violated and
that the arbitrator has no authority to provide any kind
of remedy in these circumstances.
The crucial issue, in other words, is whether there
has been a contract violation. If a violation of the
Memorandum has occurred,, as NALC claims, the arbitrator
must then formulate an appropriate remedy.* The authority

*

The arbitrator may, of course, remand the remedy question to the parties. But he still must be prepared to
devise a remedy in the event the parties are unable or unwilling to work out the problem themselves.
\

)
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to do so is implicit in the terms of the National Agreement. Indeed, the remedy for an alleged violation is a
facet of every grievance. The parties specifically stated
in the grievance procedure that NALC must designate the
"remedy sought" in its appeal to Step 2 and in the discussions at Step 2. As the grievance passes through later
steps to arbitration,, the "remedy sought" remains an essential
ingredient of the dispute. Hence, when the arbitrator
considers the grievance and finds merit in a NALC claim,
he is free to deal with the remedy question. That must
have been contemplated by the parties. The grievance procedure is a system not only for adjudicating rights but
also for redressing wrongs.
I

- Contract Violation

The Postal Service acknowledges that it was obliged
to participate with NALC in a Joint Committee in an attempt to establish maximization criteria. It says it satisfied this procedural obligation. Its view seems to be
that, from a substantive standpoint, the Memorandum involved merely a conditional commitment. It believes that
Management would only be bound by maximization criteria
if the Joint Committee agreed to such criteria. It maintains that because no agreement was reached, the condition
was not met and Management was relieved of any duties it
may otherwise have had regarding new maximization criteria.
It concludes that the Memorandum was not violated and that
the arbitrator should leave the parties precisely where
he finds them.
This argument is not without a surface appeal. But
a careful reading of the Memorandum, in light of its evident purpose and in contrast to the provisions of Article
VII, Section 3, indicates that more than a conditional
commitment was made in this case.
To begin with, Article VII, Section 3 requires postal
installations with 200 or more man-years of employment to
operate with 90% full-time employees. It also commits
Management to "maximize the number of full-time employees
••• in all ••• installations." The Memorandum repeats this
commitment and then goes further. It creates a Joint
Committee which "shall .•• develop criteria applicable by
craft for the establishment of additional full-time duty
assignments •.• " These underscored words,, it seems to me,
represent the real purpose of the parties. They reveal

)
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that the Memorandmn was intended as a means of expanding
the complement of full-time employees beyond the 90%
figure set forth in Article VII, Section 3. The Memorandum
must be read with that purpose clearly in mind.
The Postal Services suggests that the parties are
bound on1y by what the Joint Committee agrees to, that

no obligation exists in the absence of a Joint Committee
agreement. That is too narrow a reading of the Memorandum.
The parties committed themselves, in unmistakeable terms,
to greater maximization. They were uncertain how that
agreed upon goal should be achieved. They appear to have
recognized that maximization was a technical question
which needed far more study. Hence, they placed the
problem in the hands of a Joint Committee which was
supposed to create the procedure, the maximization criteria, which would enable the parties to realize the
greater maximization they had bargained for. The Joint
Committee was a means to an end, not an end in itself.

'1
J

The Memorandum, construed in this way, is certainly
not a conditional commitment. It is a firm and definite
commitment to greater maximization during the life of
the 1978 National Agreement. The parties have no choice
in this matter. They were commanded to appoint a Joint
Committee which was in turn commanded to produce the
necessary maximization criteria. The Memorandum's
language is mandatory, the Joint Committee "shall ••• deve;Lop criteria ••• " and "shall develop ••• an approach to combining part-time flexible work hours into full-time duty
assignments ••• " The failure of the Joint Cormnittee meant
that the purpose of the Memorandum has been defeated,
that the parties' commitment to greater maximization has
not been carried out.
For these .reasons, I find there has been a contract
violation. On account of the.Joint Committee impasse,
the parties are in breach of their Memorandum commitment
to greater maximization. It is no less a breach because
the parties bear equal responsibility for the impasse.*
Most contract violations involve the employer inasmuch
as the union is typically the grieving party. Few violations derive from union conduct. But this tradition,
from a conceptual point of view, does not prevent the
occurrence of a joint violation under the kind of unusual
circumstances present here.

*

The NALG charge that the Postal Service did not negotiate
in good faith in the Joint Committee discussions is not
borne out by the evidence.
-8-

I I - Other Considerations
In arriving at these conclusions, several Postal
Service arguments have been considered and rejected.
Those arguments deserve brief comment.
First, it is true that there is no mention of arbitration in the Memorandum of Understanding on Maximization.
The Postal Service views this silence as a crucial consideration. However, given the existence of a contract
violation {Part I) and given the arbitrator's inherent
power to remedy violations, this silence is innnaterial.*
Second, it is true that Article VI of the National
Agreement specifically grants an arbitrator the right to
dispose of "unresolved issues" with respect to lay-off
rules and procedures. The Postal Service emphasizes that
no such grant of arbitral authority is found in the
Memorandum on Maximization. However, Article VI has a
very special history. It was not written by the parties.
It was written by Arbitrator Healy in an interest arbitration agreed to by the parties in an attempt to resolve a deadlock in the 1978 negotiations. The reference
to arbitration in Article VI was a device for Arbitrator
Healy to retain jurisdiction over certain phases of the
lay-off controversy which he had returned to the parties
for additional negotiations.
Third, it is true that the Memorandum on Jurisdictional
Disputes expressly permits arbitration of disputes unresolved by the Committee on Jurisdiction. The Postal
Service notes that no such provision w~s made for disputes
unresolved by the Joint Committee on Maximization. However, these Conunittees are entirely different. The Jurisdiction Committee is a dispute-resolution group which
anticipates disagreements. It required a special arbitration procedure because of the special problems posed
by a dispute involving more than one union. The then

*

If the Postal Service had refused to participate in
the Joint Committee at all, that refusal would be a violation of the Memorandum. An arbitrator could surely
order the Postal Service to participate in the Joint Committee, to do what it had promised to do, notwithstanding
the silence of the Memorandum on the matter of arbitration.
Thus, alleged violations of the Memorandum can properly
become the subject of arbitration proceedings.

-9-

)
./

existing procedure would not have bound anyone other than
the aggrieved union and the Posta1 Service. The Maximization Committee~ on the other hand> anticipated no disagreements. For it was commanded to work out the details
necessary to realize the agreed upon goal of greater maximization.
It required no special arbitration procedure.
It was expected to carry out its function during the first
year of the 1978 National Agreement.
None of these arguments call for a different result
in this case.
I

I

I - Remedy

The appropriate remedy raises a different set of
problems. Mr. Justice Douglas 3 speaking for the Supreme
Court in the Ente~rise Wheel case~ observed that the
arbitrator must "ring his informed judgment to bear in
order to reach a fair solution ••. [inj formulating remedies.n*

NALC asks the arbitrator to impose maximization criteria on the parties> to do what the Joint Committee
failed to do.
It believes I should adopt the criteria it
suggested at the Joint Connnittee meetings.
In my opinion,
no such remedy could be justified at this time. There
are not enough facts or arguments in the record to make
a confident finding as to what would be fair maximization
criteria. Fairness is, in any event, a "two-way street."
Any remedy must be fair from the standpoint not only of
the employees (i.e., providing greater maximization of fulltime assignments) but also of Management (i.e., protecting
the operational needs set forth in the Memorandum).
The remedy shall be two-fold. First, the Joint Committee is directed to return to the bargaining table and
to make a good faith effort to reach agreement on maximization criteria.
I cannot assume those negotiations
wil1 be fruitless.
Indeed, the parties should realize
that their failure to agree is likely to result in an imposed solution. That is a new element which should serve

to prompt the parties to more sympathetic consideration of
Second, should the Joint Committee
fai1 to reach agreement within a period of 60 days from

one another's needs.

*

United Steelworkers of America v. Enterprise. Car.&
U.s~ 593, 597 (1960}.

Wheel Co., 363

)

/
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the date of this award, either party may request a hearing before one of the "national panel" arbitrators. At
that hearing, both sides will be given an opportunity to
propose criteria and to submit evidence and argument on
the question of what criteria should be adopted. The
arbitrator will then determine the criteria to apply under
the Memorandum.
AWARD
The arbitrator has the authority to remedy the Joint
Committee's failure to agree on maximization criteria

under the pertinent Memorandum of Understanding.

The

parties are directed to take the steps described in
Part III (Remedy).

)
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Having carefully considered all evidence submitted by the
parties concerning this matter, the arbitrator concludes that the National
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Melinda Holmes of the O'Donnell, Schwartz, and Anderson law finn in
Washington, D.C. represented the American Postal Workers Union. Mr.
Keith Secular of Cohen, Weiss, and Simon in New York, N.Y. represented

the National Association of Letter Carriers.
The hearing proceeded in an orderly manner. There was a full
opportunity for the parties to submit evidence and to examine and crossexamine witnesses, and to argue the matter. Ail witnesses testified under
oath as administered by the arbitrator. Mr. Peter Shonerd of Diversified
Reporting Services, tape-recorded the proceeding for the parties and
submitted a transcript of 137 pages. The advocates fully and fairly
represented their respective parties.
There were no challenges to the substantive or procedural
arbitrability of the dispute, and the parties stipulated that the matter properly
had been submitted to arbitration. They authorized the arbitrator to state the
issue. The parties elected to submit the matter on the basis of evidence
presented at the hearing as well as post-hearing briefs. The arbitrator

officially closed the hearing on August 2, 1999 after receipt of the final
brief in the matter.
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INTRODUCTION

This matter came for hearing pursuant to a collective
bargaining agreement between the parties effective from November 21

i

I 994 through November 20, 1998. A hearing occurred on April 14, 1999 in
a conference room of Postal Headquarters located at L 'Enfant Plaza in
Washington, D.C. Mr. Kevin Rachel, Deputy Managing Counsel,
represented the United States Postal Service. Mr. Darryl Anderson and Ms.

IL

STA TEMENT OF THE ISSUE
The issue before the arbitrator is as follows:
Does the National Association of Letter Carriers, on
intervening in an area-level arbitration case, have a contractual
right to refer a case to Step 4 of the relevant grievance
procedure?

III.

RELEVANT CONTRACTUAL PROVISIONS
ARTICLE 15 - GRJEVANCE-ARBITRATION PROCEDURE

Section 5. Arbitration
A.

General Provisions

9.

In any arbitration proceeding in which a Union feels
that its interests may be affected, it shall be entitled to
intervene and participate in such arbitration proceeding,
but it shall be required to share the cost of such
arbitration equally with any or all other Union parties
to such proceeding. Any dispute as to arbitrability may
be submitted to the arbitrator and be determined by such
arbitrator. The arbitrator's determination shall be final
and binding.

B.

Area Level Arbitration - Regular

5.

If either party concludes that a case referred to Area
Arbitration involves an interpretive issue under the
National Agreement or some supplement thereto which
may be of general application, that party may withdraw
3

the case from arbitration and refer the case to Step 4 of
the grievance procedure. (Emphasis in the original.)

IV.

STATEMENT OF FACTS
In this case, the American Postal Workers Union argued that

another union which intervened in

an APWU area level arbitration

proceeding enjoyed no contractual right to refer the dispute to Step 4 of the
grievance procedure codified in the contract between the Employer and the
APWU. To pur~ue its contention, the American Postal Workers Union
initiated a grievance against the Employer at Step 4 on February 17, 1998.
It

is this narrow issue which has been submitted to the arbitrator.
The focus of the dispute between the parties is on the correct

interpretation of the labor contract, and factual matters are not in dispute.
The limited purpose of the grievance is to determine whether unions that
choose to intervene in area level arbitration proceedings of the American
Postal Workers Union enjoy a contractual right to refer the APWU

grievance to Step 4 of the grievance procedure. To preserve any right it
might have in the matter, the National Association of Letter Carriers
intervened and enjoyed full participation at the arbitration hearing at the
national level.

4

V.

POSITION OF THE PARTIES
A.

American Postal Workers Union
It is the contention ofthe American Postal Workers Union that

an intervening union in an APWU area-level arbitration proceeding has no
authority to withdraw a grievance from arbitration and refer it to Step 4 of

the APWU grievance procedure. The APWU believes that an intervening
union may fully participate in the arbitration process but that only the
APWU or the Employer actually may refer an APWU grievance to Step 4 of
the grievance procedure. According to the APWU, ( 1) the plain meaning of
the parties' agreement, (2) the context in which the terms in the contract

have been used, (3) the bargaining history between the APWU and the
Employer, and (4) considerations of efficiency compel adoption of its
position in this dispute. The American Postal Workers Union asserts that,

while an intervening union enjoys a right to participate actively in an
arbitration proceeding in which it intervenes, this right is distinct and
separate from the authority, as Intervenor, to guide a grievance through the
contractual process set forth in the collective bargaining agreement between
the Employer and the American Postal Workers Union. The APWU
believes that, while an intervening union possesses participatory rights, it

5

does not possess internal appellate rights secured as a part of the bargain

between the Employer and the American Postal Workers Union.
The American Postal Workers Union also argues that the
Employer and the APWU agree on two pivotal aspect's of the dispute,
namely, (1) that the intervening union does not have a right to withdraw or

to settle an APWU grievance; and (2) that, after another union has
intervened, the APWU retains the authority to withdraw the grievance or to
settle it, without consultation with the intervening union.

B.

The Employer
The Employer contends that a union which chooses. to

intervene in an area-level arbitration proceeding may withdraw the
grievance from area-level arbitration and send it forward to Step 4 of the
APWU grievance procedure. It is the belief of the Employer that
contractual language in the collective bargaining agreement between the
Employer and the APWU does not prohibit such a course of action. 1n fact,
the Employer contends the verbiage of the parties' agreement strongly
implies that an intervening union is to be accorded the same rights in the
arbitration proceeding that are enjoyed by the grieving union. Moreover,

6

the Employer maintains that both the past practice of the parties as well as
federal arbitration policy favor resolving this issue by recognizing that an
intervening union possesses the right to withdraw a grievance from arealevel arbitration and to submit it to Step 4 of the APWU grievance process.

C.

National Association of Letter Carriers
The position of the National Association of Letter Carriers is

substantially similar to that of the United States Postal Service.

7

VI.

ANALYSIS
A.

Arbitral Jurisprudence
Parties who negotjate coJlective bargainjng agreements are

presumed to know that, if it becomes necessary for an arbitrator to interpret
the labor contract, he or she will rely on arbitral jurisprudence as an
important source of interpretive principles. To the extent that parties leave
gaps in their agreement, arbitrators will use rules that have evolved in
arbitral jurisprudence to fill gaps in incomplete contracts, unless the parties
have made clear their intent to bargain around such default rules. The
collective bargaining agreement of the parties remains as an arbitrator's
lodestone, but contractual incompleteness is remedied by applying arbitral

jurisprudence to fill contractual gaps in a marmer consistent with the intent
of the parties.

It is part of the genius of arbitral jurisprudence that it includes a
b9dY of principles consistent with Anglo· American legal standards of
contract interpretation. Parties are presumed to understand that an
arbitrator will draw on this source of guidance in fulfilling arbitral duties.
Moreover) the parties have designed their arbitral process as a precedential
system, and national arbitration decisions provide a conclusive
interpretation of the parties· agreement. The parties have enjoyed a long
8

relationship of collective bargaining, and it is their custom to incorporate
prior decisions into their agreement, unless and until they bargain around
such decisions.
One well-established standard of contract interpretation states

that:
When interpreting agreements, arbitrators use the ordinary and
popular meaning of words, unless there is an indication that the
parties intended a special meaning. (See St. Antoine, The
Common Law ofthe Workplace, 69 (1998).)
This arbitral standard is merely a restatement of a common law rule used in
aid of interpretation. It states that, "where language has a generally
prevailing meaning, it is interpreted in accordance with that meaning." (See

Restatement (Second) of Contracts,_ §202(3)(a), 86 (1981).) Whether the
source is arbitral jurisprudence or a court oflaw, interpretive principles are
applied to the context of a fuH document. As Restatement (Second) makes

clear, "English words are read as having the meaning given them by general

usage, '1 but the context of a contractual provision provides the backdrop
against which any disputed verbiage must be understood. (See p. 89
(1981).) As a part ofread[ng a contract in context, an arbitrator assumes,
absent contrary evidence, that parties used contractual language in a sense
which would generally be understood throughout the country~ and without

9

turning it into a fortress, a dictionary may provide a good source of general
usage of language.

B.

Meaning of the Contract

Any resolution of the dispute between the parties must be
rooted in the agreement reached by them at the bargaining table and
codified in their collective bargaining agreement. A starting point in the
analysis is Article 15.5.A.9 of the agreement which states:
In any arbitration proceeding in which a Union feels that its
interest may be affected, it shall be entitled to intervene and
participate in such arbitration proceeding, but it shall be
required to share the cost of such arbitration equally with any
or all other Union parties to such proceeding. (See Joint
Exhibit No. 1, p. I 03.)

There is no ambiguity about the fact that the American Postal Workers
Union and the Employer agreed to allow unions that possess an interest in
the outcome of an arbitration proceeding between the APWU and the
Employer to participate in the arbitra1 process.

It is equally clear from the

context of the parties~ agreement that they have not defined precisely how
an intervening union may protect its "affected interests." Rights to which
an intervening union is entitled are not explicitly enumerated [n the
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agreement between the Employer and the American Postal Workers Union.
As a consequence, arbitrators from time to time have been asked to
detennine the scope of rights enjoyed by an intervening union. For
example, an arbitrator found that the APWU, as the intervenor, had a right

to present exhibits in a dispute between the Employer and the Mail Handlers
Union, notwithstanding the fact that the APWU did not present the exhibits
at Step 2 of the grievance procedure. (See Employer's Exhibit No. 6, Case

No. W7M-5F-C 7637 ( 1989); see also, Case No.
H4N~4J-C

18504 (1989).)
Even though the collective bargaining agreement between the

American Postal Workers Union and the Employer did not explicitly define
specific rights of an intervening union, the parties would have the arbitrator
infer certain rights from the text of the collective bargaining agreement. For
example, the National Association of Letter Carriers argued that, as an

intervening union, it must be characterized as a "party" to the arbitration
pro_ceeding. As such a "party," the NALC contended that it enjoys rights
equal to every other party to the proceeding. rt is the belief of the NALC
that Article 15.5.A.9 of the APWU agreement impliedly classes an
intervening union as a "party'' to the arbitration proceeding. This
conclusion aliegedly is supported by the contractual requirement that an
11

intervening union must share the cost of the arbitration process with all
"other" parties. The contractual reference to "other Union parties"
necessarily requires that an intervening union be a party to the proceeding,
in the opinion of the NALC. Otherwise, use of the word "other" in the
contractual provision would be superfluous. As Restatement (Second) of

Contracts makes clear, "where an integrated agreement has been negotiated
with care and in detail and has been expertly drafted for the particular
transaction, an interpretation is very strongly negated if it would render
some provisions superfluous." (See 93 (1981 ).)

Consistent with the argument of the NALC, prior arbitration
decisions have treated an intervening union as a "party" to the proceeding.

(See Case No. W7M-5F-C 7637 (1989).) As the 1989 arbitration decision
concluded, "once a party to the process, there is no basis for treating one

party differently from another." (See Case No. W7M-5F-C 7637, p. 51
(1989).) This arbitral conclusion, of course, must be understood as meaning

that an intervening union can only possess rights in the arbitration
proceeding that do not conflict with rights of the original grievants. For
example, an intervening union would not have a right to withdraw a
grievance from arbitration or to settle a dispute against the wishes of the
original parties. In other words, logic inherent in the parties' agreement

12

teaches that some rights held by the original parties to the dispute are not
available to the intervening union.

Article 15.B.5 of the parties' agreement states that, "if either

party concludes that a case referred to Area .Arbitration involves an
interpretive issue ... , that party may withdraw the case from arbitration and
refer the case to Step 4 of the grievance procedure.n (See Joint Exhibit No.
1, p. I 04, emphasis added.) The word "either" is subject to much dispute.

In the view of the APWU, the word ' either" is one of qualification and
1

means that not every party may refer a case to Step 4. According to the.

APWU, the dictionary definition of the word "either" implies that only one
of two pa1iies is entitled to this right of referral. The position vigorously
espoused by the APWU is that the parties with such a right obviously are
the original two parties, namely, the APWU and the Employer.

u: however,

three parties are present in an intervention, it is not a foregone conclusion
t~at

the term "either party'' refers to only two of the three parties. The text

of the collective bargaining agreement itself gives no direct instruction with

respect to whether or not an intervening union has a right to refer a matter to

Step 4.
The National Association of Letter Carriers supported its
theory of the case by returning its own volleys over the net: Opposed to the

APWU's view, the NALC responded that the reference in the agreement to
the word "either" was intended to describe the "typical" arbitration
proceeding between two parties. Because an intervening union, however, is
also a "party" to the proceeding, the NALC argued that the word "either''
must be construed broadly to include a third party in the "atypical''
circumstance when an intervening union is present. According to the
NALC, the presence of three parties in a proceeding compels a broad
·construction of the word "either" in Article 15.B.5 of the APWU
_agreement. It is the belief of the NALC that, notwithstanding the dictionary
definition of the word, its construction is not inconsistent with the common
meaning attached to the word.
The ease of the parties' ability to play dueling decisions, in an
effort to show that established arbitral principles favor their respective
cases, only served to illustrate that the term "either party" is ambiguous and
not dispositive of the issue presented to the arbitrator. The American Postal
Workers Union argued that the phrase, in and of itself~ determined the result
in the case. But the tenn, even assuming its clarity in the abstract, certainly

is not clear when considered within the factual context in which it is used.
In the typical arbitration setting, only two parties are present, namely, the
original grieving union and the Employer. But the parties have designed
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their arbitration process to include the atypical case in which three parties
might be present. The APWU argued that use of the word "either" meant
the parties intended to afford only the original two parties the right at issue
in this case, but the argument failed to address the impact of such a
contractual construction on an intervenor,s rights. While the APWU' s
construction of the term is feasible, it is not logically required. The tenn
"either" could just as logically be understood to mean any one of the three
parties.
Nor does the argument that the status of an intervening union is
that of"an equally contributing party,, dictate the result in this case.
Although an intervening union's status as a third party to the arbitration
proceeding calls into question the APWU's theory of the case, the status of

the intervening union as a party that contributes equally to the cost of the
arbitration process fails to define other specific rights of an intervening

union under the collective bargaining agreement. In other words, this is one
of those cases where the contractual force of gravity has pulled the-parties
into a black hole where few words have been us~d but the gap in the parties~
agreement is resplendent with meaning. None of the parties' understanding
of intervenor rights is necessarily unreasonable, but neither is any single
theory of the case dispositive.
15

The American Postal Workers Union added velocity to its
argument that only the original two parties enjoy a right to submit a dispute
to Step 4 by asserting that the NALC and the Employer would spread
confusion with their contractual interpretation. As the APWU saw it, the
NALC and the Employer confused an intervening union's right to
participate in the arbitration proceeding with the right of the original parties

to guide the grievance through the grievance procedure. The APWU
complained that the NALC must not expect to control an APWU grievance.
Thus, the APWU argued that an intervening union enjoys a right to
participate in the arbitration proceeding and, accordingly, possesses all
rights necessary to guarantee such participation. But the status of an

intervenor does not extend to unrelated rights incident to the grievance
procedure, according to the APWU. For example, the right to refer a matter
to Step 4 is incident only to the grievance procedure and is not a right that
emanates from participating in arbitration, according to the APWU. Hence,
such a right is not available to an intervenor, as the APWU sees it.

The APWU premised its construction of the agreement on the
design of the grievance procedure set forth in the labor contract. For
example, only the APWU may file a grievance under the collective
bargaining agreement. Only the APWU and the Employer may settle or
16

withdraw a grievance. Only the APWU and the Employer at Step 3 may
determine whether an interpretive issue exists, whether a settlement should
conclude the dispute, or whether to advance the matter to arbitration, either
at the regional or national level. (See Joint Exhibit No. 1, art. 15, Step 3(c),
(d), and (e).) The parties agree that an intervening union is not entitled to
these rights because such intervenor rights would deny the original grievant
and the Employer the right to participate under their own collective
bargaining agreement.
Accordingly, the APWU argued for the existence of a
distinction between a procedural right to guide a grievance through the
grievance procedure (a right given only to original parties) and the right
substantively to participate in an arbitration proceeding (a right given to
both the original parties and the intervening union). The APWU maintained
that, since the ·right to refer a matter to Step 4 is not incident to the
arbitration proceeding, an intervening union must be denied such a right.
Even assuming the division for whiCh the APWU argued exists,
a bright line between rights incident to the grievance procedure and rights
incident only to participation in the arbitration process is not nearly as
bright as the APWU suggested. The right to transmute a regional arbitration
hearing into a national grievance by referring a dispute to Step 4 affects

17

both the substantive nature of the arbitration proceeding itself as well as the
procedural posture of the dispute. If a matter is sent to national arbitration,
an intervening union will be bound by a ruling that affects its interests and
is national in scope. The ability to refer a matter to Step 4 and, then, to
national arbitration is tantamount to the ability to affect a party's interest.
The right to do so is not less intrinsic to the arbitration process than the right
to present evidence in a case to advance one's cause, and such a right to
present evidence is an essential part of participating in the arbitration

proceeding.
Relying on Article 15.2, Step 3(e), the American Postal
Workers Union also argued that the phrase "either partf' supports its
construction of the labor contract. The provision states:

If either Rarty' s representative maintains that the grievance
involves an interpretive issue under the National Agreement
... , the Union representative shall be entitled to appeal an
adverse decision to Step 4 .... (See Joint Exhibit No. l, p. 96,
emphasis added.)
According to the analysis of the APWU, the phrase "either party" is
consistently used in a manner that restricts its application to the original
parties. As the APvVO sees it, since the term 11 either party" is restricted to
only the original parties, the use of the same term in Article 15.5.B.5 is
necessarily qualified by that same meaning.
18

The use of the term "either party" in one setting, however, does
not necessarily dictate that all circumstances surrounding the use of the term
were intended to qualify the meaning of the term when used in another,
entirely different setting. The fact that the parties applied the term "either
party,, to situations where the number of parties to which the term referred
varied from two to three or more suggests that the parties did not intend to
saddle the term with one rigid meaning. It is equally plausible that the
parties intended a broader meaning of the word "either."

[t

could include a

meaning that encompassed three or more parties. Moreover, results
achieved when using this analysis change with the order of its application.
It is at least plausible that the term "either party,, is defined by its use in
Article 15.5.B.5 (where it is used in a three party setting) so that it might
logically follow that, if an intervenor found itself in Step 2, it might have a
right to refer the matter to Step 3. The point of this abstract litany is that,
while the contract is clear about the fact that an intervening union may
participate in the arbitration proceeding, nothing in the labor contract
dictates with clarity and specificity what rights are given the intervening
union. Nothing in the text of the agreement or the structure of the grievance

procedure itself provides an absolute source of guidance for the arbitrator.
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Hence, it is necessary to tum to other sources of guidance in the relationship
between the parties, such as bargaining history and past practice.

C.

The Matter of Past Practice
The U.S. Supreme Court has been clear about the importance of

past practice as a source of guidance in understanding the contractual intent
of the parties to a labor contract. As the Court stated:

The labor arbitrator's source of law is not confined to the
express provisions of the contract, as the industrial common
law--the practices of the industry and the shop--is equally a part
of the collective bargaining agreement although not expressed
in it. (See United Steelworkers ofAmerica v. Warrior & Gulf
Navigation Co., 363 U.S. 574, 576 (1960).)
As the Court recognized, past practice in a collective bargaining
relationship is important because "there are too many people, too many
problems, too many unforeseeable contingencies to make the words of the
contract the exclusive source of rights and duties." (P. 575.) As another
court noted, past practice and bargaining history are useful in determining
contractual intentt observing that ~'it is necessary to consider the scope of
other related bargaining agreements, as well as the practice, usage 1 and
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custom pertaining to all such agreements.,, (See U. S. Postal Service v.
National Rural Letter Carriers, 959 F.2d 283, 288 (D.C. Cir. 1992).)

Past practice has been the subject of scholarly examination for
decades, and it would be inaccurate to comment on the topic without
making reference to that doyen of arbitral insight, Richard Mittenthal. He
set forth ground~breaking observations on past practice almost four decades
ago, and the principles he posited have stood the test of time and been
universally adopted by labor arbitrators. (See Mittenthal, Proceedings of
the Fourteenth Annual Meeting ofthe National Academy ofArbitrators 30
(1961).)

Mittenthal taught that conduct or activity "qualifies as a past
practice if it is shown to be the understood and accepted way of doing

things over an extended period of time." (P. 32.) He suggested that it was
appropriate to test a past practice by its (l) clarity and consistency; (2)
longevity and repetition; (3) acceptability; and (4) mutuality. When past
practice is used to give meaning to an ambiguous· contractual provision, its
use is chiefly evidentiary. The burden of going forward with such evidence,
of course, is on the party asserting the existence of a past practice. (See
St. Antoine, The Common Law of the Workplace, 81 (1998).)
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The National Association of Letter Carriers invoked past

practice as a source of guidance to clarify ambiguity in Article J 5 of the
agreement between the APWU and the Employer. With past practice as the
backdrop, the NALC relied on three arbitration cases to assert that an
intervening union enjoys a right to refer a dispute to Step 4 of the grievance
procedure. In the first case, the APWU intervened in a 1987 regional
arbitration proceeding and asserted a right to withdraw the case from
arbitration and to refer it to Step 4 of the grievance procedure. (See NALC
Exhibit No. I.) Both the Employer and the APWU supported such a right of
refe1Tal. The NALC declined to take a position as to whether or not the
referraJ was permissible under the NALC agreement but did not expressly
oppose the referral. (See NALC's Post-hearing Brief, p. 4, fn. 1.)
The second case on which the NALC relied was a national
arbitration decision. (See NALC's Exhibit No. 3, Case No. H7N-4Q-C
10845 (1991 ).) In this l 991 dispute, the NALC filed a grievance which
proceeded to arbitration; and at this point the APWU intervened. The
Employer, then, altered its position so that it was consistent with the NALC,

the original grievant. Despite the fact that the original parties to the dispute
now agreed, they did not withdraw the dispute but proceeded to process the
matter because the APWU was not in agreement with the joint position of
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the NALC and the Employer. The NALC concluded that "this disposition
reflects the parties' mutual understancling that APWU once it intervened,
was equally entitled to have this interpretive matter resolved on the merits."

(See NALC's Post-hearing Brief, p. 5.)
Finally, the NALC relied on a settlement agreement in 1994
between the NALC and the Employer. (See APWU's Exhibit No. L.) The
1994 settlement agreement between the NALC and the Employer reached
the following determination:
During our discussion, we mutually agreed that upon·
intervention at a hearing, the intervening union becomes a full
QID1Y to the hearing. As a party, the intervening union has the
right to refer a grievance to Step 4. (See APWU's Exhibit No.
L, emphasis added.)
The NALC argued that this settlement agreement revealed what the parties
have understood their past practice to be, namely, H( 1) that an intervening
union is a full party to the arbitration proceeding; and (2) that full party
status necessarily encompasses the right to refer a grievance to Step 4."
(See NALIC's Post-hearing Brief, p. 5.)

Arbitrator Mittenthal taught that a past practice must be tested
against a pattern of clarity and consistency. When this test is applied to the
facts of the case before the arbitrator, the first Mittenthal principle is not
satisfied. The 1991 decision is not determinative because the intervening
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union did not attempt to refer the dispute to Step 4. Consequently, it is not a

useful source of guidance in establishing an intervening union s right of
1

referral. The remaining two decisions, however, are useful in unraveling the

issue presented to the arbitrator. In both siruations, an intervening union
referred a dispute to Step 4. Although the disputed right is defined with
clarity, it has not been applied with consistency. The 1987 case relied on by
the NALC was referred to Step 4 by the Employer over NALC reservations
with respect to the scope of intervention rights. The attempt in 1987 to keep
the arbitration referral "as procedurally clean as possible" by having the
Employer refer the matter to Step 4 (instead of the intervening union
accompanied with the NALC's qualified approval) stands in contrast to the
wholesale adoption of the policy referred to in the 1991 settlement
agreement. (See NALC's Exhibit No. 1 and APWU's Exhibit No. L.).
Moreover, in a case on which the NALC did not rely in this proceeding, the
past practice was rejected by both the APWU as well as a regional
arbitrator. (See APWU,s Exhibit No. Q.) Additionally, no national-level
case cited by the NALC presented a wholesale adoption of the principle. At
best, the cases cited represented an ambiguous application of the right,
ranging from a qualified approval (where an original party referred a dispute
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to Step 4) to adoption of an uncontested right, while also including an
example of a rejection of the right altogether.

Mirtenthal also taught that an alleged past practice should be
tested by its longevity and repetition. No bright Iine separates conduct or
activity that has longevity and is consistent from conduct that is not. Often
whether the conduct of parties satisfies this particular criterion is a
reflection of the equitable discretion of an arbitrator. As Mittenthal taught:
A period of time has to elapse during which a consistent pattern
of behavior emerges. Hence, one or two isolated instances of a
certain conduct do not establish a practice. Just how frequently
and over how long a period something must be done before it
can be characterized as a practice is a matter of good judgment
for which no formula can be devised. (P. 32, emphasis added.)
It is the conclusion of this arbitrator that two instances over a seven year
period are not sufficient to satisfy this test of a past practice.
The fina1 lens through which an alleged past practice should be
viewed is that the activity or conduct must be acceptable to both parties to

the agreement 8:nd mutually consented to by them. Evidence submitted to
the arbitrator made clear that any alleged practice in this case> although
accepted at various points in time by each party, has not been consistently
accepted by them. Although the Employer always has supported the right of

an intervening union to refer a dispute to Step 4 of the grievance procedure,
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both the APWU and the NALC have been wavering in their support and
have espoused the right only if it served their interests. Thus, in 1987 the
AP\VU supported the right of referral, while the NALC allowed it to occur

but reserved the right to reject it in future proceedings". At other times, the

APVVU has objected to the NALC's motion, as an intervening union, to refer
a matter to Step 4. An arbitrator sustained the objection and denied the
intervening union any right of referral, although the case was subsequently
referred to Step 4 of the grievance procedure pursuant to the Employer's
motion of referral.
Such an inconsistent pattern of conduct hardly satisfies the
definition of a past practice as activity that is "shown to be the understood
and accepted way of doing things over an extended period of time." On the
contrary, each party has attempted to make the best use of such an alleged
right of referral to serve immediate organizational interests. The
consequence of such an approach has produced an inconsistent application
of the alleged right.

[t

would be inappropriate to allow the doctrine of past

practice to be used like a dowser's hazel twig "to witch'' an area of land for
water with all of its uncertainty and "hit or miss" characteristics.. The
concept of past practice, when evidence supports its use,,is a reasonably
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predictable tool of contract interpretation and should be used in a way that

helps stabilize the meaning of the parties' collective bargaining agreement.

D.

The Matter of Bargaining History
An invaluable source for understanding the meaning of a 1abor

contract is the bargaining history of the parties. Evidence of bargaining
history in this case is rooted in testimony by

Mr. William Burrus, Executive

Vice-president of the American Postal Workers Union. Years ago, he
served as president of the Cleveland, Ohio Local as well as a member of the
bargaining advisory committee. He acted as a liaison between his
geographical area and national negotiators for the national contract.
Although often briefed about the substance of national negotiations, he
participated in no joint meetings in the early years of his career. (See Tr.

61.)

With regard to the right of an intervening union to refer a
matter to Step 4 of the grievance procedure, Mr. Burrus testified that:
The information I was provided by the negotiators in 1978 [was
that the] right to refer was limited between the Postal Service
and the grieving union .... (See Tr. 63.)
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He understood that only the original two parties to the dispute had a right of
referral.
Coming forward in time to 1994, Mr. Burrus had been
promoted to the position of Executive Vice-president of the American
Postal Workers Union. He served in contract negotiations as the APWU's
chief spokesperson on noneconomic contractual issues. At this point in
time, the NALC and the APWU were in transition from a period of joint
bargaining to bargaining separately with the Employer. According to Mr.

Burrus, it was necessary after the NALC's departure to "sanitize"
contractual language by removing all references to the NALC from the
AP\VU collective bargaining agreement. This insured thatthe agreement
would reflect promises between only the Employer and the APWU.
Mr. Burrus testified that the parties did not modify language in
Article 15.5.B.5 (the referral provision) because the understanding of the
parties made it unnecessary to do so. He testified as follows:
The language in question was not changed because it was
understood by the parties in the 1994 negotiations as accurately
reflecting the existing parties to the 1994 agreement. It was
our understanding even before the breakup of the joint
bargaining committee, NALC and AP\VU, that the language in
Subsection 5 applied to the grieving union and the U.S. Postal
Service. (See Tr. 66-67 .)
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Mr. Burrus contended that the meaning attributed to the language in 1978
was retained by the parties in subsequent agreements. Hence, it was
unnecessary to make any change in that particular contractual provision
after the two unions discontinued joint bargaining.
In 1998, the Employer and the AP'WU made changes to Article
15 of the collective bargaining agreement. The language at issue in this
proceeding, however, was not changed. Prompted by concerns of
efficiency, the parties removed from regional representatives any power to
refer a case to national arbitration. They vested such power in
representatives at the national level. Although the issue of referral by an
intervening union was a subject of discussions in negotiations between the.
Employer and the APWU, the parties in their wisdom elected not to share
such evidence with the arbitrator. (See Tr. 75.)
The theory espoused by the APWU was that the meaning of
language adopted by the parties in 1978 was intended to apply only to the
grieving union and the Employer. According to the APWU, such language
and its meaning never changed in subsequent agreements. As a result~ the
APWU argued that this meaning infused the disputed language before the
arbi .rator in this proceeding.
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The evidenc~ however, failed to be persuasive in several ways.

First, Mr. Burrus, whose verisimilitude is unchallenged, was never present
during the joint discussions in 1978. He based his understanding on the
perceptions shared with him by APWU negotiators, and there was no
suggestion thattheir understanding reflected the mutual intent of the parties.
Moreover, the evidence was clear that discussions Mr. Burrus held with
APWU negotiators did not directly concern referral in the context of a union
which already had intervened in an arbitration proceeding. (See Tr. 71-72.)
The limited nature of discussions he held with negotiators about the subject
in dispute before the arbitrator failed to be persuasive with respect to their
intent to restrict application of Article 15.5.B.5 to only the original grievant
and the Employer.
Second, the meaning attributed to Article 15.5.B.5 by Mr.
Burrus has not been handled in a manner by the parties that is consistent
with a mutual agreement to restrict the right of referral to only the original
parties to a grievance. Initial conduct by the parties under the collective
bargaining agreement demonstrated that its meaning was unclear with
respect to the right of an intervening union to refer a matter to Step 4. In

198 7 (when the issue first arose), neither the NALC, the APWU, nor the
Employer had a ready answer with respect to whether the collective
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bargaining agreement aJJowed an intervening union to refer a matter to Step
4 of the grievance procedure. (See NALC 1 s Exhibit No. 1.) In the class
action grievance of 1987, the APWU, as an intervening union, attempted to
refer a case to Step 4 of the grievance procedure. A NALC memorandum
described the response to the situation as follows:
The file will reflect that the APWU intervened at regional level
arbitration in this case and requested that the case be submitted
to Step 4.
Subsequently, because it is unclear whether the contract allows
an intervening union to submit a case to SteR 4 and in order to
keep this matter as procedurally clean as possible, the Postal
Service decided to submit the case to Step 4 as indicated by the
enclosed. (See NALC's Exhibit No. 1, p.5, emphasis added.)
Even though the APWU asserted a right of referral as an intervening union,
all three parties apparently recognized that the collective bargaining
agreement was unclear with respect to the scope of an intervenor's rights.
Whatever meaning may have been given to Article 15 .5 .B .5 in

1978, it is no longer conclusive in 1999. The most recent set of negotiations
between the parties addressed the meaning of this disputed provision as well

as whether an interven[ng union may refer a matter to Step 4. The parties
determined, however, that such discussions should be characterized as "offthe-record'' and should not be shared with the arbitrator. It seems
reasonable to conclude that, during those discussions, the parties asserted
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contrary positions. Since 1994, the Employer has strongly supported the
right of referral by an intervening union. (See APWU's Exhibit No. L.)
Since at least 1997, the APWU has refused to acknowledge an intervening
union's right of referral. (See APWU's Exhibit No. K.) Despite the
disagreement, off-the-record discussions failed to produce any alteration in
Article 15.5.B.5 of the parties' agreement. Despite years a·f conflicting
decisions, the parties failed to resolve the issue by clarifying the language in
their collective bargaining agreement. (Compare Case No. 91N-412 {1992)
with Case No. G90C-4G-C 92040749 (1994).) It is reasonable to conclude
from the totality of the record submitted to the arbitrator that the bargaining
history of the parties failed to provide a definitive source of guidance with
respect to the meaning of the disputed language before the arbitrator.· The
parties have left it to the arbitrator to fill the gap in their agreement by
following other well-established rules of contract interpretation.
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E.

Design of the Parties' Dispute Resolution System
The APWU argued that it would violate the parties• collective

.bargaining agreement and clearly exceed .an arbitrator's authority to
interpret the labor contract as giving an intervening union broader rights
than those provided under the agreement itself. (See AP\VU's Post-hearing
Brief, p. 23.) The argument is wide of the mark, however, because the
parties' collective bargaining agreement has left a gap to be filled with
respect to rights of an intervening union. Arbitral jurispmdence calls on
rules of contract construction to capture any ambiguous or silent meaning
inherent in language selected by the parties to express their bargain. Such
gap~filling

procedures are a fundamental aspect of contract interpretation

and long have been recognized not only by arbitrators but by courts oflaw
as well. While it is not the role of an arbitrator to make contracts for parties,
decision-makers for almost two hundred years have accepted the role of
defining the scope of language in a contract. (See, e.g., Gardiner v. Gray,
171 Eng. Rep. 46 (K.B. 18 l 5).) It is an arbitrator's duty to defer to the
agreement of the parties, but applying established methods of fi IIing
contract gaps constitutes a legitimate aspect of determining their contractual
intention. The eminent Justice Learned Hand once observed that, "as courts
become increasingly sure of themselves, interpretation more and more
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involves an imaginative projection of the expressed purpose upon situations

arising later, for which the parties did not provide and which they did not
have in mind." (See L. M Jackson & Co. v. Royal Norwegian Government,
177 F.2d 694, 702 (2nd Cir. 1949), cert. denied, 339 U.S. 914 (1950).)
Arbitrators within the parties' own arbitration system, likewise,
have been compelled to engage in the gap-filling process. As Arbitrator
Mittenthal recently stated, an arbitrator must "listen to what is left unsaid."
(See 54 Dispute Resolution Journal 40, 41 (1999).) Over a decade ago, a
national level arbitrator observed that "arbitrators are frequently required to .
address matters raised by the parties without having the benefit of an
express contract provision upon which to base their judgment." (See Case
No. H4N-4J-C I 8504, (1989), p. 9.).) It is not unusual for an arbitrator to
use principles of contract interpretation as a source of guidance in filling
gaps in a contract as long as the meaning is drawn from the parties'
collective bargaining agreement. As the U.S. Supreme Court made cleart an
arbitrator may "look for guidance from many sources, yet his award is

legitimate only so long as it draws its essence from the collective bargaining
agreement." (See United Steelworkers ofAmerica v. Enterprise Wheel & .
Car Corp., 363 U.S. 593, 595 ( 1960).)
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Another useful building block of contract interpretation is the
doctrine of reasonable expectations. The doctrine of reasonable
expectations often is a helpful tool when an ambiguous provision in a
contract must be interpreted. A contractual provision is ambiguous if it
admits of more than one plausible interpretation and if the plausible
interpretations have contrary effects on rights of the parties. Using the
doctrine of reasonable expectations to determine common expectations and
to clarify contractual ambiguity is bedrock arbitration law. It is using the

language of the parties' contract itself to infer that the parties shared a
common expectation. It is assuming that woven into their common
expectation is a standard of fairness. The U. S. Supreme Court has said that
an arbitration award must draw its essence from the parties' collective
bargaining agreement. In searching for the "essence of the agreement,n an

arbitrator seeks the essence of a fair agreement. As the parties weJI
understand, every contract includes an implied covenant of good faith and

fair dealing. (See Restatement (Second) of Contracts §205, 99 (198 l ).)
The totality of the parties 1 agreement makes it reasonable to
conclude that an efficient, speedy dispute resolution system constituted a
shared expectation of the parties. The parties are presumed to have
understood the impact of principles governing the right of intervention on
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the efficiency of their dispute resolution system. They implicitly understood
that intervention is a device that balances competing interests of the parties.
On one side of the balance is the interest of an existing party in controlling

the course of an arbitration proceeding it initiated. On the other side of the
balance is the interest of a union in entering an arbitration if the outcome
will have an effect on its bargaining unit members. In addition, the union
seeking to intervene might possess some expertise or additional information
that could help an arbitrator make the best decision. Finally 1 the parties
implicitly understood that an arbitrator has an interest in resolving
controversies efficiently and that such efficiency is advanced

by deciding

related disputes in a single proceeding. While arbitrators generally defer to

the right of original parties to control the arbitration proceeding, an
appropriate balance occasionally must be struck between conflicting goals.
As one scholar observed, "the basic problem of intervention practice is the

adjustment between the need [for protection of third parties] and the
traditional view that an (arbitration proceeding] is a private controversy in

which outsiders have no place." (See Berger, 50 Yale L.J. 65 (l 940).)
Courts have struggled with finding the same balance.
"the decision whether intervention of right

As one court stated,

is warranted thus involves an

accommodation between two potentially conflicting goals: to achieve
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judicial economies of scale by resolving related issues in a single lawsuit
and to prevent the single lawsuit from becoming fruitlessly complex or
unending." (See Smuck v. Hobson, 408 F.2d 175, 179 (D.C. Cir. 1969); see

also Tobias, "Standing to Intervene," 1991 Wis. L. Rev. 415 (1991).)
In designing their system of dispute resolution, the parties

chose arbitration as their enforcement mechanism. As a quick and efficient
means of dispute resolution, private arbitration proceedings are a logical
alternative to traditional litigation. Both the APWU and the Employer (as
well as the NALC in a nearly identical design) have recognized the
importance of an efficient dispute resolution system by recognizing the
possibility of arbitrating any "dispute, difference, disagreement, or
complaint between the parties related to wages, hours, and conditions of
employment.'' (See Joint Exhibit No. 1, p. 91.) Concerns of efficiency,
speed, and expense permeate the parties' collective bargaining agreement,
and the parties made clear their commitment to an infonnal, speedy
disposition of grievances. (See Joint Exhibit No. l, p. 91-108.) Indeed,
society generally has recogntzed benefits of arbitration by narrowly
restricting judicial review of arbitration decisions. Some courts have gone

so far as to ordering parties to pay their opponent's legal fees if they
disingenuously asse1t that an arbitration award failed to draw its essence
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from the contract. (See Teamsters local No. 579 v. B.&MTransit, Inc., 882
F.2d 274 (th Cir. 1989); andDreis and Krump Mfg. Co. v. Int'! Association

oflvfachinists, 802 F.2d 247 (ih Cir. 1986).) Even in public policy matters,
the U. S. Supreme Court has been clear about the enforceability of an
arbitration award unless it violates "some explicit public policy that is wel1defined and dominant and is to be ascertainable by reference to the laws and
legal precedents and not from general considerations of supposed public

interests." (See United Paperworkers Int'! Union v. Misco, Inc., 484 U.S.
29, 33 ( 1987).)
Strong evidence of the parties' intent to capture these benefits
of a relatively informal and speedy dispute resolution system is found in
Article 15.5.A.9 itself. The Hright of intervention" set forth in Article
15.5.A.9 recognizes competing interests that arise when an employer deals
with a number of collective bargaining representatives. Disputes, for
example, between the American Postal Workers Union and the Employer
with regard to allocation of work, elimination of existing jobs, cross·craft
transfers, and interpretations of the collective bargaining agreement often
implicate interests
possibl~

of the National Association of Letter Carriers and

other unions. Under Article 15.5.A.9, a union whose "interests

may be affected "can protect those interests by intervening in the arbitration
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proceeding, instead of filing its own grievance under its labor contract with
the Employer. This aspect of the dispute resolution system advances goals
of efficiency and economy by consolidating what inevitably would have
been two or more proceedings into a single undertaking. By designing their
dispute resolution system in this way, the parties also reduce the risk of
conflicting arbitration awards. Should conflicting awards be issued, it no
doubt would prompt protracted litigation between the parties.

Advancing efficiency and economy by consolidating arbitration
proceedings is a value mirrored in American case law. Even though the
concept of intervention is a relatively recent development in the law and is
vested in the civil law of Louisiana, strong policy reasons for its adoption
have led to its rapid growth. For example, the U. S. Court of Appeals for
the Ninth Circuit has recognized that "compelling all three parties to submit
their grievance to the same arbitration is practicable, economical,
convenient, and fair. It not only avoids the duplication of effort, but also
avoids the possibility of conflicting awards." (See U.S. Postal Service v.

American Postal Workers Union, 893 F.2d 1117, 1121 (9 1h Cir. 1990).)
Other courts have concluded that benefits of consolidated hearings
outweigh concerns about the inability of parties to agree on an arbitrator.

(See, e.g., US. Postal Service v. National Rural Letter Carriers, 959 F.2d
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283 (D.C. Cir. 1992).) As a general rule, the U.S. Supreme Court has
elevated the goal of efficiency when addressing the issue of consolidated
arbitration proceedings. (See, generally, Volt Information Sciences, Inc. v.

Leland Stanford University, 489 U. S. 468 (1989).) Recognizing potential
tension between the goal of promoting efficiency and violating a party's

contractual right> it becomes the burden of the party objecting to the
consolidation to demonstrate prejudice to a substantial right. Merely
desiring to have one's dispute heard in a separate proceeding is not a
sufficiently substantial right to prevent consolidation. If, on the other hand,

one contract called for disputes to be resolved in litigation and another
related contract called for disputes to be resolved in arbitration, it arguably
would prejudice a substantial right of a party to construe the agreement
as imposing an arbitral forum.. The parties impliedly intended
their agreement to be construed in a way that struck an appropriate balance

which gives respect to competing interests of the parties. As one scholar
stated, '~through.out the history of the intervention doctrine, the traditional

raison d'etre of intervention of right--minimizing the injury to third parties
caused by judicial processes--has conflicted with court concern about
prejudice to existing parties and impairments of orderly judicial
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processes." (See 89 Yale L.J. 586, 591 (1980).) No prejudice to a
substantial right has been shown in the dispute before this arbitrator.
In this case, substantial hann to the goals of efficiency and economy

would result by denying an intervening union a right to refer a dispute to
Step 4. First, denial of such a right would deter future interventions. A

union that sought to intervene in a dispute in an effort to compel a national
interpretation would be narrowly restricted in its ability if the APWU's .
construction of Article 15.5.A.9 was adopted as the correct one. Instead, the
union that desired to intervene would be required to file its own grievance

under a similar collective bargaining agreement or might initiate a judicial
/

proceeding against the Employer. Absent resolution of the interpretive

issue, repeated arbitration proceedings, with potentially inconsistent results,
likely would be the consequence. Such a conclusion would cause the

parties to waste valuable resources. To avoid such waste some courts have
permitted intervention. (See Matter ofArbitration between Office and

Professional Employees, 1998 WL 226160 (S.D.N.Y., May 5, 1998); See
also EmergyAirfreight Corp., 1998 WL 720180 (E.D.N.Y., October 8,
1998).)
Another important reason supports a conclusion that the parties
intended to permit an intervening union to refer a dispute to Step 4. It is
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reasonable to expect that parties will qualify contractual language which is
not in accord with their expectations, and the absence of unambiguous
qualifying language in this case suggests the Employer and the APWU
recognized that it would clutter the landscape of risk if such qualifying
language were added to the agreement. The risk would be that such

language wou1d have created a climate of greater uncertainty and would
have risked driving various collective bargaining units with whom the
Employer dealt further apart. When the parties made promises to each other
in their collective bargaining agreement, it is reasonable to assume their
expectation was that they were designing a system which would work; and
both parties committed themselves to making the system work economically
and efficiently. To apply the APWU's construction of the agreement in this
case would deprive the parties of some of the essential value of making the
grievance-arbitration system serve its purpose, namely, to make the
relationship with the Employer work more efficiently.
Although rights of clerks and letter carriers are no longer
determinedjointly, both unions retain a common past; and their futures are
inextricably enmeshed. By retaining similar collective bargaining
agreements, the APWU and the NALC remain tightly connected not only by
the common mission of the Employer but also by a plethora of arbitration
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awards that have given their agreements a shared meaning. Creating two
separate galaxies of unrelated, independent arbitration proceedings

involving closely similar issues would pose a threat to each galaxy and
undennine the overall efficiency of the Employer with its work force.
At a minimum, the AP\VU' s proposed design for the dispute
resolution system would undermine an incentive for cooperation between
the APWU and the NALC. Such a design would further tax resources of the

Employer and would impede its ability to resolve conflicts within its overaU
work force. A common tradition has the potential of bringing the parties
closer together and making it easier for the Employer to streamline
workplace processes. Building an impregnable firewall between segments
of the work force inevitably will increase tensions between the parties and
require more resources to protect similar, but separate interests. It advances
the interests of all parties for their galaxies not to diverge irrevocably.
Allowing an intervening union a right to tum an area-level arbitration into a
national-level one advances the goal of cooperation between the parties by
requiring collective bargaining representatives and the Employer to remain
in constant communication with each other and by compelling the
interpr~tation

of similar agreements in one setting.
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Believing that this entire line of argument bums itself out like a
supernova, the APWU argued that greater, not less, efficiency would be
promoted by denying an intervening union the right of referral. According
to the APWU, giving a third party a right to refer a matter to Step 4 would
waste resources by creating proceduraJ uncertainty in the grievance process.
As the APWU saw it, such uncertainty was highlighted by the Monroe
arbitration. (See APWU's Exhibit 0.) In the Monroe case, the NALC
intervened in an area-level arbitration between the APWU and the
Employer. The dispute was sent to Step 4 where, without allowing the
NALC to participate in the Step 4 proceeding, the original parties to the
dispute issued a resolution to the effect that there was no interpretive issue
and referred the matter back to area-level arbitration. On remand, the

arbitrator concluded that:
Either ( 1) this matter has not been properly remanded to
regional level arbitration because the Intervenor NALC was not
a party to the Step 4 resolution; or (2) if the remand is proper,
the Intervenor has the same rights now as before under Article
15 to intervene and again, as before, to refer the matter to Step
4. (See Case No. G90C-4G-C 92040749 (l 994), pp. 4-5.)

The APWU concluded that such a result from the arbitrator demonstrated
the procedural limbo that disputes will undergo as the parties try to define
rights of the intervenor after the matter has been referred to Step 4.
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First, the APWU's concern can be addressed by clarifying the
procedural posture of the case after it has been remanded. Although this
decision does not define those rights, it is reasonable to believe that future
awards would allow the interventor, who had referred the matter to Step 4,
to participate in those negotiations. Participation in the Step 4 proceedings,

as contemplated by the arbitrator in the Monroe decision, would minimize
procedural uncertainty by allowing all parties to participate in determining
how the dispute should proceed. Striking the appropriate balance in that
part of the process must await another day and another arbitrator.
Moreover, even if increased time and resources were expended
as disputes bounce back and forth between Step 4 and area-level arbitration,

the loss would be minor compared to the Joss associated with a decrease in
tripartite grievance arbitration. To a certain extent 1 any loss associated with
procedural uncertainty ought to be mitigated by the parties' own good
judgment and economic incentive to minimize resources spent on allowing a

dispute to bounce around needlessly in a procedural limbo. In short,
economic and efficiency concerns should drive the parties toward a mutual
resolution of any procedural uncertainty, as the ultimate disposition of the
case in Monroe, Louisiana demonstrated. If the parties, however, are

regularly required to initiate two grievances in order to address disputes that
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arise from a single set of circumstances, the waste of resources cannot be
similarly mitigated. Irrevocably trapped in separate proceedings> the parties
would be unable, or at least have less incentive, to resolve the dispute in a
three-party setting. The result would be a proliferation of arbitration
proceedings, potentially conflicting interpretations of similar language in
contracts with the same Employer, and a deleterious impact on the ability of
the Employer to plan and to manage its workforce. A shared expectation of
the parties was that their agreement would advance the Employer's efficient
management of the workforce, and that expectation supports a conclusion
that the parties to the agreement intended an intervening union to enjoy the
right to withdraw a dispute from area-level arbitration and to submit it to
Step 4 of the grievance procedure.
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AWARD

Having carefully considered all evidence submitted by the
parties concerning this matter, the arbitrator concludes that the National
Association of Letter Carriers, when it has intervened in an area~!eveI
arbitration case, has the right to refer the case to Step 4 of the grievance
procedure. It is so ordered and awarded.

Professor of Law

Date:
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Certified Number :

.,., ..
Mr. William H. Quinn
.National President

. National Postat· Mail Ha.ndlon» Union
1101· Connecticut Avenue. NW, Suite 500
WMhin~n, ~ 20038-4304
Re:

A90M·1A.C 94023140
Cltmi Action 94005
Hauppauge, NY 11760-G99S

A90M-4A-C 93050831
R. Ral'n0$ 92494
New York. NY 10199·9511
Dear Mr. Quinn:

on Odober 22. 1998., I met with your rep$&ntattve, Richard Collin:s, to discuss the above·
· refareni;ecl grievanc;es at the fourth step of our contractual grfevanee procedures.
.

.

The iaua In these grlevanees Is whether the union appealed the grtevances to Step 3 in a

timely manner.

·

After reviewing this matti=r, we mutually agreed that no national tntel'])retlvo i.$sue is
~nt&d In thea cases.

The ca$0 fife lndf¢cttff that thOl&& ca:se:s Wefe a.p!)ffled to Step 4 from ·regional arbitration.
Accordingly, In ccmpflanca with th& Memorandum of Undenatandlng, S~p 4 Proceclu~
we agreed that' th$y will be returned directly to l'!Jgional arbitration to be heard before the
5af'l'I& arbitrator who was achec:tufl!ld to hear the ca5es at the time of the referral to Step 4.
Additionally, Jf the hearing had opened, the c:a$C Win be returned to the 5amc stage Of
arbitration. :

:

·

. P!e~:se sign ~nd retum the· enclosed copy of this letter as your actmowledgment of

aQreemei'lt to remand these ¢a~
Time limits ~t Step 4

·

·

·

were extended by mµtuef consent.

Sl~rely,.

....
•.:

Carolyn

• Shirkey

Labor Relations Speciallst

Contract Administtation
(APWU/NPMIHU)
Labor Relations

)

Wilham H. Quinn

Natillnal President
National p05taJ Mail Handlers
Union, AFL..CJO
Date:

11/&19$_

ARBITRATION AWARD
January 18, 1983

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
-and-

AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION

Subject:

Case No. H8C~'C-C 12764

(I/ 8-.::~·.1 R~}

Withdrawal from Regional Arbitration

Statement 0£ the Issue:
Whether the instant
grievance presently belongs in regional arbitration as the APWU asserts or in Step 4 of the
grievance procedure as the Postal Service asserts?

Contract Provisions Involved:
Article XV, Sections 2,
3 and 4 of the July 21, 1978 National Agreement.
Grievance Data:
Grievance Filed:
Step 2 Answer:
Step 3 Answer:
Appeal to Arbitration:

Regional Arb. Hearing:
Attempted Withdrawal:
National Arb. Hearing:
Briefs Submitted:

Date

December 3, 1979
January 14, 1980
February 26, 1980
February 28, 1980
January 18, 1981
February 13, 1981
September 14, 1982
Nov. 29, 1982 and

January 3 , 1983

Statement of the Award:
The instant grievance
belongs in Step 4 of the grievance procedure.

·'\
)

BACKGROUND
This case involves a dispute as to where the instant
grievance belongs in the grievance and arbitration procedure. The APWU says that it belongs in regional arbitration and that the Postal Service did not properly remove it
from regional arbitration to Step 4. The Postal Service disagrees. It urges that it referred the grievance to Step 4
in accordance with the procedure set forth in Article XV,
Section 4B(5) of the National Agreement. It believes there
is no sound basis, at this time, for returning this matter
to regiona1 arbitration.

The grievance was filed on December 3, 1979, on behalf
of two part-time flexible employees in Duluth, Minnesota.
These employees had been scheduled in advance to work a certain day but were then told not to report~... They. did ·not. report.
They claimed, however, that they were entitled to be paid
"for four hours guarantee as if they had worked." The
Postal Service denied the grievance at the various steps of
the grievance procedure. Its Step 3 answer added:
"In our judgment, the grievance does not involve any interpretive issue(s) pertaining to
the National Agreement or any supplement thereto
which may be of general application. Unless the
union believes otherwise, the case may be appealed directly to regional arbitration ••. "
The APWU agreed with this Management view and appealed the
case to regional arbitration.

A hearing was held before Arbitrator Gerald Cohen on
January 19, 1981. The Postal Service representative,
J-. K. Hellquist, apparently was surprised by the argument
made by the APWU. He concluded during the hearing that the
grievance seemed to raise an interpretive issue under the
National Agreement. He told Arbitrator Cohen and the APWU
that he would, after the hearing but prior to the filing of
post-hearing briefs, determine whether he wished to refer
the case to Step 4 in accordance with Article XV, Section
4EJ.5). That provision reads:
"If either party concludes that a case referred to Regional Arbitration involves an interpretative issue under the National Agreement or
some supplement thereto which may be of general
application, that party may withdraw the case
from arbitration and refer the case to Step 4
of the grievance procedure."
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Hellquist wrote to Arbitrator Cohen and the APWU on
February 13; 1981. His letter stated in part:

"After lengthy discussions with the Union in
the person of Mr. Williams, APWU Regional Coordinator) Mr. Williams has indicated to me that it
was the decision at the national level of the
[APWU] •.• that employees who are advised to not
come in to work under similar circumstances constitutes an obligation on the part of the employer for call-in pay. In view of the fact
that the Union insists that this is a national
interpretation of the call-in pay provision~

which is allegedly supported by Arbitrator
Garrett's National Award on this subject, the
employer considers this to be a national issue
that should be handled at Step 4 of the grievance
procedure.
~'The

arbitrator should issue no opinion and

award on this matter until there has been a determination at Step 4 as to whether or not this
is a national interpreti\Te ·issue.: · If it: is de~··
cided that this is a national interpretive issue,
the arbitrator's jurisdiction over this matter
is revoked by virtue of the contract language.
I£ the Postal Service decides at Step 4 that
this is not a national interpretive issue, the
arbitrator-will be advised as to whether or not
the parties wish to have it decided." (Emphasis added)
The APWU replied on February 20, 1981. it urged that
the Hellquist letter did not comply with Article XV, Section
4B(S) because. although there'd been a "referral" to Step 4,
there'd been no "withdrawal" from regional arbitration.
Its letter .explained its position in these words:
" ••• Mr. Hellquist's request does not conform
to the agreement and, therefore, you [Arbitrator
Cohen] do not have the authority to honor that
request.

*

*

"The parti~s have a further opportunity under
Article XV, Section 4B(5) to reassess their positions and detennine whether one party or the other

-3-
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wishes to withdraw from arbitration at the regional
level and refer the case to Step 4. The contract
is clear. The party which determines the case
involves an interpretive issue must withdraw and
refer. The language does not permit a referraI
without the withdrawal as Mr. Hellquist seems to
be requesting.
In his letter, .•. he states:
'The
employer considers this to be a national issue
that should be handled at Step 4 of the grievance
procedure.'
If that is true, he should withdraw
the case and refer it to Step 4. However, in the
[next] .•. paragraph, he requests that you not issue a decision until a determination has been made
at Step 4 as to whether or not this is a national
interpretive issue. He goes on to state that if
the Postal Service at Step 4 decides uni1atera1ly
that the issue is not a national interpretive issue, you (Arbitrator Cohen) will be advised as to
whether or not to decide the case.

-.\
)

"Mr. Hellquist cannot have both a Step 4
grievance and a case certified for arbitration all
within the same case. He must decide, as he assured us at the hearing he would, prior to the
date set.for filing briefs.

*
"In light of all of the above, I must assume,
in the absence of a specific withdrawal from arbitration by the Employer, that you retain authority
to decide this case within the time frame mutually agreed to at the hearing •.. "
The APWU filed its post-hearing brief on February 24,
1981.
It urged Arbitrator Cohen to "decide this case in accordance with the mutual agreement made at the hearing."
The arbitrator initially accepted the APWU's view of
Hellquist's February 13, 1981 letter. He advised the parties on March 2, 1981 that "the matter has not been formally
appealed to Step 4" by the Postal Service and that he therefore would "pursue my duties as the Arbitrator ••. "
Hellquist
did not file a post-hearing brief.
Instead, he promptly advised the arbitrator and the APWU on March 5, 1981 that "my
prior letter indicates that the matter has been referred to
Step 4." The arbitrator, relying on this last statement
from Hellquist, nptified the parties on March 16, 1981 that
"I will take no further action in the matter:) as my jurisdiction and authority ceases immediately upon reference to
Step 4."

)
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The APWU protested.
But Arbitrator Cohen stood by his
ruling.
It is not clear whether there has actually been a
Step 4 meeting on this grievance after March 16, 1981. The
APWU took the position that the Postal _Service had not
properly removed this grievance from regional arbitration
and that the merits of the grievance should be returned to
Arbitrator Cohen for a decision.
It brought this procedural
issue to national arbitration.

DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS
The applicable contract principle is found in Article
XV, Section 4B(5). Where either party determines that a
case invol.ves a national interpretive issue, it 11may withdraw the case from [regional] arbitration and refer the case
to Step 4 of the grievance procedure." The question here
is whether the Postal. Service properly invoked this right
in the instant case. The Postal Service says it did; the
APWU says it did not.
The evidence plainly supports the Postal Service's
position. The regional arbitration was held on January 19,
1981. During the course of the hearing, the Postal Service
spokesman (Hellquist) stated that he would advise the arbitrator and the APWU, prior to the filing of post-hearing
briefs, whether he wished to refer this grievance to Step 4
pursuant to Article XV, Section 4B(5). Some twelve or
thirteen days before the briefs were due, Hellquist wrote to
the arbitrator and the APWU. He stated that "the empl.oyer
considers this to be a national issue that should be handled
at Step 4 of the grievance procedure." His intentions could
not have been clearer. He was invoking Article XV, Section 4B(5) and "refer[ring] the case to Step 4 of the
grievance procedure."
The APWU asserts that Article XV, Section 4B{5} requires two separate and distinct actions: "withdraw[ing]
the case from [regional] arbitration" and "refer[ringJ the
case to Step 4 of the grievance procedure." It concedes
that the necessary referral. took placel but it insists that
no~~ithdrawal. occurred.
This argument, howe~er, is unrealistic.. It enshrines form at the expense of substance.

1 This concession is obvious from the APWU's February 20,
1981 letter quoted at length earlier in this opinion.
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The act of referring the case to Step 4 necessarily included
withdrawing the case from regional arbitration. The Postal
Service did not have to utter the precise words of Article
XV, Section 4B(5) to trigger the application of this provision. It simply had to express its intention to invoke this
provision, its intention to move the dispute from regional
arbitration to Step 4. It did so.2
Hellquist's letter stated too that Arbitrator Cohen
nshould issue no opinion ••. until there has been a determination at Step 4 as to whether or not this is a national interpretive issue." He then added that if a national issue
is involved ttthe arbitrator's jurisdiction over the matter
is revoked ••• " but that if a national issue is not involved
"the arbitrator will be advised as to whether or not the
parties wish to have it decided~" The APWU, in its correspondence with Arbitrator Cohen 3 , viewed Hellquist's words
as evidence that the Postal Service was not withdrawing the
case from regional arbitration. I cannot agree. This portion of the Hellquist letter was merely a statement of oEinion as to what might be decided in Step 4 and how any such
decision wou1d affect Arbitrator Cohen's authority to ru1e
on the merits of the dispute. Nothing he said here has any
significance for purposes of this dispute.
For he had already stated in clear and unequivocal language that the
Postal Service was moving the case to Step 4 and hence
necessarily removing the case from regional arbitration.
The Postal Service did not waive its right to refer
the case to Step 4. It told Arbitrator Cohen and the APWU
in the regional arbitration hearing that it would advise
them, p:r:ior to the filing of post-hearing briefs, whether
it wished to invoke Article XV, Section 4B(5}. It decided
to invoke this provision and gave notice of its decision in
Hellquist's February 13, 1981 letter. This was almost two
weeks. .before the bri:ef ffling date·~ The case wa:s ·PFOp~n:l:y
referred to Step 4.
Z Arbitrator Cohen's initial ruling that Hellquist's
February 13~ 1981 letter did not properly invoke Article XV,
Section 4B(5) is certainly not binding on this national arbitrator. That ruling was, in my opinion, wrong.
3 The AP'WU did not really pursue this point in its posthearing brief at this national arbitration.
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The Posta1 Service also requests in this national arbitration that the grievance be denied on its merits. However, only the procedural problem under Article XV, Section
4B(5) was explored at the national arbitration hearing.
I
do not have sufficient evidence or argument for a ruling on
the merits.
In any event, the case properly belongs in
Step 4 for further discussion and disposition.

AWARD
The instant grievance belongs in Step 4 of the grievance
procedure.

")
..
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In the Matter

or

Arbitration

between

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

No.

Case

HlC-NA-C 52

and

AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION
APPEARANCES•

D. James Shinman for the Postal Service;
O'Donnell, Schwartz & Anderson, by Susan L.
Ca tler. Esq.

DECISION
This grievance arose under and is governed by the 19811984 National Agreement (JX-1) between the above-named parties.
The undersigned having been jointly

by the parties

selecte~

to serve as sole arbitrator, a hearing was held on lJ Jan-

uary

198~,

in Washington, D. C.

presented evidence and argument.

Both parties appeared and
The arbitrator finds the

issues to be as follows1

)

1.

Does Article 15, Section 4.B(7) of the
National Agreement preclude .either party
from ordering a verpatim transc~ipt of a
regular arbitration hearing at. the regional
level without the consent of the ·other?

2.

Did the Postal Service violate Article 15.
Section 4~B(7) of the 1981-1984 National
Agreement by ordering a verbatim transcript
of all regular arbitration hearings at the
regional level before one particular arbi-.
trator?
· ·

.

~.

.

- 2 -

J.

.,

'~)
..

If the answer to Issue #l or Issue #2. or
both of them, is in the affirmative, what
is the appropriate remedy?

A verbatim transcript was made of the arbitration proceeding.

Each side filed a post-hearing brief.

On the basis of the entire record, the arbitrator mates
the following

AWARD
1.

Article 15, Section ~.B(7} of the 19811984 National Agreement does not preclude
either party :from ordering a verbatim transcript of a regular arbitration hearing at
the regional level without the consent.of
the other,
.long as reasonable advance
no.tice is provided.

so

2.

The Postal Service did not violate Article
15, Section 4.13(7) of the 1981'!"1984 National
Agreement by ordering a verbatim transcript
o~ al1 regular arbitration hearings at the
regional level before one particular arbitra-tor.

3.

The grievance is denied.

Ben~eunin

Aaron
Arbitrator

Los Angeles, Calirornia
4 May l9B5

Il
I

)

__
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In the Matter of Arbitration
between

Case No. HlC-NA-C 52

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
and

AMERICAN POScrA.L WORKERS UNI ON

OPINION
I
Articl~

15, Section 4.B(7) of the 1981-1984 National

Agreement (JX-1) provides in pertinent parta
Normally. there will be no transcripts

or

arbitration hearfngs or· :filing of post-hearing

.briefs in cases heard in Regular Regional level
arbitration. exc.ept either party at the Nat.i.onal
level may request a transcript, and either party
at the hearing may request to file a post-hearing
brief.
Article 15, Section 4 ... A(7) provides in pertinent parts

"All arbitrators on

~he

R&guiar Regional Panels • • • shall

serve i'or -the term of this Agreement and shall continue to
serve for six (6) months thereafter, unless the parties
otherwise mutually agree."
Some time in April, 19BZ. the Postal Service notified
the Union that transcripts would be made of regular arbitrations at the regional level be!ore a particular arbitrator.
(In January, 1982, the Postal Service had passed up its op-

)

..·..·-·......•.•:.....-.

•_;,.-

l.
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portunity to remove this arbitrator from the·Regiona1 Panel.)
Thereafter, transcripts were routinely requested by the national office of the Postal Service in all ~regular regiona1
arbitrations conducted by that arbitrator.

The reason sub-

sequently given by the Postal Service at the arbitration
hearing for following this procedure was that its representatives had observed. that the arbitrator had •some dif-i .
~

r1cu1ty

r

••

Cin keeping] the !acts straight and we believe

that particular Arbitrator may need some assistance in that
for our own interest, to protect our own interest.• (Tr. 16)
On Z6 April 1982, William Burrus, the Union's General
Executive Vice President, lfrote a letter {UX-l) to Joseph F.
Morris, Senior

~ssistant

Postmaster General, Employee and Labor

i

Relations Group, stating in parti

!

.I

The • • • Union maintains that demand for
·transcripts in all Hearings before a speci~ic
arbitrator is violative o~ the National Agreement.
Article 15. Section 4.B(7) states in part
'*normall.-y. there will be no transcripts of
arbitration hearings."
In a letter dated 4 February 1983 (JX-2) to James

c.

Gildea. Assistant Postmaster General, Labor Relations Department, Union President .Moe Biller submit'ted a "dispute
over the interpretation of .Article 15, Section 4. B(7) as
prohibiting USPS policy of demanding transcripts in all
cases heard before" the arbitrator in question.

)

ltJ.a letter

- 3 also stated in parts
The union interprets ~~e language of exception
"• •• except either PE11'tY at the National
level may request a tr·anscript. 11 as re'l.uiring
the party who desires a transcript to make
such request from the other party.

The union further interprets the application of •normally'' as restricting the right
of either party to demand ~ranscripts in all
cases heard before a par~icular arbitrator.
On 22 February i983. William E. Henry, Jr., Directar.t'
Office of Grievance and Arbitration, wrote a letter to
Burrus (JX-2), stating the position of the Postal Service on
the Union's grievance, as followss

.

\i
J

It is the position of the Postal Service that
the language in dispute reserves to each party ·
individually the right to nave a regular ~e
gional arbitration hearing recorded and transcribed when the need arises, without seeking
the concurrence of the other partys and that
this same right is reserved for the submission
of post-hearing briefs on the same bas1s. This
position anticipates that appropriate reasonable notice, be given the other party in each
such instance.
On -9

Mar~h

1983, the Union

pute to arbitration.

~ormally

appealed the dis-

(JX-2)

Concerning the practice followed before the.arbitrator
in question during the period between April, 1983, and
January, 1984, a representative of the Postal Service,
D. James Shipman, advised that the Postal Service initially

had advised the Union by telephone of its intention to order

a transcript of the hearing, but later had acceded to the
Union's demand that the request be in writing.

)

Shipman also

[
!

I
'
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provided the

fo~lowing

additional information (Tr. 62-63)1

When we have made a re·quesi; or a noti:f'i~ation • • • to the National Union concerning
Lthis particular arbitrator]. we've nev:er
received back a written response or. anything
sayingt "We do not agree to this," or, "We
object to it." There have 'been instances
wherein advocates who agree to a level arbitration hearing have, in fact, asserted objections at the hearing.

(The arbitrator in question] has basicall.y
taken a look at the particular oases and in
some cases he :found that, irrespective of
whether it was he or any other Arbitrator,
there was a basis for taking a transcript and
permitted the taking of a tra.nscTipt.
• • • In one case • • • (he] reserved a
on whether or not to take a transcript and he wrote an opinion and award which
• • • addressed the question of whether a
transcript ought to be taken and he took. it
upon himself to interpret this languag~ as re~
quiring some agreement by the parties et cetra.
However, he did allow the transcript in that
particular case and then said "This is how
I '·m going to rule in :fu"ture cases."

rulin~

ln one other case • • • Lhe] declined
to allow the Court Reporter to take a transcript for the purpose of making a record of
the proceed-ing and in that particular matter
it ultimately ~ventua~ed that the Court Reporter remainLeci] simply for the purpose of
making notes for the Postal Service and this
was strictly a Postal Service record. A
copy was not provided to the Arbitrator.
In another case. the Union objected to
the presence of _a Court Reporter and it.was
pointed out to Lthe arbitrator] that a re. quest had, in fact, been made in that case
at the National level and notification by
the Postal Service to the Union. The Union.
at the National level, had never asserted
any objection to the presence of a Court
Reporter and the Union • • • at the Regional

I

l

)
.

- 5 level hearing, could not then assert an objection to the standard procedure. In that
case he permitted the .presence of the Court
Reporter and did receive a copy of that and
rendered an opinion and·award concerning the
ma~ter • • • •
~
Phillip Tabbita. a Union representative, added the following to Shipman's account (Tr. 64}z
~ •• (I]n quite a number of cases that • • •
Lthis particular arbitrator] has bad, ~he

objec~ions have been raised and • • • Lhe] has
acted quite vigorously to avoid a ruling on
tha~. feeling that • • • the transcripts were
directed at him but he would pr.efer not to be
the person who decides whether or not the
transcript will be taken and a number of other
advocates have failed to pursue their objections,
based on his desire not to be the focal point
in making the decision.

The Postal Service also called as a witness, Frederick

w.

Frost, Jr., formerly General Manager, Arbitration Divi-

sion .and currently General Manager, Labor Contract
Admin.
istration, who testified, over the Union's objections, concerning the b'a.ckground of negotiations over Article 15,
Section 4.B(7) prior to its introduction into
1981 National Agreement.{Ex-4)

t~e

1978-

His testimony, in essence,

was to the erfect that be had refused.to yield to Union
proposals that transcripts could be ordered only by mutual
agreement, and that the parties had ultimately agreed that

the National parties could make a de~ermin
ation in the sense that if I wanted a transcript oq the National basis, I wo~ld call

Frosty LForrest M.

Newm~.

APWU Director

lFrank] Conners
LVice President or the NALC] and tell them,
wI•m going to get a transcript in this case"

Qf Industrial Relationsj or call

(Tr. 44).

-~.
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The Postal Service also introduced a letter dated 26
May 1983

(~-6}

to Sherry

s.

Barber, General Manager,

Arbitration Division, from John P. Richards. APWU Industrial
Reiations Director, reading as follows&

Pursuant to Article 15. 4B(?), the_ •••
Union will have a court reporter fori Lspecify the date, arbitrator, location, grievance
number, and grievant]. • • •

P.s. Frank Dyer of
phone this date.

the USPS was informed by

It al$o appears that the determination whether to file
a post-hearing brief in any given regular regional arbitration case has been made unilaterally by each party, without
requesting the consent of the other.

Il
Union counsel objected to the admission of Frost's
unrebutted

groundss

~estimony

at the arbitration hearing on two

first. because the language of Article 15, Section

4.B(7) is "clear." and second, because "bargaining history
was not mentioned in the Step 4 decision, where it should
have been mentioned, if they're going to rely on it."

{Tr. 23(a))
~o

I do not find either objection persuasivea

characterize the language of Article 15. Section 4.B(7)

as .. clear" strains cr·edulitys the provision is studd-ed
with ambiguities, as the competing arguments of the.parties
prove only too well.

Specifically, they cannot agree on the

meaning of •Normally .. or of •request."

Nor do I believe

··\ .
..

)
f

I

!

'

.. ·· ...
. ..
~

.-~....

..

l

<~-

.

,

..

'

··;·

/
.

~

... ? ...

..

that the Union has been prejudiced because the Postal

Servi~e

introduced testimony abou.t ·ibargaining history :for the first
;·

..

time at the arbitration he~ing.

.

Of' course: it. would have

:

been better practice tor ~b,e Postal Service to have indica~ed

its partiai reliance on ~gaining history in.the grievance
procedure,. but the Union
prised by Frost's

c~n

testimon~

hardly claim to have been sur-

at the arbitration hearing .•

•Whenever the meaning o! eo~traet l~guage is ~ d~spute

'the

11

-parties are a~~oTllaticaliy 4n notice that the.relevant bargaining history

may

come up in an arbitration hearing.

any case. I"think this particular
\

) .

~ispute c~

In

be resolved

pr-imarilY on the basis of ' co~.mon-sense inte~:pretation o~

the dis.puted pro'Vision.
ConstrU.~d

in· Context, ~the wor~ "Normally• means, in

.MY Judgment~ •usually," ra~her than "in all but abnormal

cases."
. . . . .·

I reject the latt~r interpretation because there is

no.indication in the Natio*8l Agreement ~tselt or in the

bargaining hi=tory that th~ parties ever had a common under•

st~ding of what constitut~s an "abnormal• case, and also
because the former interpretation

wi;h past

seem~

to eontorm better

practi~~·

It· also seems clear that the ward •reques·t" does not
me~ ~hat it nortiially
does;in
a dittarent contexts. rather,
.
.

· in this ?rovision it me~: "notify.•

.. :
.

That" this i.nter~eta-

tion takes a certain liberty with the contract la.hguage.is

. . ·...

8

true1 but it also adopts ' oonstruotion that conforms with
that adopted by the parti~$ themselves.

Thus, as previously·

noted, when the Union decld~d,it wanted a tf'anscript in.a

regular case at the

regio~l

Service that it would
a Postal

Se~vica

level. it
a court

whaye~

representative had
~at·

decision by telephone.

advised·t~e

reporte~.

Postal

and added th.at

be~n •into~med~

ot its

is not a requests .it is a not:i~

fication.

:Frost• s te!stirnony o_·'£ Postal Service practice wa:s

to the same

fina~ly,

..

e~fect •

according to statements by both

.

I

Postal.Service and Union representatives. even the pa.rticUlar
arbitrator•in question
.· .

:. ::

of a

transo~ipt

wa~

uncertain how to handle the

issu~

crd&red by the Postal Service, deciding on

acme occasions.to allow

i~,

a.rid on still others, quit'

on

o~hers

to refuse to use it,

understand~bly.

to avoid ruling·

on the q_uestion.
I therefore conclude: that Article lS, Section 4.B(?)
of th.e National Agreement: does not preclud.e ~i ther .party from

ordering a verbatim tr~rip~ of a regular arbitration

hearing at the regional

ao long a.a

l~vel

rea~ona.ble adv~ce

without the consent ot the o·ther,

notice is provided. and

that

. in the circ~stances o! t~is case the Postal .S~rvice d'id not .

violate the National Agre~ment by regularly ordering tra.ns-

ori~s

in

~ases

heard

b1·~~e.particuiar arbi~ator,

~his· d~te:-mination i~

andorsemant of

'th~

not intended, of.course, as an

Postal:Service's policy, the consequences

,

....

.........

.··

·.. 9· ...

of which are to eause

grea~

em'ba.rrassment to the arbitrator

_in question and to create doubts ~ the Union~s mind ab~ut
.

.
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Having carefully considered all evidence submitted
by the parties concerning this matter, the arbitrator con-

eludes that Article 15.4.B(7t provides each party with the
procedural right to file a post-hearing brief after notifying
the other party and the arbitrator of its intent to do so.
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DATE:
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IN THE MATTER OF ARBITRATION )
)
BETWEEN
)
)
AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION )

ANALYSIS AND AWARD

)
carlton J. Snow
Arbitrator

}

~D

)
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE )
(Case No. H4C-3W-C 8590)
)
(Post-Hearing Briefs Grievance)

I.

INTRODUCTION

This matter came for hearin9

pu~suant

to a collective

bargaining agreement between the parties effective from July
21, 1987 through November 20, 1990.

A hearing occurred on

November 20, 1992 in a conference room of the USPS Headquarters
Building

locat~d

at 475 L'Enfante Plaza in Washington, D.C.

Ms. Susan L. Catler of the O'Donnell, Schwartz, and Anderson
law firm in Washington, D.C. represented the American Postal

Workers Union.

Mr. James K. Hellquist, Labor Relations

Assistant, represented the United States Postal Service.

The hearing proceeded in an orderly manner.

There was

a full opportunity for the parties to submit evidence, to
examine and cross-examine witnesses, and to argue the

rna~ter.

All witnesses testified under oath as administered by the
arbitrator.

The hearing was transcribed by a reporter for

Diversified Reporting Services, Inc.
a transcript of 88 pages.

The arbitrator received

The advocates fully and fairly

represented their respective parties.

The parties agreed that the matter properly had been
submitted to arbitration and that there were no issues of
substantive or procedural arbitrability to be resolved.

They

submitted the matter on the basis of evidence presented at
the hearing as well as arguments set forth in post-hearing
briefs.

The arbitrator officially closed the hearing on

February 10, 1993 after receipt of the final brief in the
matter.

II.

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE

The issue before the arbitrator is as follows:

Does Article 15.4.B(7) which states that "either
party at the hearing may request to file a post-hearing
brief" provide each party with the procedural right

to file a post-hearing brief after notifying the
other party and the arbitrator of its intent to do so?
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III. RELEVANT CONTRACTUAL PROVISIONS
ARTICLE 15 - GRIEVANCE-ARBITRATION PROCEDURE
15.4.A.6 - All decisions of an .arbitrator will be
final and binding. All decisions of arbitrators
shall be limited to the terms and provisions of
this Agreement, and in no event may the terms and
provisions of this Agreement be altered, amended,
or modified by an arbitrator.
Unless otherwise
provided in this Article, all costs, fees, and
expenses charged by an arbitrator will be shared
equally by the parties.
15.4.B~7.

Normally, there will be no transcripts

of arbitration hearings or filing of post-hearing

briefs in cases heard in Regular Reqional level
arbitration, except either party at the National

level may request a transcript, and either party
at the hearing may request to file a post-hearing
brief. However, each party may file a written
·statement setting forth its understanding of the
facts and issues and its argument at the beginning
of the hearing and also shall be given an adequate
opportunity to present argument at the conclusion
of the hearing.
15.4.c.3. The hearing shall be conducted in
accordance with the following:
a.

the hearing shall be informal;

b.

no briefs shall be filed or transcripts made;

..

J

IV.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

In this case, there has been a disagreement about the
correct interpretation of contractual language in Article
15.4.B(7} of the parties' National Agreement.

At the conclu-

sion of an earlier rights arbitration hearing before another
arbit~ator,

the Employer informed the Union of its intention

to file post-hearing briefs.

The Union objected to filing

post-hearing briefs in that case on the basis of efficiency.
The parties were unable to resolve their disagreement, and

they ultimately submitted the matter to the arbitrator for
resolution.

The arbitrator in the earlier case determined

that post-hearing briefs were unnecessary and ruled that the

Employer could not file a post-hearing brief in the matter.
The Employer appealed that decision to Step 4 of the grievance
procedure for resolution of the issue with regard to whether
the parties have a contractual right

to file post-hearing

briefs in regular regional arbitration cases after notifying

the other party and the arbitrator of an intent to do so.
Being unable to resolve their differences, the matter pro-

ceeded to arbitration at the national level.
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V.

POSITION OF THE PART!ES
A.

The Union

It is the position of the Union that language in Article

15.4.B(7) is clear and unambiguous, and the Union maintains
that the plain meaning of the langua9e should be adopted.
According to the Union, the plain meaning means that a party

may request permission from the arbitrator to file a posthearin9 brief, but the arbitrator has authority to deny the
request.

That is the plain meaning of "either party at the

hearing may request to file a post-hearing brief," and the
Union believes

it should be implemented.

The Union contends that the plain meaning of the language
is supported by the context in which the parties placed it.
According to the Union, the sentence immediately followin9

the language at issue demonstrates that the parties were
capable of draftin9 language which provided for a unilateral,
procedural right of a party.

The sentence immediately

follo~

in9 states:

However, each party may file a written statement
setting forth its unde~standin9 of the facts and
issues and its argument at the beginning of the
hearing and also shall be given an adequate opportunity to present arguments at the conclusion of
the hearin9. (See, Joint Exhibit 1, pp. 67-68,
emphasis ·added, and Onion's Post-hearing Brief,
p. 6).
According to the Union, interpreting the phrase "may

request~

in the disputed language to give the parties an absolute
right to file a post-hearing brief, in effect, would interpret
the phrase "may request" completely out of Article 15.4.B(7).

It is also the belief of the Union that bargaining
5

history supports its interpretation of the disputed language.

First, the Union argues that an earlier award by Arbitrator
Aaron did not dispose of the issue before this arbitrator.

According to the Union, the Aaron award merely determined
that the parties had a right to request a verbatim transcript
in regular regional arbitration proceedings without the con-

sent of the other party.

It is the contention of the Union

that, in the case before this arbitrator, it is not saying
both parties must consent to the filing of post-hearing
briefs.

Rather, the Union is arguing that the arbitrator has

the authority to deny a party's request to file a post-hearing
brief.
The Union also believes that bargaining history shows
impartial Chairperson Sylvester Garrett ur9ing the parties to

adopt language that would prohibit the parties from filinq
post-hearing briefs in regular arbitration hearings unless

the arbitrator requested briefs.

The Union believes that the

parties' rejection of that position doas not support the
Employer's interpretation of contractual language but, instead,
demonstrates the parties adopted language which provides that

a party may request leave to file a post-hearing brief, but
the arbitrator retains authority to deny that request.
Additionally, the Union contends that the testimony of

witnesses at the arbitration hearing failed to support the
Employer's interpretation of the disputed language.
the belief of the

Union

testimony

It is

from witnesses merely

illustrated that, in most cases, the parties are able to
6

reach agreement on whether to file post-hearing

b~iefs

and

that, therefore, the issue normally was not submitted to an
arbitrator for resolution.

Accordinq to the Union 1 the

Employer presented no evidence of any arbitrator having ruled
that regional arbitrators lack authority to preclude posthearing briefs.

The Union contends the general rule, supported by reference to U.S. Supreme Court case law, is that arbitrators
determine procedural rules to be followed by parties at
arbitration hearings.

That is, "when the subject matter of a

dispute is arbitrable, 'procedural' questions which grow out
of the dispute and bear on its final disposition are to be
left to the arbitrator.f•
3~

(See, Union's Post-hearing Brief,

quoting United States Paperworkers International Union v.

Misco, Inc., 484

u.s.

29, 40 (1987)}.

It is the position of

the Union that the contractual lanquage·at issue in this case
does not withdraw from

arbit~ators

their well-rec09nized

authority to determine procedural rules but, rather, codifies
their authority by requiring a party to ''request" permission
f~om

the arbitrator before filing a post-hearing brief.
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B.

The Employer

It is the position of the Employer that Article 15.4.B(7}
grants both parties a right to submit a post-hearing brief in

any regular regional arbitration case without the consent of
the other party or permission from the arbitrator, after
proper notification to the other party and the arbitrator.
The Employer maintains that a 1985 national level arbitration
award issued by Arbitrator Aaron is dispositive in the case.
Arbitrator Aaron interpreted similar language in Article
15.4.8(7) with respect to the contractual right to request a
transcript at regular regional arbitration hearings, and he

concludad that the language granted a procedural right to
each party to have the hearing transcribed, provided appropriate
notice had been given to the other party.

It is the position of the Employer that this arbitrator
is precluded from interpreting the language

of

Article

15.4.B(7) with respect to filing post-hearing briefs in any
way that is contrary to the Aaron award.

As the Employer sees

it, "what the Union would like this arbitrator to do in this
case is to rule that the words 'may request• mean something

different than the words 'may request' mean eight words further on down the sentence.

Arbitrator Aaron's ruling in

that case disposed of the issue as to what tmay request'
means for Article 15.4.B(7) in both instances of filing,

as

~ell

as having transcripts in an arbitration proceeding."

!See, Employer's Post-hearing Brief, 4).
The Employer maintains that, even if Arbitrator Aaron's
8

award is not dispositive of the issue before this arbitrator,
tha bargaining history of the parties as well as their past
practice under the disputed provision supports management's
interpretation of Article 15.4.B(7).

The Employer contends

the testimony of its witnesses established that, in regular
regional arbitration cases, the Employer always has submitted

post-hearing briefs whenever it determined briefs to be
necessary, after notification to the other party.

This

allegedly has been done without first requesting permission
from the arbitrator to do so.

According to the Employer, the

fact that the language in Article 15.4.B(7) has remained the
same throughout the 1964-87 as well as the 1987-90 collective

bar9aining agreements means that the Aaron award interpreting
the language now

h~s

been incorporated by the parties into

the National Agreement.

It is the position of the Employer

that the bargaining history between the parties shows the

Union proposed that Article 15.4.8(7) be read to mean both
parties must consent to filing post-hearing briefs unless
the arbitrator requested them, but the Employer rejected the
Union's proposal.

It is the contention of the Employer that

the Union now is attempting to achieve through arbitration
what it failed to obtain at the bargaining table.
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VI.

ANALYSIS

A.

The Plain Meaning Rule of Interpretation

The dispute in this case involves an interpretation of
Article 1S.4.B(7) of the parties' National Agreement.

It

states:

Normally; there will be no transcripts of arbitration hearings or filing of post-hearing briefs
in cases heard in Regular Regional level arbitration, except either party at the National level
may request a transcript, and either party at the
hearing may reguest to file a post-hearing brief.
Rowever, each party may file a written statement
setting forth its understanding of the facts and
issues and its argument at the beginning of the
hearing and ~lso shall be 9iven an adequate opportunity to present argument at the conclusion of
the hearing. (See, Joint Exhibit No. 1, pp. 66&7, emphasis added}.
A fundamental objective of interpretin9 contracts is to give
effect to the intent

of the parties, and the Union has

argued that this goal is best achieved here by applying the
plain meaning rule of contract interpretation.

In other

words, the Union has argued that the phrase ''may request 11
should be interpreted according to the ordinary meaning of

those words.

The ordinary meaning of "request" is "to ask

for something or for permission or authority to do, see, hear,
etc., something; to soliciti and is synonymous with beg,
entreat and beseech."

(See, Union's Post-hearing Brief, 6).

During the last four decades in the United States, there
has been a shift in judicial and scholarly attitudes toward
the plain meaning rule.

The eminent contract scholar, Samuel

Williston, as well as the first Restatement of Contracts took
the position that, in an effort to understand the meaning of
10

language, it was appropriate to consider prior negotiations
only if the language of the parties' contract was unclear and
ambiguous.

As section 230 of the first Restatement stated,

"Oral statements by the parties of what they intended the
written langua9e to mean are excluded, though those statements

might show the parties gave their words a meaning that
not otherwise be apparent. 11

~ould

Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes,

a proponent of the viewpoint set forth in the first Restatement,
once stated that he would be willing to look outside a contract for extrinsic evidence to prove that "'ten dollars'
meant in Canadian dollars, but it (the extrinsic evidence}

would not be allowed to show the parties meant twenty dollars."
(See, Mellon Bank, 619 F.2d 1001 (3rd Cir. 1980)).

This

approach to contract interpretation would look beyond the

four corners of the document only when the contract is
ambiguous on its face.

The Restatement (Second} of Contracts, however, has moved

away from the restrictive plain meaning rule championed by
Williston.

Section 202(1) of Restatement (Second) of Contracts

states:
Words and other conduct are interpreted in the
light of all the circumstances, and if the principal purpose .of the parties is ascertainable, it
is given great weight.
(See, p. 86 (1981),.emphasis added.}
It is not necessary to· prove an ambiguity in the contractual
language of the parties before evaluating the totality of
ci~cumstances

that created the language.

parties is understood only in context.
1,

The language of the
As the Restatement

(Second) of Contracts has instructed:
! t is sometimes said that extrinsic evidence can-

not change the plain meaning of a writing, but
meaning can almost never be plain except in a

context.

Accordingly, the rule stated in Subsec-

tion {1) {interpretation of an integrated agreement) is not limited to cases where it is determined that the language used is ambiguous, Any
determination of meaning or ambiguity should only
be made in the light of the relevant evidence of
the situation and relations of the parties, the
subject matter of the transaction, preliminary
negotiations and statements made therein, usage
of trade, and the course of dealing between the
parties.

(See, p. 126 (1981)).

The parties' collective bargaining agreement is the most
important codification of their contractual intent, but modern
contract theory permits reference to the negotiation history
of the parties in an effort to show the meaning of language
in their agreement.

)See, "The Plain Meaning Rule in Labor

Arbitration," LY Fordham Law Review 681 (1987).

B.

Bargaining History

The Employer submitted a number of exhibits from contract negotiations for the 1984-87 collective bargaining
agreement.

One such exhibit consisted of final minutes for

the 1978 negotiations.

(See, Employer's Exhibit No. 9}.

During those negotiation meetings, the parties extensively

discussed the subject of post-hearing briefs in regular
regional arbitration cases.

In 1978, the Employer proposed

the following language for Article 15.4.B(7):
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Normally~ there will be no transcripts of
arbitration hearings or filing· of post-hearing
briefs in cases heard in Regular Regional level
arbitration, except either party at the National
level may request a transcript, and either party
at the hearing may request to file a post-hearing
brief. However, each party may file a written
statement setting forth its understanding of the
facts and issues and its argument at the beginning of the hearing and also shall be given an
adequate opportunity to present argument at the
conclusion of the hearing. (See, Employer's
Exhibit No. 8, pp. 16-17).

In response to the Employer's suggestion with regard to

post-hearing briefs, the Union in 1978 submitted the following counter proposal:
Ne~ffially 7

there will be no transcripts

of

arbitration hearings or filing of post-hearing
briefs in cases heard in Regular Regional level

arbitration, unless otherwise mutually agreed
exsept-eiEReE-~aEt~-aE-&Re-Naeieaal-level-~ay
Fe~~est-a-~EaRse~ipeT-aRa-eitee~-~aEty-ai-the

heaE~H~-may-Ee~~est-ee-f~~e-a-pese-~ea~in,-bEie,.

However, each party may file a written statement
setting forth its understanding of the facts and
issues and its ar9ument at the beqinninq of the
hearing and also shall be given an adequate opportunity to present argument at the conclusion of
the hearinq. (See, Employer's Exhibit No. 9,
pp. 18-19).
The Union's proposal called for bracketed words to be deleted
and underlined words to be added to the proposal.
Mr. James Conway, Chief Spokesperson for the Employer in
1978, refused to accept the Union's counter proposal.

He

critiqued the Union's proposal by observing that "you,[the
Union) are askinq us to give up an independent judgment"
regarding whether to file a post-hearing brief in a particular

case.
offer~d

(See, Employer's Exhibit No. 9, p. 23).

Mr. Conway

the following explanation for the Employer's position

with regard to filing post-hearing briefs.
13

He stated:

We feel the language as proposed on Page 18, Item
(7) is logical and think either party should have
the option of requesting a transcript or posthearing brief with control at the National level,
so that there are no abuses·by either parties.
We see no reason to surrender the right of the
Employer to have that option. We are saying that
normally there will he none, but we are opening
up the option of either party to request it, and
therefore, we are not proposing to change our
position in that respect. (See, Employer's
E~hibit No. 9, p. 21, emphasis added).
The parties stipulated before this arbitrator that the disputed contractual language has not changed since the 1984-87
collective bargaining agreement and that the parties adopted
the Employerts proposal.

C.

Meaning of the Bargaining History

Bargaining history submitted to the arbitrator strongly

supports the Employer's position that the parties' retained
the right to file post-hearing briefs on request at regular

regional arbitration hearings.

Although the parties may have

used the phrase "may request," there is clear and convincing
evidence that the Employer informed the Union at the bargaining table of its understanding that the language meant either
party may file a post-hearing brief as a matter of right,

after properly notifyin9 the other party of an intent to do
so and without the arbitrator's permission.

The law is no

stran9er to words in a contract having a meaning different
from that set forth in the dictionary.
,4

(See, e.g., Allied

Steel and Conveyors, Inc., 277 F.2d 907 (1960),{where the
court interpreted "should" to mean "may.")
In the parties' agreement, there has been no express
denial of a right to file a post-hearing brief.

Juxtaposing

the language in Article 15,4.8(7) with the language in Article
15,4.C(3), it is clear that the parties were capable of
drafting language expressly prohibitinq any filing of posthearin9

briefs~

(See, Joint Exhibit No. 4, p. 67}.

If the

parties had intended to prohibit post-hearing briefs unless
permitted by the arbitrator, they were capable of doing so.
As one court has observed:

Where the bargain is the result of elaborate negotiations in which the parties are aided by counsel,
in such circumstances it is easier to assume that
a failure to make provision in the agreement resulted not from isnorance of· the problem, but from
a9reement not to require it4 (See, General Foods
Corp., 365 F.2d 77, 79_ (_1966)).

D.

The Impact of Past Practice

Restatement (Second) of Contracts has taught that it is
appropriate to interpret words of an agreement in light of all
the

circumstances~

and an important circumstance giving

strong evidence of the meanin9 of the parties is found in the
way they have implemented their bargain.

As Section 202{4)

of Restatement (Second} states:
Where an agreement involves repeated occasions for
performance by either party with knowledge of the
nature of the performance and opportunity for objection
15

to it by the other, any course of performance
accepted or acquiesced in without objection is
given great weight within the interpretation of
the agreement. (See, p. 86 (1981 )).
The Employer's interpretation of language in Article

15.4.B(7) conforms to the parties' practice under the provision.

Mr. Martin Rothbaum, Labor Relations Program Analyst

Principal for the Northeast Region, testified about the

practice of the parties.

He indicated that he personally

has handled at least a thousand arbitration cases in the

Northeast, Central, Eastern, and Southern Regions.

He

testified as follows with respect to the practice of filing
post-hearing briefs at regular regional level arbitrations:
QUESTION: When you arbitrate cases in these. locations,

have you ever had an occasion to file a brief?
ANSWER:

Yes sir.

QUESTION: Who made that decision to file a brief?
ANSWER:

I did.

QUESTION: Was it made in conjunction with agreement
with the Union?

ANSWER:

No sir. Where we felt it was necessary to
file a brief, I made that determination
and told the arbitrator I intended to do so.

QUESTION: Did you consult with the arbitrator to ask
permission if you could file a brief?
ANSWER:

No sir.

(See, Tr,, 57}.

A number of advocates report to Mr. Rothbaum, and later in
his direct examination, he offered the following observation:
QUESTION: Could you reflect on what you know the practice to be from working with these other
advocates and directing them in regards to
the filing of post-heaTing briefs?
16

ANSWER:

Well, not only do we teach it, but we also
engage, if there was ever a problem, to give
direction, that we have the right to file a
brief if we feel it necessary to do so, and
the Union has the right to file a brief if
they feel it necessary to do so. (See,
Tr., 58).

Several other witnesses testified the same as did Mr.

Rothbaum, including representatives from each of the regions.
Although the Union is accurate in its contention that
none of the witnesses had ever submitted the issue of posthearing briefs to an arbitrator for resolution, evidence
submitted to the arbitrator was clear in showing that the
parties did not believe an arbitrator's permission was
necessary before filin9 a post-hearing .brief, as long as the

other party properly had been notified.

The practice described

in the evidence conforms to the Employer's interpretation of

language in Article 15.4.9{7), and such evidence further
supports a conclusion that the parties did not intend arbitral
permission to be necessary in order to be able to file a

post-hearing brief.

It is clear from the evidence that the

parties intended each party to retain a unilateral right to
file a post-hearing brief in regular regional arbitration
cases on proper notification without the other partyts consent
or an arbitrator's permission.
The Employer argued that Arbitrator Aaron's award is
binding precedent on this arbitrator and established that the
parties intended the phrase nmay request" in Article 15.4. B(7)
to mean that each party would have a right to a verbatim
transcript as well as a right to file a post-hearing brief in
17

regular regional arbitration cases on proper notification to
the other party.
11

Arbitrator Aaron interpreted the phrase

rnay request" in the context of Article 15.4.B to mean

.,notification."

He observed:

It also seems clear that the word "request" does
not mean what it normally does in a different context; rather, in this provision [~rticle 15.48(7)]
it means "notify. 11
(See, Case No. H1C-NA-C 52,
p. 7 (1985)).

Arbitrator Aaron 1 s award, however, does not constitute
a precedent for the grievance before this arbitrator.

The

issue before Arbitrator Aaron was as follows;
Does Article 15, Section 4.B(7} of the National

Agreement preclude either party from ordering a
verbatim transcript of a regular arbitration
hearing at the regional level without the consent

of the other(

(See, Case No. H1C-NA-C 52, p.1

(1985)).

The issue before Arbitrator Aaron is not the issue before
this arbitrator.

Ar bi t·rcrtor Aaron's award was issued in

During that proceeding, the Employer again informed

1985.

the Union of its understanding that Article 15.4.B(7) provides
each party with a unilateral right to file a post-hearing
brief on proper notification.

The parties negotiated a new

contract in 1987, and the language in Article 15.4.8(7} remained unchanged.

This fact further supports the arbitrator's

conclusion that the parties' intent underlying Article

15.4.B{7) was to preserve for each party a unilateral right
to file a post-hearing brief in regular regional arbitration
cases.

The Union in its post-hearing brief cited several

18

decisions of the United States Supreme Court as well as a
number of arbitration cases for the proposition that arbitrators have an inherent authority to set procedural rules
to be followed at arbitration hearings.

The Court has been

clear that, "once it is determined, as we have, that the

parties are obligated to submit the subject matter of a
dispute to arbitration, 'procedural' questions which grow
out of the dispute and bear on its final disposition should
be left to the arbitrator."

(See, John Wiley & Sons v.

Livingston, 370 U.S. 543, 547 (1964)).

The arbitrator cer-

tainly would not presume to challenge the soundness of the
court's decision.

The parties in this case, however, have

themselves chosen to vary the judicial 9uideline.
In the absence of a contractual
an arbitrator has inherent

a~thority

~rovision

to the contrary,

to decide procedural

questions raised at the arbitration hearing.

At the same

time, the arbitrator has no authority to contradict procedural
rules that the parties themselves have bargained for and made
a part of their collective bargaining agreement.

The parties

are free to set the procedural rules for arbitrators to follow.
In this case, the parties have bargained for a right to file

post-hearing briefs in regional arbitration cases on
notifying the other party.

An arbitrator may not deny the

parties that contractual right.
Article 15.4.A(6) of the parties' agreement states that
0

All decisions of arbitrators shall be limited to the terms

and

provisions of this Agreement, and in no event may the
19

terms and provisions of this Agreement be altered, amended,
or modified by an arbitrator."
p, 65).

(See, Joint Exhibit No. 1,

On the basis of bargaining history as well as the

past practice of the party,

it is reasonable to conclude

that the parties intended to retain to themselves the unilateral right to file post-hearing briefs in regular regional
arbitration cases on proper notification to the other party
of an intent to do so.

Under Article 15.4.B(7), an arbitrator

does not have authority to deny a party the right to file a
post-hearinq brief on proper notification to the other party.

20

AWARD

Having carefully considered all evidence submitted
by the parties concerning this matter, the arbitrator coneludes that Article 15,4.B(7) provides each party with the
procedural right to file a post-hearing brief after notifying
the other party and the arbitrator of its intent to do so.
The 9rievance is denied.

It is so ordered and awarded.
Respectf~ly

submitted,

. {!t;~/-- .fxctJ

Carlton J. Snow
Professor of Law
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The issue presented in this case is whether the Union nay,
over the objection of the Postal Service, use a tape recorder at
Regional level arbitration proceedings.
The issue

arose on September 17, 1985, when the grievance

of D. Miles, an employee at the Atlanta,· Georgia Bulk Mail
Center was scheduled to be heard in arbitration at the Regional
level before Arbitrator Samuel J. Nicholas, Jr.

In a ·letter to

the parties' representatives, dated September 20, 1985, Nicholas·

recounted what occurred at the hearing, in: part as follows:
"Prior to the conmencement of the hearing, Upion's
representative, Mr. James c. Terrell, requested that
he be permitted to record the proceedings for the sole
purpose of having an accounting of the testimony for
aiding him in his preparation of Union's post-hearing
brief. USPS strongly objected to this request and
stated that Management had initiated a 'policy' that
precluded the use of a tape recorder by either party
for recording testimony given at arbitration
hearings ••• The Arbitrator duly noted the USPS
memorandum, as prepared by Mr. Gordon Jacobs, General
Manager, Labor Relations Division, Southern Regional
Office, and dated August 21, 1985. Upon further
argument heard on Union's Motion·, the Arbitrator ruled
that USPS could not show good and sufficient reason
for precluding Union its sought request. Specifically,
the Arbitrator advised that the parties' new collective
.l:argaining Agre~t, dated July 21, 1984-July 20,
· 1987, does not contain language which precludes a
party from recording arbitral proceedings, be they of

)

the· regular or expedited type. Article 15, Section
15.4 B7, in relevant part, provides "Nonnally, there
will oo no transcripts of arbitration hearings or
filing of post-hearing briefs in cases heard in
Regular Regional level arbitration, • • • ' In no way
can this language be interpreted. as a mandate against
the use of a party recording the proceedings in all
scheduled cases. Had the framers of the Agreement had
such intent in mind it rriust be presumed that words and
phrases other than that written would have been
incorporated into the Agreement. Also, it must be
presumed that the parties chose to write the instant
words supra in order to allow the parties and the
Arbitrator considerable flexibility for the purpose of
2
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"making a Record in a given case and to be in accord
w.ith the majority of arbitral and court held thought
which allows an Arbitrator to make the decision as to
what type of Record may be made in a case and by whom,
with full consideration given to the subject collective
bargaining Agreement.
.
The Arbitrator found the USPS reliance on
Section . 29, Subsection • 291 of its Enployee & labor
Relations manual is not controlling on the instant
subject, for this particular language relates to
employee services ('During the course of activities
related to postal enployment' ) and not the airing of
grievances before a neutral third party subs~ent to
one's removal from service. To be sure, the relied
uJ?on language does not refer to one's unenployment or
any reason therefor. Also, with the Arbitrator having
been advised by these parties that other Arbitrators
(Coffey & carson) have honored similar Motions on
other such occurrences he was of the opinion that
Union should be permitted to make. its record~·
requested.
·

Upon receiv.ing the Arbitrator's decision the
USPS representative conferred with local Management
and, in turn, advised the Arbitrator that USPS was
withdrawing from the proceedings •.•• 11
Shortly thereafter, on October 7, 1985, the Postal Service
sent Nicholas a letter confirming its withdrawal of the case
from Regional level arbitration in accordance with Article 15.

4BS of the Agreement and ;referral of it to Step 4 of the
grievance procedure.
dispute at Step 4.

The parties were

~le

to resolve the

Therefore, the case was appealed to the

National level as one involving

11

an intel:pretive issue under the

National Agreement or some supplement thereto which ma.y be of
general application ••• ".
In addition, on October 8, 1985, in Grievance No. SIM-3D-D

46367 (T. Thompson, Grievant), the same issue arose before

Arbitrator John F. Caraway at a Regional level arbitration
3

')

proceeding.

In a written decision issued the same

aa.y,

Caraway

·stated he considered himself bound by the iuling of Arbitrator

Nicholas.

He, therefore, granted. the Union request to use a

tape recorder at the hearing and the.postal Service withdrew
from the hearing.

In his decision, Caraway also observed:

11

I t IIlllSt be emphasized that the use of a tape
recorder is simply a form of note taking. The official
transcript of the hearing is the Arbitrator's notes.
If a conflict exists between the·tape recorder
transcript and the Arbitrator's notes, the latter
governs. Use of a tape recorder is conditional upon
its use not being disruptive to the hearing. This
. Arbitrator has had no such problem in the many cases
in which a tape recorder has been used in cases heard
by him."
At the hearing before this Arbitrator, the parties agreed

that the merits of the disciplinary action imposed. in this case
and the Thompson grievance would proceed to Regional arbitration

as soon a!?

possible~

that no tape recorder would be used; ·and

that this would be without prejudice to any rights which the
Union ma.y be found to have in this proceeding.

The pertinent provisions of the National Agreement are:
uARTiq:.E 15
GRIEVANCE - ARBITRATION PROCEDURE

Section 15.4

A6

Arbitration General Provisions

All decsions of an arbitrator will be.final and
binding. All decisions of arbitrators shall be
limited. to the terms and provisions of this Agreement,
and in no event may the terms and provisions. of this
Agreement be altered, amended, or modified by an
arbitrator .••

)
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B Regional Level Arbitration - Regular
•

BS

•

0

,

If. either party concludes that ~ case appealed. or
referred to Regional Arbitration involves an
interpretive issue under the National Agreement or
some supplerrent thereto which may be of general
application, that party nay withdraw· the case fran
arbitration and refer the case to Step 4 of the

grievance procedure •••

B7

Normally, there will be no transcripts of arbitration
hearings or filing of post-hearing briefs in cases
he:?ard in Regular Regional level arbitrations, except
either party at the National level may request a
transcriPt, and. either party at :the hearing may
request to file a post-hearing brief. However, each
party may file a written statement setting forth its
understanding of the facts and issues and its argument

at the.baginning of the hearing and also shall be
given an adequate opportunity to present argument at

the conclusion of the.hearing.

C

Regional Level. Arbitration - Expedited

C3

the hearing shall be conducted in accordance with the

foll.owing:

C3b no briefs shall be filed or transcripts made;

D

National Level Arbitratj.on
Dl

Only cases involving interpretive issues under
this Agreement or supplements thereto of general

application will be arbitrated at the National.
level.
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"ARTICLE 19
· HANDBOOKS AND MANUAIS

Section19.l
Those parts of all handbooks, manuals and published
regulations of the Postal Service, that dir~1.y

relate to wages, hours or workiri.g conditions, as they
apply to employees covered by this Agreement, shall
contain nothing that conflicts with this Agreement,
and shall be continued in effect except that the
"Eirployer shall have the right to nake changes that are
not inconsistent with this Agreement and that are
fair~ reasonable, and eqmtable. This includes, but

is not limited to, the Postal Service Manual and the
F-21 Timekeeper's Instructions."

Relevant parts of the E:nployee and Labor Relat_.ions Manual {EIM}
read:
"668.29

Interception of Oral or Wire Comnunications

by Postal ~loyees

.291 During the course of activities related to postal
employment, no postal enployee will record, monitor, or
ot:I:ie:rwise intercept oral or wire com:nunications of any
other person through the use of any electronic,
mechanical or other device, nor listen in on a
telephone conversation, nor direct cµ:iother.to d6 so,
unless all parties :involved in the conmunication
consent to such interception •

• 293 For the purposes of this section, the terms oral
commmication, wire comnunication, intercept, and
electronic, mechanical, or other device have the
meaning used in Chapter 119, Title 18, United States
Code."

668.3

)

Privacy of Info:rmation
Tuiployees have an ethical obligation to hold
info:nnation of a personal nature pertaining to postal
customers and enployees in confidence and to actively
protect it from uses other than those compatible with
the purpc)se for which the information was collected ••• 11
6
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Title 18 of the USC provides in part:

. .

..,;.·

"CHAPrER 119-WIRE INTERCEPTION AND

INTERCEPTI9N OF ORAL
CCM1UNICATIONS . ,

Section 2510.

Definitions as used in this. Chapter

(2) "oral comnunication" means any oral comnunication
uttered by a person exhibiting an expectation .that such
corrmunication is not subject to interception under
circumstances justifying such eXpectation;"

The Postal Service contends that the parties' use of the
word 11 normally11 in Article 15.4b(7) indicates they intended

"there will be very few transcripts of arbitration hearings".

addressed the question of transcripts and/or verbatim

~ecord:ings

of the hearings by stating that they normally do not wish to
have a written or transcribed record of a regional hearing".

As

the Service sees it, the language in Article 15.4C3(b)

prohibiting transcripts in expedited arbitration at the Regional
level further demonstrates "that transcripts are not desired" ill
Regional level arbitration.

Also, the Service says the parties

have no bargaining history concerning requests for transcripts ill
Regional

arbitrat~on

hearings; that this shows they desire to

eliminate them to assure a faster hearing.and speedier resolution
of such cases.
In addition, the Postal Service points out that, under
7
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Moreover, the Service argues that in this language "the parties

Article 19.l of the Agreement, Sections 668.291 and 668.3 of the
EIM are applicable to the situation presented here.

The service

says that Regional arbitration proceedings udeal with a variety

of subjects ranging from the removal of an errployee to
complicated contractual issues".

In effect, the Service suggests

that tape recording such iriformation could be misused. by
revealing "infonnation of a personal nature pertaining

to ..• postal employees" which should be kept in confidence.

The Service cites numerous decisions of the Courts, the
NLRB, and arbitrators concerning tape recording either·
negotiating sessions or grievance neetings to support the
proposi+; O..'"l t..h..at "U!'.ilateral recording" of such proceedings

"tend to have a chilling effect" or one "that prohibits the free

exchange of ideas and expression of thought11 •
believes

this would "serve to

Also, the Service

inhibit-the conduct of the parties

at" arbitration hearings; that nit would tend to cause the
parties to speak f'or the record, rather than to the merits of
the issue. at hand".

Furthermore, the Service suggests that in

an organization of its size, it would be difficult afterwards to
control who listened to such tapes or hw they might be used or
altered.

The Postal Service ·says the r;arties' established past.

practice is to take handwritten notes at arbitration proceedings;
that this has worked.and should be sufficient in the future.
The Postal Service contends the Union·· has been inconsistent

because, at least on one occasion, it;: agreed with the Postal
Service's objection to a Grievant's use of a tape recorder.
8

Furthermore, the Service :mai.n.tai.ns

tha:t

prior to the Thompson

case, Arbitrator caraway ruled against the Union's request to use
a

ta:i;;e

recorder in another arbitration proceeding.

Finally, the

Service maintains that in order to rule in ,favor of the Union in
this case, this Arbitrator would have "to write a condition into

the agreement" concerirlng the use of '!=a.IE recorders, and that
this would be violative of the provisions in Article 15 .4A6.
The Union contends that Article 15. 4B7 permits it to tape
record Regional level arbitration hearings for the sole purpose

of providing the Union representative with an accurate record of
the proceedings.

The Union asserts Section 668.291 of the EI.M

does not forbid it; that two Regional Arbitrators have already
upheld the Union on this question and that-this Arbitrator
"should likewise adopt that position".
Quoting from Hew Arbitration Works, Elkouri and Elkouri (4th
ed. 1985} , p. 425, the Union argues that previous arbitration

decisions concerning the identical issue and/or contractual
provision have considerable precedential weight; that such an
award "usually becoines a binding part of the agreement and will
be applied by. arbitrators thereafter".

The Union urges that this

Arbitrator should adhere to the interpretation which Arbitrators
Nicholas and caraway gave-to Article 15.4B7 of the Agreement and
Section 668.291 of the EIM.

Also, the Union requests that no weight. be given the
internal Management Meniorandum which the S~rvice presented

concerning a decision, purportedly by Arbitrator Caraway,
9

disallowing the APWU' s use of a tape recording.

The Union points

out 1;:.here is no evidenee intrinsic in the document that the
decision is his.

Even i f -it is,. the Union. claims it is not the

text of Caraway.J s decision, but a IIEmOrandum prepared

by the

Postal Service and fails to give Caraway's· reasol':ls for deciding
as he did. ·

The Union maintains that tape rec6rding a Regional
arbitration hearing is a form of "notetakillg11 ; that Article
15.4B7 makes no mention of this and refers only to "transcripts".

Moreover, the Union notes that this px;ovision rrerely states that
"(n}onnally, there will be no transcripts"-.

In

essence, the

Union says it cannot be inferred. "from language permitting
\
/

written transcripts under certain circumstances that a tape
recording of the proceedings may not be had11 •

Th~ Union agrees

that the purpose of Article 15.4B7 is to speed up the arbitration

process and to reduce its costs by elirnina:tfng post-hearing
briefs and trariscripts.

However, the Union insists that this

provision "simply does not address" the

qu~stion

of a party

using 11 an inexpensive, accurate and, more convenient method of

note taking".

. subject

The Union rraintains that mere silence on the

is not enough to infer that
tape recording a Regional
.

level_ar~itration

hearing is prohibited.

The Union.denies that Section 668.291 of the ErM applies in
this case.

This is so, .because the Union says an arbitration

hearing does not involve an "oral comnunication" as defined in
18

u.s.c. Section

2510.

Also, the Union contends the Postal
10

Service has never claimed to have a subjective expectation of
privacy in such situations. But, the Union argues that even if
this were so, it would not be an objectively reasonable
expectation.

This is because the Union as?erts an arbitration

hearing is analogous to a judicial proceeding in which there is
· a record and statements are made to a neutral third party.

The Union takes the view that the cases on which the
Service relies do not apply because they deal with a stenographic
transcript, .or tape recording, of· collectiye bargaining sessions

or grievance meetings.

The Union asserts none of those· issues

are present in this case.

The Union acknoWledges, as Justice

Douglas observed in United steelworkers of America v. Warrior

and Gulf Navig.. Co., 363 U.S. 569(1960), that arbitration "is

p;trt and parcel

of the

collective bargaining

proc~ss

Nevertheless, the Union argues the NLRB rulings
an unfair labor practice for a party to

insi~t

itself".

f~

it to be

to impasse on

tape recording bargaining or grievance sessions are not

applicable to arbitration l?roceedings.
the NLRB

r~zes

The Union asserts that

the latter are different and that the p:llicy.

considerations calling for "spontaneity and flexibility" in
bargaining and grievance se·ssions which might be inhibited by
tape recording them are· not present in arbitration.

Also, the Union·maintains the Postal Service has failed to
demonstrate "any reasonable p:llicy supporting a blanket
prohibition on the Union 1 s taping arbitration hearings 11 •

In

effect, the Union declares the Postal Service testimony about the
11

)

negative

~ct

which this would have on the arbitration hearing

amounts ·to "the rankest s:i?=culation"..

The· Union accordingly

urges the Arbitrator to find that it can "tape record regional
arbitration hearings for the purpose" outl:ined at the outset.

Discussion

The Union is correct th.at, ordinarilY'., prior arbitral
awards involving identical issues under the same Agreement have
great precedential weight.

HoweV'er, in this Agreement, the

parties have agreed that grievances

11

invo'lving interpretive

issues under (the} Agreement or supplements thereto of general
appliqation" will be handled at Step 4 {National level) of the

grievance procedure.

I f not resolved there, they are to be

arbitrated at the National level. · Here, ·the· question involving
the interpretation of Article 15.4B7 of the Agreement and
Section 668. 291 of the. EIM did not arise until this case was
before Regional Arbitrator Nicholas.

When it ·did, the Postal

Service exercised its right, under Article 15.4B5, to withdraw
the case from arbitration at the Regional level and referred it
to Step 4 of the grievance procedure.

This also .occurred in the

Thompson grievance which was before Arbitrator Caraway.

In

these circumstances, the rulings of Arbitrators Nicholas and
Caraway can have no

11

final and bind;ing11 effect or be

giv~

any

precedential value in this proceeding.
Turning then to the issue presented, this Arbitrator can

)

find no support in the· Agreement, or in the EIM, for the position

»/
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of the Postal Service.

Article 15.4B7 states that "{n)o:rmally,

..
.:.-~.:.).·.·".?

there will be no transcripts of arbitration hearings ••• in cases
heard in Regular Regional level arbitrations".

The Agreement

has no definition of what t;he parties regarded ·as "tra:nscripts".
· Generally, in labor arbitration proceedings, "a transcript" is
considered to be a typewritten verbatim record of what

at the hearing.

h~ppened

such a transcript can be achieved in a variety

of ways.

They include stenographic techniques using a stenotype

machine,

shorthand notes, or voice recording.

done by utilizing a tape recorder.

It also can be

Hewever, it is the

typewritten record, not the means of producing it, which.is

generally viewed in labor

arb~tration

as "a transcript".

The

Posta1 Service equates the tape recording of an arbitration
hearing with a typewritten transcript.

sane.

)

Clearly, they are not the

.

Moreover, tape recording the hearing would not necessarily

be inconsistent with the manifest purpose ·of Article 15.4B7 to

provide for a s_peedier and less costly resolution of grievances
at the "Regional level.

And, in the absence of any evidence

evincing some other intent, the ArbitJ::ator be"lieves the word
"transcripts" in Article 15.4B7 should be construed in line with
.

*]

the general tmderstanding of that term in labor arbitration.
In view of this conclusion, there obviously is nothing in

the Agreement specifically prohibiting a party from tape

*] The policy considerations which the NLRB has invoked in
deciding whethe:): a party violates the law in insisting
impasse on tape recording bargaining sessions or grievance
meetings are not relevant to the interpretation of this clause
0£ the Agreement dealing with arbitration.

to

__

13.
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recording a Regional level arbitration hearing.
simply does not address that matter.

The Agreement

It. is axiomatic, that

where the parties have not spelled out in the Agreement the
details of how an arbitration hearing will: be conducted, or
mutually agreed on the procedures to be followed, this is left

to the reasonable discretion of the arbitrator.

Hence, it did

not violate the Agreement in this case·for the Regional
Arbitrator to grant the Union representative's request to tape
record the hearing for.the purpose of aiding in the preparation
of the GrieVCl9-t' s post-hearing brief.

In this regard, the Arbitrator nc;>tes that Article 15.4B7.

also provides that "(n)o:cmally, there

wiD:- be no ••. filing

of

post-hearing briefs in cases heard in Regular Regional level
arbitration" • . '1his contrasts with Article 15. 4C3b which says in
expedited. Regional level arbitration "no briefs shall be filed".
Plainly, Article 15.4B7·leaves it to the discretion of the
Regional Arbitrator in Regular cases to determine those unusual
instances when post-hearing briefs are appropriate.

In expedited

arbitration, Article 15. 4C3b specifically prohibits ·them.

This

same reasonipg applies to the parties• treatment of transcripts,
in these two provisions.
r~ded

Thus, even i f a tape recording W=re

as "a transcript" under Article l5.4B7, this would not

rule out the use of one in all cases.

It would still be within

the Regional Arbitrator's discretion whether the particular case

is so.different

fr~

nonna.l to warrant the use of a transcript.

With regard to the provisions of the EIM. which the Postal

14

Service cites, they have no application to arbitration
proceedings.

'Ihe Arbitrator agrees with the· Union that

statements made at an arbitrat1:on hearing do not come within the
ireaning of an "oral cOmnunication" where the Regional Arbitr~tor

grants a Union representative's reqi:iest to' ~pe record the
proceeding.

This is so r even though the request is granted. over

the objection of the Postal Service.

.

As for Section 668.3, it

is doubtful that it applies to information about errployees of a
personal nature divulged at an arbitration hearing.

At any rate,

this is a matter of conjecture on the pa.rt of the Postal Service.

Should an eaployee :improperly disclose such information, that
would be the appropriate time for the Postal Service to enforce
the rule.

)
Decision

For the reasons given, the Arbitrator finds
that it does not violate the Agreement, or
the EIM, for a Regional Arbitrator to grant
a Union request to tape record the
arbitration hearing over the objection of

the Postal Service.

Ma.y 22, 1986
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UNJTED ~STAL SERVICE
.
~
475 U~ Plm. SN

...,

... , ..

~.DC 20280-4100

Mr. Joseph N. Amaa, Jr.

:

Director, Contract Admini~tration
Laborers' ?~ternational union
of North America, Hail B.andle~s
Division, A!'L-CIO
: ·
905 16th Street, N.W.
,
Wa&hinqton, ~ 20006-1765
~e:

a1a-lw-c 2oas1

Class Action
Tampa, FL 33630

Dear Kr. .Aama:

on August 4, 1989, we set with your representative Marcellus
Wilson, to discuss the above-captioned gri-evance at the
fourth $tap of our c:ontrac'.tual gdevanc;e procedl.lre.

\

)

The issue in this grievance is whether a regular r~gional,
arbitrator's award is bin~in9 th~ouqhout that pa~ticular ·
region.·
After reviewing this 11U1tte.r,.we :11mtually agreed.that· no
national iiiterpr_etive iss~e _is f~irly presented in this c:ase.
We further agreed that a t.egular regional ~rbitrator•s award
is Dindin9 only on the in~tallation where the grievance arose
and· only to th~ extent that a subsequent grievance involves
t.he same uterial facts. '.It may be cited outside the
partiaipatin9 installatio~ as petsuasive authotity only, not
~indinq

authority.

·

A9eordingly, ~ ag~eed to :teaand this case to the parties at
.· Step.3 for f~rther pr~cessing, includinq arbitration if

necessary.

.·

'

:

. Please sign and return th~ enclo$ed copy of this latter as
:·your aeknowled911ent of agreement to .remand this ease.
Time limits

we~e e~tended

:by mutual consent.

Sincerely,

~k;;;;-~
Wil:alll P. Scott
Grievance & Arbitration
Division

-~
i ~,.
/ ·~( (' . (/:'
" . .&..?/ ____.-:-.

4, .

-

~"';r
~:
Director
,.,.._.
Cont~act Administration
Laborers' International union
of North America; Mail
Handle~s Division, A!'L-CtO

ti-'\

· ·f-'30sei)N:Aiiliia~i':

DATE:

l-31-ftJ.

·:·

..

._: .. · ..

UNITEO

srkes POsrAL SERVICE

LabOr~~
475 ~Ettfam Pf-. $N

~.DO ~100

Mr. Joseph N• .Amma. Jr.
·
Director 1 Co21tract Adminis!tration
Laborers' International trnaon
of Horth Aaericar Hail U~ndlers
DiVi"Sion, A!'L-C:IO
905 16th Street6 N.W.
Washington, DC 20006-1765:

ae: a1•-lw-c 19636
Class Action
Orlando, FL.

33630

Dear llr: • .Amlllta:
On August 4, 1989, we met ~th your repregentative Marcell~
Wilsonr to discuss the abo~e-captioned 9riev~nca at the
fourth Step Of our contra'?;tual gt"iev~nce proceduJ:e.

The issue in t~is grievanc~ is.whether a regular reqional
ad..-itratoc, s awe.rd i$ b:i.ud,ing throughout that pat:ticulat:
region.
:

After revievin~ this aiaatte~, we mutually agreed that no
n~tional interpretive issW! is fairly presented in this· case.
We further agreed that a ~egular reqional arbitrator's award

-)

·~s
bindinq only on the installation where the grievance
. an:ose _and only to the e.xt.e~t that a sub!:!equent grievance
.."involves the saee =ateria.l; facts. -It may be cited outside
. the participating installa~ion as persuasive authority only,
not binding authority.

Accordinqly, we agreed to ~e-.and this case to the parties at
Step 3 fo~ further process~ng, including arbitration if

necessary.

'

Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as
acknowledgment of aqr~e~ent to ~eiaand this case.

you~

Time liaits were e~~ended

by autual

consent.

Sir.u::erely,

Q;,YrpP'~~

wtfifaa

F. Scott
· ·
Grievance & Arbitration

Division

:::r
~ N \ A ,... ~---:::S -Josep?i. A1uii',' ·J·r.
Oirector

Contract Administration

Laborers' International Union
of North America, Ha11

aandlers Division, AVL-CIO
DATE:

'.'"\.

)

____.;-

......

~aoR Aw.TIONS

;;;::J!!f UNITED STifTES .

/IPJiiill POST4LS£RVICE

Mr. William H. Quinn
N~

President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union
AFL-CIO
One Thoma$ Circle, N.W.• Suite 525
W~ DC 20005·5802

R.c: G90M•lG-D 94057283

FARRELLy R.
EL PA.sO TX 79910-9997

Dear Mr. Quinn:

Ofl March i6, 1996, I met with yoUl' ~ TJ. laranch to discuss 1he a£breinentiorie
.griewni:e.at the fcwth siep of the ~ grievai:u:e proccdute. .
.
.
The issue iii this case is whether~ violated the National Agteemeot When manage.m.eut
referred
c:ase
eXpedited to ~arbitration.

me

.'·

.·.

mm

. · ~~this mattw, we mutually~ that oo· natiOD.al mtmpnrtivo issu~ is m.irly
presented. in this case. Article 15, S~ 4,C3 allOW1S for either party to conclude that issues bi a .
case invctviDg complexity or signi:ficanc¥ may warrant reference to regular arbitration. Pursuant
to thi$ sectiol'I. either party may refer a ~e and· notify the other party of sud1 reference at least
twenty•f'ou.r hour.s prior to the schedule.d time fur the~ atbittadon.
.Accordingly; we agri»l to ~this~ to the parties at Step 3 tbr further.p:oeessing orto be
rescheduled fbr arbffratim. as approp~.

Please sip and return the Cnclosed copy bf this letter as your acknowledgment of agreement to

remand this caSe.

.

Tune Limits at this level were extended by mutual c:onsent.
\

Thomas J. Va.k:nti
Labor Relations Specialist .
Contraci:~oa

(APWUINPMHU)
Labor Relations

47S L."c11fAAT PlAtA &N
W~ro,.OC202G0·.&100.

William H. Quinn ...
National Presideut ·
Natio®l Postal Mail Handlem
Union, AFL-CIO .
.

~ 1.fl1oh~

:

i>6368.p<Jf
D.EISCHEN:SE.PTEMn~,2003

·SUSTAINIID:NPMHu.

..

?4@2472S/94021o&1!NATIO~.AL

.

.
USPS/NPMBU ·
.
-·
: NATIONAL ARBITRATION PROCEEDINGS-

.In the Matter of the Arbitration BetWeen

·.

· Case Nos~ U90M-IB-C 94024725 ·
B90M-1BC 9402H>81.

_... UNlIBp: STATES POSTAL SERV1CE
Subjett: Citation of Modified 15
Arbitration Awards

· . _NATIONAL POSTAL MAIL HANDLERS UNION

Dana .Edwarq. Eischen, National Arbitrator
Appearances

Forth~NPMHU: ·

Bredhoff & Kaiser._ P.L.L.C. ·
by Bruce R. Lerner, Esq.

-and" . ·

Jason Walta~ Esq. ·

.· · · F~r

the Postai ·Service:

Howard J~ Kautmann, Esq'.
Senior.Labor Relatio~ Counsel
Also Present .

· Wmiam J. Flynn> Jr.
Manager. National Contract Admim.$ation

FortheUSP.S:

')

Patrici::t Heath, Labor Relations Specialist,. USPS HQ
·-~rank X .. Jacqu.ette, IB, Labor Rela1ions Specialist, USPS HQ

·2

PROcEEDINGS.
· · In January 2002, the Uni~ed States Postal Service r:uSPS"; ~<Postal Se'i:vice". or "Einpioyer") and

:,: theNationiil PostalMailHandlers Uriion(''NPMHU
..
..
.·

1
\ ..

.

Mailhandleis', or"Urnon")
designated me arbitrate
..
.
.

. National-level disputes.ariS~g U:Ilder Atti.cte 15, ·Sectfon 5 D.of their2000-2004 National Agreement.
tJltjmately, the terms ofthat USPSJNPMHUNationafAgreementari dispositive ofthe roa.tt~rin dispute.

. ·.' ·nowever, in advancing their respective p0sitioris iil this case, both the USPS and the NPMHu cited and.
· relied upbn contract1ang0age contained: invarlous Memoranda ofJ]nderstimding betWeen USPS and the

AnJ.erican P-0stal Workers Union (..APWU'>).
At the hearing of this matter .in Washington. D.C. on March 11, 2003~ the USPS and ~MHU

. · were represented by.. Counsel and aftbrded full. opportunity .to. p~e8ent do~umci:itary
evidence, testimony
.
)ubject to cross-exW:ninadon and oral argument At ~e outset of the arbitration hearing, I was assured

)

by ihe USPS and NPMHU representatives that the APWU apparently had elected not to participate in

the p:rocecdings, after being provided with Third Pfil1?' notice of this arbitration..
·Following receipt

ofthe transcrib~ stenographic reeori4 post hearing briefs· andreplyb~efs w~re

. ftled ·and exchanged n:u USPS and NPMHU ·and: the i;ecord ·was closed. At my request> the· Parties .

graciously allowed nie soJrie additional time for tb.e·rendition ofthis Opinion and Award.

.

,.

)

3

ISSUE.

the Parties did not submit ujofot stipUiation framing the issue presented for d~t~ationin thls
National.-l~vel arbitration case.

formulation of the issue:

•,

At the arbitratfon hearing, .the NPMHU PIOJ>OSed the . following

.

Whetherthe NI>MHU is entitled to cite an arbitration award- not aibinding preced~nt, but
. for whatever persuasive value the award may have- that was issued under the Modified
Grievance· procedure betwee~ the APWU and. tl;ie Postal Service by an arbitrator who.~
knew at the time ofhis ·deeiSion that the. aviard ·couid be cited a8 binding: precedent
.between the APWU and the P~stai Service in-the post office fro;m which the award arose?. · · ·

,- The USPS did not take express exception: to tbe NPMHffs

forgoi~g

s_uggested statement-of issue;

although, iD the Step 4 denial letter dat~ December 6, 2000; the USPS had described the .disputed issue
-i~ this case more broadly, as follows:

[W]hether management violated the National Agreement when ii maintained that
.arbitration awards issu(!d under the Modified Article 15 .procedure with the American
Postal Worlcers Uruon (AP'WY) were not citable in arbitration of a case initiated by ·the ·
National Postal MaUHandlers Union?
·
Article 15, Section 5 DI of the lJSPS/NPMHUNational Agreement specifies that.''only C<JSes ·

.involving
mterpretive issues 11nder this Agreement or supplements
1hereto
of general
application wlll
be·.
. .
.
.
.
.
·:
.

.•

-~

"

. arbitrated at the National lever~.·.
ConsistentWith
the. contractJanguage which establishesmyjurisdictio~
.
.
.
.

";

.

-and authority in this ~atter and the facts and circuinstan~ ofthis ~ord, I conclude that the following
·.· · jnterpretive issue is presented fo~ detenni~ation in this Natiorial-Jevcl arbitration case:
.

.

.

.

.

.

•· 1s t;hc NPMHU barred.from cifuig and proffering :in arbitration proceedings Ur;icierArticle

1s:ofthe USPSINPMHu Agreement, .not as authoritative·procedent 'but for whatever·
. persuasive value the arbitrator dee:tns appropti~te, arbitration decisions issued :under the
· :Modifie4 Grievance Procedure of the U~P$fAPWU Agreement.by anarbi~torwho Was
· 'informed at the time orhis 4ooision thatthe ''Mod--15 11 award could be cited as -birtding ·
preeedent between the APWU and the Postal_ Service in the p0st.o:ffice from whicl;i the
-award arose? .
.
. . .

.)

4

\
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·PERTlN:ENT CONTRACT PROVISIONS
20oo MaH.HandlersN1tti2nal Agreement
{between NPMHulUSPS}

A.RTICLE l5:GRTEVANCE-AIIBITRATlON PROCEDUJU~ .·

Section 15, i Oennitl9T!
A grievance is defined.as a diSput6; difference, disa~ent or complamt ~n tile .piutiea: related. to·. .
· .·~~Out's; and COlldit.it;>n$ e>f,cinpJoyroent. 4 grievan\;e shall ~elude; but is .not limited to; the complaint ·
'of an empfoyee or oftlle Union wb~ch involves the interprttation,·applicitlion or compliance with ilic·
-proV:isicins ot this: Agreement or any Joclil Memorandum or° Understanding not in conflict With this
'Aweement.
·
·
·
·
·

of,

Secliori 15.2 Orievance ProCedure-Steps
Step.:1: (a) Any.employee who f~els aggrleved must dis~ss the grieWmce with the employee's fuini.ediate

supervisor within fourteen (l4) days ofthe date on which the employee or the Union firstlearned or may ·

. ·reasonably have. been e:xpected to have Jearoe-0 ofits cause. The einpJoyee, if he or she so desiCcS,may he
. accompanied and represerited by the employee's steward or a-Union l'epr6entative. The .UJijon also~may .
·irdtiiite a grievance.at Step I wi¢i11·14 dilys of the date the Union fir.st beeame aware of(or: reasotiably
:sbould have: become llWare· of) the facts giving tise to the grievance. In.such case the participatiOn of an .
fudiVidual grfovant is not required.
·
·
·
·
·

* *·*
'(e) If either pilrly's repre5entative maintains that the grievance involves an interpretive issue under this
·Agreement, or s0me supplement thereto which.may be ofgeneral application; the tJnian representativ.e shall
..lie e~tilled:to ilppealan adv~e decision tii ~tev 4{National levcl)J>f. the grfovance piocedure: AJJ.y 5uch
: appeal mu5tbe n:ia:demthin tweµty"oile {2l)days.afterreceipt.ofthe Eroplo~r's decisfon and include ci;ipies ·
. . : ·of: the sJruidard grieviinee fo~ llie St~p 2 rind ~tep T~ecfaions :andj' if filed,. lilly tJnici~ cofrections .iuid ··
' additions filed iit Steps 2 ·or 3~ The ,i.Jniill\ s.hall furnish a copy of.the. Ut1i011 appeal to -aie appropriate
·. mmmgement officiru a:t the Gritivam:e/Arbitration P(ocessing center. .
. . .. .

11\e ~ whooe tepresentative mal.nfuins th.at the grie\iance .involves an interpretive issue shallprQvide fue
·other party a .i.vJitten votice $pei;:jfying in detail-the precl$e intcTprcth:e iS.Sue5(s) to be decided. l'he
. =·Blnplayci-'s notice ~hlill be incJudedfu the St~p .3 decision. The Umon's wmteii.ootice sbailbeanto!llJldcaily
:. ;included Di·piirt of toe gfievance rtconi in ~c case but the riling.of such notice shall not afiei;:t the time

:~h~~

.

.

.·

....

ste? 4: (a) In any case properly appealed or referred to this Step the parties shall meet at the National level
· · .. ;prcmptly, b~t .\n no event late• .fu<m: thirt). (30} days <1.fter fiti'rig :>11ch aJ).pfilll or referrni. in an attempt to
. , :re~lve the griev.ince. The Union representative shall have authorit:Y .t~ settle or withdniw the grievance in
·• · :wffuJC or in.part- Jhe. Employe;r'S.repre.!lentative sballhnve authority to .grant or .se.itle thegrl~varicc in whole·

··....or in part. Th.e parties'. Step 4 .representatiws may, hy mUfuai agreement, return.any grievanee to Step 3.
where, (a) the parties agree th:it .no national interpretive issUe is fairly pr~t~ or (b) it up~ that all ..
·relevmt fucts nave Jiot been d~veloped tideqruite)y. In sµch ev~~ thei .parties shali !Met at Step 3 within
_:fifieeti .(IS) days after the. grievance is returned to Step 3. Thereafter :the· procedures and time limit?
.:cippllcable to Step 3 grie-vanc~ $hall apply. Following their m~cting.in any case oot rottltl)ed to s~ 3, a .
. writt~ decision by the Employer will be rendered within fifteen{J5) days afteI: the Step 4 meeting unless
:the parties agree fo extend ·the fifteen (l 5) day period. The decision shall include an adequate explanati(lll

_)

5
of the re~ns-therefor. In ·311y 1nstance .where th¥ plllii~ have· been unabie to di:qil)Se ofa grievance by
settlement or witbr.lrawal, the Union shall be entitled t<:> appeal jtto arbitration at the National level ~thin
thirty (30) days after receipt ~fthe Employer's Step 4 dcci,sion. .
·
·
·

.

. ***

Sct:tion 15.4 Arbitration

.A Genern.f
Provisions
.
.

. .

.

.

AJ fii. req~esl for arbiinition shsll be $ubmitted withfo fuc·~ified time limit for appeal;
.

-

:

.

.

.

.

',_

·.

-

.

:

tbe

.. -:

A2 NC> grievimce may be ru-bittated atthe National Jevel .eic.ccpr whet~ timely notice of 8flpeal is-giVen
Employer in writing by the Union.No·grievance may be npp~led to arhitiation attheR~i9mil level except
. _:\vhen tinlely notice of appeal_ is. given in v¢ting . .ro the~approprlf11e :niaiuigenient e>ffici~t at .the:
· (irievnn<:e/Arbitration P.mcessing Center by the certilled representative oflJ}c Union in the partictiJar.
... Region: S\lch representative shall be cCrtified to appeal grievnnces by the· Union to the Employer adhe
National level.
·
·
·

.....

A6 Ali decisions-ofmi arbitrator will be finlll 'and binding.. AJl decisions of ~rbitrators· shaJJ;be limited
. to the terms a~d pm-Visions of tlils Agreement, aiid ill no event may the terms. and prov~ions oftlW ··
Agr~m~nt
11iteredt amended, or modified b:f::an arbilrntor. Unless otherwise Provided in this·
Article, all costs, fees and expenses charged by an m-bittator will be sharnd equally µy the pa:rtieS. (Emphasis .
~dded).
.
.
.
. .
.
.

be

· · A7 The parties agree that, upon recejpl of the award, each. arbitrator's.fees and e>:peris~ sh.all be paid inn
prompt ruid tiinety manner.
·
·
AS AH arbitrators on the District Regular Contract!J)iscipline ?anels and the District Expedited Panels and
on the Natioµal ·Panel shall seiv~ for the term of this Agreement and shall cuntinue to sc:rve for six (6)
months thereafbir, Uri.less the p;irties· otherw:ise mutually agree. .
· ·
A9 Arbitrators on theNatfonal and on tM DistrictRegt1l~ContTac~ciplme andDisttictEXpediteci Pariels .
:shall be selected by tliimethl.)d agreed upon hy th~ p~es at.the Nntio~al LeveLThe:·partles shall meet for.
·this pui-pose Withln-nioeJ:y(9o} d3ys after ~igriibg !hiS.Agreemenl in ihe event;the p;irtlcs cannot agree OJ)
..iildividuaJs to serve o.ntli~e panels, or to fill any vacancies, seleetfon shalibe l~adebyfue altemait: striking ..
ofnam~:from the appioprfateJisL
·
·
·
··
· ·· ·
. H Regio~JLevel &biifation-Regulai

:BJ Jn each ~ct three.(3). separate dockets of~ to be.heitrd in arbitrtrtion shall oemaintalned for the
Union by.the &ipl()yerat:tlleAreaJevol: ·
·
·

Bla om: tor.allremoval eases aud cases u"ivolvingsuspensio~ for more than 30 days;
Dlb one t'Or all case5 appealed oi' referred co-Expedited Arbitration; and ..
Blc one forall oiher cases appL'1lled to arb]Utition lit the Regional Level.
.

.

.

·c·RegfonalLevet Arbitration• Expedited

...
an

.

CJ Tbe partie5 agree to contimie the utilization 6f expedited:arbibiltion ~temfordisciplinmy <:aSes of
.30 days Suspension or Ie:ss Which do not involve interpretation _of th.is Agreement and for such other cases
·l}S ihe pnrtieS may mutually determine. This System niay be U1ilizedl>y _agreen1ent ofthe J]nion through.the
·Union and the Vk:C:PteSident, Labor Relations, or designee.In any such Cl!St;. the:FederaJ Mediation ~d
-C:oncjliatfo11 _Service or AmericnnArbitraiio~ Associationsball.irrimediately notifytne desigi)ated arbitrator.

.

-

6

Th~.d~gnate·d arbitra:tor:i~ thatfr)1m1ber. ofthe District Expedited Panel who, pursuant to arotatfon11ysttrn,

is Scheduled .for the ne~t l)Tbitration hearing; Immediately llj;on such notification the designated 1trbitmtor.
sliBll arrange a place and datet'()rtliehearing promptly butwifllin nperio<l ofnot more th;in t1.m {l o)worJ?ng .·
, · da~ Jfthe designated arbitrator is not available to conduct aheating within the ten(lO}:W.orldng days; 1he
.. · next panel member in rotation shall be notified llJltil fill aVaillible arhitr1l.tor is obtailled~. . .

' · .. ·.··

. .·.; cfrhc parties agree .trnitall cases will be hei,u-d in arbitTation mthin 90 days froiri the :uaie ofthe ~i~vance .
appeal to a!bitrn.ticin. If a grie\rance js not hearo :Ui arbitration withiit·tlla 90 day8, the grieVa.nce Will be
· ~· sch.ediiled as»tfie.first case to be he11rd on the .iiext available arhif:tatjon.da~. It; one.(J) yw after the
· ·effective date ofthl~.Agreement,. thl~ hearing requireniimt knot i;olDpJied with by a particular District
.. panel(sj for .ihr~ :(3) con5eclltive Accounting. Periods, the parties will
tQ )omtiy sel~c~ sufficient .
. number ofadditional arbitrators for that p;meJ_(s} to ensiire W.MJ>lliinCe with this hearing reqlliremcnt. Stich .
. · meetings ~d additfonof arbi1rators ·wn1 coµtinl.1e, a5.jomtly~ t9 by.1lie parties, until the .Panel(s) is in ·
.. eompliimce ":vith the he;uing requireinent. •
·
· ·
·· ·
·
· ··
··

meet

..

~-

.

..

.

a

'•

-·::·

.

.

. C3 if)ither·p~ c()ricludes tbat the is5ue5 inv.olved are ofsuch coinplcidty or sigllifieance Mto warrimt.
·. ~ret~ce to 1lfo District Regular cinti-actJDiscipline Arbnrntion Panel(s). that party shall J1otizyJhe oth~
. · party of such reference at least twenty-four (24} i11;mrs prior. to the s-cneduled tinie ·for 1he expedited
arbitmtion.
. .
. .. . .
.
.
.C4 The hearing shall b~'c6tiductcd in accordance with 1he followfug:.
.C4a

the hearing shall~e inform:nl;

Iio briets ·shall be filed or transcripts .made;
there shall be :no formal rules of evidence;
C4c
the hearing shall Jlomially be completed within one day;
.
C4d
ifthe arbitrator or the parties mutunlly concfodt at the hearing that the is.slles involved are .
C4e
·of such ·complexity or· sigllificance as to. wamint ·ref~cc Je> 1he. District Regular
Contract/Discipline Arbitration Panel, the case shall be referred to.that panet;.and.
C4f . the arbitrator may issue a bench deciSion ·at the hearing but in any event shall rende)'. a
. deeisio\I within forty.-eight (48) hours after concl.Usionofthe hetlring; Si1ch decllii6n shall
be bases) on the record before tlie arf)itnit<i~and 1J1aY jnchide a brlefwriiten ekpliinat\on
conchision.. These d~ciSions Will not b6 cit~ as a precedenf The
· · of.the bruifu for
. ·arbitrator's decision ~hall be final and binding: An amitrntor who issues bench decision
·. shall:fimrlsh a Wl'nten:c~py ofthe award the parties~thinforty~eight (48) himrs oft~e . .
dose of the bearing.. .
.
. . .

C4h.

·such

to

a

·CS No dec~i~n by a i;nemb~ 6rthe District Expedited P~el in ruch· ac:i..c;c !$lJa1ibe n~garded LtS a.precedent
. ·.:or be, cite(} ili:anY: future procet!din& ·but otherwise will he a. fforu amibimJing deeisfon.
· · ·C6 The DislrictExpeditedAr~itrationPanel shall·be developed:bytbe National parties, on a geographic area·
· .:basis; with the aid of the American Arbitration Association and the Federal Mediation and Conciliation .
.Service..
·
· ·

ll N11tion11J LeveJ :A.rl>iir;ition
5Dl Only ease.<i h1volVfrig interpretive issues Uiider fhis J\gteeme~t:(}r'supplemcnts thereto or.general·
•application wilt be arbitiuted ·Rt theNatfonal levd.· (EmphaSis added)
. ..
.

D2

of

Ad0c!ret cases appealed tO arbitfatioh at the National 1eW:t- shall be rriatnlained fo:r the Union; The .
wbitratora on the National Panel shall .be sc~eduled to bear i.:asCs on a ro~tlllg SySteril basis, tin.less
. ritherw~agreed bytbe parties. Cases on the dockii Will .be scheduled. for ar~itration fu the ord1.,'1' Ill which
· appealed; u.idess the Union and Employer othenvfae ngr.ee.
·
· ·
·

_

_)
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..
:i\'.IBMQRANDUl\11 QF. UNDERSTANDING <Incorporated· lttto Dece~ber 24,· l984 A~ard)

·

·

· . .· .. .
. bc;tWeen tJie
. . _ ·. . .· ·
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

·... ··: . .

AND .

. ..

JOINT BARGAINING COMMITTEE
(Amerlc;m Postal Workers Union, AFL-(:lO, aitd'
.NationaJ ASsoclation orfiitter Carriers, µrL-C'IO) _

. The parties agree to establlshat the natitirialle~el a ''Task Force-0nDiscip1in~." '.l11~ T~l{Foite shnUJ1ave .

two reprf!S:entative.~ of the NALC~ nvo representatives of:theAPWU. and folir i:epresenmtiVes ofilie us~~:
and shall be chaired by an indiyjdW'l.J $elceted J;iy the parties and subject to the direction Oflhe plirtJ~ Thi ..
. · ·. ·.fc~ aii,d expenses incµrred by this ind~Vidmtl:sliall be pai_d il:S follows: One-fo\1$ biNALC, one-fdtirthby. : ·
.APWU~Juid one-ha.lfby USPS~
. .
.
.
. ·
· .· _ · . · ·

.· ·Tha purpose ofthe Task Forces~~ be to sWdythe inaimer in which discip1ineis admillist~red the USPS, ,
...·the manner in which dispiile$ about di~ipline are.hilndled by the·pnrties, and f!> reromm~nd cb,an.ge5'ruid
impr~vements which can be made mtlle diSCipline
dispute rc$olutl0n sYsiems.
. .

bf

ami

TheT<lsk Ftircc'is authorized,. ~tits <1iscretlon; t~ conduct tesiS ufaftemative diS~iplin~ ~ci
:resofuti-On systeins m -various facilitie$. · . · • ·
·· · · .
·
·
· · · _·

· ·,
.

.

..

,.

..

.

.

.

.·

.

.

disput~·

. ·, ·

".·

"

The Task Foree shall convene perlodicnllybutat least ~arterly, at.such time.'> .and at suc:h place..~ as it deems.
·appropriate duringlJie teJm-ofthe 1'984 NatforialAgreement No action ofrecommendations may be takeri
by the 'faskForoe except ~y a consensus of its pm:tiriS. · .
.
.
Nothirig hereill shall preclude any ofthe ~ie.s from cx~rcising the rights which they niay otherwise hav~

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING {October 7, l28fil
.

BETWEEN' 'tHE

.

.·:UNITRD sTATESPCtSTAL SERVICE

.

.·· . . ... 'i\Ni> .·. .

..

...

A1't1EWCANP:.OSTAL W()RKERS·U~JON, AJt'L-CJO, ANJ)
NATIO.N.;;.L
()}l'LETIE:rt
CAR~IERS,
AFL-CIO
... 4S$OCIATION
·..
.......
·.:
. .
.
.
.
.
.
'.".

"

:·

:

,·

"

.. The ~eShe~by agree to testa modifl~on ofthegrievance"ariii~immon proced~re und~t!W au$ice~.

. 1;1fTaskForcc 9i1 rnscipJine'. ne to_Uowing j>Dmiipics wilhpply!
.

.·

.·.~

1.

. ..

.

..

~ ~t rif th~ mDdifledgrjevan~e and awitration·pTOC~Ure will (l~ly'{Je done at (I ff ice.$
where local
and fociJ managers are willing to test the
. union officials
.
.
. modified proeedUre.
. .
;

.2.

Each office will have a sufficient number of aibit.mtot'S vn the panel to ensnnHimeJy
.pre>Cessin;g
Iieming ofiubitratiort cases. Generally. grievances that are.not re5oive<.J
'.at Step 2 shoWd ~e heard within one ml)nth.
.

and

.

.

.

.

.

'J'he·parties. at fu~ n~ti~all~v¢l, ;;,ill agree au the standard .fonn that should be used or
developed iii pr-OCess.iJ.ig gnevances.. ·
·
· ·
4.

The pam!:S, at th~ Ill!-tlOnal ·leve~ wrll provide. seven calendar days' ~dvm.i.ce Written

.wtice prior ro terniination

.office. · '

.

of the modified gricvance--arbitratlon procedure at any tesr
'·

·

·

.--.-)..

8

\I

Memorandu~ ofUndei-stinidmg or Seijtember 1988
(between us.PS and APWU anil NALC)
.
·The parties- hereby a~ that any arbitrati~n award arising
the Ml)difled Article 15 ~ewmc:e 'tmd.
arbi~tion procedurewill be ~~erettced i.n the followi~ manner:

Wlder

I. u shall not be cited as preced~t in any fu~oofarbitratI~:prooeoomgs ~llltlng outside or a.test omc~.
.

.

.

·.

.

-

2. invay~ ho'Ycvcrbc: cited ~precem:ntm ~ny :fu~ l'trbitrati6n pr.o~~ingsoc~.ring withrn.atest office.·
This Memorandum wm apply to any offi~ imp1erpenting Modified Attl~le J5 and shalfoontmue as tong
t~t-()ffic~.
·
·
· ·
· ·
'* * •.
.
.
, Meruornndum ofUnder!tanding of.Nnvemher1988 ·

.·: }\S the program is iri existe~c~ nt

the

· (between USPS and APWU and NALC}

.

•·• ; lhis language [of the MOU of S~ptetriber i 9&&) in no way changes lhe present contractual prooYision
which.provides tbaf'expeciit~ llibitratioJi decisions shall not be regarded as a precedent (ldx: cited in a.uy
future proceeding. '·
··
·
' · .
·
Memorandum ofUndersmnding of AprlJ 1995
· ·
(between USPS and APWU) ·

RE:. Mddified Arbitration Decisions
The parties agree that.Arbitration Awards issue<l under any"Modified Grievruice procedure are not to be
cited any future arbitrations "".'ben and if the parties withdraw from that modif\ed gr:ievimce procedure.

)

in

Afbiiration Awards rendered in any modified grie~ance procedure are intended to apply only in the specific' . ·
subject omc:c:of lhc grievance .and only while th~ office jg nncier.tlie .modified ylevance pm~dwe•
. »,;

BACKGROUND .: Therewere significant snowstorms in the New Have~ CT area on January8) 1994 and _Febnuny
:· -:'12,, 1994 • A num:ber o~ postal employees wb:o were absent from .the workplace or who arrjyeq laie on

~osedaysfequestedadroinisfrative:leave. When the Postal Service denied the leave fuq~st~ for affected
·.· emplo)rees, the APWu a.nefi the MnH Handl~ filed a

number. of grievances un~er t4eir respective

_Natiomtl
violations ·of provisiQfiS of the .Employee and Labor R.elatio:µs Manual
·
.
. Agreements, nileging
.
...
.

.

. (ELM). When those grievances were denied by.USPS'.at all _levels of handling, each-of the Unions
' : : appealed its deadlocked grievances to aibitnition. Under _the applicab~e provisio~ of their :nispective
,•
'

'

.

~eparate
\ .
. National AgieementS.
.
I

,'.

.

,)

9

·Specifically»thc NPMHu grievanc~swere~ppCaicii totegionaJ ~bitration under the "EXpedited»

-~bitr@on provisions, as set forth in Article 15.4~ Cofthe USPStNPMHUNatio:r)al Agreement supra~
· . Jhe APWU grievaJlCe~ were appealed to local area arbitration unoer .the provisions of. a ~'Grlevanee~

.. :Arbitration Procedilre _for Resolving Grievances at the Lowest Level" (ak.a.~'M()dified Article 15 11• or:

"Mod-1511), as set forth in Articl.e 15
.· supplemental Memorarida

of the USPS/APWlJNational Agreement as modified by variol.ls·

.

of Understandi»g C'MOU''-}of J?ecemb~r 24,, 19~4. October 7, 1986 and

Septembei-No Vlllnber 1988, supra, A proper undctstanding ofthe insiant oas• r¢<!W= biief'di.sCUSsion .• [
· ·. . ~f the barghlning history which led to the separate and independent arblttiitfon_ system~. to Which the New •

. Ha~en CT 1994 -snowstorm grievances were appealed by APWu mid NPMHU under the resptictlve
··pS:PS/APWU and USPSINPMHU Natiortal Agreements.

For the firSt ten years under the PoStftl Reorganization Act ("PRA") ofJ970, the Mall Handlers
. and the APWU had bi:µ-gained jointly with the National Association of Letter C~fors, AF.t~CIO
. ('<NALC"};.resµlting fo a single Na~onal A.greeni~nt governing the Postal S~ice1s relatiouship With the ·

v~tious 1lnions. In 1981, however, }Ul:MHU op~d-ou~ ofjointbargaihing and <:Ittrmg.the ¢nsuirig twenfy ....

·. : Y~arshas Mgotiated separnteNational ;\greements ~ththeP~stal SerVice, cuirrli~atil:igin the '~000 Midi · .
' . 'Handlers Natir:ma1 Agreerilciit,,: The APWU mid the .NALC continued.tojomtly negotjttte National
·.. .Agreements with the Postal SerVice through J 987, but smce the 1991 bargruri~g roun~ ~ch 9f those.
:unions also has negotiated separate National Agreements with the USPS:

· · .NotWithstanding the independent
bargaining trackS with VSPS since 1981, the <;6irimon llneage
...: .
.

.

.

....

<

. ~of the A?~ and ~PMl!U National Agreements: continues to show-through in the ~tier syste~ of·
··_arbltration:(''R~~onaj expedii~», . "Re~onal regu~nr'' and ·~ationa14ever'). ThispyrfilnJdal hierarchy
. ;tkst~ppeared fo ~e jointly negotiated 197&"National Agreement> to which the NPMHU;the APWU; the

10
Postal Service and other"p{)stal unions all ,;,.erepartfos~

k

initially set forth iii that 1978 Agre-cirientand

:'mi reuiined iri the respective separate agreements, the top tier ofarbitration is Nationaiwfovei Arbi~tion",
. in which th~ .. parties arhitltlte ·~~n1y cases in~olving interpretive fasues under [the] Agreem~nt ·or

~pplements thereto ofgeneral application:~ [There is no dispute that de~isiorts issued by Nationa1~iev6I .· ·
~bitrators are binding onanationwide basis·agafust
all paities·parlicipatlng
in the arbitration
a~d·rnay···
.
.
. .
.

.'. .·be cited in subSequent arbitrations without 1iillitation): l3elowNational atbitraticin ~ '·'Reguiar~ r~gioruu~
-level arbitration,
.which. has· been established
to issue final
.
. .
.
. and· binding decisions at the 106ai ·level. .·
.

.

.

{Regularregfonal arbitration awards are fully i~citable" and also are binding against participatfugpatties
at the postal installation from which the •cas~ fil.ose]. The bottom tier of arbitration, common to each of

.·;the National Agreements, is "Ex:Pedited'>.arbitration, conducted

at the regionril.odocru leveJ.usjng less

.fonnal abbrevfated hearing procedures. [By common underStanding, the a\vards.reSulting 1fom Exp~dited

)

.

·~bhration

.

.

.

)

are othenvise final and binding but have little or no authoritative value nuder the Natipnal .

Agreements, as typified by Article 15.4.C5 ofthe USPS/NPMHUNatio.b~ Agreemen4 whic~·expn~ss1y

::.rrovidcsthat "[nJo decision l:>Y q.member ofthe Expedited Panel '.''-shall be regarded· as prec8denfor be.
' cited in any futur~ proceeding~,, '
. _.

'"· '_ ·. . Although the three:.tier arbitration system initially established in 1978 ha..c; remained virtually .

· "in~ct in. the sepmate NJ>MHU and APWUNalional Agreements and continuesto operate to th.is day,

·fu.ere are

alw significant differentes in the separate National Agreements, specifichlly includ}ng certain

lJl#que supplemental nn~erstandings. Tii~. the NPMHU -was .not a party

to th~ .October 1986

Memorandum of Understanding bywhlchthe Postal Servic·e an:d theAPwu established the ''Mod~15" ·
- , · .c

:arbi1!ation ~rocedure~ .Co~equently~ NPMiIU was not a partY·to the various suPPlemental Memoranda .
.1"--·------i

)

11
·.. :

.

.

.

:

. 'i

-... -

' . .

.

.

.

. .

. ....

ofUnd¢rstaildi11gofSeptembed 9&8,November 1988 andApril 1995, supra.in which.USPS atid APWU

· ~h~ amended thei~M¢•15 ~gre~fuenL

.·. .. Tue APWUadmfuistta#veJeave
grieYances ariSin~ out ofilieJanuacy~Feb~l994.~".TJOWsto~
·. .
.
-.
.·
-·
.
.
.
-

.

-

.

-

•.

'

···.·:. ~ere -.·h~
o~September
21; i'994byArbitrator
Joseph Parker
under the ''Mod~ lsi'. arbitratfo~'procisS ...
.
..
.
.
·.
-

.

.

.

;;,

.

·'

. which
APWU aiid USPShad eleot:ecl to \tsefu the. GreaterCo:tmectic~At~~ iD.cfoding New.Haven CT.·
.
;·

.··OnOct0btr25,.J994,ArbitratorParkerissileda~eriesofarbitratfonawardsintheUSPS/Ai>.WUMod:..f5
.
.
. .
.
.
. . . . · ·

· .proceedings, upbolding fa s(;>me ~ and denying in other cases the APWT.J grievance~. Each· of the ·
: M~-1.S-deci~ioils by Arbitrator.Parker wntairied th~ folfoWing disclaimer: ·

Thls Award shalfootbe cited as precedent fu ariyfutu;e arbitration proceedm~ accrning
{sic} cmtmde of this tes~ office. It may however> be cited as .precedent in. any .foture .
· ,arbitration proceeding accruing (sic} w:tfuin:fuis test office.
·
J

.

.

•

.

•

.

. The Mail Handlers and USPS had ~xperiinet)fod at other locatibn.S wi!h a·separate Modified 15

-ProCesS, the details cif which w~te not fully developed on this record, but bad ~otelected for Modified

.

15 Status in New Haven,. CT. Thus~ the Mail Handlers' administmtive leave grievances arising out of!,he

.- · .....
:·saineJai1Uncy-Febmary
1994sriov;i~r.11ls
at thfttsame
locati9n. wer~
ap~ed.forhearlrigin
''Expedited»,·
.
.
. . .
.
·

.

-··

,:~@ortal-levclarbitration

. .

.

.

.

.

under th¢Jermsof Article l5 oftheNPMHU National .L\.gmement with the .. · .

· 'Pb~ Service. Forr~ons noidiscfose~ ~niliis reeord:;ho-\:¥ever, theNPMHlPs ianuaey:.Febni~ }9g4
·.

.

.

··. ·sripwStonn
.grieVances were not scheduled
to~be heard
m"Expedited"
arbi~ation -·tinµJ
some three years
.
·.
.
-·
.

.

~

.

. .

· .afterfue abov~·ieferenced Mod-15 ·decisiQ:ns by Arbitrator.Parker hadheenre:nde~. During that interim, .
the USPS and the APWU had entered into the April 1995 MO~, supra, fur.ther amen~ing their M~d-15

.

· ·arrangements; followed ill October 1995 by theAPWU's withdrawal from anjr.further participation in
.

.

.

.·

.•·.

.

.

.

.

'.

. .

.

.

.

~

·.

.

.

.

..

.

··. ' .· ..Mod~l
Ar~
including New. Haven(,•T.
. . .· $ arbitration'
.
.in·
. th~ Oteater Connecticut
.
.
- .
~

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. :

.

.

-·

.
',•

.

.·
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· .. The foregoing·tmdisputed facts establish the context in which the pending NP:rvlHU i994 New ·
,Jlaveil, CT 8no~orm gri~vances finally were scheduled for he~g on November20, .l.997,.before ..

. Arbitrator Jrihri Pl1elan, in "Expedited" .tegionaMcvel a.rbii;ati~n u,nder

Article: ·15.4.C

of the

:USPSIN:PMHU NationalAgreetnenLThe i5suewhfoh is now before me in this National-level arbitration ·.

•.

. .

. ~: .: ~ :

/ :firSf arose during a Ntwember· 13, I 997 pri-n:rbitrntfon conference between focal representatives. when
. ftheAPWu
ad~ocate served notic~ on his
USP~. co:u.nterpait
ofiritent fo clte and submit to Arbitrator
·
·..
_.. :.
.
. .
:

Phelan
aWal"ds
which Arbitrator
Parker ·had ·
. .· :.one or ..more. of the i;lbove-reforenced
. ·Mod-15 arbitration
.
·.
.
.

·.

.

.

'

.

.

·.··..

. issued:some tl#e_ye!il'S earli~r.
.

When the USJ1S advocate objected that 'suchusage.ofthe USPS/APWU:

~Mdd~15awards was "inappropriate", the Partie5mutually agreed t~ adjourn the.pending arbitration of .

. .the Jllerit:S or' the' underlying griev~ces;. pending

a.Natiollal--:level detern:rination .of the proce~uial

· ~Hfuterpretivc issue pertaining tO the Nationil Agreen;ient'.'.
)
NPMHu promptly appealed the matter to ~cl, foll~w.4ig discussfous ~d mutual extension ofthe
~e. limits, tiSPS. subnritted .the following· Step 4 :response. to :tlie Ni?Mf1lJ National. PreSident on·

December 6, 2000:·
. _.... · · Theissue in this grievanc~iswhefuermanagem~ntv~olated the NfitionaI.Agre~mentWht.'tlitniafutamed d.l:i.! .'· ·
. arbitration awnrdsissUed under the Modified i\rticl~ i5 proced11rewi~ the American Postal Wcmeis Union ··•
. (APWJJ).w¢fe not c;i!:able in arbitration of a case initiated by :the National P<>$tal Mail Handlers .linion
(Ni>MHU) clafining iidmittistrative leave for certlin' employees forJanuruy 8,l994. ·

.

.from

NPMHU coni~ds t}J:rt it j~ not ~eluded
submitting arbitration awards iSsued wider a
Atj.icJe 15 test conducted under. the temlS oftheAPWU .collective barga.iriingagreement for their.persuasive
value..Jn the-instant case, the union ~ttemptedtO.suhmit into then:cord n\vards issued by Arbitrator ;J. PiirkeT ..
iii four grievances p~e.sSed iiticier the USPS-APWU Modified Anicle 15 grievance arid ~arbitration
procedure. ·
.
·

Modified .

· .It is the position of. the Postal seinc.e that aviards :issued rinder ·a ttiodifled gtievan~ and w&itratjon ·
...procedure citable
in subseqU.entcases filed·µiiderthe.
colleaive bargaining a~t arising
within the offiee m which the teSt is being .coiil:fucted; That prii'iciple is clearly def.m9 fu docwrieiltS • ·
.· .exec'uted. by ihe parties to the test condllcted in the :S. Goruiecticut P&DC. The Memorruidmh .of
·... · .Understandmg QiiioU) of September Q, wss
the. ?ostal Sei-Vice Md tll~ APWU specificaify states . ·
..that Cases nrJsing under the modified pr~cednre "shall not be cite(i as precede.zit in .any futlire arbifn!!ion:
proceedings 0ccurring o.~ide ofa test office."
·
·

me

onfy

Sariie

bct\veen

)

further

It ls
the position of the Postal Service fuiitth~ NPMHU is l>iuied .!'.Tom' citing arbilratiort a\vards ·
'.isstied Under a separate collective bmgaining agr~m0ntnegotiared.with anOther:timon jvhtll that rolleetlve
·bargaining agreement precfu<leS such siibm.ission)Ille citiiig ofexpedltei.f~ipation.awiirds arlsingfutder .
·the 1990. APW.U National Agreein(}llt ·is hatred by the tenns of.Article lSA.C.4•. ~of (l.S.5.C.4
. subiiequcnt NatfonalAgreeinents). NJ.>MHU is barred from subiltltiing.thel>a:ika awards by the. ierms of
. the September1988~ aildApril J 995, MOUs,referenced ~@-ve.Additionally,;tlt~Parker aWaid~:ftiemselyes
stipulate that ~ey "shall_ni:>t ~cited as preccilerii in ~y fu.ture arbitr.rtfofrproceedirigS~acciuing out);ide of: ..•

m

.this (em office."

·

··

· ·

· · ··

·

. ·This :was further reinf()rce<l in· th~. Step 4 deciSion bCtween the· Postal ~rvire· and th~ Amencai:t.Postal .· .
Workers. Union for case JB7-4J:.c 89016049 (copy attached); ".tMf arhiiratiJ>ri. awards rm:idered ·in.
·niorufied grievance procedure 1.1re intended to ~pply i:mly:ln the speeific subject.office uftlib: snevancc:and .. .
.only )'\'liile
i'rn>dified grievance
pro~dure".
. . . .. . ..·..·.· . '·.
_:. . . . . ·•·
.. ·the
.. office
. is :nnder.Jbe
.
.
.

any ·.

-

,

Jtisfurlhernot~d tb.'lt ihe f(:st ofthe·Modified Article 1s p~dU~e in the s. c~ecii~1t P&DC was ,

. : i.JisC(}ntiimed (;j) N6vembed8; 1995;. TherCaj.ter, even the .APWO iS prooiudt<l from Citing ·awards is5ued .
·under the modified pro~e in other arbilri~tfon: hearings by the tet:ms oftheMOUof April 1995. The
·m$farit ~vance·~ schec)uled for expedited aroitrati~ti on. N<>vember ~0,1997. .
.
..

The NPMif U eondu~rid te5ts dr a sinluar Modified Article iS.p~c in several offices; si.ibseque~t.tc.

ncgotiatitm oft1le.J987 ColieCtiveB~a,iningAgreement. Ho.wevcr, the NP:Miiu nevef pailicipated fu sµcb ·
a test in theS. ·connecticut P&DC.
·
·
·

..

Re.la.ting to the~moh•i; request for adrilinistrative l~ve ·• ~ • the p0si!iQrt of tbe Postal Se~iee iii outlfued hi .·
· tbe Step 2 anci Step 3 deeisionsi int;o.rporated herein by refcr6tce~ ·
·
··
·
·

..

·.

.

.

.

.In vfow of these consideratiOI1$, tli!s.grievatt~e is d~ed •

. .·. V?Jien the matter remained nnresolved, NPMH;U made a timely appeal .for final ~d binding
·d#enllination ofth~confronting_ issur;~ inNalio~al~Jevel iirl>itratiori llilder.J\.rticle 15.4.Dofthe2000 Mail·
·.

i-Jaridl~r~.N'1tfonal Agreement bet~eeri NPr\1mJ and USPS.
'

-~

..

.

.

:··
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POSlT'IONS OF THE PARTIES ..

The foll~wing staterqe.ilt~ ofposition have been extrap01ated" and edited from the respective post .
· ·heari~g briefs:

.TheNPMHU.
Absent' nn expreSs agreement to the contrary> the NPMHU may cite any ·arbit.Nitiori awaidtbat
·represents an arbi_tr,ator's reasoned int~retation ofthe governing agreement. The gravmnen of
ihe :Postµ.1 Serviceis atgumen~ in this c~ is that it may take a. sµb:Sililueiit ~greem¢ntJtmakes with
the APWU to limit the citation ofcertain sources arbitral·authoi'ity
without obtaining the
NPMflU's.conseru,·applytµntagreement to theNPMI:iUas weJJ. Tt1ere are, however~ significant ·
. .
ctinsidemtions ofcontrn:ct law, policy and faiq}ess. that cut against this ·position.

of

and,

·Both the history of the relevant agreements .and the application of ba8fo arbitraJ piinciples
.. strongly support the position that the NPMHU may .cite, as l>ersuasive authority, an arbiID!tjon
award is5uedundertheModified Grievance Procedure between theAPWu and the Postal Service
.by an arbitrator who knew nt the time ()f his dedsion that the award·could ~ cited as bJnding.
p;recedent. B.nsed on the structure and purpose _of the Mod-15 procedure, and ·the clearlanguage
of the September 9,.1988 MOU, there·can only be one under~tMding ofthe ~eenient between
.the APWtJ m)d the Postal Service relative io thedtati~ ofMod~lS awrirds, ~of October 1994.
That is, at the iimo tho:;:e awar4s were issued;·.they·coufd be cited aS binding .authority within the .
. test facility> and could be cited outside the facility- not as binding precedeot,.. 6.ut for whatever
pel"SU1.ISiVe authority. they might" be wven. It therefore is cJe.tr that the awards should be
considered sufficie.ntiy weH reasoned to qualify as a source of authority that the NPMHU may
·rely upon in SUb$eqUent· arbitrntior.1s.
.

.

\

)

· The Postal: Ser\rice also posits ihat Jlllowing the NPMHU t:O ci~e the Mo~:.1s awards would
. deprive it of the ~efit oftl:ie ~argain itma9~ \.V:ilh theAPWU. ThePostalSel'Vfoe suggei.1sthat
·.a Regillar Regional atbitratOr who finds a MOd-lS. decision per8uasive coil.id h~vc his own
.decision cited by the· APWU in a subsequent case; Whether such a scenario wolll<i"violate nn
agreenwnt between the, Postal Service ~d ·APwu is a question to i.\liswer~d in a <lifferent .·
'grievance - natnely> case between the PostalService nnd thy APWU, who are free to establish
.. the rules _governing their own arbitratioi1 procedure~ In any event, the siiculative possibility that .
such second-order citation may occur is not a sufficient-basis for iinposiog terms on the 1'.1PMHU ..
Without its consent. In shorf:, neither fairness nor equity require the NPMHU to cioscive
:limitations on the citation of aµthority in arbitration that have been negotiated afttr the issuance . ·
of the disputed ar~itration awards. by the Postal Service and another.postal union.
·

a

·be

Porth~ foregoing reasons,; the Arbitrator should t:ohcJud~tb~tthe NP.MHU is entitled to cite and.
relyupo11, forilieitpe:rSua,sive vatue, the five awards issuecl ·by ArbJtratOr Par~er in Octob61" 1994
· 'under the Mo~-15 · proc~ure estab.l~hed :between tb"e APWO ·and the Postal Service. An·
.appropriate remand.order also should be. issued. .

.J

15
.

.

.

a

'•

.·,

in

Haven.·

The Mail Handlers union was never participant .in the Mo9ified 15 process New
. Nevertheless, the Mail Handlers unfon attempted to avail ·themselves of a New
APWUiuSPSModified 15 award, despite the fact that MOdilied 15 awaros (1) could not be cited.·., ·
·by any other union except the AP:WU local. in the test offiee; {2) .c<>uld ot) ly be cited ill another
Modifie<.i is arbitration in the same test office; and (3) could onlybe cited by partie$.if the offiee · .
. was· an actiVe participant of the Mridified 15 process. Jn short, the Mail• Handlers urifon is
· attempting to utilize a 1994 APWU Modified 15 award .in. a l 997. Mail· Harid1er arbitration
p~irig arising t¥Ider its·owrt agreem~nt, while the PostalService andAPWlJ are explicitly
precluded:fron1 utilizinglhe.s~e decision in ttny forum~ As sue.It, the Mail Handler's attenipt to
cite j.he 1994 AJ>WU Motlifi~d ts· ayurr,ds mu~ ·be denied; : .· · ·
·

Raven .

'>

The· CMe presentation by tile Mail ThmcUers was sparse, relying on cou~el's interpretati~n oftlie
USPSiAPWU contract . language, without any witli~ sut)port .for coutrSel's interpretation.
Admittedly, where contr?ct language is ambiguous, mi arbitrator can be call~ upon to-render an
. interp~titfon reeo:ricilln.g the ambiguous language: However> here there "is no ambiguity and the'
.:arbitrn:tOr's authority ts severely limited. The partif;}s to the M6dified J5 proceedings (ie.; the
Postal S.ei-vic~ and the AP'wu) are in a full agr~ement tha,t Modifiec) J 5 awards can only be cited ·
·by the parties to the award· in the test. ofifoc, only in·a n~odified .Proceeding, and· only ifthe parties . .
. · -remain partic.ipa~ts to the M~ified ·15 precess. Therefore,. wh~ brith_parties to a eoriimctare
··in agreement .about the m~nirig. and intent. of specific language. contained hi a contract .or
memorandum of unders~ding;; a non~party's. interpretation is meanfugless and. not ~levant,
especially if the third. party seeks to benefit by its .singular interprefution. .
.

A Modified 15 award is a type of settlement that exists. in the postal service on a non~citabJ~,

non--precederitia.I basiS. SureJy, when bo:t11 parties are precluded.by oontract language from.·
. .presenting rioii~citabJe settleme1it to bb 'reviewed by an arbitrator noii~arty ~houJq not have
great~rfigii!s to i;jtethe parties' non-citable settlement. Nofr,j>~i;:dential;~non:.citableagreement$:
·. ate-Widely~ ':\;itbintliltPostal Seryice and the ou~me o(iliis c::ttse D!llY have an impact o~ the
fi1ture of any mich settlements.. Indeed,th,o Modified 1-;5 award .is akin tri a court decfaion that Is ·
"non;:publiShtibt~n, which me.an$. that it cannot be cited not ont}I' bY either party ii11he-flltUreljut .
. . · ,any o~er litigants.· Tims, the attempt to iise as ~vidence ·arbitmticm award.o; which by their
. · areJfmttedasto tirne and.pfai:;e; iS co.nt!JtiY to tile Snow Aw~{in~murih rudhe Mail Hand)ers ..·
.,have· no contracrual rig"ht in !t.S contract to cite tbestr non:.precefiential Modified 15 awa~s.), but .
.also violat¢s thf!,speci.fic limifatioils of.those awll-id which, as previonsly note~ are coJljparable
. to .a 11on~pUbtishrible and .non".citable judicial decisions. 41 sum; the Mail .Handler positfon is
unseemly ii~ light of the experimental nature ofthe program. . . .
. .

a

a

terms .

:f'maUy, there are significant tabortclations ;issues which should precl~de a ~ling eicpanding_the
use .of Modified ·1511Wards. as urged by the Mail Haµdlers in this case:.· A ruling for a part}' not·
;part of the process would have a '"chilling;' 'effect on .nny f~ture experimen~l programs jn -tlie
·Postal Ser\.ice. The risk o(a "rogue" award being resurrected and cited by others opens .the ·
,proverbial ~Fnnd0ra's Boxtt: Moreover; in terms ofelemental fuimess, anorrparty seeks,to ~ap
the 'benefit.._-~·whiJ!'ni party ~ike.the Po$1 Service is precluded from citln_g_ any Modified ·15 · ·
·a'wards ex~pt against lhe APWU at the New Haven. office and only during the Modified .15
. pr~ses u"Se inl'le~ ITuven. Forall.tbe foregoing reasons; the Maj) HandlerS1 grievance should ..
:be d~ed fo its entirety.
.
. .
.

.. ·,

. . ·.;,.

.,
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·OPINION OF THE IMPARTIAL ARBITRATOR .

· Since 1981.NPMHU and APWU have negotiated somewbatsimilrir but scparaie and independent.

,N~tional Agr~ements with the-· Posatl Service; cacth of

which

••

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

aiso ·iiicorpbrates. certain unique ·
•

•

•

•• •

•

•

•

•

•

<

••

~

i;uppiementaJ_ understm1dings. Bcc~Use the NPMI1_u and·the APWU.ni:donger are bound by.a smgt&

.
:

· :National _Agteeineitt

with USPS;

it .follows that n~ther is

contractuaJly :bound by suppi~mental ·_ · ·

.. ;. ·.-Memoranda
of .Understandlilg
unique. to thos~
$epara~e. NationalAgieenients,
i.e;; -M:OUs which USPS
.·
·.
.
.
.·
.
·.

•'

.

.

-

.

.

· .' h~ negotiated w1ib orie or the· other· but not withb_oth. ;rhere. is no dispute that NPMHU. was·n6i
a. ·
...
.

\

s1griat6zy to fu.e October 1986 Memorondum·ofUnderst~nding by which the Postai Servi~; -the APWU

~d- the. NALC established
a «orievruwe-Arbitration
Procedunffor Resolving
Grievances
at the Lowest
. .
.
.
.
-

-

'

-

-

'

Level"',. aka. "Modified Article 15"
or "Mod'.'i 511• ·Nor can there-be
ariy doubtthat
NPMHU was not a · •
-.
.
.
. .

..

..

.

~a:ity to the-supplemental ·Memoranda oflJnderstahding of Septemberl9S8, November 1988 and April
. 1995 between USPS a_nd APWU regarding citation of Mod-15 arbitration deeisfon8. ·
The PpstalService's position that its con:tmr;tual tind~stanclings With theAPWU relative tO Mod~

.. lS arbitration under
somehow:bin_dfo:g
uport
NPMHU
is . ·.
. the USPS/APWU
..
.National
. Agreement-are
. .
.
. .
.
.
.

...

..

.

. .

.

.

'

.

. .

,.

.

criii~
to primary .prlnci}>les.'
of
coiimt~-la~.- It '".
is. elem~ntal that'a
party
cimnot
bO" bound ·-to an ..
.·. .
.
.
.
.
. .
:·

.

_.

'•

.

.·

. .

.··

:

.· . iagreeme~t to wliich it does not asse11t and to which ff is not aParty~

..

See. e.g.. 17 :Arri. Jur. 2d Contra~ .

:.§ 22 (2002)~ Indeed, USJ?S Stands logic on its head when it poclts that "the Mail H~dlers 1-Ulion Cannot
•

•.

.

·..

•

.

- •

•

• .

.·

•

•

••

-

•

t

_·:a;ail .therrise1ve8 of aN~~ Haven AP-WU/USPS Modifi6d -15 ·award" because the NPMHU ''Was never
a participant in the Modified ·15 process in New Haven;" .
, Equl:lllyunavailing areth~ Postal Service's pleathateq~tyrequkesqtiasi;contractual imputation ·

:. ,~fexpre.ss"rnutual. .unden~~fri~ ·between .-USPS and APWU regardrng citation- of Mod-l5 _airb.~fr.\tipn
.

,•

::aecisions into ·A.t:ticl6
15 ofthe USJ>SINPMHU
National Agn;ement
·such legislative
intet'Vention by_ · ·
.
.
.
.

.: .-··..

'.

:-

,.·

.

.

.

. .

:

'

-

.

.

.

.

-

.

-·

.. : .

17
arbittal ·:fi~t would exceed the express limits ·a~ my alithotityset forth in:the s~~d. sentence ofAftlcle'

.. i 5A.A.2: "All decisi(?ns ofarb~trafors shall be.lfamitedto the terms and provisions ofthis Agreement, and
. :in no event-may the terms and provisions of this Agreemenfbe ~ltered, amended, &r filodified· by

·n~ a~bitrntor": (Emphasis·added); Mmeover,.the Po~ Servi~e argunientthat itis.somehow''unfair"
.· for NPMHU to cite Mod.;.15 decisions which USPS_ has undertaken With APWU to .refrain from .<?iting ·

:~imply
begs the question
at iSsue.fo this case.
ft cannotseriousiybemainWned
Wa5 a. Third
.
.
.
. . . .
. thatNPMHu
. ...
.

.

·Party beneficiary of the agreements USPS ~~de ·With APWU. bywhich each limited the other~s right to
cite arbitration decisions ·~ssued under the USPS/APWU Mod-15 pro~ed~s. The criti~ point is that

th~ Postal Service and APWU agreed'in colicctivo bargaining negotiations to tim"it lheirrespectivenghts

:tO cite Mod-15

arbJlr~.tion

decisfons. in subsequent arbitrations bµt NPMHU and USPS have :O.o such·

contractual undertaking.
·As a generar principle, absent mutual agreement to the contrary,- advocates in a collective
·l)arg~ning agreement arbitration may cite and proffer for the arbitrat<:>r's acceptance and. consideration

· .··~i au.thority that they deem persuasi.ve~

Absent mutual agreemertt.to the ~nmuy~ ~ arbitrator in a

l~oor-manag~ment arbitratfofl· has very broad diScretion

to ~t ot"reject such p~ffered evidenc~ and,

. :ifaccepted, to accord aptece~ent decisions ~hatever degree ofperstia5iv¢ value S/he deems appropriate. . . .
'S~eJo.hiiWiley&Sons.fuc. v. Livingston~376U.S. 543~ 556-557~ ~s. Ct; 909,5.51.RRM2769 (1964);
J

-

•

•

•

.•

.· Interstate.Brands Corp. v~ Teamsters Local 135,909 F.2d 885, 135 LRR:lvI 2006 (6m Cir.1990). See also

:Elkouri & Elkpuri; How Arbitration Works 605 @NA 51h ed. ~997) ~citing. NANAAA/FMCS Code oj ·

· .· ·Ptofe~sionar Responsibflity}or Arbitrators of Labot~Management !Ji.rputes §: 2(G) (1996)); Owen
·. · .Fai~veather, ·Pfa.ctices and Procedureinla:bor Arbitration, 161 (1983);-D?JlllE. ~~ch~11; The Arbitration ·

. •·

iB
· ·Hearing:
Adininistratio~.
Conduct and ProCecluresfo ·~bor and Employtrient Arbitration''
{Edited ·by ·
·.
.
.
'

.·'.Bornstein, Gosline & Gieenbauin),Chapter 1,vo1.i, § L01[7J(a) {Matthew Bender

ind ed. 1999).

Artide 15.4.C.5 of the- of the USPS!Ni>MHU Nation~ Agree:mc.Ot doeS expresslyrestrictthe ·

·. ,· :~ita~on andauthoritn.tivevalueof'"Expeclit~d,' arbitration decisions. However, notlringin Article 15of
the· USPSINPMH9 National Agreement or past practice thereunder restricts cithey Party from cinng·and
.

proffermg any other type. of arbitration. awards from
other
soilrce. to an
arbitrator.
·conducting
an
. any
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

..

.

.

.

~~Expedited"
a!biti-~tion hearing under
Article 15.4.C. of the VSPSINPWW Natton.ai Agreement. H:
. .
.
.
.

.

. ·arguendo,_ appeals to equity struck a resonant chord:> it would be· paten~y unfair to impose upou the

.NPMHU ~Y arbitral. fiat a restriction on its rights to cite USPS/APWU Mod-15 dec.isions in arbitration
. under Arucle 15 of the USPS/NPMHU National Agreemept, ·simply because USPS refrains from

teciproca.l.Citation to Mod-15 decisions under a sdf~imposed restriction it negotiated with APWU-under

)

k separate .and ·independent.. National. Agreement. · As Arbitrator Carlton Snow observed in

USPSiAPWUJNALCNationa!Arbitrati~n Case·No~ H94N-4H-C 96090200 (Nov, 4; 199&): '~Ifpromises

to one craj:l: irtfyinge on rights o{ruiother, the Employer is obligated

to. negotiate: the authority to

·. oin1plement
such rights.Jpromises]
withjn. the craft whose rights a:re being .infringed
.... Simply
becaus~
.
.
,.
.
.
.

'

~

'

~omplying With o~e agi.:cement wouJd vi'oJate the other does ll()t relieve management of itc: obijgation·to
0

· ·· comply with both."(ld a123.) ·
.

.

.

Based· on all of th~ foregoing,
l conclude
that NPJ.v.Uill is not barred by contra~4 past practice ~r ,
.
.
.
~

.

.

·equity :from citing and profferin.g in arbitration proceedings·. ~nder Article J 5. of the· USPSJNPlvlliU .
.

.

\

. A~ement, not .as.authoritaqvc :precedent bu( fot ~e\i'er persuasive valui:: thearbitrator deems

:appropriate-, arbmation decisions· issued :under the Modified Grievance:Procedure ~:(:the USPS/APWU ...
',Agreement; by ~n arbitrator who was informed ~t the time ofhisdecision'fuat-~e ·~Mod-15" award c~tdd .

)

19 ..
be··cHed a.c; bfoding precedent between ·the APWU.artd the Postal Seivl~ in the post offic~ from whl!!h
th~ -award an>se.. Because only tll~t vei:y narrow is$ue ·~presented for determination in this recqrd~ it

· sb.ou1d be unde~toOd that my decision fa this cas~ is futentionauY stated.in suchnarrow·terins.
Finally. ·whether ~e. Mod-15 decisio:nS cited and proffered_·byNPMHlJ

are ac~pted into th~

. hearing record and. ifaccept<if. howniuch persuasive vlil.u.e :tO.accord them in deterroinfug the meri~_of

~he underlying grievances; are ~ttern l<?ftto th~ i~ormcd <ilscretion

oflhe arbitrator in the "Expedited" ·.

p~ceedings under Artfole 15:4.C. On~atbasis, 1;heNPMHuJ 994 snowstorin·grievances arer~ded
to the Regional arbitrator; for disp0sition ofthe procedural issue eon5istent With the te~ ofthisAw&d. ·

4-oriically enough; whatever determination the Artici~ 15.4.C m:bitJ:ator ultimately makes concentlng_
. ~~levance, admj~sibility or persuasive value oft~e Mod.:15 aw~dc; ~ited ~d pr~tfered by 1'i?MHµin
trbitration ofthe pending NPMHU 1994 snowstorm grievances will have

no precedent value ·under ihe

ex.pres$ terms Article 15A.C 5 -of the 0 SPS/NPMH_(JNational Agreement.

. ·-...,........

~

..

,·

\

}

.

.

USPS/NPMHU

·NATIONAL ARBITRATION PROCEEDINGS··
AWAIID OF TBE·lMPARTIAL ARBITRATOR ..
.1) Neither conhactlanguagenor illnt11al pastpnietice u:'lderth.e USPSfNPMliUNa,tio~al
Agreement bats theNPM$J frrirociting and proffering in arbitration proceedings under
Article 15 of the USPS/NPMHU National Agreement, ~otasauthoritativ~ pre¢dent but· ·
.whatever ·persuasive- yruue the arbitrutor deems. appropriate, ·arpitration. ~edsions· ·
... · ~.SS1led·under the Modified Grievance Pr9cedure of the USPS/AP.WU Agreement by an
.atbifraf:QT who 'V"S fufonned; at th~ time Of his decision,thatthe "Mod~l 5h. award could . :
.:·be ~it~ as ljindhig prt:cepe~tbctw~en tb.e iµ>WIJ a:fid.tlle fostal Service in ibepp~ office ...
from whic~ the aWard aros~. · · · ·
-· •· - \ ···• ...·. ·
· . . .•. . . · ·· ... ·.

for

.":.·

.. -2)Memor~da ofUndetstaridfugbetWeenUSPS ~d. APWu which·linlit or restrict the .

. rights of the USPS. and Af>WU t0 refer to and.cite <tMo<l-15" arbitration decisions as
.atitlfority in subseqµenhU-oitrationproceedfogs <lo not bar NPMHU, non:.partytri such
. 1vforrioranda.ofUnd&standing, from citing and proffenngmarl;>itration pioceedmgsooder
Ar~fole 15 of ·the tJSPS/NPMHU Agreenien4 not as authoritative pr~dent but for
·whatev~r persUasive value the 'arbitrator deems· appropriate> arbitration deeisions issued
·i)llder the fyfodificd Grievance Procedure of the USP~/APWU Agreement, rendered :by .
. · an aroiirafur who was·inforined at:the:time o:fltls deciSion that the"Mod-15" awm-d oould
.· kdtcd as bkdingprecedfbnfbetWeen the AP.WU and the PostalSe.rVicein the post office
from which the award-arose. ·
.
' · · ·· · _
·
·

a

J}IIl arbitration proceedings under Article 15. of th~ USPSINPlvlllU Agreem~nt,
discretion is vest~ iri the. individual arbitrator to accept Qt rej~t such above,.described
.~·Moo~15" arbitration decisioris-as1:he NPMHUmay cite.and proffer-and, if acceptedi to
. :· accord such above~.describoo "Mod-15" arbitration decisions whateVet persuasive value
.ihe
iridiridual
ar!>itrafor
deems
apptopriate.
·
·
·
· - ·
.
·.· · .... · . . .
·.
. . ..
.
.
..... .

· . 4)°C'1SeNos. B9oM~l B~C 94024 725 and B90M.-t B~C 94021081 ate remartded.packto
. - _·Regional arbitration, for hearing·and decision consistent with the terms ofthis Award.
. .· .. 5) Jurisclidtion-is retained for the sole pmpose ofresolving My disputes which may arise · ·
- :between the Parties .regarding ~e m~Iig, ~pplication or implementation ofthis Award

<"'~
. ·~__)~ ~..
,

~
:·~ .

.

:Dana~ioolren
Signed at Spencer, New York on September 25; 2003

·• ·STATEOFNEV!YORK ·1·· .
·• COUNTY OFTOMPKINS .ss:

.

. .

·,

.

::==-

.

On· this 2sm day of ~bu, 2003 f, DAN/\. R EISCHEN, nffirm aziicertify, upon my oath a.~ Arbitrator, that J run the individilal :,
dcscn"b:Cd herein; th3t l ~ceutCd tk fofug0ing fnstriimcnt a-:
Aw.ud iiHhi$ mnttet and acknowledge that I executed· the SM)ll. .

mr

,\

.-)

l..Aso~ RB.A11o1'is ·
·.

~ UNJTEDSTJJTES

··l!fiil.pOSTJJ.L SERVIC~ .

:·

..

John F. Hegarty, National President
·NatlonaFPostal Mail Handlers Union ·
11 OJ Connecticl1t Avenue, N'.W., Suite 500
. Washington, DC 200.36-4304 ·
·

·. Re: i390M->1B.:C 94024725
· · B90M~1B C946210s1
.

··.··.

:."-.

·· Deadv1r: He.garty:
·· · · This fa in referenc.e to Arbitrator Eischen's decision regardil:)g the ab.bve captio~ed cases.·
These cases involve management's claim thqt Mod-15 arbitration awards cannetbe
introduced in arbitration. by a. U.nion not participating in the Modified· Artide 15 program. •
. .
...
'·

.. ·Mr. Erschen found:

~

(1) Neither contract language nor mutual past practice under the USPS/NPMHU
National Agreement bars the NPMHU from citing and proffering in arbit(ation
· pr~ceedings under.Article 15 of the USP$/NPMHUNational Ag·reemerit, notas ..
. precedent but for: whatever pers.uasive value the. arbitrator deems appfopriate, ..
·• arbitration deCisionsJ~sued under the Modifi~d Grieyaqce Procedure of the· . ·
USPS/APWU Agreemehf:by an cirbitrator who was informed ; at the.lime of his
. decision,. that the "Mod~t5~ award could be cit~d a~ binding precederj(between ..
the Postal.SerVice'.in
the post'office
from which the
award
. the AP\/VUand
.
.
. ... ·. . .
.
.
. .
. .
.·.arose~
.
···.

.

~·

.

(2). ·Mernorahda of .Understanding between USPS ·and APWU which limitor"restrict .
·.· ttie fights of theUSPS.aridAPWU to refer to and Cite "Moq-15" arbitration .. ·.·
..· decisfon as authonty in· sti&se.queht arbitration proceedings do not b·aiNPMHLJ~ a.
. non-party to such Memwan.da Understanding, from citing and proffeiing in ..
· cirbitrafidn proceedingsunderArticie 15 ofthe USPS/NPMHU Agreement,not as
authoritative p'recedent buUor whatever persuasive value the arbitrator deems
· ·appropriate, arbitration deCisions issued under the Modified Grievance Procedure
ofthe USPS/APWU .Agreement, ren·d~red by an arbitrator who was informed 'at ·
.the timeofh.is decision thatt!ie"Mod-15" award could be cited .as.binding .
.precedent between the APV:VlJ and the Postal Servic~ jn the post office from
.
.
. .
.
which the award arose..

"·.

of

. :.. ·

.. ,

(3)

in arbitration proceeding~ l.lnderArticle.1? .of the USPS/NPMHU Agreement,.
disctetion 'is vested. in the individual arbitrator to accept
reject such above"'· .
qe$cribed "Mod"'.'1'5''. arbitratiOn decisions. as the NPMHU may cite -ahci proffer •.
and, if accepted, to accord such abo've-descriped"Mod-15" arbitration decisions
whatever persua~ive valu.e the individual arb~trafor deems appropriate.. . . .
.

475 l:ENFANi' PlAzA SW
W>\SHINGTON DC 20260-4100
. \WIW.USPS.COM

or

·-)·. ..

\:
· Pursuant. W. Mr. Eischen's decision, th.e above captioned cases are remanded back to ... · ..
. Regio11~l arbitration, for hearing and dedsiorfcons1stent with the terms of.the award. ·
Pl.ease·.sign aric:f returnthe ericlosed copy of this decision as youracknowledgm.eht ofyollf ·..
.agreement to remand these. cases,. therefore removing. them from tne pending national . ·. .
arbitration listing,
. ..
.
.
.

..

_

.~ -: ..

Si:ncerely, ·.•.

~fo!-d~

John~~/~···

:Manager'
.·
.
.·
. · · National Pres1derit ' · .
· :
C~nttadAdrniriistration.NRLCNNPMHU .
NatiorialPostalMail Hanqfers Uni.on ·
Date·:

11/J?~.:3

·

___,,......__~~~~~~~~~

)

.'·

-

MEMOJtANDOM OF' UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN
'l'BE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
AND

THE LABORERS' INTERNATIONAL ONION
OF NORTH AMERICA, KAXL HANDLERS DIVISION, An.-CIO
The United States Postal Service and the Laborers'
International Union of North America, Mail Handlers Division
AFL-CIO, agree that in order to maintain the integrity of the
arbitral process, the parties and their agents, employees and
representatives should avoid the least appearance of
·
impropriety when making contact with an arbitrator. The
parties must maintain an arms length relationship with the
arbitrator at all times.

Ex parte communication with an arbitrator regarding the
merits of a dispute, whether oral or written, shall not be
permitted. Whenever it is necessary to contact an arbitra·tor
relative to the merits of a matter in a dispute, the contact
must in all instances be made jointly or with the.concurrence
of both parties. Ex parte communications made in the
ordinary course of business regarding necessary, routine
scheduling matters are pe:rmissiblea
Any dispute arising from the constraints of this agreement
must be brought to the attention of the parties signing this
Agreement at the national level.

J

v~~~~~~~~.?::;:;;..___

w 11 am

Di recto
Off ice
Contract
Administration
Labor Relations Department

~~N,A~:J_.
Joseph&: Anuua, Jr.
·
Director of contract
Administration
Laborers' International Union
of North ~.merica, Mail
Handlers Division, AFL-CIO

DATE

·-~/
)

In the Matter of Arbitration
Between

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

)
}

}
)

And

OPINION ANO AWARll

)

Nicholas H. zurnas, Arbitrator

)
)

NATIONAL POST OFFICE MAIL
HANDLERS, WATCHMEN, MESSENGERS
AND GROUP LEADERS DIVISION-OF
THE LABORERS' INTERNATIONAL

)

}

)

Case No.: HlM-NA-C-99

)
UNION OF NORTH AMERICA, AFL-CIO )
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~->

BACKGROUND

This

is a Step 4 appeal to National Level Arbitration

pursuant to the provisions of Article 15 of the National
Agreement between United States Postal Service
"Service 11 )

{hereinafter

and National Post Office Mail Handlers, Watchmen,

Messenger~

and

International

Group Leaders ·Division of

union of North America,

the

AFL-CIO

Laborers'

(hereinafter

Hearing was held in Washington, D.C. on February 26,
1986~

at which time testimony was taken,

exhibits offered and

made part of the record and oral argument was

heard~

The hearing

was stenographically reported resulting in a transcript of the
proceedings numbering 107 pages.
on April 29, 1986.

Post-hearing briefs were filed

APPEARANCES

For the service:

D. James Shipman, Esq.

For the Union:

Joseph N. Amma, Jr.
Ralph H. Goldstein, Esq.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

In this grievance, the Uni6n protests the unilateral
implementation by the

~ervice

of three programs which the Union

alleges fundamentally change the nature of the disciplinary

process by eliminating suspe.nsions (as well as Letters of Warning
in one of

the programs).

The grievance also protests the

unilateral termination by the Service of one of the programs.
The Union

asserts that these programs are violative.of the

prov is ions

of

success! vely collectively bargained National

Agreements and long-established past practices
progressiv~

discipline.

terminating one of

~hem

relating to

By implementing these programs and by
unilaterally, the Union charges that the

Service violated its duty to bargain under the National Agr.eement
and

the National Labor Relations Act,

and disregarded past

practice.

The Service contends that the National Agreement does not
prohibit the implementation of the these programs or preclude the
types of discipline utilized in these programs.
2

The Service

)·
further

contend~

that it has no obligation to negotiate over the

prov5.sions of these programs; and that the past practice between
the parties clearly indicates a unilateral right to

implement

such programs.

The parties, unable to resolve the matter during the various

Steps of the grievance procedure, referred the dispute to this
Arbitrator for resolution.

ISSUES

The Union frames the issue as follows:
uWhether the Service has a duty to bargain
with the Union over changes in the employee
discipline process, and whether the Service
violated this duty under the National
Agreement and the .National Labor Relations
Act by implementing unilaterally three new
disciplinary programs, by terminating one of
the programs unilaterally, and by failing to
bargain with the Union over these programs;
and if so, what should the remedy be.n

The Service frames the issue as .follows:
"Whether the Service violated Article 16 of
the 1981-84 National Agreement by
implementing Ehese pilot programs at certain
sites within the Central Region."

3

JC,'..•.)·
···-

RELEVANT CONTRACT PROVISIONS

ARTICLE 3
MANAGEI>lENT RIGHTS

The Employer shall have the exclusive right, subject to
the provisions of this Agreement and consistent with
applicable laws and regulations:

3.1

To direct employees of the Employer in the
performance of official_ duties;

3.2

r:i;'o hire,

promote, transfer, assign, and
retain employees in positions within the
Postal Service and to suspend, ~emote,·
discharge, or take other disciplinary action
against such employees;

3.3

To maintain the efficiency of the operations
. entrusted to it;

3.4

To determine the methods, means, and
personnel by which such operations are to be
conducted;

3.5

To prescribe a uniform dress to be worn by
designated· employees; and

3.6

To take whatever actions may be necessary to
carry out i t s mission in emergency
situations, i.e., an unforeseen circumstance
or combination of circumstances which calls
for immediate action in a situation which is
not expected to be of recurring nature.

ARTICLE 5
PROHIBITION OF UNILATERAL ACTION

The Employer will not take any actions affecting wages,
hours and other terms and conditions of employment as
defined in Section B(d) of the National Labor Relations
Act which violate the terms and conditions of this
Agreement or are otherwise inconsistent with its
obligations under law.
4

)

ARTICLE 16

DISCIPLINE PROCEDURE
Section 16.1 - Statement of Principle

In the administration of this Article, a basic
principle shall be that discipline should be corrective
in nature, rat,her than punitive.
No employee may be
disciplined or discharged except for just cause such
as, but not limited to, insubordination, pilferage,
intoxication (drugs or alcohol), incompetence, failu1:e
to perform work as requested, violation of the terms of
this Agreement, or failure to observe safety rules and
regulations. Any such discipline or discharge shall he
subject to the grievance-arbitration procedure provided
for in this Ag·reement, which could result in
reinstatement and restitution, including back pay.
Section 16.2 - Discussions
For minor offenses by an. employee, management has a
re~ponsibility to discµss
such matters with the
employee.
Discussions of this type shall be held :ln
private between the employee and the supervisor.
Such
discussions are not considered discipline and are not
gr ievabl e.
Following such discussions, there is no
prohibition against the supervisor and/or the employE~e
making a personal notation of the date and subject
matter for their own personal record (s).
However,· no
notation or other information pertaining to such
discu~sion shall
be included in the employee's
personnel folder.
While such discussions may not be
cited as an element of a prior adverse record in any
subsequent disciplinary action against an employee~,
they may be, where relevant and timely, relied upon t:o
establish that employees have been made aware of thel.r
obligations and responsibilities .
.. .3ection 16.3 - Letter of Warning
A letter of warning is a disciplinary letter of
warning, which shall include an explanation of a
deficiency or misconduct to be corrected.
Section 16.4 - Suspensions of 14 Days or. Less
In the case of discipline involving suspensions of
fourteen (14) days or less, the employee against whom
disciplinary action is sought to be initiated shall be
served with a written notice of the charges against the
employee and shall be further informed that he/she will
5

be suspended after two (2} working days during which
two-day period the employee shall remain on the job or
on the clock (in pay status) at the option of the
Employer.
Section 16.5 - suspensions of More Than 14 Days or Discharge

In the case of suspensions of more than fourteen .(1 !)
days, or of d,ischarge, any employee shall, unleBs
otherwise provided herein, be entitled to an advance
written notice of the charges against him/her and shall
remain either on the job or on the clock at the option
of the Employer for a period of thirty (30) days.
Thereafter, the employee shall remain on the rolls
1

{non-pay status) until disposition of the case has been
had either by settlement with the Union or through
exhaustion of the grievance-arbitration procedure.
A
preference eligible who chooses to appeal a suspension
of more than fourteen (14) days or his discharge to the
Merit Systems Protection Board ( MSPB) rather than
through the grievance-arbitration procedure shall
remain on the rolls (non-pay status) until disposition
of· the case has been had either by settlement e>r
through exhaustion of his · MSPB appeal.
When there :Ls
reasonable cause to believe an employee is guilty of a
crime for which a sentence of imprisonment can he
imposed, the Employer is not required to give the
employee the full thirty ( 30) days' advance writti=n
notice in a discharge adtion, but shall given such
lesser number of days advance written notice as undE~r
the circumstances is reasonable and can be justified.
The employee is immediately removed from a pay statns
at the end of the notice period.

*

*

*

Section 16.8 - Review 9f Discipline

A.

In no case may a supervisor impose suspension
or discharge· upon an employee unless the
proposed discipllnary action by the
supervisor has first been reviewed and
concurred in by the installation head or
designee.
·

B.

In associate post offices of twenty (20) or
less employees, or where there is no higher
level supervisor than the supervisor who
proposes to initiate suspension or discharge,
the proposed disciplinary action shall first
be reviewed and concurred in by a higher

6

)

authority outside such installation or post
off ice before any proposed disciplinary
action is taken.
Section 16.9 - Veterans' Preference

A preference eligible is not hereunder deprived of
. whatever r1ghts of appeal such employee may have under
the Veterans' ]?,reference Act, however, if the employee
appeals under the Veterans' Preference Act, the
employee thereby waives access to any procedure under
the Agreement beyond Step 3 of the grievancearbitration procedure.
Section 16.10 - Employee Discipline Records
records of a disciplinary action against an
shall not be considered in any subsequent
disciplinary actio.n if there has been no disciplinai:y
action initiated against the employee for a period of
two years.
Upon the employee's written request, a
disciplinary notice or decision letter will be removEid
from the employee's official personnel folder after two
y~ars if there has beeri no disciplinary action
initiated against the employee in that two-year period.

The

~mployee

STATEMENT OF FACTS

In late 1983 and early 1984, management in the Ser:vice 1 s
Central

Region

initiated three pilot employee motivational

programs at three postal facilities.

Lawrence G.

Handy,

a

Central Region Labor Relations official, described their purpose
as follows:

" ••• we developed three separate programs, pilot
programs, if you will, which were designed to minimize
the necessity for disciplining employees, and to
approach the relationship between the employee and the
supervisor in a more positive vein than had previously
7

been done. n

The first

of the three programs implemen_ted was Positive

Attendance Control

(hereinafter "PAC").

PAC became effective on

November 26, 1983 in the St. Louis Post Office.

In this program,

no time off discipline {suspension) was to be given with respect
to any attendance-related deficiencies or infractions.

In lieu

of suspension, progressively more severe Letters of Warning were
to be issued for any attendance-related deficiencies.

A PAC 1

letter was· similar to a Section 16.3 Letter of Warning.

A PAC 2

letter would be issued ·in lieu of Section 16.4 supension (14 days
or less).
16. 5

A PAC 3 letter would be issued in lieu of a Section

suspension

(14 days or more).

Both the PAC 2 and PAC 3

letters· would include statements th.at the employee's offense was
serious enough to merit a suspension of the appropriate length.
The Service considered the PAC program a success.
prior to the

In the year

implementation of the program, 172 Section 16.3

Letters of Warning had been issued, while in the following year
only 51 PAC 1

16.4

letters were issued.

There had been 33 Election

but only 3 PAC 2 letters.

suspensions,

There w•:re 37

Section 16. 5 suspensions issued the previous year, but no PAC 3
letters were issued the following year.

The

second program established was No Discipline Employee

Motivation (N-DEM).
1984

in the St.

This program became effective on January 21,

Paul,

Minnesota Post Office.
8

This program

eliminated

the

use

of Letters

of Warning and suspensions

altogether, except that it allowed management to retain the right
to discharge for serious of.fenses such as theft or assault:.

The

basic thrust of the N-DEM was to allow management to discuss
problems with employees and encourage employees to resolve

This program was eventually terminated on July 1, 1985
according to Handy,

them~

bE~cause,

there were "operational problems."

When

asked to amplify, Handy stated that, "The working management did
not feel comfortable with the program, or I
members

of

management

didn't

feel

should say certain

comfortable

with the

program ••• tbere are some supervisors even today that think that
')

the. only thing to solve a problem with an employee is to give
them a suspension or suspensions."

The third program implemented was No Time Off Letter of
Warning
1984

(N-TOL).

This program was implemented on February 18,

in the Louisville,

Kentucky Post Office.

The program

eliminated time-off suspensions for work-related deficiencies and
substituted progressively severe Letters of Warning·.

were given the

Employees

right to appeal the issuance of a Letter of

Warning under the grievance arbitration procedure.

The program, like PAC, used three letters.

A N-TOL 1 letter

was similar to a Section 16.3 Letter of Warning.

A N-TOL 2

letter would be issued in lieu of a Section 16.4 suspension.
..

)

N-TOL 3 letter would be the substitute for
9

A

a Section 16.5

.-:--'"'·)

..

.
....

·-·

suspension.

Both N-TOL 2 and N-TOL 3 letters would

include

statements that the employee's offense was serious enough to
merit a suspension.of the appropriate length.

The Service also considered this program a success.

In the

year before the establishment of the N-TOL program, 185 section
Warnin~

16.3 Letters of
letters

were

suspensions,

were

written.
but

issued,

There

only 10

had

N-TOL

while only 16 N-TOL 1
been

59

letters.

section
A

total

16 •. 4
of 32

suspensions under Section 16.5 was reduced to 4 N-TOL 3 letters.

Before each progra_m was implemented, the Service advised all
employees.

They also presented a slide-show to all supervisors,

explaining the program.

This same slide-show was presented to

the four major unions.

It was also

~resented

to the Regional

representatives, the Local representatives and the Shop Stewards
of the unions.

The Service offered to make the presentation to

employees at local union halls, but only the National Association
of Letter Carriers accepted this offer.

There is some dispute as to the
programs.

at

the

reaction to these

Handy, who was a Program Manager in the Central Region

time,

testified that the

Marcellus Wilson,
Union,

~nitial

reaction

an Administrative Technical

was

favorable.

As~istant

for the

testified that he attended a December 1983 meeting where

PAC was explained.

Wilson testified that the Union protested the
10

establishment of the program.

As indicated earlier, the Service issued a Memorandum dated
July 2, 1985, stating that the N-DEM program would be terminated;
and that

the Service

~ould

"return. to

using

the discipline

procedures set forth in Article 16 of the National Agreciill!§Il.t."

{underscoring added)"

On

March 21,

1984,

the Union filed a

protesting_the Service's "unilateral

Step 4 grievance

a~tion

in altering the

terms, conditions and past practice application of Article 16 of
the National Agreement in several sites in the Central Region."
It should be noted that the American Postal Workers Union filed a

)

similar

grievance,

but there is no

record that it had been

progressed to National Arbitration.

POSITION OF THE UNION

The Union asserts that the Service violated the National
Agreement when it unilaterally implemel.'ltea these three p1:ograms
and refused to engage in collective bargaining,

contending that

they are inconsistent with the successively negotiated National
Agreements and long-established past practices which mandate a
progressive disciplinary procedure,

beginning with Letters of

Warning, progressed to short and then long suspensions, and

)

11

:·

.

::

-')'.·'
..
·.·.::;

ultimately discharge.

The Union emphasizes that it does not challenge the merits
of these "unprecedented changes"

in the disciplinary proc:edure.

In its brief, the Union states:

The Union does not arg1:1e that suspensions constitute
in any way a superior, or inferior, method for
disciplining employees, or that the PAC, N-DEM ana the
N-TOL programs constitute a worse or better method.
Rather, the Union contends simply that the Postal
Service has a duty to engage in collective bargaining
with the Union over a modification of that procedure--regardless of its merit -- and that the Service has
violated that duty in the present case by failing to
bargain with the Union."
11

The Union maintains that these programs not only violate
Article 5 of the National Agreement, which prohibits unilateral
changes,

but that

Article 16 as well

these programs violate the provisLons of
inasmuch as

th~y

agreed upon disciplinary procedure.

change the established and
Pointing to the history of

negotiations and of Article 16 of the National Agreement, the
Onion asserts that suspensions have always been a topic of major
concern to both the Service and the Union; and that char,ges in
disciplinary procedures

have

been bargained over in each

successive negotiation between the parties.
Union

asserts,

Article 16, the

contemplates that the progression from pre-

disciplinary discussions to Letters of Warning, to suspensions of
increasing duration and then to discharge is made "absolutely
certain by the past practice of imposing discipline in prE:!cisely

12

these forms and in ~redisely this order," and that fhe PACr N-DEM
and N-TOL
di~ciplinary

programs

represent a major

departure

from the

procedures set forth in Article 16.

With respect to the reliance by the Service on Article 3 of
the National Agreement
clause),

(the reservation of management rights

the Union· points out that Article 3 may grant the

Service exclusive rights, but it makes these rights

n

sub:i ect to

the provisions of this Agreement and consistent with applicable
laws and

r~gulations ••••

"

Therefore, Articles 5 and 16 limit the

"exclusive rights" of the Service under Article 3.

The Union next a.rgues that the exhibits submitted by the
Service concerning alleged prior unilateral changes
disciplinary

procedures

should

not

be

given

in the

serious

The Union maintains that these exhibits are

consideration.

internal memorandums,

and that the Service produced no evidence

regarding the decision-making process which brought them about,
or that there is any evidence showing whether the Unions were
notified of these memorandums or were consulted in advance; and
that there was

no evidence as to the Unions'

responses, or

whether the Unions requested bargaining or waived their rights to

bargain.

Finally,

the Union takes the position that the Service

violated the National Labor Relations Act, arguing that a change

)

\
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in disciplinary procedure is a charige in "working conditions" as
defined by the Act, pointing out that Article 5 of the National
Agreement prohibits . unilateral . changes "affecting wages, hours
and other terms

Section 8 { d}

and conditions of

employment as def in ea in

of· the National Labor Relations Act which ~riolate

the terms of this Agreement or are otherwise inconsistent with
its obligations under law."

The Union points out that the NLRB and the Courts hav1= ruled

repeatedly

that

continuation of
bargaining.
contains

disciplinary

that affect

a

employment constitute mandatory subjects of

There is nothing

any

procedures

language

in the National Agreement that

waiving

disciplinary procedures,

the

Union's

rights

over

and there is no evidence in the

bargaining history that would indicate that the Union ever waived
its right to bargain over disciplinary procedures.

By way of remedy, the Uniori asks this Arbitrator to find
that the service violated

the

Agreement by implementing

unilaterally new programs concerning discipline; and that the

.

.

·)·
.
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Arbitrator order the Service to negotiate with the Union in this
regard.

POSITION OF THE SERVICE

The Service contends that these three programs and the
manner in which they were implemented do not violate the Ncttional
Agreement,

arguing that they do not change Article 16, nor does

such implementation violate Article 16.

)

P i;~l iminar ily,
a re not

the Service emphasizes that these programs

in ten a ea to supplant traditional disciplinary methods,

including suspensions and other

di~ciplinary

tools.

The Service maintains that these three programs do not r in
any way,

alter the provisions of Article 16, pointing out that

the program~ are intended to be corrective and not pu~itive.
According to the Service, Article 16 does not require that any
particular form of discipline be used in a particular situation;

that by these programs, the Service has elected l1Q:t. to utilize
certain

disciplinary

action;

and

that

these programs are

effective supplements to the traditional disciplinary concepts

'\

)
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.

currently in use in the Service, consistent with the corrective

-.••·.)
-

.~.~-:

.

··.::.:I

and non-puhitive mandates· of Article 16.

The Service asserts that Article 3 of the National Agreement

gives it the right to implement these programs since, under
Article 3,

i t has

discharge

or

the exclusive right to

take

other

disciplinary

"suspend,
action,"

demote,

and

that

historically the Service has exercised its discretion to
implement management policy with re_spect to discipline within the
procedural constraints of Article 16.

The Service further argues that the implementation of these

programs is consistent with past practice.

At the hearing, the

Service- introduced. several exhibits which it maintains is proof
of such past practice.

)

It points to Exhibit 23, a 1972 letter

announcing the. temporary elimination of Letters of Warning, ana
Exhibit 24,

indicating a unilateral reinstatement of Letters of

Warning and substituting them for suspensions of less than five

The Service points to Exhibit 26, announcing a new policy

days.
of not

imposing suspensions greater than 14 days, except in

unusual circumstances.

The Service argues that these exhibits clearly show that the

.
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/

parties

intended

that the Service have the discretion to

implement unilaterally such programs.

FINDINGS

AND

CONCLUSIONS

After review of th~ record, this Arbitrator concludes that
the unilateral implementation of these pilot programs v.iolated
the

Natio.nal

Agreement between the parties,

and

that

this

grievance must be sustained.

Prior to the implementation of these three pilot programs,

)
/

the parties have generally followea the progressive discipline

procedures set forth
been

in

Article 16.

imposed progressively,

warnings,
finally

Disciplinary measurE=s have

beginning with oral or written

then progressing to short and long suspensions, and

to discharge.

While the number of warnings preceding

suspension or the number of suspensions preceding dischar9e vary
from

case to

followed.

case,

this progressive pattern has been generally

These three new pilot programs alter this progressive

pattern by utilizing special Letters of Warning or eliminating

suspensions altogether.

It is.clear that these programs

.\

)
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represent a

substantial departure from the traditional and

established order of progressive and corrective discipline under
Article 16.

It

should be noted for the purposes of this dispute, the

question of whether these

relevance.
essent~al

change~

Since the programs

are good or bad is of no

represent major change:s, the

question is whether these programs were properly

implemented in accordance with the requirements of the National
Agreement.

While Article 3 gives the Service the exclusive r~ght "to
suspend,

demote,

such authority,
[other]
rights

discharge or take other disciplinary action, 11
as the Service concedes,

provisions of this Agreement.
of the Service in

this

n

regard

is "subject to the
In this dispute, the
are limited by the

provisions of Article 5 and Article 16.

Article 5,

the Prohibition of Unilateral Action clause,

provides that the Service "will not take any actions altering
wages, hours and other terms and conditions of employment. 11
is well

It

established that discipline procedure is a term and

condition of employment, and the unilateral implementation of
programs which alter such proceaure is an action that affects the

18

)

terms and conditions of employment in violation of Article 5.
Electri-Flex Co.
denied,

439

US

vs.

·NLRB, 570 F.

911,

99 LRR11 2743

2d 1327
(1978),

In

(7th Cir 1978), cert.
the Court of Appeals

held:

" ••• the institution of a new system of discipline is a
significant change in working conditions, and thus one
of the mandatory subjects for bargaining under the
provisions of Section B(d) of the Act, included within
the phrase 'other terms and conditions of employment.'"

The next area of inquiry is whether there was an established
past practice
procedure

in

respect to

similar changes

in discipline

implemented unilaterally by the Service so as to

constitute a waiver of the Union's
changes be negotiated.

right to demand that such

In order to

justify the unilateral

implementation by the Service of these three programs on the
basis of established past practice,

it must be shown not only

that there was acquiescence, either expressly or by implication,
but that the prior unilateral changes were similar in magnitude
and scope.

As

indicated

earlier,

the

Service presented exhibits

indicating that during the 1970s numerous apparent unilateral
changes were made in the disciplinary procedure.

While the Union

is correct in asserting that there is no evidence that these
changes were not a result of previous or subsequent negotiation,
or that there is any evidence that the Union ever acquiesced to

)
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unilateral changes, the Union has not presented any evidence to
the contrary.

On the state of the record,

it must be assume.a

that these prior changes were unilateral and that the Union
waived its right to negotiate and acquiesced to the changes
instituted by the Service.

The record, therefore, reveals the following:

There was a

unilateral change during the 1972 Agreement; a unilateral change
during the.1973-75 Agreement; and a unilateral change during. the
1978-81 Agreement.

(No change was made during the 1975-78

The programs at the heart of this dispute represent

Agreement.)

an atteI?pted change during the 1981-1984 A.greernent.

Thus,

at first glance,

it would appear that the prior

practice of unilateral changes made without objection

ga~e

the

service the right to unilaterally implement the programs in
dispute.

However, a closer analysis of the prior changes and a

comparison with these disputed programs

compel a

different

conclusion.

As

evidenced by Exhibit 23, the use of Letters of warning

was temporarily suspended pending formulation of a
nation al procedure.

standard

Exhibit 24 involves the implementation of

using Letters of warning in lieu of suspensions of less than five

_)
20

days.

Exhibit

26

established a

policy of

not

imposing

suspensions greater thap 14 days except in unusual circumstances.

Each of these unilateral implementations involved a change
at only one Step of the disciplinary process.
changes

However, the

in the pilot programs involved in this dispute affect

several Steps in the disciplinary process,

so

drasticall~r

the progressive nature of the disciplinary process,

alter

and are of

such magnitude that the prior unilateral changes do not· provide
an esti=lbl ished past practice justification for the unilateral
implementation of the changes in these programs.

Both PAC and N-TOL elimi.nate two levels of suspens:ton and

)

replace

them with Letters

of warning.

The N-DEM program

completely eliminates the progressive Steps set forth in Article
16.

These changes have such a fundamental impact on employees 1

working conditions that they must be negotiated.

Further in<;1ication that these prior unilateral chang1~s have
little or no effect as binding past practice is the Memorandum of

Understanding incorporated into and made part of the identical
Article 16 provisions in the 1984-1987 National Agreement with
the American Postal Workers Union and the National Association of

)
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Letter Carriers.I

national-level

The Memo rand um of Understanding cr(:!ated a

"Task Force on Discipline,n and reads, in

pertinent. part:

"The purpose of th~ Task Force shall be to study the
manner in which discipline is administered by the USPS,
the manner in which disputes about discipline are
handled by th~ parties, and to· recommend changes and
improvements which can be made in the discipline a:nd
dispute resolution systems.
"The Task Force is authorized,· at its discretion, to
conduct tests of alternative discipline and dispute
resolution systems in variou~ facilities.
"The Task Force shall convene periodically but at least
quarterly at such times and at such places as it deems
appropriate during the term of the 1984 National
Agreement.
No action or recommendations may be tak:en.
by t.he Task Force except· by a consensus of ii;_Q_

parties." (underscoring added)

While this Union was not a party to this Memorandum of
Unde~standing,

the fact remains that its members and the members

of the APWU and NALC are all part of the total work force .and are
all

goverped

by

identical Article 16 Discipline Procedure

provisions in their respective collective bargaining agreements.
It would be illogical in the extreme to allow the Service to

I
This Union was not a party to that Agreement, having
elected in 1981 to n~gotiate separate collective bargaining
agreements with the Service.

22
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implement unilaterally disciplinary changes affecting the members
of this Union while at the same time negotiate, by Agreement, any
such changes with the APWU and NALC.

AHA RP

Grievance sustained.
The Service violated the National
by unilaterally implementing the PAC, N-DEM and N-TOL
pilot programs, by unilaterally terminating the N-DEM, and by
failing and refusing to bargain with the Union over these
programs.
The Service is ordered to enter into collective
bargaining with the Union over these programs.

A~reement

)

Date:

)
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POST.IJL SERVICE

Mr. Paul V. Hogrogian
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union,
1101 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20036-4304
Re:

See Attached

I recently met with your representative, Kevin Fletcher, to discuss the above captioned
cases at the fourth step of our contractual grievance procedure.
The issues presented in these grievances concern whether management is requirec;I to
follow the progressive disciplinary steps used for career Mail Handler employees when
issuing discipline to Mail Handler Assistant employees (MHAs).
After reviewing the case files, the parties agree to the following:
Disciplinary procedures for MHAs are ouUined in the Memorandum of Understanding Re
Mail Handler Assistant Employees, Section 3.A. (Other Provisions, Article 15). That
MOU provides that MHAs who h.ave completed either 90work days or a 120 calendar
day period (whichever comes first) within the preceding six months may be disciplined
only for just cause and that such discipline is subject to the grievance-arbitration
procedure. The parties also agree that an MHA who has not completed a period of
either 9o work days or 120 calendar days within the preceding six months does not have
access to the grievance-arbitration procedure if disciplined. Furthermore, in the case of
removal for cause within the term of an appointment, an MHA is entitled to advance
written notice of the charges against hiin/her, in accordance with the Fishgold award.
Discipline for an MHA who does have access to the grievance-arbitration procedure
does not g~nerally have to be issued in the same progressive manner as discipline
is.sued to a career employee. However, an appropriate element of just cause is that
discipline should be progressive and corrective in nature rather than punitive. When
management removes or otherwise disciplines an MHA, determining whether the
disciplinary action taken is appropriate must be based on the individual facts and
circumstances of each case.
Based on the above understanding, we agree to remand these grievances to Step 3 for
further processing and/or regional arbitration if necessary.

..·::,\""· t:::;-~:. ·::c ~ .!

Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of
agreement to remand these cases to Step 3 of the grievance procedure.
Time limits at this level were extended by mutual consent.

~h\~~~
Michele Ditchey
Labor Relations Specialist
Contract Administration (NPMHU)
Date:

& / 8'} d
I

0 I (o

C?§)}v-

.-

Paul V. Hogrogian
National President
National Postal Mai Handlers Union

Date:_d-_..__'6-~d-._D_t_l_ _

F11M-1F-C 14166312

Class Action
Sacramento, CA
F11 M-1F-D 15006539

Robin Falls
Carson, CA
F11M-1F-C 15095101

Clark
Carson, CA
F11M-1F-C 15095176

Oatez
Carson CA
F11M-1F-D 15190470

Wilson
Santa Clarita
J11M-1J-D 14338311

Nicole Long
Pontiac, Ml
J 11 M-1 J-D 15053696

Joanna Martin
Allen Park, Ml
F11M-1F-C 15113951

Bradley-Lyle
Carson, CA
B11 M-1 B-D 15242839

Johnson
Hartford, CT
F11 M-1F-D 15299381

Chris Rodriguez
Santa Clarita, CA
B11M-1B-C 15371243

Class Action
Scarborough, ME

Clerk Craft Division
American Postal Workers
Union, AFL-CIO
817 14th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
20005-3399
Re:

P. Elliott
Greenwood, SC 29646
H4C-3P-D 1531

Dear Mr. Connors:
On June 27, 1985, and again on July 17, 1985, we met to
discuss the above-captioned grievance at the fourth step of
the contractual grievance procedure.
The issue in this grievance is whether the 7-day suspension
issued to the grievant was punitive rather than corrective in
nature.
After reviewing this matter, we mutually agreed that no
national interpretive issue is fairly presented in this case.
This is a local dispute suitable for regional determination
by application of Article 16 of the National Agreement to the
fact circumstances.
The parties at this level agree that while discussions for
minor offenses may not be cited as an element of prior
adverse record in any subsequent disciplinary action, they
may be 1 where relevant and timely, relied upon to establish
that employees have been made aware of their obligations and
responsibilities. Any notation regarding prior discussions
in the said letter of suspension shall be stricken.

)

Accordingly, we agreed to remand this case to the parties at
Step 3 for further processing including arbitration if
necessary.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as
your acknowledgment of agreement to remand this case.
Sincerely,
Muriel Aikens
Labor Relations Department

James Connors
Assistant Director
Clerk Craft Division
American Postal Workers Union,
AFL-CIO

bee: Postmaster - Greenwood, SC
Southern Region
Article Code: 16-02-00 REMAND
NOTE TO REGION: Please ensure that the cited discussions are
stricken from the letter of suspension at issue.
Subject, Chron, Reading, Art. file, Lerch
LR310:MAikens:G4YBOO :7/23/85

)

Mr:

Gerald Anderson
Executive Aide, Clerk Craft
American Postal Workers Onion, AFL-Cl:O

817 - 14 t::.h Street, NW
Washington, DC 20005

Al'1'"'.1-d
\rrr
A.PWO' - toc:a.l
.
Anaheim, CA 92803

Re:

asc-sc-c-14672
Dear Hr. Anderson:

1981, 'We met with yc:iu to discuss the
above-captioned grievance at the fourth step of ·our
contractual grievance procedure.
. \
"he matters presented by you ~s vel1 as the applicable
eon tr actual ·pl:'OV is i~ ns have .• ~een rev ie'Wed and 9 iv en careful
consideration.
.
On March 10,

.

The instant dis·pute is settled in that discussion notations
made by a supervisor are _strictly personal and are not to be
considered official Postal service docw.ients. As such, they
are not to be made a part of a central record. system. to .which
other individuals have access.
1
.;

Please sign t.he attachea copy of this decision as your
.acknovledgment of aqreement to resolve this case.

Sincerely,

)

. .

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
475 L "Enf.uit Plan. SW
W.uhinglQn, DC 202ED

nay 7, 1981

Mr. Wallace Saldwin, Sr.
Administrative Vice President
Cle:::-k Craft

American Postal· Worxers Onion, AFL-C.IO
Sl7 - 14th Street, NW
Washington, .OC

20005

Re:

Cheryl Palleja
Tamp~,

FL

33602

HBC-3W-C-25394
~ar.

On

the

Mr. Baldwin:

April 23, l.981, we met with your representative to discuss
above-~aptioned

tual grievance

c<a!)e at. the· fourth .:ttep of the contrac-

procedu~e

set forth in the 1978 National

Ag't'eement.

During our discussion, we mutually

ag~eed

that there is no

interpretive dispute between the parties at the National
level ·as to· the meaning and in tent 0£ the languase :set for-th
in Arti~le XVI of the National Agree.'l!ent as that language
relates to supervisors conoucting -discussions• with
employees where miner offenses are concerned.

Based upon information contained i.n the fiie, the supervisor
?:"eferred to in this 9rievance conducted a discussion with the

grievant in accordance with the provisions of Article XVI.
During t.be discussion, the supervisor indicated that improve-

ment: wa.s need ea

in:so.t'a:c-

J:J.5

the grievzint' s

attendance wa::s

There is nothing in the file which establishes
that .the discussion was c~nducted to elicit information
relative to the grievant's absence from duty (2 days sick)

concerned.

for the purpose of taking disciplinary action because of ~~at
absence.
Onder thesE! cfrcumst.ances, the 9rievant was not
entitled to hav~ a stewara pr~s~nt.
The discussion was
properly held in private between the grievant and her
supervisor. With this understanding, we mutually agreed to
consider t:his 9rievan~Q ~~solvBd_

-2-

?lease sign a copy of. this letter as your acknowledgment of
agreement to consider this grievanee resolved.

Sincerely,

ugald

eor9e • Mc
Labor Relations

.4Wa:fie~ s~ y

Depart.m~nt

A.Oministrative Viee President

Cl.erk Craft

American Postal Workers union,
AFL-CIO

UN'T'ED StZa"ES POS'W.. SERVic:E
Labar' R 1d

'8 ~Villlllll

.as l.~ P'ml.. SN

w.tiil•QlllCll.

DC

~

Mr. .Jaaes Coo.nors

Assistant Director
Clerk Craft niYiaion
American Postal Workers
Onion, AFL-CIO
1300 t Street, s.w.
Waahingtol\, J:>C

20005-4107
~•:

Class Action
lndianapolia, l~
B4C-4G-C 2t>24l

~6206

!'.>ear :Kr.. COIUlors:

On Nove~r 10~ 1987, ve net to discuss the above-eaptioned
grievance at the fourth step of ou~ contractual grievance
procedure.

The issue in this grievance is whether local management is
making i.Jiiproper notations on Fonts 3972.
After re~ieving this matte~, ve mutually agreed t~at no
natiQnal inte:-p=etive issue is fairly presented in this case.
Wbetbe:: the notations being m.ade on the fona.s are i.llprope:- is
a local dispute suit&.ble for :-egional determi~ation based on
the particular cir.eumstances.
The pa::-t.ies at tpis· le01el agree that discussions shall not be
~o~ec

on

t~e =eve=s~

of Po:::-:ns 3972.

Ac:eordinQlY, we aQ!"eed to ~e:D.and th.is case to the pat"ties at

Step 3 fo: fu=the: processing, including arbitration if
necessa:-y.
?lease

si~~

and

=etu~n

you~ acxno~ledg:ment

of

tbe enclosed copy of this lette= as
ag~ee~ent

to

~e~and

this case.

)

Ti.Be liaita vere •:tended by mutual con,a.ont.

Tbis replaces the decision dated octol::>er 22, 1987.
Sincerely,·

~tL4~
Gri:::C: ' Arbit~atiou
ri;;ar-

a .. olve:-

Division

es Conners
sietaut t>irec:tcr

Clerk Craft 1'iYisioo

Aaericaa Postal Workers
Union,· Al'L--CIO

)

--

--

_,

•

........ _ . . .

--·

-

, .. ,CL

ttl\..t::ltCS.rt\...~

~c:>G.U.,:\
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LRJ:O:MHO:iver:yb:3/24/B6

MAINTAINING DISCUSSION FILES
D0Cl"'.\1ENT TYPE:
UNION:

STPFOL:R
AMERICA~

ARTICLE:

YEAR:
16

SECTION:
CREATE DATE:

I
04/09/86

POSTAL WORKERS UNION CONTRACT

1984

?-!::- • .:-in. :.ingbe:::g
Natio~al

Representa~ive-at-Large

Maincenance CrafT ~ivision
Ame:::.:.can E'os::al Wo:::J.:ers Union,
A:::..-CJ.li

B17 - 14th St:::eet, N.W.
Wash~ng~~r., ~.c.
200C5-3J99
Re:

Class Action
O:::lando, FL 32862
H4C-3W-C !.2019

Dear Mr. Lir.gberg:
On March 11, :986, we met to discuss the above-captioned
grievance at the fourth step of our contractual grievance
procedure.
7he issue in this grievance is whether illegal discussion
=iles are being' maintained by local management.

Afte::: reviewing this mat~er, we mutually agreed that no
national interpretive issue is fairly presented in this case.
We ag:::eed that supervisors will not exchange writ~en notes
regarding j~sc~ssions.
Also, a supervisor of a former
emplcyee :nay orally exchange information, relative to
dis=~ss~cns, with the employee's current supervisor.
Any
=ecords that do not comply with the above and Article 16 of
~he ~ational Agreement are to be destroyed.
Accordingly, we agreed to remand this case to the parties at
Step 3 for further processing in accord with the above.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this !.et~er as
your acK~owledgment of agreement to remand this case.

Time

~imits

were extended by mutual consent.

sincerely,

H. Oliver
Ji~ Lingberg
Labor Relations Department National Re~resenta~ive-at-Large
Maintenance Craf~ Division

Margare~

.)
__ /

.i

F"~"\.

:)

..
:

:

I

•••••••••

UNITED S't(T'ES POSTAL SERVICE
4751.'~Pwa.~

w~.oc

~

Hr. James Connors
~ssistant

Director
Clerk Craft Division

.JUL 2 7 19813

Alnerican Postal Workers

Uniol'\, AFL-CIO
1300 L Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20005-4107
Re:

Loe.al

·Inglewood, CA 90311
-a~c-c 4s-n6,___
Dear Mr. Connors:

On March 22, 1988, we met to discuss the above-captione~
grievance at the fourth step of our contractual grievance
procedure.

The issue in this orievanee is whether.management was prope~
in denyin9 the union's request for copies of a supervisor's
personal notes which were taken during a discussion.
During our discussion, we mutually agreed that ~hen
requested, the union will be Qiven the date and subject of a
discussion, providing that such discussion was relied upon by
the supervisor in a disciplinary action to establish that the
employee had been made avare of his/her obligations and
responsibilities.
·

Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this decision as
your .acknowledgment of agreement to settle this case.
Time limits were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely,

Joyce Ong
Labor Relations Department
Union,

..·<]
__

/

Jun-20-01

07:44A USPS Maintenance 98203

425-290-3460

P.07

instance, the parties agree that a one day cou~t and
inspection may net be used as the sole basis to establish a
stan~ard against which a carrier's performance may be
measured for disciplinary purposes.
Whe~her

or not discipli~e is properly issued, i.e., just
cause exists under given circumstances, is a factual
dispute suitable for regional determination.

Accordingly, we agreed to remand this case to the parties at
Step 3 for further processing, if necessary.
Mr. :oseph H. Johnson, Jr.

2

?lease sign and re~urn a copy of this letter as your
acknowledgment of agreemen~ to remand this case.
Time limits were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely,
Thomas J. Lang
Joseph H. Johnson, Jr.
Labor Relations Department Director, City Delivery
National Association of Letter
Carriers, AFL-CIO
bee:

Postmaster - Whittier, CA 90605
Western Region
Article Code ... 16-01-01 REMANDED

Subject, Chron, Reading, Art. File, Computer
LR310:TJ'1..ang:ht07:4/7/86
G6HT07 .34

PROPER CONDUCT OF A SUPERVISOR AND AN EMPLOYEE DURING
DISCUSSIONS.
DOCUMENT TYPE:
UNlON:
CONTRACT YEAR:
ARTICLE:
SECTION:
CREATE DATE:

STPFOUR
NATIONAL POST OFFICE MAIL HANDLERS lJNION
1987
16 .

2
03/07/88

Mr. Joseph N. Amma, Jr.
Direct~r, Contract Administration
Labc~e~s· International Union
of ~lorth America, Mail Handlers
Divisior-.
Suite 525
1 Thomas Circle, N.W.
Washington, DC 20005-5802
Re: c. Lee

)

Jun-20-01

07:43A USPS Maintenance 98203

3HC

Jac~sonv~lle,

F~

425-290-3460

32099

H7M-3R-C 2:.28

Dear !-!r. Aroma:
On ~arch l, 1988, we met with your representat~ve, Marcellus
Wilson, to discuss the above-captioned grievance at the
fourth step of our contractual grievance procedure.

The

iss~e in this grievance involves the proper
supervisor a~d an employee during discussions.

conduc~

of a

After reviewing this matter, we mutually agreed that no
national interpretive issue is fairly presented in this case.
It was further agreed that, during a discussion held between
a supervisor and an employee, both parties are expected to
conduct themselves in a professional manner at all times.

The purpose of such discussions is to give a supervisor the
opportunity to bring to the attention of an employee through
non-disciplinary means, a minor offense committed by the
employee.
Clearly, the intent ot a disc~ssion is to provide
the supervisor and the employee an informal setting in which
both parties may address the minor offense.
Accordingly, we agreed to remand this case to the parties at
Step 3 for further processing, including arbitration if
necessary.
Joseph N. Amma, Jr.

2

Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as
your acknowledgment of agreement to remand this case.
Ti~e

limi~s

were extended by mutual consent.

Sincerely,

Joseph N. Aroma, Jr.
Joyce Ong
Grievance and Arbitration Director, Contract Administration
Laborers' International Union
o:.vision
of North America, Mail Handlers
Division
bee:

Manager, SMC Jacksonville, FL 32099
Southern Region
~rticle Code ••. 16-02-01 REMANDED
Subject, Chron, Reading, Art. file, Computer
LR410:~0ng:3/07/88:revised:sw:OS/18/88:0CA Computer Input

ALL-I~-ONE

Subje=t: Step 4
DOC# 148

)
.:./

Including of past element listings of disciplinary actions the original action

P.06

•
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.

and
NATIONAL ASSOCIATIOU OF
LETI'ER CARRIERS

.·

Case No. NB-E-5724
- Robert Kurtz
Phildelphia, FA
Issued 1 February 23, · 1971

Backoround
This case involves an employer claim against Letter
Carrier Robert Kuttz for his failure to deliver and
acco-~nt

for registered article #3366397.

record taken of the hearing.

There was no

The parties filed timely

post-hearing briefs.
The Grievant, Robert Kurtz, was a part-time flexible
letter carrier at the William Penn Station of the Philadelphia Fennsylvania Post Office.
vas assigned to route

~639.

On April 23, 1974 he

Route #639 is essentially

a business route which includes a number of jewelry
establishments.

The route is known in the William Penn

Station as the wJewel Route."

The Grievant cased his

mail that morning and picked up his registered articles

.

'·.

... -:..

.....

...

".:. "":

- -.....

Registered artic.l.es. are handled i~- ; ·. ·. :.::·~··.' . .-.:."_: .·. ·~~~...
·~
- ... · -· . . . . ·
:-·_.-.·. . . '": ·: -~- .···.
-.· . . . ,_:
7
i'~i~.kcl ~~r
't:h~· w.i11iam
·.~ta'tion~: .'"When· ...... /:'.·: .... ~· ·:.. ; ;.

"" -..- . ·t .["Qlllll. the )tey
....... --~- -.., .
-:·

·tabl.e.
.·.

·.

'

... :·: :the
·at
P.enn·
..
)t'·:·:. :'_··~··-~~:~~~~~,:~~~~;.~~~~. ~~~ ~~:a-~i~~ -~f;.:·~~;··~ii·~ ~-~; ..~i;~·=. ~~~<t~~._. ··.~··.": .:_~:~:::.='-·-__.:··,-·

J
·"

he calls his number to the Accountable Mail Clerk at
the key table.

If the clerk has prepared the accountable

items for that route he calls the carrier to the table.
gives the accountables to the carrier and requires that
he acknowledge receipt of each accountable item by signing
for it on

an

appropriate form (Form 3867).

The carrier

then returns to his case, prepares a receipt (Form 3849)
for each accountable item and fuses it into his mail for
delivery.

In this way he can readily determine that an

accountable item is destined for a particular customer
-""hen a receipt appears among that customer's mail.

Account-

ables are placed in the bottom of the bag under the regular
)

mail..

As the receipts appear, the carrier delivers the

accountable item to the appropriate customer and the
customer acknowledges delivery by signing the receipt
and returning the receipt to the carrier.

When the

carrier returns to the Post Office, he produces the
receipts and reconciles them vith the listing that he
had signed out for earlier in the day.
the presence of the

Accoc~table

He does this in

Mail Clerk and if there

is a complete reconciliation the clerk clears him ·of
his liability for those accountables.

In this case

. .......... ··.

':"

....... : ..· . . .. ........
. . . . .,
:.. ·.
·~

\

the accountable mail clerk that he was prepared to receive
his accountables.
called him.

When the clerk was ready for Kurtz he

Kurtz picked up his accountables, signed out

for them and returned to his case

~here

he f i1led out

and cased a receipt for each accountable item. · He placed
the accountables in the bottom of his satchel according to
instructions and S\;ept his Case, bund1ed the mail, and
put it in his satchel on top of the accountable items.
Having

co~pleted

his work in the off ice he prepared

to go out on the street.

Before leaving he set his

satchel on the floor near his case, threv his coat over
it and went to the washroo:n.
~ashroom

When he returned !rom the

he noticed nothing amiss, picked up his satchel

and left for his route.
As the Grievant delive,.red his route he w9uld finger
the mail for each upcoming address.

Approaching 111 South

Bth Street he came across a receipt for registered parcel
No. 3366397 addressed to the LaPais Jewelry Company.

His

procedure was to then look to his accountables in the
bottom of his satchel for that parcel.

Normally he would

deliver the parcel and present the receipt to the addressee
or his representative for signature.

However, at this point

··.· ..

---~~:-~- ~ ~--~~~~~aY~·;~_o_; t~::- . pa_rcef.:1:~ •. 33-~o39_7 --~i,~i~sin~·~··::··~~· ··: _·.';·_:"-:y=_:..: ·'. _:/.~:"::"·
......... ...... !--.. . ..... '
.......... :. " "-·
. .:•. _-:. ··:- ·-.:.·
:- .....
... ····:·-...··;: .. . . . . , ....... '";·:· =:: . :
•.·."'-.
..
., .. .,.~--:: .:"cam:plef:.ed his.deliveries and then. retraced .his ~out:e .:in··::.. :·~_-::- J.·:::_;: ~.:;~,,=~~

)

... an

~:

attemp~

to

'..r_.~"".

d~t~rmine. 'Whethe~

or

-·~

:·.-~·.·:

·~ot ~e· ~a~ de;i~er~~-·

the parcel to some other address in error.

He was un-

successful and he returned to his station.
Contentions
The Union claims that the Grievant exercised reasonable
care in the handling of parcel

~o.

3366397 as required by

Article XXV!II - Employer Claims which reads in pertinent
part•

ARTICLE XXVIII - EMPLOYER CLA!Z.lS
The parties agree that continued public
confidence in the Postal Service requires
the proper care and hand1ing of the u.s.P.s.
property, postal funds, and the mails. In
advance of any money demand upon an e:r.ployee
for any reason, he must be infonr.ed in
writing and the de~and must incluce the
reasons therefor.
xxxxxxx
Section 2. Loss or Damage of the Hails.
An employee is responsible for the pr.otecticn of the maiis entrusted to him.
Such employee shall not be financially
liable for any loss, ri~ling, damage,
wrong ~elivery of or depredation on,
the mails or failure to collect or remit
c.o.D. funds unless the employee failed
to exercise reasonable care.
The parcel was stolen, says the '.·nion, either when

Kurtz left his case to sweep his mail from the center racks
or vhen he went to the washroom.

)
.. /

It insists that he

~-:·:.• ".!....,;·••·•

.. . ~~; -~~~-~-~: ·: _: ·:· . .,~: ·. . ._ _ ·:::::-;: ·.

-~-

...
~~~~-;._:-?=~,:·::··~ :!~~~-;~··:~....~.--i~~~-:--. ~;=~-.:·-:~x--~:- ·:'.:~~~-~.:~: ?·:~.:-_:'.:~ ·:~--~~~~:.:.~::~~~\:.: '", ·'. -~:~:~t.
.

.

.

,

.7

.... ·.• :~.~~rC:~s~d r.ea~Cn:i~bl.~ .~-~e·?(·~h_e .~a~~ ... b;(del. ~~~~~-ng. lJ_~~-~: -.-.,·~ ·~> .:··.:~ '\/

. :-.:. -~·;~~~~-·in :·a···~~ri~~-~ . ~:.s·c; ··;,.~-f~:..k~e·~-:~hi~>~~-ic~-~i-- . iri '~-~~n~ -~; ·:·_.;·:::·~; :.~:.-:,:.-\.. ··)_-.:

. . ~.. --~l"~ .: : : ~'· :·. ·. ·... ·. ... .... ·: ............. :-~ :.. . . ~· .· ' _, . _
. . : .. ":'- .:_ ... ·..· ~.: ~-:·.. ·. . '.:·-.. :. -:.·: ·. .
· him ·as he walked.

To .establish :proof .of t;heft t.he -Onion

..: . . ·. . ·. . ~ ........··-~·· ... "'

points to the discharge of M. for pilfering the mail

and established that M. was on the floor the morning
of April 23, 1974.

The Union claims that any carrier

at the Will.iam Penn Station must leave his satchel. unattended .under certain circumstances in order to proper1y
perform his duties.

Therefore, it claims, it is unreason-

able for J-:anagarnent to require the carrier to be responsible
for the mail when he must leave the area without it.
The Union also claims that the failure of the
Grievant to protest the 5-9-75 Letter of Warning vas
related to the Supervisor• s remark "not to ,..orry" "·hen
·the loss vas first reported.

Further. it says, the

letter was improper in that it was not in accordance
vith instructions issued by Senior
General Brown.

The Union produced the

from Brown•
MEMORAf\"DUM TO 1

SUBJECTz

FRO.Ms

As~istant

Postmaster

followi~g

instruction

November 7, 1973
Assistant Regional Postmasters General Employee
and Labor Relations
Letters of Warning
Darrell Brown

Article XVI - Discipline Procedure of the
1973 Kational Agreement sets forth the
basic. principle that discipline must be

·····-: .... _ ··

.'
)

.

- 6 --

.. - '

.

......

.. , '·: ·. c .

:·...:·: .. ·• ~ :_ .- .-·· ... :· ;'·: ::. ~: -~-:·.-;_.::.. ;~·..;.:_:,..:·:.:.:··< ~- .::} .-:. .:·:'-:·:·;:··.:-:::~:.-;_·.: :;··:-..._... :~:.:::·:-:_:·::.:.:<:·:::···:~·:::;·::_····.:::_::
- ~ ·.. ~--·· :- . ·. .: . ,..cor~t.ive ·i,il nature .. rather than. ·pu.nl- .. _
. . ,_· ~:. . . '. :..-.. ": :
0

: : _ : . . . . .: · . :

_:)

;

·-'\ ·_'.-..~"'" .~:- ..... .~ :·'~---_.·_,· ·tive.. ·our objective ·is. to correct··•· ·: ·•. ·.).:·:: __ ::. -:: ~-·-·- ...~ -_.::/. -~··.~·..;:·:.-. -;:: .~' :..: ...-.-· ·.·.employees, . not to punish or harass ... ~'-·:.~ . · · •.··. .._: •,: ·~ ':~::. ·!. :.'.. •.. " ,-·
- · .· :. :... · · · . · . :·, them• During the negotiations, the· · · · · : · ;:· : . : ".: · ._.- :· ·:· -; :.
· .. ::;-_ ·: ·:· ,·_.,. ~··Employer emphasized its c·om."llitment to:·:···._ .... ::::·:::·•.·,·-~.~·::--.:·· .·
·
·
· this· philosophy and made it clear that
·
· · ·. letters of warning would be used in
appropriate circumstances since they are
legitimate disciplinary tools. It is
USPS policy, effective immediately,
that letters of varning be used in
lieu of suspensions of less than five
(5) days. There will be circumstances,
of course, in ~hich the offense is so
grave that suspension or even discharge
will be required without any previous
letter of warning.

\
/

I

Managers must reme:nber that for minor
offenses, counselling ·in private shou1d
be employed. If letters of a-arning are
used, they should contain the fol1owing1
l. A statement identifying the
letter as an official letter
of warning, including sufficient
detail (na~es, dates, times,
occasions -- not ceneralities)
as to the deficiency or misconduct that the recipient ~ill know
what he is being charged ~ith;

2.

A statement that further disciplinary action may result if
correction is not achievedJ

)

3.

Previous discussion and/or counselling
which has gone unheeded, if pertinent
to the current infraction1

4.

Information as to the emDloyee•s
rioht to appeal the issuance of
!,be lettgr of vC\rnina throuc:h
the grievance procedure. (Under-·
scoring added)

.
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DATE·,

May

SUE!JECT 1

LETI'ER OF WAPJ.;'U;G

T01

Mr. Robert K. Kurtz
P/T Flex Carrier
473 40 4399
William Penn Annex

9, · ·1974...

· •

··· ·

.~

· - .. · ..·

Badge #7063

'Ibis official letter of warning is being
issued for the express purpose of advising you of the follo~ing serious
deficiency in your record which must be
corrected im.~ediatelyi
You failed to account for registered
article #3366397 on Tuesday. April
23, 1974.

A copy of this letter of warning will be
retained in your personnel folder for
t":o years. If the.re is any repetition
of the offense or you fail in any other
manner to meet the require~ents of your
position ~ore severe disciplinary action
will be taken.

)

You are reminded that in accordance with
present regulations employees who fai1
to meet the essential requirements of
their position may have their periodic
step increase withheld.

If you have any objection to the imposition
of the above cited warning against your
record, you may protest it in writing to
the Postmaster within five days. Your
protest will be revie~-ed on its merits
an authority different from the
one that took the action and you wi11
be advised of the decision reached.

by

BYa

5/14/74
DATE

s/ John F. Lavelle

SUPERVISOR'S

s/ Robert K. Rurtz
SIG?\ATURE
cc t

Personnel..,

File
2/72

DPF

SIG~ATURE

s/
WIT!':ESS
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\r-&anage?J1.-ent .. ~1airn.s. that ~ur~z·took respc:msibi1ity fc;:>r

..

).~~;;...·.:~-tb~ ~p~:rc~~ ·:~:hen.. :h~: si~e~;... o~t·.·~~~.:·it:
-~·~~
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..
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- ...
.· . ·It ma.in ta ins that· he is ·constrained

.to. handl~ ·t.he · ma-il.

. · ·.·.

with care and the loss is his since the mail was entrusted
to his ca.re.

The failure of the Grievant to protest the

Letter of Wa:-ning, says 1-:anagement, is proof that he
recognized
of the

t~at

he

~-as

responsible for the safe keeping

acco~ta'ble ite~.

1-:ana;e:nent does not accuse the

Grievant of stealing the parcel.

lt does not know how

the parcel was lost.but, in l·!an.agement's view, the loss
must be attributable to the Grievant•s error and he is,
therefore, liable for the

~onetary

loss suffered by the

Postal Service.
Findir.cs

Article ):XVII provides that a Carrier :::ust exercise
"reasonab1e care."
that

-· .
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It is not enough that.a Carrier !:tate

exercised reasonable care since there is no manner

in vhich the veracity of that statement can be substan-

tiated.

Under the present circwr.stances the Carrier

must demonstrate that he

sonable care due to
In the case of

~-as

fact~rs
K~rtz

unable to exercise reaoutside his control.

each of the possibilit_es raised

by the Union must be explored.

First, Kurtz demonstrated

.. _,· ,·...:.·•

· ·.-.,.

··.<~.-~·~.·~:~.:~: ~-·
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..
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· ·' -of him as ~.-valked and fingered the mail. · Whi,l"e th~s .. ·.

·.

· . is a·. commendable ·and a useful prec:;aution .it serves . only
as self-protection for the carrier and does not re1ieve
him from liability for loss on the basis of taking
reasonable care.

Carrying the satchel in front of him,

then, does not demonstrate that the carrier was for some
reason unable to exercise reasonable care.
Other possibilities brought forth by the Union bear
more heavily

on factors outside the control of the Grievant.

The carrier is issued his accountables an hour before he
leaves the office.

During that time he is required to

.-

.

leave his case to go to mail racks in the center of a
large room to sweep mail for his route
are constantly being workecl by clerks.

fro~

racks that

If the carrier

has already obtained his accountables, he must leave them
unattended at his case while he sweeps mail from the
central racks.

There was no evidence that there is a

.

procedure in effect enabling a carrier to protect his
accountables during this time.

On another point it

was stated by the Union and not denied by Management
that carriers are not permitted to take their satchels
into the vashroom.

The nonnal practice is for a carrier

to leave his satchel at his case or outside the washroom
~hen

he uses the

~ashroom

for a period of five or six

minutes prior to his leaving for the street.

Kurtz
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·:; ·..., .1974 under
~
.:.-~-·~
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these exact. r:ircwnsta.nces. . .

.;. : . ·.. •.
he. .and
Steward.
. 1'1e.. . Grievant . testified.
. th~t;.,
.
. .· a. . Uriion
.
·.
promptly discussed the matter with a Supervisor (now

...

retired and unavailable to testify) who is alleged to have
told them, "Don't worry about itft and, "I am not at li!:>erty
to tell you anything, just don't worry."

Management made

no attempt to deny the allegation nor did it confirm the
Union's statement.

Another carrier, M.,

~~s

apprehended

on June S, 1974 and discharged on June 21, 1974 for theft
of the mail.

The Union maintains that since J-1. was on the

floor at the time Kurtz's bag was unattendedi it is reasonable to conclude that M.

p~rloined.

the package.

The

Postal Service states that if M. would have gone near

)

Kurtz's bag, other carriers working cases nearby

have noticed his presence.

There is no evidence that

M. was seen in the vicinity of Kurtz•s case.

event, says Management, M.

~ould

~-as

In any

discharged because he

stole mail that was entrusted to him.
The connection between the presence of M. on the

day of the Grievant • s loss and the loss is much too tenuous
to reasonably assume
According to reliable

~~at

M. pilfered Item No. 3366397.

~estimony

o: the Union witnesses,

it is possible that the statement of the Supervisor "not
to worr}"" was in error and subsequent events coul.d not

lin'K :H. to the loss . _ parc:l Ne

3366397.
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tiefense concerning ·the "Le~ter· ·6r·t>e~ane- dated ?·!arch
25., 1975 is without merit.

The Warning Letter was not

properly constructed as directed by Senior Assistant
Postmaster General Bro·...111 and even if it were the Warning
Letter rr.ust be considered a part of the total 1'!anagement
action against the Grievant.

The

Grievant~

did not waive his right to grieve the
~hen

therefore,

r..etter of Derr.and

he failed to protest the Warning Letter.

The practice ·Of leaving the satchel when sweeping
the clerk's racks or ·when using the washroom puts the
carrier at risk.

s~tchel

He must either entrust his

to another carrier or take it with hirn.

It doesn't

)

__ :,.,..

make sense to s'·:eep the center racks carrying a satche1
and taking the satchel into the washroom is against
re~lations.

Certainly the integrity of fellow carriers

is not generally open to question.

However, M. was a

fella"' carrier and he vas discharged for stealing mail.
The carriers in the William Fenn Station must gamble
each time they 1eave
order to perform

the~r

thei~

cases as they

~

do in

duties •.

The ultimate issue in this case is by no means
free from doubt.

There are cogent arguments suggesting

_)

- 12 -

1:Dat
loss.

~e

GJ:ievant should not be held liable for this specific

nn the other hand there are even stronger factual

. considerations indicating a lack of due care on the part

of Kurtz.

Thus, the hard fact is that he noticed nothing amiss
with his satchel when he returned to his case on the
morning of April 23.

It is undenied that· the other car-

riers noticed nothing unusual about, nor any stranger
near, Kurtz's satchel while he was in the washroom. "This
indicated that the parcel was lost outside the Post Office.
.. -- -: .
.
Finally, Kurtz could not demonstrate that some factor out-

..--:--

side his control caused him to lose the parcel even though
he claims that he exercised reasonable care.
)
/

-

Given these

critical facts, the conclusion is clear that Grievant
... :-.a..•

Kurtz properly was held responsible for the loss in

issu~.

----

.:. ::

:-·

Award·

The Grievance is denied.

Approved:
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
Labof~~nt

475 l.:Enfant Plllza. ~
Washington, DC 20260-4100

December 17, 1987

fii'

("':>

Mr. Joseph Ne Amma, Jr.
Director, Contract Adminjst~ation
National Post Off ice Mail
Handlers, Watchmen, Messengers
and Group Leaders, AFL~cro
1 Thomas Circle~ N.W., Suite 525
Washington, DC 20005-5802
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Dear Mr. Aroma:
This is in regard to our d:i.scussions concerning the MOU on
Purging of Warning Letters agreed to during the 1987 National
Negot.i at ions ,
As discussed, I agr0e that if A disciplinary action is
modifi-c'd by the parties er an arbitrator resulting in a
letter of warning, such letters of warning will riot be
considered to have been issued in lieu of a suspension or a
removal action pursuant to Item 3 of the MOUo
S:'.ncere1:t,
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William
Downes
Di. -:ector\
Off ice of Contract Administration
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February 15, 1974

MEMORANDUM FOR.:

Assistant Regional Postmasters General
Employee and Labor Relations

SUB.l'ZCT:

I.eteers of Warning

ay memorandum dated November 13, 1973, there was establishe~
as USPS ?Olicy .:he ut.ilizacion of letters of warning in lieu
of suspensions of less th.an. five (5) days. This same policy
is effective throughout the grievance. process where·
consideraeion is being given to a reduction in discipline
imposed. If a suspension of five (5) d&ys or Qore is reducad
adminiscratively, ehe reduction 8hould ba to a let:er of
warning rather than a suspen~ion of four {4) days or le~s.
unless such shore suspension constitutes an agreed upon
sett!ement of the grievance .
. Please rev~~~ your existing discipline cases to insure ~~a~
this policy is oper&eive and take ~he neces$ary corrective
action where necessary co insure compliance.
Since::ely.

:( . ,~i_. )_,, r r· ) ~:t~,..._
Darrell F.

~rown

·)·_'.

~.~

l,..r.eoR AEl...lnONs

REISSUED--SUPERCEDE DECISION 5/17/96

..' \ _ UNtTEDSTiffES

-'lf:iifJPOST.dL SEIJVICE
Mr. William H. Quinn
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers
Union, AFL-CIO
One Thomas Circle, N.W., Suite 525
Washington, o.c. 20005-5802
Re: D90M-1D-D 94049865
NEAL, D
CAPITOL HEIGHTS, MD 20790-9998
Dear Mr. Quinn:
Recently I met with your representative, T.J. Branch, to
discuss the above-captioned grievance at the fourth step of
our contractual grievance procedure.
The issue in this case is what is the remedy when an
employee serves a suspension of 14 days or less before
receiving a written Step 2 decision from management.
During our discussion, we mutually agreed that where an
employee begins serving a suspension before the issuance of
a written Step 2 decision of a properly appealed grievance
under Article 16.4 of the Agreement, the appropriate remedy
is to rescind the suspension and make the grievant whole.
This make whole remedy is without prejudice to the Postal
Service position that it may reissue the suspension to
correct an administrative error and without prejudice to the
Union's position that the Postal Service may not reissue the
suspension.
This case is to be remanded to Step 3 for application of
this settlement.
Please and sign and return the enclosed copy of this
decision as acknowledgement of agreement to settle this
case.
Time limits were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely,

_)

William H. Quinn
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers
Union, AFL-CIO

Date:

415 L'O..AHr Pv.Ll SW
W~TOH

QC 20260-4100

Date
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Mr. William H. Quinn
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union
AFL..CIO
One Thomas Circle, N.W., Suite 525
Washingron., DC 20005-5802
Re: A90M-1A-D 96015486
(MH # 688)
WYCHEL
BROOKLYN, NY 11256-9511

Dear Mr. Quinn:
On July I 0, 1996, I discussed with your representative Richard Collins the aforementioned
grievance at the fourth step of the contractual gfievance procedure.
Article 16.4 of the National Agreement states that no employee will begin to serve a suspension
prior to the issuance of a Step 2 written decision. The issue in this case is what remedy shall be
effectuated when an employee serves a suspension prior to this finding.
After reviewing this matter we mutually agreed that where an employee begins servings a
suspension before the issuance of a written Step 2 decision of a properly appealed grievance
under Article 16.4 of the National Agreement, the appropriate remedy will be to rescind the
suspension and make the grievant whole.

)

This make whole remedy is without prejudice to the Postal Service's position that it may reissue
the suspension to correct an administrative error and without prejudice to the Union's position that
the Postal Service may not reissue the suspension.
Accordingly, we agreed to remand this case to Step 3 for application of this settlement.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of agreement to
remand this case.
Time Limits at this level were extended by mutual consent.

u ·~-

£:___ r4..
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Willi~~

Thomas J. V alenu
Labor Relations Specialist
Contract Administration
(APWU/NPMHU)
Labor Relations

National President
National Postal Mail Handlers
Unio~ AFL-CIO

Date: -::;- ~ _ ,... ,
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Mr. William H. Quinn
National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union
AFL-CIO
One Thomas Circle. N.W.• Suite 525
Washington, DC 20005-5802
Re: B90M-1B-D 94029660
(MH#634)
MULHERN JR. R.
SHREWSB.URY. MA 01546-7060

Dear Mr. Quinn:
On July 10, 1996, I discussed with your rep:resentative Richard Collins the aforementioned
grievance at the founh step of the conttacnJal grievance procedure.
Article 16.4 of the National Ag:rcemcm sw.es that no employee will begin to serve a suspension
prior to the issuance of a Step 2 written decision. The issue in this case is what n:medy shall be
effectuated when an employee serves a suspension prior to this finding.
After reviewing this matter we mutually agreed that where an employee begins servings a
SUSpe:asion before the issuance of a written Step 2 decision of a properly appealed grievance
under Article 16.4 of the National Agreement, the appropriate remedy will be to rescind the
suspension and make the grievant whole.

This make whole n:mcdy is without prejudice to the Postal Service· s position that it may reissue
the suspension to correct an administrarive error and without prejudice to the Union's position that
the Postal Service may not reissue the suspension.
Accordingly, we agreed to remand this case to Step 3 for application of this settlement.

Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgrru:tt of agreement to
remand this case.

Tune Limits at this level were extended by mutual consent.

Thomas J. Valenti
L:!OO!' Re'atior.s Sneci:-'i<:t
Contraet Acimmistration
(APWU/NPMHU)

~·~
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National Postal Mail Handlers
Union. AFL-CIO

Labor Relations

.
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--

Date:
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USPS/NPMHU NATIONAL ARBITRATION PROCEEDINGS
Case No. 194M-11-C-98072898

In the Matter of the Arbitration Between

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

Subject: Validity of Step 2 decision
issued post proper progression to
Step 3 under Article 15.3.C

- and-

NATIONAL POSTAL MAIL HANDLERS UNION
-and-

AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION, AFL-CIO
(INTERVENOR)

National Arbitrator
Dana Edward Eischen

Appearances
For the NPMHU:

Bredhoff & Kaiser, P.L.L.C.
by Andrew D. Roth, Esq.

For the Postal Service:

Teresa A. Gonsalves, Esq.
Anthony M. Thuro, Esq. (at the hearing)
Joseph R. Berezo, Esq. (on the brief)

For the APWU:

O'Donnell, Schwartz & Anderson, P.C.
by Brenda C. Zwack, Esq. (at the hearing)
Lee W. Jackson, Esq. (on the brief)
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PROCEEDINGS

The United States Postal Service ("USPS", "Postal Service" or "Employer") and the National
Postal Mail Handlers Union("NPMHU", "Mailhandlers" or "Union") designated me to arbitrate
National-level disputes under Article 15. 5. D of their National Agreement. The terms of Article
15.3.C of that USPS/NPMHU National Agreement are dispositive of the matter in dispute but, in
advancing their respective positions in this case, both the USPS and the NPMHU also cited and
relied upon arbitration awards construing virtually identical language in Article 15.4.C of the
National Agreement between USPS and the American Postal Workers Union, AFL-CIO ("APWU").
After being provided with third party notice of this arbitration proceeding, the APWU elected to
participate as an Intervenor in this case by appearing and participating in the hearing and filing a
post-hearing brief. [At the arbitration hearing on June 13, 2006, Counsel for the APWU stipulated
as follows: "Since we have intervened in this case as a third party, then [the decision in this case]
interpreting that language would bind the APWU"]. See Tr. p.81, lines 10-12.
The USPS, the NPMHU and the APWU each were represented by Counsel and afforded full
opportunity to present documentary evidence, testimony subject to cross-examination and oral
argument at the hearing of this matter. Following receipt of the transcribed stenographic record, the
Parties deferred filing post-hearing briefs, pending the possibility of a resolution of the controversy
in connection with ongoing national-level collective bargaining negotiations.

The Parties

subsequently advised me that their discussions had not resolved the matter and eventually filed and
exchanged their respective post-hearing briefs in late March 2008. At my request, the Parties
graciously allowed me an extension of the contractual time limits for the rendition of this Opinion
and Award.

3
PERTINENT CONTRACT PROVISIONS
USPS/NPMHU 2002-2004 NATIONAL AGREEMENT
ARTICLE 15 GRIEVANCE-ARBITRATION PROCEDURE
Section 15. I Definition
A grievance is defined as a dispute, difference, disagreement or complaint between the
parties related to wages, hours, and conditions of employment. A grievance shall include,
but is not limited to, the complaint of an employee or of the Union which involves the
interpretation, application of, or compliance with the provisions of this Agreement or any
local Memorandum of Understanding not in conflict with this Agreement.
Section 15 .2 Grievance Procedure-Steps

***

Step 2:
(a) The standard grievance form appealing to Step 2 shall be filed with the
installation head or designee. In any associate post office of twenty (20) or less employees,
the Employer shall designate an official outside of the installation as the Step 2 official, and
shall so notify the Union Step I representative.
(b) Any grievance initiated at Step 2, pursuant to Article 2 of this Agreement, must be filed
within fourteen (14) days of the date on which the Union or the employee first learned or
may reasonably have been expected to have learned of its cause.
(c) The installation head or designee will meet with the steward or a Union representative
as expeditiously as possible, but no later than seven (7) days following receipt of the Step
2 appeal unless the parties agree upon a later date. In all grievances appealed from Step 1
or filed at Step 2, the grievant shall be represented in Step 2 for all purposes by a steward
or a Union representative who shall have authority to settle or withdraw the grievance as a
result of discussions or compromise in this Step. The installation head or designee in Step
2 also shall have authority to grant or settle the grievance in whole or in part.
(d) At the meeting the Union representative shall make a full and detailed statement of facts
relied upon, contractual provisions involved, and remedy sought. The Union representative
may also furnish written statements from witnesses or other individuals. The Employer
representative shall also make a full and detailed statement of facts and contractual
provisions relied upon. The parties' representatives shall cooperate fully in the effort to
develop all necessary facts, including the exchange of copies of all relevant papers or
documents in accordance with Article 31. The parties' representatives may mutually agree
to jointly interview witnesses where desirable to assure full development of all facts and
contentions. In addition, in cases involving discharge either party shall have the right to
present no more than two witnesses, Such right shall not preclude the parties from jointly
agreeing to interview additional witnesses as provided above.
(e) Where grievances appealed to Step 2 involve the same, or substantially similar issues or
facts, one such grievance to be selected by the Union representative shall be designated the
"representative" grievance. If not resolved at Step 2, the "representative" grievance may be
appealed to Step 3 of the grievance procedure. All other grievances which have been
mutually agreed to as involving the same, or substantially similar issues or facts as those
involved in the "representative" grievance shall be held at Step 2 pending resolution of the
"representative" grievance, provided they were timely filed at Step I and properly appealed
to Step 2 in accordance with the grievance procedure.

(f) Following resolution of the "representative" grievance, the parties involved in that
grievance shall meet at Step 2 within seven (7) days of their receipt of that resolution, unless
the parties agree upon a later date, to identify the other pending grievances involving the
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same, or substantially similar issues or facts, and to apply the resolution to those grievances.
Disputes over the applicability of the resolution of the "representative" grievance shall be
resolved through the grievance arbitration procedures contained in this Article; in the event
it is decided that the resolution of the "representative" grievance is not applicable to a
particular grievance, the merits of that grievance shall also be considered.
(g) Any settlement or withdrawal of a grievance in Step 2 shall be in writing or shall be
noted on the standard grievance form and shall be furnished to the Union representative
within ten (l 0) days after the Step 2 meeting unless the parties agree to extend the ten (10)
day period. Any such settlement or withdrawal shall not be a precedent for any purpose,
unless the parties specifically so agree or develop an agreement to dispose of future similar
or related problems.
(h) Where agreement is not reached, the Employer's decision shall be furnished to the Union
representative in writing within ten (10) days after the Step 2 meeting unless the parties
agree to extend the ten (10) day period. The decision shall include a full statement of the
Employer's understanding of ( l) all relevant facts, (2) the contractual provisions involved,·
and (3) the detailed reasons for denial of the grievance.
(i) If the Union representative believes thatthe facts or contentions set forth in the decision
are incomplete or inaccurate, such representative should, within ten ( l 0) days of receipt of
the Step 2 decision, transmit to the Employer's representative a written statement setting
forth corrections or additions deemed necessary by the Union. Any such statement must be
included in the file as part of the grievance record in the case. The filing of such corrections
or additions shall not affect the time limits for appeal to Step 3.

U) The Union may appeal an adverse Step 2 decision to Step 3. Any such appeal must be
made within fifteen (15) days after receipt of the Employer's decision unless the parties'
representatives agree to extend the time for appeal. Any appeal must include copies of (l)
the standard grievance form, (2) the Employer's written Step 2 decision, and, if filed (3) the
Union corrections or additions to the Step 2 decision.
Step 3:
(a) Any appeal from an adverse decision in Step 2 shall be in writing to the
appropriate management official at the Grievance/Arbitration Processing Center with a copy
to the Employer's Step 2 representative, and shall specify the reasons for the appeal.
(b) The grievant shall be represented at Step 3 level by the Union's Regional representative,
or designee. The Step 3 meeting of the parties' representatives to discuss the grievance shall
be held at the respective Postal Service office (former regional headquarters) within fifteen
(15) days after it has been appealed to Step 3. Each party's representative shall be
responsible for making certain that all relevant facts and contentions have been developed
and considered. The Union representative shall have authority to settle or withdraw the
grievance in whole or in part. The Employer's representative likewise shall have authority
to grant the grievance in whole or in part. In any case where the parties' representatives
mutually conclude that relevant facts or contentions were not developed adequately in Step
2, they shall have authority to jointly return the grievance to the Step 2 level for full
development of all facts and further consideration at that level. In such event, the parties'
representatives at Step 2 shall meet within seven (7) days after the grievance is returned to
Step 2. Thereafter, the time limits and procedures applicable to Step 2 grievances shall
apply.
( c) The Employer's written Step 3 decision on the grievance shall be provided to the Union's
Step 3 representative within fifteen ( 15) days after the parties have met in Step 3, unless the
parties agree to extend the fifteen ( 15) day period. Such decisio~ shall state the reason~ for
the decision in detail and shall include a statement of any additional facts and contentions
not previously set forth in the record of the grievance as appealed from Step 2. Such
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decision also shall state whether the Employer's Step 3 representative believes that no
interpretive issue under this Agreement or some supplement thereto which may be of general
application is involved in the case.
(d) The Union, at the Regional level, may appeal an adverse decision directly to arbitration
at the Regional level within twenty-one (21) days after the receipt of the Employer's Step
3 decision in accordance with the procedure hereinafter set forth; provided the Employer's
Step 3 decision states that no interpretive issue under this Agreement or some supplement
thereto which may be of general application is involved in the case.
(e) If either party's representative maintains that the grievance involves an interpretive issue
under this Agreement, or some supplement thereto which may be of general application, the
Union representative shall be entitled to appeal an adverse decision to Step 4 (National
level) of the grievance procedure. Any such appeal must be made within twenty-one (2 1)
days after receipt of the Employer's decision and include copies of the standard grievance
form, the Step 2 and Step 3 decisions and, if filed, any Union corrections and additions filed
at Steps 2 or 3. The Union shall furnish a copy of the Union appeal to the appropriate
management official at the Grievance/ Arbitration Processing Center.
The party whose representative maintains that the grievance involves an interpretive issue
shall provide the other party a written notice specifying in detail the precise interpretive
issues(s) to be decided. The Employer's notice shall be included in the Step 3 decision. The
Union's written notice shall be automatically included as part of the grievance record in the
case but the filing of such notice shall not affect the time limits for appeal.
[See Memos, pages 137, 138]
Step 4: (a) In any case properly appealed or referred to this Step the parties shall meet at the
National level promptly, but in no event later than thirty (30) days after filing such appeal
or referral in an attempt to resolve the grievance. The Union representative shall have
authority to settle or withdraw the grievance in whole or in part. The Employer's
representative shall have authority to grant or settle the grievance in whole or in part. The
parties' Step 4 representatives may, by mutual agreement, return any grievance to Step 3
where (a) the parties agree that no national interpretive issue is fairly presented or (b) it
appears that all relevant facts have not been developed adequately. In such event, the parties
shall meet at Step 3 within fifteen ( 15) days after the grievance is returned to Step 3.
Thereafter the procedures and time limits applicable to Step 3 grievances shall apply.
Following their meeting in any case not returned to Step 3, a written decision by the
Employer will be rendered within fifteen (15) days after the Step 4 meeting unless the
parties agree to extend the fifteen (15) day period. The decision shall include an adequate
explanation of the reasons therefor. In any instance where the parties have been unable to
dispose of a grievance by settlement or withdrawal, the Union shall be entitled to appeal it
to arbitration at the National level within thirty (30) days after receipt of the Employer's Step
4 decision.
Article 15.3
A.

The parties expect that good faith observance, by their respective representatives,
of the principles and procedures set forth above will result in settlement or
withdrawal of substantially all grievances initiated hereunder at the lowest possible
step and recognize their obligation to achieve that end. Every effort shall be made
to ensure timely compliance and payment of monetary grievance settlements and
arbitration awards. The Employer agrees that upon receipt of necessary paperwork,
from the grievant and/or union, concerning a grievance settlement of arbitration
award, monetary remuneration will be made. The necessary paperwork is the
documents and statements specified in Subchapter436.4 of the ELM. The Employer
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will provide the union copies of appropriate pay adjustment forms, including
confirmation that such forms were submitted to the appropriate postal officials for
compliance and that action has been taken to ensure that the affected employee(s)
receives payment and/or other benefits. In the event that an employee is not paid
within sixty (60) days after submission of all the necessary paperwork, such
employee, upon request, will be granted authorization from management to receive
a pay advance equal to seventy (70) percent of the payment owed the employee. In
the event of a dispute between the parties concerning the correct amount to be paid,
the advance required by this section will be the amount that is not in dispute.
B

The failure of the employee or the Union in Step I, or the Union thereafter to meet
the prescribed time limits of the Steps of this procedure, including arbitration, shall
be considered as a waiver of the grievance. However, if the Employer fails to raise
the issue of timeliness at Step 2, or at the step at which the employee or Union
failed to meet the prescribed time limits, whichever is later, such objection to the
processing of the grievance is waived.

C

Failure by the Employer to schedule a meeting or render a decision in any of the
Steps of this procedure within the time herein provided (including mutually agreed
to extension periods) shall be deemed to move the grievance to the next Step of the
grievance-arbitration procedure.

D

It is agreed that in the event of a dispute between the Union and the Employer as to
the interpretation of this Agreement, such dispute may be initiated as a grievance
at the Step 4 level by the Union. Such a grievance shall be initiated in writing and
must specify in detail the facts giving rise to the dispute, the precise interpretive
issues to he decided and the contention of the Union. Thereafter the parties shall
meet in Step 4 within thirty (30) days in an effort to define the precise issues
involved, develop all necessary facts, and reach agreement. Should they fail to
agree, then, within fifteen ( 15) days of such meeting, each party shall provide the
other with a statement in writing of its understanding of the issues involved, and the
facts giving rise to such issues. In the event the parties have failed to reach
agreement within sixty (60) days of the initiation of the grievance in Step 4, the
Union then may appeal it to arbitration, within thirty (30) days thereafter,

E

The parties have agreed to jointly develop and implement a Contract Interpretation
Manual (CIM) within six (6) months after the effective date of the 1998 National
Agreement. The CIM will set forth the parties' mutual understanding regarding the
proper interpretation and/or application of the provisions of this Agreement. It is not
intended to add to, modify, or replace, in any respect, the language in the current
Agreement; nor is it intended to modify in any way the rights, responsibilities, or
benefits of the parties under the Agreement. However, production of the CIM
demonstrates the mutual intent of the parties at the National level to encourage their
representatives at all levels to reach resolution regarding issues about which the
parties are in agreement and to encourage consistency in the application of the terms
of the Agreement. For these reasons, the positions of the parties as set forth in the
CIM shall be binding on the representatives of both parties in the resolution of
disputes at the Local and Regional levels, and in the processing of grievances
through Steps 1, 2 and 3 of the grievance-arbitration procedure. In addition, the
positions of the parties as set forth in the CIM are binding on the arbitrator, in
accordance with the provisions of Article l 5AA6, in any Regional level arbitration
case in which the CIM is introduced. The CIM will be updated periodically to
reflect any modifications to the parties' positions which may result from National
level arbitration awards, Step 4 decisions, or other sources. The parties'
representatives are encouraged to utilize the most recent version of the CIM at all
times.
[See Memos, pages 140, 141, Letters, pages 141, 143, 156]
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ARTICLE 16 DISCIPLINE PROCEDURE
Article I 6.5
In the case of discipline involving suspensions of fourteen ( 14) days , the employee against
whom disciplinary action is sought to be initiated shall be served with a written notice of the
charges against the employee and shall be further informed that he/she will be suspended
after fourteen (14) calendar days during which ten day period the employee shall remain on
the job or on the clock (in pay status) at the option of the Employer. However, if the Union
or the employee initiates a timely grievance prior to the effective date of the action and if
the grievance is timely appealed to Step 2, the grievant shall not begin to serve the
suspension until after the Step 2 decision has been rendered.

In the case of suspensions of more than fourteen ( 14) days, or discharge, any employee shall,
unless otherwise provided herein, be entitled to an advance written notice of the charges
against him/her and shall remain either on the job or on the clock at the option of the
Employer for a period of thirty (30) days. Thereafter, the employee shall remain on the rolls
(non-pay status) until disposition of the case has been had either by settlement with the
Union or through exhaustion of the grievance arbitration procedure. However, if the Union
or the employee initiates a timely grievance prior to the effective date of the action and if
the grievance is timely appealed to Step 2, the grievant shall not begin to serve the
suspension until after the Step 2 decision has been rendered.
USPS/APWU 2002-2004 NATIONAL AGREEMENT
Article 15.2

***

(c) The installation head or designee will meet with the steward or a Union representative
as expeditiously as possible, but no later than seven (7) days following receipt of the Step
2 appeal unless the parties agree upon a later date...

***
(f) Where agreement is not reached, the Employer's decision shall be furnished to the Union
representative in writing within ten (10) days after the Step 2 meeting unless the parties
agree to extend the ten (I 0) day period ...
Article 15 .4

***
***

C. Failure by the Employer to schedule a meeting or render a decision in any of the Steps
of this procedure within the time herein provided (including mutually agreed to extension
periods) shall be deemed to move the grievance to the next Step of the grievance-arbitration
procedure.

** ****

BACKGROUND
The decade-old facts giving rise to this National-level grievance are fairly straightforward
and not much in material dispute. On December 30, 1997, Lewis J. Rothman, III was notified by
Management of a proposed 14-day disciplinary suspension, for alleged attendance irregularity and
excessive absenteeism from his job in the Des Moines, Iowa BMC. The timely filed Step I
grievance challenge by NPMHU, claiming lack of just cause for that discipline, (Grievance No. 22333-00698) was denied by Management on January 16, 1998 and appealed to Step 2 by the Union
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on January 23, 1998. When the Employer thereafter failed to schedule any Step 2 meeting within
the time limits set forth in Article 15.2 Step 2 (c), the NPMHU, on February4, 1998, simultaneously
invoked the "deemed to move" provision of Article 15.3.C and also filed a formal appeal of
Grievance No. 22-333-00698 to Step 3. 1 After the Union declined a request by Management to
"remand" the case back to a Step 2 meeting, Management responded with the following document,
dated February 19, 1998, labeled "Step 2 Denial":
The subject Step 2 grievance was not discussed with your representative, Tony Irvin
in accordance with Article 15, Section 2 of the National Agreement. The Union
appealed with out the benefit of a meeting; respectfully request the grievance be
remanded to step 2.
The union contends the grievant was issued a 14 day suspension and allege violation
of article 16 of the National Agreement and ELM 5 15. The union requests the
discipline be expunged from all files and records.
The facts in this case are the grievant received a 14 day suspension for failing to meet
the attendance requirements, after receiving a 5 day suspension and a letter of
warning for failing to meet the attendance requirements of his position. There was
a settlement on the five day suspension. One date cited on the notice of suspension,
was outside ofthe review period, however there were a sufficient number ofabsences
to establish just cause. Information provided by the union in their written appeal did
not establish a violation of article 16 or ELM 15.
Inasmuch as the union has failed to establish a contractual violation, a contractual
basis for the requested remedy, or that just cause did not exist, this grievance is
denied.
The Union thereafter perfected its appeal of Grievance No. 22-3 33-00698, which eventually
resulted in a regional arbitration award, on October 26, 1998, by Arbitrator Roger L. Goldman, infra.
In the meantime, after Management had directed Mr. Rathman to begin serving the 14-day
suspension on February 21, 1998, the NPMHU also filed Grievance No. 98072898; invoking Article
15.3.C and claiming violations of Articles 3,5,and 16.4 of the National Agreement. The string of
successive Management denials of that grievance leading to this arbitration read as follows:

1

As noted in my discussion of the Issue, infra, no opinion is expressed or implied in this
decision on the countervailing positions of the Parties regarding whether filing a formal Step~ appeal is
a contractual necessity when a Step 2 grievance is"deemed to move" to the next Step of the gnevancearbitration procedure under the provisions of Article 15.3.C.
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Step 2 Denial of March 30, 1998
The subject Step 2 grievance was discussed ... on March 16, 1998, in accordance
with Article 15, Section 2 of the National Agreement.
The union contends the grievant was placed on suspension and allege a violation of
articles 3, 5; and 16, of the National Agreement. The union did not explain the
relevance of articles 3 and or how they were violated. The union requests the
grievant be made whole and the subject discipline be expunged from all files and
records.
As claimed by the union, this grievance was appealed to step 3 without the benefit
of a step 2 meeting. Management attempted to meet with the union at step 2 after
their appeal, but the union refused.
In accordance with Article 16.4 of the National Agreement, the grievant did not begin
his suspension until a step 2 decision had been issued prior.
In as much as the union has failed to establish a contractual violation, a contractual
basis for the requested remedy or that just cause did not exist, this grievance is
denied.
Step 3 Denial of June 2, 1998
Pursuant to the terms and obligations as set forth in Article 15 of the 1994 National
Agreement, management and union designees met at Step 3 of the grievance
procedure. The result of that meeting on the above referenced case is as follows:
The issue is whether management violated Articles 3, 5 and 16 of the National
Agreement when the grievant was allegedly placed on suspension prior to
management rendering its step two decision.
The record establishes that the grievant initiated a grievance concerning a notice of
suspension received on January 6, 1998. The parties did not discuss that grievance
at step two within the prescribed time limits. ·on February 4, 1998 the union appealed
that grievance to step three without holding a step two meeting. On February 19
management provided the local union with its written step two decision for the
grievance at issue. On February 21 the grievant began serving the suspension period.
The local union's claim that management was prohibited from (ever) requiring the
grievant to serve his suspension is totally baseless. The union has failed to present
any evidence to support their allegation that management is barred from ever
requiring an employee to serve a suspension when the grievance (protesting the
suspension) is appealed to step three due to the failure to meet at step two in a timely
manner. Indeed, the union's assertion would change the clear intent of the
requirement to "delay" a suspension outlined In Article 16.4 of the Agreement. In
any event, the step two decision n this case was "rendered" and provided to the union
prior to the grievant beginning his suspension.
The union's attempt to disavow the step two decision is groundless as is their entire
"position" in this matter. The union has failed to demonstrate a violation or the
relevance of the cited Articles of the Agreement. Absent the union meeting their
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burden in this contractual matter and absent the union providing a foundation for
their requested remedy, this grievance is denied.
Step 4 Denial of November 9, 1998
On November 2. 1998, 1 met with your representative Dallas Jones to discuss the
above-captioned grievance at the fourth step of our contractual grievance procedure.
The issue in this grievance is whether management violated the National Agreement
when management issued a Step 2 Decision without meeting with the Union at the
Step 2 level of the grievance process.
The Union contends that this is an issue of due process in that management had to
meet with the union before it could issue a Step 2 decision. The Union contends that
if management failed to meet at Step 2, then it could not rightfully issue a Step 2
decision. The union further contends that if there is no Stop 2 decision, then
management would be in violation of Article 16.4 of the National Agreement by
forcing the Grievant to serve the fourteen (14) day suspension.
It is the position of the Postal Service that no interpretive issue involving the terms
and conditions of the National Agreement is fairly presented in this case. This is a
local dispute suitable for regional determination by application of Article 16, Section
2 of the National Agreement to the particular circumstances. However, inasmuch as
the Union did not agree, the following represents the decision of the Postal Service.

Article 15.2 Step 2: (c) of the National Postal Mail Handlers Union (NPMHU)
National Agreement states in part;' The installation head or designee will meet with
the steward or a Union representative as expeditiously as possible, but no later than
seven (7) days following receipt of the Step 2 appeal unless the parties agree upon
a later date ...
Article 15.3. C. off the National Agreement further states, in part; "Failure by the
Employer to scheduled a meeting or render a decision in any of the Steps of this
procedure within the time herein provided (including mutually agreed to extension
periods) shall be deemed to move the grievance to the next Step of the grievance
arbitration procedure.
Management contends that the terms and conditions of Article 15 compel
management to meet with the union as soon as possible after receipt of a timely Step
2 Appeal; likewise, Article 15 provides for the union to proceed to the next stop in
the grievance process if management fails to meet within the required time period.
The evidence of record indicates that management did not to meet within the seven
(7) day period after a grievance was initiated by the union. Although the seven (7)
day time period had elapsed, the record indicates that management made good faith
attempts to meet with the union to discuss the grievance. However, the terms of
Article 15 state that the both parties have agree to any extension to meet beyond the
seven (7) day period. The union's Step 2 Representative in this case did not agree
to an extension; therefore, the union exercised its contractual rights and appealed the
grievance to the Stop 3 level of the grievance process.

It is management's position that the grievance procedures outlined in Article 15
include provisions for the parties to take ifthe steps of the grievance process ~re not
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properly adhered to. Management argues that the union did in fact exercise its
contractual rights by forwarding the grievance to Step 3 which was the appropriate
resolve if the parties did not meet at Step 2.
Furthermore, Article 15.2 Step 2: (h) of the National Agreement states in part:
"Where agreement is not reached, the Employees decision shall be furnished to the
Union representative in writing within ten ( 10) days after the Step 2 meeting unless
the parties agree to extend the ten (10) day period ... "
In accordance with Article 16 of the National Agreement regarding suspensions of
14 Days or less, Section 16.4 states in part: " ... the grievant shall not begin to serve
the suspension until after the Step 2 decision has been rendered." This provision
outlined in the discipline procedure requires management to render a decision prior
to a grievant serving the suspension. This provision does not dictate that
managements decision hinges on whether or not a Step 2 meeting took place.
It is the Service's position that this is not a dispute for national interpretation. The
terms and conditions of Article 15 dearly identify and plainly articulate the steps to
process a grievance. There are no provisions at any level of the grievance process
that prohibits management from issuing a Step 2 decision letter.

After careful review of the facts surrounding this grievance, it is managements
position that this dispute does not rise to application for interpretive determination.
In view of the above considerations, this grievance is denied.
When that matter remained unresolved, NPMHU made a timely appeal for final and binding
determination of the confronting procedural issue in Case No. 194M-l l-C-98072898 to Nationallevel arbitration, under Article 15.4.D of the Mail Handlers National Agreement between NPMHU
and USPS. While the appeals of that case were progressing to this National Arbitration, however,
the underlying grievance protesting the merits of the 14 day suspension (No. 22-333-00698) was
decided long ago, in expedited arbitration by Arbitrator Roger L. Goldman, whose Award of October
26, 1998 reads, in pertinent part, as follows:
FACTS: Grievant, Lewis J. Rothman III, was issued a Notice of Fourteen Day Suspension
for being irregular in attendance. Grievant had previously received a Letter of Warning,
dated December 31, 1996, and a five day suspension, dated May 27, 1997, both for failure
To Maintain Regular Attendance.
UNION'S POSITION: Union contends that the Suspension was punitive, rather than
corrective action and therefore lacked just cause; that it was procedurally defective; and that
it should be rescinded and Grievant made whole.
MANAGEMENT'S POSITION: Management contends that there was just cause to issue
the.,Notice of Suspension to Grievant; that the procedure was not defective; and therefore
the grievance should be denied.

***
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A.

Jurisdiction of the Arbitrator

There is a serious question whether the Arbitrator has jurisdiction of the case since Union
referred the case to Step 4 of the grievance procedure on August 12, 1998, Management
Exhibit 5. Pursuant to Article 15, Sec. 15.4(b)51 either party may remove a case from
regional arbitration and refer the case to Step 4 of the grievance procedure. In that event, the
referring party pays the entire cost of the regional arbitrator, unless another scheduled case
is heard on that date. No other case was heard. Although th.e August 12, 1998 referral by
Union to Step 4 did state the case was withdrawn from regional arbitration, neither party
renewed the request that the case be withdrawn from regional arbitration on October 20,
1998, the date of the arbitration. Management sought a decision on the merits while Union
sought a decision on both the procedural issue and the merits.
No provision in the Agreement was cited to Arbitrator that directly addressed the question:
Can an Arbitrator proceed to decide an issue (in this case, the merits) while another issue
is pending at Step 4 (in this case, the procedural issue)?
Since both parties were willing to have the arbitrator proceed on the merits and since the
Arbitrator did hear evidence on the merits, it would seem inconsistent with the purposes of
arbitration to be expeditious and inexpensive for the Arbitrator to dismiss the entire
grievance on jurisdictional grounds. Accordingly, the Arbitrator will render a decision on
the merits but will stay implementation of the decision until completion of the Step 4
proceeding and its possible appeal to National Arbitration.
B.

Issues to be Decided

The parties differ on the jurisdiction of the Arbitrator to render a decision-on the procedural
matter which is now pending at Step 4 of the grievance procedure.
The procedural matter arises from the failure of the parties to meet within 7 days of the
receipt of the Step 2 appeal. Union claims that such a failure to meet prohibits a Step 2
decision from being validly rendered, and without a Step 2 decision, there can be no
discipline. (Management contends that there was a valid Step 2 decision rendered, and that
a Step 2 meeting is not necessary to make the Step 2 decision valid).
The Arbitrator agrees with Management that he cannot decide this procedural issue which
is now pending at Step 4 as an interpretative issue under the National Agreement. Article
15, Section 15.4(b)5, does not contemplate a regional arbitrator resolving the very same
issue, in the same case, that is pending at Step 4.
Therefore, the Arbitrator will not address the procedural issue but will only decide the
merits.

***
AW ARD:
Grievance denied but the 14 day suspension is not to take effect until after
the Step rv decision and appeal to Arbitration, if any, in the case involving this same
Grievant, Regional# l 94M-II-C-98072898, dated August 12, 1998 (sic). Ifthe ruling in that
case sustains the Grievance concerning the lack of a Step 2 meeting, the suspension upheld
in this case is not to take effect and shall be expunged from all records. If the ruling in that
case denies the Grievance, the 14 day suspension in the.case before this Arbitrator shall take
effect and may be cited in later discipline. 2

2
The record shows that Mr. Rathman left the employment of the Postal Service sometime
during the 8-year hiatus between the November 1998 Step 4 denial of Grievance# l 94M-1 l-C-98072898
and the June 2006 hearing of that grievance in this National-level arbitration.
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POSITIONS OF THE PARTIES
The following statements of position have been extrapolated and edited from the respective
post hearing briefs:

NPMHU
Once a grievance properly has been "deemed ... move[ d]" to Step 3 of the grievance
arbitration process pursuant to Article 15.3C, Step 2 of that process has, by definition,
ended. By agreement of the parties, ''jurisdiction" (as it were) has passed from Step 2 of the
grievance-arbitration process to Step 3, and from that point forward the grievance is to be
handled and ultimately resolved exclusively in accordance with the various provisions of
Article I 5 governing those steps of the grievance-arbitration process beyond Step 2. This
being so, there is no basis whatsoever in the National Agreement or in common sense for
the Postal Service's assertion of a contractual right belatedly to issue a Step 2 decision in
these circumstances for any purpose-whether for the purpose ofresurrecting a timeliness
objection to the Union's processing of the grievance that has been "waived" under Article
15 .3B of the National Agreement, see infra pp. 21-24, or for the purpose of requiring the
grievant to serve a fourteen-day suspension that has been tolled pending a Step 2 decision
under Article 16.5 of the National Agreement. Recognition of such a contractual right
belatedly to issue a Step 2 decision in these circumstances would in effect excuse the Postal
Service's "[f]ailure ... to schedule a [timely Step 2) meeting," and there is no warrant in
Article 15.3C or in any other provision of the National Agreement for excusing such a
failure on the Postal Service's part.
The premise of that Postal Service response is that where a collective bargaining agreement
does not set out the parties' agreement on a particular issue in express language, it is never
appropriate for an arbitrator to imply an agreement between the parties on that issue. But
that premise is a false one, as every experienced labor arbitrator knows. Given the realities
of collective bargaining, labor arbitrators regularly are called upon-and properly so--to
resolve interpretative disputes over the consequences that flow from an agreed-upon
contractual provision that does not state those consequences in express language. And, a
labor arbitrator who answers that call by reasonably concluding that the wording of
contractual provision "X" necessarily implies consequence "Y" does not thereby commit
the cardinal sin of "re-writing" the parties' agreement for them.
For the foregoing reasons, the NPMHU respectfully requests that the Arbitrator to find that
when a grievance properly is "deemed ... move[d)" to Step 3 of the grievance-arbitration
process under Article l 5.3C of the National Agreement, based on a "[f]ailure by the [Postal
Service] to schedule a [timely Step 2] meeting," the Postal Service may not thereafter issue
a Step 2 decision with respect to that grievance for any purpose, including specifically (i)
for the purpose of resurrecting a timeliness objection to the Union's processing of the
grievance that has been "waived" under Article I 5.3B of the National Agreement; and( ii) for
the purpose ofrequiring the grievant to serve a fourteen-day suspension that has been tolled
pending a Step 2 decision under Article 16.5 of the National Agreement.

U.S.P.S. ·
The NPMHU has failed to meet its burden of demonstrating that the Postal Service violated
the contract by issuing a Step 2 decision after the NPMHU had appealed the grievance to
Step 3. The clear and unambiguous language of the parties' agreement does not prohibit the
Postal Service from issuing a Step 2 decision if there has been no Step 2 meeting. Rather,
the agreement specifies the single consequence resulting from a failure to schedule a step
2 meeting or issue a timely step 2 decision-the only consequence of not scheduling or
having a meeting is that the Union may, after the relevant time periods have expired, move
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the grievance to the next step of the process. See Postal Service and APWU, No. Q94C-4QC 98117564 (National Award, April 29, 2003:Snow, Arb.)
There was no prejudice to the grievant or Union as a result of the issuance of the Step 2
decision after the NPMHU's appeal to Step 3. Indeed, the Union here had a double
opportunity to evaluate and respond to the Postal Service's position, as it filed two related
grievances. Therefore, the NPMHU has no plausible argument that any prejudice
whatsoever was caused by the "belated" Step 2 decision. And notably, it is due to the
NPMHU's own refusal to cooperate in remanding the grievance to Step 2 that this
"interpretive" issue even arose.
The cases also do not support the proposition that if a Step 2 decision is issued after an
appeal has been taken under Article 15.3C, the union is entitled to an automatic victory, as
it is effectively seeking here. The NPMHU's invitation to add new consequences on top of
negotiated contract language must be declined, for what it seeks is improper and contrary
to both the CBA, which prohibits the arbitrator from legislating for the parties, and to
customary rules of contract interpretation, which prohibit decision-makers from - under
the guise of contract interpretation - rewriting or modifying the parties' negotiated
agreement. In addition to the fact that adding these negative consequences would be
tantamount to rewriting the parties' contract, it would also encourage games of "gotcha".
In short, there would be less incentive to cooperate, which both the NPMHU and the APWU
agree is an important part of the grievance-arbitration process. The proposal of the NPMHU
to find that additional consequences outside the contract flow from the absence of a Step 2
decision prior to an appeal to Step 3 would therefore not only conflict with the contract
itself, but would also be a disservice to the truth and to the mutual cooperation that underlies
successful collective bargaining relationships.
In addition, to accept the NPMHU's proposal would be tantamount to granting the Union
a default judgment in all discipline cases involving 14-day suspensions-a result the Union
has attempted but failed to achieve in bargaining. By seeking in arbitration what it failed
to achieve in bargaining, the NPMHU hopes to chip ts way closer to its unachieved
bargaining demands from 1993 and 1998. This is improper. See Elkouri at 454 ("[A] party
may not obtain 'through arbitration what it could not acquire through negotiation"' (quoting
Postal Service v. APWU, 204 F.3d 523, 530 (4th Cir. 2000)). Accordingly, the NPMHU's
improper, unjustified and contra-contractual request should be denied.
The NPMHU's due process claims are disingenuous and without merit, as the Grievant
suffered no harm. Further, no due process violation arises in cases where no Step 2 meeting
is held or timely Step 2 decision is issued. The parties anticipated that Step 2 may be
bypassed in drafting their agreement and, therefore, the parties provided for a full
opportunity to explain their versions of the facts and arguments- including new arguments
not raised previously- at Step 3. Although Article I 5.3C begins with the phrase, "[f]ailure
by the Employer to schedule a meeting," many instances exist where, due to one intervening
event or another, it is virtually impossible for the Postal Service to schedule a Step 2
meeting within seven days or for the parties to meet at Step 2 within seven days as required
by Article 15 .2.Step 2(c ). And common experience teaches that from time to time events
happen that hinder the scheduling of a Step 2 meeting or someone's attendance at a Step 2
meeting, and one party is unwilling to agree to an extension agreement. To namejust a few
examples, the parties' scheduled days off, sick, personal, or annual leave usage, natural or
human-caused disasters, traffic problems, business travel, grievance processing, and/or
arbitration hearings may make scheduling, or attaining an extension, within seven days
difficult, if not impossible. Although the NPMHU is under an obligation to act in good
faith, sometimes the Union plays games, as it admittedly did here in refusing to remand the
grievance to Step 2.
The NPMHU urges that the opportunity to issue a Step 2 decision is extinguished once the
Union has taken an appeal to Step 3 in accordance with Article I 5.3C. The NPMHU reasons
that once such an appeal has been taken, "jurisdiction" over the grievance resides solely at
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Step 3 and no longer resides at Step 2. This artful and hyper-technical argument may make
sense in the context of a district court opinion that has been appealed under clearly written
jurisdictional statutes and judicial precedent. But it is specious in this context where no
provision of the CBA discusses the Union's concept of ''jurisdiction," or whether a Step 2
decision can be rendered after an appeal to Step 3 has been taken. Since the parties are
expressly permitted to present new facts and arguments at Step 3, it follows that the Postal
Service may issue a Step 2 decision after an appeal to Step 3 as a way to provide additional
facts and arguments. The NPMHU's "jurisdictional" view, however, would effectively
create a forfeiture where no "timely" Step 2 decision is issued. This nonsensical result
could not possibly have been what the parties intended and, indeed, the Postal Service
rejected such views during the I 993 and I 998 negotiations. Moreover, because "the Jaw
abhors a forfeiture," Elkouri at 482, the Postal Service's interpretation, which avoids one,
is preferable. See id. ("If any agreement is susceptible of two constructions, one of which
would work a forfeiture and one of which would not, the arbitrator will be inclined to adopt
the interpretation that will prevent the forfeiture").

APWU
The APWU supports the NALC's position that the contractual language is clear in providing
that the only instance in which the Postal Service may issue a Step 2 decision is where the
parties have mutually agreed to an extension of the contractual time limits set forth in
Article 15.2 of the collective bargaining agreements. It makes little sense to ignore the
parties' mutual agreement that the only instance in which the Postal Service may hold
a Step 2 meeting or issue a Step 2 decision beyond the contractual time requirements is
where the parties have mutually agreed to an extension of time. Absent such agreement
to extend the time limits, if the Postal Service fails to timely respond, it has forfeited its
opportunity to issue a decision on the grievance at Step 2.
The Postal Service claims that the contractual language permits it to issue an untimely Step
2 decision, even where there has been no Step 2 meeting, because the contract is silent
regarding the result of the Postal Service's failure to schedule a Step 2 meeting. This
argument stretches the imagination and ignores the plain language of Article 15. The
contract is not at all silent about the required steps of the grievance procedure, which
requires the Postal Service to meet with the Union representative within seven days of
receiving the Step 2 appeal. The Step 2 decision does not exist independent of the Step 2
meeting, but must be issued within ten days of the Step 2 meeting. Ifthe Postal Service fails
to meet either time limit, then absent an agreement to extend the time limits, Step 2 is over
and the grievance is "deemed to move ... to the next Step of the grievance-arbitration
procedure."
According to the Postal Service, however, this particular consequence apparently does not
preclude it from continuing to treat the grievance as if it remained at Step 2 and the
applicable time limits no longer apply. This reading of the contract defies logic and renders
the relevant contractual provisions meaningless. If the grievance has moved to the next step
of the grievance procedure, then the Postal Service may not continue to treat the grievance
as if it remained at Step 2 by issuing an untimely Step 2 decision.
There is no silence or ambiguity regarding the impact of the Postal Service's failure to
comply with the contractual time lines. Absent agreement to extend those time lines, the
Postal Service may not schedule an untimely Step 2 meeting or issue an untimely Step 2
decision. IV. Accordingly, for the reasons set forth above and at the hearing in this matter,
the Arbitrator should sustain NPMHU's grievance and find that, in the absence of a
mutually agreed upon extension of time, the Postal Service may not issue a Step 2 decision
beyond the time limits prescribed in the parties' collective bargaining agreement.
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OPINION OF THE NATIONAL ARBITRATOR
ISSUE
The Parties did not present a joint submission of the issue(s) to be determined in this
National-level arbitration case of Case No. 194M-1 l-C 98072898. In Steps 2, 3 and 4 handling,
supra, both Parties had framed the issue presented by Grievance No. l 94M-1 l-C 98072898 in
straight forward factual terms whether a "Step 2 denial" dated February 19, 1998, of a grievance
"deemed moved" to Step 3 on February 4, 1998 because no Step 2 meeting had been timely
scheduled by the Employer, was effective to initiate a 14-day suspension on February 21, 1998,
under the last sentence of~2 of Article 16.5 (foi;merly Article 16.4) of the USPS/NPMHU National
Agreement. However, during the hearing on June 13, 2006, and later in their respective posthearing
briefs, Counsel advanced various revisions of the issue formulations customized by artful pleading
to better fit preferred theories of the case. At the June 13, 2006 arbitration hearing, the NPMHU
proposed the following alternative formulation of the issue:

If the Postal Service fails to schedule

a Step 2 meeting on a grievance within the time provided by Article 15. 2 of the NPMHU/USPS
Agreement (including mutually agreed to extension periods) --thus triggering Article I 5. 3C, which
states that such a failure "shall be deemed to move the grievance to the next Step [i.e., Step 3) of
the grievance-arbitration procedure" -- can the Postal Service thereafter issue a Step 2 decision
with respect to that grievance?

In its March 21, 2008, post-hearing brief, NPMHU again

reformulated its statement of the issue, as follows: When a grievance properly is "deemed . .
.move[d}" to Step 3 of the grievance-arbitration process under Article I 5.3C of the National
Agreement, based on a "[f)ailure by the [Postal Service) to schedule a [timely Step 2) meeting,"
may the Postal Service thereafter issue a Step 2 decision with respect to that grievance?
For its part, the Postal Service initially re-framed its suggested issue as follows: Does the
Collective Bargaining Agreement prohibit the Postal Service from issuing a Step 2 decision ifthere
has been no Step 2 meeting? In its post-hearing brief, dated March 21, 2008, the Postal Service
again reformulated its earlier suggested statements of the issue, as follows: Does the Collective
Bargaining Agreement ("CBA ")between the NP MHU and Postal Service prohibit the Postal Service
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from issuing a Step 2 decision

if there has been no Step 2 meeting and the NPMHU has appealed

the grievance to Step 3 in accordance with Article 15.3C of the CBA?
As the Intervenor, APWU suggested that the following articulation best describes its
perspective on the issue presented for determination in this case: In the absence of a mutually
agreed upon extension oftime, may the Postal Service issue a Step 2 decision beyond the time limits
prescribed in Article 15, Section 2, Step 2fofthe National Agreement between the APWU and the
Postal Service?
After carefully considering the facts and circumstances of this record and the competing
formulations, I conclude that none of the foregoing formulations accurately sets forth the only issue
fairly presented by the factual record of this case. In that regard, it begs the question to ask whether
the Agreement "prohibits" issuing or whether the Postal Service "can" or "may" issue a Step 2
decision after the grievance has already moved on to Step 3, by dint of Article 15.3.C. Rather, the
real (and only) question presented by the facts of this particular is case is whether such a belatedly
issued Step 2 decision has any contractual validity, force or effect for purposes of the last sentence
of~2

of Article 16.5. Moreover, the various revised issue formulations proposed by Counsel all

openly invite dicta and/or arbitral determination of related disputed issues which might or could arise
under a different set of facts but which are not adequately presented for determination in this record.
Finally, it must also be noted that the record in the present case squarely presents for arbitral
determination only the limited issue of contractual interplay between Articles 15.2 Step 2(c), 15.3.C
and the last sentence of 16.5 (16.4 in the previous contract). This case does not properly present any
issue concerning the last sentence of Article 15 .3 .B-- a matter raised de nova by the NPMHU at the
arbitration hearing. In the present case, the Postal Service asserted no timeliness objections below
and the NPMHU never raised any Article 15.3.B waiver argument in any of the moving papers.
Black letter law in labor arbitration holds that when written grievances and grievance procedure
discussions clearly limit the issues in dispute, arbitrators should foreclose introduction ofnew claims
at the time of the hearing (other than fundamental jurisdictional challenges). See, International
Paper, 105 LA 970, 974 (Duda,1996); Mason& Dixon Tank Lines, 94 LA 1225, 1228 (Byars, 1990);
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City of Cadillac, 88 LA 924, 925 (Huston, 1987); NLRB Union, 76 LA 450, 456 (Gentile, 1981);
Ralston Purina Co., 71 LA 519, 523-24 (Andrews, 1978). Were the rule otherwise, the most basic
purpose of the Parties' grievance resolution mechanism--prompt discussion and consideration of
issues at informal and earlier stages of the grievance procedure with the goal of resolution short of
arbitration--would be frustrated.
Accordingly, I find that the only interpretive issue fairly presented by Case No. I 94M-l l-C98072898 for determination in this National-level arbitration case is objectively framed as follows:
Does a Step 2 decision issued by the Postal Service after the grievance has been
progressed properly to Step 3 in accordance with the "deemed to move" provisions
of Article 15.3.C, because of failure by the Employer to schedule a Step 2 meeting
within the time provided in Article 15.2 Step 2 (c) (including mutually agreed to
extension periods), have any validity, force or effect under the last sentence of Article
16.5 (formerly 16.4) of the USPS/NPMHU National Agreement? 3
·
DECISION

The Postal Service quite correctly points out that the NPMHU bears the burden of proving
its grievance claim in this case by a persuasive preponderance of record evidence. See Postal Service
and Nat'l Rural Ltr. Carrier's Assoc., Case No. E95R-4E-C 99099528, at 19 (Nat'l Arb., Jan. 12,
2003: Eischen, Arb.) ("The charging party in a grievance over interpretation and application of a
contract bears the burden of proving, by a preponderance of the record evidence, that the responding
party violated the agreement in some fashion"; see also Postal Service andNat'l Rural Ltr. Carrier's
Assoc., No. Q95R-4Q-C 02101253 (National Arb., May 15, 2006: Eischen, Arb.): "[I]t is wellestablished that the charging party in a nondisciplinary grievance bears the burden of proof, by a

3

My use of the emphasized conjunctive phrase "because offailure by the Employer to
schedule a Step 2 meeting" tracks the literal language of Article I 5.3.C and posits the undisputed fact
that in this particular case no intervening event and no delay, default or dereliction by the employee or
the Union caused or contributed in any way to the Employer's failure to schedule a Step 2 meeting within
the time required by the Agreement. Similarly, my use of the emphasized adverb in ''progressed
properly to Step 3 in accordance with the 'deemed to move' provisions ofArticle I 5.3.C" serves to skirt
the significant dispute between the Parties (not fairly presented by the facts of this particular case) of
how a grievance progresses contractually from Step 2 to Step 3 under the "deemed to move" provision of
Article 15.3C ("automatically", as the NPMHU would have it, or only through the filing of "a formal
appeal", as the Postal Service would have it). Thus, determination of the of the issue set forth in the
foregoing formulation resolves the specific controversy presented in this case but preserves for possible
arbitral resolution at a later date, hopefully in an appropriate case with an adequately informed record,
the respective positions of the Parties on these various other potential but currently inchoate issues.
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preponderance of the record evidence, that the responding party violated the parties' agreement as
alleged in the grievance(s)" (citing cases).
The arbitrator's primary goal must be to effectuate the intent of the parties, which ordinarily
is best ascertained from the plain words used in their collective bargaining agreement to express their
bargain. Even when the parties to an agreement disagree on what was intended by disputed contract
language, an arbitrator who finds the language to be unambiguous will enforce its plain meaning.

See Safeway Stores, 85 LA 472, 476 (1985) (Thorp); Metropolitan Warehouse, 76 LA 14, 17-18
(1981) (Darrow). Arbitrators and courts alike presume that understandable language means what
it says, despite the contentions of one of the parties that something other than the apparent meaning
was intended. Independent School Dist. No. 47, 86 LA 97, 103 (1985) (Gallagher). Thus, it is a
maxim of contract construction that an arbitrator cannot properly eviscerate the contract by ignoring
clear-cut contractual language nor usurp the role of the labor organization and employer by
legislating new language under the guise of interpretation. Clean Coverall Supply Company, 4 7 LA
272, 277 (Fred Witney, 1966). See also, Continental Oil Company, 69 LA 399, 404 (A. J. Wann,
1977) and Andrew Williams Meat Company, 8 LA 518, 524 (A. J. Chaney, 1947).
The following language of Article 15 .3. C first appeared in the 1978 National Agreement and
has appeared in haec verba in every National Agreement since that time:
Failure by the Employer to schedule a meeting or render a decision in any of the
Steps of this procedure within the time herein provided (including mutually agreed
to extension periods) shall be deemed to move the grievance to the next Step of the
grievance-arbitration procedure.

In a National Arbitration award issued shortly after that contractual provision (in its current form)

appeared in 1978, Arbitrator Richard Mittenthal construed the language of Article l 5.3C, as follows
(USPS and NALC Case N8-NAT-0006, p.7):
[T]he parties wrote into the present grievance procedure that a grievance will automatically
move to the next step where there is a "failure by the Employer to schedule a meeting ...
in any of the Steps ... within the time herein provided ... " The Postal Service has an
obligation to schedule a Step 3 meeting once a proper appeal has been taken from a
Step 2 decision. But that obligation pertains strictly to time constraints.(emphasis
added).
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The use of the disjunctive "or" in the grammatical construction of Article 15.3.C makes it
clear that a procedural failure by the Employer to schedule a [timely Step 2] meeting carries the same
consequence as a failure of the Employer to render a [timely Step 2] decision-- i.e., a timeliness
failure by the Postal Service of either specified kind "shall be deemed to move the grievance to [Step
3] of the grievance-arbitration procedure."4 Further, under that express wording, it is also clear that
the catalyst for an Article 15 .3 .C "deemed to move" progression of a grievance from the current step
to the next step of the grievance-arbitration procedure is a "[f]ailure by the Employer" to fulfill its
contractual obligation to initiate one or the other of those two specified procedural actions in a timely
manner at the current step. 5
The bottom line question presented by this grievance and this factual record is whether the
Parties mutually intended that a Step 2 decision "rendered" belatedly by the Employer, some two
weeks after the grievance was "deemed to move" properly from Step 2 to Step 3 under Article
15.3.C, because the Employer had failed to timely schedule the Step 2 meeting, has any validity,
force or effect for the purpose of requiring the Grievant to begin serving a fourteen-day disciplinary
suspension that had been tolled, pending rendition of the Step 2 decision, by the following express
language in the last sentence of~2 Article 16.5 of the National Agreement:" [I]fthe Union or the
employee initiates a timely grievance prior to the effective date of the action and ifthe grievance is
timely appealed to Step 2, the grievant shall not begin to serve the suspension until after the Step 2
decision has been rendered". The undisputed facts ofrccord and the plain words of the Agreement
language persuade me that the Union carried its initial burden of making out aprimafacie showing
that the contracting Parties mutually intended no such thing.

At the risk of redundancy, I reiterate previous disclaimers that no opinion is expressed or
implied in this decision on the countervailing positions of the Parties regarding whether filing a formal
Step 3 appeal is a contractual necessity when a Step 2 grievance is"deemed to move" to the next Step of
the grievance-arbitration procedure under the provisions of Article 15 .3 .C.
5
See also page 5, footnote 4 of the NPMHU brief, viz., "the NPMHU readily
acknowledges that 'if there has been no Step 2 meeting' on a grievance owing to a failure of some kind
on the NPMHU's part-for example, the failure by a Union representative to attend a Step 2 meeting
timely scheduled by the Postal Service-the Service would not on account of that NPMHU failure be
precluded from issuing a Step 2 decision on the grievance". (Emphasis in original).
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Those undisputed facts of record in this case show that the Union or employee timely
initiated the grievance and timely appealed the grievance to Step 2, that the Employer failed to timely
schedule the Step 2 meeting and that the Employer "rendered" the Step 2 decision long after the
grievance had been properly progressed to Step 3. The Postal Service responds that an untimely
Step 2 decision issued in the absence of a Step 2 meeting and after the grievance is at Step 3 has the
same force and effect under Article 16.5 as a timely issued Step 2 decision rendered after a timely
Step 2 meeting because neither Article 15.2 nor 15.3 expressly state that a Step 2 decision belatedly
rendered after the grievance has been progressed to Step 3 has no force and effect under the last
sentence of,2 of Article 16.5 and because the last sentence of,2 of Article 16.5 does not expressly
state that to have force and effect for the purpose of that sentence the Step 2 decision referenced
therein must have been timely rendered before the grievance was progressed to Step 3. The
Employer's "lack of express language" theory is misplaced and unpersuasive because it stands logic,
reason and the so-called "plain-meaning rule" on its head.
The lack of such express disclaimer(s) is not fatal to the Union's grievance because the
necessary implication of the cited Agreement provisions is that a Step 2 decision must be timely
rendered while the grievance is still at Step 2 to have contractual validity, force and effect for the
purpose of the last sentence ofif2 of Article 16.5. Courts and arbitrators routinely recognize that it
is proper and fitting to give effect to the manifest intent of contracting parties plainly evidenced in
the "necessary implications" of their express contract language. 6 Such judicious inference of mutual
intent founded in the logical, reasonable, natural and necessary implications of express contract
language is readily distinguishable from improper arbitral rewriting of the Agreement. 7

6
Indeed, discernment of mutual intent through necessary implication is particularly
appropriate in the interpretation and application of a collective bargaining agreement, which is"more than
a contract; it is a generalized code to govern the myriad of cases which the draftsmen cannot wholly
anticipate ... The collective agreement covers the whole employment relationship." United Steelworkers
of America v. Warrior & Gulf Navigation Co., 363 U.S. 574, 578-82, 80 S.Ct. 1347, 46 LRRM 2416
1960, citing, at 363 U.S. 579 n.6, Cox, "Reflections Upon Labor Arbitration", 72 Harvard. L. Rev. 1482,
1498-99 (1959).
7
See USPS and NALC/APWU (Intervenor) Case H4N-3U-C-58637/H4N-3A-C-595 l 8,
National Award, (Mittenthal, Arb., August 3, 1990) and USPS and NALC Case G90N-4G-D93040395,
National Award, (Mittenthal, Arb., August 18, 1994).
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Experienced practitioners and arbitrators understand that a collective bargaining agreement
is not (and cannot reasonably be expected to function as), an ersatz "Napoleonic Code"; addressing
in express language every consequence and contingency that flows logically from agreed-upon
contractual provisions. For example, it would be odd indeed if the parties to this collective
bargaining agreement had found it necessary to specify expressly in Articles 15 .3. C. or 16. 5 thatthey
did not mutually intend that the Employer could circle back unilaterally to Step 2, after the grievance
was properly progressed to Step 3, to issue a belated Step 2 decision it had failed to render in a
timely manner when the grievance was at Step 2 for the purpose of requiring a grievant to start
serving a 14-day disciplinary suspension which had been tolled pending rendition of the Step 2
decision. To the contrary, the reasonable, logical and necessary implication of the plain language
of Articles 15.3.C and I 6.5 is that a Step 2 decision must be rendered in a timely manner and before
the grievance is progressed properly to Step 3 to have any validity and contractual force or effect
under the last sentence of if2 of Article I 6.5.
Although obviously not binding in this National Arbitration, the decision of the United States
Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit in Eastman Kodak Co. v. STWB, Inc., 452 F .3d 2 I 5 (2d Cir.
2006), which was rendered shortly after the hearing in this case, lends strong support to this common
sense reading of Articles 15.3C and 16.5. The Eastman Kodak decision involved an ERJSA
regulation adopted by the United States Department of Labor ("DOL")-dubbed the "deemed
exhausted" provision/regulation by the Second Circuit-which provides in full:
In the case of the failure of a[n] [ERISA] plan to establish or follow claims procedures
consistent with the requirements of this section, a claimant shall be deemed to have
exhausted the administrative remedies available under the plan and shall be entitled to
pursue any available remedies under section 502(a) of the Act on the basis that the plan has
failed to provide a reasonable claims procedure that would yield a decision on the merits of
the claim.

[See id at 221(quoting29 C.F.R. § 2560.503-1(/)).]
The Second Circuit agreed with the DOL that the "deemed exhausted" regulation properly
was interpreted to foreclose the defendant ERISA plan from "effectively 'undeem[ing]' exhaustion
by enacting, for the first time, procedures that complied with the claims regulation after [plaintiff]
filed suit and after failing to offer an appropriate procedure in the many months preceding
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[plaintiff's] lawsuit." Id. at 222 (emphasis added). As the appellate court succinctly put it, "[g]iving
retroactive effect to a plan amendment in these circumstances ... plainly conflicts with the 'deemed
exhausted' regulation." Id. (emphasis added). And, as the appellate court added: "The 'deemed
exhausted' provision was plainly designed to give claimants faced with inadequate claims procedures
a fast track into court-an end not compatible with allowing a 'do-over' to plans that failed to get
it right the first time." Id. (emphasis added). Applying that reasoning to the facts of this case, to

allow the Postal Service a unilateral "do-over" of Step 2, after a grievance properly has been
progressed to Step 3 under the "deemed to move" provision of Article 15.3C of the National
Agreement, because of the Postal Service's failure to get the contractually-required Step 2
procedures right the first time, would plainly conflict with the mutual intent of the Parties, as
manifested in the plain language and the logical, reasonable and necessary implications of Articles
15.2, Step 2 (c)" 15.3.C and the last sentence of

~2

of Article 16.5 (formerly 16.4) of the

USPS/NPMHU National Agreement.
In my considered judgement, the Union carried its ultimate burden of persuasion in this case
that a Step 2 decision issued after the grievance has been "deemed to move" properly to Step 3, by
dint of Article 15.3.C, lacks contractual validity, force or effect to implement a 14-day suspension
under the last sentence

of~2

of Article 16.5 (formerly 16.4) of the National Agreement.
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USPS/NPMHU NATIONAL ARBITRATION PROCEEDINGS
Case No. 194M-ll-C-98072898

AWARD OF THE IMPARTIAL ARBITRATOR
I)

A Step 2 decision issued by the Postal Service after the grievance has been
progressed properly to Step 3 in accordance with the "deemed to move"
provisions of Article 15.3.C, because of failure by the Employer to schedule
a Step 2 meeting within the time provided in Article 15.2 Step 2 (c)
(including mutually agreed to extension periods), has no validity, force or
effect under the last sentence of iJ 2 of Article 16.5 (formerly 16.4) of the
USPS/NPMHU National Agreement.

2)

Jurisdiction is retained for the sole purpose of resolving any disputes which
may arise between the Parties regarding the meaning, application or
implementation of this Award.

CCLD~dE1s£

$

=

Signed at Spencer, New York on January 9, 2009

STATE OF NEW YORK }
COUNTY OF TOMPKINS SS:
On this 9th day of January 2009, I, DANA E. EISCHEN, hereby affirm and certify, upon my oath as Arbitrator, that I am the
individual described herein, that I executed the foregoing instrument as my Award in this matter and acknowledge that I executed
the same.
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Re: H4C-3S-D 44197
D. Dowd
opa Locka FL 33054

Dear Mr. Tur.stall:
On J~ly 16, :991, we met to discuss the above-captioned
grievance at the fourth step of our contractual grievance
p::ocedure.
The ~ssue in this grievance concerns the time limits an
emp:oyee must meet in order to grieve a proposed removal
action:

As a

resul~ of our discussion, we mutually agreed to close
this case based on the following understanding:

l.

~he purpose of grievance procedure appeals, the
:irnits of Section 2 of Article 15 of the National
Agreement shall run from the proposed removal notice,
not from any decision letter on the proposed notice.

For

ti~e

2.

Once a notice of proposed removal is grieved, it is
not ~ecessary to also file a grievance on the
decision letter.
Once a grievance on a notice of

':)

Jun-20-01

07:44A USPS Maintenance 98203

425-290-3460

proposed removal is fi:ed, it is not necessary to
also file a grievance on the decision letter.
3.

Receipt of a r.o~ice of proposed removal starts the 30
day advance notice period of Sectior. 5 of Article 16
of the National Agreement.

Tunstall

2

Please sign and return ~he enclosed copy of this decision
as your acknowledgment of agreement to close this case.
Time limits were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Sheehan
Robert L. Tunstall
Grievance and Arbitration
Assistant Director
Division
Clerk Craft Division
American Postal Workers
Union, AFI.-CIO
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LETTERCARRlERS
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Mr. Lawrence G. Hu:ctins
~Tice President
National Asso=iation ~f
Lette= Carriers, AFL-CIO
100 Indiana Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC ZOOCl-2197
Re:

H7N-1P-C 17979
M. Herbert
Corona Del Mar, CA

92625

Dear Mr. Hutchins:

)

Recently we met to discuss the above-captioned grievance
currently pending national level arbitration.

P.09

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
475 l:Enfant Plaza. SW
Washington. DC 2<12.60

Ar. Lawrence G. Hutchins

Vice President
National Association of
Letter Carriers, AFL-CIO
100 Indiana Avenue, N.W.
Nashinqton, DC

20001-2197
Re:

Dear

Kr~

B. Leszczynski
Des Plaines, IL
H4N-4A-D 30730

60018

Hutchins:

On October 26, 1988, a meetin9 vas held vith the NALC

Director of City Delivery, Brian Farris, to discuss the
above-captioned grievance at the fourth step of our

contractual grievance procedure.
The issue in this grievance is whether the day of receipt of
a notice of discipline snould be included as part of the
required minimum period of notice to th• eaployee.
After reviewing this matter, we mutually agreed that no
national interpretive issue is fairly presented in this case,
We further a9reed that for purposes of computing the period
of notice required in advance of the iaposition of various
disciplinary aeasures, such notice period shall be deemed to
commence on the day following the date upon which the letter
of notification is received by the employee.
Accordinqly, ve agreed to resand this case to the parties at
Step 3 for further consistent vith the above, processing
including arbitration if necessary.

Please siCJD and return the enclosed copy of this letter as
your acknowled911ent of agreement to remand this case.
Tiae liaits

~ere

extended by mutual consent.

Sincerely,

~~ce~G·.~
Vice President
National Association of Letter
Carriers, AFL-CIO
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

and·

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
LETTER CARRIERS, AFL-CIO

.
..
.:

INTERPRETA'IION OF

ARTICLE XVI, Section 3, of
the 1975 National Agreement

ISSUED:

September 29, 1978

... ......... .. ...... ..........
BACKGROUND

This national level grievance involves interpretation
·
)

of the last sentence of Section 3 of Article XVI in the 1975
National Agreement.
Relevant portions of Article XVI include:
"ARTICLE XVI

DISCIPLINE PROCEDURE
"In. the administration of this Article, a
basic principle shall be that discipline
should be corrective in nature, rather than
punitive. No employee may be disciplined

or discharged except for just cause such
as, but not limited to, insubordination,
pilferage, intoxication (drug~ or alcohol),
incompetence, failure to perform work as .
requested, violation of the terms of this
Agreement, or failure to observe safety

)

1

.

""' .....

2.

-· -· . -- . . ~-.

•'

•'

NC-NAT-8580

rules. and regulations.

Any such discipline or
discharge shall be subject to the grievancearbitration procedure prov:Lded for in· th:Ls .
Agreement, which could resul.t i.n reinstatement·
and restitution, including back pay.

.......
"$ection 3. Suspensions of More Tb.an 30 Days
or Discharge. In the case ·of suspensions of
more than thirty (30) days~ or of discharge, any
employee shall, unless otherwise provided herein,
be entitled to an advance w.ritte.n notice of the
charges· against him and shall. remain.either on
the job or on the clock at the option 0£ the
Employer for a period of thirty (30) days.
Thereafter, the employee shall remain on the
rolls (non-pay status)· uiiti.l disp·osition of his
case has been had either by settlement wi.th the
Union or through exhaustion o~ the grievancearbitration procedure. A preference eligible
who chooses to appeal his suspension of more
than thirty (30) days or hi.a discharge to the

Civil Service Commission rather than thro\lgh
the grievance-arbitration procedure shall remain
on the rolls (non-pay status) until disposition
of his case has been bad either by settlement or
through exhaustion of bis Civil Service appeal.
When there is reasonable cause to. believe an
employee guilty of a crime' for which a sentence
of isr?risomient can be imposed, the advance notice requirement shall not apply and such an
employee may be immediately removed from pay
.status.

,_)

~.

3.

)

NC-NAT-8580

;'Section 4. Emergency Procedure. An employee
may be i.m:nediately placed on an off-duty
status {without pay) by the Employer, but remain on the rolls where the allegat:ion involves intoxication (use of drugs or alcohol),
pilferage, or failure to observe safety rules
and regulations, or in cases where retaining
the employee on duty may result in damage to
U.S. Postal Service property, loss of mail or
·funds> or l1here t:he employee may be injurious
to himself or others. The employee shall remain on the rolls (non-pay status) until disposition of his case has been had. If it is
proposed to suspend such an employee for more
than thirty (30) days or discharge him, the
emergency action taken under this Section may
be ma.de the subject of a separate grievance."
(Underscoring added.)
The basic problem here is whether, when (1) an. em-

ployee bas been suspended indefinitely because the USPS has
reasonable cause to believe the individual is guilty of a
crime for.which imprisonment may, result and (2) the criminal
charge later is dropped or the employee found not guilty,
the employee, upon reinstatement, properly can be made whole
for earnings lost during the period of suspension.
In order
to define the problem more clearly,, the parties have presented a specific gTievance from Cleveland.
There Grievant
M-, a long service Carrier with an unblemished record, was

)
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indicted for allegedly having bad sexual relations with two
young girls (ages 12 and 11).
Upon learning of the indictment the Service sent M- a notice of removal on March 16,
1977 reading, in relevant part-''This is notice. that it is proposed to remove.
you from the Postal Service no earlier than
72 hours from the time you receive t:bis notice. There is reason.able cause to believe
you are guilty of a crime for which a sentence of i:ml>risonment can be bnposed. ''
On March 17, 1977 M- 1 s attorney wrote the Service

3

stating that there was no actual evidence to indicate M- had
commi.tted any crime other than statements of the two young
girls and attaching·(l) results of a lie detector test which
a professional polygrapher deemed to show M- to be innocent
of the charges, and (2) other evidence calculated to establish M-'s·innocence.
M- nonetheless was removed from duty
as of March 23 with the advice that he weuld remain on nonduty, non-pay, status pending disposition of his case.
In
subsequent processing of the grievance the Union unsuccessfully urged that M- should be assigned to temporary Clerk
duties, on any shift, until his trial occurred.
The June 10,
1977 USPS denial of the grievance :in Step 2-» recited that
the placing of M- in non-duty, non-pay, status had been for
"just cause."

)

'
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Meanwhile, M- had been fotmd not guilty on May 21.

4

1977 and the USPS promptly advised of his acquittal.
Re
was not returned to.active duty tm.til .June 2, 1977, however,
because the USPS insisted upon receiving form.al notice of
the verdict, signed by the·Judge.
The grievance accordingly
protests the loss of pay during M-'s suspension up to June 2,
1977.
The Union does not concede, however, that. such suspension was for just cause and does not here seek any ruling
on this aspect of the grievance.
In other words, for purposes of shaping the issue in this case, the Union does not
contest the USPS assertion that initially there was "just
cause 11 for M-' s suspension, but reserves the right to con- ·
tinue ·to press that contention, if necessary, depending upon
the outcome of the present cas~.

)
/

In urging that M- should be made whole for lost
earnings for the entire period of his suspension, the NA.LC
places great weight upon a May 31, 1977 decision of Associate
Impartial Chairman Fasser in Grievance No. AC-S-9758 (herein
called the Williams case) where (following arrest on a marijuana charge) the employee had been suspended for more than
11 months until he was found not guilty.
The Associate
Impartial Chairman granted a "make whole" remedy for eunings
lost during the period of the suspension, stating that the
last sentence of Article XVI, Section 3 served only to eliminate the advance 30-day notice requirement in such a situation, and that since there was no showing of "just cause"
for the suspension, the Grievant should be made whole, as
contemplated in the introductory paragraph of Article XVI.
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On August l, 1977 NA.LC President Vacca wrote eb.e
Senior Assistant Postmaster Gener~l, Employee and Labor Relations, stating:

"It has come to my attention. that the Postal.
Service has decided to ignore the agre.edupon precedential effect of Associate Impartial Chairman Paul J. Fass er' s Award in
Case No. AC-S-9758 (Curtiss.Williams,
Birmingham, Alabama) , and t:ha.t it continues
to maintain that Article XVI, Section 3,
last sentence, and Section 4, provide that
the Postal Service is excused from all back
pay liability stemming from indefinite and
emergency suspension actions, notwithstanding
the fact that the Postal Service cannot later
establish that the discipline imposed was for
•just cause. 1
''NALC disagrees with that Postal Service interpretation of Article XVI, Sections 3 mid
4, and contends instead, as Associate Impartial
Chairman Fasser found (and as so approved by
Impartial Chairman Garrett) that those sections
of Article ~ deal only with the question of
notice and thus do not insulate the Postal
Service from bac~pay liability as a result
of indefinite or emergency suspension actions
where the Service cannot establish just cause

6
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for discip1ine imposed. ·Accordingly, based
on the foregoing, I am forced to conclude
that there exists 'a dispute between the tmion
and the employer as to the interpretation of
[the) Agreement' within the meaning of Article
XV, Section 2, last para.graph. I, therefore,
hereby institute that dispute as a grievance
at the National Level and request an immediate
Step 4 meeting to attempt to resolve the.same."
After a meeting on September 6, the USPS replied to
President Vacca by letter of September 15, 1977, stating in
part:

.

7

)
"It is our position that the award issued by
Arbitrator Paul J. Fasser, Jr. under date
of May 31, 1977, addressed itself to the
particulars in the case before him.in arbi· tration (AC-S-9758), and that the award set
forth what he considered to be the appropriate
remedy to be granted based on those particulars."
At the hearing herein, the parties briefly outlined

8

the facts in another grievance {which is being held in abeyance in the grievance procedure) as a further aid in developing a practical context for interpreting Article XVI, Section
3.
In this other grievance another long service Carrier was
arrested for the rape-murder of a customer on his route, with

)
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a great deal of resultant local publicity.
The arrest occurred on September 27, 1977 and the Service advised him on
September 29 that it planned to suspend him pending investigation.
On October 3 the Carrier was suspended indefinitely

effec-t;ive October 8, 1977.

La.ter he was inclicf:ed mid was

awaiting trial at the time of the arbitration. hearing· in the
present case.
Meanwhile the grievance had been. filed protesting his suspension, and it ultimately was appealed to
arbitration.
The Union nonetheless would not agree to
proceed with an arbitration hearing Un.til disposition of the
rape=murder chargas.
I.ts position on thii= matter was made
clear in a March 18, 1978 letter to General Manager Frost of
the USPS Arbitration Division (on still another case) reading:

"This replies to your March 13, 1978 letter
concerning the above-referenced grievance.
In that letter you indicate that, in the
· opinion of the Postal Service, the Union's
· .request not to have that case beard in arbitration on February 23, 1978 (because the
grievant is under criminal indictment for
charges identical to those cited in the removal) constitutes a termination of any
possible financial liabi1ity of the Postal
Service beyond that date.
disagrees with that Postal Service
.position and will oppose the same if it is
raised at any future arbitration bearing

'·~ALC
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in the case. Furthermore, because the grievant is under criminal indictment £or charges
identical to those on which his removal is
based, NALC will not agree to schedule that
case for hearing prior to the resolution of
the criminal cha:rges. That refusal is based
on what the Union considers ·is its duty to
fairly represent the grievant and because
exposing the grievant to an arbitration hear=
ing prior to resolution of the criminal
charges could have an adverse impact on his
Constitutional rights associated with that
process.''

)
Article XVI, Section 3, appeared in its present form

9

in the National Agreement between USPS and the Postal Worker

Unions, effective July 20, 1971.
This was the first collectively bargained agreement between the parties subsequent to
enactment of the Postal Reorganization Act of 1969.
In the 1968 Agreement between the Post Office Department and the Unions, Article X had set forth detailed
procedures governing "Adverse Action" against employees with
right of appeal through Departmental procedures .Q.E to the
Civil Service Commission.
There was no provision for binding
arbitration and the decision of the Department's Board of
Appeals and Review was final (except for "appeal for a court
ruling").
Article X, Section C stated:

......__ __...________________.;...._____·. ;._·-'"'---'-"_,_.-=-=--=·-:.:.;;-·-=···: . :. :-=-=--_,__·
--·-=·-·-....·
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''Whenever it is proposed to take adverse
action against an employee the responsible
. official must determine. that it is for
such cause as will promote the efficiency ·
of the service. The letter .of proposed .
adverse action must state specifically and
in detail the reasons for the action thereby
affording the employee a fair opportunity
of offering refutation to the charges."

(Underscoring added.)

Article X, Section D of the 1968 Agreement included
the following unde:r: the caption "Duty Status During Notice
Period":

ll

"1. Employees against whom adverse action is
proposed shall be retained in an active
duty status during the notice period except when the circumstances are . such
that the retention of an employee in an
active-duty status during the notice
period may result: in dam.age to Government
property, or loss of mail or funds, or may
be injurious to the employee. bis fellow
workers •. or the general public. The employee may then be temporarily assigned
to duties in which these conditions will

__

)
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not exist or placed on leave with his
consent. In an emergency case when because of the circumstances described in
this paragraph the employee cannot be
kept in an active-duty status during
the advance notice period, the employee
may be suspended without his consent.
"2a This is a separate adverse action and the

employee is. entitled to a letter informing
him of the reasons for his suspension,
his right of reply and the time limit. An
employee may be placed in a nonduty status
with pay for such time, not to exceed five
working days, as is necessary to effect
his suspension. In the emergency case,
the employee must receive at least a 24hour notice of his suspension."
(Under~coring

added.)

A great deal of additional background material was
presented at the hearing.but need not be recited here, since

adequately noted in the development of the parties' arguments.

·,)
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THE USPS ANALYSIS
The basic USPS position. here seems to be that the
"reasonable ca.use" lan~ge in the last sentence of Article
XVI, Section 3, had such a clearly established meaning in
Federal personnel law, when it was embodied in the 1971
National Agreement, that the negotiators either knew or
should have understood that they in effect were adopting that
meaning.
It thus should follow that whenever the Service
has reasonable cause for such an indefinite suspension in a
"crime case" there can be no back pay obligation even if the
employee ultimately is found not guilty.

13

The USPS .recitation of relevant background in· support of this position starts with the Veterans' Preference
Act of 1944.
The Congress there provided that adverse
actions--such as an indefinite suspension--could be taken
against "preference eligibles" (as defined in the Act) only
''for such cause as will promote the efficiency of the service"
5 U.S.C. 17512.
Title 5 of the U.S. Code contemplates that
rules and regulations promulgated by the Civil Service Commission thereunder would have the force of law, binding upon
t:he heads of Federal agencies.

14
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The 1944 Act includes a provision that-"(b}

A preference eligible employee against

whom adverse action is proposed is entitled to--

)
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{1) at least 30 days' advance written notice,,
except when there is reasonable cause to
believe him guilty of a crime for which
a sentence of imprisonment can be imposed,
stating any and all reasons, epecifically
and in detail, for the proposed action."
(5 u.s.c. I 7512)

From 1944 forward, this legislation covered all "preference
eligible" Postal employeese

By Executive Order 11491, President Nixon extended
these rights to all Federal employees effective January 1,
1970.
This included the right of any employee "in the competitive service" to appeal an adverse action to the Civil

16

·) Service Commission and required that. any recommendation by
, the Commission resulting from such an appeal '~e complied with
by the head of the agency."
As of January 1, 1970, therefore,
the Civil Service Commission rulings and regulations in respect

to adverse actions became applicable to all Postal employees
·

in the competitive service.

The USPS evi.dence includes an excerpt from the

17

Federal Personnel Manual (FPM) under date of November 18,
1963, which includes under "Exceptions.to Noti.ce Requirements":

)
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"b. Criminal conduct. In cases where reasonable cause exists to believe that the employee
is guilty of a crime for which a sentence of
imprisonment can be imposed, the employee need
not be given the fu11 30 days• advance written
notice, but must be given such less number of
~ays' advance notice and opport1.'ll:dty to answer
as under the circumstances is reasonable and
can be justified.
If the. adverse action is

appealed, the agency action with respect to
such aborter leng~~ of notice will also be
reviewed."

The Service also cites excerpts from FPM Supplement
752-1 dated February 14, 1968 which include the following
passages:

"

SEC. 752.202(c) Exceptions to notice
period and opportlmity to prepare answer.
(1) Advance written notice and opportunity
to answer are not necessary in cases of
furlough without pay due to unforeseeable
circumstances .• such as sudden breakdowns in
equipment, acts of God, or emergencies requiring immediate curtailment of activities.
·(2) When there is reasonable cause to betieve an employee is guilty of a crime for - · ·~ ·
which a sentence of imprisonment can be

lP
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imposed, the agency is not required to give
·the employee the full 30 days' advance written notice, but shall give him such less
number of days' advance notice and opportunity to answer as under the circumstances
is reasonable and can be justified ••••
"a. ' ••• in cases of furlough without pay due

to unforeseeable circumstances ••• '
This
provision is intended for use in situations
·~hen the department or agency concerned is
powerless to avoid a sudden and unexpected
general wo~k stoppage. If it is utilized.
the agency should be prepared to show that
the stoppage was brought about by conditions
which could not be changed by any level of
government management having responsibility
for the activity concerned. 'While this provision waives the advance notice requirement •
. other provisions of the regulations, including the right

of

appeal, continue to apply.

"b. ' ••• When there is reasonable cause to
believe an employee is guilty of a crime for
"which a sentence of imprisonment can be
imposed .••• 1
(1) This provision is concerned solely with what is required in the
way of advance notice and opportunity to
answer in cases in which the stated condition exists; it does not deal with the
·.problem of the employee's work status during whatever advance notice period is
determined to be appropriate •

.

)
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The chief difficulty in construing and
applying this provision is to mow what the
words 'a crime for which a sentei:ice of imprisonment can be imposed' actually intend.
(This is the-language which appura.:ln the
statute.) The word 'crime' has sometimes ·
been used to designate a gross violation of
law, as distinguished from a relatively mi.nor
infraction. On the other band, it has also
been held to apply in its broadest aense to
any violation of law which is Punished by a
criminal prosecution. Thus, in general, it
appears that an agency would be technically
correct in ·invoking the 'crime' tn=ovision in
any case when there was reasonable cause to
believe the employee guilty of some conduct
for which he could be sentenced by appropriate
civil authority (Federal, State, county or
municipal) to be imprisoned for some period of
time, however short. Nevertheless, if the
agency bas any doubt about ·whether a 'crime'
for which a 'sentence of imprisonment' can
be imposed is involved, it ordinarily would
be the better practice to resolve this doubt
in favor of the employee. (Agencies should
keep in mind that there are other provisions
for placing an employee in a nonduty ~tatus
during an advance notice period of 30 days,
and that it would probably ba sounde-r to
invoke the 'crime' provision on the basis of
actual need rather than mere availability.
This does not mear., of course, that an agency
does not have the right to proceed on the
latter basis if it so desires.)

"(2)

·\'
)
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(3) If an agency determines t:::.at it should
invoke this regulatory provision, the question
remains a.bout: what· 1 less number of days' advance notice and opportunity to answer' should
be given the employee. This can be decided
only on the basis of all the facts and circumstances of each individual° case. Some considerations which might well enter the picture
are:
The gravity of the alleged crime and

(a)

the conclusiveness of the evidence that
the employee colllilli.tted.it.
..

.

The minimum time that actually will be

(b)

needed to afford the employee a reasonable opportunity to answer both personally and in.writing.
·
The probable reaction of-the press and
the public to information that the alleged perpetrator is still being carried
on the agency's rolls as an employee. 11 ·

(c)

Reference is made by the Service, also, to an FPM
excerpt dated October 26, 1970, but this seems not to a~d anything to the foregoing excerpts.
Nothing in any Civil
Service~ruling or regulation as of 1970 or early 1971 has
been cited in the present case to indicate~ in specific...

)
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language, :that an employee suspended without pay under the
"crime pro.vision" either would or would not be entitled to be
made whole foT lost earnings 1£ ultimately found not guilty
or otherwi.1;e vindicated.
The Service also cites FPM excerpts
. dated December 21, 1976, April 12, 1972, October 26, 1970,
October 11, 1976, and February 4,.1972 providing detail as to
Civil Service Commission policies up to the present. ·

Also in evidence are 4 recent decisions by the
Federal Employee Appeals Authority (under the Civil Service
Commission), 2 of which involve Postal Service employees.
The Opinions in each case (January 12, 1977 and February 25,
1976) include substantially the same passages, reading:

......

20

"In instances where the agency has reasonable
cause to believe that an employee is guilty
of an offense for which a penalty of imprisonment can be imposed, it can invoke the
'crime' provision 'Which allows the agency to
·give an employee less than thirty days advance .written notice of adve-rse action, and
which also provides a basis for indefinitely
·suspending an employee pending investigation.
In this connection, Section S5-3(b)(3) of
.the Federal Personnel Manual (FPM) Supplement 752-1 provides, in pertinent part, that
an agency· cannot invoke the 'crim£!' provision
solely on evidence that the employee was
arrested. However, if the agency has evidence

·)
_j
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was

that the employee was arrested and
held
for further action by a magistrate or was
indicted by a. grand jury, the agency would
have reasonable cause for belie"{ing the employee g-.iilty of a crime •.
"In this case, the record reflects that the
appellant was arrested on September 24, 1976,
by the Pensacola Police Department and was
charged with three (3) c01..m.ts of forgeryo
.In light of the fact that the appellant was
arrested and held for further legal action,
we find that .the agency had reasonable cause
to believe him guilty of a crime for which a
penalty of imprisonment could be imposed; and
that such belief provided a proper basis for
the agency's decision to indefinitely suspend ·
the appellant pending investigatiori.
Therefore, we find the reasons stated for the proposed indefinite suspension to be sustained.

IV. DECISION
"In our view, the indefinite suspension, based
on the sustained reasons, is neither arbitra~y, capricious, or 'lm.reasonable; and is
for such cause as will promote the efficiency
of the service. Accordingly 1 the agency's
decision is affirmed.

"Civil Service Regulation 772.309(b) provides
that decisions of the Federal Employee Appeals
Authority are final and that there is no further right of administrative appeal."
(Underscoring added.)

)
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.,
...
The USPS also cites a 1976 decision by the U.S.
Court of Claims, Jankowitz vs. U.S. (533 P. (2d) 538). ~here
an employee's indefinite suspension without pay by HUD was
held proper when the employee was indicted for accepting
payments to influence his official acts as an appraiser for
· RUD.
More than 14 months after the suspension was imposed,
the emp1oyee was acquitted of all charges.
Bis claim for
back pay for this period, on motion for s11mmary judgment,
was denied.
The Court concluded, as to this aspect.of the
case:
"~

21.

our estimation, plaintiff's employer

followed the FPM scrupulously, including

adopting an advance notice of proposed
;lndefinite suspension almost identical to

)

that set out as an example in FPM Supp.

752-1, sample form B-7. Since we find
.'that the Government in fact followed ap. plicable procedural recom:nendations and
safeguards in the FPM, we do not agree
chat plaintiff's i.ndefinite suspension
without pay was either unjustified or
tm.warranted. This much of plaintiff's
claim for back pay must fail."
·
(Underscoring added.)
Finally, the USPS presented testimony by a witness
who had served as Appeals Examiner and Supervisory Appeals
Examiner for the Postal Service Board of Appeals and Review
during 1969 through 1971.
Be confirmed that over the period·

22
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. ·· .. ·

of his knowledge Postal employees frequently had been suspended indefinitely when there was reasonable cause to believe them guilty of a serious crime and that. back pay was
no~ awarded where an employee ultimately was found not
guilty.

TEE NALC ANALYSIS

The Union rel1es essentially on the prec~se language of Article XVI • . The initial paragraph thereof permits
.discipline only for "just cause" and its la.st sentence
leaves no doubt that, where a disciplinary suspension or
discharge is found not to have ·been for "just ca.use," an
) .award of back pay may result in arbitration.
Thus, says the
Union, the last sentence of Article XVI, Section 3 serves
only to provide an exception to the 30-day notice requirement
~hich otherwise would apply.
Here it cites the May 31, 1977
Opinion of Associate Impartial Cha:Lrman Fasser in the Williams
Case where the Opinion noted that the matter of remedial back
pay was deal:t with "clearly and completely" in the introductory
paragraph of Article XVI. · In the case before Associate Chair. man Fasser the employee had been suspended indefinitely simply
because he had been arrested on a marijuana charge.
Th.ere
had.been no indictment nor had the Grievant been held for
further proceedings after a magistrate's hearing.
Given
these facts, the Associate Chairman concluded that-1

23
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" ••• it is clear no proper cause for the
. grievant' s discharge has been shown, 60 that
he ~6 presumptive1y entitled to be made whole
for lost earnings in the absence of some
cogent reason for denying him such back pay.

"The last sentence of Article XVI., Section 3
does not provide such a cogent reason, since
it serves only to provide an exception to the
.'advance .notice requirement 1 established in
the first sentence of Section.3."

The NA.LC UTges that the history of the last sentence

of A~·icle XVI, Section 3 fully supports the interpre.tation
embraced 1n the Williams case.
The Postal Reorganization Act

24

)

preserved for Postal Workers certain rights which they had as
conventional government employees.
In Section 1005(a)(2),
indeed, Congress provided that 11preference eligible" employees
would retain ·their rights under· the Veterans Preference Act
and that those rights could not be changed by collectively
bargained agreements.
Those rights included procedural protections in '.'adverse actions," such as the 30 days 1 advance
written notice requirement except "when there is reasonable
cause to believe" the employee guilty of a crime "for which a
sentence of imp+isonment can be imposed."
This last exception, or proviso, under Section
7512(b)(l) of the Veterans Preference Act, says the NALC,
was not intended to mean that the "adverse s.cti.on" ipso facto

2?.
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was for proper cause--its obvious and only puri>ose was to re. lieve the agency of the need to meet the procedural require~
ment of giving the full 30 days of advance notice.
The NALC
·:cites legislative history to support this view •
.....
.
It was against this background that Article XVI,
Section 3 was adopted in the 1971 National Agreement and
continued·unchanged in the 1973 and 1975 National Agreements.
· ·. Indeed, by Executive Order 11491, the procedural protections
. afforded 11preference eligibles" in adverse actions bad become
.. applicable to a11 Postal Wor~rs as of January 1, 1970. . When
·.the Posta1. Reorganization Act was adopted early in 1971,
·therefore,· it. should have been reasonably apparent that similar
protections might be embodied in any collective bargaining
· agreements which might ensue.
Moreover, says the NALC,- all
) Civil Service Commission Regulations since 1971 continue to
make clear that the 30-day notice provision, and its exceptions, represent "procedural requirements" only.
On this
score it emphasizes a provision in the 1976 FPM Supplement
dated October 11, 1976.
This Subchapter 3 covers the subject
· "Merit of· Adverse Action" and Part S3-2 thereof reads, under
the heading "Insufficient Cause":

26

·

"a. Pitfalls to avoid. Agencies should be
alert to avoid such errors
the following:

as

(1) Cause based on fact of arrest. Generally, the mere fact that an employee was
arrested for a crime does not provide a
cause for ~aking adverse action against

)
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the employee, even though the. evidence of the
arrest is fully recited and established. The
employee may be innocent of the crime for which
he was arrested. The agency action should be
based, not on the fact of the arrest~ but on
the. misconduct that led to the arrest, if there
.ie sufficient evidence to prove misconduct or
warrant suspension pending further investigation.
"(2) Cause based on criminal indictment. Except
when the agency suspends an employee indefinitely
pending disposition of a criminal action, the
.agency should not base an. adverse action on a
criminal indictment or conviction.
Instead,
the agency should base the action on what the
employee did that was wrong..
I.£ the cause
relie~ on is a criminal.indictment or conviction3 then a irul;>seguent acquittal of the em·ployee or a dismissal of 1:b.e criminal charge
would, in effect, vacate the cause for action.
·However, if the cause relied on is the employee's
acts of wrongdoing, generally ·the administrative
action will not be affected by the subsequent
court action on the criminal case (see S7-lc(2))."
(underscoring added.)

)
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FINDINGS
This is the first case since negotiation of Article
XVI in 1971 in which the parties have made complete presentations concerning the .authority of an Arbitrator to award
remedial back pay to an employee suspended in
"crimes case"
and later. found not guilty.
The Opinion of Associate Impartial Chairman Fasser in the Williams case included the
following pertinent paragraphs:

a

"Article XVI, Section 3 deals with the giving
of notice when an employee is discharged or
suspended for more than 30 days.
Any such
employee is entitled to 30 days advance notice of the suspension and discharge, unless
there is 'reasonable cause' to believe the
employee is guilty of a. crime 'for which a
sentence of imprisonment can be imposed.'
11

Nothing 1n Article XVI, Section 3 (or Section 4) deals in any way with the matter of
remedial back pay in a case where an employee has been suspended or discharged

without proper cause.
This matter is
clearly and completely treated in the introductory paragraph of Article XVI, which
declares:

\
)
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'In

the administration of this article, a
basic principle shall be that discipline
should be corrective in nature; rather than

punitive.

or

No employee may pe

discipl~ned

discharged except for just cause auch as,
but: not limited to, insubordin.a.tion., pilferage, intoxication (drugs or alcohol),
incompetence, failure to perform work as
requested, violation of the terms of this
Agreement, or failure to observe safety
rules and regulations. Any such discipline or discharge shall be subject to the

grievance-arbitration procedure provided
for in this Agreement'., which could result
in rein.statement and restitution., including
back pay. 1

'tender this paragraph it is entirely clear that when
an employee is found to have been discharged wrongfully,· such employee may be entitled to 'reinstatement and restitution, including back pay. 1
l.n the
present case, it is clear that no proper cause for
the grievant's discharge bas been shown, so that he

is presumptively entitled to be made whole for lost
earnings in the absence of some cogent reason for
denying him such back pay.

"The las.t sentence of Article XVI, Section 3 does
not provide such a cogent reason, since it serves
only to provide a.n exception to the 'advance notice
requirement' established in the first sentence of

.

~
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Section 3. It is true that Article XVI,
Section 4 also states that an employee may
'immediately be placed on an off-duty status
(without pay)' in certain specified types
of cases (none of which actually would seem
to apply in the present case) • But like ·
Section 3, this Section in no way is addressed to the matter of remedial back pay-1 t deals only with emergency removal of an
· employee from active duty without advance
·notice.· Because no 30-day advance notice
is required, this Section (like Section 3)
recognizes that the employee immediately
goes onto off-duty status without pay. To
repeat, however, this waiver of the notice
requirement has nothing at all to do with
the matter of remedial back pay when an employee subsequently has been found to have
been discharged wrongfully."

As is clear from these passages, the Associate Impartial Chairman considered the interpretive problem in
terms of the language of Article XVI, standing alone, without benefit of comprehensive presentations such as embodied
in this record.
Disposition of the present case thus requires close analysis both of the language in Article XVI
and of the context tit which ft was negotiated in 1971.
In
a December 1~ 1972 Opinion. involving "Guarantee of Pay· £or
Employees Called in Outside Regular Shift.:," this Arbitrator
observed:

)
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•'The interpretation of part:tcuia;- language
in a collective bargaining agreement, when
the parties fall into dispute. normally
requires determination of the obiective
~ea.ning of the actual words used..
The
subiective intent or understanding of one
or more of the negotiators, not actually
disclosed in the negotiations, cannot be
of controlling, or even dominant, significance for this purpose.
_Xt is no more
than one element in all of the evidence which
may be relevant in a given case.
This principle indubitably applies in this case.
• • • • • • •

" ••• l'arties in collective bargaining often
fail to achieve clear understanding as to
the meaning of provisions negoti~ted under
difficult circumstances. A:a. effort to define, mutually, all potentially broad or
ambiguous terms used in dealing with difficult matters probably would bog down the
negotiations completely. Thus it now is
the difficult responsibility of the A:rbi.trator to find the reasonable meaning of
the disputed language in the specific context in which the parties negotiated it.
That context includes all other relevant
:terms of the 1971 Agreement, plus any relevant background of earlier agreements,

regulations, and practices."

.··)
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The p~rties' presentations here particularly stress
two sentences in Article XVI: (1) The Union emphasizes that
the last sentence in. the introductory paragraph makes clear
that all· discipline must be for "just cause" and that any
grievance protesting a suspension or discharge "could result·
in reinstatement and restitution, including back pay."
(2) The USPS, in turn, emphasizes that the last sentence 0£
Article XVI, Section 3 renders the 30-day advance notice requirement in major discipline cases inapplicable ~ says
that the "employee may be immediately :removed from .E.!Y status"
where there is reasonable basis for believing the employee
guilty of a crime for which a prison sentence may be imposed.
Neither party suggests, 0£ course, that either sentence can
be read in isolation from the other--both parties.appear to
recognize that an indefinite suspension in a "crimes case"
) represents disciplinary action which must be· for "just cause."

29

The.last sentence in Section 3 includes language
which traces back through various Civil Service Regulations
to the 1944 Veteran's Preference Act and arguably represents
some kind of projection into the 1971 Agreement of policies
developed by the Civil Service Commission.
Section 3 as a
whole consists of four sentences which seem addressed primarily> if not entirely, to the requirement of advance notice
in all cases of discharge or suspension for more than 30
days.
The last sentence, however, is by no means unique
in referring to a "non-pay" status for a suspended employee:~oth the second and third sentences include similar language.
The third sentence recognizes the right of npreference
eligible" employees to elect to appeal to .the Civil Service
Commission while remaining on the rolls in "non-pay status"

30
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and this immediately precedes the last sentence dealing with
"crimes cases." Since all of these provisions can be traced
to earlier Civil Service Commission policies reaching back
to 1944, it seems obvious that the parties' negotiators on
J'uly 20. 1971 either were aware, or should have been, of the
existing policies of.the Civil Service Commission in respect
to USPS "adverse actions .• vr
Given the history of Civil Service Commission
Regulations and Post Office Department (and U~PS) practices
up to July 20, 1971, moreover, it also may be inferred that
the Union negotiators were aware--or should have been--that
in "crimes cases" it was not the USPS policy to award remeial back pay to a properly suspended employee who later was
found innocent."
Thus there is no reason to doubt that up to

31
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J'uly 20, 1971 the USPS (1) regarded its reasonable belief
in a "crimes case" that the employee had committed an imprisonable crime as providing lawful reason for suspending

)

the employee promptly-without pay until guilt or innocence
could be established, and deemed it clear that (2) there
would be no right to retroactive remedial back pay if the
employee's innocence later were established.
That is not the ultimate question ·to be decided here,
however. The real issue is whether it can be found that the
negotiators for all parties in July pf 1971 reasonably could-or should-:have ~derstood that such existing USPS poli~ies ·
might continue without change under Article XVI. This key
question must be evaluated in light of those dominant features
of Article XVI which unmistakably and dramatically departed
from the pa.st:

33
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31.

First, an e.mp1oyee could be suspended or discharged
prior to July 20, 1971 "for such cause as will promote the .
efficiency of the service" under Article X, Section C of the
March 9, 1968 POD Agreement with the respective Postal Unions.
The new Article XVI declared that discharge or suspension
could be imposed only .for "just cause."

34

. Second, a UsPS employee who was suspended or discharged prior to July 20, 1971 could not file a grievance
through the Union. The avenues for possible redress were
appeal either (1) to the Civil Service Commission, ~ (2) to
the USPS Regional Director (and ultimately to the Department's
Board of Appeals and Review) with Management's ultimate decision being "final" (save for the possibility of seeking a
"court ruling"). The new Article XVI entitled the employee,
through the Union, to press a grievance into arbitration
where the Arbitrator's ruling concerning "just cause" for the
disciplinary action would be "final and binding 0 under Article

35

xv.

.

Third, there was no provision in the 1968 Agree-
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ment to authorize the awarding of remedial back pay in any

"adverse action" in a "crimes case." In contrast, the new
Article XVI spelled out that ''reinstatement and restitution,
including back pay" could result from use of the grievance/
arbitration procedure.

Given these fundamental changes wrought through
collective bargaining, obviously departing from traditional
Civil Service policies and procedures, it is inconceivable
that the sophisticated negotiators for the USPS in 1971
reasonably could have believed that the suspension of an employee because of alleged commission of a crime would not be
subj ec·t to a full independent review in arbitration to deter-
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mine whether the suspension was for "just cause" and whether
remedial action, including back pay, might be appropriate.
This·conc1usion aeems unavoidable even under the language of
the last sentence in Section 3, in itself, aince it requires
that there be "reasonable ca.use" to believe the employee
"guilty" of the alleged crime. In any grievance involving
11
just cause" for suspension in a "crimes cue" the presence
or absence of "reasonable cause" to believe the employee
guilty would be ari unavoidable first question. It also
seems apparent that some alleged crimes could have no material bear~ng on an employee's ability to perform his or her
job without embarrassment: to the Service or impairment of
efficiency or aafety. Yet, as the Service concedes, there
must be a-"nexus" 1n any such case between the alleged crime
and the employee's job with USPS. Whether such a "nexus"
exists also is .an obvious quest:ion under the "just cause"
test.
Given these circumstances there was no reasonable
basis for.the negotiators to have· believed in 1971 that,
under the last sentence of Section 3, a good faith belief
that: an employee was guilty of an imprisonable offense in
itself would constitute "just cause" for suspending the employee without pay, so as to bar any retroactive remedial
action. Those Opinions of some Regional USPS Arbitrators
in recent years which might be read to .imply otherwise seem,
to this extent, to be in error.
This, however, by no means is an end of the matter.
Given the authority of the Arbitrator in every "crimes case"
to determine the presence--or absence--of "just cause" for
a suspension or discharge, there remains the possibility that
an Arbit-=ator ·:i. a_ given case still might find "just cause 11
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for the auspension--in whole or in pa.rt--in light of the policy
considerations which underlay the pre-1971 Civil Service and
USPS policy.

As earlier Civil Service rulings indicate, one prime
reason for imposing such a suspension lay in the unique nature
of the Federal Service, and the fact that Federal employees
tµ.a.y occupy sensitive positions in relation to the public, or
appear as representatives of the Federal Service in the public mind. The Postal Service Manual in Part 442.12 reflects
this aspect of employment in the USPS--

40

"Postal employees are servants of the general
public and their conduct, in many instances,
must be subject.to more restrictions and to
higher standards than certain private employments. Employees are ~xpected to ~onduct
themselves during and outside of working hours
in a manner which will reflect favorably upon
the Postal Service. Although it is not the
policy of the Postal Service to ·interfere
with the private lives of employees, i t does
require that postal personnel be honest,
reliable, trustworthy, and of good character
and·reputation."

Under Article XV! of the 1971 National Agreement, an
Arbitrator thus appropriately may consider and give appropriate
weight to the special nature of USPS employment in deciding a

)
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. "just cause" issue in a "crimes case" in respect to (1) the
propriety ~f the initial suspension, {2) the emration of the
suspension, and (3) whether, and the extent to which, remedial
back pay may be warranted under the particular facts of the
given. case •

.Moreover, it is clearly possible that an Arbitrator in such a case might conclude that there was "just
cause" for the suspension initially and that no back pay
might be proper, in whole or in part, even though the criminal
charge later was dropped~ Such a possibility obviously would
exist in any such case where the USPS presented convincing
evidence in arbitration establishing an employee's guilt,
even though the criminal charge may have been dropped in the
meantime. : I.t also· seems possible t:ha.t an Arbitrator might
conclude, on the basis of the unique facts in a given case,
that an indictment for a serious crime ($uch as rape or
murder) in ~tself would make it unreasonable to continue an
employee in a position requiring routine contact with the
public, ~o as to deny remedial back pay in whole or in part.

42

In short, the following general conclusions now seem
warranted.in respect to the determination of "just cause" in
a "crimes case" under Article XVI, as negotiated in 1971:

43

:Cl) Every suspension effected under the last
sentence of Article XVI, Section 3 it reviewable in arbitration co the same extent as any other suspension to determine
whether "just cause" for the disciplinary action has been

44

shown;
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(2) .such a review in arbitration necessarily involves considering at least (a) the presence or absence of
11reasonable cause" to believe the employee guilty of the
crime alleged, and (b) whether such a relationship exists
between the alleged crime and the employee's job in the
USPS as to warrant the suspension;

45

.
(3) An Arbitrator in B:!ly such case, when the
emplClJYee has been acquitted or the prosecution dropped, also
has discretion to award remedial back pay, in whole or in
part, if deemed reasonable under the facts of the given
case; and finally
·

:46

(4) An Arbitrator may deem the evidence in a particular case to establish "just cause" for a suspension
effected under the last sentence of Section 3, even though ·
.the charge against the employee later may have been dropped,
and so withhold remedial back pay for. some or all of the
period of suspension •

'47

. In light. of these basic princip1es; · a··few words
may be in order concerning the ruling of the Associate Impartial Chairman in the Williams case, which involved a
suspension of more than 11 months.
The charge there involved an alleged sale of marijuana, where the Grievant from
the beginning had asserted a defense of mistaken identity.
His suspension was effected simply upon the basis of his
arrest, without an indictment or preliminary bearing. Any
"nexus" between the charge and his ZMT Operator job would
have been attenuated at best.
His suspension actually was

:4s
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effected before a Postal Inspector bad subm:Ltted an Invest!. gative Memorandum which showed that the arrest of April 16,

1975 had been based on a warrant alleging a sale of marijuana
to an undercover agent nearly 7 months earli.er (on September
23, 1974) e.t anaddress which differed from the. Grievant's
home address (where he had been arrested).
The Investigative
Memorandum specifically noted that a preliminary bearing had
not yet been held.

On these facts, the Associate Impartial Chairman
had ample basis to find a lack of just cause for the precipitate suspension in that case.
Nonetheless; the Williams
decision and a number of Regional Arb~trators' decisions
finding "just cause" for suspensions in "crimes cases," all
were formulated without the benefit of comprehensive presentations by both parties, such as those now in band.
They
accordingly are of only limited value, at best.

49
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~s for the grievance in Case NC-NAT-8580, it is
impossible now to rll:le on the matter of "just cause" for the
initial suspension under the general principles set forth
above.
'lhis issue specifically has been reserved by the
NA.LC for further consideration in the grievance procedure in
the event that M-'s acquittal is not .found to entitle him
automatically to be made whole for lost earnings.
Thus there
appear to.be at least three questions which the parties now
may wish to consider £ully in disposing of this grievance:

.(1) Whether there in fact was a "reasonable basis"
to believe.M- guil~ of the alleged crime;

51
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(2) .Whether there was a sufficient relationship
between the alleged crime and M-'s job as a Carrier (or such
other job to which be might have been assigned in accordance
with his seniority) to warrant the initial suspension; and

52

(3) Whether in any event M- was returned to his
job with reasonable dispatch following his acquittal.

53

Should the parties fail to.achieve settlement of
M- 's grievance in light of this Opiniont the case may be
. returned to· the Arbitrator for final disposition.

54

)
AWARD
The specific grievance used by the parties to
illustrate the interpretive problem in this case, as outlined
in Marginal Paragraph 2, now should be settled in the grievance procedure in light of the Opinion herein.

)
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BACKGROUND

These grievances raise several questions with respect to

the interpretation and application of Article 16, Section 7
(Emergency Procedure) of the National Aqreement. The Unions
believe that an employee placed on non-duty, non-pay status
pursuant to 16.7 has been disciplined, that such discipline
if challenged, can be affirmed only through a Management
'
showin9 of "just cause", that an employee cannot be suspended
under 16.7 without first havinq been provided written notice
of the charge made against him, and that an employee suspended
in this manner must be paid for his lost time until he
actually receives such written notice. The Postal Service

disagrees with each of these proposition=. It arques that
placement of an employee on non-duty, non-pay status pursuant
to 16.7 is an administrative action rather than discipline,
that Manaqement need only show "reasonable cause" rather than
"just cause" to support its action, that no written notice o!
a 16.7 administrative action is required, and that therefore
an employee placed on this non-duty, non-pay status is not
entitied to be paid until written notice is given.

The key provision in this case is of course Article 16,
Because this section is part of Article 16
(Discipline Procedure) and because both the Unions and the
Postal s~~ice rely on other provisions of Article 16 as well,
a substantial portion of the entire article should be quoted:

section 7.

Section l.

Principles

In tne adininistration of this Article, a basic
principle shall be that discipline should P•
corrective in nature, rather than punitive. No
employee may be disciplined or discharqed except for
just cause such as, but not limited to, insubordination, pilferage, intoxication (drugs or alcohol),
incompetence, failure to perform work as requested,
violation of the terms of this Aqraement, or ~ailure
to observe safety rules and requlations. Any such
discipline or discharge shall be sUbject to the
grievance-arbitration procedure ••• which could result
in reinstatement and restitution, includinq back
pay.

Section 2.

Discussion

For minor offenses by an employee, manaqement
has a responsibility to discuss such matters with
the employee ..• Such discussions are not considered
discipline and are not grievable ••• However, no

)
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notation or other infor:mation pertaininq to such

discussion shall be included in the employee's
personne.l folder ...
Section 3.

Letter of Warninq

A letter of warning is a disciplinary notice in

writinq ••. which shall include an explanation of a
deficiency or misconduct to be corrected.
Section 4.

Suspensions of 14 Days

o~

Less

In the case of discipline involving suspensions
of fourteen (14) days or less, the employee aqainst
whom disciplinary action is souqht to be initiated
shall be served with a written notice of the
charges ••• and shall be further inforiiiied that he/she
wi11 be suspended after ten {lO} calendar days
durinq which ten day period the employee shall
remain on the job or on the clock (in pay status) at
the option of the Employer.

section

s.

suspensions of More Than 14 Days or
Discharqe

In the case of suspensions of mora than
fourteen (14} days, or of disc:harqe, any employee
shall,· unless otherwise provided herein, ba entitled
to advance written notice Qf the charqas aqainst
him/her and shall remain either on tha job or on the
clock at the option of the Employer for a period of
thirty (30) days. Thereafter, th• 8.Diployee shall
remain on the rolls (non-pay status) until
disposition of the case •• ~either by settlement with
the Union or through exhaustion of the grievance
procedure... When there is reasonabla cause to
believe an employee is guilty of a crime for which a
sentence of imprisonment can be imposed, the
Eaployer is not required to qive the employee the
full thirty (30) days advance written notice in a
discharqe action, but shall qive such lesser number
of days advance written notice as under the circumstances is reasonable .•• The employee is
immediately removed from a pay status at the end of
the notice period.
Section 6.
A.

..

Indefinite Suspension - Crime
Situation

The Employer may indefiniteiy suspend an
__
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employee in those cases where the Employer has
reasonable cause to believe an employee is quilty of
a crime for which a sentence of imprisonment can be
imposed. In such cases·, . the Employer is not
required to give the employee the full thirty {30)
days advance notice of indefinite suspension, but
shall give such lesser number of days of advance
written notice as under the circumstances is
reasonable. • . The employee is immediately removed
from a pay status at the end of the notice period.
B. The just cause of an indefinite suspension
is grievable. The arbitrator shall have the
authority to reinstate and make the employee
whole ...

.

."

)

D. The.Employer may take action to discharge
an employee during the period of an indefinite
suspension whether or not.the criminal charges have
been resolved, and whether or not sUcb charges have
been resolved in favor of the employee. Such action
must be for just cause, and is subject to the
requirements of Sections •••

Section 7.

Emergency Procedure

An employee may be immediately placed on an
off-duty status (without pay) by the Employer, but
remain on the rolls where the allegation Involves
intoxication use of dru s or alcohol
ilfera e
or failure to observe safety rules and regulat ons,
or in c:·ases where retaining the employee on duty may
result in damage to u. s. Postal Service property,
loss of mail or funds, or where the employee may be
injurious to self or others. The employee shall
remain on the rolls non-· a .status until
d ·sposition of the case h·as been had •. If it is
propo.sed· to suspend such an employee for more than
thirty (30) days or discharge the employee, the
emergency action taken under this Section may be
made the subject of a separate grievance.
Section 8.

Review of Discipline

In no case may a supervisor impose suspension
or discharge upon an employee unless the proposed
disciplinary action by the supervisor has first bee~
reviewed and concurred in by the installation head
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or designee .••
(Emphasis added)

*

*

The essential facts are not in dispute. J. Burch was a
part-time flexible letter carrier in the Nederland, Texas post
office in 1987. Manaqe~ent placed him on non-duty, non-pay
status on June 26, 1987, pursuant to ·Article 16.7. It
believed that he had discarded deliverable mail and that his
retention on duty "may result in ••• loss of mail ••• " It did
not provide Burch with advance written notice of this removal.
A grievance was filed in Step 1 on July 9, 1987, protestinq
his placement in non-pay status. Mana9ement advised him in
writing on July 27, 1987, that he was being discharged for
discarding deliverable mail. Another 9rievance was apparently
filed protesting his discharge. Arbitrator P. M. Wil1iams
ruled on Septexnbar 28, 1988, that the discharqe was not for
"just cause" and that Burch should be reinstated with full
back pay.

J. Ferrell was a full-time re9Ular letter carrier in the
Dallas, Texas post office, Spring Valley station, in 1987.
Management placed him on non-duty, non-pay status on June 16,
1987, pursuant to Article 16.7. It believed that he had
committed a theft of mail and that his retention on duty "may
result in ••• loss of mail ••• " It did not provide Ferrell with
advance written notice ct this removal. A qrievanca was fi1ed
in step 1 on June 26, 1987, protesting his placement in non-.·
pay status. Management advised him in writing on June 25,
1987, that he was beinq discharged for theft of ~~i1. Ferrell
protested the discharqe through an ~ppeal to the Merit Systems
Protection Board (MSPB}. His appea1 was settled by an agreement with the Postal Service on October 26, 1987, his
discharge beinq reduced to a disciplinary suspension from July
30 through OCtober 26, 1987. He was then returned to work,
evidently without back pay.

Neither the Williams award nor the MSPB settlement appear
to have resolved the.elaim made in these qrievances that Burch
and Ferrell were, prior to their dischar9es, imprqperly placed
on non-duty, non-pay status under Article 16.7. NALC asserts
that this·claim should be sustained and the two men made whole
for their loss of pay attributable to the 16.7 "emergency
procedure" on the qround that they ."were not served vith

-s-
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written notice of the reasons for Management's action."l In
the alternative, NALC urges that the grievances be remanded to
the parties with instructions that Management "has the burden
of proving that its action met the standard of just cause for
discipline." APWU has intervened in this arbitration in
support of NALC's claims. The Postal Service insists, on the
other hand, that there is no marit in the Unions' argument.
DISCUSSION ANO FINDINGS
Three distinct issues are raised by these qrievances.
The first concerns the nature of Management's action under
Article 16.7, namely, whether placement cf an employee on
non-duty, non-pay status through this "emergency procedure"
constitutes discipline. The second concerns the levei of
proof necessary to validate Management's action in invoking
16.7, namely, whether it must show "just causen or whether a
mere showing of "reasonable cause" ( or "reasonable belief")
will suffice. The third concerns the existence of a notice
requirement, namely, whether an employee ~an properly be
placed on non-duty, non-pay status under 16.7 without first
being provided with written notice of the charge made against
him.

I - Nature of Manaqement's Action
The Unions assert that an employee placed on non-duty,
non-pay status pursuant to Article 16.7 has been disciplined:
The Postal Service insists that this action is essentially
investigatory or administrative in nature and cannot properly
be viewed as discipline.

Article 16 establishes a comprehensive discipline system
for postal employees. Section 1 identifies some basic
disciplinary principles, for instance, that discipline should
be "corrective" rather than "punitive" and that discipline can
be imposed only for "just cause." Section 2 states that when
an employee commits a "minor offense", supervision may
"discuss" the matter with him but that such "discussion" shall
not he considered discipline. Sections J, 4 and 5 are tha
typical levels of discipline - from a letter of warning (16.J)
to a suspension of 14 days or less (16.4) to a suspension of
more than 14 days or discharge (16.5). Section 6 contemplates
an indefinite suspension in a crime situation and is plainly a
1 Arbitrator Williams, in granting Burch full back pay in the
discharge case, may already have made him whole for the ~ima
he was on non-duty, non-pay status under 16.7.
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permissible variation in the range of available discipline.
section 7, the subject of this dispute, is an "emerqency
procedure" which allows Management to place an employee
"imlDediately" on non-duty, non-pay status in certain specified
situations. Sections B, 9 and lO refer to a necessary
internal managerial "review of discipline", a "veteran's
preference" in the choice of a forum for contestinq
discipline, and a statute of limitations as to "employee
discipline records."
Given this structure, the strong presumption =ust be that
all of Article 16 relates to discipline. When the parties

intended some procedure to be outside the scope of Article 16,

to be beyond the disciplinary principles of Article 16, they

said so.

Thus, Section 2 expressly provides that supervisory

"discussions" of the "minor offenses" of employees "ar~ not
considered discipline ••• " No such disclaimer is found in

section 7. Nowhere did the parties state that placement of an
employee on non-duty, non-pay &tatus pursuant to Section 7 "is
not considered discipline ••• " Had that been their wish, it
would have been a simple matter to write those words into the
"emerqency procedure."
The employee misconduct which may triqqer Hanaqement's
use of section 7 is "intoxication (use of druqs or alcohol),
pilferage, or failure to observe safety rules or raqulations."
The very same acts of misconduct are cited in section l as
constituting "just causett for discipline. It is difficult to
understand the Postal service view that a suspension for sucn·
misconduct is discipline when Manaqament invokes Section 4 or
S but is not discipline when Manaqement invokes Section 7.
The impact on the employee is much the same in all three
situations. The employee is taken off of the job aqainst his
will and placed on non-duty, non-pay status because of such
misconduct. He is denied work and wages. He is punished,
that is, suspended, because Management believes he is
intoxicated or has stolen something or has i~nored safety
r~les.
Indeed, the suspension under Section 7 is more
burdensome for the employee because its lenqth is
indaterminate and because he may not have been given written
notice of the charge against him, conditions which can only
serve to heighten his sense of concern.

The Postal service sees Section 7, the "emergency
procedure", as an independent prov:ision unrelated to the
typical suspension arrangements found in Sections 4 and 5.
However, when one reviews the history of this provision and
the overall structure of Article 16, it seems to •e that
section 7 should more appropriately be construed as a broad
exception to Sections 4 and 5. The "emergency procedure".J...~,

')
---·---
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as those words indicate, a recognition that situaticns·do
arise where supervision must act "immediately" in suspending
an employee because of immediate risks or danqers which do not
allow the more time-consuming procedures of Sections 4 and s.
Thus, Section 7 is a permis~ible variation from the
conventional suspensions contemplated by the parties. But it
is a suspension nonetheless, one which must be considered an
integral part of the Article 16 "discipline procedure."

)

My conclusion, accord1nqly, is that a Section 7
suspension should in appropriate circumstances be regarded as
discipline. I emphasize "appropriate circU111stances" because
ot one other siqnif icant factor. Not all o! the section 7
situations which prompt Management's use of the "emergency
procedure" invo1ve employee misconduct. Management can invoke
Section 7 when the employee's retention on the job (l) "may
result in damage to ••• property or loss of mail or funds" or
(2) "may be injurious to self or others." These situations
may or may not involve employee miscon~uct. Suppose, for
example, an employee drives a postal vehicle on a delivery
route and suffers from a physical ailment which is ordinarily
kept under control through medication. Suppose further that,
notwithstanding the medication, he suddenly loses control and
can no longer drive the vehicle safely althouqh he is unaware
of this reality. No doubt Manaqeme.nt would invoke Section 7
because the employee "may be injurious to self or others."
But because there is no real misconduct, h• is not subject to
discipline. He is placed on non-duty, non-pay status in the
interest ~f safety. The "emerqancy procedure", in other
words, is broad enough to enco~pass displacement from the job
for non-disciplinary reasons.
·
These observations suggest tha answer to the first issue.
When Management places an employee on non-duty, non-pay status
because of misconduct covered by Section 7, the employee has

been- disciplined. That would be true of.both grievants in
this case, Burch and Ferrell. But when Management places an
employee on such status for reasons stated in Section 7 which
do not involve misconduct, the employee should not be regarded
as having been disciplined. With this distinction in mind, I
turn to the next issue.
·
II - Level of Proof Necessary
The Unions assert that any Management action taken
pursuant to the Section 7 "emergency procedure" must be
supported by "just cause." The Postal Service insists that
"reasonable cause" (or "reasonable belief") is all that need
be shown.

..-··
..

)

-a-

My response to this disagreement depends, in larqe part,
upon how the Section 7 .,emergency" action is characterized.
If that action is discipline for alleged misconduct, then
Management is subject to a ."just cause" test." To quota from
Section 1, "No employee may be disciplined ••• except for just
cause." If, on the other hand, that action is not prompted by
misconduct and hence is not discipline, the "just cause"
standard is not applicable. Management then need only show
"reasonable cause" (or "reasonable belief"}, a test which is
easier to satisfy.

One important caveat should be noted.
"Just cause" is
not an absolute concept. Its impact, from the standpoint of
the deqree of proo~ required in a given case, can be somewhat
elastic. For instance, arbitrators ordinarily use a "preponderance of the evidenc.e" rule or some similar standard in
decidin9 fact questions in a discipline dispute. Sometimes,
however, a hi9har degree of proof.is raquired where the
alleged misconduct includes an element of moral turpitude or
criminal intent. The point is that "just cause" can be
calibrated differently on the basis of the nature of the
alleged misconduct.
By the same token, "just cause" may depend to some extent
upon the nature of the particular disciplinary riqht beinq
exercised. Section 7 qrants Mana9ement a right to place an
employee "immediately" on non-duty, non-pay status because of
an "allegation~ of certain misconduct (or because his - retention "may" have cartain harmful consequences). "Just
cause" takes on a different cast in these circW11stances. The'
level of proof required to justify this kind of "immediate ••• "
action may be somethinq less than would be required had
Management suspended the employee under Section 4 or 5 where
ten or thirty days' advance written notice of the suspension
is ·
• To rule otherwise
that the same level of
proof is necessary in all suspension situa ons,
practical matter diminish Manaqement:s right
aiate ••• " action.

No generalization by the arbitrator can provide a final
resolution to this kind of problem. It should be apparent
that the facts cf a given case are a good deal more important
than any generalization in determining whether "just cause"
for discipline has been established.
·
III - Existence o! Notice Requirement"
.The unions assert that an employee cannot properly be
placed on non-duty, non-pay status under section 7 without
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first being provided written notice of the charqa

~ada

aqainst

him.
They contend that because the qrievants did not receive
such written notice, Mana9ement had no riqht to displace them
from their jobs pursuant to Section 7 and they should be paid
for the time they were suspended. The Postal Service insists
that there is no written notice requirement in Section 7 and
that the absence of such notice in this case in no way undermined the propriety of Management's use of the "emergency
procedure. 11
•
Any analysis of this issue must beqin with the suspension
rules in sections 4 and 5. When Manaqement intends to suspend
an employee under either of these sections, it must provide
him with "advance written notice" of the charge against him.
A Section 4 suspension (14 days or less) requires 10 days'
written notice during which time the employee remains "on the
job or on the clock (in pay status) at the option of the
Employer." A Section 5 suspension (more than 14 days)
requires 30 days' written notice during which ti.Jae the
employee remains "on the job or on the clock at the option of
the Employer." Any suspended employee, even one aubject to an
indeterniinate suspension under Section 7, receives these
benefits, according to the language of Section S, "unless
otherwise provided herein." These words aclcnowledqe that a
suspended employee could have these notice and pay protections
taken away or modified by other provisions of Article 16.
That is ex~etly what happened in Section 7.

When the 11 emerqency procedure" in Section 7 is properly"
invoked, the employee is "immediately" placed on non-duty,
non-pay status. He does not have a ri9ht to remain, for any
period of time, "on the job or on the clock at the option of
the Employer." He suffers an instant loss of pay. In short,
the pay protection in Section 4 or 5 is negated by Section 7.
The question here is vhether the notice protection, the
"advance written notice" requirement in Section 4 or s, is
likewise neqated by Section 7. or, to put the question in
broader ternis, is the employee suspended pursuant to the
"emer9ency procedure" entitled to the "advance written notice"
contemplated by Section 4 or 5?
There is no express mention of "advance written notice"
in section 7. Both parties rely on that silence to prove
2 The Unions concede that Management may properly displace an
employee from his job in an "emergency" and put him on
administrative leave. They object, however, to any such
displacement pursuant to Section 7 vithout advance written
notice.
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their case. The Unions argue that the silence means that the
notice requirement of Section 4 or s has not been negated by
Section 7 and must therefore apply to an employee suspended
under Section 7. The Postal Service argues that this silence,
when contrasted with the specific notice requirement contained
in Sections 4, 5 and 6, maans that the parties had no
intention of establishing a notice requirement in Section 7.
The critical factor, in my opinion, is that Management

was qiven the right to place an employee "immediately" on
non-duty, non-pay status on the basis of certain happenings.
An "immediate ••• " action is one that occu~s instantly, without
any lapse of time. Nothing inte;rvenes between the decision to
act and the act itself. That_ is what the term "immediately"

sugqests. I! Management were required to provide "advance
written notice" of the displacement of an employee under
Section 7, it would no lonqer have the riqht to respond
"immediately." The very purpose of a ~ection 7 "emer9ency
procedure" is to permit an "immediate .•• " response by
Mana9ement. The language of Section 7, by necessary
implication, means that no "advance written notice•• can be
required in a true Section 7 situation. The notice requirement in Section 4 or 5 has indeed been neqated by Section 7.
Hence, Hanaqement's failura to provide such notice to Burch
and Ferrell was not a violation of Article 16.

Neither the history. of Article 16 nor various Management
publications reqardinq that article convince me that a
different result is justified hare. ·There has been a qreat
deal of confusion for years about the meaning of Section 7.
That confusion is reflected in the conflicting awards of
reqional arbitrators.
The.se findings, however'· do not fully ~esolve the
dispute. The fact that no "advance written notice" is
required does not mean that Management has no notice
obligation whatever. The employee suspended pursuant to
section 7 has a right to grieve his suspension. He cannot
effectively qrieve unless he is formally made aware of the
char9e aqainst him, the reason why Manaqement .has invoked
section 7. He surely is entitled to such notice within a
reasonable period of time following the date of his displace~ent.
To deny him such notice is to deny him his right
under the grievance procedure to mount a credible chalienge
against Mana9ement's action. Indeed, Section 7 speaks of the
employee remaining on non-duty, non-pay status "until
disposition of the case has been had." That "disposition"
could hardly be possible without formal notice to the employee
so that he has an opportunity to tell Management his sid~ of
the story. Fundamental fairness requires no less.
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·Whether Burch and ;rerrell. .received. forlllal ... no.t!c~~-:.9.t .. t.he
charges ·against them is not really clear from. the record in
this case.
AssUllling t.hey did~ tliare:. is: _n-e :•vidirancfi ·with<
respect to whether such notice w.as· 9iven within a reasonable
period afte.r they we.re displaced from tha-ir···'job's.: These are··
:fact ques~~.gr:as .wh.I:c:.P:, ,c;:~n- ~est b~. ~e"\faloped and argu~d at the
regional. lev-~l·.·· Thti'S·•·;·i!rat.ter~ art!i·':t:ner«'f·Gf~·f! rell)ttnded2'.t':\io·';stfap·
.. . 3,_
o,~ "t;h~. g;;~.~'."{~pce i;>:i;::oc;~<;l:~re for further consideration. ·
··
• • • :;, .
..
.:'" - : . ••• ... : .• '
·: - • • .: . ·. ·-: .
.
·~·

~J.

~

AWARD·;.· ..
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Th~ grievances are reman~ded to step 3 .of the qrievanca
procedure for further consideration in light·:- of the views .
e>Cpressed in this opinion •. · ·
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Relevant Contract Provisions:

Articles 3, 15.2 and 16,
and MOU Re! Joint Contract
Interpretation Manual

Contract Year:

2002-2003

Type of Grievance:

Contract Interpretation

Award Summary
The dispute in this case is resolved on the
basis set forth in the above Findings.

BACKGROUND
On January 4, 2001, the Postal

Q98C-4Q-C 01059241
Servi~e

sent a letter

to the American Postal Workers Union stating:

In accordance with the provisions of Article
15, the Postal Service is initiating a
dispute at Step 4 of the grievance procedure
on the following interpretive issue:
Whether the National Agreement specifics
[sic] that there is on~y one management
official who may issue discipline to
each employee.
The facts giving rise to this dispute are:
The Amez-ican Postal Workers at the local
level, in Cas~ E98C-1E-D 00036123,
a~serts that the Pq~tal Service violated
the National Agreement when a attendance
coordinator supervisor, w4ose
ret;;ponsibility encompasses attendance
control, issued discipline.
The Postal Service's position is that the
allocation of respon.sibili ty for issuing
discipline is a management right pursuant to
Article 3 of the National Agreement.
Therefore,. the assignment o·f <l:Uthori ty to an
attendance coordinator sl,l.pervisor is
consistent with the National Agreement.
After discussion at Step 4 failed

io

resolve this

matter, the APWU appealed the dispute to National arbitration.
The National Postal .Mail Handlers Union, which has a similar
dispute with the Postal Service, intervened in this case at
arbitration.

At arbitration, the Unions made it clear that they are
not contending that only the employee's immediate supervisor can

2
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issue discipline in attendance related (or other) matters, but
that the National Agreement contemplated that this
responsibility "normally" would be exercised by this official. 1

The key contractual provision relied on by the Unions
is Article 16.8, but they stress that P.rovision needs to be read
in context of other provisions, particularly Article 16.1,
Article 16.2 and Article 15.2 (Step 1).

The Postal Service

insists that it has never agreed to limit its explicit,
statutory right, recognized in Article 3, to. entrust supervisors
and managers with the authority and responsibility to maintain
efficiency, good order and discipline in the workp:J._ace.

These

provisions of the APWU National Agreemt:!nt (the NPMHU National
Agreement includes corresponding provisions) state as follows:

ARTICLE 3
MANAGEMENT RIGHTS
The Em~loyer shall have. the exclusive right,
subject to the provisions of this Agreement
and consistent with applicable laws and
regulations:
A.
To direct employees of the Employer
in the performance of official duties;

B. To hire, promote, transfer, assign,
and re.tain employees in positions within the
Postal Service and to suspend, demote,
disc;h.arge, or take other disciplinary action
against such employees;
The. pa~tiesi respective articulations of the issue in this cas.e
are not precisely the same, but the gist of the di.spute is clear
enough and was fully acidressed by ~11 of the p~rties. No party
has rai~·ed any. procedural obj'ectiori. to the arbitrator deciding
the disphte as it was presented at arbitration.
1
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C.
To maintain the efficiency of the
operations entrusted to it;
D. To determine the methods, means, and
personnel by which such operations are to be
conducted;

*

*

*

ARTICLE 15
GRIEVANCE-ARBITRATION PROCEDURE

*
Seed.on 2.

*

*

Grievance Procedure Steps

Step 1:
(a) Any employee who feels aggrieveq must
discuss the grievq.nce with the employee'/?
· ·iIQ!hedi·ate ·supervi:sor within -fourteen. (14)
day1:;1 o-f the date on whi.ch the employee or
the Union first learned or may _reasonably
have been expected to have learned of its
cause ....
(b) In any such discussion the supervisor
shall l;tave authority to settle the
grievance ....

*

*

*

ARTICLE 16
DISCIPLINE PROCEDURE
Section 1.

Principles

.In the administration of this Article, a
basic principle shall be that discipline
should be corrective in nature, rather than
punitive. No employee may be disciplined or
discharged except for just cause such as,
but not limited to, insubordination,
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pilferage, intoxication (drugs or alcohol),
incompetence, failure to perform work as
requested, violation of the terms of this
Agreement, or failure to observe safety
rules and regulations. Any such discipline
or discharge shall be subject to the
grievance-arbitration procedure provided for
in this Agreement; which could result in
reinstatement and restitution, including
back p13.y.
Section 2.

Discussion

For minor offenses by an employee,
mapagement has a responsibility to discuss
such matters with the ell).ployee. Discussions
of this type shall be held in private
between the einp"loyee and the supe;rvisor.
Such discussiops ar.e not considered
discipline and are riot grievable. Fo.llowing
such discussions, there is no prohibition
against· the supervisor and/or the employee
making a personal notation of the date and
subject matter for their own personal
record(s). H6wever, no notation or other
information pertaining to such a discussion
shall be included l.n the employee's
personnel folder.
While such discussions
may not be cited as an element of prior
adverse record in any subsequent
disciplinary acti·on against an employee,
they may be, where relevant and timely,
relied upon to esta:p·1ish ·that employees have
been made aware of their obligations and
responsibilities.

*
Section 8.

*

*

Review of Discipline

In no case may a supervisor impose
suspension or dischar~e upon an employee
unless the proposed disciplinary action by
the supervisor has first been reviewed and

Q98C-4Q-C 01059241
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concurred in by the installation head or
designee.
In associate post offices of twenty (20) or
less employees, or where there is no higher
level supervisor than the supervisor who
proposes to initiate suspension or
discharge, the proposed disciplinary action
shall first be reviewed and concurred in by
a higher authority outside such ~nstallation
or post office before any proposed
disciplinary action is taken.

*

*

*

The reievarit contractual provisions essentially have been in
effect since the first National Agreement was negotiated in
1971.

The APWU and the NPMHU each rely, in part, on contract
interpretation manuals they have negotiated with the Postal
Service.

Both the APWU/USPS Joint Contract Interpretation

Manual (JCIM), finalized in June 2004, and the NPMHU/USPS
Contract Interpretation Manual (CIM}, finalized in July 2003, in
discussing Article 16.8 of the respective National Agreement,
state:

"It is normally the responsibility of the immediate

supervisor to initiate disciplinary action." 2

The Postal Service

agrees that the Mail Handler CIM may be cited in this

2

The Mail Handlers CIM includes the following parenthetical
statement:
"(Note t::hat, as of this writing, the parties at the
National level have an ongoing dispute r~garding whether
discipline can be issued by other than the employee •·s immediate
supervisor.)"
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proceeding, but insists that the APWU JCIM may not be cited at
National level arbitration. 3

For at least 25 years, the Postal Service at some
facilities has assigned supervisors to monitor employee
attendance, and those supervisors typically are not the
employees• floor supervisors.

At the heart of the present

dispute is whether these attendance control supervisors.properly
may issue discipline for attendance violations or whether, at
least normally, such discipline has to he issued by the
employee's "immediate supervisor" who oversees the employee's
work performance on a day-to-day basis.

The Unions point out that the relevant contractual
provisions, for the most part, reflect the practices that were
in effect prior to Postal Reorganization, including supervisors'
responsibilities for counseling employees and administering
discipline.

In 1982, the U.S. General Accounting Office issued

a report entitled "Postal Service Needs Stricter Control Over
Employee Absences."

In commenting on a draft of this GAO

report, the Postmaster General stated:

The Postal Service has recognized the need
for more effective absence· controls, and
plans are under way to develop a nationally
directed attendance-control program. We
will examine the feasibility of more
extensive reporting and tracking procedures
3

It was agreed that the Postal Service may cite the JCIM on the
merits of the dispute without prejudice to its position that
JCIM may not be cited in National arbitration, and that the
arbitrator would rule on the latter issue in deciding this case.
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for unscheduled absences and have also begun
discussions with the unions to explore
possible areas for a joint approach to
attendance-control matters.
We believe the involvement of first-line
supervision is critical in absence control
and in determining appropriate disciplinary
action based upon individual circumstances.
We will do nothing to diminish the first_line supervisor's responsibility for
controlling absences and will not issue a
"cookbook" set of rules that will relieve
him of the need to use good judgment in
identifying and disciplining employees with
attendance problems. However, we do
envision a more structured and centrally
managed program that will provide a
facility-level review of attendance control,
possible goal setting, and active assistance
to first-line supervisors in exercising
their responsibilities.
The final GAO report recommended that:

"The control office

should notify supervisors of employees with potential attendance
problems and ensure that disciplinary actions are timely and
progressively severe."

The GAO report also stated:

"The

Service believes as we do that the involvement of firstline
supervision is critical in absence control and in determining
appropriate disciplinary action based upon individual
circumstances."

A Management Instruction relating to·Attendance
Control issued soon after the GAO report on October 1, 1983 (EL510-83-9) states:

"Each· supervisor continues to have direct

responsibility for ensuring the regular and dependable
attendance of his subordinate employees."

A Supervisor's Guide

Q98C-4Q-C 01059241
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to Attendance Improvement issued in May 1984 (EL-501) states:
"Effective control of attendance can only be accomplished at the
individual employee level.

Therefore, the direct responsibility

for effective attendance improvement lies at the level of the
immediate supervisor."

The Unions assert, as the APWU's

Director of Industrial Re-lations Greg Bell testified, that this
is and has been the historical practice at the Postal Service.
An

August 1990 Supervisor's Guide to Handling Grievances (EL-

921), the Unions add, implicitly recognizes that the employee's
immediate supervisor who handles grievances at Step 1 is also
the supervisor who issues discipline, when it states:

"Just

because the discipline was fully discussed at the time of
issuance is no reason for the supervisor to breeze through Step
1 with a quick,

'Grievance Denied.

111

The Unions also point to a Step 4 settlement reached
in March 2003 between the Postal Service and the APWU relating
to implementation of the Postal Service Resource Management·
Database and its web-based enterprise Resource Management
System, in which the parties agreed:

RMD/eR~S

enables local management to
establish a set number of absences used to
ensure that employee attendance records are
being review_ed by their supervisor.
However, it is the supervisor's review of
the attendance record and the supervisor's
determination on a case-by-case basis in
light of all relevant evidence and
circumstances, not any set number of
absences, that determine whether corrective
action is warranted. Any rule setting a
fixed amount or percentage of sick leave
·usage after which an employee will be, as a

9
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matter of course, automatically disciplined
is inconsistent with the Natio~al Agreement
and applicable handbooks and manuals. Any
corrective action that results from the
attendance reviews must be in accordance
with Article 16 of the National Agreement.
The Unions do not claim that this settlement was intended to
resolve the present dispute --·which predates the settlement
but they do contend that the stated goal is not consistent with
the Postal Service's position that, at its sole discretion, it
may bypass the immediate supervisor and delegate the
responsibility to discipline employees for absenteeism to any
management official.

The Postal Service presented testimony regarding an
unwritten attendance control program in effect at the JFK.
Airport facility in New York City for at least the past 25
years.

There is a leave ad.ministrat:or assigned on each tour

(600+ employees) who monitors attendance and handles all aspects
of leave administration.

This leave administrator has the

responsibility to administer discipline related to attendance
and leave.

The floor supervisors review their employees'

attendance status with the leave administrators on average once
every pay period.

A management witness said it would be rare

for a leave administrator to issue discipline without having
first consulted with the employee•·s floor supervisor.

The leave

administrator also has access to the employee's personnel file,
if needed.

Step 1 grievances relating to discipline issued by

the leave administrators· to Mail Handler employees at JFK are
handled by the leave administrators, whereas grievances from
APWU employees are handled by the floor supervisors, based on

10
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The Management witness estimated that 30-35%

of the APWU grievances are resolved or settled.at Step 1 by
removing the discipline.

Sandra Savoie, a headquarters Labor Relations
Specialist, testified to the assignment of attendc;lnce
supervisors in Dayton, Ohio in the late 1970s and early 1980s
when she worked there.

Those. supervisors discus~ed attendance

i·ssues with employees and issued discipli~e, when warranted.
She also testified to a variety of other contexts in which
supervisors other than c;ln employee's immediate floor supervisor
hc:ive imposed discipline :f::or a vg.riety of misconduct and noted
there are si tuat;iorfr! where employees have mti:L tip le floor
supervisors dur:ing the course of their work day ..

4PWU PO.SITT.ON

The APWU contends that the parties have agreed that
the immediate supervisor shall normally be responsible for the
imposition of discipline.

The key issue i:::; the interpretation

of the term "supervisor" used in Article 16. 8.

The APWU argues·

that the Postal Service's contention that the term ''supervisor"
refers to any management .official, and theref.ore, any management
official can impose discipline on a craft employee makes no
sense either in .the context of Article 16 or the·parties'
bargaining history and practice.

Prior to Postal Reorganization, postal regulations
distinguished between Dir~ctors, Postmasters. and Sµ.J?ervisors~
and specifically assigned both the responsi·bility of giving

Q98C-4Q-C 01059241
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counsel and advice to employees and, then, imposing discipline,
especially after counseling fails, only to supervisors.

This

allocation of responsibility, the APWU asserts, was carried
forward into collective bargaining.
steps of progressive discipline.

Article 16 lays out the

The first time the term

"supervi·sor" is used in Article 16 is in Section 2, which
assigns the specific task of discussing minor offenses with the
employee to the supervisor.

Obviously, the only official who

normally would have enough day-to-day contact to observe and
discuss minor offenses is the employee's immediate superviso·r.
Any lack of clarity on the matter is resolved by the further
requirement that such discussions be held "in private between
the employee and supervisor."

In context, it is clear that the

supervisor referred to in Section 2 is the immediate supervisor,
the official with day-to-day working contact with the employee,
not someone in another building or off-site· computeri.zed
attendance c6ntrol office.

The next time the term "supervisor" is used in Article
16 is in Sect:i.on 8, wh:i.ch is the .final po:i.nt in the progr.essive
discipline process.

There is no reason to believe, the APwu

maintains, that the term "supervisor" as used in Section 8 would
have any different meaning than in Section 2.

There also

appears to be no reason why the official who is responsible for
ensuring the employee has been given adequate private guidance
on his responsibilities (and maybe the only official who knows
this guidance has been given}, would not also normally be
responsible for determining that this guidance has not worked
and that suspe!).sion or termination is called for.

This is

particularly so in the realm of ab·senteeism where the Postal
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Service has repeatedly assured the Unions that the immediate
supervisor will play the central role in attendance control and
management has specifically assigned the immediate supervisor
the task of responding to requests for scheduled and unscheduled
absences (EL-510-83-9).

This c:i.pplication of the term "supervisor" also is
consistent with the definition of that term in Section 113.2(b)
of the Employee and Labor Relations Manual {ELM} which states
that a "supervisor" is "one who has a direct responsibility for
ensuring the· accomplishment of work through the effort of
tithers."

The concept of "direct responsibility" obviously

refers to officials with direct contact·with craft employees in
their work capacity, a matter confirmed by nil.inerous other
provisions of the ELM in wliich the

1'

supervisor" is r·esponsible

for performance evaluations of employees.

The APWU argues it is

simply not plausible to believe that the term "supervisor" means
one thing for the purposes of private, non-disciplinary
discussions, performance evaluations, or handling scheduled and
unsc::hed'uled absenc4Sls, bu.t something completely different for
purposes of imposition of discipline.

The APWU insists that while the contract, as well as
Postal Manuals, clearly support the Unions' interpretation of
"supervisor", the terms of the JCIM definitely resolve the
matter.

The JCIM provides the following binding guidance with

respect to Article 16.8:

"It is normally the responsibility of

the immediate supervisor to initiate disciplinary action •... "

13
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The APWU freely concedes that "normally" does not mean
11

always"1 and that there may be "abnormal" circumstances which

justify delegating imposition of discipline to someone other
than the employee's immediate supervisor.

Both Union and Postal

Service witnesses provided a number of examples of such
situations, all of which involved unusual operational
circumstances, beyond the fact that an employee is being
disciplined.

The normal practice, however, is for discipline to

be issued by the immediate supervisor.

The APWU rejects the Postal Service's contention that
if the parties had intended to limit the imposition of
discipline to "immediate supervisors" they would have used that
term as they did in subparagraph (a) of Article 15.2 (Step 1).
The AJ;>WU maintains this is not a tenable argument because it
does not explain the binding guidance of the JCIM (or the Mail
Handler's CIM} and it also ignores the purpose and structure of
Article 15.

It is crucial to define with precision exaetly when

and with whom grievances must be filed because rights are waived
(and there is potential liability) if grievances are not timely
filed.

There is no agreement -- as there is with respect to

Article 16 -- that the role of the immediate supervisor in
handling the first step is only the "norinal" practice.
Moreover, the APWU asserts, this line of argument proves too
much.

If the Postal Service is correct that every time the

parties fail to condition the term "supervisor" with "immediate"
it1 by default1 refers to all levels of management, that would
apply to the use of the term "supervisor" in subparagraph (b}
and subsequent subparagraphs of Article 15.2 (Step 1).

Yet 1 it
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is clear from the context that those references to "supervisor"
meah inunediate supervisor.

The APWU insists that the failure to condition
11

supervisor 11 with "inunediate" proves nothing, and that in order

to surmise the intended application of the term both its context
and history must be examined.

These make it perfectly clear

that "supervisor" means -- at least normally -- inunediate
supervisor.

This context is further clarified by the admonition

in Article 15.4 that:

"The pc;irties

observanc·e, by their· respecfive

e~pect

that good faith

re~re?entatives,

of the

principles and procedures set forth above will restilt in
settlemerl.t of substantially· all grievance:s ... at the lowest
possible st.ep and recognize their obligation to achieve that
end."

It simp-ly defies· logic and experience to

su~igest

that

reasonable settlements at the lowest level are likely when
supervisors are reviewing

not their own deci.sions - - but the

decisions of someone labeled an attendance control expert or
specialist whom.the supervisor may or may not interact with or
know.

The Postal Service has cited a decision of the
Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals, USPS v. NALC, 847 F.2d 775
(1988), in which the court stated that the "Collective
Bargaining.Agreement does not suggest that only the immediate
supervisor can issue the disciplinary notice."

The APWU points

out that this decision, in which the court referenced, but then
ignored the principles of the Steelworkers Trilogy, is not
consistent with the applicable law in the District of Columbia
Circuit.

In any event, the APWU stresses, the Unions do not
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contend that only the immediate supervisor may issue discipline,
only that the contract contemplates that he or she· "normally"
will do so, and the Eleventh Circuit's opinion was issued long
before the parties• binding agreement in the JCIM that this is
in fact the correct application of Article 16.8.

The APWU stresses that the requirement that the
official making the

initi~l

disciplinary decisions normally be

the employee's immediate supervisor meets the Unions• concern
that, particularly in attendance related matters, discipline
will not be meted out based on a cook.book or mathematical
formula, but rather will be leavened by human interaction with
an official with direct contact and responsibility for the
worker.

The Unions.also recognize that there are common sense

exceptions to this rule.

By contrast, the Postal Service has

not articulated any interest or need supporting its
interpretation, aside from its desire to preserve unfettered
discretion wherever possible.

Finally, the APWU insists there is no agreement
between the parties not to cite or reference the JCIM at the
National level.

The National Agreement not only contains no

restriction on the citability of the JCIM, but the Memorandum of
Understanding directing creation of the JCIM states that the
parties "will be bound by these joint interpretations."

There

also is nothing in the JCIM itself which states that the parties
are foreclosed from referencing it in National arbitration.

16
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NPMHU POSITION

The NPMHU's position parallels that of the APWU.

It

points out, however, that there is no dispute that the Mail
Handler CIM may be cited in National arbitration.

The NPMHU believes it is significant that Article 16.8
uses the specific term "supervisor" and.not a more general term
such as. "manager", "management official" or "employer".

The

word "supervisor" suggests a specific individual who has direct,
personal, and ongoing contact with the· employee.

·The term

plainly refers to a person who has the responsibility for
overseeing employees' day-to-day activities.
because the parties could have used the term

Any argument that
11

inunediate

supervisor" the reference to "supervisor" should not be
interpreted to mean immediate supervisor is completely undercut
by the CIM jointly developed by the Postal Service and the Mail
Handlers.

The CIM specifically and unequivocally interprets the

provisions of Article 16.8 to mean that "(i]t is.normally the
responsibility of the immediate supervisor to initiate
disciplinary action."

Therefore the only remaining question

should be what constitutes an abnormal circumstance that would
justify issuance of discipline by someone other than the
immediate supervisor.

The NPMHU submits that poor attendance by an employee
is not, in and of itself, an abnormal cirqumstance that makes it
impossible or inappropriate for the employee's immedj,ate
supervisor to issue discipline.

Rather, poor attendance is a

routine type of misconduct and, by its very nature,. generally
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does not requ,ire emergency action or an immediate response in
the absence of an immediate supervisor.

A requirement that

normally discipline be initiated by an employee's immediate
supervisor is also consistent with other provisions of Section
16.1 of the National Agreement in which the parties have agreed
that in administering discipline a basic principle shall be that
discipline shall be corrective in nature, rather than punitive,
and that there shall be just cause for any discipline tha.t is
issued.

Because attendance control supervisors lack critical

information about an employee's overall job performance, they
cannot responsibly judge which sanctions will be corrective and
which punitive.

Similarly it is only the immediate supervisor,

in cont.rast to an attendance control supervisor, who is in a
direct supervisory relationship with the employee and therefore
is in a position to balance the employee's alleged infraction
against any mitigating factors to determine whether just cause
for discipline exists.

The NPMHU points out that in 1995 the Postal Service
and the National Rural Letter Carriers Association -- which was
one of the parties to the 1971 National Agreement which first
included the language now found in Article 16.8 of the NPMHU and
APWU Agreements -- agreed with the Postal Service to change that
provision in the NRLCA National Agreement.

They agreed to

remove any reference to a supervisor imposing discipline.
Moreover, in a jointly prepared and published "analysis of
changes" the parties explicitly acknowledged that this change
"clarifies the parties• position that discipline may be imposed
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by a manager other than the rural carrier's supervisor." 4

The

NPMHU insists that the Postal Service may not seek to achieve by
fiat against the NPMHU and the APWU what it has accomplished
through negotiations with the NRLCA.

The NPMHU also asserts that the evidence in the record
shows that the Postal Service's attendance control .system; as
initially conceived in the early 1980s, was not designed to
remove the traditional disciplinary role of the immediate
supervisor.

Rather attendance control supervisors were to

assist the immediate supervisor by flagging. attendance related
problems.

The evidence in this case as to prior practice shows

that discipline, including attendance related discipline,
·principally has

~een

handled by the immediate supervisor.

Even

the management testimony regarding the practice at JFK shows
that immediate supervisors are involved in the decisions to
impose discipline and that it would be rare for a leave
administrator to issue discipline without having consulted with
the supervisor regarding the.individual employee.

· To the extent the Postal Service contends it can
divide discipline into subject areas so that employees are
subject to ·discipline by multiple. "immediate supervisors"· for
one job, which implicitly concedes that only the immediate
supervisor may issue discipline as set forth in the CIM, its
position contradicts the clear language of the ELM.

4

Section

The parties stipulated at this arbitration hearing that the
Postal Service would have pre:;iented testimony that the ·NRLCA and
the Postal Service bargaining representatives agreed at the
bargaining table that this change was cosmetic in nature.
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122(b) of the ELM provides that each position should be "subject
to the line authority of only one higher position."

Similarly,

Section 143.21 states that "[s]ubordinate positions never report
administratively to more than one higher level supervisor."

As

the ELM makes clear, the NPMHU argues, there is only one
supervisor for each position.

It is that supervisor who, under

Section 16.8 of the National Agreement, normally mµst impose·
suspension or discharge.

The NPMHU also maintains that if an

individual employee has multiple immediate supervisors, as the
Postal Service seems to argue is possible, then.no individual
supervisor will have the kind o'i; direct knowledge about the
employee that is necessary for discipline to meet the
fundamental requirements of Article 16, namely that discipline
be corrective in nature and imposed only for just cause.

EMPLOYER POSITI.ON

The Postal Service insists it has not agreed to forego
its managerial right and duty to select which supervisory or
management officials have responsibility to discipline
employees.

A "supervisor", as that term is unqerstood in labor

relations, is one who is authorized by an employer to maintain
discipline and order in the workplace.

The term "supervisor"

has that functional meaning in the National Labor Relations Act,
which provides the foundation for postal ·1abor relations.

That

definition likely informed the meaning of that term when the
parties negotiated their initial contract in 1970.

Because

postal facilities typically have multiple layers o.f supervisors
and managers, that definition includes all levels of supervisors
and managers, as all have been invested with the responsibility
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to maintain efficiency and order in the workplace.

Only where

there is some explicit limit as, for example, in Article 15.2
(Step 1) do the contracts refer to a particular level of
_supervision.

Article 3 says the Postal Service may discipline
employees.

Significantly, it does not say only an employee's

inunediate supervisor may impose disQipline.

Article 16 lists

three levels of progressive discipline and discusses discipline
at length, but includes no limitation on the Postal

Service~s

right to entrust any particular level of supervisors with the
authority and responsibility to maintain discipline.

Neither

Union, the Postal Service stresses, offered any evidence that
the parties ever discussed such fundamental limits on the Postal
Service's ability to manage the efficiency of its workers.

The Postal Service i;nsists that Article 16.8 only
provides a general rule that no supervisor may impose
substantial discipline until after the discipline has been
approved l;>y the top managerial o.fficial in the f;i.cility (or
designee).

This provision reinforces the Postal Service's

position, because there is no limitation on who may discipline
employees, only who must review it in. the fir.st ·instance.· .In
contrast, the use of the term "inunediate supervisor" in Articles
15 and 17 5 - shows the parties knew very well how to use that
_phrase when they.wanted to limit or define which supervisors
were to be involved in an activity.
5

Article 17.3 provides that a steward shall request permission
from the "i:i:nmediate supervisor" to leave his or her work area on
specified Union business.
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The ·Postal Service maintains that the predominant
weight of postal and private arbitral awards demonstrate that
employers retain discretion to entrust authority in persons and
positions of their choice.

Moreover, the Court of Appeals for

the Eleventh Circuit has ruled on the issue in contention here
(USPS v. NALC).

In vacating a regular-level arbitral award that

overturned the removal of an employee who had stolen mail.
because a higher level supervisor had terminated the employee,
the court explained that the collective bargaining agreement
"does not suggest that only the immediate supervisor can issue
the disciplinary notice."

Given that the parties have made no

material changes to the relevant parts of the contract since
that decision, the Postal Service submits it is binding in this
case.

Testimony of Postal Service witnesses further
demonstrates that the Postal Service retains discretion to
assign responsibility to its supervisors and managers to
maintain discipline and the Postal Service has exercised such
authority for over three decades.

Those witnesses testified

without contradiction that at JFK in New York City and in Dayton
the Postal Service has assigned responsibility for monitoring
irregular.attendance to supervisors who do not work directly
with the employees, and those leave administrators administer
discipline.

The witnesses also testified without contradiction

that an employee may work for multiple flpor supervisors on any
given day.

Significantly there is no restriction in either

Union's contract that prohibits the Postal Service from
entrusting different types of supervisors to monitor different
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kinds of employee activity, as the Service deems most efficient
in carrying out its responsibility.

Provisions in Article 16.6 and 16.7 which state that
"the Employer" may indefinitely suspend employees where the
Employer has reasonable cause to believe the employee is guilty
of certain crimes and may

~lace

employees off-duty under certain

circumstances further erode the Unions' claim tha:t only an
employee's immediate supervisor may discipline an employee.

The Po_stal Service also contends that the phrase
"immediate supervisor" does not have·the restrictive meaning
asserted by the Unions.

In 1984 the APWq anql the Post$,l Ser.vice

agreed that the meaning of

11

imtrlediate supervisor" for purposes

of Article 15.2 (Step 1) must be determined locally.

More

recently, the National parties hci.ve varie.d that general rule as
it applies to part-time flexible employees working outside their
home office by establishing a presumption that Step 1 grievances
will be handled at the fac·ility where the grievance arose.
Also, as testified to at arbitration, the Mail Handlers at the
JFK facility have met with leave administrators at Step 1 to
discuss attendance related discipline for over eight years.
Accordingly, even if Article 16 were interpreted by refe.rence to
Article 15, which it should riot be, the phrase "immediate
supervisor" does not have the restricted meaning i;ought by the
APWU.

The Postal Service argues thq.t the joi!lt interpretive
manuals,· the JCIM and the CIM, also. do not support the Unions'
position in this case.

In the ·first place, each.manual

Q98C-4Q-C 01059241
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specifically disclaims any intention to vary the terms of the
contract.

Accordingly, if the National Agreement does not

contain a limitation on the right to assign responsibility to
discipline, the interpretation manual cannot create it.
Moreover, even if the manual were a commitment, it only states
"normally the responsibility •.. ," which plainly means such
responsibilities are not exclusive.

Rather than being a

commitment or a restriction, that statement is no more than a
description of a way the Postal Serv_ice traditionally has
disciplined employees

supervisors normally do so.

Simply

because. in the run of cases "immediate supervisors" normally
discipline their employees, however, does not reflect an
agreement that only such

supervisor~

may do so; nor is the

statement in the manuals a waiver of the rights and
responsibilities conferred by Congress upon the Postal Service
in the Postal Reorganization Act.

The Postal Service also argues that there is a major
difference between a description of what normally happens and an
agreement that only that process is authorized.

The Postal

Service has never agreed that normally discipline has to be
issued by the immediate supervisor, rather, the statement in the
manuals means it is a normal responsibility of an immediate
supervisor to discipline employees, not that ot::.her supervisors
and managers are prohibited from maintaining good order and
discipline, too.

The Postal Service states that the manuals describe
the assignment by the Postal Service

of

the normal

responsibility to initiate discipline to first level
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That responsibility is normally conferred on one

or more "floor" supervisors with respect to employee
productivity and upon other first level supervisors with respect
to monitoring unscheduled absences.

As such, the manuals

describe normal practices, but they do not prohibit the Postal
Service from also assigning or reassigning those
responsibilities to other management representatives, for
example, the next level of supervisor, or bar

~hose

supervisors

and managers from exercising their own· respeinf:dbilities to
maintain order and di·scipline in the workp·lace·.

The Postal Service insists there is n.o contractual
requirement tha:t supervisors with the authority to discipline.
must possess a certain level of knowledge of the employee to be
discipLined.

Information required to correct and to disc·ipline

employees is available to manage;r:s on an as needed basis.

The Postal Service contends that use of the term
"immediate supervisor" in Article 15 does not support the
Unions' view th\'.i.t the terin must also· ·apvly elsewh_ E;!re in the
contracts.

There is no reason an inu:nedi·ate supervisor who is

authorized to adjust a g':i;-ievance at Step 1 could n<;>t correct a
mistake made. by a: colleague or even

no

a .superior·.

There al.so is

evidence that attendanc.e control supervisors are higher level

supervisors than the employee's floor level supervisor who may
· harid·le the St"ep 1 grievance.

The Postal Service argues that interna·l postal
guidelines cited by the Unions do not reflect contractual
obligations and are subject to change by the Postal Service.
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The NPMHU has asserted that Section 113.2 of the ELM defines a
supervisor as meaning a person who has no subordinates with
managerial rei:;ponsibility, thus indicating' only first level
supervisors meet that definition.

The Postal Service maintains

there is no evidence that the parties understood that particular
definition of supervisor to apply wheneve+ the term.supervisor
is used in the collective bargaining agreement.

Indeed, the

cited version of the ELM was written long after the:parties
negotiated their initial collective bargaini:qg agreement, which
included the provisions at issue here.

:Moreover, if the NPMHU

were correct, there would be n6 reason to limit the breadth of
positions covered by the parties• understandings of the term
"supervisor" by inserting the modifier "i:minediate" before
"supervisor" in Articles 15.2 and 17.3.

Other sectiohs of the

ELM als'o us~ the te:tm "supervisor" in a broader coritext.

Finally, ev.en assuming that the E:LM and the guidelines cited by
the APWU refer only to a first level supervisor, the Postal
Service is free to change that restriction whenever it wishes
because the right to designate the indi viqual·s in whom to repose
autho.ri ty and respo:n:sibil1ty to mairitaip qrder and discipline in
the workplace is not subject to compulsory bargaining.

the issue· of

wh~ther

the JG.Iiwf ·may be cited in this

case, the Postal Service maintains that both the introductory
language of the JCIM and the testiinony presented at arbitration
regarding the parties' adoption of that document establish that
there was an agreement by the parties that it would not be cited
at National arbitration.

Moreover, if the parties decide to

change that agreement they will also need. to resol~e how the
JCIM may be cited.
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FINDINGS

Citation of JCIM in National Arbitration

The 2000-2003 APWU National Agreement includes the
. following Memorandum of Understanding:

Re:

Joint Contract Interpretation Manual

The United States Postal Service and the
American Postal Workers Union have engaged
in extensive discuss·ion on. ways to improve
the parties' workplace relationship,· as well
as ways to improve the Grievance/Arbitration
procedure. Accordingly, the parties have
agreed to establish a j-oint contract manual
that will contain.the joint interpretation
of contract provisions. The pa.rtie::; will be
bound by these joint interpretations and
gri-evances will not be filed asserting a
position contrary to a joint interpretation.
The parties agree to initiate the process of
establishing a joint contract interpretation
manual no later than 90 days from the
signing of this agreement.
The parties finalized the JCIM in June 2004.

The Introduction

and Preface, in relevant part, state as follows:

INTRODUCTION.
the United States Postal Service and the
American Postal- Worker_s Union _have engaged
in extensive discussion on ways to enhance
the parties' workplace relationship,
inclu,ding ~ethods to improve the Grievance/
Arbitration procedure. Consistent.with that

Q98C-4Q-C 01059241
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goal, the parties agreed to jointly
establish a manual which outlines areas of
agreement on contract application.
This Joint Contract Interpretation Manual
(JCIM) represents the mutual agreement of
the national parties on the interpretation/
application of the issues discussed in this
document and no inference should be drawn
from the absence of national settlements,
ag~eements or arbit~ation awards.
A primary purpose of this JCIM . i.s to provide
th~ local parties with guidance ahff to
require consistency with contract
compliance. Thepa~ties are bound by this
manual and gr.:i. evances should not be
initiated which assert a position contrary
to the ·JCIM.
PREFACE
The JCIM is self-explanatory and is not
intended to, nor does it, increase or
decrease the rights, responsibilities or
benefits of the parties under the National
Agreement and it shall be applied by the
..Parties at the lower grievance steps in an
effort to settle grievances at the lowest
possible level.
If introduced in
arbitration, the
and. the parties'
testimony on its

*

area/regional level
JCIM will speak for itself
adv(:,cates will riot seek
content.

*

*

The evidence shows that prior to mutual adoption of
the a,bove language, the APWU modified a Postal S·ervice proposal
by dele.ting th.e words "at all levels" following the reference to
"[t]he parties" in the last sentence of the Introduction, and,
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added the words "in areairegional level" before the reference to
"arbitration" in the second paragraph of the Preface.

Testimony

as to communications between certain representatives of the
parties regarding these APWU changes does not all march in one
direction, but there is little question that the Postal Service
believed the APWU position was that the JCIM could not be cited
in National arbitration.

APWU President William Burrus, who

made the changes, denies this was the intent, although there is
testimony that at least one high-ranking APWU· official indicated
the contrary to a high level Postal Service official.

In any event, there is no language in the JCIM or any
other agreement that explicitly addresses citation of the JCIM
in National arbitration.

Moreover, in the present proceeding

top officials of both parties stated it was their position that
once the parties agreed on the substance of the JCIM the parties
should live by it at all levels.

This position is consistent

with both the MOU in the National Agreement that led to adoption
of the JCIM and statements in the JCIM Introduction that it
"represents the agreement of the national parties on the
interpretation/ application of the issues discussed in this
document ... " and that "[t]he parties are bound by this
manual .... "

The Postal Service legitimately raises the point that
if it thought it would be permissible for the JCIM to be cited
at National arbitration it would have insisted on some agreed tq
criteria.

As I indicated in a sidebar at the hearing, that is

something the parties need to address, but for purposes of this
case I think it is significant that neither party has sought to
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do anything but cite the agreed-to JCIM provision regarding
Article 16.8 and let it speak for itself, which is precisely
what the Postal Service originally proposed and conforms to the
parties' agreement in the Preface that "[t]he JCIM is selfexplanatory.11

Furthermore, the explication of Article 16.8 in the
JCIM is identical, insofar as relevant to this case, to that in
the Mail Handler CIM, which there is no dispute may be cited in
National arbitration.

It also seems to make little sense that

the parties would agree on an interpretation of a provision of
their contract

and agree that they are bound by that

interpretation

and then ask a National arbitrator to rule on

an issue

to that provision without the benefit of their

relatin~

agreed interpretation.

One

need only consider the consequences

of a National arbitration decision written without awareness of
a contradictory or inconsistent JCIM provision that the parties
have agreed is binding on them and on all area/regional
arbitrators.

Under all these circumstances, I conclude, at least
for purposes of this case, that the provision of the JCIM
relating to Article 16.8 may be cited in this National
arbitration.

~rticle

16 tssue

Under Article 3 (Management Rights)

the Postal Service

has the right to determine which management personnel

·m~y

initiate disciplinary action against employees, except as
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otherwise restricted by the provisions of the applicable
National Agreement or applicable laws and regulations.

In administering discipline, the Postal Service is, of
course, bound to comply with the requirements set forth in
Article 16.1 that:

In the administration of this Article, a
basic principle shall be that discipl.ine
should be corrective in nature, rather than
punitive. No employee may be disciplined or
discharged except for just cause ..•.
But it cannot be concluded as a general proposition that only an
employee's immediate supervisor ...:_ leaving aside for the moment
who that is -- can initiate discipline or must normally initiate
discipline for it to be consistent with Article 16.1.

Nor is

the Postal Service required to articulate a need or interest
that is subject to arbitral scrutiny to support an exercise of
its management rights that is not in conflict or inconsistent
with its contractual obligations.

Article 16 contains no use of the term "immediate
supervisor."

That term is found, however, in two other

provisions of the National Agreement, Articles 15.2 and 17.3.
This shows that the parties, when drafting the National
Agreement, had the concept of "immediate supervisor" in mind. 6

6

The Postal Service has entered into Step 4 agreements with both
the APWU and the NPMHU which provide that who is the 11 immed:!-ate
supervisor" of an employee at a particular installation, for
purposes of Article 15.2, is to be determined locally or
regionally.
(Postal Service Exhibits 20 and 22.)
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Thus, under general principles of contract interpretation, it is
reasonable to conclude that when the parties use the term
11

supervisor,

11

rather than "immediate supervisor," in a

particular provision the former is not confined to the latter,
absent an indication to the contrary. 7

Article· 16.8, which the Unions prin<:!ipally rely on,
states:

Section 8.

Review· of Discipline ·

In no case may a s"Up~rvisor impose
suspension or discharge upon an employee·
unless the proposed disciplinary acti.on by
the supervisor has first been reviewed and
conc:urred in by the installation head or
des·ignee.
In a_8sociate .post o.ffices of twenty . {20.) or
le;:;s· etnployees, or where .the;re is .no higher
·level supervi;:;or thari the supervisor who
proposes to initiate-suspe.nsion or
disf:!harge, the proposed discip~inary action
shc;tll first be review.Eid and co.ncurred in by
a higher authority bu·t:side such .:i;:nstaiiation
or post office before any proposed
.
disciplinary· action is.taken.
{Emphc;tsis added.)
Article 16.8 addresses the issuance of discipline
(suspensions and discharges)' 'for all offenses, not just those

'

7

Within· the particular cop.text of Article lS. 2 (Step 1) , for
exaritple, i t seems clear.that the reference to "the supervisor"
in the su})paragraphi;; following subparagraph (a) are to the
"immediate supervisor" referred to in subparagraph (a).
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It seems inappropriate, however,

to attempt in this case to provide a blanket determination
regarding the interpretation and application of Article 16.B's
reference to the imposition of disciplinary action by "a
supervisor."

The underlying grievances in this case referred to

in the Step 4 docwnents relate to attendance control supervisors
issuing discipline,· and that was the focus of the arbitration
hearing.

This decision will be confined-to that particular

context; that is, whether the Postal Service's use of at.tendance
control supervisors (whatever their particular title), .not only
to monit<:>r employee attendance, but to issue discipline for
attendance-related offenses. is in conflict or inconsistent with
Article 16.8.

Article r6.8 focuses hot on which supervisor

·may

initiate discipline, but on the need for review and concurrence
by the appropriate higher authority.

The regional arbitration

cases cited by the Unio.ns where discipline imposed by a higher
authority than the employee's immediate supervisor was
overturned, u::mally on "dU:e

proc~ss"

groun<::ls, either were }:)aseci

on the arbitrator's finding 6£ a lack of the necessary sepa,rate
review and concurrence ·or premised on the arbitrator's
determination that the ~mposition.of discipline by the higher
authority deprived the employee of hi.s rights under Article
15. 2, because the immediate supervisor.· handling the grievance

at
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Step 1 did not have the authority to settle the grievance. 8
Other regional arbitration decisions cited by the Postal Service
have dismissed grievances protesting that discipline was imposed
by a supervisor other than the employee's immediate supervisor
in a variety of contexts, including issuance of discipline by
attendance control supervisors.

In the early 19BOs when the GAO issued i-t.s report on
Postal Service control of absenteeism, there is no question that
the Postal Service emphasized the continuing role of first line
supervisors in absence control and in determining.appropriate
disciplinary action.

This is reflected in contemporaneous

Postal Service documents which the Unions have cited.

Those

documehts, which set forth Postal Service policy at that time,
do not, however, establish

a

contractual commft-ment to the

Unions that would l;>ar the Pbstal Service, for exaniple, from
assigning a supervisor the responsibility not only to monitor
attenda~ce

of all or some employees at a particular facility,

but also to initiate attendance-related disciplinary action,
provided this is done in.·a manner consistent with Articles 16.1
and 15.2.

8

The El.eventh Circuit ·court of Appeals in a 1988 decision (USPS.
v. l'JALC) vacated a regional arbitration decision which
overtu-rned the removal ·of: an- employee .who had. stolen mail
bec<?,use the Post Master, rather thari the employee's immediate
supervisor, terminated the employee, which the arbitrator deemed
t;:o be a "due process" violation_. On the facts of the case, the
Court concluded that this determination was arbitrary or
capricious, and that any procedural error was corrected and
nonprejl.,ldicial.
In its decision, the Court· stated:
"The
Collective Bargaining Agre.ement does not suggest that only the
i:minediate supervisor can issue the disciplinary notice. 11
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Evidence was presented in this case regarding the
attendance control program administered at the JFK facility in
New York City for at least the past 25 years.

Attendance

control _supervisors -- referred to as leave administrators
are responsible for attendance and leave matters for all
employees on their tour.

These supervisors are not at a higher

level of management than the supervisors who oversee work
performance on the floor, and they regularly consult with the
employees' floor supervisors, in particular before imposing
discipline.

As described in this record, I cannot conclude that

this application of discipline is inherently inconsistent with
Article 16.1 or with other Postai Service commitments, in
particular, the March 2003 Step 4 settlement relating to
implementation of the Postal Service RMD/eRMS.

At the JFK

facility, Mail Handler employees file Step 1 grievances
protesting discipline issued by a leave administrator with the
leave administrator, whereas APWU employees do so with their
floor supervisors, apparently based on each local Union's
determination.

The testimony indicates that the floor

supervisors are fully capable of exercising Article 15.2
authority to settle grievances over discipline issued to APWU
employees by leave administrators.

It also is worth pointing out that an attendance
control supervisor is not excluded from the definition of
11

supervisor 11 in Section 113 .2 of the ELM:

11

--one who ha.s a

direct responsibility for ensuring the accomplishment of work
through the efforts of others.

Normally a supervisor has no

subordinate employees with managerial responsibility for
others."

An employee who fails'to meet his or her obligation to

Q98C-4Q-C 01059241
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report to work hinders the "accomplishment of

work~"

The

specific attendance control officers referred to in this record
did not have subordinate employees with managerial
responsibility for others; they were first line supervisors,
albeit they specialized in attendance control.
not

~ppear

There also does

to be any reason why an attendance control supervisor

cannot function consistent with the principles of "sound
supervision" set forth in· Sect.ion 312 of the ELM, provided they
consult with an employee's floor supervisor, a:s·was testified
routinely is·done at th~ JFK facility.

9

.

· There also is nothing in Article 16.2 that would
preclude an attendartce control supetvisor from discus.sing
attendance issues with an employee prior to imposition of any
I

discipline.

Nor does Article 16; .3. limit who may issue a letter

of warning.

With appropriate acces·s, as rteeded, to an

employee's personnel file and consultation with an employee's
work floor supervisor, an attendance control supervisor can take
into account mitigating factors -- and the employee and the
Union can always raise thqse in the grievance and ar.bi.tration
procedure.

An attendance control supervisor also may be in a

better position to provide consistency in applying attendance. related discipline in a particular .facility, so as to lessen the
likelihood of uneven or disparate treatment, which is an
important component of "just cause.

9

11

The observations in this paragraph are not intended to equate
the tenµ "sup_ervisor 11 in Article 16. 8 wl. th any particular use of
that term in the ELM.
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While the practice at many, if not most, postal
facilities may have been that employees• immediate supervisors
who oversee other work performance issues also have been
responsible for initiating discipline for attendance matters,
that has not been uniform.

In addition to the JFK facility in

New York and Dayton, as to which testimony was presented in this
proceeding -- and where the matter apparently was not grieved -attendance control supervisors have issued discipline at other
includin~

lo6ations,

Atlanta, Baltimore,

Har~isburg

and Dallas,

where grievances protesting such management action were denied
by regional arbitrators. 10

Thus, there has not been a

sufficiently uniform and consistent practice in the application
of Article 16~8 to establish that the parties mutually
understood that provision to preclude issuance of discipline by
attendance control' supervisors.

The evidence· presented by th_e NPMHU regarding the
modification of Article·16.8 1 s counterpart in the NRLCA National
Agreement in 199'5 does not show that those parties agreed to a
substantive change in. the meaning of that provision, only that
they agreed to

11

clarify 11 it.

Moreover·, according to a Postal

Service witness, Postal Service and NRLCA representatives agreed
at the bargaining· table that the change in language was
11

cosmetic.

10

11

As the APWU points out; not all of these decisions. squarely
addre13sed the issue p;resented in t~is ca,se . . No regional
arbitration case has been cited which held that issuance of
discipline by an att1an.dance control supervisor was contractually
impermissible. One case cited by the NPMHU, Case No. N7M-1A-D.
'38367 (1992} may have some tangential bearing on this issue, but
is difficult t6 decipher.
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The APWU and NPMHU grievances underlying the present
Step 4 disputes each involved a Union protest of the imposition
of discipline by an attendance control supervisor on the basis
that supervisor was not the employee's immediate supervisor.
The preceding paragraphs basically describe the contractual and
factual context at the time the present Step 4 disputes were
initiated and discussed.

Subsequently, the respective parties reached agreement
on the JCIM and CIM.

In addressing Article 16.8, the Mail

Handler CIM includes a not.e refe:rring to the existence of a
National level dispute "regarding whether discipline can be
issued by other than the employee's immediate supervisor.

11

This

note is of some significance in that it seems to recognize that
an attendance control supervisor is not the employee's
"immediate supervisor."

The Postal Service's acquiescence at

the JFK facility in the local AJ;>WU•s position that grievances
protesting discipline issued by leave administrators are to be
presented to the employee's floor supervisor in Step 1 also may
reflect management's recognition that the leave administrators,
whi·le they may he supervisors, may not be the employee 1 s
"immediate supervisor," as that term is used in Article 15.2.
Other evidence in this record further supports that conclusion

The Unions view the JCIM and CIM provisions
interpreting Article 16.8 as conclusive on the matter in dispute
in this case,

Consistent with the parties• understandings, the

interpretations in these interpretive manuals should be
considered self-explanatory and binding on the parties.

As the

Postal Service stresses, however, both manuals explicitly state
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they are not intended to alter in any way the parties• rights,
responsibilities or benefits under the respective National
Agreement.

They are intended to provide guidance as to the

agreed-to meaning of specific contractual provisions.

The pertinent language in the APWU JCIM states as
follows:

CONCURRENCE .
It.is normally the responsibility of the
immediate supervisor to initiate
discipl.inctry action. Before a suspension or
removal may be imposed, the discipline must
be reviewed and concurred· in by a manager
who is a higher level th~n the initiating or
issuing supervisor. Ti:lis act of review and
concurrence must take place prior to the
discipline being issued.

*

*

*

The Mail Handler CIM includes exactly the same language prefaced
by the statement that:

"Concurrence is a specific contract

requirement to the issuance of a suspension or a discharge.

1111

The key sentence in the JCIM and CIM relied on by the
Unions reads:

"It is normally the responsibility of the

iromediate supervisor to initiate disciplinary action.

I

11

conclude that the parties intended the te+m "immediate
supervisor" in this sentence to have the same meaning as it does
in Articles 15.2 and 17.3 of the National Agreement.
11

For

The CIM and JCIM each also contain additional language
regarding Article 16.8 that is not relevant here.
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reasons already stated, I conclude that, unless otherwi.se
locally agreed, 12 this term does not refer to a supervisor, such
as an attendance control supervisor who does not oversee an
employee's work performance on the floor of the facility.

The Unions agree that the wording o·f the JCIM and CIM
allow for exceptions, but they argue from the use of the words
"[i]t is normally the

responsibility~

.. " that such exceptions

must be confined to abnormal circumstances, as, for example,
where the immediate supervisor is unavailable or compromised in
some way so as not to be able to appropriately issue the
discipline.

In context, this language does not support such a

restrictive reading.

A.rticle 16. 8, which does not use the term

"immediate supervi.sor,

11

broadly applies to discipline for all

offenses, and "focuses on the
concurrence.

reqilireni.e~t

for review and

Notably, the following two sentences in the JCIM

and CIM which address review and concu:i;-rence both use mandatory
("must") language.

The sentence on which the Unions rely here

is not written in mandatory terms.
prescriptive.

It is more descriptive than

It does not, in my view, connote.that a

supervisor other than the employee's immediate supervisor can
initiate discipline only in circumstances where it would not be
feasible or appropriate for the immediate supervisor to do so.

Accordingly, for purposes of this

~ase,

issuance of

attendance-related discipline by an attendance control
supervisor at a particular facility, when the Postal Service
deems that to better meet the needs of the Service, does not

12

See footnote 6.
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conflict with the interpretation of Article 16.8 set forth in
Of course, the imposition of a suspension or

the JCIM and CIM.

discharge must not only be reviewed and concurred in by the
appropriate·higher authority, but it also must be consistent
with Article 16.1 and any other applicable contract provision,
and must not impair the application of Article 15.2.

The issue in this case does not lend itself to
simplistic conclusions.
legitimate concerns.
management rights.

The Unions have raised a number of

The Postal Service seeks to preserve its
Various provisions of the National Agreement

address the Unions' concerns and impose requirements and
limitations on the exercise o·f management rights.
analysis, however\
.

;~h~·',l!~i:~h::.L/~ave
.
.

. ··'''

·':

In the final

not established that issuance

·:

of discipline by attendance control supervisors is precluded by
Article 16 .. 8 or other:: sections of the National Agreement~
provided such an exerciis~
:o:{'.mariagement
authority is
. '
..
. . ·' .
. ..i . .. ' ', :'
~'

administered conlt~'te:dt

~·

~.

with oth~r

applicable contractual

provisions, as discussed in this opinion.

AWARD

The dispute in this case is
forth in the above Findings.
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on the basis set
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PROCEEDINGS

Article 15, Section 5 of the National Agreement between the United States Postal Service

("USJ?S" or "Employer") and the National Rural Letter Carrier's Association ("NRLCA" or
"Associatior.") provides for two-tier grievance arbitration: Article 15.5.C ''National Arbitration" of
"certified cru:es involving national interpretations" and/or "other cases which the parties agree have
substantial significance"; and, Article 15.5.D "area arbitration"of"removal cases and contract cases
not involving national issues". In December 2001, these Parties designated me to serve as their
National Arbitrator, to hear and decide unresolved national level interpretive grievances filed at Step
4, in a.ccordance with Article 15, Section 3.D of the National Agreement.
The record before the National Arbitrator in this case presents a ftmdamental conflict
between the NRLCA and the United States Postal Service concerning the proper interpretation of
the "review and concurrence" provision contained fu Article 16, Section 6 of their National
Agreement. It is not disputed that this review and concurrence language has been a fertile source
of controversy over the last thirty (30) years, resulting in scores of decisions by area arbitrators
interpreting and applying its provisions. The ostensible vehicle for bringing certain generic issue(s)
concerning tbe interpretation and application ofArticle 16.6 to this National Arbitration, at this time,
was a grievance concerning the removal of rural carrier Ms. Julie DeWitt, from the Buhl, Idaho post
~

office. However, the DeWitt grievance, per se, is not befon::"the National Arbitrator for decision in
this proceeding.
The Grievant in that case was issued a Notice of Removal dated October 6, 2000, for
allegedly driving unsafely and failing to immediately report an accident. As a defense, the NRLCA
asserted that there was improper review and concurrence as required by Article 16.6. The Postal
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Service disagreed with the NRLCA' s interpretation of Article 16. 6 and the Association declared the

,,

··~
..

. ·

..

•• >

issue to be interpretive.
After the Association referred the instant case to Step 4 of the parties' grievance procedure,
the Postal Service referred to Step 4 a number of other removal grievances, which had been denied
at Step 3 and were pending ·area arbitration. The Postal Service determined that each of those c~es
raised Article 16.6 issues likely be impacted by the national interpretive decision on the issues raised
herein. [The: record is not entirely clear whether the number of related cases held in abeyance is
sixteen (16) or twenty-one (21). It is noted that Attachment H to the NRLCA post-hearing briefis
a list ofrelevant information about sixteen (16) such cases). Each entry contains the name of the
Grievant, the location where he or she was employed, the NRLCA case number, the Postal Service
case number, subject of the grievance, date oft~e Step 3 denial, date the case was appealed to area
arbitration, date (if any) the case had been scheduled for area arbitration, and the date when the case
was referred to Step 4 by the Postal Service (if known).]
Some ofthese cases apparently involve grievances conceming both an emergency suspension
and the sub~.equent removal of the Grievant, which were consolidated during the grievance
procedure. Like the DeWitt case, these related cases have also been held at Step 4, awaiting the
resolution ofthe national interpretive issues presented in this case. The Parties agree that these cases .
(some of whk:h were appealed to area ·arbitration as far back as 2000) should be processed in area
arbitration as expeditiously as possible. To that end, at the hearing in this case, the parties stipulated
that the National Arbitrator should also decide in this proceeding "the issue of what to do with the
pending Step 4 cases that have similar issues in them."

)
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The broad, general interpretive issues concerning the "review and concurrence"provision
of Article 16 .6, as presented in the Step 4 appeal and answer, are decided herein, without reference
to the specifics of the DeWitt case. Further, no opinion is expressed or implied by this National
.Arbitrator concerning the facts or merits of that specific grievance nor concerning the facts and
merit!> ofthe other related cases which are also pending hearing in area arbitrations; held in abeyance
by the Partie;:;, pending the outcome of the national interpretation issue(s) appealed to Step 4 by the
Union in the instant case, pursuant to Article 15, Section 3.D of the National Agreement.
A National Arbitration hearing was held at Washington, D.C., on June 4, 2002, at which both
Parties were i~epresented by Counsel and afforded full opportunity to present documentary evidence,
testimony subject to cross-examination and oral argument. A transcribed certified stenographic
)

record was IIl3;de and the proceedings were closed with the filing and exchange of briefs and reply
briefs. The Parties graciously granted an extension ofthe contractual time limits for rendition ofthe
Opinion and Award.
PERTINENT NATIONAL AGREEMENT PROVISIONS
ARTICLE 15
GRIEVANCE AND ARBITRATION PROCEDURE
Section 1. General Policy

Grievances which are filed pursuant to this Article are to be processed and adjudicated based on the
principle of resolving such grievances at the lowest possible level in an expeditious manner, insuring
that all facts and issues are identified and considered by both parties. In the event that a grievance is
proces:ied beyond Step 1, both parties are responsible to insure all facts, issues and documentation are
provid1:d to the appropriate union and management officials at the next higher level of the grievance
procedure. The parties further agree that at any step in the ·grievance procedure, the Union
representative shall have full authority to settle or withdraw the grievance in whole or in part. The
Employer representative, likewise, shall have full authority to grant, settle or deny the grievance in
whole or in part.
Section 2. Definition

)
·/

A grievance is defined as a dispute, difference, disagreement or complaint between the parties related
to wages, hours, and conditions of employment. A grievance shall include, but is not limited to, the
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complaint of an employee or of the Union which involves the interpretation, application of, or
comp:liance with the provisions of this Agreement.

Section 4. Grievance Procedure-General

.

***

A. Observance of Principles and Procedures

The parties expect that good faith observance, by their respective representatives, of the principles and
procedures set forth above will result in settlement or withdrawal of substantially all grievances
initiat•!d hereunder at the lowest possible Step and recognize their obligation to achieve that end.

B. Failure to Meet Time Limits
The failure of the employee or the Union at Step 1, or the Union thereafter, to meet the prescribed time
limits of the Steps of this procedure, including arbitration, shall be considered as a waiver of the
grievance.

C. Failure to Schedule Meetings
FailllI'l~

by the Employer to schedule a meeting or render a decision in any of the Steps of this
procedure within the time herein provided (including mutually agreed to extension periods) shall be
deemed to move the grievance to the next Step of the grievance-arbitration procedure.

D. Na·lional Level Grievance
It is agreed that in.the event of a dispute between the Union and the Employer as to the interpretation
of this Agreement, such dispute may be initiated as a grievance at the Step 4 level by the President of
the Union. Such a grievance shall be initiated in writing and must specify in detail the facts giving rise
to the dispute, the precise interpretive issues to be decided and the contention of the Union. Thereafter
the pru:ties shall meet at Step 4 within thirty (30) days in an effort to define the precise issues involved,
develop all necessary facts, and reach agreement. Should they fail to agree, then, within fifteen (15)
days cif such meeting, each party shall provide the other with a statement in writing of its
understanding of the issues involved, and the facts giving rise to such issues. In the event the parties
have foiled to reach agree~within sixty (60) days of the initiation of the grievance at Step 4, the
Union then may appeal it to arbitration, within thirty (30) days thereafter.

Sectio11 5. Arbitration

***

A. General
A request for arbitration must be submitted within the time limit for appeal as specified for the
appropriate Step. The National President of the Union must give written authorization of approval to
the Employer at the national level before the request for arbitration i.s submitted.
Grievances referred to arbitration will be placed on a pending arbitration list. Except for discharge
cases, lhe Union will have sixty ( 60) days from the date of such referral to certify the case tO be
schedu1.ed for arbitration at the earliest possible date. Cases which are not certified for arbitration
within the sixty ( 60) day period shall be considered waived and removed from the pending arbitration
list. Di~.charge cases referred to arbitration shall be placed on a separate pending arbitration list. The
Union will have fifteen {15) days from the date of such referral to certify the case to be scheduled for
arbitration at the earliest possible date. Cases which are not certified for arbitration within the fifteen

)
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( 15) day period shall be considered waived and removed from the pending arbitration list. If there are
other certified disciplinary cases related to the employee's removal grievance, these cases shall be
sched1.lled for hearing along with the removal cases.
The case with the lowest docket number pending before a panel will be scheduled to be heard first.
However, the parties may mutually agree to assign such cases for hearing out of numerical sequence
in order to fill a vacated hearing date, or to lessen the amount of the arbitrator's travel time and
expense or for other valid reasons. Arbitration hearings shall be held during working hours. Employee
witne~;ses shall be on Employer time when appearing at the hearing provided the time spent as a
witne~.s is part of the employee's regular working hours.
Any dispute as to arbitrability may be submitted and detennined by the arbitrator. The arbitrator's
detemlination shall be final and binding. The arbitrator shall render his award within thirty (30) days
of the close of the hearing, or if briefs are submitted, within thirty (30) days of the receipt of such
briefs on cases which do not involve interpretation ofthe Agreement, or are not ofa technical or policy
making nature. On all other cases, the award shall be rendered within thirty (30) days ifpossible. All
decisions of the arbitrator shall be limited to the terms and provisions of this Agreement and in no
event may the terms and provisions of this Agreement be altered, amended or modified by the
arbitrator. Unless otherwise provided in this Article, all costs, fees and expenses charged by an
arbitrator will be borne by the party whose position is not sustained by the arbitrator. In those cases
of compromise where neither party's position is clearly sustained, the arbitrator shall be responsible
for assessing costs on an equitable basis.

B. Sel.ection of Panels
Natior:al and Area Arbitration Panels are established as set forth below:
The members of these panels will be selected in accordance with the procedure set forth below and
will serve for the term of this Agreement and shall continue to serve for six (6) months thereafter
unless the parties otherwise mutually agree. To assure the expedi!ious processing of grievances, the
parties by agreement may increase the size of these panels at any time. Should vacancies occur, or
additfonal members be required on the National or Area panels, such vacancies shall be filled by
mutual agreement. In the event the parties cannot agree on individuals to serve on these panels, or to
fill any vacancies which may exist, a list of five (5) arbitrators will be supplied by the American
Arbitmtion Association for each selection to be made. The parties shall then proceed by alternately
striking names from the list until only one individual remains. Such individual shall be selected to
remain on the panel.

C. National Arbitration
Effective August 3, 1996, a National Panel of not more than three (3) arbitrators will be established
to hear certified cases involving national interpretations or other cases which the parties agree have
substantial significance. Arbitrators on the National Panel will be assigned to hear cases on a rotating
basis. Member(s) of the Area Panel may by mutual agreement be member(s) of the National Panel.
Prior to the scheduled hearing each party to the dispute may separately submit to the arbitrator who
has been assigned the case, and to the other party to the dispute, a statement setting forth the following:

)
j

a. tlie facts relevant to the grievance;
b. the issue in the case;
c. the position(s) or contention(s) of the party submitting the statement.
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The p:~rties may by mutual agreement submit a joint statement to the arbitrator. A stenographic record
will b•! taken ifrequested by either party to the dispute. In such case, the cost of such record shall be
borne by the requesting party. The other party, upon request, will be :furnished a copy of the record,
in which case the cost of such record shall be borne equally by both parties to the dispute.
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D. Area Arbitration
A geo.graphically balanced Area Panel of arbitrators is established to hear removal cases and contract
cases aot involving national issues.
Norm;illy, a stenographic record shall not be taken at these hearings, nor post hearing briefs filed.
However, either party may make exception to this policy. The case with the lowest docket number
pending before a panel will be scheduled to be heard first. However, the parties may mutually agree
to assign such cases for hearing out of numerical sequence in order to fill a vacated hearing date, or
to lessen the amount of the arbitrator's travel time and expense or for other valid reasons.

ARTICLE 16
DISCIPLINE PROCEDURE
Section 1. Statement of Principle

In the administration of this Article, a basic principle shall be that discipline should be corrective in
nature, rather than punitive. No employee may be disciplined or discharged except for just cause such
as, but not limited to, insubordination, pilferage, intoxication (drugs or alcohol), incompetence, failure
to perform work as requested, violation of the tenns oftbis Agreement, or failure to observe safety
rules and regulations. Any such discipline or discharge shall be subject to the grievance-arbitration
procedure provided for in this Agreement, which could result in reinstatement and restitution,
including back pay.

)

For minor offenses by an employee, management has a responsibility to discuss such matters with the
emplo:1ee. Discussions oftbis type shall be held in private between the employee and the supervisor.
Such discussions are not considered discipline and are not grievable.
Follo"ing such discussions, there is no prohibition against the supervisor and/or the employee making
a personal notation of the date and subject matter for their own personal record(s). However, no
notation or other information pertaining to such discussion shall be included in the employee's
personnel folder. While such discussions may not be cited as an element of a prior adverse record in
any suhsequent disciplinary action against an employee, they may be, where relevant and timely, relied
upon to establish that employees have been made aware of their obligations and responsibilities.
Section 2. Letter of Warning
A Iette:c of warning is a disciplinary notice in writing, identified as an official disciplinary letter of
warning which shall include explanation of a deficiency or misconduct to be corrected.

Section 3. Suspension of 14 Days or Less
In the case of discipline involving suspensions of fourteen ( 14) days or less, the employee against
whom disciplinary action is sought to be initiated shall be served with a written notice of the charges
against the employee and shall be further infonned that the employee will be suspended after two (2)
workin:~ days during which two-day period the employee shall remain on the joh or on the clock (in
pay sta1us) at the option of the Employer. For the term of the 1995 Agreement, the notice period shall
be incrnased to ten (IO) calendar days and ifthe employee initiates a grievance during that period, the

)_
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suspe11sion will not be served until disposition of the grievance or issuance of the Step 2 decision,
whichever comes first
Secticin 4. Suspension of More Than 14 Days or Discharge

In the case of suspension of more than fourteen (14) days or of discharge, any employee shall, unless
otherwise provided herein, be entitled to an advance written notice ofthe charges against the employee
and shall remain either on the job or on the clock at the option of the Employer for a period of thirty
(30) days. Thereafter, the employee shall remain on the rolls (non-pay status) until disposition of the
employee's case has been had either by settlement with the Union or through exhaustion of the
grievance-arbitration procedure.

When there is reasonable cause to believe an employee is guilty of a crime for which a sentence of
imprisonment can be imposed, the advance notice requirement shall not apply and such an employee
may be immediately removed from a pay status.
Section 5. Emergency Procedure
An employee may be innnediately placed on an off-duty status (without pay) by the Employer, but
remain on the rolls where the allegation involves intoxication (use of drugs or alcohol), pilferage, or
failure to observe safety rules and regulations, or in cases where retaining the employee on duty may
result in damage to U.S. Postal Service property, loss of mail or funds, or where the employee may
be injurious to self or others. The employee shall remain on the rolls (non-pay status) until disposition
of the case has been had. If it is proposed to suspend such an employee for more than fourteen (14}
days c-r discharge the employee,. the emergency action taken under this section may be made the
·
subject ofa separate grievance.

Section 6. Review of Discipline
In no case may a suspension or discharge be imposed upon an employee unless the proposed
discipl.inary action has first been reviewed and concurred in by a higher authority. Such
concu1~rence shall be in writing. (Emphasis added)
In associate post offices of twenty (20) or less employees, or where there is no higher level supervisor
than the supervisor who proposes to initiate suspension or discharge, the prcposed disciplinary action
shall first be reviewed and concurred in by a higher authority outside such installation or post office
before any proposed disciplinary action is taken.

*****

)
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ISSUES
The Parties did not formulate a joint submission to arbitration nor did either Party elect to
file individual pre-hearing statements of relevant facts, issues and contentions, as suggested by
Article 15, Section 5.C. At the arbitration hearing, the Parties submitted differing articulations of
the interpretive issues presented for determination in this matter. Before setting forth those
respec~tive

statements of issues, however, it is instructive to review the process leading to the

certification oftlris case to National Arbitration under Article 15.5.C.
The dispute concerning the proper interpretation of Article 16.6, now under consideration,
crystallized during Step 3 discussions of the Dewitt discharge area grievance (E95R-4E-D

01027978). In that context, by letter dated May 11, 2001, Mr. Baffa submitted the matter to Step
4 in accordance with Article 15.4.D and requested national arbitration, as follows:
The purpose of this letter is to appeal the subject-named grievance to Step 4. The union is appealing
the ab1>Ve referenced case from Area Arbitration to Step 4 because the union believes it contains
nationally interpretive issues.
This appeal letter does not constitute a waiver by this Union of any issue or violation as it relates to
this grievance; it is for the sole purpose of bringing this grievance to a Step 4 hearing.
Please schedule this grievance for an early discussion.

The attached written grievance submitted to national handling at Step 4 by Mr. Baffa read
as follows:
The NRLCA position and interpretation of Article 16, Section 6, which many Area Arbitrators
contim:.e to conclude, if the facts of the particular case permit, that Article 16.6 of the National
Agreement is violated if:

1) There is a "command decision" from above;
2) There is a joint decision to impose a suspension or discharge;
3) There is a failure of either the uritiating or review and concurring official to make an
independent substantive review of the evidence prior to the imposition of a suspension or
discharge;

')
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4) There is no evidence of written review and concurrence prior to the imposition of a
suspension or discharge;

5) There is no showing of harm.
In recent Step 3 decisions, the USPS designee refers to the Association's position on review and
concurrence as a "total bastardization of Article 16, Section 6." The Association strongly disagrees
with tti.e USPS designee's characterization as expressed in this and other Step 3 decisions involving
Article 16.6. The Association's position is grounded in the language of Article 16.6 and the many
arbitration awards between the Association and the LISPS. Based on the above referenced Step 3
decisions, is it the position and interpretation of the USPS that Article 16.6, as agreed to in the
1995-99 National Agreement and Extension, bars the Association from citing as violations of Article
16.6 the following:

1) "Command decisions" from above;
2) Joint decisions;
3) Failure of either the initiating or review and concurring official to make an independent
substantive review of the evidence, prior to the imposition of a suspension or discharge;
4) No evidence of written review and concurrence prior to the imposition of a suspension or
discharge.

Following Step 4 discussions of these Article 16.6 national interpretive issues between USPS
Labor Relations Specialist William Daigneault and NRLCA Director of Labor Rela~ons Randy
Anderson, Mr. Daigneault denied the national interpretive grievance at Step 4, by letter of September
27, 2001, as follows:
Re: E95R-4E-D 01027978 J. DeWitt Buhl, ID 83316-9998
On seyeral occasions, the most recent being September 14, 2001, I discussed with the Union the
above-captioned grievance at the fourth step of our contractual grievance procedure.
The is:;ue in this grievance concerns the interpretation of Article 16.6 of the National Agreement
concerning review and concurrence of discipline.
It is th·~ Union's position that a violation of Article 16.6, Review of Discipline has occurred in the
following situations:

I. There is a command decision from higher authority that instructs the issuance of a
suspension or discharge.

2. The decision by the in initiating official to suspend or discharge is reached jointly with the
review and concurring official and was not an independent decision by the initiating official.

)

3. The initiating official or reviewing official failed to complete an independent substantive
review of the evidence prior to the imposition of the suspension or discharge.

·.
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4. There is no evidence of written review and concurrence prior to the imposition of the
suspension or discharge.
It is tl:.e Union's position that a showing ofhaimful error in relation to review and concurrence is not
required to sustain the Union's grievance on the discipline. The Union also contends that their position
is "grounded in the language of Article 16.6 and the many arbitration awards between the USPS and
NRLCA."
It is tl:.e position of the Postal Service that Article 16.6 restricts a supervisor, manager or postmaster

from imposing a suspension or discharge upon an employee in the rural carrier bargaining unit without
review and concurrence by a higher authority. It protects carriers from a new, inexperienced supervisor
that intends to suspend or remove the carrier without just cause. It provides for a higher authority to
revieVI the situation (either review of paperwork, discussion with proposing official or general
knowledge of the situation giving rise to the charges) to determine whether, on the surface, it appears
that the action being proposed is appropriate.. It requires that the higher authority document bis/her
concu::rence with the action being proposed in writing.
Article: 16.6 does not require that the concurring official conduct an independent investigation. It does
not prnlubit the concurring official from having previous knowledge of the charges, discussing the
chargf'S with the proposing official, being involved in the investigation with the proposing official or
providing advice. It does not restrict management from having more than one concurring official.
In the case at band, the Union alleges Management violated Article 16.6 claiming the review and
concwTence was nothing more than a "rubber stamp." The Union contends that the review and

concunence official did not review anything except the proposing official's request for discipline.
It is Management's position that the concurring officials in the case at hand went above and beyond
the requirements of Article 16.6. While the contract only requires review and concurrence by one
higher authority, several managers in higher authority reviewed the evidence submitted by the
propm.ing official in this case. All the managers agreed the action being proposed was appropriate.
In the absence of any contractual violation, this grievance is denied. Time limits were extended by mutual consent.

At the arbitration hearing in this matter, each Party submitted its own specific statement of
national inte1pretive issues regarding violations and compliance with Article 16.6, upon which it
seeks a decision in this case. Additionally, they submitted by joint stipulation two other "issues of
national significance", regarding appropriate remedies for proven violations of Article 16.6 and
post-Kational Arbitration administration ofthe pending area arbitration cases, now held in abeyance.
Rather than rewording the issues advanced by the Parties into some form of synthesized issues, I will
address in thi:; Opinion and Award the following joint and several interpretive concerns expressed
by the Parties, respectively, in their Step 4 correspondence and at the arbitration hearing, viz.:

)
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1) Is Article 16.6 Review of Discipline of the Extension to the 1995-1999
USPS-NRLCA National Agreement violated if:

a) The lower level supervisor consults, discusses, communicates with or
jointly confers with the higher reviewing authority before deciding to propose
discipline;
b) There is a "command decision" from higher authority to impose a
suspension or discharge;
c) There is a joint decision by the initiating and reviewing officials to impose
a suspension or discharge;
d) The higher level authority does not conduct an independent investigation
and relies upon the record submitted by the supervisor when reviewing and
concurring with the proposed discipline;
e) There is a failure of either the initiating or reviewing official to make an
independent substantive review of the evidence prior to the imposition of a
suspension or discharge;

f) There is no evidence of written review and concurrence prior to the
imposition of a suspension or discharge.

2) Does a proven violation of Article 16.6 automatically sustain the grievance and
overturn any discipline, absent a showing of"actual harm", i.e., "that the reviewing
official would not have concurred with the proposing official and that the discipline
would not have been issued in the first instance".

3) What should be done next with those pending Step 4 cases which have been held
in abe:yance for area arbitration, awaiting the outcome of this National Arbitration
case?

13

POSITIONS OF THE PARTIES

The following statements of position have been edited from the respectiveposthearing briefs

and rc~ly briefs.

It is the Association's position that Article 16.6 requires two separate independent judgments on

discipline - the first by the initiating official who proposes discipline, and the second by a higher
autho1ity who reviews and concurs in that discipline before it is imposed. It is the Association's
position that such requirement is violated: (1) when the initiating official does not possess the freedom
to make his own independent determination on discipline free of command from higher authority, (2)
when the initiating and concurring officials jointly make one decision, or (3) when the concurring
official does not meaningfully review the record before concurring in the proposed discipline. In each
such instance, there have not been two separate independent judgments on discipline, and the rural
carrier who is facing the potential loss of his livelihood has been deprived of the due process
protection -- the essential "check and balance" - that Article 16.6 is intended to provide.
Comp:liance with Article 16.6 is required in every case before a suspension or discharge can be
impos•!d. Failure by the Postal Service to comply with Article 16.6's dictates is fatal to the disciplinary
action. Consequently, the appropriate remedy for such violation is reinstatement with full back pay,
withottt consideration of the underlying merits of the disciplinary action. The Postal Service
apparrntly contends that a "hannless error" rule should apply to Article 16.6 violations -- that the
disciplinary action should stand notwithstanding such violation ifit can be shown that the same action
would have been taken even if Article 16.6 bad been complied with. The Postal Service is wrong.
Articfo 16.6 says nothing about a "harmful error" requirement but it does say is that "in no case" may
discipline be imposed without compliance with Article 16.6's due process requirements. In addition,
the PoHtal Service also offers the totally insupportable notion that in the case of a proven Article 16.6
violation, the aggrieved employee is not to be reinstated to his job but merely to receive backpay from
the date of his removal to the date a Step 2 decision in the grievance process. As in the case of
Article 16.6's due process requirement -- two separate independent judgments on discipline -- the
arbitra:t remedy for a violation of Article 16.6 -- reinstatement with full backpay -- has been
incorporated into the parties' agreement. The universal arbitral remedy of reinstatement, and the
ahnost universal arbitral remedy of full backpay, has never been addressed by the Postal Service in
collective bargaining !legotiations.

of

The language of Article 16.6 has been in the parties' agreements for more than 30 years. The language
has bem interpreted consistently by area arbitrators throughout this period. The Postal Service has
never sought to renegotiate that language to undo any of the interpretations of those arbitrators, and
this National Arbitrator should not do now for the Postal Service what it has failed to seek or achieve
at the bargaining table.

Because the language at issue is so clear and unambiguous there is no need to search any further. If
the NRLCA wants to impose more stringent standards and criteria ofreview then they should negotiate
such changes at the bargaining table. To pretend that such criteria are present in the long standing

)
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language of Article 16.6 is to ignore the plain meaning of the language itself. Absent any special
meaning assigned by the parties to the words "review" and "concur'', the Arbitrator is bound by the
language of the bargain as expressed in Article 16.6. A careful reading ofArticle 16.6 reveals that the
language does not call for overturning a removal action but states that "In no case may a suspension
or dis·~harge be imposed upon an employee unless the proposed disciplinary action has first been
reviewed and concurred in by a higher authority". {Emphasis added) Therefore, where a violation of
Articlt! 16.6 is found to have taken place the only appropriate remedy is to place the employee back
into a pay status until review and concurrence takes place. Once review and concurrence takes place
the dii:cipline may then be imposed.

In sununary, the ability to issue and impose discipline is an exclusive management right expressly
incorporated into the Collective Bargaining Agreement at Article 3. Article 16.6 merely requires a
procedure that two management officials concur before a suspension or discharge is imposed. It does
not in my way alter the exclusive discretion that management has in issumg or imposing suspensions
and removals. There is no violation of Article 16.6 if the proposing official consults, discusses,
comm:micates with orjointly confers with the reviewing official before deciding to propose discipline.
There is no violation of Article 16.6 if the reviewing official does not conduct an independent
investigation and relies on the record submitted by the proposing official. As long as the reviewing
official can articulate that a review bas occurred and concurrence was given in writing, the Postal
Servic~ has met its obligation under Article 16.6. The standard of review required by Article 16.6 is
simply and only that each of the management officials is satisfied that suspension or discharge be
impos1:d.
Becau:;e the ''review and concur" requirement does not factor into the ''.just cause" detennination, any
potent.al remedy should not disturb the final analysis regarding ''.just cause" in any particular case.
Furihe rmore, any procedural defect ofnoncompliance with Article 16.6 will have been cured at Step
2 of the: grievance procedure because a higher authority will have reviewed the file and issued a written
concurrence in the form of a Step 2 denial. Even if a violation of Article 16.6 can be proven, the
NRLCA. still must demonstrate in each individual case how the grievant has been banned.
A
violation of Article 16.6 does not automatically sustain the grievance, but rather the Association has
the burden of showing that a harmful error has occurred. At the most, the appropriate remedy would
be to delay imposition of the discipline until such written concurrence has occurred. Finally, all
pending Step 4 grievances in which the NRLCA alleges a violation of Article 16.6 should be remanded
to Step 3 for application of the award in this case.

)
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OPINION OF THE NATIONAL ARBITRATOR

)

Bargaining History, Arbitral Authority and Mutual Intent
Certification of the instant case to Article 15.5.C National Arbitration marks the first ·
occasion for a definitive resolution of the national interpretive issues presented, supra. However,
the contract language under analysis in this case has been part ofthe collectively negotiated contracts
between these parties for some thirty (30) years. Thus, a certain valuable perspective is gained by
considering the bargaining history and administrative practice thereunder; especially since this very
language has been so frequently interpreted and applied in final and binding decisions by scores of
arbitrators in Article 15.5.D area arbitration of removal cases.
Turning first to bargaining history, the language which now appears as Article 16.6 of the
current USPSINRLCA National Agreement is essentially unchanged, dating from the 1971-73 Joint

.)

CoHec:tive Bargaining Agreement. Following passage ofthe Postal Reorganization Act of 1970, the
major craft unions representing postal employees bargained jointly with the Postal Service and
entered into a joint collective bargaining agreement covering all crafts. Those \lllions covered by
the first agreement included the NRLCA, as well as the APWU (then known as the United
Federa.tion ofPostal Clerks), the NALC, the Mail Handlers (and three others which have since been
absorbed by the mentioned unions).
Article 16, Section 5 of that seminal agreement provided:
SECTION 5. REVIEW OF DISCIPLINE. In no case may a supervisor impose suspension
or discharge upon an employee unless the proposed disciplinary action by the supervisor bas
first been reviewed and concurred in by the installation head or bis designee.

In associate post offices of twenty (20) or less employees, or where there is no higher level
supervisor than the supervisor who proposes to initiate suspension or discharge, the proposed
disciplinary action shall first be reviewed and concurred in by a higher authority outside such
installation or post office before any proposed disciplinary action is taken.

,_)
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Over the intervening years, these· unions have sometimes bargained in coalitions of differing
comb:inatiom and sometimes negotiated separate contracts with the Postal Service, but the review
and concur l:mguage has remained virtually constant throughout.
As for the NRLCNPostal Service contracts, since the original language of Article 16.6 was
adopt1~d by the Parties in the

1971-73 joint Collective Bargaining Agreement, the language was re-

adopt1~d unchanged in the successive agreements negotiated in 1973,

1975, 1978, 1981, 1984, 1988,

1990, and 1993. In 1995, the NRLCA and the Postal Service amended the language of the first
paragraph of Article 16.6 to provide as follows: (Emphasis in original, to denominate the changes.)
In no case may a suspension or discharge be imposed upon an employee unless the proposed
disciplinary action has first been reviewed and concurred in by a higher authority. Such concurrence
shall be in writing.

It is noted th.at the NRLCA and the Postal Service jointly prepare and publish an "Analysis of
Changes" following renegotiation of their agreements. The 1995 Analysis stated with respect to the
above changes in Article 16.6:
The first change clarifies the parties' position that discipline may be imposed by a manager other than
the rural carrier's supervisor. The second change makes it clear that the concurring official need not
be the .installation head, provided the official is a higher authority, i.e., a higher organizational level
or higher grade level. The third change requires that there be written evidence of such review and
concurrence.

My focus in this case remains the language of Article 16.6 of the current Agreement, in a
national interpretive context; with due regard for bargaining and arbitral history concerning the
interpretation and application of that language since 1971, to the extent such evidence assists in
determining the mutual intent of the contracting parties. In that connection, from the inception of
the fin:t collective bargaining agreement in 1971 to date, a period spanning some 30 years and 11

.,
/

separately negotiated agreements, the NRLCA and the Postal Service have permitted area arbitrators
to inte1pret and apply the provisions of Article 16.6, without resort to National Arbitration. Indeed,
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over th.e last three decades, area arbitration decisions construing and applying the review and concur
language of Article 16.6 have been stacking up like cordwood. [Parenthetically, area arbitrators in
cases :involving the other crafts likewise have consistently interpreted the meaning ofthe review and
concurrence provision in the same mar..ner].

It is worth re-emphasizing that, notwithstanding the Postal Service's ostensible opposition
to the interpretation and application of that language rendered by virtually all of the area arbitrators

in the:;e Artic~le 15.5.D reqioval cases, the substance of the "review and concur" language has been
repeatedly re-adopted by the Parties, without material change, in every successive National
Agreement since 1971-73. In short, during more than three decades ofliving with this language as
interpreted and applied by the area arbitrators, with a remarkable degree ofconsistency, in nearly 100
decisions. In all that time, neither Party ever exercised its right to renegotiate the controlling
language of Article 16.6. Nor, prior to the instant case, did either Party deem it necessary to submit
the review an.d concurrence language of Article 16.6 for definitive interpretation in Article 15.5.C
National Arbitration, as a certified "national interpretive issue":
The Postal Service quite properly points out that, under the tWo-tier arbitration system
adopted by these Parties, National Arbitration decisions govern in matters ofnational interpretations
and th,~ area arbitration decisions therefore are not authoritative precedent in this case. But just
because National Arbitration decisions pre-empt area decisions in certified cases of national
interpretation does not mean that thirty (30) years' worth of arbitration decisions by scores of
prominent arbitrators, consistently construing and applying the language of Article 16.6 in area
arbitra1tion ca:;es, are irrelevant, immaterial or unpersuasive in this National Arbitration case.

)
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This National Arbitrator has the power and authority, as the contractual "Court of Last
Resort", to interpret Article 16.6 in a manner other than as consistently and uniformly interpreted
by scores of distinguished area arbitrators. It is manifest that Article 15.5.C area arbitration

decisions are: not resjudicata, stare decisis, or in any sense dispositive, in Article 15.5.D National
Arbitration. My responsibility to function as the designated National Arbitrator is not fulfilled
simply by talcing an opinion poll of area arbitrators.
But, in the absence of a National Arbitration decision interpreting a particular provision of
the National Agreement, area arbitrators are regularly called upon to interpret and apply the various
provisions ofthat Agreement, including Article 16.6. Area arbitrators have interpreted and applied
Articfo 16.6 for more than 20 years in scores ofcases, because the Association and the Postal Service
have permitted them to do so and there is no contractual prohibition on them doing so. Of course,

·)

the interpretation ofArticle 16.6 in this National Arbitration case will govern and apply in all future
area arbitrations, because National Arbitration under the Agreement represents a ruling by the
Parties' designateq "Supreme Court". On the other hand, in this particular case, most of those area
arbitration decisions do in fact comport with my own interpretation of the language at issue in this
case, based upon my independent analysis of the record before me. In short, the great majority of
those a\Iea arbitration decisions are correct and as the National Arbitrator I reach essentially the same
conclusions concerning the meaning of the language of Article 16.6.
Area arbitration may not be the "Supreme Court" under the parties' Agreement, but it most
certainly is the "Court of Appeals"and area arbitration decisions are as "final and binding" as
National Arbitration awards. If either party disagrees with an interpretation of the Agreement made

j

\

by one or more area arbitrators, it can initiate a national interpretive grievance at Step 4 and take it

,
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on to national arbitration, to obtain a "Supreme Court" ruling. Unless and until that occurs, however,

>"

the area arbitration decisions construing and applying Article 16.6 represented the "law" of the
Parties.

Mori~

importantly, in my considered judgement, those accumulated decisions also constitute

persuasive evidence of the mutual intent of the contracting Parties.
Thos1~

area arbitrations have laid on a persuasive interpretive gloss to Article 16.6 over a

period of thi::ty(30) years, during which the Parties jointly re-negotiated the controlling National
Agreement eleven (11) times, without even seeking, let alone achieving, any significant modification
of the langua.ge of Article 16.6. When, as here, the area arbitration awards uniformly interpret a
contract provision over a long period, and neither party seeks national arbitration or change in the
contract langiiage, but rather continually re-adopts t.1.e critical contract language time and time again
in collective bargaining, it may well be concluded that the area arbitral interpretation has been
incorporated into the Agreement. Elkouri & Elkouri, How Arbitration Works (5th edition) (BNA

1997), states the governing principle of incorporation or adoption, at page 615:
[I]fthe agreement is renegotiated without materially changing a provision that has been interpreted
by arbitration, the parties may be held to have adopted the award as a part of the contract. Indeed, the
binding force of an award may even be strengthened by such renegotiation without change.

The Postal Service may be technically correct, as a matter of logic, that incorporation/readoption theory should not be dispositive, because none of the myriad arbitration decisions
construing and applying Article 16.6 was in the National Arbitration forum. However, to argue that
the adoption theory should not even be considered seems to me an elevation of form over substance

in this particular factual record. In my considered judgement, the arbitral gloss applied by the area
arbitra:tors has in fact and in practice been largely accepted by both Parties and is reflective of their

)
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mutual undc;:rstanding and intent concerning the interpretation and application of Article 16.6 in
removal cases.
Issues No. l(a)-l(f): Article 16.6 Violation/Compliance
When the rhetorical excesses of ardent advocacy are stripped away, I do not perceive any
meaningful disagreement between these Parties with the fundamental proposition that Article 16.6.
requires two separate and independent managerial judgments, each based on substantive review of
the record evidence, before a suspension or discharge disciplinary action may be imposed on an
employee: the first by the initiating official who proposes discipline, and the second by a higher
authority who must review and concur in the proposed discipline before it is imposed upon the
employee.
It necessarily follows that the requirement of two separate and independent judgements,
constitutes the very heart and core ofArticle 16.6, is violated when the reviewing/concurring official
"commands" or "dictates" the disciplinary action to the proposing official, when the higherauthority
merely "rubber-stamps" the disciplinary action proposed by the employee's supervisor and/or when
the sequential steps of a separate and independent supervisory initiation, followed by a separate and
independent higher authority review/concurrence, are merged into a single consolidated joint
decision by the two managers to suspend or discharge the employee.
Just as the area arbitration decisions rendered by a long line of prominent arbitrators have
consistently held, I now hold that a violation of Article 16.6 occurs whenever: (1) the initiating
official is deprived of freedom to make his own independent determination to discipline by a
"command de:cision" dictated from higher authority to suspend or discharge; (2) the initiating and

j \

reviewing/concurring officials jointly make one consolidated disciplinary action decision, or (3) the
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higher authority does not review the record and consider all of the available evidence before
concurring i:n the supervisor's proposed discipline. In each such instance, because there have not
been 1wo separate and independent judgments on discipline, the employee is deprived ofthe essential
due process ·:::heck and balance protection that Article 16.6 is intended to provide.
However, so long as the sine qua non of Article 16.6, separateness and and independence
ofjudgement in a two-stage process, is not violated by "command" decisions, joint decisions and/or
"rubber-stamping", Article 16.6 does not bar the lower level supervisor from consulting, discussing,
communicating with or jointly c.onferring with the :higher reviewing authority before deciding to
propose disc:ipline. Indeed, it is common, and in many ways commendable and conducive to
fulfillment of the intent of Article 16.6, for the lower level authority to communicate with higher
management and discuss policies, options, and other factors to be considered, before determining

)

whether, and to what extent, to propose suspension or discharge of an employee. In short, so long
as "the initiating official retains independence ofjudgment and is not commanded by higher authority
to issue the discipline, such communications for advice and counsel between the initiating official

a

and higher authority are to be encouraged rather than chilled or prohibited. The determining factor
under Article 16.6 is not whether the officer in charge seeks advice and counsel outside his office
but whether, once having obtained such information, the initiating official acts independently or
surrenders that independence completely to the person from whom he has sought such advice. In
the former case, Article 16.6 is not violated but, in the latter case, Article 16.6 is violated.
By the same token, it is not per sea violation of Article 16.6 when the higher level authority
relies in the reviewing/concurring step upon the record considered by the lower level official in
proposing the discipline.

The higher authority is not required by Article 16.6 to make an

)
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"independent investigation". In my judgement, the requirements of Article 16.6 are met when the

1

higher authority makes a substantive review of and bases the decision to concur on the record
developed below.
Contrary to the position advanced by the Postal Service in this case, however, that process
of re\iiew and concurrence contemplated by Article 16.6 .is not a ministerial formality or a mere
technical "laying on of hands" by the reviewing/concurring official. The requirement of a separate
and independent second step of review and concurrence by the higher authority is not met by just a
declaration of agreement with the first step supervisor's proposed disciplinary action. Compliance
with Article 16.6 requires a substantive review of the matter by the higher authority in light of all
the current information and the higher authority's concurrence with imposition of the disciplinary
action proposed by the supervisor. Since the 1995 amendments, Article 16.6 specifies that this
statement of concurrence by the higher authority must be set forth in writing.
Issue No. !,supra, presents a subset ofsix (6) specific interrogatories concerning Article 16.6
compliance and violation, submitted by the Parties for determination in National Arbitration. Based
on all ·Dfthe foregoing, I conclude that Issues l(a), and l(d) are answered in the negative and Issues
l(b), l(c), l(e) and l(f) are answered in the affirmative.

)
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Issue No. 2- -The Remedy for Proven Violations of Article 16.6
The operative language of Article 16.6 provides (emphasis added):
In no case may a suspension or discharge be imposed upon an employee unless the proposed
disciplinary action has first been reviewed and concurred in by a higher authority.

This language clearly and unambiguously mandates that compliance with the two-step, two-stage
proceHs set forth in Article 16.6 is a condition precedent to the imposition of a removal or
suspension. Accordingly, I concur without equivocation with those many area arbitrators who have
concluded that the substantive violations of Article 16.6 set forth in Issues l(b), l(c) and l(e)
invalid.ate the disciplinary action. Because these are substantive violations which effectively deny
an employee the due process rights granted by Article 16.6, persuasive proofof such fatal violations
requiri~s arbitral reversal of the improperly imposed suspension or discharge, without consideration

of the underlying merits of the disciplinary action, Le., reinstatement with "make whole" damages.

In my considered judgement, those relatively few area arbitrati9n decisions which have
engrafted onto the condition precedent language of Article 16.6 an additional requirement of proof
of "ac1ual harm", notwithstanding persuasive proof of a "command decision", a ')oint decision" or
that the reviewing/concurring official merely"rubber-stamped" the proposed disciplinary action, are
just plain wrong. Under different contract language, arbitrators might properly overlook procedural
defects in administration of discipline which do not unduly compromise the rights of an employee
whose suspension or discharge is otherwise justified on the record.

However, the precise

terminology of Article 16.6 precludes recourse to that "harmless error" argument. If this plain
language of Article 16.6 occasionally produces a manifestly unfair result, as undoubtedly it has in
some cases, the proper recourse is renegotiation at the bargaining table, not arbitral legislation of
"actual harm" or "harmless error" rules which are at odds with the express wording of Article 16.6.

~)
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The only caveat I would add concerns the procedural violation described in Issue l(f), i.e.,

1

failuN ofthe Postal Service to produce evidence that the higher authority's concurrence was reduced
to writing, as required by the 1995 amendment to Article 16.6. Such a failure to express concurrence
in written f01m clearly is a procedural violation of Article 16.6, for which an arbitral remedy might
well be appropriate. But it is not so clear that such a violation, standing alone, would invalidate the
disciplinary action and require reversal and reinstatement in every case.
The record in this. matter is insufficiently developed to make an informed judgement
conce.ming bargaining history and mutual intent regarding the 1995 amendment. The facts and
circumstanc<;:s of each particular case determine whether a procedural failure to concur in writing
advemely impacted substantive Article 16.6 rights of an individual suspended or discharged
·'\

employee. For these reasons, I refrain from making a definitive generic ruling on that single

)

remedial aspect of the submitted issues at

this time.

Area arbitrators remain free to exercise their

own bi~st judgement as to whether, in the facts and circumstances ofthe individual case, an Issue 1(f)
type of violation requires reversal of the disciplinary action or some other remedy. For Issue l(b),
l(c) aitid

l(e~·

violations, however, Article 16.6 requires reversal of the disciplinary action and

reinsta.tement with remedial "make-whole" damages.

.,
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AWARD OF THE NATIONAL ARBITRATOR
CASE NO. E95R-4E-D 01027978
Having beer:. designated National Arbitrator in accordance with Article 15, Section 5.C of the
National Agreement between the above-named parties, and having been duly sworn and having duly
heard the proofs and allegations of the parties, I hereby AWARD as follows:

ISSUEN0.1
Article 16.6 Review ofDiscipline ofthe Extension to the 1995-1999 USPS-NRLCA
National Agreement:
a) Is not violated ifthe lower level supervisor consults, discusses, communicates with
or jointly confers with the higher reviewing authority before deciding to propose
discipline;
b) Is violated if there is a "command decision" from higher authority to impose a
suspension or discharge;
c) Is violated if there is a J. oint decision by tb.e initiatin2: and reviewing officials to
impose a suspension or discharge;
-

)

d) Is not violated if the higher level authority does not conduct an independent
investigation and relies upon the record submitted by the supervisor when reviewing
and concurring with the proposed discipline;
e) Is violated if there is a failure of either the initiating or reviewing official to make
an independent substantive review of the evidence prior to the imposition of .a
suspension or discharge;
f) Is violated if there is no evidence of written review and concurrence prior to the
imposition of a suspension or discharge.

ISSUE No. 2
(a) Proven violations of Article 16.6assetforthinissues 1 (b), l(c)orl(e)arefatal.
Such i;ubstantive violation invalidate the disciplinary action and require a remedy of
reinstatement with "make-whole" damages.

(b) Whether a violation of Article 16.6 as set forth in Issue l(f) is fatal, invalidates
the diHciplinary action and requires a remedy of reinstatement with "make-whole"
damages is for the area arbitrator to determine based on the facts and circumstances
if the i.ndividual case.

)
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ISSUENo.3
Case No. E95R-4E-D 01027978 and all other similar cases held in abeyance at Step
4, pending this National Arbitration interpretation of Article 16.6, are remanded to
area arbitration, for priority scheduling consistent with Article 15, Section 5.A ofthe
National Agreement.
Jurisdiction is retained for the sole purpose ofresolving any disputes which may arise between the
Parties regarding the meaning, application or implementation of this National Arbitration Award.

Signed at Spencer, New York on December 3, 2002

STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF TOMPKINS

}
SS:

On this 3rd day of December, 2002, I, DANAE. EISCHEN, upon my oath as National Arbitrator, do
hereby affirm. and certify, pursuant to Section 7507 of the Civil Practice Law and Rules of the State
of New York. that I have executed and issued the foregoing instniment and I acknowledge that it is
my Opinion m1d Award in Case No. E95RAE-D 01027978.

IN THE MATTER OF ARBITRATION

BETWEEN

)
)

J
J

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE J
~

AND

J

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF

~

)

ANALYSIS AND AWARD

LETTER CARRIERS

)
)
WITH
)
)
AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION )
as Intervenor
)
(J. Goode Grievance)
)
(CASE NOS.:·D90N-40-D 95003945")
D90N-4D-D 95003961))

I.

carlton J. snow
Arbitrator

INTRODUCTION

This l'!latter came for hearing pursuant to a collective

)

bargaining agreement between the parties effective from June

12, 1991 through November 20, 1994.

A hearing occurred on

September 24, 1996 in a conference room of Postal Headquarters
located at 955 L'Enfant Plaza, S.W. in Washington,

o.c.

Ms.

Patricia A. Heath, Labor Relations Specialist, represented
the United state Postal Service.

Mr. Keith Secular of the

Cohen, Weiss, & Simon law firm in New York City represented
the National Association of Letter Carriers.

Ms. Susan L.

Catler of the O'Donnell, Schwartz & Anderson law firm in
Washington, D.C. represented the American Postal Workers
Union.

)

The hearing proceeded in an orderly manner.

There was

a full opportunity for the parties to submit evidence, to
examine and cross-examine witnesses, and to argue the matter.
All witnesses testified under oath as administered by the
arbitrator.

The advocates fully and fairly represented

their respective parties.

A reporter from Diversified

Reporting Services, Inc. reported the proceeding for the
parties and submitted a transcript of 123 pages.

The parties stipulated that the issue before the
arbitrator involves the matter of substantive arbitrability
and that there are no other challenges to the arbitrator's
jurisdiction.

\

.)

They agreed that, should be matter he adjudged

substantively arbitrable, the dispute will be remanded to a
regional arbitrator for a decision on the merits.

The

arbitrator officially closed the hearing on January 2, 1997

after receipt of all post-hearing briefs in the matter.
Influenza delayed preparation of the report.

II.

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE
The issue before the arbitrator is as follows:
~rs

the grievance substantively arbitrable?

--

,\

)

2

--

III.

RELEVANT CONTRACTUAL PROVISIONS
ARTICLE 15
Section 4.

A.

ARBITRATION-GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
Arbitration

General Provisions
9.

In any arbitration proceeding in which a
Union feels that its interests may be
affected, it shall be entitled to intervene
and participate in such arbitration
proceeding, but it shall be required to
share the cost of such arbitration equally
with any or all other Union parties to
such proceeding. Any dispute as to
arbitrability may be submitted to the
arbitrator and be determined by such
asrbitrator. The arbitrator's determination
shall be final and binding.

ARTICLE 16

DISCIPLINE PROCEDURE

Section 9.

Veterans' Preference

A preference eligible is not hereunder deprived of
whatever rights of appeal such employee may have
under the Veterans' Preference Act; however, if the

)

employee appeals under the Veterans' Preference Act,
the employee thereby waives access to any procedure
under the Agreement beyond Step 3 of the grievancearbi tra tion procedure.

IV.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

In this case, the Employer challenged the substantive
arbitrability of _the dispute before the arbitrator.

It is a

narrow dispute before the arbitrator, and the question is
whether a regional arbitrator had authority to assert subject
matter jurisdiction over the underlying dispute in this case.
Central to the case is the coalescence of several federcd

statutes with the parties' collective bargaining agreement,
3

_)

and their impact on special circumstances of the dispute.
The 9rievant is a preference eligible, full-time regular
letter carrier.
January 3, 1994.

He received a proposed Notice of Removal on
After receiving the Notice, the grievant

requested Equal Employment Opportunity counseling and alleged
that racial discrimination actually was the case of his
removal.

On July 8, 1994, the Employer issued a Letter of

Decision that upheld the proposed removal.

In response, the

National Association of Letter Carriers filed two grievances,
one addressing the proposed Notice of Removal and the other

addressing the Letter of Decision.

After a final interview

with an EEO Counselor on August 16, 1994, the grievant filed
')

a formal complaint on August 25, 1994.

The complaint was

accepted for investigation on October 3, 1994.
While the administrative action was moving forward in

the system, the grievances proceeded through Step 3; and
arbitration was requested in both matters on December 19,
1994.

-

On February 8, 1995, the Equal Employment Opportunities

Commission completed its investigation.

.

.

On May 18, 1995, the.;

administrative agency issued a final decision indicating that

.•..

neither racial nor reprisal discrimination had been a factor
in the grievant's removalo

This was an administrative

determination made without a hearing.

The decision rendered

by the administrative agency informed the grievant of his
right to appeal the decision to the Merit Systems Protection

Board or to file a civil action in district court within 30

)

--

days.
4
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On June 16, 1995, the grievant filed an appeal with the
Merit systems Protection Board concerning his EEO complaint.
on June 30, 1995, the grievant's case
be heard before a

regional

was

arbitrator.

scheduled

to

Subsequently, an

administrative law judge for the Merit Systems Protection
Board granted the qrievant's request to dismiss the appeal
without prejudice so that he might pursue his contractual
rights in arbitration.

The dispute, however, did not reach

the regional arbitrator because the Employer challenged the
substantive arbitrability of the dispute based on the grievant's
appeal to the Merit Systems Protection Board.

When the parties

were unable to resolve the matter, it proceeded to arbitration
at the national level.

V.

POSITION OF THE PARTIES

A.

The Employer

The Employer contends that the underlying grievances in
this case are not arbitrable due to the parties' agreement

as codified in Article 16.9 of the National Agreement.
Empl¥yer

-also
~-·

March 3, 1988.

The

relies on a Memorandum of Understanding dated
It is the position of the Employer that, once

the grievant appealed his EEO complaint to the Merit Systems
Protection Board, he waived any right

to

proceed through

the arbitration system set forth in the parties' collective
bargaining agreement.

It is the belief of the Employer-:..that
5

_)

_,...

____________________________________________
Article 16.9 of the collective bargaining agreement clearly

and unequivocally precludes "preference eligible" employes
who exercise their right to appeal to the MSPB from seeking
additional resolution within the contractually negotiated

grievance procedure.

It is also the position of the Employer that circumstances

of this case are not such that they create an exception to
explicit language in the parties' agreement.

Management

argues that merely because the present dispute deals with an

EEO claim does not justify deviation from the written agreement.
According to the Employer, if such an exception was intended
to become a part of the parties' agreement, it was the obligation
')

of the Onion at the bargaining table to have the exception
expressly codified in the parties' agreement.

The fact that

it has not been expressly incorporated into the National
Agreement allegedly proves that no such exception exists in

the parties' labor contract.
Moreover, management rejects the Union's allegation

that neither' Article 16.9 nor the Memorandum of Understanding .
applies in this case.

that

legis~ation

It is the contention of the Employer

calling for EEO claims of "preference

eligible" employes to be appealed through the Merit Systems
Protection Board does not establish any additional rights for
such employes.

Rather, the legislation simply established a

process that enables a "preference eligible" employe to

exercise rights under the Veterans' Preference Act, according
)

to the Employer.

Finally, management alleges that arbitral
6
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authority at the national level supports its position in this
dispute and that any other conclusion would produce a harsh
result.

B.

The National Association of Letter carriers

The National Association of Letter carriers contends that
the grievant did not waive access to arbitration by appealing
the denial of his EEO complaint to the Merit Systems Protection
Board.

Previous arbitral awards allegedly have interpreted

Article 16.9 of the parties' agreement in a way that suggests
a strong presumption against waiver.

To overcome the

presumption against waiver, a party allegedly must clearly
and unambiguously establish such a forfeiture.

The National

Association of Letter carriers believes that the parties'

agreement is far from clear and unambiguous with regard to the
issue of EEO appeals to the Merit systems Protection Board.
It is the contention of the National Association of
Letter Carriers that, pursuant to Article 16.9, employes
waive theH::. right to arbitration only when appealing to the
Merit Systems Protection Board pursuant to the Veterans'
Preference Act.

According to the Union's theory of the case,

the grievant used EEO procedures to assert his right to be
free from racial discrimination under Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act.

Regulations of the Equal Employment Opportunities

Commission allegedly require "preference eligible" employes
7

)

to use this process, although they are not necessarily filing
a claim under the Veterans' Prefernce Act.

Hence, there

alle9edly was no waiver in this case.
The National Association of Letter Carriers also contends
that the 1988 Memorandum of Understanding, although negotiated

after the procedures for filing "mixed.. cases had been
established, failed specifically to address the issue of such
"mixed case" appeals.

Since the parties did not clearly

express an intent to adopt the nwaiver" procedure in the
Memorandum of Understanding and to apply it to the type of
dispute before the arbitrator, the Union argues that it does
not have such an effect.

Moreover, a regional arbitrator

specifically addressed the issue and allegedly found in favor
of the position of the National Association of Letter Carriers.
Finally, the Union contends that three national arbitration
decisions on which the Employer relies actually support the
position of the Union.

c.

The American· Postal Workers .union

The American Postal Workers Union adopts the position of
the National
Association of Letter carriers insofar as it
·»:
addresses Article 16.9 of the parties' agreement. To the extent,
however, that the position of the National Association of
Letter Carriers is premised on the 1988 Memorandum of Understanding,
tho American Postal Workers Union asserts that it is not bound
by any obligations, since it was not a party to that agreement.

\

)
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VI.

ANALYSIS

Like Scylla and Charybdis of old, the modern concept of
substantive arbitrability guards the gateway to

arbitration~

and an arbitrator's steering a correct course is as important
to the parties.

As a consequence of numerous prior decisions

on the topic of substantive arbitrability, the parties possess
an extensive institutional knowledge of issues involving
subject matter

~urisdiction.

There is little utility in

reviewing principles that are all too familiar to them.

This

case, however, is different in that the matter of substantive
arbitrability at issue in the dispute hinges to a large
extent on interplay between federally aiandated procedures and
the parties' negotiated aqreement.

There is a dearth of

quidelines on this complex aspect of substantive arbitrability
and little informative authority.

To gain a clearer understanding of the issue, it is
useful to contrast "adverse action" procedures.

action" is defined as;

An "adverse

removal, suspension for more than 14

days,reduction in grade, reduction in pay or a furlough of 30 ..
days or less.

(See, 5

u.s.c.

7512).

Procedures exist for

"preference eligible" employes and "nonpreference eligible"

employes

bOth

in a non-EEO case.

A "preference eligible"

refers to a military veteran who may have rights under the
Veterans' Preference Act.

-.....
9

-~
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Ric;rhts of a "preference eligible" employe in a non-EEO
case could be diagrammed as follows:

PREFERENCE BLIG:IBLE EMPLOYE

File step 1

or
step 2 Grievance

~y

File Appeal
and

with MSPB

appeal Step 2
Adniinistra ti ve

decision to Step 3

MSPB Hearing

A~bitration

In a non-EEO situation, all employes receive only one
chance for a full hearing on the merits concerning an adverse
action.

The Merit Systems Protection· Board gives special

consideration to "preference eligible" employes.

An appeal,

however, through this administrative process means that an .
The waive~·

employe waives rights to an arbitration hearing.

constitutes a compromise between the special status of
"preference eliqible" employes and the impracticality of
compelling the Employer to defend against two claims each in

a different forum arjsing from the same event.
a Title VII complaint alleging employment

Once, however,

discri~ination

been filed, the process undergoes a significant change.

has
This

change is not mandated by the parties' agreement but by federal
\

_)

statutes.

{See, 29 CFR § 1614 and 5 USC § 7702.)
10
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It is useful to contrast the difference

between

"nonpreference eligible" employes and "preference eligible ..
employes who pursue a complaint before the Equal Employment
Opportunities Com.mission

The system is designed as follows

for a "nonpreference eligible" employe in an EEO case:
"NON-PREFERENCE ELIGIBLE''· EMPLOYEE IN AN EBO CASE

File Step 1 or
Ste_p 2 Grievance

Request EEO Counselinq

and

~
Agency Investigation
and Decision without
Hearin9

'11
May appeal Step 2
decision to Step 3

and

Arbitration

Civil Action

May Appeal to EF.OC
f~r

Administrative
Heari~.

An even more complicated system is available to

"preference eligible" employes in an EEO case.

The design is

as follows:

11
..

)

"PREFERENCE ELIGIBLE 0 EMPLOYEES IN AN EEO CASE

,----~__.;.._-·
__,

AlWE&SE

File step 1 or
Step 2

=r

I EB>

aAJM~--_::;;...-·

Request .EEO

Grievanc~

and

'Counseling

---

ana

File appeal
~ith

..

MSPB

~
May appeal Step 2

decision to Step 3
Arbitration.

Em Agency

Ai.l!!llC'J'

and

Investigation

lll'leStigation
and Decision

and Decision
Without Hearing

Without Hearjng

~
.Administrative

-

ox:

MSPB Hearing:

'1t

Civil

Action

May appeal to EEOC!

for administrative
hearing

•
In.a ,.mixed" case (that is, one involving an EEO claim
of a "preference eligible" employe), federal regulations
require that "preference eligible" employes process any ci"aim
through the Merit Systems Protection Board if a-"preference·,
eligible" e.mploye is to receive an administrative hearing _on·

the merits of the EEO claim.
1614.30~).

(See, 5 USC § 7702 and 29 CFR

Moreover, if such an individual is to have a

claim heard at all by the Equal Employment Opportunities
Commission, it is necessary, first, to proceed through the
Merit Systems Protection Board.
~

(For examples of mixed cases,

Werners v. Dept. of Navy, 7 MSPR 272, 7 MSPB 171 (1981),

or Portlock v. VA, 14 MSPR 359 (1983), 16 MSPR 92 ~J9~3},

)

reaffirmed.)

The right to an administrative hearing by the
12

Equal Employment Opportunities commission is guaranteed to
"preference eli9iblett employes regardless of their decision
to grieve the matter to arbitration.

(See, 29 CFR 1614.401.07).

The purpose of federal regulations which route EEO claims
through the Merit Systems Protection Board is to avoid
inconsistent results in simultaneous EEOC and MSPB hearings.
Accordingly, EEO claims and MSPB appeals are combined into
one process.

This results in a mandated MSPB hearing before

an EEO claim may reach the Equal Employment Opportunities

Commission.
The United States Supreme Court has held that all federal
employes are entitled to such protection.

(See, Brown v.

General Services Administration, 42 U.S. 820, 96 S. Ct. 1961
(1976)).

It is clear that "nonpreference eligible" employes

with an EEO claim are entitled to an administrative hearing
on the matter.

Such a choice does not waive an individual's

right to gain access to the arbitration procedure in the
parties' agreement.

Theoretically, it should be no different

for "preference eligible" e11ployes.
Since federal legislation mandates that "preference

Eligible" employes must appeal EEO claims through the Merit

Systems Protection

Board~

it is not reasonable to conclude

that such employes have made a meaningful choice between the
Merit Systems Protection Board and a negotiated arbitration
system.

I

Such an individual is merely pursuing an EEO claim

by federally mandated procedures.

This is a statutory process

which should not affect an employe's rights under
13

the-pa~ties'

)
collect_ive bargaining agreement, unless the parties have
expressly included such procedures in their agreement.
Such a design grants to "preference eliqible" employes
an opportunity for a full hearing in two forums, and it is
conceivable that the Employer might be compelled to defend
itself in two cases.

such inefficiency, however, is not

unique to "preference eligible" employes.

As observed in

another arbitration case, "nonpreference eliglble" employes
who pursue EEO claims get "two bites of the apple."
Case No. S4N-3U-D 13382, p. 7).

(See,

It would be a highly curious

result, if, due to the special status accorded "preference
eligible" employes, they received fewer rights within their
)

place of employment.

Neither legislation nor labor contract

supports such a result.
A regional arbitrator for the parties addressing the
same basic problem offered these insightful comments:
The basis of the prohibition in [Article 16),
Section 9 is to prevent two "bites of the apple"
and to prevent a burdensome procedure of both
contesting the grievance and the appeal by the
Employer. However, it must be noted that the
removal of the ri~ht to arbitrate is limited""°to the
holder of veteran s rights in e~ercising his rights
under the Veteran's Preference Act. Section 5
defines the rights as a right to file under the
provis'i~ns of the MSPB.

)

In this case, grievant filed an action under
his r.ights under the Equal Employment Opportunity
Act. He ended up with the MSPB, not through
exercise of his rights of the Veterans Preference
Act, but by procedural requirements of the EEOC.
There is no contractual prohibition of arbitration,
or waiver of grievance procedure/arbitration rights
for EEOC discrimination claims. There is also no
contract prohibition of arbitration for filing
before the MSPB.

/

'

r
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The only prohibition occurs if he files with
the MSPB as an exercise of his Veterans Preference
Act rights. It is the Employer's burden to
demonstrate that this has occurred. In this it has
failed. The evidence demonstrates that the MSPB
proceeding resulted from exercise of qrievant 1 s
rights under the EEOC, not the Veterans Preference
Act. To proceed through the EEOC, a protected
activity, 9rievant must first file with the MSPB
and appeal a negative response to the EEOC.
(See,
Exhibit No. 23, pp. 7-8, emphasis added).

While recognizing it as an anomalous result, the Employer
argued that this is precisely the design for which the parties
bargained.

A deeply rooted belief in freedom of contract in

the United States honors even imprudent barqains between the
parties as long as they are not unconscionable, and it is for
the parties to negotiate their own bargain without the
intrusion of an arbitrator into the validity of an agreement
based on personal beliefs about equity.
Rhodes,

38~

(See, e.g., Bliss v.

N.E.2d 512 (1978); and Black Industries, Inc. v.

Bush, 110 F. supp. 801 (1953)).

For an arbitrator to conclude

that a bargain has crossed the line and has become one that
no person in his or her right senses would make, there must
be compelling evidence.

The question in this case is not

whether the Union agreed to an improvident bargain it now
wants to avoid but, rather, what was the intent of the parties
in Article 16.9.

n general standard of preference in contract interpretation
is the principle that express terms of the parties' aqreement

provide the best expression of their commitments to each other.
(See, Restatement (Second) of contracts, § 203, comment d,
94 (1981)).

Express terms in the parties' National
15

A~reement,

)

however, failed to establish the anomalous contractual
interpretation for which the Employer argued.

The relevant

contractual provision is Article 16.9, and it states that:
A preference eligible is not hereunder deprived of
whatever rights of appeal such employee may have
under the Veterans' Preference Act; however, if the
employee appeals under the Veterans' Preference· Ac·t,
the employee thereby waives access to any procedure
under the Agreement beyond step 3 of the 9rievancearbi tra tion procedure. (~,Joint Exhibit No. 1,
emphasis added).
Article 16.9 of the agreement simply failed to address "mixed"
cases or disputes involving EEO claims.

Evidence presented

at the arbitration hearing established that, at the time the
article came into existence in 1971, "mixed case" procedures

did not exist.

(~,

NALC Exhibit Nos. 16 and 18).

Nor did the 1988 Memorandum of Understanding, executed

after the parties established the "mixed" case procedure,
explore or even mention such disputes.

There simply is

nothing expressed in the Memorandum of Understanding to
indicate that the"Memorandum was or was not intended to
apply in such circumstances.

Evidence that the parties might have

intended it to cover such situations came from Mr. Stephen
Furgeson, Appeal Review Specialist with the Office of EEO
Appeals and ... compliance for the Employer.

He testified as

follows:
Q
Do you recall any discussion involving
representatives of both the employer and the union
with respect to mixed case complaints?

A
I don't recall the discussion in specific
detail as far as this was concerned. l know it
was an issue that had come up•
It was certainly a
problem in our minds, because.that was one of th~ issues that was causing it.
16
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Q
Well, I -- let's be precise here, because
there may or may not have been issues in both our
minds. I'n asking you the very narrow question
whether you can presently recall any discussion with
any representative of the union in which there was
explicit reference to mixed case complaints.
A
I don't have crystal clear, verbatim
recollection. I do have a strong impression that
when we had originally discussed it --

MR. SECULAR:

Well, Mr. Arbitrator, I would
I'm asking for a
recollection as to a specific discussion.

object to any impressions.
ARBITRATOR SNOW:

I think he was about to state

a recollection, but it was a more vague recollection.
But if that's not what you were about to do, perhaps
you ought not. But you may state a recollection.
THE WITNESS: The vague -- recollection ~~~t
recall is, when we had these general meetings
to set up the process to come up with such an
agreement, that this was one of the troubling
areas. The mixed case process was part of the
troubling areas that we were trying to address.
I

)

It
was just one of the general areas that came up when
we discussed it with Larr~ and Bill Downes and
myself. (See, Tr., pp. 63-64, emphasis added).
I

didn't have detailed discussion on it.

Beyond a vague recollection unsupported by any hinted of
detail, the arbitrator received no evidence that "mixed case"

appeals constituted a pervasive problem or a topic of mutual
discussion at the time the parties negotiated the relevant
Memorandum of Understanding.
fail~d

Such insubstantial evidence

to support the sort of significant deviation for which

managemen1;: argued.

As .Justice Cardozo once observed, "The

law will be slow to impute a purpose, in the silence of the
parties, where the significance of the default is grievously
out of proportion to the oppression of the forfeiture."
(See, Jacob and Youngs v. Kent, 230 N.Y. 239 (192i)}. 17
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There is no express language in the parties' agreement
addressing the issue before the arbitrator.
that the parties' agreement

forces

Any conclusion

a waiver of rights to

arbitration on the part of "preference eligible" employes

must be implied.

While implications are "standard stuff in

the process of contract reading," evidence is required to
establish that the implied term is consistent with the
reasonable expectations of the parties.

(See, Mittenthal

and Block, NAA Proceedings for the 42nd Annual Meeting, 65,

66 (1989)).

Some implications in contract interpretation

result from well-established default rules.

If an ambiguity

or a gap has been left in an agreement, an arbitrator might

resolve an ensuing dispute based on implications flowing from
a default rule.
Arbitrators, for example, have implied a "good fait.h"
term in collective bargaining agreements because there is a
well-established principle in the common law of the shop that
there is a duty of good faith in the performance of labor
contracts.

But no such default rule provides a basis for

concluding that a waiver occurred in this case, absent
documentary or testamentary evidence to the contrary.
Testimony

from

one witness provided relatively insubstantial

evidence to support a conclusion that the parties intended
the 1988 Memorandum of Understanding to cover the area in
dispute.

Arbitrators are slow to impute a contractual

forfeiture without more substantial evidence.
As the parties know from an earlier decision,

)
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th~re-is
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strong arbitral presllllption against construing unclear

contractual language as setting forth a waiver or forfeiture
of rights.

(See, case No. H7C-3D-D 13422, p. 13).

Apart

from a clear contractual term, an intention of waiver is not
easily presumed by arbitrators and needs considerable evidence

to support it.

The Employer in this case argued that clear

and unambiguous language of Article 16.9 in the parties'
.agreeraent as well as the 1988 Memorandum of Understanding
expressed an unassailable intent of the parties to waive
arbitration rights of "preference elig"ible" employes with
EEO claims, if they appealed their right through the Merit

Systems Protection Board.
Yet, neither language of Article 16.9 in the parties•

agreement nor the 1988 Memorandum of Understanding expressly
examined the issue.

There was no direct or indirect reference

in either document to "mixed case" situationsevidence was inconclusive.

Testa11lentary

In view of a need fo:r...ca clear_ and:

unmistakable expression of a waiver in this case, the process
of implication ultimately is not helpful.

There is no

credible basis -for implying that language in the parties'
agreement precluded the grievant from pursuing the matter in

-·•.-

arbitration.

The Employer also argued that prior national arbitration
decisions support an implication of a waiver in this case.
None of the cases cited by the Employer, however, addressed

the issue of waiver when appealing an EEO claim.
Nos. AB-W-113 69 and NB-N

4980-D~

Case No. AC-N-8662=0;-case

No. H4C-3W-W 40195; and Case No. H7C-3D-D 13422.)
19

(See, Case

Those

)

cases examined the timing of waivers and not a need for a

clear and unmistakable implication of a waiver.

While the

cases were enlightening with regard to the scope and purpose
of the "Veterans Preference waiver" provision of Article 16,
they failed to analyze "mixed case" situations directly or
by implication.

It should be noted, however, all those cases

hiqhliqhted the fact that the special status given to "preference
eligible .. employes was not intended to place them at a

disadvantage with regard to their rights under the negotiated
agreement.

Accordingly, the decisions may not be used in

this case to support an interpretation which almost certainly
would accomplish such a result.

)
/
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AWARD

Having carefully considered all evidence submitted
by the parties concerning this matter, the arbitrator

concludes that the grievance is substantively arbitrable
and that there is arbitral jurisdiction to proceed to the
merits of the case.

The grievant did not waive his right

to arbitration under the parties'

collective

bargaining

agreement by appealing the denial of his EEO complaint to

the Merit Systems Protection Board.

The matter is remanded

to a regional arbitrator for a hearing on the merits of
the case.

It is so ordered and awarded.

)
-

Carlton J. Snow
Professor of Law

-•.-
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Nr. Willia• Burrus
Executive Vice President
A..aerican Postal Worker&
Union, Al"L-CIO
1300 L Street, N.W.
Washington, PC 20005-4107
Dear Rr. Burrus:
This f g in respons~ to the issues you raised in your letter
of December 18, 1987, and Step 4 grievance (B7C-NA-C 21,
dated June 29, 1988) concerning the aaintenance of employee
disciplinary records, as vell as the Step 4 9riev~nea

(B4C-SR-C 43882) challenging the aanageaent practice of
including in past eleaent listings of disciplinary actions
the oriqioal action issued and' the final action resulting
f roa aodification of the original action.

In full and final settlement of all disputes on these iasues
it is a9reed that:

1.

2.

All records of totally overturned disciplinary
actions vill be removed from the supervisor's
personnel records as vell as froa the enployee•a
Officiml Personnel Folder.
If • disciplinary action hac been aodified, the
original action say be aodified by pen and ink
changes so as to obscure the ori9inal disciplinary
action in the eaploye•#G Official Petsonnel folder

and supervisor's personnel records, or the prigin&l
action JUaY be deleted f roa the record~ and the
diacipline record reissued ac aodified.

)
.. /

l

3.

In the past element liitings in disciplinary
actions, only the final action resulting froa a
aodified disciplinary action vill be included,
except vhen aodification is the reault of a •last
chance• ut.tlesent,. or if discipline is t.o b4ll

reduced to a lesser penalty after an intervening
period of tiae and/or certain condition& are met.
Please indicate your agreement by s19nia9 and returning a
copy of this letter.
Sinc•rely,.

iJ

Step en

9 - - - ~w,.,..,.~~~-"¥~8~u'-""'r~r"'-:l......;...;;..-=~~~~~-

~neral

Grievanc and Arbitration
.Div!cioc

DATE~

xecutive Vice President
A.aerican Postal Workers
Onion, A!"L-CIO
DATE

........
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
LaOOI Ael.!WOna Department
475 L'Enfant Plaza. SN
Waa.hlngtOn. oc 20290-4100

Mr. Lawrence G. Hutchins
Vice President

National Association of
Letter Carriers, A!'L-CIO
100 Indiana Avenuev N.w.
Washinqton, DC 20001-2197
Re::

C. Hietzel
Bakersfield, CA
R4N-5G-D 7167

Dear Rr. Hutchins:
On Oecellber 14, 1988, a neetin9 vaa held vith the NALC
Director of City Delivery, Brian Farris, to discuss the
above-captioned grievance
the fourth step of our

at

contractual grievance procedure.
The issue in this grievance is the extent to which prior
discipline aay be utilized under the terns of Article 16.10
of the National Agreement.

we aqreed that a notice of discipline vhich is subsequently
fully rescinded, whether by settlement, arbitration award, or
independent aana9eaent action, shall be deaaed not to have
been •1niti&ted• for purposes of Articl• 16. S&ction 10, and
may not be cited or considered in any subsequent disciplinary
action.

Accotdin9ly, we aqreed to remand this caae to the parties at
Step 3 for further processing, includinq arbitration if

necessary.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as
your acknovled9aent of agreement to reaand this case.

Kr. Lawrence G. Hutchins

2

Time limits were extended by mutual consent.

Sincerely,

Grievance & Arbitration
Division

Lawrence G. Hutchins
Vice President
National Association of Letter
Carriers, ArL-CIO
(Date)

//~/!z
•

)

l>11ut1 S1ATU Pcis1A.t StJMC.f

47!.l"l•r»d l'IA.7• 'iNI
WA.~11c.1•c_.j OC 202fO

Mr. Robert L. Tunstall
Director
Clerk craft Division
American Postal Workers
Union, AFL-C:tO
1300 L Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20005-4128

Re:

H4T-SD-D 15115
Local
Seattle WA 98134

Dear Mr. Tunstall:
Recently we met in a prearbitration discussion of the
above-referenced case.
The issue in this case is whether management violated the National
Agreement by listing disciplinary actions over two years old as
agqravatin9 factors on a notice of proposed removal, even though
the employee had received no discipline for a period of two years.
After reviewinq this matter, the parties mutually agreed that, in
accordance with Article 16, Section 10, "records ot a disciplinary
action against an employee shall not be considered in any
subsequent disciplinary action if there has been no disciplinary
action initiated against the employee for a period of two years.•
Therefore, such records of disciplinary action should not be cited
in a notice of proposed removal. However, the Postal Service is
not precluded from introducing such prior disciplinary action for
purposes of rebuttal or impeachment in the grievance procedure, in
arbitration, or in other forums of appeal.
Please siqrr and return the enclosed copy of this letter as your
ackno~ledgment of agreement to close case H4C-5D-D 15115 and
remove it trom the pending national arbitration listing.
Sincerely,

.

./

)

An tho
Mana r
Grievance and Arbitration
Labor Relations

Robert L. Tunstall
Director
clerk Craft Division
American Postal Workers
Union, AFL-CIO
Date:

9-l-'i3

.-:-')'l

....

.

:::~

February 22, 1985
Mr. Houston Ford, Jr.
Executive Director
National Post Office Mail
Handle~s, Watchmen, Messengers
and Group Leaders, AFL-CIO
1225 19th Street, N.W., Suite 450
·washington, o.c.
20036-2411
Dear Mr.

Ford:

On F~bruary 20 you met with John Ingram in prearbitration
discussion of HlM-3A-C 14019, Dallas, Texas. The issue in
this grievance is whether outdated disciplinary action "cover
sheets" should be removed from the supervisor's personnel
records per section 314.53 of the Employee and Labor
Rela4:ions Manual.

It was mutually agreed, to fully settle this case as follows·

)

"Cover letters" or notations concerning outdated
disciplinary notices or decision letters, and the
requested removal of such from the employee's
of:icial personnel folder will be removed from and
not maintained in the supervisor's personnel
records.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter
acknowledging your agreement to settle this case, withdrawing
HlM-3A-C 14019 from the pending national arbitration
listing.
Sincerely,
/S/
William E. Henry, Jr.
Direc":or'
office of Grievance and
Arbitration
Labor Relations Department

/S/

Houston Ford, Jr.
2/25/86
Executive Director
National Post Office Mail
Handlers, Watchmen,
Messengers and Group
Leaders, AFL-CIO

Enclosure
LR320:FMDyer:jda:02/20/85

\

)
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February 19, 1982

Mr. Kenneth D. Wilson
Administrative Aide, Clerk Craft
American Postal Workers Union, AFL-CIO
817 - 14th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20005
Re:

K. Schroff
Jacksonville, FL
B8C-3t·i-C-22224

32203

.

Dr:ar Hr. Wil.Gen:

On February 17, 1982, you mPt with Margaret Oliver for a
pre-a~bitration discussion of the above-referenced case.

)

The issue raised in this case involved the use of camera
equipment by union stewards tc photograph mail processing
operations· on postal premises.
During the discussion, it was mutually agreed to resolve the
case based on an understanding that the use of camera
equipment by union stewards to photograph mail processing
op~rations
postal premises is not within the purview of
Article XVII.

on

sign a copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of
agreement to r~solve this case.

Pleas~

Sincerely,
~igned} ~eorge ~ McOougald
George s. McDouga
General Manager
Grievance Division
Labor Relations Depar

...

__

)

Administrative Aide, Clerk Craft
American Postal Workers Union,
AFL-CIO

.,

.:~

> ... >.}
./

.

Mr. Lonnio L. John~on
National President
National Post Offico Mail Hanctl~rs,
Watchmen, Messongers and Group

AUG 21

·1sas

Lenders, AFL-CIO
Suite 450
1225 19th Street, N.H.
W~shington,

D.C.

20036-2411
Rot .•

Class Action - Mail Handlers
BMC, St. Louis, HO
HlM-4K-C 7453

Dear Mra Johnson:
On several occasions, we mat with your raprnsenta~ivo to
discuss tho above-captioned grievanco at the fourth etep· of
our contractual grievance proc_octuro.

,

.

The issue in this grievance is whethar stewards designated by
the Union are being denied thG right to function on their
assigned tours in accordance with provisions of Articl~ 17,
Section 2.A., of the National~Agrnemont.
After roviewin9 this matter, we mutually agreed that no
national inturprotive iseuQ is fairly pr0uented in this cnse.
TherB is no di~pute b0twoen tho parties as to the lanQuage
set forth in the above-referonced section of tho National
Agreement which provides that ~.tho·~ solectiort and appointme.nt
of &towards or chief stewards.is the solo and exclusive
function of the Union and thaf stuwards will be certified to
raprasant employeeB in speclf ic work locati6ns o~ thoir ·
tours. Moreover, we concurred in the viQW that Article 17,
Soction 2.A., specifically provides that no moro than ono
steward may be cortif ied to reprosant omployoea in a
particulnr work location and requires that tho numbor of
stewards &hall be in ncccrdanco with th• formula ner,Jotiatod
hat~een our resr~ctivo organizationn.

·.:..

")
-·--·

Mr. Lonnin L. Johnson

2
).

With the foregoing in mind, wo further agreed to remand this
grievanco t~ tho partios at Step 3 for return to the local
lovel. The parties ~t tho loc~l lavel ~hould tako tho steps
nocoss~ry to rasolvc this mnttor, be~ring in ~ind tha
contractual right of tho Union to appoint steward• to
represent ~mployees· in spocif ic work locations ori thoir tours
and the contractual provision prohibitin9 the·cortification
of more than on~ steward to r~prosent employoes in a particular ~ork location. Any arranQament as to the number of
stawards must be in strict acc:ordanco with the formula set
forth in Article 17, Section 2.A., of the National Agrcemont.

:':

Please sign nnd return the enclosed copy of this letter aa
.your acknowledgment of agroement to remand this caac.
Sincerely,

.

.. .:··

n e L.
ational President·
National Post Office Mail Handlers,
Watchmen, Messengers, and Group
"Loaders, AFL-CIO
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
475 1.'Enfant ,,UL SW
WUlll"Qton,

0C 20260

Mr. Halline Overby

MAY 2 4 1984

As& iat.tnt Secretary-Tre.asur&r

National Association of Letter
carriers, A.Ft-C!O
100 Indiana Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. · 20001-2197

Re:

R. Spiegler
Enfield, CT 06082
HlN-lJ-C 5026

Dear Mr. Over.by:

.)

On Pebruary 17, 1984, and ag4in on Hay 2, l98~ve met to
discuss the above-captioned case at the fourtli step of the
contractual grievance procedure aet forth in the 1991
Naeional Agreement.
The question raised in this gr!ev~nce is whether management
violated Article 17 of the National Aqree~ent by not allowing
the alternate stevard time to process a g_rievance which he
had initiated.

During our discussion, it vas mutually agreed that the
following woul.d represent a. full settlement of this case.

On<:e an alternate stevard ha.s initiated a·
grievance, the ~lternata ste~ard may continue
processing t:h&t grievance, a~ detertz1ined by
the union. However, only one stevard will be
given time for processinq the grievance.
Please si9n and return the· enclosed copy of this letter as
your acxnovledgment of the agreement to eeetle this case.
Time limits were extended by mutual consent.

Sincerely,

··)4{{)_~~
Uii

·j

esn;;ili. Bay
tabor

R~lations

Department

Rall ne over
Secretary-Tr
~ational Association of
Assist~nt

Carrier3~·AFL-CIO

urer
etter

.:
·.

::"'~11S
l'Ot"~r
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EMPLOYEE ANO 1.ASOR AELA TlONS GROUP
WuhlnQfOl'I. OC

20260

OEC 2 l rJ77

Mr.

T'hom.U

D. Riley

Aa.11.i:atac t S4cre t:.a..:y-'t'r41 .U\l%el:'
Had.onal ~•ociation ot IAtu..:
Car.riera, Al'I.-C:IO
100 Indi&na Avenue, NW
.CW:: 20001

Wu~c;-ton,

lt:ii i

r. Gi~=
Sou.s'COl:l, TX
!IC•S-4915/NSSW-9420

~ F~ary

22, l.977 and aubs4'q'llerit d.at4Ull, we met vi't.h you to di:tc:u.:ua
the· .!IJ>o"a'e-e.apdoned g:rlevan'c:a a~ · t.he t~ •~•P of our ccntra.c:tu.a.l.·

. grie~C$ p.:oeedu=11a.

· ·

'l'he U.ttars. presented by you u veil as tjle appUca.ble contract~
provi.aic:=s hAV4t ~GA
. re'dwod and qiv~ c:ueful. condd.eracion.

.

'l.'b.1.s lott.6.r vil.l •err.. eo ela..ri.fy OQr lettiar of d.eei~ion. en ti1e ra:!arancG>d
grievance ca.sea da.tec:l April 14, 1377.

Tho pol.icy su~t ot J'Uly ~6, 1976, u iz:l con.fo11Unoe vith the
to::=ul..a eonu.ined in Article XVI.%, Seed.on 2 !)f th• National. -Aqre~.nt:.
!Adi at~
.be cU'Cllied to :rapnse.Qt . employ.es· l i a •Pe~fi<: "VOr:X
loeaticn. U tlie.t ~dis absent, an a..tuxna.te M.y •~ in hi.B
n.o&4. liJ.J. ~ l:leod no'C :be absesit before an a.lta.rnaee i:a ..Uov~
to n~.fl.llmt ..-Ploy•ea.( !ii acc:or:&itica w:i.Eh th• il>Ove, ·EJiii. gri~van<:e l~

viii

ccnal:dUia'. ~ :s:; closed.

.·
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
475 L'Enfant PlllZB, SW
Washington, DC 20260

May 20, 1982

Mr. Vincent R.•. Sombrotto
President
·
National Association of Letter
Carriers, AFL-CIO
100 Indiana Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001
Re:

Branch 540
Palmyra, New Jersey

NALC

H8N-2B-C-·12054

Dear Mr. Sombrotto:
On May 20, 1982, we met in a pre-arbitration discussion on
the above-captioned case. The issue presented in this case
involv.es whether.a union member actively employed at a post
office can be designated as the Union representative for a
Step 2 meeting at another post office under the provisions
set forth in Article 17, Section 2.0.
The specific language in question states:
aAt the option of a Union, representatives not on
the employer's payroll shall be identified to
perform the functions of a steward or chief steward,
provided such representatives are certified in
writing to the Employer at the regional level and
providing such representatives act in lieu of
stewaras designated under the provisions of 2A or 2B
above." (Underscoring added}

In full settlement of the interpretive dispute presented in
this case, the parties mutually agree to the following:
-1.

~-)

A Union member actively employed in a post office
may be designated as a Union representative to
. process a grievance at another post office.

.

---· ··--

·-

··--·----~---- ....

-----·--··- -··

...

Mr. Vincent R.

Somb~otto

-- ......

2

~.

Such employee must be certified in writing, to the
Employer at the regional level.

3.

An employee so certified will not be on the
Employer's official time and will be compensated by

the Union.

4.

An employee so certified will act in lieu of the
steward designated under Article 17, Section 2.A and
2.B. at the facility where the· grievance was
initiated.

Please sign the copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of
this mutually agreed settlement.
Sincerely,

William E.
Director
Off ice of Griev
and
Arbitration
Labor Relations Department
~R300:WEHenry:ltd:S/14/82

~~)
illCent R. SombrOtto DATE
.
Presi"dent
.
. Natio!!al Association of
Lett;.er Carriers, AFL~CI.O

cl

;J /

I

~b ~ J

INTERPR3TIVE AGREEM.EN'l'

BETWEEN THE
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
AND THE
AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION, AFL-CIO

The issue presented to the parties in this instance involves
whether a union.member actively employed at a post office can
be designated as the Union representative for a Step 2
meeting at another post office under the provisions in
Article 17, Section 2.d.
·
The specific language at issue provides:

)-)

-·.

"At the option of a Union, re?resentativ~s not on
the ·emplo1er 1 s payroll shall be identified to perform the unctions of a steward or chief steward,
provided such representatives are certified in
writing to the Emoloyer at the regional level and
providing sucn representatives act in lieu of
stewards desi9nated under the.provisions of 2A or
2B above.•

(Underscoring added}

In full settlement of the-interpretive dispute presented ·in
this case, the parties mutually agree to the following:
1.

A Onion member actively employed in a post
off ice may be designated as a Union
reores~).l.ta.tive to process a grievance at
post off ice •..

anoth.er.

2.

such employee must be certified in writing,
to the Employer ~t the regional level.

3.

.An employee so certified will not be on the
Employ~r 1 s

4.

_)

.·_

official time.

An employee so certified will act in lieu of
the steward designated under Article 17,
Section 2.A and 2.B. at the facility where
the grievance wa3 initiated •

!!iTER:PRETIVE AGREEMENT
0 SP S /AP'h"'U

2

Io witness whereof the parties hereto affix their signatures
below this 2nd day of June 1982.
For the
United States Postal Service:

For the Onion:

illiam Burrus
Executive Vice President

Postal Workers
Union, AFL".""CIO
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UNITED STATES POSTAL. SERVICE
Arbitration Cases Nos.

MB-NAT-S62

and

MB-NAT-936
NATIONAL POST OFFICE MAIL HANDLERS , :
WATCHMEN, MESSENGERS AND GROUP
LEADERS DIVISION OF THE IABORERS 1
INTERNATIONAL UNION OF NORTH
.A}JERICA~ AFL-CIO

.· Inglewood, California

....................................

ISSUED:

January,19, 1977

BACKGROUND

This national level arbi.tration involves two grievances, which took form at the Inglewood, California, Post
O£fice, wh.erein the Mail Handlers Union asserts that introduction of a new policy and procedure at Ingle·wood improp.erly
-restricts the rights of Union St;ewa::t.ds protected under Article ·
XVII of the 1973 National Agre.ement and also violat,es Articles
V and XIX.
A hearing was held on September 8, 1976 and
·
briefs thereafter filed as of November 18, 1976.

1

Article XVII, Sections 3 and 4, are· particularly
significant here.
They read:

2

"Section 3. Rights of Stewards.· When i t is
necessary for a steward to leave his work
area to investigate and adjust grievances,
he shall request permission from his imme-di...:..
ate ~upervisor and such regue~t shall not be
unreasonably denied. In the event his
duties require he leave his work area and

,·

/.

...,.)···
•

<'•

'·:·..cJ
..../

,
r

2.

MB-NAT-562;
MB-NAT-936

enter another area within the installation.or
post office,- he must also receive permis.sion
from the supervisor from the other area he
wishes to enter and such request shall not be

unreason.ably denied.
"The steward or chief steward may request and
shall obtain access through the appropriate
supervisor to.review the documents, files and
other records necessary for processing a
grievance, and shall have the ri.ght to interview the aggrieved employee, supervisors, and
witnesses during working hours. S:u:ch requests
shall not be unreasonably denied.
rr~:i,le serving as· a steward or chief steward,

an employee may not be involuntarily transferred to another shift or to ap.other facility
unless there is no job for which he is qualified on his shift or in his facility~ provided
that this paragraph shall not apply to rural
carriers.
"Section 4. Payment of Stewards. The Employer
will authorize payment only under the follow-

ing eonditions:
.

.

Grievances:
Steps 1 and.

:··\

)

aggrieved and one Union
steward (only as permitted
under the formula in Sec4ion
2A) for time actuaily spent
in.grievance handling~ includ{ng investigation and

2-~The

•

3.

MB-NAT-562)
MB-NAT-936

meetings with the Employer.·
The Employer will also compensate a steward for the
time reasona.b ly. nece.s sary
to write a grievance. .
Meeti.ngs called. by- the Employer for in~·
formation exchange and other conditions
designated
the Employe~·concerning .
contract ·application.

by

"Employer .authorized ·payment as outlined above ··
will be granted at the applicable straight time
rate,. providing t:he time spent is a part of
the stewar4's (only as:provided for under the
fo~mi:tla' in Section 2A) regular wor1:< day •. "

(Underss9ring ~dded~)
Late in 1974 Inglewood Post Office supervision be·came concerned that some Union· Stewards might be taking
excessive time to investigate and adjust· g:(ievances.
On
September 9, 1974 Acting Director of Mail Processing ~ord
sent a memorandum to all Inglewood.Mail Process~ng Super~
visors stating, in relevant part:

3

{

)'"·..
·...... _,.··
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4.

MB-NAT-562,
MB-NAT-936

'tt is Management's re-sponsibility to determine
amou..Lt'of 'reasonable time' to be allowed
·
steward to investigat~ ~nd/or prepare grievance (Oper 560). When such time is requested,
±~9uire from steward a specific time li¢t
·
and necessary information to justify that
time involvement.

"lf you ax:e satisfied., time request is jus.ti.fied, approved [sic] reque~t (using Form 7020,
in duplicate) with the understanding with
·
s.teward that steward will return to work no
later than.end of time approved. ·This will

eliminate need·for supervisor 1 s harassing
stewards to leave_ lunch room--which-practice

is

demeaning to s.teward, ·distasteful to' supe~

visor, and a waste of supervisor 1 s time--which
must stop, If a steward doesn't rett;o:n by
pre.scribed time, deal with that as a aisciplinary· problem. If steward needs more. time,
it i~ his responsibility to request same,'
which starts process over.
'
·

11

Jf ag:i;eement can 1 t be reached on appropriate
amount of time, refer.matter to Tour Supt
for resolution. 11
(Underscoring added.)

I
\

:.-)

·---...,

\

!
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. 5.

The Fo~m 7020,· to which reference is.made in the second paragraph, above q~oted, was deyelop~d by the Postal Se~vice for
. general use throughout it;s operation::;. The Form is referenced
specifically in Part.431 of Methods H~ndbook M-65, reading:
"431 Form 7020., Authorized Abs.ence from
Workroom Floor, will·be used to rec9rd
authorized.absences ;from assigned dutie.s
on the wo~kroom floor, e.g., scheme examination, visits to the medical untt,·etc.·
At the time Form 7020 is issued, record
the pers~:mnel change on Form 2345. to the
closest six minute int.erval. Upon the
employees return, .col.lect Form 7020 and.
record the change to the closest six
·
minute interval on Form 2345. The leaving
anq returning time:s on Form 7020 must coincide with time entries on Form 2345."

.·;)

(Underscoring added.)

·Form 7020 includes the following:

PATE

NAME OF EMPLOYEE OR NO. OF fMPlOYEES"

SUPERVISO:t"S

ll.\\E

lfilTIAlS
lEAVf UNIT -------j~

ARRIVE - - - - - , . - - - - i H

lfAVe~->I
P.ETURN TO UNIT

.

-~-----l:'""1

.,
I

..__-·~------~-----''--~------'----------~
REASOl-l f.OR A8SENCE

~s_·E_E_RE_V~E~RS_e_s1_o_e_F_.o_R_IN_S_T_R'!_CTIONS.
~!t~~o

7020

··--~·--·~==:j

~A·UJl-!~Rl:Z:ED ~·E:SENCE !.'.ROM WORKROOM FLOOR

.

')

·. __._>
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(Reverse Side)
INSTRUCTIONS ·
Use rhis form when employees lea\•c for sd1emc cxammadOns, meJic:1l u.i:lic, guide dmy, d,-i( defcns~.Jime...
devored to grie..-;inccs, consultations with personnel section and consul.ltion wich a<lminisuativc otnci:ds.
The roui: supervisor will i~sun: tbc collection of this
form from work center supervisors for transmittal ro the
Chief Accounranc·who \vill roc:il rime n.-cordcd on Forms.
7020 a!ld charge to :1ppropri:itc oper:icion numbci:.

(Underscoring added.)

Following issuance of Acting Director Ford!s
September 9, 1974 Memorandum, the Inglewood Post Office
discontinued using Form 702.0 to record time away from work
by Stewards o~ Union business, in early 1975, and substituted a locally developed form ent.itled 11Request· for
Official Time to Conduct Uni.on Business. n
'£his reads as
.follows:

_)

5
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11

REQUES.T FOR_ OFFICIAL TIME TO CONnq-cT UNION. BUSINESS

· DATE

APPROXIMATE

REQUESTED FOR WHAT PURPOSE
.

IF CONFERRING WITH

..
ANOTHER

TIME REQUESTED- - -HOURS - - - -MINUTES
----~~------------

.

.

EMPLOYEE - HIS/HERN~

______

...,...__

IF REVIEW OF RECORDS NEEDED, WHAT RECORD NEEDED - - - - - - - ' - - - . - - -

REQUEST TO MAKE LOCAL TELEPHONE GALLS
RELATING TO UNION BUSINESS (NO MESSAGE
UNITS~ TOLL OR LONG.DIST~CE CALLS.).
NUMBER CALLED

_______

REQUEST TO LEAVE WORK AREA ·
!SUPER,VISdR.
..
T·IME
INI'rIALS
AREA,

..

TITLE - UNION ORGANIZATION

I

LEAVE WORK

-'--......___

SIGNATURE· OF REQUESTING· EMPLOYEE . · .

I

..

ARRIVE OTHEB·
AREA
..
LEAVE OTHER
AREA
RETURN. WORK:
AREA

___

SIGNATURE OF APPROVING
DATE REQUEST GRANTED

I

SUPERVISOR
_,__

IF REQUEST IS DENTI'.D · - STATE REASON AND DATE DENIEP ------.,.....--._,........

· USE

OTEER ·sIDE IF

NEEDED

.IF REQUEST. IS DELAYED BEYOND DATE OF REQUEST> ·STATE REASON·.
ON A DAILY BASIS WHY REQUEST CANNOT BE GRANTED. ) .

USE OTHER SIDE IF 'NEE.DEtJ.

·.

(DOCUMENT

. ~·>.)·..

.

'·

.

·. _;,>

..
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8 ..

As a result of these developments the present grievances were 1 filed directly in Step 4 Qn October 18, 1974 and
February 2p, 1975,as national level grievancesLocal 303
of the Mail Handlers also filed unfair labor practice.charges
claiming violation of Sections 8-A-1 and 8-A-5 of the.Nation~l
Labor Relations Act.
On March 18, 1975 the NLRB declined
to issue a: complaint pending completion of the present arbitration proceeding.

6

· The Union now contends that the local policy
enunciated:in the September 9, 1974 Memorandum, and implemented through the new form introduced at Inglewood, violates
not o.n~y Art::icle XVII, Sect=!-on 3 of the National Agreement,
but: · al.so. Article XIX, which provides.:

7

"Copies of all handbooks, manuals and regulations of the Postal Service that contain sections that relate to wages, hours, and work~
:Lng conditions of employees covered by this
Agreem~nt shall be furnished to the Unions on
or before January 20~ 1974. Nothing in any
such handbook, manual, or regulation shall
conflict with this Agreement. Those parts of
any such handbook, manual~ or regulation that
directly relate to wages, hours, or worki~
conditions, a.s they apply to ertieloyees cover-_.;...
ed by this Agreement.~ shall be cont.inued in
effect exc.ept that the Employer shall have
the right to make changes that are not inconsistent with this Agreement .\:u;ld that are
fair, reason~ble and egu1table.
2

I

·'

..

. MB..:.NAT-562,
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9.

''Notic~ of·s~ch proposed changes that directiy

or

relate to wages' hours;
work:i,ng conditi.ons
will be·fu~nished to the Unions at. the national. level. at least 3.0 days prior tp ·issu~ce.
Th~ parties shcill ·meet concerning. such . changes.,
and if .the Unions believe that the proposed
changes .violate the Natic;mal Agre·emerit (in..:.
eluding this Article), they may submit the
is9ue to arbitraticm in accordance wttll Step ·
4 of the grievance-arbitration p~ocedure-. ·
within 3rr days after receipt of the notice
of proposed change. n
(Underscoring.added.)

)

..

The Union stresses that the September 9, 1974 Memorandum
assumes that it is Management's responsib~lity to determine
the "reasonable timeJl to investigate a grievanc;e and seeks to
limit a.. Steward, in advanc·e, to a fixed am9:up.t of titne for
such activity.
To require a.prior determination of the.
amount of time to investigate a grievance, says the Union,
is i~consistent with Article XVII, Sectton 3.
It agrees
that this Section ±equires the Steward to request permission to leave his work area, and gives the Supervisor the
right to deny permission· to leave the work area~ but nowhere
does it suggest that a Supervisor can impos~ a fixed time
limit upon a Steward, requiring that th~ Steward return to
work at some specific time.
Violation of Article XIX also
is see:i;i, in .that use of Form 7020 is. specified fo:r this .
purpose. in Methods Handbook M-"65, Part- 431, but the Form in

c .)

10.
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~his respect has been replaced by an entirely new local form.
~n

the Union view Article XIX requires the USPS to continue
to use Form 7020 as .provided in Methods Handbook M-65 until
qUch time is notice is given to the Union of a proposed
cb,ange, for negotiations pursuant to Article XIX.
Although
the Service claims that the new local form was' necessary
because of, alleged abuse by Stewards at Inglewood, this is
precisely the kind of problem which should be explore4 in the
negotiations between the parties under ~rticle XIX.

The Postal Service does not agree that the $eptem-

··-'\

)
/

ber 9, 1974 Memorandum at Inglewood asserts a Man~gement
right to determ~ne the amount of time a $teward properly may
spend on-Union business.
The Service concedes that one
sentence may be so interpreted, if r~ad out of context) but
suggests that in context it should be con,strued_ to mean "that
management must determine whether-the amount of time that is
requested for inves~igation or preparation of a grievance·
can be reasonably ac~omm.odated wit~ the needs of tlie Postal
Service. 11 · Such q. reading of the Memorandum, says thi;! Service·,
reveals that Inglewood supervision is not concerned with the
total time. s.pent ;investigating a grievance but only with the
11
impact of; the time requested on operational needs. 11
Under
this analysis, the approval of a request for an hour to
inv~:rntigate a grievarice does not es-tablish that no more than
an hour shpuld be-. spent on the investigation, but only that
the Steward can be spared only for an hour at the time he
wishes to be absent from his work area.
Any such a determination,
the·argument runs, necessarily is wi,thout
prejudice to further requests for time to investiga~e.the
same grievance.
·Thus the Service ~tresses that the last
sentence in the second paragraph of the Memorandum r~ads:

so

8
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"If steward needs more time,· it is his responsil;:>ility to request same,, ·whicl;l starts process over. ri
as the local Memorandum.relates to the
writing of a grtevance, •it is e.qually inoffensive, according to the Service~
Here it quotes from Article XVII,
Section 4:.
Inso~ar

9

"The Employer will also compensate a
steward £or the time reasonably necessarr to wri t:e. a gri"ev·ance. JJ :
(Undersc;o.ring

ad~ed.)

}
Indeed, the Service does not· now claim that the· local Memorandum instructs super.visors to determine that the time .
requested to· prepare a grievance corts"t:j_tutes the q.mount
necessary to coni.ple.te the task:
It urges:
. nrns:tead, the Memorandum simply re.quires
supervisors to balance a request for time
to prepare .a grievance agal.nst operational
needs. Nothir~.g in the 1973 Nat:l.onal Agreement lim.its management: 1 s right to do so.u

.,,

.

..

12.
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.

)

__ . /

Given the right of the Service i.m.der Articl~ XVII)
SeGtion 3, to determine t1;1e reasonableness 0£ a Steward 1 s
r·equest fol: permission to leave his wo.rk .area, there is .
nothing in the Agreement to prohibit the Service from requiring a Steward to fill out a form including a blank space
labeled 11Appro:ximate Time Requested."
There was no impropriety in discontinuing use of Fo~m 7020 for this purpose;
says the S~rvice) since Form 7020 was not designed for use
in request~ng authorization to leave a wprk area.
Thus
the Servic~ suggests that Form 7020 is simply a record of
t;:he movement of an employee :C-rom one. work area to another)
where. a re.quest for such movement already ha:s been authorized.
(It stresses that Part 431 of the M-65 Handbook
states that Form 7020 will be used to reqord authorized
absenc.es. ).

10

Form 7020 has no value as a source o.f information
for a Supervisor in determining the reasonabieness of a
~eqtiest by a Steward for permission to leave his work area.
The new lo:cal form thus is not a substitute fqr Form 7020,
but actually is a supplementary fbrm seeking informatio~
that Management is entitled to have.
Since the Service
is fully authorized under Article XVII> Sections 3 and L~,
to determiD.e the reasonableness of requests to leave the
wor~ area, it follows that to assess the reasonableness of
such a request, the Sup~rvisor must 1"...now how much time away
from the work are·a :ts being requested and tc require that
this be pr'ovid~d ·on a form .

11

,..,

...

...
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'·

The two grievances here present separate but related issues: first., whether the local Sep:tember 9, 1974
Memorandum is consistent wi~h Article XVII, Sections 3 ap.d
4; and, secon~, whether the local form instituted early in
1975 to effectuate the Memorandum conflicts with an established procedure under the M-65 M~ual,. an,d protected by
Article XIX.
The September 9, 1974 Memorandum indicates on its
face that it is Management's responsibility to determine
what is a ;i:;easonable time ta investigate or prepare a·
grievance.
~t includes no reference to Articl~ XVII, Sec. tions 3 or 4, nor does.it state that a·r~quest by a Steward
·for time to investigate a grievance nshali not be unreasonably d~nied·. 11
The critical language quoted earlier in
this Opinion from the September 9, 1974 Memm;aridum ~s pre- · ·
ceded ·by an underlined assertion "B.. Union Stewards taking
too mueh time pr~paring Step 2A gr:ievances; 11
The Memorandum instruct!:! a Sttpervisor that if y<;>u "are satisfi~d
time .request i:s jus.tified11 the request shou1Q.. be approved
on condition t;hat tP.e Steward will retq.rn .nno later than enQ.
0£ time approved.u
If the Steward does not return 11by
prescribed time' ti moreover' . this· is to. be ·dealt w.ith as a
"disciplinary problem. u
Finally, the Merq.orandum advises
that if agreement 11 can't be reached on appropriate amount
of time" the matter should. be ref~rred to tqe Tour Super-

12

13

intendent.
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.
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Further light is shed upon the objective meaning
a·f the September 9, 1974 Memor:andum by reference to the
form developed locally to implement it.
This requires
the Steward. to (1) furnish in advance the names of other
employees who. may be interviewed, (2) indicate in advance
what records may be n~eded, and (3) to identify (by number)
any local telephone calls which may be made and the time ·
to be involved in the call. · It also includes a line capt~oned "If request is c;l.elayed beyond date of request;> state
reason.
(Document on a Daily Basis why request cannot be
granted.)"
Lastly_, the Form is routed to the Tour Super. interrdent.
~hes~ various restrictive provi$ions ~pparently
were designed to cot)lbat· abuses which were thoug]Jt to l;lave
de"Veloped ~t Inglewood, in taking ·excessive time for investigation and preparation of grievances.
This surely is a
proper Management objective, generally speaking, but the
problem. here is whether the Inglewood progr-am is p~rmiss
ible under Articles XVII and XIX of the 1973 National
Agreement.: . This is by. no means only a 10cal problem--if
such a uni:lateral program is permissible at Inglewood, it
is equally: permissible throughout tll;e entire Post:al. Service.

Whila the Postal· Service brief includes an unusually skillful effort to depict the Memoran~um as no
more than an effort to require a Supervisor to determine
· whether· a Steward "can be spared" from his job at the time
he or she ;seeks permission to leave, there is nothing in
the Memorandum itself which supports this narrow inte±:~retation of its purpose.

:"

-...,)

..
.::.../
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·The fact is that the. Memorandum does not a{!curateLy state the substance of Article XVII, Section 3,
particularly since it assumes that a Supervisor is entit:l..ed
to determine in advance the amount of time necessary to ·
investigate a grievance and requires the Steward to spec~fy
the ~ime likely ~o pe required and to provide detailed .
.
11
information it\ advance to justify" such time· requirement. .
The Memorandum implies that the decision as to whether any
such request is u justified" li~s within the discretion of
the individual Supervisor, ·arid provides no standards to
~guide the exercise of ·~uch discretion nor any ~eference to
the_controllin:g lan~age 9£ A+ticl~-XVII, .Section 3.

17

Thus it now should be made clear that irticle XVII,
Section 3, does·not.authorize the Service to determine in
advance the amount of time which a· Steward reasonably n~ed~
to investigate a grievance.
Since the Septemb.er 9:. l.974 ·
Memorandum is inaccurate in.this and'other· significant re~
spects~ it shottld be withdrawn and give~ no effeGt.
This
is not to say, of course, that Management cannot (1) ask a
Steward, seeking permissioa to investigate; .adjust, or ·write
a grievance to esti~ate the length of time that the Steward
anticipates he or she will be away from his or her work
station; or (2) that a Supervisor cannot decline to release
a Steward from duty during a period of time when his or her
absence during such period will unnecessar~ly delay essential work; or (3) that a Supervisor; in advance, may not
specify a'time period during which the Steward's absence
· will unnecessarily delay essential work~ · -Nor does this
decision in any way bar the Service from taking necessary
action, consistent with the Agreement, in any case where it
can be established that a Steward bas improperly obtained

18
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permission to leave his or her work station under the· guise
of investtgati~g o~ preparing a grievance.
The sp.ecial form developed at Inglewoad early in
1975 was d~signed to implement the Se.ptember 9, 1974 Memorandum and hardly can be used except to effectuate that
Memo:randum.
In addition, Part 431 of' Methods Handbook M-65
states thai;: Form 7020 will be us.ed to record authorized
absences from assigned duties, and the instr~ctions on Form,
7020 make i t applicable to "time devoted to grievances. 11
The local form at Ingl.ewood in fact has been substituted for
Form 7020 ~hen Stewards seek to leave their work ~tatioµs.

19

:It is well settled by now that employee representation by a Union Steward or Grievance Committeeman .
. constitutes a signi~icant worki~g condition, or condition
of employment.
Thus the matter here in issue falls within
the scope of Article XIX.
The development of a new rorm
locally to' deal with Stewards' absences from assigned duties
on Ynion business--as a substitute for a national form embodied in ·an existing Mantlal (and thus in conflict with that
Manual)--thus falls within th~ second paragraph of Article
XIX.
Since the procedure there set forth has not been
invoked by the Postal Service, it would follow that the
Inglewood form must be withdrawn.

20

AWARl}

The grievances are sustained as indicated in this
Opinidn. : The.September 9~· 1974 Memorandum and the local
form developed to implement that Memorandum must be withdrawn
and given no effect .

.:J
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EMl'L.OYCE ANO LABOR REl..ATlONS GROUP
Waa111~ DC 20:to

NOY !2 JSiS

Mr. Thomas D. Riley

Assistant Secret&ry-Trea.surer
lat1ona.l J..ssoc1at1oc or Letter Cl.rr1era, Al"L-CIO
100 Iad1UL& Avecua, JN
··
Washicgton, DC 20001

··=

e.

lel.aon
t.cnd.s, MO
&C-C-160•51!1-Pa.s:s ·

St.

·'?Htu iif". i'\ilcr:

Oc iovember 9, 1978, ve met Vith you to discuss the
above-captioned rr1eTacca at the fourth at•p or our
eoct~actual grievacce procedu.re.
Tba matters presented by you LS vell a.:s tbe a~pl1c&ble
contractual proT1s1ocs b&va · b•en reTit118d a...nd g1Tcul ea.retul

consideration.

J>u.ring our Step - meeticg, va mutually agreed t.o·cocsider
this rr1evanee rosolTed ba.s~ on. the tollov1ns: U 11uiar•- .
ment must delay a st1va.rd trom 1.cvest1rat1nr or eocti=uinr tO
1nvest1rata a rr1evacee, macarement abould 1nfona th• steward
involved of the rea:soc:s tor tbe delay ud · abould also 1.ntorm
tbo atevard cf vhec time should be available. ·Likevi.se, tbs
ato\lllrd h=.s ~c obl1gat1oc to requ~st ~dd1t1oc~l tim~ 4.lld ~o .
state rcur.soc:s .vby tb1s additional t1.1H is 12eeded. !aque.sts
for &dditiOD&l timt to prOC8SS rr1tT&DC83 SbOUld be de&lt
vith oc a.a 1ad1T1dua.J. bas1:s and net be ucreasonabl7 ~ec1ed.
Please s1gc tba attached copy or tb1.s l•ttar &s 70ur
aclcnovledg1uct of. the a:iroed to .settlement.
Sincerely,

·c,_.

-. _ , , '

Aiiiiel
Labor

't:/. /
•. • •

f/

1_... .•

r; ! .. · .
I

..,., •

'"-'

Thoc;u b. Ailey

A. Ka.he
i.a!3tio~3

Department

Ass13tant Secretary-Treasurer
~ational A~soeiation or Letter
OlrrJar~.

!FL-CIO

Febru~ry

19, 1982

Mr. Kenneth D. Wilson
Administrative Aide, Clerk Craft
American Postal Workers Union, AFL-CIO
817 - 14th Street, N.w.
Washington, D.C. 20005
Re:

D. Pacolla
Amityville, NY
BBC-lM-C 17945

11701

Dear Mr. Wilson:
On February 17, 1982, you met with Margaret Oliver for a
pre-arbitration discussion of the above-referenced case.
The issue raised in this case involved the grievant, a union
steward, being asked how much time he would take to process a
grievance.

)

During the discussion, it was mutually agreed to resolve this
case based on an understanding that management may ask a
steward who is seeking permission to investigate, adjust or
write a grievance to estimate the length of time that the
steward anticipates he or she will be away from the work
station.
Please sign a copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of
agreement to resolve the case and withdraw it from pending
arbitration.
Sincerely,
(signed)

(signed)

George S. McDougald
General Manager
Grievance Division
Labor Relations Division

Kenneth D. Wilson
Administrative Aide, Clerk Craft
Clerk Craft
American Postal Workers Union,
AFL-CIO

.
UHITEOSTATES POsrAl&ERVICS _
m L"tn:tarlt fi'\.aa. aw
~~CIQJl!mO

Ja.i:1e111 Connors
Ai;s1st&nt Director
Clerk Ctat.t Division
Allerican Postal Worker-a
Onion, UL-ClO
817 14th Street, N.W.
W&shington, D.C. 20005-3399

·Kr.

..
Rea Claaa Action
J&cksonvflle BMC, l"L 32099
BlC-3W-C 44345

Dear Mr. Connon a

On May ·9 ,· 1985, ve met to cHscua11 the above-captioned·
griwvi..fiee &t ·tbe fourth atep of our contractual grievance
procedure.

")

The issue in this grievance is whether management violated
Article 17 by·allowing the union steward to meet vi~h
affected grievant1s- for a sp•cif ied _a.:mount of time only.
[)Jrin9 our discussion, it was

~utually agreed that the ·
following vould represerit a full settlement of this c~se:

··-)··.
·...... :·

Employ••• should be ~r:initted, under normal
circumatancea, to have a reasonable All:lount of
time to consult vith their atevard. Reasonable
ti.me cannot be zea•ured by a predetermined factor.
P+ease sign ~nd roturn the ~nclosed copy ct thi1 letter as
your acknovl•dgment of agreement to settle this case.
Time limits were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely,

.

-

.

. ~;
"~D-'vf_~
.

~~/

Cv,d

~Heonnora

?-"Assistant Director
Clerk Craft Division
Al?lerican Postal Workers Union,·

AFt-cto

)·-._,
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Oi~ision
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Connors
·Oi rec:t.cr

Ja~es

Cl~rk

!! :

A .F' t.

-c I 0

Wor~.e:-s

81 7 l ~ t:. h · s ~re• e., N. t::.
~~shin~ton,

C.C.

20905~33~~

Ra :

;:. • t.u t. % ~

Flint,

48502

~I

Hl:'-48-C

25~06

R.. Chandler

r l int. , . liI

HlC-46-~

4 as o2
25998

··1
..ta.r Mr. Connors:

we

On April 12, 1984,
met to disc~Ss the a~ove-captioned
grievance at. t.he fourth st·ep of our. eontc-actual 9C"i-evance
pcoc:ed1..1re.
The question raised in this grievance.involved whether the
grievants ~e~e 9C"anted ample tiwe to disc~ss theiC" g~ievance
wi. th a ste..,.ard.

Alter further review Qf this matterr ~e mutually agreed that
no natioAal interpreti~e issue is fairly presented in the
r.;oc-:'nally,

paC"ticulars evidenced in these cases.
~~~~~~i~~s

ho~

much time the

g~ie~a~t

~~~d~

to be

th~ st~·..:ard
pr~sanc

the e~oC::!!SSing of a r.:ir~e ...-a:"lce.
==-~ver, d:~ ::-___ :-·=.:.:::~
$~~ervi~O£ ~~y s•t a SOecif ied tic~ to s~91n and end a =e~lO~
o! odev.anc:e handling ac:t:.ivity due to sei:vic:e needs.
I!
accitional ti~e i$ necessary. tfie ste•ard shoula discuss th2
Cl...lring

need with_ the supervisor. Additional time may b~ gran~ed in·
conjun~tion with the previously 5peeified time or at a
~ater
time or date.
The parties ~gree that ~ny r~quest for
gri~vance

::·)th~

handling ti~e or d~nial of that reque~t is subject
rule ~f ~~a~on bas~d upon local.fact circ~mstances.

1-1"1.Lr r;es.pectiv·'I! (iles in.dic:ate that the 9r~e'l:ants• gr.iev.an.::es
,J...,ere uit.il"Q.ately p.t"oc:e$.:se<i·.
Thert:-fore. cased upon the abcve

Y~derstandin9,

~e

agre~d·~o

close

~hese

~a~es~

..,
7:=e

li~its

were excended by

~utual

consent.

Sincerel'y,

/
../ ~.--~~1
. _.. _.s-.~_,,.-A. .,J :1,.,. ::;:;-nnscn

Lab~r~elations Dep~rtment

.,..----,,,..------- --. -- -·

J.;;nes Conners

Assistant Director
Clerk ~raft Divisior.
.~eri can

Pos :al t·:c::-ke :-s

Union. AE'r.-cro

I

I
I

I

-,,~
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I

!

i

!

i

i

J

i

I

j

!
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EMPLOYEE ANO LABOR REI.ATIONS GROUP
Waah~ DC 202&0

NOV 13 1978

Mr. Thomas D. Riley

Assistant Secretary-Treasurer
National Association or Letter Carrier3, .A.FL-CIO
100 Indiana Avenue, IN
Va~hington, DC
20001
Ile:

G. llein

Warren, HI
NC-C-12200/SDET-3986

Dear Hr. Biley:

On October 27, 1978, ve'met·with you to discuss the
above-captioned grievance at tbe tourtb step or our
contractual grievance procedure.
The matters presented by you as well as tbe applicable
- con.tractua.l pr-ov1s1ons have been reviewed a.nd given careful
consi.deration.
We mutually agreed to consider this grievance closed, based
on the following: If management must delay an employee's
request tor a steward, management should inform the &mployee
involved of the reasons tor the delay aod should also inform
the employee or When time should be available.
Siooerely,

fb-nJQ.~~

Daniel A. Kahn
Labor Relations Department

HlM-:J,.J-C 10717
Dear Mr. Johnson:
On February 28, we met with your representative to discuss
the above-captioned grievance at the fourth step of our
contractual grievance procedure.
The issue in this grievance union's request. to review a
supervisor's Step 1 Grievance Summary form, PS-2608~
It was mutually agreed to full settlement to the case as
follows:
1.

The PS Form 2608 is not co.mpleted by the Postal
Service at the time of the Step 1 discussion.
Th~refore, it is not ava~lable for the Union to revie
until Step 2.

2.

If at Step 2 or any subsequent step of the grievance
procedure, the Union requests to review the complete
PS Form 2608 it will be made available.

The time limits were extended by mutual consent.

.. ..).

Sincerely,

Daniel A. Kahn
Labor Relations Department

.

Lonnie L. ·Johnson
Nationai Director
National Po$t Office Mail
Handlers, Watchmen, Messengers
and GrQUR Leaders, AFL-CIO

:_;:·:,1

''.j

... .;.;....

·'

...... . . .....

Retail Management

124.6

124.58

b.

The Postal Service must avoid the appearance of favoring any
particular religion or religion itself.

c.

Symbols identified with a particular religion, including but not limited to
nativity scenes, crosses, or the Star of David, shall not be displayed on
postal property. Examples of permissible displays include: stamps and
stamp art, evergreen trees bearing nonreligious ornaments, menorahs
(when displayed in conjunction with other seasonal matter), wreaths,
holly, candy canes, Santa Claus, reindeer, dreidels, snowmen,
stockings, candles, carolers, hearts, colored lights, and Kwanzaa
symbols such as mkeka (a straw mat), kikombe cha umoja (unity cup),
or mishumaa saba (a seven place candle holder with three red, three
green, and one black candle).

d.

Printed expressions "Season's Greetings" and "Happy Holidays"
should be used in lieu of "Merry Christmas" or "Happy Hanukkah."

Photographs for News, Advertising, or Commercial Purposes
Photographs for news purposes may be taken in entrances, lobbies, foyers,
corridors, or auditoriums when used for public meetings, except as prohibited
by official signs, the directions of postal police officers, other authorized
personnel, or a federal court order or rule. Other photographs may be taken
only with the permission of the local postmaster or installation head.

124.59

Dogs, Other Animals, and Weapons and Explosives

a.

Dogs and other animals: Dogs and other animals, except those used to
assist persons with disabilities (service animals), may not be brought
on postal property for other than official reasons. A "service animal"
may be any species, breed, or size and may or may not be licensed,
certified, or marked as a service animal. Service animals can assist
persons with a wide range of disabilities, whether a disability is visible
or not, including physical and mental disorders.

b.

Weapons and explosives: No one on postal property may carry or store
firearms, other dangerous or deadly weapons, or explosives, whether
openly or concealed, for other than official reasons.

Note: All classified postal units must display in lobbies Poster 7, Ru/es
and Regulations Governing Conduct on Postal Property. No other
signage referring to dogs or service animals should be posted in lobbies
or on entry doors. See 125.342.
124.6

Nondiscrimination
There must be no discrimination by segregation or otherwise against any
person or persons because of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, age
(persons 40 years of age or older are protected), reprisal (discrimination
against a person for having filed or for having participated in the processing
of an EEO complaint - 29 CFR 1613.261-262), or physical or mental
handicap, in furnishing or by refusing to furnish to such person or persons
the use of any facility of a public nature, including all services, privileges,
accommodations, and activities provided thereby on postal property.
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EMPLOYEE ANO L.ASOR REJ.ATIONS GROUP
~-..oc.~

APR 2 2 1'ti77
Mr. Thomas o. R.ilay

·As~ist&nc

.

Secretary-Treasurer

Nat~onal

Assoei&tion of !Attar
Carriers, A.FL-Clo

100 Indiana Avenue, NW
DC 20005

W&sbinqt~n,·

Ria :

w.

Clar.k

acuston,

TX

NC•S-5482/W5-SW•l0379
Oear Mr. Riley:

On April 14, 1977, we met w!th you to discuss the &.bovecaptioned grievance &t the fourth step of our contractual
gri•va.nee proeedU%'•.
The ma.tters presented by you a.s. well. ·a..s i:he applicable
contractual provisions have been· reviewed and ~iven eareful
consideration.

grievanc~

The partieu4.ar situation. vhich qaV1! rise to this
. :)
ha.s been eorre<:ted.
To this exten.t., the .specific;: g:-ievance···
ha·~

been re.solved.

The judi~ious use of~ eamera to establish or re£ut2·a
grievance may facilitate r~.solution ~f soce problems.
H.owever; if t.he union des i.res ·t.o take photographs on the
rQom floor, ?~.rm.is3ion ~uat. fir3t be obtAined !:o~
local ma.tlaqe.m~~c, a~d A su~ervi~or mus~ oe pres~nt. ~f
ma.na~e!l1ent deem~ it ~eeessa:-y to ta~a eviden~ial photoq=aphs, i~ vo\l.ld Also ~e pr~den~ to ~a~e ~. ~t~~a..rd or union
official pres•nt.
\

~ork

:···)·=.·

i

\. ...

.

...
.·.......
·_

Mr. Louis D. Elesie
International Trustee
National Post Office Mail Handlers,
Watchmen, Messengers and Group
Leaders, AFL-CIO
Suite 525
1 Thomas Circle, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
20005-5802
Re:

V. Quinn

St. Louis, MO

63155

H4M-4K-C 9874

Dear Mr. Elesie:
This supersedes my letter dated April 7, 1986.
On March 14, 1986, we met with your representative, Judy
Hoard, to discuss the above-captioned grievance at the fourth
step of our contractual grievance procedure.
The issue in this grievance is whether union stewards are
entitled to conduct interviews at the. steward's booth on the
workroom floor.
After reviewing this matter, we mutually agreed that no
national interpretive issue is fairly presented in this case.
We further agreed that management may determine the location
where Step 1 meetings or interviews are to be conducted.
The
parties at Step 3 are to apply the above understanding to
this issue in order to resolve the grievance.
Accordipgly, we agreed to remand this case to t~~ parties at
Step 3 for further processing including arbitration, if
necessary.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as
your acknowledgment of agreement to remand this case.
Mr. Louis D. Elesie

2

Time limits were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely,
Thomas J. Lang

Louis D. Elesie

···".1.-

j

I

._/

.

. .........

,

.... ··--- ,_ .. ____ ,,._ ··-- ...·····-------·----------·

'.;·.''.~\
.. )

·January 15, 1981

Mr. Kenneth D. Wilson
Administrative Aide, Clerk Craft
American Postal Workers Union, AFL-CIO
817 - 14th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005
Re:

APWU - Local
San Diego, CA
H8C-5K-C 11884

Dear Mr. Wilson:
On October 27, 1980, we met with you to discuss the
above-captioned grievance at the fourth step of our
contractual grievance procedure.
The matters presented by you as well as the applicable
contractual provisions have been reviewed and given careful
consideration.
The issue in this grievance is whether or not management
violates the intent of Article XVII of the National Agreement
in this instant grievance for not providing enclosed cubicles
with floor to ceiling walls and doors for privacy and space
within the cubicle for reference materials, writing tablets,
prior cases and other materials to investigate and process
grievances.
After reviewing the file, it is my opinion that this
grievance should not be interpretive. We acknowledge that
the place designated by management for grievance activity
should be reasonably private {not necessarily completely out
of eyesight) and reasonably free from excessive noise.
Whether or not the cubicle arrangement set up by local·
management failed to accomplish this cannot be determined at
this level. Space limitations will be a facto~ in determining cubicle size •
.

.. ·

-.:.)
.:./

.

Accordingly, this grievance is denied •

-2-

Time limits for further processing of this grievance have
been extended to begin on receipt of the decision.
Sincerely,
(signed)
Rot>ert L. Eugene
Labor Relations Department

)

-\:-'\
'.
..

';

~·

In the Matter

0£

Arbitration
Case No. N8-NA-02l9

between

qNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
and

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LETTER
APPEARANCES:

C~RRIERS

Barbara S. Fredericks and Nancy Forden, Attys.,
£or the Postal Service; Cohen, Weiss & Simon,
by Bruce H. Simon, Esq., :r·or NALC

DECISION
\

This grievance arose under and ·is governed by the 1978-

)

1981 National Agreement (JX-1) between the above-named p~ties.
The undersigned having been jointly appointed to serve as sole

arbitrator, a hearing was held on 31 July 1980, in Washington,

D. C.

Both parties appe_ared and

present~d

evidence and argu- .

ment on the following agreed-upon issu~ (Tr. 10-11 Y:

May th·e Postal Service deny requests for inv:es·-·
tigation pursuant to Article XVII(J) of the 1978. 1981 National Agreement by Shop Steward·s requesting to·
le?ve the work area to investigate grievances or to·
investigate specific problems to determine whether
to fiie a grievance anq for access to documents, files,
and other records necessary for processing the grievance
or determining if a grievance exists; and for the right
to interview gr~evants, supervisors and postal patron
witnesses during worki.ng hours in connection with .situations in which a letter carrier has .made an initial
determination in his judgment and in the exercise of __ .,._,,,..,,
his discretion that a particular customer ~...,~l2J-.d-·41:rJi:{ct

.)

·--

-·

..
..
2.

to his lawn being c~ossed and where a supervisor has
over.:.ridden that determination and· issued an order
that such lawn be crossed? If not, what shall be the
remedy?
A verbati·m transcript was
ceeding.

mad~

of the ar·bi tration pro-

Each side filed a post-hearing brief.

Upon receipt

of both briefs on 19 September 1980, the arbitrator officially
closed the record.
On the basis of the entire record in this case, the
arbitrator makes the following
AWARD
.

The Postal Service ~ay not deny ~equests for
.
investigation pursuant to. Artic~e·XVII(3) of the 19781981 National Agreement by Sho~ Stewards ·requesting to
l·eave. the work area to invest~gate grievances or t·o ·
investigate specific problems to determine whether
~o file a grievance anq for access to documents, riles,
and other records necessary for processing the grievance
·or determining if a gr"ievance exists; and f'or the righl:
to interview grievants. supervisors and postal patron
witnesses during working hours in connection with situations in which a letter carrier has made an initial
det.ermination. in his judgment and in the exercise of
his discretion that a particular customer would object
to his lawn being crossed and where a supervisor· has
over-ridden that determination and issued an order ·
that such lawn ·be crossed.

)

Such future requests in the precise circumstances
set.forth in the preceding paragraph must be ·honored
by the Postal Service," as provided in Article XVII. ·

,;

~enjamin Aaron
Arbitrator

Los Angeles, California
10 November 1980

In the Matter of Arbitration
between

Case No. N8-NA-0219

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
and

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LETTER CARRIERS
·OPINION
I

This "lawn-crossing"· dispute has a long history with which

both parties are now .so familiar, if' not weary,. that no useful
. ')

.Purpose woµld
length.

b~·

S!:!rved J:iy detailing the background

:fa~ts at

Suffice it to say that it has .figured in at least
.

.

five previous arbitrations, extending back as

!ar

as 1976:

NC-C-178, 23 Dec. 1976; NC-E-6501-D, 8 Dec.ember 1978; NC-C-7851,

J May 1978;. 'and NC-C-l57o'8-_D and NC-NAT-13212, 20 August_l97,9.

The decisions in all of these cases were either written or
appr.oved by Arbitrator Sylvester Garrett; none disposes ·o:f the
problem raised
in the instant
case.
.
.
.

.

The present grievance, filed by Vincent R. Sombrotto,
Pr~sident

of NALC, charges that· the Postal SerYice has Yiolated

Article XVII (Representation), Section 3 (Rights of Stewards)

of the National Agreement (JX-1).

That section reads in per-

tinent part;

_)

;

'·

.'
'~~

2.

}
..

When it is necessary for a steward to leave
his/her work area. to investigate and adjust grievances
o:r to investigate a specific problem to determine whethe~
to file a grievance, the steward sha11·request permission f'rom. the immediate supervisor a:nd· such requ.est
shall not be unreasonably denied. In the event that the
duties· require· the steward to.l~ave the work area and
enter another area within the installation or. ·post· office,
the steward must receive permission from the supervisor
from the other ar~a he/she wishes to enter and such request shall not be unreason~bly denied.
The steward; chief. steward or other Union repre·sentative properly certified ih accordance·wit~ Section 2
above may requ~s~ and shall obtain access through the
appropriate superyisor to :revt~w (i.ocuments, files, and
other records necessary for processing a grievance or
determining if a grievance exists and shall have the
right to interview the aggrieved ernployee(s), supervisors and witnesses during working hours •. Such request.s
~hall not be unreasonably denied. • . •
·
The Postal Service insists, however, that the real issue
involved

in

the griev~nce is lawn-qrossing, specif'ical~y

)

addressed in Article XLI (Letter Carrier Craftl, Section 3
(Mi~cellaneous

entirety:

Provisions). Paragraph N, which states in its

"Letter carriers may cross lawns while rna~ing de-

.

liveries if customers do not object and there are no particular
. .
hazards to the carrier." (Underscoring added) As will appear
~

shortly, there is truth to both contentions.
The Postal Service bases its present policy in respect of
lawn-cr·ossing by carriers on ArticJ_e III (Management Rights)
of the Natio.na?- Agreement, which, amo_ng other things, grant13
the "Employer. • • the exc·lusi ve right, subject to the provisions of this Agreement and consistent with applicable iaws
and regulations·:"
A.

To direct employees. •; .. in the performance

..3.
o~

.

official duties; • • •

c.

To • . • maintain the efficiency of the operations
(and]

entruste~ to it;

D. To determine the methods, means, and personnel
by which such operations are to be conducted • • • .
The Postal Service ·also cites its .obligation under the Postal
Reorganization Act (39 U.S.C. §lOl(e)) to "give the highest.
considera~ion

to the

req_uireme~t

for the most expedi ti.ous

collection, ·transportation, and delivery of • • • mail."

more,. it

acc.~ses

Further-

NALC of oppos·ing and thwar·ting "the mandate 0

in Sec.tion 661.3 of Employee and Labor Relations Manual (PS
.

.

Ex. 1) that "Employees must avoid any action, whether or not
specifically prohibited by the Code [of Ethical _Conduct], which
\
)

might result in or crea.te· the appearance of. • • c.

·rmp.eding

Postal Service efficiency or economy."

Finally, the Postal Service charges that NALC is trying
to gain in arbitration what it failed to win in the 1978 negotiations, when, according to John S. Humphrey, Jr., General
•
t
Manager, City Delivery Division of' the Postal Service, NALC

unsuccessfully sought to incorporate language in the National
Agreement permitting letter carriers to make the initial determination whether or not to cross lawns, depending on "safety

hazards or customer preference or whatever" (Tr. 70).

No

changes were made in Article .'.XLI-3-N; instead, as Humphrey
testified (Tr. 71):

Well, there was no language specifically addressed to that part of the article. In a Memorandum

)
,./

. 4.
of Understanding • • • (it was agreed] that during the
inspectio~·process, if there was some problem as to
what constituted a safet·y hazard between the examiner
and the Carrier .or whether there were [9ther relevant] ·
factors (in dispute]. ·• .a process [would be] set up to
handle that particular case. And that was that the
route inspection process woul~ be discontinued or deferred or cancelled and that the Carrier would be instructed· in the prope-r method of shortcutting and following
the line of travel and then the route would be reinspected.
And that's all the language that was involved in the
negotiation.
NALC's res:ronse to this last contention of' the Postal
Service, in the ·words of its counsel at the arbitration

hear~ng,

is that "lt]his is n9t a case that dea~s with Ma~agement ordering all lawns to l?e crossed. • . . This is not an Artie.le XLI
ca!3e.

It's an Article XVII c"ase" (Tr. 59).

Technically, NALC is correct.

The

speci~ic

.

situation to
'

which the instant grievance relates is one ·in which a carrier
has determine·d that a partic_uJ,ar patron objects to having his:

lawn crossed; the carrier's supervisor

ha~

overruled the car-

rier's determination and has ·ordered the lawn to be crossed;
the carrier's steward has filed a

gr~evance;

and the supervisor

has denied, the steward's request to "investigate'' the grievance
"on the clock," wnich investigation involves leaving the work
area a·nd interviewing the patron at ·the. latter's residence.

In the broader sense, however, the grievance implicates the
entire lawn-crossing policy of the Posta1'service, and thus
Article XLI-J-N.

Unfortunately, a reading of Articles ·XLI-3-N and III
does not automatically dispose of the issue raised by NALC.

5•
. As counsel for NALC.. stated in his o.~ening ·remarks at the arbi-

tration

h~aring,

"Article XLI-3-N. • • is ma,.gnificent in its

ambiguity" (Tr. 12); a statement that carriers
lawns "if"

custom~rs

do not·

0

may" cross .

object and there are no particular

hazards is hardly ~ definitive declar~tion of polici.

Sim-

ilarly, the management rights of the Postal Service set forth
in .Articl.e III are subject in part to "the· provisions of this
Agreement," including, of course, .Article XYII.

A colloquy between the arbitrator and the Postal Service's
only witDess, Humphrey, is instructive.

The latter agreed

that in Gase of a dispute 'between a carrier and·a supervisor
over a patron's wishes in respect of lawn-crossing, the final
)

decision would hav~ to be made by. the patron.

The

colloquy·.

continued (Tr. 80):·

MR. AARON~ Inasmuch as it is the· customer who
makes the final decision. in these.matters, how would the
customers intent be ascertained?
THE .WITNESS; J; think in that case it would have
to be ascertained by dontact with the customer.
MR. AARON:

And who would make the contact?

THE WITNESS: From. Management's standpoint, I
think the manager would or the supe~visor.
MR •. AARON: And wouJ.:d th·e "Union have the righ'I{
to make the contact?
THE WITNESS: I don't know.
Article XVII apply in that case?
would answer.

.How would
I

That's what

The Postal Service takes the position

tha~

if it has

.no "hard data" -- e.g., a communication by a patron objecting

...

'

'

......

6.
to havi.ng his lawn crossed, or a report by a carrier of'· some
ob~ious

physical

barri~r

or hazardous .condition

tha~

makes

lawn-crossing
infeasible--and
'is presented instead :with
.
.
'
'

carrier's subjective conclusion.that a

l~wn

a

should ,not he

·crossed, the sup~rvisor may properly order the carrier to
cross the lawn..

is

In that event, as Humph_rey put it, "there

nothil'.g to _grieve about 0

seems to be contradicted

(Tr. 79} •. That qonc],usion, however,·

by.t~e

following statement by Arbi-

trator Garrett in his most recent decision on the subje~t
(N.Q-C-15708-D and NC-NAT-13212, p. 34): .

Where a Carrier does not use a shortcut
which appears to be safe to the supervisor,
and the supervisor concludes that·there
is no reason to believe .that the cus~omer ·
might object, then the supervisor properly
. ·may o~der the Carrier to use that specific
shortcut. The Carrier is obliged to comply
with such a direct order, but may file a
. grieva:rice .protesting ·any apparent unreasonable supervisory action. • ••

It is true.that the quoted statement referred specifically

to procedure·s to be followed during a r·oute check, but it
seems equally applicable to the present case; and if the.carrier·
may file a grievance against the su_pervisor' s. order, then it
~o-llows

that Article

grievance.

·xvrI

applie.s to the processing of that

Accordingly., the specific issue presented in this

case must ·b~· resol~ed.in.favor ~f the grievant.
It is at once apparent, how.ever, that this decision could,

and probably would, lead to increased expense.for the Postal
Service, impairment of its e·fficiefLQY, and some exacerbation

)

., ....

,!.

..

•
~

..,

·-'\

7.

'i

of its relations with. its patrons, who, regardless of how they
feel about having their lawns crossed, are very likely to
.

.

resent the necessity of .explaining tl'.-eir feelings to Postal
Service personnel.

I haye deci?ed, therefore, to make a rare

exception to.my practice of' never giving unsolicited advice
to the _arbi trat.lng parties. and to submit for their conside.ration ·
a modest _pro_posal which, if adopted, would make it unnecessary
to implement the decision in "this case.
II
Obviously, the· subject of

lawn-cr~ssing

concern to the Postal Service and the

~ALC;

is one of

in~ense

but I can find

nothing in the voluminous .reco~d in this case to· suggest that
it is of an intricacy· commensurate with its it:iterest.

'Both

sides agree that lawns need not be crossed if (1) the patron
objects, for any reason or no reason; (2) if there are barriers
that render such crossing infeasible;_or (j) if lawn-crossing
is otherwise rendered hazardous for some reason.

The

exist~nce

of con¢itions (2) and (3) may be objectively verified without
bothering the patron; ascertaining whether or no:t the patron
objects to having. his lawn crossed presents the only real problem.
Both parties quite
necessar~ly

sensib~y

dislike involving the

pa~ron

un-

in their disputes; but, both agree that if there is
..
.•

disagreement over the patron's desires,· the issue can ultimately
be resolved only by

~he

patron.

·The Postal Service

in~ists,

howeve·r, that carriers have· no right to raise that. issue unless

)

8.
the patron has first made known his objection to lawn-crossing.

My

proposal is designed to remove any doubts about the

patron's preference, without significantly increasing

cost~

to the Postal Service, adversely affecting its efficiency, or
involving the patron in dispµtes
NALC.

the Postal Service. and

I propos.e that· each patron be sent ~ simple form (return
i~

postage prepaid) in which he
to

be~ween

c~rriers

c~ossing

his

law~

askeq .. to.. indicate if he ob.jects

when they. make mail deliveries.

The pa tr on should also be advised that if he
his disapproval

on

the form, or if he fails

~oes

to

not so ind.icate.

retµrn the form,

it will automatically be presumed that ne has no objection to
his lawn being crossed.

I fu;r-ther pro:r:iose an agreemen.t between

the parties \;ha~ ·NALC will no.t communicate in any way "Yi th

patrons about this matter, and that individuai carriers will
volunteer no statements or opinion~ about it to patrons.
Adoption of tpe foregoing prqposals wo.uld, in my judgment,

eliminate ·grievances arising

fr~m

disagreements over a pa-tron' s

preferences in respect of' lawn:..:.cr.ossing.

If, howeyer, the

proposals, 6r some variation therecif satisfactory to both.sides,
·are·

not'.adop~ed,

then. the Postal Service must all9w NALC stewards

to investigate such grievances in the manner permitted by
Article XVII.

Benjamin Aaron
Arbitrator

)

. ...·-

JllEMORJ\NDUH OP lJNDZRSTANDIHG
BETWEEN HB

UNITED STATES POSTAL S2RVICB
AND TBB
NATIONAL POST OFPICB HAIL BANDLER.S,
WATCHMEN, MESSENGERS AND GROUP Ll!AD!RS
DIVISION OF THE LABORERS' INTERNATIONAL
UNION OF NOR.TB AMERICA, APL-CIO

..

parties agree to recognize the following as nationally
established policy regarding a steward's Tequeat to leave the
work area while on-the-clock to interview a non-postal
witness:

~~e

In accordance wi~h Article 17 of the 1981 National
Aqreement, a ateward'a·requeat to leave hia/her work area
to investigate a grievanee, shall not be unreasonably
denied. Subsequent to determining that a non-postal
witness possesses relavant infomation Mel/or knowledge
directly related to the instant dispute wider
investigation, a steward aay be allowed a reasonable
amount of time on-the-clock, to interview such vitnesa,
even if the interview is conducted away from the postal
~acility.
However, each request to interview vitneaaea
off postal premises mll!lt be reasonable an~ viewed on a
case by case basis. For exmnple, it is not unreasonable
for a supervisor and/or steward to telephone the
prospective witness to ascertain availability and
willingness to be interviewed and, if willing, to
establish a convenient time.and locale.

(~.

In witness whereof the parties hereto affix their signatures
below this

day of

1982.

..
Por the
United States Postal Service:
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Mr. ·vincent R. Sombrotto
President.
National Aasociation of. Letter

carriers,

too

~

t0,·1981.

;.
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;\PL-CIO
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Rel MALC aranch
Springfield, Pm
Wl-N-0224

Dear Mt.·sombrotto:
In settlement of the
agr~e

above-desc~iblld

to the following:

9rievctnce1 tba parties
;·

.

'? •

! : "• '.

1. The P~atal~Service agrees that· a &tewa~d who ti.
procesein9 and investigatin9 a grievance shall. itot :bet·
unrea11onably denied the opportunity·:to intet:Yiew Polftlil

Inspectors on appropriate

occasione~.e.9.,

·with respect to

-any ·eventa·-a·ctually· observed by M!Cl"-tttspectfors ·and upon
whi~h

2.

•!:

.

a disciplinary action, was baaed.
.

:
;.
:
the NALC. disagr.ee ·act 'to:_.whether
:

The Postal Service

and

,:

in other circumstances such as those in the above~eaptioned
case, the,ateward should be giv•n the opport~n~ty to .
interview the involved Inspeator..
'.
· ,. ; _. ·
·
:

l:

..

9.

,:·

!

.

...

':

3. The parties agree that the a1Dove-capt1~ned 1 grt&V.ance will
be vithdr.awn and that the ditsciplinary action.taken· against
the emplqyee in who~e behalf; the atewatd h~d r~q~ested an
interview will also be withdrawn~ Additidnallf; the employee
in question ·will· be granted the $2.S1aOO asat11e11u.1d" for the lost
parcei. These withdrawals a~e non-pr~cedential •.

...

Sincerely,
i
·._>,rfitf.l1·c
/8 am g,.J2.L~-~
Henrf,

Jr.

(._~irector

:Off ice of Grievance
and Arbitration

Labor Relations

Departm~nt

L4ft:ter

ARBITRATION AWARD
February 16, 1982

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
Saraiota. Florida
Case No. H8N-3W-C20711

-andNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF

CAUIERS
Subject:

u:rra

lepreaentation - Steward's li&ht of Discovery Access to Supervisor's Discussion Notes

Statement of the Issue:
Whether the Postal
Serv!ce 1 1 action in refua1nf to· provide a steward
vith a supe?"Viaor'a persona notes of discussions
he'd had vith an employee was, under the circumstances of this case, a violation of th~ NP~i--• 1
Agreement?

Contract Provisions Involved:
Article XVI and
Article Xv11, Section 3 of the July 21, 1978
National Agreement.
Crievance Data:

Grievance Filed:
St~p 2 Meeting:
Step 3 Mee~1ng:
Step 4 Meeting:
A;>peal to Arbitration:
Ca1e Heard:
Briefs Submitted:
Statement of the Award:

_)

Date

August 26, 1980
September 10, 1980
October 1980
April 28, 1981

Hay 12, 1981
November 10, 1981
Janua't'y 18, 1982

The srievance 11 denied.

This grievance protests the Postal Service's action in
refusing to provide a steward With a supervisor'' personal
notes of discussions he'd had with a letter carrier. NALC
insists that this refusal was a violation of the steward's
right of discovery under An:1cle XVII of the National Agreement. It asks that the Postal Service be required to disclose the "discussion records" for the cat'"Z"ier in question
and ''future grievant.s, when requested by an authorized Union
representative in the investigation of possible grievances."
W. Badcar is a lcu:te?' cart"ier in the Sarasota, Florida
post office. His absences became a source of concern to
manage~ nt in early 1980.
His supervisor, £. Rainey, spoke
to him on May 13 and July 24, 1980, about his attendance
record. Rainey wrote down on a piece of paper, after each
of these discussions, the date and subject matter cove~ed.
He retained these notes for his own use, probably in his
desk or a file cabinet. He did no~ place these notes in
Barker's personnal folder.
. . .

Rainey made another check on Barker's attendance several
week• later. He concluded that there had been no improvement. He thet"efore placed !arker on "restricted sick leave"
on August 14, 1980. His letter to larker stated that whenevet" he requests sick leave he must "submit a medical cert i f-1.cate for [sick) leave approval" and :hat his f:ii'·.:-=-- ~"
do so "could result in [hisJ absence bein& ehat'ged to &.lsen ..
without leave." It added that his name would be removed
from che "restricted sick leave" list when "a decided impt'ovement in {his] sick leave reco't'd"' had occurred.

The Employee & Labor Relations Manual <Section 513.371)
descTibes the procedure which supervisors must follow in
placing employees on "restricted sick leave". lt reads in
part~
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.
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.··~

··/

a. £seablishrnen~ of an absence file as
ourl1ned in Handbook F-21 •••
b. Review of the absence file by the immediate supervisor and by higher levels of
management.

c. Review of the quarterly listings,
furnished by the PDC, of LWOP and sick leave
used by employee& •••
d. Supet"Visor's discussion of absence
record with the employee.

Review of the.subsequent quarterly
If listin indicates no tm rovement, t e superv sor s·co
acu.11 t e macterwitfi the employee to include advice
that 1£ next Hating shows no. {mfrovement R
employee will be placed on restr cted sic
leave." {£ri'ipfiasis added)
e.

listin •

Bllrlter objected to beir.g placed en "restricted sick leave."
He apparently felt his absenteeism did not justify this action.
He went to his steward, W. Vickers, with his complaint.
Vickers made an investigation. He spoke with Supervisor
Rainey who told him he'd had discussions with &arker on
May 13 and July 24, 1980. He &Ak~d Rain~y for his n~t~.
r
these discussions. Rainey refused to provide chem.
Ralney's refunal prompted the instant 1rlevance which
was filed by Steward Vickers on AUl!U&t 26, 1980. Vickers
alleged that Rainey'& refusal to allow him to examine the
d11c:u11ion notes was a violation of Article XVI!, Section 3
<Representation - Rights cf Stewards}. · That provision states:
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The other Televant provision of the National Agreement
is AT'ticle XVI (Discipline Procedur11d;

....,,.)·'
. ·,

" ••• 'Fo"r minor. offenses

a emen~ as a t'es ons
ters w t c e emt otee.

co
Acu~s sue
mat· sc:uss ons o t is
type ahail 6e he~dn private between the employee and the supet"Visor. Such discussion~ are
not considered discipline ana are not grievable.
Following St.•i:H discussion.a, there is no prohibition a ainst the AU et'Visor and/er the em Lo ee
ma

ng a per.sona

~ect matteT

notat on o

.c .e

a.te an

su -

for their OWl'\ Kersonai record(s}.
owever, no notation or ct er infonnation pertaining to such discussion shall be included in
the employee's pergonnel folder. While such
discussions ma not be ci1;ed as an element of a
prior a verse recor · · n any su sequent
sc pli-1'ary action against an employee, they may be,
where relevant and timely relied upon to
establish. diat ·emploaees fiave- Sien nuade awa't"e of
their obi igations an respons16i11t1es. 11 ( tmphads added}

It should be noted too that Barker filed a ~rievance
on Augucc 27, 1980. He alleged that he had been improperly
placed on "restricted sick leave." His complaint was 't"esolved in Step 2 of the grievance procedure with the undeTs tandin~ that he would "be removeci frorrs ttestricte.: S .. c:K . •..
list on October 15, 1980 provided he does not use any fu~~her
s i c:k ·1eave by that date."
DISCUSSION ANO FINDINGS
A steward has the right of discovery under Article XV!!,
Section 3. That ri1tht 1a expressed as fol lowg: "The stewat"d
•.. may request and shall obtain access through the appropriate supervisor to review the documents, files and other
records necessary for processing a grievance or deteTinining
1f a grievance exists ••• "

Steward Vickers made a "request" of Supervisor Rainey
for certain papers. He asked Rainey for his per~onal notes
of discussions he'd had wtth employee Bar~~r about the latter's absences. RAiney refused. The Postal Sevice supported
Rainey 1 1 refusal, arguing that he had no obli~ction to divulge his notes under the circumstances of this case. lt
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insiscs A-rt.icle XVl.l, Section 3 is nae applicable here.

NALC disagreaa.
This dispute turns on two questions of contract interpt'etation. The first is whether a supervisor's "personal notations" of an Ardcte XVI discussion with an employee
constitute "documents, files and other reco?"ds" within the
meaning of A?'ticle XVII, Section 3. NALC says they do; the
Postal Set"Vice says they do not. ! shall assume, without
deciding the point, that NALC's view 11 correct. Hence, because R.ainey's "personal notations" were " ••• othet" recot"ds",
they could be subject to the steward's discove~y.
The second and crucial question is more difficult to
describe. Ic involves the problem of whether the right cf
discovery under Article XVII, Section 3 11 conditional or
absolute. The Postal Set"Vice contends that the steward must
show that the records he 111eek1 are "nece1sary" to his investigation before he can insist upon his Ti&ht of discovery. It believes that absent ~uch a showin~, Hana~ement
may properly refuse to diacloae the re:ords sought. NALC.
howev~r, meintatng that "once the process of discovery is
triggered by the steward's deteraaination that the materials
are 'necessary' to his investi~ation and {by his) reque5t
[for] such 1naterials, Management must make them available to
the Union." It states that the decision aa to what is
"necessary" !:or the steward's investigation is a ft'l4tter
~eseTVed by Article XVII to the discret1on of th~ Unf~n.
It alleges that the steward, havi.n~ thus invoked hh ril ....
of discovery, has an absolute right to the records he wi•~es.
I
The answer to this disa~reement is found in th~ second
paragraph of ATticle XVII, Section 3. The first 5entence
in this paTagTaph establishes t.he ri&ht of dincovcry. A
steward "may reque111t ••• document~, files and other record!>
necessary ..... to a grievance investigacion; he "shall", upon
such request, "obtain access" to these materials. Notwithstanding this broad language, the riiht of discovery is not
unlimited. The second sentence in the paragraph makes that
perfectly clear. It Teads: "Such t"equeAta Rhall not be unreasonably denied." The parties thus contempl&ted that not
all 111teward requeats would be ~ranted. Snme would be denied.
And those denials would be justified so long as :.hey weTe
not "unreasonabl{e)." This second sentence undermines NALC's
argument because it plainly implies chat steward requests
may be denied where there is a reasonable basis for the denial.
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The parties made no

a~tempt

in the National Agreement

t.o defi.ne what would be a Teasonable basis for a denial. But
they did su;gest what they bad in mind by t~e manner in which
~hey desc1"ibed the right of discovery.
The stewal"d 11 given

acccu& to " ••• othet· records necessary for process 1 ng a gl"i evance or determining if a grievance exists."* His 1"ighc: is
limited to what 11 "necessary." Hence, if he asks for materials which are unnecessary, Management would be within
its rights in Tefusin1 to disclose such materials. Management would have a reasonable basis for its denial.

Necessity, of course~ is not the· only cTiterion. Any
all of the circumstance1 of this case might relate to the
reaaonableness of Management's action in denying the steward
access to records.
OT

For these reasons, my conclusion is that the right of
discovery is not absolute. Hana1ement may deny a steward's
t'equeat where its denial ia not "unrea1onabl[eJ. 11 ** Given
this interpretation of Article XVII, Section 3, we are left
only with a question o.f fact •.. Did the .Postal Set"Vice have
a reasonable basis for denying Steward Vickers' request for
Superviso? lainey's diacuscicn note:? OT, to put the ms.tter
in terms of the contract lansuage, was the Postal Service's
denial of the steward's request "unreasona'bl(e)" on the facts
presented? In resolvinf this question, l have made no judgment about the burden o r.roof. I have not assumed that NALC
must show the denial was 'unreasonablre)" or that th .. 0 --et-lll
Set"Vice must ahow its denial was reasonable.
I

I

!efore dealing with this question of fact, some brief
obset"Vations about a aupe't'Visor's discussion notes ore in
order.
This subject is.covered by Article XVI. Management is
expected to discuss an employee's "minor offenses" with him.
Those discussions involve the employee and the supervi~or,
no one el s_e. They &t"e not considered di sci pl ine. However,
the supervisor (the employee as well> i& free. to make "a pe't"sonal notation of the date and subject matter" of the discussion for his "personal record." No such "personal notation'' is to be placed in the employee's r~r•onnel folder.
Nor is it to be "cited as an element of a prior .adverse
record in any subsequent disciplinary action against an employee."

*

NALC reads thu. provision aa if the word "necessary" were
not present.
** This finding is not affected by the Article XVI bargaining history.
-6-
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The .. personal ftOU~icm" nevertheless has some uses. Ac.cording to A-rticle XV!, it may be "relied upon to establish
that 11tDployee1 have been made aware of their obligations and
Tesponsibilities." Sup~ose, for instance, that a su;--visor
and an employee discuss the latter's absenteeism and the superviso'r prepares a "pet"sonal notatiof\" of the discussion. Suppose too- that the employee is later disciplined for absenteeism
but denies ever being spoken to about his attendance record.
Under these circumstances, the Postal Se~ice could use the
"persorual notation" to O?"ove that the employee had been made
aware of his "obligations and responsibilities." Or, on a
purely informal basis, the supe'f'Visor·could always refer to
a "personal notacion" as a means of reft'eshing his recollection
cf the "subject matter" of a past discussion with an employe~.
l t should be apparent, however, that the "personal notation"
has a very limited usefulness.
I I I

With this background on "personal notations", I cum
to the ~uestion of whe:her the Poat.al Service's denial of
Steward Vickers' request for Supervisor Rainey's ~otea of
discussions with Barket' was nunreasonabl[e)".
The Employee & Labor Relations Manual describes two
different pt'ocedure1 through which an employee can be placed
on "restricted sick. leave." Supervisor Rainey followed the
lengthier procedure which demanded, am~ng ocher thi~~p ~·~
cussing !arker'a absence record wit.h him, reviewing nis
record in che next quarterly 11-lting, discussing his record
with him again if there had been no improvement, and advising
him at such time that he would be put on "restricted sick
leave" if he ahowed no improvement on the next li~ting.
Rafney placed Barker on "restricted sick leave" on
August 14, 1980. !arker grieved. His grievance was evidently
written by the Chief Steward who made twc. arguments in Barke•'s
behalf: Cl) that "the Union does not know if the sup[erv1so•1
has discussed this with the grievant at least twice" and C2)
that "t.he grievant. 1 11 sick leave [record] has improved greatly
since the end of Hay to Aug. 12, 1980."
Several pointR should be stt"essed. First, contrary to
the statement in Barker's grievance, Steward Vickers knew
that Rainey had two discussions with Barker abou_ his absence record. Vickers had been told chat by Rainey and apparently by Barker himself. There waR never really a dispute on this matter. Hence, Vickers did not need Rainey's

_,_
)

"personal not:a.t1ons .. &:o dee.ermine whether there had been
t.he requiTed number ::>f discuss tons. Second, nothing 1.n the
evidence indicates that Vickers was denied Barker's absentee
data. 'arlter•s grievance specifically refers to the number
of absences between December 1979 and August 1980 on a monthby-month basis. Clearly, the absentee data needed to determine whether there .had been any improvement was available
to Vickers at all times. Had Management refused to provide
such data. Vickers could have obtained it through his ri~ht
of discovery. Those absentee figures were the kind of Pc~tal
Service " ••• files and other records" contemplated by Article
XVII, Section 3.

Third, neither Vickers nor NALC claimed that Rainey had
failed to give Barker the required "advice" as to the conse..,
quence5 of his failure to im~rove. This was never an issue
in this case. Presumably, Barker told Vickers he had been
~iven such "advice."
Vickers therefore did not need Rainev's
"personal notations" to determine whether this phase of the
"restricted sick leave" procedure had been followed. Fourth,
nowhere is there any suggestion that Vickers and larker had
different accounts of their discussions. There was nc
i:Ted1b1lity que1n:1on.

Viekerig did noe TUutd i\ainey'i "per-

sonal notations" to resolve any doubts as to whom he shculd
believe. Finally, Vickers had full access to larker who had
just aa much knowledge of these discuastcma aa ltainey.

Under these circumstances, try ruli;." ~ult be th{ i.: i;;
Postal Service's denial of Steward Vickers' request was not
"unreasonabl[e]" and that there has been no violation of
Article XVII, Section 3. This finding has been influencedt
to a large extent, by the fact that Vicker• sought "pe'l"scnal
notations" which were clearly not "nece111uaey11 to his "processing a gt"1evance or detenni.n1ng if a grievance exi.sts."

·1 v
One other NALC claim requires a brief answer. It asser:s that Steward Vickers asked another supervisor for his
"personal notations" of his Article XVI discussions with employee Hanewinc:kel in late Augu5t 1980 and that he was given
the superv"isor's d1scus~1on notes. It compares this response
with Supet"Visor R:iiney's 't"esponse and complains that "selective
disclosure 1s inherently unfair and discr·~tnatot"V."
One of the difficulties with th~s argument is that there
is no real evidence with respect to the Hanewinckel situation.
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Perh~pt the ~umbeT of discugs\o-ns between the supervise~ and
Ranevinc~el vas in d1~pu~e;
pcrhnps there wD~ a credib~lity
issuei perhap• Vickers' request was "necessary" to hi~ in-

vestigation of that complaint. In short, che Hanewinckel case
may be distinguishable from the present Barker ca~e. But
even if it were not, the mere fact that one supervisor ~rants
a steward's requeRt for discovery while another doe~ not is
hardly a sufficient basis for rulin~ that Mana2ement ls guilty
of "discriminatory" act.ions forbidden by the National Agreement..
AWARD
The grievance is denied.

)
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This chapter,
subchapter, part,
or section ...

titled ...

was to ...

in Postal
Bulletin
issue
number ...

with an
issue/effective
date of...

Chapter 7, Supply Management
722.31

Prohibited Purchases

add two new categories to the
list of purchases that you can't
make using local buying
procedures.

22061

10-18-2001

722.631

General

update the procedure for
miscellaneous payments.

22136

9-2-2004

Chapter 8, Information Resources
8

Information Resources

integrate information technology
and information privacy policies
under the broader heading of
Information Resources; identify
information technology-related
services and responsibilities.
(Completely revised)

22140

10-28-2004

87

Information Security

11

change the title from Security
Program to Information
Security.

22071

3-7-2002

11

include the new security
policies and organizational
responsibilities covering
protection of Postal Service
information resources.

22110

9-4-2003

Appendix, Privacy Act System of Records
Appendix

Privacy Act System of Records

remove entire appendix to
Handbook AS-353, Guide to
Privacy and the Freedom of
Information Act.

ASM 13, July 1999
Updated With Postal Bulletin Revisions Through March 31, 2005

Appendix

Privacy Act Systems of Records

Section A. Explanation
This appendix includes Section A. - relating to systems of
records under the Privacy Act.

100.900

Employee Inquiry, Complaint, and Investigative
Records

100.950

Employee Assistance Program (EAP) Records

200.000

Labor Relations Records

300.000

Finance Records

Section C. is a complete index of Postal Service systems of
records.

400.000

Supplier and Tenant Records

500.000

Property Management Records

Section D. describes disclosures authorized by statute and the
standard routine uses that apply to all systems of records.
Section E. contains the complete text of Postal Service
systems of records.

500.050

HSPD-12: Identity Management System

Section B. contains an overview of the Privacy Act and its
protections.

Section B. Privacy Act Protections
The Privacy Act of 1974, 5 U.S.C. 552a, applies to Federal
agencies, including the Postal Service. The Privacy Act
provides protections for personal information that an agency
maintains in a system of records. A system of records
describes a file, database, or program from which information
is retrieved about an individual by name or other personal
identifier.
The Privacy Act establishes recordkeeping, access, and
nondisclosure requirements for information maintained in a
system of records. The Privacy Act requires agencies to
publish a description of each system of records to provide full
information on how personal information within the system of
records is treated. This description includes how information is
collected, used, disclosed, stored, and disposed of. It also
includes how individuals can obtain access to, correct, and
amend information about them that is included in the system of
records.
The Privacy Act places limitations and requirements on how
information from within a system of records can be disclosed,
·as described in Section D.

Section C. Index of Systems of Records
Part I. General Systems
100.000

General Personnel Records

100.100

Recruiting, Examining, and Placement Records

100.200

Employee Performance Records

100.300

Employee Development and Training Records

100.400

Personnel Compensation and Payroll Records

100.450

User Profile Support Records Related to Digital
Service

100.500

Personnel Resource Management Records

100.600

Personnel Research Records

100.700

Medical Records

100.800

Employee Accident Records

100.850

Office of Workers' Compensation Program
(OWCP) Record Copies

March 2016

500.100

Carrier and Vehicle Operator Records

500.200

Controlled Correspondence, FOIA, and Privacy
Act Disclosure Records

500.300

Emergency Management Records

600.000

Legal Records Related to Mail

600.100

General Legal Records

600.200

Privacy Act and FOIA Appeal and Litigation
Records

600.300

Public and Confidential Financial Disclosure
Reports

600.400

Administrative Litigation Records

600.500

Judicial Officer Records

700.000

Inspection Service Investigative File System

700.100

Mail Cover Program Records

700.200

Vehicular Violations Records Systems

700.300

Inspector General Investigative Records

Part II. Customer Systems
800.000

Address Change, Mail Forwarding, and Related
Services

800.100

Address Matching for Mail Processing

800.200

Address Element Correction Enhanced Service
AECES)

810.100

www.usps.com Registration

810.200

www.usps.com Ordering, Payment, and
Fulfillment

810.300

Offline Registration, Payment, and Fulfillment

820.100

Mailer Services - Applications and Approvals

820.200

Mail Management and Tracking Activity

830.000

Customer Service and Correspondence

840.000

Customer Mailing and Delivery Instructions

850.000

Auction Files

860.000

Financial Transactions

870.100

Trust Funds and Transaction Records

870.200

Meter Postage and PC Postage Customer Data
and Transaction Records

880.000

Post Office and Retail Services

890.000

Sales, Marketing, Events, and Publications

900.000

International Services

910.000

Identity and Document Verification Services
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Guide to Privacy, the Freedom of Information Act, and Records Management

Section D. Authorized Disclosures and
Routine Uses
Under the Privacy Act, information can only be disclosed from
a system of records, internally or externally, under one of two
conditions:
1.
The individual has authorized the disclosure in writing.
2.
The disclosure fits within one of twelve specified
categories.
The following is a description of disclosures, including those
authorized by the Privacy Act and USPS regulations and
routine uses.

D.1. Disclosures Authorized by the Privacy
Act
The Privacy Act authorizes disclosures in the following twelve
circumstances:
1.
To agency employees who need the information to
perform their job.
2.
As required by the Freedom of Information Act.
3.
For routine uses for which the agency has provided
proper notice.
4.
To the Bureau of the Census for purposes related to
census and survey activities.
5.
To a recipient who provides advance written assurance
that the information will only be used for statistical
research or reporting, and the information provided
does not identify individuals.
6.
To the National Archives and Records Administration
for historic preservation purposes.
7.
To other domestic government agencies for a civil or
criminal law enforcement activity if the activity is
authorized by law. In such cases, the agency head must
specify in writing both the law enforcement activity and
the particular information needed.
8.
To a person upon a showing of compelling
circumstances affecting an individual's health or safety.
The agency must send notice of the disclosure to the
individual's last known address.
9.
To Congress, or to the extent the matter is within their
jurisdiction, to any of its committees or subcommittees.
10.
To the Comptroller General in the performance of duties
of the Government Accountability Office.
11.
Pursuant to the order of a court of competent
jurisdiction.
12.
To a consumer reporting agency in order to collect
claims owed to the Government.
The Privacy Act allows agencies to disclose information from a
system of records if they establish a routine use describing the
disclosure (see #;?_. above). Under the Privacy Act, routine uses
are defined as disclosures that are compatible with the
purpose for which the information was collected - in other
words, disclosures that are appropriate and necessary for the
efficient conduct of government business. Routine uses for
each system of records are established by publishing them in a
Federal Register notice that describes the system. They must
also be disclosed in a notice given to an individual when
information is collected directly from the individual. The Privacy
Act also allows disclosures required by the Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA) (see #~above). USPS regulations
implementing the Privacy Act and FOIA are contained in
39 CFR Parts 261-268.
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D.2. Standard Routine Uses
The following standard routine uses apply to USPS systems of
records. In general, standard routine uses 1. through 9. apply
to general systems - systems relating to employees, finance,
investigations, litigation, and other systems not primarily
related to USPS customers. General systems are listed in
Section C, Part I. In general, standard routine uses 1. through
7., 10., and 11. apply to customer systems. These systems,
which contain information related to USPS customers, are
listed in Section C, Part II. The specific standard routine uses
applicable to each system of records, as well as any special
routine uses, are described in each system of records in E:
1.
Disclosure Incident to Legal Proceedings. When the
Postal Service is a party to or has an interest in litigation
or other legal proceedings before a federal, state, local,
or foreign adjudicative or administrative body or before
an arbitrator, arguably relevant records may be
disclosed before that body, and/or to the Department of
Justice or other legal counsel representing the Postal
Service or its employees, and to actual or potential
parties or their representatives in connection with
settlement discussions or discovery. Arguably relevant
records may also be disclosed to former Postal Service
employees or suppliers when reasonably necessary to
elicit information related to actual or potential litigation.
Arguably relevant records may be disclosed to a bar
association or similar federal, state, or local licensing or
regulatory authority that relate to possible disciplinary
action.
2.
Disclosure for Law Enforcement Purposes. For
information derived from general systems, when the
Postal Service becomes aware of a violation or potential
violation of law, whether civil, criminal, or regulatory in
nature, or in response to the appropriate agency's
request on a reasonable belief that a violation has
occurred, records may be referred to the appropriate
agency, whether federal, state, local, or foreign,
charged with enforcing or implementing the statute,
rule, regulation, or relevant order. For records derived
from customer systems, records may be disclosed to
appropriate law enforcement agencies to investigate,
prevent, or take action regarding suspected illegal
activities against the Postal Service; and such customer
records may only otherwise be disclosed to law
enforcement agencies as required by law.
3.
Disclosure to Congressional Office. Records about an
individual may be disclosed to a congressional office in
response to an inquiry from the congressional office
made at the prompting of that individual.
4.
Disclosure to Agents or Contractors. Records may be
disclosed to entities or individuals under contract or
agreement with the Postal Service when necessary to
fulfill a Postal Service function, to provide Postal
Service products or services to customers, or to
provide the contractor with investigative or performance
records about the contractor's employees.
5.
Disclosure to Auditors. Records may be disclosed to
government agencies and other entities authorized to
perform audits, including financial and other audits, of
the Postal Service and Postal Service activities.
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6.

7.

8.

9.

1 O.

11.

Disclosure to Labor Organizations. As required by
applicable law, records may be furnished to a labor
organization when needed by that organization to
perform its duties as the collective bargaining
representative of Postal Service employees in an
appropriate bargaining unit.
Disclosure to Government Agencies. Records may be
disclosed to a federal, state, local, or foreign
government agency when necessary in connection with
decisions by the requesting agency or by the Postal
Service regarding personnel matters, issuance of
security clearances, letting of contracts, or decisions to
issue licenses, grants, or other benefits. With respect to
employee records, such matters include provision of
parent locator services; enforcement of child support,
tax, and debt obligations; and claims, investigations,
and inspections related to occupational safety, injuries,
illnesses, and accidents.
Disclosure to Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission. Records may be disclosed to an
authorized investigator, administrative judge, or
complaints examiner appointed by the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission when requested
in connection with the investigation of a formal
complaint of discrimination filed against the Postal
Service under 29 CFR Part 1614.
Disclosure to Merit Systems Protection Board or Office
of the Special Counsel. Records may be disclosed to
the Merit Systems Protection Board or Office of the
Special Counsel for the purpose of litigation, including
administrative proceedings, appeals, special studies,
investigations of alleged or possible prohibited
personnel practices, and such other functions as may
be authorized by law.
Disclosure to Agencies and Entities for Financial
Matters. Records may be disclosed to credit bureaus,
government agencies, and service providers that
perform identity verification and credit risk assessment
services; to financial institutions or payees to facilitate
or resolve issues with payment services; or to
government or collection agencies for the purposes of
debt collection or responding to challenges to such
collection.
Disclosure for Customer Service Purposes. Records
may be disclosed to entities if the disclosure is part of
the service to the customer. This includes disclosures
to addressees of mail to process inquiries and claims;
entities to which the customer wants to provide identity
verification; the State Department for passport
processing; international posts or agents to facilitate or
process international services, claims, or inquiries; and
mailers of sexually oriented advertisements to provide a
list of customers who do not want to receive them.

100.600

Personnel Research Records

200.000

Labor Relations Records

500.300

Emergency Management Records

700.000

Inspection Service Investigative File System

700.100

Mail Cover Program Records

700.300

Inspector General Investigative Records

860.000

Financial Transactions

In addition to the above, certain categories of records
contained in the systems of records below are exempt from the
following Privacy Act provisions: to collect information directly
from the individual; to provide notice to the individual when
collecting information; to maintain accuracy, relevance,
timeliness, and completeness of records; to provide notice of a
correction or notation; to serve notice upon disclosure under
compulsory legal process; to apply civil remedies; and to apply
provisions to contractors.
500.300
Emergency Management Records
700.000

Inspection Service Investigative File System

700.100

Mail Cover Program Records

700.300

Inspector General Investigative Records

The legal authority and statutory references for all exemptions
are contained in 39 CFR 266.9.

Section E. Complete Text of Systems of
Records

D.3. Exempted Systems of Records
Certain categories of records contained in the systems of
records below are exempt from the following Privacy Act
provisions: to release records; to maintain only relevant and
necessary information; to establish notification, access, and
contest procedures or publish them in a Federal Register
notice; and to release an accounting of disclosures.
Recruiting, Examining, and Placement Records
100.100
100.300

Employee Development and Training Records

March 2016
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Mr. Lonnie L. Johnson
National President
National Post Office Mail
Handlers, Watchmen, Messengers
and Group Leaders, AFL-CIO
Suite 450
1225 19th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
20036-2411
Re:

J. Gonzalez
General Post Of, NY 10018
HlM-lA-C 13294

Dear Mr. Johnson:

On February 28, 19~4, we met with your representative to
discuss the above-captioned grievance at the fourth step of
our contractual grievance procedure.
The question in this grievance is whether management violated
Article 17 of the National Agreement by involuntarily
transferring the grievant, a steward, upon his conversion to
full-time regular status.
During our discussion, it was mutually agreed that the
following would represent a full settlement of this case:
Under Article 17, Section 3, of the National Agreement, a
certified steward "may not be involuntarily transfeired to
. another branch . . • unless . . • "As the grievant
was a full-time regular employee upon his conversion, he
should not have been transferred unless there was no job
for which the employee was qualified on the grievant's
tour, or in such station or branch, or post office.
Accordingly, if the grievant is qualified for an
assignment on GPO OM-Tour 2, he shall be returned to this
tour.
Management may, however, take whatever action is
appropriate and necessary, e.g. excessing of the junior
full-time employee, in order to provide the grievant with
an assignment on GPO OM-Tour 2.

)

Mr. Lonnie L. Johnson

2

Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as
your acknowledgment of agreement to settle this case.,
The time limits were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely,

Daniel A. Kahn
Labor Relations Department

)

Lonnie L. Johnson
National President
National Post Office Mail
Handlers, Watchmen, Messengers
and Group Leaders, AFL-CIO

ARBITRATION AWARD
January 18, 1982

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
Brooklyn, New York
-and-

HBN-l.A-C 7812

Case No. NS-N-0221

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LETTER
CARRIERS

, Subject:

Payment of Grievant - Travel Time for Step 2 Meeting

Statement of the Issue:
Whether the Postal
Service's failure to pay a grievant for time spent
traveling to and from the Step 2 meeting on his
grievance was a violation of the National Agreement?

)

Contract Provisions Involved:
Article XVII, Section 4
of the-July 21, 1978 National Agreement.
Grievance Data:
Gri·evance Filed:
Step 2 Meeting:
Step 3 Meeting:
Step 4 Meeting: ·
Appeal to Arbitration:
Case Heard: ·
Transcript Received:
Briefs Submitted:
Statement of the Award:

Date
September 17, 1979
October 1979
January 4, 1980
February 28, 1980
March 7, 1980
October 6, 1981
October 24, 1981
December 10, 1981
The grievance is denied.

.

__

)

.:

·"·). .
BACKGROUND

/

Thia case involves t:he Postal Se1:"V'iee·• s refusal to p~y
grievant: fot: time apenr: traveling to and from the St.ep 2
meet:ing on his grlevance. NALC inaiat:s this refusal was
a violaeion of Article XVII, SectiOft 4 of the 1978 NatiOf'a&l
Agreement. Ie ask.a. that the Postal Service compensate
this fievant "fo'r cm-the-clock travel time to and from
[ thia Step 2 111Mu1t.ing ••• "
·
&

The esont1~l facts are not in dispute. J. Roventini,
a lettet:' carrier, vas employed in rd.d-1979 at th• Ryder
Station in Brooklyn, New York. He vaa disciplined. He
filed a grievance proteaeing the disciplinary action.
The Step 2 11Muttit11 Oft his grtevance vas held, pursuant:
to Postal Se1:Vice practice in Brooklyn, at the Hain Post
Qffiee •. NA.LC wanted the grievant to bt preaen·c. Because
the Ayder Station ia a substantial distance from the Main
Pese Office, R01'.-~1ni epent two hours traveling to and
from- ehe Main P~st: Office to attend· his Step 2. meeting.
Tho&e hours ftll during his regular vorlt day.

)

The Poaeal Servi.ee paid Rovcntini only for che Cim~
he accu.ally spcftC at Ch• Step 2 DHtet1ng. It refused eo
pay him for hi1 .cvo hours' travel Cima. That refuaal
prompted the- iutamt p:1.evanca.
Article XVII, Section 4 1$ the relevant contract provision. It. reada::

"The Employer vill authorize payment only upon
the folloVing condi.tions:

Meetinc•· called by the El!Bployer for information exchange and other·ccmditiona designaced by the Employcrr concerning contract
application. ·

)
-2-

The pareies have cmtirely different interpretations
of this langua1e. The Postal SeTV'ica 1naiata "time
actually spent 1n· grievance handling ••• " simply does not
include rravel eime. It believes thi1 viw ia aupponed
by bargaining hiscoey, by paae practice, and by the te'f'lils
of the witness compensation c:laW1e· added to Ari:~cle XVII,
Section 4 in the 1978 ne1otiactcma.
NALC disagrees. It aph&aizlia.tbat Brock.lyn Management scheduled a Seep 2 !!!!!!!!e~ing ae Che Main Post Office
for its ovn couvenienc~ and thereby required aovent:ini to
spend rwo hours traveling to and from the p:i....,ance meet~
ing. It 1.!laiza hia travel t:ime ''vaa thus devoted solely
to the handling of his srtevance." It urges his "sole
purpoae•t, whether traiveling in conneceion vi.th the Step 2
meeting or diacuaainc bi.1 complaint with Management at
this mee·.ing, waa to naolve his grievance. It contends
therefor~ that all of this time- mwst logically be charact:e"f"ized as "timie actually spent in grievance- handling."
I t says its. broad vi.IN of this. concract clause ia justified not only by ehe plain meaning of its words but also
by "eommon aenae" and "equity." ·

DISCOSSIOR AND FINDINGS·
A·grievant .can receive pa)"lllllettt under Article XVII,
Section 4 "only" if he satisfies certain express "condit 1 ona." He is pa.id for Steps 1 and 2 of his grievance ·
"for tiDHt actually spent in grievance handling, including
1nves~11ation and a.eting.a vith the Employer'', providing
the "t..iJM spent" is part of his "'regular VO't"k. day."

'-..'..~

The taaue, &imply stated, is whether the grievant'1
travel ti.JM to and from a Step 2 meeting ·Ccrt·u;tit:utes "time
actually apent in grievance handling ••• "
.. The key wo't"da in this cont't"act clause, it seems to
They cncompaaa a broad ran;e
of ¢evance act"ivity. They include "investigation",

=e, are "griQvance handling."

·.

'•

·)··

--~-
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·:)
"meetings vith the Employer", and other similar kinds of
grievance action. But all of these act1Vities, to be
covered by Article XVII, Section 4, mu.at have one essential
characteristic. They muse involve ehe "accual ••• handling ••• " of a ¢evance.
A grievant mayocc:asionally have eo travel to a Main
Post Office to participate in his Step 2 meeting. That
is what happened to lloventini.. But such traveling cannot
reanonably be ea.id to involve che "actual ••• handling ••• "
of a gritrYanca. While the grievant is on a bus or train
en route to Che meeting, he 1a uot .-n:aged :Ln Che "actual •••
handling .... " of hi• artevance. He ia eraveling, nothing
more. His "¢evance handlins" be1ine only when he arrives at the meetins-. It fo-llova thae ha. haa not sat.imfiea the a:prtu11 "ccmdiciacus" of Article XVII, Section 4
:nd is r..oe eneitl@d· t" payment: for hi.s eravel til!Nt.
. 'Ihill c:.cmeluaicm ia Corur.illttmt vU:h· the part:ies" negoti ~ting history.. Article XVII,. Sect:.ion 4 has had a pro-

vision far payment for "time actually apcme in grievance
handling ••• " since 1911. N.ALC (actually the Poaeal L&bor
Negot:iaeing Comedttec) proposed adding the folloving langu.ige to tbe "grievance handling ••• "· c:lawse in the 1975
ne:otiatiotUI: " ••• including travel and transportation,
invtatigation, p:-"paratlon, ifid vritin& grievances" C!.mphasia added). 'I'be PoataL Service rejected this proposal.
NA.LC proposed addin1 the following lansuage eo the "grievance handling ••• " clause in ehe 1978 negotiations: ''The
Employer sha.ll alao compensate Union representatives for
time s ent in and travellin to and from meetin s called
y t e
oyer...
in.a
e •
a n t: e Postal
SeTVi.ce rejected this. proposal. Given th.is history, it
would appear NA.LC recognized in 1975 and 1978 that "time
actually spent in grievance handling ••• " did not: include
travel time.
Moreover, 'tlbtm ehe part:iea added a vitneaa payment
clauae t.o Article XVII~ Section 4 in the 1978 negotiations, ,
they expreaaed the Poaeal Service's obligation in a much
different vay. · They stated 1 " • • • the !aployer will compensate any vitneaaes for the time required· to attend a
Step 2 mecu:ing." Clearly, the "time required to att:end ••• "
includes. travel tiae. The grievanc payment clause, "eime
aci:ually spent in grievaru;e handling", aaya nothing wbatGrYer about' "tiJN requir&d to attend ••• " meetings o
It can
b.t.rdl' be inte~eed to aaan the same thing as the witruus

paymen~

clause.

-4-

For these reasons, I find that the Postal Service
was not obliged to pay Roventini for his travel time.
There has been no violation of Article XVII, Section 4.
AWARD

The grievance is denied.

~(
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A. 1e111
Induatrial Relations Director
American Postal workers
Union, AFL-CIO
817 14th Street, N.w.
Washington, D.c. 20005-3399
J:tear Mr. Neilli
On SeptPl>er 25 you aet with Frank Dyer in prearbitration

dlscuaaion of BSC-50-<! 6315, Seattle, ilashington. The
question in this grievance !nvol~es p&J!!!ent to a union
steward for time spent traveling between two facilities to
process grievances.
It

~aa

mutually agreed to full settlement of this case as

follotta I

/.

This issue was presented to Arbitrator Mittenthal in
eaae number H8N-1A-C 7812. Baa&d on his decision, this
case ia considered administratively closed.
Please ai9n and return the enelosed copy of this letter .
acknowledging your agreement to close this case, withdrawing
BSC-SD-C 6315 from the pending national ~rbitration listing.
Sincerely,
(tuPff!J..

SEP
sherry s.

Barber
Manager
Arbitration Division .
Labor Relations Department
Gen~ral

Bftclowura
. .
·..
".':' ~-

,.·;

Thomas A. Neill

Industrial Relations
Director
.ha,erican Postal Workers

Union, AYL-CIO

~

Date

5 1984

....~-)
..

.'

EMPLOYEE ANO LABOR Ra.ATIONS GROUP
· W•Wilngton, DC 20250
.

·,QEC. 1 3 1978.

Mr. Thomas O. aile~,
Assistant secretary T~easurer

National· Association o~ fAtter Carriers,
AFL-CIO
100 Indiana Av~nue, NW
Washington, oc· 20001
I\e t

.

·.

•,'
,.,·,·

!'. · Mulcahy

Brockton, MA
NC=N=l2792/V78-32002

Dear Mr. Rileyi
On Nove~er 28, 1979, we met with you to discuss·tbe
above-captioned grievance at the fourth step of our
contractual
grievance procedure •
.

.

The matters presented by you as well as the applicable
contractual provisions have been reviewed and given careful
consideration.
eased on the facts presented and ·contained in the case file,
we find no contractual violation. The National Agreement
does not provide for the paytl\ent of a union steward who
accompanies an employee to a medical facility fol:' a fitness ..
for-du~y examination.
In the absence of a contractual
violation, this grieva~ce is deniede

Sincerely,

~a_.t(l~
Viki Maddox
Labor Relations Department
ARBITRATION OT REQUESTED
·~;:. - .

ARBITRATION AWARD

(

December 10, 1979

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
Parkersburg, West Virginia
Case Nos.

-andAMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION

Subject:

/!l{.

/J-.(

~n-E-021,

A~-E-022

Payment of Stewards - Grievance Procedure

Statement of the Issue:
"Is the Postal Service required to pay Union Stewards for time spent in
writing appeals to Step 3 of the grievance pro-

cedure, pursuant to Article XVII, Section 4 of the
1978 National Agreement?" .

Contract Provisions Involved: Article XV, Section 2, Steps 2
and 3 and Article XVII, Sections 2 and 4 of the
July 21, 1978 National Agreement.
Date

Grievance Data:

March 1979
March 19, 1979
April 17, 1979

Grievance Filed:
Step 2 Meeting:

Step 3 Meeting:
Step

4 Meeting:

Case Heard:
Transcript Received:
Briefs Submitted:

June 8, 1979
September 6, 1979

September 19, 1979
Nov. 21 & 23, 1979

Statement of the Award:
Steward Romine should be paid
for time spent in writing appe~ls to Step 3 of the
grievance procedure. The Postal Service's failure
to pay him for such time was a violation of Article

XVII, Section 4.
hours.

He should be compensated for these

2 •.

tit'
fl..1
jd{-E-021,022

BACKGROUND
These grievances protest the Postal Service's refusal
to pay a Steward for time spent writing appeals from Step 2
to Step 3 of the grievance procedure. The Union insists the
Steward is entitled to be paid for such ''grievance handling"
pursuant to Article XVII, Section 4 of the National Agreement. The Postal Service disagrees.
T. Romine is a Distribution Clerk in the Parkersburg,
West Virginia post office. He is a Steward as well. Sometime in 1979, supervision gave him a number of adverse Step 2
decisions on grievances he had processed. He chose to appeal
those grievances to Step 3. He asked his supervisor to be
relieved during his tour because "I have to appeal a coupl.e
of adverse Step 2 decisions." The supervisor refused to let
him do this paper work "on the clock", i.e., on Postal Service
time.

Romine wrote the appeals to Step 3 on his own
then grieved, urging that he had a right to appeal
from Step 2 ·to Step 3 during regular working hours
he should be paid for this appeal work. His claim
on Article XVII~ Section 4 which reads in part:

time. He
grievances
and that
is based

"The Em~loyer will authorize payment only
under the allowing conditions:
and one Union

"Meetings called by the Employer for information exchange and other conditions designated
by the Employer concerning contract application ••. "
(Emphasis added)

A brief sUIIUJlary of the parties' main arguments would be
useful. The Union insists that the Steward's preparation of

_)

/Jf{
&if-E-021, 022

3.

appeals from Step 2 to Step 3 constituted a Step 2
"grievance handling" activity and that he hence should
have been paid for his appeal work under Article XVII,
Section 4. The Postal Service contends that pay is due
only for certain specified "grievance handling" activities
and that the Steward's appeal work was not an "investigation"
or a "meeting with the Employer" or the "writ[ing 0£] a
grievance." It alleges also that his appeal work was not
a Step 2 activity but rather was the initial stage of Step 3.
It believes the Steward's claim should be rejected on either
of these grounds.

DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS
The problem in this case arises from
Article XVII, Section 4. That provision,
for payment to Stewards for time spent in
including investigation and meetings with
••• writ[ing] a grievance."

)

the ambiguity in
to repeat, calls
"grievance handling,
the Employer [and)

The Postal Service treats 11 including" as a word of strict
limitation.
Its position is that "grievance handling" covers
only those tasks expressly "includ[ed]" in Article XVII, Section 4 and that the Steward's appeal from Step 2 to Step 3 is
not one of them. Dictionary definitions provide no answer.
For the term "including" can be used in more than one way.
It is not necessarily a word of strict limitation. No one
would deny that the whole is the sum of its parts. When one
speaks of the whole "including" certain enumerated parts, the
reference could be to all the parts. But i t could just as
well be to some of the parts. Thus, when the parties embraced
the idea of paying for "grievance handling" which "includ[ed]"
certain enumerated tasks, it is not clear whether they meant
to cover only those listed tasks {as the Postal Service
claims) or whether they meant to cover any task which fell
within the rubric of "grievance handling" (as the Union claims).
The answer to this question must be found elsewhere.
There are several considerations which favor the Union's
position. First, if the Postal Service were correct, the parLies need only have stated in Article XVII that Stewards would
be paid for time spent in "investigation and meetings with
the Employer [and) ••• writ[ing] a grievance." There would be
no need whatever for the words "grievance handling." Those

.)

.···:-~).'.·
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words would be mere surplusage.* However, the parties do not
idly write into their Agreement words intended to have no effect.. The very presence of the term "grievance handling" suggests that the parties had something more in mind than the
three enumerated tasks.
Second, it is impossible to overlook the breadth of the
term "grievance handling." It is much larger than any of
the enumerated tasks.
It encompasses "investigation",
"meetings ••• ", "writ(ing] a grievance", and more. Had the
parties intended these three tasks to serve as a limit on payments to Stewards, they could easily have said so. They
could have stated that payment was for time spent on the
following kinds of "grievance handling" and then enumerated
the three tasks.
But the words they chose suggest that
"grievance handling" is not circumscribed by these tasks.
Third, essentially the same issue was arbitrated under
the 1971 National Agreement. There, a Steward sought pay
for time spent appealing from Step 1 to Step 2A, i.e., for
time spent reducing the grievance to writing. The Postal
Service apparently took the same position as i t does here.
It urged that the Agreement called for payment for "grievance
handling, including investigation and meetings with the Employer" and that writing a grievance was neither "investigation"
nor a "meeting." Arbitrator Fisher held for the Union, ·explaining that the term "grievance handling" was broad enough
to encompass writing a grievance.** He asserted, "In the
absence of any contractual language stating that the actual
writing of a grievance does not constitute 'handling', it is
held that such activity requires payment by the Employer."
Notwithstanding this broad view of "grievance handling", the
parties have continued to use the very same language in their
National Agreements.

*

The Union position, on the other hand, creates no surp1usage. For the test then would be "grievance handling" and
the three enumerated.tasks would be the most prominent
examples of what the parties meant by "grievance handling."

**

This award is dated January 1973 and is referred to in
the Union's arbitration files as Case No. 389.

···. )..

5.
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For these reasons, I find that the word "including" in
Article XVII, Section 4 is not a term of limitation.
It
follows that the payment for ttgrievance handling" is not
limited to the three enumerated tasks. Steward Romine's
action in appealing cases from Step 2 to Step 3 was plainly
"grievance handling." He is therefore entitled to be paid
for that time provided the appeals are truly Step 2 work.
That question is discussed below.
In reaching this conclusion, I have fully considered
another Postal Service claim.
It emphasizes the following
sentence which was added to Article XVII, Section 4 in the
1973 National Agreement: "The Employer will also compensate
a steward for the time reasonably necessary to write a
grievance." It argues that express inclusion of this writing
as a form of compensable "grievance handling" indicates that
other kinds of writing (e.g. 2 the appeal from Step 2 to
Step 3) are not covered. This argument is not persuasive.
The fact is that this sentence represents nothing more than
the parties' adoption of Arbitrator Fisher's award. The
parties also continued to use the term "grievance handling."
By doing so, they appear to have adopted Arbitrator Fisher's
rationale thatthis term was broad enough to include tasks
other than those enumerated in Article XVII, Section 4.
One other crucial question must be resolved. Stewards
are paid only for Step 1 and Step 2 "grievance handling."
The Union maintains that preparation of the appeal from Step 2
to Step 3 is part of Step 2 and is hence covered by Article
XVII, Section 4. The Postal Service says· this appeal is a
Step 3 activity.
Article XV, Section 2 describes the various steps of
The final stage of Step 2 and the
initial stqge of Step 3 read as follows:

the grievance procedure.

Step 2 - "(h) The Union may appeal an adverse
Step 2 decision to Step 3. Any such appeal must
be made within fifteen (15) days after receipt
of the Employer's decision unless the parties' representativ~s agree to extend the time for appeal.
Any appeal must include copies of (1) the standard
grievance form, (2) the Employer's written Step 2
decision, and, if filed, (3) the Union corrections
or additions to the Step 2 decision."

fi,l
6.
Step 3 - "(a)

,Pdf-E-021 > 022

Any appea1 from an adverse de-

cision in Step 2 shall be in writing to the Regional Director for Employee and Labor Relations,
with a copy to the Employer's Step 2 representative, and shall specify the reasons for the appeal."
These provisions offer little assistance. It is more useful to examine the Steward's function and the actual mechanics
of moving a grievance from Step 2 to Step 3. The Steward
meets with the Postal Service representative; he makes a
detailed statement of the facts and contract clauses on
which he relies; he introduces evidence if appropriate; he
argues his case. This is of course the Step 2 meeting. Later,
he receives the Postal Service's decision. If it is adverse, the Union may choose to appeal the grievance to Step 3.
In that event, the Steward has other tasks to perform.
He
corrects the facts and contentions in the Step 2 decision if
necessary; he puts together the required documents;
and
he writes out the reasons for the appeal. It seems to me
that this is also a Step 2 activity. For not until the appeal
is perfected, not until these papers are filed with the
Postal Service Regional Director, does the dispute actually
reach Step 3. Anything which precedes that filing is a
Step 2 activity. This view is, I think, consistent with the
language of the grievance procedure itself.
Thus, Steward Romine's appeals from Step 2 to Step 3
involved Step 2 "grievance handling" and the time he spent
on this paper work was compensable under Article XVII, Section 4.
There is one final Postal Service claim which deserves
brief mention.
It points to a Union proposal in the 1978 contract negotiations which would have extended Article XVII,
Section 4 to all steps of the grievance procedure and would
have required payment of Stewards for time spent in "grievance
handling, including investigation, writing the grievance,
and all meetings with the Employer including arbitration hearings." It notes the proposal was rejected. And it alleges
that the terms of the proposal demonstrate that the Union
itself "did not believe that any activities beyond those
specifically listed in Article XVII were reimbursible .•. "
In
my opinion, it demonstrates no such thing. The main thrust
of the above proposal was to have Stewards paid by the Postal
Service whenever they met with Management no matter what step
of the grievance procedure was involved. That has nothing
to do with the issue before me in this case.

·.···/·).

7.
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ft-E-021, 022

AWARD

Steward Romine should be paid for time spent in writing
appeals to Step 3 of the grievance procedure. The Postal
Service's failure to pay him for such time was a violation
of Article XVII, Section 4. He should be compensated for
these hours.

~/la6~(
~Mittenthal,
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Arbitrator
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Mr. James Connors
Assistant Director
Clerk Craft Division
American Postal Workers Union,
AFL-CIO
817 14th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
20005-3399
Re:

Local
Fresno, CA 93706
HlC-5H-C 17671

Dear Mr. Connors:

)

On February 24, 1984, we met to discuss the above-captioned
grievance at the fourth step of our contractual grievance
procedure.
The issue in this grievance is whether an employee is
entitled to overtime compensation for time spent at a
grievance hearing outside of their regular work hours.
After further review of this matter, we agreed that there was
no national interpretive issue fairly presented as to the
meaning and intent of Article 17 of the National Agreement.
This is a local dispute over the application of Article 17,
Section 4 of the National Agreement.
We agree that Article
17 contains no provisions for compensating employees whose
attendance at grievance hearings extends beyond their
normally scheduled work hours.
The parties at Step 3 are to
apply the above understanding in order to resolve this case.
Accordingly, we agreed to remand this case to Step 3 for
further consideration by the parties.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this decision as
acknowledgment of our agreement to remand this grievance.
Time limits were extended by mutual consent.
Sincerely,
Thomas J. Lang
James Connors
Labor Relations Department Assistant Director
Clerk Craft Division

FEB

3 1987

Mr. Robert L. Tunstall
Assistant Director
Clerk Craft Division
A~erican Postal Workers

Union, AFL-ClO

817 14th Street, N.W.
Nashington, D.C. 20005-1399

Rei

R. Parker
Orlando, FL 32862
ff4C-3W-C 20157
H4C-3W-C 2015C

Dear Mr. Tunstall:
On RovGJ1ber 6, 1986, we aet to diseuaa the above-captioned

vrievancea at the fourth atep of our contractual grievance
procedure.
The issue tn these 9rievan~ea la whather a ahop steward on
light duty should be •uthorize4 steward t.1.llte • .
After rev1eving thia natter, we mutually agroed that l\O
national interpretive tmsue iG fairly presented i~ these
cases. The parties aoree that a ahop steward on light duty
may perform atevau:d dutieo unless the atewaro •a aedical
restriction precludes such activity.

With thie in ~ind, ~e agreed to remand theae cases.to the
parties at Step 3 for further processing including
arbitration if necessary.
Please aign and return the enclosed co~y of this letter as
your acknovledo~ent of agree~nt to rsm.and t~eme caaea •
. Sincerely,
Jafgnect)

J&Jl\e& L. Ros~nhauer
Labor Relations Departnent

Robert L. Tunetall

As&iatant Director
Clerk Craft Division
.American Postal WorkP-r& Union,
AFL-CIO

/
1,

>\
j

_/

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
47$ t:Enfant Plaza. SW
Wa~Ott. DC 20280-0001

. i ...

Mr. James

Conri~rs

A

DEC 1 7 198~

Assistant Dire·ctor
Cl&rk Craft Division

American Postal Workers
Union, AFL-CIO

817 14th Streett N.w.
Washingt~n,

D.<.

200G5-3399

Re:

M. Stoddard
Spokane~ WA

992io

fflC-50-C 21764

Dear Mr. Connors:
On December 6, 1984, ve met to discuss the above-capt·ioned
9rievanee at the fourth step of our contractual grievance
procedure ...
j

The question raised in this grievance involved whether
management officials violated Articl~ 17 by being present
when the union ad~reased new employees during orientaiton.

Ourin9 our discussion, we mutually agreed to resolve this
case based on our underst.andinq that Article 17 does not
preclude management officials from being present when the
union addresses ne~ employees during orientation.
Please sign and return· the enclosed copy of this letter as
your ackno~ledgment of your agreement to resolve this case.
Sincerelyr
,

vtni~1,w,I 1L. ~ct.,
Marg~ret

-.

J.

B. Oli~er
Labor Relations Oe.partment

c?.._ames Connors
Assistant Director
Clerk Craft Division
American Postal Workers
Union r AFL-CIO

..
.c:.~.-.·.·1
··"'

>-

11.r. Jo11u11ph lit. A=ea, :tr.

~ireetcr, COfttraet Adaiftletrat1C'H'I
t.aborel'S• I~t~~Qatlcmal Un11Hl
of North Ao.ariea., Rail l!le.odlere
D!Ylaion

APR 8 1988

&•dt• s2g
1 YhOIUle Cirel•, ~.w.

N•ahinotoa, DC

2oocs-sec2
Re a

Class .A.et ion

Atlanta, GA
l!!l~-J~-C

On

Hore~

rour

1, ltlt, VO Det v1th

303"«

2411

rc~C'(:&~ntat1Ye,

M•reollu&

to diseuse t.h~ a?:>o~e-ca~tto~•~ 9r!sv~Ace at the
fourth atop of o~r eofttractual ,rlevaac~ proce~ure.

~ilaon,

vhe~r Ol:iployeoc ar&
penaittod to till cut Standard Fol"ll 1187 (Author1sat10ft fer
l),d~ct,lgn of Union Duea) durlno ecaploy•• ortent•~iOA.

Th• llllMN• in thls orievance ts

(_

~rl.av

would

our 41.acnanton, .,.- awt.ally 39rH<!i that t.M following
a full 11ettl61:l•A~ of this oas~1

ra~re11ant
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Please si9n an~ r~turn the enclosed eopy of thie decisicn as
your eckftO'lll'l4dg~enl of a9r~tm$ft~ to settle ~hig ease.
Tirae

11n1~a

wore

&xt~~ac~

by

i:wtu~l

con.sent.

S 1ncere 1y ,

- ...
td&udl.

Joyce OnQ

CrlevAnco and Arbitration
D1~iaion

.JosCirph ...

M-4-JIJ,

Dtrector,

Co~traet Ad~iniatrstion

Jr.

Laborers• Internation•l Unien
o! lf.ort~
Divisior.

Atleric~,

Mail

Hon~l$n;
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In the Matt/r of the Arbitration
between

.

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
and

,
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OPINION AND DECISION·

OF

PANEL OF SEVEN ARBITRATORS

AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION

The undersigned panel of arbitrators are in accord with
the conclusions contained in this Opinion and Decision.

Col-

lectively and indiyidually we declare it to be our purpose to apply the principles and findings herein as provided in the
Stipulation of the parties dated February 9, 1979.
tion, entitled "Agreement" but referred to herein as
tion", is attached as Appendi± A.)

,,,.,---

_)

(The Stipula11

Stipula-

I.

THE AUTHORITY OF THE PANEL

O,n July 21, 1978 1 "alleged strike activi tiesu by a
number of employees of the Postal Service at the Bulk Mail Facil-

ity in Jersey City, New Jersey and at the North Jersey Facility
gave rise to a

s~ries

of summary terminations of the employee

participants in the activities.

The terminati9ns were severally

grieved by the respective labor organizations representing the
a~fected

employees and .thereafter a number of these individual

grievances reached hearing before one or· another of the seven
members constituting the panel of arrritrators designated by the
parties to hear and determine such grievances arising in the
Northeast Region.

Some of these grievances have already resulted

in consummated hearings before the given arbitrators who heard

-·:::

them; a great many others still await such hearings.
The .Postal Service and the American Postal Workers Union
(

11

APWU'1 ) , one of ·the two union protagonists of these individual

grievances, rnutua~ly agreed (by their Stipulation cited above) to
confer upon the members of the panel for the Northeast Region
sitting en bane (initially five of their numoer but $ince amended
to include all seven o:f its members) "to· decide after con-

sultation with each other, legal and factual questions underlying
the pending arbitration cases in the Northeast Region which
involve alleged strike activities".
The stipulation then goes on to provide:

"2. The factual record to be placed before the
Arbi trato'rs will be agreed upon by the parties a.nd will
consist of-specified portions of the testimony already

I

I l.)

3
i

-<A'(
.-

/

adduced in APWU cases, together With agreed upon
documents and additional stipulations, if any.
If the
parties are unable to agree upon the admissibility of
any evidence, such disagreement will be resolved by the
~bane panel of Arbitrators."

The factual record, as well as the main briefs of the
parties; were supplied to the arbitrators on February 28, 1979.
Counsel for the Union submitted additional

·mat~rial

on March 8,

and the Postal Service raised objecttons to this additional
material on March 14.

On April 3, the Union asked to submit a

supplementary brief and other materials.

To consider this re-

quest the parties met with the arbitrators on April 13, and by
letter to the parties dated April 19, 1979, the arbitrators d.enied the Union's request to submit a suppleme11tal brief and its
r--further request that the arbitrators ho~d a hearing on the
\

/arguments in such supplemental brief.

Thearbitrators-granted,

however, the request of the parties to submit by April 26, 1979,
such additional exhibits as were mutually agreeable between the
parties.

No additional material has been

rece~ved

pursuant to

that deadline.
The stipulation' then provides:

"5. The panel will issue a decision (or majority
decision) on the untjerlying questions presented.
11

6.
After the "Arbitrators have rendered a majority
decision on underlying questions, each Arbitrator
will separately apply the majority decision to the
specific facts of the APWU cases which that
Arbitrator has already heard, based upon the
actual record in each specific case, and shall issue an award in each case."

4

While the

to have a separate

stipul~tion

heari~g

preserve.s "the right of the Union

on each grievant's case", that right

is made subject to the express condition that the en bane panel
decision on the underlying issues "is controlling on all issues
decided therein,. and that the Arbitrators shall apply the

decision to each APWU case coming before them.tt
The stipulation does not define the "·underlying issues"

but they are delineated in the briefs of the parties submitted to
the panelo

By

and large they present and argue the salient

features of the overall dispute common.t?. each of the grievances;
the nature of the activities, in fact and law, upon which the
Postal Service predicated the dismissals in question; and the

manner and method i t implemented these <lisciplinary actions.

-

I

5

II.

THE FACTS

The record establishes
21, 1978, there was

uncertain~y

t~at

in the days preceding July

as to whether the negotiators in

Washingto.n, D.C., would achieve agreement by the deadline hour of
midnight on July 20.

Postmaster General Bolger had issued a let-

ter to all Postal Service emp·l.oyees expressing his concern that a

strike might be called and calling attention to the penalty consequences of participation in a strike.

On July 18, 19 and 20

several bulletins and flyers in considerable quantities were distributed on the premises of the New York Bulk and Foreign Mail
Center and made available to employees.

They contained statements

such as
"If we have not ratified a contract
1r

• then no work";

it looks like a strike midnight July 20 11

....

;

" • • • midnight July 20--No contract, no work--No extension, no sellouts";

" • • • · form picket line and strike preparation committee."
On July 20 a group calling itself "Good Contract Committee" issued a flyer to

11

All Tours" announcing a Jfally and Informational

Picket at· the County Road Entrance to the facility for July 20 at
11:00 PM and for July 21 at 6:00 AM.

.
"Our

It stated:

policy is, no contract, no work.tr

A tentative agreement (subject to ratification) was

negotiated in Washington, D.C. at about 3:00 AM on the morning of
July 21, 1978.

(~)
./

This was widely reported in all of the media of

I

6

·.....

communication:

p~ess,

radi6 and television.

Neverthel~ss,.

ap-

proximately 90'% of the 3700 bargaining unit employees represented
by two unionsl did not report for work on July 21, 1978.

D/r.ing the hours when Postal Service employees were
scheduled to report for work (and for peri'ods of time before
those hours) there were large numbers of employees lining the
public :roads at the access roads to the facility and the entrances to the roads leading to the parking lots.

Many of these

~--·

employees chanted various strike slogans and shouted at cars on
.

.

the public roads with a view to discouraging the cars and their
passengers from entering the facility.
Others spent variable amounts of time walking in an oval
picket line on the entrance way where employees' cars normally
leave the public road to enter the premises of the fac·ili ty.

I

Many of those marching on the picket line carried signs which, in

a variety of ways, made .it ciear that a strike was in progress, that the terms of employment offered b·y the Postal Service
were unacceptabl~ and that a contract was demande·d that was not a
11

sell-out" but which included terms the_ p~cketers were demanding.

Most of these picketers, as they moved on the line, chanted

lThis proceeding-involves only those employees in the unit
represented by the American Postal Workers Union.
The proportion
of employees represented by· that Union to the entire work force
of the facility is unknown.

6
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r~~

_ various conventional strike slogans in unison..

As cars

approached, indicating a purpose to ·enter the facility, picketers
and others in

a

variety of ways sought to discourage the drivers

from entering the facility and to persuade them to honor the
picket line•

I

So far as is evident, no

was resorted to.
P~stal

ille~al

force or, violence

The area was also peoplea by peace officers -and

Service guards and inspectors.

Television news cameramen

were covering the event.
Observations by management personnel, as well as video
tapes and still photographs made by Postal Inspectors, were used
to identify employees in work stoppage activities.

Postal Ser-

vice management then checked
work schedules to determine which of
I

those identified were participating in activities during the

r

,~eriods ~bey were scheduled to be at ~ork.

1··

According to the a_ffidavit of Robert F. Condon,

Director, Employee and Labor Relations, New York Bulk and Foreign

-

Mail Center, letters of termination for non-preference eligible
employees (and letters of proposed termination for preference
eligible employees) were sent by the Postal Service to those

"(a) positively identified as in the picket line or otherwise
appeared to be participating in a work stoppage and (b) scheduled
to be working at the NYB and FMC during the time of their partj_cipa tion in work stoppage activities."
The work stoppage ended on or about July 28, 1978.
number of grievances were filed protesting the terminations.
Some were settled during the grievance procedure; others were
'

'

. •,
.. \

jappealed to arbitration and are accordingly before us.

A

I

\

,-~.
!

8
•..•
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III.

C'ONTENTIONS OF THE PARTIES

Contentions of the.U.S. Postal Service
The Postal Service contends that an unlawful strike oc~
curred at the NYB and FMC and North Jersey f·acili ty in July 1978;
since Title 5 USC 7311 prohibits strikes by employees of the U.S.
Government and

Tit~e

18 USC 1918 establishes criminal penalties

for such actions; and since Postal employees signed affidavits on
hire

pl~dging

not to violate 5 USC 7311.

It argues that the

picketing and demonstrating at or ne~r the time the grievants
were scheduled to work is irrefutable evidence of engagement in a
concerted stoppage of work and· interruption of operations; tha·t
such activities were unpr6tected because engaged in for an

I

/

illegal purpose; and that the evidence and prior arbitral
hearings force the conclusion that a strike did in fact occur.
The Postal Service further contends that it complied
with all

procedur~l

requirements of the contract; that its

invocation of the .. crime" provisions of Article XVI, Section 3
obviating the 30-day notice requiTement, was appropriate because
of the statutes involved, and was valid irrespective of whethe-r
criminal charges were or are·brought • . It also asserts the letters of removal were properly executed; and that the grievants
were discharged for engaging in a strike rather than for com-

mission of a crime.

I. ;(
.

\

..

9

'\
)

•

The Postal Service cites a number of arbitration awards

..

as sustaining the propriety of discharge for Postal employees who
participate in strikes.
Finally, the Postal Service asserts that the

t~rmination

I

penalty was/ appropriate; that the grievant::;·• prior work records

.

'

and the corrective discipline

langu~ge

of tbe contract are ir-

relevant in a situation where, as here, the applicable statute
takes discretion from the arbitrator by barring the strikers from
government employment; that its differential treatment as to termination 1 suspensions and.letters of warning is justified by
inadequate evidence to substantiate claims that all facility employees engaged in concerted activity; that i t exercised its

.,,--·

\judgement as to proof in
)

a most

lenient fashion; and that the

grievances should therefore be denied.
Contentions of the APWU
The American Postal Worke·rs Uri.ion contends that there is
no evidence to support the contention that a strike occurred;
that. there were spontaneous demonstrations due to lack of
information as to the status of negotiations; that there was no
mass picketing barring employees or trucks access to the f acili.ty, and that the demonstration does not establish the

~lement

o:f

concerted action necessary to establish that a strike occurred.
It also

conten~s

that the Postal Service applied an

ir::iperm'issible statutory sta.ndard, rctther than the contractual
r·\"just ·cause" standard in discharging the grievants; that only the
j

i

./

10

statutory standard of an •;unlawful work stoppage" in violation of
federal law is referred to in the notices of removal; that there

was no consideration given to the employees work record ·Or extent
of active involvement in the picketing, and that the grievances
should be sustained.

It cites Article XVI of the parties' agreement requiring
just cause for discipline or disch.arge, noting that that standard

was not invoked following the 1970 or 1974 strikes, or the 1976
sickout at Seattle, and arguing that the arbitrator is not in effeet a private criminal court, but has discretion as to the
treatment of the grievances including the weight to be attached
to the alleged statutory violation.
The Union f_urther asserts that• even ·if the a;rbi trators
examine into the just cause of the discharges, it is clear that
it applied vague,

shif~ing

and arbitrary guidelines suited to its

own convenience; that there was disparate and therefore arbitary
treatment of the grievants and that the discharges were punitive,
rather than corrective.
It also asserts that the f·ailure to provide all
grievants 30 days' notice of propo.sed termination was improper;

that there was no criminal actio·n take.n. to support such a suspension of notice; and that no action to prosecute for criminal
violations.

The Union alleges that there was no reasonable cause

to helieve a crime had be·en committed, and that even if there is

no rei~st~tement ordered, the grievants are entitled to 30 days'
back pay in any event.
In view of the foregoing, the Union ur_ges the greivants

'

be rBi nstc rr->rl

wi t:h

f

1111 .hA.C'.k na.v',

I

I.

11

)~
)

rv.
A.

DISCUSSION

Did a Strike Occur?
On the Postal Service's theory of the case, i t had "just

cause 11 ·to discharge these grievants be.ca us~ they had p~~ticipa ted

I

in a "strike" against the Government of the United States.

The

Union argues that no strike occurred in which the grievants had
participated and what took place was a "spontaneous demonstration" under circumstances that furnished no ground for
discharge.

In our judgement, on the basis of the record as

stipulated, including the.publications and "flyersn issued prior
\: to July 21, 1978, all of the elements of a "strike" were. rnan-

/:' ·. ifested on and after J"uly 21, 1978, and we so find.
\}
i

The contention that what took place as no more than a
"spontaneous demonstration" occurring when "employees .coming

to

.work were unable to get information as to what was happening in
contract negotiations" and that "i;:he lack of reliable information from the union or management as to what if any progress had

been made in the negotiations was clearly the triggering cause of
the demonstration 11 l

is wholly unconvincing.

The facility is in an urban area and the facts con-

cerning the status of the negotiations were readily available to
anyone who wanted to know them.

It was not ignorance

in

of the terms of the negotiated agreement that "triggered"

lunicn Brief, p. 8.

respect

12.

the activity described, but a determination to protest whatever
i t was that had been negotiated according to a programmed
procedure designed to shut down operations.

Regardless of the·

reasons, motivations and the nature and extent of participation
~f

individuals who were "demonstrating" the conclusion that a

"strike" occurred on July 21 at the facility is inevitable.
Clearly, what was taking place was a general and widespread
demonstration protesting whatever it may have.been that the
International Union and the Postal Service had agreed to or were
agreeing to in Washington, a determination to characterize the
negotiations as a "sell-out," and to create an impasse that would
stop effective operations in the facility until the demands of
the demonstrators were met.

No one ·could.deny that this was a

"demonstration"; but it is equa.lly clear that i t was a "strike
against an agency of the Government of the un·i ted States. 11

The

fact that the Unfon, as such, was not engaged in ."demonstrating"
or in viola ting the no-strike provision of the Agreement does not

affect the finding that a strike was in progress.

Similarly, the

circumstance that there was dissatisfaction, by. the
demonstrators, with the conduct of their Union negotiators and
that they

d~d

not resort to force or violence does not affect the

validity of our finding that a

11

strike 11 took place, within the

meaning of 5 USC 7311 (3), the Appointment Affidavit signed by

all employees at.the time of hiring, and the collective
bargaining agreeme!1t.

.II
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We note that in the notices of removal, for reasons
unexplained, the Postal Service (in Charge #1 of termination
notices) characterized the events not as a
"work stoppage."

11

strike 11 but as a

A "work stoppage," depending on circ-gmstances,

I

may or may 'not furnish just" cause for discharge.

However the .

notices of removal also make pointed reference to violation of 5
USC 731+ (3); and in our opinion this reference is sufficient to
-\· make it clear_ that the terminations were based on the act of

participating in a

11

strike" and not merely in a "work stoppage".

J.

\.

l4

-~
'""'-..,

)

B.

The Standards to Be Applied
One of the principal points of contention emerging from

the briefs of the parties is the identification and the nature of

the standard which governs the right and power of the Postal
Service to

disch~rge

the grievants.

The "Notice of Charges -

Removal

Crime" which had been

served on each of the grievants recited that
"Charge No. 1
"You are engaging in an unlawful work stoppage
against the United States Postal.Service. Specifically,
you did not report to your assignment on July 21,
l978 • ul .
There follows a statement that the grievant had engaged in
activities in support of a work stoppage and had been observed
\
)

I

participating in

p~cketing.

The Notice then states:

"The foregoing conduct constitutes a violation of
federal law set forth in Title 5 U.S. Code Section
7311(3) and Title 18 U.S. Code Section 1918(3) (Copies
Attached"). 11 2
5 use

§7~11

provides, in part, that

"an individual may not accept or hold a position in the
Government of th·e United States • • • if he ·
"3) participates in a strike
Government of the United States

. • .against
. 113

the

lwe have taken the circumstances in the Girone Case as
typicalo
2Emphasis supplied.
3There is no challenge made to tbe claim that all of the
grievants held positions "in the Governme·nt of the United States"
prior to their discharge.

I.
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use

§1918 provides, in part, that

"Whoever violates the provision of section 7311 of Title
5·tbat individual may not accept or hold a position in
the Government of the United States • • • if he

3) participates in a strike • • • against the
Government of the United States
11

"shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not
more than one year and a day, or both."

ox

The Union contends in Part II

its Brief, that

a) · "an impermissible statutory standard" rather than

the contractual 'just cause' standard has been applied by the Service; (Brief page 9)
.

.

b)

"the discharges were based .wholly and.exclusively on
an alleged violation of statute"; . (Brief· page 11)

c)

no evaluation was made as to whether a particular
employee picketed for a long time or a short time,
whether the employee was a leader or a follower,
whether he or she was aggressive or passive and
similar ma tters 11 ; (Brief pp.-J.2, 13)

d)

participation [was not] weighed against any other
factors to determine whether 1 just cause' under the
contf~6t existed"; (Brief page 13)

e)

11

11

"Factors such as length of service, prior good rec-

ord, .Prior commendations and special service,
personal and family situation, military service record [and] supervisors' opinions were totally ignored"; (Brief page 13)
·

()

f)

"All decisions of the arbitrator shall be limited to
the terms and conditions of the Agreement • • •. ".
and the standard being applied is found in a
statute, not the agreement; (Brief pp. 13, 14; quoting from Article :XV, Section 3 of the Agreement)

g)

11

the commission of a penal crime per se outside of
the job is [not) just cause for discharge"; 1

1This particular quotation is taken from. the arbitrator's
opinion in the "Delora C::trter Case" annexed to the Union=s Brief

~-·as

Exhibit App. D.
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h).

in enacting the cited statutes the Congress exhibited an intention that discharge from the Service
might be based on "contractual procedures for dis-.
prite resolution"
(Brief, p. 19);

i)

no criminal charges have been brought against the
grievants as a result of their alleged misconduct;
and, finally (Brie~, p. 20)
"If the Postal Service does rely on that statute [18

j)

use 1918] to sustain discharges it, in effect,

asks the arbitrators to. act as private criminal
courts without the protect~on of the Bill of Rights
·normally afforded to criminal defendants in the
areas of burden of proof, presumption of innocence,
right to remain silent, etc. and of the whole
panoply of.procedures made available to defendants
in crimi'nal cases. 11
(Emphasis supplied.)
What has been set forth above in "a)"

thr~:mgh

· 11 j)" rep-

resents our effort, in the words used in the Union's brief to
list the most important contentions raised by the Union in "II"
of that brief.

Discussion of each of these allegations and con-

tentions at length and in detail would render this Decision
over-long and del·ay· its issuance.

It seeµis more practicable to

deal with them, initially, in a broad and general introductory
manner; and then to summarize our views below in remarks which
will be keyed to each of those contentions.

*
1:

*

*

As we perceive the problems presented, w.e have no

occasion to decide whether the grievants were guilty of a crime.
We are not public officials empowered to exercise criminal
jurisqiction.

Our duty and function is to determine only

whether, in having discharged the grievants, the Service had
violated the collective agreement; that is to say, whether the

./

-

I

... '

indeed, have "_just cause,'·' under the Agreement, for
their discharge.

2.

In our analysis of the points raised by the Union on

pages 9-20 of its brief, we place great importance on the
provisions ·of 5 USC 7311.

We find 18 USC 1918 (the

11

criminal

statute") to be wholly supererogatory and to have no significance
in these cases excepting as it may have relevance to the period

of notice to which individual employees are

entitl~d

before

To be sure, the notices of removal in these cases

remova1.l

charged that the conduct described therein

11

constitutes a

violation of federal law"--and in that connection, both statutes

are cited and quoted in the Notices of Removal by the Postal
Service.

However, for the purposes of .this portion of the

\

__ .-·' )decision we view the reference to the "criminal" statute (18

use

1918) in the notices of removal as mere surplusage; and we
consider 5 use 7311 as being of critical importance in
ascertaining whether u·nder the contract, the conduct described
constitutes

11

just _cause 11 under the contract for discharge.

Conventionally, in the private industrial sector,
arbitrators do not refer to a public statute to determine whether
an employer had "just cause"'· under a collective a_greement, to

lwe shall discuss the significance and ii;npact of the
"criminal statute 11 on the 11 notice 11 requirements in another por. tion of this decision •

.\

)
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impose the discharge penalty.

Even proof of conviction under a

,.. ;·

penal law may not constitute "just cause 11 for discharge in the

absence of proof that the employee had breached his employment
duties and responsibili tie"s in other critical and signi:f icant
respects.

Here, however, we are faced with a unique situation

which compels a radical departure from that arbitral practice and
usage.

When carefully examined and considered, 5 USC 7311 will

be seen to be an enactment which creates legal duties and
prohibitions which are as binding on the parties to the Agreement

and on

em~loyees

of the Postal Service as they would be, had its

provisions been expressed in the very terms of the Agreement.

It

estabiish2s a rule of law applicable-,_ not only to employees (who

are forbidden from holding a "position" if they participate in a
strike against the Government) but, also, to agencies of the
Government (which may not have in their employ such persons who
participate in a s.trike against the Government).
situat{on we face h~re ~pecial and distinctive.

This makes the

It distinguishes

it from the arbitration, generally, of discharge cases in the
private sector.

When the parties signed their Agreement and when

employees accepted Postal Service employment, they did so in
reference to a ·state of law created by 5 USC 7311.
The effect of the enactment of 5 USC 7311 is twofold:

a) to make i t a job duty

ployment that an

employe~

~nd

a condition of continued em-

refrain from participating in such a

strike; and b) to make it a "violation of federal law" for the

)

.·_ ...-.

\.
'
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Postal Service to continue in a position of employment therein
one who

~o

participates in a strike.

When this is understood, i t will be seen to follow that
an employee who is found to have participated in such a strike

has violated not only the federal law (with possible criminal·.
consequences should·· 1s use 1.918 be invoked for prosecuting him)
but he has violated also his job duties and responsibilites and
the conditions of his continued employment in such a material·
respect as to reauire the Postal Service to discharge him.

Con-

gress having identified strike participation as activity precluding continuance in federal employment, the Postal Service is ob-

liged by law to regard such participation (when found to have
been engaged in) as "just cause" for.discharge under the collective agreement.
The job duty of employees not to participate in a strike
finds its pro_venance, not only in 5 USC 7311 but in the collective bargaining. agreement itself and in the grievant's employment a:Efidavi t.

Article XVIII Section 1 provides _that "The

Union in behalf of their members
sanction

a strike

or slowdown.

11

ag~ee

they will not call or

[Emphasis supplied.]

What the

U.nion canno-t do in behalf of their members 1 its members, surely.
cannot do on their own initiative.
Moreover, each of the discharged

grieva~ts,

on the oc-

casion of his hiring, signed an "·Appointment Affidavi t

11

in which

he swore t:hat "I am not participating in any strike against the
'
.. . /

)

Government .of the United States of any· agency thereof, and I will

20

.

'

not so participate while an empl.oyee of· t·he Un-ited States
Government or any agency thereof 11 [Underscoring suppiied).
Thus, the circumstances furnishing "just cause" for dis-

charge of these grievants are referable to and grounded upon, not·
only the

st~tute

5 USC 7311,_but, also, to the

I

collecti~e

'

agreement itself and to the' sworn affidavits of the grievants which state that they wtll not participate in a strike against
the Postal Service.

Participation in a strike against the Postal

Service, as an-agency of the Federal Government, by a Postal
Service employee, constitutes such a crucial and critical offense
against his employment duties and conditions that, standing
alone, it furnishes just cause for discharge under the Agreement.

The Congress, surely, has power to legislate. that
persons found to have committed p·a:i;-ticular identified acts of
misconduct (regardless of whether they are

.

11

crimes") shall not be

permitted to continue in federal employment.

The legality of the

)

power to do so, with respect to employees who participate in a
strike against the Postal Service. has not been challenged.

*

*

Our general discussion of the

*
a~propriate

stanctard to be

applied •·i.n these cases should dispose of the contentions set
forth by the ·union in "II" of its brief and which we have separately listed above.

However, to avoid misundersta.nding and at

the risk of repetition we shall address ourselves to each of
those conr.entions in the following summary statements which
corre~pond

above.

with.the lettering identification thereof set forth

~)
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a)

An "impermissible statutory standard" bas not been
I

I

substituted for the contractual standard of "just cause".

We do

not ground· our decision 6n any of the provisions of the

"criminal" statute (18 USC 1918).

The governing statutory en-

actment, 5 USC 7311, establishes it as a job duty of employees

and a· condition of their continued employment that they refrain
from participating in a strike against the Postal Service; and it
prohibits the Postal Service from continuing the
those who engage in that activity.

~mployment

of

When employees so particip-

ate, they furnish just cause (under the provisions of the Agreement) to the

Po~tal

Service to discharge them.

Similarly, such

just cause may exist when there has been a violation of the cited
no-strike provision of the collective
i

\\

)

~greement

the Appointment Affidavit signed by each
b)

of

and the terms of

the grievants.

It is not correct to claim that "the discharges were

based wholly and, exclusively on an alleged violati.on of statute"

(Emphasis added).

Tbe

discharges~

-

based, exclusively, on

violations of a job duty and a condition of employment (nonparticipation ~n a strke) imposed by statuto~y e~actment which
the employer is under a legal duty to

ob~erve

and enforce; and on

the provisions of the collective agreement and the "Appointment
Affidavit" signed by each of the grievants.

The bypassing of the

normal grievance procedures did not deprive any employee of
his/her contractual or

s~atutory

right and was justified by the

unique. nature of tbe Corporation.
c), d) and e).

c)

The Union is correct in stating that the

personnel service records of the grievants and other factors
normally and conventionally taken into consideration in de-.

t.
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termining whether

11

just cause" for discharge exists, were not

"evaluated" and "weighed" or were

11

ignored".

However, there is

nothing to prevent the parties from agreeing (or statutory law
from prescribing) that a particular offense is of such magnitude,
critical imrortance or significance, that, having been committed,
regardless of other factors and considerations, the continued
ployment of the offender is proscribed.1

em-

This is the effect of

5 USC 7311, the no-strike provision of the Agreement2 and the
employees'

11

Appointment Affidavit".

Considering the mission and

function of the Postal Service as an agency of the Government

o~

the United States and the national importance of its efficient
operations in the public interest, surely it is within the· powers
of the Government to·have singled out p§lrticipation in a strike
(by itself) as furnishing just cause :for discharge without regard

to.mitigating factors such as are conventionally taken ·into
consideration in determining the

pena~ties

for job misconduct or

failure.
The contractual· standard of just cause does not bar termination on first offense without regard to.mitigating factors,
even without regard to statutory mandate; for example, theft,

lwe find no merit in the argument that there was a fatal
defect in that the principles of "progressive discipline 11 were
not observed in discharging striking employees.
We support
progressive discipline in industrial relations; but manifestly it
has no more relevance to participation in a strike in the special
circumstances described _in this Decision than i t would have in a
case of ·proved sabotage, larceny of the mails or similar serious
offenses the mere commission of which give "just cause for .discharge.11

2Article XVIII, Section 1.

.·.,)·,
. ~~:·

I

I~

·\
l

\

"'t- .. -~ ..
-~

)

.

·- .. -~ physica_l attack on a supervisor.
.. work stoppage falls within the
f)

Leadership in an impermissable

sa~e

category.

The decision that just cause to

disc~arge

exists

does not transgress, as argued by the Union, the contractual
direction that "All decisions of the arbitrator shall be limited

.to the terms and conditions of the Agreement."

The statutory

prohibition against participating in a strike is an integral part

o:f and is merged into the "terms and conditions of the Agree-

ment. 11

Moreover, the Agreement itself ·and the "Appolnment

Affidavit" demonstrate that participa:ting· in a strike is
forbidden activity for a Postal Service employee.
The fact that the Postal Service failed to exercise

its

r·",authority under law and the collective·-bargaining agreement to

)

-'terminate employees _during prior work stoppages does not deprive
it of. the right to do so in this instance.

The st'atutory provi-

sions of 5 USC 73·1i (3) remain extant and the employees in this
instance had been given specific warning of the consequence of
striking through the letter from Postmaster General Bolger just
prior to July 21.

g)

The

dis~harges

were not .grounded on "the commission

of a penal crime per se outside of the job."

The offenses

charged, clearly, were violations of employment-related duties.
The picketing took place, not at some distant point in a context
having nothing to do with employment by the Postal Service, but
OD

or hear the premises

,~cheduled

)

Of

the employer during periods When

work was to be performed.

I,"

,\
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b)

This point requires no comment inasmuch as the

arbitrators believe that the contractual criterion of "just
··cause" governs the disposition of these cases.
i)

Obviously, none of the grievants have been convicted

of the "crimen of· violating 18 USC 1918.

They have been dis-·

charged, however, for just cause, in having engaged in impermissible conducto

Conviction of commission of a crime is not a

. precondition for exercising the power of discharge when just
cause exists.
j)

The arbitrators are not acting as though they were
I.

nprivate criminal courts".

jurisdiction.

They are not exercising criminal

They are deciding only whether the grievants have

committed .such a violation of their employment conditions as
furnishes the Postal Service with reason to conclude that i t had
just cause under the Agreement for their discharge from employment.

No penalties, such as are imposed by courts with criminal

jurisdiction~

are ·involved in the action grieved or in the de-

·cision of the arbitrators.
Finally, our attention hc;1.s been drawn but without
particularity, to alleged denial of protections furnished by the
Bill of Rights to these grievants.

The allegation is made, but

not supported by argument in any manner that would enable us to
discuss it profitably.

These proceedings are not criminal and

the Union has not indicated the particular respects in which the
grievants have been denied Constitutional rights.

25

I

c.

I

Contractual Just Cause Standard and Di:fference of Treatment

I
Disparity.

It is well established that participation in
·-

·a wildcat strike creates a contractual just cause for discipline
up to and including termination.

Employers frequently impose

varying penal ties for participation depending on the extent of
involvement and degree of leadership.

This brings us to a discus-

sion of the guidelines applied.
The.Postal Service was mandated by law (5 USC 7311) not
to continue in its employ employees who .had participated in a
strike.

Depending on the scope which might be accorded to

"participation" several courses of action were open to it.

It

--

/·'night have taken the broadest possible·view that all who were

)

identified as picketers

o~

any others making common cause with

them were participating to an ex.tent warranting their dismissal
for just cause.

It might have embraced a number of narrower

views.
The evidence presented to us establishes that the
standard which the Postal Service did adopt is that set forth in
the October 25, 1978 affidavit of. Robert F. Condon, Director.,
Employee and Labor Relations, New York Bulk and Foreign Mail
Center in Civil Action No. 78-1693.

U.S. Postal Service v •.

Richard P. Dicorcia, et al., reading in part as follows:
9.

Letters of termination were to be sent only to those
non-preference eligible employees who were both (a)
positively identified as in the picket line or
otherwise appeared to be participating in a work
stoppage and (b) scheduled to be working at the NYB
and FMC during the time of their· participation in
work stoppage activities
• ·•
·

I
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10.

Letters of proposed termination were sent only to
those preference eligible employees who were both
(a) positive·ly identified as in the picket line, or

otherwise appeared tb be participating in a work
stoppage and (b) scheduled to be working at the
NYB&FMC during the time of their participation in
work stoppage activities • • •

llo

Letters of ~ermination or proposed termination were
not·to be sent to employees wtio simply did not come
to work or who participated in work stoppage
activities when they were not scheduled to be at
work at the NYB&FMC.

Such a self-imposed restriction _by the Postal Service of
its authority to discharge for just cause appears to us to be
rational and reasonable under the cir.cums·tances it confronted.
Adoption by the Postal Service of this restricted and
ccnlfining standard in the ident"ification of those

11

participants 11

who were to be discharged (rather th_a.n .a broader standard that
would have resulted in a vastly larger number of discharges than
the 125 which are being arbitrated), was justified by a number of
considerations.

.The Postal Service was faced by the need to

avoid the almost unmanageable administrative burden of having to
process hundreds or thousands of grievances through the grievance
steps and arbitration; and the co~t to the Postal Service ·in
doing so and in meeting its "back-pay" liability to grievants
(who, at long last, might
enormous.

b~.~einstated

by arbitrators) would be

Xf priority were given in the processing of the

grievances· of those discharged for participating in the strike
(as, indeed was done), and the hearing of other grievances on the
docke~

(unrelated to the strike) should have to be deferred, the

effectiveness and utility of the dispute-resolution process
...

~·

I
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provided for in the Agreement would be seriously damaged.
"Justice delayed is justice denied."

Although the Panel might not have drawn the line
precisely as it was done by the Postal Service (as described
in
'
;

the Condon fefidavi t), we c~nnot say, unde~.. the ·circumstances,
that the general formula used was s0 arbitrary and capricious
to enti ·ne those who were discharged

to

as

claim that the criteria

.for discharge provided for in that affidavit are unlawful or unjust.,

Since we do not yet have before us the £acts as to
11

participation 11 in the larg;est number of Postal Worker cases in

arbitration we are unable to say whether, in particular cases,
) the Postal Service may have misapplied· -its own formula or
whether, regardless of the formula proclaimed, the facts,

in

particular cases, warrant a finding that a difference in treatment of

11

participants 11 was improper and unjust.

Whether such a

flnding should be made is a question to be faced by individual
members of this Panel sitting in arbitration
particular grievants.

of

cases involving

In this case, we emphasize> we decide only

the propriety of the adoption and application of the general
formula as described in the Condon Affidavit.

Our group author-

ity to deci"de is not perceived as extending beyond such action.

'_._)

~·
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D.

The Issue of the 30-Day·Notice Requirement
Part IV of the APWU Brief is entitled

give all Grievants 30 days notice

11

The failure to

of proposed termination was ·a

violation of contract and was not for just cause."
under this point that the notices in

thes~

It is argued

cases provide "Notice

.:·f.'.;.;'
·.
~·

,

if<·
~.:.·

~~....·

~< --_::-·

f;_,
~

. ,·.:··

of Proposed Removal--Crime" and then there is re:ference, first to

,.
~.'.

5·usc 7311 and then to the criminal statute, 18 USC 1918; that
11

..·

the alleged commission of a crime was a .cause of discharge"

(Brief, p. 25); that there has never been a criminal· prosecution
under 18 USC 1918; and that the Attorney General.in a letter sent
in September 1978 told the Postal Service no criminal prosecutions would be undertaken • . The Union goes on to observe that
inasmuch as no criminal prosecution waa contemplated, each of the
grievants was entitled, under the Agreement, to the 30-day notice
of remova1.l

The Union then contends that whether "there was such reasonable cause can be the subject of a separate inquiry" and that
"in any such inquiry the

1

just cause.' standard of the contract

applies" (Brief, p. 26) and there_existed "no just cause for the
lack of 30-tjay notice."

Accordingly, it is said,

i~

reinstate-

lArticle XVI Section 3 guarantees that in the case of discharge all employees are entitled to be "on the job or on the
clock at the option of the Employer for a period of thirty (30)
days. 11 It also provides that the. thirty days adva.nce notice of
removal need not be given "When there is reasonable cause to
believ~ an employee is guilty of a crime for which a sentence of
in:2risonment can be imoosed." (Emphasis supplied.)

-

•(

I

1~
.

}

.
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ment is ordered or is not!ordered, a grievant is entitled to back

pay for 30 days.

!

i

We hold that if it is found that a grievant participated
in a strike against the Postal Service in violation of the
provisions of 5 USC 7311(3) the relationship of that statute to
18 USC 1918 entitles the Postal Service to the position that it
had "reasonable cause to believen that a grievant "was guilty of
a crime for which a sentence of imprisonment can be imposed."
Article XVI Section 3 does not provide that the thirty-day notice

can be dispensed with only if a grievant had been prosecuted and
convicted of a crime.

The standard for the waiving of the

thirty-day notice of removal could not be expressed with greater

}larity.

It only requires the Postal Service to be reasonable in

.1

its belief that a criminal· statute had been violated and that if
prosecuted, the

gri~~ant

could be sentenced to imprisonment.

perceive no need to make any statement here beyond this.

We

.

>
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V. The Claim that the Discharges
Were Punitive Rather -than Corrective
This claiml is based on Article XVI of the Agreement

which states that discipline shall be "corr,ective in

it~

nature

I

rather thary punitive."

Manifestly, i t refers to the kinds of

misconduct. in which reasonable grour;d exists to believe that
counselling and penalties of an increasingly severe character
will det;e.r an employee from future failure in his employment

responsibili t;i.es.

A typical exampr°e of the si tua ti on in which

corrective discipline must be imposed is failure to attend

promptly and regularly for work as scheduled.
The claim can have no relevance to misconduct such as
theft, deliberate physical assault, sabotage or similar
misbehavior which (except perhaps in extraordinary cases which we
cannot now envisage) give the employer reasonable· and just cause
to believe that in the future the grievant cannot be trusted to
fulfill his employment duties and step-by-step corrective
discipline is unlikely to be fruitful.
Similarly, step-by-step corrective discipline is clearly
out of place- in such a situation as this in which a) an employee

is forbidden by law to "hold a position"·if he participates in a
.strike; b)· the agency is forbidden to permit him to "hold a
position" if he so participates; · c) the statutory provisions have
become an integral and merged par·t of the job responsibi'li ties

lsee pages 23 and 24 of Union Brief.

'J.."

I•' \ .
.

·~
) .. , \
l
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'· . of an employee and the conditions under which he may be employed;
d) on the occasion of his employment the grievant had signed an
affidavit swearing that he would not participate in a strike; and
e) the employee's exclusive bargaining agent has agreed to a
no-strike clause.

We affirm, strongly, the need and desirability of
corrective discipline, wherever appropriate, in preference to
punitive or retributive measures.

We· do not

reg~rd

"participation in a stri.ke 11 to be behavior which, in· light of all
of the cir·cumstances related in this

~ecision

(including the

warnings given by the Postmaster General) occasioned corrective
discipline.
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vr. Ruling on Additional
Documentary Exhibits Offered for the Record
In Section 2 of their February 9, 1979, Consolidation

Agreement, the parties recognized that they might not agree upon
.

the admissfbili ty of_

certa~n

I

evidence to be made av.ailable in

their initial presentations, and

de~lared

that

"If the parties are unable to agree upon
the admissibility of any evidence, such
disagreement will be resolved by the en
. bane
That

panel of arbitrators.
unders~anding

11

-

is reflected in the "Stipulated Tes-

timony and Exhibits for Submission to Arbitration Panel11 at the
••

"'.,.!

conclusion of which are listed nine exhibits under the heading
"Exhibits Offered by the Postal Service and
Objected to by the APWU Submitted for
Arbitrators' Determination as Per Paragraph
2 of the Consolidation Agreement. 11

We have received these exhibits and they have· been found

to be relevant to the extent that they are cited in the foregoing
opinion.
There remains the question of an exhibit submitted on

March 8, 1979 by the attorneys for the Union to the Panel of
Arbitrators, for inclusion as a part of. the record in this case,
a

portion o:f a document entitled

Stoppage" pdated May 1, 1977.

11

Conti.ngency Planning Work

The letter stated that the document

had not previously been available to the Union.

Counsel also

stated that the document "has materiality" in the decision which
the Panel is called upon to make.
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On March 14, 1979, by letter, ·counsel for the Postal
Service objected to acceptance by the Panel, of the proffered
_document on the ground that it was "violative of the letter and
spirit

o'!

the parties 1 February 9, 1_979 Agreement to consolidate
1

specified cases."
Tbe Panel has been empowered to act in respect of a
record stipulated by the parties that does not include the
proffered document.

Accordingly, i t would be inappropriate for

us to expand the record with additional materials.

We are

acting under a specific agreell(ent as to what material is to be
introduced or considered for introduction.

It is beyond our

authority to alter that agreement to receive unilaterally offered

r,
• )ocuments

that are alleged not to have be~ previously _available

to the Union.

AccordinglY. '· we rule that the proffered document will
not be accepted as ·a part of the· stipulated record in this case.
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MILTON RUBIN

DATE:
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STATE OF

COUNTY OF

On this

.5-

....___,;

t_,.

A.LLAW WE I SENFELD

'

NEW YORK
NEW YORK

.

ss: ·

day of

'tl{..c.lf' 19

7/,

before me personally came .and appeared

DANIEL KORNBLUM to me known and known to me to be the individual described in and

who executed the foregoing instrument and he acknowledged to me that he executed the same.
U~i:JA

J

FEf?il!i:t!\

St:.h~ c.f :~ew York
.~Jo. ~4-4~748:?!1

Notary Putilic.
Oualif)eo

m Kings

CtPJ:'l!y·--,- •.
l. /.t~. .

Commission Expires March 30,

STATE OF

NEW YORK

COUNTY OF

NEW YORK

IL..:.
ss:

;__.(.C,;.._ _y(_ '-- L cc.. (__ ('-._

i

On this .'.)
day of ,'£c.t ·1 : 1; ; ; , before me persona.1 ly came and appeared
EDWARD LEVIN to me known and known to me to be the individual described in an who
executed the foregoing instrument and he acknowledged to me that he executed the same.
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}~~~~Yo~F ~~~ ~~~~ ss:
Y9,
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On thisS day of
l9
before me personally came and appeared HERBERT
L. MARX, JR. to me known and known to me ·to be the individual described in ~md who
executed the foregoing instrument and he acknowledged to me that he executed the same.
LINDA F~RRARA
Notary public, State of New York
No. 24-467·1998

auallfied In Kings count':'/::;,fC>
cnmmissron EXplres March 30, •• •/..<.:. • •

.
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OF
COUNTY OF
STATE

,4. ~--~~'-

-:?'.,.,-A

NEW YORK ss:
NEW YORK
On this:5"day of filp_.,;./ , 191?, before me personally came and appeared MILTON

RUBIN to me known and !<nown to me to ~e the individual described in and who executed

the foregoing instrument and he acknowledged to me that he executed the same.
.

LINDA

FERR~HA

Notary Public, Stlte or N~w York
A ·
No. 24-<:67499$
. .r
Qualified in Kings County <i r:-,,

{Jommission Expires March 3\l, /.,,.4 ~; •

/L<JK~..cC?:..._.
STATE OF
COUNTY OF

NE:W YORK
Nt:W YORK

-Jc . t...-U'-<-·U·-

ss:
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On this:_; day of r~
<--;, 19 1 /,·before me personally came and appeared
PETER SELTZ to me known and known to me to be the individual described in and who
executed the foregoing instrument and he acknowled~ed to me that he executed the same .

"

.

/

UNO..\ F<=i1RARA
Nolaiy Pl.!bi~. Sfa;e ct Ns1•; York
I/(). 24-t.i:i..;~ga
1
Ou2lltleil i!l Kings County c r:;
Oommfssfon Expires I/larch 30, ./.'..rd:.-.

STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK ss:

On this -l..:o-- day of ;c(tLc/ , 19 79, before me personally came and appeared ALLAN
WEISENFELD to me known and known to me to be the individual described in and who
executed the foregoing instrument an? he acknowl~dged to me that h~ executed the same.

STATE OF NEW YORK

/l~l.-·•-«(.,:,-·

ss:

COUNTY OF NEW YORK
/
On this '.? day of

.di. (J

1·

::;l <- -~-'--<!.:~Lc::-

t·

19 1.li, before me persona11y came and appeared
ARNOLD M. ZACK to me kno1-m and known to me to be the individual described in and who
I - .. ;

,

executed the foregoing instrument and he acknowl~dged to me that he executed the

0
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APPENDIX A.

~
)

!r.

1.

~-

The 11.Pi'lU and the Postal Service · agre~ to

:cegue$t; Etthltrators Zack, ·Seitz,. Rubin, Kornbl.um and Weisen' . .
.
. l
1:e1.d·to.~:.i.t;. -~ ~. to CJ.ec.i9-e after· consul.tat.ion with each

!

i

ot:Jle~,

legal_ ·and factual 'guestions underlying the. pending

I

I

·. a:rbitration cases in the Northeast, Region which invo1v·e

al.leged strike activities.

These arbitrators have informed
'
'
me part;i.es of their wil.li~gziess to participate :Lr. 'such .
p:a:ocedures.
2.

The factual record to be pl~ced before the

lll:bit:rators wi1.l. "be agreed upon by the parties and will consist
--

!ll>f specified portions of the testimony already adduced in APWU
case~,

t?gether with

sttipul~tions, if any.

upon· documents and additional

~greed

If the parties are unable to ~gree upon

tlhe admissibility of any evidence, such dis~greement wiil be
:r::a~olved

by the

3.

~ ~panel

of Arbitrators.

~ill

The parties

submit a main brief to the

panel which will cover all submitted cases on February 12, 1979,
4.

parties wil.1 submit supplemental briefs

T~e

r<elat'ing to the specific facts 0£ individual cases within seven

--

days after rec$ipt of transcripts.in_ the specific cases, or on
Fe:bruary· 23, 1979, whichever is later.

S.

The panel will issue a decision {or majo:!:ity

oecision) on the
· 6.

underlyi~g

After the

questions presented.

~.rbitrators

have rendered a· majority

decisicn on the underlying questions 1 each Arbitrator w.ill .
se~arately

apply the majority decision to the specific facts

of the l!.?\"lU cases

based

~pon

~._rhic.h.

t,;;.at Arbitrator ·has alre:ady heard,

the actual recprd in each s2ecific case, and shall

issue an award .in each case.

.7.

The

par~i~~

.. ...·

agree,

a.~d

will
. ---..

~

:~

. '·

:.

......

...

:· :

'. ·~

'

I

.

s~ipul~~e

in

·':.

~

.

....

;':'; ;

- ·.·• ..... ....

.. :·.- ·" ....

·.:·-.:. ... ....

_

_
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/

pen5ing, Northeast Region case above that the panel decision

is cottLrolling on all issues decidea therein, and that the .
'~:ii'~rato=s shall apply the ·ae~is:ion.to each ~.PWU case coming
~

1

•

•

;.

J>efpre them.

. ,

·.

\

i·..

8.

The parties will attempt to stipulate the facts,

. to the extent possible, in al1 p~nding cases, and wi11 other-

..wise ·attempt to expedite the hearing and decision on all.
pending cases.

Subject to the for~going provisions as to the

9.

of the

binding effect of the panel decision, the right
to have a separate
1.0.

Union

on each grievant's case is preserved.

heari~g

Neither party waives any right to judicial review

of the panel decision or of any award in any specific case, to

However, in order to

the extent allowed by law.

exp~dite

pro-

·cedures, neither party will seek j~dicia1 review of the panel

decision except insofar as i t is" e:rnb.Odied as part
in a particular case:

of

an award

Further, if either party see:Ks j'udicial
/~·

review, both pa.rties wil:l: cooperate fully to expedite such
review.

Dated

/,-:;;

'.t#~·-

~-F_e_b_r_u_a_r_y~-9~~~-'

,.,/

/

1979.
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SDVlCE
. -ad-.

Case Ro. HIC-JU-E..34408
~617)

Subject:

PrchlbU:lcn of Wuriq of ''Jlo c:::cmtract luttODS

NO Work"

Contract Provisions Involved:
Articles 3, S, 16, 18
aiid 19 o! £hi JU11 21, 1978 National A&recment.

Appearances:
It. Andrav C«nllAn, Sm:Llor
Lav;

For the Postal Service,
Office of Labor

Atto~~·

for the ANU, Arthur M.

(O'Donnell 6 Schwartz).

Statement of the Avat"'d:

y 1 Attorney

The gTievance ia denied.

)

· __

u.cxcaomm
This grievance procesta a
tbe wearin& of "No Contract Florida Posit Office pruiauee.
prohibition uaa a violation of

Management memorandUtD banning
No Work" buttons on the Miami,
The AMJ insists that this
tWI National AgrtHunent.

Tha eaaential facts are not in diapute. In the 1974 APWtJ
national·ccmvention, a resolution vaa adupted m1111bracing the
principle of "No Contract - No Work." The in-eciaa wording
of tba resolution vaa not introduced in evidence. The APW'U's
Aaaistant Director of the Clerk Craft views this slogan as
"an expression that tha IMll!lberahip supports the leadership
of the organization." Tba APWIJ'a National !Teaident views
it •• a . a u of "pull[iq] peorl• tot•tber and uk(ing]
sure that w wra strong in dea ing w th Mana1et11M1nt." Thereafter, during.periods when the APWU vaa em1a1ed in contract
ne1ot1at1orua vith the Postal Service, APWU uaployees sometiaea wore "No Contract - No Work" button& during working
hours on posul prtllBiaes.

\

)

"nle 1978 Na~ional Agreement expired on July 20, 1981.
The APWU and the Poaul ~e'f'Vice were then in the midst of
negotutlona. SODe AP'W1J lt!llployns in the Hiui Poat Office
ware waartna "No Contract - No Work" button1111 on the prftllll{aea.
A. Ba., the ttMm Acd.n& Mana;er of Labor hlationa, iaaued
a mat110randum on Jt.mta 24, 1981, problblting the waring of
aucb buttons. The memorandum read:
•
"leccmtly .. repona have been received of the intention of IOlll:a individt.Hl3 to \dear buttons with
the lilloSDD 'No Contract - No Work', OT' phraae1 of
Chat nature.
''the ve&rtn& of this type of l:lutton is con1iderad to be unprotected activity and will not
be allowed on Postal pruaiacH or property'"

The work force C:Ollllplied with the memorandum. No one wore
such a button after the prohibition was made known and no
one was disciplined.
A grievance was filed on June 24, 1981, claiming that
the prohibition was a violation of the Firat Aaendment of the
United States Constitution. At Step 3, the APWU added th.at
the prohibition was alao a violation of the National L:bor
Relations Act. And at Step 4, it appears to have added th.at
tbe pt'Ohibition vaa contrary to Article 19 of. the Hati·... ,.&l
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.
:r•w:nt 1n that it was not "fair, reasonable, and equita~&." The Postal Service denies all of these altegations
and ura1111, ll.'IO'f'll0"81" 1 that aOM of them are not properly before the arbitrator.

~'O>\

}

DISCUSSION AND FIHDIHGS
A: .l:M &'r'bitraticm hearing, the APWU dl"Opped ita claim
that the prohibU:icm of ''No Ccmcract - No Work" buttons was

a violation of .tbs National Labar aelatic:ma Act. Hence, its
cballenae rest& esecmtially on two provisions of the National
A&r•m11ent. first, it relies cm Article 19. Its ar1ument is
that this Posfii Servi.ea probibiticm 1111 a "published regulation" which iliipac:ted ''workiq ecmditlcma" and wicb was not
"fair,, naacmable 0 and equitable." Second, it relies on
Article S. I~a a~t is that this article nitquirea the
Postal Service to mrain frc111111 any action "1nccms111tent with
its obli1atic:ma under law." It belieVC11a the button prohibition 1• a Violation of tbs First ~t.
.
Aa for the first arsument, I 1ball assume without de-·
cidin& thle point that Cha· APWU claia properly falls within the
acope of Article 19.* Tbll probi.bit1on must therefore be IMUl1\ft'K against tbe "fair, ruacmable, and equitable" test.
Several po11lta abould be nlpha11ized. Strikes by federal
eaployees are axP'f11••l7 forbidd~.by mtatute. The relevant
a ta cute 9 .5 USC 7311 bars an iad!.Vidua 1 f rem aec:eptini or
holding 11 poaitiaa in the federal governaent if he "partici pates 1D a tU:rlka;· •• against the Cove1:"nllllent of the United
States ••• " This bar again.at scrlkes •rpli•• to Postal Service Uiiployeea. The APWU does not ch.a len1e this viev.
Furthermore. the National Agrem11111ent expressly pt"Ohiblta
strikes** although that bar presumably applies only to strikes
duri.n& the life of the National Agraeaent.
The "No Contract - No WO'f'k" buttons wire plainly a c:all
for strike .action in the event that a nev National Agreement
was not ne1otiated by July 21, 1981" (OT in the event the old
contract waa not extended). The words on the button, in

*

the Postal ser'l'lce vlforously contenda, for several reasons,
that Article 19 is inapp icable to this case.
Article 18, Section 1 scat•u that "the Unions l.n behalf of
their members agree that they will not call or sanction a

tt

strike ••• "

'··
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)

.:'\

)
trade union parlance, have always meant that if no contract
exists, no UIPloyee works. Thac is a pure and simple strike
threat. lt is so understood by eaployees and managers alike
in alaoat every enterprise in this country.
Tbe APYtJ takes a beni;n viaw of these words. Its witnea111ua ' " "No Contract - No Work" buttons as haraless slo1ams intended only to show worker BOlJ.darity and co demonstrate agpport for unior.a luderahip in the midst of .negotiaticma. Than • I wll be incident.al effects of such buctons.
But tbe larger effect ia clearly to urge G111111ployees to strike
in tbe absence of a new contract. l'be National APWU Presid11mt testified in a June 1980 deposition ecmearnins a vildcat
strike at Nn Jeney postal fac11U:1es in July 1978. He indicatod that earU.er APYtJ "advocacy of no contract, no work"
may have beam partially ~••ponaible for this wildcat strike.
And when asked about tbe meaning of thia "No Contract - No
Work" pol icy, he repliod:
·
.
nlt lllfHltul at the ti.De the contract expires,
which ia, in this case, daadlilHll 1 July 20th, midnight, that there is no work after that if there
11 no contract." C£iPiiiais added)

)

Hy conclusion muat be that the wearin& of a "No Contract
No Work" button on postal prlll:Biaes durin& the final weeks
of contract ne1otiations was a call for i1le1al strike action
in tbe event tba dudlina paa111ed viehout a Naw contract:. Th ..
prohibition of the wearin& of such buctons, in thtu1e circum1tanc1u1, .wa• "fai-r, tuson.able 1 and equitable." Management
was within 1ta ri;hta in insisting that employees not urge
illegal strike action in tb.ia fashion. There was no violation
of Art:icle 19.
As for the second H'SWHnt, I shall .1u11ume without deciding the point that the First AsH>""'::wtnt ia incorporated
into the National Aa;reement chrou;n Article S. · The prohibition
mus_t therefore be mGuasured a1ainst the constitutional stric-

ture that the state

dom of 1peech ••• "

11

shall make no law ••• abridging the free-

A number of obaervationa 1ee1111 appropriate. To begin
witb, the Postal Service•a·proh1b1tion does not prevent employees from diacuaaing UllO'nl thCU11111uelvea their views with
respect to the A.PWU no· contTact-no w~rk reaol~~ton. Miami
M1nazet11ent made· no att11t11tpt to dictate pet"'lliaalble conversation
a1110ng eaployees. Nor indeed were the eaployees prohibited
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)

vearl.ma "no Contract - No Work" buttcns off postal
pre!llises. they could wear the buttons before and after workiD& hours and cm their off days. They had abundant opportunity
to pntBa their point of Yin at local union ateetings, in
local publications, in conversations vith fellow employees
at work 1 in get-to1ethera after work, and so on. The Postal
Service's prohibition vaa 11aply lilaited to posted premises
and vorld.ng hem-a. .Th.is prohibition vaa reasonable fiven .
the fact.that the buttons were a call for Ullllinent 1 legal

fTilllll

strike action.

Surely, ManagcnMnt would be frH to ber buttons encoura1in1 eaptoyees to enaaae in a slowdown or to disregard
1uperviaory_inatnactiona. The bar aaainat "Ito Contract No Work." buttc:ma ia no diffe-rnt except that 1: 1• aiaed at
illegal strike activi.ty tathllr then contractually iapenniaaible
activity. I do not belien aployeea' First Amendment. ri&hCs
were violated' in these circ::w1U&tancea.

The 1rtevance is denied.

•

/JivWRitfenthil,
/i~tl (
llcfulrd

Arbltrator
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UNITED STATES POSTAL. SERVICE
Arbitration Cases Nos.

MB-NAT-S62

and

MB-NAT-936

NATIONAL POST OFFICE MAIL HANDLERS,:
WATCHMEN, MESSENGERS AND GROUP
LEADERS DIVISION OF THE IABORERS' ·
INTERNATIONAL UNION OF NORTH
AMERICA, AFL-CIO

· Inglewood, California

ISSUED:
January_l9, 1977

BACKGROUND
This national level arbitration involves two grievances, which· took form at the Inglewood, California, Post
Office, wherein the Mail Handlers Union asserts that introduction of a new policy and procedure at Inglewood improperly
restricts the rights of Union St:ewa:rds protected under Article
XVII of the 1973 National Agreement and also violates Articles
V and XIX.
A hearing was held on September 8, 1976 and
briefs thereafter filed as of November 18, 1976.

1

Article XVII, Sections 3 and 4, are. particularly
significant here.
They read:

2

"Section 3. Rights of Stewards. · When it is
necessary for a steward to leave his work
area to investigate and adjust grievances,
he shall request permission from his immediate ~upervisor and such reque$t shall not be
unreasonably denied. In the event his
duties require he leave his work area and

.·.··).
-

2.

,.

MB~NAT-562;

MB-NAT-936

enter another area within the installation or
post office, he must also receive permission
from the supervisor from the other area he
wishes to enter and such request shall not be
unreasonably denied.
"The steward or chief steward may request and
shall obtain access through the appropriate
supervisor to. review the documents, files and
other records necessary for processing a
grievance, and shall have the ri.ght to interview the aggrieved employee, supervisors, and
witnesses during work:i:ng hours. Su:ch requests
shall not be unreasonably denied.
"~:i,le

serving as a steward or chief steward,
an employee may not be involuntarily transferred to another shift or to ~other facility
unless there is no job for which he is qualified on his shift or in his facility, provided
that this paragraph shall not apply· to rural
carriers.

"Section 4 Payment of Stewards. The Employer
will authorize payment only under the following conditions:
o

Grievances:
Steps 1 and

2-~The

aggrieved and one Union

steward (only as permitted

under the formula in Sec4ion
2A) for time actuailv spent
in.grievance handling, including- investigation and

)

3.
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meet:i,ngs with the Employer.·
The Employer \qill also compensate a steward for the
time reasonably. nece.ssary
to write a grievance ..

Meetings called.by· the Employer for information exchange and dther conditions
designated by the Emp·loye"t: ·concerning .
contract ·application.
uEmpl.oyer .authorized ·payment as outlined above
will be granted at the applicable straight time
rate,. providing t::he time spent is a part of
the steward,' s (only as provided for under the

formula' in Section 2.A) regul.ar

war~

day.u

(Unders~oriµg added~)

Late in 1974 Inglewood Post Office supervision be·came concerned that some Union-Stewards might be t~king
excessive time· to investigate and adjust g~ievances.
On
September 9, 1974 Acting Director of Mail Processing F.ord
sent a memorandum to all Inglewood.Mail. Process~ng Super..:.
viBors stating~ in relevant part;

3

I·

4.
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'1t is Managementrs responsibility to determine
amoUi.Lt.of 'reasonable time' to be allowed
steward to investigate. and/ or prepare grievance (Oper 560). When svch time is requested,

require from steward a specific time limit
and necessary information to justify that
time involvement.
"If you are satisfied, time reguest is jus.tified, approved [sic] reque~t (using Form 7020,
in duplicate) ·with the under.standing with
·

s.teward that steward will return to work no
later than.end of time approved.
This will
eliminate need for supervisor's harassing
s~ewards to leave. lunch room--which practice
is demeaning to s.teward, · distasteful to' supex:visor, and
waste of supervisorts time--which
must stop~ If a steward doesn't ret1.;irn by
prescribed time, deal with that as a disciplinary problem. If steward needs more.time,
it is his responsibility to request same,
which starts process over.
'

a

· "If ag:i;eement can' t be reached on appropriate
amount of time, refer.matter to Tour Supt
for resolution.n

(Underscoring added.)

MB-NAT-562,
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5.

The Form 7020,- to which reference is made in the second paragraph, above quoted, was developed by the Postal Service for
. general use throughout its operations. The Form is refer:tmced
specifically in Part.431
of Methods
Handbook
M-65, reading:
.
.
.
......
...,..~

\

)

"431 Form 7020., Authorized Abs.ence from
Workroom Floor, will·be used to record
author:ized.absences ;from assigned duties
on the wo:tkroom floor, e.g. , scheme examination, visits to tlie medical unit,· etc.·
At the time Form 7020 is issued, record
the personnel change on Yorm 2345 to the
closest six minute interval. Upon the
employees return, collect Form 7020 and ..
record the change to the closest six
minute interval on Form 2345.
The leaving
and returning times on Form 702.0 must coincide with time entries on Form 2345 . "

(Underscoring added.)

Fdrrri 7020 inc°ludes the following:

DATE

NMl.E OF E.MPLOVEE OR NO. OF EMPLOYEES

SU?cRVISO:i.·s
INlflAlS

TIME

LEAVE U N I T - - - - - - - - + - !

ARRIVE

--------->-l

!EAVE---~----+..;)

-~·=~·~--_-_:·J.._1_-'_____J.._C
____··----:::0:::;R::SE:~~E INSTR~~-IO_N_S:...
-~
P.ETU:N TO UNIT·-

F.OR

PS Foim
Dec. 1970

7(}20

________··------··-_·- · · - -

:•AU)~Oiffz:EO AE:SENCE [ROM WORKROOh\ FLOOR

·-----·-~-·-·-·--·-----------·---------- --····-----~---·'

6.

··- ·-

---
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(Reverse Side)
INSTRUCTIONS ·
Use rhls form when em.P.lo\·ces lc:i.Yc foi; .«chemc cx-

:uninaclons, medical un:ic, guide dury, ci,·il defcnst:~.
d_evored to gricv:1nccs, conmlcarions with personnel sccuon and consul.lrion with administrative ot1ici:rls.
The tour snpcrvi:mr will insurc the collccrion of chis
form from work center supervisors for rra.nsmictal m rhc
Chief Accounranr·who will cor:i.l rime recorded on Forms
7020 aod charge tO :ipproprfare .opcracion number.

(Underscoring added.)

Following issuance of Acting Director Ford 1 s
September 9, 1974 Memorandum, the Inglewood Post Office
discontinued using Form 7020 to record time away from work
by Stewards on Union business, in early 1975, and substi-

5

tuted a locally developed form ent.itled 11 Request for
Official Time to Conduct Union Business.n
'J'his reads as
_follows:

)

7.
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"REQUEST FOR OFFICIAL TIME TO CONDUCT UNION.

BUSINESS

· DATE
APPROXIMATE TIME REQUESTED
HOURS
MINUTE'S
REQUESTED FOR WHAT PURPOSE -----"'-'---~~------------'-

---

I.F CONFERRING WITH .ANOTHER EMPLOYEE - HIS/HER

N~

IF REVTEW OF RECORDS NEEDED, WHAT RECORD NEEDED

REQUEST TO MAKE LOCAL TELEPHONE. CALLS

----

~---~~---

REQUEST TO
.. LEAVE WORK AREA·

RELATING TO UNION BUSINESS (NO MESSAGE !SUPERVISdR
UNITSy TOLL OR LONG.DISTANCE CALLS.).
INITIALS.
NUMBER. CALLED -~~-------

)

)

------.,..---

..

-------- END TIME

BEGIN TD%

------

..

TIME

LEAVE WORK
AREA
ARRIVE OTHER·
AREA
..
LEAVE OTHER
AREA

I
I

.!

RETURN.WORK

SIGNATURE · OF REQUESTING· EMPLOYEE . ·
TITLE

UNION ORGANIZATION

..

AREA

I

SIGNATURE OF APPROVING SUPERVISOR
DATE REQUEST GRANTED
---~

IF REQUEST IS DENIED - STATE REASON AND DATE DENIED ------,.----...,.--

· USE OTHER .SIDE IF NEEDED

REQUEST. IS DELAYED BEYOND DATE OF REQUEST, ·sTATE REASON.
ON A DAILY BASIS .WHY REQUEST CANNOT BE GRANTED.) .

,IF

U~E.. OTHER siDE IF

)

NEEDEP.

(DOCUMENT

·'

8..
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As a result of these developments the present grievances were' filed directly in Step 4 on October 18, 1974 and
February 26, 1975,as national level grievances.
Local 303
of ~he Mail Handlers also filed unfair labor practice.charges
claiming violation of Sections 8-A-1 and 8-A-5 of the· Nation.al
Labor Relations Act.
On March 18, 1975. the NLRB declined.
to issue a!complaint pending completion of the present arbitration proceeding.

6

· The Union now contends that the local policy
enunciated:in the September 9, 1974 Memorandum, and implemented through the new form introduced at Inglewood, violates
not onl.y Article XVII, Section 3 of the National Agreement,
but ··also Article XIX, which provides.:

7

"Copies of all handbooks, manuals, and regulations of the Postal Service that contain sections tha,t relate to wages 3 hours, and working conditions of employees covered by this
Agreement shall be furnished to the Unions on
or before January 20, 1974. Nothing in any
such handbook, manual, or regulation shall
conflict with this Agreement. Those parts of
any such handbook, manual, or regulation that
directly relate to wages, hours, or worki~
conditions, as they apply to employees cover.;..
ed by this Agreemenb.~ shall be cont.inued in
effect exc-ept that the Employer shall have
the right to make changes that are not inconsistent with this Agreement and that are·
fair, reason~ble and equitable.

)

9_
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"Notic~ of· $1;1.Ch proposed changes tb.at directiy
relate to wages' hours; or -workl,ng conditions
will be furnished to the Unibus at. the national levei at least jo days prior to ·issu~ce.
The part°ies shall ·meet concerning . such . changes.,
and if the Unions believe that the proposed
changes violate the National .Agreement- (in""
eluding this Article), they may submit the
is::?ue to arbitration in accordance w:tth Step·
4 of the grievance-arbitration p~ocedure'- ·
within 30' days after receipt of the notice
0£ proposed change.n

)

(Underscoring.added.)
The Union stresses that the September 9, 1974 Memorandum
assumes that it is Management's responsibility to determine
the "reas.onable time'' to investigate a grievanq.e and seeks to
limit a.. Steward, in advanc·e, to a fixed amount of titne for
such activity.
To require a_prior determination of the.
amount of time to investigate a grievance, says the Union,
is iµconsistent with Article XVII 3 Section 3.
It agrees
that this Section ±equires the Steward to request permission to leave his work areg, and gives the Supervisor the
right to deny permission· to leave the work area; but nowhere
does it suggest that a Supervisor can impos~ a fixed time
limit upon a Steward, requiring that th~ S·teward return to
work at some specific time.
Violation of Article XIX also
is seen, in -that use 0£ Form 7020 is. specified fo~ this .
purpose. in Methods Handbook M--65, Part· 431, but the Fori:n in

\

)

10.
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~his respect has been replaced by an entirely new local form.

Ln the Union view Article XIX requires the USPS to continue
to use Form 7020 as .provided in Methods Handbook M-65 until
such time ~as notice is given to the Union of a proposed
c~ange, for negotiations pursuant to Article XIX.
Although
the Service claims that the new local form·was'necessary
because of. alleged abuse by Stewards at Inglewood, this is
precisely the kind of problem which should be explore4 in the
negotiations between the parties under Article XIX.

The Postal Service does not agree that the $eptember 9, 1974 Memorandum at Inglewood asserts a Man~gement
right to d~term~ne the amount of time a Steward properly may
spend on Union business.
The Service concedes that one ·
s'entence may be so interpreted, if r~ad out of context') but
suggests that: in context it should be con,strued. to mean "that
management must determine whether ·the amount of time that i.s
requested for investigation or preparation of a grievance
can be reasonably ac~ommodated with the needs of the Postal
Service.tr
Such q. readirtg of the Memorandum, says the Service,
reveals that Inglewood supervision.is not concerned with the
total time. s.pent investigating a grievance but only with the
"impact of; the time requested on operational needs. 11
Under
this analysis, the approval of a request for an hour to
investigate a grievance does not establish that no more than
an hciur shpuld be·. spent on the investigation, but only that
the Steward can be spared only for an hour at the time he
wishes to pe absent from his work area.
Any such a determination, so the·argument runs, necessarily is without
prejudice to further requests for time to investiga~e.the
same grievance.
·Thus the Service ~tresses that the last
sentence ih the second paragraph of the Memorandum re·ads:

8

.

_)
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"If steward needs more time,· it is his responsibility to request same_, ·which starts process over. 11

Insofar as the local Memorandum relates to the
writing of a grievance' "it is e.qually inoffensiye:> according to the Service~
Here it quotes from Article XVII,
Section 4:.
nThe Employer -will also compensate a
steward to~ the time reasQnably necessar¥ to write· a gri"ev·ance. 11

:

(Unders6oring ad~ed.)

Indeed, the Service does not· now claim that the· local Memorandum instructs super.visors to determine that the time
requested to· prepare a grievance corts'tttutes the q.rnount
necessary to complete the task."
It urges:
"Ins'tead, the Memorandum· simply re.quires
supervisors to balance a request £or time
to prepare -a grievance aga1nst operational
needs. Nothing in the 1973 National Agreement limits management 1 s right to do so. tr

9

.

12.
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Given the right of the Service under Articl~ XVII,
3,· to determine the reasonableness of a Steward's
for permission to leave his wo.rk. .are·a, there is .
in the Agreement to prohibit the s·ervice from rea Steward to fill out a form including a blank space
labeled uApproximate Time Requested."
There was no impropriety in discontinuing use of Form 7020 for this purpose,
says the S.ervice, since Form 7020 was not designed for use
in request:ing. authorization to leave a work area.
Thus
the Servic:e suggests that Form 7020 is simply a record of
the movement of an employee from one. work area to another)
where a request for such movement already has been authorized.
(It stresses that Part 431 of the M-65 Handbook
states tha't Form 7020 will be used to rec;ord authorized
abs enc.es.).

10

Form 7020 has no value as a source o.f information
for a Supervisor in determining the reasonableness of a

11

SeGtion
r·equest
nothing.
quiring

request by: a Steward for permission to. leave his work area.
The new lo:cal form thus is not a substitute fqr Form 7020,

but actually is a supplemen,tary form seeking information
that Management is entitled to have.
Since the Service
is fully authorized: under Article XVII, Sections 3 and L~,
to determine the ·reasonableness of requests to leave the
work area, i t follows that to assess the reasonableness of
such a req:uest 3 the Sup_ervisor must know how much time away
from the work are·a :Ls being requested and tc requi17e that

this be

pr'ovid~d

·an a form.

'

.,
u

/
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13.

FINDINGS

'.

The two grievances here present separate but related issue·s: first, whether the local September 9, 1974
Memorandum is consistent with Article XVII, Sections 3 and
4; and, secon~, whether the local form instituted early tn
1975 to effectuate the Memorandum confliats with an established procedure under the M-65 Manual, and protected by

12

Article XIX.

.

l.

/

The September 9~ 1974 Memorandum indicates on its
face that it is Management's responsibility to determine
what is a ~easonable time to investigate or prepare a ·
grievance.· · It includes no reference to Article XVII, Seetions 3 or 4, nor does .it state that a· rE:}quest by a Ste'!N'ard
.for time to investigate a grievance ushall not be unreasonably denied'. 11
Th~ critical language quoted earlier in
this Opinion from the September 9, 1974 Memorandum ~s preceded ·by an underlined assertion "B .. Union Stewards taking
too much time preparing Step 2A grievances; 11
The Memorandum instruct~ a S~pervisor that if yQu 'fare satisfiE?d
time .request is jus.tifiedrr the request shou1c;l be approved
on condition t;hat the Steward will retL).rn·Hno later than end

of time approved."
If the Steward does not return 11by
11
prescribed time, moreover, . this· is to. be dealt with as a
"disciplinary prob.lem.H
Finally, the Mell}orandum advises
that if agreement; 11can't be reached on appropriate amount
of time 11 the matter should.be referred to the Tour Super-

intender:;t.

\·
)

.;........
. ·•;,,,.. .
~
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.-·~)···.·
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Further light is shed upon the objective meaning
o·f the Sept;ember 9, 1974 Memorandum by reference to the
form developed locally to implement it.
This requires
the Steward.to (1) furnish in advance the names of other
employees who. may be interviewed, (2) indicate in advance
what records may be n~eded, and (3) to identify (by number)
any local telephone calls which may be made and the time ·
to be involved in the call. · It also includes a line captioned "If request is c;lelayed beyond date of request,· state
reason.
(bacument on a Daily Basis why request cannot be
granted.) 11
Lastly, the Form is routed to the Tou:t Super-

14

. interrdent.
~hes~

various restrictive provisions

~pparently

15

were designed to combat· abuses which were thougbt to have
developed _at Inglew-0od in taking excessive time for investigation and preparation of grievances.
This surely is a
proper Management objective, gene:i;ally speaking, but the
problem. here is whether the Inglewood program is permissible under Artic.les XVII and XIX of the 1973 National
Agreement.: . This is by. no means only a local problem--if
such a uni:lateral program is permissible at Inglewood, it
.. is equally; permissible throughout tl"l:e entire Pos:tal Service.

While.. the Postal· Service brief includes an unusually sk'.illful effort to depict the Memorand,um as no
more than an effort to require a Supervisor to determine
whether· a Steward "can be spired" from his job at the time
he or she ;seeks permission to leave, there is nothing in
the Memorandum itself whic.h supports this narrow inte±:~retation of its purpose.

16
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·The fact is that the Memorandum does not aocurateLy state the substance of Article XV1I, Section 3,
particularly since it assumes that a Supervisor is entitled
to determine in advance the amount of time necessary to ·
investigate a grievance and requires the Steward to specify
the .time likely t;o pe required and to.~"·Jifro.v:tde. detailed .
information in. advance nto justify" such time ·requirement.
The Memorandum implies that the decision as to whether any
such request is "justified" li~s within the discretion of
the individual Supervisor, and provides no standards to
1guide the exercise of ·such disGretion nor any referenc.e to
the.controlling language ~f Article.XVII, .Section 3.

17

Thus it now should be made clear that Article XVII,
) Section 3, does·not.authorize the Service to determine in
· advance the amount of time which a Steward reasonably n~ed$
to :lnvestigate ·a grievance.
Since the Septemb.er 9, 1974 ·
Memorandum is inaccurate in.this and.other· significant ~e
spects, it should be withdrawn and given no effeGt.
This
is not to say, of course, that Management cannot (1) as.k a

18

.

.

Steward, seeking permission to investigate,· .adjust, or 1vrite
a grievance to ·esti~ate the leng~h of. time that the Steward
anticipates he or she will be away from his or her work
station; or °(2) that a Supervisor cannot decline to release
a Steward from duty during a period of time when his or her
absence during such period will unnecessarily delay ~ssen
tial work; or (3) that a Supervisor, in advance, may not
specify a'tirne period during which the Steward's absence
. will unnecessarily delay essential work;
-Nor does this
decision in any way bar the Service from taking necessary
action, consistent with the Agreement, in any case where i t

can be established that a Steward has improperly obtained

':f • " x
'

16.
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permission· to leave his or her work station under the· guise
of investigati~g o~ preparing a grievance.
The special form developed at Inglewoo·d early in
1975 was d.esigned to implement the September 9, 1974 }femorandum and hardly can be used except to effectuate that
Memo~andum.
In addition, Part 431 of.Methods Handbook M-65
states that;: Form 7020 will be us.ed to record authorized
absences from assigned duties, and the instr~ctions on Form.
7020 make i t applicable to "time devoted to grievances. 11
The local form at Inglewood in fact has been substituted for
Form 7020 when Stewards seek to leave their work ?tatioµs.
:It is well set.tled by now that employee repre-

sentation by a Union Steward or Grievance Committeeman
.constitutes a significant working condition 3 or condition
of employment.
Thus the matter here in issue falls within
the scope of Article. XIX. ''The development of a new :form
locally to' deal with Stewards' absences from assigned duties
on Union business--as a substitute for a national form embodied in 'an existing Manual (and thus in conflict with that
Manual)--thus falls within th~ second paragraph of Article
XIX.
Since the procedure there set forth has not been
invoked by the Postal Service, it would follow that the
Inglewood form must be withdrawn.

19
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AWARD·

The grievances are sustained as indicated in this
' The·. September 9, 1974 Memorandum and the local
form devel'oped to implement that Memorandum must be withdrawn
and given no effect.

. Opinion.

Chairman
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In the Matter of the Arbitration
between

:
:

Case No. N8-W-0214
Use of Bulletin Board
(Tacoma, Washington)

:

:

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LETTER
CARRIERS, AFL-CIO

.
:
:

and.
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

:
:
:

OPINION AND AWARD

.

APPEARANCES :
For the NALC*- Cohen, Weiss, and Simon
Keith E. Secular, Esq.
For the USPS-

\

)

Wyneva Johnson, Esq.
Office of Labor Law

Pursuant to the provisions of the current collective
bargaining agreement between the above-captioned parties,· this
case was duly processed through to and presented in arbitration
before the Undersigned.
The hearing was held at the offices of
the USPS in Washington, DC, on January 23~ 1981.
Thereafter,
post-hearing briefs were submitted and exchanged.

THE ISSUE:
At the opening of this hearing, the parties stipulated
that the issue could be defined as follows:
''Whether Management at the Tacoma,. Washington,
Post Office properly prohibited the Union from
posting a notice on the Union bulletin board
listing the names of non-members.
If not,
shall Management be prohibited from pr.e.venting
the Union from using the bulletin board in thi~
fashion in the future?"

At the opening of the hearing, Mr. John P. Richards, Dir8ctor of
Inaustrial Relations for the APWU,appeared for the purpose of
noting that the AP'Wu joins wi.th and supports the pbsition taken
in this proceeding by the NALC.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE:

The parties stipulated at the opening of the hearing
that many of the facts are not in dispute. They can be noted as
follows:
During the period between November 17 and November
19," 1979, Management removed the notice at the Lakewood
Station, and the notices also posted at other stations were
removed pursuant to Management's instructions by sometime on
or after November 19, 1979.
The decision to remove these notices was made by Mr.
Roy Olson, the Director of Employee ~nd Labor Relations for the
Tacoma.,._ washing.ton, Post. Office.

DOCUMENTS CITED:
The Collective Bargaining Agreement
Article III (Pertinent Part)

MANAGEMENT RIGHTS

The Employer shall have the exclusive right, subject
to the provisions of this Agreement and consistent
with applicable laws and regulations:

A. To direct employees of the Employer in
the performance of official duties;
B •• •.

C.

To maintain the efficiency of the operations
to it~

~ntrusted

D •.•. •

Article XXII

BULLETIN BOARDS

The Employer shall furnish separate bulletin boards
for the exclusive use of each Union party to this
Agreement, subject to the conditions stated herein,
if space is available.
If sufficient space is not
vailable, at leas:t one will be provided for all
Unions signatory to this Agreement. The Unions
may p],.ac;e their literature racks in swing rooms,
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/
if space is available.

Only suitable
notices and li .ature may be posted or
placed in literature racks. There shall
be no posting or placement of literature
in literature racks except upon th~ authority of officially designated representatives of the Unions.

The Notice in Issue Which Was Posted

(Undated}

Carriers listed below are NON-UNION MEMBERS WHO
WILL Soon Receive A Pay Increase of $749.00 Annually or .36~ Per Hour. THIS IS DUE TO A UNION·
NEGOTIATED CONTRACT SEE A SHOP STEViARD and JOIN
THE UNION

Kaszokski, S.A. - T.A.F.

Clark, V.C. - Lakewood

Western Region Notice Da.ted November 11, 197 5
Subject:

To:

Majority Union Bulletin Board Postings of
Non-Members
District Managers
General Managers, Bulk Mail Centers

Some months ago, it was determined that the posting
on union bulletin boards of non-members was neither
illegal nor improper.
A reassessment of this position has been made and it
is now determined that such postings constitute a potential source of operational disruptions.

_)

In our.view, the controlling considerations in this
area must be our primary obligation to insure that
postal operations are not disrupted and that postal
employees not be subjected to undue pressures at
postal installations in the course of their employment •. In these circumstances, beginning i~.medi.ately,
majority unions shall not be permitted to display
notices-listing the names of non-members on bulletirr·
boa·ras provided under. __the National Agreement •. _.
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...

Please notify those offices under your jurisdiction of the.above.
/s/ R. H. Stevens, Director
Off ice of Labor Relations

CONTENTIONS OF THE PARTIES:
The Uniorl.'contended that_ the removal of the ab:ove-quoted
notice, which had been posted on November 11, 1979, was a violation
of the provisions of Article XXII as well as a violation of the
National Labor Relations Act proscribed by the opening provision
of Article III of the Agreement.
The Union argued that the contents of the notice were
suitable within the meaning of Article XXII. The Postal Authorities, according to the Union, cannot unilaterally decide upon the
suitability of notices. l.fuet~er a notice is.suitable must be decided upon the basis of some objective standard or criteria. The
purpose of this notice, just as was the pur.pose of a similar one
pos~ed in 1976 without management objection, was to encourage membership in the Union.
' ··
The Union argued that the language of the notice was
a "straight-forw_ard exhortation" addressed to non-members to join
the Union. As a result of the posting, a number of.non-member
employees did so.
The Union has a contractually recognized right
to solicit membership in the Union, pursuant to Article XXXI, in
non-work area.s of the Employer's premises. In this case, acc_ording
lo the Union, Tacoma Management had no evidence that the notice was
a disuptive force· ·on the· work floor.
Such a conclusion would· have
to be based upon mere assnH1ption.
The Union also argued that i t did not waive the right; j:o
grieve the action taken at Tacoma because it faiied to raise a
national grievance when the directive to management was issued
in the Western Region in November of 1975. That internal memorandum
did not have the force or effect of modifying the National Agreement. Merely .. ac;i<nowledging the existence of such a memorandum .
does not signify union acquiescence. Likewise~ the Union contended
that in 1975 and 1978 it had only attempted to get contractual
language in Article XXII which would have permitted the Union to
.post it,.~ffi_§-of a political nature on the buile.tin· board. The Union
did not seek nor think it necessary·to seek any change in the_
language of that proyision to post i~~~~·a·~;J.-i:;;~<~~th··-~oll~-~tiv.e
bargaining or other union business.
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Finally, the Union argued that removing this notice
violated the National Labor Relations Act and for that reason ·was
in violation of Article III as well. The Unio~ argued here that
this type of notice was a manifestation of protected concerted
activity. The Union referred to Old Dominion Br. No. 496,
NALC, AFL-CIO v. Austin , 418 U.S. 264 (1974), where the U. S.
Supreme Court held that the publi~ation of a list of non-union
members and branding them as "scabs" fell within the protection
of Section 7 of the Statute. In the instant case, as in Austin,
the Union argued that the Local Union was in the midst of an
organizing ca:mpaign to get non-members to join. Unlike Austin,
in the instant case, the Union did not employ any lurid language
to describe the non-members or to incite its own members. The
union also cited a number of other NLRB decisio:ms wherein the
employer was not permitted to censor materials appearing on
bulletin boards provided by contractual arrangement.

)
1

The Unio~ claimed that there was no evidence presented
to establish how or why this notice could prove disruptive of
postal operations at the facilities where i t was posted. The
Union conceded that if a direct link could be established.between
the contents of a notice and actual disruptions the employer could
act to restore order and such action might be to order tbe removal
of the offending notice.
Management contended that the notice was.disruptive in
that it had received reports of carriers arguing.with shop.stewards
at various stations and there was an E.E.O.C. complaint filed ...
Management further contended that the testimony· and
other evidence offered by the Union to support a·c1aim that a
similar notice was posted in 1976 and was not challenged by'.
management did not have sufficient probative value to support
such a claim.
The USPS pointed out that in 1975 a clear and una~biguous
restriction on the Unions'. right to post lists' of non-members had
promulgated. The ~nion did not choose to grieve that directive and
th~ practice of prohibiting such postings has remained unchallengea~
thus rising to the status of a past practice •
Finally, the Postal Service contended that in bargaining
during ·
1975 the Union sought to gain unilateral control ove~
the decision on removing any notices from bulletin boards or literature from racks•·. The USPS successfully· resisted such an attempt •.
In 1978, the Postal Service claimed that .the Unions attempted_to
remove.· the word:-·'~suitable" and· permit all notices regardless of _· -
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content suitability to be posted. This effort also failed, and
Management contended that the Union was required now to recognize·
nize that the Postal Service had the exclusive right to determine
what constituted a suitable or unsuitable notice.

OPINION OF THE ARBITRATOR:
The Postal Service's principal contention was that the
specific language of the Agreement gave management the right to
prohibit the posting of what it considered to be unsuitable material. The Undersigned is in agreement that the language of
the Agreament does not give the unions an unfettered right to
post any material on the bulletin boards which they consider
is suitable for such posting. That· language reads, " .•• only
suitable notices and literature may be posted or placed in
liFerature racks." Management cert;ainly, under this language,
may challenge the contents of the proposed notices and literature on the grounds that such material is not suitable for publication in such fashion on post office premises and more particularly in work areas.
When management does prohibit a posting on union
bulletin boards on the grounds that the material is unsuitable,
it is required to establish that it has just cause £or reaching
such a conclusion. The decision on suitability m~st be bottomed
upon factual evidence that the posting will prove or has proven
to be a cause of disruption or ~issension and ·th.{i~·ha; h~d or. wi.11
have an adverse. impact upon produc:t-~:ity
~-f.~iciency.

or_

If the testimony and other documentation offered by
Manacrement did establish that this c"ould be or \17as the conseguen~e of such a posting, the Arbitrator would have to sustain
management's right to prohibit such a posting. From within the.
four corne.rs of the Agreement would come the authority for such
a finding_in the provisions of Article III dealing with management's exclusive right to maintain the efficiency of the operations. Resort to ext~rnal law would not require that the unions
be allowed.to post infl~matory, prejudicial, or derogatory statements. It would be _r~asonable to assume that tpe results 0£ such
a posting would undermine rnanagement 11 s ability to direct the work
force and. the enterprise efficiently and productively. That would
be the· pr:imari°-purpose of the prohibl.tion and._nol:-to· st-rip··a-viay ·-the. rights. "of "employees to engage"' i"n ·certain pr~tk"c"t"ed concerted
actions whic:n-a··re detailecr. und"er" the J?rovisi"ons of Section 7 of
the National Labor Relations Act.

-6-

To establish a reasonable basis for assuming that the
results of publishing and posting the names of non-members would
interfe!l'."e ~~ith efficient postal operations, the Postal Service
offered the following testimony:
Roy A. Olson, Management Sectional Center Director of
Employee and Labor Relations at Tacoma stated that he denied the
Union the right to post the notice here in controversy because
of the contents of the letter issued in 1975 denying the unions
the right to post·· ·the names of non-members. Ee also said he
felt the notice was"Cffsrupti°ve" because, "We had several phone
calls from letter carriers regarding how this notice could come
down." He also claimed that there was one EEO complaint filed.
He testified further that he had been advised that there were
verbal confrontations b~tween shop stewards and carriers at several units.
Mr. Olson, on cross-examination, admitted that
he personally did not witness any confrontations between stewards
and letter carriers.
There was no additional evidence o·ffered by the Postal
Service to support the claim that the contents of the. notice caused
management any work shop-floor problems.

\
j

Based upon the testimony from Mr. Olson, outlined above,
the Undersigned had to find that Mr. Olson was prompted to.remove
th~ notice bec?luse he was advised of the existence .of a 1975 letter
which indicated such postings should be prohibited. ·That was his
principal motivation. He only learned from others about so-called
confrontations between stewards and letter carriers.
He also
learned of telephone calls from carriers about having the notice ..
taken down.
One EEO complaint was filed, and as Mr. Olson tes tified, it was later wii:fhdrawn in the informal stage after the notice
came down.
Mr. Olson did not testify about the long existing dispute between some members of the national workforce and the national
unions about which organizations deserve to represent them and receive dues pa:yments.
Nothing in Mr . .Olson 1 s testimony supported a
conclusion that the notices did, in fact, caused sufficient disruptior::• or dissension so
:to.
"wLth._the··-orCie.riy~·c:9n·au~t.
of bs.siness "· or that a failure to remove such. notic;e· .would inevitably.
lead to such a result.

as .

inte-r-fere

For the reasons set forth above, and after due deliberation,
:he Undersigned makes the following
.

-------··· ----- -------

..

·-----~-~····-· ~

.· .
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The grievance filed by the NALC in Case No.
N8-W- 0214 is sustained. Management is directed not to interfere with the posting of
notices containing the names of non-members
unless or until the Postal Service can prove
that this material is unsuitable for posting
because it has caused or will cause an adverse impact upon the ability of postal authorities to direct th..~. -~<?_~~---~o~c~_ an~ .. t~ __ ma.~age
-ics operations-efficiently_and productively.
~----··-
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HOWARD G.

GAMSER, ARBITRATOR

Washington, DC
July 14, 1981
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
475 L'Enfant Plaza. SW
wa1r11ng1on. CC 20260

October 15, 1981

Mr. John P. Richards
Director, Industrial Relations
American Postal Workers Onion,
AFL-CIO
817 - 14th Street, N. w.
Washington, D. c. 20005
Dear Mr. Richards:
On October 13, 1981, you met with Frank Dyer in
pre-arbitration discussion of H8C-NA-C 49 and H8C-2B-C 9351.
After a thorough discussion of the issue it was agreed that
the following would represent a full settlement of the cases;
in compliance with Arbitrator Gamser's Award of case
NS-W-0214.
Management will not interfere with the posting of notices
containing the names of non-members unless or until the
Postal Service can prove that the material is unsuitable for
posting because it has caused or will cause an adverse impact
upon the ability of postal authorities to direct the work
force and to manage its operations efficiently and
productively.
Please sign the attached copy of this letter acknowledging
your agreement with this settlement, withdrawing HSC-NA-C 49
and BBC-2B-C 9351 from the pending national arbitration
listing.
Sincerely,

~~1d~
Shert:f S. Barber
General Manager
Arbitration Division
Office of Grievance and
and Arbitration
Labor Relations Department

)

Mr. Vincent R. Sombrotto
President
National Association of Letter
carriers, AFL-CIO ·
100 Indiana Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20001-2197
RE: E90N-1E-C 93023117
(OLD #WON-5R-C 15397)

BRANCH
EVERETT WA 98201
E90N-1E-C 93023118
(OLD #WON-5R-C 15398)
BRANCH
EVERETT WA 98201

Dear Mr. sombrotto:
Recently, I met with your representative to discuss the
above-captioned grievances at the fourth step of the
contractual grievance procedure.
The issue in these cases is whether· a contractual violation
occurred when management removed certain ·items from NALC
bulletin boards in the Lynnwood Station and Marysville Post
Office. The items were removed due to management's
determination that the material in question, which consisted
of an NALC Bulletin listing endorsements of political
candidates, was inappropriate for display in a building owned
or leased by the Postal Service.
Based on the particular facts and circumstances at issue, the
grievances are sustained.
Time limits were extended by mutual consent.
;;incerely,

Date:

f~{/({'f,)

)
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EMP\.OVCE ANO LASOR R!LATIONS GROUP
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12. 'fbc:D.l!!s o. Riley
ialaUtant. Sec::z:.~euu:r:er
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lli!umi_ngtoa, DC 20001
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.u,

1977, we • t with

you

1:0

cliacwu11. th• abav'e-eapt:ioruiu!

grl.ennce at the fom:t:h step of our cont.nctu.al ¢evince procedure.
•

-

p

'l'h9 attu"a pnaated bJ' J'CR1 u
p:oviaicoa hue been nviwed

)
./

•

•

nli u tbe applleabJ.e cont:rac:tu.al.

an~

giftn c:ueful. CCWJi.aar&tion.

.

41
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IEMPLOVEEA.NO LA.80R IW.AT10NS GROUP
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mlO

lil•1

A==i=t:uat Ssoratar1•TrGasuPer
Ra~io&i&l Aaaoo~a~1on ot ·LG~~•r Carrlel'a, Ar'&r-CIO

100 lndiamn,

.l'f'CUl13tll v

1fa111h1qtoa., J>C

ft

20001

le·:

I. Lang
Colu'tnaa, Oli
SC-C-10535/S-COL-2590

Dear Hr. 11101:
On Karch 28,. 1978, we a t With JOU to di11cuss tbo

above-captioned crievauce at tbe
oont!"actual IP"i•?aDo•

'lb•

aattera

9~•s•nted

eont!"aetual proTi.sious

p~ooedu~•·

at.ep ot

ou~

by You as vell as tbe applicable

oona1derat.1oa..

ha••

been l'G!Yieved and liven careful

vo~k ui.~h un~on

Maiulgeaent Wi.11

tou~th

otticiala in IPfl!ltlBg acu1eas

to post&l ••rTioe tao11itiea 111 accordance wit.ta tbe -lanlu.ase
ot Art1ol.e llIII ot the ourre~t latlou.1 A1Ne11uaat.. to
•nhanca ef.teet.1.Ta la.boP-1U.nas11111111.111at ralatiou. tbeN ab~u.U k
no v.zn·a11uscn1able dala.ya in llllln11.a;esea.t p-anthc a. NfllHUllltbg
md.on ott1.o1al. aaoeas t.o a v. a. 101tal 19arv1n tacsU1t1.
this arie"nUlae 1a reaolTed~
81noer•l1,

~ Q..Q:l ~·
e

:'.:\

lichard A. Sbett•l
Labor Relations Department

.

&alline overby
Assistant Se<::•tary-Treaaurer
ti&tional Aaaoc::iat:ion of tatter Carriers, A.rt.-CIO
100 Indian& Av•nue, N.W.
·

~:r.

Nuhinqton,

o.c.

20001 '.··
~:.

3ranc:h
~remont,.

CA.

~4534

lilll-SC-C-1471

On June

a,

1982, we !lUlt to diSQUSS the abovit-captionect
the fourth step of our cont.ractla.L grievance.

;:i~~=..,. at
~i:"~~J~---

- .... ·- • .

The matt~rs ~res~nted a.S well as the applicable c:ontra~tual
-· ~revisiona hav~ ·o.een re-vie~ed aCK! qi ?en carefsl troasi·d~?:ation ..
:'?e mutually agrud t."la.t there

irlU

no interpretive dis;:>uto

l)etveen t.he parties at the National level as to the meant~;
&nd intent of Article 23 of ~"le National Aqreel!lent as ~t
relates to th• rights of Onion officials to •nt9r 90atal
inatallationa.
Opon rt1tauisonable notice to t:he Employer, duly authcirtsecl

v:epn1Hu1ta.tivu of the Uniona shall bl ~mittcad· to enter
postal inatallations for the purpose of perforainq and
CAqaqinq in off ieial union d~tie~ and businesa related to the
COllec::tive Bargaining Agreement. Normally, reasonable notic~
vould not be requircad in writing. A telephone call to an
appropriate 11&n&9ement official would be aufficienc.

further agreed., this ease ia hereby i-munded
to Ste9 3 fo~ further processing, if necesaary, by the parti~s
at that level ..

Accord in9l7, ·u

-2•'
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.
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·-~
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·'

Please sign. the a.t:.tac:hed copy o~ ehis decaioo. as your
adcnowlcadgment .of aqnemen.t to. :Ula.nd t:his c::a.se ..

Sinc:m=al.=r,.

)

)
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l n H1e f':;-t ttet• of thl! l\rhit rat i•>n
Bett,·een
AMERTClu~

POSTAL i\'OK'\.tms UNION
(CLi:Ri< CRAFT DIVlSIQ;'-J, LOS 1\~~C~~LI:S)

AFL-CIO
-and-

j

OPINION

AND i\\·./Ai1D

)

UNITl:.'D STJ\'fES POSTAL SERVICE

ltppearanees:
For the Union:

i'Ir. Exc:el Hunter, J>residcirt, Cl2d, Cr;:.f::s
Di visio :t, Los Angeles LocuL AE·:U, ArL-Cl O
Mr. Russel Robin~on, D:i.ree·tor uf Industrial Relations, Los Ang'=!J.,:;:s Local

For the Employig:: Lm·:re71ce :'L r:vans, Esq. I Labor I.aw

Division-, USPS, Wash:ington, DC
..

~.

Nr. La>-.::retlce G. Handy, Employee L<.>.bur
Relatjons Executive, Nestc:rn R<O!sion, rSPS

Background:
In compli:i.pc~ with Article )..\!, Section 2, Step 2 (a) of t1w
1973-75 Collective Barga i.ning Agreen:2nt, ::-Ir. }ltmtcr, on D:'..:et=:-:-:1Jel' 2b,
1973 clirected a lette:~I'.' to Ml' . •Jan~es J. Sy:nl:uL Dit;trl1~t ~-lam;.5::-.r:'()ff.~c~r
in Char~;e n:f ·the Los l\ngcles Post Ofiice.
In ·that lettE:>P, i-;r. Hunter
stutetl that 2. grievonce ,,·as being initi<ttcd on )H~_half of all f,evt?l 5
Clerir.al Er.:ployees, "\·:ho at'e p·i•esentl'y pe1•fo1'ming Lev2l G Pm:> taJ. St;<(i:Ci:!
Data Techn.i.c:ian duties and r.esponaibi.lit·~es at hcith, C<.rr·t•le·r· .:-:.rid Fin;:;.:1ee
Stations w.i:thont remune 1?;:ition of Le .•.tl (, pay." In his le tte:c, ;'-lr.
lfm,.ter, ~tat(·~tl :[u1~-n1el' that the p!'ovisio~:.; of'.Ar·tiele \.'X\l (J.) of i:he
A~>: ce!~'me:i t \\'~l'e bcin~.~ misappl:i.ed.
The 1:," 1 ief requested ,,·as, '"lha t tlie!
Los A11 .. ;Plt:!:; Pos·tal St!rv:ice ame;1cl its r~~cot·ch; to s1•.ow r,d_l em:.1love,':s
invulv~ct. :in n lluty statns of Lev~1 i; retroa~Uvc to ,July 2l: ].tJ7~
wj th appr.opc.iate .r·i.'tnUIH~l'Ht:i.on."
1

The ease v1as processed tht'()u:i;h ~:1H.~ s !-c~ps outlined. :i.n the
grievance pPOC<!cltn·c provided .for in .\rtielc XV. The Step r~ u.n::>t-.2.t.'
\\':1.S pr<.n:.i.lled lry lt!ttcr datecl r:~w .ll~, 197 1L
Tn th:ct am;~·.'l~t'. the Pust(·.l
Serv:i.cc~ stated:
rriufonmi.d.on :L11 t11e :file d:i.seloses that the :-v.'o jl:!:i
descr:ipt.i11ns vary_
Th~ time keepin·.!: clt'.t.ies ul" S·ta·tions arc I.evel ·.1
d11tit~:~ aml rnYt dut:ic~s which \\'Oul<.~ '.·:~11·rant the h:i~~1wr lr.?\·c-~l pay· of' <t
!'SOS Te1..:im.i.1•i.'1n.
In 011r v:ie\~ therP is no conl:t>aetua1 v:!ol.aU.,1;L
'l'i!e~•.'2forc, the gt·iev<tnr~e .is clt~n:ied. ··

Tl1e casr! \.:;is the11 reft:l't'l«:l tu ;1rbit 1:;1t.i1111 ·b.:i· tlH~ :\~''.·T 1.·;~
June 6, 1.971~, ;.l.l1c1 <11 so ce1·tiJ.":ied at that tJm<! i;;.ith·in ·!·hr~ !JO thy I. ·~:;1i.. t
in accortlan<"!e w.ith ·t-hc provls:ions of Article XV, Section 3.

Subsequently, by letter dated Feb:t•ual'Y 2fi, 1975, th~ <:a:30
was referred ·tn the und<:!l':.5ignec1 for at'bltration. H::!arin~.J/> \·:ere sc:1etlulccl uncl held Jn Los An~~elc~~:;, Cn.l:i.f·_>rn.1.}., on M:ty lJ-·'-1-l·, J9Ti . . . .
these hearings, bo·th pal'.'t.ies w~rc given full opportun.i..t~/ t:o p:r.•e;,'~:-:t
testimony, other ev:idcmcl~ and argum;;mt in support of their res;)~ctive
contentions. By ag1'cement, after the he;:i.rings were coneluG.~d, ·t~•~
parties submitted and exc1m;1ged post-112,1-::-ing b1•.i.et's :in timely fa&1i ::;n.
The arguments contained ·th~!r;;ln as ':ell <.{S the materials and c·,·.l.d.Qie•:!G
received at thP. hea1•ings i·:ere fully t.·:ei~}1ecl and eons:i.d.E·red i71 a~··riv i.~1g
at the Award he: low.

The Issue:
The part:i.es coul~ not mu·tuc.lly agree upon a de:finiti.o;: <!::::
the matter.• in issue. How2ve:c, fro;;; the p:eesen tation of th1: Ur.:i.u:1 ar:J.
the contentions of the PiJst81 Servic:~, i.t is apparent that i.n i.<::::-::.~f"!
is \~hether certain Dist1•ihution a.nd ~·.:i::do-;;' Cle:rks and Di st.t·.~:11:-t.i..:.n,
Willclo'-1 and Mark-up Clerks ;rt the Los )\ngeles Installat.ion• s C~n:!'ier
Stations a.re being paid at the appropriate· 1evel for the t~or;.;: t·:'.":!c1 -::
they are pe1~:forming. The Union alle~:ed that they were classifir:cl :i.i!
the Job Titles set forth above,. i.·~hich are pn.:i.d at Lcv·cl 5, i·:;ie:;:·:.,::.= the
work they were called upon to perfo::-;n is contained in th2 jo'.J d.~:::=::'ip
tion of a Pos·i.:al Soucce Da·tn. Systerr. Tec::mlcian, PS-fi. I£ this :5.s E=o,
then the Union claimed 0::-i their behalf, that ·rhls \-.'as a v:i ola t:i.o~ of
Article XXV (1) ancl (L}), and that these employctes ,:Jho \»ere i::~p:;.':::::J;:,pJ.y
compensateu should he properly compensa tetl for the \\'01.'~-: pcrforr.-:ed :::'etroactively.
Thus, -U1e issue may lie posec't as ,._.hether Hie Cle1'ks 2.:::. \~e1:tain
Car:d.e-r. Stations at the Los Ang:;!les !'ost Off.ice ltave been prop=1:•l-:_,' compensated for the work they have perfor;;;<.:.:1 pi..n:·st.mnt ·to the pert.i.;:.,,,.. t" provisi.uns o:r Article A.'XV, aml if ·they hav12 not, what sho;.1ld t~:e c~;..·;: ~·opri
a te i'2mi::!dy he?

Ctm·tentions of the l.irdon:

The l!i1:i.on contcmleLl thnt t1H'o:;~.;h its w.i:t:wsses it 1':!.cl i":'S cc.Dt'hn.t ·tl1~. designa tc.>t1 D.i.str:ibu !: i u:; ctnd l'1.iml\.1w Clerk::;, ;'S-5, '~ t
c~n·r.i.cr St:1tiCJll!5 pe~·formc~d and contln~:<! ·to pei-:luJ.'m the hns:~c di.tic: ..::;
and rt~.spons:ib il "Lti1:~.s of Postal. Source Da ::a Sysh.,m Technic .i.<t:;s, P~ - ~>,
Li.sh~tl

The lfnion a1·~ued tlm t the Empl('yer, through .i.ts ~u!.i~~E:'cr :ent
n.ctions after the f:LU.ng of this gr.i:cva'~~e, subs l.:u.1rt la t~~tl the l'nl'.1~!
cnntenti.011 ahov~-

)

I':i.nally, the l!niOil \l!iSerl:etl ti1;t l: l:Jw a q.~t !!Hell ts a<l\''l:1l:('(·:
liy llte Empl•»::·;:~r:, llu1~in:.~ th~ JH'11c0:-;~_i;::,'; ;;:· tlJ,~ ~·-,1·.i.l'Vil!!~C:, '''e~--·~ i.·,·t"~~:·1".i.vely t1.i.sprove11.

Cont(~ll t.i. nns

:·")

...·..

uf tl 1\.~ J:mployt:r:

'

·~-

....;,

The I:rnployer contendQd that, unde1• l\rticle XXV of the
1973 N<.ttional Agr;-:emcnt, the~<:> D:l strJ.1mt1on aivl. \·!.i.mluw Cle d·,s at
·the C.n.rrlcr- Stat:hms Cl!''.~ not entitlGd to hi~,:';hi.~l' level p:iy for
per:forndn~~ t1w duti.c~ of a ral!1.;.ccl hi?;he?~ level pos i:t.i.on 11nl0ss
such r..•mp1oyces pP.l':f•n.'.n tl1r~ s:i.~~nifi~..!:<:t:1t <.ir1d :funchrrrmt;:i.l.ly css':!ntfa.l.
duties of the h-.i,gher levl~l po::;.ltiun.

According to the Employer, the duties and respomd.bili·ties of Level 6 Pos·tal Sourct~ Data Technicians extend far• be.>·ond
the t1uties pcrl'ormecl by the Leval 5 Clerks in thP Los l\n~:,cles Po::;·;;
Office's Ste.t:ions.
The Employel.~ also r.:la i;:;ed tha·t: t11e records 1;1a..i.\;t:~.i.nc-!d i)~.'
Clel.•1,s for the At:tmtll::l.nC.!e, T5.me and f,r"!<l.V<": Prt•:..;;r<;.r.l (1"\'.l'1'.L) ;rnc1 for
the \·:ork Lo::i.d Reco1.•clin~ System (l··:LRS) ':-.e ct:~ Le.vet ~: fu;1ct !.1.;:·ts ·1:e<:C>'.:;nized. ~-is such in pertinent jo]) C.escr::i:pti•:.:ru>. Ll ,1.dd::tL1n t.:i'~· \::ras
functions are substantially and sig:-1.iL~.<;~;.::i.tly d.t~;s:im.il<u' fro;·,: thC!.
dllties and responsibilities of a LC!vel G Pos·ta.l Source Data. Tedm~c:i.<:.::
in the maintenance of that System.

Opinion:
The pertinent provisions of !lrticle XX\l read as f"ollows;
ARTICLE .)ON-HIGHER LEVEL

_:'cSSH:N~·JCNTS

)

1. Higher leveJ_ work is defi!1ed as an :issi.::;nment to a
ranked h:!.gher level position, \·:~~<!the1' or not· such position has been authorized at the installation.

2 ...
3 .•.
t~.
J\ny employee d~tailf!d to hizher h~vt:~l work shall be
given a written ma1v1~,~e1i:ent order, stn.ting h .:!r;innj!1g and
approx:imn"t<?. term.i n'1t:ton, aad directin;,.; the emplcryee to
perform "i.:}11=? clnties of the hi;;hcr level posi·tion.
Such
W.!' it ten o.rc1et• shall be <'1.Ct..:t-~p tt:cl :i.s au't:linri?.a ti.on -Yo;.'
1:h..::~ 1dgher level pay.
The fail•.:r~ o-f ;,;:rnagemel! t tu gh-~
a ''-'ritt0n o:i:cle.r is not ~r0t::1ds for den.Lal of ld.~.i;h~r
level pay :i.f the employee t·:~1s otl~e1ws~~: d.i.t'ected ·i:-o p{;lrform t·h0 duti~s.
1

\\lhat the llni.on j_s enatem.U.n~ .in this ca~e, w1H!ll )'PL.ited
to ·tllt'Se CO!l l:":i:-aetua l :t•cqtt:ircments, is that t~erta:i 11 lower l'i:?.·t·0.ri.
lHstr.ihut·.ion and \.\T:i11tl.ow Cl<~.d,s, P:J-S, a:t· Ca.1·1.•ic>t· f)tations, htwt! ht:~C!;1
c1.i.rt.•ci..c~tl or a:::s.igHc!d tu ·the pos.i:rio:~ ,,f 1'usta1 :3ou1·.:~P. Data Sysb•:-::
Tcclrn.i~:i;ins, J.'~i-(i, a h5.:;1n'r :Jevi:l po::>.i.tion.
These a<.'(~1·.i.eY0tl Cle!'!;,"'
wc-~re n_ol· !.ll.T.i.-•i.1)]y il11Ll r<1!'ili::tl.1y rlci·;-l"il(:t! hl t"lli! h.i:.d;~!r ]C'\-.;~1. j:;•J,:;_j~
!:ion,
tics

li1! f· :i.11 fa(•t;- tl1r·sp l";;:.:1loyr:v:; ~.-.~t'r> d.i.L·eet·c'il
tir

tiw h.i.:•J1cL·

J<~vf'l

pn::; i.t·!.1.m :u1C!

ti::~~:

t·o J>Pl'fl>rm t·Jip dt!·sh0tdd l•c• ]l:t:il'l ;wc·t1n\·i····.l~-.

')
;

-'-"'.-

\\'!tat t11··~ fJ;dnn ;;1,u~;h t h.1 r:.:;t;.::.'..:l i.Hh tht'o:1;:,h ·1 ii:! t·:.. .,; ~j;.,:,..::
of jts wi:tne::=~::c::; an:::l t-i1<~ r.n·odu!.!t.1011 of C(!:.··t·a.i.11 d•.>C1m1')1•t;u·y '-:'·,-·!.o:.i·.:!!:.:;:
is ·that at the C;:trt:'it:r St·:·t·t.io1~:; i.: the Los ,\n~~e] '.:!£.i Po:~t O:f:Cl::.:'? C\?~'
taln tles.i.gn:.d:c!tl. Cledw perfcn.·.n e~:3er-,ti;;.lly tltc srn:::.? funr:·t i.r.::•s ;:is do
Pos·t Sotn·c~ Data Sy~;tem 'J'.e.ehri:!.c:ians at Control Stctt.i.on::; c.u:d c:er::-c:.::.,,
Carrie e 8 ta t j ons wh~.• 1':.! suc:h Tt•chr::i f:.i.<::.~s <:tre nm·: CiS~.b:;nt?-d.
'.(:·:e 1_:,, :; 0;1
did not contend, signif:i.~antly, that th;:: Clerks in co11tc~rrtio:~ '=it !:iw
CaL'1•i.er St<:.1.tions <tre p~!1~for;;d:n!; d:~ti'-!3 ~·r."J~<d. i.11 a ll:1'.·;1. Cull··":::;,,:: ;;.i.t<.!
whJch are performed at such an _install::ltion by 'tt1ese T(!chnici.ans.

The Union argued that if the c.-ggrievGd Cle-::-lzs are doi,1g the
same work n.s the Techn.icians at Co;;trol 3ta:tiun:.; u.nd t~e·;~·1-air-1 C~:::-r:i" e:·
Stations then these 0lerks sbm!ld be p<.:::id at tht1 higheL' lev2l i;; co:;form:i.ty \dth the requjrcment~ o:F. Secti.1~-:-i.s 1 uw1 l.J o:f Art.i.cl~ XX\' qu.nted
above. The: Union a5sc~i.·tcd that r.ut o:.ly dol~S i:tH! lr.i~f:,::a:.~c- a:: th1.: .. ~:
prov.isjuns support th:i.s clc:i.i~:1, lJi.d: ;.-;~:.,.:: -;uch c~:lt:ltlr:::":12trt i.·.';:.s p::'(i\':i{~:.d
in an ·Awa.rd ir;~;n~d by Arb:i.:t:n~.to·c J. :;::::-Pd rfoll.y ir: a ''.-"'_~;;=-~ ;.;Y:'.:-;i_;~:.:; :-,-:.:
the ~-.la con, G2orgia Post Of:fice.
As stated, in the contentiO!"?.S of the employe1', the Pcstal
Service sou~~.ht ·to establj.sl1 through t-~e testimony or its \5t1es~-;es
and certain documentary evidonce t·~hi.c11 it introdueed ·that t1-.2s~ Clerks
\~ere not clirccted tu per:f017m nor ~:2::'2 they ass:i.;:;n2~ du t:i <:~s :::.:.·::. res~>r~:-!S:f.
bilities which C!ntlld equatP. their pc?.•i\:~::-:;ance ,,,:;_th ·that r<:!q_;_:ired of
the Technicians \vho were classi'ficd ~::12. pa icl at L::vel 6.
The Postal ServiC!e co::-rt~::::!;::-::_. -'.:'~at a decision :Ls!::'u~d. by
Arbitra:tor Sylves·ter Garret.t in a case ir:vohr:in:; work .iurj.:.di.:.:ti.on
and two of the ~:ati(in::.;.l Unions suppeo~t the Employer's ::!la.I:;: thc.·:-,
although thc.t'e :i.s some ovc:·.r-lnppi11g te·~:-..:F~:::n the job cli<ti..es a:-iCl description for the Level 5 Clerk w.;-id the Level. 6 Teclmic i.<-tll, s;.:ch over-·
lapping does aot require that the e;:-:?loyees at the loi•:cl.' pa~· level
be raised and paid at the higher le'.·~L
In effect, th~~ case p:cesei·1tec1.. by t1n: l.1niun he1·e ra :.s~s the
question 0£ "\-:he>ther these Cl::r;zs, -:.:r:o ;-:o·..; hc~vc ·~· ..• pe1•.l:'Ln~;:i Ct!·~,·::;_.: in r.ec·orcl 1-..eephw; :Piel rc~portint,; U.t~ti~s :i.P. co·.:.:H~ct:ion \·:.l.tn thu 1\TYL v•·os:;ru.;;i

ancl HLHS system, are proµe~ly classE·~ed

'1.S

Clerks o~· v;hether t112:,·~·

should. 1.)(' cl;;t:=;sif:i.cd as Technicians a:1d iM .i a ac~(;t)iod.i.n~~ly.
:! s the
\Wl'k now hein~.; per:fo-rmecl by these Cle?'ks :'~d.ght~r level" Wtlr·~.: tha;<
that called· f•:r-~ 'l.n ·thP.ir pre,3en-:: job c:e:ce:~~Yr.ic;1, n11d if so, is ·th::1t
''higher 1 evel" \wrk t11at of ,,_ Technic."i.a;·~ elass:i f:i.ecl an.cl pi!i:l. a.t Le,_;el
6?
1'1--:.'."! lJnion spoJ,.cs1n~li pr'~sentccl :-::. '\''T~;-:'~: t1!ol'ou~1~ c:ase.
T!H~
doeurn('nts sul}:i~.!. tt2d. .21·-_'t!T"l'J,'
(:!..:;·:~t=~.,11 i·•-t:··j!:'J t~\i. t s.!:~i.::·:
tiH! iill\tt=!tt·t· <1l" t"lH:! 1\T?\T.1 Prog:car:i ~lt~.:l tl1c '.J,ItS Sy;, tern th~·! ::1.:=:~~·i.t: 1.:c~tJ., ~:l c~: ks
lmvc h::'cn :1s:-:;i~~nc1.l C'cr·ta.i.11 ctu-tie:-:; :in cun:1ect.io1·1 with d;.1tn col! ~et:.i•.>il
fol' t1rnse P~".1~~·1.'\ 1.in·:; tha·t wa::; not -:.-e~rc:i.J..'('L'.. or ther.1 rn·2v:i lll!Sly. T!w lla tu·r:·e
nF t'l1c-se ne\·: tluties cUr1 .i.n :l:'uet ove·~·lc:i:) cr:-rta:in L)f tbe fL'l!t'.L~.·.•-:s a·!:J.
\;.·.itH:...~s!'5~S a11il ·t1li~

dut.i.i.:s of t]JC! Tc:d1nician clS~>igt~(!d to d~·:-,,_ Ct.):f .lp(•t.i.on, inte~;:at.!.Oi1,
<m:1lys.i.~3 an:.l d·isserni.nal:i.on in con;ier.tii.J:, \d th l:hh; s;w1~~ Pt·o:.:;;:.-.:i::i ~u:.:l
·;:1 \.\ s same Sys tern.

~.'lie

·tc~:-;t.in10TtY

Stal:50~1s r'~:~i.-t.1•Cli•?:.~

of

l:ht~ p::-:..::-;'.:::~~

J:1~ttr,11.i~:.12i:.: ;1t Vi..\t·.i.<:~!·~

<:t!'C

rt!\.i::ir~!U.

C:;c,'\~.~: .. ·

tH.':·r.rc:ra; j!l L"oiiJl~''"·tju:1
\'l~S Cilt'f!!:°ul.l~· ~:X<"!r:"':~;·!l;:·t ;:.t~, \·.';;.:,; tlw Lest: i;::'1;1y o.\.' ~·l1:':i'.:
t·ra:inccl, class 1.fied R!i•.l peT'fnrm!!cJ as T,t!V(~l fi Terh11i-

tl1c \·.'01';..: tJ1ey

to

with ATl\l, and \\11.ltS
witnf!~·wes i·:lto werP.
cians. 'fhe Lcwe l 5 Car1•ier Sta tlor; e;;:ployees, this t.es timo:::: l·;:v~;cl c~~,
pe1'fon,1ccl one enmparahlc! l"tmc.:tio:-: j;: c;.1":l:iC!ct:i.n11 \vi.th th•.~ cn1.l.et'.~: :m~ of
dat·a employed in the il.TAL Progra::i.
Thcs~ samt.! c;nployees '1.l::~1 p~;~.t"o;·:1"!ecl
one c.l:.rtr?. C!dllc:ctior~ ch(l°t~r; :in CO!:.-e(:::ic,:1 r.-·i.tl1 the \·?L.T,U~ !~:'~~t-,:~:· th.1t r:1~~~1·~t
be considered in some \..'.::iys cor;,parable to the function and res;:wnsihili ty
of the Tcchniaian in that same Syste:n.

1'he Postal Source Data TeclE~:!c:Ian, :in addition hi -the utrP;1danee, time ancl leave rec:orcfa collce:t~~j :in co:m~.:c:tion w:i.t·h t1:e i\TAL
Pro::i;r•un ancl recnrc1in~ <!.nd 1'epo·rtln; i:t:>.il nnder ·J-he WLW:> Sy·..;·te1j1, h0th
of which duties are pc:rfn!'.'ni~~d to so~.~2 ex~~at 1)y lh~' Jl:i!;;:1·r~:•ciu;1 a:it"i.
\Vinclo\v Cler1'-.G, ltns cltrt:Les a11cl l'espo:;si.b~l.i.:tles LU-:5Si[.;1t{~t1 tl;-:J.. t ext-:?r;J.
far b'~yond the clut:ies p~·:·cfor;;;.~cl !}~.' t1-:c= Le·.:el S C.1'~r1.:s a:: t:!~:--! C:a-::··r-:;~·,,
Stu:t.lons und.c:.."' rc-~vim·~. Th2 tmd.is_'.):.: ti:•:! tc~~t:i.rnony in ·this "t'•;ord. rev2alecl that a trc-:ined and qt:.a.lif:.£•d 'lt:.·;..·h:-:~c:ia.n has the r<~:~ 1 ;:1;;s:iL.i.l:i.h.-·
for collecting data in eonnectio:: '.·.':!.th a co~>t a sce:r·tain;,12J ,:: P.:..'v~;:.'n.;;; ~
\~hieh has nothin~ t:o do '·:ith the XtA.T.. ur \·;LRS ~lH.ta ~';ath:-!r·t:n:-_; fu;1e'ci.ons.
The Po::;tal Scttl.'CC! Data Techn:iciu:-1~ a;~d. Dc:~::.:t CoJJ.ccti.on 'Ie(.:h:!:i.cians
perform in an int2rrelatcd 2.nd ir:·:ercr!e.n~eabl~! way in corrne•~ ~ior: ~·:i th
the oper£tt::i.on o±- the l:'os tal SutffC:e nd ·::o. System, 1-;h.i di ;:,_::,;::1:;.:: 5;:; t.'.~~ •·elated to e:i.thei.' the ATi\I, or the \·:L:l3 statistical gatiwr.ing Ol_)(:r?..t:iuns
to which a Clerk may be assigned..
The Technicians at the c1.o.ta c.:ollect:i.on
sites ope.t-ate var-ions tYI>!:!S of s:-&.ti&tS.e:al gathering equ:i..p;::::nt \·:hich
is not the! l.'espon~;i1tili·ty of the Cl€:1'~!..: ;;t the r.arr:i::.'r. Sta:t:i"'' i.!..tc11 a.::;
the concent1•<:::tors, h:i.gh spee:!d p:;::> :.zrte :t'.S, and the al p11am •;;:1:-~-..' l~: device_
The Postal Source Data Teehn:i.cia:ls kr:o'.-l h0w to ope1'2.te all t1-:.is equ-ipment a.nd how to cleal - with a break do-;:·:11 of· such equ:i.p:neITt
In point of f'1ct the \:01'k of the Postal Source Da i::n. Technician i~:; concern2d 'd:rh a m:mbe'.' 0-:: e::1ployees • r 11 ster 't'eco:t.'d.s <::t"'1rt- .cerning work re1.<tb:::?d facts about \.-::::_ployee!"; <:l.ncl rtumd: :i.:i.1::~nt:ory, repair and re1?lacf."1i!ent of C~[ltip::;e::~ \·:hi.c~t a1."e .i.n no i·;~1y ~-.~_tt}~.3 q t11-= r1~:-o
vin0e or responsUiil:i:ty of tfie Clerk nt the Cci.rP.i::!l.' St·nt!.t\f\.. N.:is!:
s i;_-::;_;nif.t.g;antlj;", \d.. th re~arcl ·to the h ~6'.':e c level. L•f s\...Sl.l -.r.eq::,~:L'~cl oi"
the Tcchnj_e:i.i:.m, th~ testimony po:'..nted l);..:t that only thes:.~ t::a.in.ed
Teclrnic:i\;.ns wµre perm:itteil t:o '":fine t;;:;F!" volume <.1.cljttst.1~1e.it::: d,!,•.l:i.1~'.-'.
\~i·th mail vnlunK~ u.nd t:n tleal 1dth o_:..:e,·'1.ti.on::i.l ;iml analys:~:.,; n.~ports
\·,~1.ieh ;cre not even p::.'2p:1 ;:ed or se~n a't tlw Cc?:!.:T.i.cr St'1.tion.
Jt· ls trur~, o.s thr! Uni.o:-:. }!:.1.L;;; ted 01.t t, \d.th i.n the '.,_.::.·re? !'f.'.
jo11 C::.csc.:.•.i.p tion o:f ·tk~ il.i.fftr:i.Jm"!:"io;: ~.;:~1 i::.indU\'-' Clc:rJ, 01.' th·! !Jj.s tr:~hL'.
tjun, \·:.i.1dnw <::.ncl.Ma.:dwp C!.erJ, the~·e ::;-; no pl'ov.i~;.i.oi: for l'(!,;.·?.:l'.'i.J1;.~ i:h~se
cm;1l.oy~t!s to <~oll~et aih.l crillut~ dat::. cl.th X'P~_;aT'cl hi the tYr"·\L '1i'i.l \·:f.RS
P1•0:,-;ram and System. Nrrny of the Clf:1•t-...s cl'.'1 upupcl_ n majPr J.lLi·:'ti.01·1 tif
th1.!.i.l' \·:ork cl.1y on sueh proje<.:ts _ T~:t:::S(~ l'ro~~t·;:u:1s nud !-:iys t:::~;z:s en·:.•
al:so t:lit> major p;ret of the l;'t.ll'k respo:~sjh.il.i.fy
t'8:r.'t<.15n 1'f~chn:i1::i<"lif>
\·.1tu .:i.re p~rrt o:f: 'thr~ 1.'0s·i-al :~el.'V}.e!! :;;1 ;:;~. Collcc·t i o'l Sys l:cm \·.'h2t-~1t~~,
they \;•ere at D<1:ta Cnllect:ion Cc11t.:?r::;, Coutrnl Cl•lfi.cr~; tit•, on occ<1 ~;i,,,;,
al'e ;.t::::s.Lgned ~·o C;n•r::i.c~1.· St·atio1;s.

or

1lov.'l~V{~P,

t~l!

ex::.::!inat.i..u1~ of

JHslT.i.h:1ti.nn rltlcl W.inilr)\•!

Clet~!-;,

tlti..!

p;:;_;·i,u·r.· thL!

jr~~; (·t::!!';t._'·:~rpti.u ... :·~
Di:-;t~'jln;:in;1,

i~o·r

t.":~~:

\·:.i;~~~(<.·: .:: ·~

Nark11p CJ.c:ck,at the S<w1·.! level, :i.1td·ica.tt:s cl1~;.n·ly thJ.t, r··.;en ':i: :·::
the u.drU ti on of 1:he tlu t"i.t":; de~;c~r .ibed l1y Un !.on 'db1e:;ses. in eo,·,::=~r.! < ::.o~
with ATJ\l, and \·iLRS repurting a11d L1 fur·t:hr.:e a•).d.itim1 o:( (>:"~.et"::i..~,
'~accouut::i.n~ llui·.:.es" cle:scrih:::d by th~~e ·sa;;~<~ t,.·;:i t?1:?s~~~!S,. ·Lh~! v:nr~- pc·~:
forn:ed hy tltese CleTks still fi.ll"lfj \-:lth.i:11 the wnbj t of l~c-~y Pos ! ~-:;_,,··,;:.
11, 12 •.~nd 13 i·:h.ich all l·•.!J.-:·!.:e tu I,e.,·el S. T.h-:-:S<! ;:;_1!f.:~:i!:•:-:.t·(!~1. dt't i.•l:O
do not require slotting within the perimeters of Kt?Y J'osl tiu;,s
l 1~, 15 and lG which carry with them a: Level G pay en t:Ltlen;eE t.
This exercise in slotting, or 'this c1.:iss.i:f:":ic<:~·t·i.on pro1.il.<::·::
raised by t1u~ Union, justi:'.:ie.s the com::hisim: :in th~! p..-;..c<~r<Lp;, d)•:J•:c
becmtSt? :m cxam:i.n~t:i.on of the fm1ction and. p11.1J>O$e nf ti"1e .io"b du·U.2;;:;
u.nc1 l.'C.:.=>pu;:s:i]}ilit:i.es of th!38e cl~l'ks 1~:.:.:-;t h;:; d:i:.~·tJ.ri:!;:. . :1.s1,~t~ :f ;:-0::1 ·~---~- '3'c
of t~11c~ Po~;tal Soarec lld. t~~ S~y·ste;'t! 'l'ec1-1n.ft.:~~;.l~L n.s tlte\1 ::·t:l~1te. tc, tf.:_r-:
n1issicr~ of the ent il.."'~ or~.t::-tn:: za t:1.0~1..
T1~(~ -:1e~r,x·::~-·~ of s1 ~:-~ t.:·: •..:- ·r ~:;.r . .,:--. ~'e
qt.ti1... ecl for ti1esc respecti\. e: C!lc1ss5f_;_cHt·!.o::~s 1::t~~:t he t!ons:i d~. . ,"'f:t1.. ~:. ··:!.
distinguish(!d. The co101ple):~. ties of the: llut:i.es , .. ,.,_ ~..:ell ;:;.:_:; rL.; ~!k_: l.ls
and knmdeclge rt~qu.5.rcments are ce1'ta5.nly iJ.ml el':'<n·ly tlls~:i :i;;:~"[::;h:.... ;_'_e.
The degre2 of disc:i;c tir.rn in carry in~ out as:-.ig11t~d du ti.~~s ;:i;.:s"t ;_;. lso
be W':!ighc.•cL Firmlly, the respons:i.bil:i ty for r:1~2ckin;~; the: \."Cl['},; of
o-thers aid :.-1.cljustin~4 based upon jud~:~P:tal de'-.'isions is <tlr;'.) u
considcr•rtion.
Takirig all of these eonsid.era·tions :i11 to account, aad
basing an evaluation o.f same on t!-:.2 ·::2st:t:ttony ad.'.:1uce.d cbl.'.l!!:S the
cou1·se of this hearing, 5.t c<.umot be h~d.cl. tha.t ·tilt: C1m.·1~ pc.~;:i. tioi~s
uncler review even wi·th the auditior!~-il r·espousib.LUt.i.es :h;d d.:.tic:::;
assigned in connection with the new S:_.·stems ar.tl l';'ogra.r-.iS h; it'1pt't">";>~.c:;.:_;
slotted in Level 5.
Vicwin~ the Union's case in relation to the curd::T'ac:t:.~.:!. l
requir<:-1:·.ent to pay a:t "'.:he hi~her .level, i}.- the e•rp1.oyeE' is deta.ilQ;:'_
to hi:J:he:: level l.vork, the r~O!!Clus 10!1 r,:~ttit be re;1.c hNl in v ::.~!;·: of t'.: c·
findi1~:.:;::; above that" tl1e \·:0rk assi;.:;ncd ·to the Clt:!l'!,~: ,tt t11.'~ Carrl.e::
Stat:i..--:ns C.:<Umot be re~~;:-1."t:.'dec1 as higher l.(:-~ve1. wo1'1' or ~~<;raat:ed ft;lly
with th2 ,,,or:-~ of the Technician.
0

Thi~ view .i.s b.1tt1'essec.l by the hohl.i~1gs jn the tt\·o ~1·i:<
:'\\.;;1rcls ci h~d J~y 1:11~ pa 1·t:ies.
In the <~ase reliPd npoc;. 11y t;~e
Union, A1'}1.!:t1·al:or l!ol ly fomH1 l.n favor of the- gt·ievant 112-:!;:tuse t:tr~ :-:e
hclcl, -L f th.r~ i11cu1nbc~n t ~.~re pr'e sent nn ·i.:11 ~ \\. ·::!C!}\C:11L1 \\';~en the ~t"i.e':·2.;-!. t
l·:as hi» :-;: 1l,,.;t.i.tut·1.> tl1~: h:i~~:12.c level jncumhcut \·!oulti not· h:~.ve p2;·~c::·:::::c~
u.ny tluti~;~:: i:l1a:t ·th:! ~-~.1':iL•\·~1i<"i.: tlid not pcr.fu1:m t!!l t·hat >·:~·.ek<?nd. L; t!·:;>
inst<.1..:1t c~tf.e, l:h:i~; l'l~l.:!01.·C. ::>qJp1:1.'ts ti1~! conclu~:i.o;, that th~_. Tech~ ·c.:.:,·
pcr.Fo-..·r::.~ it!;cny clu.l::i.es r.we1· ;inc1 c.bovc those r~qid·t'l!d 1.iy the des):.r,:~:<t£~d
truti.o~!

Cled-:s '·:hn ;i.re .i.n the

a:;~;rievell

class.

'.l'IH!J'e art! h:o sl~~n.lfig;~nt pr.ivis:i.ons :i.11 the A"t":n'd of
i\rlJ.i.t1·arnl' !~il1'rett t,•]Lir.·r1 J•clnte di1'ec!:ly t..1 the :i!:.:sue J.11'esent{~d
in this Ci1SC.

)

-G-

In ·tlle .f.irs t of tlv.:!SC he~ <tdil r. 2::;s1.!i.l 11.i.mse.Lf to the c;.,;1 ;:.r!i1tion rlli:-::f!d hy the Unhm herein rc'";c:.l'cl:i:-;-~ the fa.i Luce o:f t~·,i~ Cl!:>•-l·. • s:
job dt!.-;cl.':i.ption to cneompnss all the cL:t.f.P.!" reguirecl of th0m. On
this point he stated: Y
Joh descriptions no.r·:::;.:.lly are inl«:!mbd only to
1... e[le~·t

tli.! sJ.~:1-:r.!!~;!.:--:t ~;-~~;·):irc·~ti::'kI1t:-:, cl1~t.lt~s, :-·~·, ...
ponsibiliti.cs, and 1rnrldn~ conditions of various
jobs in SllCh f:iU!lner US to lH'OVide adequute :factw.tl
basis to determine ap;;:.1·opr ia·te rates o:f pay for the
jobs in question.
Posi:-io·! (or joh) dcscript:i.cms .tn
laE.•ge enterprises, ;::01·e:.-.-:.·t?r, inev:i.tab1.y i:1clt:de ;:!;e·~
eral sta:te;i;ents descri.:::.~; f~nc·tions. nnd resr1onsib:i.li:tics whi.ch cdtr.er o":erl·:.;:; oJ:• ar~ clnsely r-.; Im"..la.t.'
to f:.mctions inclucleG. ir; c'.:::ier posit.t(i<"J r:•l' jo~J des-

c:i:ip·i::i OHS.

.
That is trne here~ Ther~ :::'2 eertn.in (;~s:.;eni:i.al c:i.a•ica.l
tasks and data col.lee tion as!::dgi:me11t:s tl:a't arc sim"ilar :in bu th th!~·
actual and written job d(!sc.riptio;1s :for tr1e Clt.>.rk!; and ·the Tedmic ians \d th whom they are compared b:; t!;.c liflion. How<!\"~,,~, t-h·:::::.'e
are, as f;t;ited abo\re, dis1Jar-a:te l<c~.' 01" c0rt~ elcr;:ents in c~u.e)1 of
these classifications \\.ihieh must be ;:·2.~o~t;..i.zecL 'fhr::-r·~ ha::; JJ~e.1
no requireme;rt placed upon the Cler-1-; t(.1 perform m~:ny of the
distinguishing higher level duties a~G. :::-esponsibilities of t-J:is
Level

o

Classif:i:c::--Ltion.

In this connection Arbitro..tor Garrett wrote:
De-tc:~rminn.tion of an approp1·ia.tr= level of com;:;ensatinn
:for a given Positio:n (as a ~ ..'hole) normally ir<volve.s
consiclering those of its eler::c:;ts whic:h req:uire the
highe~;t levc:.13 of l'·!sprn;::fbility, :::ki~L t:r.n.ining a;~~
the l-=i.k.e. l\.11 chrt:ies pe;.•:fo::-;:e~ >..mc1.er a g:Lv2n po,:>:i.t:i.on d~·sci·:ipti..:;:i 110r:'7lally clo -.~0t call ·ru~~ the h:i.:"::~·c::; t
level o:f all of ·thOSi~ fCTCtOl"5 ~::1ich rtrP CO'lS:f.cl~r2d in
slottin~.:; .a IJO<J.!.tion in the p:::y scu.1.e.
Thu~, in prnctice, i·t is by no rnea2s u:!!...'.&L!'J.l i.n lai.'ge en te1'p1':i..ses,
\d.th i11te1'-relat:cC. work ft::.0 tio;~.:;, t·o .f:iml ir!C'Uli!D'-~n"ts
of ·t\:n or more dl.fierer:t p~Js°L"':.'.,ms at: times pe:cfo::r::lng
sirnilt11 ur even lder1tical .l;:di\::€c.1ual ·'..·.:. . .,1:k ;;1ssigannents
<.lr (!.trtle~ at di.fft!rent ra t·\:!s ('f 1;?..y.
I1t ·I:ht· l'osttl
fiPI.. .-;/,iee,C.l!':i n!a."tlero I:i.Jh'" st.:;.1:C., t!~.:::11 eri11~l.0~,1e2 is paid foe
the pns:i.l:lon \·;~l'i.ch such e ..:;.;l•.·:·c"= f.i..Ll.!:;, a:id nut ftncci.ch separu.b.: cluty d1:i.ch l:<! ,,·c :>i1r-! r.1::1y perform \·?ithii1
scope oi" that pos.l t:!.cm, a.t o::<: time 01' antrt:11cr.
1

-7:VOp.i>li.u;1 ~u1.:l i\l\'<t1.'(l .i.ssm~c1 !\pl'i.l 2, 1 1!/.i jn cu;mcct:i.on tdth Gr:i.e•:;•_;;i.~t·s
J\\·:-:;.\'i.'-:, 75 ::; , i\-l'Ji\T-2 ~) i_.! I, ~1.ncl ;\-i{,\T -S :- ·:,·J •

)

.. ,..

"
)

(ln('e aga:iu, i.n tlw :ii1:;ti.1<ll: cas:.!, an ex;J .. ;i.-i:1L io,: 1..:· till~
full scope o·f tht~ dut.l.c:.• .:u::;~~ i~-~ne<! <:c:•'1 p;:::r·i"o·n::•~r] l1y t·Jic• C'Jyr!.;.; involved as eontl'asted w:it-11 the d:1tie:-; •::1ir:lt the P~rns tN:h11.ir~.ian rr..:,.::--·
be and i8 r8qui1'i.~cl ·to J1e able to fh:l'f•Jr-;:-; e:.;tahlir~hes thnt t:hc t:r:c~:
nie ian .i.s ln :fact held hi« high~r le·:el of l'es1.,ons.:hfl:ity, ski11,
t1·ainin:~ anc.1 the lH~e which call for a Levt?l u e<1mp0ni-;;;-ti::i 0:1 slr_,. -t i.1"!:.;..
'l'ln.~ cle.1~~. s a-:"c J?t::r:·.ronr.ir:.~.~, acc,:!:. . ~l Lr:.'~ ·to t·h!"! c'.: ::;, ::··.; J=l ti '>11 ! · ._.
the job duties offered liy the witness~s, •;11tat nti~;ht be callecl ti;;·e
and attencfance work preckrninuntly. Others are pt=!.rfonning tfr1c and
attendance work fot' a par tlon of their imrk day and vut'ioas C•thf:.c
cl£~ri cal du ric.s relatin:;; to acct1tmtin;:; a:1d E!aint;_~narwe of nec·r.>s::;:!?:~
forms. That wol.'1' is most e:losely 1.'C!ln ·:::ed to th;lt pe t·.f:<n''''~-'d by
specirrl :i.zed clc1~}<s slotted at I.eve 1 5. The h:i.g1v:~s t ] (.:ve l n:f skill
involved .i.n any of tht~sc r::_i ~;ce.llun~ot:s t.:tsks dQ;~:; no-t. hr:in~-; i.:he j:::::
content tip to Level 6.

For ;;t ll these reason;:;, the e~:i d0nee acktt.leed ·by th!;' t'nio;<
in th.i.~ proceeding ,..,:Lth ri::gQrd 'to the i:o:;:·k r.cc1n:i :~cd o [ th~ :.:ia·~-;:=;
ut the Cr-trrier Statloas, on \·:hose behalf this g.di.:!Va11ct: \·:;-...~-; hTou<::;'.·::i':;
did not establish that they were requir<'.!d to pc!r:fcrm or t:·~:r.·~ pe~·
formin~~ the wor!.;_ of the Postal Sot•rc~ Data Sys·t:em TPc·hni<: i.::i.11, Ps-:-.:
and this grievanr:e requ-?.st:i.n~~ that th~se a.g.:st'i.c;Pd cJ_erk~ lie 120;:-,;;:.=::.satell at Levzl G must be den.i.ecL

A

)

t-J A R.D

The grievance filed i.n Case No. l\B-{v-lSC?O,
alleg.i.ng n violation of :\rt.icle XX.V (1) and
(1~) of th2 1973-75 :~a:tio~al Agr:cement is
hereby denied.

~-;u.;:;1 t.i.n;:;; ton,
Octol\~")t.'

.Of'.
28, l:J; ::1
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May 25. 1977
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BACKGROUND

'I'his national level grievance involves interpreta.ion and application of Article XXV, Sections l, 2, and 4 cf
the July 21, 1973 National Agreement, reading:
"l. Higher

lev~l ~rk

1

)

is defined as an as-

signment to a ranked higher level posi£.!E.E., whether or not such position has
been authorized at the installation.
"2. An employee, except a. rural·c.arrier,
' who is detailed to higher level work
shall be paid at the higher level for
time actually spent on such job. An
employee's higher level rate ah.all be
determined as if he were promoted to
the position. An employee temporarily
au1igned or detailed to a lower level
position ab.all be paid at his own rate.

.......

)
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"4. kJ:1y ClllZl:lploy•• datailad. :o bi.she' lavel
work eball be P,vm a writta M'Hl•wmt ordu, ·stating bepmjng cc! apprmdJ:u.ta tm:minati=, mid clirecd.Dg
the mployee to perform t:ba da:&d.es of
the higher level position. lw:h writ•
t a m:dar ab.all k accapt:ec:l u .mthm:iiud.cm. for the higher level .pay. The
failure of nm•gemm:t.t to Siva a v.rittm
order u not: grcnmds for d.cial of
higher level pay i f the 4111mployee wu
otharvise cliractad to perfo:m the duties."

)
ID. the late 1960'• the Post Office Dep~t de' veloped a 11tatutical aampli.tlg progrm:u :o collect data
covering v&rioua types of mail volume, :1Dcludin1 11utrvic:e a:o.d
other mail c:huact.rUtics far use at all levtilii of iiiiiiillUi.ge=
cent.
The pro~, titled ''Orl.p.n-Desd.nation Information
System" {ODIS), began to operate in April of 1970.

. With che advct of postal reorgani :cation and
establishment of the USPS, ODIS was embraced u a convenient
tool for measuring auccauu 1.t7. achieving i:urwly cbavised service 11u.:nda.:rds.
About: 12, 000 first m:u! second ela1u1 post
offices now part:icip&ta !n che naticmvide program, vhich is
largely eomputui.:ed..
law data collection in the 12,000
inatallatioua 111 aecompli1hed by wue of Fm:m 1300 11 to which
d.at:a are trm:uu::r.tbed by an indi:vidual employee ·completing
tbe :Form for aach particu.lu delivary m:Lit involved in a
given sample.
'1'he Form 1300 1.t7. each 1.lutance ia c:ompleeed
in accordance with a ''Beaclu Sheet," no:rmally prepared by

)

2-

3

.-;•")•
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accounting or supervisory peracnmel, which shows the date of

'the test, the w::dt to be tested, the criteria for selection
.of sample pieces to be teated, amd the test identification
.nu=Qer.
t.Jnder "Inst:ructionJB for DI.ta. Collecticm Employees"
Deader Sheet, among other things, eautiOlUI d:l.a.t DO test
may be conducted unleaa the teeter hu available the ''Data
Collection Procedm:es, Methods ~dbook M-61" and the ''Revised

.f&Ch

Dau Collection Procedur1u1."

ODIS :11 described in Methods B.mdbook M-60 u well
as in the M-61.
The M-60 Bandbook pri.ma:rily is far me by
post office officiala, vhereaa the M•61 Handbook was prepared in mu.ch simpler form for e&Sy use by employees com1.eting Forms 1300 in the some 12, 000 postal install.at.ions
..lVOlved in the program, recognizing the difficuli:y of providing adv1U1ce personal instruction to such a large number
of persons.
The M-61 advises that the Header Sheet for each
sample is to be prepared by "accounting personnel."
It then
includes detailed instructions for dealing with substantially
all of the questions likely to be encountered by the Data

··.-.,,

)

Collection Employee.
The·M-60 Handbook states in Section 335:
"335 Data Collection Employee
335.l Must be thoroughly familiar with the
inatructicma and forms involved in collecting data peru.ining to origin-destination
IUld service lm.&lysis, as well as the

claaaes and aubcluaes of mail.

5

)
/
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"335. 2 Complies with die an&lyais met rec~ il:ult:rm:tic:n:ia carefully mid. without
dnia.d.oft..

"335.3 Collect.I ·au. reqt.d.red. data mid. reccn:d.s it correctly cm

app-r~te

fcn'ma.

"335. 4 J.efua eo hi.I superri.1111cn: my matters
riot covered by il:ultru.ctimu11 en: which require reeolut:iou. bi.sea qua1tic:m.1 on
.. ut:tua requ.iring clarificatiou."
Seed.on 553 furtl:un: 'Provides that, a.ft:u Forms 1300 have been
completed cd returz:u1d t:o the acccnmting aect:ion, aeecnmting
personnel ab.al.l:
"SS3 'l'horougb.ly raviaw Forzu 1300 for completm:uuua and correc:t:neaa. In addi.tion:
-a. Check to aee if the mm.bar of Forms
1300 u the same u the m:mber recorded in
Item S of the corrcuspouding header sheet.

b. Check· to ••• if :he da.ta collection
employee indicated having B&m.dbook M-61
in hi.I poeaeaaion during the tast by the
recording of Che handbook ••rlil number
111 Itc:u 9 of l'orm 1300-BB md m..

)

·.

s.
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"c. Check to aee that the idmitification
infom.acicm bas been correctly mitered on
each Form i300 waed. Special cue .ehould
be Uk.en to inaure the accuracy of the
test ichmtificat1on zmmbar on oil.Ch Fo~
1300.

d. Check to see that each column has been
compleced in accordance with instructions.
e. R.eviarw the forru to 11ee that i. number
2 pencil was used, and that the shape of
the numbers entered coufonua to th~ special
rules for printing and that entries do not
extend into the blue ueu of Form 1300
(Refer to the Data Collection Procedures
Handbook, M-61)."

On or before September 5, 1969, a Standard Position
cf Data Collection Technician was established in Level 6 with
the following position description:
Collects and analyzes a
variety of statistical data on selected
operating and financial activities in the
post office in order to serve management
needs for these data and performs in re•
lief a111ignment for poaul aource data
tacl:micim:ia are required.

"BASIC FUNCTION.

\

)
6

6.
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DutlES A5D USPONSDILITIES. Pu-form.a A and :S
aa usip:uad in acccrdance Vith the requi:'llUMtltat
of the post offica:
·
· ..
(A) Collecta me! amal.yzaa &m&&a:amlt data tmder
miy m=ber of data colleed.cm syatmU &NCh &ll
coat ucert11·hrmmt, m.ticm.al sm:vica 1.Ddmc, mid
%IP Coda u.sqe.. !m:ticipataa in data ec;,ll11e't1ou
activid.ea ral&tad to cm.e•tim.e spacial •t:wliaa,
raquiriug the proper U\terpretatioa. of complex
v.d.ttc iD.et:ructicma.
Tb:1a :invol,,•• i.dm:u:ificaticm of aampli:ag um.ts mu! updating the
U.au:s u required., and rac:opition of vari.ous
categories cf mail for which ch&racteristica
are bai.Dg wuun:&red.. Audits report fo:ms prepared. by others to iwmre conaistmicy between
revcwa, piaces ad wtd.ght for each mai.l c:a.telm:'Y· MU:aa adjwst:mmta for .obvious •rrora.
Computu and cters cm forms total revam.ue,
pieces .m:id weight for each mail category.
M.iikas r&eord of &r:or: fer use in ([W!'-li.t:y

maaau:cm.ent and ccmt:rol.
(B) Perform.a in relief capacity fer poata.l
source data tecb:nicim::us in operating the PSDS
equipment in the d&t& collection site in t.he
post office and/or cont:rolling the weighing
activitiaa·at a vaighivg ata.tion in the PSDS
ayatem in tha poat office.

(C) ·Perform.a othel: related dut1•• aa necessary.
''OllGAmU.noHA.L !nATIONSB:IPS.

Is under the

adminiaerative and technical supervision of
the diractcr, office of finance (or chief ·
accoua.tant) or oeher designated aupervisor."

)
... /

.
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ln larger postal installations throughout 1:he U.S.
incum.benta of the Data Collection Tacbnicia.u position (as '

well as 1ncumbent1 of the Level 6 position of Postal Source
- Data Technician) normally have been aaaigned significant
-. dutiee under the. ODIS program, .mcl this typically baa. included the completion of Form.a 1300.
ID the many thousands
of 111maller inatallation1 throughout the count:ry involved in
ODIS, however, no Data.Collection (or Source :Data) Technician positions have been authorized.
Management appar~
ently baa contemplated b:om the beginning of ODIS that such
d&ta collection (completing_ F.Ol:111.8 1300) would 'be 11.asigned
to Level S Clerks in all such 1nnaller installations.
The
present case essentially inv.olves a claim that, when ao
ssigned to complete Forms 1300, Level S Clerks in effect.
•re assigned to the Data Collection Technician position and
thus are entitled to Level 6 pay for all such.work.
Form 1300 requires the following information as to
each piece. of mail in the sample to 'be tested:
A~
Post::ma.rk Date - month and day if legible, or
_an indication that it cannot be read.

7

·-

8

9

B. Post::m.ark of Origin - whether local, non-local,
foreign, or illegible. {If non-local, indication of the
firs~ three digits of t~e Zip Code of origin is required
or, if unknown, then a specification of Post Office and State
or foreign coUlltry.
·

10

C. Mail Claus a • whether first class, air ma.il,
priority mail, parcel post, other fourth, or third class.

ll

D. Mail Type - whether letter, card, SPR. (small
p·arcels and rolls), flat, parcel, or catalog.

12

\
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1amp, mete:, pm::mit_, or

l3

,.civa:umc.tt..
I·

.. !'. %IP 1A uili.nlf a&:1uu1 - whether cor:ac:t, incorrect, o: 110t ab.ow. •. (Where inecrrac:tp the %IP ~ in
· tha &11..ddreuus u U..tad.)
.

..;~;}.?' ·>

While the eomplad.cm of tbeaua mt:rl.a1· would not
appaar to preset aarl.cws clifficulty f~r a qu.&lified &1'1d
properly tr&ined Llll'vel S Clark, th.era are amy ccnaplenticus ·.

l
1

14

15

and cliatiDc:tioua w'tdch may h&ve to 'be \mdu-stood in order .
' comp le.ta Form 1300 accurately, and accuracy is eaaum.ti&l •
• he M-6l MmwLl c:oDSi.lt11 of 43 pages of daacript:Lve matar:La.l
and inlltrw::ticms in l&rs• type vh:ic:h are daaiped to deal
with aubatmtially all &NCh. problems 1.ikaly to be m:iccnmtered
.in completing the Form..
ho audio-visual workbook.ii (7D-23C
sad 7=D=24D) ::.lc;o h.-vet been .frepared for Me in ~elf
inat:ru.cticm with three auaparate film strips.
The M-60
Manual. also provides chat a data. collection amployee may
refer to h.ia or hu auparvuor on all matters requiring
cl&ri.ficad.cm. (For wba.tavar :uac:m, the M-61 Mml'U.a.l does
not: ao adviae the ·employee.)
:
There is no evidtmca tha.t m::iy problem arose as to
applicat1c:m of Article r:t:.V to completing Forms 1300
under the July 21, 1971 National Agraumu1mt.
Some d.me ill

~oasible

1974, however, a Fievanc:a vu filed at t:he Springfield,
. Maaaacm\:uaeta Po1t Office, appum:u:ly ••ekin& Laval 6 pay for
lAvel S Clara usignad to acme ODIS dut:iaa.
The precise
.facts it:rvolvGtd 1A that p:iavm:ice (1=.clud.ing the ~tual duties
performed by t:he Springfield r;:i:ievamts) are not revealed in
t.ha preusmt record, which at haws euly that the grievm::ice vu

'

16
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granted at: the Regional Level." Under date of October 9, 1974
the Director of the Office of Labor Jlelations far the Horthe~st Region wrote to the Postmaster at Springfield azpl&ining
the Regional decision as follows:
0

Upon further review prior to arbitration
it was determined in view of the fact. the
Springfield Poat Office has not: authorized
Data Collecti~ _Tecbn1~iana,. SP~-506, Level
6, those Level S employees performing the
attached duties vould be entitled to higher
level pay for ti.me actually spent on such
assignment.

"Our determination in awarding those employees
who hav.e properly filed grievances for higher
level pay is based on Article XXV, Higher
Level Assignment, as contained in t:he 1973
National Agreement."
(Uc.derscoring added.)
Attached to this explanatory letter vas copy of the
Level 6 Data Collection Technician position description.

17

Sixteen d&ya after the above letter vas written,
Grievance V-74-7232 (74-3378) vas filed by Chief Steward
Gillotti in Danbury,. Ccmiecticut, seeking Level 6 pay for
all Level 5 Clarks while assigned to conduct ODIS tests in
Danbury.
The Danbury grievance recited that it va.s based

18
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cm a "aim.Llr grievamce. filed. by tlua. Sprl.Dgfiald., Mass. local
which wu reu11olved in a pre-ubitration daci&ion gram.ting
higher level pay for ODIS dud.as." 'f'bU s:-ievlmce ulti-

mately vas daaisa.ated au A:B-S27l~am.d 'llnU denied by USPS at
all levels cm ~ ~ that:Cthara vu no •hc:nd.Dg that the
De.bury Laval S Cl.a:b ac1:wl.lly were pc:"fmmins at Laval 6

while doiD& ODIS work.
Grie.vmce il-5271 is ·m:ua af mmy mmdreds of
simi.lar g:rl.evanca11 now cm. file.
ilcmg with four other
grievances it has btam. included in &ha praamt D&ticmal
tevel grievance u ·a rapresumt::a.tive ease to illuat:au:a the
:-oblem involved.. Othm:' such repraaura.t.ative g:ci.evmces are:
-8-7593 (Im City, low&), il-8709 (Marblebaad., Kusachu' setts) 11 ·il-5620 (Greerrri.ch., Connec:t:ic:ut) 11 md il-6244

19

) (Meriden, Corm.ectic:ut).

Chief Stcnrard Gillotti

vaJB

cm.a of the first Clerks

aasigned to ODIS work in Danbmy, appa.rrmtly some el.me in
1972..
Originally, he not only completed the Form 1300 but
:also prepared Baader Sheets for varioWB teats cm the basis
of computer print-om:a provided by Mrmagmmt.
This latter
function seems to have bam:i. t•km over by accounting personnel
a.round 1974 (in acc:ord.vmce with the M-60 md 61 Rand.books) 1
and is not within the scope of the pres-ant ca.se.

.

.

The firat: inclividu.a.l usigned to complete Forms
1300 1n Iowa City, was a Lavel S Clerk, Eugcme Sorge, who
also is APWU St41Ward there.
Sora• was uai.1J13d ODIS duties
11ome timtl in 1~'72 mid 11t:uclied both the M-60 mid M-61 Bandboob on the c:i..ock and at boma, in order to ma.star the details
of the work md pus a test in completing Form 1300. On a
m.m:i.ber cf cccuicma, au:ut:ing in 1973, hia vork was checked

)
.../
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by mi individual from""Des Moines who apparently was a Data

Collection Tecbnici4n {there is no direct evidence on this
. point).
..
It appears ·that Data Collection Technician positions typically are authorized· mid filled in larger postal
installations throughout the country.
A zroup, or "cad.re,"
of Level S Clerks also typically may be designated as backup personnel for the Level 6 Tec:bnicimia in such larger
installations--membera of the "cadre" in at lust some installations, have been paid at Level 6 vheu assigned to
replace or fill in for a Level 6 Tecbnicim.
There is no
ndication that Level 6 Technician positions are authorized
ior any smaller postal installations, where the Service
assigns Level 5 Clerks to complete Forms 1300 as pa.rt of
their work assignments as Clerk.
The Standard Position
description for Distribution Clerk lists, among various other
potential duties of the job: ''Maint:.ain1 records of mails."

22

The June 6, 1976 letter of A.P'WU President Filbey,
which initiated the present national levt!l grievance, noted
that a large number of local griev&llces already had been
filed "on the issue of higher level pay for employees who
are performing all .2!. par~ of ehe ODIS funct:ion" and asserted that any employee engaged in such work should be paid
at Level 6 "fo;r any &lld all time spent on ODIS" (underscoring added).

23
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CONTENTIONS

l.

APW'

lfh• APWO brief uauta that the r~ of data on
mail vo.lume imder th& ODIS program is pm:lo:mad. "throughout"
the Pos Ul Suvice by Data Collect:i= Tae'mic:l.m:us at: Level 6.
·Under Article .UV, .Sacticm. .l, of the Rational .Aa;reCH.nt, an
employee uaipuad t:o a ''rmbd b:igher ·1nel posit:icm" 1• perfcn:ming ''higher level vork" ave. i f the higher level position
bu not becm authorl.:ecl for inclwlion in t:ha complmnent: of
employees at the specific poa-tal inat:&llat:ion involved.
Thus
"hen a Level S Clark in a n:ialler post: office "conducts an
DIS test" he or aha u doing the work of a Level 6 Technician
and should receive t.vel 6 pay.
)

The tmion holdJI , therefore 11 t:.bat: the broad issue
.atated in President: !'1lbey' a letter initi&tin& this griev.ance, must.be resolved in it:s favor f;)f.LCit it is fe'\m.d that
."ODIS ia part of the duties md re111ponsibilit:ie11 of & Data
Collection Teclm:ic:im."
Even 1f ODIS aa:rpli.ng were examined
solely in terms of the level of akill required by the specific
work involved, bavcrver, the Union deems the ODIS t:ast: to
·constitute a ''repreaumtat:i..ve. function" o:f the Lave~ 6 Data
Collection Tactmicim job.
Form 1300 u the hear~ of the
ODIS program.
Tha APW'O m-gea that its preparation "requires thorough famili&rity vi.ch complex insttuc~ions and
forms aa vell u cl.uaea md subclas11uu1 of mail" and t:h.at
an "axt:e.n1ive trainin& program, both cm md off the job" is
eaaential t:c um.i:re proper c:omplation of !'onus 1300.
Each
employee a.111ipuad. to complete a Form 1300 ia provided with
·copies of the M-60 md M-61 B.andbooka.
It uauta th.at the
"skip sample interval" ia determined by the data collection
mnployee md depe.ndJ& en the number of pieces cf all mail
J

24
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th.at the aampling 1mit is expected. to receive 011 the day of
the teat.
It also claims that a test·Cle.rk at times may
be required to estimate mail volume.

-

The APWt1 brief analy:ea in some detail a ..June 7,
1973 decision of Arbitrator Dolly in am APWt1 case from
Macon, 011 whic:h it relies hue a.s a valU&ble precedent.
It
also sttives to distinguish m October 28, 1975 decision of
Arbitrator Gamaer in an APWU ca1111e from Loa Angeles, cited by

26

the Postal Service, vhere a grievance- under Article XXV,
Sections l and 4, was denied.
While disagreeing with the
decision, the APWU here relies heavily on evidence and argu~ent presented by USPS in the Gam~er case, which might be
onstrued to indicate that in that proceeding the Service
had characterized ODIS work as a significant and representative function of the Postal Service-·Data Technician job (also
in Level 6).
It further urges that a number of its exhibits
(which are USPS documents) reveal that the completion of
Forms 1300 is a ''basic duty and responsibility of the Da~a
Collection Tecbnicimi" !Ind cites t:estimony of A Data Collection Technician to support the aame proposition.

Si.nee Data Collection Technicians also are used in
the Revenue, Pieces and Weight Program (RPW), the Union
notes Section 425 of the F-35 Randbook, stating:

27

"425 DATA COu.ECTION TECHNICIAN

la responsible for:
a. Being thoroughly familiar with all the
instructions and forms involved in the
collection of data pertaining to pieces,
revenue and weigh~, as well as the
classes and sub-classes of mail.

_)
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''b. Follov:tng tha amalyai1 md reeorclin.g in•
1111tniction111 carefully md wit.bout devil.ti.cm,
un.laa1 specifically iZ2Jlt:uctad otherwtae
1'y hU superior or highu d&sipated.
autbority.

c:. Collecting all :equi.:'ed data cm:efW.ly.
am.d recording it neatly en t:be iqrprc:rp.ri&te

fOX"IU.

btmcling, •did.ns and reviewing

completed test form cf other d&t.a col-

lection employees.

\!

d. !ringing to the attmtiou of his supuviaor any matters not covered by instructicnu er which require resolution. bises
quaaticna cm matters requirl.ng cla::rl.fie&ticn."
According to the AP'Wtl, thia an:atement 1• "vUtwLlly identical"
with a statement concerning ODIS in the M-60 Handbook,
Section 335:

"335 DAL\ COLLECTION EMPLOYEE
335.l

Mu.st be thoroughly familiar vith the

i.nseru.c:t.icms md. form.a involved in. collect- •

ing d.at.a pe.rt&i.a.ing to origirl•deati:aation
a.nd aU'Vice analyaia, as well u the cla.aae.s
am.d aub-cl.a.saea of mail.
33.S.2 Complies with the ma.ly1is md re- .
cording inat:ruction1 cuefully and without

deviation.

)
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15.

"335.3 Collects all required data and records it correctly on appropriate forms.

335.4. Refers to his supervisor my ~tters
not covered by inatructicms or which require
raaolution. hises queatim::ua on matters re=
quiring clarification."

.·
The Union also suggests that the Service plans to
use mail processing employees, as needed, in.!!! of ita
testing programs.
It notes that Fiscal Handbook F-35,
.evenue and Cost Analysis System {RPW) providea ll1 Chapter
4, Para. 426:

"426.

28

MAIL PROCESSING EMPLOYEES

At post offices where no data collection
technicians or other finance employees are
authorized to collect data at
sampling
site mail processing eml:>loyees will assume
responsibility for collecting data. Where
assigned finance employees are authorized,
·mail processing employees may be requested
as needed to supplement the staff of finance employee• in the collection of data
and will be returned to mail processing
duties upon completion of data collection
duties."

the

)
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.

Since a similar poliey 11 inclicued in the Poatal

29

~ulletin

21024 (Feb~ 20, 1975), the APWtJ in.fare that
the Service int:mu:b to act cm the 'bui&. that the aldll11 required of t.hi Data Collectii:m Taclmic:im do not "V&'rf &om
one in.farm.aticm· collecting aysta to another.

As th• 1JJ1ioa sees it, the level of akill required
of the employee who records the baaic data iD. the ODIS
aymtem u fairly repraam:itative of the level of aki.11 required of Tecl:micicua vbo record daea in the IPW and InOffice Cost prog:rmu.
The Service itself holds that the .
,,reparation of fcrzu a1uoc:iated. with I.PW at:Ld In-Office Cost
1 a level 6 ald.11.
'l'hu.11 the um.cm ccmclu.das that prepa:ra. ..:ion of Form 1300 11 comparable in nary material respect
\)to the I.PW .m::id In-Office Coat forzu, so u to require Level
1
6 pay.

30

In· hi.a opcin1 ram.ark.a, USPS Cmmael aJuun::1:ed tbai:
· Data Collection Tachn:Lcim:ua rac:.eived Level 6 pay because of
'!.nui:nerous and complu" duties md rcu1pOllJlibilitiea and also
'because they a:ra required to 1!11&.ka "ju.d.gmeuc.al dac:iaions"
and mw:h of their work 111 "u:r:ireviewable."
'!'ha Al'WU at:resae.s
this latter claim md notea that USPS Counsel, aa well u its
job clu1ificaticm mr:pert in the Loi Angeles hearing before
Arbitrator Gu:user, had auuaarted that Poaeal Source Data
Teclmicians received; Leval 6 pay, in put, because their
reporting of mail volume vu m:ireviewable and vaa uaed in
making mana1amant d.ac1aicma.

31

Ta]dng thaae USPS uaertions at face value, the
Union now attaa1ea that data tmtered on a Form 1300 cannot
be reviewed fer acc:::a:racy l&tu.
Such data also may be
significant in aub11uaquant formul.u:ion of important m.m:i..agement
-&\eciaii;:>tUI u to design of f&c.ilii:i1H, manpower plamnjng, and
•ta Degotiatic:m.a.

32
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The APWU further claims that the February 20, 1975
Postal :Bulle.tin (21024) "clud.fies" ODIS data collection
duties as Level 6, and that ODIS testing thus vu &Slipled

33

to the Level 6 Data Collection Technician u a "basic duty."
It argues that USPS clas11ficat:ion experts must have "con·
eluded that ODIS is a level 6 skill" and bad to be "cl.uai·
fied a1 such."
Postal Bulletin 21024, 1aya the Union,
"accomplishedthia task" by "effectively amending the Data
Collection Technician Standard Position Deac:ript:ion. 11
Here
the APWU greatly 11tres11ea assertions made in the Los Angeles
case by USPS representatives to the effect that ODIS was an
important part of the duties of Postal Source Data Techicia.ns in Level 6.
The Union believes that the Service
.ow should be held bound by auch representations so as to
sustain the present grievance.
Finally, the APWU notes that Level 6 Data Collection Technicians are authorized for larger postal installations and regularly prepare Forms 1300 as part o~ their work.
In many such installations 1 moreover,· Level 5 Clerks are
used to supplement the Data Collection Technicians, and
receive Level 6 pay.
This is illust:rated in the following
Operat:ing Instruction at: the Chulot:te, North Carolina, Post:
Office in regard to Clerks assigned to ODIS work:
·
.,B. Data Collection Cadres will distribute
mail in their normal assignment except:

when aeaigned to data collection work.
l. Data Collection Cadres assigned to
assist a regular Data Collection
Technician will be under the latter's
directions.

34
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Cad:ea uaipad. to
replace a ragul.c Data Collaed.cm

Dat:a Collecticm.

Tac!micilm rill W'01!'k in data. collcaction w:lt:hout d.i:'ec t aupC'Vid.cm..
1'.:le:r will be pd.Cl higher level 06
for all ~ wuad 1n my uu collection vcrk."
Uni.cn:1 nid.anee c~ that & ad.mi~ poiicy is in
effect at the MSC facilit:r ·in Prince George1 ~t:::r .. -M&ryl.m:i.d,
and other l.argu uuu:&ll.atim:ua~
Give. these fa.cu, th• tJa.ion
brief c:cm.cludaa:

''The payment of level 6 pa:r to Lrael S cluks
per£o:ming the ODIS teat at larger postal
f•~ilities is significant bac:&U.le at these
iiiit&ll&ticn:a.a, pnagement i i acutely ava:re
tb&t: ODIS work. is &l:l integral put of the

duties atnd responsibilities cf Leval 6
Data·Collecticin Technicians. Management
at the mll post offices, 'lll'here there are
··no Data Collec:d.cm 'l'eclmici&n poaiticm.s,
has greater difficulty identifying ODIS work
wi.l:h the higher level position. Of course,
an employee is et:1.titled to higher level pay
irres-pective of whether the higher level
position a authori.zed at the i::ustallation.
(Art. r:x.v, Sec. 1). The performance of the
-ODIS teat requires Level 6 pay wherever the
work is d.oua."

(Dnderacoring added.)

.
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USPS
'l'he Service emphasizes that employees as1igned to
2.

36

Level 6 position.a do not always perform duties which, if
viewed in imolaticm from other duties and responsibilities
of the 1ivm position, would vrrrant paymmt of Level 6.
lt quotes the following paaaage11 from the Apri.l 2, 1975
decision of the Impartial Chairman in the Mail Bandler-APWU
Jurisdictional dispute:
II

.

In the Postal Service, u

matte.a now
at.and, each employee is paid for the
position which such employee fills, and
not for each separate duty which he or
ahe may perform within the scope of that
position, at one time or another.

.......
"Thus, in practice, it is by no means unusual in large fmterpriaes, with interrelated work functions, to find incumbents
of two or more different positions at
times performing similar or even identical
individual work assignments or duties at
different rates of pay.

....
''Determin.&tion of an appropriate level of
compensation for a given position (as a
vbole) normally involves considering

..

_)
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th.c:uae of ita eleman;s which require the
higluuu: level.II of rcsponaibiliey, skill,
t:ra1nin1, am.d the like. All datiu pu•
fc:rmad mdcar a givcm position deac:ipd.c:m
~ly do 3!2.£ call for t:bfl hig'bcist. level
of all of those factors which ue cewd.darad
in slotting a positic:nl in dw pay seal.a."

The Service •tresses that its rates of pay are

37

establ11hed ou the ~asia of the hi;hest level of akill re:ll.:red of the various poaitioi:us J 1iot
·11uacond.ia:y fmictions.
_hws , it says:

cm

)

" .••• in order for a lower· rated employee
to successfully lay claim to h1$her level
pay, be lfiWiit perform ~:t least: one d.uty of
that hi&her position that requires c:he
hizher level of skill.,.. ·

The Service further asae.rt1 i:b&t this 11UU1.lysis vas
upheld by Arbitrator Gamser in the Los Ange.le• c.&se where
Level 5 Clerks 1Qught Level 6 Technician pay because they
were directed ~o perform. d&ta collection or recording :functions, primarily ·u:i::uiar the Attendance Time and Leave Program
(A'U.L) , but also \mde.r ~. Work Load hcord.in1 System (WLR).
In that case the APW"O argued that the t;lera aao uai1E111td
vera performing the aama verk u Poaul Source Data '.technicians vb.ich 1a a Level 6 position.

)
_/
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'!'he Data Collection Technician was placed in Level
6, aaya the Service, only because an incumbent may be responsible for performing a wide variety of sta.tiatical
function.a, such as the Revenue, Pieces and We.ight program
(R.!W), completing Forms 2600 to mcua.aure in-office coats,
and various function= under the USPS probability sampling
11ystem md other teats requiring a high degree of judgment.
In contrast, says the Service, all that is required in com'Pleting a 'Form 1300 is .to record what. the individual sees
cm each piece of mail in the aample selected.
For this
purpose it ia necessary only to recognize "gross" pieces
of mail, whereas a Data Collection Technician must be
familiar with 135 classes llnd ~ub-classes of mail to conduct
u RPW test.

39

In addition, the Level 5 Clerk completing a Form
1300 clearly bas no responsibility for the performance of
others.
ln contrast, the Data Collection Technician may
be responsible for reviewing, editing, and extending test
forms completed by other da.ta collection employees.
It
requires only & brief period to train a Level S Clerk to
c:omplete a Form 1300, says the Service, while it may take
six months to tr&in & Daca Collection Technician adequately.

40

Finally, the Service stresses the testimony of its
job classification expert that the completion of Forms 1300
entails skills.and responsibilities well within the scope
of the Level 5 Clerk position, and notes that: the APWU
presented no countervailing expert testimony.

41
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i.Dvolva1 a t:cdm.ieal but fmtd•mmtally

impor1:m:1.t qwu1tion 1:a:u!u Article XXV of the 1973. Rational

Agrea:mmit: What u th• Maning of the :ph:ue ".uusipmmt
to a rm::i.ked. higher level position"?
·

.·

Although the existing tJSPS poaiticm description
and cluaificad.on syatem initially wu developed by the Post
Office Depa:rtmm:it chtring the mi.d-1950'•, no relevant practice
'eveloped prior to the advent of ccmvmtional collective. ·
ugdning in the Poan:al Service in 1971 1 • which could be
· ... helpful in annu-ing this quest:i012.
thit.11 1971 the concept
) of an "usignmmt" to a higher level podticm for pay pur./ poses apparently had a quite d:ifferent mam.in1 t:l:um :La true
today.
Article nv of th• 1968 Agl:tH=mt ('batwcum. the Post
Office Depa.:rt:m.e.nt and the 1utven craft orgmiutiom . then ill
erl11tence) is rncu1.ling in this respect. ainca it W3IUIS t:he
-fcrerumier of the presant Article "SrV.
nae old Article XIV
required higher level pay only when am employee was "det&iled"
to a higher level position !!l writing. . ID no evcmt, moreover,
was such a "data.il" possible unless the higher level position
actually was included in the authorized complement of the
specific postal installa~iou.

43

Thus Ar~icle XIV spelled oue the following limitariOU1 which make clear that the present ia1ue could not have

44

&risen utlder the 1968 A.srecnent:

:
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"C. Conditions for Use of Para.graphs A and
B above:
. l. The phrase -•to a ~aition having a salary
level higher thlm hU cnm' shall mm to
a position which baa ba111m •&tabliabed, approved u to job content, ranked, and ap- ·
proved for wse by an authorized postal
official higher in the organization at:ructure than the supervisor of the work unit
in which the position is located.
The
term established means the position ia
part: of the permanent complement of its
installation or has been added to the
complement for 'higher-level purposes
only.'

.....
6. Any employee detailed to perform the work
of a higher level position shall be given
a written management ·order which directs
the employee to perform the work of the
higher level position. The fact that the
employee was directed in writing to perforJD the work of a higher level position
will be accepted as evidence that the employee performed all the required duties
of the asd.gned. position. When local
m..anagement decides that a non-supervisory
position must.be 'covered' and an employee
is detailed ~or that purpose, the position

·24 •
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..
will not: be aapmtad m scope for Ca
aol.411 pm:-potua of avoiding a bighc lav•l
pay opportmdty. Tba dU:ratic:m er n&t:m:'•
of the d.atd.l m.y be ch•nsad or tmomin&tad at ilAY t:i.m.e. by ~gC11Gt by usu·
mice of c. "!MT'df.12; vrl.ttct. 0%'du."

In their 1971 n.egoti&tim:u1 the pard.u modified the
_,ove quoted llmitat:icms 1n m appucm.t effort to cnbrace
policies commonly fO'\m.d m collective b£:C"l•1.ning ap::ee.ments

45

covering major indwlt:rial. mterpri.ses in. the pri.vate 1utct:or:
they specifically dafi:&led ''b.ighu level work" u an "uaignment" to a ranked. .hisher level position ''whether or DOt such
position hM b@m .uthcrl:ed at the installation."
Then
in their 1973 negotiatiO'DJI they added the 1um.temce to Art::icle
rrl, Section 4 ·which autes:
'8tba f&i.lm:e. of unagement to
give .a written order is not: gro'mlda for denial of higher
level pay i.f the cmployeua wu otherwise di:rectad to perform
. the duties."

·

••t

Thus tlle stage was
for the presm:it uu:erpretive
problem.
'While the term "usig.nment" now apparently has a
broader meaning than the term "cteta.11 11 " vhatever difference
there may be 1n the acope of th1uu1 teru pra11mta 'DO problem
for prruam:i t purpoaea: 1:hare is DO suggestion bare that Level
5 Clarks have n.ot in fact bem assigned the specific duty of
completing Fo:1U 1300 t.m.du the ODIS Progrm since 1972..
Since Level 6 Technici.ans also perform. precisely this ~ty

46
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under their higher level position descriptions, to a significant extent, che th:iiou reasons that the uaignment to complete
Forms l300 constitutes an "usig:ament" to the higher level
"position."

·

Thia argument requires careful consideration of
what constitute& a ''position" for purposes of applying
Article XXV, in view of the somewhat urmaWB.l••if not unique-1u11.ture cf the position description and pay structure in the
Postal Service.
Identification of higher level production
jobs in large industrial establishments, for purposes of
"\Ssignmenta and wage payment, usually presents no serious
lfficulty.
In such situations moat of the jobs typically
involve specific work locations or ''work stations" for which
employees are scheduled (often as members of defined crews),
to attend, operate, service, or maintain some specific piece
of equipment or some portion of a major producing unit.
When a lower rated employee in such a bargaining unit is
directed to move into wch mi &ssignm.ent temporarily, it
normally is as a replacement for a scheduled employee and
the applicable rate of pay for the specific job thus is clear.
An important exception to this, in the generality of heavy
industry, typically exuta in respect to ·so-called 11 trade er
craft" jobs, or as to highly skilled maintenance or technical
positions.
Jobs in these categories frequently may perform
a wide variety of f\mctions at different times and a.re not
confined to single work locations or areas.
In filling
jobs in these categories, the employer typically is concerned
with the higheat levels cf skill and responsibility that may
be required by the job at times, even though not required in
much, or even moat, of the work routinely performed by an
incumbent.
Employees assigned to auch jobs, therefore,
usually a.re paid at a level primarily determined on the basis

'

.
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of t:he bisheat level •kills :l.Dvolvad at: m:rr cme. given ti.M.
'Whm employee• on Reh job• ua performing ouly acrre roud.De
mid la111 demancling f\mctioua, they nm:uathelua J!'M!e1n avll.il·able, U ftHdad, for the higher level dud.es m.d J!'8QOll.Si•
· bilitia1 of thah' job.
Wban mployees cm lcrvu :rated jobs
&:e uzip:uad to work with incvmb.m.ta of web. hishly skilled
joba, or to pc:-fom cmt:iaa vhich t::hcay aJ.30 pcrfcmn. it may
be a:t:ruely difficult to decide, in. my givm i.Dstm:t.ca,
wbe.c:har such employee should racuve ·the highar :rate.
'the job structure in tha Postal Sani.ce, for the
pa:r1:, U marJcaclly cliffarmt from that iu !D08t luge
a.dustrla.l b&rgd.uing m:U.ts in the private sector.
Here
the great bulk of the work force of lnmd:r:ad.s of thowamd.s
employees, ~ld.ng in mm.y t:howum.cla of postal i:a.at&lla) tious, u covered by a :relatively limited m:zmbu of
or
Sund.ard Position D1uacrl.pticus.
'.rluuua Dtascripticms vere
developed in a civil service cvU:om1ui!1:1.t, u th.a :result of
an Act of Congre11s,- md without my collective bargaini.t'lg.
Some employee• uaigned tO such Poaid.ous may never be required to pufc:n:m cU'td.n. dut:l.as c:lGU11trly covered in the given
desc:rlpticn.
A.a 'bar111-1ntng evolved in the Post.&l. Service
initially, moreover, it vu on a "era.ft"· basis vit:h the
essential outlines of the respective "crafts" largely det:el:'·
mined by the so-called ''l.ey" Position Deac:riptions esub·
lisbed by the Congress.
Position Descriptions also were
based on an assumption t:ha.t proper testin1 might be utilized,
in advance, to detcu::mizua whether individual employees were
qualified for uaignment to my gi.vm :l.ey Po11id.01:1..

48

In one major aa:rlle:r d.ecuion, the Impartial Chairman was expo1u11d to llO'l:l:l.e of the salient cha.racteri.1ti.cs of
USPS Position De.acriptious and rates of pay. 'Ihe Mail

49
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Handlers Union in Cases AW-NAT-5753, etc. (The Mail BandlerAPWU Jurisdictional Dispute, decided April 1, 1975)
claimed jurisdiction over work spec1fica.lly covered by the
"Mail Handler Poaition Description, but also «.ong and typically performed by Clerks in many locations. including
installations where bot.h craft• vere employed. The Opinion
in that case included the following paragraphs:
". • • The Mail Handlers appear to assume that
jurisdictional work claims are relatively
easy to deal with by applying general J.an ..
gua.ge appearing in established Key and

Standard Position descriptions~ This view
is i.mrealistic. Job descriptions normally
are intended only to reflect the significant
requirements, duties, responsibilities, and
vorking conditions of various jobs, in such
manner as to provide adequate faet::da.l bases
to detennine appropriate rates of pay for
the jobs in question. Position (or job)
des.criptions in large enterprises, moreover,
inevitably include general statements describing functions and responsibilities
which.either overlap or are closely similar
to functions included in other position
job descriptions. The evidence here confirms
that Postal Service operations in no way provide an exception to this generalization.
Indeed, the Position Descriptions of ~
Key Position 8 and Key Position 12 act:ua.lly

or

include some identical duties, as: (1)

operating cancelling machines, (2) facing
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mail, and (3) opemin1 and cmmpiq sac:b. It al.so
is cl.au that 1u1pmrata Stmd.ard Poaid.mul for ·
Sack SC>%'1::ing Machine Operator md.at at Levels 4, .
5 , cd 6, with soma bavi:1s Mail &m.cller tncumbemtas m:W othus Clark iDc:umbmts.
FiD&lly,
the.re are no inc:mnbcmb at ·all of tha Mail
B.lmdler Position in a a;ru.t number of Post Offices, so that typie&l Mail Bamdlm: d:aties in
au.ch locations long have been performed by ttmployee.s vorld..ng tmd&r other Poaitiou Descriptions,

and

apeci.fica.l~y

by Clerks.

'"'l'hus Che only possible conclwsion cm. :hU record
i11 that Mail Bmdle:ra mid· Clerks often perform
the samut or aim.ilar work functions, throughout
th&a far ... fluag C'pQrations of the Postal. Service,
and that nc.h fm:lctiona long have bem deemed
to f&ll within the broad language med in the
descriptions of· both Xey Position 8 cd Key
Position 12.
While the M&.il Bmdlars place
great weight upon a aingle 1tamz in Key Position
8 which rafer1. to occasional distribution of
parcel poat (without use of ·a scheme), there
tbua can be no d.oubt that this kind of distribution of parcel post lons has been performed
by Clerk.a u w~ll u Mail Handlers.

.......
"lier• the Krll Hmcllers argue that the Postal
Service h&a done violence to 'its own congreaa1.ona..lly imposed equal pay regula~ion.s ' in

\

.

/

I
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awarding parcel sorting vork to Club.
It
emphasizes that in the various Poat Offices
throughout the cou.a.t:ry l>iatri.buticm. Clerks and
Mail Handlers may pe.rfcrm some identical duties,
occasion.ally aide by aide.
S:l.Dca moat Md.1
Handlers are paid at Level 4 and most Clerks at
Level S, the Mail Bandle.rm· characterize this
situation as a clear violation of the 'equal
pay for equ&l work' principle. The proper
remedy, say the Mail Handlers, ia to award all
'aimple, non-scheme separation of parcels' to
the Mail Handlers.
"This argument rests upon an erroneous assumption
as to the intent of the above-quoted excerpts
from the Postal Service Compensation Act of 1955
and Section 451 of the PostaJ.l Manual. · These.
provisions both, on their face, deal with the
ranking (or classifying) of positions. In no
way do they purport to indicate that individual
employees vorld.ng at different pay levels,
under different position descriptions, should
receive the same rate of pay for performing
those individual aspects of their respective
positions which are identical or otherwise
overlap.
Determination of an appropriate
level of compensation for a given Position
(aa a whole) normally involv1u1 considering
those of its elements which require the .b!.gh~ levela of responsibility, skill, training
and the like.
All duties performed UD.d.er a
given position description normally c:1o not ·
call for the highes.t level of all of

)

thou
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fa.ctors Wich are ccnui~ed in alottiDg a
poaiti.c:m in the pay au.la. 'l"hwl, in practice• it :U · by no 1Huc:ui w:N.1IU&l 1D lc:ge
C111nt:a:prl.11ea, with int:er•ral&t:ad. work fimc-.
tic:m.a. to find ineumb4111ts of i:wo or mere
different poaitioas at d.nu1t11 puf~
ain:d.l.ar or evem id.c.tical individual work
aaaignmenta or· dud.ass at cliffucit rates of
pay. In t:he Postal Service, u aattera now
stand, each tmzP.~Oyee is paid for t:he :es!.!1tion which such employee fill.a, md not for
each· aepuate duty which he or ahe may per• .
form wit:hin the scope of that position, at
one time or another.''

!fothing in the present record ind:Leates that the
basic principles cm.uncut11d in these paragraphs from the
Opinion in the APW'Cr·Mail Handler J'uriaclictioaa.l Dispute are
not fully applicable here.
In 11hort, ~ 1u1sigement i l .!a
emplovee £2. perform .l™ particular Stt which .!!!.2. .ll. perfonned kl,.! higher level position, ~~necessarily
constitute assig:cmtS!t £2_ ~ higher level position !E.!
p'U:l:"'pOSes of Ai-ticle m.
The initial argument of the APWU
in the present caae--Eb&t usignment to complete Forms lJOO
in itself conatit:utaa 1111ail"ment to the Lavel 6 Data Collection Teclm.ician poaition-·thwa l\ml.St be rejected cut of hand.
The r!l!!ftl•ining crltical iarna is whether the duty

of completing Fcn:m.s 1300--a• auch--requirea IAvel 6 pay
beca.w.e it :la a representative duty cf th11 IAvel 6 Technician

)
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position 1n the sense of requi:ring skills and respcn:usibiliti.es
-which fairly reflect essential requirements of the Level 6
··:oat.a Collection 'l'ecbnician.
'l'hi1 inquiry properly ·starts with the de11cri'bed

52

Duties and Re1ponsibilid.ea of the Data Collection 'l'ec:hnician:
":DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES. Performs A
and Bas assigned in accordance with the
requirements of the post office:
{A) Collects and a.na.lyzes management data
under any number of data collection systems
such as cost 1usceruinment, national service
index, and ZIP Code usage. Participates in

data collection activities related to onetime special studies, requiring the proper
~terpretation of complex written instructions. '?his involves identification of
sampling units and updating the lists as
required, and recognition of various categories of mail for which characteristics ·
are being measured. Audits report forms
prepared by others to insure consistency
between revenue, pieces and weight for each
mail category. Makes adjustments for obvious errors. Computes and enters on forms
total revenue, pieces a:nd weight for each
mail category. Makes record of errors for
use in qualit:y measurement and control.

"')
.... . /

.32.

"(B) Pa.-fc=.a iii relief capacity for.postal
aom:ee d.ata ucl=.ici m 11 1D operadJ:z.g the
PSDS aquipmmt in t'.ha data eollecticm aiu
in the po1t offie• c.d/o: controlliJ:lg the
wais;bing act:ivit:i•• at a ,,.:tghing 11t:ad.cm
1Z1 the PSDS gysecm in the post office.

&

(C) Pe.rfom.a other related du.ties u
neceaauy."

From the face of thia Desc:rl.pd.on acme Data Colle.c-

53

t1ou Tec:lm.ic:i.am cmt~11u obviOW1ly a:re mare d•umd.i.D.g mid
'" aignific.ant than othu1 for 1:ha pm:posa of rating or claui·
.)fying the position.
A requirment to "collac:1: 11 data clearly
is less dem•ncling thm a requirl!lmmlt. co analyze suc:.h data.
An incumbent may vork.1.D "my tm:mbu ef daea. collection
syatems" amd some tmch 11yate:m.a are substmt:i&lly mere derzuanding tha:.o. others.
01:u11 auch mara demmding system is "cost
ascertainment" wbic:.h is specified 1n the Pos1~ Description,
whereu ODIS is. not:.
Im. inc:\Dbent also· may be required to
audit report formJS E£e;>Ued by others "to in.sure cmusistency"
be tween revenue, pieces, ·mid ve.ight for aach mail category.
This al.mo may m'ltdl ·am imponmit responsibiliey of making
adjustments for obvioua urors.

A Data Collection Teclm.icim also must be· able to
''ma&Su:re" c::h.aractU'iatics of all of the va:riows categc:n::ies
of m&.1.l mid compute total r..Vrnu.e, pieces, and weight for
each mail category. · Pa:r:1:ic1pat1on in spec:.i&l "one-time"
.st:udies al.ao u.y 'be D11c1uaary, requiring int£rpreta.d.cm of
...pmp lex vrl. t:tm ins t:ruction.s •

)
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"there can 'be no question that the analy:d.ng, audit~
ing, computing and correcting rausponsi'bilities detailed in
the Data Collection Tecl::nrl.cim desc:rl.pticm 11 coupled with its
rafermce to "my number of data collection syatm:u," contemplate levels of skill mid respowd.bility well above tho111e
involved in merely completing Forms 1300. · '!'he ltey Position
Description for Clerk, moreover, includes: ''Maintains
records of mai~" u a m:i111cellmeous duty which may be required.
The APW'U here (through testimony of a Clerk with
25 yea.rs of service) 1uu!ks to depict 1:hi11 duty a.a involving
""nly 11reporting the number of feet of mail in t:he Clerk's
m case and aigning for certified and insured mail.". 'Ihis
characterization hardly can 'be accepted in the face of
(1) the reasonable meaning of the Description itself, and
(2) extensive evidence (largely from the Union's own testimony) in the Los Angeles hearing before Arbitrator Gam.ser
ahowing that Clerks long have performed significant record. ing duties. . Thus it would appear that _the recording of
-data ca a Form 1300 properly is encompassed in the Level S
Clerk job unless the other evidence in this record affirmatively establishes that this specific duty requires skills
and responsibilities which make it a represeatative function
of the Data Collection Technician position for claasificacion
purposes, even though not calling for the highest level of
•kill and respoasibility of the Technician.
Numerous Union arguments 'bear on this question.
Initially the Unioa emphasizes that (l) ODIS is treated in
detail in two 1eparate Handbooks (the M-60 and the M-61)
and that (2) audio-vi.BWl.l programs, with two e.xpl&n&tory
work books, have been developed for ODIS ttaining purposes.
(In some instances, special t:wo-d..ay training programs also

55
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s

have been vrovi'dad. for both Leval
Clara c4 Leval 6 Data .
Collection '?eclmic:iana.) ''fha .UV0 i:gcH i:hat in c:n:da: to
complete :rorms 1300 Clm:ib (1) mwst become du:rroughly &mi.liu vi.th both the M-60 and M-61 Bmdbooka, cd (2) mwut
det~ aki~tarvala for aampliq in accm:dance with
Sec:ticm S22.2a am.cl .2b of the M-60 Bamdbook.
The fact u,
however, that the M-60 iin'dbOok was prepared. prl..m.a:ri.ly for
use by USPS offici&la, weraas the M-61 u m mw:h simpler
form amd meend.ed. for uae by data collecd.cm persos:mel.
Even though 01l4l tm.ion vi=.eaa was told 1n 1972 to an:udy the
-60, when ODIS vu iniei.ated. at Iowa City, :his m:ie iD.Ldent provides no buis to fiDd chat all Clara vb.o may
. 'be assigned. to complating Forms 1300 actually ua required
)to be fully familiar with the. cm:U:etnt• of the M-60.
I
:Sor em ·it 'be found that the Clerk who records
u responsible for determining the
sample 1ldp 1.ntarval (m:i the ba.ais of vclum.e expected to be
r·eceived by the 11u1mpling unit on the day of the test).
Under the K-60 (Sect.ion 521) t:his clearly 1a a responsibiliry
of "accomiting paraom:t.el" who prepare the Form 1300 ''Header
Sheet•" wh:Lch then (Seetion 523) are given to the "d.ata
collection employee•" alcmg vith a supply of Forms 1300 and
a COl'Y of the M-61 R&n.dbook.
'l'be M-61 it:Delf mutes flatly
that "A Beader Sheet fer ucb sample is completed by the
accounting personnel.."
Even though at least one Clerk in
Danbury prepared Budu Sheeta in 1973 and early 1974, the
evidence ':£lb.ova that thU practice was cliacontinued there,,
d.&ta. on Forms 1300 also

and properly •o·

-

)
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'While obviously some training u cuniential to
qualify a Clerk t:o complete Forms 1300 adequately, t:he M-61
Bmidbook appears to be relatively aa•y for a qualified
Clerk to understand and absorb.
Moreover, a Clerk completing a Form 1300 is .111mtitled••under Section 335 of the

58
•

M-60 Bandbook·-to seek clarification from his or her super•
visor on my matter not covered by the M-61 Handbook ins t:ructions; or otherwise requiring clarl.fi.cad.011.

Since the basic fmlction of the Level S Distribution Clerk (Key Position 12) requires separation of ma.il
n accordamc:e with aatabllahed schemes, and the development

59

of requisite "scheme knowledge" requires intensive study,
there ia nothing in the present record to warrant a finding
that the training required to complete Form.s 1300 is more
demanding than that contemplated for a Level S position.
The APWU nonetheless places heavy reliance on
statements by USPS representatives during the Los Angeles
hearing before Arbitrator Howard Gamser.
In that case Los
Angeles Level 5 Clerks claimed, unsuccessfully, that they
were being assigned to perform the work of Postal Source Data
Teclm.ici.ans in Level 6 because they were involved in timekeeping under the ATAL (Attandmice, Time, and Leave) Program,
and recording under the WI.Jt (Work Load :B.eccrding) Syau:em, in .
a number of Carrier stations. · The Union now stresses that
USPS counsel had uaerta.d, in the hearing before Arbitrator
Gamser, that many d.aci1ions by.Postal Source Data Technicians
were ''unreviGnrTable" and subeequently were used in forJ:QUlating
Management deciaiona.
USPS Senior Job Analyat Galloway also

)
60

testified in the Loa Angeles case that the decisions of a
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Postal Serri.ee kta Tecl:m.ic:i& u to wl1.1m4 U!Cldc." the l.N
Program ware mrevinable ad.nee "he 1a the only me th&t can
. m.ak.11 that daeuic= of what volume ahauld l:d.t."
.

I

.:.

•

;
.
.
·c .
~ ~ .DOV ••W to eapits.11 s:s cm t::hua &U:Atct• .
meta in th~ Lo• Angel.ea e&1e by attusi:a.& that. data cm.tared
on ·a Fcmn 1300 al.so 1a um:erviawable, m.d. ultimately may 'be
relied upon in m•kins Mcasmmt dac:illic.ma. . It butttCUUUUI

this argument by 1:10t:l.ng that Act:l.ns Director of Fi.nm:lce
(Loa Angeles) ?orras had. :l.ndicated in tha Los Angelu huring that the data collection f\mcticm of Postal Scn:ce Da.ta
Technicima, under ODIS, waa mi import.mt reapowsibility af
:hat positic=.
'1"hws the .APm1 now ausgeats that tha tJSPS
·'abould be bound by their rep:reacmtad.cm. 'before Arbitrator
.\ Gamaer th&t couductin1 an ODIS teat 1a a X.Vel 6 akill.u ·
/

Thia line of argument auun.maes, c:cmt:ruy to the
present evid&ne&, th&t: the eempletiau of Forms 1300 repreau~nts the entire raspODJBibility of Postal S~ce »&ta
Tecbnicimul and Data Collecd.cm Teelmici.&na under the ODIS ·
It also ovuloob the fac::t that die 'O'SPS repreProgram.
sentatives 1n Loa A.t.la•l•• bad at:essed th.at r:he Postal
Source I>ata Tacbnici.&ns t:hare made jw:lpental decisions· .
which were unrevilllWa'ble.
Su.ch judgments are required, for
example, uc.der the I.PW Program and ent:&il considerably mere
la:lowledge and respauaibility than requi::ad far making ent:ries.
on Form l300.
The b&:r:a fact thac thf! making of entries
may be m.u:"eviGNahle hardly ia ecmt:rolli.ng wher1t tha ant:ri.iu1
do not in themtelvas require a asip:rl.ficm:it dag:rae of
re&J>onaible judpc.it.

)
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Even though one USPS vi.tnesa in Loa Angeles may
have seemed to urge that ODIS vaa an important p~ of the
work of Postal Source Data 'Xecl:mici..m:ul, 1:.h&re ia no ruaon
to believe that thia testimony referred only co the limited
fimction of recording data on Form.a 1300 (rather t:hm to
responsibility for the entire ODIS function).
A related Union claim is based on an interpretation
of three APWU exhibits (a job posting in the Prince Georges
Comit:y MSC, a posting in Charleston, W.Va., mid a Charlotte,
N.C. management cli.rective).
'Xhe•e, the Un.ion says, identify
he ODIS "sampling and recording function" &I "the basic duty
.md responsibility" of the Data Collection Technician position.
Since the present case deals primarily with the
completion of Fcrrms 1300, however, the Union sees too much
in these exhibits. · Indeed, the Charleston posting states,
in relevant part: "Will travel throughout the Sectional
Cent:er to take ODIS tests and perform any other duties of a
Data Collection nature at associate offices 1n the SCF as
required" {underscoring added).
The Union's aw evidence
makes clear t.hat the "other duties" include cost ascertainment and \lLR functions at Charleston.
The Prince Georges
MSC posting sets forth the entire Data Collection Technician
Position Description and states that the job collects and
analyzes a variety of statistical data.
It simply lists
1
'0DIS Section" as the ''Princ:ipa.l Assignment Area."
The Union'• reliance on these exhibits again seems
to reflect its buic failure to clistingu.iah bet:veen the
potential duties of a J)ata Collection Teclm.ician (including
prepa:r&tiou of Header Sheets) under the ODIS Program as a
whole, and the more limited function of completing Fo~s

63
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1300.
This is pa:rticula:ly apparat whm it ia noted that
the Cb.1%lotte d.ire.cti"9a spell.a out the follcrving u th• .
''bapoiusibilit:y" of th. J>&:.a Ccllacd.&:m '.tec!mici1m incum'btiltS ·at that locad.cm:
·.

.

.

"!:. llespgp.sibility
All '.rechnicic.a ua rcurpcmaible for all
data collecd.m:t ccnm.ts made on thd.r tour.
This includes:
l~

'I.PW/ODIS- Makes all cmmta in nary teat
duri.ng M.8 tour.

Iruu2rts t:amporary head-

ers at: all holdouts afft1ct:ed by each teat:
· · whtm a tase begins en his tou.r, smd removes
ha&ders when a test cda on

the••

b.1i4 tour. hep1 all mmq~rs. whose section• a:e affected by any I.PW/ODIS test.
in.fo:mad of progress in thoa~ casts and
coopc-atas with mpervisicm in u:ped.iting
cU.at:ri'butic:m. cc.r d.:i1111patch c:cmsistent with
proper data collection proc:adu:res.

2. In-Office Costa (PS Form 2600)- male.es all
reacth21a required in this 1ys tam on his
tour mid coord.in.&tau1 readings vi.th af-

fected superviaora.

)

.-.

.·.·.'·).··
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"3. Special Tests - conducts all such counts
· on his t;our and insures that affected
supervisors are aware of these t:ea1:11.
4. In all cases, tl!c:hnicim:us !!!!!! bep
affacted supervisors informad of any
data collection activity in hia or her
section, and cooperate• with.!!!. em.ployees whose duties may be affected by
any test. In the event of AL cliaagreement between any mail tJrOcesaring employee
and a data collection tachnici.an, the
·technician will:

a. Report the problem to the Tour Superintendent immediately and abide by
hi1 decision in the matter; and

.:)

b. Report all such events to the Data
Collection Officer no later than the
next business day."

An APWU witness from the Prince Georges MSC confirmed that the Technicians there performed duties going well
beyond the completion of Forms 1300.
She estimated she
spent 4 or S houri per tour "doing ODIS vork" but stated
th&t tbe rest of her time vaa devoted to preparing Header
Sheet1 (including dete.rmination of appropriate skip intervals),

66

to completing Forms 2600 (Work Load Samplirlg), and to other

types of data collection, including the Revenue, Piece, and
lJeight (RPW) Program.

)
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The failure to ~s t:inguish 'bet:wem the limited
Lnat:m:e of complatin.g rorma 1300, amd the more chemmcli'Dg work
· of cha Data Collection Tec:!m.ici.m:t. poaiticm. 9 HCU to parvade
tba APW'O pre1H11ntatic:m,, 1ncluding its real i mes OD the. February 20, 1975 Postal. Bulletin 11024 amd a repeated aaaerticm.
that both Level S Club cut Leval 6 Tacha.iciam.3 ''perform
the ODIS f1mcticm in its entiraey."

· · 67

It is only fa.ir to ataea, however 1 that confusion
in this area is fully t.mderat.m.d.able in viw of the cryptic
nature of the llegicm.al level ruling auat•itdng ehe Springleld p:ievance u to ODIS 1r0rk.
Thia ruling does not
..iggest cy di.stiDcd.on betwecm the completion of Forms 1300
·)and other aspects of th& ODIS Program.
Jltnovledge of this
./settlement spread quickly to AP'WU officers in other Post
Offices md no clarifying statement of detailed USPS policy
cm the matt:e:r·vu made available.
The rcsuleant fiood of
. grl.evanc.es wu axpeca.hle.

68

Since the present WLticm&.1 level grievance seeks
uvel 6 pay for mployees who are performing "a.l.l or part

69

of the ODIS ft.mction," it seems essenti&l now to lay out some
b&sic rules for applicat.icm of Article XXV in this area.
The Charlotte,.N.C. ms.n.ageme.nt directive, cited by the Union,
provides an ~cellent at:a.rting point ·for chis purpose.
In
addition to detailing the dut:iea of Lave.l 6 "technicians, it ·
provides for Data Collecti.on Cadres of Level 5 Club who
are available to repl.aca or fill in for Technic:ians, and who
re~eive Level 6 pay for such hours of vork.
Under ''Operating
Insc:ructicma" the directive states:

)
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''Data Collection 'l'ecm:ticians vill be re8porusible
to the Data Collection Officer in the Finance
Section of this office.
Thi• applies to all
technicians and data collection cadres for all
hours med in data collection work.
A. Data Collection Technicians will be required
· to work in J>ivision of Mails only during .
·

such perioda as there are no data collection
duties to fulfill.

l. Data.Collection Technicians will work
vitbOut direct supervision in their data
collection activiti~s.
2. Data Collection Technicians with no data
collection duties will report to the Tour
Superintendent for mail processing assignments.
B. Data Collection Cadres will distribute mail
in their normal assignment except when asaigned to data collection work ....
1. Data Collection Cadres assigned to assist
a regular Data Collection Technician will
be.mider the latter's directions.
2. l>ata Collection. Cadres assigned to replace
a rezul.i.r Data Collection Technician will
vork in data collection vithout direct
supervision. They will be pa.id higher
level 06 for all time u.aed in any cuu:a

collection vork."

••

•

•••• ,

• • • • • • • - h ...... -
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A.Ji 'thi• diractive recop.U:aa, wlMmavu a Level 5
Clerk is uaigned by Mlmage.mamt at 1m.y time--evm i f OD.ly
for -put of a tour...-to replace a Leval 6 kt:& Collection
Tac:hnic:im in puforming reqW.rad dud.as v:ttl:Wl tha acope
of the Tecl:m:ic:ic Poaid.m:i l>escripd.cm (inclu«'1n1 ODIS),
such Clerk i.a 11etitled to Level 6 pay Ul:Ldar Article "Z:XY,
Sections l 1md 2.
'fha .Jim• 7, 1973. ruli.Ds of Arbitra.tor
Fred Holly in the Macon, C.orgi&, ease, .cited hue by the
APWtr, seems fully in accord with thia propoaitiou.

'.fha aama principle also applies in cy inat:mce
iere. a. Cluk 11 1Jutigned to augment the normal force of
.ec.hnieiana (without replacing my specific Teclmicim) .!!.
\ long as the Clerk is expected to handle all Technician dut:i.es
) which may be required cm th.at tour. .

70
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Where a Clctrk merely assists a Data Collection
1'echnician (and worb uzid.er the Techniciam • 11 direction) •
however, there is s:io warrant for payment· of the wvel 6 rate
to che Clerk. In Neb situation the Clerk properly may be
viewed a.a aervin& •u1amitially in a t:r•1n1ng capacity, and not
act:ua.lly reaponsible for proper performance of Level 6 Techcician duties.
lJhila the Charlotte directive is not citirely
clear on thia praciae point, Paragraph B, u above quoted,
seems by implication· to racog:cdze this diatincti.on.
!'in&lly, a. lAve.l 5 Clerk who ia aaaigned only 1:0
the limited functic:n:i of eamplati1'1g Fcn:z:u 1300, in accordance
wit.h previowaly prepared Baadu Sheets, u not cm.titled to
Level 6 pay undu Art!.;;.le X:XV.

73
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•
l. The grievance ia denied insofq as -~t 1uaeks
Level 6 pay 1.mder Article XXV for &ll .Level S Clerb vho
are assigned to complete Form.a 1300, but who are not responsible for performing any other more significant duties
of a Data Collection Technician.
2. In· all instances where Level 5 Clerks
(l) replace or substitute for Data Collection Technicians,
~ (2) are assigned to handle all Data Collection Technician
.ties which may arise du:ring the hours of auch assignment,
such Clerks are entitled to Level 6 pay m:ider Article XXV.
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Pay Administration
422.142

422.143
Written Management Order
Any employee, except one of those covered in 432.2, who is temporarily
assigned to higher level work is given PS Form 1723, Assignment Order,
stating beginning and approximate termination and directing the employee to
perform the duties of the higher level position. The written order is accepted
as authorization for higher grade pay. The failure of management to give a
written order is not grounds for denial of higher level pay if the employee was
otherwise directed to perform the duties of the higher level position.

422.143

Rate of Pay
Rates are as follows:

March 2017

a.

Part-time Flexible Employees. A part-time flexible employee remains a
part-time flexible employee while temporarily assigned to a higher level
position. The employee neither has nor acquires a regular work
schedule and is paid at the part-time flexible hourly rate for the higher
level position.

b.

Regular Employees. Rules for pay for temporary higher level work
depend on the factors below:
(1)

Assignment in PS Schedule. A PS employee who is temporarily
assigned to higher level work in the PS schedule is paid at the
higher level for time actually spent on such job. The employee's
higher level rate is determined as if he or she had been promoted
to the position. (See promotion rules in 422.123.)

(2)

Assignment to Other Schedule. The rate of pay for service in a
higher grade position in other than the PS Schedule is
determined in accordance with promotion rules for the salary
schedule in which the higher level position is placed. (See rules
for assignment to a different salary schedule in 410.)

(3)

Service in Several Positions. If higher level service is performed in
more than one position in a pay period, the appropriate rate for
each wage level is determined and paid in accordance with the
actual time worked at each level.

(4)

Annual and Sick Leave Pay. Leave pay for employees temporarily
assigned to a higher level position depends on the term of the
assignment as follows:
(a)

Short-term Temporary Assignments (see 422.141a). These
employees, except those covered by 422.8, are entitled to
approved annual and sick leave paid at the higher level rate
for a period not to exceed 3 days for each occurrence,
provided that they are not replaced while on leave and that
they resume the assignment upon returning to work.

(b)

Long-term Temporary Assignments (see 422.141b). These
employees are entitled to approved annual and sick leave
paid at the higher level rate for the full period of leava
provided that they resume the assignment upon returning
to work.
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422.143

422.142

Written Management Order
Any employee, except one of those covered in 432.2, who is temporarily
assigned to higher level work is given PS Form 1723, Assignment Order,
stating beginning and approximate termination and directing the employee to
perform the duties of the higher level position. The written order is accepted
as authorization for higher grade pay. The failure of management to give a
written order is not grounds for denial of higher level pay if the employee was
otherwise directed to perform the duties of the higher level position.

422.143

Rate of Pay
Rates are as follows:

March 2017

a.

Part-time Flexible Employees. A part-time flexible employee remains a
part-time flexible employee while temporarily assigned to a higher level
position. The employee neither has nor acquires a regular work
schedule and is paid at the part-time flexible hourly rate for the higher
level position.

b.

Regular Employees. Rules for pay for temporary higher level work
depend on the factors below:
(1)

Assignment in PS Schedule. A PS employee who is temporarily
assigned to higher level work in the PS schedule is paid at the
higher level for time actually spent on such job. The employee's
higher level rate is determined as if he or she had been promoted
to the position. (See promotion rules in 422.123.)

(2)

Assignment to Other Schedule. The rate of pay for service in a
higher grade position in other than the PS Schedule is
determined in accordance with promotion rules for the salary
schedule in which the higher level position is placed. (See rules
for assignment to a different salary schedule in 410.)

(3)

Service in Several Positions. If higher level service is performed in
more than one position in a pay period, the appropriate rate for
each wage level is determined and paid in accordance with the
actual time worked at each level.

(4)

Annual and Sick Leave Pay. Leave pay for employees temporarily
assigned to a higher level position depends on the term of the
assignment as follows:
(a)

Short-term Temporary Assignments (see 422.141 a). These
employees, except those covered by 422.8, are entitled to
approved annual and sick leave paid at the higher level rate
for a period not to exceed 3 days for each occurrence,
provided that they are not replaced while on leave and that
they resume the assignment upon returning to work.

(b)

Long-term Temporary Assignments (see 422.141b). These
employees are entitled to approved annual and sick leave
paid at the higher level rate for the full period of leave
provided that they resume the assignment upon returning
to work.
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AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION,
AFL-CIO
and
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

:
:

OPINION AND AWARD

:
:

.

~--------~--~--~----------~----~--~---·

Appearances:
For the Union - Gerald "Andy" Anderson, Executive Aide
John A. Morgen, President, Clerk Craft

)

For the Employer - Howard J. Kaufman, Esq.
R. B. Hubbell, Labor Relations Executive

Background:
Pursuant to the provisions of the.July 21, 1978 collective bargaining agreement between the above-captioned parties, this
case was brought on for arbitration on March 2o, 1981.
The parties
agreed that the procedural steps required to advance the case. as a
national level grievance to arbitration had been followed and the
case was before the Undersigned for final and binding decision.
By
agreement, post-heraing brief~ w~re filed.
These were received in
timely fashion and their contents duly cons.~dered.

Statement of the Case:
Many of the operative facts in this case are not in disput7.

The matter in issue is exemplified by an unassigned regular clerica:i,.:
employee who is assigned on a daily basis, sometimes for as little
as thirty minutes a·day to as many as eight hours per day for a thrrty
day period, to work at Level 6 although she was-regularly classified.
as a Level 5 clerk.
That employee then goes on forty-two hours of
leave:.::.: -~\lhen she. returns·,·. tl-,iat employee .was agair.i: a.ssigneq. ..on a_ daily-·'.
basis, sometimes £or thirty minutes a day·and sometiroes~~or as long·-

. ..·:.·::o:).··
·'

i

'

. .

.

as eight hours per day as .a Level 6 LSM Machine Operator.
During
the time that she worked at the Level 6 job, she was paid at Level
6. When she returned to her regular duties as a Level 5 Distribu-.
tion Clerk, she was paid at Level 5.

Contentions of the Parties:
The Union contended that·this employee should have received Level 6 pay for the forty-two hours she was on annual
leave. The.Postal Service paid her at Level 5 for her annual
leave hours. The appropriate pay for the period of her annual
leave is the subject in dispute in this proceeding.

The Union placed its reliance upon the wording and .
re.quirements

of

Section 5-, of Article XXV of the Agreement which

deals with leave pay for employees detailed to a higher· level
position.
The Union pointed to the language of paragraph 3 of
that Sect.ion, which reads as follows:

"Long term shall mean an employee has been
on an assignment or detail to a higher level
position for a period of 30 consecutive
workdays or longer at the time- the leave is
taken and such assignment or detail- to the·
higher level position is res~med upon return
to work."

')

The Union pointed to the fact that the USPS conceded that
for a period of over thirty days pr~or to going on annual leave,
the Grievant had been assigned higher level work £or at least part
of each of these days. T:he USPS also agreed that she resum1:!d working at least part of each day following her return from leave at the
higher level job:
The Union also argue.C!. that the contract language is clear
and spells out to what leave pay an employee is entitled when that
employee is detailed to a higher .level ?ssignment on either a long
term or short term basis. The Union says that the Postal Service's
reliance upon the definition of workday found in Article VIII of
the Agreement is misplaced since this case F1as processed through the
steps·-of the -grieva n::e procedure as an Article XXV violation.
The Union conuended that a reading of the language of the
Agreement in Article XXV, as the Postal Service would h~ve it, could
result. -in an employee detailed. for. a sho:i::t term· to a··higher lew1 .. - assignment being ·paid·· at bhe:.hight=:i:;:,.level -.whiLe. ,on leave ... while... an .::;·:~
employee on a long term assignment would not receive such a payment.·

_._2-

)'·
-.

The Union argued that a reading of the full text of
Article XXV would reveal that details under the Article do not
have to be for full.workdays.
They can be for shorter periods
in a workday.
In this case, according to the Union, the Grievant
met all the conditions laid down in Section 5 of Article XXV,
and the Grievant deserved to be paid at the Level 6 rate for the
period of annual leave.

The Postal Service took the position that the Gfievant
was not entitled to Level 6 pay because Section 5 of Article XXV
requires an unbroken higher level assignment of consecutive eight
hour workdays for thirty consecutive days or longer.
The USPS
be_lieved that an employee could m.t receive Level 6 pay for an
entire period of annual leave when that same employ~e only worked
a part of the previous thirty or more workdays at the higher· level.

\

The Service argued that Article. VIII, Section 1 of the
Agreement defines the work week for full time regular employees
as "forty (40) hours per week, eight (8) hours per day ••• " For
that reason, the interpretation of the word "workday" as used in
Article XXV had to be the same and consistent by referring to
an eight hour day.

)

The Service also argued that each time that the Grievant
returned to her regular Level 5 duties as a Di~tribution Clerk,
her detail or assignment at the higher level was broken.
She did
not have 11 30 consecutive workdays" in a higher lev~l assignment
at the time her leave was "gr_anted.
The Union's. own exhibit showed
that on only a:n···occasional aa·y, prior to her i~aye,. did .the .employee
work 8 hou:i::;i at.the L~_v~~~(Tob.
!_~ -;a~-·the. same u~on her rei-nrn-:: ··

Management also referred to the requirements of Section
4 of Ar.ticle XXV, wherein a detail of five working days in a week
o~ longer must be given to the senior qualified and eligible employee in the immediate work area.
The Union never pressed to have
the dispu~ed· assignment open for bids to the senior qualified em- ·
ployee iri. the area.
The USPS contended when employees are assigned
on .a long term basis it is contemplated they will be used on a
sporadic basis over a.long period of time> When employees are
detailed on a long term basis, it is contemplated that they are
to have an uninterrupted term of eight hour days for at least
thirty-·days-an unbroken assign.-Uent.
This is ·not a case, according to Management, of.a.mixed..
assignment where the !'core" functions of a job determine the pay · ·
·.)\level~· · Th~t~is. th~- t_ype..::_:..of issue· ~ealt· with~ih. th:-- F:-21· Handbook-·: .
... / to whJ..ch_.tne-Union.·-made·.reference . .;1..n. pr-esenting-·this"case~:-,.-,-, _

.
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Opinion of the Arbitrator:
These parties appear to agree that this case is not concerned with the question of whether this grievant was improperly
as~igned and should have always been considered a Level 6 employee
because of the-amount of time that she spent as an operator of a
Multi-Position Letter Sorting Machine, a Level 6 classification.
That would be an issue addressed in another fashion and to which
reference to certain provisions of the Employee and Labor Relationsi
Manual would be appropriate •

. A resolution of the matter in issue does require reference
to the specific language of the Agreement. The Union contended that
such language was clear and unambiguous and supported its claim.
Management also appeared ~o place primary reliance for its position
on the wording of .Article XXV and Article VIII.
Article XXV in its entirety is found below:
ARTICLE XXV

HIGHER LEVEL ASSIGNMENTS
Higher level work is defined as an ~ssignment
to a ranked higher level position, wh~ther or not
such posotion has been autho~ized at the installation.
11

1.

"2. An employee who is detailed to higher level
work shall be paid at the higher level for time
actually spent on such job. An employee's higher
level rate shall be determined as if promoted to
the position. An employee temporarily assigned
or detailed to a· lmver level position shall be
paid at the employee:'s own rate.
"3. Any employee. detailed to higher level work
shall be given a written management order, stating beginning and approximate termination, and
directing the employee to perform the duties of
.the higher level position. Such order shall be
accepted as authorization for the higher level
pay. The failure of management to give a written order is not grounds for denial of higher
level·pay if the empl~yee was otherwise directed
to perform the duties.

-4-
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"4. Detailing of employees to higher level
bargaining unit work in each craft shall be
from those eligible, qualified and available
employees in each craft in the immediate work
·area in which the temporarily vacant higher
level position exists. However, for details
of an anticipated duration of one week:(five
working days within seven calendar days) or
longer to those higher level craft positions
enu.~erated in the craft Articles of this
Agreement as being permanently filled on the
basis of promotion of the senior qualified
employee, the .senior, quaiified,eligible,
available employee in.the immediate work
area in which the temporarily vacant higher
level position exists shall be selected.
5.
Leave pay· £or employees detail.ed to a
higher level position will be. administered
in accordance with the following:
11

)

"Employees working short term on a higher
level assignment or detail will be entitled
to approved sick and annual paid leave at the
higher level rate for a period not to exceed
three days.
"Short term shall mean an employee has been
on an ass_ign...""Uent or detail to a higher level
for a period of 29 conse;cutive work days or
less at the time leave is taken and such assign..~ent or detail to the higher level position is resumed upon return to •.vork. All
short term assignments or details will be
automatically cancelled if repJ.acements are
required for.absent detailed employees.

"Long term shall mean an employee has been
on an assignment or detail to a higher level
pos.i:tion for a period of 30 consecutive workdays or longer at the time leave is taken and
such assignment or detail to the higher level ·
position is resumed upon return to work.

)
./
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"Terminal leave payments resulting from

death will be paid at the higher level
for all employees who are assigned or detailed to higher level assignments on
their last workday."
Reference must also be made to Article VIII.
In Section
-1 of the Article, the work week is defined.
That Section provides:

Section J..

Work Week. The work week for
full-time regulars shall be forty (40)
hours per week, eight {8) hours per day
within ten {10} consecutive hours, provided, however, that in all offices with
].Uore than 100 full-:time employees in the
bargaining units the normal work week for
full...;-1::.ime regular employees will be forty
hours per week, eight hours per day within nine {9) consecutive hours. Shorter
work weeks will, howeyer, exist as needed
for part-time regulars.

What the. Union is claimirig in this case is that lf an
employee ~orke{"
litt.'ie- as -one hour
less c:m_ ..,thirty-··(j'Q"U$ecut:Lve. . work d~ys ;· ·at a' highar 1evel pos i t{o1~1 - prior i::o g;;ing O"n leave·,.
·and then returns to the same pattern of daily employment, that
employee is entitled to receive !eave pay at the rate of the higher
level position.
In effect, the Union is arguing that this employee
has been "assigned or on detail" to this higher level 'position for
a period of thirty days or longer befo:;:-e going on leave. The reading of the other Sections of Article XXV, more.specifically Section
4 will establish that "detailing_" for periods of five working days
or longer. requires the incumbents :to be chosen on the basis of
seniority and the other qualifications set out in this Section.
Since there is no evidence in this record that the Grievant on
whose behalf this case was brought was so ·selected, i t cannot be
argued -t"hat she bad been detailed to the higher level·. position
for a long t~rrn •

a's

or

. This Grievant was "assigned" on a daily basis, for vary- ing'periodsof time, to fill in on the higher level job. No vacancy
was c,reated w'4eri she ·vacated tne· job ·to go on. annual leave. Another
employee was used to fil1-in,,and when that other employee did so,
he or she was paid at Level 6.
·when the Grievan,t in this case did
return from annual leave, she returned to her Level 5 Distribution
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Clerk job, and for a portion of the day upon which she returned
she was paid at Level 5 and for another portion of the day; when
she was assigned to the LSM operation she was paid at Level 6.
Although the Union asserted that this case was brought
as an all_eged violation of Article XXV and the parties did address
the-ir arguments to the' provisions of that portion of the contract,
-it is well accepted, in the interpretation of written instruments.,
that reference to other provisions of the same agreement may shed
some light on the meaning of the provision under consideration.
In Section 1 of Article VIII, a work day is clearly
defined.
It is eight hours per day within ten consecutive hours
in offices with less than 100.full-time employees and eight.hours
per day within nine.consecutive hours in larger offices.
In a
work day, so defined, this Grievant did not work for a full ~.·mrk day
at Level 6 on the vast majority of the thirty or more work days
prior to her annual leave nor on the day of her return.

)

There is no questior1 that this Grievant was paid at
the higher-level rate for·the·actual·time she was assigned to
perform the higher level job.
If that Grievant had worked for
29 consecutive work days or less at the time of her annual leave,
she would only have been entitled to be paid 3 days•at the higher
level, even if she had worked 8 hours at the higher level on each
of those 29 or· less days and had returned to a full 8 hour assignment ~t the higher level. The fact that it. was not regarded as a
"long term" assignment dictated t]:lat only a portion of the annual
leave would be paid at the higher level;. To qualify for a full
annual leave payment at the higher level, that same.employee would
have had to put in 30 con~ecutive days or more on the higher level
job just prior to taking the·leave and then return: to the same full
time st.'atus on this higher level job at the completion of her leave.
That is the definition of.the "long term" higher level assignment
to be found in Article X-XV.

For the reasons set forth above, the Undersigned is
required to conclude that. -:this grie iance. cannot be sustained ... _

AWARD

,

Hf~,~p~c.

tf-333

The Grievance in Case No. ~57 is
hereby denied.

)
',,!'

G .. GAMSER; NATIONAL ARBITRATOR
Washington, DC
Julv 27. 1981

422.144

Pay Administration

422.144

(5)

Holiday Leave Pay. Full-time employees are paid for the holiday
at the rate of the higher level, provided that they perform higher
level service both on the workday preceding and on the workday
following the holiday. Otherwise, the employee is paid for the
holiday at the rate appropriate for his or her regular position.

(6)

Holiday Worked Pay. If an employee performs authorized service
at the higher grade on a holiday, the employee is paid at the rate
for the higher grade position, in addition to holiday leave pay.

Adjustments and Increases
Adjustments and increases are made as follows:

422.145

a.

Step Increase Credit. An employee temporarily assigned to a higher
grade bargaining unit position is entitled to credit toward the next step
increase for service in the higher grade with higher grade pay that is
continuous to the date of any subsequent promotion.

b.

Effect on Promotion. If subsequently promoted, the employee's salary
is reviewed to ensure application of the appropriate promotion rule and
credit for continuous service at the higher grade if the higher level
service is continuous to the time of promotion to the higher grade.
(See 422.123 for promotion rules.)

Benefits
The following benefits apply:

422.15
422.151

a.

Terminal Leave Payments. Terminal leave payments resulting from
death are paid at the higher grade for any employee, except one of
those covered by 422.9, who is temporarily assigned to a higher grade
position on his or her last day in a duty status.

b.

Retirement Deductions. Retirement deductions are determined from
the basic annual salary and any additional basic higher level pay the
employee is receiving for the pay period.

c.

Continuation of Pay (Injury Compensation). An employee who is eligible
for continuation of pay as a result of an injury on duty and who is
serving in a higher level position when injured will receive such
payments at the higher level rate.

Dual (Multiple) Employment
Explanation
Dual or multiple employment means that a current employee is appointed to
an additional position or a new employee is appointed to two or more
positions at the same time.

422.152

Salary Determination
The appropriate compensation for each new position is determined under
the rules relating to appointments (see 422.121).

422.153

Documentation
Separate personnel actions are effected for each position, with an estimate
of the work hours to be spent in each position and compensation specified in
advance for the employee's attention.
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
PTFs IN 200 MAN YEAR FACILITIES SUBJECT TO EXCESSING
If one or more employees in a 200 man year facility are subject to
excessing outside the installation, the parties at the Regional/Area
may enter into an agreement which allows employees to remain in the
installation as part-time flexibles (PTFs). The exact number of employees to remain in the installation as PTFs will be determined by the
Employer based on the operational need to perform the remaining
mail handler work in the facility. If no employees elect to remain as
PTFs in the facility, the Employer may hire additional mail handler
assistant employees (MHAs) who will not be counted against any cap
limitation provided the work remains part-time.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
LIGHT DUTY BIDDING
It is agreed that the following procedures will be used in situations in
which an employee covered by the Mail Handlers' National Agreement, as
a result of illness or injury, is temporarily unable to work his or her normal
assignment, and is working anotlier assignment on a light duty or limited
duty basis or is receiving Continuation of Pay (COP) or compensation as a
result of being injured on the job, sick leave, or annual leave or Leave
Without Pay (L WOP) in lieu of sick leave.
I.

Bidding
A)

An employee who is temporarily disabled will be allowed
to bid for and be awarded a mail handler bid assignment in
accordance with Article 12.3.E, or, where applicable, in accordance with the provisions of a local memorandum of
understanding, provided that the employee will be able to
assume the position within six (6) months from the time at
which the bid is submitted.

B)

Management may, at the time of submission of the bid or at
any time thereafter, request that the employee provide medical certification indicating that the employee will be able
to perform the duties of the bid-for position within six (6)
months of the bid. If the employee fails to provide such
ce1iification, the bid shall be disallowed, and, if the assignment was awarded, it shall be reposted for bidding.
Under such circumstances, the employee shall not be eligible to re-bid the next posting of that assignment.
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C)

If at the end of the six (6) month period, the employee is
still unable to perform the duties of the bid-for position,
management may request that the employee provide new
medical certification mdicating that tli.e employee will be
able to perform the duties of the bid-for position within the
second six (6) months after the bid. If the employee fails to
provide such new certification, the bid shall be disallowed
and the assignment shall be reposted for bidding. Under
such circumstances, the employee shall not be eligible to
rebid the next posting of that assignment.

D) If at the end of one (1) year from the submission of the bid
the employee has not been able to perform the duties of the
bid-for position, the employee must relinquish the assignment, and shall not be eligible to re-bid the next posting of
that assignment.
E)

II.

It is still incumbent upon the employee to follow procedures in A1iicle 12.3.C to request notices to be sent to a
specific location when absent. All other provisions relevant to the bidding process will also apply.

Higher Level Pay

Employees who bid to a higher level assignment pursuant to the procedures described in the preamble and Part I, Bidding, above, will not receive higher level pay until they are physically able to, and actually perform work in the bid-for higher level position.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
RETURN TO DUTY
The parties affinn their understanding concerning the review of medical
certificates submitted by employees who return to duty following extended absences due to illness.
We mutually agree to the following:
1.

To avoid undue delay in returning an employee to duty, the onduty medical officer, contract physician, or nurse should review
and make a decision based upon the presented medical information the same day it is submitted.

2.

Normally, the employee will be returned to work on his/her next
scheduled tour of duty or the date stated in the medical documentation, provided that adequate medical documentation is
submitted within sufficient time for review and that a decision is
made to return the employee to duty.
178

933.3

Labor Relations
933.3

Type 3 Uniform Items
Type 3 uniforms are worn by vehicle maintenance, custodial maintenance,
mail handler, BMEU, and clerical employees eligible under 932.12 and
932.13.
Items for Men and Women
Jacket

Utility, with or without liner, with horizontal corporate
emblem, dark blue

Jacket liner

Zip-in

Sweatshirt

Hooded, zip-front, navy blue, with horizontal corporate
emblem

Sweater

Zip-front, navy blue, with horizontal corporate emblem

Vest

Insulated, navy blue, with horizontal corporate emblem

Shirt

Long- or short-sleeve, light or dark blue; long- or
short-sleeve denim; dark blue knit with horizontal
corporate emblem; dark blue knit with embroidered
horizontal corporate emblem; dark blue tee shirt with silkscreened horizontal corporate emblem. 1

Trousers

Twill weave, dark blue

Coveralls

Authorized for and may be worn over the uniform by BM EU
employees during periods when they are exposed to dirty
or toxic materials; dark blue

Belt

Leather belt, black with gold buckle; leather belt, black
with silver logo buckle.

Headgear

Baseball cap, summer or winter style, with vertical
corporate emblem, postal blue; fur trooper cap, with
vertical corporate emblem, postal blue

Socks

Calf-length, crew style, or quarter-length uniform bluegray, white, black, or white with blue stripes.

Shoes

Regulation shoes bearing SR/USA tag, black

1.

933.4

Shirts available in 100 percent cotton

Type 4 Uniform Items
Type 4 uniforms are worn by security force police officers.
Items for Men
Uniform coat

834

Postal security dark blue

Overcoat

Postal security dark blue

Bomber jacket

Postal security dark blue

Emblem

Postal police officer shoulder patch

Rank insignia

Sergeant - embroidered or enameled stripes, blue, white,
and black; Lieutenant - single gold metal bar; Captain two connecting gold metal bars; Colonel - gold eagle

Uniform shirt
(Regular Officer)

Long- or short-sleeve, postal security dark blue

Uniform shirt
(Sergeant,
Lieutenant,
Captain, Colonel)

Long- or short-sleeve, postal security white

Tie

Four-in-hand, clip-on, solid postal security dark blue
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933.4

Items for Men
T-shirt

Crew neck, moisture management, ribbed, solid jersey, or
mesh, white, and postal security dark blue

Trousers

Postal security dark blue

Socks

Crew or over-the-calf, solid dark blue or dark blue with
white soles

Shoes

Black leather regulation-type shoe or boot with plain toe,
not over 8" in height from sole tops, with or without built-in
safety toes, bearing SR/USA label. Shoes or boots must be
capable of accepting a buff shine to obtain a glossy finish.

Battle Dress Utility
Uniform

Postal security dark blue

Accessories

Sweater, commando style, postal security dark blue;
turtleneck, mock turtleneck, 1 dickie with postal police

Headgear

Cap {uniform fabric), postal security dark blue; fur trooper
cap, postal blue, baseball cap with postal police badge
embroidered in silver2

Rain gear

Raincoat, full-length, reversible black-to-orange; cap
cover, waterproof, reversible black-to-orange; rubbers,
overboots, galoshes, black

Body armor shell

One approved body armor shell or armored shirt per
uniform allowance year as certified by the inspector in
charge to the St. Louis Accounting Service Center

embroidered on neck, silver; belt, black; gloves, black

1.

Turtleneck and mock turtleneck must be worn with Jong sleeve shirt or sweater. Turtleneck,
mock turtleneck, and dickie available in moisture management.

2.

Baseball caps may be worn only by craft employees when authorized by the Inspector-inCharge, except that they may not be worn while working a fixed post.

Items for Women

March 2017

Uniform coat

Postal security dark blue

Overcoat

Postal security dark blue

Bomber jacket

Postal security dark blue

Emblem

Postal police officer shoulder patch

Rank insignia

Sergeant - embroidered or enameled stripes, blue, white,
and black; Lieutenant - single gold metal bar; Captain two connecting gold metal bars; Colonel - gold eagle

Uniform shirt
{Regular Officer)

Long- or short-sleeve, postal security dark blue

Uniform shirt
(Sergeant,
Lieutenant,
Captain, Colonel)

Long- or short-sleeve, postal security white

Tie

Four-in-hand, clip-on, solid postal security dark blue

T-shirt

Crew neck, moisture management, ribbed, solid jersey, or
mesh, white, and postal security dark blue

Slacks

Postal security dark blue

Skirt

Postal security dark blue

Culottes

Postal security dark blue

835
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933.5
Items for Women

Socks

Crew or over-the-calf, solid dark blue or dark blue with
white soles

Shoes

Black leather regulation-type shoe or boot with plain toe,
not over 8" in height from sole tops, with or without built-in
safety toes, bearing SR/USA label. Shoes or boots must be
capable of accepting a buff shine to obtain a glossy finish.

Battle Dress Utility
Uniform

Postal security dark blue

Accessories

Sweater, commando style, postal security dark; turtleneck,
mock turtleneck, 1 dickie with postal police embroidered on
neck, silver; belt, black; gloves, black

Headgear

Wave-style hat, postal security dark blue; fur trooper cap,
postal blue; baseball cap with postal police badge
embroidered in silver2

1.
2.

933.5
933.51

Rain gear

Raincoat, full-length, reversible black-to-orange; cap
cover, waterproof, reversible black-to-orange; rubbers,
overboots, galoshes, black

Body armor shell

One approved body armor shell or armored shirt per
uniform allowance year as certified by the inspector in
charge to the St. Louis Accounting Service Center

Turtleneck and mock turtleneck must be worn with long sleeve shirt or sweater. Turtleneck,
mock turtleneck, and dickie available in moisture management.
Baseball caps may be worn only by craft employees when authorized by the Inspector-inCharge, except that they may not be worn while working a fixed post.

Type 5 Uniform Items
Type Sa
Type 5a uniforms are worn by bargaining unit medical personnel.
Items for Men

Shirt

Medical style, white or optional colored

Trousers

Medical style, white or optional colored

Socks

White

Shoes

Consistent with USPS safety guidelines, white

Sweater

Optional, cardigan, white or navy blue

Lab coat

Optional, must be worn over uniform

Insignia
Items for Women

Dress

White

Top

Medical style, white or optional colored

Pants

Medical style, white or optional colored

Hose/socks

White

Shoes

Consistent with USPS safety guidelines, white

Sweater

Optional, cardigan, white or navy blue

Cap

Optional

Lab coat

Optional, must be worn over uniform

Insignia
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933.811
933.52

Type 5b
Type 5b uniforms are worn by nonbargaining unit medical personnel.
Item for Men and Women
Optional, may be worn over personal clothes

Lab coat
933.6

Type 6 Uniform Items
Certain supervisors may be eligible for a work clothes allowance (see 938).

933.7
933.71

933.72

Insignia
Stars
a.

Who shall wear. Regular uniformed employees may, at their option,
wear one or more stars, depending on their time in the service.

b.

Significance of Stars. Stars indicate length of service. In computing
length of service, credit is allowed for all career service. Stars are worn
as follows:
Years of Service

Stars

5

1 Silver

10

2 Silver

15

3 Silver

20

4 Silver

25

5 Silver

30

6 Silver

35

1 Gold

40

2 Gold

45

3 Gold

50

4Gold

Other Insignia
Except as indicated below, other insignia may not be worn with the uniform.
Officially authorized name badges are worn by retail service personnel as
prescribed. An award emblem for safe driving or superior accomplishment,
or other officially authorized insignia, may be worn on the left side of the cap.
Employees not required to wear caps may wear the insignia on the lapel of
the jacket.

933.8
933.81
933.811

Apparel Worn for Promotional Purposes
Authorized Use
Uniformed Employees

Only caps may be used as promotional items for uniformed employees, and
they may be used only to promote Postal Service products or services.
Designs must be consistent with the overall appearance of the uniform and
must not contain extraneous decoration (e.g., gold leaf on the bill, commonly
referred to as "scrambled eggs"). The senior vice president of Marketing
must approve the designs. The use of pins and other insignia must be
controlled and should not be required for uniformed employees.
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buttons, or other identifying insignia must be removed before the
uniforms are discarded.

935
935.1
935.11

b.

The uniform is not worn during or in connection with the furtherance of
private employment or commercial interests.

c.

The uniform is not worn under circumstances that would tend to bring
discredit upon the Postal Service.

d.

The uniform is not worn, except when authorized by the postmaster or
Headquarters, when an employee participates in activities such as
public speeches, interviews, picket lines, marches, rallies, or any public
demonstration that may imply service sanction of the cause for which
the demonstration or activity is being conducted.

Uniform and Work Clothes Allowances
When Allowances Take Effect
Anniversary Date
Allowances take effect on the earliest date an employee is required to wear
the uniform following completion of the 90-day probationary period. This
date is known as the employee's anniversary date.

935.12

Transfers
When employees who have been receiving allowances in one uniformed
category transfer or are reappointed to a different uniformed category within
the allowance year, they start a new anniversary date, provided they are
eligible in the new category on the date of assignment (see 935.251).

935.2
935.21
935.211

Adjustment for Certain Absences During Allowance Year
Absences From Uniform Category of 90 Days to 1 Year
Policy

Employees temporarily assigned to light duty assignments, OWCP
absences, extended sick leave, or higher level detail for a period of 89 days
or more that does not require wearing a uniform have their uniform allowance
suspended for the time they are on this assignment. When such is the case,
the following provisions apply:

840

a.

A request for a personnel action to terminate the uniform allowance is
submitted to the personnel office. The personnel office generates PS
Form 50, Notification of Personnel Action, using Nature of Action (NOA)
903, Uniform Certification/Disallowance, to document the termination
of allowance. (See Handbook EL-301, Guidelines for Processing
Personnel Actions, for PS Form 50 processing instructions.)

b.

Invoices showing purchase dates during the time an employee is in a
nonuniform category may not be accepted for payment.

c.

If the detail is terminated in less than a year after the last anniversary
date, the allowance is redetermined by the postmaster as described in
935.23, and the employee retains the former anniversary date.
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UNITED STl.l.TES
POSTAL SERVICE
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John F. Hegarty, National President
National Postal Mail Handlers Union
1101 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Suite 500
Washington, DC 20036-4304
Re:

Q90M-4Q-C95048706
Class Action
Washington, DC 20260-4100

Dear John:
Recently, I met with Bill Flynn and Sam D'Ambrosio to discuss the above-captioned case that is
currently pending national-level arbitration.
The issue in this grievance involves revisions to ELM Sec. 450 Recovery of Postal Debts and
Sec. 460 Collection of Postal Debts.
After full discussion of this issue, we mutually agreed that no national interpretive issue is fairly
presented in this case.
There is no dispute between the parties that a money demand from current employees must be
consistent with Article 28 of the National Agreement, Section 460 of the Employee and Labor
Relations Manual, and any applicable law. The parties agree if a grievance is initiated and
advanced through the grievance-arbitration procedure or a petition has been filed pursuant to the
Debt Collection Act, regardless of the amount and type of debt, collection of the debt will be
delayed until disposition of the grievance and/or petition has (have) been had, either through
settlement or exhaustion of contractual and/or administrative remedies. No more than 15 percent
of an employee's disposable pay or 20 percent of the employee's biweekly gross pay whichever
is lower, may be deducted each pay period to satisfy a postal debt, unless the parties agree, in
writing, to a different amount.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as your acknowledgment of agreement to
resolve this case, thereby removing it from the pending arbitration list.
Time limits at this level were extended by mutual consent.

. . . . '"'/) 7

0

JoseP, R. Berezo, Manager
Con act Administration (NPMHU)
d EAP/WEI Programs

9_--_II_ _ __

Date: _ _L{_-_(

475 l'E!,FANf Pl.Al.A SW
wr.sHINGTCN

DC 20260-4100

Vf/\W.USPS,COM
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NATIONAL ARBITRATION PANEL

/

In the Matter of Arbitration )
)

between

)
)

AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS

mt~

)
)

and

) case Nos.

H7C-1K-C 31669.

)

et. al.

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE )
)

with

)
)

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LETTER)
CARRIERS (Intervenor)
)
)

and

)
)

NATIONAL POSTAL MAIL HANDLERS )
)
UNION (Intervenor)
BEFORE:

Carlton J. Snow, Professor of Law

APPEARANCES:

For the American Postal Workers Union:
Mr. Lee w. Jackson
For the U.S. Postal Service:
Mr. Kevin B. Rachel
Ms. Marta Erceg
For the National Association of
Letter carriers: Mr. Keith E. Secular
For the National Postal Mail
Handlers Union:
Mr. Francis R.A. Sheed

PLACE OF HEARING:
DATES OF

HEARING~:

POST-HEARING BRIEFS:

Washington D.C.
March 15, 1994
April 15, 1 997
August 4, 1997

RELEVANT CONTRACTUAL Articles 3, 19, and 39;
PROVISIONS:
POM, Chapter 7; EL-827, § 120;
EL-303, § 110

)

CONTRACT YEAR:

1987-90 and 1991-94.

TYPE OF Grievance:

Contract

AWARD~

Grievance denied.

AWARD

Having carefully considered all evidence submitted
by the parties concerning this matter, the grievances are
denied

consistent with the analysis in this report.

is so ordered and awarded.

L{_-_Cf...._1i---

Date:____...!...__{-__...I

Ud

Carlton J. Snow
Professor of Law
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J
AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION )
)
)

AND

)

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE )
)
)
)

• WITH

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LET.t'ER)
CARRIERS (Intervenor)

)

AND

)
)
)

ANALYSIS AND AWARD
carlton J. Snow
Arbitrator

NATIONAL POSTAL MAIL HANDLERS )
UNION (Intervenor)
}

{Case Nos. H7C-1K-C 31669;
H7V-3S-C 40533; H7V-1K-C 37022;

H<Jl/-3E-C 3100; AND H7V-1N-C 33344)
(OF-346 LICENSE GRIEVANCE)

\
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)
)
)
)
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I.

INTRODUCTION
This matter came for hearing pursuant to two collective

bargaining agreements between

~e

parties effective from July

21, 1997 through November 20, 1990 and from June 12, 1991
through November 10, 1994.

Hearings in this matt~r took place

on March 15, 1994 and April 15, 1997 in a conference room of
Postal Headquarters located in Washington, D.C.

The first

hearing addressed the issue of arbitrability, and the arbitrator found the matter to be arbitrable at the national

)

level.

The second hearing examined the merits of the case.

w.

Jackson. an attorney with the law firm of O'Donnell,

Lei:!

Mr.

Schwartz & Anderson in Washington, D.C., represented the

Mr. Kevin B. Rachel, Labor

American Postal Workers Union.

Relations Counsel, and Ms. Marta Erceg, Labor Relations
Attorney, represented the United States Postal Service.

Mr. Keith Ea secular,

attorney with the law firm of Cohen,

Weiss & Simon in New York City, represented the National
Association of Letter Carriers.
~ith

M.?:. Francis~R.

A. Sheed,

assistance from M.r. Bruce R. Lerner, attorneys with the

law firm of Bredhoff & Kaiser in Washington, D.C., represented
the National Postal Mail Handlers Union.

The hearings proceeded in an orderly mannner.

The

parties had a full opportunity to submit evidence, to examine
and cross-examine witnesses, and to argue the matter.

All

witnesses testified under oath as administered by the
arbitrator.

A reporter from Diversified Reporting Services,

.,,,,

.J

Inc., recorded the hearing and submitted a transcript in the
second hearing of 219 pages.

The advocates fully and fairly

represented their respective parties.

The parties stipulated that the matter properly had been
submitted to arbitration and that there were no further·
issues of substantive or procedural
resolved.

arbi~rability

to be

They elected to submit the matter on the basis of

evidence presented at the hearing as well as post-hearing
briefs.

The arbitrator officially closed the hearing qn

August 4, 1997 after receipt of the final post-hearing brief
in the matter.

2

.-)

II.

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE
The issue before the arbitrator is as follows:
Did the Employer violate the parties' National
Agreement by issuing OF-346 licenses which extended
driving privileges to bargaining

u~it empl~yees

holding positions which do not mandate such driving
duties?

If so, what shall the remedy be?

III. RELEVANT .CONTRACTUAL PROVISIONS

ARTICI,.E 3 - MANAGEMENT RIGHTS
The Employer shall have the exclusive right, subject
to the provisions of this Agreement and consistent
with applicable laws and regulations:

o.
To determine the methods, means, and
personnel by which such operations are to be
conducted.
ARTICLE 19 - HANDBOOKS ANO MANUALS

Those parts of all handbooks, manuals and published
regulations of the Postal Service, that directly
relate to wages, hours or working conditions, as
they apply to employees covered by this Agreement,
shall contain nothing that conflicts with this
Agreement, and shall be continued in effect except
that the Employer shall have the right to Dlake
changes that are not inconsistent with this Agreement
and that are fair, reasonable, and equitable. This
includes, but is not limited to, the Postal Service
Manual and the F-21 Timekeeper's Instructions.

ARTICLE 39 - MOTOR VEHICLE CRAFT
\
)

Section 3.

Special Provisions

E.
All motor vehicle craft positions listed
in the P-1 Bandbook, designated to the motor.vehicle
3

craft, shall be under the jurisdiction of the Motor
Vehicle Division of the American Postal Workers
Union, AFL-CIO •.

F.
When filling details to bargaining unit.
work in the Motor Vehicle Craft, the Employer shall
give first consideration to the assignment of ·
available and qualified motor vehicle craft employees
from the immediate work area in which the detail
exists.

IV.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

In this case, the parties submitted five consolidated
grievances that address driving privileges.

In March of 1994,

the arbitrator concluded that the dispute is arbitrable at
the national level.

On April 15, 1997, the parties submitted

the merits of the case to the arbitrator.

In these grievances, the American Postal Workers Union
challenges the Employer's practice of issuing OF-346 drivers'
licenses to employees whose jobs do not expressly include
driving duties.

The issue is quite narrow, and the American

Postal Workers Union emphasized that it is not raising a
~.: .

.

.

jurisdictional claim with regard to driving duties per se.
It is not the duties themselves that elicited a chalienge
from the American Postal Workers Union.

What the APWU chal-

lenges is the right of the Employer to authorize particular
workers to drive particular vehicles.
proceeding

All parties to the

agreed to the narrow definition of the issue before

the arbitrator.

The A.Dlerican Postal Workers Union initially filed the
4
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five grievances in 1990 and 1991.

Each grievance arose in a

different location when the Employer issued OF-346

drivers'

licenses with vehicle endorsements to employees whose Position
Descriptions did not require them to drive the particular
vehicle endorsed by the.license.

At that point in time, an

employee was requireq to have an OF-346 driver's license with
appropriate endorsement in order to drive a vehicle on the
job.

The Employer granted endorsements for specific vehicles

on the basis of training,

experience~

and/or other licenses

already held.
Since the Union filed the grievances, the Employer discontinued using the OF-346 driver's licenses.

Management

replaced it with a simpler certification process.
)

Management

also abolished enabling handbook J;egulations in E:L-827 and re-

.1

placed them with Handbook TD-087.

The new handbook does not

contain parallel language about surrendering one's driver's
license or certificate.

The arbitrator did not receive a

copy of the replacement handbook.
The American Postal Workers Union filed the first of the
five grievances on June 12, 1990 in Manchester, New Hampshire.
(See Case No. H7V-1K-C 31669).
Area

~ocal

In this case, the Manchester

of the APWU filed a class action grievance contend-

ing that Mail Handlers held OF-346

licen~es

with endorsements

to drive two-ton and five-ton trucks, despite the absence of
driving duties in their Position Descriptions.

Management

had issued 17 Mail Handlers such licenses based on a·call for
)

volunteers.

(See Tr. 133.)

Although the facility in Manchester,
5

New Hampshire employed no motor vehicle operators, it did
employ approximately 18 mechanics and support personnel
within the Motor Vehicle Craft.
requ~sted

(2.!£.

'l'r. 135.}

The APWU

that management require Mail Handlers to surrender

OF-346 licenses or endorsements for individuals without driv-

ing duties on their bid assignments and that the Employer
comply with Section 444 of the EL-827 Handbook in reqard to
driver selection, training, testing, and licensing.

The

Employer denied the grievance and argued that an absence of
driving duties did not preclude management from issuing driving
licenses to Mail Handlers.
The APWU filed the second grievance in July of 1990 with
regard to a complaint in Hackensack, New Jersey.
No. H7V-1N-C 33344.)
had been

is~ued

vehicles.

(See case

The complaint was that Mail Handlers

OF-346 licenses to drive five-ton or larger

Specifically mentioned in this particular grievance

was the fact that Mail Handlers were assigned work (transporting
mail) which allegedly should have been offered to Motor Vehicle
Craft employees.

(See APWU Exhibit No. 5, p. 7.)

Management

denied this grievance as well and relied on managerial discretion, an

absence of contractuaL limitations on issuing

driver's licenses, and on· the fact that the Motor Vehicle
Craft held no exclusive· right to "driving" work.

(See APWU's

Exhibit No. S, p. 2.)
The Union filed a third grievance on February 14, 1991
in Bangor, Maine.

(See Case No. H7V-1K-C 37022.)

As in the.

other cases. the issue remajned whether the Employer had
6

'\
)

authority to issue OF-346 licenses to Mail Handlers who have
no driving duties.

The Employer denied the grievance and

asserted that management had complied with the parties'
agreement as well as the fact that the grievance allegedly
was untimely.

The practice of having Mail Handlers shuttle

mail to an·annex had been in effect since 1985.
The Union filed the fourth grievance on March 13, 1991
in West Palm Beach, Florida.

(~came

No. B7V-3S-C 40533.)

The issue again was whether Mail Handlers had a right to hold
OF-346 driver's licenses with endorsements to drive five-ton
and seven-ton vehicles.

Mail Handlers in this locale appar-

ently drove seven-ton trucks on a reasonably regular basis.
( ~ APWU' s Exhibit No. 2, pp. 11 arXi 20. )

)

The Employer denied

the grievance.

The final grievance in the group consolidated for arbiration arose in Atlanta, Georgia on August 26, 1991.
case No. HOV-3E-C 3100.)

(~

The issue in this case focused on

the operation of five-ton, seven-ton, and nine-ton vehicles
by employees who had no driving duties in their job descriptions,
including Clerks, Mail Handlers, and Letter Carriers.

At

Step 3 of-.the- grievance procedure, the Union argued that "all

MVS work should be assigned to MVS employees who are not
being used to the maximum extent possible prior to such outside assignments."

{See APW1J's Exhibit No. 4, p. 11.)

As with

the four prior cases, the Employer denied the grievance; and
the parties consolidated all five denials for consideration
)

in arbi tr a.ti on at the national level.
7

The five grievances before the arbitrator all involve

c-·~)

: ~ ...

. -;·

the right of the Employer to issue licenses and endorsements
that allow Mail Handlers and Letter carriers to drive fiveton trucks or larger.

The respective employees held positions

that did not include driving duties in either the Standard
Position Descriptions or specific local

bid·a~sign.ments.

Position Descriptions for Mail Handlers made no reference to
driving duties, other than operating a fork lift; and job
requirements did not include driving experience or licensing.
(~

APWU's Exhibit No. 11.)

The Position Description for

City carrier includes delivering mail "on foot or by vehicle."
(See APWU's Exhibit No. 12.)

But a Carrier is required to

have a valid driver's license and must pass the road test to

)

be issued the appropriate driver's license.

Workers in the Motor Vehicle Service incluae two groups
of employees, namely, Vehicle Maintenance workers and Postal
Vehicle Service workers.

Workers within Postal Vehicle

Service include the positions of Motor Vehicle Operators and
Tractor Trailer Operators.

In contrast to the absence of

driving duties for Mail Handlers, Position Descriptions for
Motor Vehicle Operators and Tractor-Trailer Operators are
specifically and predominantly concerned with operating a
mail truck to transport mail in bulk.
No. 10.)

(~

APWU's Exhibit

Requirements for such positions include one year of

experience driving five-ton vehicles, a valid and appropriate
driver's license, and certain minimum physical abilities.
~n aaai~ion,

eDployees must be able to pass a road test and,
8

.

othe.rVise, to qualify for the appropriate 9overnmental driver's
license.
Evidence submitted to the arbitrator showed that manage-

ment often assigned drivinq duties involving five-ton vehicles
and larger to employees outside of the motor vehicle craft.
Situations in which this miqht occur include

circums~ances

such as (1) a Letter carrier needing to use a larger vehicle
to deliver substantial quantities of mail to one facility,
such as the official mail messenger service in Washington,
O.C.; (2) an employee in a unit with no motor vehicle service
employees regularly transporting mail or equipment to an airport for other facilities; and (3) a Maii Handler or other
employee filling in for Motor Vehicle Service employees who
are unavailable.

(~Tr.

182, 192, 20.7.)

Specific duties

for a worker might range from a brief trip across a parking
lot to an assignment of driving for a full eiqht-hour day on
the road.

(See Tr. 1a1 • )

These facts provided the context

for the dispute which proceeded to arbitration when the
parties failed to resolve their differences.

)
/
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v.

ANALYSJ:S

A.

Boundaries of the Dispute
1.

The American Postal Workers Union

The American Postal Workers Union asserts that the Employer
violated the parties'. agreement by extending driving privileges
to employees who are not required to drive.

Such conduct

allegedly violated Articles 19 and 39 of the parties' National
Agreement in addition to a number of manuals and handbooks.
It is the belief of the American Postal Workers Onion

that "the extension of driving privileges to a bargaining
unit employee for a particular postal vehicle is controlled
by the postion that the • • • employee holds."

Post-hearing Brief, p. 15.)

(See APWU's

According to the APWU, a worker's

"position" is defined by both the official Position Description
as well as the local bid assignment posted for a specific
position.

:)

The APWU argues that Article 19, which incorporates

relevant handbooks and manuals, has been violated.

Such

administrative regulations allegedly deny management the right
to issue a driver's license to people whose job assiqrunent
does not include driving.

Moreover, the APWU ar9ues that a

violation of a handbook, manual, or published re9ulation
"constitutes a violation of the National Aqreement itself."
(See APWU's Post-hearing Brief, p. 16.)
The APWU relied on its interpretation of numerous provisions in the Employee and Labor Relations Manual in support
of its contention that the absence of driving duties in a
Position Description prohibits the Employer from granting

lfl

)

')'"

driving privileges to an employee.

The purpose of a Position

Description is:
To describe three components of a position: (a) the
primary assignment or basic function; (b) the tasks
and skills involved in carrying out the primary
assignment, and (c) the organizational relationship.
(See APWU's Exhibit No. 9.)
Accordingly, the Union reasons that a Position Description
which fai·ls to include either driving duties as a primary
assignment or as a task or skill involved in carrying out the
primary assignment means. that management should not grant
driving·privileges to a person holding such a position.
The American Postal Workers Union argues that the positions of both Mail Handler as well as Letter carrier include
limited driving duties.

The driving duties of Letter carriers

\

)

allegedly are limited to two-ton, long-life vehicles.

Duties

of Mail Handlers allegedly are limited to forklift trucks.
The APWU contracted such duties with those of a Level 5
Motor Vehicle Operator whose primary function is transporting
quantities of mail by truck and whose Qualification Standards
include significant experience and training on five-ton trucks.
(ln testimony from Mr. La.Fauci, National Business Agent for
the Motor Vehicle Division in the northeast region, the APWU
does not contest the authority of Letter Carriers to drive

five-ton and larger vehicles for the purpose of delivering
mail but, rather, object to their involvement in transporting
mail in bulk.
It is the
_)

(See Tr. 126.)
belief of the American Postal

Work~rs

Union

that Manual EL-303 supports a conclusion that the Employer

lJ

violated the parties' agreement in this case.

Manual EL-303

lists qua.lifications necessary for positions under discussion
in this case, and the Manual also makes provision for local
exceptions to national standards.

Under Section 142 of

EL-303, management may add typing or driving requirements
when filling a vacant position, if such action is "reasonably
related to the efficient performance of the duties of the
job" and if such work is "expected to be performed on a
regular basis."

(~

APWU's Exhibit No. 13.)

The APWU

contends that Section 142 of EL-303 is the only way for
management to add driving requirements to a position, and the
APWU believes that such additions are strictly limited by
requirements of EL-303.

In particular, Section 142.5 of

EL-303 states that "local official's may not modify or delete

• . • existing requirements contained in official Qualif ication Standards," and Section 151 of EL-303. states that "no
additions, deletions, or modifications (to QUalification
Standards) are permitted."

(See APWU' s Exhibit No. 1 3. )

It is the contention of the APWU that the Erttployer did
not comply with these administrative regulations because

(1}

no vacancies were filled; (2) driving five-ton vehicles was
not "reasonably related to the efficient performance" of the
jobs at issue; and (3) the driving duties were not "expected
to be performed on a regular basis."

According to the APWU,

the Employer did not add driving duties to positions at issue
in this case, and management allegedly could not have done so
under Sections

1~2.t,

l~2.5.

and 151 of the EL-303 Handbook.
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)

The APWU, therefore, concludes that it was not possible for
the positions of employees who received the disputed OF-346
licenses for five-ton vehicles legitimately to have included
driving duties.
The APWO maintains that, by requiring certain employees
to "obtain OF-346 licenses to drive vehicles not required by
either their Standard Position Descriptions or their bid
positions, also violated Section 142.S and 151 of the EL-303."
(See APWU's Post-hearing Brief, p. 21.)

As support for its

conclusion, the APWU offers a case in which the .Employer and
the APWU agreed that adding a driving requirement to a position must comply with Section 142 of the EL-303 Handbook.
_(See Case No. H4T-4L-C 28093.)

In addition, the APWU relies

on another case in which the parties agreed that "there is no
provision for the addition of an item by local management to
an established Position Description."

(See case No. H1C-5B-C 6155.)

The APWO also finds support for its position in Chapter
7 of the Postal Operations Manual.

Chapter 7 of the Postal

Operations Manual is entitled "Fleet Mana9ement" and covers
policies and procedures for postal vehicles.

The APWU relies

on the definition of motor vehicle service in Section 714 of
the POM, the driver categories described in Section 721 of
the POM, and licensing regulations in Section 22 (drivers

)

must be licensed).

The APWU uses these provisions to buttress

its conclusion that

employ~es

in nondriving positions must

not .be granted driving privileges by management.
Jn support of its theory of the case, the APWU also

13

relies on the EL-827 Handbook.

The APWU ar9ues that provisions

in section 120 with regard to "incidental drivers" operating
only personal or passenger vehicles, when added to the training
requirements as well as the definition of an OF-346 license,
all give support to a conclusion that authorization to drive
five-ton trucks and larger may be given only to employees
whose job duties include such driving.

The APWU anchors its

argument with Section 444 of the EL-827 Handbook, a provision
calling for the surrender of OF-346 lieensin9.

It is the

contention of the American Postal Workers Onion that Section
444 requires the Employer to revoke the OF-346 license of

employees who do not hold driving positions.

The regulation

lists as an occasion for such a revocation circumstances such
as a transfer to a different MSC, or separation, a change to
a nondrivin9 position, or expiration of the license.

The APWU,

')

accordingly, theorizes that, when the Employer issues an
·oF-346 license to an employee in a nondriving.position, it
violates the EL-827 Manual, as well as (a) the position

description, (b) the EL-303 Handbook, (c) the POM, and (d)
the collective bargaining agreement as an entire document.

It is the belief of the American Postal Workers Union
that three recent regional arbitration awards covering the
same general issue

no~

being considered at the national level

provide an important source of guidance in this proceeding.

They are the Germano Award, the Marx Award, and the Franklin
Award.

(See case Nos. N7V-1E-C 31646; N7V-1N-C 32924; and

NOV-1W-C 1576).

)
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With re9ard to claims made by the .Employer as well as
. the Intervenors, the American Postal Workers Union takes a
defensive position.

In response to the suggestion that the

APWU has no standing to challenge the Employer's action
because the licenses in question were issued to employees
represented by ether unions, the APWU asserts that its bar9ainin9 unit members, indeed, do have a stake in the outcome
of the issue.

According to the APWU, craft identity of its

members is a distinct and significant interest; and that
interest allegedly is threatened by the Employer's action.
The APWU maintains that, in fact, more than craft identity is
at stake in these cases.

Work itself allegedly is being lost.

The APWU maintains that, "to the extent that postal management licenses a Mail Handler or Letter carrier to drive fiveand seven-ton trucks, and thereafter employs them to perform
that work, that much less work • • • will be performed by
Motor Vehicle Craft employees within the AWPU's bargaining
unit."

(~

APWU's Post-hearing Brief, p. 27.)

The APWU

also relies on a Gamser Award in 1980 and a Collins Award in
1986 as providing support for its contention that a remedy

need not be directed at members of a party's bargaining unit
in order for that party to have standing to pursue

a case

at the national level.
A further defense by the American Postal Workers Union
focuses on the status of the EL-827 Manual and the OF-346
license procedure.

Despite the fact that the Employer appeared

to discontinue the license and to replace the manual in 1984,
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the APWU contends that both continue to exist, as evidenced by
references to them in other documents issued after 1994.

If,

merely for the sake of argument, the APWU were to concede
that the EL-827 Manual and OF-346 licenses are obsolete, the
Union continues to maintain that the issue remains active by
virtue of the similar policies in the replacement manual as
well as the new certification procedure.

In fact, the

American Postal Workers Union asserts that its suggested
remedy (of revoking the licenses of employees in nondriving
positions} easily could be revised to include surrender of
vehicle certification.

Accordingly, the APWU concludes that

the issue is far from moot and should be resolved in its
favor.

2.

The Employer

The Employer raises several procedural and substantive
challenges to claims of the American Postal Workers Union.
First, the Employer argues that the APWU does not have standing
to challenge the Employer's actions with regard to members cf
other bargaining units.

It is the Employer's contention that

Article 19 rights undermine the standing of
this case.

t~e

APWU to pursue

As management sees it, Article 19 limits the

incorporation of manuals and handbooks to "employees covered
by t:his agreement;" and, accordingly,

the APWU allegedly does

not have standing to enforce such manuals and handbooks against

·)
.

..'..-~>"'

··,)

/

employees covered by agreement with other unions.

More specifically, the Employer maintains that its
decision to qrant driving privileges to Mail Handlers and
other employees has no direct effect on members cf the APWU
bargaining unit and that the Employer's theory finds support
in the APWU's insistence that the dispute before the arbitrator is not concerned with jurisdictional issues.

A conten'
tion that the Employer's action has a direct effect on APWU
bargaining unit members would undermine the position of the
APWU as to the jurisdictional issue; in the view of the
Employer.

It is the belief of the Employer that the APWU is

using a "back door attempt" to claim more driving work without
mounting a jurisdictional challenge.
hearing Brief, p. 8.)

(~Employer's

Post-

If the APWU is claiming that the

Employer's decision authorizing Mail Handlers and Letter
Carriers to drive five-ton trucks takes away work from its
members, this allegedly is a jurisdictional dispute and, as

such, must be resolved at the bargaining ta·ble, according to
the Employer.

If, however, the APwU is not claiming any

injury due to a loss of work, the APWU lacks standing to
pursue the matter, according.to the Employer.

A second defense of the Employer takes issue with the

APWU's characterization of Position Descriptions as a source
of control over an employee's work assignment.

The Employer

asserts that .,Job Descriptions are not determinative of the
\iork that employees may perform," and management finds sup.''.~

;

./

port for this position in a 1975 decision by Arbitrator Garrett
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involvin9 a jurisdictional dispute between the Mail Handlers

-.~)
...•.·
..

(~case

Union and the APWU.

No. AW-NAT-5753.)

Arbitrator

Garrett described as "unrealistic" an assertion that Position
Descriptions can be used to determine jurisdictional claims.
(~

p. SO.)

The Employer finds confirmation of its view in

a later decision by Arbitrator Dobranski vhi·eh allegedly
asserts that Position Descriptions

~re

duties that an employee can perform.

not intended to restrict
(~

case No. H4C-1K-C 33597.)

The Employer concludes that employees may not be denied
driving duties merely because such duties are not specifically
listed in a Position Description.

Management believes that

this error in the APWU's theory of the case fatally flaws the
Union's entire argument.
Third, the Employer argues that the grievances are moot.
They allegedly are moot because, on January 27, 1994, management abolished the EL-827 Handbook and the OF-346 license at
issue in this case.

The Employer discounts the APWU's ar9u-

ment that proof of the continuing viability of the El-827
Handbook is found in a reference to the handbook in Article 29
of the latest agreement between the parties.

The reference

to the EL-827 Handbook in Article 29 of the 1994-98 agreement
allegedly is obsolete and is explained by the fact that the
parties did not renegotiate Article 29
negotiation.

in the last round of

It allegedly would produce an absurd result to

inf er an intention to retain the EL-827 Handbook from this
clerical irrelevancy.
Management finds proof that the EL-827 Handbook and the
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)

..

'"\
)

OF-346 license have been abolished in testimony from Mr.

Jones of the Office of Safety and Risk Management.

He

asserted that his off ice no longer administers the EL-827
Handbook or issues Of-346 licenses.

The Employer contends

that the parties already have discussed and settled the issue

of replacing the EL-827 Handbook with the TD-087 Handbook.
The Employer further contends that, even though the Handbook
was in effect at the time the APWU filed its grievances, the
fact that the remedy it seeks is prospective in application
only undermines the Union's case and would serve no purpose.

Even if the APWU's challenge is not moot and the Union
has standing to pursue the matter, the Employer still contends
that its action did not violate the parties' agreement.

)

The

Employer asserts that the purpose ·of Section 444 in the
EL-827 Handbook was not to compel management to revoke OF-346
licenses but, rather, to allow management to exercise its
discretion as to whether an employee should be licensed.

It

is the Employer's contention that evidence of intent and
practice are pivotal to a correct interpretation of Section
444, especially in view of the am.bi9uity of lan9ua9e in the
provision.

It is the conclusion of the Employer that Section

444 should be interpreted as granting flexibility to management
rather than limiting its discretionary authority.

Fifth, the Employer argues that provisions of the EL-303

)

Handbook relied on by the APWU fail
theor~

to support. the Union's

of the case and, in fact, damage it.

l!l

According to the

:Employer, provisions in Section 142 of the EL-303 Handbook

..
·:.:":)
..

...:·

(covering proper ·procedures for adding requirements to a
position) support 111ana9ement's contention that the Employer
retains the discretion to add driving duties to a position,
as long as management meets the
requirement.

11

reasonableness and efficiency"

Moreover, the Employer contends that Section

142 deals only with job requirements and does not address

permission to perforin a particular function.

Accordingly,

the Employer believes the provision is not directly relevant
to grievances before the arbitrator.

Finally, the Employer argues that the position of the
American Postal Workers Union is contrary to a past practice
of the parties as well as to "operational realities of the

industry."

(See Employer's Post-hearing Brief, p. 16.)

Evidence submitted to the arbitrator allegedly proved the
existence of a long-standing past practice according to which
Mail Handlers, Letter carriers, and others have operated fiveton and larger vehicles for over 30 years.

The Employer

contends that this type of practice is crucial to its operation, especially in facilities where
available.

PVS

employees may not be

It is the belief of the Employer that at least

five arbitration decisions between 1970 and 1987 support its
view that management may either permit or require Mail Handlers
and Letter Carriers to drive large vehicles.

Management

concludes that not only does the evidence prove the existence
of the past practice but also that its continuation is vital ·
to the ef£iciency of the Postal Service.

)

3.

.The National Association of Letter carriers

The National Association of Letter Carriers argues that
the dispute is moot.

The dispute a+le9edly is moot because

abolition of OF-346 licenses renders meaningless the requested
remedy of revokin9 the disputed licenses.

The NALC sees a

narrowly defined issue in the case (whether Letter Carriers
and Mail Handlers were properly issued licenses), and the
narrow issue requires an equally narrow consideration of the
"mootness" issue, according to the NALC.
Even if the dispute is not moot, the NALC argues that
the grievances should be denied on the merits.

It is the

belief of the NALC that reliance on Position Descriptions to
\

limit work assignments is contrary to precedent·established
\

)

in this industry throuqh prior arbitration decisions.
According to the NALC, arbitral precedent has concluded that
"work assignment disputes are to be determined on the basis

of established local practice."

(See NALC's Post-hearing

Brief, p. 3.)
According to the NALC' s theory of the case,· conduct of

parties is crucial in this dispute as evidence of contractual
intent.

It also allegedly provided important evidence for

resolving disputes in arbitration cases on which the parties
relied in this case.

According to the NALC, no evidence

received by the arbitrator undermined the vitality of the
course of conduct followed by the parties for many years.
the view of the NALC, no evidence established an exclusive
right of employees in the APWU .bargaining unit to perform
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In

such work.

Accordingly, the NALC argues that the case should

··:.')···...
·;.·

.

..

be dismissed as moot or de.nied on the merits.

National Postal Mail Handlers Union

4.

The National Postal.Mail Handlers Union argues that the
dispute in this case should not be approached as merely a

technical question about who gets to drive but, rather, that
it really is a disguised jurisdictional dispute.

It is the

belief of the NPMHU that only workers who are not in the APWU
bargaining unit will be affected by the outcome of the case.
Hence, the APWU allegedly has no standing to pursue the dispute.

)

Licensing Mail Handlers and Letter carriers is not covered
by the APWU's agreement with the Employer, and the APWU has

no right to interfere, according to the National Postal Mail
Handlers Union.

The NPMHU contends that Article 19 in the

parties' agreement incorporates handbooks and manuals into an
agreement only as they apply to relevant employees and, thus,
do not apply to nonmembers of .a bargaining unit.
The NPMHU also asserts the "mootness" argument based on

the theory that the EL-827 Handbook is no longer enforced and
OF-346 licenses are no longer issued.

It is the position of

the NPMHU that 'the remedy· sought by the American Postal
Workers Union (revocation of licenses) would have "no practical
significance" because management has implemented a riew
procedure.

{See NPMHU's Post-hearing Brief, p. 6.)

:·,)··..
-~-'-''
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on the merits the NPMHU argues that the EL-827 Handbook
did not require management to list particular qriving duties
on a Position Description or job posting before the Employer
could issue an OF-346 license.

Rather than focus on the·

surrender of licenses in Section 444, the NPMHO argues that
relevant provisions in Section 420 regarding the _issuance of
It is the belief of the NPMHU

licenses should be scrutinized.

that Section 420 does not include any requirement that an
employee•s Position Description list driving duties.

Section

420 lists a number of prerequisites, but there allegedly is
no requirement that an employee's position must include driving
duties.

(See NPMHU's Post-hearing Brief, p. 7.)

The NPMHU also argues that Section 444 of the EL-827
Handbook did not list a .. change of duties" as a reason to
revoke an OF-346 license.

Using the "surrender" provision in

the regulation to make an argument for a licensing requirement
is logically convoluted, in the opinion of the NPMHU.

"It is

not reasonable to believe that such a significant limitation
on the issuance of licenses would have been addressed in such
a backhanded, and indeed obscure manner" by placing such a
requirement in the "surrender" provision, according to the
NPMHU.

(See NPMHU's Post-hearing Brief, p. 10.)

It is the belief of the NPMHU that the American Postal
Workers Union incorrectly defines the term "nondriving position"
as it is used in Section 444.

Rather than a "driving position"

being one in which driving is required, the NPMHU asserts
that a .. driving position" is "any postal position in which an
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employee is either required or allowed to drive."

NPMHO's Post-hearing Brief, p. 11.}

(~

A nondriving position,

then, would be one in which an employee is neither required
nor allowed to drive, according to the NPMHO; and the fact
that the "surrender" provision was dropped completely when the
TD-087 Handbook replaced the EL-827 Handbook implies that no
licensing requirements were included in it, according to the
NPMHU.

As the NPMHU sees it, many of the arguments by the APWU
based on materials other than the EL-827 Handbook have more
to do with the right to drive than they do with the right to
be licensed.

As such, such arguments allegedly raise

juris-

dictional issues and are not applicable to the narrow issue
presented in this case.

Even if applicable, they allegedly

lack merit.
The NPMHU argues that Position Descriptions do not limit
tasks to which employees may be assigned.

According to the

NPMHJ, the purpose of provisions in the EL-303 Handbook for
adding driving-requirements to a job is to insure that applicants will not be required to meet unnecessary qualification
standards.

The purpose is not to prevent the Employer from

allowing an employee to drive or to prevent management from
making necessary work assignments, according to the NPMHU.
In conclusion, the NPMHU believes that, even if the arbitrator
reaches the jurisdictional issue inherent in the dispute, the
grievances should be denied on the merits of the case.

)

\

)
B.

The Issue of Mootness

Each party argued about the impact of mootness in this
case.

A moot question is one in which no controversy continues

to exist or one in which a question has ceased to be signif icant because of chan9ed circumstances.

The changed circumstance

in this case is the fact that the EL-827 Handbook and OF-346
licenses are no longer valid.

But this fact does not necessarily

support a conclusion that the controversy is settled or a mere
abstraction.

The basic outline of the question before the

arbitrator is still to be found in the documents that replace
the supplanted procedures.
\

The issue before the arbitrator

is far from settled and more than a hypothetical question.

)

The suggestion, however, that the dispute remains viable
as a consequence of a stray reference to an abolished document
in the 1994-98 agreement failed to be persuasive.

The EL-827

Handbook continues to be listed in only one collective bargaining agreement with the Employer.

The reference is not to

be found in the agreement with the.National Association of
Letter carriers or the National Postal Mail Handlers Union.
Even if one were to accept the argument of the American Postal
Workers Union in this regard, it would apply only to workers
covered by the agreement.
Arguments made by the Employer, the National Association
of Letter carriers, and the National Postal Mail Handlers

)

Union

fail to be convincing on the issue of mootness.

The

issue advanced by the American Postal Workers Union arises in
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the context of a justiciable controversy, and the conduct
challenged by the American Postal Workers Union has far more
than theoretical impact.

Although the arbitrator did not

receive a copy of the TD-087 Manual, it is clear from the
record of the case that there is more at issue than a mere
difference of opinion and that the revocation of OF-346
licenses and the replacement of certificates has a considerable
effect on the American· Postal Workers Union.
The issue of standing is less easily unraveled.

The

Employer argued that the American Postal Workers Union is
without standing to pursue the grievances in this case.
"Standing" is not a concept customarily applied in arbitration
proceedings, although the concept has been applied from time
to time to deny strangers access to the grievance procedure.
For example, arbitrators have denied interest groups that
were not a party to a collective bargaining agreement any
access to the contractual grievance procedure.

(~, ~·

Hotel Employers Association of San Francisco, 47 LA 873 {1966).)
Likewise, retirees have been denied access to the grievance
procedure if they sought to compel arbitration of a dispute
not involving their employment status which arose after their
retirement.
(1966).)

(~,~,Van

Pyne-Crotty, Inc., 46 LA 33B

To have standing in an arbitration proceeding, it

is necessary to show that (1) there is no special reason to
deny standing to a party; (2) conduct challenged by a party,
in fact, has· caused injury to the party; and (3) the interest
a party seeks to protect is within that party's penumbra of

·:\
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duties as an exclusive representative of a qroup of employees.
No one advanced any special reason

for denying standing

to the .American Postal workers Onion in this case.

Whether

-

the APWU has an injury in fact is enmeshed in unraveling
whether the dispute is really a jurisdictional matter.

A

"jurisdictional dispute" is one in-vhic:h there are two or

more competing claims to particular work.

If it is clear

that "the only existing dispute is between the Employer •
and the other unions, there is no jurisdictional dispute."
(~Developing

Labor Law 1374 (1992).}

The American Postal Workers Onion walked a thin line
with regard to the issue of standing.

It asserted what i t

contended is enough of a stake in the dispute to have standing
but not too much of a stake to result in a jurisdictional
dispute with other unions involved in the proceeding.

Doubts

in such matters should be resolved in favor of a finding of
standing, and the dispute in this case seems to fall within
the APWU's penumbra of duties as an exclusive bargaining
representative.

The issue of licensing drivers has potentially

damaging implications for members of the APWU bargaining unit.
Hence, the American Postal Workers Union has standing to
assert its interest in the dispute.

_)
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c.

Narrowness of the Issue

On one hand, the American Postal Workers Onion argued
that the issue in the case is restricted to examining circumstances in which the Employer is permitted to issue an OF-346
license.

On the other hand, arguments of the APWU generally

focused on the Employer's ability to require certain employees
to be licensed.

Issuing a license is not synonymous

requiring an emp_l.oyee to drive.

w~th

At most, issuing a license

is permitting an employee to drive.

Arguments based on

qualification standards and on local options for driving in
the EL-303 Handbook as well as the description of motor vehicle
service in the Postal Operations Manual fall into this category
and fail to provide much guidance.

For example, the APWU

argued that the Employer did not comply with "local option"
provisions in the EL-303 Handbook for adding driving requirements.

But whether duties so added by management met conditions

in the handbook provision is material only to the Employer's
decision to add requirements to a position and not to a decision
to authorize a license without requiring it.

Furthermore,

credible evidence established that the EL-303 Handbook provisions were intended, not as a curb on the Employer's riqht to
assign work, but as a limitation on the Employer's ability to
burden applicants with unnecessary qualifications.
Evidence submitted by the American Postal Workers Union
failed to establish whether Mail Handlers and Letter Carriers
in the five grievances had been required to drive, despite
the absence of

~iving

;·

duties in their Job Descriptions or

bid assignments.

:rt is clear that in the "Manchester" griev-

ance, licensing was solicited by the Employer and wa.s voluntary
on the part of Mail Handlers.

(~

APWU 1 s Exhibit No. 1.)

Whether the Employer could require the workers _to qualify far a
driver's license is not the issue before the arbitrator.
focus of the dispute is on whether the Employer
to issue licenses to such workers.

~ad

The

a right

The APwti argued

eloquently against the requirement of such driving qualifications and duties, but the case it made was considerably
less persuasive against the authorization of such licensing.
Arguments advanced by the American Postal Workers Union
based on the EL-827 Handbook "surrender" provisions as well

as the treatment in the Employee and Labor Relations Manual
of Position Descriptions are more directly relevant to the

issue of licensing.

Verbiage in these documents is subject

to more than one interpretation.

Such ambiguity opens the

door to examining extrinsic evidence in an effort to understand

the meaning of the provision, and this conclusion implicates
standard rules of contract interpretation.
The parties struck a bargain according to which they
gave the Employer an exclus1ve right "to determine the method,

means, and personnel by ·which [postal] operation_s are to be
conducted."

(See Joint Exhibit No. 1, p. 5.)

Such a right

must be exercised pursuant to any limitation in the parties'
agreement and must be consistent with applicable laws and
regulations.

This contractual language may not be ignored or

treated as though it is merely grandiloquence.

It is an

assumption of the common law of the shop that no part of the
parties' agreement is superfiuous.

(See Restatement (Second)

of contracts, §203, 92 (1981).)

Does Section 444 of the EL-827 Handbook, as incorporated
by Article 19 of the parties' aqreement, restrict the

'Employer's right to issue OF-346 licenses?
governs the surrender· of

Section 444

Of-346 licenses. : Its

l~qua9e

is

ambiguous as to the extent of the Employer's discretion in
effecting such surrender.

The provision appears on its face

to grant local management the ability to control the licensing
of transferring employees.

Evidence in the parties' relation-

~~
~

ship allows a contract reader to move beyong reliance on mere
appearances.

The doctrine of past practice long has been

)

used by arbitrators as an interpretive aid to resolve contractual ambiguity.
In his seminal research on past practice, Arbitrator
Richard Mittenthal espoused the use of past practice as a
source of meaning from which to draw the essence of a collective
bargaining agreement.
nature of

~ords

He implicitly recognized the imperfect

and concluded that it is logical to use conduct

of the parties regularly repeated in response to a given set
of circumstances as a means of clarifying ambiguous contractual
verbiage.

(See Mittenthal, "Past Practice and the Adminis-

tration of Collective Bargaining Agreements," in Arbitration
and Public Policy Proc •., Fourteenth Annual Meeting, National
Academy of Arbitrators 30 (1961).)

Courts have given an

approving nod to the ltittenthal analysis.

(~

SFIC Properties,

)

~-

103 F.3d 926 (9th Cir. 1996}.)

The heart of the Mittenthal

analysis has remained unchanged for over three and a half
decades. (See Sylvester Garrett, "Contract Interpretation," in
Arbitration 1985:

Law and Practice, Proceedings of the

Thirty-eighth Meeting of the National Academy of Arbitrators
1 , 140 ( 1986}. )
A review of the parties' past practice reveals

that

section 444 of the .EL-827 Handbook has not been used to limit
the ability of the Employer to authorize Mail Handlers,
Letter carriers, and other non-MVS employees to drive large
vehicles.

Issuing licenses to such employees has been common

practice in many, if not most, postal installations for many
years.
')
/

Mr. Eddy, Transportation Specialist at Postal Head-

quarters in the Logistic Department of Motor Operations,
testified that ignoring the past practice of the parties
would have a "disastrous effect" on the efficiency of the
operation, either because licensed drivers would be unavailable for necessary duties or because it would be inordinately
costly to change the practice.

(~Tr.

184-85.)

The well-

established past practice makes clear that Section 444 ·of the
EL-827 Handbook does not require management to revoke the
licenses of ffnondriving" employees.
The American Postal Workers Union failed to be persuasive
in its contention that Position Descriptions and qualification
standards limit a Mail Handler's or Letter carrier's work

)
./

authorization.

The APWU's theory of the case suggested that

JDerely because a worker's duty is not listed or because an
:31
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individual is not ".required 11 to qualify to drive, an otherwise

·. .J

qualified person must be prevented from being allowed to
drive at all.

A balance must be struck in a ease of this

sort between extremes.

On one hand, it is important not to

overly circumscribe mana9ement's discretion in a way that
ne9atively affects efficiency and the productive operation· of

the Postal Service.

On the other hand, mana9ement must not

be left with such unbridled discretion that it is able to
threaten certain jobs by abuse of its discretion.
A significant difference between driving duties about

which the APWU complained in the five 9rievances and such

duties listed in the Position Description for a Motor Vehicle
Operator is that one can best be described as a minor,
irregular task, while the other constitutes the primary function of a position.

It clearly makes sense to list major

duties and to require employees to be qualified in order to
perform such duties.

At the same time, it_ would not be

sensible to require every Mail Handler and Letter Carrier to
qualify to perform a minor duty that might never be needed by
most employees in the classification.

Absent express contractual

. limitations, management possesses the discretion to dictate
when such a duty .might be needed and whether enou9h qualified
employees are available, should such a contingency arise.
Managerial discretion, however, is not unlimited.

It is

tempered by the contractual intent of the parties, as evidenced
by their past practice.

There are additional limitations on

opportunistic behavior. inherent in the doctrine of good faith.

:n

)

D.

Not a Jurisdictional Issue

The parties agreed on the narrow issue before the arbitrator that focused on the Employer's right to license certain

employees.

At the same time, all acknowledged either tacitly

or openly that the dispute also may involve jurisdictional
implications with regard to management's authority to extend
driving privileges.
however, is not ripe
conflict.
point.

The dispute at this point in time,
for consideration as a jurisdictional

There are not competing claims to the work at this

Neither the National Association of Letter carriers

nor the National Postal Mail Handlers Union advanced arguments
in this proceeding with regard to the contractual right of

)

employees they represent to drive. five-ton or larger vehicles.
Such jurisdictional issues do not need to be addressed in
order to resolve the narrow issue with regard to the Employer's

right to license and have not been the focus of this review.
It, however, seems clear that the possibility of such
dispute overshadows these five grievances.

a.

Resolution of

such a dispute might well depend on the materiality and

significance of driving assignments.
vary from facility to facility.

These no doubt would

The arbitrator did not receive

significant evidence on this issue.

As a consequence, the

result in this case is not intended to presage the appropriate
determination in a jurisdictional challenge, should it proceed
to arbitration at this level.

)
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E.

Conflicting Regional Decisions

The American Postal Workers Onion advanced three regional
arbitration decisions in support of its theory of the case.
In the Germano Award, an arbitrator concluded that the ability
of the Employer to license Mail Handlers to drive five-ton or
seven-ton vehicles, even if not required to do so and even if
the driving were limited to emergencies, was denied by Section
444 of the EL-827 Handbook.

(~

APWU's Exhibit No.6.)

Only

Section 444 stood in the way of the Employer's discretion
according to Arbitrator Germano.

Arbitrator Germano reasoned

that, if the Employer were to add incidental driving duties
to a position, only passenger vehicles could be authorized.
He reasoned that the labor contract's overall lack of clarity

)

with regard to this issue meant that clear and specific

language in Section 444 of the EL-827 Handbook must be given
priority.

Accordingly, he sustained the grievance and ordered.

the licenses to be surrendered.
In the Marx Award, the grievance focused on the retention
of an OF-346 driving license by employees in the classifications

of Mail Handler, Electronics Technician, Tool and Parts Clerk,
General Mechanics, and custodians.

(~

APWU's Exhibit No. 7.)

Arbitrator Marx concluded that employees in the Custodian
classification would be per1:11itted to retain their driving
licenses but that Mail Handlers would be required to surrender
theirs.

He based his conclusion on a finding that driving is

not required in a Mail Handlers job classification and is not
essential to performance of the work.

)

In the Franklin Award, the issue focused specifically on
the Employer's authority to issue a driving license. to Mail
Handlers.

The qrievance was based on

instances in which

a Mail Handler transported mail to a branch station in a
two-ton vehicle under emergency circumstances.
Franklin concluded that driving duties of Mail

Arbitrator
B~ndlers

were

limited by the Position Description to driving forklift trucks
only.

She also concluded that, because the disputed work was

infrequent and unexpected, the Employer failed to meet criteria
for "local options" that permitted management to add driving
duties.

The arbitrator reasoned that, if driving is required

in a position, the Employer should add the requirement by
using proper procedures to do so.

)

If such work is not required,

the arbitrator found that the Employer should not issue a
driving license.

She granted the grievance and ordered the

Employer to limit Mail Handler licenses to forklift trucks
or passenger vehicle endosements only.

Curiously, the order

did not require Mail Handlers to surrender licenses already
granted by management.
Although all three arbitrators essentially agreed with
the APWU's understanding of its rights in this matter, the
three arbitration decisions vere premised on different
criteria.

Arbitrators .Marx and Franklin placed more emphasis

on job requirements.

For Arbitrator Germano, the issue turned

solely on the language of the "surrender" provision in the
.EL-827 Handbook.

)

Ge:.t"lnano

There was no indication that Arbitrator

vas presented with an alternative interpretation of
35

t:he proVi.sion and, accordingly, found the language to be
clear and unambiguous.

His assumption, however, that the

.)·
..

provision could be interpreted only one way led to an
erroneous conclusion.
Since the provision is no less ambiguous than the rest
of the language covering this subject, it·is.appropriate to
use past practice as an interpretive aid.
leads to an opposite conclusion
Germano.

from

Such an a?14lysis

that of Arbitrator

Arbitrator Germano correctly distinguished between

a license being required and a license being allowed.

It is

reasonable to believe that he would have allowed licensing
for voluntary and energency situations had it not been for
a misplaced reliance on the EL- 827 Handbook "surrender"
provision.
The flaw in the result reached by Arbitrators Marx and
Franklin results from a misplaced
Descriptions.

reliance

on Position

As discussed earlier in the analysis, Position

Descriptions must not be Telied on woodenly and rigidly to
limit managerial discretion in terms of work assignments,
unless such Position Descriptions have come into existence
throu9h a deliberative process of good faith bargaining.
Arbitrators Max and Franklin erred in equating "required"
with "allowed."

Absent clear contractual guidance to the

contrary, to restrict the Employer to assigning work only
where it also has authority to require it constitutes an
unreasonable burden on the efficient operation of the Postal
Service andr hence, is inconsistent with Article 3 of the
36
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parties'

agree~ent.

As a result, the three regional arbitra-

tion decisions on which the AP\10 relies failed to provide a
persuasive source of guidance in this case.

F•

Conclusion

The Employer is not required by the parties' collective
bargaining agreement to revoke driving privileges of employees
who·are not required to drive solely on the basis of their
position or job descriptions.

Neither is management prevented

by the parties' collective bargaining agreement from granting

driving privileges to employees who, otherwise, are qualified
'~\

)

to drive and meet internal requirements.

The APWU failed to

be persuasive in its theory to the contrary.

Past practice has been an important source of g'Uidanc.e
in understanding the intent of ambiguous language in this
case.

It should also be useful in charting future action.

Recognizing the potential for abusing the ability to license
drivers and to assign driving duties, it is important to
stress that this decision should not be construed as giving
management unlimited discretion in this area.

Where manage-

ment can show a local past practice of licensing Mail Handlers,
Letter Carriers, and others to drive five-ton and larger
vehicles, such conduct continues to be permissible within the
bounds of good faith.

If i t can be shown that local management has not conancted its operation in such a manner, the Employer is limited
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to

its prior course. of conduct, unless the parties negotiate

a different approach or an appropriate arbitration decision
produces a different confiquration.

For example, some evidence

su99ested that in the Marx Award in 1991, the .Employer agreed
that Mail Handlers should not be licensed.
No. 7, p. 3.)

(2.!!,! APWO's Exhibit

The point is that local past practice must

control,,unless the parties negotiate a different result.
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BACKGROUND
This dispute was prompted by Postal Management's action
in declaring certain Local Memoranda of Understanding {LMOU)
null and void. Management took this action because these
particular LMOU were negotiated outside the 30-day period of
local implementation set forth in Article 30-B of the
National Agreement. NALC insists Management's behavior was
improper. It believes that nothing in the National
Agreement bars local parties from changing their LMOU
whenever they wish to do so and that Management should not
be permitted to nullify such changes on the ground that they
occurred after the local implementation period.
NALC Branch *57 represents carriers in several Rhode
Island.communities. It has negotiated separate LMOU for
Bristol, Barrington, and Warren. When the 1987 National
Agreement was executed, the local parties in these
communities had a 30-day period commencing October l, 1987,
to negotiate changes in their then existing LMOU.
Negotiations took place in all three locations. New LMOU
emerged within the 30-day period of local implementation.
They were made effective as of October l, 1987. They stated
that each LMOU "shall continue in effect until such time as
it is mutually agreed to negotiate a new agreement."
Some years later in early 1991 these local parties
again entered negotiations. Substantial changes were made
in their LMOU. I shall use Bristol as an example. Under
Article 3 (Hours of Work, Overtime), a provision concerning
overtime charges for those sick or on an extended leave of
absence was deleted. Under Article 4 (Leave), the leave
calendar was to be placed in circulation no later than
January 15 (previously February 1) and requests for leave
were deemed to be approved if supervision does not notify
the carrier within 48 hours (previously 72 hours) of receipt
of the request. A clause prohibiting the charging of
certain time away from work against choice vacation periods
was enlarged to include non-choice vacation periods as well.
A new provision was added to cover the carrier who had
either voluntarily passed up his leave selection or failed
to make his selection in a timely manner. Other language in
this Article was simplified or clarified.
Under Article 5 (Posting), the posting of a carrier
assignment had previously been required in certain circumstances. Now such an assignment may or may not be posted at
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the carrier's discretion. When a vacancy occurs, it must be
posted within five days (previously seven days). And a new
provision was added requiring that successful bidders for
vacant assignments accept the non~workdays accompanying such
assignment. Under Article 8 (Safety and Health Committee),
a new provision called for equal representation on the
committee with meetings to be held no less than once a
month. Another new provision involved Management's
commitment to meet with a NALC representative during
emergencies and hazardous conditions to help determine
guidelines for curtailment or termination of operations and
to notify carriers of any such action. Still another new
provision declared that mail delivery after dark is a safety
hazard and will not be allowed.
Under Article 9 (Local Policy on Discipline), a new
provision required Management to make every effort to
schedule PTF carriers in advance and noted that such PTFs
need not remain near their phones awaiting an assignment.
Under Article 10 (Representation ••. ), new provisions called
for the Branch President to be notified of all. personnel
actions and granted Branch representatives the right to use
post office telephones for official NALC business. Under
Article 13 (Training a New Carrier), a new provision gave a
carrier 30 days within which to familiarize himself with a
new route and to become proficient. Under Article 14
(Inspection of Personnel Jacket), a NALC representative
previously had the right to inspect a carrier's personnel
jacket if accompanied by the carrier. New language
permitted this inspection without the presence of the
carrier provided the carrier gave his representative
permission in writing to make the inspection. Under Article
20 (Seniority PTF Carriers), a rotating schedule for Sunday
and holiday collections by P'I'Fs had been maintained and
posted. A new provision called for separate and distinct
Sunday and hoiiday schedules. Under Article 21, new
provisions were added with regard to employee lockers,
choice of winter or summer apparel, and availability of a
separate NALC bulletin board and an area for carrier
literature.
This Bristol. LMOU became effective February 28, 1991.
Similar changes were made in the negotiation of new LMOU for
Barrington and Warren in January 1991.
When Division Labor Relations became aware of these new
LMOU, it concluded that the local parties had no right to
enter into negotiations and execute these LMOU. It directed
the Postmasters of the three communities in question to

)
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advise Branch #57 that the new LMOU were "null and void"
because they were in violation of Article 30 of the 1987
National Agreement. The Postmasters sent letters to that
effect to Branch #57. The result was the three grievances
now before the arbitrator.
The relevant terms of Article 30 (Local Implementation)
read as follows:
A. Presently effective local memoranda of
understanding not inconsistent or in conflict with
the 1987 National Agreement shall remain in effect
during the term of this Agreement unless changed
by mutual agreement pursuant to the local ..
implementation procedure set forth below.
B. There shall be a JO-day period of local
implementation to commence October 1, 1987 on the
22 specific items enumerated below, provided that
no local memorandum of understanding may be inconsistent with or vary the terms of the 1987
National Agreement:
[Items 1 through 22)

*

*

*

)

c. All proposals remaining in dispute may be
submitted to final and binding .arbitration, with
the written authorization of the national Union
President. The· request for arbitration must be
submitted within 10 days of the end of the local
implementation period. However, where there is no
agreement and the matter is not referred to
arbitration, the provisions of the former local
memorandum of understanding shall apply, unless
inconsistent with or in conflict with the 1987
National Agreement.

*

*

*

E. When installations are consolidated or
when a new installation is established, the
parties shall conduct a thirty (30) day period of
local implementation, pursuant to Section B. All

4
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proposals remaining in dispute may be submitted to
final and binding arbitration, with the written
authorization of the national Union President.
The request for arbitration must be submitted
within 10 days of the end of the local
implementation period.
DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS
The 30-day local implementation period under the 1987
National Agreement began on October l, 1987. The local
parties negotiated LMOU during that period. The next ·30-day
implementation period occurred under the 1990 National
Agreement. It did not begin until October 1, 1991. The
local parties, however, negotiated new I.MOU in JanuaryFebruary 1991, some eight months before the latter im- ·
plementation period. The issue, simply stated, is whether
the local parties had the right under Article 30 to
negotiate these new I.MOU without regard to the local implementation period.
NALC answers the issue in the affirmative. It.acknowledges that local parties are required, on request, to
negotiate LMOU during the implementation period. But it
argues that nothing in Article 30 bars the parties from
choosing to negotiate at other times if they wish. Nor, it
says, does Article 30 justify voiding any new LMOU
negotiated outside the implementation period. It believes
this position is supported by the past behavior of many
local parties throughout the country, -by a need for this
kind of bargaining flexibility, and by a number of prior
national level arbitration awards.
The Postal Service answers the issue in the negative.
It contends that Article 30, in clear and unambiguous terms,
prohibits local parties from negotiating new LMOU after the
contractual implementation period. It states that there is
just one 30-day implementation period and that local parties
may not negotiate LMOU changes after that period. It
conceaes that certain minor adjustments in language,
resulting from grievance settlements and other such
happenings~ may legitimately prompt changes in I.MOU at some
later time. It maintains, however, that the kind of
substantial, widespread changes in LMOU which occurred here
constitute a complete disregard of the restrictions imposed
by Article 30.
It urges that these restrictions, given the
circumstances of this case, justify its action in voiding
the LMOU in question.
5
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The national parties plainly intended to ·insure the
continuity and stability of LMOU through Article 30. They
provided in 30-A that LMOU "shall remain in effect during
the term of this (National] Agreement .•. " They recognized
that LMOU could be "changed by mutual agreement" but only
where such "mutual agreement" w.as reached "pursuant to the
local implementation procedure ••• " And, as 30-B states, the
"local implementation procedure" refers to a carefully
defined 30-day period beginning on a date certain, typically
60 days after the execution of a new National Agreement.
There is just one such implementation period listed in
Article 30 of the 1987 National Agreement, namely, "a 30-day
period ••• to commence October 1, 1987 •.• " Any change in LMOU
must take place during this 30-day period. To allow local
parties to make later changes through "mutual agreement"
would mean that. "presently effect·ive" LMOU had not, contrary
to 30-A, "remain[ed] in effect during the term of this
Agreement."
These findings can be readily applied to the facts of
this case. At the time the 1987 National Agreement was
executed, there were "presently effective" LMOU at the three
Rhode Island post offices involved in this dispute. Those
LMOU, according to 30-A, were to "remain in effect during
the term of this (National) Agreement ••• " unless changed
during the 30-day local implementation period which began on
October 1, 1987. Changes were "mutually agree(d]" upon
during this implementation period. ·The resultant LMOU,
again according to 30-A, "shall remain in effect during the
term of this [National) Agreement ••• " But they did not.
They were substantially revised by the negotiation of new
LMOU in early 1991 while the terms of the. 1987 National
Agreement still governed the relationship between the
national parties. The next implementation period under the
successor National Agreement did not occur until October lr
1991, some eight months after the January~February 1991
changes. The continuity the national parties had bargained
for was ignored by the local parties' premature negotiation
of new LMOU. The local parties acted contrary to the
restrictions found in 30-A.
It could be. argued that the continuity contemplated by
30-A ("shall remain in effect •.• ") concerns only the time
between the execution of the National Agreement (here July
21, 1987} and the start of the local implementation period
(October 1, 1987.} and that local parties are free thereafter
to change LMOU through "mutual agreement" whenever they
wish.
But that would be a strained and unrealistic
interpretation.
It is difficult to believe that the
6
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national parties meant the promised continuity to apply to
such a brief time span. Indeed, LMOU are tc;> "remain in
effect during the term of this [National) Agreement ••• "
This promise is not just for a part of the contract "term"
(a matter of months) but rather for the entire contract
"term" (a matter of years). This would be perfectly clear
where there is no "mutual agreement" during the
implementation period and "presently effective" LMOU are
simply carried forward from one National Agreement to the
next. The fact that LMOU are revised during the
implementation period is no reason to treat them any
differently, that is, no reason to deny revised LMOU the
continuity assured by 30-A.
No doubt some local parties have over the years made
changes in their LMOU through "mutual agreement" outsige the
implementation period. They have done so without higher
postal authority declaring the changes null and void under
30-A. None of this, however, is necessarily inconsistent
with the interpretation I have given 30-A. To the extent to
which such changes were relatively minor, in character or
scope, one could properly say that the affected LMOU had
essentially "remain[ed) in effect ••• n and no 30-A violation
had occurred. It is only when the changes are substantial,
in character or scope, that the affected LMOU cannot be
regarded as having "remain(ed] in effect ••• "
As for the present case, I have already described the
extensive changes made in the Bristol LMOU in February 1991.
Articles 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 20 and 21 of that LMOU
were impacted. Some provisions were altered: others were
discontinued; and still others were added. The changes
dealt with a wide variety of subject matter. Several time
periods were shortened or lengthened. It is obvious that
the Bristol local parties did much more than a mere
amendment or two. They engaged in a full-scale negotiation
of their LMOU. They did not allow the prior LMOU, the one
negotiated in October 1987, to "remain in effect during the
term of this (1987 National] Agreement ..• " ·They did exactly
what 30-A sought to prevent. Given this violation of the
30-A restrictions, the Postal Service was within its rights
in nullifying the February 1991 LMOU.
This same article-by-article analysis of the Barrington
and Warren LMOU shows the same kind of widespread changes.
These early 1991 I.MOU, like the situation in Bristol, were
the.product of a full-scale negotiation. The local parties
did not allow their prior I.MOU, the ones negotiated in
October 1987, to "remain in effect during the term of this

)
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[1987 National) Agreement ... " They did exactly what 30-A
sought to prevent and the Postal service was within its
rights in declaring such LMOU null and void.
NALC emphasizes that there is nothing to prevent the
national parties from renegotiating the National Agreement
midterm if they wish to do so. It notes that this is true
even though the National Agreement contains a "Duration"
clause stating that its terms "shall remain in full force
and effect to and including ••• " a specified future date.
It
believes the local parties have this very same freedom to
renegotiate midterm if they wish to do so.
The difficulty with this argument is that the national
parties and local parties do not have the same standing.
The national parties may amend the National Agreement any
time they wish provided their action is the product of
"mutual ·agreement." However, the national parties placed
strict limitations on local parties through 30-A. They
stated that LMOU "shall remain in effect during the term of
this [National] Agreement ••• " and that LMOU co~ld be altered
through "mutual agreement" only where such "mutual
agreement" occurred pursuant to the implementation
procedure. These restrictions could of course be waived by
the national parties. But there was no such waiver here.
Hence, the local parties were bound to honor 30-A and live
with their October 1987 LMOU until the next implementation
period when LMOU could once again be negotiated.

)

NALC relies heavily upon a national arbitration award
issued in September 1981 in Case No. NS-W-0406. There,
Helena, Montana Management refused to follow a LMOU clause
requiring cases for a particular route to be " ••• re-labeled
by the Regular carrier or T-6 only." The Postal Service
asserted that the Helena local parties had authority to
negotiate only on the 22 items enumerated in 30-B, that they
had no authority to negotiate on other subject matter, that
they had nevertheless done so in agreeing to this relabeling clause, and that this clause should therefore be
deemed unenforceable.
I gave the following explanation for
rejeot.ing the Postal Service's position:
This argument rests on a single sentence in
Article XXX-B, "There shall be a 30-day period of
local implementation •.. on the 22 specific items
enumerated below ••• " These words simply state
that the local parties ~ to negotiate on these
22 items. A familiar rule of contract
construction provides, "To express one thing is to
8
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exclude another." The Postal Service apparently
relies on this rule in asserting that the local
parties are not to negotiate anything other than
these 22 items. Its position is that the local
parties in Helena had no authority to negotiate
the clause on re-labeling and that this clause
must therefore be deemed null and void.

)

This point of view is not persuasive. To
begin with, it must be remembered that the local
parties had in the past routinely negotiated local
memoranda on subject matter nowhere mentioned in
the National Agreement. No one claims these memoranda were, for that reason, invalid. However, so
many local issues were deadlocked in the 1971
negotiations that the procedure for resolving such
impasses was overwhelmed and hence unworkable.
This problem prompted the introduction of XXX-B in
the 1973 National Agreement. Clearly, the concern
of the national parties was nQt the subject matter
of the local memoranda but rather the number of
impasses. It is true that XXX-B served to limit
the subjects on which the local parties were
required to negotiate. But that obviously was
done in order to limit the number of potential
impasses in the future.
Given·this tradition of broad local memoranda
and the limited objectives of XXX-B, it would take
clear contract lanquage to prohibit.the local
parties from neqotiatinq a clause on a subject
outside the 22 listed items. No such language, no
such prohibition, can be found in XXX-B. The
Postal Service believes this provision describes
what the local parties are authorized to
negotiate. aut it is equally plausible to argue,
as NALC does, that this provision describes what
the local parties are reguired to negotiate. This
interpretation is, I think, more consistent with
the parties' history as well as collective
bargaining reality. The rule of construction
noted earlier, when applied to this view of XXX-B,
would indicate only that the local parties are ·not
required to negotiate on any subject outside the
22 listed items. Thus, the local parties are free
if they wish to expand their negotiating agenda to
include subjects nowhere mentioned in XXX-B. That

)
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is exactly what happened in Helena when the
local parties agreed to a re-labeling clause
in the 1975 negotiations. They had the
authority to negotiate such a clause.
NALC believes my argument on this award is clearly
applicable to the present case. It contends that just as
30-B did not prohibit local parties from negotiating on
subject matter outside the 22 items, so too 30-A does not
prohibit local parties from negotiating LMOU outside the
implementation period if they choose to do so. It
maintains, referring to the prior award, that 30-B merely
describes when local parties "are required" to negotiate
LMOU, namely, the implementation period, and that although
they "are not required" to negotiate at other times, they
may do so if they wish.
The present case, however, is clearly distinguishable
from NS-W-0406. The decisive language here is in 30-A, not
30-B. And 30-A states that LMOU "shall remain in effect
during the term of this [National) Agreement .•. " and can be
changed only through "mutual agreement pursuant to the local
implementation procedure." This is a clear commitment to
continuity. There was no comparable restriction with
respect to the subject matter of.I.MOU. Article 30-B simply
said, "There shall be a 30-day period of local implementation ••• on the 22 specific items ••• " Nowhere in 30-A or 30-B
is there any suggestion that local parties were prohibited
from agreeing to cover subject matter outside the 22 items.
The purpose of these provisions, the contract language
chosen to express that purpose, and the factual background
of these cases prevent NS-W-0406 from being considered a
controlling precedent. 1
One final comment seems appropriate. It is understandable why these Rhode Island local parties acted as

Regional Arbitrator Roumell held in Case No. C1C-4GC 17430 that "there is nothing in Article 30 that would
prevent the local [Postal) Service to enter into Memoranda
of Understanding even outside the local implementation
period ••• ". That award, however, made no attempt at any
detailed analysis of this issue. Roumell drew this
conclusion without any real explanation.
10
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they did. The 1987 National Agreement was to expire on
November 20, 1990. But because the national parties were
unable to negotiate successfully a new Agreement and had to
go through interest arbitration, the Agreement was extended
until this arbitration was completed and a new Agreement was
in place. That did not happen until June 1991. The
implementation period would ordinarily have begun on
February 1, 1991, but was delayed by the interest
arbitration until October 1, 1991. The local parties,
apparently impatient with this long delay, chose to
negotiate new LMOU in January and Febr1~ary 1991. It is also
understandable why local parties may choose to revise a LMOU
after the implementation period. Such changes allow
unexpected problems to be resolved in a mutually agreeable
manner, particularly where the language of the LMOU becomes
over the years a hindrance to fair treatment of carriers or
an unnecessary burden to efficient postal operations.
For all the reasons expressed in this opinion, there
has been no violation of the National Agreement.

AWARD

)

The grievances are denied.

Richard Mittenthal, Arbitrator
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BACKGROUND

This grievance involves the scope of the Postal Service's
newly won right to invoke the impasse arbitration procedures
of Article 30 (Local Implementation) of the 1990 National ..
·Agreement. The parties aqree ,that the Postal Service may
·resort to interest arbitration to challenqe an existinq
provision of a Local Memorandum of Understanding (I.MOU} which
deals with subject matter within the 22 enumerate~ it~ in
Article JOB. The Postal Service insists it is entitled to
make this same challenqe against an existinq provision of a
!.MOU which is outside the 22 enumerated items.
The Unions
disagree.

\

)

Since.the mid-1960s, the parties have encouraged the
execution of IJ100s. Those agreements included a wide variety
of clauses. Some served to implement the general provisions
of the National Agreement: others dealt with subject matter
not covered by the National Agreement. The parties
specifically contemplated LMOOs which went beyond the terms of
the National Agreement. For instance, Article 7, Section
lJ(c} of the 1968 National Agreement prohibited local clauses
which "repeat, reword, paraphrase or conflict with the
National Agreement ••• " but added that "this is not to be
interpreted to mean that local negotiations are to be
restricted to only those options provided in articles in the
National Agreement ••• "
This history was not ignor~d in the 1971 National
Agreement, the first contract follo~inq the Postal
Reorgani;ation Act and the creation of the collective
bargaining prc;:icess now in effect. Article 30 stated that "it
was impractical to set forth in the Agreement all detailed
matters relating to local conditions ••• " and that therefore
"further negotiations regarding local conditions will be
reqUired with respect to local installations, post offices,
and facilities." It went on to say that "any agreement.
reached shall be incorporated in memoranda of understanding."
It provided that no such. I.MOO "shall be inconsistent or in
conflict with this Agreement ••• ": it provided for arbitration
of impasses reached in local negotiations. And arbitration
could then be invoked either by the Unions or the Postal
Service.

)

The· 1971 local negotiations resul.ted in a huge number of
impasses. More than 100,000 of them were appealed to
arbitration. Obviously, the parties were unable to dispose of
this volume of disputes. This difficulty prompted changes in
the 1973 National Agreement. The parties decided. to limit the
number of impasses by restricting "local implementation" to

.j
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22 specific items enumerated below ••• " Thus, the local
negotiators were required to deal witb. any or all of these 22
items but were not required to discuss anything else. The
parties provided for arbitration of impasses where the.appeal
to arbitration was timely and was authorized by the Natioqal
Union President. This impasse arbitration process could not
·be invoked by the Posta.l Service.
11

The language of the 1973 National Agreement,
specifically, Article 30, was carried forward into the.°1975,
1978, 1981, 1984 and 1987 National Agreements. It should be
quoted at length:
A. Presently effective local memoranda of
understanding not inconsistent or in conflict with
the 1987 National Aqreement shall remain in effect
during the term of this Aqreement unless changed by
mutual agreement pursuant to the local
implementation procedure set forth below.
B. There sha.ll be a 3Q-day period o~ local
implementation to commence October 1, 1987 on the 22
specific items enumerated below, provided that no
local memorandum of understandinq may be
inconsistent with or vary the terms of the 1987
National Agreement.

(l through 22 dealing with such subjects.
as wash-up periods, local leave program,
vacation scheduling, scope of "overtime
desired" lists, light duty assignments,
local implementation of the National
Agreement language on seniority and posting, and so on)

c. Ali proposals remaining in dispute may be
suJ::)mitted to final and binding arbitration, with the
written authorization of the national Onion
·
President. The request for arbitration must be
suJ::)mitted within 10 days of the end of the local
implementation period. However, where there is no
aqreement and the matter is not referred to
arbitration, the provisions ot the former local
memorandum shall apply, uriless inconsistent or in
conilict with the 1987 National Aqreement.

)
/
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D. An alleged violation of the ten::is of a
memorandum of understanding shall be subject to the
grievance-arbitration procedure.

Also a National Memorandum of U~derstanding witjl respect
to "procedures" to be applied is the "implementation of
Article 30" has been in effect for a good many years.
The Postal Service was dissatisfied with some aspects of
Article 30. It believed it was unfair for the Unions alone-to
have access to impasse arbitration over the ter.ms of a IliOU.
It noted that the Unions could seek changes in a I.MOO through
arbitration while Management could do no more than oppose such
changes. It urged that simple justice·required that
Management be given equal access to arbitration under the
"local i~plementation" procedure of Article 30. Its proposals
in the 1990 national negotiations reflected this objective.
The Unions, on the other hand, claimed no revision in Article
30 was necessary and resisted Management's demand for equal
access.
The 1990 negotiations failed and the parties appointed an
interest arbitration board {Board) to resolve their
differences. One of the many issues before the Board was
Article 30. The Postal Service argued, as it had in
negotiations, that equal access·to impasse arbitration should
be granted.
Its initial proposal to the Board stated:
Local Implementation. In order to establish a
"level playing field" with respect to those iteJ11S
subject to local implementation, the .Postal Service
proposes· that Article 30 be amended to provide that
both the Onion as well as the Postal Service could
submit disputed proposals to final and binding
arbitration. currently, only the Onion can re~est
--ar.bitration which, in effect, "chills" local
implementation discussions.

The Board's award sUJ11:marized the parties' positions as
follows:
Union Position
The Joint Bargaining
Committee argues against any change in the status
quo and contends that Article 30 and the
.aceompanyinq implementing Memorandum of
Understanding should not be changed.

)

1 This quoted language is taken from the 1987 National
Agreement.
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USPS Position - The Postal Service seeks to
Article JO and the accompanying implementing
Memorandum of Understanding to permit [local] issues
remaining in dispute to be appealed to impasse
arbitration by management, a right currently enjoyed ·
only by the Unions.
·
a.l:lend

fhe Board ruled in the Postal Service's favor. New
was added to ,Article 30A, stating that -~presently
effective" LMOUs could be changed not only by "mutual ·
aqreement pursuant to the local implementation procedure ••• "
but also
lanqua~e

••• as a result of an arbitration award or
settlement arising from either party's impasse of an
item from the presently effective (I.MOO] •••
New language was added to Article 30C, stating that proposals
remaining in dispute "may be submitted to final and binding
arbitration" not only by one of the national Onion Presidents
but also by "the Assistant PostJnaster General, Labor
Relations." And, finally, a new Article ~OF was written to
establish a different burden of proof on the Postal Service
with respect to certain proposals it submits to impasse
arbitration:
F. Where the Postal Service, pursuant to
Section c, submits a proposal remaining in dispute
to arbitration, which proposal seeks to change a
presently-effective (LMOUJ,· the Postal Service shall
have the burden of establishing that continuation of
the•existing provision would rep2esent an
unreasonable burden to the USPS.
The parties aqree that the Postal Service, like the
Unions, can now invoke impasse arbitration over any subject
matter within the 22 items listed in Article JOB. The Postal
Service, however, believes it may also invoke arbitration on
subject matter presently in a I.MOU but beyond the scope of
these 22 items. The Unions disagree. It was this disagreement which prompted the present grievance.
APWU initially filed a motion asking that I recuse myself
because I.served as ChairlDan of the Board which made these
changes ·in Article 30. Its position was that I should not be

2

A fe~ other minor changes in the language of Article.JO
'Were also made.

-s-

called upon to interpret the very provision ~hich I played a
part in creating. Both the Postal Service and NALC opposed
t.he motion. In an award dated December 23, 1992, I denied
APWU's motion. The parties now request a decision on the
merits.
DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS

)

The Postal Service relies heavily on the new lanquage in
Article JOA and Fo It stresses that paraqraph A recognizes
that a presently existing I.MOO may be "changed ••• as a result
of an arbitration award ••• arising from either party 7 s' impasse
of an item.from the presently effective ••• (IMOUJ." It
stresses that paragraph F similarly speaks of Manaqel!lent
makinq a proposal to ."change .a presently-effective ••• (LMOU]"
and Management later, following Union rejection of the
proposal, having the right to "subm.it ••• [such) a proposal •••
to arbitration." Its position is that these Article 30
revisions meant that Management thereafter would be able to
take to impasse arbitration any I.MOU provision reqardless of
whether or not its subject matter is covered by the 22 items
set forth in JOB. Moreover, it insists its conce?:n that
Manaqe:ment be allowed. to impasse I.MOO clauses outside the. 22
items was made clear to the Unions "in the Postal Service
proposals and at the bargaining table prior to interest
arbitration."
The Unions approach.the problem quite differently. They
argue that the right to place a local issue in impasse
arbitrat4.on is found in Article JOC, not 30A or JOF. They
contend that ·this right deils with "all proposals remaining in
dispute" at the end of th~ "local implementation period", that
this quoted language from JOC plainly refers to local
proposals regarding the 21 items listed in JOB, and that the
parties thus meant to limit impasse arbitration to subject
matter within the scope or these 22 items. They urge,
accordingly, that Management should not be permitted to appeal
to impasse arbitration any current I.MOU clause whose content
is outside the 22 items. Furthermore, they assert that the
record upon which the Board based its award •does not contain
any indication that the Postal Service was seeking to expand ·
the scope of impasse arbitration to matters outside the 22
items.". They believe the Board meant to give Management the
"saJne access to impasse arbitration that the unions enjoyed
(prior to 1990) -- no less, but no more." They emphasize that
the Unions were limited ·:..n impasse arbitration to these 22
items in the past and that this limitation should apply to the
Postal Service as well.
·

)
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The Postal Service's interpretation is not without
appeal. LMOUs were never frozen. According to Article 30A,
they could ~e changed in a number of ways prior to 1990. A
I.MOU clause "inconsistent or in conflict Yith the ••• NationaJ.
Agreement" was not enforceable an~ hence could in e~fect be
.·ignored. A I.MOU clause could be revised {or eliminated.)
through "mutual agreement" during the local implementation
period. A I.MOU clause could be revised (or eliminated.),
absent mutual agreement, through the "local implementation
procedure", namely, through "final and binding arbitration."
These possibilities had existed for years at the time the
Board began its deliberations on the terms of the 1990
National Aqreement.
The Board established another way of changing LMOUs. Its
award stated that a I.MOU clause could be modified (or
eliminated) "as a result of an arbitration-award ••• arising
from either party's impasse of an item from the presently
effective ••• [LMOU]." These vords were not mere surplusage.
They were written in recoqnition of the fact that a new device
for changing a I.MOU had been created. The parties disagree as
to the nature of the new device. The Unions insist that it is
procedural, that it merely grants Management equal access to
local impasse arbitration. The J?osta.l Service insists it is
substantive as well as procedural. It urqes that the new
language serves not only to provide Management with equal
access but also to permit Management to place "an item", that
is, any item, from a "presently effective" I.MOU before the
impasse arbitrator.

~

)

The,Postal Service position, at first blush, seems
plausible. But it must be remembered. that the purpose of
Article 30A is simply to guarantee the continuity of I.MOUs
subject only to whatever changes may be justified by "inconsistenc(y] ••• ", "mutual agreement", or "final and binding
arbitration." Article 30A does not authorize the parties to
take a local issue dispute to impasse arbitration. That
authorization is found in Article 30C, "All proposals
remaining in dispute may be submitted to final and binding
arbitration ••• R A close reading of Article 30 as a whole
makes clear that JOC is referring to "all proposals ••• " under
the local implementation procedure, that is, "all
proposals ••• " under JOB with respect to the 22 specific items
mentioned therein. Accordingly, JOC limits the submission to
impasse arbitration to these 22 items.
Had the Board intended to ignore these limits and expand
the impasse arbitration agenda to other than the 22 items, it
surely would have changed the language of 30C. 'Its fai1ure to
do so suggests that the Board never meant to expand the

-.)
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impasse arbitration agenda.

This conclusion is reinforced by the terms of Article
30F, "Where the Postal Service, pursuant to Section c, submits
.a proposal remaining in dispute to arbitration ••• " -(Emphasis
added). The underscored words reveal, as I have already
noted, that it is JOC which authorizes a submission to
interest arbitration. It follows that the scope of that
arbitration must be dete:cnined by JOC, not by JOA~ And when
JOC speaks of "all proposals remaining in·dispute ••• ", it is
plainly ref erring to proposals made by the parties under the
local i.l::2plementation procedure described in 30B, proposals·
concerning the 22 items set forth in 30B.
Whatever doubt remains should be dispelled by the purpose
of the Article 30 revision. The Postal Service's initial
proposal to the Board on Article 30 stated:
••• In ordri~itiii:o · -e~tablish a "level pla.yinq
field" with respect to those iteMs subject to local
imDlementation, the Postal service proposes that
Article Jo be a.mended to provide that both the Union
as Yell as the Postal Service could sul::>mit disputed
proposals to final and bindinq arbitration •••
(Emphasis added)
The "level playing field" was obviously an appeal for equal
access, nothing more. Nowhere does this Postal Service
statement to the Board suggest that the "playing field" not
only be leveled but enlarged as well. Indeed, _the Postal
Service·..sought equal access only "with respect to those items
subject to local implem~ntation." These words refer to the 22
specific items in Article 30B, the permissible impasse ·
arbitration agenda.
Later, in the proceeding before the Board, the Postal
service offered a position paper explaining its Article 30
proposal. The position paper urged that the parties ce put on
"equal footing", that they meet on "equal terms", that
Management be an "equal party" with an "equal chance" to
resolve problems. Although the position paper discussed "old
provisions" of IMOUs which ManageMent should be allowed to
submit to impasse arbitration, all of those "old provisions"
dealt with subject matter set forth in the 22 it~ for local
implementation. Nowhere did the position paper request.that
the 22 items be expanded, that the impasse arbitration agenda
be enlarged.

)

Finally, the Board's award summarized the Postal Service
request as follows:
·

.-s-

•.• to permit [local] issues remaining in
dispute to be appealed tr impasse arbitration by
management, a right currently enjoyed only by the
Unions.
(Emphasis added) ·
.The Board's concern was whether to provide Management with. the
same right of access to impasse arbitration as was then
" ••• enjoyed by the Unions." Equal access was the issue.
Nothing in the Board's words suggest that it believed the
Postal service vas seeking to add to the 22 specific items in
Article 308 or o~herwise expand the impasse arbitration
agenda.
Indeed, the Postal Service concedes that it has no right
to submit to impasse arbitration a ~ I.MOU clause whose
subject matter is outside the 22 items. It insists, however,
that it now may go to impasse arbitration over an old (that
is, an existing) LMOU clause outside the 22 items.~his distinction may have been raised during the negotiations which
preceded the 1990.interest arbitration but it certainly was
not raised in the arguments made to the Board.
For these reasons, my ruling is that the Article JO
changes simply provide the Postal service with equa1 access.
The Postal Service's access to impasse arbitration should be
neither greater nor smaller than the·unions' access under
prior National Aqreements. Because the Unions were not
entitled before 1990 to go to impasse arbitration on subject
matter outside the 22 items, the Postal Service does not have
that right either.
·

·)
.•.

AWARD

The grievance is granted.

.

.
Mittentha.l, Arbitrator

. ....
···.·.··)
_:~- ',
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National Postal Mail Handlers Union

June l 9, 2002
Andrea Wilson, Manager

Contract Administration NPMHU
US .Postal Service Headquarters
47:5 L'EnfantPlaz.a
Washington, DC 20260
Dear Andrea:

I am writing concerning the Janguage contained in Article 30.3A of tb,e 2000 National Agreement between
.the NPMHU and the Postal Service.
·
..

Although this provision states that a request for arbitration of an impasse item remaining in dispute may be
submitted "within ten (.to) days of the end of the local implementation period." this language is inconsistent
with the procedures contained in the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) Re: Article 30 - Local
Jmplemenw;idn Procedures, paragraph 4 ofwhich establishes a fixed date by which unresolved impasse
items may be app~led to arbitration.

In order to· clarify these seemingly·conttadictory provisions, this letter is to confirm that the parties agree that
the language of the MOQ is controlling for purposes of determining the date by which appeals to arbitration

of uttresolved impaS'se items must be accomplished.
Please contact me if you have any questions in this regard. Also, please sign below to indicate the Post.al
Service~s agreement with this lettel'.

cc:

William H. Quinn, National President
Mark A. Gardner, National Secretary-Treasurer
Frank Jacquette, US!-'S

lt is so agreed.

.

a,d#ll)~
61:u1~
Aridrea Wilson
Date
National Headquarters: !101 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite SOOi Wruihington, 0.C. 20036
FAX (202) 833--0008 http: //www.nprnhu.org
(202) 833-9095
~
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October 28, 1974
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NATUR.! O:" THE: CASE

This case involves an interest arbit=ation unde:Article XXX--Local l!l'\?le:ent:at:icn, cf t:he July 21, 1973 Agreement bet:Yeen the Unitec States Post:al Se:-~.:ice ar..d Acerica."'\
:Pos ta!. ~:ork.ers Union; Na.tiona.!. Association of !.et:t:er Car=iers,
National Pcs t Office ?-!ail P.an:!le~s, \~at:c!"--:en, Hessengers and
Group L~aders Divisicn of Labo=ers' International Union of
North America;' a..~d National R~ral Letter Carriers Association.
It i:.. brought by the :Mail Ha..""\dle::s Union to obtain final
resolution of various issues wh:.ch arose in loc:Ll negot:iations
after execution of t:he July 21, 19 73 National Agreement. . ·..., 1

1

In a July 5, 1974 joint letter the matter was scheduled for hearing on the basis t:-ia:: impasses conceniing "C.ayto-day" a.pplica.t:ion of senio:-it::-; exi:ted in 1:0 separate locations.
At the h~ari~g, ho~evcr, it Yas indicated that eithe=

2

14 er 15 separate

locat~o~s ~~=c

~nvolved.

The

post:-hear~ng

)
./

2.

l'nion brief indicates that there are 12 locations in which a
1oeal i:c?asse exises as to "day-to-day" application of senioritv.
Amon~ the local installations seeoingly involved are Syracuse,
New Yor~; Springfield, Missouri; Ka.~sas City, Missouri; Trenton,
. Ne-..r .Jerse:.-; 0::-lanc:>, Florida:; Memphis, Tennessee; Louisville,
Kentucky; Toledo, Ohio; Springfield, Ohio; Cincinnati, Ohio;
Atl1t.nta, Georgia; and St. Louis, Missouri.

All of the local impasses concerning "day-to-day"

3

seniority, in any event, were combined by the parties for

purposes of hearing the present case.
The hearing was held
in Washing:on, D.C., on August 6 and 7, 1974 and both parties
filed briefs as of October 2, 1974.

There is no need to detail here all of the original
~,,cal Union proposals.
Their general nar::ure seems adeqwa.eel:;
, ·1ecteci in two.
At K.llll:nsas City the Union simply requese~d
. ...at senioTity should pTovice "the basis for selecting Mail
11andlcrs. for a t:e?npora.ry ehange of u.-ork assignment."
A more
detailed p=o?osal was presented at Louisville (also at Toledo
and Springfield, Ohio, in identical fon:i), as follows:

)
./

"l.

Proposal - Reassignment OJ:!! of~ assignment will be by junior ecployee.

"2.

_aeaasignment b~ into
be by seniority.

"3.

Put-time flexible emplcyees will have reporting assignments but will be utilized
to meet the needs of the Service. The first
excess of each part-ti~e flexible each day
from the rcpor:ing assignment shall be by
juniority.

.!?..!! assignment

will

4

I

3.

"4. Employees who work on straight or overtime beyond the cut-off (end of t.our)
time are juniority.

"S. Employees who are called in fer over-t.ime
on their off day are junior.

"6. Employees reporting for duty six (6) or
core minutes late forfeit seniority when
workload is assigned by mail handler
present. Seniority is regained for next
open unassigned job."

Insofar as here relevant., Article XXX of the 1973
National Agreement stat.es:

s

"ARTICLE XXX--LOCAL IMPLEMENTATION

"A. Presently effective local oemoranda of

understanding not inconsistent· or in conflict
vi.th the 19i3 National Agreeoent shall remain
in effect during the te::m of this Agreeoent
unless changed by mutual agreement pursuant
to the local implementation procedure set forth
below.

"B. There shall
implementation
effective date
specific items

be a 30-day period of local
to commence 45 cla.ys after the
of this Agreemen~, ~n the 22
ent.:.:terated below, provided
that no local mer:i"Jr.a::lcit:..":t of unders canding may
be inconsistent ~ich or vary the terms of th~
1973 National Agree~ent:

·.·.)

4.

...... .
"21. Those other items which arc subject t:o
local negotiations as provided in the

craft provisions cf this Agreement=
"22. Local implement:at:ion of this Agreement:
relating to seniority, reassignments and
posting.
"C. All proposals remaining in dispute may be
submitted to final and binding arbitration,
with the 'Written authorization of the national
Union P%'eaident. The request for arbitration
must be submitted within 10 days of the end of
the local implementation. period. However,
where there is no agreement and the matter is
not referred to arbitration, the provisions
of the former local memorandum of understanding shall apply, unless inconsistent Yith or
in conflict: with the 1973 National Agreement:."
In each of the involved local negotiations the Postal
Service representatives took the posit:ion that: the "day-to-day"
seniority proposals were not negotiable because, if they were
granted, the result vould be inconsistent with the 1973 National
Agreeoene.
For this purpose the Postal Service relied largely
on the proviso in Article X:XX dec::la.ring that "no local
memorandu:11 of underst&mding may be inconsistent with or vary
· the terms of t:he 1973 National Agreei:nent. 11

)
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5.

After the disputed local proposals had been transmitted to t~e ~Lail Handlers National Office, for authorization to a=~i:rate pursuant to Article XXX, Par~graph C,
settle~en~ efforts took place at the National level upon the
initia:ive of the Postal Service.·· During these negotiations
the Pos:al Se~vice ultimately indicated a willingness to conside= the following as a basis for settlement of all of the
local i:.passes:

"LOCAL IMPLEMENTATION SENIORITY
"l. In order to meet the responsibility·of
Article XI.II, Section l(c), a Union Shop
Steward, designated by the Union pursuant
to Article XVII, shall be recognized as
the Union's representative on a day-to-day
basis in matters pertaining to the administration of seniority.

"2. In all matters '¥1here a dispute arises
regarding seniority, the supervisor will,
when possible and consistent with the
requirements of the service, discuss such
disputes with the designated Union Steward
prior to implementing the decision.
'When
s~ch disputes cannot be satisfactorily
resolved, the employer's discussion (sic)
will be implemenced and the matter Yill be
subject to the grievance
procedure •
. .

7

6.

"3. 'When, for any reason, consistent with (IW!lification re~uirements, it becomes necessary
to move an employee, the employer will follow
the guidelines set forth belov in working
such assignme~ts.
a. Non-craft employees performing mailhandler
craft duties.

b. Members of any other craft performing
mail.handler duties.

c. Part-Ci.me ma.ilhandlers.

d. Full-time mailhandlers."

The Union then submitted a cotm.ter-proposal including
Paragraphs l and 2 as above quoted but with Pa~agraph 3 reading:
"3. When it is necessary to move an e:nployee from
hts bid assignment, or assigned section for
any reason, seniority shall be applied as
follows:
1. Non-craft employees performing mailhandler
era.ft duties
2. Members of any other craft performing
mail.handler duties
3. Pa.rt-time

)

mailhancle~s

.-·"")-.·.
"

7.

"4. Full-time mailhandlers by juniority
0

Ret:urn to their bid assignment: or section
shall be by seniority.'!

The Postal Ser.vice rejected this proposal and the
matter then was carried into arbitration.
At the hearing
the Union suggested that its last proposal for settlement at
the National level sh~uld be deemed to constitute the impassed local issue for each location involved, but recognized

9

that each local issue, as originally submitted, properly
might constitute the impassed local issue for the given locar-t.on.
The Postal Service replied that none of the impassed
al i::isu.es on "day-to-day" seniority was arbitra.ble since
L embodied proposals inconsis:ent vith the National Agreement.

It requested

tha~

the

I~partial

Chai:man refuse to ·

consider· any of the local proposals.
Under these unique cireur:tst:a.nces, a.nd in view of
the long range irnporta.nce of this jurisdictional arguoent,
the !~partial Chairman indicated that the present decision
would ceal principally ·With the jurisdictional issue without
prejudice to possible full substantive presentations later,
if necessa=y.
The ~I.ail Handlers did, moreover, present
substa~tial evidence as to the ~erits, in support of its view
that the substantive issues were arbitrable.

10

8.

CONTRACT SECTIO};S !~?VOL"l::D

In addition to Article XX.X, as se~ forth above, the
follo~ing provisio~s of the.July 21, 1973 Agreement ·have been
noted in the ar~ents of the parties:
"ARTICLE III-MANAGt~!ENT RIGHTS

"The Employer shall have the exclusive right,
subject to the provisions of this Agreement
and consistent with applicable laws and
regulations:
"A. To direct employees of ~he Employer in the
performance of official duties;
"B& To hire, promote, transfer, assign, and
retain e~ployees in positions within the Postal
Service and to suspend, demote, discharge, or
take other disciplinary action against such
employees;

"C. To maintain the efficiency of the operation
entrusted to it;
"D. To deten:iine the rnethods, means, and personnel
by which such operations are to be conducted;
·~-

To prescribe a uniform dress to be worn by
leeter carriers and other design<ted employees;

and·

)

11

.~.).·.

.
·,
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"F. To take what.ever actions may be necessary
eo ~arry out its ~ission in emergency situations, i.e., an unforeseen circuostanc:e or a
combinat:ion of c:i::-ct.:..":'lst:a:ices which calls .for
immediate act:ion in a situation which is not
eli:j?ected to be of a recurring nature.
0

•

•

•

•

•

•

"AB.TICU: VII-EMPLOYEE CI.A.SSIFICATIONS

.......
"Section 2. Employment .and Work Assignments

.. ....
•.

)

"B. In the event of insufficient i:ork on any
part:ic:ular day or days in full-time o·r part.time employee's own scheduled assignoent,
management may assign him to any available work
in the same wage level for which he is qualified,
consistent with his knowledge and experience,
in o-rder to maintain the number of work hours
of his basic work schedule.
"C. During exceptionally heavy workload periods
far one occupational group, employees in an

occupational group e~periencing a light workload
period may be assigned t:o work in the same wage
level, commensurat:e vith their capabilities, to
the heavy wo~klcad a~ea for such Ci.me as management determines necessary.

.......

)

10.

"ARTICU: XII
PRINCIPLES OF SENIO~I!Y, POSTING
AND

REASSIG~;!ENTS

.......
"Sect.io:i. 2.

P::inciples of S:!r.iority

"A. The seniority p~inciples contained in Article
XII of the N~tional Agreeme~t executed July 20,
1971. continue except as otherwise provided below
~r in the craft seniority_provisions of this
Agreement.

...

....

"ARTICLE XI.III
MUI. HANDLERS CRAFI

"Sect:ion l.

Seniority

.......
"C. Responsibility
"The installation head and the Unions are responsible for the day-to-day ad:uinistration
of seniorit:y. Installation heads t:ill post
a seniority list ·of mail handlers on all official bulletin boards for that installation.
the senior:ty list shall be corrected and
brought UF co da.te quarterly. The application
of this genera~ Section on Seniority will be
open to local negotiations at the installation
level in accorc.'.lnce lo1ith :he local impleoent.at:ion
provisions of ~he National Agreement.

")

ll.

-".''\.·.
/

"Section 2.

Posting

"A. In t:he mail handler craft, vacant craft duty
assignments will be posted for bid as follows:
•. • • • °' • •

"11..

An unassigned full-time employee may bid on
full-time duty assignments- posted for bid
by employees in the mail handler craft. Any
t.m.a.ssigned full-time employee may be assigned
to any vacant duty assignment. Such employee
shall be given his choice if more than one
vac:111tt.t assignment: is available. Pare-time
fixed scheduled employees shall be treated
sim.ilarly with.in their own category.
• • • • • • •

"D.

Info::-mation on Bids

"Bid.a sh&ll inc lud.e:

... ....

"4.

The principal assigrunent: area; e.g., section
and/or location of activity.

.......
"E.

Successful Bidder

.... . ..

HO't"m&lly, an employee shall work the duty
asail;mnent: for -hich he has been designated the

""3.

successful bidder. However, ·when an employee
is moved off his duty assignment, he shall not
be replaced by another er.iployee. 11

·..

·)

J

12.

BACKGROUND 'EVIOtNct
Because the flow of mail in most postal install&·
tions fluctuates widely from hour to hour over any.repre·
senea~ive ?eriod, it usually is essential to move employees
on given jobs from one work area or function to a.nether
during &~y single work tour.
Over the yea.rs, Mail Handler
Union offici&ls have coce to believe that supervisors sometimes tend t:o deal with employees "as numbers" in making such
within-to'!.!?' work assignments raeher than giving due-weight to
individual c::aft sueus and relative length of service. The
Onion believes, moreover. there are significant instaru::es of
individual favoritism as well as "craft" discrimination (sw::h
al uain"g Clerks or others to perform Mail Handler duties).
Union evidence indicates that over some yea.rs the Postal Onions
\have llltte.pt:ed to limit Management flexibility in assiga.ing of
) rk, in orde.r to reduce the possibility of such abuses.
It
.int:s to ~icle I. Section l; Article II; Article VII;
Areiele VI!I, Saction 5; Article X; Article XI; Art~C:J.e XII;
.Article ·Xi:V; Art:icle XXXI!I, and Appendix A of the 1~73
Natio~al Agreement, as well as to Article.XI.III (dea~ing
specifically with the ~1ail Handler craft) as refleec:kig collectively bargained efforts to deal with such problems.
The
· Union thus regards the presently disputed local proposals as
additional efforts to deal more effectively with this general
prob let?·

12

During local negotiations under the 1971 National
Agreement there were a number of Ma~l Handler local impasses
on similar "clay-to-day" seniority proposals which reached
·the National level for furt:her negociations under Article XXX
of the 1971 Agreement. . Mail Handler witnesses testified that
· they were told by the Postal Service in the. course of such

13
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negotiations (early in 1973) that the local proposals were
not negotiable, in part, because Section C of the M:iil
Handlers 19~1 Supple~ental Agree~ent on Seniority included
as it:s first sentence: ..The installation head is responsible
for the day-to-day ad:c:iinistraticn of seniority.". Yhile not
acceptin~ this Postal Service claim of unfettered discretion
in day-to-day seniority ad:::U.nistration, the ~tail Handlers
did not press the 1971 impasse issues into arbitration upon
the advice of counsel.
Instead they decided to deal directly
with the problem in the impending negotiations for a. new 1973
Agreement.
Accordingly the Mail Handlers offered a craft
proposal in the 1973 negotiations which included· the folloving
relevant paragraphs:

)
"SEh-:IORITY

........
"B.

·eoverage

"These rules ap'C)ly to the re2ular work force.
when a guide is nee~ec for filling vacant
assigru::ents and for o:her ~ur~oses.
No
employee, solely by reason of chis AgreelllB!lm.t, shall be displaced from an assignmen~
ha gained in accord with former rules.

14.

"Se?".ic::i t:v shall be the governing factor in
all matte~s not covered in this agreement or
su~ole~ents (such as ~ove=.ent of e~~lovees
fro~ ~ne section to anot~c'!", filling vacancies of hiehcr level positions within a
section, grnntin; ann~al leave on a day-hydav basis, etc.)

''An ei::.ployee shall be able to exercise his
seniority rights to any position that is to
be covered by a supplemental work force
employee.
"C.

Respons ib ili ty

"The Installation Head and the Union are responsible for the day-to-day administration
of seniority. Installation heacs will post
a seniority list of Ms.il Handlers on all
official bul~etin boards for that ins~alla
tion.
'Ihe seniority list shall be corrected
and brought up to date every three (3) months.
The application of chis general Agree~ent on
Seniority will be open to local negotiations
at the installation level."
(Underscoring added.)

)
/

15.

In the ensuing 1973 craft negotiations, Postal S~=v
ice represe~tatives rejected most of Section B of this proposal, and particularly the seccr.d paragraph.
Ulticately
it was drcp?ed.
At the sa:e ti.!:le Section C was adopted as
follows:

14

"The installoition head and th~ Union are responsible for the day-to-day administration
of seniority. Installation heads will post
a seniority list of mail handlers on all
official bulletin boards for that installation. The seniority list shall be corrected
and brought up to date quarterly. "!'he application of this general Section on Seniority
will be open to local negotiations at the
installation level in accordance with the
local ic~le=.e~tation ~=c7isions of the
National Agree:nen:."
(Underscoring ·added.)
The ·foregoing Section C is part of Section l of
Article X~I~:+., dealing with Mail Handler craft seniority and
quoted et'rlier in this Opinion.
Insofar as here relevant,
this revised Section C differed from the 1971 Section C
(applicable to the Mail Handler craft) to the extent indicated
by the words underlined above.

15

The Union now urges that insertion of the words "and
. .:he Union" in the first. sentence of Section 1-C, together with
.the provision for local negotiations t:o implement "application

16
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'
of this general Sect:ion. on Seniority," leave no· doubt that
the Uni.on is entitled to bargain locally conce:ning "day-today se:l.iority."
Postal Service negotiators testified, ho-;.;ever ~ that they left the 197~ bargaining table fully satisfied
that the }!a.il Handlers had not succeeded in obtaining any
right to ba.rga.L'"'l :oeally co:i.ce=ning "day-to-day seniority."
The Union also presented evicence that in 1973 local seniori:y
agreem.~nts in fact were negotiated in a substantial number of
loc.ati.ons, a!'plying "day-to-day seniority" and that: some such
loc.ai ag=ee~encs had been in effect for years.

THE .ruR!SDICT!ONAL ARGUMENTS
'Yhile it is unnecessal:Y here to set forth all of the
skillful and comprehensive arguments, some de~ail may
;eful in sharpening the issues to be decided.

~~-~ies'·

)
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l. Postal Se!'Vice
The Service emphasizes that Article III of the
National Agreecent spells out it:s exclusive ::ighc, "subj ec:t
to t:he pTovisions of this Agreement:," to direct the· "'~rk foree

in the perfon:iance of official duties, to transfer and assign
employees, and to determine the methods and perscnnel by whi~h
operations are to be conducted.
It also stresses that Artie-le
VII, Sections 2-a and 2-C, deal specifically with day-to-day ·
situations 'When there is insufficient work for employees'
• regular scheduled assignments and Yhere ex~epcionally heavy
workload periods for given occ;pational g=~ups may require
assignr.ent of additional e~ployees.
These paragraphs leave
no doubt that the Service m~y a~sign employees to oth~r work

)
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"in the sa~e wage level," and contain no suggestion that s~n
io=ity is to be applied in detei::i~ing ~mich employees should
be assignee a~d reassigned within their tours.
Article XX.X
of the Nation~l Agreemenc limi~s local i~plementation negotiations ~o 21 s~bjects listed in its Paragraph B and states that
no local rr.e:-::::r.:tndum of uncerstanding may be inconsistent with,
or vary the terms of, the 1973 National Agreemen:.
Since
nothing in the National Agreement requires an application of
seniority to !imit M.:i.nageoent discretion in assigning and ~e
assig~ing e~ployees to deal with day~to-day fluctuations in
Yorkloa~, tha Service holds the disputed Union proposals to
be in conflict with the National Agreement.

The Service flatly denies the Mail Handlers' claim
that Article XI.III, Sect~on l ( covering the Mail Handlers
craft) brings the issues under Item 21 of Article XXX, Para~aph :S.
The addition of the words "and the Union" t:o the
·st sentence of Arcicle Xl.III, Section 1-C in 1973 in no
. -J indicates that local Unions ~ay negotiate to establish
new policies =or ad~inist~ation of seniority.
The Service
holds that the three new words in this sentence mean only
that the Unio~ sha~es. with the installat:ion head, t:he basic
responsibility for administration of already established ·
seniority provisions, on a day-co-day basis, through its
representation~l role on behalf of the employees.
The last
sentence of Section 1-C, it notes, si.z:iply states that the.
application of "this general Section on Seniority" will be
open to local negotiations in accordance uith "the local
irr.plementation provisions of the National Agreement."
Even
if the local proposals he:-e had been agreed upon, it: follows>
in the Postal Service view, that they arguably would be
unenforceable as a matter of contract right.

19
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The Service places great weight upon the Oct:obe= 1,
1973 decisic~ of ~his A:bi:rat:or in an APWU case involving
a New York City "Seniority !:::;?asse."
There the local seniority p::-o?osal woulC. have requi:-ed that "within tour" tee.porary ~o:-k as.si ;:--~en ts of Clerks, to c:.ect varying work loaC.s
at various def~:led ~ork loeat~2:ls (including assignments

20

from one work floor to anocher), be made on the basis of

moving junior employ~es first so that senior Clerks would
re~ain on their usual assignoents or their normal work
locations.
In denying the A.l"WU grievance in that case, the

21

Arbitrate~

held th.at this local proposal did not-represent
. "an i::i?le=:e:u:atiou of any identifiable provision embodied in
Ar~icle X!I of the 1971 National Agreement (incl~ding the
1968 provisi:i:is i.ucorporated therein)."
Under the language
- Article XII. Section 3-A of the 1971 Agreement~ the Arbi·
~or the=efcre :ol.:e the local proposal·to be inconsistent.

with

)

Ar~icle

XII.

The·evidence as to the 1973 craft negotiations with
the Mail H..andlers leaves no doubc, in the Postal Service view,
that the acidition of the words "and the Union" to the first
sentence of Ar:icle XLIII, Section l·C did not mean that the
Union thereby becaJile entitled to seek.day-to-day application
of seniori:y through local negotiations.
Its witness who
partici?ated iri the negotiations denied that there were any.
discussions which might have supported such an interpretatioil~

22

The Service also denies ever waiving its position
that within-tour movecent of Mail Handlers by inverse seniority
was not appropriate for local negotiation under Article XX:X.
Its effort to settle the local impasses by further negotiation

23
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at the National level in 1974 is said to have represented only
a good faith effort to solve the problems short of arbit=~tion.

2.

The Union

The Nail Handlers emphasize that Item 21 in Article
24
B, contemplates negotiations at tha local installation level of 11 itecs which are subject to local negotiation
as provided in the craft provisions of this Agreement.."
Article XL!II, Section l-C, is such a craft provision and its
last sentence stat:es that "The application of this general
Section on Seniority will be open to local negotiations at t:he
installation level in accordance with the local ic:plementation
.,visions of the National Agreement."
In the Mail Handlers'
~w, che first sentence of Article XI.III, Section 1-C, confers
upon the Union, full responsibility for "day-to-day admi.."'l.istration of se:iiority," jointly vi th the installa:ion head.
I·t
thus dee~s this to authorize a local Union to seek to establish,
through negotiations, t:hat seniority will be observed in "dayto-day" movement of employees from.one work assignment to another.

XXX,

Parag~a?h

In support of this critical

interp~etation

of Article

XI.III, Section 1-C, the Mail Handlers urge that during negotiations on impassed local seniority·issues under the 1971 ·
National Agreement, at the National level, Postal Service · ' (
officials asserted that "day-to-day seniority" was nonnegotiable in part because the first sentence of Section C of
t:he 1971 supplement on seniority broadly stated that "The installation head is responsible for the day-to-day administration

25
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of senio=i.:y."

Since the Postal Service later agreed to inse:-:
the threa v:ords "and the Union" follo~ing the vords "lnstallatioo. head" in this portion of the }:ail Ha::idler c:;aft ag:;eer::ient

in 19i3, the Union ~ee~s this to esta~lish that local Unions
tharea::er t:ould have equal responsibility uith the installation
head.
It eophasizes the recollection of its negotiators that
they had withdrat::i a proposed sentence in Art:icle XLIII which
clea:;ly ~ould have required applying seniority in day-to-day
work assi~~e~ts because they believed that the insertion of
the three above quoted words in Section l-C would authorize
local neso~ia:ions on this subject.
Even if l:here were a
misu..~d~=s:an~ing bet:ween the parties' negotia:ors on this
point, ~he Union feels that the blame for any such misunderstanding :~st be placed upon the Postal Service negotiators.
It rejects the Postal Service suggestion that the new warcls
."--id th: Un.ion" were intended simply to·recognize thae the
) on in ·fact ~as responsible for day~to-day administration of
... ue seniority provisions in perforc.ing its role in processing
of grieva~ces as representative of the employees.
The Union
thus concludes that the :easonable interpretation of Article
, XI.II!, Sec:t:ion 1-C is that "it: grant:s Man.aget"lent and labor equal
voice i~ the application of day-to-day seniority and provides
for. local negotiation to finally determine that. application."

Apart from this interpretive argument, the Mail
Handlers urge that the Service is es topped from. claiming th.a.·t
day-to-day seniority is not negotiable under Article X.XX.
It
sees an estoppel in the fact that in the 12 cities here involved, the Postal·Service actually did negotiate without: quescioning the negotiability o~ clay-to-day seniority.
It also

)
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...

~'~~~-

er.iphasizas· tha: there are cany Postal installations in which
similar local provisions in fact have been negotiated over che
years, i~clucing 1973. Indeed, Postal Service representatives
act~~lly ne;otia~ed on the impassed iss~es here in dispute at
t.he Natic'!'\al level ·without ever asserting that the matter was
not ~esotiable.
The Nail Handlers do not believe that the October l,
1973 cecision of this Arbitrator in the APWU case really
applies ~n t~e present circumstances sinee the facts and con.
tractual co:i:e>:t of the tt..ro cases are different.
It: emphasizes
that the ea=lier AFWTJ Opinion placed considerable weight on
Article XII, Section 3-A of the 1971 National Agreement, whereas
the comparable provision in the 1973 Agreement is Article XXX,
. Paragra?h B, I~em 22.
Here, however, the Union does not rely
··-,,n Item 22, but rather upon Item 21, covering local negot:ians as co "those other items -which are subject t:o loc:a.l ·
hcgotiacion as provided i~ the craft provisions of this Agreement."
In short:, the Union places its weight essen~ially on
the language of Article X!.!!I, Section 1-C, as outlined above,
to substantiate its belief that the pre·sent case must be distinguished from the 1973 APWU decision.
Even if Article VIt,
Sections 2-B and -C 'Were deemed to confi::n Management's right
to assign e~ployees as required in the ordinary course of
operations, these provisions do not state what criteria should
be ~pplied in n:a.king such oovements of personnel.
Thus the
Mail Handlers deem these paragraphs merely to state that employees, whoever they may be, may be reassigned to other work
areas in given circumstances, a~d leave open the question of
which workers are so to be assigned.

~,
··.·...
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FINDINCS
1.

The Earlie:- APWU Decision

This case involves a problem of ~.ajor im?ortance co
all parties to the 19 73 U.itional .r\g:-ee~ent, largely because
key lang~age in chc present Article XXX ciiffers from that in
Article X:.:X of the 1971 National Agre~ent.
That difference
is critical in determining the jurisdictional issue here, as
will appear below.
There is no doubt that decision of the
present case =--a.y be of long-ranbe significance to all p~rties
to the Na:ional Agreement, in respect to the scope of permissible lccal negotiations ~nder Article XXX.
The October l,
19i3 decisicj of this Arbitrator in the APWlJ case nonetheless
provides significant backgrot.m.d for present purposes.

1
·
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In the APWU case the local proposal, under the 1971
29
A~reet!!ent, in essence would have required that "within-tour"
)
':!rc::.=y wo=-k a.ssigruuencs, to meet varying workloads of Clerks
Jario~s deiined work locations (including assignments f=om
one wo=k floor to another), be made by moving junior employees
first. .Article XXX of t:he 1971 National AgTeement providad
for local negotiations to ir::plemen-.: the National Agree.cent., bu~-
unlike the present Article xxx--it included a sentence stating,
''No such n-:o gotj.ations or I:le.r:ioranda of understanding shall be
inconsistent w.:ith or in conflict with this Agreement:, nor dep1:'ive
any employee of any rights or benefits provided for under this
Agreement." (Underscoring added.)
In reliance on this language
the New York City Postal Service representatives refused to negotiate in response to the local APWU proposal. · ·· Subsequent efforts
by the APWU to induce the Postal Service to negotiate on the
matter w~re unsuccessful and the case then was presented in
arbitration under Article XV of the 1971 National Agreemen~, to
dete~mine ~hether the Postal Service was entitled to refuse to
negotiate in response to s~ch a local proposal.

23.

In the APWU case the Posr.al Service pe'.rticularly
stressed Articles IIZ and VII, Section 2-B and -c of the
1971 Nati~:ial Agreement.
These provisions were not changed
-when the 1973 N:itional Agreer::ent was negot:iated.
Article
XII, Scctio:i 3-A of the 1971 :;ac:io~al Agreement also includec
a provisicn that::
"A.

30

The parties recognize that: it is impractical to set forth in this Agreement all
t:he matters relating to loca.l implementation of the above seniority provisions of
this Agreement, and that, in some cases,
it may be necessary for the local parties
to incorporate local implementation in
memoranda of understanding.
Such understandings., however, shall neither conflict
vith this Agreement, nor deprive an employee of any rights or benefits provided
for under this Agre.ement:. Such local
memoranda of understanding shall be subject
to the grievance and arbitration procedure."

In the APWU case the Union asserted that an application of seniority to control within-tour work assignments
clearly represented an implementation of the seniority pro~
visions in the National Agreement.
It stressed that there
had been numerous local agreements to this effect in various
locations under the 1968 Agre~ent and even earlier, and held
that nothing in Articles III or VII actually prohibited applying seniority in making ~ithin-tour work assign~ents.

31

24.
·' ·.

The findings in t:he A.PWU c:ase include the following
paragraphs -:·1hich seem particularly relevant here:

)

"!he extent to 'Which local parties are authorized to negoti~te their o~Tl agreements in the
conte~t of a bargaining relationship governed
by a single master, nation~l, or basic agreecent--covering multitudinous oper~tions in
many different locations--is a matter of first
rank import~nce to all concerned.
A master
agreement hardly can treat all of the myriad
local problems in adequate detail and where
local implementations are not authorized expressly they nonetheless seem inevitably to
arise in practice. Seasoned negotiators
usually are in.clined to recognize, in any
event, that local ag=eemen~s or practices
. should not be perc.i t_ted to vary or subvert
basic tercs of the master agree~ent, since
this"would tend to defeat a principal purpose
of bargaining on this basis rather t~an in
smaller units. Thus it: is not uncor:m:on for
master agreements to recognize that local
agreements and practices are pert::.i.ssible only
to the ·extent not inconsistent with the.master
!!reement.
"The negotia.tors of t:he 1971 Postal Service
National Agreeme~t see~ingly eobrac:ed this
· general approach as sound 1.1hen they vrote che
'Local Implementation' ?rovisio~s, in 'What

)
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now appears as Article XXX in the A:PWU printed
version of the 1971 National Agreement.
This
being the firs: national ngreement negotiated
under the Postal Reorganization Act, Qoreover,
the precise language •-:=-:.ich the negotiators used
in treating the subject should have been a
matter of considerable significance to all
representatives of all parties.
"In the present case, of course, there actually
are tt~o key provisions governing 'local implementation,' under the 1971 National Agreement,
both of which must be given proper application.
The later and more comprehensive provision
(Article XXX) provides at least the procedural
cor.tex~ in t.:hich the present seniority issue
arose and in which it must be decided.
!he
Arbitrator finds, houever, that decision of
the sub~tantive seniority issue in this case
must be based pri~arily upon the scope of local
seniority implementation, as defined in Article
XII, Section 3-A, giving due regard to the context in.which this provision was adopt:ed. Thus
the present Opinion does not seek to deterttine
or define the full scope· or range of permissible
local agreements (on matters other than seniority)
under Article >:XX since, at least arguably, there.
a:.ight be more flexibility delegated. to the local·
parties thereunder in dealing Yith matters other
than those governed by Article XII, Section 3-A.

_)

_)
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"Sound decision of the present case requires
that the revised local Union proposal be viewed
as an ·entity.
Had the parties undertaken detailed discussion of each ite:n in the sevenpoint proposal. so::le possibly migh.t have been
modified or wit:hdrat·m. This did not h:ippen and
neither party now suggests that suc:h detailed
discussion should have take~ place, was ccntract:ually required, or in fact could have produced a:l.Y meaningful compromise consistent both
with the National Agreement.and the objective
of che local proposal. Notably, too, Article
x..'OC states that local 'negotiations' shall not
be 'inconsistent or in conflict with' the 1971
National Agreement. This somewhat unusual
provision seemingly authorizes a refusal to
negotiate ~ith respect: ~o a local demand
'inconsistent' with the 1971 National Agreement~
·even though full negot:ia.t:i.on z:i.i.ght re~ult in
modifications which would eliminate the conflict. (It is unnecessary to elaborate on this
here, since not an issue unce= the presentations.)
"The essential thrust of all items in the disputed· local proposal, in any event, is that
'seniority' must control in making assignments
of Clerks during scheduled tours of duty, with
'junior' employees assigned first to work areas
or details other than those for "1hich originally
scheduled, or to which originally assigned on
the tour. Since this proposal is put forward
as an application of seniority und~r.Article XII
of che 1971 National Agree~ent, Article XII,

··.··:··)
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:
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Section 2, const~rutes a first point of reference.
Insofar as relevant, this incorporates
int:o the 1971 National Ag:-ee~ent ce.'!"tain
clearly cefined pre-e~isting agreeoents,·as
follows:
' ••• Article XI! (Reassi~:tments), Article
XIII (Assign~ent of Ill or Injured Regular
a:id Substitute En?loyees), J.rticle :~XII
(Posting), and the Supple~ental Agreements
an Seniority, as stated in the Agreement
between the United States Post Office Department and the seven (7) national ·exclusive unions, contained in POD Publication
53, datedMareh 9, 1968 .•• '"

Again.st the background of these general obse~vations,
the Opi~io~ in the A~1.J case then a~alyzed the argu::i.c~t.:hat
the Local Union proposals constituted an applica:ion or i~
Rle~e~:a=ic~ of seniority u.~de= Article XII of :he 1971 Ag=eement es follo'Ws:

33

"While 'the Union sugges t.s thil.t the disputed
local proposal represents a local 'detail of
senioriey.' and thus is a conventional application of seniority principles, there is
no support for this asst.:..~ption. Instead, it
is unusual for length of service to be the

--~)
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cont:ro lli::.g factor ~-:hi ch '!-~anageme:it tr.:is t observe in al~ inst~nccs of te~porary work
assign=.e:?.~s during a given tour or shift,
amor.g et:.::110"1.·ees 't-:!-.o a=e fi!.li':'\; the sc.~e ·iob
or ~ho havc~bid successr~lly for the~e
'duty assi~~~en:.' The Union points to no
lang"~age in any of the 1958 Agreement seniority
provisio~s (incorporated by Article XII,· Section 2) h"t,ich truly ~ay be said to be 'implemented' by the disputed local proposal. While
that p~opcsal may cons:itute an effort to
~P?lY seniority principles, it seeks to do so
on a subject not treated in, or relevant to,
these seniority provisions.
"The Arb:ltrator also can find nothing in Artir:le

XI! of the 1?71 Agree~ent which limits the
er.erc:ise of !-1anager:tent disc::-et.ion undc::- Article
III in r:a!,ir.g &'"'!d changing t:cmpora.ry t:ork assign=.en::s ~:l=~in schec-:..:led tot.~rs of duty> t:o
meet flu::tuat:.ons in t-:o::klccid '1..11.d like operat-

ing cone~~gcncies, ~~c~g e=?loyeas regula~ly
assigned to fill the sa~e job or du=y assignment. The fact that su?ervisors often, or
nearly invariably, in practice may tend to
assign ju::nior ·employees to other duties or
areas first does not establish that this always
.. i~.feasible, even if it represents a gt:?nerally
sound pra.ccice; Perhaps it should be noted also
that Arcicle V!I, Section 2-B and -C include
language which see~s to contemplate that certain
types of ~o=k assig:-..::;ents 'on any particular

)
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day' may be ~ace in }Ia~ageme~t discretion 1
consistent with t~e em?loyees' k::lowlcdge,
experience, and capabili~ies.
"To inject a ?:"igici require.::tant that seniority
always be observed (in reverse) in making
within to'..:.r ·work assi~':lcmt:s at:\ong Clerks

filling the Sa!:!e job or duty assign:.ent,
thus hardly -:.:ould seem to 'implcme:nt' any
specific seniori:y provision inco=pora:ed
by Article XII, Section 2 of the 1971 ~a
tional Agreement.
Article XII, Section
3-A. in so many words, authorizes only
'local implementation of the above seniority
provisions of this Agreement. 111

)
This specific: holdi:'l.g in the APt·!'U case seems directl:;
relevan£ to the intcrp~eta:i~n and ap?lic:a:ion of Iteo 22 in
Paragraph B of the 1973 Article XXX.
Ac:corcingly it cannot
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be found that the disputed local p=o?osals he=e represen: an
"implernen:ation" of the seniority p=ovisions of the Na:ional
Agreement..
2.

The }!eaning of Article
XL!II, Se:=ic~ 1-C

The Mail Handlers seek to distinguish the earlier

35

APW"tJ decision on the grocnd that the local seniority p~oposals
here involve only a..i a?plica~~cn of the senio=ity provisions
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of Article x:..!II, "":.:hic:t acco=C.ingly may be carried into arbitratio:l i.;:lC:ia:- Ar:icle x:o:, Pa.r'lg'!'a?h 3. Itcc 21, of the 1973
Nation.:.l ;",;-:eem~r.t: as an ite:n "su:,j ect to local negotiations
as p::o\·ideci. in the craft: p::ovisions of this Agreement."

The validity of this key argur::ient tUr:'LS upon the
meani~g o: A~:iclc ~'!.II!, Section 1-C, and particularly the
thrac •::l=C.s "a:i.d the U:don" added to its first sentence in
the l973 neg~:::.ations.
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While the Union first urges that Section 1-C, on
its face, "explicitly" auti\orizes local negotiations concl!rning "day-::o-d3.y senierity quest:io~s," this clearly is
t.h.: .:as;::.
?:~re ::-ealistic:ally ,. the Mail H<lndlers' bri.ef
. ..:.ces grea:e:: ·weight upon various statements attributed· to
Postal Se=vice negot~ato'!'s in 1973, which are said to establish tl-'.at :::-.e int:cndcc:! c:onseqt.i.ence of Cldding the words "and
the t:ni.:::'.1" •.;as t:o a.ut:~orize local nec;ot:iat:ions concerning
"day-to-day'' seniori.t:y.
Thus it clai::is that in March or
April o: 1973 Po~t:~l Service representatives had rebuffed
its cf£o=: to r.e~otia:e locally on day-t:o-day seniority (under
the 1971 Agreewent:) essentially because the first sentence of
Sect:io~ 1-C in its 1971 Craft Agreement: ~ade the installation
head solely responsi~:e for seniority administration.
The
Union then refers to =he 1973 negotiations concerning Article
XLIII, Section i~c (wnich commenced shortly thereafter), as
follows:
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"The record discloses that the issue was of
vital importance to the parties and thoroughly
negotiated. The Postal Se~vice sceaci=astly
refused to grant a provision esta~lishing the.
control of ter.:riora:-y transfers by day-to-day
seniority. One of the e~ployer argurr.ents in
those negotiations 't·~as tha: the Hail n~ndler
seniority proposal contained inconsistent
provisions.
Whereas, proposed Sect:ion B
would have provided for day-to-day seniority
as the governing factor in the temporary transfer of personnel, proposed Section C provided
for the local negotiation of the snme issue.
~"hile the ~lail Handlers may have desired a
national level commitment to the use of dayto-day seniority, it was unable to achieve
this demand, withd=eu its proposed language
in subsection !, and does not now claim that
the_National.Agree~ent binds the Postal Service
to the use of ciay-to-day seniori::y in all local
post offices.
Howevc~, the trade-off fo~ the
withdrai.;-al b\' the ?-i~~l ::.::::.:::!.c=s of :::1~ n-:-c:>osec
langua2e in Sect:icn 3. was the co~cim.:at:io:.i. of
the langua£e in Sect:"!.on C ::-:i.ich allc:~ec! for
local negotiation of the sa~e iss~e. In order
to avoid the inconsistency· of arguing for 'two
bites·of the apple' by demanding both Band C,
the Mail Handlers withcr~w t!le cesired claim
for broader rights i:i Scc::ion B for the more
limited ones ·contained in C."
(Undcrscori~g

added.)

.....)'
:~

)

(
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Not su::-prisingly the Postal Service negotiator does
sarne impression ccncer:dng what was said and ·
acco:::.?lis:-ied in the 1973 negotia:ions and w:is totally u:iat:a'!'e
of tl"le c L:.:!.:::.ed "era.de-off."
The Se:-vice spokes::.an in these
meeti~~s cenied that there ever h~d been any suggestion, by
anybocy, ::i.a.t addition of the words ''and the Union" to Sectio:i 1-C t·:ould 1?'.ean a.,ythin; co=e than chat ·the Union locally
would "have an equal authori:y to see t:hat the seniori<:y
provisions a::-e properly administered."
At this precise tir.?e,
indeed, the Ar..:u Local Seniority Impasse was moving into arbitra :ion ~~~e= the 1971 ~ational Agreement and the Postal Service
scar::e l •· 't:::~::i --~ave g;:-_!?t:e.~- such a_ ~~r .C:.OE..cession on thi e
verv ..,_o :..n t_ i~. t:he... J-Ia.g_ H~n,~l~l:.....tleg2_ tiations •.
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This witness also emphasized that the Union simul-t::--.eously ha::i sougct to clUrl.nate the word "normally" from
)
now a??c~=s ·as t:hi! !irst scn:ance in Article XI.III,
../ ... _:ion 2-::-3.
While flatly rejecti:ig this proposal, t!'le
Pos:al Se=vice eid agree to add a second sentence to this provisic~, so that i t now Teads:
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not have

t~e

"Normally, an employee shall work the duty
assignment for which he has been designated
the successful bidder.
However, when an
employee is moved off his duty assignment,
he shall. not be replaced by another employee .. "

In the Postal Service view, this paragraph, as revised in the
1973 negocia~icns, plainly recognizes that Hanage.r:lent may cove

)
/
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employees off their duty assi;nments temporarily with the scle
restriction thac such c~ployee not be replaced by another.
employee.
In a.11 truth, hcwever, it is not .fruitful no-:·1 to try
to reconstrucc the 1973 craft negotiations to deterrni~e specifically t-:h-'lt: the variocs partici::iants may have said or arguec!,
and t:he infcri?nccs which r:ight h.:?.ve been c:lra.~m froo such clai::-.ed
statements or argi:=ants.
As most seasoned negotiators in major
collective b~rgaining relationships fully understand, such an
undertaking usually is i~possible tc accomplish and also can be
a source of irTit:ation and frustrL!.t:ion likely to itr.pede fu.t:ure
negotiations.
No one individual ?articipant in a complicated
negotiation really can claim to have either a complete, or
fully accurate, recollection of what was said by all participants.
The frailties of hui:r.an perception, comprehension, and
·mory are too obvious to require elaboration here.
There
so is no way to avoid a certain ci..mount of unconscious editing,
bias, and wishful thinking which color subsequent recollections
of earlier arms' length negotiations.
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Given the seriously con:licting testi~ony as to what
was said and ~~plied in the 1973 negotiations, the~efore, the
Impartial Ch<:?.ir.:::..c:i.n is for::ed to rely pT;;c-.arily -~p_g_n, __th~- !lc::_tt.:.al
laoguaga.a42p_~~y ~h~--partie~PThat language, ~oreover,
must: be evaluated in t:he bargaining context known to both
parcics when it was negotiated.
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Reading the first sentence of Article XLIII, Section
1-C in this light leaves no doubt chat it refers to the
~9mi~~~tr~~ion of seniority on a day-to-day ~asis.
It does
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not say that the installation head and the Union are jointly
responsible for "day-to-day senio::'ity."
The key word is ·
"acl.":!inistra:ion."
This :iccessc.::-ily p=e-supposes the e:;dstencc o: est:::blished pOl[cics- a:::.l p::-ocec!:.::::·cs to b·e ac!=inistc:-ed.
Standinz al.enc;·· t:.his ser.cence c!::-~s not authorize a Local t::i.ion
anc -inscili~·r·:::i'""":'.e~tcl ·t .:> n~·goti::.~e ent:Tr~ly- new seniori:y polici~s and proeecures, beyond th.::>s~ already est~blished or aut.horizc-d-in tha-19··rr:fittlonal Agrce~ent., or elsewher~ in Article
XLIII itself.

The validity of this interpretation is supported by

the following key factors:
(1) 'When che 1973 Mail Handler negotiations took
place, the ~PWUJt::.pas£~ on the sa.ce subject was being carried
°'·'f" +-"l arc i tr at: ion ;
\

/
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I

(2) Article !II of the National Agree~ent. confirms
the Postal Service 1 s ue~c::lusive ri2t:.t" t:o assign employees as
requi~ed to cond~ct its O?e=aticns, subject to the provisions
of the Natic~al Agr~e~e~t;

Nothing in Ar~icle ~"'!! of the 1971 National
Agreement co~teoplated any lirni~a~~~~ up=n the right to assign
employees toci="alwlr:h-work.-flu:: ::;.;.·a:ic:ins 't·1ithin scheduled tours;
(3)

(4) Articles VII, S~ction 2-B and -C in both the.
1971 and 1973 ~ational Agree~ents li~it the right to assign
employees to available work, ~n response to fluctuations in
·workload, by requiring that s-:.:.ch assig~t:":ents be '~in the same
wage level" but suggest no se:iio:-i.:y licitation;

--

)

-

...
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The Postal Service refused to accept, and the
proposed language which specif icall-y
would have established day-to-day seniority as the criterion
·. in t!'.a~ing •Aork assignoent:s; . ·
(5)

~fail F.nndl~rs d~opped

(6)

The parties in 1973 did not modify an existing

provi.sion as to t::he Hail Handler craft that: "Normally, an
employee shall work the duty assigmnent for wic:h he· has been
design:itcd the successful bidder."
Instead, they added to
this provision a sentence reading: ''Roweve.r, when an employee
is moved off his ducy assi~ent, he shall not be replaced by
another employee." (Article XI.III, Section 2-E-3).
-Under all of the evidence, therefore, there is no
sound basis to find that the 1973 negotiators for either party
'-mderstood--or should have understood--that the ambiguous in.. usion of the words "and the Union" in the first sentence of
.ticlc A'°LII!, Section 1-C yas intended to authorize local
Unions to negotiate seniority restric:t:ions upon temporary
assign.~ents of employees in response to fluct:ua~ions in workloaC..
3.
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Proper APt>lic::i.ticn of Article X.XX

An alternative Union argu.~ent holds that the Postal
Service now is est:opped, because its representatives negotiated on day-to-day seniority at: both local and National
levels, from arguing that such an issue is not negotiable
under Article XXX.
No usef~l purpose can be served by con. sidering this argument, however, since the reasonable meaning
of Article xxx.,_in light of the realities of the collective
ba.rgain.in8-pro~~~h;:jrec:lucfosaflci.t:-refusal to ·n:e~or:iateon
such a rr.at:ter.
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Here it is important to emphasize that the present
Article XXX differs caterially fro~ its predecesso~ in the
1971 ~ational Agree~ent.
The ear~ier Article XX..~ declared
that no local "negotiations" -were per;::iissible if they were
in conflict with the National Agreeu.ent.
It was specifically
on this basis th~t the Post~l Service had refused to nego~iate
in the APWU local seniority impasse case, and that case then
came before the Arbitrator, as a rights dispute under Article
XV of the 1971 National Agreement, solely to determine whether
the Postal Service <t.ras obliged to negotiate.

It is common knowledge that many initial proposals
in collective bargaining are unsound, impractical, and sometimes even frivolous or unlaYful, yet such proposals may
\ .. "'meti:nes be. so modified through negotiations as to eliminate
) i ectionablc feiltures.
A local proposal ";;.~ich may seem to
· ... c::ck a result in conflict ·with the Nat:io:ial Asreement--but
"Which nonetheless seeks to deal wit:-. a, genuine problem within
the scope of Arc:icle XX..X--ac:c:ordingly still may provide a
basis f~r good f~ith negotiation.
In any s~ch negotiation,
o·f coc-::-se, either party may and should resist agreement upon
any co~pro:::ise or alter.late solution which would conflict
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with the t;a.tional Agreeoent:.

Nothing in the present Article XXX authorizes s.J:"efusal to negot:i'!_t:e conc.e=ni:'lg a Io;:Si..;.:o_p~.sal, on one of the
subjects C.elineat:ed in Paragraph B tilereof. - When the local
and National Postal Service representatives in fact did enter
into negotiations concerning the present impassed local issues,
therefore, there could have been no estoppel:
The Postal
Service rapresentatives si~~lv were c:o~plvinb ~vi.th the reasonable in~~~~ of Article XXX.
~

)
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It folloYs that the present impasses are both negotiable and arbitrable under Article XXX, within the clear
lirnita:ion chat any ultioate settlemant or award cust not be
"inconsistent: with or vary the terms of the 1973 Nation:i.l
Ag:::-eecent. 11

4.

DisRosition of the Case

The Union• s estoppel argument seems to. run not only
to jurisdiction (i.e., negotiability and arbitrability} but
also to the substantive merit of its ultimate proposal for
settlement at the National level.
Because the Postal Sel:"Vice
· d suggested a ba.sis for settling the impassed issues in
;ion~l level negotiations, the ~tail Handler brief contends:
•

11

SS
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Given that the Postal Service concedes that
the·Uniori may bargain to restrict the teoporary transfer of personnel by use of craft
and duty status designations, it is not
tenable to draw the line ••• when the concept
of seniority is introduced. Once the employer
has agreed to restrict its t>rerogative bv anv
means what:soever. the. negotiation of oti\er
stand.i-rds 1 includi::icz dav-to-cav seniority is
merely an element within the negot:i~t.ions ••• "
{Underscoring added.)

..

\
}
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The Imparti~l Chairr::::m. cannot embrace this reasoning, in view of the plain lir.:.itation in Article XX.~ that
"no loc~l meccrandi.ll:l of cnde:-standinz may be inconsistent
with or vary che tero.s of the 1973 National Agreement."
This ir.~o~t.ant proviso cnnnot be rendered inoperative under
an cstoppel or waiver theory at the local level.
There is,
moreover, no £vidence here which ·would support a finding of
estoppel or waiver at the National level.
~t no time did
any Service re?resentative in the National level n~gotiatiOns
on these iopasses indicat.e any willing:iess :~.CL~re.e _that~rs·e se.11.i:rr:try· '~o\ild 'be applied in making day-to-daywork
assign.~ents.
The whole thrust of the Postal Service participation in eb_~se _negotiations was to find some .c~p~oois!:,_
solution, in re~po~se to the local proposals~ which woUld not
• inconsistent with the National Agreement.

)

Unde= all of the evidence, therefore, it is held
that the f~na: V!'lion pTO?~sal to se:tle the disputed foca!
issu~s c6eS-'n~~-e:onst'~:~:e-n proper disposition of the
i~ssc·s·:---?:~~cti· Articlo? n:-· -of the Natiol'.lal Agreement:, the
PO'Staf Service enjoys the freedom to assign ecployees to
vario-..is duties· and work stations, subject: only to t:.i'};e re ...:.
_strict:io:i.s whi.ch are specified in the National Agre.e.'ment.
Nothing in the ?~at:ional Ag::_~e~en1;..J;.pJU$:;tPlates any senio=ity
restriction i..:-=-:m tne making of within-tour assignmencs'"-inrespon"se to \:o~k2:~~c!...f!~c;:_t:_ua,E;ons.
To the extent that the
Union p=oposal would require that: reverse seniority be applied
whenever i t becomes necessary to move an ecployee from his bid
assignment or assigned section, .it thus is inconsiscent with
the ?;iltional Agreement.

\

)
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.
.
Thi.s is not to say, however, that some meaningful
settlement of the disputed local issues is not possible.
The Postal Se~vice alre~dy h~s suggested a se~tle~ent designed to deal with so::;e of the basic proble::is envisioned
by the Union, nnd bas not claimed that this possible solution
would be il:lproper under Article XX.X. The present record is
inadequate to warrant e~pressing an opinion as to whether
such possible settle:nent would represent proper final c:lisposi~ion of the icpassed local issues.
This case came to arbitration primarily because the
parties needed clarification of several difficult interpretive issues, particularly under Articles XXX: and XI.III.
N0t~
that these matte~s have been clarified, within the limitntion~
e the present record, the parties shoµld have a further
-o'rt:.:.~~.E.7_.tE .~~.;]~ai,n_realistically concerning fheimpass·ed
•.::.sues.
It seems probable that final settlement t:hus can be
.. ._..ac hicve~ end :Urther resort to arbitration avoided.
The
Awa'rd here is shaped to enhance this possibility.
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AWARD
1. The impassed local seniority issues in this ~~s~
are both negotiable and arbitrable under Article XXX of the •
1973 National Agreement.
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2. As stated in this Opinion, no n~gotiat:ed settlement or arbit"t"ation Award under Article xxx· may be inconsistent:
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Yith or vary the tercs of the 1973 National Agreement.

..

'
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3. The pArties shall have a period of 60 days
following this Award--or longer if they so agTee--in which
t:o nego::j.ate full settlement: in light: of this Opinion.
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4. Failing full scttlemc~t, any remaining i~passed
local issue c.ay be returned to arbitration for fin~l dis-
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posit:i\)n unC:er .Article XXX .

.
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AUITIATION.AWARD
Sepcaabcn: Zl. 19 81

.

UHIT!D STATES POSTAL SERVICE
Halcma, Mont.am.

=•nd-

Case No. NB-W-0406

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
u:TTD. CAU.IEIS
I-ranch 220

Subject:

Assignment of Work - Enforceability of Local Memorandum of Underatandin&

Sta cement of the Issues:
Whether the Helena Memo-~)
randum of Understanding With respect to the assign;
··
ment of re-labeling vork is enforceable or unenf oT'c .. >able~- Whether Helena Management waived its unenforceability claim by failin& to invoke the p~ocedures set
forth in the 19'8 National Memorandum of Understanding for resolution of an alleged conflict between
the Helena Memorandum and the 1978 National Agree-

ment?

' Involved:
Contract Provisions
Articles III, XIII, XV and
XXX and Ehe Memorandum of Understanding on XXX of
the July 21, 1978 National Agreement. Article XLI,
Section 3U of the November 14 1 1978 Helena Memorandum cf Understanding.
Grievance Data:
Grievance Filed:
Step 2 Arulve'l":
Step 3 Answer:
Step 4 Anaver:

Dace

April 28, 1980
May 22. 1980
June 30, 1980
Decem~er

19 1 1980

Appeal to Arbitration:
Came Hcrun:d:

TranacTipt ~eceived:
lriefa Subalicted:

January.22, 1981
Ap1:'11 21, l.981
Hay 11, 1981
.June 21, 1981

Statement of the Avard:
The gTievance is STanced.
ffui Helena post.al faeiltty should reimburse che
l•gul.ar Carrier OT T-6 for -re-labeling voTk improperly aaaf..pu1d to ochers in April 1980.

)
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IACKCROUND
Thia grievance from Helena, Montana involves the Postal
Service's refusal to honor a clause in a Local Memorandum
of Understand.in& which requires caaea for a particular route
co be " ••• re-labeled by the lleagular Carrier or T-6 only."
NA.LC 1na1ata that this raf\Ulal ia a violation of Article XXX
of the 1978 National Agreement. The Postal Service argue&,
however, that this clause ta unenforceable (1) because its
subject matter does not fall within the 22 itema enumerated
for local ne1ot1ations in Article XXX, Section ! and C2J
bec&use ies terms are inconsistent or in conflict with
Articles III and XIII. NA.LC diaa1rees with both of these
propositions.
Since the mid-1960s, ·the parties have encouraged the
execution of local •lt"•ementa. Those local agreements included a variety of clauses. Some 1Htrved to implement the
general provisions of the National Agreement; others dealt
with subject matter not cove.red by tbe National Agreement..
The parties specifically contemplated local ageements which
vent beyond the tenu of the National Asreement. For example, Article VII, Section 13(c) of the 1968 National Agree-.
men~ prohi bi tad local clawu1111 which "repeat, reword. 0.13 raphraae or conflict v1th the National Agreemenc ••• ' b:.
added that "tM.s 1• not co be interpTeted to mP.an th•lt: loca) .···)
negociaticms shall be restricted to only those options pro-· .
vided in articles in the Naei.onal ·Agreement ••• "
This history vaa not igno~ed 1~ the 1971 National Agreement. the first contTact following the Postal Reorganization
Act and the creation of the collective 'b&r1aining process
now in effect. Art:i~le XXX stated that. it was "impractical
to set forth in ~he Agt"eement all detailed matters relating
co local condiciona ••• " and that cheTefore "further negotiations re1ardin& local conditions vtll be Tequired with
respect to local installations, post offices, and facilities." It vent on to say that "any agreement reached shall
be incorporated in memoranda of understanding." It. provided
that no such meaoranda "shall be inconsistent or in conflict
with this Agreement ••• "; it provided 1w4 arb~·-ation of 1~
passes reached in local negotiations.

'the 1971 local negotiations resulted in a huge number
of impasses. Hore than 100,000 of them were appealed to
aTbitration. Obviously, the parties were unable to disp~~e
of this volume of disputes. This difficulty prompted
changes in the 1973 National AgTeement. The parties decided

-2-

to limit the number of impasses by restricting "local imple11Ntntation" to "22 specific items enumet"ated below ••• " Thus,
the local ne1otiators could deal with any or all of these
%2 itenua but . ve-ra not required to discuss anything else.
The parties provided for arbitration of impasses where the
appeal to arbitration was timely and was authorized by the
Nation.al Union President.

The language of the 1973 Nation.al A1raement,
specifically, Article XX:X, has been carried forward into the
1975 and 1978 National A;reements. It 1• crucial to the
resolution of .this grievance and must be quoted at length:
"A. Presently effective local Mmoranda of
underacanding not inconsistent or in conflict
with the 1978 Natic:m.al Agreement shall r1111main in
effect during the te1:'11 of this Agreement unless
cha.n1ed by mutual agr1u1:1Hnt pursuant to the local
implementation procedure set forth below.

)

''B. There ah.all be a 30-day period of local
implemention to commence Oct:obei- 1, 1978 on the
2~ apeeific items enumerated below, provided that
• no local &HmOrandum of understanding may be ~.::··
ccmaistent with or vary the terms of the 1978
.~ati~l .A&ramHnt :_
. ._ .
••• [Ite=s 1 chrough 22]

"C. All proposals "remaining in dispute may
be submitted to final and binding arbitration,
with the vritten authorization of the national
Union President. The 'request for arbitration
must be submitted within 10 days of the end of
the local implementation period. However, where
there is no agreement and the matter is not referred to arbitration, the provisions of the
fonaer local vaemorandua of understanding shall
apply, unlaaa inconsistP~t wi:· or in conflict
Vi.th the 1978 National Agree~~ :.

"D. An alleged violation of the terms of a
memorand\.Zt:\ of understanding shall be subject to
the grievance-ai-b1trat1on pt'ocedure."'*
• this quocacicn Is taken from the 1978 National Agreement.
'nte languag~ of tht 1913 and 1975 National ~greements is
.identica~ except for ~he yea~ 1973 o~ 1975, resreetiv~ly,
instead c.f 1978.

)

·
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Clven thla backaround, the facts which -prompted the instant dispute should be considered. Route cas~s are labeled
ao as to allow a Letter Carrier to eaae mail in a proper delivery sequence. le-labeling is periodically required, perhaps tvo houra' voTk on each ca'l:"l'iar route once a year, because of route chan1•• Ce.g., nev addreaaea>. In the 1975
local ne1oti&tlona in Melena, Montana, the parties agreed to
a Memorandum of Underatand1n& which included the following
clause .in Article Xl.I, Sect ton l:

''U.

loutaa vf.11 be re-labeled by the Regular

Ca1:"'1"ie-r o~ t-6 only."

Thia

~lauae

does not fall within any of the 22 items enuxxx~1 •. Xt vaa nevertheless applied by Management throughout the life of the 1975 National A1reement.
le vaa not mentioned durin1 the 1978 local negotiations and
it appeared again, unch..lt.ncad, in the 1978 Memorandum of Understanding. No claim was made by Management in those negotiation• that the clause was inconsistent or in conflict with
the National Asreement.

merated in Article

Helena Mana1ement used a part-time Flexible CarTier and
a U ..mi ted duty legular Ca1:"l'ie1" to rem!we and re:~'!..;-:: · · '· ls
on route caaea on April 14, 1980. This was contrary: ... n~':·--J
terms of the 1978 Memorandum of Undet"standing. NAt..C Branc:l
·,
220 grieved cm April 28, 1910, al le1tng a violation of the ··
Memorandum and seekin1 back pay f o'l" the Regular Ca?"t"iers _who
would nave performed this re-labelins had Management eompl1ed
with Article XL!, Seceion 3U of the_ Memorandum.

. '.

DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS
'
This case concerns
the enforceability of that portion
of the 1978 Helena Memorandum of Understanding which deals
with the asatsnraent of re-labelin1 work. Two principal questions are before the arbitrator. The first is whether this
Helena clause is rendered unenforceable by reason of the fact
that its subject matter is outside the ·~ope of the 22 ite~s
enumerated for local ne1otiations in Article x.x.A-iS. The sec-.i •• ~
11 whether this Helena clause is inconsistenc o~ in conflict
vith the 1978 National Agreement and hence unenforceable under
Article XXX-A and -a. The Postal Service believes both questions call for an affirmative answer. NALC diaag~ees.

._)

I - Enforceability : Subject Hatter
The Postal Service &rl"J8• that Article XXX-B limits the
permlasibla scope of local negotiations. It insists that local
parties have the authority to ne1otiate only on those 22 items
enumerated in XXX-1. It uqes tnat they have no auchor1ty
to ne1otiate on other aubjeet matter and that should they neve~
theleaa do so, any &;T•UMtnt they reach vould be· unenforceable.
It. aa11u1rta that these pri.nciples require that che Helena c:lause
on re-labeling be declared unenforceable inasmuch as it does
not fall within the 22 em.aerated items.
Thia ar~nt rests on a single sentence in Article X:XX-B.
''There shall be a 30-day period of local 1mplementation ••• on
the 2.2 specific itmlUll ttm.mHtrated below ••• " These words simply state that the local parti•• are to negotiate on these
22 itesllS. A fmd.liar rule of eonfract construction provides,
"To npreuus one tht.111 11 to aelude another." The Postal Service apparently relies on thia rule in aaaeTCing that the'local partiaa are not to ne1otiate anythinf other than these
22 itGUU. Its position 1• that tbe loca pa:n:ies in Helena
had no authorl.ty 'to Mgotiaca the c:lauaa on re-labeling and
that this clause l!llU.St tharafora ~ deemed null and void.

ibia point of view ia not persuasive. To begin w~~~.
it must be rUMmberad that th• local par1:iea had in the past
routinely negotiated local INlllO'l'anda on subject matter nowhere
mentioned in the National A;Teeaent. No one claims these memoranda .were, for that reason, invalid. However, so many local
issues were deadlocked in Che 1971 negotiations that the procedure foT resolv1ft1 such 1mpasaes waa overwhelmed and hence
unworkable. Thia problem prompted the introduction of X.X:X-B
in the·1973 National A&Tettmenc. Clearly, the concern of the
national partie••W&& not the subtect matte~ of the local memoranda* but rather thet\umber of mpasaes. It is true that
XX.X-8 served to liait the subjects on vhich.the local parties
were required to negotiate. But that obviously was done ln
order to limit the number of potential impasses in the future.
Given this tradition of broad loca~ emora~~a and the
limited objectives of XXX-B, it would take clear contract

•

the national parties vere, of courae, alvays concerned about
local 1Munoranda betn1 coru:. "cent ,.-~ch the tiational Agreeme"'t:.
That matter is discussed _ ~er in this opin~on.

)
../
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1an1ua1a to prohibit the local pares.·es from negotiating a clause
on a 1ubject outside the 22 listed items. No ~uch language,
no such prohibition, can be found in XXX-B. The Postal Set"Vice
bftlleve1 th1a provision describes what the local parties are
authorized to negotiate. But it ia equally plausible to argue,
aa NALC does, that this pi-oviaicm describes what the local
parties are l'eguired to negotiate.* This interprecac.ion h,
t think, more conaiatent with the partlea' history as well
as collective Wirgaininf reality.•• The rule of construction
noted earlier, when app led to this view of XXX-B, would indicate only that the local parties are not required to negotia~a on any subject outside the 22 Listed items.
Thus, the
local parties are free if they wish to expand their negotiating agenda to include subject& nowhere mentioned in XXX-8.
That is exactly vhat happened in Helena when the local parties agreed go a re•labeling clause in the 1975 negotiations.
They had the authority to negotiate such a clause.

Tvo other points deserve brief mention. First, the Postal
Service concedes that any p-re-1973 local memoranda on subjects
outside the 2.2 listed iten1u1 vould be valid and binding notwithstanding XXX-1. It says only poat-1973 memoranda are affect.ed
by che XXX-B con1cra1nca. If this diatincciol" W'!J!'!" .. - ·-·--cc::,
then the ·validity of many local c:lau1u1111 would depend :. ... on
"
their subject matter but. ?'&Cher on the date they happen to ( )·
have been negotiated. The same clause might be valid if ex- .
ecuted in the 1971 negotiation• but invalid if executed in
···
the 1973 ne1otiations. 'nult would be a strange result.
Second, the Po•tal Service e1tes several award& whic:.h have
interpreted X:XX-8 in a manner consistent w~th its position.
All but one*"'"1r of those awards were impasse arbitrations.
They were not grievance arbitrationa; they were not heard
" And· Article W-S and -c together i:ndicate that the part1es
are free to arbitrate what they are required to, b.ut cannot
successfully negotiate.
** Multi-facility (or multi-employer) collective bargaining
contracts alwaya pe-rmit local agreements 10 lor'i .ias they ar~
not in conflict with the master contract. That phenomenon
is a result of ·the need for mutually acceptable arrangements
for mat~ers not covered by the master contract.

The one exception, C&se No. AC-N-14034, was a griever ;e
arbitration at the naeional level. But the arbitrator's opinion did not really deal with the iss~e before me ln the present

'lllr'llNlr

case.
.

'
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at the national level; they do not appear co have involved
a full airing of this XXX-B issue. In another award at the
national level CC4se No. A8-N-Q036l, Arbitrator Aaron stated,
" ••• it can scarcely be COfttended that 11lanagament is precluded
by Article XXX, Section I, from agreeing to negotiate locally
about any particular matter." Under these circumstances, I
do not consider myself bound by the Postal Service citations.
For these reasons, my conclusion is that the Helena Local
Memorandum clawae on re-labeling was enf oreeable even though
1t covered a subject outside the 22 enumerated items in XXX-B.
II - Enforceability - Continuity of

Memoranda

The Helena clause 1n question vas initially agreed to
in the 1975 local nezotiationa. It vaa inco'l"poraced in the
1975 Local Memorandum. No mention was made of this clause.
in the 1978 negotiations and the parties carried it forward
inco the 1978 Mmnorandum.

\

That clawae i• enforceable undcn· Anicle XXX-A, 0 Present:ly"
effective local t11MtmOranda of understanding ••• shall remain in
effe.c:t during the t11na of this ( 1978 N~t1onal l A8T'F-"?M"
•"
)

/

It vaa 1n effect in April 1980 when Management ignored 1ts
tH''m& and assigned re-labeling work to aomecme ocher than "the
Regular C&n1.er or T-6 ••.• " AceoTcU.ns . co XXX-D. :uch "an alleged violation of the Ce1."'IDll of a memorandum of understanding
shall be aubjec:t t.o cha grievance-arbitration procedure."
III - Enforceability - Conflict with
National Agreement

Article X:XX-A provides that only those "presently eff ective local memoranda" vhic:h are "not inconsist:ent or in conflict with the 1978 National Agreement shall remain in effect
durin' the ten of this Agreement ••• " The Postal Service asserts that Che Helena clause on re-labeling is "inconsistent
or in conflict with" Articles III and XIII of the 1978 National
A1rcu1ment and 1• hence unenforceable. fol!.~ - di.saCl'T'4!es.

Article III CMa.nasen:H!nt Rights) states in part:
''The Employer shall have the exclusive right, subject to the p~ovisions of this Agreement and consister.with applicable laws and regulations:

.·)
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A.

To direct employees •••
official duties;

the perfot""IDanee of

I.

To ••• aaaign ••• employees in positions
the Postal SeTVice;

C.

To maintain the efficiency of

~he

wit~in

opera-

CionA ••• ;

D.

To determine the methods, means and personnel
by which such opcu:au:ions are to be conducted ... "

nu.a concrac:t: language tranta the Poatal Se't"Vi.c:e an "exclusive right" to "direct" the work force and "assign" work.
lta broad diac:retion in these areas ia "subject" to the provisions of the 1978 Natic:m&l Asree!llMn\C. Neither party has
cited any portion of the National Agreement which would limit
that di.aeration in r•lation to the facts of this caa·e. The
H-39 Manual, Part 121.21, aaya that one of the Can-ier's office duties ia to "relabel case& if local management so desires ••• " These vorda merely indicate that CarTiera aTe to
pcrfonia re-labeling vo~ only when Managemenc asks them to
do ao.
The Helena clause on re-labelins work is part o~ ... i..oca' _._-)',
Memorandum of Understanding. IC is not a provision of the
1978 Nacicmal"A;remnent;* Ie a~acaa, "ltoute ••• [cases] will
be re-labeled by che .Regular Carrier or T-6 only. u The t.ssue 1:'ai1Htd by the parciea is whether Chia clause, this restriction en Helena Management'& 't"ighc of asr.i.gnment., is "inconshtent or in confU.ct with" Article III of the National
Agreement..

'n\e Postal Sel"Vice'a argument 1• not without appeal.
It correctly obse'l:'Ves that chis local clause prohibits Hel~~a
Manaaement froa aaaisning re-labeling worlt to anyone other
than the legular Carrier or T•6. It insiscs that Management' a "excluaive ri&hC" to "assign" 1• thereby limited, that
the broad d1acrat1crn 1ranted by Article 111 is reduced by the
Helena clause. In ice or.inion, therefo~~. the orohibition
in this local clause 1• 'incon&i.scenc or in eon.t.t. ict with"
ita Article Ill righca. It says -this inconsistenc:y should
prevent this clause from being treaced, under XXX-A, as a
• LOCaI memoraiidi are enforceable through the tenns of the
Nation4l A;reement. out that surely .does not make any such
memorandum a provi~~on of the National Agr~~~ent.
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·"presently effective local

memoranda~

•• "

The difficulty vith this argument is that it assumes
Helena HanagUM11nt had no "right" to •CT•• to such " clause.
'T'hat is not true. on. who holds an "exclusive right" has a
wide variety of options. Thus, Helena Management had m.any
altanu!tives vi.th respect to the assignment of the disputed
vorlt. lt vaa free to assign th• re-labeling to any of its
Carriers. It vas free to asaips the re-labeling to a special
STOUP of emplo7ees, the Regular Carrier or T-6 only. - It was
free indeed to raduee thia latter arrangement Ci.e., use of
the ftesular Carrier or T-6 only) to vriting through a Loeal
Ha.morandum. Each of these approaches represents a legitimate
exercise of Management's "exclusive right" of ·assignment..
It had a ri&ht to do whate~er it wished to do.

\/

In short, the "exclusive ri;ht" in Article III did not
prevent Melena Management from contractin& with the Local NALC
lraneh to linit the aasi;nment of particular work co par~i
cular enployees. That vas simply one of the options available
to it. leeawse this Helena clause vaa hence within Management'5
powers' it can hanlly be considered "inconsistenc or in conflict vith" Areicle III right.a. That being ~o, this local
clause ia not rendered unenforceable by XXX-A or -s. H~l~na
Man.asement was bound by t.bis '-la.use. When 1t. ass.-gr.-.
.-labe.
1ng co employees other than the Resular Carrier or T-o on
April 14, 1980, it violated that· clau1n11. Such a violation
is subject to cOTTection thTOU.:h Che Ce!:"!!!S of XXX-Do
In reaching this conclusion, I have examined awards by
Arbitrators Kri•sly and Balicer cited by che Postal Service .
.!oth appear to have been the result of impAsae arbitrations.
The !aliceT award involves other provisions of the National
Agreement beside~ Article III and seems to be distinguishable
frOClll the present case. The Krimsly award is based, at least
in· part, on the faulty premise that local parties cannot n~g~
t1ate asaigmaent restrictions because that is not one of the
22 local 1mple11H1tntat1on items in XXX-B. I have already 'M.lled
ocherviae 1n Part l of this opinion.
'nlere reraains the Postal Service'~ _laim ~~at the local
_clause 1.n question is "inconsistent or in cc·nflict with" Article XIII which concerrua "assignment of ill or injured regular
work force employees." The difficulty here is the laten~ss
of this ar;ument. Article XV descTibes in gTeat detail •hat
is expected of the parties in the grievance procedure. T'"-e
Postal Service's Step 2. decision must make a "full statement"
of its "underst.anding of ••• the concractwal r.rovisions involved." Its Step 3 decision must inelude 'a statement ~f

r

•
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any addU::icmal ••• contentions not r.reVioualy set fon:h ••• "
I~s Step 4 deeimion muat contain 'an adeqwnte explanation of
the raaaon,a therefor." In this case, the Postal Service made
no lllMmtic:m of Article XIII in Steps 2, 3 and 4. Ita reliance
on tb.is cc:mtraet provision did not surface until the arbitraCicm hearina itself. Unde'f' such cirC1J1Datanc11s, it would be
itw1pprop-riate to considar thim belnted Article XIII claim.*
Fcrr these re111u1ona, I find thnt the Helena clause on relabeling is valid and enforceable and that Helena Management
violated this clauae in April 1960 by usln& IUlll'loyees other
than tho.logulaT Carrier OT T-6 to parfom the re-labeling
work.

'the grievance is granted. The Melena postal facility
should reimburse the Regular C..rrier or T-6 for re-labeling
work improperly assigned to others in April 1980.
,

/Lt-4~r

11chard M!Etentfial, Arbitrator

'·

•

this procedural objection to any consideration of XIII
in this case was made by NALC at the arbitration hearing and
in its post-hearin& brief.
·
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SER\/tCE
475 l.'Enfant Pfau. SW

Washl119ton, DC 20200

AUG 29 1985

Mr. Joseph H. Johnson,. Jr.
Director,. City Oel 1 very
National Association of Letter

Carriers, AFL-CIO
100 Indian& Avenuer N.W.
Washingtonr D.C. 20001-2197

Re:

Class Action
Madison, WI 537G7
H4N-4J-C 2536

Uear Mr. Johnson:
On July 19, 1985, we met to discuss the above-captioned .
grievance at the fourth step of our contractual grievance
procedure.
\
/

l

The iss~e in this grievance is whether employees are
permitted to fill out Standard Form 1187 {Authorization ·for
.. Deduction of Union Dues) during employee.orientation •
. · During our discussion, we mutually agreed that the following.
would repres~nt a full settlement of this case:

Completion of SF-1167 as identified in
ELM 913.414 will pe permitted during
employee orientation in the areas designated by management. ·
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as
.your acknowledgment of agreement to settle this case.
Time limits were extended by mutual consent •
.Sincerely,

Johnson,. Jr.
City Delivery
National Association of Letter
Carriers,. APL-CIO

Joseph~ a~.

Director~

MAt2;::2 7984
!:.onn i o r.. ,Tohnr;on
National nirector
n~tiofial Post Ofticc Mail Hanrllers,
Watr.hmcn, Mesc;en9cr:::; .:ind c;roun

rlr.

Lead<)r3, AFL-CIO
Suite 450
l?.2=- 19th Street, r 1 .!·i.
Pashin0ton, D.C.
20036-2411
'.~c:

~;r.

Dear

J. r~icci
New Haven, ~T
06511
r-ru1-1,r-r. 1 n117

John:=:on:

nn Fabruary :c, we met with your r~prezentativc to discuss
th~ abov0-ca11tionr:>rl r,rieuanc0. at the fourth step of our
cor>tr.actual ~ricvanc0 procerlurn.
issue, in t!•i!; 0ricvzmce 1.1ni0n's request to ri:.:vi(!w a
::;upcr.vinor' i::; Ste!' l r.riov;iinc:c~ summary form, Ps-2r.na.

The

·--.,,,

)

It was mutunlly anrt?nd to full f:nttleml'nt to the ca.s•..! as
::olJows:
l..

The PS F'onn ?.60R ii~ nnt complf'ted hy th~ Posti'll
sr~rv:i.cc rit. t.h~ tfr-:•· of thP. ~tC!p 1 discussion.

Tb0r1.1fore, it. ls nC1t nvailat>Je for the lJr>ion to
until ~t0.p 2.
2.

If 2t .<::t.ep 2 or
~roc0dura,

~riv

th~

Dninn
?.c:; Pnrm 21-i')l.I i.t will

J;b~aL;~~------•:;;ini0J

[.01-Jor

/\.

l~;-oh1'

r.'.-.1.;:it ior.s

r,1·1•.=>rtr:-':nt

<:ui.sequ.~nt.

rc0ueFt~
r~

JTl,=l(l('

r.evi,~w

st<!p of. the (_Jt:icvo.nce
the cdmrlate

to·revi~w
,1vaiJ.;:irJ.~.

-~ 3nbn~
-~~~

nin r .•

.

Natjnr~l

rJ~~c~nr

: ! at .i. .- q

,... ,, r: t·. " · -: 1 c · · t ';1 i. J

'1

l

::c.:r;,:ll•·r:~,

.. : 1 •·

1

'·.:·,trt ..... ,,,.

··r(•1::

'"· ;,.

t···.

:··..: ...~··r,, ... ,_.r~.;
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UNrra> STATES POSTAL SE..RVla:

.··~

473 l. ~ Fl\cza. $W
~llCllll.
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Apt:il 23, 1981
Kr. Wallace Baldwin, Sr.
Administrative Vice President,
Clerk Craft.
Postal Workers Onion,
AFL-<:IO
817 - 14th Street, N. w.

Ameri~an

Washin9ton,

o. C.

20005

. Re:

APW ·Loc:al·
,,. -·.
San Dieso, .a ~z1~9
asc-sx-c 14259 .

Dear Mr. Baldwin:
Oc April 8, 1981, ve met with your representative to discuss
the above-captioned grie.,ance ·at the f~urth step of our
~ntractual 9-rievan<:flt p~i.-o.:· :~
.. . . . ·..
'fbe aatters presented a• veli ·ae·th• applicable.contractual
pr091.s.i"!'~a have t>een revieved and gi~en careful.
.cor.us1derati.oa.
~

I

"rhe parties ·mutually a9ree that the disclosure p-rovi~ i-ons set
forth in ~rtiele~ XV, XVII and XXXI, National Agr•ement
intend that any and all infot·iuation upon vhic:h t.he parties
rely to s.uppor~ their position in a grievance is to be

exchanged betwe~n the representatives to assura that every
effort is made to resolve the grievance at the lowest
possible level. Accordingly, provided mana9'ment•' file
contains the supervis·ors request ~or disciplin.ary action. of
II. G. E.dvards (Local A.PWT.1 851080) S.uM ahoul-d be aade
&•ailable to the Oniea.
~ime

limits ver• extended by

mutual agreement..

Please sign· the .1ttached copy of this deei.sioa as your
•cknovledgment of agreement to resolv• this case.

S1nc::erel:r, . ·

al' ace Baldwin, Sr.

)

~dminlstra~ive Viee President,

C:lerk eraf t.
American Postai ·workers Onion,

. . 'Al''L-CIO

NATIONAL ARBITRATION PANEL
In the Matter of the Arbitration
between
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

)
(
)

(
)
(

GRIEVANT:
Class Action
Philadelphia, Penn.

)
(
)

-andAMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS ONION

(

)

-andNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LETTER
CARRIERS
Intervenor

-andMAIL HANDLERS DIVISION, LABORERS
INTERNATIONAL UNION OF NORTH
AMERICA

Intervenor

CASE NO.

H4T-2A-C 36687

(
)
(
)
(
)
(
)
(
)
(
)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~<

BEFORE:

Richard Mittenthal, Arbitrator

APPEARANCES:
For the Postal Service:

Mary Anne Gibbbns
Attorney
Off ice of Labor Law

For the APWU:

Anton G. Hajjar
Attorney (O'Donnell
Schwartz & Anderson)

For th•

Keith E. Secular
Attorney (Cohen Weiss
& Simon)

MA.LC:

For the Kail Handlers:

Laurence E. Gold
Attorney (Connerton
Ray & Simon)

.

~--)

o.c.

Place of Hearinq:

Washinqton,

Date of Hearing:

May 23, 1990

Date of Post-Hearin9 Briefs:

october 25 and
November 6, 1990

AWARD:

The Postal Service violated APwtt's riqhts under Article 17, Section J and
Article 31, Section 2. The remedy for this
violation is provide~ in the foraqoinq opinion.

Date of Award:

November 16, 1990.
/;

f&_~~--/
ftalix,.-:if-A
Richard Kittenthal
Arbitrator
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BACKGROUND
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}-

This qrievance protests the Postal Service's re·tusal to
provide APWU with th• minutes of certain Employee Involvement/
Quality of Work Life (EI/QWL) meetings held jointly by the
Postal Service and the Mail Handlers. APWO insists that this
denial of information was a violation of Article 17, Section 3
and Article 31, Section 2 of the National Agreement. The
Postal Service disagrees. NALC has intervened in support of
one phase of APWtJ's position. The Mail Handlers have
intervened in support of the Postal Service's position.

The EI/QWL concept was introduced in postal facilities in
September-October 1982. Three of the four major unions NA.LC, Mail Handlers, and Rural Letter Carriers - aqreed to
participate in the process. APwt1 is not a participant. The
purpose of the proqram, broadly stated, is to •illprove ••• the
working life ••• n of employees and •enhance the effectiveness
of the Postal Service." Manaqement and each of the three
unions above have established joint committees at local,
,
reqional and national levels to implcuaant th• EI/QWL concept.
The committees attempt to identify and solve probleaa which
affect the employees' work and th• quality of their work life
with the object of achieving greater job satisfaction and
smoother operations. Th• commi tteea, however, are •not
intended to be a substitute for collective barqaininq or the
qrievance procedure.• And •no aqreement or understanding
reached as a result of the QWL ~roe••• may negate or interfere
with th= National AqrQement ••• w
·
The Philadelphia Bulk Mail Center (BMC), Business Annex,
has a 045 operation (non-preference letter distribution) and a
075 operation (non-preference flat secondary distribution).
APWU clerks had tMaen responsible for aortinq this IUlil into
cases by zip code and scheme knowledge, removinq the sorted
mail, bundling or banding it, and placing it in the
appropriate receptacle, either a sack or an all-purpose
container (A.PC). Th• latter task was part of the so-called
dispatch function. These arrangements had evidently bean in
effect for some years.
M. Gallaqher, the then President of APWU Local 7048, was
told by a Mail Handler in Septam.t>er 1986 that this particular
dispatch function had been discussed in EI/QWL meetinqa
1 The quotations in this paraqraph are taken fron th• october
lS, 1982 Undarstandinc; (Statement of Principles & Committee
Responsibilities) signed by the Postal Service and the Mail
Handlers.
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involvinq Manaqement and the Mail Handlers and chanqes in this
function were beinq considered by Manaqe~ent. Gallaqher heard
that the dispatch area was to be redesiqned and that this
would likely mean a "chanqe in jurisdiction", namely, .a reassignment of dispatch work from APWU employees to Mail
Handler employees. He therefore submitted the followinq
request to Management on Septllmber 18:

••. we request that the tollovinq docu.ments ••• be
aade available to us in order to properly identify
whether or not a grievance doeu exist and, if so,
their relevancy to the grievance:
l. Request copies of all the minutes of all
Employee Involvement/Quality of Work Life meetings

...

He apparently made clear that he was referrinq to ManaqementMail Handler minutes.

/

Gallagher's request was passed alonq to the appropriate
departllent. He spoke with w. Trauqott, the then Acting
'
Employee ' Labor Relations officer in the BMC. Be claiJllUI that
Traugott advised hi• "h• would provide that inforaation as
soon as he could qet it• and that Traugott expressed no
reservation• a.bout aatiafyinq APWU'a request. Rovever, he was
later informed that Traugott was having difficulty 9ettin9 the
minutes becau1u11 P. Brown, the Coordinator for th• local EI/QWL
qroup, was not sure these •inutes could be qiven to APWO. And
he was still lat~r inf orm~d that his r&quest had to bG
referred to th• national EI/QWL group for an answer. APWO
became iapatient with the delay and filed a grievance (CG-426)
on Novelll:>er l. It ~ited Articles 17 and 31 and complained of
Kanaqament's failure to •provide the Union an opportunity to
review tha minutes of all ••• [EI/QWL] •••tings.•
In the 111uaantiJ1e, evidently in late October, Management
redesigned this dispatch function. A.PWt1 employees continued
to distribute the mail, casinq and bundling, at the 045 and
075 operations. But they nov put the bundle• in a utility
cart. The cart was moved to a dispatch area by Kail Handler
cinllployeea who then placed the bundles in APC•. These
employees aatched the •labels•, perhaps this refers to zip
codes, on the bundltui vi th the • 1a.bels 11 on the APCa. They did
not require.ac:hUHt knovledqe for this task. APWU believed
that dispatch work had been improperly transferred froa APWU
jurisdiction to Mail Handler jurisdiction. It filed &
qrievance (CG-424) on oetober 24 and coaplained that the
duties in question vere •clearly cl•rical distribution
activities" which were part of-APWU's juri11dietion.
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All for the grievan~e now before the arbitrator, the
grievance protesting the failure to provide the EI-QWL
minutes, Management'• Step 1 representative was a supervisor
of Mails. She referred the qrievance to Step 2 because
"information is not available to me on QWL meetings.• At step
2, only Gallagher and Traugott were present. There iu a
difference of opinion as to what wau aaid. Gallaqher alle9es
he told Traugott that the dispatch change had an impact upon
the APWU bargaining unit and was a by-product of EI/OWL
discussions and that the minutes of those discuaaiona were
hence •relevant.• He insists.that 'l'rauqott did not raise the
question of "relevancy• and that Traugott silllply said he would
qivo tha :inute~ to the APWU if ha had them but he had been
unable to obtain thma. Traugott, however, alleqaa that
Galla9her off erad no explanation as to why he wanted the
minutes. Nor, accordinq to Traugott, did he ask Gallaqher for
an explanation.
The Step 2 answer, prepared on Novciml::>er 20 by aomaone on
Traugott'• staff, read in part:
A review of the facts indicates that the APWU
Local 7048 has no contractual right to access to the
minutes of the quality of work life meetin9. The
record indicates that the APWO declined durinq
contract negotiations to participate in the QWL
process. Therefore, their elimination froa the
program vam by c:::hoice. Management has no obligation
(and since another craft union is a primary
participant), and no riqht to make this information
available to the APWO.

Gallaqher sought to correct Management's Step 2 answer on
November 29. Be advised Trauqott· in writing that he had
"clearly indicatedR at the Step 2 hearing that APWO had
"sufficient reason to question discuasions ••• in OWL meetings
as we ••• suspect that on occasion our bargaininq unit positions
are the topic.•

'l'rauqott formally replied on December 2, 1986, to
Gallagher's Septelllb4tr request for information. He noted on
the request form that the request va11 "denied" because he had
been •unable to secure copies of minutes from QWL co11:11ittee.•
The Postal Service-Mail Handlers committee decided at the
national level on February 3, 1987, that th• minute• of any
~ommittae aeetinq could not be releaaed without the consent ot
both such parties.
The qrievance vas heard in Step 3 on Marc:::h 2, 1987.
Management denied the qrievance on the qround that APWU "has
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not established the relevancy ot their request to review the
racorda-in question." An appeal to reqional arbitration
. ·followed but the Postal Service took the position that a
"national interpretive issue" was involved. Hance, a Step 4
meetinq was held on March 22, 1988. Manaqemant aqain denied
the qrievance, emphasizing the tollowinq points·:
Whether an APWt1 barqaininq-unit position is
discussed durinq an E~-QWL aeeting i• immaterial.
No action has been taken a• a result of such
meetings which would affect any position& within the
APWt1 crafts.
The APWU has chosen not to participate
in the EI/QWL proce11us, therefore, the inforaation
from &I/QWL aaetinqa would not be necessary tor tha
enforcement, administration, or interpretation of
the National Agreement.
In addition, because the Union has not claimed
that any action ha• been taken which affected an
APWtJ craft position, the minutes would not even be
necessary to determine whether a grievance exists.
APWU found this answer unaatisf actory and appealed the caaa to
national level arbitration on May 12, 1981.

)

Meanwhile, the other 9rievanee (CG-424) concerninq the
merits of the work jurisdiction issue waa aovinq through the
qrievance procedure. It reached regional arbitration in April
1989. Arbitrator Condon held that th• Postal Service did not
violate Regional Instruction 399 •when it assigned Mail
Handlers to perform functions in the PA 045 & 075 areas.• His
ruling, in short, was that the dispatch function once
performed by APWU uaployees could properly be reassigned to
Mail Handler employees under the peculiar circuzutances of
that case.

Tho relevant provisions of the 1984 National Aqreement

read in part:

Article 17, Section 3
The steward, chief steward or other Union
repreientative properly cereified in accordance vith
s·ec:tion 2 a.bove aay request and shall obtain access
through the appropriate supervisor to review the
dOCWBents, files and other records nece11usary for
pr0ce1111iriq a grievance or de.termlnlnq if a qriavance
exists and shall ·have the riqht to interview the
a99ricrved employe.e(a), supervisors and witnesses

-s-

during working hours. Such requests shall not be
unreasonably denied. (bphasis added)
Article 31, Section 2
The Employer will make available for inspection

by the Unions all relevant information necessary for

collective bar9aininq or the enforcement,
administration or interpretation of this Agreement,
including information necessary to determine whether
to ·file or to continue the processing of a grievance
under this· Aqreuament. Open th• request of tho
Union, the Emp~oyer will furnish such information,
provided, however, that the Employer may require the
Union to reimburse th• USPS for any costs reasonably
incurred in obtaininq the information. (Emphaeis
added)
DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS
The APWU contends it had a riqht to the minutes of EI/QWL
meetinqs held jointly by Manaqement and the Mail Bandlera at
the Philadelphia BMC. It asserts that its representatives are
responsible for filinq and procesainq qrievancas, that they
meat this responsibility in part by obtaininq from Kanaqement
"relevant information ••• • and •necessary• records or other
documents, and that the minutes in question contained such
l'!lrelevantee and =necessary;; utarials. It urqes, accordingly,
that Management's refusal to provide auch minutes was a
violation of Article 17, Section 3 and Article 31, Section 2.
It alleges that it had reason to believe the minutes referred
to a possible rearranqement of certain dispatch work, a rearrangement which could and later did result in tho reassignment of work from APWU CllZlployeea to Mail Handler eaployees.
It claims that the minutes promised to reveal what was, from
its standpoint, an iaproper intrusion on APW'U's work juri•diction. NA.LC aupports one phase of APWO'a position.

~

Th• Postal Service completely disaqrees with APWO'•
analysis of the case. It arquea, for the followinq reasons,
that Manaqmnent co1UDitted no violation of the National
Agreement. First, it says APWU has failed to ahov that the
requested ainutaa were •necessary• records or contained
•relevant information.• It stresses that EI/QWL com1itteea do
not enqaqe in collective bartJaininq and cannot •n99at• or
interfere• with the terms of the National Aqremaent. It
maintains that because these committees therefore cannot
d.iscwus any subject which could impact APWU contract riqht11,
the 11.inute.s could not possibly be •relevant."
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Second, the Postal Service urqes that only Management
actions, not Manaqement thouqhts or discussions, can produce a
legitimate qrievance. It emphasizes that EI/QWL committees
can merely recommend, that the APW'C.1 could have no qrievanee
until Management acted on such recommendation, that ·APWU's
request for information in Septeml:Hllr 1986 occurred before any
rearrangement of the dispatch function (i.a., before any
alleqed intrusion on APWU's work jurisdiction), and that the
request vas hence inappropriate. Third, it maintains that the
minutes in question ware the joint property of Manaqement and
the Mail Handlers, that &uch minutes could be turned over to
APWO only with the consent of both parties on the comJllittee,
and that no such joint consent was qiven. '!'h8 Mail Handlers
support the Postal Service position.
I - Th• Riqht to Information

)

The National Aqreement plainly provides APWO with a means
of acquirin9 from Mana9ement information it may need in filing
or processin9 9rievancea. Article 17, Section 3 qives Union
representatives the riqht to •obtain access ••• to review the
docW1ents, files and other records necessary for proceasirua a
grievance or determininq if a qrievance exists ••• • The Union
representative nust f ir•t •request• such information. Not all
"requests• need be qranted but Section 3 states that a request "shall not be unreasonably denied.• Thus, wben a request is
made and deni•d and a qriovance ia f ilad protcustinq the
denial, the issue is Whether the denial vas •unreasonable.•
Th• answer to that question ia likely to turn on whether the
intonaation souqht was •necessary ••• •

Similarly, Article 31, Section 2 qives Union
representatives the riqht to •inapect ••• all relevant
information necessary for ••• enforcemant, adl!liniatration or
interpretation of this Aqreamant, includinq information
necessary to determine whether to file or to continue the
procesainq of a grievance ••• • Th• Union representative aust
first •request• such information and Kanaqament then •vill
furnish• it. Hanaqement may of course refuse tc :urni•h
in.fonuation if it is not "relevant• or if it bar. nothinq to do
with •enforcement, administration or interpreta~ on• of the
AqremMl'lt. These latter words relate in larqe >:·!.rt to the
Union•a responsibility with respect to the filin9 and
proceaainq of qrievances.
Article 31, Section 2 has been the subject of two
national level arbitration awards. The first, case No. H4NNA-c 17, by Arbitrator Bernstein i• dated Auqus': 1988. Thera,
NALC had requested individual employee data which it allaqed
was •nece.ssary for both collective :barqaining z.:-.d contract

_,_

administration." Its request aouqbt a list of city carriers
by name and by sex, date of birth (i.e., aqe), minority code,
'handicap code, and veteran's preference code. It insisted
that this information was needed on an •onqoinq" basis and
asked that it be furnished "quarterly.• The Postal Service
rejected the request and NALC qrievcd.
The arbitrator denied the grievance. He explained that
Article J l, Section 2 of the 1981 National AqrcuHunnt required
Manaqement to furnish "on a raqular, on9oinq baai•" nothinq
more than the followinq employee information: •name, full
addres=, and social security number; cratt desiqnation;
health benefits enrollment code numl::>er; post office name,
finance number and class.• He held that NA.LC was asking for
further data •on a reqular onqoinq basis• and was therefore
improperly "attempt[inq] to expand the scope of ••• • Article
31, Section 2 through arbitration. His ruling stressed that
NALC had couched its request in an inappropriate manner, that
it had. sought information it could not have •on a regular,
onqoinq basis." But the arbitrator went on to aay, by way of
dicta, that if NA.LC requested this same information •on an
infrequent basis", its request would have been justified and
Manaqement would have had to provide such infortlUltion.
The second avard, Case No. H7N-NA-C 34, by Arbitrator
Mittenthal is dated November 1989. '!'hara, s1111veral •onths
after the Bernstein award, NALC had requested the aa:ae data
Bernstein had aaid it was entitled to on an •infrequent• or
"occasional" basis. It aouqht certain additional infonaation
as well. I held, following the principles expressed. in the
Bernstein award, that NALC was entitled to all such
information other than the individual minority code.

-)
j

What is siqnificant in this case wa• the Postal service
argument that NALC failed to show that the information
requested was •relevant or necessary for collective barqaininq
and/or contract ad.Binistration• My decision noted that NALC
had explained in Step 4 that this information was to be used
for "'telephone surveys• ot its mat.Dera. Those surveya,
accordincJ to the hrnstein award, were to be conducted. Ulon9
"specific subgroups of th• barqaining unit - VOJNn, blacks,
veterans, etc. - to ascertain their particularized needs and
desires so that they can properly be represented in the
Union's barqaininq proposals.• on the basis of HA.LC'• claim
that such i~f or111U&tion was "'necessary"' for collective
barqainin9, Bernstein had held and I expressly aqreed:
••• This is a sufficient showinq to COJDply with
the [Article 31, Section 2] mandate that the data
sought nust be "relevant information necessary for
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collective barqainin9."
••• [T)he arbitrator [cannot be made) the judqe
of the Union's barqaininq needs. The decision as to
what data is needed to prepare the Union's
bat'9aininq proposals is one that only the Onion can
make. If it asauarts that it needs this data for
that purpose, and there is no reason to conclude
that the assertion is not truthful, that is enouqh
to satisfy the mandate ot [Article 31, Section 2) •••
These findin9m should be kept-in mind in evaluatinq the
arguments made in tho instant case.
·

"r~l=vancy"

II - Relevancy of Requested Information
The parties disagree as to whether the minutes APWtJ
requested were "relevant" or "necessary• within the neaninq of
Articles 17 and 31. APWt1 says these ainutes ware •relevant"
and "necessary.• The Postal service says they were not.

)

To place this diaaqreement in sharper focus, certain
facts bear repeatinq. An APWO representative vaa informally
advised that Manaqement and the Mail Handlers, at their EI/QWL
_meetin9s, had discussed the rearranqement ot a diapatc::h
function in the BMC and perhaps a reassiqnJHtnt of vork vhieh
might result frc:n1 such a rearran9CID.Jllent. APWO believed that
such discussions aay have inpin9ed on its work jurisdiction in
violation of the National Agreement. It hene@ •~ked for the
minutes of th••• meetings. Management refused to provide this
information. APWO grieved. Th• Postal Service does not deny
that such discussions took place at EI/QWL aeetinqa. It
claims, however, that the minutes of these meetinqs would not
be "relevant• or •necessary.•
Neither APWt1 nor th• arbitrator
has seen the ainutea in question.
Perhaps the minutes contained not:.hinq which could
arquably be the basis for the f ilinq of a qrievance. In that
event, APWO's request would not be •relevant.• But perhaps
the minutes did contain Jll&terial which could arquably support
the filinq of a qrievance. Suppose, for instance, that EI/QWL
discwsaions vent beyond their permissible 11!ita and suqqeated
some kind of bargain over work jurisdiction.
APWO could then
underatandably believe that a violation of Article 1 or some
other provision of the National Aqre&Bent 11\UlY have occurred.
In that event, -it.a request would be •relevant."
2

This is pure supposition and should not be read to suqgest
what actually happened at any El/QWL JIHuatinq.

)
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APWU was plainly at a diaadvantaqe in this situation.
Because it had not seen the minutes, because it had not been
informed as to precisely what the minutes said, APWU was
confronted by special difficulties in establishinq the
"relevancy" of its request. However, APWU had qood reason to
believe that EI/OWL discussions between Mana9ement and the
Mail Handlers involved a possible new work flow throuqh the
BMC. It knew that such a c:hanqe miqht well have an adverse
impact on APWU's work jurisdiction. It knew too that work
jurisdiction issues are qrievable under the National
Aqreement. Givan these cirCUJIUltances, where APWU asserts it
needs EI/QWL ainutes for purposes of contract administration
and there is no reason to conclude this assertion is not
truthful, that is enouqh to demonstrate •relevancy.• APWU has
a riqht under Article 17 to "review ••• records necessary for
••• determininq if a qrievance exiats ••• •; APWU has a right
under Article 31 to •relevant information ••• necessary to
determine whether to file a qrievance ••• •
No doubt some type of investiqation precedes the
submission of a qriavanca. Information is developed and a
decision is·ude by APWU as to whether or not a grievance ia
warranted. If there 1uuems to be no aerit in a particular
complaint, presumably no grievance would be filed. It is for
the APWO alone to "determinCeJ ••• if-a qrievance exists ••• •, t
\
"determine whether to tile ••• a qrievanca ••• " If th•
_}
information it seeka bas any •relevancy• to that determination, hcvovor :li9ht, it: request for.this infor.=ation
should be qrantad. baWDe for the moment that the EI/QWL
minutes vere not •relevant• to the vork jurisdiction grievance
filed five veeka after APWtJ initially requested the•• minutes.
That assumption cannot control th• disposition of the present
case. Whether a pieca·of information is •relevant" to the
merit• of a qiven claa is one thinq: whether such
infor:mation is •relevant• to APWt.1'• determination to pursue
(or not pursue) that elaia through the tilinq of a grievance
i1111 quite another. 'f'he latter question allows •relevancy• a
far broader reach and should have perBitted the APWO, for the
reasons already expressed, to receive the appropriate EI/QWL
11.inutes. The Postal Service viev that APWO's request tor
these ainutes was a aere •fishif\9 expedition• is not
perawusive.

III - other Postal service Defenses
The Poaul Service emphasizes that APWt1 requested the
minutes in SepteJl.ber 1986 and that any EI/QWL aeetinqa
preceding this request vould have involved aero discussions,
aaybc r~tiona, but c:artainly no Manaqement action.
It
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contends that there could be no leqitimate qrievance until
Management acted, until Management actually rearranged the
dispatch function and perhaps raassiqned work. It believes
that APWO''s request tor the minutes therefore could not have
been "relevant" and was properly denied.
This arqwaent has in part already been answered.

surely,

the restrictions on permissible subject matter for EI/QWL

groups could be ignored in a given meeting and work jurisdiction could become a matter of qroup discussion and perhaps
even tacit agreement. That may not be what happened. But the
only way A.PWU could discover what was actually aaid in these
meetings was to examine the minutes. Mana9ement refused to
allow APWO to do so. It thus pravented APWO from uking an
informed and measured "determin[ation]• as to whether "a
grievance exists" or whether •to file ••• a grievance." That
was improper under Articles 17 and 31.

i

)

Even if Manaqement was correct in rejecting APWU's
request in September 1986, the fact is that a 9rievance was
filed on October 24, 1986, protesting an allG19ed incursion on
APW'a work jurisdiction. The APW0 3 request for the minutes
was still pendinq as of October 24.
By then, however,
Manaqe,ment had rearranged the dispatch function and perhaps
reassiqned work. Management had acted but navartheleaus
continued to r111fu11e APWU' s request for the Binub1111. What the
minutes contained I do not know. They could possibly have
revealed the kind of considerations which pro1&pted the
reassiqnment of th• dispatch function; they could possibly
have revealed some conflict between what Mana9eaent told th•
Mail Handlers and vhat Manaqement later told APWO in
proeeuusing the work juriadiction qrievance: and so on. They
could very well have proven •relevant• to.APWU's case on the
merits. APWU had a right under Article 17 to •review •••
records necessary for processinq a grievance ••• •: APWU had a
right under Article 31 to •relevant informa.tion ••• necesaary to
detanaina whether ••• ta continue the procasainq of a qrievance
• 'l"haae right. vere simply not honored.
'ftle Poat&l Service alleqes further that APWU'• request
•a1~· the ainutes of •a11• EI/QWL llMlletinqs of Manaqe•uant and the Kail Handler• at the BMC. It BAintaina that this

was for

request vaa too broad, too unfocused, and that hence ita
denial vaa not unreasonable.
3

HanaqeBC111nt did not formally reject APWO's request until it
issued it.a Step 2 answer to the present grievance on Nova.ml:>er
20, 1986.
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The difficulty with this arqument is that it would have been a··"
simple utter for Management to insist that APWU make its
request more specific. Manac;ement's representative in Step 2,
for example, acmitted he did not ask why APWt1 wanted· the
minutes. The APWU representative, I believe, would have
provided the specif ica if asked. Indeed, he claims he told
Management in Step 2 what APWO's concerns were. He submitted
a written correction to Management's Step 2 answer in which he
stated that "we clearly indicated in our Step 2 hearing .•. "
that APWO has reason to believe that •our barqaininq unit
positions are the topic ••• • of EI/QWL aaetin9s. surely, the
Management and APWtJ representatives should have known by step
2 - and most likely did - that APWU's request concerned
information relating to the work jurisdiction qrievance which
had been filed in late October 1986, several weeks earlier.
The Postal Service a111u1rts finally that the minutes were
the joint property of Manaqement and th• Kail Handlers. It
says these minutes cannot be released to APWO, or anyone else,
without the consent of the parties to thia particular EI/QWL
arranqement. It stresaes that such autual consent had not'
been given.

This argument is not convincing. APWO has a right to
obtain froa Management information which 111ati11f ies the
·
•relevane:y• or •necessary• test in Articles 17 and 31. A•
)'
explained in Part II, its request for the minutes in this case
did satisfy these tests. Nothing in either article suq9eats
that the partiQ= 2Qant to =xcludQ EI/QWL ainut== fro: th=
"documents, files and other records" which are subject to th•
discovery procedure. True, Article 17, Section 3 states that
"requests shall not be unreasonably denied" and thua infers
that a request can properly be denied for qood reason. It may
be that some matters discussed at EI/QWL 1uaetin9s are so
confidential or personal that Management would have qood
reason to"deny diacloaure. But I an not convinced, on th•
evidence before JM, that an administrative decision not to
release any ninutea without the joint consent of Manaqeaent
and the Mail Handler• constituted qood reason for refusinq
APWO'a request. The ninutes •ouqht by APWO vere potentially
•relevant• and •necessary• to the vork jurisdiction iaaue
raised by APWO and should therefore have been provided.
IV - Swmary
Ky rulinq Jil\Ult be that the Postal Service violated
Articles 17 and 31 by refuainq to grant APW'O's request for
EI/QWL minutes, specifically, those portions of the minutes
vbich related in any way to the rearrangement of th• dispatch
f\metio.n and the possible reassignment of work due to such
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rearrangement.

The denial of this request was not reasonable.

As for the remedy, Manaqement must now provide APWtJ with
the information it souqht. Of course this disclosure will
occur tar too late. Arbitrator Condon has already decided the
merits of the work jurisdiction qrievance in favor of the
Postal Service. Should the information revealed in th•
minutes suqqest that the Condon award was in error, should
such information suqqast that Condon may have ruled
differently had he been privy to
minutes, APWU should be
free to bring the qrievanee back to reqional arbitration.
Condon could then reconsider
matter and determine whether
he would have decided the merits of the dispute differently
had he possessed this additional piece of information.

th•••

th•

AWARD

The Postal Service violated APWU'• ri9hta under Article
17, Section 3 and Article 31, Section 2. Th• remedy for this
violation is provided in the toreqoinq opinion.

)
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Richard Mittenthal, Arbitrator
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The American Postal Workers

U~ion

::ind United States

rost~l

~

Service agree to settle grievance IISC-SD-C-8083 (AS-W-0635)
upon· the following terms and conJitions:
1.

The Postal Service ncknowleJ~es its oblig~tion
unclcr Art.iclc XXXI of the ,\at:ional Agreement to
provi<le the Union with inform~tion which is
relevant and necessary fer collective bargRining
or the cnfor1.:c;acnt, ::i.J:ninistration or interpretation of the ~ational Agreement.

2.

The Post31 s~rvjce a~rcc~ that relevant inform~tion
within the mc:rning or J\rticie XXXI, incl11ding requests for restri~tcJ sick leave lists, will he
provided to the Union, upon rcq<1est, pursu:rnt to
the routine use provisions set forth in the
description of the systems of records issucci under
the Privacy Act, 45 Fed. Reg. 1570, Sec. lZO.OiO
(1980).

.)

-

.

As the remedy to this ~ricvancc, the Postal S~rvice
a gr cc s t o prom :n 1 y p r o v i cl c t he Lo ca 1 w i th t h c
restricted sick leave list requested.
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Postnl Workers
'«_J Union, AFL-CIO·
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Date '
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICS
1....11.bor F1 ..ianon.a 0eg&rtmef'lt
475 CEntant ?tea. SW
W&lllhingTOft. 0C

2'0:2tl0-410Q

Mr. James Connors
Assistant Oirector
Clerk crafe Oivision
American Postal Workers
Onion, A.FL-CIO

JUii l 4 JS88

1300 L Street, N.W.
Washington, DC

20005-4107

Re:

Class Action
Manchester, NH

03103

IHC -1 K-C 41761
~ear

~r.

Connors:

On February 10, 1988, we met to discuss the above-captioned
grievance at the· fourth step of our contractual grievance
,9rocedure.
\

)

The issue in this

~~ievance· is whether management properly
denied the union's reques~ for infor~ation under the
~~o~isions oE the National Agreement.

After reviewin~ this matter, we mutually agreed that no
national inter?~etive issue is fairly present~d in ~his
case.
This is a local dispute suitable Eor regional
determination by application of Articles 17 and 31 of the
.~ational Agreement.
7he union agreed that they will ~e
required to reimburse the USPS for any costs reasonably

incurred in ga-thering requested -information, in acc:o.rdance
with ehe·sc:hedule of fees outlined in Section 352.6 of the
Administrative Suppore Manual.
Management should provide the
union an esti~ate and may require 9ayment in advance.
With
thi.s in mind, cequest..s· for infornation should not be denied
solely due to complianc:e being burdensome and/or cime
consuming.
·
Accordingly, ve. agreed to remand this case to the parties at
Step 3 for further processing, including arbitration if
necessary.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as
your acknowledgment of agreement to rei:nand ·this case.

:1r:. .James .:::onnocs

Ti~e

limits

we~e

2

extended by

~ucual

consent.

Sincecely,
··~

es Connors
ssistant Oirecto~
Clerk Craft Oi~ision
American Po~tal Workers
Onion, AE'I.-CIO
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U.S.MAIL

*.....- ** * * ..*
EMPLOYEE AND LABOR RELATIONS GROUP
Washington, DC

20260

F£B 2? l974

Mr. Lonnie L. Johnson
National Director
National Post Office Mail Handlers, Watchmen,
Messengers and Group Leaders, AFL-CIO
905 - 16th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20006
Re:

Article XXXIII
M-NAT-17

Dear Mr. Johnson:
On February 14, 1974, we met with you to discuss the
above-captioned national level grievance.
The matters presented during this discussion have bean
given careful consideration. As indicated, the intent
of concern was with the position of the US Postal Service
with respect to promotional opportunities for mail
handler employees.
As stated in the 1973 National Agreement, the US Postal
Service is conunitted to the principal of promotions from
within, with emphasis upon career advancement opportunities.
The language in Article XXXIII sets forth the ground rules to
be followed when promotional opportunities to a craft position
exist. As acknowledged, any breach of these provisions would
be grievable under Article XV of the 1973 National Agreement.
Sincerely,
/'

!. /.

/

. •. //:_

~.
-. -:/'

/

William E. He~ry, Jr.
Labor Relations Department

_)

722

Training and Development

c.

122

122.1

Continuing to learn throughout their careers to improve their
knowledge, skills, and abilities and to share these with other
employees.

Postal Employee Development Centers
Organization and Operations
Purpose
Postal Employee Development Centers (PEDCs) are field units, located in
districts, that provide area-wide training and development support services
on a continuing basis for all Postal Service employees. The primary mission
of the PEDCs is to contribute to and foster improved employee job
performance. The PEDCs also provide guidance to help employees pursue
career and self-development goals.

122.2

722.21

PEDC Network Operating Procedures
Geographic Area of Responsibility
A PEDC's geographic area of responsibility consists of all Postal Service
facilities in a performance cluster, as determined by the Manager, Human
Resources (District).
Managers, Human Resources, ensure that all field Postal Service facilities
within a geographic area are the responsibility of a specific PEDC. This
includes Postal Service facilities with unique purposes, such as
Headquarters field units.
Each PEDC must ensure that all employees within its geographic area of
responsibility receive required training and developmental opportunities.

722.22

PEDC Reporting Relationships
PEDC reporting relationships are as follows:

722.23

a.

One area staff member serves as a liaison with headquarters staff for
the Manager, Learning Development & Diversity (MLDD). This staff
member interacts periodically with ERM staff.

b.

The MLDD reports functionally and administratively to the Manager,
Human Resources (District).

c.

The Human Resources specialist assigned to the training function at
the district level reports functionally and administratively to the MLDD.

Facilities
The following guidelines apply to allocation of facility space for PEDCs:

712

a.

Managers, Human Resources (District), are authorized to establish and
abolish PEDCs and to determine the number and location of PEDCs
within their districts.

b.

Changes in the PEDC network must be communicated to
Headquarters so that records and distribution lists can be revised in a
timely manner.

c.

Handbook AS-504, Space Requirements, specifies the space
allocations for PEDC activities.

ELM 41

Training and Development
711.41
711.411

711.421

Job Training
Description

Job Training is training required by management to: (a) qualify an employee
for presently assigned duties; (b) improve an employee's performance of
assigned duties; (c) prepare an employee for a future assignment subject to
selection procedures.

Job Training is always compensable for Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA)
nonexempt employees. Salaried exempt employees continue to receive their
salary while attending Job Training.
711 .412

Conditions

To be categorized as Job Training, all of the following conditions apply:

711 .413

a.

Management requires attendance at the training.

b.

The training is directly related to the performance of the employee's
current job or specific future assignment subject to satisfactory
completion of the training and/or a job examination.

c.

Refusal to attend the training, or less than satisfactory performance in
the training, may jeopardize the employee's present position or make
the employee ineligible for qualification or promotion to a specific
position or duty.

Examples

Specific examples of Job Training are:

711.42
711.421

a.

Postal orientation for a new employee.

b.

A Postal Employee Development Center (PEDC) course in electricity
and mechanics for a mail processing equipment mechanic (MPE).

c.

A driver training program for a motor vehicle operator.

d.

A PEDC financial transaction course for a Sales and Services Associate
(SSA).

e.

A NCED Networking course for an electronics technician.

f.

A SSA training program for a distribution clerk who is the senior bidder
for a SSA position.

g.

A Postmaster course taken in preparation for a specific officer-incharge (OIC) assignment.

h.

Scheme training for an employee in the deferment period established
by Article 37 of the USPS-APWU National Agreement when the
employee qualifies for and accepts the preferred assignment.

Self-Development Training
Description

Self-Development Training is that which is taken in order to attain selfdetermined goals or career objectives but is not directly related to the
employee's current job. This training is noncompensable for FLSA
nonexempt employees and must be approved by management in advance if
postal resources are to be used. Before approving such training,
management should take into account the provisions of 713.1 and 713.2.
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M:. James.I. Adams
Research and Education Director
Maintenance Division
_Americ:an Postal Workers
On.ion, AFL-CIO
817 14th Street,

· -· 7iashtriC;ee:m, o .c..

~.w.

20005-3399

Dear Mr. Adams:

On November 14 you met with Frank Oyer in prearbitration
discussion of SSC-48-C 29625/AS-C 2460, Battle Creek,
· Michl.9an.. The question in this grievance is whether
. management violated the National Aqreement by not c:ompensatin9 employees for time spent. outsioe their normal

schedule completing an inservice examination.

·

It was mutuaily agreed to full settlement of this case as
follows:
l.
2.

Inservice examinations are to
·on a no-9ain-no-loss basis.

be

... '\

)

conducted

Manac;ement. will not. int.ent.ionally sc:hedule
inser.,,ice examinations in order to avoid
any payment applicable under the no-gainno-loss p~inciple.

Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter
acknowledginq your agreement with this settlement,
wi~hdrawi~q

asc-4a-c

~a~iona! ~=~i~~ation

29625/~8-C

2460 from the pending

!~s~~~g.

I/

2.L. ;,-;:-

~a.:;e

···---··· · .rl::-bi :=at ion

Labor Relations

Oe?ar~ment
;
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UNJTEO STA.TES POSTAL SERVICE
47$L'EnfamP1aza. SW
Washing1Cn. DC 2Cae).

Richard I. Wevodau
Director
Maintenance Craft Division
American Postal Workers
Onion, APL-C IO
817 14th Street, N.W.
Washington, o.c. 20005-3399

Mr~

Re:

V. Gomez

Staten Island, NY

10314

H4C-1M-C 5833

Dear Mr. Wevodau:

)

On February 19, 1986, we met to discuss the above-captioned
g~ievance at the fourth step of our contractual grievance
procedure.
The issue in this grievance is entitlement to compensation
for time spent outside of the grievant•s regular schedule in
an interview.
During our discussion, we mutually agreed to settle this case
as follows:
1.

Any job interviews conducted are to be on
a no gain-no loss basis.

2.

Management will not intentiqnally schedule
interviews in order to avoid any pa~ent
applicable under the no gain-no loss principle.

Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as
your acknowledgment of agreement to settle this case.

I·

I

;_:,

)
...

Mr. Richard I. Wevodau

2

Time limits were extended by mutual consent. ·

Sincerely,

Richard

I~

Wevodau

Director
Maintenance Craft Division
American Postal Workers
Union, AFL-CIO

;_

I
I

--

,

)

OCT 4

Mr. Lonnie L. Johnson
National Prcsieent

JS~-!

~ational Post Office Mail
Hendle~s, Watchmen, Mes~engers

G~oup Lea~ers, AP4-Cin
Stre~t, N.W., Suita
Washington,
20~3G-2411

an6

1225 19th

D.e.

450

Re: Local
salt LakP. City,
HlJ..i-5L-C 2C301

u~

84199-9998

Dear Mr. Johnson:

on

)

13, l9S4, wa n~t to discu~~ the above-captioned
at the fourth step of ~Jr eontractual Qriev~nce

Septe::ib~r

gri~vancc

procadure.
The f.ssu~ in this orievance involved 3n alleoatioo th.st loc;;..l
management: is instituting new work an<l/or time standarrJs.
After furth13r revi~w of th.1.5 mattar, we agreed that ther;a
no national intarnretiva issu~ f.airly prese~tGd as to the
~caning ani
A0r~eoent.

wa~

intent o~ A~ticles 3 and 34 of the ~ational
This is a local dlspute over the ap~lication o~
Article 3 of. the !1ationnl AgreeJ'l'\P.nt. w·e further agreed that
ruanagoement may establish goals and objectives for a.tnployeC?s
in a SJ?G-Cific work unit. J.Jowevc-r, 8.6 provided by Article 34,
2.B the emplovor agre~s that bP.fOre chanqinq any current or

institut.ing any new work r.i.t!asurernent systeJ'l\s or work titile
standards, it will notify th~ union as far in advance as
pr~cticeble, hut not less thnn 15-days in a<lvanc~.
Accordingly, w~ agreed to remand this case to Step 3 for
further consideration by the narties.

)

Mr. Lonnie L.

Please

,;o~n~n

si~n an~: r~turn

ac~no~ledgrn~nt

of our

2

th!.'? enclo5t?d copy of this decision
~gr~~nent

to

~ernan1

this

fl!":

grievanc~.

Tim~ limits ~~ra ext~ni'!~{'! b~, mutual consent.

s incerr::ly,

l onnir· L.

:ational

ohnsl'n
Presi~0nt

National Post Office
.Hancl~rs, ! . Jatchn~n,
· ~nc Grou~ Lcaocrs,

~ajl
M£"S~i;>n~0r~

ArL-ClO

)

~ UNIT.fiQST~TES

ll)!!;iJJll POSf.dl SERVICE

De.ce:!nber

8~

1994

W~liiam H- Quinn
Na~ional President

Mr.

National Postal Mail Handlers
Union, A.FL-CIO
One Thomas Circle,
Washington,

o.c.

N.W~,

Suite 525

20005-5902

Re: H4M-3P-C 28212
CLASS ACTION
GREENSBORO NC 27495
Dear Mr. Quinn:
October 25, 1994, I met with your representative, T-J~
to discuss the above-captioned grievance at the
fourth step of our contractual grievance procedure.

On

~ranch,

?he issue in this 9rievance is whether manageroent violated
the Nationai A9reement by using average van unloading tinre$
as a criterion for measuring employees' performance.
After reviewing this matter, we mutually agreed that no
national interpretive issue is fairly presented in this
case. The parties further agree ~hat Article 34 embodies
the mutual recognition of 'Che principles of a fair day s
work for a fair day's pay. Yur't:ber, the parties agree that
1

discipline cannot be imposed on one mail
be~ause

they fail to perform at the same

handle~

lev~l

as

solely
ano~her.

Accordingly, we agreed to 4emand this case to the parties
at step 3 for fu~ther processing, including arbitration if
necessary.
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as

your acknowledgment of aqreement to remand this case.
Time limits were extended by mutual

Alan s. oore
Contract Administration
(APWU/NPMHU}
Labor Relations

consen~.

Will am H. Qui

National Presi ent
National Postal Mail
Handlers Union, AFL-CIO

Date'
J7j :_

:·""'"r Pl...O $\V
oc :W:Z50

'N>$--••-;,

;J//¥2£

941.3

Labor Relations
941.3
941.31

Policy
Job Security
Participation in EAP is voluntary and will not jeopardize the employee's job
security or promotional opportunities.

941.32

Limits to Protection
Although an employee's voluntary participation in EAP counseling should be
given favorable consideration in disciplinary action, participation in EAP does
not limit management's right to proceed with any contemplated disciplinary
action for failure to meet acceptable standards of work performance,
attendance, or conduct. Participation in EAP does not shield an employee
from discipline or from prosecution for criminal activities.

941.33

Confidentiality
Inquiries regarding participation in EAP counseling are confidential, pursuant
to the provisions of 944.4. EAP records may not be placed in an employee's
official personnel folder (OPF).

941.34

Reasonable Access
The contractor providing counseling must endeavor to provide confidential
counseling facilities within a reasonable driving distance from the employee's
work site or home, in accordance with the following guidelines:

941.35

a.

The Postal Service will provide office space and furnishings for those
sites that require counselors to be in postal locations.

b.

Providing ready accessibility to face-to-face EAP counseling is
desirable, but may not always be possible. Counselors may offer
telephone counseling or request that the employee travel to the
counselor's office.

c.

Reasonable hours and days, including coverage of all three tours, will
be set by mutual agreement between the EAP consultant and the
Human Resources manager.

d.

Counselors may adjust their schedules to respond to crisis situations
and to meet other needs, such as providing information sessions and
visiting facilities.

Scheduling
The following guidelines apply to scheduling and whether EAP sessions take
place on or off the clock:

850

a.

An employee's first visit to EAP is on the clock, whether the visit is
initiated by management, the union representative, or the employee
(unless the employee prefers to visit the EAP unit on his or her own
time).

b.

Subsequent consultations are on the employee's own time.

c.

If a reasonable period of time has elapsed since a management referral
or a previously disclosed self-referral, the manager or supervisor may,
on a case-by-case basis, approve an additional on-the-clock session.
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and to meet other needs, such as providing information sessions and
visiting facilities.

Scheduling
The following guidelines apply to scheduling and whether EAP sessions take
place on or off the clock:
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a.

An employee's first visit to EAP is on the clock, whether the visit is
initiated by management, the union representative, or the employee
(unless the employee prefers to visit the EAP unit on his or her own
time).

b.
c.

Subsequent consultations are on the employee's own time.
If a reasonable period of time has elapsed since a management referral
or a previously disclosed self-referral, the manager or supervisor may,
on a case-by-case basis, approve an additional on-the-clock session.
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942.224
d.

942
942.1

To receive pay for an on-the-clock session, the employee must
authorize the EAP provider to disclose his or her attendance to
management.

Program Elements
Education
EAP counselors and subcontract counselors must provide information,
training, or both periodically for all Postal Service employees to inform them
about EAP services and the kinds of personal problems that can affect job
performance or conduct.

942.2
942.21

Problem Identification, Referrals, and Evaluation
Patterns of Behavior and Work Performance Problems
Certain patterns of behavior and/or work performance can be indicative of
problems affecting an employee. Deterioration in attendance, appearance,
conduct, ability, or any combination of these factors may signal that the
employee is experiencing a personal problem that may affect his or her job
performance. These problems may include depression, anxiety, gambling,
emotional stress, and marital problems as well as substance abuse,
dependence, or other addictions.

942.22
942.221

Referrals to EAP
Management Referrals
If a supervisor or manager observes any of the patterns listed in 942.21 or
has some other reason to believe that the EAP could provide needed
assistance to an employee, he or she may refer the employee to the EAP.
Since participation is voluntary, the employee has the option to refuse the
referral and cannot be disciplined for noncompliance.
Exception: If an employee has signed a Last Chance or Settlement
Agreement that requires EAP participation, the employee can be
disciplined for noncompliance under the terms of the agreement.

942.222

Referrals From Others
Fellow employees, union representatives, management association
representatives, medical personnel, family members, or judicial and social
service agencies may refer employees to the EAP. However, if any of these
suggest or recommend that the employee seek EAP assistance, participation
is always voluntary.

942.223

Self-Referrals
Employees who want help with any personal problem or concern are
encouraged to seek assistance directly by personally contacting the EAP.

942.224

EAP Response
The following requirements apply:

a.
b.
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EAP counselors must accept all referrals.
Face-to-face or telephone interview appointments must be available
within a reasonable period from the time the request is made by the
employee or family member.
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Labor Relations
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a.

An employee's first visit to EAP is on the clock, whether the visit is
initiated by management, the union representative, or the employee
(unless the employee prefers to visit the EAP unit on his or her own
time).

b.
c.

Subsequent consultations are on the employee's own time.
If a reasonable period of time has elapsed since a management referral
or a previously disclosed self-referral, the manager or supervisor may,
on a case-by-case basis, approve an additional on-the-clock session.
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942.23

942.23

c.

Face-to-face and telephone appointments for urgent situations must
be made consistent with need, regardless of the counselor's regularly
scheduled hours.

d.

Crisis counseling must be available by telephone 24 hours a day, 365
days a year.

Problem Evaluation
EAP counseling staff provides assessment services and arranges counseling
for employees or family members or refers them to appropriate treatment
resources.

942.3
942.31

Recovery Counseling and Resources
EAP Counseling Sites
EAP sites are staffed by EAP professionals trained to provide assessment,
short-term counseling, and referral services to individuals who seek their
assistance. Postal Service EAP sites are not equipped to provide
detoxification or drug rehabilitation assistance, but they can make referrals to
outside programs and treatment facilities for these problems. To provide
convenient, ready access to EAP counseling services for all Postal Service
employees and their family members, a network of similarly qualified and
capable affiliate counselors is available to provide EAP counseling services
at other locations.

942.32

Residential and Community Resources
EAP counseling service providers:
a.

Maintain information about a variety of outside programs, treatment
facilities, and resources available to employees and family members.

b.

Provide assistance with initial arrangements and appointments.

The cost of these programs or treatment facilities is borne by the employee
or by the employee's health insurance (pursuant to terms of the policy). In
cases for which hospitalization or detoxification is recommended, the
employee is responsible for requesting sick leave, leave without pay, annual
leave, or advanced sick leave.
942.4
942.41

Follow-Up
Progress
If a manager or a supervisor has referred an employee to EAP counseling
because of a job performance problem, that manager or supervisor shall
continue to monitor the employee's job performance.

942.42

Discontinuance of Participation
Whether an employee opts to continue or discontinue participation in EAP
counseling, he or she is responsible for maintaining prescribed job
performance standards.

942.43

Return to Work
If an employee is on leave from the Postal Service to participate in an outside
rehabilitative program for mental health or substance abuse issues, the EAP
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944.411
(2)

b.

944.32

Handbook AS-353, Guide to Privacy, the Freedom of Information
Act, and Records Management (including the appendix, Privacy
Act System of Records).

Provisions of HIPAA regarding access, disclosure, amendment, and
maintenance of records.

Private Providers
When EAP services are provided through an interagency agreement or a
private vendor, the following requirements apply:

944.4
944.41
944.411

a.

Each EAP counseling service provider is responsible for maintaining
records on participants.

b.

These counseling records are the property of the primary provider and
maintained in a system of records.

c.

The primary provider must maintain policies and procedures for
safeguarding the confidentiality of client data and files and may be
liable under the law for improper release of such information.

d.

The primary provider agrees to assert any privilege allowed by law and
to defend vigorously Postal Service and employee rights to
confidentiality.

Disclosure
General
Usual Recipients

Information identifying substance abuse program participants, whether or
not such information is recorded, may be disclosed as follows:
a.

To medical personnel to the extent necessary to meet a bona fide
medical emergency involving the EAP participant.

b.

To qualified personnel, with the express written authorization of the
vice president of Employee Resource Management, for purposes of
conducting scientific research or program audits or evaluation.
However, under no circumstances may any personally identifiable
information be disclosed in the resulting evaluation, research, or audit
reports.

c.

To a court, under the following circumstances:

d.
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(1)

When authorized by a court order upon showing of good cause,
such as when necessary to protect against an existing threat to
life or threat of bodily injury, or in connection with the
investigation or prosecution of a crime.

(2)

In litigation or an administrative proceeding when authorized by
the trier of fact, when the EAP participant offers testimony or
other evidence pertaining to the content of his or her EAP
participation. Counsel should be contacted for assistance in
evaluating the court order and in determining the extent to which
information must be released.

To any person when the EAP participant gives prior written consent to
disclose information. This consent specifies the nature and scope of
the topics to be released, to whom information is to be released, the

855
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Labor Relations
purpose of the disclosure, and the date on which the consent
terminates.

944.412

e.

To a person in any situation in which the EAP counselor has a duty to
warn.

f.

To an expert, consultant, or other individual who is under contract to
the Postal Service to fulfill an agency function, but only to the extent
necessary to fulfill that function, and in accordance with the Privacy Act
restrictions of 39 CFR 266.6.

Limitation of Disclosure

In all cases cited in 944.411, only information that is absolutely necessary to
satisfy the recipient's business or medical need is to be disclosed.
944.42
944.421

Criminal Activity
EAP Records

EAP counseling records or personnel may not be used to initiate or
substantiate any criminal charges against an EAP participant or to conduct
any investigation of a participant, except as authorized by a court order for
good cause.
944.422

Limitation of Confidentiality

If an employee who is an EAP counseling participant reveals the cor:nmission
or intended commission of serious criminal activity, the EAP counselor is not
prohibited from disclosing that information so long as the employee is not
identified as an EAP counseling program participant. Confidentiality does not
apply in any of the following cases:

856

a.

A crime is committed on EAP premises or against EAP counselor
personnel, or a threat to commit such a crime is made.

b.

Incidents occur in which information must be reported as required by
state law; for example, mandatory reporting of child abuse and/or
neglect (elder/spouse abuse in some states).

c.

For a disclosure that may be required by elements of the criminal
justice system because they have referred employees who are EAP
participants.
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613
613.1

Credit Unions
Authority
Employee credit unions in the Postal Service, as in all federal departments or
agencies, are chartered according to the Federal Credit Union Act
(12 U.S.C. 1753-1754). That Act gives the power to direct and control the
Federal Employees Credit Union Program to the National Credit Union
Administration, an independent agency in the executive branch of the
government. Credit unions may also be chartered under state laws and are
generally supervised by the banking department of the state involved. The
address of the National Credit Union Administration follows:
NATIONAL CREDIT UNION ADMINISTRATION
1775 DUKE STREET
ALEXANDRIA VA 22314-3428

613.2

Space Allowance
The Postal Service will authorize, if available, a suitable location (other than
workroom floor space) for credit unions in postal buildings. If the area is
accessible through the workroom only, membership in the credit union is
restricted to Postal Service employees (active and retired). Other federal
employees in the same building may not join unless the credit union is
situated so that it is unnecessary to enter the postal workroom. Credit union
business cannot be conducted from any post office service window.

613.3

Employees With Credit Union Duties
Postal personnel who are employees, officers, officials, or board members of
employee credit unions are not entitled to Postal Service compensation for
credit union duties. They have the option of annual leave or leave without pay
(up to 8 hours daily) to perform credit union activities - provided they can be
spared from their regular duties.

614
614.1

Food Services
Policy
The Postal Service provides food services, including provision of snacks and
beverages, that cannot be conveniently obtained at reasonable prices from
commercial sources and that are required for the health, comfort, or
efficiency of postal employees while on duty. The Randolph-Sheppard Act,
as amended in 197 4, dealing with the operation of vending facilities by a
blind vendor, applies to the Postal Service.

614.2
614.21

Operation
Responsibility
Food service facilities in central lunchrooms and in satellite work areas manual, vended, or a combination - are under the control of the installation
head. This responsibility may not be delegated to any employee committee.
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438.121
437.6

Action by Eagan Accounting Service Center
The Eagan ASC waives the claim if it can determine from a review of the file
that all of the following conditions are met:

437.7
437.71

a.

The overpayment occurred through administration error of the Postal
Service. Excluded from consideration for waiver of collection are
overpayments resulting from errors in time keeping, keypunching,
machine processing of time cards or time credit, coding, and any
typographical errors that are adjusted routinely in the process of
current operations.

b.

Everyone having an interest in obtaining a waiver acted reasonably
under the circumstances, without any indication of fraud,
misrepresentation, fault, or lack of good faith.

c.

Collection of the claim would be against equity and good conscience
and would not be in the best interest of the Postal Service.

Appeal of Disallowed Request
Appeal Procedure
When a request for waiver has been partially or completely denied, the
applicant may submit a written appeal to the Eagan ASC within 15 days of
receipt of the determination. The appeal letter should clearly indicate that the
employee is appealing the disallowance of the waiver request and explain in
detail the reasons why the employee believes the claim should be waived.

437.72

Final Decision
The Eagan ASC then forwards the appeal, with the entire case file, to the
applicable area Finance manager for area employees or to the manager of
National Accounting at Headquarters for Headquarters and area office
employees for a final decision. The area Finance manager or manager of
National Accounting advises the employee concerned and the Eagan ASC of
his or her final decision. If necessary, the Eagan ASC adjusts its records.

438
438.1
438.11

Pay During Travel or Training
Pay During Travel
Definitions
Definitions relevant to pay during travel or training include the following:

438.12
438.121

a.

Travel time - time spent by an employee moving from one location to
another during which no productive work is performed and excluding
the normal mealtime if it occurs during the period of travel.

b.

Local commuting area - the suburban area immediately surrounding
the employee's official duty station and within a radius of 50 miles.

Commuting To and From Work
Regular Commuting

Commuting time before or after the regular workday between an employee's
home and official duty station or any other location within the local
commuting area is a normal incident of employment and is not compensable.
It is not compensable regardless of whether the employee works at the same
March 2017
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438.122

location all day or commutes home after the workday from a location
different from the one where the workday started.
438.122

Commuting to a Different Worksite

Commuting time to and from work is not compensable when an employee is
called back to work after the completion of the regular workday. However,
such commuting time is compensable if the employee is called back to work
at a location other than his or her regular work site.
438.123

Commuting With a Break in Duty Status

When an employee is employed to work on a permanent basis at more than
one location in the same service day, the time spent commuting between the
locations is not compensable travel time, provided there is a break in duty
status between the work performed in the different locations. A break in duty
status occurs when an employee is completely relieved from duty for a
period of at least 1 hour that may be used for the employee's own purposes.
This 1-hour or greater period must be in addition to the actual time spent in
travel and the normal meal period, if the normal meal period occurs during
the time interval between the work at the different locations. (See 438.132 for
travel time between job locations when there is no break in duty status.)
438.13
438.131

Types of Compensable Travel Time
General

The determination of whether travel time is compensable or not depends
upon (a) the kind of travel involved, (b) when the travel takes place, and (c)
the eligibility of the employee (see Exhibit 438.13). The three situations that
may involve compensable travel time are described below.
438.132

Travel From Job Site to Job Site

The following applies to travel from job site to job site:
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a.

Rule. Time spent at any time during a service day by an eligible
employee in travel from one job site to another without a break in duty
status within a local commuting area is compensable. (See 438.123,
which makes the travel time noncompensable as commuting time
when there is a break in duty status between the work performed in
different locations.)

b.

Eligibility. This type of travel time is compensable for all employees
during their established hours of service on a scheduled workday. At all
other times, this type of travel time is compensable only for
FLSA-nonexempt employees who are entitled to receive overtime pay.

ELM 41

438.14

Pay Administration
compensable. Compensable travel time includes the time spent in
going to and from an airport, bus terminal, or railroad station.

438.14
438.141

b.

Eligibility. This type of travel time is compensable for all employees on
their scheduled workdays. On nonscheduled days, this type of travel
time is compensable only for nonexempt employees.

c.

Intermediate Travel Home. Employees who are on an extended
assignment away from home may be given the opportunity during the
assignment to return home for personal convenience. Although the
cost of the round trip is a reimbursable travel expense, the travel time
involved is not compensable when it falls outside of the scheduled
service week given to the employee during the temporary assignment.

d.

Scheduling of Travel. Travel away from home overnight is to be
scheduled by management on a reasonable basis without a purpose
either to avoid compensation for the travel time or to make the travel
time compensable.

Special Travel Provisions
Use of Private Automobile for Personal Convenience

If an eligible employee who is traveling under the provisions of 438.132,
438.133, or 438.134 is offered public transportation but uses a personally
owned conveyance for personal convenience, only the lesser of the time
spent actually driving or those creditable hours that would have been spent
in travel by public transportation are compensated.
438.142

Required Use of an Automobile

All time spent actually driving an automobile while traveling away from home
overnight because no public transportation is available is compensable travel
time for an eligible employee whether the time occurs within or outside of the
employee's established hours of service.
438.143

Work Performed While Traveling

Any time spent by an eligible employee in actual work that is required or
suffered or permitted to be performed while traveling is compensable.
438.15

Compensation Provisions
Provisions concerning compensation are as follows:
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a.

Compensable travel time is counted as worktime for pay purposes and
is included in hours worked in excess of 8 hours in a day, 40 hours in a
week, or on a nonscheduled day for a full-time employee, for the
determination of overtime for eligible employees (see 433 and 434.1).

b.

Out-of-schedule premium, nonbargaining rescheduling premium, and
guaranteed time are not payable to employees while traveling away
from home overnight.

c.

Night differential is paid to eligible employees during those hours of
compensable travel between 6:00 P.M. and 6:00 A.M. on either a
scheduled or nonscheduled day.

d.

Sunday premium is paid to eligible employees for paid travel time
during a scheduled tour that includes any part of a Sunday.

ELM 41

Arranging Transportation

5-5

5-5.2.1

Arranging to Use Your Privately Owned Vehicle
(POV)
A privately owned vehicle (POV) may be either an automobile, a motorcycle,
or an airplane.
5-5.1
5-5.1.1

Determining When to Use
Circumstances That May Justify Use of Your POV
You may receive approval to use your POV in the following circumstances:
a.

It will be advantageous to the Postal Service.

b.

You are on specific assignments, such as investigation and route
examinations, customer service travel, and postal systems reviews.

c.

You are participating in civil defense tests and activities. Employees
traveling for civil defense purposes to and from emergency locations
are considered to be on official business and acting within the scope of
their employment.

You may also receive approval to use your POV for personal convenience.
However, you must submit a cost comparison with your travel voucher. See
5-1.4 for information on performing a cost comparison.
5-5.1.2

Criteria That the Approving Official Will Use
The approving official's decision will be based on, but not limited to, the
following criteria:

5-5.2
5-5.2.1

a.

Whether commercial air, train, or bus service is suitable.

b.

Whether Postal Service or GSA vehicles are available.

c.

Whether using your POV would reduce the overall cost of travel, such
as by saving on per diem or local transportation expenses.

d.

Whether using your POV would save time, either travel time or overall
work time.

e.

Whether your POV would be used extensively in the vicinity of the
temporary duty station.

f.

Whether the vehicle is required for civil defense travel.

Allowable Expenses When Using Your POV
For Your Car or Motorcycle
The allowable expenses for using your car or motorcycle vary according to
whether you are using it because no Postal Service or GSA vehicle is
available or because it is more convenient for you to do so.
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